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Preface

In preparing this third edition of A History of Civilization we have sought to

record and interpret the fast-moving and often bewildering events that have

occurred since the publication of the second edition in 1960, and we have also

sought to profit by the new discoveries that continue to revolutionize man's

knowledge of the past, especially the remote past. The text incorporates sug-

gestions for improvement made by readers of the second edition, and the maps

and illustrations have undergone a complete revamping. The result represents

not a mere tinkering with the second edition but a thorough revision and, we
hope, a more attractive and more useful book.

In particular, we have recast sections of Volume I treating the first civili-

zations (Chapter 1), the Minoans and Mycenaeans (Chapter 2), the Etruscans

(Chapter 3), and the Ottoman Turks (Chapter 9) to bring them abreast of recent

scholarship. In Volume II we have reorganized Chapters 30 and 31 , which cover

events since 1945, to stress the interaction of developments in the Western

democratic world, the communist world, and the emerging states of the non-

western world. Both the mounting tide of paperbound editions and the flow of

new scholarly works have necessitated extensive changes in the reading sug-

gestions at the conclusion of each chapter. New maps have been added, old ones

redrawn, and all have been printed in two-colors to make the cartographical

work at once more appealing and more instructive. The great majority of the

illustrations, both in color and in black and white, are new and have been

selected with an eye to their freshness and their appropriateness in reflecting

the changing climates and "styles" of human culture.

A revision of these dimensions would scarcely have been possible without

the help of many people. We thank all the students and teachers who have taken

the trouble to write us. We wish to express special appreciation to the following

gentlemen for their critiques of the third edition: William F. Allen, Univer-

sity of Bridgeport; Ralph H. Bowen, Northern Illinois University; Gene

Brucker, University of California at Berkeley; Elmer Louis Kayser, the George

Washington University; Robert G. Lunde and Gerard E. Silberstein, Univer-



sity of Kentucky; and Bernard C. Weber and David B. McElroy, University of

Alabama. And, as this edition goes to press, we thank again the expert readers

whose comments contributed so substantially to the quality of the first two

editions. Finally, we wish to record our heavy debt to those with whom we have

worked most closely; to the members of the Project Planning Department of

Prentice-Hall, who have applied their skills and energies most generously and

effectively; to Miss Gabriele Wunderlich, for her taste and resourcefulness in

obtaining illustrative materials; to Vincent Kotschar, for his clear and pains-

taking revision of the maps; and to our colleagues and our families whose

sympathy, understanding, and aid mean that the authors' salute to them is no

mere gesture but a response from the heart.

CRANE BRINTON JOHN B. CHRISTOPHER ROBERT L. WOLFF

A Note on the Tables of Historical Dates

Some day psychologists may be able to tell us just what and how to remember. But at

present we know little more than this: though a few exceptional people can absorb and

tap at will large stores of systematically arranged facts— say, the list of popes from St.

Peter on — most human beings cannot remember great systems of facts for very long

unless they make fairly regular use of them. The average educated American does not

remember such a relatively short list as that of the presidents of the United States. In-

deed, if we never did any figuring at all, most of us would forget the multiplication table.

Few of us make any regular use of history. Fortunately, the modern world is admirably

supplied with works of ready reference that can free our minds for more useful work

than just memorizing. The engineer, for example, does not need to keep in mind all the

formulas and equations he might need; he has his engineer's handbook. So anyone using

history has a host of reference books available in libraries, and on his desk he may have

for immediate use such a storehouse of information as the one-volume Encyclopaedia of

World History (Houghton Mifflin, 1948), edited by W. L Langer.

Yet we do need something like a historian's equivalent of the multiplication table,

if only to give us a frame of reference. The trouble with most historical tables, however,

is that they are much too long and contain far too many facts for the average person. It is

as if our multiplication table, instead of stopping with twelve times twelve, or even ten

times ten, went on to fifty times fifty. The lists of dates to be found on the endpapers of

the books are an attempt to construct the historian's equivalent of the multiplication

table. It is a simple list of approximately a hundred dates, a kind of rough map of historic

time. It is worth memorizing bit by bit and keeping in memory.

The list is not necessarily meant to include all the "hundred great dates." It is meant

rather to assist the reader to keep his mind on the course of history by focusing on two

threads that serve to put an order, a pattern, into a complex set of facts.

First, there is the concept of recorded history as a series of streams which have dif-



ferent sources on this earth, but which finally flow together in the One World of the

present. Of course, some of the streams — the Chinese, the East Indian, the African, for

example— have by no means wholly mingled, and are still present as separate currents.

We take as the main stream in the endpapers, as we do in this book, our western civiliza-

tion with its sources in the river valleys of the ancient Near East.

Second, there is the concept of a specific region or nation as a leader, a center, a focal

point of historic change in our own western civilization at a given period. Periclean

Athens, the Rome of the Caesars, and Victorian Britain are classic examples. Very broadly

speaking, these centers of leadership have since 3000 B.C. swung westward and northward

in a huge arc, from Egypt and Mesopotamia to Greece, Rome, western and central Europe,

the United States. But the metaphor is imperfect. As we have taken pains to point out in

this book, in the thousand years after the "fall" of the western Roman Empire, the

Byzantines, the Slavs, and even perhaps the Moslems were in some ways quite as focal

to western history as the medieval westerners. Moreover, leadership, especially in

politics, may pass from one region to another, and former leaders like ancient Athens

may fall almost to the status of ghost towns. Yet on the whole the area of western civiliza-

tion constantly widens. Those parts left behind in the march of history do not lapse into

an entirely separate existence; they remain a part, though only a subsidiary part, of

the West.

A Note on the Reading Suggestions

A list of reading suggestions is appended to each chapter of this book. Almost all

historical bibliographies nowadays begin with the statement that they are highly selec-

tive and do not, of course, aspire to be exhaustive. This apology is hardly necessary, for

the fact is that in most fields of history we have outrun the possibility of bringing to-

gether in one list all the books and articles in all languages on a given topic. There are

for the wide fields of this book, and in English alone, thousands of volumes and hundreds

of thousands of articles in periodicals. The brief lists following each chapter are simply

suggestions to the reader who wishes to explore a given topic further.

Each list attempts to give important and readable books, with special attention to

paperbacks, which are often the editions most available in a college community. A
useful guide is Paperhound Books in Prim, a monthly review of new paperbacks, with

encyclopaedic cumulative issues published three or four times a year. In addition, good

readings in original sources, the contemporary documents and writings of an age, are

sometimes listed, though the reader can supplement these listings from the text itself

and from the footnotes. In addition, there are many good collections of sources for

European history, notably the Introduction to Contemporary Civilization in the West ( 1 954),

prepared by faculty members at Columbia University; this begins with the Middle Ages

and gives much longer selections from the sources than such compilations usually do.

Other good collections are to be found in the Portable Readers (published by Viking).

There are also many source books and pamphlets on central or controversial problems in



European history. A good example is K. M. Setton and H. R. Winkler, eds., Great Problems

in European Civilization, rev. ed. (Prentice-Hall, 1965). Another is the series of pamphlets

edited by R. W. Greenlaw under the general title "Problems in European Civilization"

(D. C. Heath).

Our lists also include historical novels and, occasionally, dramas. Professional his-

torians are likely to be somewhat severe in their standards for a historical novel. They

naturally want its history to be sound, and at bottom they are likely to be somewhat

prejudiced against the form. The historical novels listed here are all readable and all

reasonably good as history. But note that historical novels, like historical films, though

accurate on such material matters as authentic settings and appropriate costumes, often

fail to capture the immaterial aspects — the psychology, the spirit — of the age they are

written about. Many such novels motivate their characters, especially in love, as if they

were modern Europeans and Americans. Exceptions to this rule are noted in the lists.

It is easy to assemble more material on a given topic than is furnished by our reading

lists. American libraries, large and small, have catalogues with subject and title listings,

as well as a section of reference books with encyclopaedias and bibliographies. Many

libraries have open shelves where, once a single title is discovered, many others may be

found in the immediate area. Perhaps the first printed list of books to be consulted is

A Guide to Historical Literature (MacmiUan, 1931) and its sequel. The American Historical

Association's Guide to Historical Literature (MacmiUan, 1961 ). For more recent books one

can turn, for American history, to the Harvard Guide to American H/j/ory (Belknap, 1954),

edited by O. Handlin and others. And for the history of Europe and other areas there are

many good bibliographies; see, for example, those in "The Rise of Modern Europe"

series edited by W. L Langer (Torch); in the multivolumed Oxford History of England:

and in R. R. Palmer and J. Colton, A History of the Modern World (Knopf, 1965). For

historical fiction, one may consult two older specialized guides: E. A. Baker, /4 Guide to

Historical Fiction (MacmiUan, 1914) and J. Nield,/4 Guide to the Best Historical Novels and

Tales (Elkins, Mathews, and Marrot, 1929). The more recent Fiction Catalogue (Wilson,

1951) while covering much besides historical fiction, does furnish keys to books that

cover particular countries and particular historical eras.

What is much more difficult than assembling titles is securing an evaluation of in-

dividual books. For older books the Guide to Historical Literature, already mentioned,

gives the most useful references to critical reviews of the titles it discusses. The Book

Review Digest gives capsule reviews and references to longer ones. For current books the

weekly book section of The New York Times and The Times Literary Supplement (published

in London) usually provide informative reviews of historical works soon after they are

published. Later— sometimes as much as three years later— full scholarly appraisals are

published in the American Historical Review, its British equivalent, the English Historical

Review, and in more specialized reviews, such as the Journal of Modern History. Speculum

(for medieval studies). The Middle EastJournal, and many others. A new American schol-

arly journal. History and Theory, covers a field of great interest to historians today. By

reading a few reviews of a book one can usually get a fair indication of its scope and

quality. In our reading suggestions we have tried, within a very brief compass, to give

comparable indications.
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The Old Regime

and the International Balance,

1715-1789

I Introduction:

The Prospect in 1715

Long years of peace and quie t

appeared ro he in nmspecr for Eumne in 1 7]J>.

In the West, the Utrecht settlement of 1 713

had ended Louis XIV 's prolonged threat to the

balance of power, and in the Baltic, as we shall

see, the protracted Great Northern War be-

tween Russia and Sweden was Hearing a settle-

ment. The death of Louis XIV himself in 1 71 3

gave fresh nrnmisp nf international stabi

for the crown of France passed to his great

grandson, Louis XV a boy of five. During the

long regency now ahead, France would proba

bly be too preoccupied with internal matters

to attempt adventures abroad. Finally, the grea

conflicts of Louis XIV had exhausted his own
state and had also brought his victorious oppo
nents to the edge of bankruptcy. Europe

nffAf-^ ,ry ovf^nfj^^a tXTlod of ronva lp<rpnrp







The Old Regime and the International Balance, 1715-1789

Historians use the term
"Old Regime" to

describe the institutions prevailing in Europe
,

especially hrance. betore 1 /89 : It was the Old

Regime of the eighteenth century in contrast

to the
"
new" regime of the French Revolution .

In many respects the Old Regime resembled

the still older regime of the Middle Ages. Its

economic foundations were agrarian , for most

Europeans lived in farming villages and re-

tained the parochia l outlook of the peasant.

In Western Europe — particularly in Britain,

France, the Low Countries, and Germany

west of the Elbe River— the great majority of

peasants had long been free of the bonds of

serfdom. In Eastern Europe , however — notably

in Germany beyond the Elbe, and in Hun-

gary, Poland, and Russia— the majority were

still serfs .

The social foundations of the Old Regime

rested firmly on the medieval division of so -

ciety into the first estate of the clergy, the sec-

ond estate of the nobility, and the third estate

of commoners, who included the urban bour -

geoisie as well as the peasantry. Within the

third estate, only the men at the top exerted

much political influence — well-to-do business-

nien in England and Holland. French lawyers

or merchants wealthy enough to purchase gov-

ernment office. Generally, bourgeois influence

diminished as one moved eastward. Almost

everywhere the titled nobles and the landed

gentry of the second estate stillwielded sub-

stantial power and wanted to regain some of

that assumed by the "vile bourgeois," in the

phrase of the aristocratic Due de Saint-Simon.

As the present chapter will show, every govern-

ment in Europe tended to represent the inter-

ests of the few^ whether it was an absolute

monarchy, like France or Prussia, a constitu-

tional monarchy, like Britain, or a republic,

like the Dutch United Provinces.

Europe had long been oligarchical, agrarian.

ancTparochial. and i n 1715 it seemed likely to

remain so forever. The Old Regime, however,

did not last forever; its apparent stability was

deceptive. By the middle of the eighteenth

rpnniry \t<^ tnrial
p
tnd economic foundations

were beginning to crumble under the pressure

of revolutionary economic change s. Leaders of

the i ntellectual movement called the Enlight-

\r enment (see Chapter 1 7) were voicing the de-

mands for institutional reform that culminated

in the revolution of 1789.

The international stability promised by the

Utrecht settlement also faded relatively soon.

The defeat and death of Louis XIV did not

end the world-wide rivalry of Britain and

France, who began another round of their long

conflict in 1 740.

3

1eanwhile. the rapid emer-

gence of two new states caused shifts in the

balance of powe r. Russi a was moving out of

semi-isolation to take an active and often

aggressive part in international affairs, and

the once-obscure German electorate of

Brandenbure-Prussia was developing into

a first-class military power, intent on expansion.

II The Western Powers

The changes in commerce, agri-

culture, and industry that helped to undermine

the Old Regime were most evident in Western

Europe, especially in France, the Low Coun-

tries, and, above all, Britain. They were in ^t
economicrevolu^g^^ though some historians

shyawa^romthe term because it may suggest

a more sudden discharge of economic energy

or technological inventiveness than actually

occurred. The commercial, agricultural, and

industrial revolutions , while slower and less

dramatic than political revolutions, were in the

long run perhaps even more revolutionary in

their effects upon human history.

The CommercJal Revolution

In the eighteenth century, the commercial

revolution was more advanced than the other



rwo. I ;< ha<ir insrifurions had been developed

he(nre 1
~

1 *)- banks and insurance firms in the

Renaissance, tor example, and chartered trad-

ing companies in the sixteenth century. Mer-

cantil ism, the rather ill-defined set of principles

determining governmental policies toward

commerce, had matured in the Spain of Philip

11 and the France of Louis XIV and Colbert .

The steady growth of trade in the eighteenth

century, however, quickened the pace of the

commercial revolution.

For example, it increased the demand for

insurance on ships and cargoes . Early in the

century the insurance brokers ot London often

gathered in coffee houses to discuss business,

news, and politics . Specialists in marine insur-

ance gravitated to Edward Lloyds coffee house

in Lombard Street and continued to meet there

after Lloyd died in 1^13. Thus was hnrn

Lloyd's of London , the firm that developed the

standard form of^policy tor mjirin^|nsurance

and^QnhJIshed I./nyJ[i_I.i<t, the first detailed

and accurate shipping newspaper. Another

great London institution to emerge from the

informal atmosphere of the coffee house was

the stock exchange. As the buying and selling

of shares in joint-stock companies increased,

traders began to gather at Jonathan's; in 1773
the name was changed from Jonathan'sJO the

Stockjxchange Coffee House.

Marine insurance prospered in part because

improved charts and the installation of light-

houses and buoys made navigation safer. At

sea, captains could determine their geographi-

cal position by using rwo new instrumenrs the

sextant and the chronometer. The sextant, an

elaboration of the telescope, showed the aliL-

tud£_Q£_ihe^un_aLJUxirLand_£husJndjcated the

ship's latitude. The chronometer, a clock un-

affected by the motion of the shijVj^was kept

on Greenwich Mean Time (the time at the

meridian running through Greenwich near

London). The two new instruments made it

possible to calculate the ship's longitude,

which represented the difference between

Greenwich Mean Time and the local time

aboard ship calculated with the sextant.

On land, the improvements in_comniuiu=

cation and transport came much more slowhL

Except for the good highways of France, Euro-

peanjTjads were scarcel y better than paths or

trails. The shipment of goods overland re-

mained slow, unsafe, and expensive until after

1 "50, when the construction of turnpikes and

canals gradually eased the situation. The pio-

neer English canal, built in 1759-1761 by

the Duke of Bridgewater, cut in half the cost

of moving coal from the mines on his estate

to the new factory town of Manchester.

Businessmen also faced the handicaps im-

posed by restrictive guUd regulations and by

the abundancejjf^c^jins. weights, measures, and

local tolls. Sweden, for example, minted only

copper money, including a monstrosity weigh-

ing 43 pounds. Baden, one of the smaller Ger-

man states, had 1 1 2 separate measures for

length, 65 for dry goods, 123 for liquids, and

163 for cereals, not to mention 80 different

pound weights! A_German—

m

errh a nr -wha

shipped timberdo3Ti_th^El_be_ frorn Dresden

in Saxony to Hamburg had to pay so many tolls

to the fnwn<;^hd priririjTal mps along the way

that of 60 planks floated at Dresden only six

would reach Hamburg. Even in France, the

land where uniformity and centralization were

supposedly the rule, all sorts of local taxes and

other obstacles to internal trade persisted.

The survival of local vested interests

showed the limitations of the power of the

mercantilist state. Mercantilism requi red tlie

regulation of trade on the national, rather than

the local, level. _Biit no eighteenth-century

government possessed thjf staff of_ officials

neede? to make nationa l regulation effective;

stateHiaJto rely heavily on private companies

y^

of theirand individuals to execiire

policies. Thus the English and Dutch East

India Companies exercised not only a trading

monopojyj n their colonial preierves but also

virtual_sovereign powers, including the right

to maintain soldiers and conduct diplomacy,

fiiventors worked on their own, not in govern-

ment laboratories, although the state occa-

sionally offered prizes on matters of critical

importance to the business community. Al-

though^ the English Parliament__prQinised

£20.000 foiM^he invention of a reliable "sea-

going" clock^e inventor of the chronometer

KTcTto wait rwentv-five vears to collect hi s

prize money. Private initiative, not sluggish
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governments, made the commercial revolution

advance at a swift pace in the eighteenth cen-

tury. The fact was underlined by two specu-

lative booms that occurred early in the century

— rhe_Mississippi Bubble in France and the

South Sea Bubble in England.

The Mississippi

and South Sea Bubbles

In 1715, hardly a state in Europe could man-

age the large debts that had piled up during the

recent wars. Yet all of them had to find some

way of meeting at least part of the large an-

nual interest on bonds and other obligations,

or else go bankrupt. The governments of

France and England chose the way of experi-

ment. They transferred the management o/

state debts to joint-stock companies, which

they rewarded with trading concessions. The

commerce of the companies, it was hoped,

would prove so lucrative that their profits

would easily cover the interest charges on gov

ernment bonds.

John Law (1671-1729), a Scottish mathe

matical wizard and an inveterate gambler, pre

sided over the experiment in France. He
studied monetary problems and banking meth

ods in Amsterdam, at that time the commer

cial capital of Europe. Law was a mercantilist,

but with a difference. He agreed with the doc-

trine that the strength of a state depended^upon

the quantity of money it possessed. But, he

asserted, the limited supply of silver and gold

made it difficult to increase the amount of

specie circulating in any country and therefore

difficult to promote business. Paper money,

Law__j:oncludedj was the solution — paper

money backed^ by a natioji'j wealth in land

and in trade. The quantity of paper money in

circulation could easily be raised or lowered

in accordance with the needs of business. Trad-

ing companies would prosper as never before,

the whole country would prosper, and, in the

general prosperity, government debts would

be paid off.

^ The death of Louis XIV gave Law the oppor-

tunitv_to try his "system." The regent for Louis

XV, the Duke of Orleans, who was a gambling

crony of Law, permitted him to set up a central

bank i n Paris. Whereas the value of French

money had been sinking lower and lower be-

cause of the government's debasing the coin-

age. Law's bank, following the practice of the

Bank of Amsterdam, issued paper notes of

stable value. Business activity at once in-

creased. Next, Lawjet up the Mississippi Com-
pany, which received a monopoly of commerce

with the Louisiana colony and soon absorbed

the other French colonial trading companies.

Law's system now reached to almost every

corner of the French economy, and Law him-

self, appointed controller-general, became the

econom7c~3Ictator of the kingdom. His com-

pany took over the government debt and

agreed to accept government bonds in partial

payment for shares of Mississippi stock. Many^

bondholders responded enthusiastically Lo

Law's offer, because the bonds_hjd_d£ctec4ated

to 2()^er^entLi)r_]ess_^Lheic_£acej^alue. Law,

however, had to sell additional shares of

Mississippi stock in order to obtain sufficient

working capital for his company. To attract

cash purchasers. Law promoted a boom in

Mississippi stock, painting the company's pros-

pects in brightest colors. Investors, large and

small, caught the fever of speculation, and by

the close of 1 719 Mississippi stock was selling

at forty times its par value.

The Mississippi Bubble soon burst, for

Law's paper money could not stand the pres-

sure. As the price of Mississippi shares rose

higher and higher, cautious investors decided

to cash in. They sold their shares, received pay-

ment in banknotes, then took the notes to

Law's bank and demanded their redemption in

specie. The bank exhausted its reserves of

gold and silver and suspended specie payments

in February, 1720. Law was forced to relin-

quish ^he post of conTroller-gene ral in^ May,

1 720; he_fled France shortlyj:hereafte r

.

The explosion of the Mississippi Bubble

had international repercussions, for within

a few weeks of Law's resignation the South

Sea Bubble burst in London. Ujnightjiaye

been expected that management ofjhe^ggljish

governmentj, dehLJg-Oi i ld devolve upon the

Bankof^ngland. Founded in 1694 as a private

institution (i c wa.<i fully nationalized on ly after



World War II), the Bank of England issued

banknotes, and renHprpH orher val uable serv -

ices to the government during the last wars

against Louis XIV. The debt, however, was

taken over not by the Bank but by the new

South Sea Company, which paid the govern-

ment the^xbrbitant sum of more than seven

and a half million pounds. The resources of

the South Sea Company were slim, consisting

largely of the right to exploit the trading con-

cessions that Britain obtained under the

Asiento agreement at the end of the War of

the Spanish Succession. These privileges were

limited to furnishing Spain's American col-

onies with 4800 slaves annually and to sending

one ship a year to Panama for general trade.

The South Sea Company, like the Missis-

sip£pCom£anyITn2te3I^vernmen^
transfer their bonds company stocky

The directors of the company bought and sold

shares in secret to create a more lively market

for them, encouraged purchases of stock with

a down payment of only 10 per cent in cash,

and spread reports of forthcoming sailings by

the company's ships on voyages of unparalleled

promise. In short, like Law, they created a

speculative boom. South Sea shares, with a

par value of £100, sold for £129 in January

of 1720, and for £1050 in June. Dozens of

other promoters sprang into action, advertising

schemes for wheels of perpetual motion, for

making salt water fresh,
"
for carrying on an

undertaking of great advantagg, but nobody to

know what The gullibility of the in-

vesnng^ubjic was remarkable, but it was not

inexhaustible. South Sea shares fell to £880 in

August, 1 720, and to £1 50 in September. Par-

liament ordered an investigation and, to pro-

tect the company's creditors, seized the estates

of its directors, who had meantime destroyed

the company's books and fled the country.

The two bubbles produced^ome .jinfbxiu-

nate results. The collapse of the Mississippi

scheme ruined Law, whose talents, if used more
discreetly, might have revitalized the French

economy. In England, the South Sea fiasco

long impeded the development of new stock

companies, which were henceforth required

to buy costly charters. It tarnished the renu-

tations of many in higb_places. The mistresses

London during the South Sea Bubble. The
hunchback is hiring himself out as a desk.

of George I and the King himself had been

"let_i n on the ground Root" in return for en-

dorsing the venture enthus iastically, and more

than^a hundred members of Parliament had

borrowed money from the company in orderto

buy its shares on the installment plan.

The bubbles were by no means total mis-

fortunes. They were an acute instance of the

economic growing pains suffered as the states

of Europe groped for solutions to baffling

financial problems. 'Voltaire later correctly

observed that Law's "imaginary system gave

birth to a real commerce," and released

French business from the torpor induced by

the defeats of Louis XI'V. The Mississippi

Company, reorganizedafrpr 1 7?0. <-<-'n<i«t<'j\rly

madej^jiandsome profit. In England, the South

Sea Bubble scarcely affected the strongest
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institutions. The_£a&Ll"dia Company contin-

ued to pay an annual dividend of 5 to 10

per cent. The Bank ofTngTarKrTno longer

competing with the South Sea Company for

government favors, became more than ever the

financial mainstay of the realm. In the political

shake-up following the Bubble, the_Whig
statesman, Robert Walpole (see pp. 12-13),

came to power with a prog_ram of honoring the

debt as a national de bt. This was a novel con-

cept and a great step forward in fiscal morality

in an age when most states still treated their

debts as the monarch's personal obligation,

to be acknowledged or repudiated as he saw fit.

The Agricultural Revolution

#-

The agricultural revol ution, the second

of the forces transforming the modern econ -

omy, centered on improvements that enabled

fewer farmers to produce more cro^ . The
application of technological discoveries to

agriculture was an old story, as old as the ir-

rigation ditches of ancient Mesopotamia and

the improved plows and horse-collars of the

Middle Ages. What was new and revolu-

tionary in the eighteenth century was the ac-

celerating tempo of the advance in farming

techniques.

The leaders of the movement were the "im-

P£Oving_JandlijrdsIl__Qf_England^ who often

owed much to innovators on the Continent.

JethroTull ( 1 674 - 1 741 ), for example, studied

French truck-gardens and^yjnfcyards, where

farmers ^obtained heavy yields_from smajl
plots by plariting^eeds individually and by

carefully hoeing the soil around each plant

and vine. TuU adapted French methods to the

much larger grain fields of England. In place

of the inefficient custom of scattering seed

broadcast, he planted it deeply in regular

rows with a horse-drawn "drjlling" machine,

and he cultivated his crops with a horse-drawn

hoe. Viscount Tojjishand (1674-1738) ex-

perimented ^ith two new crops brought in

froin Holland, turni ps and clover . The former

made it possible to feed all the livestock until

the arrival of the spring pasturing season, and

thus to avoid the customary slaughter of stock

at the onset of winter. Clover, by fixing nitro-

gen in the soil , increased the fertility of the

land and curtailed the old practice of letting

fields lie fallow every third year.
"

Turnip"

Townshend's four-year rotation— planting the

same field to turnips, barley, clover, and wheat,

in successive years — soon became standard on
many English estates.

The improvements of Tull and Townshend
won enthusiastic praise from Arthur Young
(1 741-1820), the articulate publicist of_the

new_agriculture, who reported at length on h is

frequent trips throughout the farming.districts

of the British Is les and part of^ the Continent.

Young won an international following that

i ncluded George III, George Washington, the

Marquis de Lafajette, and Catherine the_Great.

Before 1 789, however, the new agriculture

gained the support of only the most enter-

prising landlords, and even in Britain it ap-

pealed chiefly to the holders of large estates.

The agricultural revolution of the eight-

eenth century, uneven though it was, marked

an important stage in the long, gadiiai-shift

from the largely splf-siiffi(;ient manoiL-QfLthe

Middle Ages to the modern capitalist farm

producing specialized crops. The improving

landlords needed large amounts of capital, and

they also needed large plots of land that were

not subdivided into long narrow strips for in-

dividual cultivators or otherwise used in com-

mon by many individuals. Since these old ways

hampered the new agriculture, there was a

mounting demand that common fields be

fenced off as the private lands of single pro-

prietors. Enclosures, which in Tudor days were

introduced to extend sheep pastures, were now
aimed to increase crop land. The new enclo-

sure movement reached its peak in the last

decades of the eighteenth century and the

first decades of the nineteenth, when Parlia-

ment passed hundreds of separate enclosure

acts affecting several million acres. Rural

England was assuming its modern aspect of

large fields fenced by hedgerows.

Enclosures, then, created large farms well

suited to the application ^ofL drill-planting,

horse-hoeing, and crop rotation. They enabled

Bntain to feed her growing population by in-

creasing her agricultural output. But they also



created widespread sojLJal misery. In Georgian

England, as in ancient Greece and Rome, the

development of capitalistic estates ruined

many small farmers, or yeomen, who could

not get along without their rights to use com-
mon lands and who could not afford to buy

tools, install fences, and become improving

landlords themselves. Many of them became
hired hands on big farms or sought work in the

expanding towns.

The Beginnings

of the Industrial Revolution

By increasing productivity and at the same

time releasing part of the agricultural labor

force for jobs off the farm, the agricultural

revolution was assisting the indnsrrial rev-

olution . Industry also required raw mate-

rials, markets for its manufactures, and capital

to finance the building and equipping of fac-

tories. The raw materials and the markets

were supplied in part by the colonies over-

seas, and the capital in part by merchants.

Thus the commercial revolution, too
,

assisred^

the industrial revolution.

In textiles, the making of yarn and cloth had

long been organized under the "domestic sys-

tem." Spinners or weavers worked at home on
simple wheels or looms; often they did not

buy their own raw materials or market their

finished products but worked as wage-laborers

for an entrepreneur who furnished the raw

materials and sold the finished yarn and cloth.

In some industries, however, production was

organized not under the domestic system but

in primitive factories, which assembled many
laborers in a large workshop, though still

relying on hand processes rather than on
machines. These early factories were particu-

larly common in enterprises utilizing expen-

Eigfiteenth-century grinders at work, as illustrated in the Encyclopedte
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sive materials, like gold or silver threads for

luxury cloth, or requiring close supervision for

reasons of state, like cannon foundries.

The industrial revolution made the domes-

tic system obsolete and transformed the factory^

system. Machines superseded simple hand

tools, like the spinning-wheel and the home
loom, and water or steam replaced human

muscles and animal energy as the source of

power. Because power-driven machines were

often big, complicated, and costly, larger

factories were needed to house them. By 1789.

these revolutionaiX-^hanges had affected-only

a few indusm£S,-but they were key industries

— mining, metallurgy, munitions, and rpvriles.

p^ Coal-mining was becoming a big business,

largely_because ot the liTcreased demand for

coke bv iron-smelters. Smelters had always

used charcoal to inalce iron from ore, and they

continued to do so in countries like Sweden

that had abundant wood for charcoal. But in

England, where most of the great forests had

been cut down, the price of charcoal rose so

high that it constituted 80 per cent of the cost

of producing iron. By 1750, despite the

abundant native supply of ore, the output of

English smelters was declining rapidly, and

the country was using more and more imported

iron. Ordinary coal could not replace charcoa l

as smelter fuel because the chemjcalsJiLXoal

made the iron too brittle. Here necessity

mothered invention, as the ^arby fam ily of

Shropshire_discoyered_how to remove the

chemical impurities from coal by an oven

process that converted it into coke , which

was almost pure carbon.

In England, the Darbys and other private

firms were the pioneers in metallurgy. On the

Continent, governments took the lead— a sig-

nificant exception to the rule about the

inability of states to solve economic prob-

lems. Warfare required weapons and muni-

tions in large quantities; France and Prussia

met the demand by setting up state-financed

and state-operated foundries and arms factories.

The revolution in textiles was focused on

the cheaper production of cotton cloth. The

"flying shuttle," a technical device first ap-

plied to the hand loom in England (1733),

enabled a single weaver to do work that had

previously required the services of two. Looms
equipped with the flying shutde^ised up the

supply of hand-spun thread so rapidly^ that the

London Society for the Encouragement of

Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce offered a

prize for improvement of the spinning process.

'$=> James Hargreaves won the prize in 1 764 with

his "spinning jenny ," a series of spinning

wheels geared together which made eight

threads simultaneously. Soon the jenny was

adapted to water power, and its output was

increased to a hundred or more threads at once.

The eventual emancipation of industry from

dependence on unreliable water power was

foreshadowed in the 1760's when the Scots-

man, James Watt, introduced the steam engine.

Although B ritain had nearly 1 50 cotton

mills in 1789. woolens and dozens^of-Other

Full industrial development would not take

place until the canal and railroad permitted

cheap transport of heavy freight and until the

shortages of capital and skilled labor were

overcome. A Swedish inventor of the early

1 700's designed excellent machines for cut-

ting wheels and files but could not raise the

money to put them into operation. And in

Britain the difficulty of making precise parts

for Watt's engine delayed_ifs prndurrinn in

large quantitie s. While the eighteenth century

had taken many of the initial steps in the in-

dustrial revolution, it remained for the next

century to apply them on a truly revolutionary

scale (see Chapter 20).

The Assets of Britain

Leadership^in the economic revolutions was

making Britain the wealthiest nation i n__the

world. British bankers, buttressed by the

Bank of England and by the careful manage-

ment of the national debt, extended credit to

business enterprises at the relatively low inter-

est rate of 5 per cent. The City, the square mile

comprising the City of London proper and

including the financial district, recovered

quickly from the South Sea Bubble and chal-

lenged Amsterdam's position as the inter-

national capital of trade and finance. In the



course of the eighteenth century, British

merchants outdistanced their old trading

rivals, the Dutch, and gradually took the lead

over their new competitors, the French,

judged bv the three touchstones of mercantil-

ism—commerce , colonies, and sea power ,

— Britain was t^p '^rrnnj^.^^^state in Europe. '

The British colonial empire, however, was

not a mercantilist undertaking in the full

sense. Supervision of the colonies rested with

a government department, the Board of Trade

,

which followed an easygoing policy contrast-

ing with the rigid controls exerted by other

colonial powers over their possessions. This

was the famous policy of "salutary neglect."

In the long run, as the American Revo lution

w^jtjjjliow, "salutary neglect ' di d not salkfy

the colonists, b ut jn the jh^rt run it worked

reasonably well by promoting the colonists'

prosperrty and self-reliance^

~The Roy'al Navy enjoyed the assets of a su-

perior officer corps and greater size. Future cap-

tains went to sea at the age of sixteen, or even

younger, and^passed_throuph long practical

training befqre^eceiyj^ng^ommijsjons. The
ships they commanded in the mid-century wars

were inferior in design to those of France and

Spain; but there were more of them. Britain

had a 2 to 1 advantage_oyeiLFrance,in niimhpr

n( Wif^h'P'i " 6 to 1 lead in merchant ships,

and a 10 to 1 lead in total number of experi-

enced seamen, merchant and naval. In wartime,

the fleet could draw on the merchant marine

for additional sailors and auxiliary vessels.

Service in the Royal Navy had its grim aspects.

Food was rnonotonous and unhealthy, and

punishments included flogging and keel-

hauling, in which the victim was dragged the

length of the barnacle-encrusted keel. Since

these were the common afl^ictions of all sailors

in the eighteenth century, however, they did

not put the British navy at a comparative dis-

advantage.

Thf PrJTJth army, by rnntrniLwafi nf4fhfr

large norjrriprpttlvp Irt officers were reputed

to be the poorest in Europe, and its soldiers

were in part mercenaries from the German
state of Hesse-Cassel, the Hessians of the

American Revolutionary War. NgglecLoQhe
army was a deliberate policy . The British Isles

were relatively safe from invasion; moreover,

statesmen feared that a standing army might

become an instrument of potential absolutism,

for they remembered the uses that Cromwell
and James II had made of this weapon.

The Glorious Revolution, which had done
so much to confirm distrust of the army, had

also confirmed Britain's unique and greatest

asset — the supremacy of Parliament over the

King. Parliament had approved the accession of

William and Mary in place of James II; when
Anne, Mary's sister and the last Stuart monarch,

died in 1 714, Parliament hadjijreadv arran ged

for the succession of the Hjouse of Hanover.
Under the Jjrst_kingS—o^the new house—
GeorgeJ^d 714- 1727) and Genrpp 11 ( \171-

1 760) — the institution that was to a.ssure the

everyday assertion of parliamentary supremacy

was undergoing steady development. This was

the cabinet.

Cabinet Government

Today the British cabinet is a committee of

the majority party of the House of Commons,
headed by the prime minister, and it remains in

office as long as it can continue to enlist the

support of a majority in Commons. It is "Her
Majesty's Government," while the chief mi-

nority party forms "Her Majesty's Opposition,"

a loyal opposition whose leader receives an

official salary. The cabinet rules because it

controls the executive branch of the govern-

ment; the monarch merely reigns.

Under the first two Hanoverian kings the

cabi net was only starting to accumulate this

immense authority . George 1 and George II

by no means abdicated all the old royal pre-

rogatives. They took a direct interest in the

South Sea Bubble and other financial matters,

and they intervened in the conduct of war and

diplomacy to a degree that would be regarded

as highly improper today. George II was the

last English monarch to command troops in

person on the battlefield — in 1743 during the

War of the Austrian Succession. The two

Georges chose their cabinet ministers from
the Whig party^ then in control of the Com -

mons. They did so, however, not because they
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were obliged to, which would be the case to-

day, but because it suited their convenience,

and, even more, because they really had no

choice. They thoroughly distrusted the other

party, the Tories, some of whom were involved

in futile Jacobite plots to restore to the throne

the descendants of James II (Jacobite frorfi

Jacobus^Latin tor James ). The Whigs, on the

other hand, hadengineered the Glorious Rev -

olution and hadarranged the Hanoverian

successi on.

For two decades after the collapse of the

South Sea Bubble, from 1721 to 1742. Robert

Walpole. who led the Whigs in the Commons,
headed the cpb' "'''': hp wasTn tact prime min-

ister, although the title was not yet official.

The House of Commons in the eighteenth

century, by Hogarth. Walpole is at the left.

ft »>;# a;

^Walpole^ was a master politician who main-

tained his majority in the Commons by skill-

ful manipulation of the Whigs. The task was

not easy, for party discipline of the modern
kind did not exist; the terms "Whig" and

"Tory" referred to informal and shifting

interest groups, not to parties in our sense. 2n

1733, when Walpole forced the resignation of

liiTnTsters opposed^tj)^ his planJ^or radical fiscal

reform, he took a major step toward estabJish-

ing the^ principle of cabinet unanimity on^ a

crucialjssue.

Under the first two Georges the Whigs were

a coalition of landed gentry and "fun3e3^en- \^
try; that is, of nobles and squires from the

cjnintry and of businessmen frnm lifindnn inH

provinc ial towns. Thus the Whigs renewed a

fjolitical alliance that had first appeared in

the later Middle Ages when the knights of

the shire had joined the burgesses to form the

Commons. In the Whigjaijiamenjsjhp roun

try __gentlemen predominatpd by thppr mim-

bers^Jn_r754, for instance, they outnumbered

by 5 to 1 the merchants and lawyers sitting in

the House of Commons. Family ties, common
political aims, and a common reverence for

property bound together the rural and urban

Whigs. In order to consolidate the gains

of the Glorious Revolution, the Whigs op-

posed Jacobite schemes and supported the un-

prepossessing Hanoverians. To protect the ir

property, they pass^d-legis^^tieRjnakiggjdeath

t5e_penaltyJJ2lI5gyjngJjvesto^^

down cherry treeSj_AnH jo^ othe r relatively

minofottenses.

Exactly what did terms like "gentry." "gen-

tlemen," and "squire" mean in the eighteenth

century with respect to social class? Historians

are still debating the question, but it is gen-

erally agreed that they referred to aj:lass just

below_ rhe titled nobiliry. The ranks of the

gentry included the younger sons of nobles,

technically not nobles themselves since the

title and a seat in the House of Lords passed

to the eldest son. They also included other

owners of landed estates, all of whom were

addcgssed verbally as '^" aridJn_5Tking..as
"
Esquire." originally a shield-bearer, thejieu-

tenant of the feuda l knigh t. Historically, the

gentry lived off the revenues of landed prop-



erty, bu t by the eighteenth century many of

them also had a stake in the commercial revo-

lution. Indeed, successful businessmen some-

times bought country estates, set themselves up

as gentlemen, and were accepted as such by

the local gentry. The intermingling of coun-

try gentlemen with men of business and inter-

marriage of the two classes demonstrated that

Britain enjoyed more social mobility than did

the states of the Old Regime on the Continent.

Robert Walpole himself exemplified the

Whig fusion of landed and funded elements.

He inherited his manners and his tastes from

his father, a country squire. A heavy drinker,

and an inveterate teller of bawdy stories in

mixed company, he fixed the English politi-

cian's tradition of the long country weekend
in order to indulge his passion for hunting.

Like many Whigsquires, Walpole married i nto

the aristocracy of trade; his wife was the daugh-

ter of a timber merchant and former Lord

HayoTof London. As prime minister. Walpole,

the country gentleman, promoted the interests

of the City. His basic policy supported the

City's program of finanaal_iiabiLity through

the .gradual retirement of the national deb t,

and political stability through Whig cabinets.

In social and political structure, the Britain

of Walpole was, of course,' oHfarrhiral rather

than democratic. Only gentlemen could hope

to rise in the professions, to become army and

navy officers, lawyers, clergymen, and physi-

cians. ln_local afl^airs, the landed eenirv alone

suppliedjhe justices of the peace, who not only

presided over courts, but also fixed wage scales,

superintended the relief of the poor, provided

for the maintenance of bridges and highways,

and were in general the despots of the English

countryside. Fanatic defenders of the proper-

tied classes, the justices of the peace inspired

the saying that "You may as well be hanged

for [stealing] a sheep as a lamb."

In the main, only gentlemen had the right

to vote for members of Parliament. The small

number of voters in many constituencies en-

/^ couraged corruption, particularly in the "rot-

Xj ten" or "pocket" boroughs, which had such a

tiny electorate that control of their vote

reposed in the pocket of some wealthy lord.

Politicians often bribed voters outright or

else promised them places on the govern-

ment payroll. An immensely rich Whig, the

Duke of Newcastle, controlled the outcome

of elections in four counties and in seven

pocket boroughs.

In Britain, as on the Continent, the ruling
classes_^overned the voteless masses. But

tTieBritish ruling classes, selfish and narrow-

mi nded though they often were, had at their

best a sense of noblesse oblige , of public spirit

and civic-mi ndedness. Within the aristocracy

oF land and trade there were fewer social

barriers than on the Continent, and the Eng-

lish gentry were on the whole more respon-

sive than their continental counterparts to

the need for changes and reform. Disraeli.

tjie^great nineteenth-century Tory, dubbed
the Wh ig cabinets of the first two Georges a.

"Venetian oligarchy ." by which he meant that

the wealthy ran the country for their private

benefit, like the merchants of Renaissance Ven-

ice. And so they did; yet the Whigs, for

all their oligarchy and corruption, provided the

most enlightened government in eighteenth-

century Europe.

The Liabilities of France

Where Britain was stron g. France was weak.

In the Franceof Louis XV (1715-1774), bar-

riers to social mobility were more difficult to

surmount, though commoners who were rich

or aggressive enough did overcome them.

France suffered particularly from the rigidity

of its colonial system, the inferiority of its

navy, and the very mediocre abilities of most

of its statesmen. The Ministry of the Navy ,

which ruled the overseas empire, regarded

these possessions as so many warships per-

jTianently at ancho r. It refused to sanction steps

toward self-government and applied the same

regulations to colonies as different as the sugar

islands of the West Indies and the wilderness

of Canada. Under these policies, the mother

country prospered, but the colonies lan-

guished. Commercial activity doubled in

Nantes, Bordeaux, and other ports; refineries

grew up to process the raw sugar imported

from the plantations of Guadeloupe and Marti-
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nique. Overseas, the plethora of controls, how-

ever, stifled the initiative of the colonists, and

the French imperial system lacked the elas-

ticity to meet the test of war.

The_French_nayv needed greater resources

and better leadership. Its warships, though ad-

mirably designed, were inadequafp in number.

Since Dutch and British vessels carried much
of French commerce, the merchant marine was

too small to supplement the fleet. French

naval officersjchough rigorously trained in the

classroom, lacked^the__experif"'"p gained by

British captains in a lifetime at se a. More-

over, in a fashion characteristic of the Old

Regime at its worst, officers from the aristoc-

racy devoted much of their energies to thwart-

ing the rise of those from the middle class.

F^enchj^alers_were_almost^ou^^

the navy in^ypr of the^army, since France was

above all a land_ power, and its vulnerable

northeastern frontier, lying across the Flemish

plain, invited invasion. Except in size, how-

ever, the army of LouTs XV scarcely lived up

to the great traditions of Louis XIV. The

troops were poorly trained, and the organiza-

tion was top-heavy. There was one officer _ccl

fifteen_men,. as compared with one__tQ_tlMrty-

five in the^more efficient Prussian army Many
aristocratic officers regarded a commission

simply as a convenient way of increasing their

personal wealth.

Both the navy and the army underwent im-

portant retomis afrerl 7(S^ and the defeats

tnffprpr[_hy _FrarirpJn fhp Sevpn Vpar'i' War

(see p. 38). The number of warships waS-
increased, the qfficer_corps of the army _was

cleared__oLjSuch_dead_wood, and more ag-

e introduced,

d—ixi part for

_FraiK:£jn the

gressive military tactics

These improvements

the excellent showing made by

American Revolutionary War and in the mjli-

tary_^anipaign?7esuTtlng]ftwTi

tjon. They came too late, however, to save

the vanishing prestige of the Old Regime.

The Old Regime was weakest at its head,

the monarchy itself There were no "sun kings"

in France after the death of Louis XIV, and

few ministers who approached the caliber of

Richelieu or Colbert. The Duke of Orleans. )i^

the Regent from 1715 to 1 723, was a gambler.

drunkard, and pervert, who popularized the

word "roue" by remarking that his friends de-

served to be broken on the wheel (roue is

French for wheel). The Regent, however, did

attempt two important experiments. He al-

lowed John Law to tryout his
"
system," as we

have seen, and, in place of Louis XIV's method
of ruling through individual bourgeois" min-

isters, he set up a series of ministerial coun-

cils stafl^ed by men from the most distinguished

noble families of the realm. Although the first

experirnent^produced some beneficial j;esulK.

flTe~second failed, after a three-year trial, in

parFEiecause of the endless squabbles among
the noble councillors. The French second es-

tate had outlived its usefulness. The Regency

proved that the nobles were no longer able

to govern; the mid-century wars proved that

they were no longer able to lead French

armies to victory.

Soon after the regency of Orleans, power
passed to one of the few statesmen of pre-

revolutionary France, Cardinal Fleury, the tu-

tor of Louis XV and the chief minister from

1726 until his death in 1743 in his ninetieth

year. Without attempting basic reforms, the

aged Cardinal, in the words of Voltaire,

"treated the state_jW__powerful and jobus t

body which could cure itself " Fleury did not

remedy the chronic and deep-seated injustice

and inefficiency of French fiscal methods. But

he did stabilize the coinage, and he put the

farming of taxes on a more businesslike basis

by restricting tax-farmers to the comparatively

modest profit of 7V2 per cent. To make loans

more readily available, he established state

pawnshops in the chief cities of France.

Fleury s success impressed Lady Mary Montagu,

the observant wife of an English_diElQiaatj__

who wrote in 1 739:

France is so much improved, it is not . . . the

same country we passed through twenty years ago.

Everything 1 see speaks in praise of Cardinal Fleury;

the roads are all mended . . . and such good care

taken against robbers, that you may cross the coun-

try with your purse in your hand. . . . The French

are more changed than their roads; instead of pale,

yellow faces, wrapped up in blankets, as we saw

them, the villages are filled with fresh-coloured

lusty peasants, in good cloth and clean linen. If is



The Marquise de Pompa-
dour, by Quentin de la Tour.

The range of her interests is

indicated by the sheet music
in her hands and by the
books on the table, includ-

ing Montesquieu's Spirit of

the Laws and a volume of

the Encyclopedie

.

incredible the air of plenty and content that is over

the whole country.'

The administrative stability achieved by

Fleury soon vanished after Louis XV~5egan
his personal rule in 1 743 . Intelligent but timid,

lazy, and debauched, Louis XV did not have

the interest or the patience to supervise the

details of government in the manner of Louis

XIV. He appointed and dismissed ministers

oji a personal whim or at the bidding ofjiis

mistresses and favorite s. In thirty years he had

18 different foreign secretaries, and 14 dif-

ferent controllers-general (the chief fiscal

officer). Each change in personnel meant a shift

in policy, and Louis aggravated the instability

by conspiring against his own appointees.

'Ullm. Everyman ed. (New York, iy()6l. 271 -272.

France had two conflicting foreign policies :

that of the dj^lomatic corps; and the "King's

Secret." conducted by royal agents who oper-

ated at cross purposes with the regular diplo-

mats. Louis XV, while allowing the reins of

government to go slack, yet refused to give

them over to firmer hands.

Nevertheless, France remainecl a great

power. S till the most populous

-

XDiiatry in

Europe, she contained almost inexhaustible

reserves of strength. Her army, though en-

feebled, was the largest in the world, and

her navy was the second largest. She led the

world in overseas trade until Britain forged

ahead of her in the last quarter of the eigh-

teenth century. French tastes, French thought,

and the French language retained the inter-

national pre-eminence won in the age of Louis

XIV. The misgovernment and the other weak-

15
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nesses of the Old Regime were relative

rather than absolute.

The Other Western States

Spain was the only other state in western

Europe with a claim to great-power status.

War and its aftermath had put an end to the

major international roles played by Sweden

and the Dutch Republic during the seven-

teenth century. The Great Northern War (see

pp. 25-26), ruined the Baltic empire of

Sweden anjijcilled off the flower of Swedish

manhood^The Dutclu exhausted bv their wars

against Louis XIV, were losing their comme r-

ci al leadership and could no longer afford a

large navy or an independent foreign policy.

Eighteenth-centurv Holland._in the phrase of

. Frederick the Great, was often a "cockboat in

the tow of the English frigate.
"

Spain, by contrast, suffered comparatively

little damage from the great war over the suc-

cession to her throne that was fought in the

early 1 700's. The loss of Belgium and parts

of Italy at the Utrecht settlement of 1713 re-

duced the unwieldy Spanish domains to more

manageable size. The new Bourbon kings were

a marked improvement over the last Spanish

Habsburgs. Philip V (1700-1746), thejirst

of the Spanish Bourbons, infused fresh life

into the country's fossilized institutions by

importing French advisers schooled in the sys-

tem of Louis XIV. He also enlisted the aid of

two able adventurers. Alberoni and Ripperda,

whose fantastic careers almost outdid John
Law's. Alberopi, the son of an Italian gardener,

^^s_successively a rook, a diplomat, the_i±ief

minister of Spain, and a cardijial- Ripperd a,

a Dutch_busijiess_experr and diplomat, ulti-

mate]j_JjQst_xhe_iayQLQf_Ehilip, entered the

service of the S ultan of Morocco, and, after a

lifelong__aitemaliQn between the Protestant

and_CadiaLLciaiLhs,_died_a^Moslerri. Philip and

his remarkable advisers cut down the excessive

formalities and endless delays of Spanish ad-

ministration. They reasserted the authority

of the monarchy over the traditionally power-

ful nobility and clergy. They improved—the
tax system, encouraged textiles and other in-

dustries, built up the^navy. and fortified stra-

tegic points in the Spanish empire in America.

-j^ The new dispensation, however, did not

strike at the root causes of Spanish decline.

The greed of governors and the restrictions

of mercantilism still checked the progress of

the colonies. The mother country remained

impoverished, burdened with reactionary

noble and clerical castes, and hampered by

inadequate resources. Philip V himself was

neurotic, refusing, for instance, to cut his toe-

nails which grew so long that he limped . He
was dominated by his strong-willed second

wife, Elizabeth Farnese, the patroness of

Alberoni. Since Philip's son by his first mar-

riage would inherit Spain, Elizabeth was

determined to find thrones for her own two

sons. Her persistent attempts to secure the

succession of Italian states for them repeatedly

(hrfiifpnprl fhe peace of Europe.

Ill Italy and Germany

Disunited Italy

(
By 1 71 5, the Ualian states had lost much of

the~political .aatL-eroopmic power they had

enjoyed during the Renaissance. It is easy to

see why. The opening of new worlds

and the rise of Spain, England, and the other

Atlantic powers had diminished the import-

ance of the Mediterranean. In the Mediterran-

ean itself, the Ottoman Turks and their

satellites in North Africa long menaced

Italian shipping and trade. Moreover, be-

ginning with the French invasion of 1 494, Italy



had been threatened with conquest by one of

the new national monarchies.

ThejjanUh^jahshiirps made the conquest .

For almost two ce nturies Spain ruled Milan.

Naples^_and Sicily directly , and dominated

the rest oTthe^peninsula. In the readjustment

of the European balance in 1^1.^, Italy ex-

changed one foreign master for another, as the

Austrian Habsburgs took over the Italian

possessions of their Spanish cousins. On the

completion of the readjustment in 1720, the

political map of the peninsula showed Aus-

tria established in Lombardy, Hanked by

the decaying commercial republics of

Venice and Genoa. In the mountainous
northwest was the small but rising state of

Piedmont-Savoy, technically the Kingdom of

Sardinia after its acquisition of that island in

1 720. Farther down the peninsula were the

Grand Duchy of Tuscany (formerly the Repub-

lic of Florence), the Papal States, arid the Au s-

trian Iw^ Sicilies. None of these states was

more than a minor power.

Yet Italy couTd not be written off as a neg-

ligible quantity in the eighteenth century.

Romej'emained the capital of Catholicism

,

Venice still produced fine painters, and Naples

was the schoolmaster of European musicians.

Lombardy, Tuscany, and Naples all contributed

to the economic and intellectual advances of

the century. Meantime, Italy was a major stake

in balance-r>f-powpr pnlirirs^ a perennial source

of dissension and spniU . In 1 720, to counter

the ambitions of the Spanish queen, Elizabeth

Farnese, the Austrian Habsburgs took over

the island of Sicily, which had gone to Pied-

mont in the Utrecht settlement; in return.

Piedmont secured Sardinia, originally assigned

to Austria. In the 1 7SOs a series of exrhanges

gave the Two Sicilies to Elizabeth's elder son,
"Baby Carlos ," while the Austrians gained

some minor bits of territory and the succession

of Tuscany. In 1 768, Genoa sold the island

of Corsica to France. Italy was, in the old

phrase, merely "a geographical expression,"

not a political whole but a series of parts

to be shifted and exchanged by ambitious

dynasts and empire-builders from outside

the peninsula.

Divided Germany:

The Habsburg Dominions

In some ways Germany deserved even more
to be called a geographical expression, for it

was divided into three hundred states, large,

small, and minute . The Thirty Years' War had

caused wide devastation, and the _Eea£e_jQf

^X^est£^lal ia ending the war inJL648^ had en -

hanced the sovereign rights of the inrlivirln al

German states and reduced virtually to zero

the authority of their nominal overlord, the

Ho^y_Roman Emperor. Unlike Italy, however,

Germany did include two considerable powers .

Austria and Pru ssia.

The Austrian Habsburgs won a series of

military and diplomatic victories in the two

decades before 1715. In 1699, by the peace

of Karlovitz, they recovered Hungary from the

Ottoman Turks, thereby advancing their own
Drang nach Osten. In 1713, though they failed

to keep the old Habsburg crown of Spain from

going to the Bourbon Philip V, they received

handsome compensation in Belgian and Italian

territories. Yet these last acquisitions were

distant from the main bloc of Habsburg lands

in central Europe.

Charles VI (HI 1-1740). aware that his

title of Holy Roman Emperor conferred little

real authority , concentrated on the Habsburg

family possessions. He spent much of his reign

persuading his own noble subjects to ratify

the Pragmatic Sanction, a constitutional agree-

ment whereby, in the absence of sons, his

daughter Maria Theresa would succeed him
in all his lands. A good deal of scorn has been

directed at Charles for devoting so much
time and energy to a scrap of paper, but recent

historians have noted that the Pragmatic Sanc-

tion did indeed establish the principle of link-

ing together the scattered family territorie s.

Much, however, remained to be done to con-

solidate Habsburg rule over an assemblage

of lands which represented many different

nations and could never be forged into a single

national monarchy. In three key national areas



— German Austria, Czech Bohemia, and Mag-

yar Hungary — the nobles still kept most of

their medieval prerogatives and, by controlling

local estates and diets, controlled grants of

taxes and the appointment of officials.( The

financial and military weakness of the Habs-

burg regime is suggested by the fact that when

Charles VI died, in 1 740, the pay of the army

and of the civil service was more than two years

iri arrears.) Small wonder that the army fell

short of its paper strength of 100,000 men as

it faced the great test of strength with Prussia

that came in 1740.

The Rise of Prussia

Whereas Austria enjoyed the appearances

rather than the realities of great-power status,

.Prussia possessed few of the appearances but

I

a great many of the realities. I ts territories

\. were scattered acrQSi-Ncu:th_Germanvfrom the

r" Rhine ofL-ihe-jyesuo the Vistula_and^beyond

on the east; consisting largely of sand and

swamp, these_jands_had_meager naturaL re-

sources and carried on relativeliLJiirJe-Jxade-

With less than three million inhabitants,

Prussia ranked only twelfth among the Europ -

ean states in population. Her capital city, Ber-

lin, located on the unimportant River Spree,

had few of the obvious geographical advantages

enjoyed by Constantinople, Paris, London, and

the other great capitals. A wise prophet in

1600 might well have foreseen that Catholic

Austria would never unite a Germany in which

Protestantism was so strong. But he would

probably have predicted that a new Germany

would center in Frankfurt in the heart of the

Rhine country, or in Saxon Leipzig or Dresden;

he would hardly have chosen the unprom-

ising town of Berlin and the minor house

of Hohenzollern.

The Hohenzollerns had been established

since the fifteenth century as Electors of Brand-

enburg, which lay between" the Elbe and Oder

rivers. A Hohenzollern was the last Master

of the Teutonic Knights, a crusading order

which in the thirteenth century had pushed

the Germanic frontier beyond the Vistula to

a land called Prussia at the southeast corner

of the Baltic Sea. In 1618, when this Prussian

area feJLto the Hohenzollerns. it was separated

from Brandenburg by Pol ish territory and was

stilLnominallv a fief held from thePoHsh king.

In western Germany, meantime (161 4), the

Hohenzollerns acquired Cleves, Mark, and

some other parcels in the lower Rhine val-

ley. Thus, when Frederick William, the Great

Elector (1640-1688), succeeded to the Ho-
henzollern inheritance as the Thirty Years'

War was drawing to a close, his lands consisted

of a nucleus in Brandenburg with separate

outlying regions to east and west. With extra-

ordinary persistence, the rulers of Branden-

burg-Prussia for the next two hundred years de-

voted themselves to the task of making a solid

block of territory out of these bits and

pieces.

The Great Elector was the first in a line of

able Hohenzollern rulers . In foreign policy,

he won recognition from Poland as the full

sovereign of Prussia, no longer subject to

Polish overlordship. He also tried, with less

success, to dislodge the Swedes from the

Pomeranian territories, between Brandenburg

and the Baltic, which they had acquired in

1648. Though he won military renown by

defeating the Swedes at Fehrbellin in 1675,

he made few practical gains because of his

own tortuous diplomacy . In the wars against

Louis XIV, he shifted repeatedly from the

French to the anti-French side and back.

In his domestic policy, he made more sub-

stantial accomplishments. He had found his

domains largely ruined by war, the farms

wasted, the population cut in half, the army

reduced to a disorderly rabble of a few thou-

sand men. The Great^lector repaired^ the

damage thoroughly. To augment the popula-

tion, he encouraged the immigration of

Polish Jews and other refugees from religious

persecution, notably 20,000 French Huguenots

to whom he gave partial exemption from taxa-

tion. He built a small but efficient standing

army that enabled Prussia to command large

foreign subsidies for participating in the

campaigns for or against Louis XIV. [n peace-

time , hejssignedjhe^oldiersjolheconsiruc-
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In administration, the Great Elector fixed

the Hohenzqllern pattern^ofjnilitarized ab-

solutism, a policy in which he was assisted by

an educational tradition and a Lutheran state

church that taught the virtues of obedience

and discipline. On his accession, he found that

in all three territories — Pruss ia. Brandenb urg,

and Cleyes^Mark — tfieauthority of the ruler

was limited by Estates, medieval assemblies

representing the landed nobles and the towns-

people. In all three territories he batfled the

Estates for supremacy and won, thereby delay-

itroductlon oTing for two centuries the

representative government i the Hohen-

zoUern realm. He gradually gathered into his

own hands the crucial power of levying taxes.

Much of the actual work of collecting taxes and

performing other administrative functions was

done by the War Office and the army ; even

policing was executed by the military. Like

Louis XIV, the Great Elector reduced the

power of the aristocracy; unlike Louis, how-

ever, he relied not on bourgeois officials but

on a working alliance with the landed gentry,

particularly the celebrated Junkers of Prussia

proper. He confirmed the Junkers' absolute

authority over the serfs on their estates and

their preponderance over the to^ns, and he

encouraged them to serve the state, especial ly

as army officers. In contrast to other mon-



archies, the absolutism of the Hohenzollerns

rested on the co-oE>eration of the sovereign

and the aristocracy, not on their mutual

antagonism .

Under the Great Electors son, Frederick I

(1688-1713), Prussia played only a minor

role in the great wars that humbled Louis XIV
and made few territorial gains in the Utrecht

settlement . But in llOl the Elector Fxed_erick

madeJ significant gain in prestige by assurning

thejjtle "King in Prussia" and insisting on

international recognition of his new status as

the price for his entry into the War of the

Spanish Succession. Though technically

Frederick was king only in Prussia proper,

which lay outside the boundaries of the Holy

Roman Empire, even_a limited royal title con-

ferred new digniiy_xm-jhe Hahenzollerns. In

living up to his new eminence, however, King

Frederick I nearly bankrupted his state by

lavish expenditures on the trappings of mon-

archy. Since he thought that a suggestion of

marital infidelity enhanced the majesty of a

king, he maintained an official mistress w ith

whom h^_j:ook decorous afternoon prome^

nades. Actually, he was happily married, and

his talented queen enlivened the provincial

Hohenzollern court by inviting intellectuals

and artists to Berlin. As Frederick the Great

later remarked, under Frederick I Berlin was

the "Athens of the north."

Frederick William I

But as Frederick the Great also remarked,

under the next king, Frederick William I_

(1713-1740), Berlin became the "Sgarta of

the north ." The flirtation with luxury and the

finer things of life proved to be a passing ex-

ception to the usual Hohenzollern rule of

austerity. Frederick William I returned with a

vengeance to the policies of the Great Elector

and devoted himself entirely to economy ,

absolutism, and the army. As soon as he had

given his father a lavish funeral, he dismissed

most of the officials of the court, converted a

large portion of the royal palace into offices,

and reduced governmental expenses to^

of Frederick William

fraction_of_ad)at they had been._He^ reiterated

the order "Ein Plus Machen" (make^a^urplus),

and he bequeathed a full treasury to his son.

His frugality enabled him to undertake the

occasional project that he thought really worth

while. Thus he financed the im migration of

12,000 South German Protestants to open up

new farm lands in eastern Prus sia.

To strengthen royal control over the ap-

paratus of state, FreHerirk William 1 instituted

a srna ll board of ex.C£ga.-with the wonderful

German title of GeiKxahberhnanzkrieg.sund-

domanendirektoriiim (General Superior Fi-

nance, War, and Domain Directory). The

members of the General Directory were

charged both with administering departments

of the central government and with supervis-

ing the provinces. The arrangement, while

cumbersome, did detach provincial administra-

tion from local interests and bring it under



closer royal control. The King insisted on

hard work and punctuality. He treated the

counselors of the General Directory as he

treated lesser officials, paying them meanly

and belaboring them with his cane for slovenly

performance of their duties. A late arrival at

one of the daily sessions of the General

Directory paid a severe tine; an unexcused

absentee faced six iths in jail

Frederick William I doubled the size of the

standing army, but he maintained the strength

of the laboring force of his underpopulated

state by furloughing troops for nine months

a year to work on farms. To secure guns and

uniforms, he established state factories. The
army also prompted his sole extravagance —

a

regiment of tall grenadiers, all six feet or

over, who
high to"

special caps more than a foo t

the impression of size. I

n

recruiting his beloved "giants," the king threw

economy to the winds, employing scores of

scouts in other German states, paying exorbi-

tant prices, and even trading royal musicians

and prize stallions for especially tall speci-

mens. Frederick William cherished his army

too much to undertake an adventurous foreign

policy. His-onlv significant military campai gn

was against Sweden in the last phase of the

Great Northern War, wherebv Pnmia nh-

lained in 1
"'20 part of Pomerania and also

the important Baltic port of Stettin . Thus
Frederick William advanced the Great Elec-

tor's old aim of liquidating the Swedish

possessions in Germany.

Eighteenth-century observers rightly called

the Prussia of Frederick William an "armed

camp" and berated its army for being a "gi-

gantic penal institution" in which minor

infractions of regul iled the death

penalty. The King himself, obsessed with

military matters, showed scant concern for

culture, neglected the education of his sub-

jects, and despised everything French. He,

carried parsimony to the extreme of refusing

pensions to soldiers' widows . The inadequate

fees of judges and lawyers encouraged the

corruption and lethargy that obstructed the

course of justice in Prussia. Yet this regime

worked and, in terms of power, worked
extremely well. The Junkers , although feudal

in outlook, were intensely loyal to the Hohen -

zollerns and made splendid officers. The army

itself, though smaller than those of France,

Russia, and Austria, was the best drilled and

the most rigorously disciplined force in

Europe. When Frederick William I died in

I 740, the Prussian David was ready to fight the

Austrian Goliath .

IV The Eastern Powers

The Early Years of Peter the Great

Even more spectacular than the rise of

Prussia was the emergence of Russia as a

rnaj or power duriniU-the^era of Peter the

Great {1682-1~25). In 1682, at the death

of Tsar Fedor Romanov, Russia was still

a backward eastern Europgan_cQuntry, with

few diplomatic links with the West, and very

little knowledge of the outside world. Con-

temporaries, R ussi ans as _well as foreigners,

repoj-t oij^jhe brutality , immorality.jirunken-

ness, illiteracy, and filth prevalent_aman£_ aU

classes of society. Even the clergyj_niQsl_Dt

whom could not read, set no shi ning exajapje

by their mode of_Jife. It is perhaps little

wonder that students familiar with conditions

in Russia before the advent of Peter the Great

have saluted him as the great revolutionary

who altered the face of his country. Yet the

changes he made were neither so numerous

nor so drastic as his admirers have often

claimed. Moreover, the foundations for most

of them were already present in the society he

inherited, and Russia would no doubt eventu-
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ally have become a power of international im-

portance without Peter, although it would

have taken longer. Even if we accept all these

dilutions of the usual estimate of his contri-

bution, however, the fact remains that Peter

was an awe-inspiring— and terror-inspiring

— figure.

Tsar Fedor died child_less in 1 682, leaving

a fifteen-year oldbrothex^Jian, who was partly

blind and almost an idiot, and an ugly and

capable si_ster, Sophia^ both ^hildren^ of Tsar

Alexis (1645-1676) by his first wife . The ten-

year-old Peter was the half-brother of Ivan and

Sophia, the son of Alexis by his second wife,

and as bright and vigorous as Ivan was debili-

tated. A major court feud quickly developed

between the partisans of the family of Alexis'

first wife and those of the family of the second.

At first the old Russian representative as-

sembly, the zemiki whor. elected Peter as Tsar .

But Sophia, as leader of the opposing faction,

won the support of the streltsy. or musketeers,

a special branch of thejaiiitary, many of whom
belonged to the conservative religious schis-

matics known as the QjH_Rplipvprs. Undisci-

plined, and angry with their officers, some of

whom had been cheating them, the streltsy were

a menace to orderly government.

Sophia and her supporters encouraged the

streltsy to attack the Kremlin, and the youth-

ful Peter_saw the infuriated troops murdering

some of his mother's family and racing through

the palace in pursuit of the rest, stabbing the

furniture with swords and spears. For_£Ood

measure, they killed many of the nobles living

in Mj3scow^ndjijjaged_the archive s where the

records of serfdani_were_Jcept. But, though

their movement obviously had some social

content, it was primarily a successful effort by

Sophia to gain power. Sophia now became_r£.-

gent for both Ivan and Petet_whcm;ere-hailed

as joi fit Tsars.

But before her power was stabilized, she

had to deal with the ungovernable streltsy. who
terrorized the capital until threatened with

open war by the regular army. Once the streltsy

were calmed, Sophia rnoved to punish the Old

Believers_and any revolting_^serfs that cou ld

be captured. The first woman to govern Russia

since Kievan times, Sophia was bound to face

severe^ppositjori. Even her supporters would

not allow her to proclaim herself autocrat. And
the maturing Peter, though out of favor and

away from court, posed a threat to her position;

in the end, the streltsy let her down. In 1689,

Sophia was shut up in a convent, and Peter and

Ivan ruled together until Ivan's death i n 1(596
,

countedalthough in practice Ivan

for anything.

The young Peter was almost seven fee t wl 1

,

and extremely lively. Highly intelligent, he

had learned to read and write (but never to

spell) from a drunken tutor who was the only

academic instructor the troubled times af-

forded. Even in his early years, Peter was fas-

cinated by war and military games. He set up

aj^lay^egime nt, staffed it with full-grown men ,

enlisted as a common soldier in its rank; (pro-

moting himself from time to time), ordered

equipment for it from the Moscow arsenals,

and drilled it in war games with unflagging

vigor, himself firing off cannon or pounding

on a drum with equal enjoyment. He dis-

covered a broken-down boat in a barn a^d^un-

raveled the, mysteries of rigging and sail with

the help of Dutch sailors settled injhefoteign-

ers'_suburb of Moscow. Sailing remained one

of his keenest passions. Though h^ married

at the age of sixteen. Peter neglectecd his wife

ajid preferred working on his military man-

euvers, sailing his boats, and relaxing with his

peculiar circle of cronies .

This rowdy lot smoked huge quantities of

tobacco (which horrified the conservative Mus-

covites, who believed that smoking was speci-

fically forbidden by the Biblical text which

says that what cometh out of the mouth defileth

a man), and regularly got completely drunk.

Then they would engage in obscene parodies

of church services, or play elaborate and highly

dangerous practical jokes on the unoffend-

ing citizenry, roaring about Moscow in winter

late at night on sleighs and treating the sleep-

ing populace to shrieking serenades. Masquer-

ades and parties lasted for days; staid Moscow
ladies, accustomed to almost harem-like seclu-

sion, were commanded to put on low-necked

evening dresses in the western style, and dance



and engage in social chitchat. They were lit-

erally forced to drink with the Tsar and his

friends: If a lady refused, Peter simply held

her nose, and poured the wine down her throat.

Peter spent enormous sums of state revenue

on this sort of party and richly endowed his

boon companion Lefort, a young Swiss soldier

of fortune who became Field Marshal, Grand

Admiral, and "chief diplomat."

The almost frantic energy that Peter de-

voted to pleasure reflected only part of

his appetite for new experience. Just as he

served in the ranks of his own play-regiment

and sailed his boats himself, so he eagerly

learned any new technique that came to his

attention. At various times he took up carpen-

try, shoe-making, cooking, clock-making, ivory-

carving, etching, and — worst of all — dentistry.

Once he had acquired a set of dentist's tools,

nobody was safe, since Peter did not care

whether the intended victim had a toothache

or not; whenever he felt the need to practice,

he practiced — and those were the days before

anesthetics. Preferring to wear shabby work

clothes, driving his own horses, neglecting

formal obligations and paying little attention

to court and church ceremony, Peter in his

own person was a shock to the Muscovites,

and not in the least in keeping with their

idea of a proper tsar.

After Lefort died in 1^00, Peter's favorite

was Menshikov, a man of low birth, who re-

ceived high offices, the title of Prince, and a

huge fortune. Like many of the public servants

of the period, he was an unscrupulous grafter.

Peter wrote to Menshikov as "my brother,"

and, though he came to distrust him, he never

ruined him as he did many other favorites.

Meantime, Peter had his first wife shut up in a

convent and made a nun. He later took on as

mistress a girl from the Baltic region, who had

already passed through the hands of Menshikov
and others, and after some years of liaison

with her, during which she gave birth to two of

Peter's children, he finally married her in 1712.

This was the Empress Catherine, -a simple,

hearty, affectionate woman, long devoted to

her difficult husband, and able to control him
as no other human being could. But again, one

can understand the horrified reaction of the

old-fashioned Russian noble.

The Western Trip

In I69a^anxious to try his hand at wk,
Peter led a campaign against the Turks a'^

Azov in the area of the Black Sea. He failect

but in the next ve,ir, w,th the hc-lp of Dutch

experts, he assembled a fleet of river-boats

on the Don, sailed them downriver, and de-

feated the Turks at Azov. Since the Habsbur^
at the time were waging a long war againsQ

the Turks, this rather surprising Russian coif*

trfbution aroused much curiosity. The project

of*forming a league against the Turks with the

states of western Europe now gave Peter the

pretext for a trip outside Russia, the first

undertaken by a Russian sovereign since the

Kievan period.

Through ostensibly oaveling incognito as 3^
nonfismmissioned officer,^ Peter naturally

failed to conceal his identity: After all, there

were no other authoritarian seven-footers in

the party. What fascinated lum was westerir

"know-how," Especially naval. He planned to

go to Holland, England, and Venice, where

the best ships (in his opinion) were made,

find out how they were made, and bring the

knowledge back to Russia for the advance-

ment ot Russian aims. He hired severaA

liu|iil;d technicians to work in Russia, raisetn

nioney when he needed it by selling to an

English peer the monopoly of tobacco sales

in Russia, and visited every sort of factory or

museum or printing press he could find. The\
huge Russian TSar in all his vigor and crudity,

emerging into the air of western Europe from ^

his antiquated and stagoani country, made an c

unforgettable impression.

From this celebrated trip many well-knowg

pictures emei^e: Peter laboring as a common^

%and on the docks in Holland; Peter and his

suite, drunk and dirty, wrecking the handsome

house and garden of the English diarist, JohiT

Ivelyn, near London: 'There is a house full of

people," wrote Evelyn's harassed servant,

"and that right nasty." Less well known pierhaps
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jCue the spectacles of Peter dancing with a

^Serman princess, mistaking her whalebone

ffsets
for her ribs, and commenting loudly

it German girls have devilish hard bones,

; Peter receiving an honorary degree aT

rford; of Peter deep in conversation (Dutch)

with William Penn about the Quaker taith;

of Peter gobbling his food without benefit

of knife or fork, or asleep with a dozen or so

of his followers on the floor of a tiny room in a

London inn with no windows open.

Before Peter could get to Venice, the west-

ern trip was interrupted by news that the

streltiy had revolted again (1698). Peter rushed

home and personally participated in the

punishment of the alleged plotters; he and

Menshikov rather enjoyed chopping off the

l^^d| of the victims. Though many inno(^flB

i4[K£Mffered torture and death, Peter ha^
broKen the streltsy as a power in Russian

domestic life.

'

From the West, Peter had returned more

determined than ever to modernize his country

and his countrymen. The very day of his return

he summoned the court jester, and with his

assistance.went about with a great pair of

iag his courtiers and dipBifle

Though this may se^^a
in fact it was an action full of

symbolism. The tradition of the Orthodox

Church held that God was bearded; if man

was made in the image of God, man must also

have a beard. Deprived of his beard, man was

no longer made in God's image, and was a

natural candidate for Jamnacion. This was the

«ay the Muscovite nobles and churchmen felt.

' ^fer now decreed that Russian nobles must

shave, or else pay a substantial tax for the

privilege of wearing their beards. Bronze

beard-tokens worn around the neck certified

that the tax had been properly paid; without

such a token a bearded man ran the risk of

being clipped on sight.

Presently, Peter issued an edict command-
ing that all boyars, members of the gentry

class, and the city population generally must

abandon traditional Russian dress, which in-

cluded long robes with flowing sleeves and

tall bonnets, and adopt western-style costume.

The manufacture of the old-fashioned clothes

was made illegal, and Peter added point to^

his decree by taking up his shears again an3

cutting off the sleeves of all the people he m*
wearing the forbidden robes. The enact-

ments on the beards and on dress were

regarded by the victims as an assult on pre-

cious customs and a forcible /ntroductio* 9^
hated foreign ways.

War was Peter's greatest interest. We can

understand his policies at home only after we
realize how closely related they were to the

virtually constant warfare of his reign, and to

the ever-mounting need for money for fighting

On his way back to Russia in 1698, he dis-

covered that the Austrians) instead of being

eager to join him in a full-scale crusade against

the Turks, were anxious to end their TurkisR

war. Irritated by the Austro-Turkish Peace

of Karlovitz in 1699, which he felt to be a

betrayal of Russia, Peter made a separate

peace of his own with the Sultan in 1 700. By

this time, his plans for new aggression were

already formed.

The victim was to be Sweden.N Peter's

allies, already signed up in 1699, were Den-

mark and Poland, the latter under its elected

king, Augustus the Strong, who was also Elec-

tor of Saxony and who had become an intimate

of Peter after their first meeting in 1698. The

real engineer of the alliance and moviug.spixil

of the war against Sweden was a iipb|emaiD'

named Patkul from the Baltic shore, deeply

resentful of measures taken by the Swedes

against the feudal proprietors of that area.

Patkul went from interview to interview,

holding out to Augustus and Peter the pros-

pect that after they had defeated Sweden they

might divide her Baltic In 1697^

the Swedish throne had descended to a youth

of fifteen, King Charles XII, whom Peter,*

Augustus, and Patkul hoped they might easiftr

overcome.^hey might have reconsidered haa

they seen Charles strengthening his sword-

arm by beheading at a single stroke apiece

whole flocks of sheep driven down his palace

corridors in single file.



The fact was that Peter the Great charac-

teristically rushed unprepared i r>cU- jhc f^f^*-
Northern War (I 700-1 72 1^ Charles knocked

Denmark out of the war before Russia even

-It in. Ik then frustrated Augustus' effort to

liiL H.iltiL port of Riga and completely

r'^.irtii .1 wisth lar^jer Russian lorce at Naijva

^1"0()
. capturing the eniireiupplyaf modern

^Hbion of which Peter was so proud. Instead

of taking advantage of Peter's helplessness,

however, and marching into Russia, Charles

detoured into Poland, where he spent seven

years pursuing Augustus, sponsoring his own
King of Poland, a noble named Stanislas

Leszczynski, and eventually forcing Augustus

to abandon the Polish crown to Leszczynski

.in^i to pve up the Russian alliance. Charles',

then seized and executed Patkul.

In the interim, Peter had been busy rebuild-

ing the Russian armies and had conquered

two Baltic provinces(i^^j^^vedm tke two

oH^^rto llussTa, Ingria id Livonia- In

the first he fcwnded in I"'03 a new city,

St. Petersburg, soon to be the capital of Russia,

and trom the beginning the apple of Peter's

eye. In 1 'OS, CharlR made the mistdt^ of

mneping tar to the south and east into tH^
MJiminrm an effort to join forces with Hit
liaaadrtltarhose leader Mazepa was an ally.

Exhausted by the severe winter, the SwedfKT"

forces were hnally dttimed by the RiissiaM»:

in- the decisive battle of Polt^^ (June 2~,

1
~0'^ Charles mana^M^ to Hee safa^west-

ward .icri>ss the Dniester River and onto

Turkish territor)«»-

Peter was able to reinstate AugustuS>«i

King oi Poland, but he was not able to fqaik
the Turks to surrender to him the refuM^
King of Swedop. Charles had embarked on

intrigues to bring about a war between Turkey

and Peter, and thus to avenge his defeat. So

Peter in some dismay found himself embroiled

in war against the Turks (I^lO-mi). For

the first time in history the Russians made all

appeal to the balkan Christian subjects of th^

Turk* e^jttegronadxst their common Onhe-
do«.faiBP^Bearing banners modeled on those

of Constantine, first Emperor of Byzantium,

and promising liberation from the Moslems,
the Russian forces entered Turkish territory

by crossing the river Pruth westward into the

D.inubian province of Moldavia i now a part of

Rumaniai Here the Turkish armies tO^gfBI^
Peter and forced him to surrendei?'? I ^11).

The Turks could have dragged Peter off in

captivity to Istanbul had they wanted, but they

proved unexpectedly lenient. They require!

the surrender of Azov and the creation of a^ .

unfortified "no-mans land" between Russia*

and Ottoman territory. "Furious with the Turks

tor not taking tuU advantage ot Peter's dis-.^

comhture, Charles worked tp bring about still

another Russo-Turkish war. Although he came

Russian Expansion in Europe, 1689-1796

^ffl
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Acquired by Catherine. 1 762- 1 796
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very close to success, the Turks eventually

tired of their firebrand visitor and expelled

him. Their own peace with Russia was secure,

and Charles went sadly home (1714).

S^till the Great Northern War dragged fjf^

for seven more years of diplomatic intrigued

^nd military and naval action, involving the

Prussians (see p. 21) and affecting the in-

terests of all the western European powers.

As Russian forces seized Finland, inflicted

naval defeats on the Swedes in the Baltic, and

occupied islands only a few miles from the

Swedish coast, the Swedish empire was ob-

viously dissolving. To the last years of the

Great Northern War belong a whole series of

matrimonial and other alliances between

Russia and the petty German courts, bringing

the Russians deep into Central Europe and era-

broiling_thein_in questions in which Russia

lal interest. From a remote

state somewhere behind

Poland, It^H^wd emerged as a major mili-

tary power with enough might to aiFect*ffe

destiny of European states.

The death of Charles Xll in 1718 cleared

the way for peace negotiations, but it took a

Russian landing in Sweden proper (1719)gjj)

force a decision. At Nystadt (1721), Ru4fe

Kived all the former possessions of Sweden

g the eastern shore of the HmUl^Peter

returned Finland to Sweden and agreed to^
a substantial sura for the territories acquire8

These Baltic lands were Peter's famous "win-

dow on the west," putting Russia into immedi-

ate contact with Europe and ending the curious

situation by which all seaborne traffic to Russia

had had to sail around the northern edge of

Europe and into the White Sea. Next, Peter

"undertook a brief campaign (1722-1723)

against the Persians. At his death in 1725,

Russia had been at war for «;1most the entirety

of his rhirty-five-year reign.

The Machinery

Of Peter's Government

Constant warfare requires constant supplies

of men and money. Since the enlistment of

volunteers provided cannon fodder but not

seasoned ^troops, ...Jeter's government d^
velo^'^^crude form of draft system accoiM
ing to which a given number of house)iold9

had to supply a given number of recruitsJvlore

men died of disease, hunger, and cold than at

the hands of the enemy, and **7mit»|lijy
commonpl^l^F But the very length of the

Great Northern War meant that survivors

served as a tough nucleus for a regular army.

Though Peter built a Baltic fleet at the first

opportunity, Russiat) naval tradition failed

to strike deep roots." From 800 ships (mostfy

very small) at the moment of his death, (^
fleet declined to fewer than twenty a deq(4<l

later. There was no merchant marine what-

ever. The apprehensions of the English and

the Dutch that Russian emergence on the

Baltic would create a new maritime nation

proved unfounded.

To staff the military forces and the ad-

ministration, Peter rigorously enforced the

rule by which all landowners owed service

to the state. He eventually decreed "civil

death" for those who failed to register; this

put them outside the protection of the law,

and anyone could attack or kill them without

fear of the consequences. State service bfr:

came compulsory for life; at the age of Jfteen,

every male child of the service class was ffl-

signed to his future post, in the army, fn th«

fivil service, or at cour% Peter often forcefl

the gentry to do jobs they considered beneath

them; he did not care whether they were in-

terested in their work or even very much

whether they had been trained for it. He filled

their ranks with newcomers, who obtained

grants of land, rank, and title. And he required

that when a member of this class died he must

leave his estate intact to one of his sons, not

necessarily the eldest, so that it would not

be divided anew in every generation.

Thus the class of service nobility—wbi^
now substantially included the survivjp.

of the nobility of ancient birth, the old boy;

— was brought into complete dependence u|

>the tsar. The system threw open the possi-

bility of a splendid career to men with talent.

A person without estates or rank who reached

a certain level in any branch of the service (fof

example, major in the army) automatically



received lands and a title ot nobility. Tlu

nobility of ancient birth vicwlJ this .ls ,i

cheapening of their position and h.itc J co sec

new recruits come into their own social order.

But under Peter there was little they could do

about it.

To raise cash, Peter tried all kinds of

nic.isurcs He debased the currency; he taxed

virtually everything— sales, rents, real estate,

tanneries, baths, and beehives — and appointed

special oficiaJs called "revenue-finders" to

think up new levies. I tic j. .\crnincrit licKI .1

monopoly over a bewildering \anety ul im-

portant products, including salt and oil, cof-

fins and caviar. The basic tax on each individual

household was not producing enough revenue,

partly because the number of households had

declined as a result of war and misery, and

partly because households were combining in

order to evade payment. Teter's government

fore substituted a head tax on every

ihe "soul tax," as the Russians called

ir useless for individuals to coiv

ic.ii rhcniscKes in households.

tion required « new census, which
]

most important, and unintended, social resuTtT

The census-takers now classified as serfs I

^ffgf: number ot Heaters on the edge between

^edom and serfdoi* who thus found them-

selves and their children eternally labeledtof

0tbte- At the cost ot human misery, Peter's

government managed in its later years to

balance the budget.

In the administration, new ministries

iprikazyi were first set up to centralize the

handling of funds received from various

lines iV sptem.oif ariny'^tcicts adolK^^
1 reasons of military efficiency led to the

I ation of the first provinces, first eigl\t, then

nine, then twelve, embracing all Russia. Each

province had its own governor, and many of

the functions previously carried on inef-

ficiently by the central government were thus

decentralized. With the tsar often away from

the capital, and many of the former prikazy

abolished, decentralization had gone so far

that Russia seemed at times to have little

government.'^^^HHHH^fl^^^A
for the Pruth campaign % 1711, Ji£xr^ated a

nine-man "governing Senate" to exercise'

power in his absence. Later, Peter copied the

Swedish system of central ministries to super'j

«de the old prikazy and created nine "colleges"*

•-for foreign afTairs, army, navv, commerce,
mines and manutactures, lustice,

expenditure, and control. Each

waujL adminis/ered .oot by a single

but by a majority vote of an eleven-ma

of directVs or collegiurn f orruptmn now be-

came more difficult, because the conduct of

any one member of a college could be checked

by his colleagues. On the other hand, the

lengthy deliberations of so many directors

often delayed final decisions.

The total picture of Peter's eflforts to in-

crease the efficiency of government is one of

.uccess at best Attempts to modg^L
local government on Swedish oragj

broke down because of the enormous\
difference between the two countries i^
literacy, size, tradition, and attitude towar^
civic responsibility. Corruption still con- *

tinued in high places; savage punishments

were inflicted on some of those who were

caught, while others, like Menshikov, were

apparently immune. And yet the cumbrous

machinery that Peter gradually established,

hit or miss, to meet the immediate needs of

his wars, was superior to any that Russia had

previously known.

Other Innovations of Peter the Great

Ever since 1703, Peter had been buildink

a great city in the swamps he had seized fron^

the Swedes* Thousands of men died in the ef-*

fort to drain the marshes and create a seaport

and a capital worthy of its imperial resid

Remote from the rest of Russia, St. Petersbur]

was frightfully expensive, because all food

building materials had to be transported greai

dfcancey It was also dangerous. When floods

^ured through the streets, Peter roared with

laughter at the sight of furniture and house-

hold effects floating away. Wolves prowled

the broad new boulevards and devoured a

lady in front of Prince Menshikov's own house

one fine day in June. But Peter made S(f

Petersburg his capital and commanded aU
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members of the nobility to make it tljeir

4lome. Although palaces sprang up at the Tsar's

command, the nobles complained bitterly

about abandoning their beloved Moscow for

this uncomfortable and costly town. Thus St.

Petersburg became the symbol of Peter's war

against his own gentry.

Peter also determined to disarm all p»5-

sible future threats to his power from the

ifihurch. Knowing how the clergy loathed the

new regime he was trying to impose, he simply

failed to appoint a successor when the Patri-

arch of Moscow died in 1 700. Eventually, in

1721, he extended the collegiate systafB of

^administration to the Church itself. He put it

under an agency first called the "spiritual

V. college," and later the Holy Directing Synod,

headed by a Procurator who was a layman.

Thus the Church became more than ever a

department of state. Peter's own statement of

his purpose is remarkably frank:

From the collegiate government of the church

there is not so much danger to the country of dis-

turbances and troubles as may be produced by one

spiritual ruler. For the common people do not

understand the difference between the spiritual

power and that of the autocrat; but, dazzled by the

splendor and glory of the highest pastor, they think

that he is a second sovereign of like power with the

autocrat or with even more, and that the spiritual

power is that of another and better realm. If then

there should be any difference of opinion between

the Patriarch and the Tsar, it might easily happen

that the people, perhaps misled by designing per-

sons, should take the part of the Patriarch, in the

mistaken belief that they were fighting for God's

The educational advances of the period re-

flected Peter's technological and military io-

cerests. Naval, military, and artillery academies

were established to educate future officers and

also many civil servants. When the govern-

ment tried to institute compulsory education

by requiring the establishment of two schools

in each province, it stressed mathematics and

navigation, and the attempt failed. Part of the

•Quoted by E. Schuyler, Peter ihe Great (New York,

1884), II, 389.

difficulty came from the reluctance of parei]

to see their children "waste time" in schoo

and part from the government's inexperienc2

and its unwillingness to begin with primar^

^
education. Primary education was left to the

'church schools, which were few and not very

competent. At all levels, foreigners had to be

summoned to provide Russia with scholars.

An Academy of Sciences founded just before

• Peter's death began with seventeen imported

IWkuws, arWtfc eight students, al^o imported.

Probably the mere presence in the new capital

of these exotic academies helped to stimulate

the native intellectual developments that

would characterize the next generation. Such

tokens as the first Russian newspaper (1703)

and the printing of occasional textbooks also

augured well for the future.

Peter continued the practice, begun long

before him, of importing foreign technicians

and artisans to practice their crafts and teach

them to Russians. Quite aware of the mercap-

tilist ideas of the age, he offered such in-

ducements as freedom from taxation and from

government service, and all sorts of tari^

protection, to develop manufacturing^hough

sometimes employing a substantia! number of

laborers, industrial enterprise in Russia,

chiefly textiles and iron, continued to be back-

ward. The labor force was recruited among

unwilling and badly treated serfs and criminals.

Factory-owners were permitted to buy and

sell serfs (otherwise a privilege restricted to

the gentry), provided they were always bought

or sold as a body together with the factory

itself This "possessional" industrial serfdom

hardly provided much incentive for good work,

and Russian produce continued inferior to

comparable goods manufactured abroad. In

the commercial field, Peter's heavy protec-

tive tariffs discriminated against foreign goods,

encouraging smuggling and false registration

of foreign agents as Russian nationals. The

effort to make Russia a manufacturing nation

exporting its own produce was a failure. But

Peter's conquests in the Baltic did give B.uill|

,the great port of Riga, and he successfMa|

bent every effort to make St. Petersburg iifo

a great trading centdt.



Peter the Great: A Final Evaluation

The records ui Pecerrsecret police are t^iifc.

ot che complaints his agents heard as th^pr

moved about listening tor subversive remafji^

The WKcs ,in>l JiiLlan mI" the [x-.is.imr\ found

thcniSL-lvLS JtS(.rti.-d by their nieii. who were

snatched away to tight on distant hjttletields

or to labor in the swamps to build a ntv that

nobody but Peter wanted. The number ^t

serfs increased with the imposirion ot the new
soul-tax and the mulciplicaiion of land grMrs

to service luq^ The tax burden was back-

break in c ServKe men found themselves in a

kind ot bondage of their own, condemned to

work for the Tsar during the whole of their

lives and seldom able to visit their estates.

Nobles of ancient birth found themselves

treated no differently from the upstarts who
were flooding into their class from below.

Churchmen of the conservative school were

more and more convinced that Peter was the

Antichrist himself! as they beheld the in-

crease of foreigners in high places and saw

the many innovations imported into the

government and social life from the hated

West. Rumors circulated that this was not the

true Tsar at all, but a changeling somehow
substituted for the real Peter by foreigners

during the trip abroad, and sent back to per-

secute Russians and to ruin Russia.

Among the lower orders of society resis-

tance took the usual form: peasant uprisings,

punished with fantastic brutality. The usual

allies of the peasant rebels, the Cossacks, suf-

fered mass executions and sharp curtailment

of their traditional independente. The leaders

of the noble and clerical opposition focused

their hopes on Peter's son h\ Ins lirsi uite, the

young heir to the throne, Alexis, who, tliey

believed, would stop the expensive and (they

felt) needless foreign wars, and move back to

Moscow a'nd comfortable Russian conser*a-

ilmt Alexis, an alcoholic, was atraid of his

father and was early estranged from him.

Though not stable enough to lead a true con-

spiracy against Peter, he fanned the hopes of

the opposition by letting them know he shared

their views. Eventually he caused a scandal

by Heeing abroad and asking asylum from hiJ^^^
brother-in-law, the Austrian Emperor Charted

Peter I striding along the

dikes during the building of

St. Petersburg; a painting by
V. A. Serov.
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VI. Promising him fair treatment and for-

giveness, Peter lured Alexis back to Russia and

made him the show-piece of one of those,

horrible Russian investigations of nonexistent

plots. Many were tortured, killed, and exiled;

Alexis himself was tortured to death in his

father's presence.

In the early nineteenth century, when the

first self-conscious group of Russian intel-

lectuals developed a keen interest in the past

history of their country, they made a central

figure of Peter. He had, they felt, intensified

western influences on Russian society and had

thus turned his back on Russia's peculiarly

Slavic character and her Byzantine heritage.

One group hailed these actions as necessary

to put Russia on her proper course. Its op-

ponents damned Peter for having forced an

unnatural development upon his country, and

for having warped its social and political

life by imposing an alien pattern. But both

his friends and enemies among these later

intellectuals believed, as most scholars have

since argued, that what he did was drastic

and revolutionary.

Yet we can see that Peter simply inten-

sified the chief characteristics of Russian

society. He made a strong autocracy even

stronger, a universal service law for service

men even more stringent, a serf more of a

serf His trip abroad, his fondness for foreign

ways, his worship of advanced technology,

his mercantilism, his wars, all had their pre-

cedents in the period of his forerunners. The
Church, which he attacked, had already been

weakened by the schism of the Old Believers,

itself the result of western influences. Where
Peter was radical was in the field of every-

day manners and behavior. The attack on the

beards, the dress, the calendar (he adopted the

western dating from the birth of Christ and

abandoned the traditional dating from a hypo-

thetical year of the Creation), his hatred of

ceremony and fondness for manual labor—
these things were indeed new. So too were the

vigor and passion with which he acted. They
were decisive in winning a revolutionary

reputation for a monarch who in the major

aspects of his reign was carrying out policies

long since established.

Poland and Turkey

By the early eighteenth century, Russia

was the only great power in eastern Europe.

Poland and the Ottoman Empire still bulked

large on the map, but their territories in-

cluded lands they were soon to lose. Both

states sufi^ered from incompetent government,

from a backward economy, and from the pres-

ence of large national and religious minorities.

The Orthodox in Catholic Poland and Moslem
Turkey were beginning to look to Russia fqr

protection. In addition, the evident decay of

both states stimulated the aggressive appetites

of their stronger neighbors. Poland, con-

sequently, was doomed to disappear as an

independent power before the end of the

century, the victim of partition by Russia,

Austria, and Prussia Turkey held oiv but

only just, and was already beginning to acquire

the perilous reputation of being the "Sick Maob
of Europe."/

The Polish government was a political

curiosity shop. The monarchy was elective;

each time the throne fell vacant, the Diet

chose a successor, usually the candidate who
had offered the biggest bribes, and sometimes

a foreigner. Once elected, the king was nearly

powerless, since he was obliged to transfer tht

royal prerogatives to the Diet when he ac-

cepted the crown. Jhe Diet was dominated

by the nobility and was celebrated /or its

liberum w/9,Avhereby any one of its members
could block any proposal by shouting "I do

not wish it!" and then galloping off before

his colleagues could catch up with him to

make him change his mind. The Diet was not

a parliament in the western sense of the term,

but an assembly of aristocrats, each of whom
thought of himself as a power unto himself.

unanimity was therefore necessary for all deci-

sions. This loosely knit Polish national state

had no regular army or diplomatic corps or

central bureaucracy. Unlike the English

gentry or Prussian Junkers, the

nobles had no concept of service co the <

or indeed any sense of loyalty except to th



own social classj They helped destroy a once-

rtourisTung urban middle class by persecuting

Jewish shopkeepers and foreign merchants.

On their estates, the lot of the serfs was harsher

than it was in Russia.

Compared with Poland, the Ottoman Em-

pire was still a functioning state, yet it was

falling farther and farther behind the major

European powers, particularly in economics

and technology. It had no Peter the Great to

attack traditional ways; with few exceptions,

the sultans of the eighteenth century were

captives of harem intrigue and could do little

to discipline such powerful groups as the

Janissaries, who exploited their privileges

and neglected their soldierly duties. This

retrograde and corrupt government did at

least govern, however, and showed consider-

was to linger on throughout the century, kepM
|

alive in pan by the still unexhausted Ottomai^"

reserves of vitality, and in part by the rivalry t

between the two would-be heirs of the Turkish '

inheritance, Russia and Austria.

V War and Diplomacy, 1 7 1 3 - 1 789

Main Characteristics

From the survey |usr cohcIliiIcI of the Euro*

pean states in the e.iriv cii^hcecnth century,

it is evident that the international balance

was both fluid and precarioul. Should the

strong states decide to prey upon the weak, the

balance was cenain to be upsetivOnc such

upset resulted from the Great Northern War,

which enabled Russia to replace Sweden as the

dominant power in the Baltic. The expansion

ot Russi.i continued to threaten the balance

ilurint; most ol the eighteenth century; the

chief victims,^! addition to Swedenf were

Poland aitd Turke^ A seconcTYnaior threat m
the balance tumc from the expansion of Pi^
sia at the expense of AustrTa, Poland, aft

Sweden. ^A rhitd involved the colonial a^
commercial rivalry between Britain and the

Bourbon monarchies of France ^nd Spain.

These were not the only international is-

sues of the day. The old competition between

^fetria and France, which dated back to the

Habsburg-Valois wars of the 1500%, remained

very lively. It was complicated by the already

noted ambitions of Elizabeth Farnese, second

wife of Philip V of Spain,* who won the sup-

port ot France and threatened the Austrian

hegemony in Italy. The Austrian Habsburgs

themselves were vigorous expansionists, aim-

ing to drive the Turks from the Danube and

extend their own domains southeast to the

Black Sea

While the interplay of all these rivalriejk

led to frequent shifts in the internationA

balance, the idea that there should be a balance

of power was generally maintained. Indeed,

eichteenth-century war and diplomacy are

often cited as the classic case hisiory of balance-

oi-power politics in operation>The limited

financial resources ot the governments of the

Old Regime allowed only limited warfare;

nobody could as yet afford the enormous

armies or navies required for total war. On the

battlefield, generals were reluctant to risk

losing soldiers who represented a costly in-

vestment in training; they favored sieges and

other formal maneuvers executed according

to conventions well understood by all bel-

ligerents. At the peace table, diplomats were

reluctant to destroy an opponant. accordMM^

to another well-understood convention, ttMf

generally sought to award him a bit oi jmt'

ritory or a minor throne as compensation^b*

a greater l«n. Like "total war." unconditional n^
surrender" was not an eighteenth-century '^^

concept.

The manner in which the century conducted

war and diplomacy has often been likened to

an elaborate game. It was a serious and some-

times a bloody game, but it was governed by
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extensive rules generally observed by the

players and designed to minimize their losses

and to keep any of them from being eliminated

entirely from the play. The principal players

— the monarchs, diplomats, generals, admirals*

^were for the most part aristocr^, who ac-

oepted a uniform code of behavior. Whatever

their nationality, they usually understood and

respected one another far more than they

understood or respected the lower social

classes in their own countries.

These generalizations, we shall find, did

not always apply in practice. A few of the most
successful players — notably Frederick thg

Great of Prussia and Pitt of England — die^

not always play the game according to th^
rules. And the custom of compensation was

forgotten in the case of Poland, when it was

partitioned out of existence late in the century.

Earlier in the century, however, Poland,

along with Turkey, provided a most instruc-

tive exhibit of the balance-of-power game
in operation.

The Turkish and Polish Questions,

1716-1739

The Ottoman Empire suffered heavy losses

in the Austro-Turkish of 1716-1718.

the T?reaty of Passarowitzd 718), the Habsburg

Emperor, Charles VI, recovered the portion

of Hungary still under Ottoman rule and

secured other Danubian lands that form part

of present-day Rumania and Yugoslavia. A
second Turkish war, 1735-1739, reversed

the outcome of the first and disclosed the

growing infirmity of the Habsburg army. In

this second war Austria was allied with Russia,

but, in a fashion foreshadowing the later strug-

gles of the two powers for control of the

Balkans, they fell to quarreling over division

of the prospective spoils. In the end there was

little to divide, and Charles VI had to hand

back to Turkey the Danubian lands annexed

at Passarowitz. During the negotiations lead-

ing to the Auscro-Turkish settlement of 1739,*
France gave the Ottoman Empire powerfuk'
support in order to redress the balance

power. This was one of many occasions i

which the French used their Turkish alliance

ro check HabsbiiBQ mifatniM\.

Meantime, in the early I 730's, Bourbon and

Habsburg were ranged on opposing sides in a

crisis over the crown of Poland. In the early

stages of the Great Northern War, as we have

seen, Charles XII of Sweden had unseated

the Polish king, ) the Saxon Augustus the*

Strong, and had given the crown to a 'Polish

[fobieman, Stanislas Leszczynski; then, thanks

to the support of Peter the Great, Augustus
recovered the Polish throng. Stanislas, how-

ever, ha^ by no means completed his historical

role, for he eventually gave his daughtet.

M««e, in marriage to Louis XV of France.

When Augustus the Strong died in 1733,

French diplomats engineered the election of

Stanislas to succeed him. But both Austria

and Russia disliked the prospect of a French

puppet on the Polish throne, and Russia sent

30,000 troops into Poland and convoked a

rump session of the Diet which elected a rival

king, Augustus III, son ot Augustus the

Strong The stage was set'for the War of the

Polish Succession, 1
^3 i - 1 "35 — Stanisl,is,

Pjpnce, and Spain versus Augustus HI, Russia,

and Austria.

Alter French and Austrian armies had

fired away at each other for a while in the

Rhine Valley and in northern Italy, hundreds

of miles from Poland, the diplomats worked

out a compromise settlement. To the satis-

faction of Austria and Russia, Augustus III

secured the Polish throne. From the French

standpoint, Stanislas Leszczynski was well com-

pensated for his loss. He acquire'd the duchy

oi Lorraine, on the northeastern border of

France, with the provision that when he diej

jiorraine would go to his daughter, Marie,

and thence to the French crown. France would

thus move one step closer toward filling out

her "natural" frontiers. To be sure, Lorraine

already had a duke, Francis, husband of the

Habsburg heiress, Maria Theresa, who moved
to the Italian Grand Duchy of Tuscany, where

the old line of rulers conveniently died out in

1737. Finally, as a by-product of the scrtl

ment, Elizabeth Farnese of Spain capi

twenty years of maternal perseverance > .

procuring the Kingdom of Naples for "Bain



Carlos," her elder and now grown-up son. \

The \X'ar ot chc''Pntl';trS(lWW
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seem futile and trivial, much ado about a

kingship possessing no real power. And the

postwar settlement, which affected chiefly

Italy and Lorraine, may seem to be a striking

case of diplomatic irrelevance. Yet the whole

Polish crisis neatly illustrates the workings of

dynastic politics and the balance of power.

Certainly no great national issues were at

stake, except for the rather nebulous ones of

French, Russian, and Austrian prestige. The
statesmen regarded thrones as the pawns of

diplomacy, to be assigned without reference

to the wishes of the populations involved. No
politician of the Old Regime would have con-

templated canvassing Neapolitan sentiment on

Carlos or holding a referendum to see whether

the Poles preferred Stanislas or Augustus.

The complicated arrangements of the 1 730(^

prescncJ the balance of power by giving

^MtNhing to almost everybody involved. '

.Mthough the diplomats coulJ not prevent a

little war over Poland, they did keep it from

becoming a big one. The achiev|m|Qy[^owed
*

the old international system at its besT.

Throughout the period from 1~13 to 1''39

the f(;rce of diplomacy operated to avert or

at least to localize wars. Britain and France

took the lead in the campaign to keep any one

power from upsetting the international apple-

cart. For example, the British sent a squadron

to the Baltic during the last part of the Great

Northern War so that Tsar Peter's gains would

not be too great. To prevent the dismember-

ment of Ottoman territories in Europe, Brit-

ain intervened in the negotiations between

Turkey and Austria at Passarowitz in 1718,

and the French revived their Ottoman alliance

in the 1730-s.

The War of Jenkins' Ear

The diplomatic partnership of Britain aiifi

France in the niO's and I730's reflected the

basic policies of Walpole and Fleury, both

of whom sought stability abroad to promote

economic recovery at home. Tl^e partnership,

however, collapsed in the face of the competi-

tion between the two Atlantic powers for

commerce .ind empire Neither Walpole_HprJ
Fleury could prevent the world-wide warj

BeTween Britain and the Bourbon monarchies

that broke out in 1739 and that lasted, with'

many intervals of peace, until the hnal defeatt

of Napoleon in 181 5. 'This "Second Hundred
Years' War" had, in fact, already begun half a

century hctore 1

' =.^), in the days of Louis XIV.

The Utrecht settlement of 1 ^1 3 had not fully

settled the rivalry between Britain and France

(and France's Bourbon partner, Spain). Thus
the war of 1739 was as much the renewal of

an old struggle as the onset of a new one.

The specific issue behind the crisis of 1 739

was the comparatively minor question of

British chagrin at the disappointing results

of the Asiento privilege. As the South Sea

Company discovered, the Asiento gave Britain

little more than a token share in the trade of

the Spanish American colonies (see p. 7).

What British captains could not get legiti-

mately they got by smuggling. Spain retaliated

by establishing a coast-guard patrol in Ameri-

can waters to ward off smugglers. British

merchants complained of the rough treatment

handed out by the Spanish guards, and in I 738

they exhibited to Parliament Captain Jenkins,

who claimed that Spanish brutality had cost

him an ear, which he duly produced, preserved

in salt and cotton batting. Asked to state his

reaction on losing the ear, he replied, "I com-

mended my soul to God and my cause to my
country. " Walpole retorted that the protec-

tion of British smugglers against legitimate

Spanish patrols did not give the government

a very strong case. But Walpole could restrain

neither the anti-Spanish fever sweeping the

country to which Jenkins had commended his

cause, nor the bellicose faction of "Boy Pa-

triots" that had arisen within Walpole's own
Whig party.

I ll OLIUBW; T
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church bells, Britain began the War ofJenkins*

Ear against Spain. ,"Thcy are ringing their

bells now," Walpole observed tartly. "They

will he wringing their hands soon." As if to

vindiL.ite hii prophecy, the British

the opening campaign in th

France showed every sign of coming to Spain's^V



^assistance. Dymistic ties had already brought

the two Bourbon monarchies into alliance

during the Polish war; now French economic

interests were at stake, for France jujjDJ|j^d/

the bulk of the wares whicn Spamsn galleons

carried to America, and which cheaper Britisfi

contraband was dfiving out of the Spanish

colonial market. "

The War of the Austrian

Succession, 1740-1748

In 1740, a chain of events linked the colo-

nial war to a great continental conflict, the War
of the Austrian Succession. On the death

of the Emperor Charles VI in 1 740, the

Habsburg domains passed to his daughter,

Maria Theresa, who was only twenty-three

years old. Expecting to outwit Maria Theresa

because of her youth, her sex, and her political

inexperience, the German princes ignored the

Pragmatic Sanction guaranteeing her succes-

sion and looked forward to the possible

partition of the Habsburg lands. In addition

the Elector of Bavaria, a cousin of the Habs

burgs, hoped to become Holy Roman Emperor,

defeating Maria Theresa's candidate, her owr

husband, Francis of Lorraine and Tuscany

The first of the German princes to strike, how
ever, was Frederick the Great (1740-1786)

who had just inherited the Prussian throne

from Frederick William I. In December, 1 740

Frederick suddenly invaded Silesia, a Habs

burg province located in the upper Oder valley

to the southeast of Brandenburg. Though
Frederick advanced a flimsy family claim to

Silesia, Europe generally regarded his invasion

as an act of simple aggression.

In the ensuing War of the Austrian Suc-

cession, England and Austria were ranged

against France, Spain, Prussia, and Bavaria.

Frederick won an emphatic victory in the

campaigns on the Continent. The Prussian

army astounded Europe by its long night

marches, sudden flank attacks, and other tactics

of surprise quite different from the usual

deliberate warfare of sieges. Frederick, how-

ever, deeply antagonized his allies by re-

peatedly deserting them to make secret peace

arrangements with Austria. And he did little

to support the imperial aspirations of the

Bavarian Elector, who enjoyed only a brief

tenure as "Emperor Charles VII."

The Anglo-Austrian alliance worked no

better than the Franco-Prussian one. Many
Englishmen felt that George II was betraying

their true interests overseas by entangling

them in German politics and the defense of

Hanover. Nevertheless, the British preference

for the Hanoverians over the Stuarts was

evident when "Bonnie Prince Charles," the

grandson of the deposed James II, secured

French backing and landed in Britain (1745).

He won significant recruits only among the

chronically discontented Scottish highlanders,

and in 1746 he was thoroughly defeated at

Culloden. Jacobitism, never a very important

political threat, was dead.

Outside Europe, the fighting of the 1 740's

was quite indecisive. The New England colo-

nists took Louisburg, the French naval base on

Cape Breton Island commanding the approach

to the St. Lawrence. On the other side of the

world, the French took the port of Madras from

the English East India Company. The Treaty

of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748) restored both Louis-

burg and Madras to their former owners, and

Britain later agreed to give up the trouble-

some Asiento privilege. In Central Europe, on

the other hand, the war was a decisive step in

the rise of Prussia to the first rank of powers.

The new province of Silesia brought not only

a large increase in the Prussian population but

also an important textile industry and large

deposits of coal and iron. Maria Theresa got

scant compensation for the loss of Silesia. Al-

though her husband, Francis, won recognition

as Holy Roman Emperor, she had to surrender

Parma and some other territorial crumbs in

northern Italy to Philip, the second son of

Elizabeth Farnese.

The Uneasy Peace, 1748-1756

The peace made in 1 748 lasted only eight

years. Then another and greater conflict, the

Seven Years' War of 1756-1763, broke out,

caused partly by old issues left unsettled at
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Aix-la-Chapelle and partly by new grievances

arising from the War of the Austrian Succes-

sion. The world struggle between Britain and

the Bourbons kept right on in the undeclared

warfare waged during the years of nominal

peace after 1 748. In Asia, the English and

French East India companies fought each other

once removed, so to speak, by taking sides in

the rivalries of native princes in southern India

By 1751, the energetic French administrator,

Dupleix, had won the initial round of this in-

direct fight. Then the English, led by the equal-

ly energetic Clive, seized the initiative, and in

1 754 Dupleix was called back home by the di-

rectors of the French company, who were un-

willing to back his aggressive policy. In North

America, English colonists from the Atlantic

seaboard had already staked out claims to the

rich wilderness between the Appalachians and

the Mississippi. But the French, equally intent

on appropriating the area, stole a march on

them and established a string of forts in west-

ern Pennsylvania from Presqu'Isle (later Erie)

south to Fort Duquesne (later Pittsburgh). In

1754, a force of Virginians under the youth-

ful George Washington tried unsuccessfully

to dislodge the French from Fort Duquesne.

In Europe, the dramatic shift of alliances

called the Diplomatic Revolution immediately

preceded the outbreak of the Seven Years'

War. In the new war the fundamental antagon-

isms were the same as in the old — Britain ver-

sus France, Prussia versus Austria— but the

powers reversed their alliances. Britain, which

had joined Austria aaainsl Prussia in the

1 740's, now paired off tcith Frederick the

Great. And, in the most revolutionary move of

the Diplomatic Revolution, France, which had

sided with Frederick before, not only stood

against him but also joined with her hereditary

35
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enemy, Habsburg Austria. The Diplomatic

Revolution reHected the resentment of the

powers at the disloyal behavior of their old

partners in the War of the Austrian Succession.

The French had bitter memories of Frederick's

repeated desertions and secret peace arrange-

ments. Britain deplored Austrian reluctance to

defend English continental interests, which

included maintaining the territorial integrity

of Hanover and excluding the French from the

Austrian Netherlands. Austria, in turn, re-

garded Hanover and Belgium as peripheral to

her main concern, the recovery of Silesia.

In 1755, the British almost unwittingly

touched off the Diplomatic Revolution. In

order to enlist a second power in the task of

defending Hanover, they concluded a treaty

with Russia, which had taken a minor part in

the War of the Austrian Succession as an ally

of England. The Anglo-Russian treaty alarmed

Frederick the Great, who feared an eventual

conflict between Prussia and Russia for con-

trol of the Baltic and Poland. In January, 1756,

the Prussian king concluded an alliance with

Britain which detached her from Russia. The

alliance between England and Prussia isolated

France and gave the Austrian chancellor, Kau-

nitz, the opportunity he had been waiting for.

What Austria needed in order to avenge her-

self on Frederick and to regain Silesia was an

ally with a large army; what Austria needed

was the alliance of France, not Britain. Using

the Anglo-Prussian alliance as an argument,

Kaunitz convinced Louis XV and his mistress,

Madame de Pompadour, to drop the traditional

Bourbon-Habsburg feud in favor of a working

partnership. The last act of the Diplomatic

Revolution occurred when Russia joined the

Franco-Austrian alliance. The Russian Empress

Elizabeth (1741-1762) hated Frederick the

Great and feared his aggression all the more

now that he had deprived her of her Eng-

lish ally.

The Seven Years' War, 1756-1763

The new war, like its predecessor, was really

two separate wars— one continental, the other

naval and colonial. In the European campaigns

of the Seven Years' War, Frederick the Great

faced a formidable test. Prussia confronted the

forces of Austria, France, and Russia, whose

combined population was more than fifteen

times larger than her own. She had almost

no allies except for Britain, which supplied

financial subsidies but little actual military

assistance. The Spartan traditions of the

HohenzoUerns enabled Prussia to survive. The
King himself set the example; in 1757, he

wrote to one of his French friends:

I am assaulted from every side. Domestic trials,

secret afflictions, public misfortunes, approaching

calamities — such is my daily bread. But do not imag-

ine I am weakening. If everything collapses I should

calmly bury myself beneath the ruins. In these dis-

astrous times one must fortify oneself with iron re-

solutions and a heart of brass. It is a time for

stoicism: the disciples of Epicurus would find

nothing to say. . .
.*

Frederick's "iron resolution" and "heart of

brass" led him to adopt any expedient to gain

his ends. To fill up the depleted ranks of his

army, he violated international law by impress-

ing soldiers from Prussia's smaller neighbors,

Mecklenburg and Saxony. Since British sub-

sidies covered only a fraction of his war ex-

penses, he seized Saxon, Polish, and Rus-

sian coins, melted them down, and kept for

Prussian use a large part of their precious me-

tallic content.

A final factor in saving Prussia, perhaps the

most important one of all, was the shakiness

of the apparently formidable coalition arrayed

against her. Most fortunately for Frederick,

his enemies were never capable of exploiting

their military successes to deliver a knock-

out blow. Russia's generals were timid, and

those of France and Austria were sometimes

downright incompetent. Moreover, the French,

the strongest of the allies, had to fight a two-

front war, in Europe and overseas, but did not

have the financial resources to do both. The

grand alliance created by Kaunitz suffered to

an unusual extent from the frictions, mistrust,

and cross-purposes that customarily beset war-



time coalitions. Indeed, the coalition did not

last out the war. When Elizabeth of Russia died

in January. 1 "'62, she was succeeded by Tsar

Peter III, a passionate admirer of Frederick

the Great, who at once deserted Elizabeths

allies and placed Russia's forces at Frederick's

disposal. Although he occupied the Russian

throne for only a few months (see Chapter 1 ''),

Peters brief rule marked a decisive turning in

the Seven Years' War. In 1 "^63 Prussia won her

war. and Austria agreed to the Peace of Huber-

Byng was unfairly saddled with the whole
blame and was executed— "in order to encour-

age the others, " Voltaire observed ironically.

In North America, the British lost the outpost

of Oswego on Lake Ontario and fumbled an

attack on Louisburg, the key to French Canada.

The most dramatic of Britain's misfortunes

occurred in India. In June, 1 756, the Nawab
of Bengal, a native ally of the French, crowded
1 46 British prisoners into one small room with

only rwo windows. The result was the atrocious

"Black Hole" of Calcutta, thus described by

an officer of the English East India Company:

It was the hottest season of the year, and the night

uncommonly sultry. . . . The excessive pressure of

their bodies against one another, and the intoler-

able heat which prevailed as soon as the door
was shut, convinced the prisoners that it was imposs-

ible to live through the night in this horrible con-

finement; and violent attempts were immediately

made to force the door, but without effect for it

opened inward.

At rwo o'clock not more than fifty remained

alive. But even this number were too many to par-

take of the saving air, the contest for which and for

life continued until the morn. . . .

An officer, sent by the nawab, came . . . with

an order to open the prison. The dead were so

thronged, and the survivors had so little strength

remaining, that they were employed near half an

hour in removing the bodies which lay against the

door before they could clear a passage to go out one

at a time; when of one hundred and forty-six who
went in no more than rwenty-three came out

tusburg confirming the HohenzoUern reten-

tion of Silesia.

Meanwhile, Frederick's British partner was

gaining a smashing victory abroad. During the

first year and a half of the fighting, the British

suffered setbacks on almost every front. At

sea, they lost the important Mediterranean

base of Minorca in the Balearic Islands, a dis-

aster to which the home government contri-

buted by sending (too late) reinforcements (too

few) under Admiral Byng (a poor choice).

William Pitt turned the tide in favor of Brit-

ain. This famous representative of the Whig
oligarchy sat in Parliament for Old Sarum, a

notorious "rotten " borough. The grandson of

"Diamond" Pitt, a merchant prince who had

made a fortune in India, he consistently sup-

ported the interests of the City. In the late

I 730's he had led the Whig rebels, the "Boy

Patriots " who forced Britain into the War of

Jenkins' Ear, against Walpole's pacifistic policy.

Now Pitt's great war ministry (1757-1761)
at last ended the shilly-shallying policies of

the cabinets that had held office since Wal-
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pole's downfall in 1742. When deficits rose

higher and higher, Pitt used his personal and

business connections with the City to assist

the successful placement of government loans.

He strengthened the Anglo-Prussian alliance

by sending Frederick substantial subsidies and

placing English forces in Hanover under an

able Prussian commander in place of the bung-

ling Duke of Cumberland, a son of George II.

Everywhere Pitt replaced blundering generals

and admirals; everywhere his energetic meas-

ures transformed the character of the naval

and colonial war. In 1 759, the Royal Navy de-

North America and the Caribbean, 1763

Situation after the Seven Years' War

B
British Territory:

Held before 1 763

Acquired ftom France^

Acquired (rom Spoin ' •, SOUTH AMERICA
Proclomotion Line of 1763 I

feated both the Atlantic and Mediterranean

squadrons of the French fleet.

Britain's command of the seas enabled her

to continue trading abroad at a prosperous

pace, while French overseas trade rapidly sank

to one-sixth of the pre-war rate. Cut off from

supplies and reinforcements from home and

faced by generally superior British forces, the

French colonies fell in quick succession. In

Africa, Britain's capture of the chief French

slaving station ruined the slavers of Nantes

in the mother country. In India, Clive and oth-

ers avenged the "Black Hole" by punishing

the Nawab of Bengal and capturing the key

French posts. In the West Indies, the French

lost all their sugar islands, except for Santo

Domingo. In North America, the 65,000

French, poorly supplied and poorly led, were

helpless against the million British colonists,

fully supported by their mother country. Fort

Duquesne was taken at last, and renamed after

Pitt, and the British went on to other triumphs

in the war that the colonists called "French

and Indian." In Canada, the English General

Wolfe took Louisburg (1758) and in the next

year, 1 759, lost his life but won immortal fame

in a great victory on the Plains of Abraham
outside Quebec. When the remaining French

stronghold, Montreal, fell in 1 760, the doom
of France's American empire was sealed.

This rain of victories led the British to ex-

pect sweeping gains in the postwar settlement;

their expectation was soon disappointed. Pitt

had won the war, but he did not make the

peace: the accession of the obstinate and ambi-

tious George III in 1760 led to the dismissal

of the Prime Minister the next year. In the

Peace of Paris, 176.^, the successors of Pitt al-

lowed the French to recover their islands in

the West Indies, then highly prized as a major

source of sugar. British planters in the Carib-

bean were much relieved, for their markets had

been flooded by sugar from captured French

islands during the war. But to outraged patriots

it seemed as though Britain had let the grand

prize slip through her fingers.

France, however, lost all her possessions on

the mainland of North America. Britain se-

cured both Canada and the vast disputed terri-

tories between the Appalachians and the



Mississippi. Moreover, she also obtained

Florida from Spain, which had joined France

in 1^62 when the war was already lost. And,

though the French were permitted to retain

a few trading posts in India, they were not al-

lowed to fortify them or to continue their old

policy of manipulating the politics and rival-

ries of native states. For Britain, the Seven

Years' War marked the beginning of a virtually

complete ascendancy in India; for France it

marked the virtual end of her "old Empire."

The International Balance

in Review

The peace settlements of Hubertusburg and

Paris ended the greatest international crisis

that was to occur between the death of Louis

XIV and the outbreak of the French Revolu-

tion. New crises were to arise soon after I ^63,

as the next chapter will show in detail— in

I ^68, a Russo-Turkish war (which Russia won);

in I "'72, the first partition of Poland; in 1 775,

the American War of Independence. The new

crises in the East did not fundamentally alter

the international balance; they accentuated

shifts that had long been underway. And, al-

though American independence cost Britain

the thirteen colonies, the maritime and im-

perial supremacy she had gained in I 763 was

not otherwise seriously affected.

The international balance established in

1 763, then, remained largely unchanged down
to 1789. In the incessant struggle for power

during the eighteenth century, the victorious

states were the strongest states — Britain, Prus-

sia, and Russia. The states that were less

fit— France, Spain, Austria, Turkey— survived,

though they sometimes suffered serious losses.

The weakest units, Poland and Italy — as a Span-

ish diplomat observed early in the century

— were being "pared and sliced up like so

many Dutch cheeses."

The Duke of Choiseul, the foreign minister

of Louis XV during the Seven Years' War, re-

marked that the "true balance of power resides

in commerce." Choiseul's remark held a large

measure of truth, but not the whole truth.

The world struggle between Britain and the

Bourbon empires did much to justify the mer-

cantilist view that conceived of international

relations in terms of incessant competition and

strife. According to the mercantilist doctrine

of the fixed amount of trade, a state could en-

large its share of the existing supply only if it

reduced the shares held by rival states, either

through war or, in time of peace, through smug-

gling and retaliatory legislation. All this was

borne out by the War of Jenkins' Ear and by

British success, and French failure, in maintain-

ing overseas trade during the course of the

Seven Years' War. Yet the modern concept of

economic warfare was only beginning to take

shape. During the War of the Austrian Suc-

cession, London brokers supplied both insur-

ance and information on naval movements to

French shipowners.

Moreover, economic factors did not wholly

explain all the changes in the international

balance during the century. For example, effi-

cient utilization of Prussian resources played

its part in the victories of Frederick the Great.

But his success depended still more on quali-

ties that had little to do with economics — his

own brilliant and ruthless leadership, and the

discipline of the society that he headed. The
case of Britain seemingly offers the most com-

pelling evidence to support Choiseul's con-

tention, as Pitt turned her formidable financial

and commercial assets to practical advantage.

Yet Pitt himself is not to be explained in sim-

ple economic terms. His accession as prime

minister in the dark days of 1 757, like that of

Churchill in the dark days of 1940, was made
possible by a political system that enabled

the right man to come forward at the right

Finally, the eighteenth century, despite its

wars, was an interlude of comparative calm be-

tween the age of religious strife that had pre-

cedec) it and the storms of liberalism and

nationalism that were to be loosed by the

French Revolution. The prospect in 1715, the

prospect of long years of peace and quiet, had

not, after all, been wholly deceptive. The

Seven Years' War of the eighteenth century,

for example, did not begin to equal in destruc-

tive force the Thirty Years' War of the seven-

teenth. Much more was involved here than the
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relative shortness of the Seven Years' War. Few
of the combatants had the feeling of fighting

for a great cause, like Catholicism or Protes-

tantism or national independence. The fighting

itself was conducted in a more orderly fashion

than it had been a hundred years before; sol-

diers were better disciplined, and armies were

better supplied; troops lived off the land less

often and no longer constituted such a menace
to the lives and property of civilians. Even war-

fare indicated that this was the century of order

and reason, the Age of the Enlightenment.
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The Enlightenment

Basic Principles
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irh oiir ar^v-j Heas. How
. To this 1 answer, in

CE. . . . Our observ-

ion employed either about external s

• about the internal operations of our n

ible obit

ditional Chrnristi beJief that such joy could

on earth.

The Inheritance

from Lockaand Ne\

"Kr

("At derived their basic ^ryjciples from the mci

''^ of the preceding "century of genius.' Thci

faith in natural Taw came from

and their confidence in the powers of hu-

man re^jpn in part fron;^^escaBi6Sr who ha<

dafJuLcd a whole philosophy from the fact that

^JW rcaMiiKJ at all, and still more frorqj.nnlrr.

il^^^ Wohn Lotkc 1 1 (.32 -1^04) wrote a celebrated

a^ense of F.nida nd'.S-Glorious Revoluti on, the

T...,YfV' "f '^rrr»ff'-"'f " ^^'"^' Men arc,

1 iiTiD'nilMil ill iliiTi
I
Ml I'Th II "by nature

all free, e"qual, and rndependent"; they sub^mit

to government because they find it convenigfli,

to do so andTiot because they acknoaJBdcniny

divine right on the part of the nponarch' ~

and r^^tujed on by ourselves, is that u^^^^hjjififiiidUUil

understafgiijtg^uith all th^ majeria ls of thinking.

1 nese two are the fountains of knowledge, from

whence all the ideas we have, or can naturally_^jye,

do spring.' /

In other words, the two "fountains ^^^^K
edge" were '^p'j^nrP""^ rarhf thanTBBj^K
gnH rpatijh^.rather thanjii^i. Locke's matter- h^||ii

of-fact o'utlook and his empiricism ( reliance^'^V^
on experience) place him among the ration-

alists. He believed that human reason, tjiaugh

unable to acroimr f\\\ \ mi |i|lllll|i III ill i

verse^explaihs a ll that men need to know. "The

candleniarTy^t up in us," ke wrote, "shines

bright enough for all our purposgs-^'

Lodke pointed the way to a critical exa^
ination of the .QJ^Re^^e. The tihilojo^hes

pad and admired both his political writmS
e FiimT rn^ferntnp̂ Human UndersTaird-

They submi

1- je'

d^jl^^dthe ^

. , . .
-

.

, ^
ing. They submitted existing social anc^eco

noTnic institutions to the judgment of common
sense and discovered many to be unreasonable

and unnecessarily complex . Locke's psychol-

ogy suggested to them that teachers might im-

prove him^an institutions^ ^y j ff P*"""! l1 ij
the

thinking of the ris iife generatip n. ^ff^^W
sophes sought what was in effect'the right kind

of chalk to use on the blank slates of impress-

•Essay ( New York, 1 94^),Bk. II, Ch. I.



^l-^k^rjij
.onable young minds,

;
their search brought

chem to accept the view ot" the uplverse tha t

has been aptly termed rkc "Newtonian world •nas Deen apt

ghtenmcnt •.ii^cJ on Ncutons Jis

coveries as revelations of ultimate truth. New
C^ rnn hiHHrirlmrH rhr namial fpn\. rmviriifinn

^PTeUlhe umiver^ -h • l,c made the

M jini"""" rniiki..^' '' - :' believed

^p#tttat comparable law

^

.ii.l governing—
1 laining alf^ha

the

mics »hi

reduce the mostTntricate institutions to form-

ulas as neat as Sir- Isaac s Own mathematical

ws and principles. The world, they argued,

mbled a gia&i machjne . Hitherto, men had

red its operations Because thevL.did not

ry; once they grasped

the basic laws by which it; ran, the '.'worU

persecution during the French revolutionary

Reign of Terror. Condorcet asked

If men can predict, with .dmost complete assur-

ance, the phenomena whose i.u\s art^ known IQjhem
. . .. why should it be regarded as a vain enterprise

to chart, with some degree of probability, the course

of the future oestiny of mankind by studying the

results of human history.' Since the only basis of

belief in the natural sciences is the idea that the gen-

eral laws, known or unknown, regulating the phe-

nomena of the universe arc regular and constant,

why should this principle be any less true for the

development of the intellectual and moral faculties

• f m;in than for the other (ipcrations flf~nSurt:y'

Nature has^Iaced no bounds on the perfect^

i; of the human faculties^' Condorcet con-

ic. 1, "rrtt) ftic progress of this Jjcrfectibility

iiautcd only by the duration o? the globe

•Condorcet, Eiquisie dun Tabltau Hislonque a

ttrii dt I'Espril Humain ( Paris, n.d.), 203. Our translacio

t/W.. 5.
' ~*

Eighteenth-Century

The technological

of the eighteent

'^" fiiiftn
""

"Tiinir I

phiUsophesyh.i

y Science

siiin ot the pure sciences

try were now beginning

took. Linnaeus (T^n^-l-^S-

of fam il

in bu.logv He k every known plant and

by species, then bracl;£_ted

Inxn Kenusup the hierarcin of lLlssjIkj

througli nrJer to class Thus arose a practict

that biolomsts stTIT follow in assigning a s peci

nieii two Latiaaapies, tfeot^^ its genus and tha

Modern ch

Black and La

Scottish professor,' exploded the ol

ysis started ^h_ BfOclfiU,^
ph Blacl?(1728- „^^yl^
; exploded the old ''*^n ' ^

theory thateory

ment b-^
cumpused-et-a^ngle e le-

^ e_cxistence^of_seifiial,air-

liKF s'uDstancesor pses. Black's E^gfl^con-
temoorarv. Lavols^f r ( 1 ^43 -1 794), CQQtinued

his study (ifjLjses. inven ted the namej

and demonstrafed that

oxygen and hydrogen. Lajjj

iH iiiliiiii iiii rf rnmppsed of a relatively

few basic chem ical elements, of whicEiie iden-

tified twejiy-duee.

MeanwhTle, astronomy and physics werdl

^BilHBSgth^^e^SJanSjSSS^S^e
in the s^^ctegflttlifinturv^ Laplace ( 1

74'^)-

182^), the "Newton of France," rounded oi|t'

Sir Isaac's investigation of celestial mechanks

and explained the movement of the solar Sys-

tem in a series of mathematical formulas afld

tlieoreins.- The versatile American, Benjamin^-——-p*—j—-g
Franklin (I -(16- r9(l), s^tiojiitd^4l4Ufcle*"'lI * '

city and lightning were really the same thir!£j_

He obtained an electrical charge in a key at-

tached to the string of a kite tlown during a

thunderstorm in Philadelphia. This experi-

ment, which aroused a lively interest across the



The Enlightenn

Atlantic, was repeated at VersaiUes for the

French rovaJ-famil y. C

Almost everybody who was anybody in the

eighteenth century attempted experiments .

Voltaire made a serious hobby of chemistrj^

Montesquieu studied nh^sics; and a noble

French lady reported lfHkept a cadaver. inTifr

nrrjiipn nii ilint ihe'mi^ employ her

in dissectionand the study

travels

rj^fr^'y in dissection apa tne stuuy ot ana -

torny. Almost every state in Europe h^d it\

hhtlosot>hes and its royal society or learnfed s^

ciety to promote the progress of k."o^ledgg .

.

Intellectual life was hY'"nf> q)igafl-'^-'l'a>t'«^ f"

the capital I' "ri'j hi'V '"iti''"''
France, for example,

by the iniddle of the eighteenth century, pos-

sessed many provincia l ppjirjfmips well

;<mppe.d with reading rooms and lending I

hrgfig s. In additiian. inteUecnials paid scant

their countries were at war, continued to visit

an enemy and correspond with its cituens. It

was a striking example of the eighteenth cen-

tury's disposition to keep warfare within strict

limits and maintain business as usual.

French Leadership

The cosmopolitan qualities of the century

appeared at their best in the Enlightenmen t.iShte

Engla

^Jjw?

^

which had its rootsln France and Erigland aiPi^

extended its branches to Scotland, GermAj(,

Italy, Spain, and the New WSli Vet the Age

oTTteason also marked the higfi point (jf French
^

cultural hegemony, when, as the American
' JiJ^ilmnfJie Thomas leffer.son put it, every man*

had two homeian3SrW^Vn and pMncA The

French language endowed the Enlightenment

'with its medium rif rnmn^unirari np: the salons

of Paris fielped to set the tone of enlightened

writing; the !>rpaf Fjicvdnhedi^. ed i ted and pub-

lished in France, provJdedji_veJi^sl£.ipr en-

li ghfpp pf] rhniitr^'^

' th century, French was the'

g^ Louis XIVV

T? \& supremacy in diplomacy, Ra-

and the other great seventeenth-century

rs had made it pre;£aiinent^

> much justice in the cla

work written in Erench is a declar-

ation of war on the whole of Europe." Almost

everywhere, even in distant Russ ia, rulers, :

tocrats, an_^Jntellectuals prfferreS

their n;

French

conduct

_ihe que stion, "What has made the French

uage universal?" According to the prize-

winning essay, "Precise, popular, and reason-

able, it is no longef just French ; it i s the 1^-

'"'^T^ransiaB3/o»j taught ^yjiterjjjjgtision,

reasonableness, and the popular touch. The

salon was the reception room ot a lar^e pri -

noon or evening of conversation under the

giii(lanrt^ r.f fhp [^ncfptg usually a wealthy wo-

man from the nobility or the upper bour-

geoisie. Here is a contemporary report of the

way in which one of them conducted her salon:

. . . This circle was formed of people who were

not linked together. She had taken them from here

and there, but chosen so well that when they were

together they harmonised like the strings of an in-

strument tuned by a cunning hand. . . . She played

on tbis^ instrument wi th an art that wa.s almost

genius; she seemed to know what sound the string

she was going to touch would give: 1 mean that so

well were our characters and minds known to her,

that she had only to say one word to bring them into

play. Nowhere was conversation livelier, or more

brilliant, or better controlled. . . . The minds she

worked upcHi were neither shallow nor weak. . . .

Her gift for throwing out an idea, and giving it

to men of this type to discuss; her gift for discussing

iK|ierself, like them, with precision, and sometimes

with eloquence; her gift for bringing in new ideas

and varying the conversation . . .; these gifts, 1 say,

are not those of an ordinary woman. It was not with

fashionable trifles or self-conceit that, every day

for four hours' conversation without weariness or

emptiness, she knew how to make herself inter-

esting to these brilliant minds.*

Although some salons were snobbish and

sygerficiai, most of them gave, voune bhj'lo'

the ripprirfyiniry to rerpivy a hearjpe

juare r"p^' 'hpy yeii-nmfii

'Memoirs oj Marmoiilel. Brigit Patmort. trans. (London,

1930), 270.



a^-^fj^ need arose, nrntecteA npwmpn^H '

fjgUitSt f'rcssure from the salons determined

the outcome of elections to the French Acad-

controT**Qr the

organ of the philosophes was the

which published the tirst ol" its

lumes m 175l^J[S roster of 160 COn-
'^

tributors iiKludeJ Voltaire, Montesquieu,

Rousseau, Condorcet, Quesnay, and Turgot.

For years the editor-in-ch ief, DemsDidemt^W
(1^13-1~84), put in a fourteen-hour working

day to advance his crusade for reason and pro-

gress. He commissioned the drawing ot siitv'rh

pjatsHrj^frng the details of the new inHiKff-ial

mj.fhinp.; an":f?rgn Iparnert fy operate some
of rhp machines himself Diderot and his col-

leagues did not intend to create an objective

compendium of information. Their purpose

was didactic; to expose the superstition and

intoleranceof the existing order and to instruct

the public in the virtues of na tural law and the

of science. As Diderot explained in

icle onThe wiird encyclopedia," thd^

... in order that the labors of past

should not prove useless for sTIl.l i.i.iliiiQ Linturies;

that our descendants, by becoming better informed,

will at the same time become happier and more

While the Encyclopedie antagonized many
defenders of the (J\d Regime, it accomplished

Its purpose .ind gained enough subscribers

provL- ,1 prohuble business venture.

tried to prevent its being printed or e

the Church condcmm-J it tor itsmateriali

rid for its jj III irtsm, and the publishers, with- %

out consulting Didero t, ordered the prfnters
|

to cut out many passages likplj__rp j^aiis^

offense . Bur to no .ivail. Th

uJJ^t, the ridicule leveled by ihc philosophes

their enemi es, the lOyalty of the subscribers

to the EncycJopedie. and the help given the

editors hy Choiseul, the foreign minister, and

Madame de Pompadour, herself an enlightened

spirit— all frustrated the censorslln the small

provincial city of Dijon, for example, there

were sixty copies of the Encydopedie in 1768.

II The Reform Program of the

Laissez-Faire Economics

Since the philosophes passedpassed severe )udg-

y
Phijpsophes / i

would, as Quesnay claimed, discovA- natural

n almost every facet of the Old

iimpj»««frl economic behavior, standards of
itice, and mialifv of pHiirarion as well as ra

ices.' ITiLir LLoiioniic

program was introduced in rlic- .iriKlci written

h\' rile \crs.itilc Fran(,ois

^
I ,l-.:..lo-,u,sur_'eon,and

personal physician t*. l.jii X\ md Mad,ime

<le Pompadour Qirfsriay headed .^..group c#*

thinkers and publicists who adopted the name"*

[ rii>iillllitl'**"''*m "j^ '" thy -pule of nature^ *

The name revealed the basic outlook of the

sjhool. The Physiocrats expected that they

^^^iUtice, and mialirv of pHi

2|J^
program was introd""-!

^^^ for the ptrryrhfudij.-

susceptible

and incontestion as severe and incontestable as those of

geometry and algebra." And to arrive at such

laws, the "sovereign and the nation should

never lose sight of the fact that the land is the

only source of wealth, and that agriculture

increases wealth.""

This new Physj^rra fic concept of natural

wealth clashed with the mercafTntfSTTtWtrine

of equating money and wealth. "The riches

which men need for their livelihood do not

consist of money," Quesnay argued, "they are

rather the goods nprp-^tary [^nrh for Ijfp anH f^r

the annual rTirlllf'— "^^ rhfif fifir''''
" Mer-

Quesnay. "Maximcs Generales du Gouvernement
Economique d'un Royaume Agricole," in E. Daire, ed.,

Phyiiocralei (Paris, 1 846), 1, 82. Our translation.
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cantilist states, therefore, committed a whole

series of errors by placing excessive emphasis

on specie. They tried to regulate commerce,

when they should have freed it from controls.

They maHp pooHs more pynpnsive hvCE^vving

tariffs arrf other indirect gjjces, Quesnay con-

clude?, whereas they should have collected

only a single, direct t^ on the net income from

land.
"
Laissez /aire.laissez^passer,"- m̂p Physio-

urged— live and lenive7let nature take

its \ourse. They repudiated the controlled

economy of mercantilism and enunciated the

"classical" or "liberal" doctrine of ithe free

economy. The state ought not to interrupt the

free play of natural economic forces. Most of

all, it ought not to interfere witlTprivate pro-

perty, so necessary for the'>roductipn of agri-

cultural wealth.

The classic formulation ofJaJaaeSiiaiiej^as

made by the Scotsman, AHam .Smith (1727-

1790), in his Inquiry into The Nature andCauies

nf tPjf WMlth nf l^ationx tPffir-SfrtTTh. too,

feveled a vigoroiis attack /n mercantilism. It

was wrong to t€stjict in
»f
forts by tan fe foLjhe

protection of home indijsixies;

It is the maxim of every prudent master of a fam-

ily never to attempt to make at home what it will

cost him more to make than to buy. The tailor does

not attempt to make his own shoes, but buys them

of the shoemaker. The shoemaker does not attempt

to make his own clothes, but employs a tailor. . . .

What is prudence in the conduct of every private

family, can scarce be folly in that of a great kingdom.

If a foreign country can supply us with a commodity

cheaper than we ourselves can make it, better buy

it of them with some part of the produce of

our industry. . .

.*

Like the Physiocra^s^^Ad^a-^mith attri-

buted the wealth^f nations to the, production

of goods ; but, as befitted a citizen of^riTatlT,

the leading comj»ercial-and*industriaI state"of

the day, he took a less agrarian view oPthe

nlatter. For Adam Smrrh,'proJucrion depended

less on the so/I. (the__Ph^siocratic view) than

on the /'if!"'- of farmers , craftyaear-aad^ill-

haa^s^ Again like the Physiocrats, he mini-

mized the role of the state, claiming that men
wh(j wpfe freely competing to seek their gwn

•Wealth of Nations. Bk. IV, Ch. 2.

wealth would be led to enri ch their whole

st^CJety as if they'were'teing guided ty "an

invisible hand" — that is, by nature. 'Thus,

Smith claimed, government shoQfd merely be

a passive pqlicgfliaBr'
^"^

According to the system of natural liberty, the

sovereign has only three duties to attend to; . . .

first, the duty of protecting the society from the vio-

lence and invasion of other independent societies;

secondly, the duty of protecting, as far as possible,

every member of the society from the injustice and

oppression of every other member of it, or the duty

of establishing an exact administration of justice;

and thirdly, the duty of erecting and maintaining

certain public works and certain public institutions,

which it can never be for the interest of any individ-

ual, or small number of individuals, to erect and

The mercantilists had raised the state over

the individual and had declared '». ceasele'ss

t^ade warfare among nations.TW^ Smith and

theThysiocratsT r^VefSing the emphasis, pro-

claimed both the economic liberty of the in-

dividual and free trade among nations to be

natural laws. The laissez:faire program of the

Enlightenment marked a revolutionary change

in economic thought and was later used to jus-

tify the rugge_djndividualism of nineteejnth-

r^pniry inHu|irriiil pjp"°«"--- (see Chapter 20). It

did not, however, revolutionjielhe. economic

iclirie^ pf the threat nowejfr. who long

c.ined stubbornly mercant

instance.

who long

exponent

for

the chief practical exponent of

Physiocratic doctrine, tried irr Valfl fo ellianci-

pate French agricultu re and French b^ness

froai-ttaditioBgfl-estrictjn"' '^lir'"ri ^Jii h*"'
^^

t^ure i~rhirf nTJjiirrr ^I.o"is XVI in the

l IZOT^ (see Cl?apter 18). The Physiocrats

neglected what so majHr PhilosopheTrt^glected.

They overloolcecPttw -diflfcuTty ot acconflfio-

dating the simple and reasonable dictates of

natural law ro the complexity of politics and .

the irrationality of. hwTrTTT-mitiire

J

The disposition to let i

so evident

•md.. Bk. IV. Ch.

take its course.
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1\

characterized the outlook of the philosophes

on questions of just ice. They believed that

man-n^adf legislation prevented__£iie..^plica-

^''^"i ftf th** larf'ill laws of justice. They were

horrified by the cumbersome judicial pro-

cedures ot the Old Regime and by its unjust

and antiquated statutes. New law-givers wefl^

needid to humanize and simplify legal codesRs

and
Y
new science was needed to make the'v

punithment of crime both humane and '

effective.

The tjeajcience, which laid the foundations

was pfomoftrH5y'C6sare

eccaria (1738-1794), an Italian phiJosopJJe

author of the Essat on CrimeLjind ,

yriihments (1764). tfeccaria formulated

hfee HatuTal laws of justice, which are

excellent examples of the Enlightenment's

confident belief that common sense would

enable men to formulate nature's truths. First,

punishments should aim to

. prevent the criminal from doing further in-

jury to society, and to prevent others from com-

mitting the like offence. Such punishments, there-

fore, . . . ought to be chosen, as will make the

strongest and most lasting impressions on the minds

of others, with the least torment to the body of

the criminal.*

Second, justice should act speedily

. . . because the smaller the interval of time

between the punishment and the crime, the stronger

and more lasting will be the association of the two

ideas of Crime and Punishmml.f

And last:

Crimes are more effectively prevented by the

certainly than by the ieverity of the punishment.

. . . The certainty of a small punishment will make
a stronger impression than the fear of one more
severe. . .

.*•

Beccaria attacked both torture and capital

punishment because they deviated so sharply

;, he claimed.

falsely assumed that "pain should be the test

of truth, as if truth resided in the muscles and

fibres of a wretch in torture. " Jail sentences,

not execution, should be imposed as punish-

ments. Like many later reformers, Beccaria

asserted that punishment alone was not enough.

The best method of preventing crime was to

"let liberty be attended with knowledge," to

'"perfect the system of education."'

ducation — fji^HiyJ

from these natural laws. Ton

'Etiay on Crimes and
tlM..Ch. ly.

••Hid.. Ch. 27.

In ed4catjon,_too, the Old B^egime failed

to pass the tdsts of reason and natural law. The

philosophes deplored both the almost universal

ecclesiastics control of education and the

heavy emphasis on tlieaipgy, Greek and \
af'"

and aji^n history . They demanded more

and modert history. Diderot declared:

Under tht name of rhetoric, is taught the art of

speaking before teaching the art of thinking; and

that of good expression before the students have

any ideas to express.

Under the name of physics, are wearisome dis-

putations about the elements of matter and the

terrestrial systems; but not a word about natural

history nor good chemistry, very little about the

motion and fall of bodies, very few experiments,

still less anatomy and no geography.*

Still more drastic changes were proposed

by the great nonconformist of theEnliehten-

ment, Jean-Jacques Rousseau (\l\2-\ll^„^^h^4mtf
Rousseau >fkg||pH apain<:f fhP Hfflrr apd d is- '^f\MM
riplin gij gn^j ipfv of his birthplace, Calvinist

^mogM. He rebelled against the intensive

bookish studies he had been torccd to pursue

as a young boy, and against the polire conj

tjoris he later encounte fL-J m the

The result was Eniile .^ " 62 ),Julf treatrt^and

half romance, a long and fervent plea for

progressive educatioti^Ero/Zf had rwo
-• Emile, the student, and Kous.seau himself,

the .teacher. The training that Rousseau pre-

*Quoted in F. de la Fontainerie, French Liberaiism and
Education in the Eighteenth Century (New York, 1932),



bed for his pupil departed in every partic-

ar from eighteenth-century practice:

e Oade
grint*y

trat'^, a soldier, nor x^pt'esv, he will be a man/

Life is the jQade I would reach J]\m. When he

aves me, 1 grtnt^ou, he will be neither a magis -

Rousseau followed a policy of . laissez-faire

toward his pupij . He did not argue with fimile,

or discipline jiim, or force him to learn reading

at any early age. Emile observed the world of

nature from first-hand experience, not in

books. He learned geography by finding his

own way in the woods (with his tutor's help),

and agriculture by working in the^elds. And
when in his teens he was finally taught to read,

his first assignment was Defoe's Robinson

the best treatise on aiT edlica**»«-a£-

nature
"

ousseau's educational program had many

ault^. It was impractical, for it assume3""fftat

every child should have the undivided atten-

tion of a tutor twenty-four hours a, day. And it

fostered the permanent dependence of pupil

upon teatiier; when Emile married and be-

came a father, he implored his tutor to re-

main at his pos£ "I need you more than ever

now that I am taking up the duties of man-

hood." And yet Emile was a most important

book. Rousseau returned to some of the great

ideas of the pkst-^to the Renaissance concept

of the universal man and to the ancient Greek

ideal of the sound mind in the sound body.

His theoretical program was adapted to the

classroom by the

_ 746-1827)>vWtD

set an influential" exarBftlg by teaching geog-

drawing^ and otheT IVS^^alLj^ IfrHp is

gicnerimenral srhphtiw&till more influential

was the reaction of Pestalozzi against the

barracks tradition of drilling lessons into the

pupil through a combination of endless repeti-

tion and bodily punishment. Students of the

twentieth century may thank the educational

reformers of the eighteenth for having

discovered the natural law that children

should be treated as children, not as minia-

ture adults.

•Em;le. Everyman ed. (New York. 191 1 ), 9.

I

HIS tneoreticai program was

• grictical requirements of the <

O^-Sliss-edlicatgiJ^^ralozzi (17

^ "^
I set an :"<'"="';''i ^^^•^^\a k.

Attitudes toward Religion

Attack s on "Ijjjrnl rtr-hij^r formed part of

a vigorous and growing body of criticism

against the role of the clergy in the Old

Regime. In denouncing fanaticism and super-

stition, the philosopher singled out the SorTerv

Jesus, '^the symbol and the instrument of

militant Catholicism. Pressure for the dis-

solution of the Jesuits gained the support of

Catholic rulers, who had long been annoyed

by Jesuit intervention i n politics. In 1773, .

after the Jesuits had Tittri "expelled from/^
several leading Catholic countries, g^P^ ^f
Clemen t XIV dissolved the Society. It was (JiHtk

revivea nair a century later, when the political

and intellectual cliffliro hiH hernmp Igss

As rhipifipni nf rril;rP""'" the philosopjajs

K N showed a particular afflni>v for the tfiligious

]j[Q|^^Mkude called deism^ (from the Latin deus,

^^^\ go^\l>eist doctrines arose in seventeenth-

\(\ century England, the England of the civil

war and Newtonian <j^ipnrp where the deists

sought settlement of religious strife by the

use of reason rather than by resort to arms.

All men, they asserted, could agree on a few

broad religious principles. Since the New-

tonian world-mach'mr"Trhplied the existence

of a mechan ic, the jei-jts arrepred God as the

creator of the universe;- they also believed

that he would preside over rhp T -act y\A^r^pnt

But they limited his role to the distant past

and the remote future, and they doubted that

he had any concern with day-to-day human

activities or would answer prayer and bestow

grace.

The nent|of_deism in France was'

veritabl

{fjtk
Voltaire (1694-1 I IS), a veritable one-man

Enlightenmen t who poured forth a grodigious

quantity of IgJigrs, plajjs, ta^gs, pdjcj hi<[nrip.t-

and gsja^ Clear, witty, and often bitingly

satirical, his writings were enormously

popular, not least when they were printed

under an assumgti-<i9me_ or outside Frp^re to

evade the rrnjnrT^ip It was Voltaire who
made Frenchmen aware of great Englishmen
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vtpn.And Shakesgea^ ( though

Shakespeare was n*ich more representative

of the Renaissance tran of rhp Fnli i^h;enrr|{^ []ri

And it was Vol^ire who broadened the

writing n£ [litmry r^ inrliirlf p^-nnomirj: and

culture as well as war and politics, thus fore-

shadowing the "new history" and "surveys of

civilization" of the twentieth century.

1^*— Voltaire coined the anticlerical watdUiUtd

MC*_^^Mtf^j|dMt6tg£.~

t

hrush .the itj£aaious thing,

cru»{i^bigotryvS.ugerstiiion, perhaps the Church

itself. Also, he had experienced political in-

tolerance at first hand. As a young man he had

spent a year as a prisoner in the gloomy Esris

Bastille , and three years of exile in England
because he had critic ized the French pnvprn-

tpent and had oHended a member of the

privileged i\gbilim^The religious and political

freedom of Britain made an immense im-

pression on the refugee:

If there were ju

desDOtisjii would thn

one religion in ^gg^ad.
[en; if there were rwo reli-

gions, they would cut each others throats; but

there are djiay rel i eions. 'and-thevT^eroeprher

and happily."

Back home, Voltaire carried on a life-long .

crusade for tajgran^e. In 1762, a Protestant

merchant of Toulouse, Jean r ala<j
,

^a<:|irriigprl

of having murdered his son to prevent hiSv

conversion to rarh^|iri<:rp Calas died in '

agony, his~body broken on the wheeU Voltaire

discovered that the accusation against Calas

was ha.sed nn nimnr and r(iar the court con-

demn iag iliai-t>ati.a£t£d out of anti-Protestanr

hysteria. He campaigned for three years until

the original verdict was reversed, and the name
of Calas was cleared.

The existence of evil — of injustices like

that which broke Calas — confronted the Age

gf Reason with a major problem. Few of the

/'/)//fttoMa>accepted the traditional Christian

teaching that evil arose ffOm orij

'Letires Philosophiques, Letter No. 6. Our translaj

3ble talk with Voltaire (hand raised); among those present are Diderot and Condorcet.



from the fall of Adam and Eve. If God were

purely benevolent, they asked, why then had

he created a world in which evil so often

revail£d ? Could a perfect God produce an

imperfect creation? Ale^^ander Pope. V^l-

f'^ir^'tj Fn<>||«:h j-rjnrpmnnrarv contended that

ossible worjd s:

All Nature is but ^t, unknown to thee;

All chance, direction which thou canst not

Holbach, organized religions

that th\

*6S^
ood;All discord, harmony not undg

All partial evil, uniyersal g^d:
And, spite of Pride, in erring^Reason's SRije,

One truth is clear, Whatever is, is ri^l.

Y"ltaire rook his stand in Qandide, which

satirized the disasters abounding in the best

of all possible worlds. A real disaster kod

inspired the writing of Canditk— the great

earthquake , tidal wave, and fire -that engulfed

tliecity of ysbon on^ovember 1. 1755, and

killed upwards of 10.000 people^

Deism enabled Voltaire to ett'ect a kind of

reconciliation berween a perfect God and the

ifnperfect world . Voltatre believed that God
was indeed tTie Creator:

1 I see a watch . . . , I conclude thi

nt being arpjnged the spyngs of

When
intell

jnechan isro so that the hand should tell the time.

SimilarlyTwhen 1 see the springs of the human body,

I conclude that an intelligent being has arranged

these organs to be kept and nourished in rhp w^pih.

fnr.nir[p mnnrhs - that the eyes have oeeii given for

seeing, the hands for ecastfine. ^tc^
*

But, Voltaire concluded, there was no way to

determine whether or not God would attempt

to perfect lusjaeaiipn- O" o"^ point Voltaire

had no doubts: He never questioned the socia l

Iliipfaj^Tiii fff r"
''"'"" "Man," he stated, "has

always needed a brake." For the masses of

people almost any religion, no matter how
primitive, was better than atheism.

Baron d'Holb»6h_aiii-1789), however,

the most outspoken atheist of the Enligh t-

enment, argued that nien did not need the

e^f religion; simple self-interest would

suffice to make them behave morally. For

'Le Trahe de Melaphysitiue, Ch. II. Our translation.

re Sinister

tne benevolent

operations of reason and natural law, and God
was merely a

"phantom nf rhp i magination,"

whose existence was denied by tn^ ^^rfc and

imperfections of the world that he was alleged

to have created. A wealthy man, Holbach

extended the hospitality of his salon to all,

even to Jesuit refugees from anticlerical

persecution. His tolerance impressed his

contemporaries more favorably than his

atheism did; most pbilosophes continued to

profess deism, which was at least halfway

berween belief and disbelief.

Political Thought: Montesqu

Ai^
"In politic s as in religion toleration is a,

necessity ," decreed Ypltairg . To him, there-

fore, tolerant Britain seemed utf)pia and he

paid the British constitution the most flat-

tering compliment at the command of his age

when he claimed that it
"
might have been

'"'"'nrpd '^.y V'y'^c-
Newton, or Archimecjes"

'^""Wlinr''°t'
^'''^^'^-1 7'S'S^ a Frpnrh lawvpr

^
and phiUjophi, se t out

virtues of Britain. In his

Spirit of the Lazt'j
^

11 7487^' Montesquieu laid^ fi

down the premise that nn npe system nf govern-Utt
ment suited all countries. Laws, he wrote, ^

- r ^
. . . should be iirrelation^ t(ie climatg oF ea^h

country, totht quSlity (ff its soil, to its situation and

extent, to the principal occupation of the natives,

whether husbandmen, huntsmen, or shepherds:

they should have relation to the degree of liberty

which the constitution will bear; to the religion of

the inhabitants, to their inclinations, riches, num-

bers, commerce, manners, and •

Montesquieu cautioned against supposing that

old customs could simply be de^-ryed nut of

•existence, and he cited the telling example of

Peter the Great's failure to impose western

ways on Russia.^
~

In spelling out the influence of tradition

and environment upon forms of government,

Nugent, trans. (New



Montesquieu concluded that fppiihlir< were

best suited to the «in^all and t^^rrpn rniinfrif<:

limited '^nr'""''"'^^ to the mj()Hlf-tiTprl and

more piaigiliFuuc . and de.sEflUsms to vast

^mptres. Britain, being middle-sized and

prosperous, was quite properly a monarchy

limited by aristocracy . The hereditary nobility

sat in the House of Lords; a kind of nobility of

talent, the elected representatives, composed
the Commons. All this was admirable in

Montesquieu's view, for. he pronounced the

mas^ of people- "extremely unfit" for govern-

ment. If only the French monarchy had let

the aristocracy retain their old political

functions, France would never have sunk to

her present low state.

Montesquieu found another key to the

political superiority of Britain in the famous

concept of checks and balances. In Parliament,

Lords and Commons checked each other; in

the government as a whole, the balance ,^»s

maintained by means of the separation ofbowenf

When the legiij^ative and executive poweri_are

united in the some person, or irvthe same body of

magistrates, there can be no
"

Liberty; because ap-

prehensions may arise, lest the same monarch or

senate should enact tyrannical laws, to execute them
in a tyrannical manner.

Again, there is no liberty, if the judiciary power
be not separated from the legislative and executive.

Were it joined with the legislative the life and

liberty of the subject would be exposed to arbitrary

control; for the judge would be then the legislator.

Were it joined to the executive power, the judge

might behave with violence and oppression.*

Here Montesquieu failed to take into account

a development that was not exactly obvious in

the mid-eighteenth century, when The Spirit

ofjhe Laus appeared. He failed to see that "the

British constitution was moving, not toward

the separation of powers, but toward their

concentration in the House of Commons; the

cabinet was becoming the instrument for the

assertion of -legislative supremacy _ovei_jJje

executive.

Montesquieu likewise ran into trouble

when he tried to derive specific corqjlaries

from his general theorem about the influence

•The Spint o/llje Uws. Bk. XXI, Ch 6

of climate and geography on human institu-

tions. Autocracy and Caiholicism, he asserted,

flourish in the Mediterranean states where
the climate is warm and natura l c^Sources

abundant. Moderate government and Pro-

testantism, conversely, are at home in the

colder and harsher environment of northern

Europe. The facts did not always confirm this

rule about North and South. Freedom-loving

Protestant Britain and Holland behaved in

good northern fashion; but if Montesquieu

were correct, barren, northern, Protestant

Prussia should have been a citadel of liberty,

not the stronghold of Hohenzollern absolu -

jiiiQ^ By jumping to conclusions from insuf-

hcient evidence, Montesquieu committed a

fault common among the philosophes. But,

unlike some of them, he had too firm a grasp

on political realities to assume that govern-

ments either were or should be the same every-

where. Later political thinkers made good use

of the comparative methods introduced by

The Spirit of the Laws and refined Montes-

quieu's judgments on the interrelationship of

geographv.je lieion. and politics.

Political Thoughtt RaUsseac

radi^Js of the

ideas pr&ceeded frorTr"2--sweeping generaliza-

tion very typical of the Enl ightenment. Where-

as nanire ^jgnj[ip<L mgn he Contended, civiliza-

tioa^corrupts hiofr, man would be corrupted

less if civilized institutions followed

more cjoaejy, This theme ran through many of

Rousseau's principal writings. In ^m^^f. it

itn^eM^^
was at the heart of his program for ed ucational

saiaun; earlier, it was enunciated in the

C-'rrfitfrrf fft fi'ii; iMfrfi"^
^'^'""^ "( ''"' ^"' """

_^cii
;
^c

(i
n 75^)1. which won a competition set

by the Academy of Dijon. The Academy asked:

Has the restoration of the arts and sciences

had a purifying effect upon morals? Certainly
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not, the prize-winner answered; it has nearly

niinfti rhem-

In a second discourse, On the Origin ofjhe

inequality of Nian^ifid (i i ')'>), Kousseau

DlillWd lilt) vices of civilization on private

property:

ment between the people to be governed, on
the one hand, and a single governor or small

group of governors, on the other. Earlier

theories postulated a political contract;

Rousseau's contract was social in that a whole
society agreed to be ruled by ksgenera/ will:

The first man who, having enclosed a piece^of

ground, bethought himself of saying, 'ThiS is

mine,' and found people^simple enough to believe

him, was the real founder of civil society. From how
many crimes, wars, and murders, from how many
horrors and misfortunes might not any one have

saved mankind, by pulling up the stakes, or filling

up the ditch, and crying to his fellows: 'Beware

of listening to this imposter; you are undone if you

once forget that the fruits of the earth belong to us

all, and the earth itself to nobody."

Men accepted laws and governors i n order to

protect their propem;:

. . . They had too many disputes among them-

selves to do without arbitrators, and too much
ambition and avarice to go long without masters.

All ran headlong to their chains, in hopes of secur-

ing their liberty; for they had just wit enough to

perceive the advantages of political institutions,

without experience enough to enable them to fore-

see their danger.t

pr.vP|-nmpnr w^t Pvi
I

^ Rninsean concluded.

"But a necejsaitsvil. "What, then, is ro be done?

Must societies be totally abolished? . . .

Must we return again to the forest to live

among bears?" No, civilized men could not

return to a primitive existence, could "no

longer subsist on plants or acorn s, or Jiie

without laws and magistrates.""

Rnr"niii''' mninr y"'"'--' work. The Social

Contract\^ (\ 162), attempted to reconcile the

liberty of the individual and the institution of

government through a new and revolutionary

version of the contract theory of government.

Earlier theories of contract, from the Middle

Ages to John J.orkp^ had hinged on the agree-

Each of us puts his person and all his power in

common under the supreme direction of the general

will, and, in our corporate capacity, we receive

each member as an indivisible part of the whole.*

"Each- in^ivi'rliial " Rousseau continued,

"may have a particular will contrary or dis-

similarjothe general will which he has asa

c"}T«en," ""flltl individual 'insists on putting"

self-interest above community interest, he

should be obliged to observe the general

will. "This means nothing less than that he will

be forced to be free."t Thus, the general will

was moral as well as political in nature, for

it represented what was best /or the whole

community, what the community oughtio do.

Formulating the general will, Rousseau

believed, was the business of the whole peo-

ple. The power of legislation, he argued,

could never be properly transferred to an

eleciejdjjody:

•"Discourse on the Origin of Inequality." in The
Social Contract and Discourses, Everyman ed. (New York,

1913), 192.

ilbid., 205.

•'Ibid., 228

The deputies of the people ... are not and

cannot be its representatives; they are merely its

stewards, and can carry through no definitive acts.

Every law the people has not ratified in person is

null and void — is, in fact, not a law. The people of

England regards itself as free; but it is grossly

mistaken; it is free only during the election of

members of Parliament."

Executing the general will, however, could

legitimately be the business of a small£c.grouD. ^
Like Montesquieu, Rousseau believed tjiaLlhe

"ji^hrr
"I" "fiivcrnors should

^

^attL.j£ve"ejy
with the size and sources of the state—
monarchy for the weaTiliy, aflMULiacy luf ilie

state of middling size and wealth, and demo-

cracy for the sgiallan^__43oor. Rousseau

doubted, however, that any state was ready

•The Social Contract. Everyman ed. (New York, 1913),
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for the absolute form of democracy in wti irh

the people actually execute the law s. "Were

there a people of SQils, their government

would be democratic. So perfect a government

is not fee mear*'^
Rousseau was quite aware that The Social

Qpntract was not a manual of practical pontics.

On another occasion, when he made sugges-

tions for the reform of the Polish government,

his counsels were decidedly more cautious. He
admonished the Poles to renew their national

spirit through education and patriotic fes-

tivals. While favoring the abolition of the

liherum leto (see p. 30), he recommended that

the elective monsu'chy be retained, that the

nobles keep many of their privileges but

acquire a new sense of duty, and that the serfs

be \jberated but only after they had^

taught responsibility. .

Although these suggestions were moderate

enough, the influence of Rousseau has not been

exerted on the side of moder îon. Almost
every radical political doctrine in the past

two centuries has owed something to Rous-

seau, 'jflciaiists justify collectivism on the

basis of his attacks on p^^K pr^tiertv and of

his insistence that "the Iniits ot the earth be-

long to us all." Patriots and nationalists Jjail

him as an early prophet of the creed that

nations do — and should — differ . Throughout

his writings as well as in his afjvirp^fp rhp

Pples he referred to 'thede "*- lftY("-.f /-nunrry -

The Social Contract concluded with a plea for

the establishment of a
"
civil religion." which

would displace the traditional faith. The moral

code of early Christianity might be retained,

Rousseau allowed, but the State should no

longer have to compete with the Church for

the allegiance ot*iti2ens.

Rousseau's concept of the general will has

aroused conflicting interpretations. Because

it is ethical in character, it seems to represent

something more than the sum of individual

wills — the whole appears to be more than the

sum of its parts. Many, therefore, see in Rous-

seau a man who exalted the welfare ofj^e
nation over that of the citizens ajmrniiing 't>

indeed worshipped the .jtaie. Dictatorswho

have justified their totalitarianism by asserting

that they have a special insight into the general

will; Hitler's celebrated "intuition" is an ex-

ample. The police state can be justified on the

grounds that it is doing its subjects a favor by

"forcing them to be free."

The authoritarian interpretation indicates

some of the possible consequences of Rous-

seau's ideasjjut it overlooks both the strongly

idealistii_aad decnacratic tone of his writings

and his personal hostility toward the absolutism

of the Old Regime. "Were there a people of

gods, their government would be democratic."

This declaration has moved the democratic

disciples of Rousseau from the French Revolu-

tion on down to the present. The people are not

gods.' Then they must be trained in godliness,

and Rousseau himself pointed the way.

Emile showed how education could help, and

mignt one day become so virtuous ch.it the^

^ould follow the general will naturally and

would no longer have to be "forced to be tree.

"

Enlightened Despotism

Some philosophes. however, sought a short

cut to Utopia, a political prescription that was

more pra?tTrgble than the Social Contract and

that could operate within the framework of

^existing monarchical insitutions. They found

the answer in enlightened despotism. The
Physiocrats, the rhiet rhenfUf^ or'pnlif>hf-

concern of Montesquieu and Rousseau over

the status of the legisfttfve power. In the

Physiocratic JV^gsm God was the legislator,

nature Reserved the divine legislation, and

the sole duty o£government warroudmjjjister

these>»aairal laws . DemocfSTy and aristocracy

alike had the fa«rfweak ness of delegating

administrative authority to individuals whose

transient selfish aims clashed with the perma-

nent welfare of the Qeyton. By contrast, the

Physiocrats explained, the personal itijerests

of a hereditacy monarch coincided with na-

tional i"^tejp»ts throtigti^his
"

^co-owne£ship"

of the territories under his rule. Because the

king was best qualified to wQfk for the

Pi^
^\^



The Enlightenment

jnal interest, he should be a despot, not

in any sinister sense but on the model bf the

tyrants of ancient Greece or the^

Renaissance despots. tiJ^e a new:^

enlightened despot should uneafth the na riiraj

laws decreed by GQ^_iind clear away the ac-

cumulation of artificial, man-madglaw that

was choking progress.

1^
9i

IIJ^B^^eneaOe^y^i

..A^^

In the eighteenth century, self-

styled "enlightened" or "benevolent" despots

occupied many thrones— in'~P^^|a,'Freclerick

the Great; in Austria. To-jenh II; in Russia,

Catherine the Great; in Spain, Chylps III in

Sweden, (^ncf^Tnj^ tit- j)n,|] still others. The

program of^^nUghtened despotism won such

wide endorsement from European_monarchs

because it gave them 'ftte-epportunity t5j5ose

as the champions of reason and progress while

pr&ssing their age-old ti^ht to make royaT]

authority more absoiut§r Their mixture'of

motives macJe their kingdoms at best' un-

certain provirfg grouhjJs boi;h fo*' tlie theory

of eplightefled <i£S£Qtjsm and for the prac-

ticality of tiie whole reform program of

the Enliglyenment.

sia: Frederick the Great
<^.?•^

'^fjll rht mnmr[;,hs of eighteenthpcgnturv

•fiuiope, Frederick II, the Great, cJ Prussia

(174^-1786), appeared best att uryfed to the

''Enlighufwmcjit. As a youth, he rebelled

: the drill;jergeant methods of his

Nigther, FredericlT William I'lSee Chapter Ui).

He delighted in music, and played the flute,

which he took with him even on military cam -

^jji^ns. An attentive reader of the p^jjuutphes.

he exchanged letters with them and brought

Voltaire to live for a time as his pensioner in

his palace at Potsdam near Berlin. He wrote

I |inin|ihlrr Anti-Machiavel. dencKincing the

v^ ^immiiiiiliiy of T/v Princs, . And he himself

laid down the fundamental requirements for

.despot:

Princes, sovereigns, kings are not clothed with

supreme authority to plunge with impunity into de-

bauchery and luxury. . .

remind himself that he

of his subjects. If he i

general, the iirst financi

. [The prince] should often

is a man just as the least

the first judge, the first

r, the first mincer of the

nation, ... it is in order to fulfill the duties which

these titles impose upon him. He is only the first

servant of the s^te, obliged to a£t_Biith fajrness, wis-

dom, and unselfishness, as if at every instant he

would have to render an account-o£-his administra-

tion to his citizens^

Frederick was indeed "the first servant of the^
statejl' shunning luxury, wearing stained ana

shabby clothing, and toiling long and hard at

his (igsjc. But did he also act- with "fairness,

wisy«m, and u nselfisjiness"? Despite his

Anti-Machiaiel. Fredericlr~cbnducted foreign

and military affairs in true Machiavellianstyle;

his invasion of S Uesia {see Chapter l6TwouId

have aroused the enyu-of Caesar ppfgrn. At

home, closeted in his PotsdaWpalace where

he conducted the business of stare by cor-

respondence, he drove his subordiTTates like

sl^gs..Viewed as a general, diplomat, ana the

master mechanic of Pcussian administration,

Frederick the Great was emcient and suc-

cessful, but he was yirtlv fnlii]^''°"°d, i

His claim to be a benevolent despot must

rise or fall on the record of his social and

economic reforms.

No Physiocrat could h ftve ijone more than

Frederick to improve Prussian agriculture.

From England he imported clover, crop rota-

tion, and the iron plow, which turned up the

soil more effectively than the old wooden

share. He drained the swamps of the lower

Oder Valley, opened up farms in Silesia and

•"Essai sur les Formes de Gouvenement et sur les

Devoirs des Souverains." Oeurres Posthumes (Berlin, 1 788),

VI, 64. 83-84. Our translation.



elsewhere, and brought in 300.000 immigrants

to populate the n|^^laijds. After the ravages

of the Seven Years'^ar, he gave the peasants

rr>nlovirofk ^nti <ppH to repair their ruined

—farms.^e nursed alOllg llie adiulfilljle ^j^f]^

man<rr«wiitiop of scientific forestry, then in

its infancy.

Frederick, however, was hostile to the

doctrine QJUgissez-faire and cut imports to the

bone in,prdgxjo s^ve money for support of the

grmj'. His mercantilism stimuTalyd (he growth

of Pptlssian indus try, particularly the m^^tiles

and m̂ cals needed by the army. But it also

placed a staggering burderTof taxation on his

Suhifitjs and produced several economic

absurdit ies. For instance, Frederick tried to

make Prussia grow its-own tobacco, for which

the climate was not suited. And, since the

German taste for coffee"required a large outlay

of money abroad, he laid a heavy duty on im-

ported coffee_beans, and even established a

special corps of French "rnffpp-smellers"

to trap^smugglers.

The religious and social policies of Fred-

erick the Great likewise com^jicd rhw-Age of

Reason at its most reasonable with fh|g nir)

^e^i^^ ar its least enlightened. A deist,

Frederick prided himself on religia5?"iul«

ance. He invited J esuits to seek refuge in

Prussia and protected the minority of^t4£.h-

olki. in his predominantly Protestant^Eog-

Moip. urging them to build their church

steeples as high as they liked. He even boasted

that he wOuld build a mosque in Berlin if

Moslems waited to settle Tffire^Y et tne same

Frederick alleged that^gws were "useless to

the state," levied special heavy taxes on his
"^wi sh -mh^g^is, and tried to exclude them

from the ErofessJQps and from the *"'"''
fjfP'''""^

Frederick ref>4ered Prussians a great ser-

vice by his judicial reforms. He reduced

the use ofjortijte; he put*'3n-eod to the curious

custom of taking appealj^rom the ordinary

courts to university fatuities and instituted

a regular system of appellate courts . He
mitigated the venal practTce^ot- bribing judges

by insisting that
"
^ps" received from liti-

gants be placed in a common pool from which

each judge should draw only his fair ^orp

Yet the same Frederick took a positively

breat playing the flute

lly untidy surroundings.

medieval view of the^ew of social

He did nothing to loosen tne Ponds ot serfdom

^Ijatstill shackled much of the Prussian peas>/

""^amry. When he gave the peasants material

assistance and urged them to learn the "thrge-

>>j-'s," his aims were severely utilitjfiaii. reas-

airfs were to learn nothing beyond the rudi-

ments of reading and writing; otherwise, they

might become discontented with their station

in life. Regarding the middle class, too, with

disdain, Frederick respected only the landed

nobility and gentry. And even the favored

> liinljprs did not escape Frederick's penny-

pinching. Although he appointed only Junkers

as army officers, he discouraged their marrying

to reduce tne number of potential widows to

whom the state would owe a pension..

While Frederick indulged his favorite dogs

and horses, giving them special house privi-

leges, he was temperamentally incapable of
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getting along with_peaBle. He despised and

neglected his w^e. Voltaife, that great French

champion of toleration, could not tolerate the

strain of prolonged daily association with

Frederick. When the King requested him to

edit his rather feeble French verses, Voltaire

made a cutting remark about washing the dirty

linen of royalty ; Frederick retorted by com-

paring his guest to an orange, to be sucked dry

and thrown away. The two men eventually re-

newed their friendship through the less

•4g£iandin^ medium of correspondence.

Frederick's will djtected thatlTe be -buried

beside his pet do^s— "Such," remarked a

French observer, "is the last mark of contempt

e thought prop'er tO£ast_>ipon mankind." The
verdict has been sustained by many liberal

istorians, who pronounce Frederick's sup-

posed enlightenment a mere device of

propaganda, an attempt to clothe the nakedness

of his absolutism with the decent intellectual

garments of the age. This is, however, rather

too harsh and one-sided, an attempt perhaps

to fix on Frederick part of the guilt for the

atrocities committed by Hitler and the Nazis

almost two centuries after him. It would be

fairer to argue that Frederick espoused rwo

often conflicting philosophies— the Spartan

traditions of the HohenzoUerns and the

humane principles of the Enlightenment. He
was an enlightened .^p^p^^ r.nly cr. h^ c» Hp

could reconcile fhe precepts of the Age of

Rft-itnn -gnth the imperatives of Prussian king-

ship. He was a Hnhj-nynllern, first ''"'^ jjl'"'!"

rather sketchy dep^tments of central adminis-

fx^nofi^ They obligcJ llio iiuii-Ogfl'uiu prov-

inces to accept the hegeripny pf rhe German

officials and German language of Vienna. Un-

like Frederick'"tlie Ul'tit, Maria IhWesa also

took the first steps toward tn> iitiialiMBlT'ol'

serfdom. While personaTly' veiy devout," she

extended Tier policies to the Churcti, sub-

jecting it to heavier taxation and confiscating

some monastic property.

Maria Theresa emplniiDil liiiih fnnr iinii

charm to getltetjKay. The nobles of Hungary
momentarily forgot their antj-German tra3i-

tion wh^the beaJjtifuTang'lpirited empress,

her infant son in'her arms, personally appealed

to their chivalry in the crisis of the War of

the Austrian Succession. She was the first

^housewife of the Fealm-as-well as the first serv-

ant of thesswte. She was the mother of jixtffen
'

^hildiea. and she adored and respected^^^yj,^

her grasping, fickle husband. Francis' will

provided a large be'quest for his mistress; his

widow executed its terms to the lettej.

As a pious Catholic, Maria Theresa w
fundamentally out of synTpaTtIy""with the A
oLEaason. 'Ladv Pray'ertul^^as Lath^fine tKe

Great called hel", banned the works ot iC

dynastic empire. The Empress Maria

( 1 '74U- 1 ^SDiat once saw the need fo

Frederick's decisive

the Austrian Succession (see Chapter 16) laid

bare the basic weaknesses of the Habsburgs
'

eresa

once saw '

and often took as her model the institutions

of her hated but successful ^ohenzoUern rival.

She and her capable ministers increased taxes .

especially on the nobil ity, and strengthened

the central government at the expense of local

assemblies, building u p. the sti ll

otKousseau

and Voltaire and even forbade thej;»*e«i»tion

(MtHtJ Cmll^lic IridexAest that list of forbidden

boolfS pique the curiosity of her subjects.

History, therefore, has denied her the title of

-^"''ghrf^ed despot and chosen instead Joseph

IL her eldest son, who became emperor after

tlie death of Francis in 1^5 and was co-regent

with his mother until her death in iTSO.

Frederick the Great wrote Voltaire a glowing

estimate of the new Emperor:

Born in a bigoted court, he has cast off its

superstition; raised in magnificence, he has assumed

simple manners; nourishea on incense, he is

m*»^est; burning with a thirst for gloryTfie sacrifices

his ambition to the filial duty which he executes

scrupulously; and. having had only pedantic teach-

ers, he still haSvenough taste to read Voltaire and

to appreciate his merits.*

Frederick exaggerated only a little. Earnest,

•"Correspondance avec

Complelei de Voltaire (Paris,

translation.
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industrious, and puritanical in temperament,

Joseph promised to make "philosophY '^^ -4

legislator <;}( mv empire. " Thwarted and

restrained by Maria Theresa during her life-

time, the impatient Emperor plunged into

activity after hetjJeath. During his ten years

as sole ruler (1^80-1^90), eleven thcjiisand^ \

laws and six thousands decrees issued from ^

V ienga. For the first time in the history of

Catholic Aufiuia, Calvinists, Lutherans, and

Orthodox gained full tolemipn. And, with a

generosity unparalleled in Habsburg annals,

the Emperor took measures to enCntlF^glTetto

existence of the Jews, exempting them from

special taxes and from the requirement of

wearing a yellow patch as a badge of inferiority.,,

—

'^'^

Joseph intensified his mothers C^tljfllic

policies While a faithful churchgoer, "Fie in-

sisted that he himself and not the Hope should

pe the arbiter of the Church's act.ivities i n

austria. He encouraged what he considered

socially useful in C^tholicisjn and dealt ruth-

lessly with what he judged superfluous and

t\3Un£jiJ. Thus he established h'un37f3s"of new

churches and at the same time reduced the

number of religious holidays. He called monks

"the most dangerous and useless subjects in

every state" and promised to convert "th« ^^
monk of mere show into a useful citizen." He\ i^

cut in half the number of monks and nuns and, ^-^^-^

of 2100 monasteries and nunneries, he sup-

pressed '00, chi^y those rujLJjy the con-

templative orderfe. Houses actively engaged

in educational or charitable work were gen-

erally spared. The government sold or leased

the lands of the suppressed establishments,

applying the revenue tCL,the suppnp of the

hospitals that were beginning to earn Vienna

its reputation as a great medical center.

Unlike Frederick the Great77y!>ypl' ifaUy

hfliy-ypd in pnp|||"- »-4.,^-.[-iQr. ^nd social

"IlialtfV H'^ povernmenr provided the teach-

ers and textbooks for primary schools. More
than a quarter of the school-age children in

Austria actually attended school— the best

record of any country in late eighteenth-century

Europe. Everyone in Vienna, high and low, was

invited to visit the Prater, the great public park

of the capital, the entrance to which bore the

inscription, "A place of pleasure for all men.

prepared for them by their ttiend." The new

Austrian legal code followed thertcommenda-

tions of Beccaria in abolishing capital punish-

ment and most tortures and in prescribing

equality before the law. Aristocratic offenders,

like commoners, were sentenced to stand in the

pillory and to sweep the streets of Vien na.

Joseph's peasant policy marked the climax

of his °fini'''''riri3ni'ir!?'"'' f"^^^,
if"'

'^^''^^ ahnl-

ished most of their qijiifiauans to mano

lofds , and deprived the lords of their tradi-

tional right of administering justice to the

peasantry. He also experimented with the col-

lection of a single tax on land as recommended

bi^e Physiocrats, a revolutionary innovation

from the social as well as the economic point

of view, because the estates of the aristocracy

were to be taxed on the same basis as the farms

of the peasantiV^

Josepli^ econoHiic policies, however, often

followed the traditions of mercantiljjm , not-

ably in the erection of high protective tariffs

and in the government's close supervision of

economic life. In politics Joseph continued his

mother's Germanizing prograrp . He custo-

marily spolce German, patronized German
writers, and made the French playhouse in

Vienna a German-language theater. He at-

tempted to terminate the autonomous rights^

his non-German possessions, such as Bohepiia.

Hungary, and Belgium.

Both Joseph's enlightened reforms and his

Germanizing jolicigs aroused mounrmg op-

positibTft»j3ev<Jtit peasants, almost oblivious

of his well-meaning attempts to improve their

social aixd economic status, keenly resented h is

meddling with old religious custoiHs'Tlie no-

bility clamored against his equalTtarian legis-

lation; in the case of the single-tax experiment

their opposition was so violem thajjiejiad to

revoke the decree amojith-al««f-it.^asisjiiea.

Hungary and Belgium rose in open rebelli.on

against his centralizing e fforts and forced him

to confirm their autonomous liljerlies. In for-

eign policy, too, his ambitious projects mis-

carried. By supporting Russian plans for the

dismemberment of Turkey (see p. 73), Au-

stria gained only a narTOwSTrip of Q^alkan terr i-

tory. Joseph also attempted to annex lands be-

longing to the neighboring South German state
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of Bavaria, where the death of the ruler opened

another of those succession quarrels so cSlrt-

mon in the eighteenth century. But Frederick

the Great was determined to check any advance

of Habsbujg power in Germany. In the half-

hcorrorl "VQjftr, w^<"-" (jTThe late 1770's^

Austrian and Prussian troops spent most

of their time foraging for food, and Joseph

secured only i^fTTji fi^rtini ill "Of the B a-

varian inheritance .

"

Joseph 11 worked himsfelf to death, as one

of his friends observed , "by gQieifl"*g too

J»uch and reienin'e~to'o little ." Where his

mother had often sought to flatter or charm

her opponents out of their opposition, Joseph

simply laid down the Idw. He defended his

habit of interfering personally in ^lmr.«|f p^^prY

detail of government:

What else can I do in this country devoid

of mind, without soul, without zeal, without heart

in the work? I am killing myself because I cannot

rouse up those whom I want to make work; but I

hope I- shall not die until I have so wound up the

machine that others cannot put it out of order, even

if they try to do so.'

Joseph never got the machine properWwound

^^p; he could not implant in the Ai^rian bu-

^Mjcracy the almost inhuman Prussian disci-

pline that was needed to serve h1s~purposes.

Joseph II died unshaken in the convictionjhat

he had pursued the proper course, yet be-

lieving that he had accomplished nothing. In

the judgment of posterity, Tiowever, Joseph

appears as the most truly enlightened despot.

In ten years he attempted more than Frederick

attempted in almost half a century. Though

some of his major reforms, like the abolition

of serfdggi, were repealed soon after his death,

others survived him, helping to transform the

Hah.s|>urg lands into a more modern central-

ized state.

Other Despots

Prominent among the enlightened rulerSj

of lesser states was Joseph's younger brothe

Leppold, Grand Dul^p nf Jn^ranv from

1765 until he became emperor in 1790. Leo

pold tuJied up the administr^ion ortTTs ItaliatL

juch y, which included the busy port of

Leghorn in addition to the city of Florence. He

60
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introduced economic reforms along Ply;sip-

cratic lines and judicial reforms following the

recommendations of Beccaria on the ahHrfTofi

of torture and of the jeaih p^ialty-Jr^like

his brother, Leopold actively enlTsted the parti-

cipation of his subjects in affairs of stay;, and,

unlike any other enlightened despo t, he con-

templated establishing a representative assem-

bly and studied the constitution of Virgin ia

^for piMflanrg^,

jweden's benevolent despot, Kiog £ust^-

ringing speeches hi< Aevntinn m rUc A^p n,f

.£«a»«(i' He also resolvecT not to be c'ramped

by the 'sjigarchical factions that had run the

country since the death of the warrior king,

Charles XII, early in the century. While he

distracted Swedish party leaders atjiie opeta

one evening, his solJTers staged ajai££_£hat

enabled him to revive the royal authority and

to dissolve the factio ns. In pr<^pr»mi r< i^pd y- t

ligion, his enlightenment oiitdis^anrpd that

of his uncle ~ hTussi a. tor he removeJ ob-

"stacles to both domestic and foreign trade and

extended toleration to Jews as well as to the

non-Lutheran Christian sects. Success, how-

ever, turned the head of Gustavus 111. As he

became more and more arbitrary, the nobles

determined to recover their old power; in

1792, he was assassinated at a maggneradp. in

Stockholm, and oligarchy resumed its swav.

One of the most remarkable features of en-

lightened despotism was its emergence in the

Iberian Peninsula, so long the preserve of

aristocratic and clerical influence. Its repre

sentative in Portugal was not a monarch but the

Mnn" '' "^ Pymb'tl- the first minister of̂ Kin

Joseph 1 1 1 730- 1 /'
/ / ). Pombal secured his

^puTlffion by the speed and good taste he de-

monstrated in rebuilding Lisbon after the

<.jirfhr[inil-p Qj" 1 1'jS The Portuguese economy
depended heavily on income from the col-

onies, on the sale of port wine to Britain, and

on the purchase of manufactured goods from

Britain. Pombal tried to enlarge its base by

fostering local industries and encouraging the

growth of grain in addition to grapes. To weak-

en the grip of clericalism on Portuguese life,

he expelled the Jesuits, advanced religious

toleration, and modernizetj^ne curriculum of

the national University of Coimbra. To weaken

thSnjf-ttrt! nUblts, Hy artacFecTtheir rights of

inheritance. Pombal's methods were in every

instance high-handed, and when he fell from

power in 1777 the prisons released thousands

of men whom he had confined years earlier for

their alleged involvement in aristocradc plot^.

The I'Uiiinifih
i|>hrpnpH despot waS

.
(1759-1788), Elizabeth Farnese's

"Q^by Carlos." When he inherited the crown

on the death of his half-brother, he had al-

ready been seasoned in the struggle against

(/jk^
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feudalism and clericalism by a long and suc-

cessful apprenticeship a^KingofNaplesiwttfi

the assistance of Italian a^Maers~'Vhom he

brought from Naples and of lawyers from the

lower ranks of the Sp4nish nobility, Charles

HI energetically advanceS rhg'^progressive

policifiir begun under his father, Philip V (see

Chapter 16). Though a pious Catholic, he ob-

jected strongly to the political activities of

the Church and expelled the Jesuits from the

native country of their founder, Loyola. He
reduceH iIil auTlluifly Of lll^-arntocTacy, ex-

tended that of the Crowri, and made Spain

more nearly a renrral i:^ed national state. He
curbed the privileges of the greac she^p -

Sanchers, whose almost unlimited grazing

rights blighted Spanish apririiir^ire. To re-

vivify the torpid economy, he undertook irri-

gation projects, reclaimed waste lajitk, and
established Qew roads, canals, banks, and tex-

v-tUg milJs.ThergSnte'weieastonishing: Spain's

foreign commerce increased tivetold aurmg
the reign of Charles III. His successors, how-

ever, abaqdoneSTirarry of his forward-looking

policies, anch-&cain soon began to slip back

into her old ways, thougH thg IflflUgHce ot tlie

Enlightenment at leastTemained alive!

Limitations

of Enlightened Despotism

The question of succession, in fact, vitiated

the whole structure of enlightened despotism.

So long as monarchs came to the throne by the

accident of birth, there was nothing to pre-

vent the unenlightened or incapable medioc-

rity from succeeding the e^lightenedtCspot.

This happened in Spain, where the well-

meaning but feeble Chiles IV (1788-1808),

succeeded Charles III; it happened in Sweden,

where the weak Gustavus IV^ (1 792 - 1809),

succeeded Qujtavus IIJ ; and it happened in

Prussia under Frederick the Great's unen-

lightened nephew, Frederick WiUiarR^ II

(1786-1797). The principal exceptionto~flie

rule occurred in Austria, where Emperor Leo-

pold4L(l 790-1 792), with his long experience

in Tuscany, managed to salvage some of the

reforms ofJoseEbJi^^
Even the least of the enlightened despots

deserve the credit for having improved a few

of the bad features^Cj^^ ^' '^ Kegime. But

not even the best of them could strike a

happy balance between enlightenment and

despotism. Joseph II was too doctrinaire, too

inflexible in his determination to apply the

full reform program of the Age of Reason.

Pombal and Gustavus III, in particular, were

too arbitrary. Frederick the Great, obsessed

with strengthening the crown, entrenched

the power of the Junkers, who were hostile

to the whole Enlightenment. Finally, in Russia,

events during the century after the death of

Peter the Great, a forerunner of the enlight-

ened despot, furnished another lesson in

the difficulty of adjusting rational principles

to political realities.

IV Russia, 1725-1825

The Fate of the Autocracy,

1725-1762

When Pei*r fhe (Jreat died, he left i^fangled

family situation in which nobody could truly

decide who was his Ifgiti^afp tn^r>.<:.!nr Over

the course of the next thirty-seven ye*s,<lje

throne changed bands seven,^tn«^ The suc-

igzagged across th£_fa

Romanovs: first to Peter's widow*, who ruled as

Empress.,^atherine I^ (1725-1727); then to

Peters young granSson, son of the murdered.

Alexia (see p. .^0), who became Peter tl (1 727^

- 1 730); then to Peter's niece,' who reigned as

Empress Anite (1730-1740); then to AaaeisMyW-
great-nephew, Ivan Vlv who was pniv,eitf'jLL »

weeks old when he began his one-yea?w8)H^^^J

ly treejafjhe
(jjfjfi^

m
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(1740-1741); then r. i Peter's own daujihter.

4>y CaibcOPC i« 'he Frppre^ p.li7aKifrh

1"(>J| [hcri til Elizabeth's nephew. Peter 11)

whi) reifmed only tor ux monthsm 1 '^J, and

hnally to i'eter Ills brilhaiit young wido^.

who became Clatherine Cli the Great itTfcJ—

179^ and dominated Russia as Petgf 1

^Hffffljlllmm. More important than the

dividuals who governed Russia between Peter

and Catherine the Great were the togat^Qrcei

IMUeadiaii tor oawe r. and the social processes

at work in an autocracy suddenly deprived ot

^B>«ulociat and lor so luog unable (o produce

^gjg^^agf In the series ot palace overturns.

the guards' regiments founded by Peter exer-

cised a decisive influence. The service nobility,

no longer restrained by the tsar, now entered

into Its era of dominance.

On the death ot Peter the Great, his im

mediate circle, particularly Menshiko^ (see

Chapter 1 6), fead every reason to fear the pp»
sage of the throne to the nioe-year-oldPejgt.'

son ()f Alexi.t and possible heir to tht-Toyal-

Terb broi

ties of the old nobility who had hated Peter

the Great. Menshiicov therefore strongly sup.-

oried his one-time mistress, the Empress*

.'herine I. .mi MK^ecJed in rallying to her

i riiucilcrs (.1 the uuards who had come to

lin.e her while on c.ujipagifts. Since Catherine

herself took little interest in affairs of state,

^""thlif'f "^ Russia during the two years of

iter Tci^ He trieil to make himself secure by
appointinu a six-fintn "Supreme PrivyKlouncil''

at the top of the administration, and tg pi^iPLf

jjgte bis po\i.er he eVSn '(jfenned to marry hl|

titer to tR? yo tinnnittan ^he future Peter

II. On the death ot Catherine I in 1727, he

took the eleven-year-old boy~two h i i house,

where he proceeded to make hiiii dll ukptmlic,

as his fatherh^jLheen.

BufMenshikov's arnmuntc had alienated

even his followers Hv I "^-S. the old boyaiV,

M/ttpikmtUMtes of Dolgoruky and Galitsyft.

MM captured the throne, and Menshikov w as

liled Two Dolgoruky princes put themselves

on the Supreme Privy Council, and the yn)un^

frter was engaged to a member of their familv

The ascendanc\ . .t li.,',.ir l.iinilic-s m.irkcd the

ipreme inlluence ot a group that

had been TiJsJng^OWel' ever sincetEeTtays of

van the Terrible. Their plans werb brought

nto crisis by the sudden death of Peter jj on

very day scheduled for his coronation

January 19, 1730^

Their program can be studied in the condi-

tions they submitted to the new candidate for

the throne,<^l«6»the widow of the Duke of

furland. Summoning her from her petty

Itic principality, the Dolgoruky and the

Galitsyns demanded that she sign these "Ar-

ticles" before she take the throne.. By their

terms, she undertook never to marry or nam*'

an heir, and to continue the Supreme Pciv)*

Couacil, which by now had eight members, in-

cluding four Dolgoruky and two Galitsyrts.

She further swore not to make peace or war?

levy taxes, confer ranks in the army above thaer

of colonei or spend state funds without the

specihc consent »t the C»uncil. Mwre^ver. the

Councillors claimed for themselves supervi-

sion over the guards' regiments. This insist-

ence oxi hflFiuuuHhejxja^r of the new Empress

reflected the outragedJeelTngs_prThe old

boyars, who had long been claiming the right

to be consulted on all matters of state. The

entire program was the most explicit consti-

tutional destruction of all that Peter the Great

had strivertv4of> Anne signed the "Articles.

"

Had she kept to their provisions. Russia would

have embarked on an era of boyar oligarchy.

But the military-service nobility !ooke«f

with horror at the prospect of taking ordeft

mdehniiely from the small group of old boyari»

And the service gentry had a powerful lever

in the guards' regiments. What its membeft
wanted was an autocrat who would loosen th»

bonds that Peter the Great had forged for the*.

And so, when one of the Supreme Privy Couft-

cillors, the clever German Ostermann.i con-

vinced Anne that she need ncK abide by the

Articles, the gentryinlts_armed might sup-

ported him. Annelimply tore up the Articles',

thus, the attempt to create an olijia£.i.h.lLi)i.lJae

tuM LTc.ii f.irnilies tailed. The gentry now had

Anne allowed her lover, the German ad''*

venturer Bircn, and a flock of Germans to ob-

tain the most influential positions in the statei

The ^f~h|T(T'Tf1l abolished alter the death of

Peter the Great, was now revived, and many

^ti



^^.J^
•^liiajiHT suftered torture, exile, and death

CTlts hands. When Aaoje died, the German
favorites fell out amon^;_themselves. Ostet-

^nn, a man of real ability, together witK^
Excellent soldier. Marshal Miinnich, brought

about Biren's downfall and exile; then Oster-

mann forced Miinnich out. Meanwhile, the tsar

was the infant iyan VI. whose mother, a Ger-

man princess, acted as regent, and was so lazy

that she lounged in her bedroom without the

energy even to put on her clothes. Foreign in-

trigue produced the next shift in the imperial

title. The French were anxious to terminate the

power of Ostermann, who had been instrumen-

tal in cementing an alliance between Russia

and France's traditional enemy, Austria. A
clever French ambassador played on the

patriotic feelings of the guardsmen, disgusted

with the behavior of the Germans at court. In

1 741 a guards' coup brought to the throne the

daughter of Peter the Great, Elizabetfr. The
infant Ivan VI vanished into a prison cell with

hi%, indolent rnq^er/,

Elizabeth inherited her father's lust for life

but not his brains or interest in matters of state.

A succession of lovers had kept her busy all'

her life, and her habits did not change when
She came to the throne. Though owning thous-

ands of splendid dresses, she lived rather slut-

tishly in grubby palaces and enjoyed most of

all a rousing peasant banquet with plenty to

.rlrinl<- and lots of rustic music. Important state

papers languished fTTr days because the Em-
press could not be bothered to read rhgm

much less sign them.^ Though she proclaimed

her intention of restoring her fathers methods

of rule, she had no clear conception of what

these had been. In an autocracy the autocrat

has to take an interest in the affairs of state

and assume responsibility for them; this Eliza-

beth did not do, and Russia drifted.

Soon after her accession, 'Elizabeth pro-

dlaimed her nephew, the half-mad Peter, heir

tB the throne. In 1 7 1") he married a rifvpr lir-

tle^German princess, the future Catherine Ui

'^Pe;er lH7~as-hc-became after his succession in

January7Ti42>_has had a bad "press"; he surely

wa/ not unusually intelligent, but was hardly

the utter lunatic portrayed in the mern.oirs of

his celebrated .^'ife, *ho loathed him. The

chief trouble with Peter seems to have beo^
his great admiration Vir "—rr-—nnri ''•Tniiin^

like of Russia. «H is effort to introduce rigid

discipline on the Prussian model into the Rus-

sian army and his hatred for the influential

guards' regiments cost him the friends he

needed most. He could have played his war-

games with his toy soldiers, held court-martials

on rats whom he convicted of gnawing card-

board fortresses, and swilled his favorite

English beer with impunity, and he would not

have been any worse than many another tsar.

«But to drill the guards in the Prussian mannM
yas untorgivable. So a new palace revolution

took place, and Peter was eventually murdefs^
by one of Catherine's lovers. The EmpMl^
own role in his overthrow is still obscui^

Noblesand Serfs, 1730-1762

A deeply dissatisfied social group that had

the power to make and unmake autocrats natur-

ally had a program ft5r the redress of its own
grievances. Once the gentry had enabled i\nne^
to tear up the Articles in 1 730, it began stren-

uous efforts to emancipate itself from theservi

tude riveted upon it by Peter. AVine repealed

the law requiring the noble to leave his estate

intact to one of his sons. She founded a military

school for noblemen's sojjs, graduation from

which entitled one to alrommission; no longaa

did young gentlemen have to start their careelfli

in the ranks, as under Peter. Anne shortened

the terms of service from life to tf^enty-fiv^

years, and exempted one son ot every family

with at least two sons, so that there would be

one member of each generation able to look

after the estate.

Simultaneously came a deepening of th?

authority of the nobles over the serfs. The pro-

prietors became the government's agents for

rhp~£i^llerrion n[ the poH-Ttgr~^erts could no

longer obtain their freedom by enlisting in the

army and could not engage in trade or purchase

land without written permission from their

itersj, Wfeters could deport their serfs tc

ight punish them physically Hf

wished: Moreover, under Eliza-

beth, a series of laws restricted the right



of owning serfs to those who were already

nobles VhWi' Hi class chat had been opClT'

^^oew recruits uniicr t'eter was ciosed by

H^daughtci..

nri^dJ. nn.ill\, Peter Hi dt-crcuJ char the

nobles no lonecr need serve at all unless th^^

wished ro do sn: except in the midst of a waf .

the;, •^'
li .iin (inic tiij^ cbose'. It wSS

'.obles«amHk
tu en . t .. ^ 11

:
^' 'Hi 5(a(uc oi Pete^d** To un-

derstand the rcscilutionary nature ot this liber-

ation of the nobles from a duty to serve, we
must remember that they had historically ob-

tained their lands ami serfs only on condition

that they would serve . Now they kept their

lands and serfs but had no jphli^atiop s. Yet

the S(.r\uv that had been hated when it was

compiiis..r\ became fashionable now that it

4MS optional; there was reailv little else for a

Russian noble to do except -f r t 'hr iri'" In

contemplating all this, a great Russian his-

torian remarked that the logiCof hijtory wQtild

have properly required that all serfs be liber-

ated the day after the nobles were released

from their duty to serve . But nothing could

have been further from the thoughts of.jE^er

111 or of any other *^***^?r' !fi"1f

In these middle decades of the eighteenth

century, successive waves of foreign influence

affected the Russian nobility. It was not only

the influx of foreignersmat brought in western

habits; it was also the involvement of Russia

in the European wars of the period, and the in-

creased travel abroad by Russians. Ugder^liza -

beth, when the ha ted Germans 'disappeared

from <^urt, the way_ai^ clear for the Frpnrh

rp C Xtrfr thf-ir infl ii^nre ^IWIIItaiilftJEcAa^h-UHl^

Mtee came the literature, and many a Russian

M>le bought i^rench buuks by the yard for

Wk Ubrary because. luvaa the thing to do. The

champagne business boomed^ (the Russians

liked the sweet kind that most Frenchmen de-

spised); French styles of dress were copied by

both men and women Francomania took itsIhmi among thoM.- Russians who were

ataMK^^ being Russian and who would nut

m* in love with any girl unable to spoit

MlDdk Indeed, the noble and the peasant no

longer spoke the same language. This deep

rift between the ^HhilB'HMtfMMfc

Russian people was to prove of cnucai imports

ance for later Russian historv*

Catherine the Great ipfO^Vit)

With the advent of Catherine 11,

to the most arrest ing person ality to occupy the

Pirjj.in thrnni since the deatn of

mought up in a petty German
herself transplanted to St. PetersBurglis^a mef?-

girl, living with a husband she detested. anJ
forced to pick her way through the intrigues

Itanlourished around"ffie Eia£>ress Elizabeth.

She mana.t;ed to steer t_lear of trouBIe only by

using her keen wit^' Catherine fancied her'

self as an intellectual; she wrote plays, edited a'

satirical iournal, and steeped herself in the""

literature of the Enlightenment iTTitTi tefci^re

and after ascejidinj; tJne^;ij£one she maintainec^

a goodly supply of lovers, several ofwhom ha<f

important roles in alTSrjrfsrate^

Catherine had a truly twentieth-century

feeling for the importance of public relati ons,

and cared deeply that leading spirits in the

West should think well of ligij and of the

state of Riicci^i iin)j<>r hpr riilp Hence her volu-

minous correspondence with w£5t£mers. jSto

inyited I^uje|pt to take up in Russia the tasx

of ediuog the Encyciopedie; then "she bought

his library, but he kept his books, and received

.1 pension — very favorable publicitv for Rus9!a

and the Russian Empress Diderot himself

entranced with Catherine, who, he said, had

the soul of Brutus and the charms of Cleopatra ,

the visit was not entirely a sjjccess. T^gfHeftag

complained that in the excitement of convef?

sation he pinched her legs until they wer^
black and blue.' Voltaire, though he jud

stayed away from R ussia, accepted

bounty, and in return poured out the praises

that she yearned for, calling her

star" and "the benefactress of!

^Tatherine winjKTp^iTiaps have fiked to re-

form conditions in Russia; there was some-

thing of the enlightened despot about her

^style. " But as a woman and a foreigner and a

usurper, owing the throne to a conspiracy, she

could not act upon her inclinations. Depending

04/

judiciously

Catnerine s



Catherine the Great, about 1762.

as she did upon the rnnH rill of rl^f nnhilitT

she could not lay a finger on the institution

of .j^rftkiiji. She had to reward her supporters

with vast grants of -irarp land inhabited by

hundreds of thousands of state peasants , who
once could not be sold but who now became

privately owned serfs who could be sold. Even

in theory, Catherine felt. Russia was so large

that the only possible form of.government wa*

an autocracy As an autocrat she was as a»i»i-

trary as any ot her predetessoc*.

Once firmly eSTaWTshed on the throne, how-

ever, Catherine decided to coaWi^^BB>-
^ssion to codify the laws of RusiWBBBI^WW
ifiad not been acconipEsnea-since3Wl>. Cather-

ine herself, with the help of advisers, spent

loosing the Imtruction to the

,
full ))ldelegates, a long, rather windy doci

of abstract argument drawn from Montes-

quieu's Spirit f)f the Laws and Beccaria's Crimes

and PunishrtjKnts but altered to conform with

the Empress' own beliefs. Here one can discern

no intention to m_eddle with-the fundamental

institutions of Russia, but some concern for

eliminating their worst'abuses. The 564 dele-

gates to the commission were elected b^^igaos

of the central government and by every social

class in Russia. ex^ept^the serfjpeasants. fiai»

delegate— nobie, townsman, crown peasS^
Cossack— was chared to brmg with him acol'='

lection of written documents from his neigh-<

bors presenting their grievances and demands

for change.

Many of these survive and teach us a great

deal about the state of public opiiiion in

Catherine's Russia. Nobody seems toFTSVE
{

been dissatisfied with the autocracy; at least

we find no requests that it modify its power or

consult its subjects. "People did seek more

rights and duties for local government and

wanted their own obligations more clearly de-

fined. Each class of representatives was eager

to extend the rights ot that class: .li^BMiHW
peasants wanted to own seifs, the-i

wanted ro'«MBIirtiirt'^

lowed to^mfmiKimmm^mMmmmtkm
!nd to have their exclusive

own serfs confirmed. After 203 ses-

sions lasting over a year and a half, devoted

to inconclusive and sometimes heated debate.

Catherine put an end to the labors_o£itiei com-

mission in 1768. fli>had not codifiecl the lawj,

Itt^l^l^^gSiai^p s own point ot view it had

BBeo a success, she knew that most of her sub-

jects supported her as absolute autocrat. It is

important to remember that the commission,

with all its i mperfections, was the last effort

by the tsardom to consult the Russian people

as a/whole for 138 years— untTTTevoIution

summoned the first duma into existence in

^906_(see Chapter 22).

Catherine turned the«pad«Bwak^tiMHIIi^'

islative commission to good advantaije iB her

later reforms, which resulted trom the great

ion of the CossackS--undta: the leader-

-Pnf>a^-hpv n73_iT"s Pti^iaBP

sed the frontiersmen to revolt against

seventeenth century

Like the disturbances of the

"""
"li revolt ig

IHHMHlMConf^l
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The ramshackle provincial admini

almost col lapsed under the strain of Pugache v's

stefeeili**"- Orders filtered down slowly to local

^^fttiaii. and the soldiers defending the govern-

ment moved almosL-jji-»km Iv. When the rebels

were finally suppressed, .ind Bugachev was trav«

a an jron cage before being

Jed, ( ItTTeTHie took action.

Her reorsanization of local poverniiiifflt (17^5)

created titiy provinces uh.ri;- rhr n had lin n

^wtHMx btJ'ure. She thus replaced a small

number of unwieldy units with a larger num-

ber of small prq^inces each containing roughly

300,000 to 100,01)11 inhabitants. The reform'

iMiiiVn'e the nobles the lion's share ofpro

limil^fgil^^s bur subjected them to the close

4MSta> "'
1 governmei*, which

had its I IV. iin.incial, and legal

represent.;- .hili.

In the (.h.iriLr .il i

".'--' the nobles receive<^

•femfvion from military service and taxation

nd secured absolute mastery over the fate of

th< 'heir estate^. A charter to the

! I line year (1785) disclosed

( .;'i
,
.ithy with the tiny but grow-

,U established th^'pHHCIple

ernmentj but the princi-

ple remained a dead letter because ot the rigor-

ous class distinctions maintained in the back-

ward urban- ceriters of Russia. For the serfs,

needless to say, there was no charter. Indeed,

besides adding almost rmillion to their num-

ber b^ the gifts oT state lands to private

persons, Catherine increased still further the

power of the Rfopriuturs Long accustomed to

'itbout their land, the land-

ke such sales

;rf fam ilies were broken up, viuli

m

punishments and even torture empIoM I (me

mmmm^f^firmmiittHf^^l^oi her own

fliiBl^rtlQrli, hut she was imprisoned for » )

.

serfs were g.imbled away at t.irds, given as

presents, and mortgaged for loans. All serf-

owners were not crueTariy more than all slave-

owners in our own slave states , but both insti-

tutions tended to degrade both master and

distinction in Ru ^^^^^^^
hOiMehoM jcrvantj Great landowners ofteii'

had huiulruls ,.t the latter, some of whom were

formed iiitu urclicstras. gave dramatic perform-

ances, tutored the sons of the famil y, or acted

as household noets and s^ienti^y^

The contrast between the climate of the En-

lightenment which surrounded the court and

the actual conditions in Russia was keenly

felt by sensitivejTien. Foremost among them

w.is .1 vouim noble, Alexander Radishchev,'

e.lui...t,-.l .ibro.ul .ind widely traveled. In hiS.-'

Journey Irom il^t'etersburg to Moscow, Rad ishr^

cheV^ncluded vivid and horrllyine vignetted

of serfdom and the abiises of the adminis-

tration. ^loreover. Radishchev's poetry praised

Cromwell, the r^^ide. It is possible that the

author's truly western culture might have en-

abled him to get away with thisjijhe early

days of Catherines relgh. "BuT by 1 ""JD- th#

French Revolutitjn was under iVay; and Cath-

erine had begun to hate the French and "their

abominable buntipe " as much as she had for-

merly loved TtT^i. Proposing to burn the dan-

gerous books of'the Enlightenment, she could

li.n-.ll\ M\erlook the subversive character of

K.idiiliLliLX s writings. Off he went into exile

in Siberia Similarly, the humanitarian Free-

mason, Nicholas Novikov, manager of the

newly active Moscow University Press

of newspapers, and sponsor of campaigns

raise money and food for famine-stricken

sants, was^ajjojai led on flimsy charges. Though

Novikov had doiie" nothing against the re-

gime, it could not tolerate the continuance ot

any enterprise it did not dominate. The two'

enM|a«tened intellectuals, Radishchev and

Novikov, not only serve as an illustration of

the contrast between Catherine's professed

principles and her actual conduct but also pro-

vide the first real examples of thoroughly we'st-

ernized individual Russians.

J^Ml

HnpaignT^J/^Vy^^

PauLLLZ2fi^80l)

Catherine's son Paul (who may or may not

have been the son of Catherine's husband,

PeterJH} succeeded her inJJOi'i is a man of'

All hlsJifcJUiSjnoiher h.id distrusted^



him. tearing that there might be a conspiracy,

^ggijgmg^gstall Paul,,ostensibly a legit-

imate yRomano^ The best-educated Russian

raial, personage to date^ active^ana,ystgi;f iq_

serve tne state," Paul found himself given no

dutieSj.kept in the dark about the secrets of

state^J^ even deprived of hJAjq^a-eldest chil3-

reiJ^lexander and Constantine, whgm Cather-

ine insisted on educating herself. All He could

do was ^rMfsKgmall garrisonon his country

pstarp^and Hrij'ss theni in Prussian unitorm .

Consequently, when Paul hnaily did suc-

ceed to the throne, he appeared to be moti-

vated chiefly by a wish to undo his mother's

work and act in every^possibje

to the precedents

of Catherine's favorites, and released many

of her prisoners, including Radishchev and

Novlkov.'Paul believed in legality and system,

and hoped to install a great deal more ot ^oth

in iU»*s+ii. He tried to restore more power and

Ofdec to the central administration by putting

tWcQlleges (see p. 27) ur^i slllMle nillll!,lers

in place of the former !
—"-di "^ Hirrrrr"'

Paul's behavior, however, was spasmodic and

^eccentric. He forbade the import^u^^^heet-
^musip because he feared that all music would

be as revolutionary as the Marsei/laise. He im-

posed a strict curfew on the capitart-Ie issued

a manifest'o limiting to three<the number of

days per week a serf might be required to work

on his master's lancl,'but it is not clear whether

this was a binding law or only a recommenda^

^"^sy^. In any case, he continued to give away

staie^ands, and^ransformed some half a

TnrHiaii.^tyg pcii!^ni!{'~?'iuu piivutcly owned '

^~TtetteJ«r~

What was probably fatal to Paul was his

^licy of toughness toward ,thg nobil^t^. A
noble, he is'Yaidlohave remarked, is the man
I am talking to at the moment, and he ceases

to be a noble when I stomalking to him. This

definition could hardly be expected to appeal

to the privileged n\asters of.Rusjia Paul ex-

acted compulsory service again, and in the pror

vinces he curtailed the powers of the nobility.

Nobles found th^mselieijorced to meet thcj

bills for public buildings, f)aying n^w laxef.

on their lands, and subjected to corporal pun-

ishments lor I rimes- Paul, like Peter ll'l.

ethefermv.andewanted to Prussianize thefermv. and especially

to inculcate in the riffJrers a sense nf rpsfnj^i,

bility for the men. In the guards' regiments

such programs were detested, and a conspir-

acy of guardsmen ended in 1 801 with Pjyil's

mmder and AlexandePs~successiot*. The forces

behind the coup were tlie same as those that had

engineered so many shifts of power during the

preceding century. The precise degree to

which Alexander was informed of the coup in

advance is sometimeTapbated, but he knewat
least that the conspirators intended to force

his father's abdication. ^

Alexander I (1801 J.SSSJ-

In Alexander 1 there came to the throng

an emperor whom historians usually call
"
emgO

.^matic.'; Educated by a

absorbed so much of the new eighteeoth-

uuUy blOoouiuedcentury doctrines rha

out with a^Ted-white-illd-bluc iibuu, /Ilecol-

ors of revottitiuuui} riaiin-,oa licaiirtg of the

fall of the Bastille to the Paris mob. Yet the

application ol lILlLial piillLiples""in Russia

would involve a direct challenge to the most

powerful forces in society. sSo, although Alex-

ander would occasionally say to hi,-| infimtrrj-

that some day he would grant Russia a consti-

tution and himself retirg~Io

Rhine, in fact this was little hu

Auaijdlf. Tall and handsome, utterly devastat-

ing to the ladie s, charming and cultivated,

Alexander liked to please everybody ; he vacil-

lated, compromised, and in rhf^enij arrnm-

pl*«hed- ve£y TTrtTeT Moreover, he loved power

deatlyi.^"'^ always shied away from proposals

to limit it.

The quarter-century of his reign was twice

interrupted by major wars against NaMJWKI

in 1805-1807, and in 1812-1815 ("see Cha>
ter 18). In the lirst period of relative ,£eace,

1801 -1805, Alexander gathered round him a

small group of young men which he called the

"uno^cial cprrujiitt^e." One of the^iftetabenR

.Stroganov, had been an active member
Jacobin Club in Pans during the revolutiori;

two others greatly admired the English system

of government. Meeting regularly alter dinner

ed the ^^^

oftfii'-*CS



(j»er cortce -ind hrifld

had i^ncd jvfll. .

Linittea.<lid ^

TtTicial commit-

^- ihc prepaWl-

-!r,r due

[he

I Polish the administrative col-

leges and created eigh t new miniscufs to take

Cfaeif piatc . l^ut this m t.ia h.i'J LiraK' lucii

actiimphsheJ b\ P.iuL When the committee

m>ped meetin{$ in 1 6U3, it had done nothing

^Hl regard to sertdom..Thc Tsar hmi^dfrn
these years passed two laws, whose very mild-

ness shows how little he intended. to_ disturb

existing iRMUutiuos One of them forbade^
^«1ir advertisement of sales of serfs without

^jd, but the law was easily circumvented. The

other created a new cateeorv of "free farmen>.

serfs who had been freed by their masters, and

prescribed that it a proprietor ffecTl an entire

village of serfs he must confer their land upon

diem at the same titnc^ince this left the in-

itiative t'if hbcration entirely in the hands of

the pr.iprieior. fewer than 40.000 among aN
the millions of serfs in Russia actually receiveii

their treedom
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the less, the plan was decidealy advanced;

Speransky knew that not everything could be

accomplished at once. Indeed, as it turned out,

he himself had commissioned Speransky *8*

draw up» "

This is one ut the most critical. moments
all Russian, history. Why dirfperansjcy

He instituted a reform

requiring examinations and

motion by tflgrit, which disturbed many of tlie

almost illiterate and thoroughly incompetent

men in lTtj!l+-ufljce. He even proposed that the

nobility pay an income tax . Friends and inti-

mates of the Tsar spreadsTander about Sper-

ansky, but at bottom Alexander himself was at

fault and unwillini; to act on his own alle,«ed

beliefs Speransky's scheme was shelved, ex^'

cept for two elements that in no way dimiti-

ished the power of the Tsar. A Counci 1 of State,

vchich could advise theJfs»r, was creaj&d, but

he was not obliged to take its advice. Since he

appointed and dismissed all members, the

effect was simply to increase imperial effi-

|xr pease -1!

djaitCjjfor A lexandgr a (

AHMHM^iave made iS

-Alexander had as his chief mentor a remark-

able hgure, Michael Speransky. son of a

Rusciaa priest, intelligent, well-educated, and

iple of the separation of powers, Speransky

I consTttutional project

Itussia a limited mon

l^p. A series ol electecT assemKIIes. be.mn

ning at the lowest level of administrative

subdivision and continuing on up through dis-

trict and province, would culminate in a great

national assembly, the Juma. It'SnntterTS^W-

MM of courts and a new set of executive insti-

Rons was also planned. The duma would

Tsar .ml would have been a genuine Russian

fiarliament. It is true th.u tlie tr.mchise ,Sper

anskv proposed would have enormously*B»-

••pd the nobility, while the serfs of course

would not h.ne participated in

ts also true chat S;

emancipaiiuii ut iIh

^^fnm(/[)
Tsar Alexande
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c^ncy , not to

adtnrnistrativt

imit imperial ai|fhnrirv Further

efficiency was -ebtai ned through

the reorganization of the mitiistjfies, whose

duties were set out cleaij^ for thejitst-(ira€',

"iminating owrlapping.

now repenting

^pen^outh. She convinced the Tsar that

he was a Iffinii from tht-Notth^'^designed by

destiny to overthrow Napoleon and uiauufe

a^oeBLOrdtjr At the RuSSiaW-COUrt an armnc.

phere of pj^'-^ my^ti^Um
^^f\

(-f^nc«.i-.,^t;cm

jeplacgtL4i»e_earlier__tiashes of Hberai views,

Although the leajJing spirits oTthe ng^

iosity were ^i_

acter was raii)£^^j|^nnB(Twas based upon

assiduous reading ot tlie Bible, and it also in

eluded a mixture of elements 'ftjom Free

sonry. Pietism (see p. 79), and the

eccentric Russian sects. It aimed at the union

of all Christendom in one faith and

aroused TtiH (HW and opposition of man:

lOrthoJfOTT:

1815 (see Chapter 1 9), iStexander gave the'

Poles an advanced '•iin"'iT"'-— |—irh rhriri

—

tt-

arniy, their own PnlUh r.ffifj-ii'<-)p and the'

free.. IBS of theijt-aBUiJanguage. He allowed

the Finns, after rheir annexation bv Ru^sin In

18(W, to preserve their own law unles .md ibe

system ot local government introdueeci liunng

the long preceding Swedish rule. But the

'liberal Isar" was liberal only outside In-

Russian dominions*

Russian Foreign Policy,

1725-1796

The motives of Russian fore

the century between the deafR~bf Peter tiuS

Great and that of Alexander I were stiii tHfi

ancient ones of expansion against Sweden^flSI

tend, and Turkey. But as a new member of the

European power constellation. Russia fecund

/was now convinced

that as the bearer ot a sacred mission all he

needed to do was follow the promptings of

his inmost feelings.

During the last decade of Alexander's reign,

^1 5 - 1 825, the most important-figurf^^t^ojjit

aa^^T^^iSSM, a competent but brutal

officer. fho once bit off the ear of one of hi;

men as a _punishment. The chief innovation-

of the decade, accomplished under Arakcheev s

direction, was the hated system of "military

colonies," the drafting of the population ot

whole ilisrruts to serve fn the regiments quar-

tered there. When BQt drilling Or lighting, the

Ipliim^BIHIHBBtaMlkBtasns, and their

aMiariiMW—P^IJI^^'mn nf thrir

which was to be a cornerstone of Russiafll

eign policy* Yet, especially in joint undertak-

ings against the Turks, the Russians and

Austrians found, as early as the 1 730's.thatthei

had conflicting ambitions ifTsoutheast Europe

This early conflict of interests was a cloud, still

no larger than a man's hand, but destined to

swell into the colossa l thunderhead jbai_ex-

ploded in the World War of 19[4-1918.' To
the eighteenth century also belong tTie first

regular Russian diplomatic service, the first

Russian participation in international es-

pionage and intrigue, and the first real Russian

foreign ministers: Ostermann^d h^^^jssian

_^__^^^g^ Far from being model_co.

^tn^TTirntary colon

(0On_cmw^. By the end

al mostTaOjQiiOsold lers

e r" •irrilill rnnrrtm-i

of Alexander's xeign,

were livmg in them.

Though Alexander" gave Russia no impor-

tant reforms, he did act on- liberal principles

outside Russia, in Poland and in Finland. Made
King of Poland by the Vienna settlement of

In the War of the Polish Succession (see

p. 33) Russian forces {ook parr in alliance with

''^lifr-r -n inrnnrrnr Aiinriri" '" ""''' ^"''r"^

to force the abdication of Stanislas Leszczynski.

Immediately, (he Russians and Austrians be-

came allies in a new war against rheJ2iH^csT

1735-1 739 (see p. 32). «IIKigh Marshal Mam



successtully invaded the Crimea, Russiafi

The Xj-l,..,
-

•
] 731^

At the opening of the War of the Austrian

Succession in 1 ~iO, the Russians were preoc-

cupied with the dynastic,4iroblem. We have

already seen how~tIie French ambassador

worked to put Flivahprh np t\]f fhrjjnp and

to bring about the dow'nfa|J,fi£tiiepmiA«ctrian

Qstgjmann. But, since Bestuzhev-Ryumin con-

tinued Ostermann's policies, ^KHta^MpFs
^MtBVly disappointed Pnusiag < and there

fore anti-AuMrKiii intiuence manifesteiltSsi'

, ill as heir, and

MB^H^ Thus, during the War of the A us-

trian Succession, there was'a gooH^deal/f \qck-

eying for Knttian assistance Tlie ad/ance of

the Balfic shore

Tso. as the war ended.

•p» was leisurely pushing west-

Kd. intending to join the lighting, i

Ann-Prussian sentiment crystallized durint;

the interval of peace before the outbreak of

the Seven Years' War. Bestuzhev laboied

mightily to obtain an alliance with England,

which he managed in 1 "'55, the Russians ac-

cepting a large subsidy in exchange for a prom-

ise to keep troops in readiness against the

Prussians But the Diplomatic Revolution of'

lHJI^^BI^ing Prussia and England allies,

m/gHt^mha.aiaagsmeaL ' The Russians

thus remained loyal to Austria and fought

the Prussians in the Seven Years' War.

Once more Russian forces marched west, so

slowly that there was suspicion of treason and

the commander was removed.||>|^58 the in-

itHMMWMm^veatually iii

3l|fc^BBf~ fnrrf —-— ^ n—1:^ Ehza

beth's death and the succession of the pro-

Prussian Peter HI led the Russians to change

sides and join the Prussians briefly against

the Austrians and French. Catherine, on her

withdrew the Russian forces, but

did not again attack the Prussians. Thus Russia

found herself excluded from the peace con-

ferences of 1 763.

i ^
unscrupulous as

Jon the tradi tional atirl^

Polish and anti Turkish aims ot Russia

63. only a year alter she bciainc Empress,

the rtirone of*t)land fell vac*it, ind Catherint-

tfH^d the election of her protege and forme©

iMfef. a pro-Russian Poife'. Stanislas Poniatow-

ski. FrederKk the Great joined wit

in a campamn to win rights for the persecuted

Lutheran and Orthodox minorities in Catholic

Poland. One party of Polish nobles, their na-

tional pride offended at foreign intervention,

resisted, and secured the aid of France and

Austria, which adopted the stratagem of press-

ing Turkey into war with Russia to distract

Catherine from Poland.

In the hrst Russo-Turkish 'W'ard'fiS-

I
~~

ti, Catherine's forces won a series of vi^

tones. A Russian Baltic fleet, sent all the waf
around Europe and into the MediterraneaiJ

through the Straits of Gibraltar) destroyed tha

Turkish fleet in the Aegean (1~"()). largely

owing to the superior seamanship of a few Eng»

lilh officers who were advising the otherwise'

flHfficient Russians But the Russians failed

to follow up their initial advantage by storming

the Straits and .ittacking Istanbul, and opera-

tions shifted to the Crimea and the Danubian

principalities. While the Russians and Turks

were discussing peace terms, Frederick the

Great had concluded that Russia had been

too successful against the Turks and might

seize most of Poland for herself unless he

acted quickly.

Wa Frederick took the leading part in arran^

"Vtg the lirst partition of Poland (1772). Po>

land lost to Russia, P^issia, and Austria almost

one-third of her territory and one-half of her

population.»Fredericks share of the loot -the
i.iiuU 1 111 mediately to the west of East Prussia—
\v,is the smallest but the most strategic. It in-

cluded the region that had previously separ-

ated Brandenburg from East Prussia. iMfe

uer Tu i n-. i i -n^ ^ftiiui iiiiu lu liiiuiiyAm



3he did seem somewhat reluctant, yet, as Fred»

^ck the Great observed, "She wept, but sh*

^|gpt on takin|°." Rus«*a received a substantial

area ot what is now known as Belorussia, or

White Russia'

Two years later, the Russians imposed upon'

the Turks a most humiliating peace treaty, at,

J^tchuk Kainardjv (I T^-n. Catherine annexed*

much of the formerly Turkish stretch of Black*

Jg» coast and two places in the Crimea; the

rest of the Crimea was separated from the Ot-

toman Empire as an independent Tartar state.

She also obtaimd something the-Sggggggf^/g^

long coveted; freedom of navigation on tijM

Black Sea and the right of passage through thiai

Bosphorus and the Dardaneiies. ,A vaguely

worded clause gave her various rights to pro-

tect the Christian subjects of the sultan, thus

providing a convenient excuse for Russian in-

tervening in Turkish affairs later on.

Catherine now began to dream of expelling

the Turks from Europe and reviving the Byzan-

tine Empire under Russian protection. Sfie-AinP*

to it that her youiiger grandson was christened

Partitions of Pqiqndj -^^"^ C\

ip(Baltic Sea M.meit

1772 1793 1795

ToP^ssio § en d]
ToR^ssic MM I ^ I I

ToAustrio ^B ilil



CoBstanciae and iported Greek-speakinK

proposed to set u;

Roman name for ;

principalii

>y way of preparation, in 1 783,

Catherine annexed the Tartar state of the

Crimea, where dHHHlHBBirCase at SebU-

Plft To achieve these ta-.indiiisc designs,

Catherine sought the consent ot Austria aaS
0ne<IWHN> i'l on a tanaous tour by rivOV

Mte at the ni\<.l\ JcVL-luped and annexed ter-

rit.)rle^ of the Ri.sMan southwest. On this tdtO)

he Austrian Emperor was allegedly shown tli^-

iDUS "Fotemkin villages," mere cardboard

uades facing the river to look like settlement*

but with nothing behind themj hke so many
other u. HKi stones, this one is untrue/ At Se-

bastopol. however, sicns pointed across the

Black Sea, saying. This way to byzantiunL)

In a second Russo-Turkish uar 1 ~s" - 1 "'M ),

Catherine's allies, the Austnans. once a.aain

provided feeble assistance and made a separate

peace. Again, a coadict ot interests over tho

of the Suttan precipitated

1 disagreement, in t^e end, Cath-

erine had to abandon her Greek project and

content herself with annexing the remaining

Ttirlcish lands alone the northern coast of the

Black Sea and securing recognition of Russian

KWMoiywy m-er the Cri mea.

'

Before her death, Catherine participated in

two more partitions of Poland, "ffie second'

partition came as the result ot a Polish constiv

tutional movement. si:pported by the Prussians

M ,

1
;

>
isir. i:i r. , Russian interest. Catherine

iiiteiAeiied on [lie pretext of defending the

established order in Poland and fighting the

virus of revolution. In 1 793, both the Russians

and Prussians took large new slices of Polish

territory; the Austrians did not participate in

this second partition of Poland. An attempted

Polish revolution against the reduction of

their state to a wretched remnant dominated

by foreigners was followed by the third and

final partition of 1^95, by which Poland

disappeared from the map. This time Aus-

tria joined the other two powers and obtained

Cracow; Prussia got Warsaw, and Russia se-

cured Lithuania and other Baltic and east Po-

lish lands.

The spectacular successes of Catherine

meant the transfer to Russia of millions of

human beings— Poles, Lithuanians, Belorus-

sians — who loathed the Russians, and left a

legacy of trouble. It also meant that Russia had

destroyed useful buflfers in the shape of the

Polish and Tartar states, and now had common
frontiers with her potential enemies, Prussia

and Austria. The last two partitions of Poland

had been made possible by the preoccupation

of the western powers with their war against

revolutionary France; the story of Russian

foreign policy after Catherine forms part

of the larger story of this great war (see

Chapter 18).

V George III and the American Revolution

Though Catherine the Grea^niiad to apply

the ideas of the Age of Reason, her name usu-

ally appears on lists of enlightened despots.

Another name might possiblyW addad te-the

list—^^Qrgell^King of Great Britain (1 760
- 1820). Actually, "Farmer George" showed

very little enlightenment beyond taking an

interest in the agrarian revolutjjjii and mi tiu4^

articles on turnips for Arthur Young's Annals

of Agriculture. In poJitTfes^ however, he did

attempt a course that may be termed a dilute

form of enlightened despotism, or, more

exactly, a reassertion of the monarch's author-

ity. The first of the Haqoverian monarchs

born and bred in England, George ill propcised
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^

to reassert some of the royal prerogatives

that had lapsed under the first two Georges.

He tried to wrest control of the House of

Commons from the long-dominant Whig
oligarchy and retain it by the Whig devices

of patronage and bribery. He endeavored to

beat the Whigs at their own parliamentary

game.

Virtuous as a person and devoted to his

family, George as a monarch was stubborn,

short-sighted, and in the long run unsuccessful.

It was easy for him at first to exploit the fac-

tional strife among the Whigs, maneuver Pitt

out of ofiice in 1 761 , and make his friend and

tutor. Lord Bute, the head of the cabinet. Bute

and the King, however, found it hard to justify

their failure to deprive France of the sugar-

rich West Indies in the Peace of Paris, which

brought the Seven Years' War to a conclusion

(see Chapter i^. The Commons ratified the

treaty, but George dismissed Bute to appease

the critics of British diplomacy.

The harshest criticism came from John
Wiljt ps a member of Commons, who dubbed

<^he Peace of Paris "the peace of God, for if

paSSw«h^l understandings" Wilkes' attack on

the -—^^y-H. 1

I I

„ .1, ^T,w^ pw>^» in-

furiated the King; bowing to the royal anger,

the Commons ordered the offending issue of

the North Briton to be burnt. Later, Wilkes ran

for Parliament three separate times, and three

times the Commons, under royal pressure,

threw out his election. When Wilkes finally

took his seat again in 1774, he was a popular

hero, and riots had occurred in defense of

"Wilkes and Liberty:" A wise king would have

reconsidered his course, but George III did

not relax his determination to manage both

Parliament and cabinet. After seven years of

short-lived, unstable ministries (1763-1770),

George finally found a man to fill Bute's old

role and do the King's bidding— Lord North,

who headed Ihe ISlUiiiei fOf a dozen years

(1770-1782). Under North, royal interven-

tion in politics at first stiffened, then wavered,

and at length collapsed. At home, the King un-

wittingly prepared the way for the increase of

parliamentary authority; abroad, he lost the

thirteen North American colonies.

Background of the Revolution

The breach between colonies and mother

country first becaiiie serious at the close of the

Seven Years' War when Britain began to re-

treat from the old policy of "salutary neglect"

and to interfere more directly and more fre-

quently in colonial matters. But, by 1763,

the colonies had acquired the habit of regulat-

ing their own affairs, though the acts of their

assemblies remained subject to the veto of

royally appointed governors or of the King

himself The vast territories in Canada and

west of the Alleghenies acquired in 1763

brought Britain added opportunities for pro-

fitable exploitation anS' added responsibilities

for government and defense. When an uprising

/ of Indians under Pontia^ threatened frontier

''""'postsTnthearea ofVhe Ohio Valley and the

Great Lakes, colonial militias failed to take

effective action, and British regulars were

brought in! The continuing threat from the

Indians prompted the royal proclamation of

October, 1 763, forbidding "all our loving sub-

jects" to settle west of a line running along the

summit of the Alleghenies. To His Majesty's

"loving subjects" in the seaboard colonies,

however, the proclamation seemed deliberate-

ly designed to exclude them from the riches of

the West.

The colonies resented still more keenly

the attempt by Parliament to raise more reve-

nue in North America The British govern-

ment had very strong arguments for increasing

colonial taxes. The national debt had almost

doubled during the Seven Years' War; the

colonies' reluctance to recruit soldiers and

raise taxes themselves had increased the cost of

the war to British taxpayers; now the mother

country faced continued expense in pro-

tecting the frontier. Surely the Ameri-

cans would admit the reasonableness of the

case for higher taxes.

That, however, was precisely what the

Americans did not admit. The firSt of the new

revenue measures, the Sugar Act of 1 764, a-



larmed the merchants of the eastern seaboard

because the customs officers actually under-

took to collect duties on molasses, sugar, and

other imports. Here was a departure from the

comfortable laxity of salutary neglect. And
here was a threat to the colonial economy, tor

the import duties had to be paid out ot the

colonies' meager supply of speci« (metal coin).

The second revenue measure, the Stamp Act

of 1 765i imposed levies on a wide variety of

items, includmg legal and commercial

papers, liquor licenses, playing cards, dice,

newspapers, calendars, and academic de-

greesi These duties, too, drained the supply

of specie, which sank so low that some
merchants faced bankruptcy.

The revenue measures touched off a major

controversy. Indignant merchants in the New
World boycotted all imports rather than pay

the duties, and in October, 1763, dele-

gates from nine of the thirteen colonies met

in New York City as the "Stamp Act Con-

gressf The Congress complained that the

new duties had "a manifest tendency to sub-

vert the rights and liberties of the colonists.

"

The Congress resolved:

That His Majesty's liege subjects in these colo-

nies are entitled to all the inherent rights and liber-

ties of his natural born subjects within the kingdom

of Great Britain.

That it is inseparably essential to the freedom of

a people, and the undoubted right of Englishmen,

that no taxes be imposed on them but with their

own consent, given personally or by their own
representatives.

That the people of these colonies are not,

and from their local circumstances cannot be,

represented in the House of Commons in Great

That the only representatives of these colo-

nies are persons chosen therein by themselves,

and that no taxes ever have been, or can be con-

stitutionally imposed on them, but by their re-

spective legislatures.*

The Stamp Act Congress thus proclaimed

the celebrated principle of no taxation with-

out representation.^Britain surrendered on the

practical issue, but did not yield on the princi-

ple. The appeals of London merchants, nearly

ruined by the American boycott against Brit-

ish goods, brought the repeal of the Stamp Act

in 1765. In I ^66, howeverj Parliament passe(l

the Declaratory Act .asserting that the King

and Parliament could indeed make lavfs

affecting the colonie*

For the next decade, Britain adhered firm-

ly to the principles of the Declaratory Act,

and colonial radicals just as firmly repeated

their opposition to taxation without represen-

tation. Parliament again tried to raise revenue*,

this time by the Townshend duties (1767) on*

colonial imports of tea, paper, paint, and lead.

Again the merchants of Philadelphia, New
York, and Boston organized boycotts. In 1 770,

Lord North's cabinet withdrew the Townshend

An English commentary on the Boston Tea

Party and the tarring and feathering of a

royal tax collector, who is forced to drink

under a liberty tree.
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duties except for the three-penny tariff on a

pound of tea, retained as a symbol of parlia-

mentary authority over the colonies. Three

years later, the English East India Company
attempted the sale of surplus tea in North

America, hoping to overcome American oppo-

sition to the hated duty by making the retail

price of East India tea, duty included, far cheap-

er than that of Dutch tea smuggled by the col-

onists. The result was the Boston Tea Party. On
December 16, 1773, to the cheers of spectators

lining the waterfront, a group of Bostonians,

who had a large financial stake in smuggled

tea, disguised themselves as Indians, boarded

three East India ships, and dumped into the

harbor chests of tea worth thousands of pounds.

Britain answered defiance with coercion,

and the colonists met coercion with resist-

ance. The Quebec Act (1774), incorporating

the lands beyond the Alleghenies into Canada,

bolted the door to the westward expansion of

colonial frontiers. The "Intolerable Acts"

(1774) closed the port of Boston to trade and

suspended elections in Massachusetts. At Lex-

ington and Concord in April, 1775, the "em-

battled farmers" of Massachusetts fired

the opening shots of the War of Independence.

At Philadelphia on July 4, 1776, the dele-

gates to the Continental Congress formally

declared the American colonies independent

of Great Britain.

Implications of the Revolution

For the mother country, the American Rev-

olution implied more than the secession of

thirteen colonies. It involved Britain in a mi-

nor world war that jeopardized her dominance

abroad and weakened the power and prestige

of King George III at home. The most crucial

battle in North America came early in the

war— the surrender at Saratoga in I 777 of the

British forces under Burgoyne, who had been

marching south from Montreal with the aim of

driving a wedge between New England and the

other rebellious colonies. Burgoyne's sur-

render convinced the French that support of

the American colonists would give them an ex-

cellent chance to renew their world-wide strug-

gle with Britain and avenge the humiliation of

1763. Entering the war in 1778, France soon

gained the alliance of Spain and eventually

secured the help, or at least the friendly neu-

trality, of most other European states. French

intervention prepared the way for the victory

of George Washington's forces and the final

British surrender at Yorktown in 1 78) . In the

peace signed at Paris in 1783, Britain recog-

nized the independence of her former col-

onies. To Spain she handed back Florida, which

she had taken in 1763, and the strategic Medi-

terranean island of Minorca. But she kept Gi-

braltar, which the Spanish had also hoped to

recover, and she ceded only minor territories

to France.

During the early years of the war, the Brit-

ish public had been inclined to agree with Dr.

Samuel Johnson that the Americans were "a

race of convicts" and "ought to be thankful for

anything we allow them short of hanging:" But

the temper of opinion changed as the strength

of American resistance became evident, as in-

stances of British mismanagement piled up,

and as most of Europe rallied to the rebellious

colonies. By 1780, George III and his policies

were so unpopular that the House of Commons
passed a resolution declaring that "the influ-

ence of the crown has increased, is increasing,

and ought to be diminished."

The influence of the Crown was diminished.

In 1 782, Lord North, who had been imploring

the King for three years to accept his resigna-

tion, finally stepped down. In the next year, the

post of prime minister fell to William Pitt the

Younger, son of the heroic Pitt of the Seven

Years' War. Though only twenty-five years old,

he was a seasoned parliamentarian who was to

head the cabinet for the next eighteen years.

With the advent of Pitt, control of British poli-

tics shifted away from the King and back to

the professional politicians. George III briefly

contemplated abdication and then gradually re-

signed himself to the passive role of constitu-

tional monarch. The British flirtation (it was

really no more than that) with enlightened des-

potism had come to an end.

While American independence was a na-

tionalist rather than a social revolutidn, the

movement that produced it did have social im-
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plications. In the colonies, opinion was by no

means unanimous in support of the revolution.

Many well-to-do colonists, including south-

ern planters and Pennsylvania Quakers, either

backed the mother country or took a neutral

position in the struggle; New York supplied

more recruits to George 111 than to George
Washington* Some of these "Loyalists" OB

"Tones" were to Hee to Canada when inde-

pendence became a factj Scholars, however,

now find that the traditional estimate — that

only one-third of the colonists actively backed

the Revolution — is too low. Revolutionary:

sentiment ran particularly high in Virginia and

New England and among social groups who'

had the habit of questioning established ai>

thority — the pioneers living on the frontier,

and the numerous Presbyterians, Congrega-

tionaliscs, and members of other strong-

minded Protestant sects. Like adolescents

everywhere, the colonists resented parental

tutelage yet appealed to family precedent.

They claimed that they were only following"

the example set by Englishmen in 1688 arid

defended by John Locke.

The ideas of Locke and Newton were as well'

known and as much respected in North

America as they were in Europe. They under-

lay the Declaration of Independence;

When in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and

to assume among the Powers of the earth, the sepa-

rate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature

and Nature's God entitle them, a decent re-

spect to the opinions of mankind requires that they

should declare the causes which impel them to

the separation.

The opening paragraph of the Declaration thus

expressed the concept of a world-machine

ruled by the "Laws of Nature." The next para-

graph applied to the colonies Locke's theory of

contract and his justification of revolution;

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that

all men are created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,

that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit

of Happiness. That to secure these rights. Govern-

ments are instituted among Men. deriving their

just power from the consent of the governed.

That whenever any Form of Government be-

comes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of

the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute

new Government. . .

Another political idea of the Enlighten-

ment congenial to the revolutionaries was the

separation of powers proposed by Locke and by

Montesquieu as a guarantee against tyrannjfc

At the heart of the draft drawn up by the dele-

.gates to the constitutional convention at Phil-

adelphia in 1 787 was the separation of the

executive, legislative, and judicial arms of gov-

ernment. Each of theJiranches had the power xo
check the other rwo. The President, for in-

stance, could check the Congress by applying a

veto; /Congress could check the executive and

the judiciary through impeachment and the

right of confirming appointments; and one

house of Congress exercised a check on the

other by the requirement that both houses con-

sent to legislation. Since these balancing de-

vices were in part derived from Montesquieu,

It may be argued that the recurrent tensions

berween President and Congress originated

in the American adaptation of an eighteenth-

century French misreading of British consti-

tutional practice. The "Founding Fathers" of

the American republic sought guidance not

only from The Spirit of the Laws but also from

the constitutions of the thirteen original states

and from English precedents. The first ten a-

mendments to the Constitution (1791), guar*

anteeing freedom of religion, freedom of the

press, and other basic liberties, were taken

mainly from the English Bill of Rights of 1689.

The Constitution abounded in compro-

mises. It attempted a balance between states'

rights and the central power of the federll

government, and between the democratic

principle of a directly elected House of Repre-

sentatives and the aristocratic principle of

an indirectly elected and conservative Senate.

It was a compromise designed to win support

from both rich and poor and from both the

Tory opponents and the democratic supporters

of the recent revolution. Like any compro-

mise, it did not at first please all parties, but it
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worked well enough to make the new Amer-

ican republic a going concern. The "Founding

Fathers" of the United States had succeeded

perhaps better than any other statesmen of the

century in adjusting the ideals of the phil-

osophes to the realities of practical politics.

VI The Culture of the Eighteenth Century

Aite

The Limitations of Reason

The Enlightenment, however, seldom pro-

duced such happy political results as it did

in the United Statea On the whole, the

philajophes expected men to see reason when

it was pointed out to_
_
.Thf"^ to abandon the

habits of centuries, and to revise their behavior

in accordance with natural law. But men would

not always see reason; as loseph II discovered

to his sorrow, they would cling perversely to

irrational customs- and unnatural traditions.

The rationalism of the Enlightenment tended

to omit the complexities ofnuman nature from

its calculations.

Responsibility for-this major shortcoming

lay partly with the "classical spirit" of the

seventeenth century, inherited by the Enlight-

enment of the ei^hreenrii. The writers of the

Age of Louis XiVktjad found in their classical

models, not a confirmUliuii Ul Uxisting stand-

ards, but a better, simpler set of standards that

the eighteenth-century pjpilosophes easily a-

dapted to the concept "f "ninirf'i flir'nlf H""
The great writers arhipvp-tke rpirarjp of giving

life to these abstractions. But the l^sse£_Qnes

make only bl<5l?dless t^;^s, and encourage in

their hearers and r£adeT >—\he men and women
who finally do work out social chanje-the

belief that these easy mefftal images are some-

lyiw jrinrp rTnri—and certainly more desirable,

than the bewildering compleyicv ot their con-

crete experience s. Like the "classical spirit,"

the spirit of natural science went too fa^when

it was applied uncritically to problems, oihu-

man fplpf^nns . It gav? men the illusion that

what was going on in their minds would shortly

go on in reality.

A minor philosophe, the Ahhp Mahly got

at this central problem wH?ri he asked: "Is

society, then, a branch "'^f"fJ\T' M"'r pfthe\

philosophes and their followers believed that

it was. They applied to the unpredictable activ-

ities of man the pathematical methods used

in the physical sciences. The Physiocrats, for

example, tried to reduce the complexities of

human economic activities to a few simple

agricultural laws. Like the stars in their

courses, human beings were thougTit to fit neat-

ly into the Newtonian world-machine.

A few eighteenth-century minds -disagreed.

Davirl
. Hlimr rl "" ' i1-'7l1)i Mil ill i

|
i ii'iil "ii |||

'

tish philosopher,. insisted on submitting prin->

ciples to the test of factual observation. The

philosophes, he said, failed 'to do this and

thus deduced untested conclusions from two

great abstract principles— faith in natural law,

belief in reason. Hume made short work of

the philosophes' appeals to nature. The laws of

justice, he argued, were not absolute and in-

flexible natural laws:

. . . Suppose a society to fall into such want of

all common necessaries, that the utmost frugality

and industry cannot preserve the greater number

from perishing, and the whole from extreme misery;

it will readily, 1 believe, be admitted, that the strict

laws of justice are suspended, in such a pressing

emergence, and give place to the stronger motives

of necessity and self-preservation. Is it any crime,

after a shipwreck, to seize whatever means or instru-

ment of safety one can lay hold of, without regard

to former limitations of property?'

Nor, Hume argue«l, could human cond tict be
^

analyzed "in the same manner that we discover

by reason the truths of geometry or ^Igehr3-"

'An Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals , L A.

SelbyBigge.ed. (Oxford, re02), If



It appears evident that the ultimate ends of

human actions can never, in any case, be accounted

for by rtason. but recommend themselves entirely

to the sentiments and affections of mankind, with-

out any dependance on the intellectual faculties.

Ask a man uhy he uses exercise: he will answer, he-

cause he desires to keep his health. If you then enquire,

uhy he dtsires health, he will readily reply, because

sickness is painful. If you push your enquiries farther,

and desire a reason uhy he hates pain, it is impossible

he can ever give any. . .
.* j

profound critics of the Age df/ReasoA. The
Romantics "WTttPTWf^^efleration would re-

peat his warnings against reason and his pleas

on behalf of the "sentiments and affections

of mankind" (*;e Cbdpter 19). In Hume's own
day, '^f'^lgj'" and\Kant were also wnrripf| [s>

rather similar nroblems. k(ju!>!>eLIU both re-

presented the Enlightenment and foresha-

dowed the revolt against it. No philosophe

defended natural law more ardently, yet no Ro-

mantic argued more powerfully on behalf of

the irrational faculties of man. "Too often does

reason deceive us," Rousseau wrote in Emile.

"We have only too good a right to doubt her;

but conscience never deceives us; she is the

true guide of man; ... he who obeys his con-

science is following nature and he need not

fear that he will go astray. "t l^ttJv^
Immanuel Kani (1724-1804), vino taught

philosophy at the University of Koijuaijet?

in Prussia, raised Rousseau's argumentto tht

level of mnnphyiiri While aJvocating many
of the doctrines of the Enlightenment, Kant

^
also believed in a higher reality rearhim- i^l^j- \

matel y to God. He called the eternal y&rtTles '

of the higher world "noumena,''4 in contrast

to the phenomena of the material world.

Knowledge of the noumenal realm, Kant b^
lieved, reached men through reason— reasun,

however, not as the Enlightenment used the

term, not as common sensed but as intuition.

The highest expression of the Kantian reason

was the 'categorical imperative*!' This was

the moral law within, the conscience implanttfd

in man by Gt^^t was the inescapaHrT-ealiza-

tion by the indivWual that, wheiKronfronted

with an ethical choice, he must choose the

good and avoid the evil. 'Kant's redefinition

of reason and his rehabilitation of conscience

exemplified the philosophical reaction against

the dominant rationalism of the Enlighten-

ment. The popular reaction took the very

different form of the evangelical revival, which

began with the German Pietists.

The Evangelical Revival

The Pietists were the spiritual descendant*

of the sixteenth-century Anabaptists) Deplor-

ing alike the growing Lutheran concern with

the formalities of religion and the deists'

emphasis on natural law, the Pietists asserted

that religion came from the heart, not the heaS.

For the Pietists God war tar rnore than" the

watchmaker, the remote creator of the world-

macftine. One of the chief leaders of Pietism

was a German nobleman, ^p«mT 2^\mcn^r\ri>

(1 700- 1 "60), founder of rhp ivlnravian "fgrl^-

ren, who set up a model community based

Christian principles. Nl^vian emigrants to

America planted a colod^ at Bethlehem, Penn-

sylvania, helping to give the "Pennsylvania

Dutch " their reputitlon for thrift, hard woik,

and strict living. In England, meanwhile, the

example of Zinzendorf and other Pietists iiv

spired Wesley.-

Ordained a t>riest of f>if
<"hiirr-h ^^fFnf>litnd

lohn Wesley < 1 703 - 1 791 ) at first stressed tl

ritualistic aspects of religion.* but after the

failure of his two-year ministry to the bad

ward colony of Georgia (1736-1737), he felt

his own faith evaporating:
"
1 went to America,

to convert the Indians: but Oh! who shall con-

veajn^Wh6, what is he that will deliver me
from this evi

l
hear t of unbelief.'' "' Pietisn*

converted Wesley and taught him that he

would find faith through inner convictioa. For

m'orethan^ fifty _^ars, Wesley labored tire-

lessly tosharr.hif Hitrr-try rrnYrlini'^hr""^^-

out the British Is
|^ <f

and prejchinilJa^luirches,'

i n the fiel ds, at the pitheads of coal mines, and

gven in jaM s. Angry crowds came to scoff buf

remained to praj» When Wesley died in 1 791.

ed. (New York.

M>-^

t£m/7f, Everyn cd. (New York.
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his movement had already attracted more than

i hundred thousand adherents. They were

sailed Methodists, because of the ir mediodi-
ral r|pvnrir>fTm^ piefy ari3 to plainrdt^ssing and

plain living. Though Wesley always considered

himself a good A nglican, the Methodists even-

tually set up a separate organization — their

nonconformist
"
Chape l" in contrast to the

established Church of England. The new sect

won its following almost entirely among the

lower and middle classes, among people who
sought the religious excitement and consola-

tion that they did not find in deism or in the

austere formalism of the Church of England.

Although the beliefs of the Methodists di-

verged entirely from those of the enlightened

rationalists, both groups worked in their dif-

ferent fvays to improve the condition of soci-

»ty. Where the philosophes advised public

reform, the Methodists favored private charity;

and where the philosophei attacked the causes of

social evils, the Methodists accepted these

evils as part of God's plan and sought to miti-

gate their symptoms. They had in full measure;

the Puritan conscience of the nonconformists.

They began agitation against drunkenness, the

trade in slaves, and the barbarous treatment of

prisoners, the insane, and the sick. John Wes-

ley established schools for coalminers^ chil-

dren and opened dispensaries for the poor in

London and Bristol. WKile the Methodists'

success came in part from their social activi-

ties, it also came from the magnetism of John
Wesley and his talented associates. His

Charles composed more than 6500

hymns, and in America Methodist missiona-

ries flourished under the dynamic leadership

of.Francis Asbury (1745-1816). The number
of colleges called Wesleyan and the number
of churches and streets called Asbury testi%

to the significance of Methodism in Americaft

social history.

(Ax^ /Ui^

t
The middle-class public so strongly attracted

to Methodism welcomed- the novels of the

Englishrp jin i .Samuel Richar(json (1689-

1761), who made a significant contribu

to this emerging literary form. A printer

by trade, Richardson turned to writing late

in life and produced three gigantic novels

in the form of letters by the chief characters.

In Clarissa Harlowe (1748), for example,

Richardson devoted 2400 pages of small print

to the misfortunes of Clarissa, whose lover

was a scoundrel, and whose relatives were a

greedy pack, scheming to secure her consid-

erable property. Whatever her plight, Clarissa

never lost the capacity to pour out her miser-

ies on paper. If anyone missed the point

of the story, he had only to turn to Richard-

son's perface:

What will be found to be more particularly

aimed at in the following work is — to warn the

inconsiderate and thoughtless of one sex, against

the base arts and designs of specious contrivers of

the other— to caution parents against the undue

exercise of their natural authority over their chil-

dren in the great article of marriage— to warn

against preferring a man of pleasure to a man of

probity upon that dangerous but too-commonly-re-

ceived notion, thai a reformed rake makes the best

husband— hut above all, to investigate the highest

and most important doctrines not only of morality,

but of Christianity, by showing them thrown into

action in the conduct of the worthy characters;

while the unworthy, who set these doctrines at de-

fiance, are condignly, and. as may be said, conse-

quentially punished.

Clarissa was read aloud at family gatherings, it

is said, and whenever some new disaster over-

whelmed the heroine, the members separated

for a good solitary cry. In spite of Richard-

son's exaggerations, his descriptions of

the struggles of passion and conscience

By no means all the masters of English fic-

tion were as sentimental as Richardson. In

Ji^rl.rirh P.„rtn^ M74«^ Tr^h<.c Sm^l^j^r dreW

an authentic picture of life in the navy, with

all its cruelty and hardship. Henry Fieldii^e

introduced a strong leaven of satire and bur-

ssqued the excesses of Richardson. Ejeldiflfi*

vered a broad social scene in Ws master-

piec^^-Caaj/finw (l 749), depicting both the

hard-riding country squires and the low

characters of the city slums. Richardson g^ve



the English novel emotional and moral

earnestness: 'SmoUet and Fielding gave it

vigorous realism.

On the whole, the eighteenth century was

an age of prose and produced few poets of

stature. Its literary monuments were the nov-

els of Richardson and Fielding, the tales and

_yoiiM 'f>, ^i^ion's H»forv oflhi De-

cline and Fall of the Roman Empire ll ~88), and

(1-55). Edward Gib-

bon utilized history for a sustained Voltairian

attack on Christian fanaticism and employed a

Ciceronian prose style which, by its balance

and discipline, perfectly suited the classical

temper of the Enlightenment. Dr. Samuel

Johnson's dictionary also expressed the "style
"

of the ag«. He declared in the preface:

When I took the first survey of my undertaking,

I found our speech copious without order and en-

ergetick without rules: wherever I turned my view,

there was perplexity to be disentangled, and confu-

sion to be regulated; choice was to be made out of a

boundless variety, without any established princi-

ple of selection; adulterations were to be detected,

without a settled test of purity; and modes of

expression to be rejected or received, without the

suffrages of any writers of classical reputation or

acknowledged authority.

Pedantry and prejudice sometimes overcame

the autocratic doctor. His definition of a

cough — "a convulsion of the lungs, vellicated

by some sharp serosity" — revealed the dangers

of employing little-known Latinisms. When-
ever he could, he aimed a volley at his favor-

ite target, the Scots. Thus he defined oats as "a

grain, which in England is generally given to

horses, but in Scotland supports the people.

"

In the main, however, Dr. Johnson succeeded

admirably in his aim of becoming a kind of

Newton of the English language.

The classicism of the century strongly af-

fected its art. Gibbon's history, the researches

of scholars and archaeologists, and th^ discov-

ery in 1 748 of the ruifls of; Roman rjjiii|ii II,

Vesuvius,
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raised the interest in antiquity to a nigh pitch.

For the men of the Enlightenment, the balance

and symmetry of Greek and Roman temples

represented, in effect, the natural laws of

building. Architects retreated somewhat from
the theatricalism of the Baroque style and

adapted classical models with great artistry

and variety. We owe to them the elegance of

the London town house, the monumental
magnificence of the buildings flanking the

Place de la Concorde in Paris, and the country-

manor charm of Washington's Mount Vernon.

The twentieth-century vogue of the "colonial"

and the "Georgian" testifies to the lasting

influence of this neoclassical architecture.

In painting,' neoclassicism had an eminent J^ . ^
spokesman in Sir Jo^ua Reynolds ^^^~i- (]/Af ffl i)
1^92), the president ol Tftt Royal Academy ^^****^

and the artistic tsar of Georgian England.

Beauty, Sir Joshua told the academy, rested

"on the uniform, eternal, and immutable laws

of nature," which could be "investigated by

reason, and known by study. " Sir Joshua and

his contemporaries, though preaching a coldly

reasoned aesthetic, gave warmth to the

Dr. Samuel l n|in<;nn
, by Sir Joshua^Reynolds.

in 1 748 of the ruifls of; Roman
-preserved under lava* from ^



Left: Eighteenth-century classical design: the Library at Ken Wood, near London, designed

by Robert Adam.

Right: The Gothic revival in design: gallery at Horace Walpole's Strawberry Hill, near London.

portraits that they painted of wealthy English

aristocrats. This was the golden age of English

portraiture, the age of g peloids, Lawrence,
n liii ilii irt^iiph and Romney. But It was als6 the

age of Wiifem Hfigarth (1697-1764), who
cast aside the academic restraints of neo-

classicism to do in art what Fielding did in

the novel. Instead of catering to a few wealthy

patmfl4_Hogarth created a mass market for

Ire engravings that he turned out in thousands

of copies, conveying with brutal frankness the

vices of London— Marriaee a la Mode. The

grejs . Tki__ liariol_s„.J^gress, and

Cin Lane, ' ^

The realism of Hogarth was not the

only exception to the prevailing neodas-

sicism. The fashions for the oriental, the

natural, and the Gothic, which were to be

so important in the Age of Romanticism were

already beginning to catch on. The taste for

the exotic produced Chinese wallpapei", the

"Chinese" furniture of Thomas Chippendale,

and the familiar Chinese pattern of ''willow-

ware' plates. Gardens were bestrewn with

pagodas and minarets, and gardeners aban-

doned Louis XIV's geometrical landscaping

for the natural English garden. Even the dom-

inance of neoclassical architecture was chal-

lenged. At Strawberry Hill near London, Ho-

race Walpole, the son of the great Robert,

endowed his house with an abundance of

Gothic "gloomth"— battlements in the medie-

val style, and "lean windows fattened with rich

saints in painted glass."

82



The Great Musicians

Music was perhaps the queerLPl the arts in

the eighteenth century, and musio, too, tran-

scended the boundaries of narrow classicism

or rationalism. Early in the century Johann

I Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) brought to per-

^••CL'O" the baroque techniques of seventeenth-

century composers. He mastered the difficult

art of the tugue, an intricate version of the

round in which each voice begins the theme in

turn while the other voices repeat and elabor-

ate it. Bach also composed a wealth of material

for the organ, the most Baroque and the most

religious of instruments. His sacred works

included many cantatas, the Mass in B minor,

and the two gigantic choral settings of the

Passion of Christ according to St. John and

St. Matthew. The religious music of Bach,

dramatic and deeply felt, was a world apart

from the anticlericalism of the Enlightenment.

In contrast to Bach's quiet career as com-

poser and conductor in Germany was the

stormy international experience of his con-'

fpmpr.rarY Hanrlpl M iSKS - I ^S'l I Born in

Germany, Handel studied in Italy, then spent

m^V^of his adult years in England trying to

era company in the face of the

^trigues, cTisljes of temperament, and fiscal

artistic enterprise,

forty operas, in-

cludin^«Ji4-xfj, famous Tbs/'Handel's Largo."

He used themes from the Bi&te^r The Mes-

«t<j^and other vigorous oratorios dijected at a

mass>^dience and arranged for large choruses.

These elaborate works differed greatly from

the original oratorios of seventeenth-century

Italy, which had been written for the tiny

prayer chapels called oratories.

While Bach and Handrf composed many in-

strumental suites and concertos, it was not un-

til the second half of the century that orchestral

music really came to the forei New instru-

ments appeared, notably the piano, which

greatly extended the limited range of the older

keyboard instrument, the harpsichorck New
forms of instrumental music also appeared.

the sonat^ j
largely by Hay<l*-a-;y-2 - 1 8(W

more than fifty piario pieces in the form o7

sonata, in which two contrasting themes are

stated in turn, developed, interwoven, repeated,

and finally resolved in a coda (the Italian for

"tail"). Haydn then arranged the sonata for the

orchestra, grafting it onto the Italian operatic

overture to create the first movement of

the symphony.

The operatic landmark of the early century

was John Gay's Beggar's OperaJJJJM,<l lUuelul

work caricaturing English society and politics

in Hogarthian vein. Later, Gluck (1714-1 787^
revolutionized the technique of the tragic

opera. "I have striven, " he said,

to restrict music to its true office of serving poetry

by means of expression and by following the situa-

tions of the story, without interrupting the action

or stifling it with a useless superfluity of orna-

ments. ... I did not wish to arrest an actor in the

greatest heat of dialogue ... to hold him up in

the middle of a word on a vowel favorable to his

voice, nor to make display of the agility of his fine

voice in some long-drawn passage, nor to wait

while the orchestra gives him time to recover his

breath for a cadenza*

Accordingly, Gluck's operas were well-

constructed musical dramas, not just ve-

hicles for the display of vocal pyrotechnics.

He kept to the old custom of taking heroes

and heroines from classical mythology,

but he tried to invest shadowy figures like

Orpheus, Eurydice, and Iphigenia with

new vitality.

Opera, symphony, and chamber music all

reached a climax in the works r,f Mp^ar^

(1756-1791). As a boy, Mozart was exploited

by his father, who carted him all over Europe

to show off his virtuosity on the harpsichord

and his amazing talent for composition. Over-

worked throughout his life, and in his later

years overburdened with debts, Mozart died a

pauper at the age of thirty-five. Yet his youth-

ful precociousness ripened steadily into ma-

ture genius, and his facility and versatility

•Preface to Alcistii, 3.

quoted in Curt Sachs. Ou
1'>18). 287.

-f



grew ever more prodigious. He tossed off the

«:priphtlY Overture to The Marriage of Figaro in

the course of an evening. In two months dur-

ing the summer of 1788, he produced the

three great symphonies familiar to concert

audiences as No. 39 (E flat major) . No. 4 (G

minor), and No. 4 1 ("The Jupiter ). Mozart's

orchestral works also included a long list of

concertos, with the solo parts sometimes for

piano or violin and sometimes, just to show

that it could be done, for bassoon or French

horn. In chamber music, Mozart experimented

with almost every possible combination

of instruments.

Three of Mozart's great operas were in the

comic Italian vein — the farcical <jj\' P^^Tutte

("Thus Do All Women"); The MarriagToJ^T-

garo based on Beaumarchais' famous satire of

-eW caste system of the Old Regime, in which

Figaro the valet outwits and outsings his noble

employers; and, finally, Don Giovanni, depict-

ing the havoc wrought by Don Juan on earth

before his eventual punishment in hell. Mo-

zart composed with equal skill mournful and

romantic arias for the Don's victims, elegantly

seductive ballads for the Don himself, and a

catalog of the Don's conquests for his valet

("A thousand and three in Spain alone"). The

instruments in the pit dotted the "i's" and

crossed the "t's" of the plot— scurrying violins

to accompany characters dashing about the

stage, portentous trombones to announce the

entrance of the Devil. For the ballroom scene

of Don Giovanni, Mozart employed three or-

^
Mozart singing his Requiem, a painting by Thomas W. Shields.



chestras, playing simultaneously three differ-

ent tunes for three different dances — a minuet

for the aristocracy, a country dince for the

middle class, a waltz for the lower orders. In

t-'t '"Tt npf ra Jhf Magic Flute, Mozart tried to

create a consfi^ously German work; but only

the vaguest political significance emerged

from the fantastic libretto, which apparently

sought to vindicate the enlightened ideas of

Joseph II and to decry the conservatism of

Maria Theresa.

The Magic Flute was a rare exception to the

cosmopolitanism of eighteenth-century music.

The great composers with the German names

had very little national feeling Almost all of

them felt equally at home in Vienna, Prague,

Milan, Paris, and London, and they gratefully

accepted patrons in any country. The fortunate

Haydn moved from the princely estate of the

Hungarian Esterhazy family to score an equal

success with the paying public of the London

concert-halls. Italian music was never totally

eclipsed, nor was German dominance com-

plete. Bach patterned his concertos on Italian

models, Haydn borrowecf Italian operatic

for his symphonies, and every oper-

atic composer of the century profited from the

labors of his Italian predecessors. The great

composers also borrowed freely from folk-

tunes and ballads, the popular music of their

day, and were rewarded by having their

themes whistled in the streets. Mozart's op-

eras, Haydn's symphonies, and the choral

masterpieces of Bach and Handel retained the

capacity to engage the listener's emotions.

Of all the arts, music probably came closest'

to resolving the great conflict in eighteenth-

century culture, the tension beteen reason and

emotion, between the abstractions of the En-

lightenment and the flesh-and-blood realities

of human existence. In other realms, however,

as the century drew toward its close, the lines

were drawn for the vigorous prosecution of

the conflict. In thought, the ideas of Kant and

Hume were challenging the optimistic ratioft-

alism of the philosophes. Romantic artists and

writers were beginning to defy the defenders

of classicism. And in politics, as the century

ended, the European powers sought to thwart

the supreme effort to realize on earth the En-

lightenment's dream of reason, natural law,

and progress — the French Revolution.
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The French Revolution

and Napoleon

I Causes of the Revolution

opoos/ier NAPOLEON A ARCOLE. b. In France, as in the thirteen

Gros. vefsaiiies Chateau, North American colonies, a financial crisi
1796. Ektachrome Gin

in rrance, as in tne tnirieeu ^ m^iA
North American colonies, a financi al crisis '^THP'^ ''"'•I
produced a revolution. There was rrot only a f^f^tlAgm
parallel but also a direct connectic

the revolution of 1776 and that of 1 789.

French participation in the War of American

Independence increased an already excessive
'

governmental debt by more than 1 M)().()QO.OO() l,9{Ai0ttk
litre},' and the example of America fired the »ipk

on of^discontented Frenchmen. Tcf
imagipatjpi

them, Benjamin Franklin, the immensely pop-

ular American envoy to France, was the very

•It is iinpossible to set a very meaningful value on the

pre-revolutionary litre in terms of present-day inoney. It

has been estimated that the limy/as worth a little over

$1.00 in terms of the I ';fi6 dollar, but the estimate is

misleading because of the enormous increase in prices

and the shifts in the proportionate ™"
{'[

j^'"''^ necfssi-

ties during the two centuries since tKc OWKegime.



» >£ialjosiuB£nt of the Enlightenrr

\1f^o^^ w

>tyi(^nn

^

nt of the Enlightenment, and the

new republic overseas promised to become
the Utopia of the Ph/losophes . Yet it would

be going too far to claim that the American

Revolution actually caused thf
ppon^h Rcr..

rather, it speeded up developments in

ranee that had long been under way . The
forces causing the unheaval of >-7S9 were

almost fully matured in 1 776 . And, just as the

reasons for revolution we?e more deeply

rooted and more complicated in fraofie than

in Ametic^ so the revolution itself"^^ to be

more violent and rr^flre s^y^f^ping
^*"*-^

\

Ine immeatate cause of tne great French

Revolution, thenj was financial . King Louis

\vi vaifiT^rTngTri"'' f7;r°-iient after another

tb avert bankruptcy and finally summoned the

ates General, the central representative

semhl jT fhar had last nie ( 1 } J "veiys earlier

Once assembled, the deputies of the nation

initiated the reforms that were to destroy the

trj)lrl Rfpim" '" Frflni" The bask causes of the

Revolution, however, reached deep into

France's .society and ^(pnnmy and into her

polit ical and intell^rtnal historv . Behind the

hnslncial crisis ot tlie-+^*fl> lay many decades

of fiscal mUpianappmpi^- the government had

beenJBtrftmg insolvency since the last years

ofiouisJ^V^The nobles and clergy, jealously

guarding their traditional privileges, ;efused

/to pay a fair shar^ of the t£Dtes. Resentment

against inT'qiiirah lp ra-i(afmri andvjnefficien t

gajlgrnment built up among thejiapti^i^^d,
— the peasantry, the workers, and7^ove all,

the bourgeoisie; The ideas of the -''^ilc^Stl^'"

translated bouffl'j'ff's r^sentment^intq-^ pro-

am ot active reform.

u
The Monarchy

France, the home of the^nlightenment^^was

never ruled by an enlifshteneJ despot uatiJ the

advent of_Napolei)n., Kini; Loins X\' had re-

fused to ta^e- decisive steps to remedy the

abuses of the Old Regime (see Chapter 16).

What Louis XV would not do, his grandson

and successor could not do. Louis XVI
774-1792), unlike his^ grandfather, was

andpioys., but he had a slow mind\hd

was both irresolute and stubborp. He also la-

bored under the handicap of a politically un -

,fortunate_marriage. Mane Antionette, his wife,

was frivolous and ignoraqt; worse still, she

was a Hah<^nira. rhT^iiiighfpr of Maria ThA -

es^, a- constant reminder ^Tif^he ill-fated

Franfo-Austrian alliance during the Seven

For want of a eood .n^echanic . the machin

ery of centralized royal absolutism was grad'

ally falling apart. The fact that i t functioned

all could be ci^dited to a relatively few capa-

bl^-adtQi nKtrators, notably the tptendants who
ran so rriutnof provincial France. The best of

the intendants, like the Physiocrat Turgot at

Limoges, provided a welcome touch of

enlightened despotism, but they could do
little to stay the ^low disintegrationof_jhe

central government.^
Fhe wh'ole legal and judicial system re-

quired reform. The law needed to be Modified'

to eliminate obsolete medieval survivals and

to end the overlapping of the two legal sys-*

tems — Roman and feudal rhut frr\a t \rA i n

France.^The^^^Pl^lBi^thorough over-

haul to make them s\yift fair, and inexpensive.

Many judges and lawyers pUTlhaseJ or inhef-

ited their offices and regarded them not as a

public trust but as a means to private enrich-

ment. Louis XV had permitted his ministers

to attack the strongholds of these vested in-

1

terests, the high courts known^ F'arlefnentg;

whicn existed in Paris and in a dozen provin-

cial centers, '^rif i"f rhf 'i""^ lit';'',
of h 's rei^

hj^-&een the suppression of the ParHjllients;

one ot the hrst moves taken by Louis X.vi was

their restoration. Many Frenchmen viewed the

Parlements favorably as a constitutional check

on the absolutism of the monarchy, but the

Parlements were also a formidable obstacle to.

social and ecnnomic|^fQrm

,a-^

I and ecan

St and SeSecond Estata<^

Like the

econom ic foundations or tne a^iq tv.egime -ju
were beglnriing to crumble by the middle of \?

the eighteenth century. Tfae first estate,

clergy, occupied a position of conspicuou?"

4Ild_ Regime ..^
:he middle of \ ?

St estate, the^ I



importance in France.^hough forming less

^an one per cent of the total population, the

brgy controlled extensive and lucrative'

rrrpf rTJf ;_jnil rn'tfiri^

—

' Tianv functions that

w<w«aken. by the state today<_

/clfergy

/ propel

( tics.

wil y

and

7

sbapis'. kept records o{ vital statis-

tlc& and '"p""'^ '^i.^f
III ihi -[Tiiiii Til

Gallican ChurcnT however, was a house di-'

vided. The lower cler^' came almost entirely

from the third estate: humble, poorly pai«)
.

and .L'enerallv hardworRinL' the priests rtf-

sent^djhe wealth and the arrogance ot th îr

lesiastical superiort. The bishoos and ~ab-t

tots maintamed the outlook of the noble class

into which they had been born. Although

some of them took their duties seriously, oth-

ers re,uarded the Church as a convenient way
of securing a large intpme. Dozens of prelates

turned the administration of their bishoprics

or monasteries over to subordinates, kept

most of the revenue themselves, and took up

residencc_m_^SatJiaiailks-/«t/jr O^.
ealth' "aml'TIie lax discipline of rheT '

Church aroused cmi^^jjj^^a^^yuy^Good
Catholics deplored the dwindling number of

monks and_nuns and their growing tendency

to stress the exploitation of the ir prffP^^TS
Well-to-do peasants and townspeople coveted

these rich ecclesiastical estates. Taxpayers

hated the jithe levied by the Church, even

though the full 10 per cent implied by the

word !^hi- rfffs ^<,-\i\um tifmiin1Iy^^''"'gf^
complained about the Church's exemption

from t_^tion and about the tneai^r size of tne

"free gift " voted by the clergy to the govern*

ment i(^J^y^o]ntaxes. The peasants on the

whole remained moderately faithful Catholics

and regarded the viljagepriest^ if not the

bishop, with esteern aivT a{jyrp^ The bour
geois, however, more and more accepted the

•irlnriri! v,.u/c r.f ,h>. philnwt>h,i They in-

terpreted Voltaire's plea to "cmsh the infam-

"' hini' as a mandate to strip tlT5 LnUriB'of

yd POWCi; I

igher cW^ . the n«b^es of the

Itk^egime. the second estate, enjoyed priv-.

ilege, wealth — and unpopularity.' Although

forming less thai^^ie^cent of the population,

they held about 20 per cent of the lan^,,31iey

had virtual exemption from t»ii«fIon; • they

91

monopolized aqpy Cflflaauiaipn^ and appoint-*

ments to high ecclesiastical officg . The French

aristocracy, howcve^TBTTTPTJsed not a single I

social unit but a series nf lifTi ijiiii ;y|ini|ii I'll /

the top were the ^'"(s*-'-\t\\ ""hl>..|
^^
f^w nf \\

them descended from royalty or from feudal

lords of the Middle Ages, but more from fam-

ilies ennobled within the past two or three

centuries. These "f^^f*-^ '\\f iwriH
to view most of their countryme

the lesser "'^''"'"
jiV'"'o-' lir""

of their failure during the regency of Orleans

(see Chapter 16), they dreamed of the day

wHefTthcy might rule France again, as the feu-

dal nobles had ruled in the Middle Ages.

Many of them, clustered at VerfaiMes. neg-

lected their duties as the first landlords of the

KOLd " tendeci f

sn, includiniT'^

carts. In spite V

rf^jm. Arthur Youngf the English

expe^t who made a tour of France in the late

1 ^8()'s, commented on the uncultivated

tocratic lands he found:

Much of these wastes belonged to the Prince de

Soubise. who would not sell any part of them. Thus

it is whenever you stumble.on a Grand Seigneur,

even one that was worth millions, you are sure to

find his property desert. The Duke of Bouillon's

and this prince's are two-»f the greatest properties

in France; and all the signs I have yet<een of their

greatness, are wastes. . . . Oh! if I was the legisla-

tor of France for a day, I would make such great

lords skip again

ty oX the-sword came the ^ . "C
thcfobectf U[jP^'^
her courts V ^^iS

J

bles of the «^

6eU>w_the nobili

"nohilitv of th^e rohg " including

i
?stll f" hr '^^ y-.-'"^""" and other

and a host of other offirials.'The no

robe, or their ancestors, had orjjiiniiliy .secured

aristocratic status by huvin^ rhe- r nffiff" But,

since these dignities were then handed down
from father to son, the mercenary origins of

their status had bgrnQjc. sDmewhatjjJjajured

with the passage pf time^ By the late eight!-

eenth century, there was often little practical

distinction between th«> pfntrv flf
'^^

r"t?f ijOf*

rhf^^ hrpfhrpn gf rhp ijwnrjj ^marriagpt be-

tween members of the twg groups were com-

mon^ On the whole, the nobles o}jlie_ro^e

were richer than the nobles ol tne sword, and

'Trateli in Frame, Consrantia Maxwell, ed. (Cam-

bridsc Ensland. 1 929). 62
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s.¥^

they exerted more power and influence by

vi[,fiip of their firm hold on keygovernmerjj^

posiWQIjS . The ablest and most tenacious de-

fenders of special privilege in the dying years

of the Old Regime were the rich iud ees of

Parlement, not the elegant butineffectual

courtiers of Versailles.

Many noblemen . hnwei:£f,
^f"^

\\t,\e. wealth,

po^ygf^aita^iiillltt^Tney belonged lo fllf low-

est level of French aristocracy— the hobereaux,

the "little falcon'" or "spai-i-o\V-'hawks." They
vegetated on their country-yfctates, since they

could not afford rhe pxpi'nsive plea.s iires of

thf^ rpurf In,«rtre effort to conserve atTJS^art
of their traditional status, almost all the jjob-

ereaux insisted on the meticulous collection of

the surviving feudal and manorial 4ues fr#m
the peasantry. Their exhumation of old docu-

ments to justify levies sometimes long for-

gotten earned them the abiding hatred

of the peasants and prepared the way for

the document-burning that occurred during

the ^'—
"'iirinfli

'

Not every noble was a snobbish courtier or

a selfish defender of the status quo. Some hob-

ereaux drifted down the social ladder to be-

come jimple farmers. Some nobles of the

robe, attradted by the opportunities fr>r prnfir

took part in business ventures. Even the lof-

tiest noble families produced enlightened

Seitjts, like the Marquis de*"ferfay^e, who
"liiiiiiKiJ lliiin ilii 'iTiiiiiii III WlTiif Indep- /

endence to champion reform at home, or like ^A M
the young bloods who applauded the ingen- "^T^

ious valet, Figaro, when he outwitted hisVll

gradually pushing small farmers O0

England, snjajl peasant

Europe, had H-rnrinf?ar|d almost entirely ex-

cept in Lorrai ne and fV|f '^'""irhg
rrmta

(County of BUfgundy). While enclosures were

mers ogjiwjjnd
holdings existed

by the millions in rrance .' i nree our of pvprv

Tour adult peasants, it is estimated, held some
land. Nevertheless, the observant eye of

Arthur Young noted many si ^i>r;s nf riirjil

misery in i /dTand 1788. In southwestern

France, for example:

Pass Payrac, and meet many beggars, which we
had not done before. All the country, girls and

women, are without shoes or stockings; and the

ploughmen at their work have neither sabots nor

feet to their stockings. This is a poverty, that strikes

at the root of national prosperity. ... It reminded

me of the misery of Ireland.'

Although the degree of agrarian jlisxress

varied greatly from province to province, the

total picture was far fcaaJjright. The trouble

came in part frorri three factors — backward ^
fn irrhnrii nf fnrmjnr ' theshf>[jagp or land, ani^
r>vprpr.p|ilarir>n. The efficient techniques of

the agricultural revolution made little head-

way in France before 1 78 9. Vast areas were

not cultivated at all or lay fallow every second

or third year in accordance with medieval

practice. The constantly increasing rural poji-

iply could not find st^steady emnlf^-

'rimitive tarm-

social Beaumarchais' satire on i

The Third Estate

The first two estates included only a small

fraction of the French nation; 98 per cent of

Frenchmen fell within the third estate in

1 789. The great majority of these commoners
were peasants. In some respects, the status of

the peasantry was inpre favorable in France

than it was an^j^ligre else in Europe. Serfdom^

which was still prevaTSnTTn ceTTmi and eastern

ent^jjg Hpf̂ t livelihood. Prin

required large tracts of land, but the

operty-holding three-quarters of the French

peasantry controlled Jess_thari_2ne-^ijjl_gfflie

^pH Thp average holding was so small that

even a propertied peasant m ight face stacva-

tion in poor crop years. The landless peasant

turned to begging and sometimes to theft.

Rising prices and neavy tgxps also op-

pressed the peasants. The upward trend of

prtCeT in 1'i^iiJ.y throughout the eighteenth

century brought prosperity to many towns, but

to the backward rural economy it brought the

new hardship of inflation. The price of the

products sold by the /armer rose less swiftly

than that of the ^oods.which the farmer"HaaTb

^__bi{y. To the Church the peasants paid the

'Traveb in France, 23-24.



k syste1^

tirhe anH m the nobility rh^,, p^;^ f^„A,\ ^^A

manfffial Aiif<i. To the State they owed a land

tyv an jncgjBg^tax, a nnll rjiv and a variety of

other duyes. of which the most widely de-

n i tii il mi ri l l

L iiYi'^
y

ill obligatory purchase

of salt from government agents, usually at an

exorbitant price.

France had a long history of ^grarjanjurj^jt,

going back to zhe^jacquerie^ the savage peasant

uprising during the hundred Years' War. In

the decades before 1 ^89 there was no new
jacquerie, but '*°''[nf '^YffiSflf P°^^^*****T'l)f'^

cit^gtedj a revolu^^pna^y temper amyng the

geasajMs. They did not want a citanai' in tlu:

form r.f^or.Yfrpmcnt [hey werelgnorant of the

jeform program of the Erjigbienment. But

they most pmnharirollir mmpri m^pp land if

need he at THp expen.se pf t\fp, ^'gf^Y and the

no^ilin'; they wanted an end to obsolete ma-

norial dues ; and they wanted relief from a

system of^taxatipn that bore hardj

who could least afford pay-

e othei llieiubers of the third estate,jiie

urban workers and the byur^eois ie. had little

reason to cherish ttie &ld Kegi.ye.~"Labor." in

our modern sense of a large. self<onscious

body of factopy workers, hardly existed in

pre-revwli^jionaryFrance, where few large fac-

tories as yet existed. Almost every good-sized

^owj . however, had its wa^e-earners and ap-

j..f^ri^^. f^mnlnvpfj r|iiptiv in <m all buslnesses

>^ workshops . These urban labgrers telt with

panicular sharpness the pinch of rising prices .

They were not, however, to take the com-

manding role in the Revolution itself; geo-

graphically scattered, lackTngincTas^jailfi.-

*>"f ng,')" they were ready to follow thejead of

the bou
r^^pq j^i^

ihe bourgeoisie included Frenchmen of'

very divergent resources and interests— ticl^

mei^|2^;ttt, -p-^ hi"''"r'i "~^^iyri"nes . stora

keepers and lawyers in country TBj^nwnd vi l-

lapt.^oc.tors and otner professional men^ and
fhrtiicanric iir.r.n rhniitaHi^i r.t rjr^t^men Tun -

ning thej;- nnrn lit' ''- u..,:»^.j^ i.,.pi..,..Ki„

nostility to the privileged estates and warm
receptiveness to thl^|ini |iii),iiTTda of the phito-

li^fipi rpmpntpgthis SPraiY|i"fl Tlf'^'jl'^ rl{"
into a political force. The bourgeoisie suffered

fewer hardships than the peasants andworkerS

did, but they resented the abuses of the Old
-Regime perhaps even more keenly. Though
they paid a smaller proportion of their in-

rnmp^ in
f^^*;;^

thpv vmlpnflv denounced the

inequality of assessments .' While profiting by

the rise in prices , the Vealthier and more
enterprising businessmen complained of.

guild regulation s and other \esua*mm} on

free commercial activity. They found it galling

to be snubbed by the nobUj^^, treated as

second-class subjects by theooaantliy, and

excluded from posts of p^^^'f p 'n jj""Trnmrn',

and

In sum, the men of the middle class fully

realized their own growing economic im-

sgortan^^, and they wanted social and poltTfral

rights to n»atch. Because they were wealthier,

better educated, and more articulate than the

ilieV lUtik Ihe',^peaMQts and^Ml^s

leadingVpart in fojamiating the erievancesjgf.

the entire fhird estate. TheJf gt/evances were

compiled in stSWW^ftts called i:<?/&;Vn and sub-

mitted to the Estates Qpnpral li[ J7SQ <

The cahier of the third estate of the Ujn-

guyon district in Vnrrairjj; may gP'-yg ^c^cap-

ple of bojirgeoisajtMudes toward^elorn^
While it dealt in part with purely loc31 \!fob-

lems, like the destruction of the woods to

supply fuel for iron-sfneUrrs other portions

showed a sharp awareness of the great issues

of the day. The cahier pro"f"in^fr| rhp frjg^om

of_the_B£esi.the "surest means of maintaining

the freedom of the nation. " It deplored the

harshness of thp' cj\m\i^ j^w<- they should

conform to "fhp rj|f|[-pmc ao,^ fhe rharartpr of

i1m_ r I' lliiliiiii the kindest peop lr " f*"*

uni^ietse" It recommended "a social contract*

or act between the sovereij

to safegi ^ '*'" nrP"n^l tfeednm of alj,

zens" and "prevent the recurrence nf thosa

Tli iljllTllir nil inn llihjrh at prPtPnr nnnr^;ct fhp

'''""
"Hfi rhr "•""" " ^v^l^'lp insisting uponlRe

sanctity of private property, the third estate of

Longuyon advocated a large measure of

equali ty. It proposed that "all Frenchmen <

shouldTiave the right and

•The full text of this cahier is printed in B. F. Hyslop,

A Guide 10 the General Cahiers of US') (New York. 1936),

318-326. The quotations that follow are in our transia-
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ice, of whatever grade, and all

^nd ecclesiastical dign ities." fi*1l>HHg'

N£axes-9hould fe swepf-awav.-to"Ee replace*! by

levies on "lall property without distinction as

to owners, and on ali persons without distinc-

tion of order and rank *

The Financial Crisis

The chronic

Trench monarchy

midd^e=cJ,

already" large

:>led between

i iicWase lewKeJ

financial TJjffir"''''"- of the

strengthened the hand of the

er^. The government debt,

the accession of, Louis XVJ,
774 and 1 789r5fe;uhiif the

the America]

' debt stood

budget for 1788

the Old Regime,

rom riLiiLii (larticipation i

Independence. In 1789,

4,500,00a3«00 litres. The
the onlir one computed for

made alarming reading;

Estimated Expenses

For debt service

For the court

For other purposes

Total

Estimated Revenues

Estimated Deficit

(In livres)

318,000,000

35,000,000

276,000,000

629,000,000

503,000,000

126,000,000

Especially disturbing waSj the very high pro-

portion of revenugs^onsumed by interest

gady. contracted.

Louis XVL in his feeble wa^r ii ic d to cope

with the grooving emergency. On coming to

the throne^ tft,J7Z^ he named as chief minis-

^iT"r£"' who sympathized with the Physio-

crats arm had made a brilliant record as

intendar^t fif^iipy"'" Turgot temporarily

reduced the deficit by imposing strict econ-

omies, _garticularly on the expenditures

of the court, ^o promote the welfare of

Vhe third^estatgj he curtailed ancient guild

lllUllUl)olie><^irted , restrictions on jrjteaial

'ihip"ri^"'''i pf ^'•.r''" and replaced the/orjfV, the

work on highways demanded of-pe^JffS^ith

^JM< igecwtngjiobles and commoners alike. At

this the vested mterests Wbtiliyd Ulltl, sec-

onded by Marie Antoinette, secured Turgqt's

dismissal in i 77^ The ousted minister ad-

monished Louis XVI: "Remember, sire, that it

"""
ir'"''^nr'' -"'^ir*' hronphr the head o<*

C(iarles 1 to the block.*' ^V
Louis Ignored Toot's warning. The gov-

ernment nruuiiiiuea to raise new loans—
6^3,000^300 //rm- between 17H3 and 1786

alone. Hien' in 1786 the bankers refused tt>

make new advances. The French government
was caught between the irresistijiteforce of

the third estate's demands for tax relief arTtL

the immovable object ot the other estajes'

rerusaTtb yiel3 their fiscal exemptions. The
monarchy had temporized and borrowed

it could aflford neither fresh delays nor ne

^iQjllii. Calonne, the finance minister in

proposed to meet the crisis by reviving Tur-

got'jugiaujis. In the hope of persuading the

first two estates to consent to heavier ta^augn,
he convoked i;^p Assembly of Notilbles, which

included the chieL^ri.sjocratic aii'd ecclesiasti-

calN^ignitarjfes of the^kingdopj. Butri^Nbta-
bles declined to be pefsua3ed.

Louis yVJ dissolved tjie Notables and dis-

missed Calonne . Then, with unaccustomed

firmness he decided to levy a uniform tax oh

ill hiRflrd tT-"r°"y without regard to the so*-

<Wil (tnfm iif Mil IiiiIiIm'. The clergy replied Dy*

reducing their "^ree gift" for 1 788 to one-sixth

of what it had previously been. The Parlemem
of Paris declared the new tax '"'y

'"^PJIi'
""^

asserted that only the nation as a whole assem-

^^siJ^S^aaielSeaScouIT'malce'so
sweeping a change. The King retreated and

in the summer of 1 788 announced that

the Estatee General would mest—ili&- fol-

The Estates General

In summoning the ^states General Louis

^Vj revived a half-forgotten institution which

did nOt"seem llkelv \r. inifi^f^ Ar,^,\r cr.rial

and economic reforms- The three estates, de-'

spite their immense variation in size, had cus-

tomarily received equal representation and

^qual voting power, so that the two privileged

drders could outvote the commoners. The

Estates General of 1 /SV, however, met under

Jtiique circumstances.

In the first place, its election and subse-

yjj^
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'quent neetin^ took place during an economic

Kfisis that heightened chronic social and fi
-

nancial tgjisions. One difficulty was the con-

tinued gravitation of unemployed peasants to

the cities, especially Paris, in search of work;

another difficulty was the weather. Hail and

drought had reduced the wheat harvest in

n88, and the winder of 1 "88 -I 789

bi tter that the Seine fn

Wocking shipments ol grain orTfour by

Half-starved and half-frozen, Parisians hud-

dled around bonfires provided by the munici-

pal government. By the spring of 1^89 the

price of bread had almost dgSiti]gd — a very

serious matter in an age when bread was the

mainstay of the diet. It has been estimated that

the average workingman normally spent almost

half his wages on bread for his family; now
he was obliged to spend a higher proportion.

France had survived bad weather and poor

harvests many times in the past without exper-

iencing revolution. This time, however, the

economic hardships were the last straw Starv-

ing ccasaais begged^ borrowed, and stofe,

poaching on the hunting presepiCijaLlhe great

Iqq^ and attacking their game wardens. The
turbulence in Paris boiled over in a riot

(April, 1-2^. witnessed by ThomarrJefferson,

then the American miniyer to France:

The Fauxbourg St. Antoine is a quarter of

the city inhabited entirely by the class of day-

laborers and journeymen in every line. A rumor was

spread among them that a great paper manu-

facturer . . . had proposed . . . that their wages

should be lowered to 1 5 sous a day [three-

quarters of a /lire]. . . . They flew to his house in

vast numbers, destroyed everything in it, and in his

magazines and work shops, without secreting how-

ever a pin's worth to themselves, and were continu-

ing this work of devastation when the regular

troops were called in. Admonitions being disre-

garded, they were of necessity fired on, and a regu-

lar action ensued, in which about 1 (K) of them were

killed, before the rest would disperse.*

These disturbances increased the sense of

critical ^ffl^nrv pressing on the deputies to

^ifie Estates GeneraL.^

In the second placa the methods followed

'

in plerring the Heniir.^-s aidgj the champlotis

of reform. The suffrage was wide, especially in

rural areas, where almost all adult males met
the q ualifications for y"''' "'' Indeed, it is

probable that more Frenchmen actually voted

in 1789 than in any subsequent election or

'rfrrrnH— ^•^:».^ »i-»
'r^fQljiponary era. In

each district of France the third estate made
its choice not directly by secret ballot but ih-

directly by choosing at a public meeting elec-

tors who later selected a deputy. Since this

"procedure greatly favored bourgeois orators

over inarticulate farmers, middle-class lawyers

and government administrators won control of

the commoners' deputation. The reforming

deputies of the third estate found some sym-

pathizers in the second estate and many more
in the (i rsr esrare where the discontented

clergy had a large delegation. A majority

of the deputies were prepared to make
drastic changes in the Old Regime

But in all past meetings of the Estates Gen-

eral each estatej_or Ofder. had deliberated sep-

arately, with the consent of two estates and of

'Aulohiography of Thomas Jefer
(New York, 1914). 133-134.

the Crown required for the passage of a meas-

me. In 1 789, the k.ing and the privileged or-'^

ders favored retaining this "vote by order."

The third estate, on the contrary, demanded •

"votebvJi£2)i" with the deputies from all the

orSers deliberating togethfil, each deputy hav-

ing a single vflfe.
' Pamphleteerf MVplM^

Rousseau's concept of the general will. "What

is the third estate .-'

" wrote Abbe Sieyes in an

influential broadside of the same name.

"Everything."

... If votes are taken by order, five million

citizens will not be able to decide anything for the

general interest, because it will not please a couple

of hundred thousand privileged individuals. The

will of a single individual will veto and destroy the

will of more than a hundred people.*

The question of procedure became crucial

soon after the Estates General convened on

May '), 1 /aj. at V ersailles.' ^IWW a pTTptr .

and MirabeaUy a rp^ifp^^" nr>hlpmcjp hnrh of /)li.ici.i-t-^'^

them sitting in the third estate, led the cam-

•Emmanuel Sieyes, Qu'tslce Que li Tiers Eiaiy. E.

Champion, ei. (Paris, 1888), 82. Our translation.

Ju^
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paign f»r yrft? '^" ^f"^ On June 1 7, the third

estate cut the Gordian knot of Bxrirf"'"''f'^''T

acceptingvSjej^s' invitation to proclaim itself

the "NationalAssemb ly." It also invited the

deputies of the " oth'eK two estates to join

its sessions. A majority of the clerical de-

piififf^ chiefly parishjitif sts, accepted; the

nnhilifY rpfiisp-A

The King then barred the commoners from

their ngual m^prinfr jijai-p whereupon they

assembled" at an it\door tennis court- on June*

20 and solemnly iwryr^ P'^Yf '^f)
djshanH until

"Tennis-Court Qath" Louis replied by com-

manding each estate to resume its separate d e*-

'I'btT'"''""'^ The third estate and some deputies

of rh^ hr<r ^j<inhpyerl Louis, vacfUating as ever,

now gave itLand on June 27 directed the no-

ble and clerical depuiifii to join the National

Assembly. The nation, through its representa-

tives, had successfully challenged the King
and the vested interests. The Esxates Genera l

was ^£gd^ and in its place sat the National A«^

spm[;iiv pledged to reform French rnriBry an&

give the nation i^^onstitution. The revolution

had begun.

II The Dissolution of the Monarchy

>^

Popular Uprisings,

July-October, 1789

The National Assembly had barely settled

^ L down to work when a new wave of rj^dng

I 7V I
swept over France, undermining further the

position of the King . Economic difficulties

_ flrr n mnrr^^rrr during the summer of

"iHi^2;_ UnempTbyment increased, and bread

seemed likely to remain scarce and expen-

sive, at least until after the harvest. Mean-

while, the commoners feared that the King

and the privileged orders might attempt a

counter-revolution. ^ ^r^g rnnrenrj^firinns of

troops appeared ^in the Paria_area early in

July— rn preserve ordei- apd protect the Na-

tional Assembly, t|ii? K"irr mrL'"'' But the

Parisiapa^ suspectedthajjittuiswas planning

^he>.£wcible dissolution of '^^'^ A'''^'"!'"'
^''

picion deepened into conviction after Louis

cker. the popular financier who
had been serving as the chief royal adviser.

'

The reaction to Necker's dismissal was im-

mediate and revolutionary. On July 12 and 13,

the men who had £le£jg«Hh<Paris^deputies of

the third i ijiii fi'MliiMtLa n^w iTiHniripal.gftw-

ernment and a new militia, the National

,Quard, both loyal tn' tup iMii fional ^itaipbly.

Paris was forcing the weapons that madg it the

leader of the Revolution. Crowds were roam-

ing the streets, demanding cheaper bread and

parading busts of Necker draped in black. On
July 14 they broke into government buildings

in search of dta^ They found one arsenal in

the Invalides, the great military hospital in

Paris, and they hoped to find another in the

Bastille, a fortress in the eastern part of tfie

city. An armed group, several hundred strong,

stormed the Bastille, killing part of the garri-

son and suffering many casualties them^gl^fes.

The fall of the Bastille had immense si^

nificance. While the fortress housed only 7

/prisoners, all of whom deserved to be there, it

frowned like a monster sentry over a teeming

quarter inhabited by woodworkers, cabinet-

makers, locksmiths, cobblers, and other

craftsmen and their assistants. Men of this

modest social and economic background

formed the bulk of the force that took the

Bastille and demonstrated what could be dotie

•|ij 111! jjMii I il people. The capture and subse-

quent demOttr iCIiof the Bastille symbolized

the destruction of the <Hj^ Regime. It is no

wonder the Fourteenth of July became the

great national holiday of Frenchmeji, their

counterpart of the America^Eourfn of July.

Rioting spread over much of France late in

l ulv. 1789^as the provincial population re-

sponded to the news from Paris or acted on its
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own. In town ai'ter town, mobs attacked thff

local version of the. Bastill^ . Vrhi^ Ybiiqt

who was surveyin.« the agriculfHre of Alsace,

witnessed the scene at Strasbourg:

. . . The Parisian spirit of commotion spreads

quickly; it is here; the troops ... are employed to

keep an eye on the people who shew signs of an

intended revolt. They have broken the windows of

some magistrates that are no favourites; and a great

mob of them is at this moment assembled, demand-

ing clamourously to have meat at 5 sous a pound."

'The countryside, in the meantime, was ex-

^riencing the "Great Fear," one of the most

^7

'Trattii in France. 181.

extraordinary attacks of mass delusion on
recordj From village to village word spread

that "l^j^nds" were coming, aristocratic hi

lv«»gSi_llh^^uld destroy crop

HUlUl ?g
tl^e status quo. Ihere were m tact no bands of

wTgands^on^ an occasional starving farm-

hand trying to s^ealfood. But the peasants in

many districts went berserk, i;rahhin^ h9es

and nirrhfn
|

j-ks
^
anything resembling a weapon.

When the brigands did not materialize, tney

attacked chateaux and broke into other build-

ings that might hr.iicp^^^ \]norA
Q^^ain or the

hated documents justifying collection ot ma-

Qorial^jdues. Some i^flBlgS voluntarily gave^

the peasants what they saated: others saw

ust of Louis XIV "witnesses the triumph
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their barns and archives burnt, and a few

were lynched.' The Great Fear, beginning as

a psychological aberration, ended as an up^

rising of the peasantry agai»»r^its tradi-

TioiiitlUUUlgWPffr
•

^ .By the end ofJuly, 1789, then, four distinct

sets of revolutionary events had taken place in

France: (1) th§,-aMwtkytioiIaL_reyaluti2a:^f

*June. resulting in the creation of the National

Aatemnl v: (2) the Paris revolution and the >

taking of—the -BastiJIe; (3) the comparable

outbreaks in proviocwrf'i.itiLi itild iowo«ivand

(4r'rJ«f Gteat-Eear. Each of the four drove an-

other nail into the coffin of the Old Regime.

The transformation of the Estates General

into the National Assembly and the creation

of new local governments undermined the

traditional political advantages of the first two

estates. The Great Fear began the destruction

of their social and economic privileges.

Everywhere, legally constituted officia ls were

turned out, taxes went unpaid, and valuable—-v

records were destroyed. /~

The "October Days," the last crisis of a

momentous uear, demonstrated anew the im-

t^otence of Uniis ^y ""'^ ff^" nr.wf'TTif hi.:

4rr,u\pd .inhiprf^ The harvpsr nt 1 /H9 had

be^n good, but a drought rrinnled the nnera-

Thus, as autumn drew on^J^arisians still

qii<.i.<.H f(^r bread and still looked rti'spiciously

<"
']\f '•^vil

fr.r.pg stationed in the neighbor-

hood of their city. Kumors of the Queen's be-

havior at ^VrinilUi JLirrhrr incensed them.

Marie Antoinette made a dramatic appearance

at a banquet of royal officers, clutching the

Qaj
i
fih^p^lrhp heir to the thronejjn her arrns,

striking the very pose that her niother,"Klaria

Theresa, had employed so effectively to win

the support of the Hungarians in the J.j4W's.

And, on hearing that the people f^ad po bread,

she was said to have remarked callously: li^t<

iliem ear
,

ja|
^
g." This storjT was false, but it

eclioeTand re-echoed in the lively new Paris

tifrpiff-i rl^iif ^MtbIwJ^ ^ in denouncing

I'Ai^fprlnienxLe ("the Austrian hussy J.,

The dimax came on October 5, 1789, when

an array of determined women — rough mar-

Irrmrnrnmn inH'firhnrivnrii nr"' r -^'rTTrH m''

hats" — marched the dozen miles from Paris x.6

Versailles in the rain. They disrupted the Na-

tional Assembly, ewfacted kisses from Lo.u is

^^ il"""' later penetrated the palace, perhaps

endangering the lives x)f Louis and, especially.

Mane Antoinette. Although historians have

not yet discovered who planned and otsaai^ed

thj^s_ bizarre demonstration, it had very signif-

fcant political consequences. On October 6,

the women marched back to Paris, escorting'

"the baker, the baker's wife, and the baker's

boy" — in other words, the royal family — who
took up resi4uite--*«»-tt&JCuii£ries^Pala_ce.

More important, the National Assembly, too,

moved to Paris. The most revolutionary place

in France had-xaoLured both the_bead-of the

Old Regime and the herald of the new.

The National Assembly,

1789-1791

The outlines of the new regime were

already starting to tal^e shape before the Oc-

tober Days. The Great Fear prompted the*

National AssetuliLjiJa^bolish in law what the

peasants were destrq^g 111 JXM On the

evening of August 4, 1 7^9, 'the Viscount

de Noailles, A liberal noblemait, addressei

the deputies '"~~'

The kingdom at this moment hangs between the

alternative of the destruction of society, and that of

a government which will be the admiration and the

exemplar of Europe.

How is this government to be established? By
public tranquillity. . . . And to secure this neces-

sary tranquillity, I propose:

(1) . . . That taxation will be paid by all the

individuals of the kingdom, in proportion to

their revenues;

(2) That all public expenses will in the future be

borne equally by all.'

The deputies voted the proposals of Noailles.

In addition, the clergy gave up i

the liberaLminority of the second-^state-sur-

rAidered the nobility's game preserves, ma-

norial dues, and other medieval rights. The

•Archivei Par/emerilairei, Series 1. VIll. 343. Our

even middle-class "ladi with



assembly i^ade it a clean sweep by abolishing

"'Idnn'l *"
' '

" ' linlf nf jll'^irf np r,f

judicial office, and decreeing that "all citizens,

without distinction of birth, can be admitted

to all prc-lf^iasrira! rivii
^

fn^ mii irary f)OS(S

and diaiif'es.'V When the memon
inaugurated by Noailles' speech ended

oclock on rile morning of^ueust 5. the Old
Kegiff

rhree weeks later, on August"56. l^TW. the

National Assembly formulated the Declara-

tion of the Rights of Man. "Men are born and

remain free and equal in rights," it asserted

(Article 1 ). "These rights are Hh^rfy prnr>ri^-

\jecufily and resistance

j

o_OBpieaUP" (Article

2). Property it called "an inviolable and sacred

r^^ht" (Article f^, and liberty "the exercise of

the natural rights of each man" within the lim-

its "determined by lawWfrticle 4). "Law," the

Declaration stated, "is the expression of the

general will. All citizens have the right to take

Cgrt^n person or by their representajiyes, in

its fcymation " (Article 6). "Any ep^''"-y_ in

which the guarafltee of rights is not assured or

the separation^of p(?»» ji ilflt^fil'IIBegT^has

no constitution" (Aiiicle 1 (i|.'

The Declaration of the Rights of Man
rored the economic and political attitudes of

the middle class, ft insisted on the sanctity qf
Dfopf-r^Y

^
and it proclaimed that "Social cji5 -

ti nftior^<
| r"^y [^ based only on useful ness ,"

thus implying m at some solIjI distinctions

were to be expectfcj It committed the French'

t«<^the creed of constitutional liberalism, al-

ready affirmed by the English in 1688-1689
and by the Amer"-an«j jn I / fh^ anrl ir inrrtrpru--

ated the key phrases of the phitosophes: fatural

rights, ppfK^ral will anrl
<f^pj< ration of Powers.

The IVStTonal Assembly made a resounding

statement of the ideals of the Enlightenment.

Yet, as the subsequent history of^eJRevo lu-

Ntjof soon demonstrated, the Assembly found

no magic formula by which to translate these

ideals into pitjtu^.

The economic legislation of the National

Assembly provided a case in point. Belief in

the theory of the equal taxation of all French-

men did not solve urgent financial problems.

uaiioii oi I

\now thou^

Lefebvre. The Com
ron, 194^), Appendii

of the French Retolulton

vanished

dation of the Old Regime, and naive peasants

tlTgyCwed the government

Once again, the rreniB 'state bor-

rowed until its credit was exhausted, and theft,

in desperajiffn, the National Assembly or-

dered—TtTecdnfiscation of churchjan^ (No-''

vember, 1 789). "The wealth of the clergy is at"

the dis posit ion of the nation," it declared, ex

plaining that ecclesiastical lands fell outside

the bounds of "inviolable" property as defined

in the Declaration of the Rights of Man be-

cause they belonged to an institution and not

to private individuals.

The government thus acquired an asset v

worth at least 2.000.000^000 ihres. On the >^
basis of this collateral it issued amxiuHi, pape r

notes used to pay the governments dgjjt*. So
far, so good: The anignati had adequate secu-

99 t
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rity hp hinrl f^pm and temporarily eased the

ftranrin' '-•'V'
l\r,lr,rr<,n<,ro,y rno n o.7<-.l.,t!,-.ri

repeated the mistake ofJohn Law (see Chapter

1 6): It did not know when to stop. As the state

sold parcels r.f .rnr|fi<:rafpd lanri — fhaf is, aS it

reduced the collateral sedttring its paper

money— it should have destroyed hssimfts to

the sam^_amount. The temptation not to re-

duce the number of assignats proved too great

tb resist. Inflation resulted; The assignats, pro-

gressively losing their solid backing , depreci-

ated until in WQ^ fhpy ^'"•p wnfi-h Ip«^
fj^j^p

S

per cent "£_rhtir f"^" Yfllllf

The state sold at auction the property

seized from the Church and trom nobles who
had emigrated fronTflJlllLL . imMl-to-tJO beas-

'

III! IHIIIIIiil lij ilii 111 iiiiiiiiiHij III rinljfi^i

their holdings, and many bourgeois also

Dougnt up land, sometimes a^ a short-term
sryrularion sometimes as a lon^gjesaa-kairest-

ment. The poor and landless peasants, ho<v-

pver, gained nothing, since they did not have

the money with which to buy . True to the

.doctrine of laissez-faire, fhe National Assem-

bly made no move to h^lp thr-" rn"'n'TT"'

farmprg Following tne same doctrine, it abol-

ished the guilds and the irksome tariffs and

tolls on trade within France . And deeming the

few primitive organizations of labor unnatural

restrictions on economic freedom, it abol-

k ushed them too. In June, lifli, after an out-

-i^j" break of strikes, it | i i T iln Jj riiii|ii lii i

banning both strikes and labor unions.

Since the suppression of tithes and the sei-

zure of ecclesiastical property deprived the

Church of its revenue, the National Assembly

agreed to ifinance gVf |f'ii^'"'ira'
""l"'"'^'' The

new arrangement virtuall^~~04jionali^d the

\'jilll'^"in '^''irj'' and made it subject to con-

stant
i

"rnmrr -pp''"-'-^" The Assembly's

decision to restrict monasteries and convents

caused little difficulty: many of these estab-

lishments were already far gone in decay. But

an uproar arose over the legislation altering

the status of the secular HiprarrhY

The Civil Constitutioiwjf the Clergy (June,

790) redrew the "^Tlrijiifir''"'' ""-p ^f b^.,o^c

It reduced the iflimber of bishoprics by more

than one-third, making the remaining dioceses

correspond to the new civil administrative

units known as dpna^ffrppr|f»: (see below). It.

transformed bishops and priests into ci vil of-'

ficials
,
paid by the state and elected by the t

population of the ^i<-./-PjjP r.r poj^ich. both

Catholics and non-CaVholics (the latter usually

a small minority) could vote in these elec-

tions. A new bishop was required to take an

oath of loyalty to the state , and the Civil Con-

stitution stipulated that he might not apply-to '

the pope tor confirmation ,
' though he might

write to him as the "Visible Head of the Uni-

versal Church."

These provisions stripped the "Visibly

""1^ r.f fhp ITpiyprool CV^^^^W gf efFcCtiv©!

authority over the Galilean clergy'^and ran/

counter to the whole tradition of the Rnpiari

Church as an independent ecclesiastical maa-
arch^. Naturally the pope denounced the

Civil Constitution . The National Assembly

then required that every member of the

French clergy take a special oath supporting

and fewer than half of

but only • 5ishops

Thus a breach was opened between the Revo-<

lution and a large segment of the E.oP"iaUQ&
Good Catholics, from Louis XVIdown to

humble peasants, rallied to the nasLimme,

^*^^i^, as those who refused the special

oath were tjgrmejl. The Civil Constitutiori

of the Clergy, supplying an issue for re-

bellion and civilwat, was the first great

blunder oftheKevolutic

The major unH prtj^kir)^ nfjHp National As-

sembly was the Constitution of 1791. The
Assembly devised a neat and orderly system

of local government to replace the bewil-

dering complex of provincial units that had

accumulated under the Old Regime. It divided OfA
the territory of France into^ighty-three * -.

departments of approxiinatelv eciual siat.Jagti

—

HS^
departmenfi ^I'fii

cnnnl*>-gfcA,Lr,B lr.r irc chief

tmm rri_
I If mirhin i liny'l jp^-^^y ^-f-'t>"

outl^toe. towns; each bore the nameQta-tiiSt
'

a mountain range, or some otherjialucaJ-UatU-
'



nja»lfrT"he Jepartments were subdivided into

^ ar^nr/irtfjnpnt! or distnccs. ' and the jistncts

1^" communes --^at js municipalities. The
conrnnine-district-deparrnient arrangement re-

sembled, on a reduced, scale, the American

munes and departments, elected councils .and
r.ffirjj|lc ""jriYfll ^^011''''*''''='"'^ rights of self-

ggxeuuaent- The administration of the new
France, on paper anyhow, was to be far more

/ xJPrpn^ralizcd than that of the OM R^^imp

The principle of the separation of powers

guided the reconstruction of the central gov-

ernment. The Constitution of fyi estab-

lished an independent hierarchy of rourts

staffed by elected ludge s. It vested legislative

authority in a single elected chamber. Al-

though the king still headed

/

hrjjnrh his actions now requited aooipval by

h is ministers, who" were responsible only to

him and not to the legislature, as they gener-

ally are in a "[)iir''''fr''"'''""T or
"
cabi net" gov-

ernment. . The King did receive the power of

jjgto, but it was only a suspensive veto , which

could block legislation for a maximum of four

years. Louis XVI, no longer the absolute
"
K.inp of France." acquired the new constitu-

tional title,
"
^it^if nf the; French

"

The new constitution subscribed to many
other principles issuing straight from the En-

lightenment., It promised to give France a

qew law code, and it declared marriage a civ il

^ntract, not a religious sacrament. The state

took over the old ecclesiastical functions of

keeping r^^prrlc qf vifal .it^tistics and provid-

ini> ^-harirv ^nrl education. Indeed, the Consti-

tution promised a system of '"ppr p-*-'-- pJ-

cguafl^ It also promised that theforeign policy

of revolutionary France would be more vir-

tuous than that of autocratic France:

The French nation renounces the undertaking of

any war with a view of making conquests, and

it will never use it.s forces against the liberty of

any people.*

The Constitution ofJ 791 went a long waj

toward instituting popular government, but it

stopped well short of f"i| |]^^.^---^>-y i> Jj.

vided Frenchmen into two clj niN nf i i

"jrriy^^ • an.l "pjig <ive." and limited the r:

voting to "ag^^^ citizens, who paid annua

in taxes an amount equal to at least three

wages for unskilled labor in the locality. The
"passive" citizens, numbering about one

of the male population, enjoyed the furl pro»

tection of the law but did not receive fhe

franchise. Moreover, the new legislature was

chosen by a process of indirect electi on. "Ac-

tive" citizens did not vote for their dep«o««

but for a ".ripe nf p|{.(-fr.rc ^hr. n».rp r^qilirfd

to be men of suJjitaauaL^ealth, and who ulti-

mately elecE£4ijbe_ie£uti^ ine frencn mid»

die class evidently assumed that the amount of,

worldly goods a man pr>«;«!Pt^:p.^ ^^P^P^min»^

the degcee-xjt" his politica l wisHfir"

The decentraITz5fl^««nrd limited monarchy

established by the Constitution of 1791 was

'^'^ftmrH '" '^f'l Ir W" ' too radical t" ;iijf
&~

King and most of the aristocracy, and not rad^

ical enough for the many bourgeois who were

veering toward republ icanism The majority

in the National Assembly supporting the

Constitution suffered the fate commonly
experienced by the politically moderate in a

revolution: they were squeezed out by the

extremists. Despite their moderate intentions,

they were driven to pnarr <iomp Araf^^ir Iggj,^-

fhrof. \

iity. The .
^

notaWy the Civil Constitution of the

Clergy, which weakened their pwn posi-

J^jon. And they failed to develop an effective

party organization at a time when the deputies

of the radical minority were consolidating

_theijL5II£a#ti.-^ " ^ J _
These •'.^'-i-^ „.^,^ ru^ ].^.-^k;„.. jq aaxa^^ Gf^t^\ft^

because they belonged to the
'

Society of the '

Friend^ ff f^" Constitution/'^wITiaiTnain-

tained its Paris headquarters in a former Jaco-

bin (Dorrvimcan) monastery. The jacoFins

wJre no true fricnJs of the- Constitution of

1 79L.Thev acccptL-.l it only as a stopgap until

they might end the monarchy .inj set up a re-

DUDIIC Da ''"^ nn iip^'^rtil suffr.igc. To prepare

for the millennium, the jacohms used all the

techniques of a poli tical pressure group. They

plafffed rabble-rousing arrtcTes in the press
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and manipulated the crowds of noisy and.vol -

afilp 'jnerti^rnrs at the sesslUl^s oi tlieJUi^'"""'

A'ssembly . Their network of poSllML^ubf
extended throughout the provinces, providing

the only nation-wide party organization in

France. Almost everywhere, Jacobins captured

control of the new department aiiil lUiiuuui ie

councils, in local elections, as in tne elec-

tions to the Estates General, an able and de-

termined minority prevailed over a largely

illiterate and politically inexperienced ma-

The defenders of the Old Regime played

into the hands of the Jacobins. From the sum-

mer of 1 789 on, alarmed nobles and prelates

fled France, leaving behind more rich estates

to be confiscated and giving Jacobin orators

and editors a splendid opportunity to de-

the rats leaving a sinking ship-. Many
these emieres gathered in the German

Rhineland to intrigue for Austrian and Rus-

sian support of a '-"""ffr-rf""''ir!I^" The
King's grave misgivings about the GtVil Con-

stitution of the Clergy prompted his disas-

trous attempt to join the emJxivs on the

Franco-German frontier . In June, ^1791, dis-

guised as a vglet an_cj[^^2Xei!fi£SS» Louis and

Marie Antoinette left the Tuilqries. Buticruis

unwisely showed his face in aujak(> and a local

official along the route [-prn^niyprl the royal

»pm&^ from rhp ppy[-^air qp rhg ajj/^waT^The
alarm was sent ahead, and at Varennes in

northeastern France a detachment of troops

forced the royal party to return to Paris. After

the abortive flight to Varennes, the revolution-

aries viewed LoujsXVI as a potential traitor

and kfpf hj gj closeTy fi)ardprl in rhp T^i)p|j^

The experiment in constitutional monarchy

began under most unfavorable auspices.

The Legislative Assembly,

October, 1791 -September, 1792

POLITICAL COMPLEXION



' Partly becausePartly because the emigration of many no/
bles had depleted the corps of French officers,

the war went badly for France at the outset.

Pnitc^ Hj^pn ^r.ir|(.H ^inrr ja^ and on July 23.

1 792rthe Prussian commander, the uuKe of

Drunswick, issued a manifesto draitea by an^

emigre. The manifesto stated the war aims of

the allies;

. . To put a stop to the anarchy within France,

to check the attacks delivered against throne and

altar, to re-establish legal authority, to restore to

the king the security and freedom of which he has

been deprived, and to place him in a position

where he may exercise the legitimate authority

which is his due.

A threat followed. "If the Tuilej

tacked, by deed or word
,
if the slightest

rafig' or violence is I3ert>etrated apinst thi;

royal family, and if immediate measures are

not taken for their safety, maintenance an^l

iihecy" —Then Fans would witness-^a model

vengpa n^-p never fo he foreorren." *

TneDuke of Brunswick's manifesto did not

frighten the French, as it was intended to do.

On the contrary, it stiffened the already firm

determination of republicans to do away with

the monarchy. All through the early summer of

1
"792 the Jacobins of Paris had been plotting

an insurrection. They won the support of a

formidable following— army recruits; mem-

'Le Moniteur Vnivtnfi, August 3. 1 792. Our transia-
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bers of the National Guard from the provinces,

who had come to Paris to celebrate the third

anniversary of the fall of the Bastille; and the

rank and file of Parisians, who were angered

by the depreciation of the assignats and by the

high price and short supply of food and other

necessities. One by one, the fortv-;eight sections

or aarrls inrn which the cirv wa^ divided r^mo

fander the rnnrrol of Jacobins , who advertized

th^ democratic sympathies by inviting pas-

sive citizens to take part in political activ ity.

The climax came on the night of AugSst-*^—Lfl^

1792, when the leaders of the sections ousted

the regular municipal authorities trom the

Paris city hall and Ineralled a new and illegal

Jacobi n commune .

ine municipal revolution had immediate

and momentous results. On the morning of

August 1 0, the forces of the new commune
attacked the Tuileries and massacred the

King's Swiss guards, while the royal family

took refuge with the Legislative Assembly.

The uprising of August 1 sealed the doom of

the monarchy and made the Assembly little

more than the errand boy of the new Paris

commune. With most of the deputies of the

Right and the Plain absent, the Assembly

voted to suspend the King from office, to

imprison the royal family, and to order the

election of a constitutional convention. Until

this new body should meet, the government

was to be run by an interim ministry staffed

largely by Girondins. The birth of the First

French Republic was at hand.

Ill The First Republic

The September Massacres, 1792

The weeks between August 10 and

meetine of the Convention on September 21

wfie weeks of c ri«:i<j"^nfr7ension. Ihe value

flf
the /7fciV>i/»/t depreciated by 40 per cent

during August aloiie. Rabble-rousing Jacob-

ins continually excited the populace of

Paris, already stirred by the economic diffi-

culties and by the capture of the Tuileries.

Excitement mounted still higher when the

news arrived that Prussian troops had invaded

northeastern France. In the emergency

jon. the interim minister of justice, won im-

mortality by urging patriots to employ

yaded a\ -i

Dan - '-'UJ^
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I'/iudare pnrnre df I'audace. toujoun de I'audace"

-TSoldness, more boTdness, aiways
_
bold ness.

In Pans, boldness took the form ot the

"September massacres." lynchings of supposed

traitors and enemy agents made possible by

the collapse of normal pnljrpaufhoritv. For

five days, beginning on September 2, blood-

rh ir<fv mph<: mnyp ri from prison to prison. At

each stop they held impromptu courts and

summary executicps. The number ot victirnT~

^WeedeJ one mousand and included ordinary

criminals as well as aristocrats and non-juring

priests, who were often innocent of the trea-

son charged against t^em. The crowning hor-

rni il iliiiiiiii iif ilii riJinT "I" ^^

POLITICAL COMPLEXION OF THE
CONVENTION, SEPTEMBER, 1792

Lamballe, th^~Qneen's maid of honor, whose

severed head was paraded on a pike before

the window of the j^^ prison so that Marie

Antoinette might see 'hnw^p p^onle rake

vengeance on their tyran ts.' The September

massacres foreshadowed the terror in store

for France.

Later in the month (September 20, 1792), a

rather minor French victory, grandly styled

"the miracle of Valmy," turned the Duke of

Brunswick's forces back from ^he road to

S^ii%; more solid French successes followed

during the final months of 1 792. Then the tide

turned again, washing away the conquests of

the autumn. By the summer of n93 half-

defeated France faced a hostile coalition in-

cluding almost every major poajgrjii_Euj»pe.

No wonder an atmosphere of pergetual^^flier-

gency surrounded the CofljieatttJfi.

GIronde and Mountain

In theory, the election of deputies to

the National Convention (August-September,

1792) marked the begTnning^or true political

democracy in France. Both active and passive

citizens were invited to the ^oUs. Yet only

1 per cent of the potential electorate of

7 nnf) nnn aftMaj^^y vnteri- rfie others abstained

otJi£ie_turned away from the polls by the

watchdogs. of the Jacobin clubs, ever on the

alert against "coujitei-fjevolutionaries." The

result was a landslide for the republicans:
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The Girondins favored a breathing spell in

revolutionarj^legislation, and they also de-

tended provincial ilUUftJMi, Ugaiiist possible

encroachments by raris. As one of their

deputies told the Convention (and his allusion

to classical antiquity was most characteristic

of the Revolution):

I fear the despotism of Paris. ... 1 do not want

a Paris guided by intriguers to become to the French

Empire what Rome was to the Roman Empire. Paris

must be reduced to its proper one-eighty-third of

influence, like the other departments.*

The Gironde, therefore, favored a large meas-

ure of "federalism," which meant decentraliza-

tion in the RevtjhitiDnaxy vocabulary, and a

national government limited by man y .checks

and balances. The details were set forth in a

draft constitution completed early in 1793

by the distinguished Girondin deputy. Con -

, dorcet. the prophet of human progress (see

Chapter 1^). In Condorcets draft, the execu-

tive and the legislature would be independent

of each other and separately elected, the results

of elections would be adjusted according to

proportional representation, projected laws

would be submitted to a popular referendum,

and voters would have the right to recall

unworthy elected officials.

The InrJQr'i r\( rhtr ^'^p1lnnin denounced

ralism and advocated an all-powerful cen-

tral government. Their chief spokesman was

_Maximilien l^^'r-"---" "7s«_i704> This

earnest young lawyer did not look like a

revolutionary: He powdered his hair neatly

and wore the light-blue coat and knee-breeches

of the Old Regime. Yet Robespierre was a

political fanatic whose speeches were lay

sermons couched in the solemn language

of a new revelation. He put his creed most

forcefully in a discourse delivered in Feb-

ruary, I 794:

What is the goal toward which we are striving?

The peaceful enjoyment of liberty and equality:

the rule of that eternal justice whose laws have

f^<rechei

been engraved . . . upon the hearts of men, even

upon the heart of the slave who ignores them and

of the tyrant who denies them.

We desire an order of things . . . where our

country assures the welfare of each individual and

where each individual enjoys with pride the

prosperity and the glory of our country; where the

souls of all grow through the constant expression

of republican sentiments: where the arts are the

ornament of the freedom which in turn ennobles

them; and where commerce is the source of public

wealth, not just of the monstrous opulence of

a few houses."

Apparently Robespierre truly believed that

he could translate the ideals of Rousseau's

Social Contract into a practical political pro-

gram. Like Rousseau, he had faith in the natural

goodness of humanity, in "the laws engraved

unon fh^ hearts ot' men." He was sure that he

UKew the general "Vill, and that the general

will demanded a Republic of Virtue . If French-

men would not be free and virtuous volun-

tarijiu then, as Rousseau had recnmgi^ndpH,

they wouldJiejiSttZIIalEiJree/^

Robespierre and the Republic of Virtue

triumphed. The Mountain won out -^""f
'^f

Gironde in the competition for the YOtgs of

the r^lafively unrnmmitted deputies of the

Plaia in the Conveatiap. The first step came

when, after one hundred hours of continuous

voting, the Convention declared
"
Qtizen

Louis Capet" guilty of treason and by a nar-

row margin sentenced him to the guillotine

without delay. Louis XVI d ied bravely on

Jantiary 7

1

, T793 . Although the majority of the

Freiich population disapproved of the King's

execution, the majority did not control the

Convention. The Girondin deputies made the

political mistake of splitting their vftfps "n the

Jssiy. Those who voted against the death

penalty took a courageous stand in defense of

the humanitarian principles of the Enlighten-

ment, but they also exposed themselves to the

charge of being "counter-revolutionaries."

A combination of events at home and

abroad soon destroyed the Gironde. In Febru-

ary, 1 793, the Convention rejected Condor-

'U Moniitur Unittnel. February 7, 1794. Our transla-



Louis XVI, a moment before his execution.

cet's draft constitution, and in the same month

it declared war on Britain, Spain, and the Ne-

therlands. France now faced a fotmijigblecoalf

-

tion of oppgjieais, since Austria and Prussia

remainedat war with her . In March, the

arry^Y "nder Dumouriez , a Girondin general,

suffered a series of defeats in the Low Coun-

tries, and in April Dumouriez deserted to the

enemy. At home, in the face of unemployment,

high prices, and food shortages, the Gironde

had little to offer except,4aissez-faire. The
sections of Paris demanded price controls and

food requisitioning; they also pressed for the

expulsion of Girondins from the Jacobin clubs

and the Convention. Finally, on June 2, 1793 ,

a vast crowd of armed men from the sections

of Paris, following the precedent of August,

1792, invaded the Convention and forced the

arrest of twenty-nine Girondin deputies.

Backed by these armed Parisians, the Mountain

intimidated the Plain, and the Convention con-

signed .^e arrested StTondins^ rn the piiilin-

,^ne. TheKeign ot lerrorjiad begun.

The Reign of Terror,

June, 1793-July, 1794

... To establish and consolidate democracy,

to achieve the peaceful rule of constitutional laws,

106



we must first finish the war of liberty against

tyranny. . . . We must annihilate the enemies of

the republic at home and abroad, or else we shall

perish. . . .

If virtue is the mainstay of a democratic govern-

ment in time of peace, then in time of revolution a

democratic government must rely on tirlue and ter-

ror. . . Terror is nothing but iustice, swift, severe

and inflexible; it is an emanation of virtue. ... It

has been said that terror is the mainstay of a des-

potic government. . . . The government of the rev-

olution is the despotism of libeny against tyranny.'

The rnnvcnrinn rliily ^(c\teA a democratic con-

jUtuMen, drawn up by the Mountain, granting

universal manhnj^rl suffrage and giving su-

y,Tfmp prm>pr MnhT"T°rfci bv Girondin checks

and balances, to a single legislative chamber.

The Constitution of 1
''93 was approved by a

referendum, but its operation was then post-

poned indefinitely. As Robespierre explained,

'To establish and consolidate democracy,

we must first finish the war of libeny a-

gainst tyranny."

The actual government of the Terror cen-

tered on a twelve-man Committee of Public

Safety, composed of Robes^erre and other

stalwarts from the Mnunrain: Though nomi-

nally responsibfeto the Convention, the Com-
mittee of Public Safety exercised a large mea-

sure of independent authority and acted as a

kind of \^aL.cabinet. Never under the domi-

nance of asnTgle Individual, not even Robes-

_

p

jerre. it really functioned as a "commute^—
"The Twelve wno Ruled" is an appropriate

description. A second committee, that of Pub-
lic Set^urity. supervised police activities

y

and turned suspected enemies of fh'* Rppnblir

over to^e new P °Ynliiriannrv TriKnpoi To
specs' the work of repression, the sixteen

judges and sixty jurors of the Tribunal were

eventually di^uigdinto several courts.

The Mountain scrapped much of the local

self-government inaugurated under the Con-

stitution of 1 791 . Local Jacobi n clubs purgejl

department and commune administrations of
nnMfiral iinrplial^|fs. while Special local courts

sunplemenred the yim lahnrs of the Rpvolii-

tionary TribufiaJ,

cial France toed the line, the Mountain sent

out trusted members of the Convention as its

agents, the "deputies on mission." From the

standpoint of administration, the Terror

marked both an anticipation ofjwpiitieth

ce;jI«fy~.^ictatorship and a reTDTnto the age-

old FreiKh_^irinaSIe_U(^nti'allzatlon^The

deputies on mission wereTEe successors of the

intendants of Richelieu, the enqueleurs of St.

Louis, and the niissi dominici of Charlemagne.

The "Twelve Who Ruled" were more effective

absolutists than Louis XIV himself.

The Record of the Terror

The "swift, severe, and inflexible justice"

described by Robespierre took the lives of

Ifiir!y '^'lOftP Frenchmen. Although the Terror

claimed such social outcasts as criminals and

prostitutes, its main purpose was military and

political — to clear France of suspected trai-

tors, including Marie Antoinette, and to purge

the Jarobins of dissidents. It fell with the'pfeat-

est severity on the clefgy, the aristocracy, and

the Girondins. Many of its victims came from

the Vendee, a strongly Cath^Jic-aad_royalist

area in western France-^wliTch had revo^tgd a-

gainst the Republic's attempts to recruit sol-

diers. Many prisoners from the Vendee were

among the 2,000 victims of the noyada (drown-

ing) at Nantes, where the accused were set

adrift on the River Loire in leaky barges.

Equally grisly was the repression of an uprising

of Girondin sympathizers at Lyons, which also

claimed 2,000 victims.

The wartime hysteria that helped to account
^

for the excesses of the Terror also Tn?pffe^

a v£rv prar^it^l patriotism. On August 23,

1 793, the Convention issued a decree epito-

mizing the democratic nationalism of the

Jacobins;

From this moment, until the time when the

enemy shall have been driven from the territory

nf the Rppiihlii;
,

all frenchmen are permanently,

requisitioned for the service of the arniies.

Young men will go into combat; married men
will manufacture arms and frjmtpnp i iiji|ilii wo-

men will make tents and uniforms and will serve

in the hospitals; children will make old linen into
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bandages; old men will be carried into the public

squares to arouse the courage of the soldiers, excite

hatred for kings and inspire the unity of the

Republic*

In an early application of universal

tion, the army drafted all bachelors andjjid-

owers between the agei=«oil isiglueen and

fwj-piry-fivf^ Hundredsof ojpen-air forges were

Since the war prevented the importation_^pf

fi^
e, ..l.pnrgr fnppA pA for gunpowdet, the gov-

ernment sponsored a great campaign to scrape

patches of saltpeter from cellars and stables.

By the close of 1 793, the forces of the Re-

public had driven foreign troops from French

soil. Credit for this new shift in the tide of

battle did not rest solely with the Jacobins.

The military successes of the Republic re

fleeted in part the improvements made in the

army during the dying years of the Old Re

gime; they resulted still more from the weak

nesses of the coalition aligned against France

Yet they could scarcely have been achieved

without the new democratic spirit that

allowed men of the third estate to become

officers and that made the French army

the most determined, the most enterprising—

and, perhaps, the most idealistic— in Europe.

"Total" mobilization demanded an approxi-

mate equality of economic sacrifice. To exor-

cise the twin devils of inflation and scarcity,

the Terror issued the "maximum" legislation,

placing ceilings on prices and wages. In theory,

at least, wages were checked at a maximum
50 per cent above the wage-rate of 1 790, and

prices were halted at 33 per cent above the

price level of 1 790. The government rationed

bread and meat, forbade the use of white flour,

and directed all patriots to eat pain d'igalite—

"equality bread," a loaf utilizing almost the

whole of the wheat. Finally, early in 1 794, the

Convention passed the "Laws of Vgfl^se,"

named for a month in the nei^ ttJVoTutionary

(^leadaii^These laws authorized seizure of the

remaining properties of the m/jm and other

opponents of the Republic and recommended

tljejr distribution to landless Fr^enrhmen.

,793. Our

Socialist historians have sometimes-fioiuid

in the maximum 3.n<\ the Laws of Ventose evi-

dence that-tjhe Terror was moving from poli-

tical to social democracy, that the Republic of

Virtue was indeed beginning the socialist rev-

olution. Actually the maximum regulations did

not prove very effective. Attempts by the gov-

ernment to enforce wage ceilings made Pari-

sian workingmen indignant. And, though the

maximum on prices temporarily checked the

depreciation of the assignats, many price-

controlled articles were available only on the

black market, which even the government had

to patronize.

Moreover, the redistribution of property

permitted by the Laws of Ventose was never

implemented. When the Laws were proposed,

a spokesman for the Committee of Public

Safety explained that no general assault on

property was intended:

The revolution leads us to recognize the prin-

ciple that he who has shown himself the enemy of

Robespierre, sketched during a meeting of

the Convention.
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his country cannot own property. The properties

of patriots are sacred, but the goods of conspirators

are there for the unfortunate.*

To the thorough-going socialist not even the

properties of patriots are sacred. The middle-

class leaders of the Terror were not genuine

socialists; only the emergencies of the Revo-

lution forced them to abandon laissez-faire.

They had to make food cheaper for towns-

people—whence the maximum, and they had to

promise men some hope of future well-being

— whence the Laws of Ventose.

The Terror presented its most revolution-

ary aspect in its drastic social and cultural re-

forms. The Convention abolished slavery in

the French colon ies; at home, accordiijg to

Robespierre, "we des ire to substtfiire -ill -the

virtues and all tne miracles oi the Republic

for all the vices and all the nonsense of mon-

archy." When Robespierre said "all," he meant

"all" — clothing, the arts, amusements, the cal-

endar, religion. The Republic of Virtue could

tolerate nothing that smelled of the Old Re-

gime. Even the traditional forms of address.

•Saint-Just, February 26. 1794, in U Mo.

III. February 27, 1 794. Our translation.

Unm

"Monsieur" and "Madame." gave way to "Cilo-

yen" (citizen) and "Citoyenne" (citizeness).

Ever since 1 789, revolutionaries had dis-

carded elaborate gowns and knee-breeches

(culottes) as symbols of idleness and privilege.

With the exception of Robespierre, good re-

publican men were sans-culottes (literally, with-

out knee-breeches), attired in the long, baggy

trousers of the humble peasant or workman.

Women affected simple, high-waisted dresses,

copied from the costumes of the ancient Ro-

mans. Rome became the model for behavior-

the virtuous Rome of the Republic, of course,

not the sordid Empire. Parents named their

children Brutus or Cato or Gracchus, and the

theater shelved the masterpieces of Racine

and Corneille for stilted dramas glorifying

Roman heroes. Cabinet-makers, deserting the

graceful style of Louis XV, produced sturdy

neoclassical furniture decorated with Roman
symbols. "The arts," said Robespierre, "are

the ornament of the freedom which in turn

ennobles them." Playwrights, authors, and

editors who failed to ornament freedom pro-

perly experienced censorship or even the

guillotine. The Jacobins reduced the lively

newspapers of the early revolution to dull

semi-official organs.

They also instituted a sweeping reform of

the calendar (October, 1793). The first day of

the Republic, September 22, 1 792, was desig-

nated the initial day of Year 1, Roman num-

erals were assigned to the years, and the

months received new and more "natural"

names:

THE MONTHS OF THE
REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR

Fall: Vendemiaire (Grape-Harvest)

Brumaire (Misty)

Frimaire (Frosty)

Winter: Nivose (Snowy)

Pluviose (Rainy)

Ventose (Windy)

Spring: Germinal (Sprouting)

Floreal (Flowering)

Prairial (Meadow)
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Summer: Messidor (Wheat-Harvest)

Thermidor (Heat)

Fructidor (Ripening)

Each month had thirty days, divided into three

ten-day weeks. Every tenth day was set aside

for rest and for the celebration of one of the

virtues so admired by Robespierre — Hatred

of Tyrants and Traitors, Heroism, Frugality,

Stoicism, not to mention two anticipations

of Mother's Day (Filial Piety and Maternal

Tenderness). The five days left over at the end

of the year were dedicated to Genius, Labor,

Noble Actions, Awards, and Opinion. The

revolutionary calendar, for all its sanctimon-

ious touches, was worthy of the Enlightenment.

Yet it antagonized workmen, who disliked

laboring nine days out of ten, instead of six

out of seven. It never really took root, and

Napoleon scrapped it a decade later.

The Convention had better luck with an-

other reform close to the spirit of the Age of

Reason— the metric system. A special com-

mittee, including Condorcet, Laplace, Lavoi-

sier, and other distinguished intellectuals,

devised new weights and measures based on

the uniform use of the decimal system rather

than on the haphazard accumulations of custom.

In August, I 793, a decree made the meter the

standard unit of length, and supplementary

legislation in 1 795 established the liter as the

measure of volume and the gram as the unit

of weight. Even in some Anglo-Saxon coun-

tries, which, cling to older and less rational

weights and measures, scientists have adopted

the metric system of revolutionary France.

By and large, however, the forces of tra-

dition proved too strong for the Terror. No-

where was this fact more evident than in the

attempts to destroy the old religion and legis-

late a new one. Many churches were closed and

turned into barracks or administrative offices;

often their medieval glass and sculpture were

destroyed. Some of the Jacobins launched a

"de-Christianization" campaign to make Cath-

olics into philosophes and their churches into

"temples of Reason." Robespierre, however,

disliked the cult of Reason; the Republic of

Virtue, he believed, should acknowledge an

ultimate author of morality. The Convention

therefore decreed (May, 1 794) that "the French

people recognize the existence of the Supreme
Being and the immortality of the soul." At

the festival of the Supreme Being, June 8,

1794, Robespierre set fire to figures repre-

senting Vice, Folly, and Atheism, and from the

embers a statue of Wisdom emerged, but

smudged with smoke because of a mechanical

slip-up. The audience laughed. The deistic

concept of the Supreme Being was too remote

and the mechanics of the new wo/ship too

artificial to appeal to the religious emotjetft

of Frenchmen.

The Thermidorean Reaction

Indeed, the Republic of Virtue was too ab-

stjaciJn ideals, and too violent in practice, to

retain populaj:- support. Like the Geneva of

Calvin, the France of Robespierre demanded
superhuman devotion to duty and inhuman

indifference to hardships and bloodshed.

During the first half of 1 794, Robespierre

pressed the TeitOf-g^^relentlessly that even

the members of the ComcnTttees of Public

would he the next virrims. Robespierre lost

his baclcmg m the Cohvention, as more and

more deputies came to favor moderation. The
crucial day was the ninth of Thermidor, Year

II (July 2 7, 1794) , when shouts of "Down with

the Tyrant!" drowned out Robespierre's at-

tempts to address the deputies. The Conven-

tion ordered Robespierre's arrest, and on the

next day the great fanatic went to the guillotine.

The leaders of the Thermidorean Reaction,

many of them former Jacobins, soon disman-

tled the machinery of the Terror. They dis-

banded the Revolutionary Tribunal, recalled

the deputies on mission, and deprived the

Committees of Public Safety and General Se-

curity of their independent authority. They

closed the Paris Jacobin Club and invited the

surviving Girondin deputies to resume their

old seats in the Conventioij^They took the

first step toward"^e restpratieR^of Catholi-

cism by permitting pri£St5.jo celebrate Mass,,

thpugrrnSHe^tateT^upglT'^'on "H'^ wTarfnir

state financial support The press and the the-
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ater recovered their freedom, and pleasure-

seekers again flocked to Paris, now liberated

from the somberness of the Republic of Vir-

tue. France was resuming a normal existence.

Normality, however, exacted a price. In

southern and western France a counter-

revolutionary
"
White 'terror, equalling the

great Terror in fury" claimed many lives, not

only supporters of the Mountain but also pur-

chasers of former church and noble lands. The
men of Thermidor caused an acute inflation by

canceling the economic legislation of the Ter-

ror. No longer checked even slightly by the

mtfximum , the prices of some foods rose to a

hundred times the level of 1 ^90 . and the

^^signa^ sank so UW III value that businessmen

refused to accept ttjea). Desperate, half-starving

Parisians staged several demonstrations against

the Therm idorearis d uring 1 )̂3. SometrSies

the riorers^TOicjameir supcort of the discred-

ited Mniinrain jind jts democratic Constitu-

tion of JJiiir-and sometimes they let them-

selves be used by royalist agents, but al-

ways they clamored for bread and lower

prices.

The Thermidorean Reaction concluded

with the passage of the Constitution of 1^95,

the last major act of the Convention. The men
of Thermidor wanted both to retain the Re-

public and to assure the dominance of the pro-

pertied classes. The Constitution of 1795

therefore denied the vote to the poorest quar-

ter of the nation and required that candidates

for public office possess considerable prop-

erty. It established rwo legislative councils,

the Five Hundred and the Elders (who had to

be at least forty years old and either married

or widowed); both councils were to be elected

piecemeal after the American practice of re-

newing one-third of the Senate every two years.

Two-thirds of the initial members of the coun-

cils were to be drawn from the deputies of the

Convention, who were therefore labelled "/«

perpeluels." The Council of Five Hundred nom-

inated, and the Elders chose, five directors who
headed the executive. Otherwise the Directory

was almost totally independent of the legis-

lative councils.

The Constitution of I 795 marked the third

great effort of the Revolution to provide

France with an enduring government. It fol-

lowed in part a classical example, for the rwo

councils were patterned on the Areopagus and
the Five Hnqilrgd nf ancient Athens; it also

followed the (*""frir''"iMecgdent of 1787 and
fhc i?-°p|-[^

nrr""-'
—

' of 1 791. It embodied the

separation of powers and deferred to the aris-

tocracy of wealth, though not to that of birth.

1^ abandoning the political dLinucigtyuf-the

still-l?orn ' ""•'mition ot I /9j and by re -

Jver^ln^m fhp rf^pft^d suffrage of 2J9L it

demonstpfpH r^^r the most radical pnase of the

Revolution had pas^Lii. ^•^^^^•m^-.

The Directory,

October, 1795- November, 1799

The new regime of the Directory made a ^
vigorous attack on tj<.UIlUllllL (liioblem s. It f~K[$t^ /Hlj
levied high protective tariffs, both as a measure '^
of war against England aiia as a concession to

French businessmen. Again responding to

business prfssnre. ir destroyed the plates used

to print the assig.nati and in 1797 witFidrew

paper money from circulation. The return to

hard money required stringent governmental

The Directory instituted these

,
and it eased the crushing burden of

the national debt by simply repiifllShng two-

thirds pi i t. In short, the Director'y Drought a

semblance of trder #ut af chr«nic finan-

cial chafs.

Political instability, however, plagued the

Directory. It suppressed with ease the ama-

teurish "earwpiracy of the Equals" (1796-

I 79T) cpr-nc^rpH hy j^rjirrhl|<j Ra^fllf who
dreamed of a more collectivist society. But

it pYperi''pni
;

:ed more difficulty with the re-

obinsT More-Dlots of royal

over, the directors and the legislative councils

clashed repeatedly, each side seeking to turn

the politi cal balance in its own favor, andeach ,

in consequence, violating the constitution.

The councils sacked directors before their

terms were finished; the directors refused to

allow duly elected councilors to take their

seats. Disgruntled politicians and apprehen-

sive moderates, who feared that the Directory

might be taken over by extremists, began to
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maneuver for the help of the arnrv. The result

of their maneuvering was the coupS'etat of Bru-

maire in 1 799 and the dictatorship of a general.

Napoleon Bonaparte. '

IV Napoleon and France

F<jjniir^|l BiirJT the British

political philosopher, foresaw very early the

long process that culminated in Napoleon's

dominance of France and ,£*4rope. In 1 790,

Burke "-••"''"'
'^''f Fr""'"^ - iinri his own

^ir"TrYfTP^~'" hi s Reflections on the Revolu-

tionjj^^jrgnce:

Everything depends on the army in such a gov-

ernment as yours; for vou have industriously de-

stroyed all the opinions, . . . all the instincts which

support government. Therefore the moment any

difference arises between your National Assembly

and any part of the nation, you must have recourse

to force. Nothing else is left to you. . . .

It is besides to be considered, whether an as-

sembly like yours ... is fit for promoting the dis-

cipline and obedience of an army. It is known, that

armies have hitherto yielded a very precarious and

uncertain obedience to any senate, or popular au-

thority. . . . The officers must totally lose the char-

acteristic disposition of military men, if they see

with perfect submission and due admiration, the

dominion of pleaders; especially when they find

that they have a new court to pay to an endless suc-

cession of those pleaders. ... In the weakness of

one kind of authority, and in the fluctuation of all,

the officers of an army will remain for some time

mutinous and full of faction, until some popular

general who understands the art of conciliating the

soldiery, and who possesses the true spirit of com-

mand, shall draw the eyes of all men upon himself

Armies will obey him on his personal account.

There is no other way of securing military obed-

ience in this state of things. But the moment in

which that event shall happen, the person who really

commands the army is your master; the master . . .

of your king, the master of your assembly, the mas-

ter of your whole republic.

'

In 1 790, however, except for Burke, no one
outside France paid much heed to the French

^^ny. It was widely believed that the verxin-

•Everyman ed. (New York, 1910), 21 5 -21 7.

tensity of domestic problems made France in-

capable oisL vigorous foreign policy. Catherine

the Great predicted as late as 1 792 that ten

thousand soldiers would be sufficient to con-

(jiipj- ffanre. Liberals everywhere hailed the

peaceful promise of the Revolution. The cap-

ture of the B^tiUe delighted Charles Jagies

Fejt a leading English Whig: "How much the

greatest event it is that ever happened itithe

world! and how much the best!"

The First Coalition,

1792-1795

)7n
The war that broke out in the spring of 1 792

soon destroyed the illusions of French mili-

tary weakness and French liberal pwsity. The
war was to las; cnnrinuniislv. save for a few

intervals of peace, down to the final defeat of

N}^pr.lgr.n If deservcs to be called the World

War ^f J20?-|^s for almost all the Euro-

pean powers eventually participated, and the

fighting ranged far beyond Eyfape. By the time

the war was a year old, Austria and Prussia,

the charter members of the ^irST C""''^'""

against France, had been joined by Holland,

Spain, andGreat Britain. The British nad both

ideological and strategic interests at stake.

They regarded the attack on the Tuileries, the

September massacres, and the execution of

Louis XVI as outrages against human decency

and the institution of monarcRji. AirJ lllb

French invasion of the Austrian Netherlands

in the fall of 1792 raised the unpleasant pros-

pect that this Belgian "cockpit of Europe"

would fall under French control. The early

campaigns of the war were indecisive. Late in

1792, the French followed up their success at

Valmy by invading Belgium, only to lose

ground again in 1 793 after the defeat and de-



sertion of Dumouriez (see p. 106). Then in

1 ^94 the French definitely gained the advan-

tage, and by 1 "95 French troops had occupied

Belgium, Holland, and Germany west ot

the Rhine.

One reason for French success we have al-

ready seen — the Convention's energetic mo-

bilization ot national resources. Another

reason, equally important yet easy to over-

look, was the weakness of the First Coalition.

The partners in the coalition lacked a first-

rate-*«mimander; nor did they achieve effec-

tive co-ordination of their efforts. The Duke
of Brunswick's failure to take Paris in n92
resulted as much from his own deficient gen-

eralship as from the "miracle " of Valmy. More-

over, the partitions of Poland i n I ^93 and 1 793

greatly assisted the french by distracting

Prussia, Russia, and AustriaTThe pick of the

Prussian army was diverted to occupation duty

in newly annexed Polish provinces. By 1 795

things had come to such a pass that the Prus-

sians did not dare ^jjf!^ ^hp frfpfl^ fr.r f^^r

"£tirinn —T""''" 1 frrr" ''^^
f^f" ^y 'h''"'

"""^'-

nal Austrian ally.

^.PrUiJila was the'hrst member of the coalition

to make peace. In the Treaty of Basel (1 "95)

she ceded to France the scattered Prussian

holdings west of the Rhine on the understand-

ing that she might seek compensation else-

where in Germany. Spain and Holland soon

deserted the coalition also. In 1^95, then,

France at last secured her "natural frontiers.

"

In addition to Belgium and the Rhineland she

had also annexed Savoy and Nice, thereby ex-

tending her southeastern border to the crest

of the Alps. These conquests, however, belied

the ideals of the Revolution. In declaring war

on A^fi-ja in 1 7i2Zl France had sworn to

uphold the promise of the Constitution of

1 791 : that she would never undertake a war of

conquest. This was to be "not a war of nation

against nation, but the righteous defense of a

frp/ppopig agjiirnr the ulljliU -ajyyy^jlWK'Tlf

^ k^np" But the conquering armies of the First

Republic brought closer the day when nation

would fight nation — when the European na-

tions would invoke "the righteous defense of

a free people against the unjust aggression"

not of a king, but of revolutionary France.

7
^y

Napoleon's Early Career

At the close of 1 795, only Britain and Aus-

tria remained officially at war with Fj^pce. To
lead the attack against Habsburg forces in nor-

thern-k^h', the 1

pjiiLlJI who wasH

the Directory^

r^3l3I«a4t^_asjKgLLji.4,Qllilig5S^,ain^ious

ad^enUitgr. Hewas born Napoleone Buona-

parte on Corsica <^\ 7^9 -tnr»n after the French

acquisition of that Mediterranean island from
&«nca. He retained throughout his life the

intense family loyalty characteristic of the ra-

ther primitive society of CQuica-and bestowed

on the members of the Bonaparte clan all the

«ip»»il<ilf 1 irlHyip^j^pvpn rhri->np«:

As a boy, Napoleon attended military

school in France and, though he now spelled

his name in the French style, was snubbed as

a "foreigner" by some of his fellow cadets. He
immersed himself in his studies and in reading

(Rousseau was his favorite) and dreamed of the

day when he might liberate his native island

from French control. Later, however, his zeal

for Corsican independence faded in conse-

quence of the rupture between the Bonapartes

and the heroj'bt Lorsican nationaTTsm^ "Paoli,

wh6 was nil ally ofcAatgnf^hen the Revolu-

tion broke out, the young artillery officer

helped to overthrow the Old Regime at home
and then went back to France to resume h is

military career. He defended the Convention,

but more out of expediency than from con-

viction, and commanded the artillery in De-

cember, 1793, when the forces of the Jacobin

Convention recaptured the Mediterranean port

of Toulon, which liaa~Tanea-JO--t*»e--^ rrtr6h -

earlicr in the year. In October, 1795, he res-

tucd the Thermidorean Convention inthe

last mumencs before the Directory took over

by mowing down royalist rioters with the fam-

ous 'whiff of grapeshot." Then he marriecTjo-

sephine de Beauharnais, a widow six years his

senior and an intimate of the ruling clique of

the Directory. Josephine's connections and

Napoleon's own demonstrated talent gained

him the Italian command in 1 796.
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In the celebrated Italian campaign Na-

poleon cleared the Austrians out of their

strongholds in the space of a year and made

them sue for peace. He showed a remarkable

ability to strike quickly and by surprise before

his opponents could consolidate their de-

fenses. He also showed a gift for propaganda

and "public relations," as this proclamation

from the early phases of the campaign will

illustrate:

Soldiers! In two weeks you have won six vic-

tories; you have made 15,000 prisoners; you have

killed or wounded more than 1 0,000 men.

Deprived of everything, you have accomplished

everything. You have won battles without cannon,

negotiated rivers without bridges, made forced

marches without shoes, encamped without brandy,

and often without bread. Only the phalanxes of the

Republic, only the soldiers of Liberty, would have

been capable of suffering the things that you have

suffered.

You all burn to carry the glory of the French

Napoleon, 1798; unfinished portrait by

people; to humiliate the proud kings who dared to

contemplate shackling us; to go back to your

villages, to say proudly: 'I was of the conquering

army of Italy!"

Friends, I promise you that conquest; but there

is a condition you must swear to fulfill: to respect

the people whom you are delivering; to repress hor-

rible pillaging.

Peoples of Italy, the French army comes to break

your chains; greet it with confidence; your property,

religion and customs will be respected.*

It was characteristic of Napoleon to promise

all things to all men. He encouraged the na-

tionalism of underpaid and underfed £rench

saUiet^' y^t he appedlLd mIuo to the national-

ism of th^Jtalians, promising them liberation

from Austria an3°guaranteeing the orderly con-

duct of the French army. He did not, of course,

tell the Italians that they might be exchanging

one master for another, nor did he publicize

the money that he seized from Italian govern-

ments and the art treasures that he took from

Italian galleries and shipped back to France.

In the Treaty of Campoformio (I 797) termi-

nating the Italian campaign, Austria acknowl-

edged the loss of Belgium and recognized

the two puppet states that Napoleon set up in

northwestern Italy, the Ligurian Republic

(Genoa) and the Cisalpine Republic (the

former Austrian possession of Lombardy). In

return, the Habsburgs received the Italian

territories of the Venetian Republic and a se-

cret French assurance that Prussia, despite the

specific promise made to her in 1795, would

not be permitted to compensate for her losses

in the Rhineland by taking lands elsewhere

in Germany.

Only Britain remained at war with France.

Napoleon decided to attack her indirectly

through Egypt, then a semi-independent vassal

of the Ottoman Empire. This would-be Alex-

ander the Great, seeking new worlds to con-

quer, talked grandly of digging a canal at Suez,

which would give French merchants the mono-

poly of a new short trade-route to India and

exact belated retribution from Britain for

Clive's victory in the Seven Years' War. Since

Napoleon shared the passion of the Enlighten-

•Abridged from Le Monileur Urthenel. May 17, 1796.

Our translation.
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ment for science and antiquity, he invited ar-

chaeologists and other experts to accompany

his army and thereby helped to found the study

known as Egyptology. Frenchmen discovered

the Rosetta Stone, later deciphered by Cham-

goUion . the hrsi key to the translation of

ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics. Napoleons ex-

perts established in Egypt an outpost o££cench

I iiJminl iiii|irriTTrinvrhnjJiri7il iirtri 1 the twen-

From the military standpoint, however, the

campaign failed. Having eluded the British

Mediterranean riect commanded by Nelson.

Napoleon landed in Egypt in July. 1^98. and

ickly routed the Mamluks. th^yruling oli-

On August 1

,

the French fleet

'moored at Abukir Bay along the Egyptian coast

and destroyed it before its captains had time to

weigh anchor. Nelsons victory deprived the

French of supplies, of reinforcements, and

even of news from home. After a year of futile

campaigning in the Near East, Napoleon sud-

denly left Egypt in August, 1 799, and returned

to France.

y^u^hj' -Jhfn disaster stjiick.

-^4 798, Nelson discSWfed th

^rnrk^rt^A at AKiiL-ir Rav A\nTW rhi

Napoleon found the situation in France ripe

for a decisive political stroke. The Directory

was shaken by a strong revival of Jacobinism.

Several hundred deputies in the legislative

councils belonged to the "Society of the

Friends of Liberty and Equality," essentially

the old Jacobin club. Under their influence, the

councils in n99 decreed a forced loan from

the rich and passed a Law of Hostages, designed

to make the emigres behave by threatening their

relatives in France with reprisals if they en-

gaged in activities hostile to the French Re-

public. Moderates feared that a new Reign of

Terror would soon be unleashed.

Abroad, the Directory had established four

new satellite republics with classical names —
the Roman, the Parthcnopean in Naples, the

Batavian in Holland, and the Helvetian in

Switzerland. But this new success of French

imperialism upset the European balance and

provoked the formation of the Second Coali-

tion, headed by Britain. Austria, and Russia

The Habsburgs resented the extension of

French Trr7tti>.Qr.o-io fhpii^fnrtn»« ''j|
|i an prp-

serve, and—^faar Pfl "! ' < I 7^)^- 1 K(1M feared

dm ~riiii|iiiii MM n Ill iiiiii'^pf Rvfiiiia''i
MfA,.

n rrnni iin inrnratrn Thr eccent«it_Isar_was,

^ead of the Knights of Mj^lm - r..,U^I.V ^.A^.

_rlirinfl hnr li i n rh i run nl i
": whnm NaPftl''""

irnplipH from rhfir hpadnlljjrfprc r.n thr.

'In the campaign of 1 799, Rus-

sian troops fought in Italy and Switzerland,

and the Russian Genera ]
Siivr>rr.v wlin j^-

("""i] f\
>f French repeatedly. becam&»<ne Hfcyo

of western Europe. By August, 1 799, the

French had been expelled from Italy, and their

puppet republics — Cisalpine, Roman, and Par-

thenopean — had been dismantled^

In these circumstances, iNapoleon got a

rousing reception on his return from Egypt.

Soon he was engaged in a plot to overthrow

the Directory, with the complicity ot' two of

the five directors . Roger-Ducos and Sieyes,

the old champion of the third estate. On No-

vember 9 and 10, 1799 (18 and 19 Brumaire

by the revolutionary rajpnjpri _rhp plot was

executed. The three directors not in the plot

resigned, and the two legislative councils

named Napoleon military commander of Paris.

He was then to persuade the councils to en-

trust to the two remaining directors and him-

self the task of drafting a new constitution. The

Elders agreed, but in the Five Hundred, where

there were many J acobin deputi es. Bonaparte

heard the nminnns rrv. "IJown with t|ie

tyran t!." which had (loomed Robespierre on

the 9m Thermidor. He was jostled and fainted,

but his brother Lucien, the presiding officer

of the Five Hundred, saved the day until a de -

tachment of troops loyal to Napoleon expelled

t^(ju*

This almost comic coup d'etat of Brumaire

ended the Directory. The Bonapartist minority

in the council vested full power in the victor-

ious triumvirate of Roger-Ducos. Sieyes, and

Napoleon, of whom only Napoleon really

counted . It had all happened just as Edmund
Burke had predicted:

In the weakness of authority. . . . some popular

general shall draw the eyes of all men upon himself
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Armies will obey him on his person

The person who really commands the army

your master.

Napoleonic Government

The Constitution of the Year VIII, drawn

up after Brumaire. was based on Sieyes' auto-

cratic maxTm . "Conhdence trom below, author-

ity from ahnvp." It erected a very strong exe-

cutive, the Consulate, named, like other bodies

set up by the constitution, after institutions

of republican Rome. Although three consuls

shared the executive. Napoleon as First Consul

left the other rwn nnlv nominal power. Four

separate bodies had a hand in legislation; (1)

incil of State proposed laws; (2) the

Tribunate debated them but did not vote; (3)

f—ihe Legislative Corps voted them but did not

\ ^4eljate; (4) the Senate had the right to veto

r legislation. The members of all four bodies

were either ^gpointed by the First Consul or

elected indirectly by a process so complex that

Bonaparte had ample opportunity to manipu-

late candidate s. The core of this system was

the Council of State, staffed by Bonaparte's

hand-picked choices, which served both as a

cabinet and as the highest administrative court.

The three remaining bodies were intended

merely to go through the motions of enacting

whatever the First Consul decreed. Even so,

they were sometimes unruly, and the Tribunate

so annoyed Napoleon that he finally abolished

it inlSOZf

Meantime, step by step. Napoleon increased

his own authority. In 1802, he persuaded the

legislators to drop the original ten-year limi-

wtiQnon his term af offi-fe and rnake'hini P^f»c

'"""iir tdt" ['|»—"t^^ r^'' p^"'f- ^^^ >H<.clgn.ar<.

his successor and amend the constitution at

wiU . France was now a mnnarrhv in all but

name. In 1804, he took the next logical move
I and prompted the Senate to declare that "the

\ invrrnr"'"^ nt^" Republ ic is entrusted to an

^Fmperor." A^rrtflgnlfltlfBt coronation tool^

place at Naue.^ame 'n P""'" tiTT
p«'r.^tnh(»[-

p^

The Pope consecrated the Emperor, but, fol-

lowing Charlemagne's example. Napoleon

placed the crown on his own'Kead.l

Each time Napoleon revised the Constitu-

tion in a non-republican direction he made the

republican gesjiire of submitting the change to

the ^Ifictgrate. Each time, the results of the

plebiscite were overwhelmingly favorable: In

1 799 - 1 800, the vote was 3,01 1 ,1 07 for Napo-

leon and the Constitution of the Year VIII, and

1,562 against; in 1802, it was 3,568,885 for

Napoleon and the life Consulate, and 8,374

against; in 1804, 3,572,329 for Napoleon and

the Empire, and 2,579 against. Although the

voters were exposed to considerable official

pressure and the announced results were per-

haps rigged a little, tljgjnajority of Frenchrnen

undoubtedly supported Napoleon. His mili-

tary triumphs' appealed to their growing na-

tioaalism. and his policy of stability at home
insured them against further revolutionary

cjj^ses and chatmcs. Confidence did iiiSFed

seem to increase from below as authority in-

creased from aboye.

If by any chance confidence failed to ma-

terialize ^below. Napoleon had the authority

to deal with the recalcitran t. He wiped out

the local self-government remaining from the

early days of the Revolution. In place of lo-

cally elected officials, he substituted those ap-

PQJnted by himse lf— prefects in departments,

sub-prefects in arrondissemenls. mayors in com-

munes—and all were instructed to enforce

compliance with the Emperor's dictates. Na-

poleon brought the old French tradition of

centralization to a new peak of intensity.

Mert 61 every political background staffed

the imperial administration. Napoleon cared

little whether his subordinates were returned

^mi^res or ex-Jacobins, so long as they Ug^abil-

AVU. Besides, their varied antecedents rein-

forced the impression that narrow factionalism

was dead and that the Empire rested on a

broad political base. Napoleon paid officials

well and offered the additional bait of high

titles. With the establishment of the Empire

he created dukes by the dozen and counts and

barons by the hundred. He rewarded outstand-

ing generals with the rank of,^ajsliai and other

officers and civilian officials with the_^gioa^f

Xjonoj . "Aristocracy always exists," Napoleon

remarked. "Destroy it in the nobility, it re-

moves itself to the rich and powerful houses
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of the piiddle class."* The imperial aristo-

cracy gave the leSders of the middle class the

social distinction that they felt to be right-

^fUlly ilieiis.
'

Law and Justice

Napoleon revived some of the glamor of the

. Old Regime but not its glaring i nequali

His series of law codes, the celebrated Codei

Napoleon (Xm'i - 1 81 0), declared all men equa(

before the law without regard to their rank ;

..wealth. It extended to all the right tol

the octupation, and embrace rhr rtlifipn^ of

iilCil-Ch^OWgl- J t gave France the single co-

herent system of law which the philosophy had

demanded and which the revolutionary govern-

ments had been too busy to isimuX^f^
The Code Napoleon did not, however, em-

body the full judicial reform propam of the

^CjiUglUeiUBfiM; it incorporated trom tne old

Roman law some practices that strengthened

L the absolutism of the Empire. It favored the

uk interests of the state over the rights of the in-

^ dividual, and it permitted some use of torture

in trial p(Q^^d«tce. Judges were no longer

li/Uelected, as they had been under the Constitu-

tion of 1 ^91 , but appointed by the Em peror;

jurors were selected by his prefects. THSPek-'

Napoleon confirmed the revolutionary legisla-

tion permitting divorce by mutual consent,

the code cancelled other revolutionary laws

protecting wives, minors, and illegitimate

children. The man of the family regained his

old legal superiority . At times confirming

the principles ofl 789, and at times betraying

them, Napoleonic law and justice offered a

fair summary of the fate of the fee'vSTtition

ujBgrthe FmpJrp.

A similar ambiguity clouded Napoleon's

attitude toward aivil libatlief He practiced

religious (Dictation of a sort and welcomed
former political t^^rff|r<f into his gflminiyra-

nOjyBut his generosity stemmed always from

expediency, never from any fundamental be-

lief in liberty. If he failed to get his way by

conciliation, he used force.4nthe western de-

•Quoted in H. A. L Fisher, Napolton

191 3), Appendix I.

partrneijt»»-J5[here royalist uprisings had be-

Vcome chronic since the revolt if>ahe Vendee,

he massacred the rebels who declined hi%>»aiei^

of ^mnesty in \^^ In I 804, he kidnapped the

niikp nf'pnfjtijpn frnm ;^p npiirr^l German
state of ^aden because the Duke was believed

to be the choice of monarchist conspirators

for the throne ot ..prance. Though Napoleon

immediately discovered the Duke's innocence,

he had him executed none the les s.

Napoleon ^ared "'little for' freedom of

fjjpeech. In July, 1 801 , for exagicleji£_directed

' ^is li brarian to read all the newsnanprs
^fire-

-fuU^anJ '

. . . make an abstract of everything they

likely to affect the public point of view, especially

with regard to religion, philosophy, and political

opinion. He will send me this abstract between 5

and 6 o'clock every day— ~~—~^'~~~
Once every ten days he will send me an

analysis of all the books or pamphlets which have

appeared . . .

He will take pains to procure copies of all the

plays which are produced, and to analyse them for

me, with observations of the same character as those

above mentioned. This analysis must be made, at

latest, within 48 hours of the production of the

plays.-

And so on through "bills, posters, advertise-

ments, institutes, literary meetings, sermons

and fashionable trials"— no segment of public

opinion escaped Napoleon's mani pulation. He
reduced by five-sixttl)> iIil llijillber of Paris

newspapers and pp^fprprj^ theater managers

tone of plays. When he wanted to arouse

French feelings, he simply started a press cam-

paign, as in this instance from 1 807:

A great hue and cry is to be raised against the

persecutions experienced by the Catholics of Ire-

land at the hands of the Anglican Church. ... Bi-

shops will be approached so that prayers will be

offered entreating an end to the persecutions of the

Anglican Church against the Irish Catholics. But

the administration must move very delicately and

make use of the newspapers without their realizing
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what the government is driving at. . . . And the

term 'Anglican Church' must always be used in place

of 'Protestants.' for we have Protestants in France,

but no Anglican Church.'

Religion

Political considerations colored all Napo-
Igon s Hrritii— r Trn rnliffP" ^ '^'^ ""' "''^ 'n

religion the mystery of the incarnation ," he

said, "but the mystery of the social order. It

attaches to heaven an idea of equality which

prevents the rich man from being massacred

by the poor."t Since French Catholics loathed

the anticlericalism of the Revolution, Napo-

leon sought to appease them byj

ithRj
The Concordat negotiated with Pope Pius

VII (1800-1823) in 1801 accomplished the

**^|^>^ f^ronri liafi nn. It canceled only the most ob-

^>V' noxious felftures of the Civil Constitution of

the Clergy. The French state, while agreeing

to pay rleriral salaries , also agreed to suppress

the popular election of bishops and priests.

The bishops were to be nominated by the gov-

ernment and then r-^r.^t.rr^j^A hy fl^g Pnpp- the

priests were to be appointed by the bishops.

At this point. Napoleon's concessions stopped.

By declaring that Catholicism was the faith

of the "great majority of Frenchmen, " rather

than the state religion, the Concordat im-

plicitly admitted the toleration of Protestants

and Jews. Also by implication the Pope ac-

cepted such important measures of the Revolu-

tion as the abolition of the tithe and the

confiscation of ecclesiastical lands.

Finally, the Concordat made the activities

of the Church in France subject to the "police

^gulations" of the state. These regulations

were spelled out in the Organic Articles, which

Napoleon appended to the Concj/rdat without

consulting the Pope. The Freiich governmen*

to supervise the r"'''''"Tnnr "f rST"' '^"'t

the establishment of sefliuiaries, the nature

of catechisms, and a host of other details. The

Articles also reaffirmed the principle of the

Ullres Inedites de Napoleon (Paris. 1897), I, 93 -'M.

Our translation.

tQuoted in H. A, L Fisher. Napoleon (New York,

913), Appendix 1.

special autonomy enjoyed by the Gallican

Church within Catholicism. Despite all this,

the anticlericals opposed the Concordat, and

it took all Napoleon's pressure to obtain rati-

fication of the Concordat by the legislative

bodies of the Consulate.

The Concordat, then, made the Church a

rd ot the French state. TKS
tne <-nurcn a i

l\\ II ii'ii iJjUi wj

nzed anticlericals, it did conciliate large num-

bers of Catholics, and it remained in force until

1905. The Concordat, however, did not bring

complete peace between France and the Vati-

can, for Napoleon insisted that the Pope

should render to Caesar the things that were

Caesar's. When Pius VII objected to Napo-

leon's making a French satellite of the Papal

states, the new Caesar lectured him on the pro-

per division of authority between the spiritual

and temporal powers. Pius passed the last years

of the Napoleonic regime as Bonaparte's pris-

oner, first in northern Italy and then in France.

FfliiraAnn

itituflonsfor
y

IS Ecoie P}(v- \
In each de-

'

The Revolution and Napoleon cost the

Church its monopoly over educati^. The

Constitution of 1_791 had promised France a

system of state~ sch50>^ . The Convention,

whne'"aWBgJi«rib to apply this principle

primary education, did set up instituflons for

advanced training , like the famous

Jjchnique in Paris for engineers,

partment it established a "central school" to

provide secondary education orgooa"qiiality at

relatively low cost to students. Napoleon

abolished these central schoolsin 1802 and re-

placed them with a smaller number of Ivcks"- V

open only to the relatively few pu(>»4s wno
could afford the tuition or who received state

scholarships. The change had a political mo-

tive, for Napoleon intended the Jycees^o

groAoa capable, and loyaly^ministrators. The

students wore uniforms ^nd marcl^ed to mili-

rary dnims and the curriculum, too, served

the encls'of patriotic indoCTTtfiation. To pro-

vide for the superintendence of all schools,

lay and clerical. Napoleon founded in 1808a

body with the misleading nanje of rhp "'Ilpi-

versity." He neglected prfmary schooling
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almost completely'; yet building on the revolu-

tionary base, he did advance the construction

gf secular s (;Ja fio l ii . The educational competi-

tion ot Ch urch "and Start* so often a bitter is-

sue in moa^rH Fr^ni,!! Ilffc. dates back to the

Revolution and Napoleon.

Economics

Political aims likewise governed the eco-

nomic program of an '"f^p^r^f dfTfrminprl to

promote national unity. The French peasants

jt'anted to fc>e le**^ "Iflflf*
"^ Ti"1'

'^^ newJree-

turb them, except to raise army recruits. The
middle class wanted a balanced national

budget and the end of revolutionary experi-

merit s with pafvgf tur'"''"^Y
""'^ ^ fVwfrgjIpH

eg)nomy . Napoleon continued the sound

money 6F the Qireciyy and, unlike the Di-

rectory, balanced the Jjudget, thanks to the

immense plunder that he gained in war^e
greaily improved the efficiency ana Dri;;i[jifv of

tax-co l^lectors and established the sMi-offici^

^BalTtfof France ( 1 800) to act as thegSvPrnX

ment s hnancial agent. He strengthened- the

curbs placed on labor by the Le Chapel ier La^'
pf I 7m /,pp p I

|»i> ^r^A obliged evefy Work-

record listing his jobs

^nd his general reputation. Thjmgh seg

suffered from ^h5 "decline of overseas trade,

ich war contracts and subsidies kept employ-

iment and-mntys generally hiph. As the war

went on and on, however. Napoleon found it

increasingly difficult to keep the peasantry and

the bourgeoisie contented. Despite the levies

on conquered countries, he had to draft

more soldiers from the peasantry and increase

the already unpopular taxes onsjU, lyiuor.

and tobaccot
^*"——-"^

In summary, the domestics policies of Na
.poieon I had somethfi

man to carry a

Like Caesar in Kome, l^apoieon rendered

lip-service to the Repubjic While subverting

republican institutions; he used prefects_^o

{alited authority as Louis XI)'

haduSea iflffn^!^^Trn Tn7-I IjL-o mr.rlorn ATrto.

Yet Napoleon

was alsoa ^nuiije efflightened despot. His

law codl-ao«i-suiiie"bt his educational reforms

would- have delighted the philosobhes. He
ended civil strife^without sacrificing the re-

distribution of lan€--3n<l^tne equality before

the law gained-fti 1789 and the years ibl low-

ing. Abandoning some revolutionary polities,

modifying others, and completing still others,

Nafwleon re^mentP'^ rhp
fi^^volution without

tjplly destroy

if .^tepoleon and Europe

,
Frenchmen, Napoleon

^was the llan^of Destiny) the most brilliant

ruler in^their country's l^ng hjyory. To most

European^ on the other hand. Napoleon was

the sinister^an on Horseback, the enerrm^f
narTnnal u

|
Hpri^nderice, the foreigner who im-

posed French co'htrol and French reforrjis. As

French i'On^uests accumulated, and as nomi-

nally free countries became French puppets,

Europe grtf^ to hatw'the insatiable imperial^

|tm n,( fs]fip/-j|f-rin Napoleonic France suc-

ceeded in building up a vasj,e«tf«re, but only at

the cost of arousing the implacable enmity of_

the other Euroc

The War, 1800-1807

Napoleon had barely launched the Consu-

late when he took to the field again. The Sec-

ond Coalition, which had reached the peak of

its success in August, I 799, was now falling to

pieces. Tsar Paul of Russia alarmed Britain

and Austria by his interest in Italy, and
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Britain offended him by retaining N^fllfa the

headquarters of his beloved ^4t^ights. The Tsar

launched against Britain a Balt i c league of

Ajmed_,,,Neu£iaii£y ''"king Ppn'^'^ ia^ Sweden

templated joining with France to drive the

British out of Lj^dia; this fantastic scheme

collapsed when he was murdered in 1801 and

succeeded by his son. Alexander 1. /Mean-

while, in the spring of 1 800 NapoleqK crossed

the Alps with much fanfare, acting as though

no one had ever made the passage btlfoie. He
defeated the Austrians in Iwly and "uei^btiated

fhr Trtnrr nf Tiinr-Jllr (1801), whereby

Austria recogniz^th-rii^reconstituted French

satellites in Italy and agreed that France

should have a hand in redrawing the map
of Germany.

After Luneville, as after Campoformio four

years before, Britain alone remained at war

with France. British taxpayers, however,

wanted relief from their heavy burden; Brit-

ish merchants longed to resume-traiiing wi;^

continental markets partially closed to~tIiem

sinc^~^L^793j Though Britain had been unable

to checkNapoleon's expansion in Europe, she

had very nearly won the colonial and naval

war by 1 801 . She had captured former Dutch

and Spanish colonies, and Nelson's fleet had

expelledi the French ftpm E^pt and Malta,

I'liy British cabinet was confident that it held

a strong bargaining posi«««-and could obtain

favorable terms from J^apgleon. But in the

Peace oOtmiens (1802) the British promised

to surrender part of their colonial conquests

and got nothing in return. The French failed

either to reopen the Continent to British ex-

ports or to relinquish Belgium, which re-

mained, in Napoleon's phrase, "a loaded pistol

aimed at the heart of Britain."

Ip 1 803 Napoleon alarmed Austria and

Prussia by promotirtg'a major revision of the

ap oiSetijian^ In that ypir rhf Ktrf*Vfff'i

(a fine German word, "chief

decree of the imperial deputation") abol-

ished more than a hundred of the Germanies,

chiefly city-states and small ecclesiastical

principalities. The chief beneficiaries of this

readjustmerit~"were the south German states of

Bavaria, Wiirttemberg, and Baden, which Na-

Cjermany

the "first

poleon clearly intended to form into a "third"

and •""—-'"
'"-rr""Tiir-r nf Ainrri"

&nd Prussia. respecfTvely.

Meantime, the one-sided Peace of Amiens
provided only a year's truce in the world-wide

struggle of France and Britain. Napoleon

aroused British exporters by a more stringent

tariff law (1803) and jeopardized British in-

terests in the Caribbean by a grandiose project

for a colonial empire based on the island of

Haiti (Santo Domingo) and on the vast Loui-

siana territory that Spain had returned to

France in 1801. French soldiers/iCfeited HaitT

from the able Negro chieftain, Tous:

rOuverture; but the continued resistance of

the Haitians and an outbreak of yellow fever

took_a fearful toll of Frefl^htroop'= an7ri^wr<gr

rCapoleonto abftwrtfirrrhp i^mriiriin pllrijri-r

In 1 803~ he sold to the United States for

about $15,000,000 all of Louisiana, which

later formed the whole or part of 1 3 states.

When the Louisiana Purchase--was~^com-

pleted, France and Britain were agai

Nac

-iaitr 3

war, contrasting with the eighteenth-century

custom that permitted enemy citizens to cir-

culate relatively freely even during hostilities

From 1803 through 1805, Napoleon actively

prepared to invade England. He assembled

more than a hundred tTTousand troops and a

thousand landing barges on the French side of

the Straits of Dover. In 1805, he sent Admiral

ViUeneuve and the French fleet to the West
Indies to lure the British fleet away from Eu-

rope. Then ViUeneuve was to return post-

haste to convoy the French invasion force

across the Channel wtiile Ne|^c>fr"was,^till

vainlycombiag—the CariBBe^. ViUeneuve

fafl«dlto-give Nelson >Ke slip; oack in Euro-

pean waters, he put in at a friendly Spanish

port instead of heading directly for the Chan-

nel as Napoleon had ordered. Nelson engaged

the combined French and Spanish fleets off

Cape Trafalgar at the southwest corner of

Spain (October, 1805). He lost his own life

but not before he had destroyed half of his

adversaries' ships»without sacrificing a single



one of his own . The hapless Villeneuve, long

aware of French nava l inferinpry ,
i^nmm iffpH

suicide. Trafalgar gave the British undisputed

control of the seas and blasted French hopes of

a cross-Channel invasion.

By the time of Trafalgar, Austria and Russia

had joined with Britain in the Third

tion. Bonaparte routed h is continental

nents in the most dazzling campaign

''"ffr. ^' *''"* ^" '"* i.ppt.r I Ur...k«.

ber, 1805), he captured 30,000 Austrians who
had moved westward without waiting for their

Russian allies. He met the main Russian force

and the balance of the Austrian army near the

Moravian village of Austerlitz. The ensuing

battle (December 2, 1805) fittingly celebrated

the first anniversary of Napoleon's coronation

as emperor. Bringing up reinforcements se-

cretl'y and with great speed. Napoleon com-

pletely surprised his opponents; their casual-

ties were three times greater than his own.

Within the month he forced the Habsburg

Coali- ^^^^mperor, Francis 11^ to sign the humiliating \

oppo- UJl Treaty of Pressburg, givmgtR^TMliU Ull '^vo\^^^^^r
of his

Y,
f° Bavaria and Venetia to the Napoleonic /

THcto-'T puppet kingdom of Italy. i

A still harsher fate awaited the Prussians,

brought back into the war for the first time

since I "^95 by Napoleon's repeated interven-

tions in German affairs. The fact that the inept

Duke of Brunswick was still the Prussian com-

mander indicated how much the army had



Napoleon's bivouac on the night preceding the Battle of Austerlitz, 1805.

deteriorated since the days of Frederick the

Great. In October, 1806, the French pulver-

ized the main Prussian contingents in the twin

battles of Jena and Auerstadt, and occupied

Berlin. Napoleon postponed a final settlement

with Prussia until he had beaten his only re-

maining continental opponent. Russia went

down at Friedland (June, 1807).

Napoleon's great string of victories against

the Third Coalition resulted partly from the

blunders of his enemies. The miscalculations

of Austrian, Prussian, and Russian generals

contributed to French successes at Austerlitz

and at Jena. Furthermore, the French army was

the most seasoned force in Europe. Its soldiers

of every rank were well trained, and new re-

cruits were quickly toughened by th^ French

custom of the onMl^me, •"^'iif^"'"|"; f[^g"T,-'"

~nf^' h""'''fTi rn r"''"riin rh'TT ''•- officers were

promoted because of ability rather than be-

cause of seniority or influence. Bonaparte sel-

dom risked an engagement unless his forces

were the numerical equal of theejie»y^sf42en

he staked everything op « >^^3^pjlrir cnrprigg as

at Austerlitz. Yet even this French army had

defects. The medical services were poor, the

pay was low and irregular, and supplies were

also'ii'fegUlar, smce tlie French made a policy

of haVnl^ ilieir soldiers live off the land\io

economize nn t\mp and expense. Though even-

tually serious in tneir impact, these short-

comings did not prevent Napolean's as.cend-

ancy over Europe :

The Empire at Its Height,

1807-1812

Napoleon reached the pinnacle of his ca-

reer when he met Tsar Alexander I on a raft



^4^-
iiemen River at Tilsit, on the

frontier berween Facr Pm^^ja an.^ knttta

Thete_t»-tirK' 180~
^

rhe two emperors drew

up a treaty dividing Europe between them.

Alexander acknowledged France's hegemony
over central and western Europe and secured

in return the recognition of eastern Europe as

'he "Ufiiiig" ThrT Napoleon pledged Russia

a share inrtw-spoils if the Ottoman Empire
should be dismembered , ke demanded no

territory from the defeated Tsar, only a com-

mitment to cease trade with Britain and to

join the war against l^er. The Tilsit settlement,

however, made Aiexandersbittei'ly unpopular

at home, where Russian puyjafijnda had been

'jf"'~"'"'-'nf^
Napoleon as anti-Chris t~~'

While the two emperors negotiated on the

raft, Frederick William 111 (

1

^9"- I 840), the

Prussian king, nervously paced the^ h^"'^'i r£
the Niemen . ke had jiodd cause to be ner-

vous, for Tilsit cost him almost half his terri-

toty. Pruss ia's ^211''^ P*"""' fnTHfd i1
"""'

puppet state, the Grand Duchy of Warsaw ,

wpich Npp-'pmi '''•f^-fi'2j'r!'-"--i- ally, the

King of Saxony. Prussian territory west of the

Elbe River went to Napoleon to dispose of as

he^wiitjeiL, Napoleon also stafloneJ occupa-

tion troops in Prussia and fixed the maximum
size of its army at-42,000 merj,.

Under this latter-day Caesar almost ail Eu-

rope could be divided into three parts. First

came thev.French Em pire, including France

proper and tne territories annexed since i^^.
Second were the satellites, ruled in many
cases by r»tariMfia_ of^apoleon. And third

came Aiitrria^ Prussia, and Russia, forced by

defea to become the allies ot France . The
only powers remaining outside the Napo-
leonic system were Britain. Turkey, and Swe-

den. In 1810. Bernadotte. one of Napoleon's

marshals, became Crown Prince for the child-

less Swedish king, but he, too. guided Swedish

policy ag^insr Franrf

The ^ntiers of the French Empire at their

most extensive enclosed Belgium and Hol-

land: the sections of CjeTmany west of the

Rhine and along the North Sea; the Italian

lands of Piedmont. Genoa. Tuscany, and

Rome; and finally, physically detached from

the rest, the "lllyrian Provinces," stretching

along the Dalmatian coast of the Adriatic,

taken from Austria in 1 809j_ and named after

an old Roman province. The annexed territo-

ries we^ usually subTivided into departments

and ruled hv nrefprr^ iiisf like rhp Hpparf-

ments ot France proper.

The satellites flanked the French Empire.

The Kingdom of Italy, an enlarged version of

the rjtalpjpp R<>p^|[^ll c, included Lombardy,

Venetia, and the central Italian Tanas not di-

rectly annexed by France. Napoleon was the

king, and his stepson. Eugene de Beauharnais.

was viceroy. In southern Italy, Napoleon de-

posed the Bourbon king of Naples in 1805

and gave the crown first to his brother Joseph

and then to Joachim Murat, the husband of his

sister Caroline. Joseph moved from Naples

to Madrid in 1808 when Napoleon deposed

the Spanish Bourbons in order to force

the Spaniards to remain in the war against

Britain.

In Central Europe, Napoleon energetically

pursued his project of a "third" Germany. He
decreed a further reduction in the number of

German states, and in 1806 aided the dissolu-

tion of that museum-piece, the Holy Roman
Empire. Francis II. the reigning Habsburg, last

of the Holy Roman Emperors, now styled

himself Emperor of Austria. To replace the

vanished Empire, Napoleon created the Con-

federation of the Rhine, which included al-

most every German state except Austria and

Prussia At the heart of this confederation.

Napoleon carved out for his brother Jerome
the Kingdom of Westphalia, which incorpo-

rated the Prussian holdings west of the Elbe

seized at Tilsit. Two states completed the ros-

ter of French satellites — Switzerland and the

Grand Duchy of Warsaw. Europe had not

seen such an empire since the heyday of im-

perial Rome.

Napoleon longed to give dignity and per-

manence to his creations. It was not enough

that his brothers and his in-laws should sit on

thrones; he himself must found a dynasty,

must have the heir so far denied him in fifteen

years of childless marriage. He divorced Jose-

phine, therefore, and in 1810 married

Marie-Louise, the daughter of the Habsburg
Francis 11. In due time. Marie-Louise bore
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a son, whom his father called "The King

of Rome."
"Napoleon II," however, was never to rule

in Rome or anywhere else. Throughout the

new French acquisitions and the satellites Bo-

naparte and his relatives played the part of

enlightened despots, curbing the power of the

Church, abolishing serfdom, building roads,

and introducing the metric system and the

new French law codes. Everywhere, however,

they exacted a heavy toll of tribute and sub-

jection. In the Kingdom of Italy, for instance.

Napoleon doubled the tax rate previously

levied by the Austrians; half the revenues of

the kingdom went to defray the expenses of

the French army and the French government.

Napoleon flooded his relatives with instruc-

tions on the government of their domains and

brought them abruptly to heel whenever they

showed signs of putting local interests above

those of France. When Louis Bonaparte in

Holland dared to disobey the imperial orders,

his brother delivered a crushing rebuke:

In ascending the throne of Holland, Your Ma-

jesty has forgotten that he is French and has

stretched all the springs of his reason and tormented

his conscience in order to persuade himself that

he is Dutch. Dutchmen inclining toward France

have been ignored and persecuted; those serving

England have been promoted. ... 1 have experi-

enced the sorrow of seeing the name of France ex-

posed to shame in a Holland ruled by a prince of

my blood.*

Louis' boldness cost him his throne; his Dutch

kingdom was annexed to France in 1 81 0.

The ConftasotaLS^iSlsm

Nowhere was Napoleon's imperialism

more evident than i n his attempt to reflate

the rrnnprnr nf fhr whole uontiiie lU. The

Continental System had a double aim: to

build up the export trade of^Fjanra inrl r?>

cripple that of fijuaio. Th'S' collapse of Napo-

leon's cross-Channel invasion plans led^" '

>Xarnr~"nleaSUres agai nst

897), 1,382-583.

Coalition gave fTim the opportunity to ex-

periment with economic warfare onacontinen-

tal*Scale and tocJffV liieicantilism Uj wniiLiiTts,

ine U-erlin IJerre^
,

i ssLied by N^J

November, 1 806, forbade all trade with the

,SiTrrsl]_J*iffs and all commerce in British

nil n liiiiii|[_ii ir nrilrrnl rhr irn r ot all Bri-

tons on the Continent and the -COntiscation of

LllL'll piupL-sy- Britain replied by requiring

that neutral vessels wish~Wig to trade with

France put in ^st at a British port and
^pav

jduiifis. This regulation enaBTea" "Britain to

share in the profits of neutral shipping to

France. Napoleon retaliated with the Milan

decree (December, 1807), ordering the sei-

zure of all neutral ships that complied with

the new British policy. The neutrals, in ef-

fect, were damned if they did and damned if

they didn't.

Napoleon's vassals and allies had to support

the Continental System or suffer the conse-

quences. Of all the "un-French" activities

countenanced by Louis Bonaparte in Holland,

the worst, in Napoleon's view, was his tolera-

tion of Dutch smuggling of English contraband.

The Emperor likewise expected the satel-

lites to feed French industrial prosperity.

When Italians objected to the regulation of

their silk exports. Napoleon lectured his

viceroy, Eugene, on the facts of economic life:

All the raw silk from the Kingdom of Italy goes

to England. ... It is therefore quite natural that I

should wish to divert it from this route to the ad-

vantage of my French manufacturers: otherwise my
silk factories, one of the chief supports of French

commerce, would suifer substantial losses. . . . My
principle is: France first. . . .

It is no use for Italy to make plans that leave

French prosperity out of account; she must face the

fact that the interests of the two countries hang

together."

The gigantic attempt to make "France first"

failed almsajrotally. Only a few French in-

dustries benefite9~-fi-om the Continental Sys-

tem; the cessation of sugar imports from the

•Quoted in J. M. Thompson, ed.. Napoleons Leilm.



, for example, pr(jgioted the culti;,

iv«i.sugar_^pets. But the dec' lint of

West Indi

vation of nativ

overseas trade depressed Bordeaux and other

French Atlantic ports, and the increasing dif-

ficulty of obtaining raw materials like cotton

caused wides pread unemployment/and pro-

duced a rash of banftTapttiMt. Thgnew French

markets on the Continent did not compensate

for the loss of older markets overseas; the

value of French exports declined bv/nqrejhan

one-third betwegxU80j and I8l3v

The Continental Syster

'Bmaio^although it did confront the British

with a severe economic crisis. Markets abroad

for British lexports were uncertain; food im-

ports were reduced; and, while prices rose

sharply, wages lagged behind. Both farm

workers, already pinched by the enclosure

movement, and factory workers suffered

acutely. Yet Britain, fortified by her leader-

<:hjji_jn rhp /^rnnnrrnrrpvnliif long anl^ hy fh>.

overwhelming super iority of her navy and

"TiTerchant marine, rode out the storraExery

tract of land at all capable of"growing food

was brought under the plow. Exporters not

only developed liirprivp npw pparUj^rc In

the Americas, the Ottoman Empire, and Asia

but also smuggled goods ro old ri^nmers on,

fhe Continent. Napoleon lacked the*vasm3val

force to apprehend smugglers at sea^nd he

lacked the large staff of incorruptible customs

inspectors tp-Control contraband in the ports.

Moreoyef, since the French army simply could

nopdo withoiir snpiP irpms nrodiired only in

BfTTisfv^Factories. Napoleon violated his own
decrees by aurtiorizing secret purchases of

British cloth and leather for uniforms.

The Continental System antagonized both

the neutral powers and Napoleon's allies.

French seizure of American vessels in Euro-

Gillray, "Tiddy-Dolly, the great French Gingerbread-Baker, drawing out a new Batch of

Kings-his Man, Hopping-Talley, mixing up the Dough"-a British comment on Napoleon's
imperialism.
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pean ports under the terms of the Milan Decree

put a dangerous strain on Franco-American

relations. But British restrictions likewise

bore heavily on the Americans. British im-

pressment of American seamen on the pretext

that they were deserters from the Royal Navy,

together with the designs of American expan-

sionists on Canada, produced the inde

Anglo-American War of 1 81 2 - 1 81 4.

The Peninsular War

In Europe, the political and military conse-

quences of the Continental System formed a

decisive and disastrous chapter in Napoleonic

history. The chapter opened in 1 807 when the

Emperor decided to impose the Syst^
Britain's traditional ally, Portugal. The'

guese expedition fuiriish'ed Napoleon with an

excuse for the military occupation of neigh-

boring Spain. In 1 808 he lured^the_Sflarish

royal family away from Madrid and made his

—brother lo.seph jCing n? Spain. But every

measure taken by Napoleon— the removal of

the ineffectual Bourbons, the installation of a

foreign monarch, the attempted enforcement

of the Continental System, and, not least,

the suppression of the Inquisition and the

curtailment of noble and clerical privileges

— violated Spanish customs and offended Span-

ish nationalism. The irreconcjJahie_Spaniards

began fighting Napoleon when the popfflation

—of Madrid rose in revolt on May37t^€(8!—

'

While the risTng in Wadrid was soon re-

pressed, the Peninsular War (named after the

Iberian Peninsula), rapidly grew from a minor

irritation to a deadly cancer on the body of

the Napoleonic Empire. The Spaniards em-

ployed ambushes and poisoned wells and used

other guerrilla devices. The expedition that

Britain sent to assist them upset all the rules

about British inferiority in military, as op-

posed to naval, matters. It was ably commanded
by Sir Arthur Wellesley (later the Duke of

Wellington), generously supplied from home,

and based on Portugal and on Britain's un-

shakable command of the seas. Napoleon

poured more than 300,000 troops into the

Peninsular campaign, but his opponents

gained the upper hand in .iSTTT^hen he de-

tached part of his forces for the invasion of

R«s^ In 1813, King JosepMeft'^adndfDr'
everr and Wellington, having liberatg-' '^—-
crossed intosouth

German Resistance

Napoleonic imperialism also aroused a na-

tionalistic reaction among the tradi tionally

disunited^Becinans. Infellerriia^f lanqrheH a

campaign againstjjac Fwnrh janguage and

French culture, which had long exerted a pow-

erful influence. Johann Grimm and his brother

Wilhelm contributed not only their very

popular— and very German— Fairy Tales \

(1812) but also philological researches de-

signed to prove the innate superiority of the

German language. The philosopher Fichte

delivered at Berlin the highly patriotic Ad-

dresses to the German Nation (1807-1808),

claiming that German was the Ursprache, the

fountainhead of language. And the Germans

themselves, Fichte continued, were the Unvlk,

the oldest and the most moral of nations.

Napoleon began to feel the impact of Ger-

man nationalism when Austria re-entered the

war in 1809. For the first time, the Habsburg

monarchy now attempted a total mobilization

comparable to that decreed by the French

Convention in 1793. While the new spirit

enabled the Austrians to make a better show-

ing, they were defeated by a narrow margin at

Wagram (1809) and for the fourth time in a

dozen years submitted to a peace dictated by

Napoleon. The Treaty of Schonbrunn (1809)

stripped them of the lUyrian Provinces and

assigned their Polish territory of Galicia to

the Grand Duchy of Warsaw. Francis II gave

his daughter to Napoleon in marriage, and his

defeated land became the unwilling ally of

France. Leadership in the German revival

passed to Prussia.

The shock of Jena and Tilsit jarred Prussia

out of the lethargy that had overtaken her

since the death of Frederick the Great in

1 786. The new University of Berlin, founded

in 1810, attracted Fichte and other prophets of

German nationalism. Able generals and



Goya, "The Third of May.
1808," now in the Prado
Museum, Madrid: Spaniards

being executed by Napo-
leonic troops.

statesmen, most of them non-Prussian, came to

power. General Scharnhorst headed a group of

officers wjjo-^bolished the in{iuma»-cKscipline

of the arp^i—aad-lniptoved its efficiency. The

ceiling of 42J.inn tnldiers~Tniposgd-Ky Napo-

leon was evaded by the simple device of as-

signing recruits to thg,-fe?er*e^ter a fairly

brief n^iod "oT "inTensive training and then

in^»«^ng another group of recruits. By 1813,

"iTussia had more than J ''"lOnO trained men
available for cotnbat duK .

The social'^^nd adnjinistrative reorganiza-

tion of the Prussian state was inspired bys^he

energetic Stein^^aron vom und zum Steiljf-

an enlightenea aristocrat from the RhinelanS

Stein conciliated the middle class by granting

towns and citie>--»ome self-government. To
improve the statvis^aftfe-I^^^SltV^e spon-

sored the edkjLof October, li^O?. at loH

abolishin'g'^erfdojHtiPrussia. The edict, how-

ever, did not break up the large Junker estates

or provide land for the liberated serfs; nor did

it terminate the feudal rights of justice exer-

cised by the Junker over his peasants. Stein

and the others eliminated only the worst

abutea^f the Old Rf-fime and Iff; aiirhnrify

where it had TradiTToTiatTyrested -- with the

king/tlle ailHy, and the JUukcij. The Hohen-

zollern state was not so much reformed as

restored to the traditions of absolutism and ef-

ficiency established by the Great Elector and

Frederick the Great.

The Russian Campaign

The event that enabled a developing Ger-

man nationalism to turn its force against Na-

poleon was the French debacle in Russia.

French actions after 1807 soon convinced Tsar

Alexander that Napoleon was not keeping the

Tilsit bargain and was intruding on Russia's

sphere In eastern Europe. When Alexander

and Napoleon met again at the German town

of Erfurt in 1808, they could reach no agree-

ment, though they concealed their differences

by a show of great intimacy. French acquisi-

tion of the lUyrian provinces from Austria in

1809 raised the unpleasant prospect of French

domination over the Balkans, and the simul-

taneous transfer of Galicia from Austria to the

Grand Duchy of Warsaw suggested that this

Napoleonic vassal might next seek to absorb

the Polish territories of Russia. Meanwhile,

Napoleon's insistent efforts to make Russia

enforce the Continental System increasingly

incensed Alexander. French annexations in

northwest Germany completed the discomfi-

ture of the Tsar, for they wiped out the state

of Oldenburg, where his uncle was the reign-
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ing duke. All these factors caused the break

between the Tsar and the Emperor, and the fa-

mous invasion of Russia by the French in 1812.

For the invasion Napoleon assembled the

Grande Armee of nearly 700,000 men. A large

proportion of the Grand Army, however, were

not Frenchmen but unwilling conscripts in the

service of a foreign master. The supply system

broke down almost immediately, and the

Russian scorched-earth policy made it very

hard for the soldiers to live off the land. As

the Grand Army marched eastward, one of

Napoleon's aides reported;

There were no inhabitants to be found, no pris-

oners to be taken, not a single straggler to be

picked up. We were in the heart of inhabited Rus-

sia and yet we were like a vessel without a compass

in the midst of a vast ocean, knowing nothing of

what was happening around us.'

Napoleon marched all the way to Moscow
without ever managing to strike a knockout

blow. He remained in the burning city for five

weeks (September-October, 1812) in the vain

hope of bringing Tsar Alexander to terms. But

Russian obduracy and the shortage of supplies

forced him to begin a retreat that became a

nightmare. Ill-fed and inadequately clothed

and sheltered, the retreating soldiers suffered

horribly from Russian attacks on stragglers

and from the onslaughts of "General Winter."

Less than a quarter of the Grand Army sur-

vived the retreat from Moscow; the rest had

been taken prisoner or had died of wounds,

starvation, disease, or the cold.

The Russian leaders had feared that Napo-

leon would liberate the serfs and turn them

against their masters. Nevertheless, the peas-

ants, despite the ill-treatment to which they

had been subject for so long, formed guerrilla

bands, harassed Napoleon's forces, and proved

that their patriotic sentiments outweighed

their class grievances. Kutuzov, the victorious

Russian commander, now wanted to allow

Russia's allies to prosecute the war. But

Alexander insisted on pursuing the French,

and sent Russian armies westward beyond

the Russian frontiers on the track of Na-

poleon's forces.

The British had been the first to resist Na-

poleon successfully, at Trafalgar and on the

economic battlefield^ of the~~&>«tieental

System. Then had come bptTnijli icjistance,

then Russian. Now in 1813 almost every na-

tion in Europe joined the final coalition

against th^Jieach. Napoleon raised a new

army^^ut he could not re^lae^so^readily the

equipment squandered in Russia 111 Ottubti,

_l_gli he lost the
"
Battle of_rfie Nations,"

fought at Leipzig in "Sermanvr"aiTit*ta:April.

1814, the forces of the coalition occupied

Paris . Faced also with mounting*TB»e5t_>t

iotne, the Emperor abdicated. After attempt-

ing suicide by poison, which turned out to

have lost much of its strength since he had

procured it for the Russian campaign, he went

into exile as ruler-oLthe minute island of Elba

not far frojujie^western coast of Italy.

The statesmen ot the victorious coalition

gathered in the Congress of Vienna to draw

up the terms of_peace (see Chapter 19). Tne

Bourbons returned to Fy^ncein the perse

Louis Xyiit/ ^ younger brother <

Realizing that he could not^jigyive"

Regime intact, the new king issued^he
'- Charter ofwl*?^?Stablishing a constitutional

monarchy. The returned Emigres, howev

showed no sucK^ood sense. Th

new "White TemJr^ agarnst the Revolution

and all its works. Then, on Marrh_l
_,
ISH .

Bonaparte pulled his last surprise: Hg_lap4ed

on the Mediterranean CQa5I-c£-Etaace.

For a hundred days, from March 20, 1815,

when Napoleons-entered Paris.,the French

Empire was rebp«»~^nce again the"Emperor

rallied the French ~people-<liis time byjgrom-

ising a (rulyhbgiaLfegime, wTth a realparlia-

menr~atTcl—genuine eleitions. Fje- nov^rhad
rimn, hpweveIV^».a.how whether his protn ige

was sincere, tor on June 1'h, 1»1 t), the British

under Wellington and the Prussians under



Blucher delivered the final blow at Waterloo,

near Brussels. Again Napoleon went into ex-

ile, to the remote British island of St. Helena

in the South Atlantic. There, in 1821 , he died.

VI The Legacy of the Revolution and Napoleon

Bonapartism did not die in 1815

or 1821, any more than the Caesarism of

ancient Rome had died on the Ides of March.

A Napoleonic legend arose, fostered by the

Emperor himself on St. Helena. It glossed

over the faults and failures of its hero, de-

picting him as the paladin of liberalism and

patriotism, and paved the way for the advent

of another Napoleon in 1848 (see Chapter

19). This legend, with its_hero'^vorship and

belligerent nationalism, was one element in

the legacy bequeathed by revolutionary and

Napoleonic France. A second, and still more

powerful, element was the great revolutionary

motto— Liberie. Egalile. fraternite. The motto

lived on, to inspire later generations of

Jacobins in France and elsewhere. And be-

hind the motto was the fact that Frenchmen

enjoyed a larger measure of liberty, equality,

and fraternity in 1815 than they had ever

known before I 789.

The Revolution founded a potent new tra-

dition of liberty. True, the Mountain's

deputies on mission and Napoleon's censors

and prefects gave new force to the old tradi-

tions of absolutism and centralization, the

middle class had won its freedom from obso-

lete restraints, and Protestants, Jews, and

free-thinkers had gained toleration both in

France and in French-dominated countries.

While French institutions in 1815 did not

measure up to the liberal ideals expressed in

the Declaration of the Rights of Man, the ide-

als had been stated, and the effort to embody
them in a new regime was to form the main

theme of French domestic history in the nine-

teenth century.

The revolutionary and Napoleonic regimes

introduced a large measure of equality. They
established the principle of equal liability to

taxation. They provided a greater degree of

economic opportunity for large numbers of

the third estate by breaking up the large land-

holdings of the clergy and nobility and by

removing obstacles to the activity of busi-

nessmen, big and little. The Code Napoleon

buried beyond all hope of exhumation the

worst legal and social inequalities of the Old

Regime. There was a good deal of truth in

Napoleon's boast:

Whether as First Consul or as Emperor, I have

been the people's king; I have governed for the

nation and in its interests, without allowing myself

to be turned aside by the outcries or the private

interests of certain people."

The Revolution and Napoleon promoted

fraternity in the legal sense by making all

Frenchmen equal in the eyes of the law. They

advanced fraternity in a broader sense by en-

couraging nationalism, the feeling of belong-

ing to the great corporate body of Frenchmen

who were superior to all other nations. French

nationalism had existed long before 1 789;

Joan of Arc, Henry IV, and Louis XIV had all

been nationalists in their diverse ways. But it

remained for the Convention to formulate a

fervent new nationalistic creed in its decree of

August 23, 1 793, providing for total mobili-

zation. The Napoleonic Empire then demon-

strated how easily nationalism on an unprec-

edented scale could lead to imperialism of

unprecedented magnitude. A century ago,

Alexis de Tocqueville, the great French stu-

dent of democracy, wrote:

The French Revolution was ... a political rev-

olution, which in its operation and its aspect resem-

•Quoced in Caulaincourt, Wiih Napoleon in Russia,
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bled a religious one. It had every peculiar and

characteristic feature of a religious movement; it

not only spread to foreign countries, but it was

carried thither by preaching and by propaganda

It roused passions such as the most violent po-

litical revolutions had never before excited. . . .

'This gave to it that aspect of a religious revolution

which so terrified its contemporaries, or rather . . .

it became a kind of new religion in itself—

a

religion, imperfect it is true, without a God, without

a worship, without a future life, but which neverthe-

less, like Islam, poured forth its soldiers, its

apostles, and its martyrs over the face of the earth.*

Its early adherents were fanatics— Robespierre

and the Jacobins. Its later exponents— the men
of Thermidor and Brumaire — modified the

creed in the interests of practicality and mod-
eration. Even in the hands of Napoleon, how-
ever, the Revolution remained a kind of reli-

gion, demanding political orthodoxy and

punishing heretics, as Napoleon punished

King Louis Bonaparte of Holland, by politi-

cal excommunication. And after 1815, as we
shall see in the next chapter, the "new religion"

of the Revolution continued to pour forth

"its soldiers, its apostles, and its martyrs over

the face of the earth."
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Revolution

and Counter-Revolution,

1815-1850

I Introduction

opposrte DUKE OF WELUNGTON, by While the half cetitury after Na-

poleon recorded no crisis so momentous as

that ofJ_2fi2.and pro'Suced no personality so

dominant as Bonaparte, it was still crowded

with major developments. Between 1815 and

1870 the industrial revolution came of age,

modern doctrines of socialism were born, and

Darwin's evolutionary hypothesis revolution-

ized .4!£.^£5i 2' sciences as well as biology. In

politics, S?^ai Brlialll and Ihe nnlred States

moved steadily, and France more erratically

toward the practical establishment of democ

racy; Italy and Germany at last achieved na

tional unification. All these developments

though they were well under way by 1850

reached a climax after the mid-century mark

and will therefore be discussed later (Chapters

20-23). The present chapter focuses on the
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interaction of cultural and political forces,

particularly in continental Europe, during

the post-Napoleonic generation from 1815

to 1 850.

The terms "reaction" and
"
coup f''''-'"p"'''lii-

rion" are j^fff" -npi;°^ '^ ^h,'. ^^^^.-^ti^r, By

15, Europe was reacting strongly both

against the French Revolution, which had

made Napoleon possible, and against the En:

lightenment, which had made the Revolution

possible. The reaoion against the Enlighren-

ment took the form of the R£imailtic_move-

ment. Romantic writers and artists protested

against the omnipotent reason of the eight-

eenth century and championed faith, emotion,

tradition, and other values slighted by many

philosophes. The political counter-revolution

came of age at the Congress of Vienna in

1814-1815, where the leaders of the last coa-

lition against Napoleon re-established the

European balance of power and repudiated the

revolutionary principles, though not all the

revolutionary achievements, that had shattered

the eighteenth-century balance. Reason and

natural law, in the judgment both of political

leaders and of many Romantics, had led not

only to progress but also to the Reign of Ter-

ror and Napoleonic imperialism.

But the spirit of 1 789 did not die in 1 81 5;

revolution persisted, despite the ascendancy

of counter-revolutionary forces. Liberal and

nationalistic ideas and aspirations produced

new outbreaks of revolution in the 1820's, in

1 830, and in 1 848. Although none of these

revolutions proved to be as formidable as the

great upheaval of 1 789, all of them threatened

the status quo. In addition, the revolutions of

1 848 marked a critical turning point in the

development of European liberalism and

nationalism. y

II The Romantic Protest

The Romantic protest against

reason rose to full force during the first third

of the ninett}jjlllli teilLUl'y — the Komantic dec-

ades of 18(Krfo^l830 or 1840. Actually, as

Chapter 1 7 has already shown, the reaction

against the Enlightenment had set in much
earlier. Before 1750, Wesley and the Pietists

were challenging the deism of the philosophes

and preaching a religion of the heart, not the

head. Soon Rousseau proclaimed conscience,

not reason, the "true guide of man '; Hume
fastened on men's "sentiments and affections

"

as the mainsprings of their actions. Kant ele-

vated intuition over the common-sense reason

of the Enlightenment and restated, in very

philosophical language, the Platonic belief in

a noumenai realm of eternal verities beyond

the world of transient phenomena. Then in

1 790 Edmund Burke's Reflections on the Revo-

lution in France neatly turned against ine phi-

loso0estheir favorite appeal lU lllL simple

mathematical laws of Newtonian science.

Natural rights, Burke argued, '

. . . entering into common life, like rays of light

which pierce into a dense medium, are, by the laws

of nature, refracted from their straight line. Indeed

in the gross and complicated mass of human

passions and concerns, the primitive rights of men
undergo such a variety of refractions and reflec-

tions, that it becomes absurd to talk of them as if

they continued in the simplicity of their original

direction. The nature of man is intricate; the ob-

jects of society are of the greatest possible com-

plexity. . .

.*

The protest against the oversimplification of

man and society, and the insistence on the

intricacy and complexity of humanity, formed

one common denominator of the Romantic

movement. Romanticism, however, was much
too complex and contradictory to be defined

by a simple formula- Other common denomi-

nators will emerge from a survey of the

achievements of the Romantics, beginning



with their most characteristic and productive

realm of activity — literature.

The Revolt against Reason

Literary Romanticism may be-ttaced back

to the mid-eighteenth-century novels of sen-

timent and duty, like Richards9iuXXuu^<2. Its

immediate precursor wasthe German move -

ment nfrh^
]~~0\ rA\\p^ ^tiifin iiiiif Piiir^

("Stoifii and Stress") after the title of a con-

temporiry play. The hero of the drama, totally

incapable of settling down, Ages Europe to

tight in the American Revolution:

Have been everything. Became a day-labourer to

be something. Lived on the Alps, pastured goats,

lay day and night under the boundless vault of the

heavens, cooled by the winds, burning with an in-

ner fire. Nowhere rest, nowhere repose. See, thus I

am glutted by impulse and power, and work it out

of me. I am going to take part in this campaign as

a volunteer; there I can expand my soul, and if

they do me the favour to shoot me down,— all

the better*

Yearning, frustration, and desp^icwere also

dominant emotions in the most popular work

of the Srurm una Drang period , The Sorrows of

Younn Werlher. a lugubrious short novel by the

youthful Goethe (1^49-1832). Even the

seemingly hard-boiled Napoleon claimed to

have read it seven times over, weeping co-

piously each time as the hero shoots himself

to death because the woman he loves is al-

ready married. Self-pity, self-destruction, the

sense of alienation, of being an "outsider"

continued to be favorite themes of the Ro-

mantic writers. In contrast to the optimism of

the philosophes. the Romantics sounded chords

of pessimism and despair.

Goethe himself, however, whose career ex-

tended through the whole Romantic era, was

no Romantic hero. In many respects he was a

good eighteenth-century man of reason, inter-

ested in natural science, comfortably estab-

lished at the enlightened court of a small

'Klinger, Sturm und Drang, quoted in Kuno Francke,

A Htjiory of German Literature as Determined by Social

Forres. 4ih ed. (New York, 1931 ), 309.

German state at Weimar, and quite detached

from the political passions sweeping Germany
and Europe in the revolutionary and Napo-

leonic age. Yet Romantic values lie at the very

heart of Goethe's greatest work — many would

say the greatest work in the German lan-

guage— F<2«j/. Begun when he was in his

twenties, and finished only when he was

eighty, this long poetic drama was less a play

in the conventional sense than a philosophical

commentary on the main currents of European

thought. According to the traditional legend,

the aged Faust, weary of book learning and

pining for eternal youth, sold his soul to the

Devil, receiving back the enjoyment of his

youth for an allotted time, and then, terror-

stricken, went to the ever-lasting fires. Goethe

transformed the legend. While Faust finds in-

tellectual pursuits disillusioning and profitless

and makes his infernal compact, he is ul-

timately saved through his realization that he

must sacrifice selfish concerns to the welfare

of others. A drama of man's sinning, striving,

and redemption, Goethe's Faust is a reaffir-

mation of the Christian way that the Enlight-

enment had belittled. The return to Christian

values was a striking feature of Romanticism.

By the early 1 800's, Romantic writers de-

cried what seemed to them the stilted and

artificial verses of Racine and Pope and

praised the color and vigor of the Bible,

Homer, and Shakespeare. They called for a

literary renaissance, a rebirth of imagination,

feeling, and sensitivity. In consequence, the

Romantic era was an age of poetry, in contrast

to the eighteenth-century age of prose.

Britain produced a galaxy of Romantic

poets— Byron, Shelley, Keats, Wordsworth,

Coleridge, and still others. Of them all,

Wordsworth (1770-1850) and Coleridge

(1772-18.34) perhaps pressed farthest in

reaction against classicism and rationalism. In

1798, the two men published Lyrical Ballads,

an early landmark in English Romanticism. As

Coleridge later explained, their purpose was

explicitly anti-classical:

In the present age the poet . . . seems to pro-

pose to himself as his main object . . . new and

striking images; with incidents that interest the
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affections or excite the curiosity. Both his charac-

ters and his descriptions he renders, as much as

possible, specific and individual, even to a degree

of portraiture. In his diction and metre, on the

other hand, he is comparatively careless.*

Such ministry, when ye, through many
a year

Haunting me thus among my boyish

sports.

On caves and trees, upon the woods and

To Lyrical Ballads Coleridge contributed

the Rime of the Ancient Mariner, a supernatural

and very Romantic tale of the curse afflicting a

sailor who slays an albatross. Among Words-

worth's contributions was The Tables Turned,

notable less for its poetry than for its specific

attack on conventional learning:

Come forth into the light of things.

Let Nature be your teacher.

She has a world of ready wealth,

Our minds and hearts to bless —

Spontaneous wisdom breathed by health.

Truth breathed by cheerfulness.

One impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man.

Of moral evil and of good,

Than all the sages can.

Sweet is the lore which Nature brings;

Our meddling intellect

Mis-shapes the beauteous forms of things: —
We murder to dissect.

Enough of Science and of Art;

Close up those barren leaves:

Come forth, and bring with you a heart

That watches and receives.f

Wordsworth transformed the old concept of

nature; nature was no longer something to be

analyzed and reduced to laws but a mysteri-

ous, vitalizing force that had to be sensed and

experienced. Here, from his long autobio-

graphical Prelude, are two passages that express

his beliefs more poetically:

Ye Presences of Nature in the sky

And on the earth! Ye Visions of the hills!

And Souls of lonely places! can I think

A vulgar hope was yours when ye

employed

'Biof,raphitt Lileraria. Everyman

1908), 173.

tTAt TabUs Turned, lines 15-32.

ed., (New York,

Impressed, upon all forms, the characters

Of danger or desire; and thus did make
The surface of the universal earth.

With triumph and delight, with hope

and fear.

Work like a sea?

Dust as we are, the immortal spirit grows

Like harmony in music; there is a dark

Inscrutable workmanship that reconciles

Discordant elements, makes them cling

together

In one society."

"Presences," "Visions," "Souls," "haunting"

— this is truly Romantic language. In place of

the light shed by Newton's laws, Wordsworth

finds "a dark inscrutable workmanship," and

in place of the philosophes' belief in the per-

fectibility of man through reason he puts his

faith in the "immortal spirit" of the individual.

Wordsworth in fact lived in France during the

early years of the Revolution and was dis-

illusioned by the failure of rational reform.

The Return to the Past

It may seem a lon^ leap from the almost

pantheistic univacse of Wordsworth to the

Romantics' enthusiasm for the Middle Ages in

general and for the earlier history of their

own nations in particular. And yet nationalism

is an irrational, almost mystical force that— so

its devotees believe — "reconciles discordant

elements, makes them cling together in one

society.','. The heightened sense of nationalism

evident almost everywhere in Europe by 1815

was in part a matter of political self-preserva-

tion. In the crisis of the Napoleonic wars, for

example, the Spaniards became more aware of

their Spanish heritage and the Germans of

•The Prelude. Book I, 464-475,340-344.
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their Germanic one. The Romantic return to

the national past, however, though intensified

by French imperialism, had begun before

1 ~89 as part of the general retreat from the

Enlightenment. The pioneers of Romanticism

tended to cherish what the phi/osophes detested,

notably the Middle Ages and the medieval

preoccupation with religion.

The German writer. Herder (1^44-1803),

provided inielleccua l |..^ph^^ri^.. f^-
pfip-^f"-

val studies with his theory of cultural nation-

alism. Each separate nation, he argued, like

any organism, had its own distinct personality,

its Volksi^eist or "folk spirit," and its own pat-

tern of growth. The surest measure of a na-

tion's growth was its literature— poetry in

youth, prose in maturity. Stimulated by Her-

der, students of medieval German literature

collected popular ballads, and the brothers

Grimm compiled their Fairy Tales. In n82,
the first complete text of the Nihelungenlied

was published, a heroic saga of the nation's

youth that had been much admired in the later

Middle Ages only to be forgotten in succeed-

ing centuries. By putting a new value on the

German literature of the past. Herder helped

to free the German literature of his own day

from its bondage to French culture. Herder,

however, was no narrow nationalist and as-

serted that the cultivated man should know
cultures other than his own. So Herder also

helped to loose the flood of translations that

poured over Germany about 1 800— transla-

tions of Shakespeare, of Don Quixote, of Span-

ish and Portuguese poetry, even of works in

Sanskrit.

Some German Romantics, stirred bv the

patriotic revival ?fTfr f^"" a"'^ Tilfii^, (see

Chapter 1 8), carried national enthusiasm to an

extreme that Herder would have deplored.

Thus the Grimms claimed pre-eminence for

the German language, and the dramatist Kleist

( 1
777 _ 1 81 1 ), in his Battle ofArminius. boasted

of the prowess of the ancient Germans in

defeating the legions of Augustus, in 9 A.D.

For the Romantic extremists, the mere fact of

being Qerman appeared to be a cardinal vir-

tue. Yet many German writers ';rriirk Harrier'

s

happy balance ber^ii-pn narinpjil and cosmo -

politan interests; Goethe, for example, prided

himself on being a good European, not simply

a German.

Other nations, too, demonstrated that the

return to the past meant veneration of the

Middle Ages rather than classical antiquity. In

Britain, Sir Walter Scott ( 1 7? 1 -1832) assisted

i n col lecting the vigorous medieval folk bal-

lads and went on to write more than thirty

historical novels, of which Ivanhoe. set in the

days of Richard Lionheart and the Crusades,

is the best known. In France, the home of the
"
classical spirit." the Romantic reaction gath-

ered slowly but reached ful l strength after

1 825^ with the vivid historical dramas of Vic -

tqt_Hugo^(l 802 -1885) and his famous novel

of fifteenth-century France, Notre Dame de

Paris. In Russia, to cite a third example, the

poet Pushkin (1799-1837) deserted the ar-

chaic Slavonic language of the Orthodox

Church to write the first major literary works

in the national vernacular. He took subjects

from Russia's past and introduced local color

from its newly acquired provinces in the Cri-

mea and the Caucasus. He also celebrated his

own exotic grandfather, Hannibal, the African

Negro slave of Peter the Great.

Romantic musicians, like the poets, sough t

out the popular ballads and tales of the na-

lional past. They, too, were inventive and im-

aginative, seeking to make their compositions

more dramatic and flexible, less constrained

by classical rules. To achieve color and drama,

composers of opera and song often turned for

subjects to literature— Shakespeare's plays,

Scott's novels, and the poems and tales of

Goethe and Pushkin. Yet, although literature

and musjc oftenjooik^parallelj^aths during the

Romanti^era, the parallel was far fronLcqm-

pTeteTRomantic musicians scarcely revolted

against the great eighteenth-century composers

in the way that Wordsworth and Coleridge re-

volted against their predecessors. Rather,

Romantic music evolved peacefully out of the

older classical school.

The composer who played the command-

ing part in this evolution wasHBeethoven

^^.J..)'. (JjccXiu) o^yo



(1770-1827), a Fleniiilg-bL_ancestrv and a

Viennese by adoption. Whereas Coleridge hacT

said that the Romantic artist might be careless

in matters of diction and meter, Beethoven

showed a classical concern for the forms and

techniques that were the musical counterparts

of diction and meter. Yet his experiments and

innovations also enriched the great tradition

that he inherited from Bach, Haydn, and Mo-

zart. For example, where Mozart and Haydn

had used the courtly minuet for the third

movement in a symphony, Beethoven intro-

duced the more plebeian and rollicking

scherzo. Where earlier composers had indicated

the tempo with a simple allegro (fast) or

andante (slow), Beethoven added such des-

ignations as appassionato and "Strife between

H^iT the color and

passion of Beethoven's works derived from

his skill in exploiting the resources of the

piano, which was perfected during his life-

time. He also scored his orchestral composi-

tions for a greater number of instruments,

especially winds, percussion, and double-

basses, than had been the practice of IVIozaft

and Haydn.

After Beethoven, orchestral works took on

increasingly heroic dimensions. The French

composer. Berlioz (180^- 1 SiiQ^ prnjerred an

orchestra of 463 pieces , includin g.1 20 violins .

i7_!i(juFIe;basses, and 30 each of pianos and

harps. Although this Utopian scheme remained

on paper, Berlioz was virtually the first to

score his compositions for the full comple-

ment of instruments, especially winds and

percussion, that make up the modern orches-

tra. His experiments with the theatrical

potentialities of orchestral music created a

sprjp'; nf lqndmafl<s in musical history

^

_among

them th£_llEantasti c Symphony" (1830)rbased,

it is said, on Goethe's Werther.

Music for the human voice reflected both,

the increased enthusiasm for instruments,

particularly the piano, and the general Ro-

mantic nostalgia for the past. In composing

songs and arias. Romantic musicians devoted

as much skill to the accompaniment as to the

voice part itself Franz Schubert ( 1 797 - 1 826),

Beethoven's Viennese contemporary, made a

fine art of blending voice and piano in more

than six hundred sensitive Lieder (songs), sev-

enty of them musical settings of poems by

Goethe. Meantime, Vonji^eiier (I 786-1826)

was striving to create a truly German opera
,
7'//-»i.

taking an old legend as the libretto for Per , l-l

FreischMiS- ("The Freeshooter," 1820). Its plot ^

ran the good Romantic gamut of an enchanted

forest, a magic bullet, and an innocent maiden

outwitting the Devil, and its choruses and

marches employed many folk-like melodies.

Weber was by no means the only serious com-

poser to utilize national folk tunes. In Russia,

Glinka__( 1804 -1857) cast aside the Italian

influences that had previously dominated the

secular music of his country. He based his

opera, Russian and Ludmilla ( 1 842 ), on a poem
by Pushkin and embellished it with dances

and choruses derived from the native music of

Russia's Asian provinces.

0^^

In the fine arts, the forces of Romanticism
^^^

ined nQ_such triumph as rhev won in litera- ^^ccU

re and music . The vjrf^i^j rlirrafr.r r,f Fiiro-

pean painting during the first two H'"'^H'"i "*^

the ninetee nth renniry was the French neo-

classicist, David (1748-1825), who was the

oflficial painter of the French Jacobins and

then of Napoleon. Davicrs_£anvases_fQrroed_ a

capsule history of the rise and AssMns of rev-

olutionary fervor^efore 17 89, Roman re-

publican heroes and victims of aristocratic

persecution like Socrates; after 1 789, dramatic

moments like the Tennis Court Oath and the

death of Marat; and, still later. Napoleon's

crossing of the Alps and his coronation. Ne
matter how revolutionary the subject. David

employed traditional nenrlassiral rerhni qiieii.

stressi ng fqrmjjnp, and pprnperrivp

The works of David's Spanish contejnpfl-

rary, Goya (1 746-1828), werejTiuch less con -

ventional and much closer to the Romantic

temper with the ir warmrh_and passioru^gd
ipny of oiirra^pd parrjnrifim No one COuld

have any illusions about Spanish royalty after

looking at Goya's revealing portrai_t^of the

enlightened Charles III and his successors.

After viewing Goya's etchings on the Penin-

ff



suliL-Hllir, no one could joubt^ the horrors of

warfare (see illustration on p. 129). Goya is

said to have made the sketches for these etch-

ings in the very blood of the executed Spanish

patriots whose agonies he was portraying.

Romantic painnni; did not acquire formal

refo^nirion iinril rhp offi cial Paris exhibition

of 1 824_ Although many of the pictures hung

in the salon of 1824 came from the school of

David , the two leaders of Romantic painting

, were also represented — the Englishman.Xon:
^2fc/tstable (1"'''6-183^) and the Frenchman. De-

, "lacroix (n99-1863). Constable took painri np

liO^/ out of doors, studied nature afresh, and pro-

duced a series of landscapes that stressed light

and color more than classical purity of line,

and paved the way for the impressionists of

the later nineteenth centurv (see Chapter 23).

Delacroix, too. championed color and li ght

and urged young painters to study the flam-

boyant canvases of Rubens, whom David had

banished from the ranks oi_QrthQdox artists.

The purpose of art, rVjarroiY rlaimnrl in a

good Romantic definition, was "not to imitate

nature but to strike the imagination." His

painting of "The Massacre of Scio," a bloody

episode in the Greek War of Independence

(see p. 155), was denounced at the salon of

1824 as "barbarous, drunken, delirious" — the

"massacre of painting." Today, however, the

work of Delacroix seems conventional enough

and less experimental than that of Goya. By
the 1 830's, F£pnrh painters were divided into

rtppntinp S''h""lB '^^ "'I' i n(^iifnfj^al discipicS

(Df,Daiid, and the Rjjfnanii.cJojjowers of De-

lacroix, with ijje_niait£r himself^ finding exotic

new subjects in North Africa.

In architecture, a lso, two schools flourished

during the first half of the nineteenth cen-

tury — the neoclassical, looking to Greek and

Roman antiquity, and the neo-Gothic, or

Gothic revival, looking to the Middle Afees .

Signifi cantly, the label "Gothic" was no longer

derogatory, as it had once been when em-
ployed by ration ali st haters of things medi-

eval. While there were obvious differences

between the rwo schools, the contrast was not

total, yany architects^ of the early 1 800^s

plastered both styles: moreover, they did not

so much copy ancient or medieval structures

outright as adapt them to the needs and tastes

of_the_day. Generally, the basic design was

classical in its proportions, even if the exter-

nal shell and decoration were medieval. The
Houses of Parliameiit_in London, rebuilt in

the 1 830j_and '4
0's after a disastrous fire,

seem^yeixJjChihic at first- glance with their

spires and towe rs. But a longer look shows

that they also embody classical principles of

balance and symmetry . Romantic architecture

anticipated the eclecticism, the wide range of

inspiration and style, characteristic of the later

nineteenth century.

As the nineteenth century began. the_BjO-

mamtague, so firmly set by the French Revo-

lution, reached a_pfak in Napnj^Qpjr Parii-

with_ch£_.4rr_(/f Triomphe and with theXhurcfc

of the Madeleine, patterned on an actual Ro-

man temple (the Maison Carrie or "square

house" at Nimes). In America, the versatile

Thomas Jefferson, who was a gifted designer.

£ronounced the Maisoti Carree a perfect exam_-

ple of "cubical" architecture and adapted it to

secular purposes for the Virginia capito l

building at Richmond. At Charlnrrpsville

about 1 820, Jefferson provided the University

of Virginia with a most distinguished group of

academic buildings focused on a circular li-

brary, derived from the Roman Pantheon (the

perfect example of "spherical" architecture).

From the library, somewhat in the manner of a

large Roman villa, he extended two rows of

smaller structures, each recalling a different

Roman temple and interconnected by colon-

nades. By the second quarter of_th£ nineteenth

century, neo-Roman wasjielding^ace to the

"Greek revival," stirred in part by the wave of

Philhellenic enthusiasm then sweeping the

western world (see p. 155). London's British

Museum and Philadelphia's Girard Colleg.e

are two of many splendid examples of the

Greek revival .

' Meantime, especially in Britain, the Gothic

revival was gaining grouOiL stimulated by the

wealth of medieval architectural lore in

Scott's novels, by the revival of religion, and

by buildings like Fonthill Abbey, which had

been started in 1 797 and boasted an im-

mensely long and high hall. Though it cost its

owner, an eccentric millionaire, £500,000, it
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was so shoddily built that the central tower

collapsed twenty-five years later. Undeterred,

Bri tish architects applied the Gnrh ir manner

toevery kind of structure after 1 820
,

rn public

buildings litce the Houses of Parliament, to

-churches, to elaborate villas, and modest cot-

tage s. Excessive "gloomth" often resulted, and

the fad for "medieval" furniture, bristling with

spikes, prompted one critic to warn that the

occupant of a neo-Gothic room would be

lucky to escape being "wounded by some of

its minutiae." Though the Gothic revival

prompted some monstrosities, it also fostered

the preservation or restoration of medieval

masterpieces half ruined by neglect or by

anti-clerical vandalism.

Religion and Philosophy

Neo-Gothic architecture was one sign of

the Christian revival that formed parr nf rhp

Romantic movement; anothgr sijrn was the
Delacroix: self-portrait.

The Houses of Parliament, London.

i^-4*vr(

-^f^^S^'i-^-



pope's re-€scablishment in 1814 of the Jesuit

orde r, whose suppression in l"^",^ had been

one of the great victories of the Enlighten-

ment. Most of the Romantics were horrified

by the religious skepticism of the philosophes :

an outspoken atheist like Shelley was an iso-

lated exception . In Ggrmany, Catholicism

gained many converts among Romantic wr it-

pounded in Germany. Chief among these

German philosophers was Hege l (1770

1831), a follower of Kant and a profess(

at the University of Berlin. Like his master,

Hegel attacked the tendency of the Enlighten-

ment to see in human nature and human his-

tory only what first met the eye. The history,

of mankind, properly understood, was the

Monticello, the house that

Jefferson designed for

himself in Virginia.

ers, and in England Wordsworth and Cole-

ridge vigorously defended the established

Church. Coleridge declared:

. . . that the scheme of Christianity, as taught in

the liturgy and homilies of our Church, though not

discoverable by human reason, is yet in accordance

with it; that link follows link by necessary conse-

quence; that Religion passes out of the ken of Rea-

son only where the eye of Reason has reached its

own horizon; and that Faith is then but its continu-

ation. . .
.'

Coleridge introduced his countrymen to

the new Romantic philosophies being ex-

'Bionraphia Lilcrana. Everyman cd., 334.

history of human efforts to attain the good,

and this in turn was the unfolding of God's

plan for the world. For Hegel, history was a

dialectical process— that is, a series of conflicts.

The two elements in the conflict were the

thesis, the established order of life, and the

antithesis, the challenge to the old order. Out

of the struggle of thesis and antithesis

emerged the synthesis, no jnere compromise

between the two but a new and better way,

another step in man's slow progression toward

the best of all possible worlds. The synthesis^

i n turn, broke down; a new thesis and antithe -

sis became locked in conflict ; the dialectic

produced another synthesis— and so on.

The death throes of the Roman Republic
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afforded Hegel an illustration of the dialectic

at work. The thesis was represented by the

decadent republic, the antithesis by oriental

despotism, and the synthesis by the Caesarism

of the early Roman Empire. Hegel explained

that "This important change must not be re-

garded as a thing of chance; it was necessary!' a

part of God's grand design. Julius Caesar him-

self Hegel called a "hero," one of the few

"world-historical individuals" who "had an

insight into the requirements of the time" and

who knew "what was ripe for development."

This concept of the hero as the agent of a cos-

mic process is another characteristic of the

Romantic temper.

The dialectical philosophy of history was

the most original and influential element in

Hegel's thought, one antecedent, for example,

of the dialectical materialism of Kari_Marx

(see Chapter 20). It is perhaps difficult for

citizens of a twentieth-century democracy to

appreciate that Hegel was once even more

famous as a liberal idealist. His emphasis on

duty, his choice of Alexander the Great, Cae-

sar, and Napoleon as "world-historical" he-

roes, his assertion that the state "existed for its

own sake" — all suggest a link with authori-

tarianism. Hegel himself, however, seems to

have foreseen the final synthesis of the dialec-

tic not as a brutal police stare hut as a liberal-

ized versiflP-"f fhe Priissiiin mr'n;""'"hy

The Romantic "Style"

Thus Hegel, like the philosophes. believed

in progress and the perfectibility of man,

though he also believed that the process

would require far more time and struggle than

a man like Condorcet had ever imagined. In-

deed, the
"
style" of Romanticism bv no means

contrasted in everv particular with that of the

Enliehten r"""^ ^"^ only a modified doctrine

of progress but also eighteenth-century cos-

mopolitanism lived on into the nineteenth.

Homer, Cervantes, Shakespeare, and Scott

won appreciative readers in many countries;

the giants of the age, men like Beethoven and

Goprhe, wprp nor merely Austrian or German
but citizens of the world.

These similarities and continuities notwith-

standing. Romanticism did have a decided

style of its own — imaginative, emotional, and

haunted by the supernatural and by history.

The Romantics could no longer view history

in Gibbon's terms of a classical golden age

followed by long centuries of benighted super-

stition. Rather history was, as Hegel and

Herder had argued an organic process of

growth and development, which was indebted

to the Middle Ages for magnificent Gothic

buildings, religious enthusiasm, folk ballads,

and heroic epics. Just as_the_Exunaniics^X£.-

j ected the Enlightened view of the past, so -v/

they found the Newtonian world-machine an , <f
eritirelv_madequate interpretation of rhp uni-

verse^ It was too static, too drab and material-

istic, and in its place thev put the neo-Gothic

world of religious myste ry, the UegeUan^^-
world of dialectic and heroes, the poetic

and artistic world of feeling color, an "im-

piiUgs from fhe vprp ^l wood." Perhaps the

most conspicuous feature of the Romantic

style was its insistence that society was more
than a branch of physics and man^more than a ^K
cog in a machine.

Ill The Conservative Outlook and the Vienna Settlement

The usual image of the Roman-
tic political figure is the rebel or the defender

of a cause— Shelley preaching anarchism, By-

ron dying in the Greek War of Independence,

revolutionaries protesting against the status

quo . This image is, however, misleading.

While it is true that Romanticism by its stress

on the individual ultimately enriched the doc-

trines of liberalism and by its emphasis on the

national community strengthened the force of



nationalism, its immediate political influence

was more frequently counter-revolutionary.

More representative of the Roman tics than

Shelley and Byron were Wordsworth and

Coleridge who, in rheir mMmrlry In^t rhfir

youthful zeaLfur the Freiich-Rfcvalmioa_axid

adopted conservative views in politics as well

as in religion.

Burke and Metternich /^t<. i.A'-^

The man who set the tone of Romanrir

conservativism was Edmund Burke (n29
-1~9~). Unlike the chanipions of revolution,

Burke could^ot accept simple black-and-

white assump*»<jns about the goodness of man
and the unmiti^ed evil oi the '

'

He revered the social and political

tions so t?aLDjstakin^lv built up over rhe-cf n-

turies. He, howev^did not believe that these

institutions were petrified; they had devel-

oped gradually in the past, they would de-

velop gradually in the future. Political change

was possible but diflftcult, he concluded. Re-

forms had to be introduced so that "the useful

parts of the old establishment" might be pre-

served; they had to be managed slowly and

"with circumspection and caution"— in a

word, conservatively.

Burke approved of the American Revolu-

tion, for it was not so much a revolution as a

reaffirmation of the glorious tradition of 1 688.

The same reasoning drove Burke to violent

condemnation in his Reflections on the Resolu-

tion in France (HQO). The men of 1789 de-

stroyed everything, good, bad, and indifferent.

Rage and frenzy, he observed, "pull down
more in half an hour, than prudence, deliber-

ation and foresight can build up in a hundred

years";' thereby society itself is jeopardized.

"Society is indeed a contract," Burke wrote, but

he did not mean what Rousseau had meant;

The state ought not to be considered as nothing

better than a pannership agreement in a trade of

pepper and coffee, calico or tobacco, or some such

other low concern, to be taken up for a little tem-

porary interest, and to be dissolved by the fancy of

*Refitctioni. Everyman ed.. 1 64.

>^

the parties. It is to be looked on with other rev-

erence, because it is not a partnership in things

subservient only to the gross animal existence of a

temporary and perishable nature. It is a partnership

in all science; a partnership in all art; a partnership

in every virtue, and in all perfection. As the ends of

such a partnership cannot be obtained in many gen-

erations, it becomes a partnership not only between

those who are living, but between those who are

living, those who are dead, and those who are to

be born."

The force of traditifln_so-iej(e££dbyBurke

bore heavily upon the politics of post-Napo-

leofiic Europe. This was the Age of Metter-

nich— Prince Clement Wenceslas Lothair

Nepomucene Metternich (1 '^''3- 1859), Aus-

trian foreign minister from 1809 to 1848 and

the chief figure in European diplomacy during

most of his long career. Handsome, dashing,

an aristocrat through and through, Metternich

retained some of the eighteenth century's

belief in reform through enlightened despo-

tism. But. he also believed, reform should

proceed with Burkean caution, not at a revo-

lutionary pace. His own family, living in the

German Rhineland, had suffered directly

from the French Revolution. Moreover, Met-

ternich served a state that was particularly

susceptible to injury by the liberal and na-

tionalist energies released by the Revolution.

Tradition, he knew, was the cement that held

together the disparate parts of the Austrian

Habsburg realm; it should be fortified as

much as possible.

The Congress of Vienna

In 1814 and 1813. Metternich was host tp

;he Congress of Vienna, which approacned

its task ol rebuilding Europe with truly j:on-

servative deliberateness. tor tne larger part

of a year, the diplomats indulged to the full

in balls and banquets, concerts and hunt-

ing parties. "Congress dances," remarked an

observer, "but it does not march." Actually, the

brilliant social life distracted the lesser fry

while the important diplomats settled things

in private conference.

•Ibid. 95.
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Four men made most of the major decisions

at Vienna-;Metternich, Castlereagh, Talley-

rand, and Tsar AltlMilhcTer I, Viscount Castle-

reagh, the briTTli fiiiiwii^ii minister, shared

the conservative outlook of Metternich. He
was less concerned with punishing the French

for their past sins than with preventing the

appearance of new Robespierres and Bona-

partes. Castlereagh announced that he

Vienna "not to collect trophies, but to bring .

Talleyrand in UB09.

the world back to peaceful habits." The best

way to do this, he believed, was to restore the

balance of power and keep any of the major

states, including France, from becoming either

too strong or too weak.

Talleyrand, the foreign minister of Louis

XVIII "[ P''1P'"f 1
scored at Vienna the greatest

iccess of his long career, uriginan^? world-

ly bishop of the Old Regime, he had in

succession rallied to the Revolution in 1789,

supported the Civil Constitution of the

Clergy (one of the very few bishops to do so),

served as Napoleon's foreign minister, and

igued against him during the years after

Tilsit. Now he was serving the restored Bour-

bon king, and in his old age he would take an

important part in the Revolution of 1830.

This supremely adaptable diplomat soon

maneuvered himself into the inner circle

at Vienna, and the representatives of the vic-

torious powers accepted the emissary of de-

feated France as their equal. Talleyrand was

particularly adept in exploiting his nuisance

value — acting as the spokesman of lesser dip-

lomats who resented being shoved aside, and

making the most of the differences that divid-

ed the victors.

To these differences Alexander I con-

tributed greatly. Metternich actually called

the Tsar a Jacobin, although Alexander's repu-

tation for enlightenment was only partially

deserved (see Chapter 17). By 1814, the Tsar

had acquired a thoroughly Romantic enthusi-

asm for religion. For hours on end, he prayed

and read the Bible in the company of Madame
de Kriidener and under her influence prepared

a "Holy Alliance " whereby all states would

regenerate their policies by following Chris-

tian teachings. In the first months at Vienna, it

was not Alexander's Romantic scheme of a

Holy Alliance but rather his Polish policy

that nearly disrupted the Congress. He pro-

posed a partial restoration of pre-partition

Poland, with himself as its monarch. Austria

and Prussia would lose the Polish lands they

had grabbed late in the preceding century.

Alexander won the support of Prussia by

backing her demands for the annexation of

Saxony, whose king had remained loyal to



The statesmen of Europe at the Congress of Vienna, 1814-1815. Metternich is standing

prominently at left front, Wellington at extreme left. Talleyrand is seated at right with his

arm resting on the table. ^^^

Napoleon. Metternich, however, did not want

Austria's traditional Prussian rival to make

such a substantial gain. Moreover, both Met-

ternich and Castlereagh disliked the prospect

of a large, Russian-dominated Poland.

The dispute over Saxony and Poland gave

Talleyrand a magnificent chance to fish in

troubled waters. Thus it was that in January,

1815, the representative of defeated France

joined Metternich and Castlereagh in threat-

ening both Prussia and Russia with war unless

they moderated their demands. The threat

produced an immediate settlement. Alexander

obtained Poland but agreed to reduce its size

and allow Prussia and Austria to keep part of

their loot from the partitions. Prussia took

about half of Saxony; the King of Saxony re-

tained the balance.

Once the Saxon-Polish question was out of

the way, the Congress achieved a fairly amica-

ble resolution of other important dynastic and

territorial questions. According to the doc-

trine that Talleyrand christened "the sacred

principle of legitimacy," thrones and frontiers

were to be re-established as they had existed

in 1789. In practice, however, legitimacy was

ignored almost as often as it was enforced,

since the diplomats at Vienna realized that

they could not undo all the changes worked

by the Revolution and Napoleon. Although

they restored Bourbon dynasties to the

thrones of France, Spain, and Naples in the

name of legitimacy, they did not attempt to

resurrect the Republic of Venice or to revive

all the hundreds of German states that had

vanished since 1789.

In Germany, the Congress provided for

thirty-nine states, loosely grouped together in

a weak confederation. The German Confeder-

ation came close to reincarnating the impo-

tent Holy Roman Empire; its chief organ, the

diet, was to be a council of diplomats from

sovereign states rather than a representative

national assembly. Its most important mem-

bers were Prussia and Austria, for the Ger-

man-speaking provinces of the Habsburgs

were considered an integral part of Germany.

Both states obtained important new territories
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at Vienna. Prussia, in addition to her Saxon

annexation, expanded the old scattered Ho-

henzoUern lands in western Germany into the

imposing new Rhine Province. Austria lost

Belgium, which was incorporated into the

Kingdom of the Netherlands in order to

strenghten the northern buffer against France.

But she recovered the old Habsburg territory

of Lombardy in Italy, to which Venetia was

now joined, and she also recovered the II-

lyrian Provinces along the eastern shore of the

Adriatic.

In Italy, too, the Congress of Vienna con-

firmed the tradition of political disunity. It

restored the Bourbon Kingdom of Naples in

the south and the Papal States in the center. In

the northwest it gave Genoa to the Kingdom

of Piedmont-Sardinia. Austria was in a posi-

tion to dominate Italy both by her possession

of Lombardy-Venetia and by the close family

ties between the Habsburgs and the ruling

dynasties in the other Italian states.

Elsewhere in Europe, the Congress of

Vienna restored to independence the Repub-

lic of Switzerland and enlarged it somewhat as

another buffer against France. It sanctioned

the transfer of Norway from the rule of Den-

mark, which had generally been pro-French, to

Sweden. And it confirmed the earlier transfer

of Finland from Sweden to Russia. Great

Britain received the strategic little Mediter-

ranean island of Malta and, outside Europe,

the former Dutch colonies of Ceylon and the

Cape of Good Hope plus a few insignificant

French outposts.

The Quarantine of France

France at first was given her boundaries of

1792, which included the minor territorial

acquisitions made during the early days of the

Revolution. Then came Napoleon's escape

from Elba and the Hundred Days. The final

settlement reached after Waterloo assigned

France the frontiers of 1790, substantially

those of the Old Regime plus Avignon. In

addition, the French were to return Napo-

leon's art plunder to its rightful owners, pay

the victorious allies an indemnity of 700,-

000,000 francs (roughly $140,000,000), and

finance allied military occupation of 17 fron-

tier fortresses on French soil for not more

than five years.

The Vienna diplomats did not so much
punish France as take measures to quarantine

any possible new French aggression. Cast-

lereagh conceived the policy of strengthening

France's neighbors so that they would be able

to restrain the troublemaker in the future.

Thus to the north the French faced the Bel-

gians and the Dutch combined in the single

Kingdom of the Netherlands. On the north-

east they encountered the Rhine Province of

Prussia, and on the east the expanded states of

Switzerland and Piedmont. The Quadruple

Alliance, signed in November, 1815, consti-

tuted the second great measure of quarantine.

The four allies— Britain, Prussia, Austria, and

Russia— agreed to use force, if necessary, to

preserve the Vienna settlement. At Cast-

lereagh's insistence, the allies further decided

on periodic conferences to consider the

measures "most salutary for the repose and

prosperity of Nations, and the maintenance of

the Peace of Europe. " The Quadruple Alli-

ance was to be both a watchdog against France

and an experiment in government by interna-

tional conference, a modest step along the

road leading to the League of Nations and

United Nations of the twentieth century.

Public opinion, especially in the English-

speaking countries, unfortunately confused

the Quadruple Alliance with Alexander's

Holy Alliance, which it identified with the

blackest reaction. The Holy Alliance, signed

in September, 1815, was actually a fairly harm-

less document dedicated to the proposition

that "the policy of the powers . . . ought to

be guided by the sublime truths taught by the

eternal religion of God our Saviour." Al-

though most of the major European rulers

signed the Holy Alliance, only Tsar Alexan-

der seems to have taken it seriously. Cast-

lereagh called it "a piece of sublime mysti-

cism and nonsense," and Britain declined to

participate — the first sign of the rift that was

to open between her and the continental pow-

ers. The pope, refusing an invitation to join,

remarked tartly that the Vatican needed no



new interpretations of Christian doctrine by

the laity.

Together with Westphalia (1648), Utrecht

(1713), and Versailles (1919), the Vienna set-

tlement of 1814-1815 marked one of those

ra^ attempts at the massive political recon-

struction of Europe. Of the four, Vienna in

many respects succeeded best. There was to be

no major European war until the Crimean

conflict of the 1850's, and none embroiling

the whole of Europe until 1914. Most of the

leading diplomats at Vienna could have said

with Castlereagh that they acted "to bring the

world back to peaceful habits." Seldom have

victors treated the defeated aggressor more
generously. Castlereagh, above all, deserved

credit for his project of pacifying international

disputes through conferences of the Quad-

ruple Alliance. In operation, however, the

Quadruple Alliance never fulfilled the noble

aims of Castlereagh. Within five years of the

Congress of Vienna, revolution broke out

again in Europe, causing serious dissension

within the Quadruple Alliance. And for these

outbreaks the Congress of Vienna was itself

responsible, at least in part because it at-

tempted to stifle both liberal and nationalist

aspi:

IV The Revolutions of the 1820's

The Revolutionary Credo

Altar, they stood fcMi. Libe rty. Equality, apd
Ur-ifcvnifj In the revolutionary ueJU, Liberty

and Equality continued to signify the abo li-

tion of noble and cle rical privileges in society

and, with few exceptions, tlie application of

laissez-faire to economics. They also involved

the broadening of civil rights, the instit

of representative assemblies, and the granting

of constitutions, which would bring limited

monarchy to most states but a republic to the

truly advanced, like France. For these aspects

of the revolutionary program, the best label is

liberalism. Almost every leader of revolution

proclaimed himself a liberal, although, as we
shall soon see, the kind of liberalism ac-

tually practiced varied from the narrow to

the sweeping

The third word of the great revolutionary

motto now came to have a more precise

meaning Fraternity, intensified by the Ro-

mantic cult of the nation, continued to evolve

into the formidable doctrine of nationalism.

The nationalists of the post-1815 generation

dreamed of a world in which each nation

would be free of domination by any other, and

all nations would live together harmoniously.

In terms of practical politics, this signified

movements toward national unity and national

independence. It meant growing pressure for

the unification of Germany and Italy. And it

inspired demands for freedom by peoples liv-

ing under the control of a foreign power— by
Belgians against their Dutch rulers, by Poles

against Russians, by Greeks and Serbs against

Turks, and by Italians, Hungarians, and Czechs

against the Habsburgs of Vienna.

The Iberian States and Naples

The first revolutionary "-'"""V'j ^ffp[- [
'^' 5

tooj( place in Spa in^ Pnrni gal and the K i ng-

dom of the Two Sicili es. In all three states the

return to Ifi'if.jmjjcy rpgmrpd the Old Regime

at its least enlightened. The great majority of

the population responded to the restoration

calmly, even enthusiastically. The aristocracy

were delighted to recover their ancient privi-

leges and the peasantry welcomed the return

of familiar traditions; a small minority, drawn

chiefly from the middle class, the intellectuals.
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and the army, dissented. In Spain and Italy,

they greatly regretted the abrogation of the

Code Napoleon, and of the anti-feudal and anti-

clerical legislation introduced by the French.

In all three states the discontent of the liberal

minority produced the revolutionary move-

ment of 1820.

The trouble began in Spain. During the war

against tvIipr>leon, representatives fropi the

liberal middle class of Cadiz and other com-

mercial towns had framed the Constitution of

1812. Based on the French revolutionary

Constitution of 179L- this document limited

greatly the power of rhe monarchy, gave wide

authority to a r^rrpt plprrprl nn g Hrj^aH suf-

frage, and -^°p^'"°H fKp ^'p-.,,Jtrrhi.rrt^ r^(.

some of its lands and privileges. This liberal

constitution was doubtless too liberal to be

very workable in traditionalist Spain, and the

Bourbon Ferdinand VII soon suspended it

after he assumed the Spanish crown in 1814.

Ferdinand also restored the social inequalities

of the Old Regime and re-established not

only the Jesuits but also the Spanish in-

quisition. Army officers, alienated by his high-

handedness and clericalism, and merchants,

facing ruin because of the revolt of Spanish

colonies in the New World, joined the politi-

cal clubs and masonic lodges that formed the

liberal opposition.

It was Ferdinand's attempt to subdue the

rebellious colonies that triggered revolution

at home. The independence movement in

Spanish America was caused directly by the

refusal of the colonial populations either to

recognize Napoleon's brother Joseph as their

king or to accept the closer ties between colo-

nies and mother country proposed by patriots

in Spain. Behind the Spanish-American

independence movement lay several other

factors: the powerful examples of the Ameri-

can and French revolutions; the sympathetic

interest of Great Britain, anxious to release

lucrative markets from Spanish mercantilist

restrictions; and the accumulated resentment

of colonial peoples at the centuries of indif-

ferent rule by Spanish governors. The colonial

rebels won their initial success at Buenos

Aires in 1810, and their movement spread

rapidly to Spain's other American possessions.

Ferdinand now determined to crushjhe

rebels by force; to transport troopS^ITeaug-

mented the small Spanish fleet with three

leaky hulks purchase^Sffom Russia At the end

of 1819, this motley new armada, carrying

20,000 men, was about to sail from Cadiz. It

never sailed, for on January 1, 1820, a mutiny

broke out at Cadiz led by the liberal Colonel

Riego. Uprisings soon followed in Madrid,

in Barcelona, and in other Spanish cities.

Centers of Revolution

1820-1830 1848-1849
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The revolutionaries sang "Riego's Hymn,"
with the refrain "Swallow it, you dog" (the

"it" referred to the Constitution of 1812).

Ferdinand surrendered.

The liberal minorities in Portugal and

Naples followed the Spanish lead. An army
faction seized control of the Portuguese gov-

ernment in 1820, abolished the Inquisition,

and set up a constitution on the Spanish model
of 1812. In Naples, the revolution was the

work of General Pepe, backed by the Carbonari

(charcoal-burners). This secret society, with a

membership exceeding 50,000, had been op-

posed to the French and to reforms in the days

of Napoleon's hegemony but now sponsored a

vaguely liberal program inspired by the

French Revolution. King Ferdinand 1 of the

Two Sicilies, who was the uncle of the Span-

ish Ferdinand VII, gave in at the first sign of

opposition in 1820 and accepted a constitu-

tion of the Spanish type.

The strength of the revolutionary move-

ment of 1 820 ebbed as quickly as it had risen.

The reforms introduced precipitately by the

inexperienced liberal leaders in Spain and

Naples alienated the bulk of the population at

home and so alarmed the conservative leaders

of the great powers that they sponsored

counter-revolutionary intervention. The Span-

ish revolutionaries were further weakened by

a split between moderados. who wanted to re-

store the Constitution of 1812, and exallados.

led by Colonel Riego, who wanted to go much
farther and set up a violently anticlerical re-

public. Only in Portugal did the revolutionary

regime survive, and only because it had Brit-

ish protection. Even so, there was enough
confusion to enable the great Portuguese col-

ony of Brazil to declare itself independent of

the mother country (1822).

The revolutions of 1 820 tested both the

stability of the Vienna settlement and the

solidarity of the Quadruple Alliance of

Britain, Prussia, Austria, and Russia Legiti-

macy was again restored in Spain and Italy,

but in the process the Quadruple Alliance was
split in two. While the continental allies in-

creasingly favored armed intervention to sup-

press revolution, Britain inclined more and

more toward the principle of non-intervention.

The split became evident at the conference

of the Quadruple Alliance meeting at Troppau
in Silesia late in 1820. Castlereagh, the

British foreign minister, knowing that the

Neapolitan revolution threatened the Habs-

burg hegemony in Italy, was willing to see

Austria intervene in Naples, but without the

backing of the Alliance. The Alliance, Castle-

reagh declared, was never designed "for the

superintendence of the internal affairs of

other states," and Britain refused to partici-

pate formally in the Troppau meeting. Met-

ternich, supported by Alexander, pressed for a

blanket commitment from the Alliance, and

the result was the Troppau Protocol (Novem-
ber, 1820), signed by Austria, Prussia, and

Russia It declared that

States which have undergone a change of Govern-

ment, due to revolution, the results of which

threaten other states, ipso facio cease to be members
of the European Alliance, and remain excluded

from it until their situation gives guarantees for

legal order and stability. If, owing to such altera-

tions, immediate danger threatens other states, the

Powers bind themselves, by peaceful means, or if

need be by arms, to bring back the guilty state into

the bosom of the Great Alliance."

Under the terms of the Troppau Protocol, an

Austrian army duly toppled the revolutionary

government of Naples in 1821. In 1823, a

French army crossed the Pyrenees and re-

stored the absolute authority of Ferdinand

VII, who proceeded to execute Colonel Riego

and hundreds of his followers.

French intervention in Spain provoked the

strong opposition of Great Britain and ended

the Quadruple Alliance. Canning, who had

succeeded Castlereagh as British Foreign

Minister in 1 822, suspected that the continen-

tal powers might now aid Spain to recover her

former American colonies. So also did the

United States, which had recognized the

independence of the Latin-American repub-

lics. But America also feared both a possible

Russian move southward from Alaska along

the Pacific coast and an attempt by Britain to

of Europe



extend her sphere of control in the Caribbean.

Therefore, when Canning proposed a joint

Anglo-American statement to ward off any

European interference in Latin America, the

government of President Monroe refused

the invitation.

In a message to the American Congress in

December, 1823, the President included the

statement that is known to history as the

Monroe Doctrine:

In the wars of the European powers, in matters

relating to themselves, we have never taken any

part, nor does it comport with our policy so to do.

It is only when our rights are invaded, or seriously

menaced, that we resent injuries or make prepara-

tion for our defence. With the movements in this

hemisphere, we are, of necessity, more immediately

connected, and by causes which must be obvious to

all enlightened and impartial observers. The polit-

ical system of the allied powers is essentially

different, in this respect, from that of Amer-

^^



interests that ultimately led to World War I.

Napoleoti's venture in the lUyrian provinces

(see p. 155) further stimulated the south

Slavic desire for independence. After Kara-

george's defection in 1813, leadership of

Serb nationalism passed to his rival, Milosh

Obrenovich, who won Russian support and

succeeded by 1830 in becoming prince of an

autonomous Serbia Although he still paid

tribute to the Ottoman Emperor, and a Turk-

ish garrison remained in the Serb capital of

Belgrade, a major step toward eventual inde-

pendence had been completed.

Meantime, the Greeks had launched a rev-

olution. Leadership came from two groups

— the Phanariot Greeks, named for the quarter

where f [)fv liy^d in ls^ft^^ul- and the Island

merchants from the ports andjjla«J».

of rhr^~\|^|-fin Thr Phanariots had long held

positions of power and responsibility in gov-

erning the Orthodox subjects of the Otjflfljan

-ppnr'JT ^^^ Island Greeks dominated the

cornmerce of the Near East and had business

outposts at Vienna, Marseilles, London, and

Russia's Black Sea port of Odessa. The Island

Greeks revived not only the old Greek trad-

ing tradition but also some of the old Greek

zeal for self-government. From their home
islands and from their merchant colonies

abroad they poured forth a stream of patriotic

exhortation. Greek nationalists sponsored a

campaign to purge the modern Greek lan-

guage of its Turkish and Slavic words and to

return it to the classical tongue of the Age of

Pericles. A revolutionary secret society was

formed in Odessa, patterned after the Carbo-

nari of Italy and headed by Ypsilanti, a Pha-

nariot who was a general in the Russian army.

In 1821, Ypsilanti led an expedition into

the Rumanian areas of the Ottoman Empire

but failed in his aim to stir up a major revolt.

The conspirators were more successful in the

Morea (the ancient Peloponnesus) where they

fermented an uprising among the peasants. The
ensuing war for independence was a ferocious

conflict: the Morean peasants slaughtered

every Turk they could lay their hands on; the

Ottoman government retaliated by killing or

selling into slavery thirty thousand Greeks

from the prosperous Aegean island of Chios

(Scio), an atrocity that inspired Delacroix's

famous painting. In the work of repression,

the Ottoman emperor supplemented his own
inadequate forces by those of his vassal, the

governor of Egypt, Mehemet Ali. By 1827, it

appeared likely that the Egyptian expedition

would recapture the last rebel strongholds.

Then Britain, France, and Russia intervened to

save the Greek independence movement at its

darkest hour.

The three-power action resulted from the

combined pressures of public opinion and

strategic interests. In Britain and France, and

also in Germany and the United States, the

Philhellenic (pro-Greek) movement had won
legions of supporters. Philhellenic commit-

tees sent supplies and money and demanded

that civilized governments intervene directly.

Intervention hinged on the action of Russia,

for Greek patriots had formed their secret

society at Odessa, on Russian soil and with

Russian backing. For a time, Metternich was

able to restrain Russia by pointing out the

dangers to the European balance in supporting

revolution in one country and repressing it in

others. Ultimately, however, Russia's Balkan

aspirations won out over her concern for pre-

serving the status quo, and she rallied openly

to the Greek cause. Britain and France now

felt obliged to take action because of Philhel-

lenic pressure and, still more, because they

feared to let Russia act alone lest she gain

mastery over the whole Near East. A three-

power intervention seemed the only course

that would both rescue the Greeks and check

the Russians.

Neither aim was fully achieved. In October,

1827, Russian, British, and French squadrons

sank the Turkish and Egyptian vessels an-

chored at Navarino, on the southwest corner

of the Morea, and thus destroyed the chief

Ottoman base. The subsequent Treaty of

Adrianople, 1829, while allowing Russia to

annex outright only a little Turkish territory,

arranged that the Ottoman Danubian prov-

inces of Moldavia and Wallachia (the heart of

present-day Rumania) should become a vir-

tual Russian protectorate. After considerable

wrangling, the European powers accorded

formal recognition to an independent Greek
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kingdom of very modest size, which left many
Greeks still within the Ottoman Empire.

Neither nationalism nor liberalism had won a

complete victory in the Greek war. Greek

patriots now schemed for the day when they

might enlarge the boundaries of their new
kingdom. And Greek politicians were to

threaten its stability and disillusion Philhel-

lenists abroad by continuing the bitter feuds

that had divided them even in the midst of

their desperate struggle for independence.

The Decembrist Revolt in Russia

Russia, who did so much to determine the

outcome of revolutions elsewhere, herself felt

the revolutionary wave, but with diminished

force. A brief uprising took place after the

death of Tsar Alexander I (December, 1825),

as the "Decembrists" vainly attempted to ap-

ply and extend the program of liberal reforms

apparently promised by the Tsar but seldom

implemented by him.

The last period of Alexander's reign,

marked by the influence of the unpopular Ar-

akcheev and by the establishment of the hated

military colonies (see Chapter 17), had thor-

oughly disappointed Russian liberals. Liberal

ideas, however, continued to penetrate the

country. As in other European states, secret

societies flourished in Russia after 1815. The
introduction of Freemasonry during the

eighteenth century, and the secret ritual con-

nected with many of the lodges, had given

jaded nobles a thrill and had also enabled

them to meet on equal terms with men from

other ranks of society. Masonry aroused
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humanitarian urges; it also afforded a cover of

secrecy under which subversive ideas might

be incubated. Moreover, the contrast between

the relatively enlightened West and backward

Russia made a deep impression on officers

who had served in the campaigns against Na-

poleon. One of the future Decembrist leaders

left this report of his reactions upon return-

ing home:

From France we returned to Russia by sea The

First Division of the Guard landed at Oranienbaum

and listened to the Te Deum. . . . During the

prayer the police were mercilessly beating the peo-

ple who attempted to draw nearer to the lined-up

troops . . . Finally the Emperor appeared, accom-

panied by the Guard, on a fine sorrel horse, with an

unsheathed sword, which he was ready to lower

before the Empress. But at that very moment, al-

most under his horse, a peasant crossed the street.

The Emperor spurred his horse and rushed with the

unsheathed sword toward the running peasant. The

police attacked him with their clubs. We did not

believe our own eyes and turned away, ashamed for

our beloved Tsar.'

High-ranking officers at St. Petersburg se-

cretly formed the Northern Society, which

aimed to make Russia a limited, decentralized

monarchy, with the various provinces enjoy-

ing rights somewhat like those of the states in

the American republic. The serfs would re-

ceive their freedom but no land, and the

whole series of reforms would be achieved by

peaceful means. A second secret organization,

the Southern Society, with headquarters at

Kiev, included many relatively impoverished

officers among its members; its leader was

Colonel Pestel, a Jacobin in temperament and

an admirer of Napoleon. On every main issue

the program of the Southern Society went

beyond that of the Petersburg group. It advo-

cated a highly centralized republic, the grant-

ing of land to liberated serfs, and the use of

violence — specifically, assassination of the

•Quoted in Anarole G. Mazour, Thi Finl Ruiiian

Rnoluliot, (Berkeley. Calif., 19371. 55.

Tsar — to gain its ends. Pestel himself planned

to install a dictatorship, supported by secret

police, as an interim government between the

overthrow of the tsardom and the advent of

the republic.

Both the Northern Society and the South-

ern Society tried to profit by the political

confusion following the death of Alexander I.

Since Alexander left no son. the crown would

normally have passed to his younger brother,

Constantine. his viceroy in Poland. Constan-

tine, however, had relinquished his rights to a

still younger brother, Nicholas, but in a docu-

ment so secret that Nicholas never saw it. On
the death of Alexander, Constantine declared

that Nicholas was the legal tsar, and Nicholas

declared that Constantine was. While the two

brothers were clarifying their status, the

Northern Society summoned the Petersburg

.garrison to revolt against Nicholas. Through-

out the day of December 26, 1825, the rebels

stood their ground in Russia's capital city un-

til Nicholas subdued them. Two weeks later,

the Southern Society launched a movement
that was doomed from the start because its

leader, Pestel, had already been placed under

arrest.

The Decembrist revolt, for all its ineffec-

tiveness, was an important episode. It thor-

oughly alarmed Tsar Nicholas I (1825-1855),

who now resolved to follow a severely auto-

cratic policy (for details, see Chapter 21). Al-

though Nicholas dismissed the unpopular

Arakcheev and put an end to the military col-

onies, he also had five of the Decembrists exe-

cuted and exiled more than one hundred

others to Siberia, where many of them con-

tributed to the advance of local government

and education. The Decembrists were the

first in the long line of modern Russia's

political martyrs, and the program of Pestel's

Southern Society may now be seen as a kind

of early blueprint for the revolutionary

dictatorship that came to Russia as a conse-

quence of the Bolshevik uprising of 1 91 7 (see

Chapter 26).
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V The Revolutions of 1830

France: The July Revolution

The next revolutionary wave— that of

1830— swept first over the traditional home
of revolution, France. King Louis XVIII

(1814-1824) had given the Bourbon restora-

tion a fairly promising start. By personal in-

clination he would have preferred to be an

absolute ruler, but he was sensible enough to

know that a full return to the Old Regime was

impractical, especially since he was declining

in years and in health and suffered from the

additional political handicap of having been

imposed on the French by their enemies.

The middle-of-the-road policies of Louis

XVIII were well exemplified by the constitu-

tional Charter that he issued in 1814. Its

preamble asserted the royal prerogative: "The

authority in France resides in the person of

the King." But the Charter then proceeded to

grant a measure of constitutional monarchy.

There was a legislature, composed of a Cham-

ber of Peers appointed by the king, and a

Chamber of Deputies elected on a very re-

stricted suffrage that allowed fewer than

1 00,000 of France's thirty millions the right to

vote. "In the King alone is vested the execu-

tive power," the Charter stated, and the Cham-

bers had no formal right to confirm the King's

choices as ministers. Yet since Louis tended to

select ministers acceptable to majority opin-

ion in the legislature, this was a kind of

back-handed parliamentary government. The

Charter confirmed many of the decisive

changes instituted in France since 1 789. It

guaranteed religious toleration, equality be-

fore the law, and equal eligibility to civil and

military office; it likewise accepted the Code

Napoleon and, still more important, the revo-

lutionary property settlement.

The Charter, however, greatly irritated the

ultra-royalist faction, drawn from the noble

and clerical emigres, who had returned to

France after their revolutionary exile. These

"Ultras," grouped around the King's brother

and heir, the Count of Artois, were deter-

mined to recover both the privileges and the

property they had lost during the Revolution.

Louis XVIII held the Ultras at bay for five

years. When the election of 1815 gave them

control of the Chamber of Deputies, he dis-

missed the Chamber at the insistence of the

allies, and held a new election, which returned

a less fanatical majority. He chose moderate

ministers who worked to pay off the indem-

nity to the victorious allies and, in general, to

put French finances in good order. Events,

however, soon strengthened the Ultras' hand.

Anti-revolutionary fears swept France in the

wake of the Spanish uprising of 1820 and of

the assassination of the Duke of Berri, the

King's nephew (February, 1820), stabbed by a

fanatic who hoped to extinguish the Bourbon

line (the widowed duchess, however, gave

birth to a son seven months later). The Ultras

won control of the Chamber of Deputies,

clamped controls on the press, and obliged

Louis XVIII to appoint a reactionary ministry,

which sent French troops to aid Ferdinand VII

against the Spanish revolutionaries.

The tempo of the reaction quickened when

Louis died and the Ultra leader, Artois, be-

came King Charles X (1824-1830). A charm-

ing and graceful man, Charles had little sense

of political realities. He tried to revive some

of the medieval glamor of monarchy by stag-

ing an elaborate coronation ceremony — and

arranged a nine-month prison term for the

witty poet who called it "The Consecration of

Charles the Simple." He greatly extended the

influence of the Church by encouraging the

activities of the Jesuits, who were still legally

banned from France, and by appointing clerics

as principals and administrators in the state

school system. The emigres, in compensation



for their lost property, were granted state an-

nuities. It was widely, though not entirely

correctly, believed that the reduction of the

annual interest on government obligations

from 3 per cent to 3 was designed to help fi-

nance the annuities. The indemnification of

the emigres could be defended as a sensible

political move that lifted the last threat of

confiscation from those who had acquired

property during the Revolution. But the re-

duction of interest on government obligations,

together with Charles' clericalism, infuriated

many influential Parisian bourgeois.

The Ultras, therefore, lost ground in the

elections of 1827, and Charles for a time

endeavored to put up with a moderate minis-

try. But he wearied of the attempt and in 1 829

appointed as his chief minister the Prince of

Polignac, an Ultra of Ultras, who claimed to

have had visions in which the Virgin Mary

promised him success. Polignac hoped to

bolster the waning prestige of his monarch by

scoring a resounding diplomatic victory. He
therefore attacked the Dey of Algiers (a

largely independent vassal of the Ottoman
emperor) who was notorious for his collusion

with the hated Barbary Pirates and who had

insulted the French consul by striking him
with a rty-whisk. The capture of Algiers (June,

1830) laid the foundation of the French em-

pire in North Africa Meanwhile, the liberal

majority in the Chamber of Deputies had at-

tacked Polignac's ministry as unconstitutional

because it did not command the approval of

the legislature. In the hope of securing a more
tractable chamber, Charles X held a new elec-

tion in May, 1830, but the opposition won.

On July 25, 1830, without securing the legis-

lature's approval, Charles and Polignac issued

ordinances muzzling the press, dissolving the

newly elected Chamber, ordering a fresh

election, and introducing new voting qualifi-

cations that would have disfranchised the

bourgeois who were the mainstay of the op-

position. The King and his chief minister

believed that public opinion, mollified by

the recent victory at Algiers, would accept

these July Ordinances calmly. They miscalcu-

lated utterly.

Aroused by the protests of Thiers and other

liberal journalists, and encouraged by the fine

summer weather, the Parisians staged a riot

that became a revolution. During les trois glo-

riemes (the three glorious days of July 27, 28,

and 29) they threw up barricades, captured the

Paris city hall, and hoisted the tricolor atop

Notre Dame. When Charles X saw the revo-

lutionary flag through a spyglass from his sub-

urban retreat, he arranged to abdicate on

behalf of his grandson, the posthumous son of

the Duke of Berri, and sailed to exile in Eng-

land. Contrary to an impression often held,

the July Revolution was not bloodless: some
1,800 insurgents and 200 soldiers were slain.

Contrary to another widespread impression,

the revolutionaries were not the poor and the

downtrodden. Although there was unemploy-

ment, as a result of bank failures, and although

poor harvests created high food prices, this

suffering remained in the background. The
revolutionary leaders of 1830 came mainly

from the parliamentary opposition to Charles

X, and the revolutionary crowds from the

solid working class and from the lower bour-

geoisie. The men of 1 830 were very much like

those of 1 789 or 1 792. Again like the men of

the great revolution, they were not agreed on

the kind of regime they wanted. The radicals,

who rallied around that aged revolutionary

symbol, Lafayette, wanted a democratic repub-

lic based on universal suffrage. The moderates

wanted a safe and sane constitutional mon-
archy with a fairly narrow suffrage; they wanted

France's 1 830 to be the counterpart of Eng-

land's 1 688. The moderates were headed by

the young Thiers, by the elderly but still as-

tute Talleyrand, and by the banker Laffitte.

They had the money, they had the brains, and

they had the support not only of the parlia-

mentary opponents of Charles X but also of

veteran Napoleonic officials, who were weary

of languishing in the political wasteland. And
they had the perfect candidate for the

throne — Louis Philippe, the Duke of Orleans.

Louis Philippe was a symbol of revolution

at its most moderate. His father had partici-

pated in the Paris demonstrations of I 789, had

assumed the revolutionary name of Philippe

Egalite, and voted for the execution of Louis

XVI, only to be guillotined during the Terror.
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Louis Philippe himself had fought in the rev-

olutionary army at Valmy in 1792, then had

emigrated in 1 793 before the worst of the

Terror. He claimed to have little use for the

pomp of royalty and dressed and acted like a

sober and well-to-do businessman. Having

deceived the gullible Lafayette into thinking

he was a republican, he accepted the crown at

the invitation of the Chamber that had been

elected in May, 1 830.

The July Monarchy, as the new regime was

termed, retained many features of the Charter

of 1814. It did, however, allow the legislature

more initiative, delete references to royal ab-

solutism, and call Louis Philippe not King of

France but, following the precedent of 1791,

King of the French. It also substituted the rev-

olutionary tricolor for the white flag of the

Bourbons. The suffrage, though doubled in

size, was still highly restricted; in 1831 only

166,000 Frenchmen had the right to vote. The

July Monarchy left France a long way from

democracy and did little to fulfill the radical

revolutionaries' concept of Liberty, Equality,

and Fraternity.

Belgium

Within a month of the July uprising in

Paris, a nationalistic and liberal revolution

began in Belgium. The union of Belgium and

the Netherlands, decreed by the peacemakers

of 1815, worked well only in economics. The

commerce and colonies of Holland supplied

raw materials and markets for the textile,

glass, and other manufactures of Belgium, at

that time the most advanced industrial area of

the Continent. In the very sensitive areas of

language, politics, and religion, however, King

William I of the Netherlands exerted arbi-

trary power where he might better have made

tactful concessions. He made Dutch the offi-

cial language throughout his realm, including

the French-speaking Walloon provinces. He
denied the pleas of Belgians for more equita-

ble representation in the States-General,

where the Dutch provinces, with their rwo

million inhabitants, and the Belgian, with

their three and a half million, were given the

same number of seats. He refused to grant

special status to the Catholic Church in Bel-

gium and particularly offended the faithful by

insisting that the education of priests be sub-

ject to state supervision. All these grievances

tended to create a Belgian nationalism and to

forge common bonds between the Catholic

Dutch-speaking Flemings of the provinces

north of Brussels and the French-speaking

Walloons of the highly industrialized south-

ern provinces. The Flemish-Walloon partner-

ship, however, has never been an easy one.

The revolution broke out in Brussels on

August 25, 1830, at a performance of a Ro-

mantic opera which depicted a revolt in Na-

ples. Headed by students, inspired by the ex-

ample of Paris — and perhaps incited by

French agents — the audience rioted against

Dutch rule. By the end of September, Dutch

troops had been driven out of Brussels, and

Dutch rule was collapsing. The insurgents

recruited their fighters chiefly from the in-

dustrial workers, many of whom complained

of low pay and frequent unemployment. The

better-organized middle-class liberals soon

captured control of the revolutionary move-

ment and predominated in the national Belgian

congress that convened in November, 1 830.

This congress proclaimed Belgium inde-

pendent and made it a constitutional mon-

archy. The new constitution granted religious

toleration, provided for wide local self-

government, and put rigorous limits on the

king's authority. Although it did not establish

universal suffrage, the financial qualifications

for voting were markedly lower in Belgium

than they were in Britain or France, and the

electorate was proportionately larger. The con-

gress first chose as king the Duke of Nemours,

a son of Louis Philippe. Britain protested vi-

olently, for this would have brought Belgium

within the orbit of France. The congress then

picked Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, a German

princeling, and the widowed son-in-law of

George IV of Britain. Leopold was admirably

fitted for the exacting role of a constitutional

monarch in a brand-new kingdom. He had

already shown his political shrewdness by re-

fusing the shaky new throne of Greece; he

now demonstrated it by marrying a daughter



of Louis Philippe, thus micigatinp French dis-

appointment over the aborted candidacy of the

Duke of Nemours. Under his rule, the King-

dom of the Belgians became a model of laissez-

faire liberal monarchy, early nineteenth-

century style.

The Belgian revolution made the first per-

manent breach in the Vienna settlement. Al-

though it aroused little enthusiasm among the

great powers, Metternich and Tsar Nicholas

were too distracted by revolutions in Italy and

Poland to organize a crusade on behalf of King

William. Representatives of Britain, France,

Prussia, Austria, and Russia guaranteed both

the independence and the neutrality of Bel-

gium. (It was this guarantee that the German
government called "a scrap of paper" when its

forces invaded Belgium in 1914.) King Wil-

liam, stubborn as the proverbial Dutchman,

tried to retake Belgium by force in 1831-

1832. A French army and a British fleet suc-

cessfully defended the Belgians, and negotia-

tions finally resulted in Dutch recognition of

Belgium's new status in 1839.

The course of revolution in Poland con-

trasted tragically with that of Belgium. In

1815, the Kingdom of Poland possessed the

most liberal constitution on the Continent;

twenty years later, it had become a mere col-

ony of the Russian Empire. The constitution

given to the Poles by Tsar Alexander I pre-

served the Code Napoleon and endowed the

diet with limited legislative power. A
hundred thousand Poles received the fran-

chise, more than the total number of voters in

the France of Louis XVIII, which had a popu-

lation ten times greater. In practice, however,

difficulties arose. Many of the men chosen for

official posts in Poland were not acceptable to

the Poles; indeed, one may doubt that any

government imposed by Russia would have

satisfied them. Censorship, unrest, and police

intervention developed during the last years

of Alexander I.

The advent of the highly conservative Nich-

olas I in 1825 increased political friction.

although the new tsar at first abided by the

Polish constitution. Meantime, Romantic

doctrines of nationalism made many converts

at the Universities of Warsaw and Vilna (in

Lithuania). Polish nationalists demanded the

transfer from Russia to Poland of provinces

that had belonged to the prepartition Po-

lish state — Lithuania, White Russia, and the

Ukraine. Secret societies on the Carbonari

model arose in these provinces and in the

Kingdom of Poland.

A secret society of army cadets in Warsaw

launched a revolution in November, 1830.

The rebels soon split into the two hostile

camps of "Whites" and "Reds," the former

representing the highly conservative aristo-

crats, the latter the somewhat less conservative

gentry. Neither "Whites" nor "Reds" gained

the support of the peasants, whom both fac-

tions had long oppressed. The misery of the

Poles increased with a terrible epidemic of

cholera, the first outbreak of that Asian dis-

ease in Europe. Russian forces, at first taken

off guard, had mastered the situation by 1 833.

Nicholas I then scrapped the constitution,

imposed a regime of permanent martial law,

and closed the universities of Warsaw and

Vilna, the chief centers of Polish nationalist

propaganda. To escape the vengeance of Nich-

olas, Polish intellectuals fled the country by

the tens of thousands and Paris became a

kind of capital for Polish exile groups.

Italy and Germany

The liberals and nationalists of Italy and

Germany likewise suffered defeat in the early

1830's. In 1831, Carbonari insurgents in

north central Italy briefly controlled the

little duchies of Parma and Modena and a

sizable part of the Papal States, including

the city of Bologna. Among the participants

was the youthful Louis Napoleon Bonaparte,

nephew of Napoleon I, who was later to

become Emf)eror Napoleon III. The rev-

olutionaries counted on French assistance,

but the July Monarchy had no intention of

risking war with Austria by poaching on the

Habsburg preserve. Again, as in 1 821 , Metter-
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nich sent troops to restore legitimacy in Italy.

Metternich did not require soldiers to pre-

serve legitimacy in Germany; whenever a

crisis arose, the Diet of the German Confed-

eration obediently followed the Austrian

lead. In Prussia, King Frederick William III

(1797-1840) had never fulfilled his promise

to grant a constitution, though he did set up

provincial diets. Only Weimar and a few south

German states enjoyed liberal constitutions,

on the order of the French Charter of 1814.

Political agitation came almost entirely from

the small minority of intellectuals who had

roused national resistance to Napoleon—
journalists. Romantic writers, university pro-

fessors, and students.

After 1815, German university students

formed a new organization, the Burschenschaf-

ten ("Students' Union"). In October, 1817,

students of the University ofJena held a rally

on the Wartburg, where Luther had worked

on his German translation of the Bible, to

celebrate both the tercentenary of the Ninety-

Five Theses and the fourth anniversary of the

battle of Leipzig (see p. 120). During the rally

the Burscheriichaften burned a diplomat's wig,

a Prussian officer's corset, and books by reac-

tionary writers. In March, 1819, a demented

theological student, apparently influenced by

Bitrschenschiifteri ideas, assassinated one of the

writers, Kotzeb~ue.,,_who was also a Russian

agent. Metternich, alr^a^ alarmed by the

student prank of 1817, no^N^got the Diet of

the German Confederation to; approve the

Carlsbad Decrees (September/ 1819), which

stiffened press censorship, dissolved the Bur-

schenschafteu, and curtailed academic freedom.

Despite the Carlsbad Decrees, mild politi-

cal ferment continued in Germany, and the

Burschenschaften reorganized underground. In

1830 and the years following, a few rulers in

northern Germany, notably in Saxony and

Hanover, were forced to grant constitutions.

Excited by these minor successes, twenty-five

thousand revolutionary sympathizers gathered

in May, 1832, to toast Lafayette and demand
the union of the German states under a re-

public. Effective action for unification, how-

ever, was another matter. In 1833, the

would-be republicans made a forlorn effort to

seize Frankfurt, the seat of the Diet and capi-

tal of the German Confederation, and then

relapsed into inactivity.

The Lessons of 1830

The revolutionary wave of the 1830's re-

vealed two great facts of political life. First, it

widened the split between the West and the

East already evident in the wake of the Revo-

lutions of 1820. Britain and France were com-

mitted to support mild liberalism both at home
and in neighboring Belgium. On the other

hand, Russia, Austria, and Prussia were more

firmly committed than ever to the counter-

revolutionary principles of the Troppau Proto-

col (see p. 153). In 1833, Tsar Nicholas I,

Metternich, and King Frederick William III

formally pledged their joint assistance to any

sovereign threatened by revolution.

Second, revolution succeeded in 1830 only

in France and Belgium, only where it enlisted

the support of a large segment of the popula-

tion. It failed in every country where the rev-

olutionaries represented only a fraction of the

people. In Poland, the peasantry viewed both

"Whites" and "Reds" as oppressors. Italian

revolutionaries still relied on their Romantic

Carbonari tradition and on flimsy hopes of

foreign aid. In Germany, revolution was a

matter of student outbursts, toasts to Lafayette,

and other gestures by a small minority. Liberal

and nationalist intellectuals needed to make
their doctrines penetrate to the grass roots of

society; they needed to develop able political

leaders and to mature well-laid plans for po-

litical reform. These were the tasks which they

undertook after 1830; their success was to be

tested in the most formidable and the most ex-

tensive chain of political uprising in the

history of nineteenth-century Europe— the

Revolutions of 1 848.
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Common Denominators

One of the common denominators of

revolution in 1848 was nationalism. It

prompted the disunited Germans and Italians

to attempt political unification, and it inspired

the subject peoples of the Habsburg Empire

to seek political and cultural autonomy. The

Romantic movement had stimulated a na-

tionalistic renaissance among most peoples in

central and eastern Europe. For the national

minorities within the Habsburg Empire, as for

the Christian nationalities within the Ottoman

Empire, the new nationalism tended to be

focused on language. The Czech language, for

example, was on the verge of extinction in the

later eighteenth century; the population of

Bohemia increasingly used the German of

their Austrian rulers. By 1848, however, a

Czech linguistic and literary revival was in

full swing. Patriotic histories of Bohemia and

collections of Czech folk-poetry kindled a

lively interest in the national past and fostered

dreams of a Pan-Slavic awakening in which

the Czechs would lead their brother Slavs.

The nationalists of 1848 were not neces-

sarily generous or liberal. While some of

them preached with Mazzini, the democratic

Italian patriot, that each nation's "special mis-

sion" fulfilled the "general mission of human-

ity," others held less generous views. John

Stuart Mill, the English liberal observer, de-

plored those who ignored the welfare "of any

portion of the human species, save that which

is called by the same name and speaks the

same language as themselves."' There were

many self-styled Chosen People in the revolu-

tions of 1 848.

Liberalism, the second common denomina-

tor of the revolutions, also encompassed a

wide range of programs. In central and eastern

Europe, where much of the Old Regime sur-

vived, liberals demanded constitutions to

limit absolute monarchy and to liquidate feu-

dal rights and manorial dues. In France, where

constitutional monarchy had already been

achieved, many liberals sought to replace the

July Monarchy with a democratic republic.

French liberalism, in fact, shaded into social-

ism; the Paris radicals of 1848 demanded the

guarantee of the right to work and other ad-

vanced measures.

Finally, in the Europe of 1848, as in the

France of 1789, an economic crisis helped to

catalyze discontent into revolution. A blight

ruined the Irish potato crop in 1845 and soon

spread to the Continent; the grain harvest of

1846 also failed in western Europe. The con-

sequences were a sharp rise in the price of

bread and bread riots; mass starvation oc-

curred in Ireland, and widespread misery af-

fected France, Germany, and Austria. The food

crisis was compounded by an industrial de-

pression, touched off in 1847 by the collapse

of a boom in railroad construction. The num-

ber of unemployed mounted just as food prices

were rising, thus intensifying popular suffering.

The economic crisis hit France with partic-

ular severity. Railroad construction almost

ceased, throwing more than half a million la-

borers out of work; coal mines and iron found-

ries, in turn, laid men off. Unemployment
increased the discontent of French workers

already embittered by their low wages and by

the still lower esteem in which they were held

by the government of Louis Philippe. Under

the July Monarchy, French agriculture expe-

rienced a golden age, while industrialization

also began to develop. The government, how-



ever, appeared to be indifferent to the social

misery that accompanied the new prosperity.

In eighteen years, it took only two steps to

improve the welfare of the industrial working

class: an extension of state aid to primary

schools in 1833, and a laxly enforced law in

1841 limiting child labor. There was a great

deal of truth in the famous judgment passed

by Alexis de Tocqueville, an acute political

observer— that "Government in those days

resembled an industrial company whose every

operation is undertaken for the profits which

the stockholders may gain thereby."

The "stockholders" of the July Monarchy

were the Napoleonic veterans who emerged as

prefects and diplomats after a wholesale over-

turn of official personnel, and the landowners.

Daumier, "The Fight of the Citizens of

France against the Oppression of Louis-

Philippe."

investors, and businessmen who had the right

to vote and whose numbers never exceeded

200,000. They answered demands for liberal-

ization of the suffrage with the curt reply of

one of their leaders: Enrichissez-rous'. — make
yourself rich enough to meet the stiff fiscal

qualifications for voting. The government

banned labor organizations and repressed

harshly the workmen of Paris and Lyons who

demonstrated in the early 1 830's to demand a

republic and higher wages. It imposed a cen-

sorship when the press caricatured the pear-

shaped head and the inevitable umbrella of

Louis Philippe.

Opposition to the July Monarchy, though

stifled in the 1830's, revived rapidly during the

1840's, nourished in part by the fiasco of the

French attempt to back the empire-building

of the Egyptian governor, Mehemet Ali, whose

ambitions alarmed both his Ottoman over-

lord and most of the great powers. The op-

position in France, however, was far from
united— a fact that does much to explain the

hectic course of the revolution it set off.

Heading one group was Adolphe Thiers, a

principal architect of the July Monarchy, who
was shelved by Louis Philippe in favor of

Guizot, the chief minister from 1840 until

1848. Thiers continued to support the princi-

ple of constitutional monarchy, and cynics

claim that the chief difference between him
and Guizot was the fact that he was out of of-

fice while Guizot was in. The disappointed

republicans of 1830 formed a second opposi-

tion group. The third, and smallest, group

took in various socialists, who were to gain

recruits from the economic depression of the

late 1840's. Potentially more formidable than

any of these, but as yet representing only a

vague, unorganized sentiment, were the

Bonapartists. The return of the Emperor's ash-

es from St. Helena to Paris in 1 840 revived

and renewed the legend of a glorious and

warlike Napoleon, so different from the unin-

spiring Louis Philippe.

In the summer of 1 847, constitutional mon-

archists of the Thiers faction joined with

republicans to stage a series of political ban-

quets throughout France calling for an ex

tended suffrage and the resignation of Guizot

This campaign appeared comparatively harm-

less until a particularly huge banquet was an-

nounced for February 22, 1 848, to be held in a

radical quarter of Paris. When the Guizot

ministry forbade the banquet, the Parisians

substituted a large demonstration. On Febru-

ary 23, Louis Philippe dismissed Guizot and

prepared to summon Thiers to the ministry.

But his concessions came too late. Supported



by workers, students, and the more radical

republican leaders, the demonstration of Feb-

ruary 22 turned into a riot on the 23rd. More
than fifty of the rioters who attacked the resi-

dence of Guizot were killed or wounded. It

has never been established who fired the first

shots, but the casualties of February 23 rd at

once intensified the revolutionary atmosphere.

On the next day, Louis Philippe abdicated.

Again, as in 1 830, radicals and moderates

competed to fill the political vacuum. In 1848,

however, the radicals had a more pronounced

working-class character, since their ranks had

been swelled by laborers from new industries

and their ideas had been influenced by the

new doctrines of socialism. They demanded
both a republic and the extensive social and

economic reforms summed up in the formula,

the right to work. The radicals, however, still

lacked organization and hard-headed leader-

ship; their spokesmen in 1848 were only

slightly less gullible than Lafayette had been

in 1830. The middle-class moderates were

ready to concede universal suffrage but were

determined to protect the rights of property

and to keep social and economic concessions

to a minimum.
The moderates secured the direction of the

provisional government formed on February

24. To calm the Parisian radicals, they prom-

ised to guarantee the right to work and author-

ized the establishment in Paris of National

Workshops, apparently inspired by the so-

cialist, Louis Blanc (1811 -1882). Louis Blanc

had long advocated "social workshops," which

the workers themselves would own and run

with the financial assistance of the state. The
National Workshops of 1848, however, were

simply a relief project organized along semi-

military lines, and enrolling more than 1 00,000

unemployed from Paris and the provinces.

About 1 0,000 of the recruits received two

francs (about 40 cents) a day for working on

municipal improvements; the rest received

a dole of one franc a day.

The moderates commanding the provision-

Daumier, "The Uprising.

1848," in the Phillips Memo-
rial Gallery, Washington.
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al government gained new strength as a result

of the election of April, 1848— the first elec-

tion in European history in which almost the

entire adult male population of a country

voted. Eight million Frenchmen elected mem-

bers of the National Assembly that was to

draw up a new constitution. The conservative

peasants, who still made up the bulk of the

population, approved the fall of the July Mon-

archy but dreaded anything resembling an

attack on private property. Of the almost 900

deputies elected, therefore, only a hundred or

so sympathized with the Paris radicals.

The latter, however, refused to accept the

decision of the country. On May 15, a huge

crowd of noisy but unarmed demonstrators

invaded the meeting hall of the National As-

sembly and proposed the dissolution of the

Assembly and the formation of a new provi-

sional government at the Paris City Hall. The

moderates, now thoroughly alarmed, arrested

radical leaders and decided that the National

Workshops threatened law and order because

they concentrated so many economically des-

perate men in Paris. The Assembly therefore

dissolved the Workshops and gave the recruits

the alternative of enlistment in the army or

accepting work in the provinces. The workers

of Paris resisted. From June 23 to June 26,

1848, the radical districts of the capital rose in

insurrection until they were finally subdued

by the troops brought in by General Cavai-

gnac, the energetic Minister of War.

These 'June Days" were a landmark in

modern history, the first large-scale outbreak

with very strong overtones of open class war-

fare. Among the insurgents were men of the

new industrial age — mechanics, railroad men,

stevedores — as well as wine-sellers, masons,

locksmiths, cabinet-makers, and other artisans

who had been prominent in the capture of the

Bastille in 1789. The possibility of a social

revolution terrified and consolidated the

propertied classes, and Tocqueville reported

that "peasants, shopkeepers, landowners, and

nobles" were all pouring into Paris by the new

railroads to quell the uprising. The spirit of

panic accounted for the severe repression of

the insurgents: nearly 1,500 were killed dur-

ing the fighting; others were subsequently

deported, chiefly to Algeria. All socialist clubs

and newspapers were padlocked, and Louis

Blanc fled to England. France became a virtual

military dictatorship under General Cavaignac.

The fears of the moderates were evident in

the formal constitution of the Second French

Republic which the National Assembly com-

pleted in November, 1848. The Assembly

declared property inviolable and rejected a

motion to list the right to work among the

fundamental rights of French citizens. In other

respects, however, the constitution was a dar-

ing venture in representative democracy and

in combining a strong president and powerful

legislature. The legislature was a single cham-

ber, to be elected by universal male suffrage

every three years. The president was to be

chosen by popular election every four years.

The French Constitution of November, 1 848,

thus reflected the influence of both Montes-

quieu's doctrine of the separation of powers

and the example of the United States. Circum-

stances, however, did not favor the success of

the Second French Republic. The military

rule exercised by Cavaignac while the Assem-

bly was drafting the constitution was one om-

inous sign. Another was the outcome of the

presidential election in December, 1 848.

Fewer than half a million votes were polled

by the three genuinely republican candidates, a

million and a half were cast for General Ca-

vaignac, and some five and a half million votes

and the Presidency of the Republic went to

Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, the nephew of the

great Napoleon. President Bonaparte was to

subvert the constitution in 1851 and then to

proclaim himself Emperor Napoleon III (see

Chapter 21). The French Revolution of 1848,

like that of 1789, had established a republic

that ended in a Napoleonic empire.

Italy

In 1849, President Bonaparte sent French

troops to Rome to defend the pope against

Italian radicals. By then the Italian revolu-

tions were petering out. The Italian move-

ment was ambitious, but weak and divided; it

attempted to cast off the Austrian hegemony



pope in the task of freeing Italy from the

control of a German emperor. The Neo-
Guelf leader, the priest Gioberti, declared

that the future depended on "the union of

Rome and Turin" (the Piedmontese capi-

tal). The pope would head, and the army of

Piedmont would defend, a federation of Ital-

ian states, each with its monarch and its cau-

tiously liberal constitution.

The third group of liberals, "Young Italy,"

so named because only those under the age of

forty were eligible for membership, asserted

that Italy should be unified as a democratic

republic. Its founder, Mazzini (1805-1872),

hoped to create an organization more effective

than the Carbonari but was frustrated by his

own prolonged exile and by the frequent in-

eptitude of his lieutenants. Mazzini did, how-

ever, achieve an enduring reputation as the

great democratic idealist of modern Italian

politics. Here is a statement of his politi-

cal credo:

Joseph Mazzini (1805- 1872).

with only the slender military resources of the

separate Italian states. Piedmont rejected the

offer of assistance from revolutionary France

in 1848 with the proud but unrealistic boast,

Italia fard da jf— Italy will do it alone.

Throughout the 1 840s three schools of lib-

eralism, none of them commanding really

wide popular support, competed for leader-

ship in Italy. The two moderate schools, while

agreeing that political power in emancipated

Italy should be limited to the nobility and the

bourgeoisie, disagreed on the form that a

united Italian nation should assume. One
group of moderates, centered in the north,

favored the domination of Piedmont. Among
them was the eventual unifier of Italy, Count

Cavour, a great admirer of British and French

liberal ways, and the editor of the newspaper,

// Risorgimenio (meaning resurgence or re-

generation), which gave its name to the whole

process of unification. The other moderate

group called themselves "Neo-Guelfs" be-

cause, like the Guelf political faction of

the Middle Ages, they hoped to engage the

We believe, therefore, in the Holy Alliance of

the Peoples as being the vastest formula of associa-

tion possible in our epoch; — in the liberty and

equality of the peoples, without which no true as-

sociation can exist; — in nationality, which is the

conscience of the peoples, and which, by assigning

to them their part in the work of association, . . .

constitutes their mission upon earth, that is to say,

their individuality, without which neither liberty

nor equality are possible; — in the sacred fatherland,

cradle of nationality; altar and workshop of the

individuals of which each nation is composed."

A good European as well as an ardent Italian

nationalist, Mazzini inspired the formation of

Young Germany, Young Poland, and similar

movements, all joined together in a federation

called "Young Europe."

Revolution struck first (January, 1848) in

Sicily and Naples, and King Ferdinand II was

obliged to grant the Two Sicilies a constitu-

tion on the lines of the revised French Charter

of 1814. During the next two months. King

Charles Albert of Piedmont, the Grand Duke

I Life and V/rilinns of,Joseph



Barricades in Milan, 1848.

of Tuscany, and Pope Pius IX (1846-1878)
— whose mild reforms had already aroused

great liberal expectations — all followed suit.

Next it was the turn of Lombardy and Venetia,

where Habsburg rule had been relatively mild

and enlightened, but where the ideas of Young
Italy had inspired a revolutionary movement.

News of the Viennese revolution and the

resignation of Metternich (see p. 1 73) touched

off a successful insurrection in Milan, the capi-

tal of Lombardy (March 18-22), which pro-

duced some extraordinary barricades made of

pianos, sentry boxes, and omnibuses in addi-

tion to the usual paving blocks. At the same

time, Venice, the capital of Austria's other Ital-

ian province, proclaimed herself the indepen-

dent Republic of St. Mark. The rapid collapse

ofHabsburg rule in Lombardy-Venetia touched

off a national crusade against the Austriansand

brought the more moderate leaders of the

Neo-Guelf cause to the fore. As Charles Al-

bert of Piedmont assumed command of the

Italian forces, Naples, Tuscany, and the Pope

sent contingents. For the moment, it seemed

likely that both nationalism and liberalism

would win in Italy.

But only for the moment. During the

spring and early summer of 1848, Piedmont

annexed Lombardy and the two small North

Italian duchies of Parma and Modena The
other Italian states, jealous of their particu-

larist traditions, commenced to fear the im-

perialism of Piedmont more than they desired

the unification of Italy. On April 29, 1848,
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Pope Pius IX announced that his "equal af-

fection" for all peoples obliged him to adopt a

neutral position in the war with Austria and to

recall his soldiers. The Pope could not be

both an Italian patriot and an international

spiritual leader. Moreover, Pius was alarmed

by the increasingly radical political temper of

the Roman population and by the threats of

German bishops to create an anti-pope. The

Neo-Guelf cause had received a fatal blow. In

May, 1848, the King of Naples, who had

scrapped his constitution, withdrew his con-

tingents from the war. The Austrians, taking

the offensive, reconquered Lombardy and

crushed the forces of Charles Albert at Cus-

tozza (July. 1848). Italy had not been able to

do it alone.

A few months later, the revolutionary

movement got a brief second wind. Roman
adherents of Young Italy, dissatisfied with the

mildly liberal constitution of March, rose up

in November, 1848. After Pius IX had fled to

Neapolitan territory, they transformed the

Papal States into a democratic Roman Repub-

lic, headed by Mazzini himself, who proved to

be fairly authoritarian in a position of power.

In March, 1849, radicals in Piedmont forced

the reluctant Charles Albert to renew the war

with Austria, but within the month Austria

again overwhelmed Piedmont, at the battle of

Novara. In August, 1849, the Austrians put an

end to the Republic of St. Mark after a pro-

longed siege and bombardment of Venice,

which suffered acutely from famine and chol-

era Meanwhile, besieged by French troops,

Mazzini's Roman Republic had surrendered

(July, 1849).

Again subdivided into many sovereign

states, again dominated by the Habsburgs,

Italy returned almost completely to its pre-

revolutionary status. Both the Neo-Guelfs and

Young Italy were discredited. The only bright

spot in the picture was the emergence of

Piedmont as the natural leader of Italian na-

tionalism and liberalism. Despite the defeats

at Custozza and Novara, despite the loss of the

territories momentarily annexed in 1848,

Piedmont enjoyed the prestige of having

twice defied the hated Austrians.

Germany

The course of the German revolutions in

1848 roughly paralleled that of the Italian. In

Germany, too, liberalism and nationalism won
initial victories and then collapsed in the face

of internal dissension and Austrian resistance.

The failure in Germany was the more surpris-

ing—and ominous— since the revolutionary

movement had begun to recruit support

among industrial workers, among craftsmen

who feared industrial competition, and among
peasants who wished to abolish the relics of

manorialism. Liberal and nationalist agitation,

however, centered in the well-to-do business

and professional classes, especially university

professors, who enjoyed more influence and

respect in Germany than anywhere else in

Europe. Except for a few republicans and so-

cialists, the German liberals were moderates.

They wanted constitutional monarchies in the

various German states, the strengthening of

the German Confederation, and an end to the

repressive hegemony of Metternich.

The hero of German liberals was King

Frederick William IV of Prussia (1840-

1 861 ). Attractive and cultivated, but un-

stable and infatuated with Romantic con-

cepts of divine-right kingship, Frederick Wil-

liam promised much and delivered little. He
promised to carry out his fathers unhonored

pledge to give Prussia a constitution and an

elected assembly; however, the meeting of

representatives from the provincial diets he

convoked at last in 1847 was a great dis-

appointment.

Not this royal knight-errant, but the archi-

tects of the Zollverein (customs union) consti-

tuted Prussia's most solid contribution to

German unification before 1848. In 1818,

Prussia had abolished internal tariffs within its

scattered territories and applied a uniform

tariff schedule to imports. The first states to

join the Zollverein wee small neighbors of

Prussia. Membership proved so profitable that

by 1844 almost all the German states, except
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for Austria, had joined. The Zollverein liber-

ated Germany from an oppressive burden of

local tolls and taxes and cleared the way for

her phenomenal economic development later

in the century. Although it did not exercise a

.decisive influence on politics, it suggested that

the state which had fostered German eco-

nomic unification might naturally take the

initiative in politics.

Unification seemed almost a certainty in

1848. Stimulated by the example of Paris, the

revolutionaries scored their first successes in

the western German states at the end of Feb-

ruary, I 848. From there, the demands for con-

stitutions, civil liberties, and a strengthened

German Confederation fanned out rapidly. By

mid-March, demonstrators were throwing up

barricades in Berlin. Frederick William IV

accepted some of the liberals' demands and

appealed for calm among "ye inhabitants of

my true and beautiful Berlin." Before his ap-

peal could be publicized, rioting broke out

with redoubled violence, and more than two

hundred rioters, chiefly workingmen, were

killed. The mob broke into the royal palace

and forced the King to go through a grotesque

ceremony of saluting the corpses of the vic-

tims. Overwrought by the humiliation to him-

self and by the death of his subjects, Frederick

William accepted all the demands of liberals

and nationalists. He summoned an assembly

to draw up a constitution, declared Prussia

"merged in Germany," and proclaimed himself

"King of the free regenerated German nation."

Drastic reform of the German Confedera-

tion now began. In May, 1848, a constitutional

convention held its first session in the Church

of St. Paul at Frankfurt, the capital of the

Confederation. Its 830 members, popularly

elected throughout Germany, represented the

flower of the German intelligentsia— 1 8 doc-

tors, 33 clergymen, 49 university professors,

57 schoolteachers, 223 lawyers and judges.

While some 140 deputies were businessmen,

there was only one dirt farmer, and not a sin-

gle laboring man. The Frankfurt Assembly

lacked a broad popular base, and, as events

soon demonstrated, many of its members also

lacked political experience and talent for

practical statesmanship.

The Frankfurt Assembly had to decide the

geographical limits of Germany. The Confed-

eration included Austria proper but excluded

most of the non-German Habsburg territories.

Neither did it include the eastern provinces

of Prussia, notably those acquired in the par-

titions of Poland. The Austrian issue divided

the Assembly into two camps: the "Big Ger-

Barricades in Berlin, March,



mans" who favored the inclusion of Austria

and Bohemia, with its large Czech popula-

tion, in the projected German state, and the

"Little Germans," who opfxjsed it. Austrian

objections to a "Big Germany" insured the

Assembly's adoption of the "Little Germany"
proposal.

On the question of Prussian Poland, the

nationalism of the Frankfurt Assembly over-

came its liberalism. By a large majority it

voted to include some Prussian areas in which
the Poles formed the majority of the popula-

tion. The arguments advanced against the

Poles in the debates revealed German nation-

alism at its most superheated. One orator de-

clared that the minority of Germans had a

natural right to rule the Poles, who had "less

cultural content":

It is high time for us ... to wake to a whole-

some national egotism, to say the word right out for

once, which in every question places the welfare

and honour of the fatherland uppermost. . . . Our
right is none other than the right of the stronger,

the right of conquest.*

In contrast, the national constitution pro-

mulgated by the Frankfurt Assembly in

March, 1849, was a decidedly liberal docu-

ment, a combination of principles drawn from

the American federal system and British par-

liamentary practice. The individual states

were to surrender many of their powers to the

German federal government. The federal leg-

islature would consist of a lower house, elected

by universal male suffrage, and an upper house,

chosen by the governments and the legisla-

tures of the constituent states. Ministers

responsible to the legislature would form the

federal executive. Over all would preside a

constitutional monarch, the German emperor.

The Frankfurt constitution died aborning
The Assembly elected the King of Prussia to

be emperor, but Frederick William, ignoring

his fine promises of March, 1 848, and alarmed

by Austrian opposition, rejected the offer.

He called the Frankfurt constitution a "bas-

tard" product;

The crown is no crown. The crown which a Ho-
henzollern could accept ... is not one created by

an Assembly born of revolutionary seed. ... It

must be a crown set with the seal of the Al-

mighty. . .
.'

Since the major candidate for the imperial

office had balked, the Frankfurt Assembly

soon came to an end. It had never secured

recognition from foreign governments, had

never raised a penny in taxes, and had never

exerted real sovereignty over Germany. The
couplet mocking the plethora of academic

deputies had been justified;

HunJtrl fiinfzig Professoren!

Lieber Colt, wir sind verloren!

(A hundred and fifty professors!

Good God, we're sunk!)

German liberalism had suffered a major

defeat. After the initial shock of the revolu-

tions, the comfortably situated professional

and business classes began to fear the radi-

calism of the workers and artisans. The Ger-

man princes soon either revoked or abridged

the constitutions that they had granted in

1848. In Prussia, Frederick William and his

conservative advisers repeatedly doctored the

work of the constitutional convention sum-

moned in 1 848. The end product, the Consti-

tution of 1850, made Prussia relatively safe

for autocracy and aristocracy down to World
War I (see Chapter 22).

The Habsburg Domains

The fate of German and Italian nationalism

in 1848 hinged partly on the outcome of the

revolutions in the Habsburg Empire. If these

revolutions had immobilized the Habsburg

government for a long period, then Italian and

German unification might have been realized.

But Austria, though buffeted by wave after

wave of revolution, rode out the storm. The
success of the counter-revolution in the

Habsburg Empire assured its victory in Italy

and Germany.

•\h,d.. 516-517.
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The nature and the outcome of the Habs-

burg revolutions depended in turn on the

complex structure of nationalities within the

Austrian Empire:

NATIONALITIES

UNDER HABSBURG RULE, 1 i



have his way in domestic policy. He was

blocked by the emperors— the bureaucratic

Francis I (1^92-1835) and the feeble-minded

Ferdinand 1 (1 835- 1848)-and by the vested

interests of the aristocracy. The Habsburg

government, though buttressed by an army of

censors and spies, was at best an inefficient

autocracy; Austria, Metternich accurately

stated, was "administered, but not ruled."

The news of the February revolution in

Paris shook the Empire to its foundations.

Four separate revolutions broke out almost

simultaneously in March, 1848— in Milan

and Venice, in Hungary, in Vienna itself, and

in Bohemia. In Hungary, Kossuth and his ar-

dent Magyar supporters forced Emperor Fer-

dinand to accept the "March Laws," which

gave Hungary politica'l autonomy. The March
Laws instituted parliamentary government and

substituted an elected legislature for the feu-

dal Hungarian diet. They abolished serfdom

and ended the immunity of nobles and gentry

from taxation. But they rode roughshod over

the rights of non-Magyars by making use of

the Hungarian language a requirement for

election as a deputy to the legislature.

Aroused by the Hungarian revolt, workers

and university students in Vienna rose on

March 1 2. On the next day. Prince Metternich

resigned from the post he had held for

thirty-nine years and fled to Britain. Although

the imperial government repeatedly promised

reforms, rioting continued in Vienna, and by

May the political atmosphere was so charged

that Emperor Ferdinand and his family left the

capital. Pending the meeting of a constituent

assembly in July, in Vienna a revolutionary

council ran affairs.

Meanwhile, in Prague, Czech nationalists

were demanding rights similar to those granted

the Magyars in the March Laws. Discontent

mounted with the news that the "Big German"
faction in the Frankfurt Assembly was contem-

plating the inclusion of Bohemia in a German
federation. In June, 18-18, the Czechs organ-

ized a Pan-Slav Congress to promote the soli-

darity of Slavic peoples against "Big German"
encroachments. The Pan-Slav Congress set off

demonstrations, in the course of which the

wife of Prince Windischgratz, the commander

of the Austrian garrison of Prague, was acci-

dentally killed {June 12, 1848). Five days

later, Windischgratz, after bombarding Prague,

dispersed the Czech revolutionaries and es-

tablished a military regime in Bohemia. The
counter-revolution was beginning.

A month later Ouly), the Austrian army in

Italy defeated Piedmont at Custozza. In Sep-

tember, 1848, the Vienna Constituent Assem-

bly, which represented all the provinces of the

Empire except the Italian and Hungarian,

passed a great reform measure that actually

accelerated the counter-revolution. It emanci-

pated the peasants from their last remaining

servile obligations, notably the requirement

to work for their landlords. The peasants,

the core of the Habsburg population, had

achieved their main goal; they now tended

to withhold support from further revolution-

ary activities.

The time was ripe for the policy of "divide

and conquer." In Hungary, the Germans, Slo-

vaks, Rumanians, Serbs, and Croats, all out-

raged by the discrimination against them in

the March Laws, had risen up against the Mag-

yars. In September, 1848, the imperial gov-

ernment authorized Jellachich, the governor

of Croatia, to invade central Hungary. While

the hardfighting Magyars held off the forces of

Jellachich, the radicals of Vienna revolted

again, proclaiming their support of the

Magyars and declaring Austria a democratic

republic. But the armies of Jellachich and

Windischgratz crushed the Vienna revolution

(October 31, 1848) and executed the radi-

cal leaders.

The counter-revolution was hitting its full

stride. In November, 1848, the energetic

and unscrupulous Prince Felix Schwarzenberg,

the brother-in-law of Windischgratz, became

chief minister of the Habsburg government.

Schwarzenberg arranged the abdication of

the incapable Ferdinand 1 in December and

the accession of Ferdinands eighteen-year-

old nephew, the Emperor Francis Joseph

(I 848- 191 6). Schwarzenberg declared that

the promises made by the old emperor could

not legally bind his successor and therefore

shelved the projects of the Austrian Constitu-

ent Assembly. Schwarzenbergs high-handed-
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ness infuriated the Magyars, who fought on

like tigers. In April, 1849, the parliament of

Hungary declared the country an independen

republic and named Kossuth its chief execu

tive. Russia now offered Austria military as

sistance, for Tsar Nicholas I feared that the

revolutionary contagion might spread to Rus

sian Poland unless it was checked. Schwarzen

berg accepted the Tsar's offer, and in August

1849, Russian troops helped to subjugate the

Hungarian republic.

The Lessons of 1848

The Tsar boasted in 1850 that Providence

had assigned him "the mission of delivering

Europe from constitutional governments. " By

1850, almost the whole Continent was in the

process of being delivered from the regimes

of 1848. In France, the Second Republic faced

a very uncertain future under an ambitious

president and a conservative assembly, both

very much concerned with preserving order

against liberty. In Prussia, Frederick William

IV, and in Austria and Italy, Prince Schwarz-

enberg, guided the triumphant course of the

counter-revolution. Kossuth, Mazzini, and

other revolutionaries went into exile. In the

early months of 1848, enthusiastic liberals had

hailed the arrival of the "peoples' springtime."

It had been a false spring.

Mazzini undertook to explain why. In 1850,

he wrote from London:

Why, then, has reaction triumphed.-'

Yes: the cause is in ourselves; in our want of

organisation; ... in our ceaseless distrust, in our

miserable little vanities, in our absolute want of

that spirit of discipline which alone can achieve

great results; in the scattering and dispersing of our

forces in a multitude of small centres and sects,

powerful to dissolve, impotent to found.

The cause is in the gradual substitution of the

worship of material interests ... for the grand

problem of education, which alone can legiiimatise

our efforts. ... It is in the narrow spirit of Na-

tionalism substituted for the spirit of Nationality;

in the stupid presumption on the part of each peo-

ple that they are capable of solving the political,

^and economical problem alone; in their for-

getfulness of the great truths that the cause of the

peoples is one; that the cause of the Fatherland

must lean upon Humanity. . . . The language of

narrow nationalism held at Frankfort destroyed the

German Revolution; as the fatal idea of aggran-

disement of the House of Savoy [Piedmont] de-

stroyed the Italian Revolution.*

The revolutionaries of 1848 had not fully

learned the lessons of 1 830. They relied on

moral exhortation and pinned their hopes on

spontaneous uprisings when they would have

done better to concentrate on discipline and

organization. Many of them were either too

doctrinaire or too idealistic to make practical

politicians. The strength of the revolutionary

forces was sapped by the tensions between

artisans and industrial workers, between radi-

cals and moderates, between the followers of

Mazzini and those of Gioberti, between "Big"

and "Little" Germans, and between Magyars

and Slavs.

"The narrow spirit of nationalism" de-

plored by Mazzini was to grow ever more in-

tense after 1848. It was to haunt the Habsburg

Empire for the rest of its days and eventually

destory it. The failure of the liberals to unify

Italy and Germany in 1848 transferred the

leadership of the nationalist movements from

the amateur revolutionaries to the professional

politicians of Piedmont and Prussia. In the

case of Italy, the transfer augured well; Pied-

mont, alone among the Italian states, retained

the moderate constitution it had secured in

1848; in the case of Germany, the anti-liberal

Bismarck was to achieve through "blood and

iron" what the Frankfurt Assembly had not

accomplished by peaceful means.

Equally prophetic were the first signals of

class warfare, especially in the June Days in

Paris. Europe was beginning to experience the

challenge of the forces released by the indus-

trial revolution, and new demands for drastic

social and economic improvements were

arising alongside the older demands for po-

litical liberties and constitutions. The year

1848 was not only the year of revolution but

also the year when Marx and Engels published

The Communist Manifesto.
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The Impact

of the Economic Revolutions

The Industrial Revolution

On May 1, 1851, in London,

Queen Victoria opened the "Great Exhibition

of the Works of Industry of Ail Nations." The

first of many "world's fairs," this internationa

exposition displayed the latest mechanica

marvels in a setting that was itself a marvel oi

engineering— the Crystal Palace, a

iron and glass stretching like a

greenhouse for more than a third of a mile in

Hyde Park. To the visitors who thronged the

Crystal Palace it was evident that Britain was

the workshop of the world. To succeeding

generations the London exhibition marked the

heyday of British leadership in the industrial

revolution. Machines and factories had already

begun to change the face of Britain in the late

eighteenth century (see Chapter 16), and in

the century since 1851 they have transformed

177
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not only Britain and other western nations but

also many other countries on the globe.

By the mid-nineteenth century revolu-

tionary changes in technology and business

organization were exerting a revolutionary

impact on society and politics. Industrialism

bound nations closer together by stimulating

international trade and by lowering the bar-

riers of distance through improved transport

and communication. Yet it heightened inter-

national tensions by fortifying nationalism

with economic appetite and by inspiring a

bloodless war for markets and raw materials.

Businessmen demanded that governments

pursue policies that would foster economic

development, and they sought the political

rights that would give them a voice in deter-

mining those policies. By making goods

cheaper and more plentiful, industrialism

raised standards of living and enabled in-

creasing numbers of men to enjoy the decen-

cies and comforts of existence. Yet it created

problems of unemployment, low wages, and

bad living and working conditions. Laborers

clamored for the right to work, the right to

organize, to strike, and to vote.

The rise of industry and labor inspired di-

vergent schools of economic and social

thought. The classical economists advocated

laissez-faire, preaching that the state should

let the economy regulate itself, and that what

was good for business was bound to be good

for labor, too. If a worker wanted economic

security and political status, he should win

them through his own efforts, by getting rich,

as Guizot had advised the citizens of the July

Monarchy. Another school of liberals, how-

ever, believed that state intervention in eco-

nomic life might sometimes be justified to

protect or assist the working class. The pros-

pect of moderate reform and of gradual ad-

vance toward democracy offered by these

liberals satisfied some workers. Others, how-

ever, hoping for swifter achievement of their

goals, favored the more drastic but still peace-

ful changes of the type recommended by Louis

Blanc and his fellow advocates of Utopian

socialism. Still others accepted revolutionary

socialism, the violent and inevitable class war

predicted by Marx and Engels.

The industrial revolution thus brought to

the fore economic and political issues that are

still very much alive today. It created a new
labor problem and intensified the older farm

problem. It sharpened the differences between

the champions of relatively free international

trade and the economic nationalists who de-

manded protective tariffs. It divided liberals

into the opponents and the defenders of the

benevolent or welfare state. It created a radi-

cal wing of the working class, soon to be split

between the rival schools of Utopian and

Marxian socialism. It altered the course of

human history even more radically than did a

great political upheaval like the French Revo-

lution of 1 789. The forces that produced these

momentous changes fully deserve to be recog-

nized by history as the industrial revolution.

Preparation and Take-off

What has made some historians shy away

from the term "industrial revolution" is the

fact that economic change occurred both too

slowly and too peacefully to be called truly

revolutionary. The American economic his-

torian, W. W. Rostow, has suggested that three

stages may be discerned in a given country's

emergence into the industrial age — prepara-

tion, take-off, and the final phase when the

economy is self-sustaining and self-renewing

and is, so to speak, in orbit. In Britain the cru-

cial take-offstage was reached in the latter half

of the eighteenth century as a result of the

steam engine, the spinning jenny, and other

inventions. While the take-off came relatively

abruptly, it had been preceded by a preparatory

stage lasting hundreds of years. This stage has

been traced all the way back to the monasteries

of the early Middle Ages, which, by their in-

sistence on discipline and on the performance

of specified tasks at specified times, have been

likened to a model for the organization of the

laboring force in a mine or mill.

The factors that prepared Europe and Amer-

ica for industrialism included, obviously,

the capitalism of medieval and Renaissance

bankers and merchants, and the colonialism

and mercantilism of the sixteenth and subse-
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quent centuries. Less obviously, they also in-

cluded most of the forces that shaped the early

modern world. The rise of the competitive

state system, the Protestant stress on hard work,

the brushing aside of tradition by the scientists

of the seventeenth century and by the philo-

sophes of the eighteenth — all played their part

in creating a society ready for sweeping eco-

nomic changes. Although the ultimate causes

of the industrial revolution involved political,

religious, and intellectual activities, its im-

mediate causes were largely economic. Four

interlocking developments, beginning in the

eighteenth century, directly produced the in-

dustrial revolution of the nineteenth: il) the

increasing application of power-driven machin-

ery to the processes of production; (2) the

more efficient production of coal, iron, and

steel; (3) the construction of railroads and

other swift methods of transport and communi-
cation; and (4) the expansion of banking and

credit facilities.

In the mid-nineteenth century, cotton was

the king of mechanized industries. Beginning

with the spinning jenny in the 1 760's, the use

of machinery gradually spread to many phases

of cotton manufacturing. In 1793, the Ameri-

can Eli Whitney devised the cotton "gin," an

engine that separated the fibers of the raw cot-

ton from the seeds and enabled a single slave to

do what had previously required the hand

labor of fifty slaves. Meanwhile, British inven-

tors perfected a power-driven loom for weav-

ing cotton thread into cloth. By 1830, Britain

operated more than 50,000 power looms, and

cotton goods accounted for half of her exports.

The British census of 1851 listed more than

half a million workers employed in cotton

manufacturing alone.

Advances in mechanical engineering made
this rapid expansion possible. Earlier, for in-

stance, the difficulty of securing exactly fitting

parts had hampered the use of machines like

Watt's steam engine. Then British engineers

studied the precision techniques used by

watchmakers. They devised a lathe that turned

screws of almost perfect regularity, and they

developed machines for sawing, boring, and

turning the pulley blocks used by British ves-

sels in the Napoleonic Wars. Eli Whitney,

meantime, was undertaking important experi-

ments at his arms factory in Connecticut. He
explained that he planned to "make the same

parts of different guns, as the locks, for exam-

f
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pie, as much like each other as the successive

impressions of a copperplate engraving." In

other words, Whitney was utilizing the concept

of standardized parts, one of the basic princi-

ples of mass production.

Many American and British manufacturers,

however, ignored the revolutionary implica-

tions of Whitney's experiments. The tempo of

mechanization, though quickening, was held

back by the survival of handicraft techniques.

Even in cotton, weaving on the hand loom long

continued in districts with a large reservoir of

cheap labor, like Ireland and Central Europe,

where peasants could produce cloth in their

cottages. In the woolen and clothing industries

mechanization did not come until the 1850's,

when Britain produced a machine tor wool-

combing and the American, Isaac Singer, popu-

larized the sewing-machine.

minute traction of carbon by a process of pro-

longed, intensive heating. Steel for industrial

purposes could be made in the early 1 800's,

but only by ruinously expensive methods.

Then in 1856 Bessemer, an Englishman of

French extraction, invented the converter,

which accelerated the removal of impurities

by shooting jets of compressed air into the

molten metal. A decade later, Siemens, a

German living in England, devised the

"open-hearth" process, which utilized scrap as

well as new iron, and which handled larger

amounts of metal than the converter could.

The inventions of Bessemer and Siemens low-

ered the cost of making steel so substantially

that the world output increased tenfold be-

tween 1865 and 1880.

Transport and Communication

Coal and Iron

Coal ranked with cotton as an industry that

pioneered in the solution of technical prob-

lems. Steam engines pumped water from the

mines; ventilating shafts and power fans sup-

plied them with fresh air; and safety lamps

gave miners protection against dangerous un-

derground gases. The coal output of Britain,

then the world's leading producer, rose stead-

ily from about 16,000,000 tons in 1816, to

30,000,000 in 1836, and 65,000,000 in 1856.

The increased consumption of coal resulted

from its growing use as a household fuel in

wood-short Britain, from its importance in

producing steam power, and from its con-

tribution to the expanding iron industry, which

consumed large quantities of coal to make

the coke needed in smelting.

The efficiency of smelting advanced rapidly

after the development of the blast furnace

(1828), in which fans provided a blast of hot

air to intensify the action of the hot coke on

the iron. Thanks to the blast furnace, Britain

produced iron strong enough for use in

bridges and in factory buildings. Yet the best

grade of iron lacked the tremendous strength

of steel, which is iron purified of all but a

The railroad consumed large amounts of

iron and steel (on the average, 300 tons were

required for a single mile of track). The revo-

lution in transport began early in the nine-

teenth century with the growth of canals and

hard-surfaced roads. During the century's first

three decades many hundreds of miles of

canals were dug in Europe and in North Amer-

ica, and highway construction was improved

by the Scot, McAdam, who devised the dur-

able road surface of broken stones that still

bears his name. Shippers, however, also re-

quired a means to convey overland heavy items

like coal and iron; the railroad furnished the

solution. In the 1820's, methods of rolling rails

and constructing solid roadbeds were already

known, and only mechanization remained to

be accomplished. Then George Stephenson

and others put the steam engine on wheels and

created the locomotive. In 1830, Stephenson's

"Rocket" demonstrated its power by running

twelve miles in fifty-three minutes on the new
Liverpool and Manchester Railway, the first

line to be operated entirely by steam. The rail-

road building boom was soon in full swing:

Britain had 500 miles of track in 1838, 6,600

miles in 1850, and 15,500 in 1870.

Steam also revolutionized water transport,



though more gradually. Fulton's steamboat, the

"Clermont," made a successful trip on the

Hudson River in 1 80^, and soon paddle-wheel

steamers plied the inland waterways of the

United States and Europe. Ocean-going steam-

ships, by contrast, long proved uneconomical

to operate because of the inefficiency of the

marine engine for long trips. When the Scot,

Samuel Cunard, inaugurated the first regular

transatlantic steamer service (between Liver-

pool and Boston in 1840), the coal required

for the voyage took up almost half of the space

on his vessels. Consequently, only passengers

and mails went by steamship; most freight was

still handled in sailing ships, like the beautiful

and efficient American clippers. Finally, in the

1860's, the development of improved marine

engines and the substitution of the screw pro-

peller for the cumbersome paddle wheel fore-

cast the eventual doom of the commercial

sailing vessel. All these improvements in

transport by sea and land greatly aided industry

by facilitating shipments of raw materials and

finished products and by opening up almost the

whole world as a potential market.

Meanwhile, communications were also ex-

periencing radical improvements. A beginning

was made in 1840, when Great Britain inau-

gurated the penny post: to send a letter from

London to Edinburgh, for instance, now cost

only a penny, less than one-tenth of the old

rate. More dramatic was the utilization of

electricity for instantaneous communication.

An impressive series of "firsts " started with

the first telegraph message, from Baltimore to

Washington in 1844. Then came the first sub-

marine cable, under the English Channel in

1851; the first transatlantic cable, 1866; and

the first telephone, 18"'6.

Banking and Capital

The exploitation of all these new inven-

tions and discoveries required a constant flow

of fresh capital. From the first, the older com-

mercial community supported the young indus-

trial community. The slave traders of Liverpool

financed the cotton mills of Manchester and

other nearby towns in Lancashire, thereby in-

creasing the demand for American raw cotton

and for slaves to grow the cotton. Tobacco

merchants of Glasgow provided the funds that

made their city the foremost industrial center

of Scotland, and tea merchants in London and

Bristol aided the ironmasters of South Wales.

Bankers played such an important role that

Disraeli, the British politician, listed the

Barings of London and the international house

of Rothschild among the great powers of Eur-

ope. In the early nineteenth century each of the

five Rothschi Id brothers, sons of a GermanJew-
ish banker, established himself in an important

economic center — London, Paris, Frankfurt,

Naples, and Vienna. The Rothschilds pros-

pered because, in an age of frequent specula-

tion, they avoided unduly risky undertakings,

and because they facilitated investment by

residents of one state in the projects of other

states. The Paris Rothschild, for instance, ne-

gotiated the investment of British capital in

the construction of French railroads during

the 1840's.

Banks further assisted economic expansion

by promoting the use of checks and banknotes

in place of specie. During the Napoleonic

Wars the shortage of coins forced some Brit-

ish mill-owners to pay their workers in goods;

the British government empowered local

banks to issue paper notes supplementing the

meager supply of coins. But whenever finan-

cial crises occurred — and they came frequently

before 1850 — dozens of local banks failed

and their notes became valueless. Parliament

therefore encouraged the absorption of small

shaky banks by the larger and more solid in-

stitutions, and in 1 844 it gave the Bank of

England a virtual monopoly of the issuing of

banknotes, thus providing a very reliable pa-

per currency. It also applied, first to railroads

and then to other companies, the principle of

limited liability, indicated by the familiar

"Ltd." after the names of British firms. Earlier,

the shareholders in most British companies

had unlimited liability: they might find their

personal fortunes appropriated to satisfy the

creditors of an unsuccessful company. The

practice of limiting each shareholders liability
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to the value of his shares encouraged

by diminishing their risks.

The Timetable of Industrialization

The ready availability ot capital was only

one factor among many accounting for Bri-

tain's head start in industrial development.

She possessed large and easily available

deposits of coal and iron; the geographical

compactness of the British Isles made ship-

ments from mine to smelter and from mill to

seaport short and cheap. Britain had a large

reservoir of potential factory labor in the

marginal farmers, driven off the land by the

enclosure movement, and in the Irish, emi-

grating from their poverty-ridden and over-

crowded island. The commercial and naval

leadership gained by Britain in the eighteenth

century and fortified by the Napoleonic Wars

paved the way for her industrial leadership. It

facilitated the search for raw materials and

markets, and the profits from overseas trade

Industrial United States, 1860

and the empire swelled investment in industry.

The Napoleonic Wars themselves stimulated

demand for metal goods and the invention of

new machines. And the construction of great

docks along the lower Thames during the

wars entrenched London in its position as the

greatest economic center in Europe.

Finally, it has also been argued, the fact

that Britain did not have the rigid and elaborate

centralized administrative structure found in

France and other continental countries per-

mitted more flexibility in accepting new enter-

prises. If, for example, a capitalist who wanted

to set up a factory found himself blocked by

vested interests in one locality, he simply went

to another, where the local authorities were

more agreeable. Thus it was that Manchester,

which had the barest minimum of governmen-

tal apparatus in the eighteenth century, be-

came the textile capital not only of Lancashire

but also of the world.

In the mid-nineteenth century, the tangible

signs of Britain's economic predominance

were evident on every hand — in the teeming

London docks, in the thriving financial houses

ot the City, in the exhibits at the Crystal Pal-

ace, in the mushrooming factory and mining

towns of the Midlands, the North of England,

and Scotland, and in other quarters of the

globe as well. British capital and thousands of

skilled British workers participated in the

construction of French railroads. American

trains ran on rails rolled in British mills and

on the capital from British investors. Cotton

goods made in Lancashire clothed a sizable

part of the world's population, and British en-

trepreneurs and inventors brought the in-

dustrial revolution to Belgium and parts of

Germany.

Britain, even in the heyday of her leader-

ship, did not monopolize inventive skill.

Frenchmen, for example, devised the chlorine

process of bleaching cloth and the Jacquard

loom for weaving intricate patterns. German
technicians led the world in agricultural chem-

istry and in the utilization of the valuable

by-products of coal. And from the United

States came Eli Whitney and the cotton gin,

Morse and the telegraph. Singer and the sew-

ing machine, and Cyrus McCormick, whose



reaper (1831) was the first of many agricul-

tural machines developed in America.

The timetable of industrialization depended
on much besides inventions; factories re-

quired raw materials, large amounts of capital

and skilled labor, and a favorable political

climate. The presence of all these elements

made Britain the workshop of the world in

the nineteenth century. But when other coun-

tries, notably the United States and Germany,

began to enjoy a favorable combination of

industrial requisites, Britain lost the advan-

tage of her head start. Although the textiles of

New England had been flourishing since the

early 1800's, the exploitation of rich agricul-

tural resources dominated the American
economy until the time of the Civil War.

Then the United States reached the stage of

industrial "take-off." Germany followed suit

under the stimulus of the successful comple-

tion of political unification in 1871.

Since the turn of the century the industrial

revolution has continued: Japan, Russia, and

others have joined the ranks of those whose

economies have "taken off." Oil and electric-

ity have ended the dominance of coal; alumi-

num and the alloys have challenged that of

steel; rayon and other synthetic fibers have

partly displaced cotton and wool; automo-

biles, trucks, and airplanes have partly su-

perseded the railroad. Industry has created

great corporations, which are virtually powers

in their own right; it has made possible the

newspaper, television, and other media of

mass communication; it has devised assembly-

line methods of mass production applicable to

many fields of human endeavor. The full impli-

cations of industrialization, especially since

1900, will become more evident in later chap-

ters of this book. In this chapter, we shall

stress its economic and social consequences in

the nineteenth century.
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II Economic and Social Consequences of Industrialization

The Agricultural Revolution

The industrial and agricultural revolu-

tions have always been interdependent. In-

dustry relies on a more efficient agriculture

for raw materials and for additions to its labor

force, recruited from surplus workers no

longer needed on mechanized farms; agricul-

ture depends on industry for the tools and

short-cuts that enable fewer and fewer men to

produce more and more. In the nineteenth

century, factory-made implements like the

steel plow and the reaper improved the culti-

vation of old farmlands and permitted the

opening of vast new areas, like the North

American prairies, that could scarcely have

been touched if the pioneers had had to rely on

hand labor. The mechanical cream-separator

raised the dairy industry to a big business,

and railroads and steamers sped the transport

of produce from farm to market. The processes

of canning, refrigeration, and freezing, all

industrial in origin and all first applied on a

wide scale during the last third of the century,

permitted the preservation of many perish-

able commodities.

Farmers found a steadily growing market

both in the industrial demand for raw materi-

als and in the food needs of the mining and

factory towns. International trade in farm

products increased rapidly during the second

half of the nineteenth century. The annual

export of wheat from the United States and

Canada rose from 22,000,000 bushels in the

1850's to 150,000,000 in 1880. Imported flour

accounted for one-quarter of the bread con-

sumed in Britain during the 1850's and for

one-half in the 1870's. Denmark and the

Netherlands increasingly furnished the Brit-

ish table with bacon, butter, eggs, and cheese;

Australia supplied its mutton and Argentina

its beef

Germany now partly assumed Britain's old

role as the pioneer of scientific agriculture.

German experimenters, shortly after 1800,

extracted sugar from beets in commercially

important quantities, thus ending Europe's

dependence on the cane sugar of the West
Indies. In the 1 840's the German chemist,

Liebig, published a series of influential works

on the agricultural applications of organic

chemistry. Plant growth, Liebig argued, de-

pended on three basic elements — nitrogen,

potassium, and phosphorus. But the produc-

tion of crops and fodder leached these ele-

ments from the soil; unless they could be

returned to it, fertile lands might go the way of

"the once prolific soil of Virginia, now in

many parts no longer able to grow its former

staple productions — wheat and tobacco." Lie-

big's warnings promoted the wide use of fer-

tilizers—guano from the nesting islands of

sea-birds off' the west coast of South America,

nitrate from Chile, and potash from Euro-

pean mines.

Farming progressed and prospered in the

nineteenth century as never before. Yet the

agricultural revolution exacted a price, some-

times a very high price. Faced with the com-

petition of beet sugar, the sugar-cane islands

of the West Indies went into a permanent

depression, from which some of them have

never fully recovered. In the highly indus-

trialized countries the social and political

importance of agricultural interests began to

decline. Farming was no longer the principal

occupation of Englishmen in the nineteenth

century, and land was no longer the almost

universal yardstick of wealth and power. The
manufacturers and merchants of Britain scored

a decisive victory over the landed gentry in

the campaign to repeal the Corn Laws, the

tariffs on the importation of the wheat and

other cereals which the English term collec-

tively "corn." The powerful Anti-Corn Law



League protested that the tariffs "artificially

enhance the price of food," and "prevent the

exchange of the products of industry for the

food of other countries." Free trade was the

remedy prescribed by the Anti-Corn Law

League, and free trade came when Parliament

repealed the Corn Laws in 1846. The decisive

factor was the disastrous attack of black rot

that ruined the Irish potato crop two years

running and made the importation of cheap

grain imperative to prevent the worsening of

an already disastrous famine in Ireland, as the

next chapter will show in more detail. Great

Britain thus abandoned the attempt to be

self-sustaining in food.

Changes in Population

As a matter of fact, the population of the

British Isles was growing so rapidly that

self-sufficiency was virtually impossible. De-

spite substantial emigration, the number of

inhabitants in England and Wales more than

tripled during the course of the nineteenth

century, from about 9,000,000 in 1800 to

32,500,000 in 1900. Demographers tend to

believe that the increase may be attributed not

to an increased birth rate but to the lowered

death rate resulting from the improved stand-

ard of living brought by the economic revolu-

tions. In a predominantly agrarian country like

Russia, which also experienced a steady rise

in population (36,000,000 in 1800, about

100,000,000 in 1900), the experts attribute

the growth also to a high birth rate.

In any event, the most important social

change flowing from the industrial revolution

was not the increase of the population but the

alteration of its structure and balance. Wher-

ever mines and factories were opened, towns

and cities appeared. Large areas of once-rural

England became urban England, and a similar

transformation was beginning in the lowlands

of Scotland around Glasgow, in the northern

French plain around Lille, in the German
Rhineland, and along the rivers of the north-

eastern United States. The growth of an urban

population caused a rise in the numbers and

influence of the two social classes that form

the backbone of an industrial society. These

are the businessmen and the workingmen. In-

dustrialists, bankers, managers, and promoters

of every sort joined the already established

capitalists to form the modern middle class

or bourgeoisie, Millhands, railwaymen, miners,

clerks, and a host of other recruits swelled the

ranks of wage-earning laborers.

The impact of capital and labor upon the

life of industrial nations was becoming in-

creasingly evident by the middle of the nine-

teenth century. Some of the signs pointed to

steady material progress — the wonders of the

Crystal Palace, or the conquest of space by the

railroad, the steamship, and the telegraph.

Other signs, however, portended serious dis-

location and violent change. The repeal of the

Corn Laws buried an old agrarian way of life

Conservative politicians defending the

Corn Laws: The Earl of Derby says, "Now
Gents, give us only a little encourage-

ment-say a 5-shilling duty, and up goes

the Quartern loaf."



"Work," by Ford Madox Brown, 1852.

in Britain. The collapse of the French railroad

boom in the late 184()'s suggested that in an

industrial society economic slumps might

have alarming consequences, for the hundreds

of thousands thrown out of work aggravated

the political unrest in Paris and, as we have

seen, formed part of the background of the

June Days of 1 848.

Now it is essential for the student of history

to fix his attention on both the disruptive so-

cial effects of the industrial revolution and the

peaceful improvements it made possible in

society. Unemployment and the other miser-

ies of industrial labor have produced some of

the most sordid pages of modern history, but

they do not tell the whole story. The slums of

the ugly new factory towns were often horri-

ble indeed, yet they sometimes represented a

positive improvement over the rural slums in

which the grandparents of the millhands had

lived. Too often, white-washed or vine-covered

country cottages concealed behind their pic-

turesque exteriors a contaminated water sup-

ply, a total lack of sanitary facilities, and

an appalling incidence of infant mortality

and tuberculosis. In the cities, infant mortality

dropped because of improvements in medi-

cine and sanitation. Adults lived longer be-

cause they had better medical facilities, ate a

more balanced and nourishing diet, and ob-

served a higher standard of personal cleanli-

ness. The economic revolutions increased

the supply of fresh food and permitted the

use of cheap and washable cotton clothing in

place of woolens which were seldom, if ever,

laundered.



The Aspirations of the Middle Class

Both the businessmen and the workingmen

nourished grievances— and aspirations. A re-

vealing view of middle-class complaints and

hopes is given in a famous parable published

in 1819 by the French social planner, Saint-

Simon. Saint-Simon supposed that France sud-

denly lost fifty of her best mechanical engi-

neers, of her finest architects, doctors, bankers

— and so on through a long list comprising

the three thousand leading men in business,

science, and the arts. These men, Saint-Simon

stated, are "the most useful to their country";

"the nation would become a lifeless corpse

as soon as it lost them."

Let us pass on to another assumption. Suppose

that France preserves all the men of genius that she

possesses in the sciences, fine arts and professions,

but has the misfortune to lose in the same day

Monsieur the King's brother [and many other mem-

bers of the royal family]. Suppose that France loses

at the same time all the great officers of the royal

household, all the ministers (with or without port-

folio), all the councillors of state, all the chief mag-

istrates, marshals, cardinals, archbishops, bishops,

vicars-general, judges, and, in addition, ten thou-

sand of the richest proprietors who live in the style

of nobles.

This mischance would certainly distress the

French, because they are kind-hearted, and could

not see with indifference the sudden disappearance

of such a large number of their compatriots. But

this loss of thirty thousand individuals, considered

to be the most important in the State, would only

grieve them for purely sentimental reasons and

would result in no political evil for the State.

These suppositions underline the most impor-

tant fact of present politics; . . . that our social

organization is seriously defective. . . .

The scientists, artists, and artisans, the only men

whose work is of positive utility to society, and

cost it practically nothing, are kept down by the

princes and other rulers who are simply more or

less incapable bureaucrats. Those who control hon-

ours and other national awards owe, in general, the

supremacy they enjoy, to the accident of birth, to

flattery, intrigue and other dubious methods. . . .

These suppositions show that society is a world

which is upside down."

To the men of the middle class, society in-

deed seemed upside down. In the Britain of

the 1820's the new industrialists had small

opportunity to mold national policy. Booming
industrial cities like Manchester and Bir-

mingham sent not a single representative to

the House of Commons. A high proportion of

businessmen belonged not to the Church of

England but to non-Anglican Protestant chap-

els; nonconformists, as these dissenters were

now termed, still suffered discrimination when

it came to holding public office or sending

their sons to Oxford or Cambridge. Even

in France, despite the gains made since 1789,

the bourgeois enjoyed as yet only the second-

class status sketched by Saint-Simon.

The middle classes very soon won the place

in the sun which they felt they deserved. In

Britain, the gradual process of reform gave

them substantially all they wanted. The high

spot, higher even than the repeal of the Corn

Laws, was the Reform Bill of 1 832, which ex-

tended the suffrage to the middle class (for

details, see Chapter 21 ). In France, as we have

already seen, the bourgeois had their revolu-

tion in 1830 and got their citizen-king In

Belgium, the revolution of 1830 marked a

very great advance in the power of the middle

class. Elsewhere the movements of 1 830 and

1 848 had less favorable results, yet even at

their most disappointing they represented a

step forward in the political evolution of the

middle class.

The Grievances

of the Working Class

The grievances of workingmen were more

numerous than those of their masters, and

they were more difficult to satisfy. The diffi-

culties may be illustrated by the long struggle

of laborers to secure the vote and the right to

organize and to carry on union activities. In

Britain, substantial numbers of workers first
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secured the vote in 1867, a generation after

the enfranchisement of the wealthier middle

class. In France, universal male suffrage was

tried for a brief period starting in 1848; it

became permanent only with the establish-

ment of the Third Republic after 1870. The
unified German Empire had a democratic suf-

frage from its inception in 1871, but without

some other institutions of democracy. Else-

where, universal manhood suffrage came slowly

— in Belgium (1893), and not until the twen-

tieth century in Italy, Austria, Russia and,

more surprisingly in the light of their sub-

sequent reputation for progressive democracy,

in Sweden, Denmark, and the Netherlands

as well.

During most of the nineteenth century, la-

bor unions and strikes were regarded as im-

proper restraints on the free operation of nat-

ural economic laws. Hence the specific ban on

such combinations, as they were termed, im-

posed by the British Combination Acts at the

close of the eighteenth century. Continental

governments imposed similar restrictions, as

in the Le Chapelier Law passed by the French

National Assembly in 1791. It took labor a

long time to win legal recognition of union

activities — until 1890 in Germany, for in-

stance, 1867 in Austria, and 1872 in the

Netherlands. In France, the July Monarchy

repressed strikes with great brutality; the Le

Chapelier Law was relaxed in the 1860's and

finally repealed outright in 1884. In Britain,

Parliament modified the Combination Acts

early, in the 1820's but did not repeal them

until 1876.

Labor's drive for political and legal rights,

however, was only a side issue during the

early days of the industrial revolution. Many
workmen faced more pressing problems: they

had to find jobs and to make ends meet on

inadequate wages. The modern western world

had long experienced the business cycle, with

its alternations of full employment and sub-

stantial unemployment. The industrial revolu-

tion intensified the cycle. Boom periods be-

came more hectic, and general depressions,

like that of the late 1840's, became more fre-

quent and more severe. Factories at first made

little attempt to provide a fairly steady level

of employment in both boom times and slack

times. When a batch of orders came in, ma-

chines and men were worked to capacity until

the orders were filled. Then the factory simply

shut down to await the next batch.

A century and more ago labor sometimes

got such low wages that a family man might

have to put both his children and his wife to

work as a matter of sheer economic necessity.

Humanitarian tradition probably exaggerates

the extent to which industry exploited and

degraded women and children, probably tends

to view the exceptional instance of extreme

hardship as the average situation. Neverthe-

less, exploitation and degradation did occur.

Here is the testimony of a factory worker,

Samuel Coulson, before a British parlia-

mentary committee in 1831 -1832:

At what time in the morning, in the brisk time,

did those girls go to the mills?

In the brisk time, for about six weeks, they have

gone at 3 o'clock in the morning, and ended at

1 0, or nearly half-past, at night.

What intervals were allowed for rest or refresh-

ment during those nineteen hours of labour.^

Breakfast a quarter of an hour, and dinner half

an hour, and drinking a quarter of an hour.

Was any of that time taken up in cleaning the

machinery?

They generally had to do what they call dry down;

sometimes this took the whole of the time at

breakfast or drinking, and they were to get their

dinner or breakfast as they could; if not, it was

brought home.

Had you not great difficulty in awakening your

children to this excessive labour?

Yes, in the early time we had them to take up

asleep and shake them when we got them on the

floor to dress them, before we could get them off

to their work; but not so in the common hours.

What was the length of time they could be in bed

during those long hours?

It was near 1 1 o'clock before we could get them
into bed after getting a little victuals, and then

at morning my mistress used to stop up all night,

for fear that we could not get them ready for

the time. . . .



So that they had

this time?

No, they had not.

above four hours' sleep ai

For how long together was it?

About six weeks it held; it was only done when

the throng was very much on; it was not often

that.

The common hours of labour were from 6 in the

morning till half-past eight at night?

Yes.

With the same intervals for food?

Yes, just the same.

Were the children excessively fatigued by this

Many times; we have cried often when we have

given them the little victualling we had to give

them; we had to shake them, and they have

fallen to sleep with the victuals in their mouths

many a time.

Did this excessive term of labour occasion much

cruelty also?

Yes, with being so very much fatigued the strap

was very frequently used.

What was the wages in the short hours?

Three shillings a week each.

When they wrought those very long hours what

did they get?

Three shillings and sevenpence halfpenny.

For all that additional labour they had only seven-

pence halfpenny a week additional?

No more.-

Excessively long hours, low pay, rigorous

discipline, and subhuman working conditions

were the most general grievances of early

industrial workers. Many plants neglected haz-

ards to their employees, few had safety de-

vices to guard dangerous machinery, and

cotton mills maintained both the heat and the

humidity at an uncomfortable level because

threads broke less often in a hot, damp at-

mosphere. Many workers could not afford de-

cent housing, and if they could afford it, they

could not always find it. Some of the new fac-

tory towns were reasonably well planned, with

wide streets and space for yards and parks.

Some even had a copious supply of good wa-

ter and arrangements for disposing of sewage.

But many had none of these necessities, and in

rapidly growing London the Thames soon be-

came an open sewer so foul that riverside
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dwellers were reluctant to open their win-

dows. Fantastic numbers of human beings

were jammed into the over-crowded slums of

Lille in France and of Liverpool and Man-

chester in Lancashire.

Lord Shaftesbury, an English reformer of

the 1840's, predicted that, unless conditions

were improved, Lancashire would soon be-

come a "province of pigmies." It was estimat-

ed that the life expectancy of a boy born to a

working-class family in Manchester was only

half that of one born to rural laborers. The
industrial nations also threatened to remain

nations of semi-literates. Until they made
provisions for free public schools, during the

last third of the nineteenth century, educa-

tional facilities were grossly inadequate. In

England, as often as not, only the Sunday

school gave the millhand's child a chance to

learn his abc's. The millhand himself, if he

had great ambition and fortitude, might attend

one of the adult schools known as "mechanics'

institutes." No wonder that in the I840's

one-third of the men and one-half of the

woman married in England could not sign

their names on the marriage register and sim-

ply made their mark. And no wonder that

Disraeli, the Tory reformer, in his novel,

Sybil, called Britain "two nations" — the rich

and the poor.

Ill The Responses of Liberalism

The Classical Economists

Faced with the widening cleavage between

rich and poor, nineteenth-century liberals

at first held to the doctrine of laissez-faire.

Suffering and evil are nature's admonitions; they

cannot be got rid of; and the impatient attempts of

benevolence to banish them from the world by

legislation . . . have always been productive of

more evil than good.'

Such was the argument advanced by liberals in

the British Parliament against the first piece

of legislation proposed to safeguard public

health. The thinkers who advanced these ideas

in the early nineteenth century are known to

history as the classical economists; to their

enemies they were the architects of the "dis-

mal science." The most famous of them were

two Englishmen, Thomas Malthus (1766-

1834) and David Ricardo (1 772-1823).

"Dismal science " is hardly too strong a

term for the theories of Malthus. Though edu-

cated for the ministry, Malthus became per-

haps the very first professional economist in

'The Economist. May 13,1 848.

history. In 1 798, he published the famous Es-

say on the Principles of Population, a dramatic

warning that the human species would breed

itself into starvation. In the Essay, Malthus

formulated a series of natural laws:

The power of population is indefinitely greater

than the power in earth to produce subsistence for

Population, when unchecked, increases in a geo-

metrical ratio. Subsistence only increases in an

arithmetical ratio. . . . Through the animal and

vegetable kingdoms, nature has scattered the seeds

of life abroad with the most profuse and liberal

hands. She has been comparatively sparing in the

room and the nourishment necessary to rear

them. . . . Necessity, that imperious, all-pervading

law of nature, restrains them within the prescribed

bounds. Among plants and animals its effects are

waste of seed, sickness, and premature death. Among
mankind, misery and vice.*

Misery and vice would spread, Malthus be-

lieved, because the unchecked increase in hu-

man numbers would lower the demand for

labor and therefore lower the wages of labor.

When the wages of labour are hardly sufficient

to maintain two children, a man marries and has

'Essay on the Prnuiples oj Population, Bk. 1, Ch. 1.
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live or six. He of course finds himself miserably

distressed. He accuses the insufficiency of the price

of labour to maintain a family. . . . He accuses the

partial and unjust institutions of society, which

have awarded him an inadequate share of the pro-

duce of the earth. He accuses f>erhaps the dispensa-

tions of Providence, which have assigned to him a

place in society so beset with unavoidable distress

and dependence. In searching for objects of accusa-

tion, he never adverts to the quarter from which his

misfortunes originate. The last person that he

would think of accusing is himself, on whom in fact

the whole of the blame lies. . .
.'

The reduction of the human birth rate was the

only hope that this prophet of gloom held out

to suffering humanity. It was to be achieved by

"moral restraint," specifically by late marriage

and by "chastity till that period arrives."

Ricardo, too, was a prophet of gloom. He
attributed economic activity to three main

forces: there was rent, paid to the owners of

great natural resources like farmland and

mines; there was profit, accruing to the enter-

prising individuals who exploited these re-

sources; and there were wages, paid to the

workers who performed the actual labor of

exploitation. Of the three, rent was in the long

run the most important. Farms and mines

would become depleted and exhausted, but

their produce would continue in great de-

mand. Rent, accordingly, would consume an

ever larger share of the "economic pie, ' leav-

ing smaller and smaller portions for profit-

making capitalists and wage-earning workers.

Ricardo tempered his pessimistic forecasts

with many qualifications and reservations. He
did not, for instance, believe that the size of

the economic pie was altogether fixed, in

other words, that the total wealth of mankind

was irrevocably "frozen." Still, he did sketch a

picture of eventual stagnation, and of man as

the exploiter, the depleter, the wastrel. Adam
Smith had cheerfully predicted an increasing

division of labor, accompanied by steadily

rising wages. Ricardo, in contrast, brought labor

and wages under the Malthusian formula:

really paid for it, from the natural operation of the

proportion of the supply to the demand; labour is

dear when it is scarce, and cheap when it is plenti-

ful. ... It is when the market price of labour ex-

ceeds its natural price, that the condition of the

labourer is flourishing and happy. . . . When, how-

ever, by the encouragement which high wages give

to the increase of population, the number of la-

bourers is increased, wages again fall to their natu-

ral price, and indeed . . . sometimes fall below it.*

Ricardo's disciples hardened this principle

into the "Iron Law of Wages," which bound

workmen to an everlasting cycle of high wages

and large families, followed by an increase in

the labor supply, a corresponding increase in

the competition for jobs, and an inevitable

slump in wages. Ricardo himself, however,

regarded the cycle not as an "iron law" but

simply as a probability. Unforeseen factors

might in the future modify its course and

might even permit a gradual improvement of

the worker's lot.

While it is easy to see why Malthus and

Ricardo were regarded as great exponents of

laissez-faire, it is more difficult to understand

why they were also ranked among liberals.

Yet the classical economists were indeed lib-

erals in a sense; like the phi/osophes. they did

not doubt that natural laws were superior to

man-made laws. What distinguished the clas-

sical economists from their eighteenth-century

predecessors was their pessimism. Adherents

of the "dismal science" no longer viewed na-

ture as the creation of the beneficent God of

the deists; she was at best a neutral force and

at worst a sinister one. Man himself— wasteful,

careless, improvident— seemed once more

afflicted with a kind of original sin. The clas-

sical economists supplied a needed corrective

to the naive optimism of the philosophes.

Yet the classical economists, too, had their

naive faith. They viewed the economy as a

world-machine governed by a few simple, al-

most unalterable laws— Malthusian laws of

population, Ricardian laws of rent and wages.

The history of the last century has demon-

The market price of labour is the price which is

•Ibid.. Bk. IV, Ch. 3.

'On the Princip/ts of Political Economy. Ch. V, in The

Worki and Comspondence of David Ricardo. P. Sraffa, ed.

(Cambridge. England, l'»l 1, 1. 'M.
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strated the inadequacy of their view. The size

of the economic pie has expanded far beyond

the expectations of Ricardo, and so have the

portions allotted to rent, to profit, and to

wages. Malthus did not foresee that scientific

advances would make the output of agricul-

ture expand at a nearly geometrical ratio. He

did not foresee that the perils of increasing

birthrates would sometimes be averted by the

use of contraceptives, first popularized during

the nineteenth century, or by recourse to em-

igration. Many millions of people moved from

crowded Europe to lightly populated America

during the nineteenth century. The exodus

from overcrowded Ireland, in particular, con-

tinued so briskly after the famine of the

1840's that by 1900 the Irish population was

little more than half what it had been fifty

years earlier.

Although the classical economists did not

take sufficient account of the immense changes

being worked by the agricultural and indus-

trial revolutions, the laissez-faire liberalism

that they championed won particular approval

from the new industrial magnates. The cap-

tains of industry were perhaps disturbed by

Ricardo's prediction that profits would inevi-

tably shrink; but they could take comfort from

the theory that "suffering and evil" were "na-

ture's admonitions." It was consoling to the

rich to be told, in effect, that the poor de-

served to be poor because they had indulged

their appetites to excess, that whatever was,

was right, or at any rate ordained by nature.

To the working class, however, the vaunted

freedom of laissez-faire often meant freedom

to be undernourished, ill-housed, and alter-

nately overworked and unemployed. The poor

did not like to hear that they deserved to be

poor, and they sometimes felt that whatever

was, was wrong and needed to be remedied, if

necessary by interference with supposedly

sacred natural laws.

To sum up; in the face of positive social

evils, the classical economists offered only the

essentially negative policy of laissez-faire.

They were often very earnest men, honestly

convinced that letting nature take her course

was the only thing to do. Yet they were open

to the accusation of acting without heart and

without conscience, and of advancing eco-

nomic theories that were only rationalizations

of their economic interests. It is not surprising

that, as a practical and social political philoso-

phy, strict laissez-faire liberalism today is al-

Utilitarianism: Bentham

The retreat from laissez-faire originated

with a man who was himself the friend and

patron of the classical economists -Jeremy

Bentham (1748-1832). Bentham behaved as

popular opinion expects an eccentric philoso-

pher to behave, astonishing his guests by trot-

ting and bobbing about the garden before

dinner, or, as he put it, performing his "ante-

prandial circumgyrations." In death, he di-

rected that his body be mummified and kept

at the University College of London, which he

had helped to found. In life, he projected

dozens of schemes for the improvement of the

human race, among them a model prison and

reformatory which he called the "Panopticon,"

because guards stationed in a central block

could survey the activities of all the inmates.

He coined new words by the dozen, too; some

of them have been happily forgotten but oth-

ers have made valuable contributions to the

language, like "minimize," "codify," and "in-

ternational." Bentham founded his social

teachings on the concept of utility, a modern

form of the old Epicurean doctrine that mo-

rality should be based on the search for pleas-

ure and the avoidance of pain:

Nature has placed mankind under the gover-

nance of two sovereign masters, />am and pleasure. It

is for them alone to point out what we ought to

do. . . . They govern us in all we can do, in all we

say, in all we think: every effort we can make to

throw off our subjection, will serve but to demon-

strate and confirm it. In words a man may pretend

to abjure their empire: but in reality he will remain

subject to it all the while. The principle of utility

recognizes this subjection, and assumes it for the

foundation of that system, the object of which is to
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rear the fabric of felicity by the hands of reason and

of law.

The interest of the community is one of the most

general expressions that can occur in the phraseol-

ogy of morals: no wonder that the meaning of it is

often lost. . . . The community is a fictitious body.

composed of the individual persons who are con-

sidered as constituting as it were its members. The

interest of the community then is, what.^— the sum

of the interests of the several members who com-

pose it.

It is in vain to talk of the interest of the com-

munity without understanding what is the interest

of the individual. A thing is said to promote the

interest, or to be for the interest of an individual,

when it tends to add to the sum total of his pleas-

ures; or, what comes to the same thing, to diminish

the sum total of his pains.*

Bentham listed a dozen or so simple pleasures

and pains— the pleasures of the senses and the

corresponding pains, the pleasure of wealth

and the pain of privation, the pleasure of skill

and the pain of awkwardness, and so on. Each

category was subdivided, the pleasures of the

senses, for instance, into those of taste, intox-

ication, smelling, touch, hearing, seeing, sex,

health, and novelty. And each pleasure or pain

could be evaluated according to its intensity,

its duration, its certainty or uncertainty, its

propinquity or remoteness, its fecundity, and

its purity. This "felicific calculus," as Bentham

termed it, was a good example of the Enlight-

enment's attempts to measure the immeasura-

ble and to apply the exact methods of natural

science to the subtleties of human behavior.

Nevertheless, Bentham was no doctrinaire

philosophe and had no patience with attempts

to equate principles with nature's laws. He
made short work of the French revolutionar-

ies' Declaration of the Rights of Man: "Natu-

ral rights is simple nonsense: natural and im-

prescriptible rights, rhetorical nonsense,

— nonsense upon stilts." He dismissed the

eighteenth-century theory of political con-

'An Introiluciion to the PrimipUi ofMorals and LenisU-

lion. Wilfrid Harrison, ed. (New York, 1948), Ch. 1.

125-127.

tracts as a mere fiction. Ordinarily, he be-

lieved, governments could best safeguard

the security of their subjects by following a

hands-ofF policy. In social and economic mat-

ters, they should act as "passive policemen,"

and give private initiative a generally free

hand. Hence the close and sympathetic rela-

tionship between Bentham and the classical

economists. Yet Bentham realized that the

state might become a more active policeman

when the pursuit of self-interest by some in-

dividuals worked against the best interest of

other individuals. If the pains endured by the

many exceeded the pleasures enjoyed by the

few, then the state should step in. In such a

situation Bentham believed the state to be, in

a word of his own devising, "omnicompetent,"

fit to undertake anything for the general wel-

fare. Twentieth-century theories of the welfare

state owe a considerable debt to his utilitari-

anism.

By the time of his death, Bentham was al-

ready gaining an international reputation. He
had advised reformers in Portugal, Russia,

Greece, and Egypt, and his writings were to

exert a broad influence, particularly in France,

Spain, and the Spanish-American republics. As

late as 1920, his "Panopticon" provided the

plan for an American prison (in Joliet, Illi-

nois). Naturally, his most important disciples

were English. The middle-class group called

the Philosophic Radicals pressed for parlia-

mentary legislation to reform and simplify

court procedures and local government. Their

aims, however, were sometimes so narrowly

utilitarian that critics claimed they wanted to

drain life of all its savor and variety. Dickens

lambasted them and the laissez-faire liberals to

boot in his novel. Hard Times, with its famous

description of Coketown:

... .It contained several large streets all very like

one another, and many small streets still more like

one another, inhabited by people equally like one

another, who all went in and out at the same hours,

with the same sound upon the same pavements, to

do the same work, and to whom every day was the

same as yesterday and to-morrow, and every year

the counterpart of the last and the next.

You saw nothing in Coketown but what was
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severely workful. If the members of a religious

persuasion built a chapel there — as the members of

eighteen religious persuasions had done — they

made it a pious warehouse of red brick. . . . All

the public inscriptions in the town were painted

alike, in severe characters of black and white. The

iail might have been the infirmary, the infirmary

might have been the jail, the town-hall might have

been either, or both, or anything else, for anything

that appeared to the contrary in the graces of their

construction. Fact, fact, fact everywhere in the ma-

terial aspect of the town; fact, fact, fact everywhere

in the immaterial. The M'Choakumchild school was

all fact, and the relations between master and man

were all fact, and everything was fact between the

lying-in hospital and the cemetery, and what you

couldn't state in figures, or show to be purchaseable

in the cheapest market and saleable in the dearest,

was not, and never should be, world without

end. Amen."

Democratic Liberalism: Mill

The man who injected a new note of de-

mocracy and humanity into nineteenth-

century liberal teachings was John Stuart Mill

(1806-1873). Mill grew up in an atmosphere

dense with the teachings of utilitarianism and

classical economics. From his father, who
worked closely with Bentham and was a good

friend of Ricardo, he received an education

almost without parallel for intensity and

speed. He began the study of Greek at three,

was writing history at twelve, and at sixteen

organized an active "Utilitarian Society." At

the age of twenty the overworked youth suf-

fered a breakdown; as Mill relates in his Au-

tobiography, he had become "a mere reasoning

machine." So Mill turned for renewal to music

and to the poetry of Wordsworth and Cole-

ridge; presently he fell in love with Mrs. Tay-

lor, a woman of warm personality, to whom he

assigned the major credit for his later writ-

ings. They remained friends for twenty years

until the death of Mr. Taylor at length ena-

bled them to marry. Mill's personal history is

important, for it goes far to explain why he

endowed the liberal creed with the warmth

•Book I. Ch. V.

and compassion it lacked in the hands of the

classical economists and utilitarians.

Mill's humane liberalism was expressed

most clearly in his essay On Liberty (1 859) and

his Autobiography (1873). But it is evident,

too, in his more technical works, notably The

Principles of Political Economy. He first pub-

lished this enormously successful textbook in

1 848 and later revised it several times, each

revision departing more and more from the

"dismal science" of Ricardo and Malthus.

The first edition of the Principles rejected the

gloomy implications of the "iron law" of

wages:

By what means, then, is poverty to be contended

against? How is the evil of low wages to be rem-

edied? If the expedients usually recommended for

the purpose are not adapted to it, can no others be

thought of? Is the problem incapable of solution?

Can political economy do nothing, but only object

to everything, and demonstrate that nothing can

be done?*

John Stuart Mill (1806- 1873).



Of course something could be done, and Mill

proceeded to outline schemes for curbing

overpopulation by promoting emigration to

the colonies and by "elevating the habits of

the labouring people through education."

This one example is typical of the way in

which Mill's quest for positive remedies led

him to modify the laissez-faire attitude so

long associated with liberalism. Although he

did not accept the socialistic solution of abol-

ishing private property, he sympathized with

the French "National Workshops" of 1848

(see Chapter 19) and with some of the mod-

erate socialistic projects that we shall examine

shortly. He asserted that the workers should

be allowed to organize trade unions, form

co-operatives, obtain higher wages, and even

receive a share of profits. These changes could

best be secured within the framework of pri-

vate enterprise. Mill believed, and not by

public intervention. But he also believed that

there were some matters so pressing that the

state would have to step in. He read the re-

ports of parliamentary investigating commit-

tees, like that on child labor cited earlier in

this chapter, and he was shocked by their ac-

counts of human degradation. So he recom-

mended legislation to protect children and to

improve intolerable living and working con-

ditions.

Whereas Bentham had accepted universal

suffrage and universal education only as ulti-

mate goals for the distant future. Mill made

them immediate objectives. All men, he be-

lieved, should have the right to vote; all

should be prepared for it by receiving a basic

minimum of schooling, if need be at state ex-

pense. Moreover, women should have the

same rights — for Mill was a pioneer in the

movement for feminine emancipation, thanks

in part to the influence of Mrs. Taylor. He
also proposed the introduction of proportion-

al representation in the House of Commons,

so that political minorities might be sure of a

voice and might not be overwhelmed by the

tyranny of the majority. The proposal and the

fears that actuated it are particularly charac-

teristic of Mill. He made protection of the

individual's rights the basis of his famous es-

say On Liberty:

A government cannot have too much of the kind

of activity which does not impede, but aids and stim-

ulates, individual exertion and development. The

mischief begins when, instead of calling forth the

activity and powers of individuals and bodies, it

substitutes its own activity for theirs; when, in-

stead of informing, advising, and, upon occasion,

denouncing, it makes them work in fetters, or bids

them stand aside and does their work instead of

them. The worth of a State, in the long run, is the

worth of the individuals composing it ... a State

which dwarfs its men, in order that they may be

more docile instruments in its hands even for bene-

ficial purposes-will find that with small men no

great thing can really be accomplished. . .
.'

Critics have claimed that Mill's eloquent

defense of the dissenting individual had un-

democratic implications, for he seemed to

mistrust the opinions of the majority to favor

those of the intellectual and moral elite. At

any rate. Mill did not so much reject as trans-

form the liberalism of the classical econo-

mists. He had a more tender conscience than

Adam Smith, Ricardo or Bentham, and he

lived at a later age, when the defects of in-

dustrialism were plainer. Therefore he found

the exceptions to the rule of laissez-faire more

numerous and urgent than his predecessors

had ever imagined them to be. Liberalism, as

we understand the term today, is the legacy

not of the "dismal scientists" but of Mill and

of the enlightened politicians who have

shaped the western democracies over the past

century.

'Ult/ituriaritim. Liberty, and Reprtieiitative Garernment,

Everyman cd. (New York, 1910). 16') f.
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IV The Socialist Response— the Utopians

In his later years, Mill referred to

himself as a "socialist"; by his standard, how-

ever, most of us are socialists today. Universal

suffrage for men and for women, univer-

sal free education, the curbing of laissez-faire

in the interests of the general welfare, the use

of the taxing power to limit the accumula-

tion of masses of private property— all these

major reforms foreseen by Mill are now widely

accepted. But they are not authentically so-

cialistic. The authentic socialist does not

stop, as Mill did, with changes in the distri-

hutioti of wealth; he goes on to propose a

radical change in arrangements for the pro-

duction of goods. The means of production are

to be transferred from the control of individ-

uals to the control of the community as a

whole.

Socialism— like fascism, liberalism, democ-

racy—is one of those words in the political

vocabulary so laden with moral connota-

tions and personal conviction that their real

meaning is often obscured. Everyone uses the

word, yet mostly to indicate emphatic ap-

proval or disapproval of a given policy. The
historian, however, attempts to use the word

neutrally, for purposes of description and not

of passing judgment. Historically, socialism

denotes any political or economic philosophy

that advocates the vesting of production in the

hands of society and not those of private in-

dividuals. In practice, it usually means that the

state, acting as the trustee of the community,

owns major industries like coal, railroads, and

steel. Socialism in its most complete form

involves public ownership of almost all the

instruments of production including the land

itself

Today we tend to call this complete form

"communism"; a century ago, however, the

terms "socialism" and "communism" were

used almost interchangeably. A hundred years

of history have gone into making the distinc-

tion now usually drawn between the two,

which is not simply a matter of more and less

complete versions of the same thing. Espe-

cially since the Bolshevik Revolution in Rus-

sia in 1917, a communist has come to mean
someone who believes that the collectiviza-

tion of property can only be accomplished

swiftly and violently, by revolution and out-

right seizure, while a socialist has come to

mean someone who believes that it should

be accomplished gradually and peacefully

through normal political procedures and with

at least some compensation for private own-

ers. Though the ends have their similarities,

the means are worlds apart. This highly sig-

nificant difference started to appear long

before 1917, with the development of two di-

vergent schools of socialist thought in the

mid-nineteenth century, the Utopian and the

Marxian.

The Utopian socialists were essentially

good sons of the Enlightenment. If only men
would apply their reason to solving the prob-

lems of an industrial economy, if only they

would wipe out man-made inequalities by

letting the great natural law of brotherhood

operate freely — then Utopia would be within

their grasp, and social and economic progress

would come about almost automatically. This

is the common belief linking together the

four chief Utopians of the early nineteenth

century— Saint-Simon, Fourier, Robert Owen,
and Louis Blanc.

Saint-Simon and Fourier

Henri, Count of Saint-Simon (1 760-1 825),

belonged to a French noble family so old and

aristocratic that it claimed direct descent from

Charlemagne. Educated by philosophes. Saint-

Simon fought with the French army in the

American War of Independence. During the
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French Revolution he won a large fortune by

speculating in lands expropriated from the

Church and the emigrei. then lost most of it

through the trickery of an unscrupulous part-

ner. Despite his own reverses, he never lost

his enthusiasm for the industrial age, which

reached a high pitch in the parable of the old

and the new leaders of France, already quoted

above, p. 187.

In accord with the parable, Saint-Simon

would have given supreme political authority

to a Parliament of Improvements, composed

of 10 industrialists and 5 each of artists, phi-

losophers, chemists, physiologists, physicists,

astronomers, and mathematicians, and presided

over by one of the mathematicians. He ad-

monished the members of the new elite:

"Christianity commands you to use all your

powers to increase as rapidly as possible the

social welfare of the poorl"* Saint-Simon com-

bined the Enlightenment's respect for science

with Romanticism's zeal for the community.

So he proclaimed the one science transcend-

ing all others to be the application of the

Golden Rule. Reform should come peacefully,

through "persuasion and demonstration," and

it should affect particularly the idlers, the rich

drones of existing society. Since all men were

brothers, even men of different nations,

Saint-Simon envisaged a federation of Euro-

pean states. It would start with a union of the

most advanced countries, France and Britain,

under the "Council of Newton," and would

culminate in the establishment of a European

parliament when all states had been "organ-

ized" to the point where they could live to-

gether in "harmony.

"

"Organization," "harmony," and "industry"

were three of Saint-Simon's catchwords. When
all three elements were co-ordinated, he be-

lieved, mankind could achieve some of the

major improvements he proposed, among them

great networks of highways and waterways,

including inter-oceanic canals. After Saint-

Simon's death, his followers focused on the

strain of social Christianity in his teaching and

formed a fantastic religious cult. Later follow-

ers shared his enthusiasm for public improve-

ments. One of them combined local lines into

a great trunk railroad, the Paris-Lyons-Medi-

rerranean; another was Ferdinand de Lesseps,

who built the Suez Canal and made an abor-

tive start at digging across the Isthmus of Pan-

ama. The very vagueness of Saint-Simon's

concepts, and his failure to define them pre-

cisely, permitted almost every kind of social

thinker, from laissez-faire liberal to commu-
nist, to cite him with approval. What was so-

cialistic about Saint-Simon was his goal of

achieving the reorganization and harmony of

society as a whole, rather than the welfare

of its individual members.

Saint-Simon's compatriot and contempo-

rary, Fourier (1 772- I 83'?), also extolled har-

mony, and to achieve it drew up an elaborate

blueprint. At the French textile center of

Lyons, Fourier was shocked by the wealth of

the silk manufacturers and the misery of their

workmen. At Paris, he was shocked when he

found that a single apple cost a sum that

would have bought a hundred apples in the

countryside. Clearly, he concluded, something

was amiss in a society and economy that per-

mitted such fantastic divergences. He com-

pared the historical importance of his apple

with that of Newton, and honestly believed

himself to be the Newton of the social

sciences. Just as Newton had found the force

holding the heavenly bodies in a state of mu-

tual attraction, so Fourier claimed discovery

of the force holding the individuals of human

society in a state of mutual attraction.

This force was {'attraction passionnelle: hu-

man beings are drawn to one another by their

passions. Fourier drew up a list of passions,

rather like the list of pleasures in Bentham's

"felicific calculus" — sex, companionship, food,

luxury, variety, and so on, to a total of 810.

Since existing society thwarted their satisfac-

tion, Fourier proposed its remodeling into

units that he called phalanges, "phalanxes,"

each containing 400 acres of land and accom-

modating 500 to 2,000 human beings. 'Volun-

teers would form a phalanx by setting up a

community company, agreeing to split its

profits three ways — five-twelfths to those who
did the work, four-twelfths to those who un-
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dertook the management, and three-twelfths

to those who supplied the capital.

Fourier's phalanx, with its relatively gener-

ous rewards to managers and capitalists, fell

short of complete equality. However, it gave

labor the largest share of the profits, and it

foreshadowed many other features of socialist

planning. Each phalanx would be nearly self-

sufficient, producing on the spot most of the

things required by its inhabitants. Adult

workers who performed the most dangerous

or unpleasant tasks would receive the highest

remuneration. The inhabitants of the phalanx

were to live in one large building, a sort of

apartment hotel, which Fourier called a pha-

lanstire. The phatanstire would provide the

maximum opportunity for the satisfaction of

man's sociable passions, and it would also

make the routine of daily living more efficient

by substituting one central kitchen for

hundreds of separate ones. The sordid features

of housekeeping could be left to little boys,

who loved dirt anyway and would cheerfully

form special squads to dispose of garbage and

refuse.

Other details of the phalanx bore witness to

Fourier's reaction against the kind of monot-

ony pictured in Dickens' Coketown. Places of

work would be made as pleasant as possible

by frequent, colorful redecoration. Members
of the phalanx would change their jobs eight

times a day because of the human predisposi-

tion to the passion papillonne (butterfly

passion)— "enthusiasm cannot be sustained for

more than an hour and a half or two hours in

the performance of one particular operation."

They would work from four to five in the

morning to eight or nine at night, enjoying

five meals, plus snacks, needing only five

hours of sleep, since the delightful variety of

work would not tire them and the days would

not be long enough to permit them to taste all

the pleasures of life. It would all be so healthy

that physicians would be superfluous and ev-

eryone would live to 140.

Fourier carried the principle of uninhibited

human association to the point of advocating

sexual promiscuity, and recommending mar-

riage only for the elderly whose passions had

cooled, thus identifying Utopian socialism

with "free love" in the popular mind. Yet
Fourier cannot be dismissed as a mere crack-

pot, for he made substantial contributions to

socialist theory and to social psychology.

Some of his recommendations, like higher pay

for dangerous jobs and devices for relieving

the tedium of work, have become common
practice in the modern business world.

One of the greatest Utopians was a self-

made British businessman, Robert Owen
(1772-1858). 'When he was still in his twen-

ties, Owen took over the large cotton mills at

New Lanark in Scotland. Although the former

owner of the mills had been accounted benev-

olent by the standards of the day, conditions

there shook Owen to the core. A large part of

the working force consisted of children who
had been recruited from institutions in Edin-

burgh when they were between six and eight

years old. Although the youngsters did get a

little schooling after hours, Owen found many
of them "dwarfs in body and mind." Adult

laborers at New Lanark fared little better.

Owen set out to show that he could in-

crease his profits and increase the welfare of

his laborers at the same time. He made New
Lanark over into a model industrial village.

For the adults he provided better working

conditions, a ten-and-a-half-hour day, higher

pay, and cleaner and roomier housing. He re-

strained the traditional Scottish Saturday

night brawl by closing down the worst drink-

ing places, making good liquor available at

cheap prices, and punishing offenders who
made themselves a public nuisance. As for the

children, he raised the minimum age for em-

ployment to ten, hoping ultimately to put it at

twelve, and he gave his child laborers time for

some real schooling. His educational prefer-

ences followed Rousseau; advanced bookish

subjects were avoided, while crafts, nature

study, and other utilitarian subjects received

much attention. A properly educated nation,

Owen believed, would confute the gloomy



predictions of Malthus, who "has not told us

how much more food an intelligent and in-

dustrious people will create from the same

soil, than will be produced by one ignorant

and ill-governed."*

Owen inherited much of the optimism of

the philosophes: he also inherited some of their

failures and disappointments. Despite his own
success as a philanthropic capitalist, few busi-

nessmen followed his example. Disappointed

but not disheartened, Owen drew up plans for

an idealized version of New Lanark, very

much like Fourier's phalanx. He called his

Utopia a "parallelogram," for the buildings

were to be arranged in that geometrical pat-

tern. It was to be a voluntary organization.

relatively small in size, neatly balanced be-

tween farming and industry, and decidedly

advanced in Owen's recommendation for the

partial abandonment of conventional ties of

marriage and the family. In the 1820's, Owen
visited America to finance an abortive effort

to set up a parallelogram at New Harmony,
Indiana. Undaunted by this failure, he spent

the rest of his career publishing and support-

ing projects for social reform. He advocated

the association of all labor in one big un-

ion—an experiment that failed; and he sought

to reduce the expenditures of workingmen by

promoting the formation of consumers' co-

operatives—an experiment that succeeded. He
also offended many of his contemporaries by

his advocacy of sexual freedom, by his Vol-

tairean attacks on established religion, and by

his enthusiasm for spiritualism.

Parallelogram projected by Robert Owen for New Harmony, Indiana.
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The Early Utopians Appraised

Both Owen and Fourier attracted followers

not only in their native lands but also in the

United States, where religious sects were al-

ready launching ventures in communal living.

The American Fourierists included many in-

tellectuals, among them the crusading editor,

Horace Greeley, and the poet,John Greenleaf

Whittier. They sponsored more than thirty

attempts to set up phalanxes; two celebrated

ones were Brook Farm, near Boston, and Pha-

lanx, in New Jersey. America also witnessed

more than half a dozen Owenite experiments

in addition to New Harmony. Like New Har-

mony itself, however, most of these Utopias

did not prosper very long; and the few that

were firmly established returned to conven-

tional ways of individual profit-taking and

family life.

Owen and Fourier relied on private initia-

tive to build the model communities that they

so hopefully expected to become widely

copied examples for the reconstruction of so-

ciety. Expecting some millionaire to finance

his phalanxes, Fourier vainly kept a daily of

fice hour for ten years to receive him. Saint

Simon, with his stress on "organization," pre

sumably meant to give government a largei

role; his follower, Louis Blanc, explicitly ad

vocated intervention by the state to achieve

Utopia

Author of a pioneering history of the

French Revolution from the socialist stand-

point, and implacable critic of the bourgeois

policies of the July Monarchy, Louis Blanc

(181 1 -1882) projected the scheme that led to

the controversial national workshops of I 848.

He outlined the scheme first in a pamphlet.

The Organization of Labor (1839). "What
proletarians need," he wrote, "is the instru-

ments of labor; it is the function of govern-

Louis Blanc (181 1-1882).

ment to supply these. If we were to define our

conception of the state, our answer would be,

that the state is the banker of the poor."* The
government would finance and supervise the

purchase of productive equipment and the

formation of "social workshops"; it would

withdraw its support and supervision once the

workshops were on their feet. As the work-

shops gradually spread throughout France,

socialistic enterprise would replace private

enterprise, profits as such would vanish, and

labor would be the only class in society. Much
of Louis Blanc's socialism is typically

Utopian; he, too, relies on the workers to

make their own arrangements for communal
living. The real novelty of his plan lies in the

role assigned to the state. With Blanc, social-

ism is beginning to move away from the realm

of philanthropy and into the realm of politics.

•'"L'Organisation du Travail," in The French Ret'olution

of 1848.}. A. R. Marriott, ed. (Oxford. 1413), I, 14. Our
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V The Socialist Response — Marx

With Kar

socialism assumeJ s m.Kt infense torm-

volutionary communism. Whereas the early

socialists had anticipated a gradual and peace-

ful evolution toward Utopia, Marx forecast a

sudden and violent proletarian "TTJWlf^i ^T~
which tke wojkers would ^capture govern-

ments and make them the instruments for se^

curing pro lerariati wplfare Dc^arir and

cocksure, Marx was\certain that he alone knew

tne angers and th^t the future of mankind

would develop inevitably according to the

pattern which he found in human history. His

self-confidence, his truculence. and the fact

that he was born at Trier, i n the Prussian

* Marx himself was born and died in the nin

teenth century, he belonged in spirit partly

Rhineland, haye earned hii

"Red Prussian"\

the label of the

Basic Principles

in the pattern of

Jctcrminum: he believedihisr. i_

that L.,,;,,,,

all other human institutions — society and

government, religion and art. Second , the class

idiiions lar^uelv determine'

struiile: he believed that h_i: rv was a ^Ta^^c^fct —
rtfi htrtween aai^Vvprft^f-ss a series nf rnnflu rs h.-rween aj^'

tagonistif ernnnmir i^rniins. In his own day

the antagonists were the "haves ' and the

"have-nots" — the propertied bourgeois and

the pfQpertvless proletarians, who, possessing

nothing but their working skills, had nothing

to fall back on in bad times and were thus at

the mercy of theirjiiasters. Third, the ineiita- \

bilily of communism: he/Believed that the class

struggle was bound to prbduce one final

upheaval that would raise the victorious

proletariat over the prostratf hmirgeoisie in

The Marxian philosophy of history derived

from many older schools of thought. Although

the eighteenth. Both his grandfathers were

rabbi s, but his fathe r was a deist and a skepti c

^tltrftained him in the rational ij^fn ot rhf Fn-

lightenment. Marx early acquired the kind of

fUjth in paniral law that had characterized the

philosophes. In his case it was faith in the natu-

ral'laws of economic determinism and the

class struggle, fortified by the crude material-

istic teaching of Feu£ihat|i, famous for pro-

claiming that
"Mahisrwas er isst" (one is what

From this followed the boast Wide
by Marx and his disciples that their socialism

alone was "yiejjtiiic, as opposed to the Ro-

mantic doctrine? of the Utopians.

The Rorfian tic philosophy of Heeel. how-

ever, provided the intellectual scaffolding

of Marxism . Although Hegel had died in

1831, his influence -permeated the Univer-

sity of Berlin during Marx's student days

(18.^6-1841). Marx translated the Hegelian

dialectic into the langua.ge of economic de-

terminism and the cla^ struggle. In his own
day he believed th'St-eapItaiist'ic production

and the bouj^«)isie comptisetktliejtiesij; the

antithesis was the pjajetariat; and the synthe-

sis, issuing from the communist revolution,

would be true socialism. In later years Marx

summarized his relation to Hegel:

My dialectic method is not onjy different from

the Hegelian but is its direct opposite. To Hegel,

the Iife-pr5ce»s of the human brain, . . . which,

under the name of 'the Idea,' he even transforms

into an independent subject, is the demiurges of

the real world, and the real world is only the ex-

ternal, phenomenal form of the Idea.' With me, on

the contrary, the ideal is nothing else than the ma-

terial world reHcctcJ by the human mind, and

^^

~\
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The mystification which dialectic suffers in He-

gel's hands, by no means prevents him from beinj;

the first to present its general form of working in a

comprehensive and conscious manner. Vl^ith him il

is standing on its head. It must he i-'rr"' -''^' -'°-"'''

if you would discover the rational kernel within

the mystical shell.'

By the time Marx wa.s thirty , he had com -

nleted the ourline.s of his theory of scientific.

revolutionary socialism. He had also become a

permanept exile from his naji\;e_Gerijiany. On
leTiving the DnTversity diBerlin, he worked

for a newspaper at Cologne in the Prussian

Rhineland, then moved to Paris in 1843 after

his atheistic^ artides had aroused_the authori-

ties against hinj- Exiled again, because the

government of Louis Philippe feared his

anti-bourgeois propjgaa^ he went to Brus-

sels in 1845. Wherever he happened to be, he

read widely in the--economists of the past and

talked with the socialists and other radicals of

his own generation.

Everything Marx read and everyone he met

strengthened his conviction that the capitalis-

tic order was vinjust, rottgn, doomed to fall.

From Adam Smith's labor theory of value he

concluded that only the worker should receive

the promtsJrom thcsale of a commodity, since

the value of the commodity should be deter-

mined by the labor o( the man who produced

>The "iron law of^wageA?" however, con -

firmed Marx's beliet that capitalism would

never permit the worker to receive this just

reward. And trom reading other economists

and observing the depression of the late

1 840's, he concluded that economic crises

were bound to occur again and again under a

system that allowed capital to produce too

much and labor to consume too little.

Meanwhile, Marx began his long friendship

and collaboration with Friedrich FngpU

(1^20-

1

893).^ In many ways, the two men
made a striking contrast. Marx w.is pcjor and

the

Jmin

quarrelsome, a man of
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antagonisms were increasing rapidly from da'he Second International was more coherent-

to day. Within a few months of the publiciy organized and more political in character

tion of the Manifesto, the revolutions of I84t,ari the First International had been. It rep-

disclosed the antagonism between Italians an^sented the Marxian socialist parties, which,

Austrians, Austrians and Hungarians, Hutg we shall see in later chapters, were becom-

garians and Slavs, Slavs and Germans. ^g important forces in the major countries of

The Communist Manifesto anticipated thgntingntji Europe. Among its leaders were
strengths as well as the weaknesses of the coiT.,gn j^ore adept than Marx himself at the po-

munist movement. First, it foreshadowed thijjjji game. Yet the old spirit of factional-

very important role to be played by prop;,^ continued to weaken the International,

ganda, supplying the earliest of those effectiving ^f j^j leaders tenaciously defended laws

catch-phrases that have become the mark Canded down by the master and forbade any co-

Marxism-the constant sneering at bourgeoip^ration between socialists and the bourgeois

morality, bourgeois law, and bourgeois profoHtjcal parties; these were the orthodox

erty, and the dramatic references to th/farxists. Other leaders of the Second Inter-

"spectre haunting Europe" and to the proltational, however, were from the orthodox

tarians who "have nothing to lose but theijandpoint heretics. They, too, called them-

chains." Second, the Manifesto anticipated thrives disciples of Marx; yet they revised his

emphasis to be placed on the role of the partoctrines in the direction of moderation and

in forging the proletarian revolution. Thif harmonization with the views of the

communists, Marx declared in 1848, were Jtopians. These "revisionists" believed in

spearhead, "the most advanced section of tho-operation between classes rather than in a

working class parties of every country." Itruggle to the death, and they trusted that

matters of theory, "they have over the greayman decency and intelligence, working

mass of the proletariat the advantage of clearlhrough the machinery of democratic govern-

understanding the line of march, the condiment, could avert the horrors of outright class

tions, and the ultimate general results of th^ar. Though the precise connotations have

proletarian movement." aried with the shifts of the party line, "ortho-

Third, the Manifesto assigned the state .qx" and "heretical" communists have per-

great role in the revolution. Among the polijsted. The factionalism that had split the First

cies recommended by Marx were "centralizanternational lived on to plague the Second

tion of credit in the hands of the state," ancnd its successors in twentieth-century com-

"extension of factories and instruments Onunism.

production owned by the state." Thus, despiti

the supposition that the state would withe

away, the Manifesto faintly foreshadowed th(

totalitarian regime of the Soviet Union. And

finally, it clearly established the line dividin;

communism from the other forms of social

ism. Marx's dogmatism, his philosophy of his

tory, and his belief in the necessity for a "to

tal" revolution made his brand of socialism

thing apart. Like a religious prophet granted ariffs to protect agriculture and industry but

revelation, Marx expected his gospel t<lso demanding empires abroad to provide

supplant all other. He scorned and pitied thi,ew markets for surplus products, new fields

Utopian socialists. They were about as futileor the investment of surplus capital, and new

he wrote, as "organizers of charity, membetettlements for surplus citizens. Two very

of societies for the prevention of cruelty tqjfferent types of response came from the an-

animals, temperance fanatics, hole-and-corne rchists and the reformers known as Christian

reformers of every kind." ocialists or Christian democrats.
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antagonisms were increasing rapidly from day

to day. Within a few months of the publica-

tion of the Manifesto, the revolutions of 1 848

disclosed the antagonism between Italians and

Austrians, Austrians and Hungarians, Hun-

garians and Slavs, Slavs and Germans.

The Communist Manifesto anticipated the

strengths as well as the weaknesses of the com-

munist movement. First, it foreshadowed the

very important role to be played by propa-

ganda, supplying the earliest of those effective

catch-phrases that have become the mark of

Marxism — the constant sneering at bourgeois

morality, bourgeois law, and bourgeois prop-

erty, and the dramatic references to the

"spectre haunting Europe" and to the prole-

tarians who "have nothing to lose but their

chains." Second, the Manifesto anticipated the

emphasis to be placed on the role of the party

in forging the proletarian revolution. The

communists, Marx declared in 1848, were a

spearhead, "the most advanced section of the

working class parties of every country." In

matters of theory, "they have over the great

mass of the proletariat the advantage of clearly

understanding the line of march, the condi-

tions, and the ultimate general results of the

proletarian movement."

Third, the Manifesto assigned the state a

great role in the revolution. Among the poli-

cies recommended by Marx were "centraliza-

tion of credit in the hands of the state," and

"extension of factories and instruments of

production owned by the state." Thus, despite

the supposition that the state would wither

away, the Manifesto faintly foreshadowed the

totalitarian regime of the Soviet Union. And,

finally, it clearly established the line dividing

communism from the other forms of social-

ism. Marx's dogmatism, his philosophy of his-

tory, and his belief in the necessity for a "to-

tal" revolution made his brand of socialism a

thing apart. Like a religious prophet granted a

revelation, Marx expected his gospel to

supplant all other. He scorned and pitied the

Utopian socialists. They were about as futile,

he wrote, as "organizers of charity, members
of societies for the prevention of cruelty to

animals, temperance fanatics, hole-and-corner

reformers of every kind."

The Later Career of Marx

Age neither mellowed Marx nor greatly

altered his views. From 1849 until his death

in 1883, he lived in London. There, partly

because of his own financial mismanagement,

the Marx family experienced at first hand the

miserjj of a proletarian existence in the slums

of Soho; poverty and near-starvation caused

the death of three of the Marx children. Even-

tually, Marx obtained a modest income from

the generosity of Engels and from his own
writings.

Throughout the 1850's Marx contributed a

weekly article on British politics or interna-

tional affairs to Horace Greeley's radical pa-

per. The New York Tribune. He produced a

series of pamphlets, of which the most famous

was The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon.

a study of the fall of the short-lived Second

French Republic. Meantime, he spent his days

in the British Museum, reading the reports of

parliamentary investigating committees and

piling up evidence of the conditions of miners

and factory hands. Thus Marx accumulated the

material for his full-dress economic study. Das

Kapital. The first volume of this massive analy-

sis of capitalism appeared in 1867; two further

volumes, pieced together from his notes, were

published after his death.

In Das Kapital. Marx elaborated, but did not

substantially revise, the doctrines of the Com-

munist Manifesto. He spelled out his labor

theory of value, according to which the worker

created the total value of the commodity

that he produced yet received in the form of

wages only a part of the price for the item.

The difference between the sale price and the

worker's wages constituted surplus value, some-

thing actually created by labor but appropri-

ated by capital as profit. Das Kapital goes on to

relate surplus value to the ultimate doom of

capitalism. It is the nature of capitalism, Marx

insists, to diminish its own profits by replacing

human labor with machines and thus grad-

ually choking off the source of surplus value.

Hence will arise the mounting crises of over-
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production and underconsumption predicted

by the Manifesto. In a famous passage toward

the close of Volume 1 of Das Kapiial. Marx

compared capitalism to an integument, a skin

or shell, increasingly stretched and strained

from within. One day these internal pressures

would prove irresistible:

This integument is burst asunder. The knell of

capitalist private property sounds. The expropria-

tors are expropriated.'

In 1864, three years before the first volume

of Das Kapital was published, Marx joined in

the formation of the First International Work-

ingmen's Association. This was an ambitious

attempt to organize workers of every country

and of every variety of radical belief. A loose

federation rather than a coherent political

party, the First International soon began to

disintegrate, and expired in 1 8"'6. Increasing

persecution by hostile governments helped to

bring on its end; but so, too, did the internal

quarrels that repeatedly engaged both its

leaders and the rank and file of its members.

Marx himself set the example by his intoler-

ance of disagreement and his incapacity for

practical politics.

In 1889, the Second International was or-

ganized; it lasted down to the time of World

War 1 and the Bolshevik revolution in Russia.

'Capilal. Modern Library, ed., 837.

The Second International was more coherent-

ly organized and more political in character

than the First International had been. It rep-

resented the Marxian socialist parties, which,

as we shall see in later chapters, were becom-
ing important forces in the major countries of

continental Europe. Among its leaders were

men more adept than Marx himself at the po-

litical game. Yet the old spirit of factional-

ism continued to weaken the International.

Some of its leaders tenaciously defended laws

handed down by the master and forbade any co-

operation between socialists and the bourgeois

political parties; these were the orthodox

Marxists. Other leaders of the Second Inter-

national, however, were from the orthodox

standpoint heretics. They, too, called them-

selves disciples of Marx; yet they revised his

doctrines in the direction of moderation and

of harmonization with the views of the

Utopians. These "revisionists" believed in

co-operation between classes rather than in a

struggle to the death, and they trusted that

human decency and intelligence, working

through the machinery of democratic govern-

ment, could avert the horrors of outright class

war. Though the precise connotations have

varied with the shifts of the party line, "ortho-

dox" and "heretical" communists have per-

sisted. The factionalism that had split the First

International lived on to plague the Second

and its successors in twentieth-century com-

munism.

VI Other Responses

Socialism, both Marxian and

Utopian, and liberalism, both bourgeois and

democratic, were the most important re-

sponses to the economic and social problems

of the nineteenth century. But they were not

the only responses. As later chapters will

show, nationalists gave new life to the old

ideas of mercantilism, not only advocating

tariffs to protect agriculture and industry but

also demanding empires abroad to provide

new markets for surplus products, new fields

for the investment of surplus capital, and new

settlements for surplus citizens. Two very

different types of response came from the an-

archists and the reformers known as Christian

socialists or Christian democrats.
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The Anarchists

An anarchist believes that the best govern-

ment is no government at all. Most of the rec-

ipes for socialism contained at least a dash of

anarchism: witness the withering-away of the

state promised by the Marxists and the

Utopians' mistrust of governments. For a few

of Marx's contemporaries, however, it was not

enough that the state should wither at some

distant time; such an instrument of oppression

should be annihilated at once. The means to

this end was terrorism, especially assassination

of heads of state. These terrorists provided the

stereotype of the bearded, wild-eyed, bomb-

carrying radical. At the turn of the century,

their assassinations levied an impressive

toll — the French President Carnot in 1894,

King Humbert of Italy in 1900, and the

American President McKinley in 1901. Other-

wise the terrorists accomplished little ex-

cept to drive the governments they hated to

more vigorous measures of retaliation.

Though negative and destructive in prac-

tice, anarchism exerted an important doctrinal

influence on the proletarian movement. The

Russian scientist and thinker. Prince Peter

Kropotkin (1842-1921 ), made the most com-

plete statement of its theory and ideals in his

book. Mutual Aid: A Factor in Evolution

(1902). Kropotkin foresaw a revolution that

would abolish the state as well as private

property and that would lead to a new society

of autonomous groups whereby the individual

would achieve greater self-realization and

would need to labor only four to five hours a

day. The most famous anarchist was Kropot-

kin's countryman, Bakunin (1814-1876), who
helped to shape the Russian revolutionary

movement (see Chapter 22 ) and won the at-

tention of workers from many countries by his

participation in the First International. Al-

though Bakunin drew only a vague sketch of

his Utopia, he made it clear that the millen-

nium was to be achieved through an interna-

tional rebellion set off by small groups of

anarchist conspirators.

Bakunin contributed to the formation of

the program known as anarcho-syndicalism

(from the French word syndicat, which means
an economic grouping, particularly a trade un-

ion). The anarcho-syndicalists disbelieved in

political parties, even Marxist ones; they be-

lieved in direct action by the workers to cul-

minate in a spontaneous general strike that

would free labor from the capitalistic yoke.

Meantime, workers could rehearse for the

great day by forming unions and by engaging

in acts of anti-capitalist sabotage. These theo-

ries received forceful expression in Reflections

on Violence published early in the twentieth

century by the French exponent of anarcho-

syndicalism, Georges Sorel.

The writer most frequently cited by the

anarcho-syndicalists was the French publicist,

Proudhon (1809-1865). "'What is property?"

Proudhon asked in a famous pamphlet of

1840; "property is theft." Marx praised the

pamphlet for its "scientific" socialism and

predicted it would rank in importance with

Sieyes' What Is the Third EstateP 'Within a few

years Marx's praise had turned to contempt,

since Proudhon refused to accept the correct-

ness of all of his own views. A second pam-

phlet by Proudhon, The Philosophy of Poverty,

therefore, elicited a Marxian rebuttal tartly

entitled The Poverty of Philosophy. The prop-

erty that Proudhon called "theft" was not all

property but unearned income, the revenues

that men gained from investing their wealth

rather than from the sweat of their brows. Of
all the forms of unearned income, the worst,

in Proudhon's view, was the "leprosy of inter-

est," and the most diabolical of capitalists was

the money-lender. Under existing conditions,

only those who were already rich could afford

to borrow, but in the Utopia envisaged by

Proudhon all men would be able to secure

credit. Instead of private banks and the Bank

of France, there would be only a "People's

Bank," lending to all without interest and

issuing notes that would soon replace ordinary

money. The credit provided by the People's



Bank would enable each man to become a

producer on his own.

Thus, where Marx foresaw a revolution in

ownership of the means of production, Prou-

dhon foresaw a "revolution of credit," a revolu-

tion in financing production. Where Marx

proposed to have the proletariat liquidate the

bourgeoisie, Proudhon proposed to raise the

proletarians to the level of the bourgeois by

making every worker an owner. Proudhon's

Utopia was not collectivized or socialized; it

was a loose association of middle-class individ-

ualists. Because Proudhon dreaded restraints

upon the individual, he opposed the social

workshops of Louis Blanc and the phalanxes

of Fourier as too restrictive. He projected,

instead, a society founded upon "mutualism."

Economically, mutualism would take the

form of associations of producers in agriculture

and industry, not unlike the producers' co-

operatives found among farmers today. Polit-

ically, it would take the form of "federalism"

— that is, a loose federation of associations

would replace the centralized state rather on

the model of the Swiss confederation of

local cantons.

Proudhon's doctrines exerted a strong

appeal in France, with its devotion to individu-

alism and with the legacy of "federalism " be-

queathed by the Girondins of the Revolution.

Tens of thousands of small businessmen in

France were often denied financial credit by

the bankers denounced by Proudhon, and thus

always stood on the edge of being displaced

from the lower fringes of the middle class to

the proletariat. Proudhon's attacks on the state

naturally fed the anarchist strain in anarcho-

syndicalism. Yet much of his teaching contra-

dicted the syndicalist strain. Not only did he

dislike trade unions as unnatural restrictions

on individual liberty; he deplored all activities

suggesting class strife, including the very

strikes so beloved by the syndicalists. These

views, together with his expressed hostility to

Jewish money-lenders, have led some modern

critics to call Proudhon an incipient fascist;

other critics, however, have dismissed the

charge as absurd because Proudhon seemed to

reject the kind of totalitarian state identified

with fascism.

The Christian Socialists

Like Proudhon, the Christian socialists

endeavored to mitigate class antagonisms. The

name was first applied, in the mid-nineteenth

century, to a small group of English reformers,

drawn from the clergy of the established

Church, who believed that the Church of Eng-

land needed to put theological problems to

one side and direct its efforts to ending social

abuses. One of their best known leaders was

Charles Kingsley (1819-1875), who wrote

earnest social novels and a stream of pam-

phlets against the wickedness of laissez-faire.

His didactic novel, A/lon Locke, and his bitter

tract. Cheap Clothes and Nasty, both published

in 1 850, exposed the sweating of labor in the

"show shops " and "slop shops " which forced

tailors and seamstresses to work long hours

for meager pay, often in appallingly crowded

and unsanitary surroundings.

The positive doctrine of the Christian

socialists was notable for its attack on ma-

terialism and its stress on brotherly love as

against un-brotherly strife, on association and

co-operation as against exploitation and com-

petition. It was notable also for its optimism: if

men would only act as Christians, they might

solve their social problems. Indeed the Chris-

tian socialists were far more Christian than

socialist and relied more on private philan-

thropy than on state intervention. Kingsley

himself set an example for concrete improve-

ment when he helped to launch the Working

Men's College in London and promoted other

activities of the type that organizations like

the YMCA have made familiar.

The Catholic Response

Catholics, too, reacted against the evils of

industrialism. Essentially, their program re-

sembled that of the Anglican Christian so-

cialists, but they called it by the more accurate

name of "Christian democracy" or "social

Christianity." Christian democracy formed a
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central part of the Catholic response to the

problems of the modern world. As we shall

see in later chapters, these problems bore

heavily upon the Church. Anticlerical legisla-

tion threatened its position in France, Ger-

many, Italy, and elsewhere. The Papal States

and then the city of Rome itself, after more

than a thousand years of papal rule, passed to

the control of the newly unified Kingdom of

Italy. Science, nationalism, and the material-

istic doctrines issuing from the industrial rev-

olution were all competing for the loyalties of

men. In Catholic countries the working classes

especially were drifting away from the Church.

The Church first tried to take refuge in the

past. Pope Pius IX (1846-1878), whose ex-

perience in the revolution of 1848 (see p. 169)

had ended his earlier flirtation with liberal-

ism, issued in 1864 the Syllabus of Errors, con-

demning many social theories and institutions

not consecrated by centuries of tradition.

While Pius also condemned the materialism

implicit in laissez-faire, socially-minded Cath-

olics were disturbed by his apparent hostility

to trade unions and democracy and by his

statement that it was an error to suppose that

the pope "can and ought to reconcile and har-

monize himself with progress, liberalism, and

modern civilization."

The successor of Pius, Leo XIII (1878-

1903), recognized that the Church could

hardly continue to turn its back on progress,

liberalism, and modernity without suffering

serious losses. Pope Leo fully recognized

the rapid changes being worked by science

and technology, and as a papal nuncio, he

had witnessed them at first hand in the indus-

trial regions of Belgium, France, and Germany.

He knew that Catholicism was flourishing

in the supposedly hostile climate of the demo-

cratic and Protestant United States. More-

over, his studies of St. Thomas Aquinas con-

vinced him that the Church had much to gain

and little to lose by following the middle-

of-the-road social and economic policies

recommended by that great medieval School-

man. Accordingly, Leo XIII issued a series

of famous documents, notably the encyclical

letter, Rerum Novarum ("concerning new

things," 1891).

In Rerum Novarum, the Pope exposed the

defects of capitalism with as much vigor as

any socialist. Then he attacked with equal

vigor the socialist view of property and the

socialist doctrine of class war. He pronounced

it a "great mistake" to believe

. . . that class is naturally hostile to class, and that

the wealthy and the workingmen are intended by

nature to live in mutual conflict. . . . Each needs

the other: Capital cannot do without Labor, nor

Labor without Capital."

Leo therefore urged the economic man to act

as a Christian man of good will:

Religion teaches the laboring man ... to carry

out honestly and fairly all equitable agreements

freely entered into: never to injure the property,

nor to outrage the person, of an employer: never to

resort to violence . . . : and to have nothing to do
with men of evil principles, who work upon the

people with artful promises, and excite foolish

hopes which usually end in useless regrets, fol-

lowed by insolvency. Religion teaches the wealthy

owner and the employer that their work-people are

not to be accounted their bondsmen: that in every

man they must respect his dignity and worth as a

man and as a Christian: that labor is not a thing to

be ashamed of, if we lend ear to right reason and to

Christian philosophy, but is an honorable calling,

enabling a man to sustain his life in a way upright

and creditable; and that it is shameful and inhuman

to treat men like chattels to make money by, or to

look upon them merely as so much muscle or

physical power.f

While Leo XIII believed that the state must

always remain subordinate to the interests of

the individuals composing it, he did not nec-

essarily defend laissez-faire policies. On the

contrary, he repeatedly cited St. Thomas to

prove that the state should take measures for

the general welfare. On behalf of capital, it

should discourage agitators and protect prop-

erty from violence. On behalf of labor, it

should work to remove "the causes which lead

to conflict between employer and employed."

For example, it might regulate child labor,

limit the hours of work, and insist that Sun-

•The Great Encyclical Letters of Pope Leo Kill (New
York, iyU3). 218.

t/i/V.. 219.



days be free for religious activity and for rest.

Leo also believed that the workers must help

themselves, and Rerum Notarum concluded

with a fervent appeal for the formation of

Catholic trade unions.

These Catholic unions exist today, but they

are only a minority in the realm of organized

labor. Neither the Christian democracy of Leo

XIll nor the Christian socialism of the An-

glican reformers has achieved all that the

founders hoped. Yet the Christian democrats

eventually came to play a central part in the

politics of Germany, Italy, and other European

states, particularly after World War II. And in

Britain both Marxism and the Christian so-

cialist tradition helped to attract workingmen

and middle-class intellectuals to the develop-

ing Labor Party at the beginning of the twen-

tieth century. In the perspective of history, the

Anglican and Catholic reformers succeeded in

attracting an influential following and in

arousing the conscience of prosperous indus-

trial nations to the human problems created

by the economic revolutions.
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The Western Democracies

in the Nineteenth Century

Opposite HUMAN PYRAMID, by Ignazio

Cdumbo. The N«w rorti Public Library

Prints Division. AstOf. Lenox, and Tilden

Foundations.

We shall now trace the background his-

tory of the major self-governing western

states; Great Britain, France, Italy, and

the United States. These are now all de

mocracies; and though they have all had,

especially in wartime, lapses from democratic

standards, they are all, as the twentieth

century world goes, "old" democracies.

The smaller nations of western and north

ern Europe — the Netherlands, Belgium

Switzerland, the Scandinavian countries -are

also part of the North Atlantic community.

All these smaller states have worked out their

own national variants of libgfaiism and de-

mocracy. In particular, the Scandinavian coun-

tries, with their homogeneous populations,

their common Lutheran religion, their com-

mon traditions, and their very high rate of
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literacy, have sometimes surpassed the larger

states in making democracy function effec-

tively. Visitors to Copenhagen or Stockholm

are impressed not only by their tidiness but

also by the absence of slums and other signs of

poverty. And the co-operatives of Denmark
and Sweden have received much praise as the

"middle way" between welfare socialism and

uncontrolled economic individualism.

Nor should the histories of these smaller

states be considered uninteresting or unim-

portant. They too underwent most of the

stresses and strains of the rest of EutQpe. Bel-

gium, notably, was divided — and still is — be-

tween French-speaking and Flemish-speaking

areas, often in conflict. Switzerland in the

nineteenth century underwent a real if not

very long and bloody war, that of the S bh -.

derbun^ , between the IllHre conservative and

rural (Jatholic counties and liberal urban ones.

Sweden id Norway, yolred togeilisJ! Hi 161 5,

parted company peacefully in 190 7. after

nearly a century of restive partnership. But we
simply cannot include these histories in a

work of this scope.

These smaller states have also helped to

maintain the balance of international politics

and to shape European opinion, a role for

which they are particularly well suited by

their relative detachment from ambitious na-

tionalist aspirations. They have collaborated

effectively in many forms of internation activ-

ity.'' In many fields their citizens have con-

tributed proportionately more heavily to our

modern western culture than their numbers

would suggest. To cite a few examples: Switzer-

land supplied the great historian Of the Renais-

sance, Burckhardt, and Belgium the poet and

playwright, Maeterlinck. From Finland came

the composer bipelius; from Norway, Ibsen

and his modern social dramas; from Holland,

the physicist Lorentz, winner of the Nobel
Prize in 1902; and from Sweden, Nobel him-

self, the munitions king who endowed the

Nobel prizes for peaceful achievement, and

the novelist and playwright Strindberg.

Spain, too, had a varied and interesting his-

tory in the nineteenth century, swinging be-

tween conservative monarchy and radical

republicanism. But Spain was now a minor

power and, though especially in the novel, she

had a distinguished cultural achievement, we
must postpone longer consideration of Span-

ish history until in the Civil War of the 1 930's

Spain once more enters the mainstream of

events. We must now turn to the states that

fate, or history, has assigned the major roles in

our story. Of these in the nineteenth century,

Britain was unquejtiflnaliJxjiie^rst, the le«d-

ing power.

I Britain, 1815-1914

The Process of Reform

In the years immediately after Waterloo,

Britain went through a typiraj rimnir

—

eronomic crisis . Unsold goods accumula-

ted, and the working classes experienced

widespread unemployment and suffering. Al-

though trade unions were fofbrdden by the

Combination Acts, the workers none the less

asserted themselves in-strikes and in popular

agitation that helped prepare the way for the

parliamentary Re£a^[" Bill of 1832. But by

the 1820's, economic conditions had im-

proved, and Britain had embarked on the first

stage of those political reforms that were to

make of her a democratic state."

Into this process, of course, there went eco-

nomic and social f| rives and the Britain of our

mid-twentieth century was to be not only a

very complete political democracy but also in

part an economic and a social democracy. But

the process of reform focused always on con-

crete political action. It is a process of which

the Britisn are very proud, for it was achieved

without revolution and almost without vi-
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olence or indeed any serious civij disturbance.

The fruits of discussion, education, and prop-

aganda were consolidated in a specific "reform

bill," followed by another stage of preparatory

work and another reform bill.

Parliamentary Reform

The process is most clearly marked in the

great milestones of parliamentary reform that

transformed the government of Britain from

an oligarchy into a political democracy.

Britain emerged from the Kiapoleonic Wars

with its executive, a cabinet of ministers pre-

sided over by a prime minister, wholly under

the control of Parliament. The Crown was

now, as the nineteenth-century political writer

Bagehot was to put it, largely "^^^^n^" On
that decorative post, held for most oF the cen-

tury (1837-1901) by Queen Vjrrnri^ who
has given her name to an age and a ij^glfnrp

were centered the patriotic emotions of loyal

British subjects. Victoria never thought of

herself as a mere figurehead: she was a deter-

mined, sensible, emotional, conventional, and

intellectually unsophisticated Victorian lady.

Real power lay in the legislative brancn, in

the early nineteenth century by no means di-

rectly representative of the masses. The
House of Lords, which for all save money bills

had equal power with the lower house, was

composed of the .^mal l. privileged class of

peers born to their seats i n the Lord li. WIHTTffe

addition ot a relatively few new peers created

by the Crown from time-to cirne^The House
of Commons, its members unpaid, was re-

cruited wholly from the gewry, ihe profes-

sional classes , and very successful businessmen,

with a sprinkling of sons of peers (who were

for electoral purposes c^onilllbners) and was

chosen by less than one-sixth of the adult male

population. Both the working classes in town

and country and the run of prosperous but not

spectacularly successful middle-class people

were excluded from the fcanclyse. Moreover,

the largely rural South, once the most popu-

lous area of the kingdom, now had more rep-

resentatives than it deserved, including a large

contingent from the "rotten boroughs," towns

of very small population, or, as in the notorious

Old Sarum, once_a lively medieval town, none

T«.,all, The teeming new indtTstrtaf^enters of

the North, such as Manchester, Liverpool,

Sheffield, were grossly m^der-represented.

Projects to begin modernizing the structure

of representation came close to being adopted

in the late eighteenth century. But the wars

with Revolutionary and t^JapQlfionic France

made reform impossible; in wartime and in

the immediate postwar years, even moderate

reformers were denounced as lambins. In

1819, a nervous Tory government permitted

the soldiery to break up a large and peaceful

mass meeting assembled at.^iiPeter's Field

near Mancbe«er to hear speeches on parlia-

mentary reform. Soon after this Jeterloo"

with its echo of '\iiat££i2P' however, modera-

tion prevailed, and the peaceful campaign of

agitation which produced the parliamentary

reform of 1832 was resumed.

In this campaign the middle class did not

hesitate to appeal to the lower classes for aid

by using freely the language of popular rights,

and even of universal suifrage. Many popular

leaders talked as if the Reform Bill would

bring political denjottgcytoEngland at once.

Yet much of the preparation tor retorm was

actually the work, not of liberal agitators, but

of caaiaaiau^s. Guided by enlightened

dividuals such as -C^^nnino or,A Ry[^crf ft

the Tory governments of the I820's lifted the

various restrictions on civil rights

during the vyar period and the postwar crisis.

Thpy parriallv repealed the Combination Acts^

against trade unions; retorrflSfl Ri^aiui^CfflPo

criminal code, so that, for example, the theft

of a sheep no longer carried with it in theory a

death penalty; and began the reduction in

protective tariffs that was to lead to free trade.

The seventeenth-century Test Act, which,

though not observed, legally excluded non-

conformists from public life, was repealed. So,

under the name of ^irhnM^-gpiancipation ."

were the laws that really did ejfclude Catho-

lipt f[nm public life . In interualiJIlal pullfics,

Canningllned Britain up as a "l iberal" power
against the conservative monarchies of central

and eastern Europe (see Chapter 19).

The Reform Bill itself was enacted under



the leajJggiiuyj^h^Whi^^rd^Gre^, backed
\

by a lull apparatus of agitation and pressure

groups. Tory oppxanents of parliainentary re-

form were won over— even the very Tor>w/
Hiilj^a nt y^pliif^prin was Converted at the lastA^

moment — until only the Tory House of Lords

blocked the measure. At this climax, Lord

Grey persuaded King William IV (jji0-^>j^_

IJii^) to threaten the creation by royal pre-

rogative of enough new Whig peers to put

the reform through the Lords. This threat,

combined with the real, or jserhaps merely

widely feared danger of popular violence, put^
the bill through on June 4, 1832. ^r-

This First Reform Bill did not bring polit-

ical democracy to England. It did diminish the

Caricature of Disraeli, 1869.

great irregularities of electoral districts, wip-

ing out more than fifty rotten boroughs and

giving seats in the Commons to more than

forty hitherto unrepresented industrial towns.

The number of voters was increased by about

\^^fK cent so that virtually ill thg mirljj^

classgot the vote , but the bill by no means

erifratichised the "in""""" '''I'ifin
'" '""Hni

"''

From the* new ground 'of the partly re-

formed Parliament, the agitation for a still

wider suffrage went on. The middle class had

won its gains, not in the name of its own ad-

mission to an oligarchy, but in the name of the

right of all competent men to have the vote.

With the gradual spread of Ikefgff^ t^ the

lower classes, with their gradual political

awaketiln^, the middle classes could not find

very good arguments for refusing to extend

the franch ise; moreover, i^oQ^ magy oijine

I^rirish middle classes sincerely l;K|'lipvpcj Ln. a

^clliUI WldeaiuK (-ifrhp frjinrhi se. v
Thp Sprnnd Reform Bill came in. 1 y^^. hv -jj^

one of the ironies ot nistory put tnrough by

that Tory party that traditionally stood for

resistance to the widening of the suffrage. But

the three decades after 1 832 had produced a

ground swell of agitation for more parlia-

mentary reform, a ground swell with many

cross-currents from down-right radical repub-

licanism to a resigned belief that democracy

was irresistibly the wave of the future. DisgelKlf

a 804 - 1 8m ), rhr TnrY '"ir*-- - -hr q^-^
mmjj, almost certainly thought that if one

party did not put through reform the other

one would. With a politician's sense of reality,

he decided his party might as well get the

credit. Disraeli also thought that the newly

enfranchised urban working class, hostile to

their middle-class employers, would vote for

thevEoc^es, who were country gentlemet^, good

responsible caretakers of the lower classes,

not exploiters like the middle-class business-

men. He was proved wrong by the very first

general election after the reform, for in 1868

the Tories were turned out of office.

The Second Reform Bill did not introduce

full manhood 5ufi"rage. Like the first, it was a

piecemeal change that brought the electoral

districts into more uniformity and equality.



Gladstone advising Queen Victoria.

but left them still divided into boroughs and

shires as in the Middle Ages. It about doubled

the number of voters in Britain bv giving the

vote ttr-hftuseholdejs— that is, settled men
owning or paying rent on their dwellings— in

the boroughs.. But the Reform Bill of 1 SrS7

did not give the vote in rural areas to men
jropert

^ce of reawho did not own a piece of real estate or even

a bank account, men who were therefore felt

by many upper-class Victorians to be irre-

sponsible, willing to vote away other people's

property. It did, however, give the vote to

several millions of wage-earners without other

sources of incoifle.

The next reforms in the series were, more

logically, put th?tTC^ by the Liberal party, the
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former Whigs under the leadership Q^jlaiJ-W^
.irnnp

,
(18()y-ISQS> Even these reforms of \

1884 and 1885 did not introduce universal

manhood suffrage or a neat democratic uni-

formity. They still tinkered with medieval

forms, which were now prettji cornplete lv

modernized. Lodgers and a few "floaters"

(people wTrOse specific "home" was hard to

define in settled Victorian terms), and women
were still without the vote; districts were not

quite equalized; a few thousand voters with

business property in one district and a home
in another could vote twice; and graduates of

Oxford and Cambridge could vote a second

time for special university members; indeed, a

university man with scattered property could,

if he could get around to the polls fast

enough, cast a dozen votes. Only in 1918, in a

major Reform Act, was plural voting limited

to two votes — a property and a university

vote. Still, by 1885 Britain was clearly a po-

litical democracy, in which the majority of the

people, through their representatives in the

House of Commons, were politically "sov-

ereign." Perhaps not quite, for the hereditary

House of Lords had still a veto power over

legislation that did not specifically appropri-

ate money. This last limitation was removed

in 1 91 1 , in a kind of codicil to the reforms of

the nineteenth century, when the Parliament

Act of that year ended the real power of the

Lords, leaving them with no more than a de-

laying or suspensive veto.

jteU-
The Two-Party System:

I rhnrml^ and Conservatives

We have outlined above the legislative

landmarks in the nineteenth-century demo-

cratization of the British constitution. Now
the dynamics of that process are certainly in

part explicable in terms of the "class struggle."

Broadly speaking, over the century the "have

nots" — perhaps better, the "have lit-

tles"— gained a voice in the politics of Britain

they did not have in 1815. But the central

human institution of the dynami cs, the ^pgrly.

clearly does not i)tf9gnt a rtPaf^lighmeiH. of

the "have littjfislafiainst the "have much." That



should be clear even from the very summary
account of the reform bills we have given. The
Di<raplr -whll IftoL rhp ^Ipap in jjip dark" of

1 86^ was a conservative^ nor'S radical leader,

and he hopSH" that the "newly enfranchised

workingmen would vote conservative, not

radical. He was wrong in 1868, but in the

longer run not wholly wrong, for after his

death his party was returned to power tri-

umphantly under the even wider franch ise

of 1885 for a wTiole decade, 189!) -1905.

Some British^ poor and middling men obvi-

ously still continued to vote for the party

of their "betters."

The fact is that the nineteenth-century

British party system was not clearly based on

an opposition between a possessing class and a

non-possessing class. The eighteenth-century

oligarchic factions of Whigs and Tories were

transformed -ffi the course of the nineteenth

century into the modern mass parties of Lib-

erals and Conservatives, both organized on a

national basis, with local committees at the

bottom, and making full use of party machin-

ery for getting out the vote. The Whigs, in

broadening into the Liberals, sought aq^lec-

toral base ranging from the old yeat fapilies .

still represe rtfed in rhe"&arly ari3~mni41e-^art

of thy refimry by men like (j'rev and Kalmer-

^Mi^ to the little and big businessmen, the

nonconformists, the radical white-collar men,

and the politically conscious workingmen.

The Tories, in broadening into Conservatives,

sought a base, fi rst xjnijtf^el and then under

Disrael i, frortf the country gentlemen, army

andnavy officers, and Anglican clergymen

down to the agricultural laborers, the small

townspeople, and even some of the urban

white-collar and working classes. Both parties

frankly appealed to the "people"; and the

Conservatives, with their Primrose League"

in memory of Disraeli's favorite flower, "their

appeal to love of Queen and country, their

record of social legrslation against the worst

evils of the new factory system, did at least as

good a job in building a party machine as did

the Liberals. In the Victorian heyday, the

librettist Gilbert was quite justified in

having his guardsman sing in the operetta

"lolanthe":

That every boy and every gal

That's born into the world alive

Is either a little Liberal

Or else a little Conservative.

The Two-Party System:

An Explanation

The two-party system was almost wholly

confined to the Enplish-speakin^ lands, to

Britain, rhg \]n<^'-*
gr-^^r opp| rho Rr,..;^!,

Commonwealth countries. On the Continent,

not only in France, Italy, and pre-Hitler Ger-

many, but also in the little democracies of

Scandinavia, Switzerland, Holland, and Bel-

gium, the multi-party system usually prevailed,

and governments were generally coalitions

of parties with separate organizations. English-

speaking opinion probably exaggerates

the defects and dangers of multi-party democ-

racy. But it is clear that a two-party democracy

does have distinct advantages in the way of

stability and continuity of policy, if only

because a given group can enjoy a longer,

more assured tenure of power. The historian

must attempt somehow to explain why the

English-speaking peoples developed this

unique institution. He must seek somewhat

different explanations for Britain and for the

United States, for though both have two-party

systems, their total political situations and

traditions are far from alike.

In terms of political psychology, the two-

party system means that the millions of indi-

vidual voters who make up each party are in

greater agreement than disagreement over

what the party stands for; or at least that when
they vote for a candidate they feel he stands

more for what they want than for what they

don't want. Each voter makes some kind of

compromise within himself, takes something

less in practice than ^e would ideally like.

This sort of compromise the French voter of

the 1 880's for instance did not ^^pH "^ milH
at any rate not to anything like the same de-

gree as the Rri^
i
^h vnrpr The Frenchman

could choose, from among a dozen or more
platforms and candidates, the one tailored

closest to his desires.
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We must still ask why Englishmen made
these compromises, why they agreed more
than they disagreed. The answer must be

sought in the long working out of British his-

tory. One part of it lies in the relative security

.of the islands from external foes, in the long

years in which British political habits of mod-

eration and compromise could mature without

the constant pressure of foreign wars. The im-

mediate crisis of war may indeed promote a

temporary unity in a threatened nation, like

the France of 1792-1794. But long, steady

exposure to war danger— and all continental

states were so exposed— seems to promote

psychological tendencies to seek final and ex-

treme solutions.

This same relative isolation of Britain also

contributed to the relatively mild form that

the universal western struggle between feu-

dalism and the new-model ceiuiaii2£d-**ate

Jtjalfcji^re. In France, and on the Continent

generally, the new model triumphed only in

the seventeenth centinj^ and in the form of

divine-right mnnjirrh v. Continental states

in the nineteenth century had only just gone

through— or were still going through — the

popular revolutionary modification of absolu-

tism, and were still torn by major class an-

tagonisms between a noble privileged class,

backed usually by orthodox religion, and a

middle class. In England, as we have seen in

earlier chapters, that struggle had occurred a

full century and a half earlier and had never

been quite as bitter as on the Continent. It

had left England in charge of a ruling class

that was itself the product of a compromise

between the old landed gentry and the new
commercial classes, a ruling class that could

develop within itself habits of moderation and

compromise. The deep abyss the French Rev-

olution had dug between nineteenth-century

royalists and republicans and between "cleri-

cals" and "anticlericals" on the Continent did

not exist in nineteenth-century England.

Thus, even more important than the fact

that the Liberals and Conservatives each held

together as parties whose members could sink

differences in a common party action is the

fact that both parties had a wide area of mu-

tual agreement above and beyond party. To

put it quite baldly, there wasn't much differ-

ence between the Conservatives and the Lib-

erals. When one went out of power and the

other came in, the ship of state tacked a bit,

but it did not change direction. The Conserv-

ative Disraeli and the Liberal Gladstone were
perhaps not quite shadowboxing in their

heated parliamentary exchanges, but they

clearly were not fighting to kill, nor perhaps

even for the knockout.

To sum up, government by discussion. Her
Majesty's Government and Her Majesty's Op-
position equally loyal to ""Jjihlilhrirl —lyT

under the shelter of the English Channel and

the British navy, in a prosperous land without

deep-seated class antagonisms or insuperable

class barriers and rigidities — all this had de-

veloped in the British people habits of com-

promise, of law-abidingness, a sort of political

sportsmanship. And these habits survive

even in the mid-twentieth century, when Vic-

torian geographical security has gone with

the airplane and Victorian economic pre-

ponderance has gone with the rise of compet-

ing industrial nations. The British, who once

cut off a king's head and drove another king

into exile, have for nearly two centuries en-

joyed remarkable political stability. Why
these people, once thought hard to govern,

have had so stable a government, is still by no

means wholly understood.

Reforms of the mi-^im^ j^/ptf^
The Reform Bill of 1832 was soon fol-

lowed by a series of major reforms that helped

make over, nht—ptpreiY '^nr"''l r"'""'"lT
^''"

but British prnnnmir^anH f^f\r<^\ lif" ^e '^yl^

The inspiration of these reforms came in large

part from a small but influential middle-class

group, the "Philosophic Radicals" or Utili -

tasians (see Chapter 20).' These disciples of

Benmam and of the Enlightenment be lieved
l^nl^ n-j^p \^i^ If nhff py'p

^'
rlY ''"'""afpiT im-

peljed by rational se lf-interest and thus auto-

matically^o wli'at is best for themselves-sTidall

their fellows. Under the influence ot the Philo-

sophic l^dicals, English local government and

the English IrntI nyntcji were made simpler
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and were cleansed_of_S2jne_u£--lhe—impedi-

ments to etticient government action left by

the lon>; accumulation of traditional forms,

now become "red-tape." Legal procedures, for

instance, which had been so complicated that

the Chancery Court was many years behind its

backlog of cases, were gradually speeded up.

In local government, though many medieval

offices remained at least in name, the essential

work was dqneJjy an elective council and by

elective officers with supervisory powersTTver

the professional civil servants— including now
for the first time professional "policemen."

Indeed, London policemen are still occasio n-

ally^called ••Rpb*^''"i " after Robert Peel's

igopvation of the late 182()'s.

I fie middlecI^Ss radicals, however, be-

lieved hrmly_that that government governs

best whittT governs leas t, and they sought

rather to expedite that minimum of govern-

ment thanjoaiWTCits tastcsT-Tl ic y beTieved in

education, but not in compulsory public edu-

cation; private initiative would in their opin-

ion do well what the government would do

poorly and tyrannically. Large-scale govern-

ment reform of British popular education had

therefore to wait until 18^0. Meanwhile, the

private initiative preaetred by the Utilitarians

sponsored mechanics' institutes and other

jntt-~pract ical

"

also sponsored all sorts ol private schools, and

universities in London, Manchester, and some

other British cities. These universities, resem-

bling in many ways our American urban uni-

versities, first broke i nrn rl^p rpnriiri><-nlH

rr.y.am\^ ml y I .Li^yfp[p^ an,^ Cambridge.

The typical Utilitanan rerorm, the one that

stirred jup public, opinion most thoroughly,

was rhf^Nf"' "nnr . Law of 1834. This bill

codified, centralized, and made more coherent

a complicated system of public relief that had

orignated in the Elizabethan Poor Law of

1601 and earlier Tudor legislation. But it did

more. It shifted the base of this relief The old

methods of home relief, "outdoor relief. " had

gradually come to permit supplementary pay-

ments from the parishes to able-bodied poor

working on low wages, supplements for chil-

dren, and in general by no means generous but

still easy-going "doles" direct to families in

their homes. The new system would have

none of this laxness, this encouragement of

men in what the Utilitarian, in spite of his

belief in human rationality, rather feared was

their "natural" laziness. Poor Law Unions

united parishes for greater efficiency, permit-

ted greater supervision by the central govern-

ment in London, and supplied in formidable

poorhouses in which the sexes were firmly

separated, the "indoor relief by which able-

bodied paupers were made as uncomfortable

as decency would allow. These pains, it was

held, would encourage them to try to become

self-supporting outside. The New Poor Law

oflFended humffal^arians i n the upper c^lasses.

but Immjji^ liMliij l^r vTew of middl -̂claiis

h"'iTnw~'"'prf'ir'i it had the decided merit of

mak i

n

g poor relief both more emcieni and

•-':^n iiiFvivn in l^^if wor|{hoilsps.

Greatest of these Utilitarian reforms in its

long-run consequences was the repeal of the

Corn La\
n-| jn 1 il 1^i "ifrrr a long campaign

headed by the Anti-Corn-Law League (see p.

185). What these pressure-group agitators

wanted, and ultimately got, was a political

economy in which food and other raw materi-

als were imported from abroad without tariffs,

and the new efficiently produced manufac-

tured goods were exported to pay for the im-

ports. In the long run— in another century—
the difficulty for Britain would, lie in the fact

that other parts of the world too would be-

come industrial workshops. In the short run,

in the early and middle nineteenth century,

the difficulty was that protective tariffs in fa-

vor of English a.griculture made importation

of the cheapest possible foodstuffs from

abroad impossible. To this difficulty the Eng-

lish industrialists addressed themselves in the

campaign against the Corn Laws. Their victory

was achieved in 1 846 by the conversion of the

Conservative leader Peel to their cause, and

by the alliance of Peelites and Liberals that

put the bill through. Britain was now a free-

trade nation, the only major free-trade nation
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in a world that never quite Jost its mercantilist

preconceptions and ha'Ei ts. The repeal ot the

CuHl LSws had, however; temporarily split the

Conservative party into two groups, one the

"Peelites," who accepted the repeal; the other,

.soon led by a brillant young man named Dis-

raeli, who continued fo support high tariffs on

wheat. Within a dfecade the Conservatives

were once more united in a single party under

Disraeli's leadership.

Labor

and Factory Legislation

Still another series of reforms helped make
the prosperous England of Gladstone and

Disraeli. These were '^^ J'-^-rnr^ ^c, begun

in 1802 and 1819 with bills sponsored by

Peel's father. Addicts of the economic inter-

pretation of history hold that middle-class

people put through reforms like those of the

Poor Law and the repeal of the Corn Laws, but

that the landed gentry and upper-class intel-

lectuals, jealous of the new city wealth and

outraged by the ugliness of the new industrial

towns, put through reforms like those of the

Factory Acts regulating hours of labor, sanita-

tion, and the labor of women and children. It

is true that many leaders of the movement to

use the power of the state to regulate some

part of economic life were not themselves

businessmen or industrialists. They were ei-

ther members of the Tory ruling class, like the

Peels, or intellectuals, like Coleridge, Disraeli,

Carlyle, Ruskin, and Matthew Arnold, who
preached against the horrors of working-class

life in prosperous Victorian England. And it

is true that the formal philosophy of the

British business class was laissez-faire. But the

practice was a different matter. None of the

Factory Acts and similar reforms of the nine-

teenth century could really have gone through

Parliament successfully without some support

from both political parties. Moreover, neither

landed gentry nor industrialists and business-

men were mutually exclusive "classes" in a

neat Marxist sense. Rather, they were thor-

oughly mingled in education, marriage, and

even in economic interests, since the gentry

invested in stocks and bonds and the in-

dustrialists invested in landed estates. The
elder Peel, father of the Factory Acts, was a

self-made industrialist.

The Factory Acts followed a sequence not

unlike the sequence of acts that reformed the

suffrage. The first acts were very modest in-

deed; they underlined the frightful conditions

they were designed to remedy. That of 1819,

for instance, applied only to the cotton indus-

try, forbade night work for children, and lim-

ited day work to twelve hours. Even so, it

provided for no really effective inspection, and

was violated with impunity by many employ-

ers. The Act of 1833, forbidding child labor

entirely below the age of nine, and restricting

it to nine hours for those below thirteen, and

twelve for those below eighteen, marked an

important stage by setting up salaried inspec-

tors to enforce the law.

By the end of the nineteenth century, there

was on the books a whole code of labor legis-

lation, regulating hours of labor for everyone,

giving special protection to women and chil-

dren, and including provisions that made the

employer responsible for workmen's compen-

sation in industrial accidents. Then in 1911

came the great National Insurance Act, which

provided through combined payments from

the state, from employers and from employ-

ees, compulsory health and unemployment

insurance. The "welfare state" was firmly es-

tablished in Britain well before the Labour

party of our own day had come to power.

The same story of piecemeal but cumula-

tive reform holds true in education. The com-

monly held Victorian idea that ^ucation is

nnr properly a function of the state postponed

a iToncrol o£iucation act until l»/u. The issue

was complicated by rhr TTinrlmr nf (Sncii

cans and nonconformists, for mdny existing

schools were-raBTrfTlleci hv a privaft? joti at y,^

'*'"'
itIiiHt '"ffril ^tion inthe doctrines ot the

Church of England compulsory. Btrt-eVen be-

Tore 18/0 a government cdifUmittee had been

supplementing local education boards by



making grants from the national treasury (in

1860 these grants reached nearly a million

pounds), by proyiiiiiyi__an inspection service,

and by helping to organize teacncr training.

School attendance, however, was not compul-

sory, and the average age for leaving school

was eleven years. After most workingmen got

the vote in 186", worried Tories— and Liber-

als—began to urge the slogan, "Educate your

masters." The bill of 18''0, put through under

Gladstone's Minister of Education, William

Forster, did not quite set up compuhory na-

tional education at the elementary level . It did

permit the local school boards to com pel at-

^fli""''°i "Ofl ir did pvf(^nd national aid and

lid from taxes lev ip<j hy the central govern-

ment, however— an offense to radicals who
wanted complete separation of Church and

State. Non-sectarian religious instruction was

given even in the equivalent of our public

schools supported by local taxes, but it was

not compulsory.

Beginnings were made in publicly sup-

ported schools at the secondary level, though

the British "public school," which in Ameri-

can terms is a "private school," continued

until our own day to maintain a privileged posi-

tion in the British social system. In

comparison with the public school systems in

Germany, France, and the United States, Brit-

ish education on the eve of World War 1 was

administratively complex and full of anoma-

lies. On the whole, though, it got the job

done, and the general level of popular educa-

tion in the British Isles was at least as high as

in the other liberal democracies at the time.

Chartism ^ ihJ ^\^dufji
The most radical of major organized reform

movemen t^ in nineteenth-century England was

Qhartism, which played an important part in

the political excitements of the I83()'s and

1 84()s, and greatly alarmed the conservative

classes. The Chartists were the closest English

equivalent of the radical parties 'which on the

Continent carried on the Jacobin tradition of

the French Revolution, mingle^^wnh the ele-

ments of nascent socialism. The Chartists had

a formal_£rogra{ii_iiiajitB_ua_ia_^.;^ople's

Charter," c^ling for universal manhood suf-

frage the secret ballot, ab^ition of property

rc^.Mrompnrc fpr .Tr.«.mUf.p^ p( Parliament

payment of members, equal ek-ctor.il Jisrricts,

y^^ <inn..^lly pl>.r7^,l l\ir 1 1 .lOK' n t s Tllcir

strength lay in the nt-w urb.in industrial

proletariat, supported by many intellectuals of

varied social origins, men who clearly be-

lieved that if they got the political democracy

they wanted the masses would vote them-

selves the^kind of instVutions —those of the

"welfare state" — that, thougji maintaining free

enterprize, would promote greater economic

equality. The movement petered out in a

monster petition to Parliament which was

never even considered, and in the rising pros-

perity of the 1850's and I860's it was effec-

tively stifled. Yet of the original Chartist pro-

gram all but the demand for annually elected

Parliaments, which soon seemed pointless

even \r, Qrlirals. was achieved bv act of Par-

Foreign Policy

Nowhere does the basic unity that under-

lies the_partv strife of nineteenth-century

Britain come out more clearly than in foreign

relations. The strife is real enough on

hundreds of concrete matters of detail; but so

is the unity in the broad lines of British pol-

icy. Almost all Englishmen (an unavoidable

term, which, though offensive to many of

them, has to include Scottish, Welsh, and

Ulstermen) were agreed on the fundamental

position of Britain: maintain the European

state-system in balance, preferably by diplo-

matic rather than military action, but seek no

new territories in Europe; police the seas with

the British navy; open world markets to British

goods; maintain— and in Africa extend — the

vast network of the British Empire, made up

of self-governing, English-speaking lands and

colonial "possessions" in lands inhabited by

the darker-skinned peoples. It is certainly true

that the Liberals verbally and emotionally

sided in Europe with the liberal nationalist



movements, that they sympathized with the

struggling Italians, Greeks, and Poles, and that

they disliked the old Metternichian powers,

especially Russia. It is even true that a Lib-

eral—or better, a belated Whig— foreign min-

ister like Palmerston in mid-century pursued

an active policy of near-intervention in behalf

of oppressed nationalities, and that British

benevolence was a factor in the attainment of

Italian unity.

Yet the only European war in which Britain

became involved between 1815 and 1914 was

the Crimean War of 1854-1856, in which

France and England went to war as allies

against Russia to protect Turkey and their

own Near Eastern interests from what they

held to be Russian aggression (see Chapter

22). This was a blundering war on both sides.

But it at least checked Russian advances for a

time and made the ultimate disposition of the

Balkan regions of the decaying Turkish Em-
pire unavoidably a matter for joint action by

all the great powers. It was, in fact, a typical

balance-of-power war in which Britain played

its traditional role of taking arms against a

major power (Russia) that seemed about to add

unduly to its lands or its "spheres of influence."

Imperial Policy

On imperial policy, it seems at first glance

as though British public opinion really was

deeply divided. Disraeli and Gladstone were

never so gladiatorially fierce as when the

Conservative defended the greatness of the

Empire and the Liberal attacked imperialism

at home and abroad as un-Christian, illiberal,

and unprofitable. And it would be absurd to

maintain that in action there was no real dif-

ference between the two. Disraeli, on the one

side, bought up the financially embarrassed

Khedive of Egypt's controlling shares in the

French-built Suez Canal (1875), thus initiating

the British control of Egypt, and triumphantly

made Queen Victoria Empress of India

(1876). On the other side, Gladstone, in his

succeeding ministry, withdrew British troops

from Afghanistan in 1880, conceded virtual

independence to the Boer Republics in South

Africa by the Pretoria Convention of 1881,

and in 1884-1885 neglected General Gordon
surrounded by rebels in the Sudan. Yet Glad-

stone kept British armies on the northwest

frontier of India. It was under his administra-

tion in 1882 that the British actually bom-
barded Alexandria and monopolized control

of Egypt. Gladstone did send troops to rescue

Gordon, though they arrived too late, and

even in South Africa the Boer Republics were

freed only under the "suzerainty" of Britain.

In short, Gladstone regretted and no doubt

even neglected the Empire; but he kept it (for

details, see Chapter 24).

The Irish Problem

Much nearer home, a nationality problem

grew more acute as the nineteenth century

came to a close, and did draw something more
than a verbal line between Conservatives and

Liberals. This was the Irish problem, a prob-

lem that had beset the English m one form or

another, now acute and now mild, ever since

the Norman-English conquest of Ireland in

the twelfth century. The English, and the Scots

who came to settle in the north of Ireland

province of Ulster in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, had remained as a privileged

Protestant landowning group in the midst of a

subject population of Catholic Irish peasants.

There were indeed native Irish among the

ruling classes, but many if not most of them

had been Anglicized and had turned Protes-

tant. For three centuries, religious, political,

and economic problems in Ireland had re-

mained unsolved. As the nineteenth century

opened, the English attempted to solve the

political problem by a formal union of the

rwo kingdoms, with Irish members admitted

to the British Parliament, in which they were

of course a minority. On January 1 , 1 801 , be-

gan the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland. Inthe prevailing temper of nineteenth-

century Britain, it was quite impossible to

deny the Irish natives all political rights;

and indeed, beginning with the Catholic

Emancipation Act of 1 829, which allowed Irish

voters to elect Catholics to office, most of the
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reforms we have outlined above were

extended to Ireland. The '-"t- i^,^ t-y
r^iinl"'

OjConnell. the "Great Emancipator ," organ-

ized politically to'^ILjj (ui more thorough-

going reforms and, eventually, for home rule

of the kind the overseas dominions were to

achieve (see Chapter 24). They sought not

only for political home rule, but also for land

reforms, and for disestablishment of the An-

glican Church in Ireland — that is, abolition of

a state church supported by taxes levied on

both members and nonmembers of the church.

Irish hatred for the English was fanned by

the disastrous potato famine of the 1 840's,

when blight ruined a crop essential to the

Irish food_supply. Although the beginnings of

modern transportation by railway and steam-

ship existed, the British government was not

organized for prompt and efficient relief

measures, nor was the kind of international

organization for such relief afforded nowadays

by the Red Cross yet in existence. The result

was a medieval famine in the heart of modern
western civilization, in which tens of thou-

sands died of starvation, and other tens of

thousands were forced to migrate, mostly to

the United States. The immigrants added to

British difficulties, for they carriedtljeir inev-

itable hatreds with them, anJ"forfiied presstise

groups, like the F^j-r. fjr^rhprhonH orgail-^^^''

ized in New Yorki^^^^^to raise funds to

aid Irish resistance and to make trouble gen-

erally for the British wherever they could.

Indeed, the existence of these British-hating

Irish-Americans was to be for nearly a cen-

tury a serious problem for those directing

American foreign policy, notably in the first

World War.

British governments made piecemeal re-

forms. The Anglican Church in Ireland was

disestablished 4jil869^nd in the next year an

Irish Land Act began a series of agrarian re-

forms that were designed to protect the tenant

from "rack-renting" — the extraction by the

landlord, often an absentee member of the

British "garrison," of as high a rent as the ten-

ants could pay. The reforms were neither

far-reaching nor rapid enough to satisfy the

Irish. Moreover, the emotional strength of

Irish nationalism grew with the spread of ele-

mentary education and the usual literary and

cultural forms of national self-consciousness.

The Irish question was not just a matter of

land, or of religion, but also of a peculiarly

intense form of underdog awareness of cul-

tural differences and of nationality. Then in

the IS^O's a brilliant Irish leader arose,

Charles RMnwlli himself a Projesiagt descend-

cinr nf jhf ^.^[[icnn " but a firm IHsh patiofc

Under the leadership of Parnell in theBritish

Parliament, the Irish nationalists were welded

into a firm, well-disc iplined party which.

'^"rb_ir hfli '''lit '^nv " ^Mndred seats in the

"2'inr K *"—mnni n* the now UnitediSipg-

dom, could often swing the balanc?^JgWPeen

Liberals iilld Guil!>tjfvaiives.

step came when in 1 885 Glad--Th^

stone was converted to Home Rule, and intro-

duced his first Home Rule Bill. This bill pro-

vided for a separate Irish parliament with

some restrictions on its sovereignty, and of

course under the Crown. Gladstone's decision

split his own Liberal party in something like

the way Peel's conversion to Free Trade had

split the Conservatives in 1846 (see p. 219).

A group led by Joseph Chamberlain, who had

begun political life as the reform leader of the

great city of Birmingham, seceded under the

name of "Liberal Unionists." In effect, they

joined the Conservative party, which was of-

ten known in the next few decades, so great

were the passions aroused in Great Britain by

this proposed cutting loose of Ireland, simply

as the "Unionist" party. Gladstone lost the

election brought on by the split, and Home
Rule was dropped for the moment.

Agitation continued in Ireland. It became

more bitter when Parnell, involved in a di-

vorce scandal, was dropped by the virtuous

Gladstone and by some of his own, equally

virtuous Irish followers. In 1892, however,

Gladstone won a close election on the Irish

issue — or, rather, he obtained enough English

seats to get a Second Home Rule Bill through

the Commons with the aid of eighty-one Irish

nationalists. The bill was defeated, however,

in the Conservative House of Lords, and was

dropped once more. The Conservatives, when
they came in for their ten-year reign in 1895,

sought to "kill Home Rule by kindness,"
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carrying several land reform bills that fur-

thered the process of making Ireland a land of

small peasant proprietors.

But Ireland was now beyond the reach of

kindness, and Irish problems were no

longer— if they ever had been— largely eco-

nomic and administrative. Irish nationalism

was now a full cult, nourished by a remarkable

literary revival in English and in Gaelic which

produced writers like W. B. Yeats, John

Synge, and Lady Augusta Gregory. Irish men
and women everywhere — including definitely

the Irish-Americans — were keyed to a pitch

of emotional excitement. They would be

satisfied with nothing less than an independent

Irish nation.

The Liberals, back in power after 1905,

found they needed the votes of the Irish na-

tionalists to carry through their proposal for

ending the veto power of the Lords. After

some soul-searching, the Liberals struck the

bargain; Home Rule in return for the Parlia-

ment Act. They introduced in 1912 a Home
Rule Bill which -the Parliament Act in 1911

having destroyed the veto power of the

Lords— was placed on the books as a law. It

never went into force, however, for as Home
Rule seemed about to become a fact the pre-

dominantly Protestant north of Ireland, the

province of Ulster, bitterly opposed to sepa-

ration from Great Britain, was organized to

resist by force of arms. The Home Rule Bill

as passed carried the rider that it was not to go

into effect until the Ulster question was set-

tled. The outbreak of war in 1914 made such a

settlement out of the question, and the stage

was set for the Irish Revolution of the 1920's

(see Chapter 28).

The Threat to Free Trade

As Great Britain approached the twentieth

century, then, new problems arose to disturb

the underlying serenity and assurance of the

Victorian Age. The Boer War in South Africa

(see Chapter 24), Irish troubles, the rising

international tensions that were to lead to

World War I (see Chapter 25), and the diffi-

culties of securing by taxation and adjusting

the distribution of the new government in-

come made necessary by the rise of the "wel-

fare state," confronted the British people all at

once. Though here as always in history we
must avoid the temptation to seek a single

underlying cause, there was undoubtedly one

major factor at work. The long lead Britain

had gained in the industrial revolution was

being lost as other nations acquired the tech-

nical skills of large-scale production. Ger-

many, the Low Countries, Switzerland, the

United States, and in a measure all the West,

were competing with Britain on the world

market.

Under such conditions, it was natural that

some Britishers should come to doubt the

wisdom of the free trade policies that had

won the day in 1 846. For the Germans and

others were not only underselling the British

abroad; they were actually invading the Brit-

ish home market. Why not protect that market

by a tariff system.' Few Britishers were foolish

enough to believe that the home islands, al-

ready by the 1880's too densely populated to

feed themselves and constitute a self-sufficient

economy, could surround themselves with a

simple tariff wall. But the Empire was

world-wide, with abundant resources, with

thousands of square miles of agricultural

lands. Within it the classical mercantilist in-

terchange of manufactures for raw materials

could still in theory provide a balanced eco-

nomic system. Britain could still be, if not the

workshop of the world, at least the workshop

of the quarter of the world that composed the

British Commonwealth and Empire.

The same Joseph Chamberlain who led the

secession from the Liberals on the question

of Home Rule for Ireland also led a secession

on an issue of even more fundamental im-

portance. He became a protectionist and im-

perialist. He gave special importance to the

establishment of a system of imperial prefer-

ence through which the whole complex of

lands under the Crown would be knit together

in a tariff union. Many Conservatives, never

wholly reconciled to free trade, welcomed

the issue, and the new Unionist party made
protection a major plank in its program. Lib-

eral opposition, however, was still much too



strong, and there was opposition also in Con-

servative ranks. Chamberlain, reversing the

aims but imitating the methods of Cobden and

the Anti-Corn Law League of the 1 8-4()'s, or-

ganized a Tariff Reform League. In 1903, he

made in cabinet sweeping proposals that

would have restored moderate duties on food-

stuffs and raw materials ( largely to give a basis

for negotiating with the dominions, which

already had tariff systems of their own) and on

foreign manufactured goods. But the Con-

servative leader, Balfour, did not dare go so

far, and Chamberlain resigned with his bill

unpassed. Indeed, Chamberlain, who had al-

ready split the Liberal party on Home Rule,

now split the Conservatives on tariff-reform.

The new Liberal government after 1 905 con-

tinued the policy of free trade. The rift Cham-

berlain had made in the old Liberal party was,

however, never really repaired. Its right wing

was driven to Toryism; its left wing to the

Labour party.

The Welfare State

The Liberals were, however, committed to

another policy as contrary to the classical

philosophy of laissez-faire as was protection-

ism. This was the welfare state— social secu-

rity through compulsory insurance managed

by the state, and in narr finji prprl hy rhp trarp

minimun^iniMiji,u U^TT progressive taxation on

incomes and inheritances, compulsory free

public education, public works and services of

all kinds. The dramatic point in the working

out of the program was the 'Tiiiiiili i niiilj_i r"

of 1909, introduced by a new figure on the

political stage, i 'lYf jrhmnni rhr Liberal Chan- .

cellor of the Exchecjuer, Lloyd George^A^
(1863^^14')). Ihis budget, which "frankly^"'
proposed to tax the rich to finance the new
welfare measures, and also the rising naval

costs brought on by the aramament race with

Germany (see Chapter 25), was clearly no or-

dinary tax measure. It was a means of altering

the social and economic structure of Britain.

Its opponents not unjustly called it "not a

budget, but a revolution." It passed the Com-
mons, but wasmrownout by the Lords, even

though it was a "money bill." The Liberals

went to the country for the second time in

1910 and after a close and exciting election

were able to put through the Parliament Act

of 1911, which took away from the Lords

all power to alter a money bill, and left them
with no more than a delaying power of not

more than two years over all other legislation.

The Liberal program of social legislation was

saved. It was saved under conditions strongly

reminiscent of I 832 (see p. 215), for the new
king, George V (1910-1936), had promised

Prime Minister Asquith that if necessary he

would create enough new peerages — which

might have meant several hundred — to put the

Parliament Act through the House of Lords.

As in 1832, the threat was enough, and the

Peers yielded.

David Lloyd George,
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But was it a Liberal program? The dissent-

ing Liberals who had followed Joseph Cham-

berlain out of the party in the 1 880's thought

not, and it was normal enough for Chamber-

lain's two sons, Austen and Neville, who
played an important part in twentieth-century

politics, to think of themselves as Conserva-

tives. For what happened in the generation

after 1880 was a major change in the political

orientation of British parties. The Liberals,

who had believed that that government gov-

erns best which governs least, and least expen-

sively, had come to believe that the state must

interfere in economic life to help the under-

dog, and had come to adopt Lloyd George's

plan for redistributing the national wealth by

social insurance financed by taxation of the

rich and well-to-do. And the Conservatives,

who in the mid-nineteenth century had stood

for factory acts and at least mild forms of the

welfare state, were now in large part commit-

ted to a laissez-faire program against govern-

ment "intervention," a program astonishingly

like that of the Liberals of 1 850. Whatever the

future verdict of historians on the "welfare

state" of the twentieth century, they will note

that Great Britain was the first great demo-

cratic society to institute such a state.

The Labour Party

One factor in this change had been the

growth of the British Labour party, which orig-

inated in a number of groups formed in the

late nineteenth century. Labour, though not yet

unified, had developed by 1905 into a party

able to command fifty-three seats in the Com-

mons. The political ideas that went into the

making of the British Labour Party antedate by

a good deal its formal organization. Basically

these are the common democratic drives and

principles of the Western world, first clearly

shaped and disseminated in the Enlightenment

of the eighteenth century (see Volume I, Chap-

ter 17). It wanted the welfare state, and indeed

some Labourites wanted a socialist state in

which at least the major industries were na-

tionalized. Part of the motivation for the Lib-

eral program of social legislation was a desire

to forestall Labour. Just as in 1867 the Tories

had "walked away with the Whigs' clothes"

and had given the workingman the vote, so in

1 91 1 the Liberals stole Labour's clothes and

gave the workingman social security. But

these tactics worked no better in the twentieth

century than in the nineteenth, and the work-

ingmen on the whole stuck by the Labour party.

The party could not, of course, in a country

like Britain have attained national power from

a base limited to workingmen. It has had from

the start support from many "intellectuals " as

well as from many upper and middle class

people who sympathized with the cause of

social justice. The Liberal party began a long

decline, hastened by the upsetting effects of

World War I, by the addition of many new
working-class voters by the Reform Act of

1 91 8, and no doubt by many other factors.

Not all the motivation of the Liberals in

these early years of the twentieth century was,

however, mere fear of Labour. In part, their

conversion from laissez-faire to social security

was a positive one, a sincere belief that the

logic of their democratic assumptions must

drive them to raise the general standard of

living in Britain by state action. Something

broadly analogous was happening throughout

the democratic West— in France, in the

smaller democracies, and, a few decades later,

in the United States. An important part of the

bourgeoisie in all these countries swung over,

not to doctrinaire socialism, but to programs

of social legislation put through by the usual

machinery of change under a wide democratic

suffrage. The English Chartists back in the

early nineteenth century had had the appar-

ently naive belief that universal suffrage

would pave the way to greater social and eco-

nomic equality. In the long run, events were

to prove that the Chartists were far from

being entirely wrong The welfare state

began in a democracy, although in Bismarck's

Germany there was also early social legisla-

tion, (see pp. 262-263).
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II France— Second Empire and Third Republic
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The Coup d'Etat of 1851

A century ago France seemed to many
English-speaking critics, as she seems to many

today, a rather uncertain member of the com-

munity of nations ruled by the democratic

decencies— that is, government by discussion,

peaceful alternation of "ins" and "outs'

through the working of the party system, and

the usual freedoms of "civil rights." The dem-

ocratic revolution, so optimistically begua in

1848 (see Chapter 19), had by 1852 brought

still another Bonaparte to the throne of

France in the person oLJ^^£oleonIll, nephew
the fjrsr Napoleon . (Note that "i^apoleon

son of the first Napoleon by Marie Louise,

never really ruled, any more than did the son

of Louis XVI, the "EoTltrTVH" wljo-iHed in

pri!{6n durTng the great French Revolution.)

As President of the Second RtfpulJltl, Tflnce

Louis Napoleon had soon quarreled with the

National/ 4"';if*^lv7"^^'WtB" refused to amend
the >„onHitution of L848'^to allovP him a sec-

ond term of office. Fearful of radicals and so-

cialists, th^ Assembly also whittled down the

universal male suffrage of 183« and thus ena-

bled the Prince PreSjdentaojsaintainjhaLJje

was acting as the chaflftpion of persecuted

popiilpr rifmnrra-fy

The cokP d'etat of Decembe r 2. L85 1 . art-

fully timed for the sarrpd Rrmjjm"'"^ rlilY
"^

the coronation of Napr.|pr>n
j
pjecember 3^

lS04)and thp greatest Jslapniponir victory, the

battle of Austerlitz (December 2, 1 805), was a

sterotyped /*ffail. Controlling the army, Louis

Napoleon artd^s fellow conspirators found it

easy to purge the Assembly and make way for

a popular vrrTfe nn'-^ npw rrinCfjpiriQj|^.Fvfn the

expected street nghting on the barricades of

Paris, which broke out on December V
proved to be no wholesale bloodletting. It left

enough as jnartyri, however, and.

litically more importan t, it enabled the Presi-

dent to pose as tlie champion of order against

a largely imaginary socialist _e15^ Napoleon

quickly got himself approved by a plebiscite.

which ''vJJP^'.""" votes to 640,X)0(r^7B-4iiiiJ.-,

the right to draw up a new constitution. Na-

poleon Ill's use of his strong presidential of-

fice to destroy the Second Republic left its

mark on the Third and Fourth Republics;

French republicans came to fear A_iixaog

president ot the American type, and deluded

institutions wiuch. until De Gaulle in 1958

ap_£)jrenLly overcame this tear in maay^see
Chapter 31 ). tended to kctp cht- French exec-

utrye^weali^.aad di\iiJcd.

The plebiscite was accumpanied by^skiU-

ful prnixmaiula, but it was not crudely a work
dl tiircc Thoimh many opponents of Napoleon
simpK dill ni)t vote, it seems that at least a very

substantial maionty uf Frenchmen uver twenty-

one really were willing; to try another dic iuWl .

There were many reasons ^y menvflied
"yes. " Almost aH~^vere weary oTllV? struggles

of the last three years^^any were frightened

by the_S£ecter of socialjsnj. now for the first

time underTTrarlTame a de^nite factor in west-

ern politics. For nparly three "decades the full

force of fashionable Frenchliiefftftjre-liadbeen

ooled sp l^'-pslf"™" of French patriotism.

Many/ a man voted "yes" not to Louis Na-

polwn, nor to any approval of dictatorship for

itself, but to the music of the "Marseillaise,"

the cannon of Austerlitz, to all the glories

of France.

The Second Empire,(l852-1876->

Domestic DeveloDmelro

The new constitution set up a lightly veiled

dictatorship very much like that of Napoleon 1.
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The "chief of state" (he became formally "em-

peror" on the sacred date, December 2, in

1852) had full authority; he was responsible

only to the nation. He governed through minis-

ters, judges, and a whole bureaucracy, in the

appointment of which he had the final voice.

The popularly elected assembly, the Corps

Legislatif. was filled with "oflficial" candidates

sent up by influence of the efficient appointed

officials in the provinces. It had no power to

initiate or amend legislation; it had only a veto,

which in the first few years it rarely used. Yet

Napoleon III insisted that he was no mere tool

of the possessing classes, no conservative, but

an agent of real reform, an emperor of the

masses, a kind of continental equivalent of the

"Tory democrat" that Disraeli in England was

claiming to be. This I claim indeed has been

made by almost all our recent dictators. Com-

munist or Fascist; thay all claim to be real

democrats, real protectors of ordinary men

who in the classical western democracies, they

insist, are actually victims of capitalist exploi-

tation. Napoleon III has sometimes been seen

as the first of these modern dictators, as a

"proto-fascist"; and the careful student of his

career can learn much that throws light on our

own problems today.

Certainly by comparison with later social

legislation in Germany, Britain, or Scandi-

navia, Napoleon's concrete achievements in

direct benefit of the workers were slight. He
did carry through a great program of public

works, notably in Paris, where his prefect

Haussmann cut through the medieval mazes

of streets, those broad straight avenues which

all the world knows so well, and which, inci-

dentally, could be easily swept by gunfire and

made street fighting that much more difficult.

And he did help with housing and encourage

workers' mutual aid societies. But the legal

code of labor in France in 1 860 was less "mod-

ern" than that of England. The standard of liv-

ing of French labor in the growing cities was

well behind that of Britain, and behind that of

Germany and the smaller democracies. French

labor did indeed benefit from the general pros-

perity that came to France in the 1850's, as

it came to Great Britain, but the gains in

wages were at least partly counter-balanced by

rising prices. France lagged as a welfare state.

It was the bourgeoisie that made most out

of the Second Empire. Napoleon's govern-

ment encouraged improvement in banking

facilities, helped the great growth of French

railways by state guaranties, and in general fur-

thered the rise of industry in the two decades

after 1850. That rise was, especially in large-

scale heavy industries, definitely inferior to

that of the British and to the already growing

German industry. But it was in absolute terms

a very real rise. Paris grew into a major metro-

politan area, and centers like Lyons and Rouen
in textiles, Clermont-Ferrand and St. Etienne

in metallurgy, and many other cities came to

have genuine industrial economies, with all

the problems of slums, trade unions, and other

signs of modernity. Yet there remained then

as under later French governments an adhesion

to older methods of doing business, to small

firms often under family control, to luxury

trades in which handicraft skills remained im-
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portant in spite of the machine, all of which

meant that in quantitative terms of actual pro-

duction France fell behind the industrial West.

In the '60's she lost her Continental leader-

ship in iron and steel production to the new
Germany, and Was subsequently far outdis-

tanced by the burgeoning economy of the

United States. Her growth in population, too,

fell well behind that of the others. At the end

of the nineteenth "century, she was not much
more than 50 per cent more populous than at

the beginning— and this wi_th almQst no, emi-

gration. Britain, in spite of a large emigration,

had about tripled her population, and Ger-

many, too, was growing rapidly. Even Italy,

with slender natural resources and less indus-

try than France, was growing in population

faster than France, and was to outstrip her in

our own times (in 1966 Italy about 52,000,000,

France about 49,000,000). It must be confessed

that the reasons for this demographic weakness

of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century

France remain a problem for the sociological

historian. In view of the actual fecundity of the

kindred French-Canadian stock, it would seem

that "race" factors depending on biological in-

heritance must be ruled out; moreover, the

striking increase in the French birth rate since

1946 took place in the same "race" that had

fallen behind in the nineteenth and early twen-

tieth centuries.

The Second Empire: Foreign Policy

Yet the France of the Second Empire was

still a very great power, and the extent of her

comparative decline was by no means clear to

contemporaries. Although the French gained

little from the Crimean War, they did at least

have the satisfaction of playing host to the post-

war congress at Paris in 1856. And the Paris

Exposition of 1855, a counterpart of the fa-

mous London exhibition of I 851 , was a great

success that showed
I JiHiiii Ill ii ili height

of his power. He had pledged himself to use

that power for peace, but he allowed himself,

partly through a romantic interest in "op-

pressed nationalities," partly from age-old mo-

tives of prestige, to become involved in a war

against Austria for the liberation of Italy.

French armies won victories in this war of

1859; characteristically, in these modern times

of "publicity," the names of the French

victories of Magenta and Solferino were

taken up into dressmaking, cookery, and urban

real estate.

In 1860 the Italians took things into their

own hands and set about organizing the whole

peninsula, including papal Rome, into an Ital-

ian kingdom. Napoleon depended too much
on Catholic support at home to be able to per-

mit the extinction of papal territorial pCwer;

moreover, the too great success of his plans was

threatening the European balance of power.

He therefore temporized, permitting the union

of most of Italy under the house of Savoy, but

protecting the Pope's temporal power with a

French garrison in Rome, leaving Venetia still

in Austrian hands, and taking the city and re-

gion of Nice and the French-speaking part of

Alpine Savoy away from Piedmont as a reward

for his services. He thus managed to offend

most Italians, and liberals everywhere, as well

as most of his own Catholic supporters at home.

To make matters worse, in 1861 Napoleon

began a wild adventure in Mexico, supporting

with French arms and men an expedition to put

th^Austrian prince Maximilian on an ip^p^rial

tlwene:—The--Europeanized Mexican upper

classes were in part willing to support this ven-

ture, for like most Latin Americans of the nine-

teenth century, their cultural ideal was France.

But from the start the Mexican people resented

the foreign intruder, and Maximilian had to

rely heavily on French support to penetrate

to Mexico City, where he was proclaimed Em-
peror in June, 1863. The United States, en-

gaged in the Civil War, could do nothing at the

time against what Americans regarded as an in-

fraction of the Monroe Doctrine. But after

peace had been restored in the United States,

the American government protested strongly.

TU^
f.„^\

r,(
l^'t-'"j[T|j||-^" the republican lead-

e r luarez . had no difficulty in defeating the

Mexican supporters of Maximilian, once Na-

poleon under American pressure had aban-

doned them. The unfortunate Maximilian fell

before a firing squad in I 86^. This unsuccessful

venture was the last direct attempt made by
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a European power to install a new government

in any of the Americas in defiance of the Mon-
roe Doctrine. Soviet support of Castro's

Cuba did not quite constitute such direct

interference.

The "Liberal Empire"

Napoleon had come to power, as we have

seen, on a platform of national unity against the

extreme demands 'oTthesociaFrevolutionists

^aLJ.2^- But in spite of the plebiscite, it be-

came more and more clear that if France had a

national unity, it was not of the monolithic, to-

talitarian sort, but a unity that had to be worked

out in the open competition of modern wes-

tern political life with parties, parliamentary

debate, newspapers, in short, with government

by discussion. Napoleon could not in fact be a

symbolic head of state, above the struggle, nor

even a final umpire. He could not be a repub-

lican; he could not be a legitimate monarchist,

though much of France, and particularly the

conservative France which held authoritarian

views, was loyal to the legitimacy of the Bour-

bons, or the somewhat dubious legitimacy of

the Orleanists. He could not even be a good

devout Catholic, in spite of the orthodoxy of

his wife, the Empress Eugenie, for his Bona-

partist background was heavily tinged with the

anticlericalism of the eighteenth century, and

his bungling of the Italian problem had deeply

offended clericals. He could only head an

"official" party, relying on the manipulative

skills of his bureaucrats to work the cumber-

some machinery of a parliamentary system

designed, like that of Napoleon I, as a disguise

for dictatorship.

As the pressure of genuine party differences

rose, in reflection of genuine moral, social and

economic group interests. Napoleon slowly

abandoned the measures of repression he had

begun with and sought to establish himself in

something like the position of a constitutional

monarch. An act of 1860 gave the Legislative

Assembly power to discuss freely a reply to the

address from the throne, and throughout

the 1860's these powers were extended in the

name of the "Liberal Empire." Gradually,

political life in France took on a pattern of

parliamentary government, with a Right, Left,

and Center. As a result of the general election

of 1 869, the government was faced with a

strong legal opposition, thirty of whom were

declared republicans. On July 12, 1869,

Napoleon capitulated and granted the Legisla-

tive Assembly the right to propose laws, and

to criticize and vote the budget. Partial min-

isterial responsibility seemed just around the

corner as Napoleon entrusted the government

to the head of the moderates, Emile OUivier.

A plebiscite in May, 1870, overwhelmingly

ratified these changes.

It is at least possible that the Second empire

might thus have been converted into a con-

stitutional monarchy. The changes had indeed

been wrung from the Emperor by popular

agitation, not merely political but also eco-

nomic in the form of strikes. It is quite as

possible that a radical republican ground swell

would have gone on to submerge the Empire

in any case. But the disastrous defeats of the

French armies in the Franco-Prussian War into

which Napoleon was maneuvered by the skill

of Bismarck (see Chapter 22) put an end to the

experiment of the Liberal Empire. On Sep-

tember 4, 1870, after the humiliating capitu-

lation of Sedan, a Parisian mob forced a rump
Legislative Assembly to decree the fall of the

Empire, and at the classic center of French

republicanism, the Paris City Hall, the Third

Republic was proclaimed.

The Birth of the Third Republic

The government of the new Republic was

too good a child of 1 792 to give up the war

against the national enemy. A government of

national defense tried to continue the syueele.

but the miracle of_yalnT^Msee p. 104) was not

to be repeated. IriOctober, General Bazaine

surrendered a large French force at Metz, and

the disorganized elements of other French

armies were helpless before the powerful

German forces. An exhausted nation, sick of

the war, chose in February a National Assem-
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bly that met at Bordeaux and sued for peace.

The special circumstances of that election,

however, placed on the new Republic an addi-

tional handicap. For meanwhile Paris, besieged

by the Germans, had resisted desperately until

starvation forced its surrender in January,

18^1. Even under pressure of the siege,

Parisian radicals tried to seize power and

revive the old Paris Commune, or city govern-

ment, of 1 '92. These radicals could not stom-

ach the capitulation that the rest of the

country seemed to be preparing. In the elec-

tions to the National Assembly, their intran-

sigence helped to turn the provincial voters

toward conservative candidates pledged to

make peace — and to restore, not the Republic,

but the old monarchy.

This new Assembly, on March 1, 1871,

voted to accept a peace ceding Alsace and a

substantial part of Lorraine to Germany and

paying an indemnity of five billion francs

(about S1,00(),{)()(),()()0). Then the Paris Na-

tional Guard, which had not been disarmed by

the Germans, went over to the radicals, and the

Paris Commune was set up. Marxist legend has

consecrated the Parisian Commune of 1871 as

the first major socialist government. The
Communards were in fact rather Jacobins,

radical anticlericals and highly patriotic re-

publicans who wanted a society of small

independent shopkeepers and artisans, not the

abolition of private property. In any case, they

had no chance in the besieged city to introduce

sweeping social reforms. But their revolu-

tionary aspect alarmed the rest of France, and

their refusal to accept the peace was a chal-

lenge the National Assembly had to meet. To
the horrors of the first siege by the Germans

Barricades in Paris during the Commune,
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were added the horrors of a new siege by the

government of the National Assembly, which

gathered its troops at Versailles and in the

"Bloody Week" of May 21-28 advanced

through the barricades to clear the city.

The Third French Republic was thus born

in foreign and in civil war and began with a

heritage of unresolved cleavages. Indeed, it

was not at all clear in 1871 that there was a

Third Republic at all. More than half the mem-
bers of the new National Assembly were mon-

archists, anxious to undo the formal declar-

ation of a republic made in republican Paris

right after Sedan. But now we encounter one

of those concrete events that are the despair of

those who seek the clue to history in vast im-

personal forces beyond the play of human per-

sonality. About half the monarchist deputies

were pledged to the elder "legitimate" Bour-

bon line represented by the Count of Cham-

bord, grandson of Charles X, and the other

half to the younger Orleanist line that had

come to the throne in 1 830, represented by

the Count of Paris, grandson of Louis Philippe.

Chambord might have become in fact what he

was to his supporters. King Henry V, had he

been willing to make the slightest concession

to Orleanist sentiments and accept the revolu-

tionary blue, white, and red tricolor flag that

Louis Philippe had himself accepted as the flag

of France. But he insisted on the white flag and

gold lilies of Bourbon, which for millions of

Frenchmen meant complete repudiation of

all that had happened since 1789. Chambord

did not, of course, act just for a white flag and

against a tricolor one; behind these symbols

lay real motives tied up with all French history.

He meant to be not just a Victorian symbol, a

purely "decorative" monarch, but a real king.

No one, however, could be that sort of king in

France at that moment.

In the resulting stalemate, the republican

minority was able to maintain itself, and slowly

gather strength. Thiers, the elder statesman of

the Orleanist monarchy, who had been a leader

in the opposition to Napoleon III, was recog-

nized as "President of the Republic" and car-

ried through the final settlement with Ger-

many. He was succeeded in 1873 by Marshal

MacMahon, a soldier and a monarchist, who

was elected to hold the government together

while the monarchist majority sought to unite

in some kind of compromise Bourbons and Or-

leanists. That compromise was never achieved,

as Chambord continued to insist on the white

flag, and in 1 875 a series of constitutional mea-

sures formally established the Third Republic.

The Constitution of 1875

These laws, known collectively as the Con-

stitution of 1875, provided for a president

elected by an absolute majority of Senate and

Chamber of Deputies sitting together as a Na-

tional Assembly, the usual ministers, and a

bicameral legislature elected by universal man-

hood suffrage. The Senate was chosen by in-

direct election, the Chamber of Deputies by

direct election; all legislation had to pass both

houses, though only the lower could initiate

finance bills. The critical point was that of the

responsibility of the ministers. Had the presi-

dent been able to dismiss them, a new Napo-

leon III might easily have arisen to destroy

the Republic. MacMahon attempted to exer-

cise this power when on May 16, 1877, he dis-

missed the anticlerical premier, Jules Simon,

and got the conservative Duke of Broglie to

form a cabinet. But the Chamber was now
really republican — or at least anti-monarchist

— and voted "no confidence" in Broglie by a

big majority. MacMahon was thus forced to

dissolve the Chamber and call for a new nation-

al election — which he could do constitution-

ally. In the new elections the republicans,

though losing some seats, still retained a good

majority in the Chamber, and could now force

the president to name a republican premier.

Disgruntled, MacMahon resigned in 1 879 and

was succeeded by a conservative republican,

Jules Grevy. This crisis of the Seize Mai (May

16) set a precedent for the Third Republic.

No president thereafter dared to dissolve the

Chamber, and the presidency became a cere-

monial office, made fun of in the press and on

the stage. But at any rate, nine years after its

establishment in name, the Third Republic

had at last become a fact.

It was in form a kind of republican trans-
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position of constitutional monarchy, with an

ornamental president instead of an ornamental

king. The real executive, as in England, was

the ministry, in effect a committee responsible

to the legislature— indeed to the Chamber of

Deputies, which soon became the focus of po-

litical action, leaving the Senate little real pow-

er. The Chamber, reflecting the political habits

of the ideologically divided country, was com-

posed not of two, but of a dozen or more par-

ties, so that any ministry had to be supported

by a coalition subject to constant shifting in the

play of personalities and principles. The re-

sult was a marked instability of ministries. The
"life expectancy" of a ministry under the Third

Republic was hardly a year.

Yet such a figure is misleading. A French

ministry under the Third Republic — and in-

deed under the Fourth Republic— did not usu-

ally resign and give way to a totally different

ministry with totally different policies. In-

stead, its personnel was shifted a bit, a compro-

mise or so was made with certain parliamentary

groups, and the new ministry carried on much

as did the old. For instance, Briand, the great

champion of collective security (after the war

of 1914-1918), headed ten different cabinets

at various times between 1909 and 1926; Del-

casse, the architect of Frances entente with

England, served as foreign minister continu-

ously through several cabinets and seven years

(1 898- 1 905 ). And in our own day two individ-

uals from the same party, Schuman and Bi-

dault, alternated in the foreign ministry

through a dozen cabinets of the Fourth Repub-

lic. Moreover, the day-to-day task of govern-

ing was carried on by a civil service, by experts

in the law courts and in the educational system

as well as in the executive department. This

permanent personnel, or "bureaucracy" sub-

ject only to broad policy control from above,

preserved a basic continuity in French politi-

cal action, especially in foreign policy, which

if not always successful, was at least as consis-

tent and persistent under the Third Republic

as that of any western democracy.

The system was highly democratic, for it

could work only by means of constant and

subtle compromises. These, the essence of

democratic government, were made in France

— and in most of the democratic world out-

side the English-speaking countries — by the

several parties in open debate and voting in

the legislature after an election. In the English-

speaking countries, these compromises are

Cartoon of 1873. illustrating the National

Assembly's division into competing Bourbon,
Orleanist, and Bonapartist choruses. The
sculptor depicting the Republic looks down
from the scaffold, and Thiers leaves the

scene in despair.

made before an election, within each of the two

major parties, often in the privacy of the fam-

ous smoke-filled room. Probably the English-

speaking method both conceals antagonisms

and encourages the habit of willing compro-

mise more effectively than does the continen-

tal method. But neither method will work if
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the underlying antagonisms are really intense,

beyond compromise. For example, the Ameri-

can two-party system obviously failed to avert

the Civil War, had indeed begun in the 1850's

to break down into a plural-party system.

Boulanger and Panama

Bitter antagonisms did indeed threaten the

Third French Republic between 1879 and

191 4, but they did not destroy it. For one thing,

the Republic's opponents on the Right and on

the Left could never get together. On the

Right, although the royalists eventually

patched up their quarrels between Bourbon

and Orleanist, and although they had some

support in literary circles, they could not re-

cover the strength they had dissipated in the

1870's. Nor could the Bonapartists make ser-

ious gains in public opinion, though they sur-

vived as a political group into the twentieth

century. The Catholics, though they feared

the anticlerical orientation of many republi-

cans, were after the accession of £oa^LeoXIII

in 1878 encouraged to develop their way""W"

life by frank acceptance of the freedom of wor-

ship that the Constitution of the Republic of-

fered them. Many of the out-and-ou( Rightist

enemies of the Republic were forcef^o do

violence to their own conservative and legiti-

mist principles by seeking some newMtian who
would win over the floating discontent always

present in a modern industrial state and set

up a dictatorship.

In the 1 880's, they hoped that they had

found such a man in General Bgulafiger, an

ambitious soldier who had as minister of war

catered to French desire for revenge on Ger-

many. But the Boulangist movement was

founded on a man of straw. The General cut

an impressive figure in public appearances,

and in by-elections to fill vacancies caused by

deaths or resignations in the Chamber he

showed he could command a popular follow-

ing. But from the point of view of many tradi-

tional conservatives he had compromising

origins and radical friends, and, as it became

clear that Boulanger in power might rush the

country into war, his following threatened to

desert him. In January, 1889, he swept a by-

election in Paris, but his nerve failed when he

was faced with the need to resort to the classic

technique of the coup d'etat. Instead of seizing

power by force of arms, he sought refuge with

his mistress. The government now took courage

and threatened to try him for treason; Boulan-

ger fled to Brussels and committed suicide on

the grave of his beloved in 1891. The Repub-

lic had surmounted its first great crisis.

Boulanger's cause had gained strength from

a scandal in republican ranks. Daniel Wilson,

President Grevy's^on-in-law, was implicated

in the selling of posts in the Legion of Honor.

The opposition press made out that the govern-

ment was riddled with graft. More fuel went on

the fire in the early 1890's, when there burst

into publicity one of those crises of corruption,

graft, and racketeering that seem endemic in

modern western societies. This was the Panama

scandal which was brought on by the failure

of De Lesseps' attempt to duplicate in Panama

his success in building the Suez Canal. It in-

volved accusations of criminal corruption a-

gainst ministers, deputies, financiers, and an

unfortunate Jewish banker, Reinach, who
either committed suicide or was murdered just

before his trial. And indeed, as in th^ some-

what comparable Credit Mobilier scandal in

the United States in 1873, it was established

that ministers and deputies had accepted finan-

cial reward for backing the shaky Panama com-

pany. Bad as it was, the Panama scandal was to

pale before the Dreyfus affair. For with this

famous affair a force that was to trouble the

western world for decades to come first really

attained dramatic intensity and world-wide

attention. This was anti-Semitism.

The Dreyfus Case

Dreyfus, a Jew and a captain in the French

army, was the almost accidental victim of an

espionage intrigue and of the anti-Semitism

then prevalent in France, especially in military

and Catholic circles. Accused of selling mili-

tary secrets to the Germans, he was railroaded

into trial as a scapegoat and was convicted of

treason in 1894. Colonel Picquart, an intelli-
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j;ence officer, became convinced that the docu-

ment on which Dreyfus had been convicted

was a forgery, and that the real traitor was a dis-

reputable adventurer of Hungarian blood but

of French birth. Major Esterhazy. Picquart was

quietly shipped off to Africa by his superiors,

who wished to let sleeping dogs lie. But the

Dreyfus family, by independent investigation,

arrived at the conclusion that Esterhazy was

the traitor, and sought to reopen the case. Es-

terhazy was tried and acquitted, but the affair

was now too public for such silencing. In 1 898,

the famous novelist Zola brought matters to a

crisis by publishing his open letter, "J'Accuse."

Zola accused the military leaders, one by one,

of sacrificing an innocent man deliberately in

order to save the reputation of the army.

France was now divided into Dreyfusards

and Anti-Dreyfusards; the former defended

in Dreyfus the Republic, the latter attacked

it. Almost all the far Left, which had hitherto

held aloof from the affair as just one more ex-

ample of the rottenness of the bourgeois state,

now rallied to the Third Republic. Dreyfus was

brought back from his prison on Devil's Island

in French Guiana and was retried in the midst

of a frenzied campaign in the press and on the

platform. The military court, faced with new
evidence brought out by the suicide of Colonel

Henry, the real forger of the most incriminat-

ing of the original documents used to convict

Dreyfus, again found Dreyfus guilty of treason,

but with the almost incredible qualification —
in a treason case — of "extenuating circum-

stances." This attempt at face-saving saved no-

thing. Dreyfus was pardoned by the President

of the Republic in 1 899, and in 1 906, after the

tensions had abated, he was acquitted and re-

stored to the army with the rank of major.

The Dreyfus affair presents a remarkably

well-documented case study in social psychol-

ogy. The simple juridical issue— was this man
guilty or not guilty of treason — never wholly

disapp>eared in the mass hysteria Many French-

men who did not like Dreyfus or Jews or who

did revere the Church, army, and the whole

apparatus of the Right, none the less sought to

make up their minds solely on the basis of the

facts. Yet many on both sides worked them-

selves up to a point where the question of

Dreyfus' guilt was wholly submerged in this

great confronting of the "two Frances" — the

France of the Republic, heir to the great revo-

lution and the principles of n89, on the one

hand, and, on the other, the France of the mon-

archy, of Throne and Altar, and of the army,

which had never really reconciled itself to the

great revolution. For the ordinary person, the

open admission of forgery by Colonel Henry

and his subsequent suicide were enough; he

now thought Dreyfus innocent. But for the

violent Anti-Dreyfusard, Henry's act made

him a hero and a martyr; he had died for his

country! A paper was circulated in Paris asking

for a memorial to Henry:

Colonel Henry's Devotion to his Country.

Public subscription for a monument to be raised

to him.

When an officer is reduced to committing a pre-

tended forgery in order to restore peace to his coun-

try and rid it of a traitor, that soldier is to be

mourned.

If he pays for his attempt with his life, he is a

martyr.

If he voluntarily takes his life,

HE ISA HERO.'

These were months of real mass hysteria, in

which both sides were swayed by emotions

far too strong for reason to control.

The Republic after Dreyfus

With the victory of the Dreyfusards, the Re-

public moved to the Left and punished the

Church for its support of the army and the

Aptj-Dreyfusards. The triumphant republicans

inTSLiiciot measures between I 901 and 1 905

destroyed the Concordat of 1 801 between Na-

poleon I and the Pope which had established

the Roman Catholic Church in a privileged

position in the French state (see p. 118). The

Catholic teaching orders were forced to dis-

solve, and some 12,000 Catholic schools,

which had been formidable rivals of the state

school system, had to close down. The state was

•F. C. Conybeare, Thi Dreyfus Case (London, 1898),
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no longer to pay the clergy, and private cor-

porations organized by the faithful were to

take over the expanses of worship and the own-

ership and maintenance of the churches. The
Catholics refused to accept this settlement,

and the churches remained technically govern-

ment property.

But, though the separation had been carried

out amid great bitterness, though the debates

had revived the ferocious language of the

I "'90's, there was no recourse to the violence

of the past. Catholicism was not proscribed,

and somehow or other worship continued in

churches that were not the full legal property

of the faithful. Catholic education was indeed

severely hindered, but there was no formal

persecution. The separation did not really alter

the fundamental social position of the Church

in France. The upper classes, and the peasantry

of the north, northeast and west, remained for

the most part loyal Catholics; many of the ur-

ban middle and working classes, and many
peasants in parts of the south, southwest, and

center remained what they had become over

the last few centuries, indifferent Catholics

or outright and determined secularists.

The indifferent Catholics and the anti-

clericals formed the backbone of the central

supporting party of the Republic, the Radical

Socialists, who were not socialists at all but

petty bourgeois, French Jeffersonians. Indeed,

the French Republic of the early twentieth

century was a typically bourgeois state. It made
certain concessions to demands from the work-

ers for social security and better living condi-

tions, but not nearly so many as the British

constitutional monarchy was then making, nor

indeed so many as the only partly constitu-

tional German monarchy had made already.

Trade unions in France were legal, but they

had hard sledding against the reluctance of

French workers to pay dues and accept union

discipline. Moreover, good democrats, like

Clemenceau and Briand, had no scruples about

using force against strikers.

France remained fundamentally in the early

Opposite: The Dreyfus case as covered
in ttie American press.

twentieth century what she had been since

1"'89, a land of small farm-owning peasants,

very conservative in their farming methods,

and of relatively small family-controlled in-

dustries, very conservative in their business

methods. There were some elements of big

industry by the early 1900's, and French steel

production at that time was actually growing

faster than that of Britain, Germany, and the

United States. None the less, great industry

was not typical of the French economic scene,

which was backward in comparison with the

achievements of the industrial giants just men-

tioned, but at the same time well balanced by

old-fashioned standards of the nearly self-

sufficient national economy. But the whole

question as to why France, in 1 800 their equal

or superior, fell so far behind Britain, Ger-

many, and the United States in the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries as regards gen-

eral economic growth remains a puzzle to the

historian. The one sure thing is that there was

no single, simple cause, but a whole complex

set of causes.

The Third Republic had weathered the

storms of domestic differences at bottom be-

cause, though some Frenchmen disliked it in-

tensely, and though many Frenchmen felt

toward it that distrust of the "government" not

unknown in the American democracy, most

Frenchmen felt it somehow to be the embodi-

ment of la patrie, the fatherland. Differences

did arise among them, notably on questions of

colonial policy. The great expansion of French

power in Africa, Indo-China, and Oceania

which made the world empire of France second

only to Britain's was the work of a determined

minority (see Chapter 25). Many Frenchmen

viewed their colonies with antagonism or

apathy.

France since 1870 had often seemed dan-

gerously divided on matters of domestic and

imperial concern; yet on foreign policy the

Third Republic was essentially united. Dis-

agreement on the big question of foreign

policy concerned details of timing, not ulti-

mate aims. France wanted revenge for 1 870,

wanted Alsace-Lorraine back. In the complex

workings of international politics from 1870

to 1914, the foreign ministries of the Third
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Republic, though shifting their top elected

personnel through the workings of the

multi-party system, none the less brought

France to a position of strength through alli-

ances in which revenge on Germany became

possible. Democracies are sometimes held to

be at a disadvantage in the conduct of foreign

relations in comparison with states under

strong monarchic or dictatorial control. Soon

after the war with Prussia, democratic France

was isolated, and imperial Germany was the

center of a marvelous system of alliances; yet

by 1914, democratic France was firmly allied

with a powerful Britain and a Russia powerful

at least for the moment; and imperial Ger-

many, save for a weak Austro-Hungarian ally

and a dubiously loyal Italian one, was essen-

tially isolated.

Ill Italy, 1848- 1914

Italian national unity, which

seemed after the events of 1848-1849 (see

Chapter 19) as far away as ever, was trium-

A caricature of Camillo di Cavour (1810-

1861).

phantly achieved between 1 859 and 1 870. The
Kingdom of Italy that began to emerge after

1860 had a constitution very much like that of

the Third French Republic, with an ornamental

king instead of an ornamental president. The
ministry was responsible to a lower house

which in practice developed a multi-party

system rather like that of France. At first,

a property qualification severely limited the

suffrage; after 1 881 , this qualification was low

enough— a direct tax of 19 lire, or about

$4.00 — so that the electorate numbered over

2,000,000. What amounted to full universal

manhood suffrage was not, however, intro-

duced until 1 91 2. But the new united Italy was

clearly a democracy.

Cavour and the Completion

of Unification

The architect of Italian unification w^s

Cavour (1810-1861), who becairte~the~chief

minister of Pi^^mont in 1852. Though of

aristocratic origin himTelf, and trained for the

highly conservative career of an army officer,

Cavour enthusiastically supported the eco-

nomic revolutions and the aspirations of the

business classes. He visited France and England

as a young man and was deeply influenced by

their economic accomplishments and by their

economic and political ideas and institutions.

Back in Piedmont, he applied the newest agri-

cultural methods to his family estates and

promoted the introduction of steamboats, rail-



roads, industries, and banks in order to pre-

pare Piedmont for leadership in unified Italy.

Cavour was a good, moderate, mid-nineteenth-

century liberal.

But Cavour was also a superlatively adept

practitioner of the realistic diplomacy often

called Rea/poliiit. As the chief minister of

Piedmont, he set about cultivating French and

English support, bringing Piedmont into the

Crimean War on their side against Russia. He
got no immediate award, for England was un-

willing to take steps that would offend Aus-

tria, possessor of Lombardy and Venetia. But,

though bitterly disappointed, he put a good

face on his defeat and finally persuaded Napo-

leon III that the Austrian hold in northern

Italy was an anachronism, a flying in the face

of the principle of nationality. In 1859, France

and Piedmont went to war with Austria and

won bloody victories at Magenta and Solferino

in June. Sympathetic nationalist risings broke

out in Tuscany and the Papal States. But the

threat of Prussian help to Austria alarmed Na-

poleon, who held a conference with the Em-
peror of Austria, Francis Joseph, at Villafranca

(July, 1859) and arranged a compromise by

which Lombardy was to go to Piedmont but

Venetia was to remain Austrian, and the rest

of the peninsula to remain divided. Cavour

resigned in bitter protest.

He had, however, already won. A wave of

popular agitation in the smaller states of north-

ern and central Italy brought almost blood-

less revolutions and plebiscites demanding
annexation to Piedmont. Cavour came back

into office to accept the annexations and to

take advantage of the promising situation de-

veloping in the Papal States and the South. For

in May, 1 860, a most successful expedition had

set out for Naples and Sicily under the com-

mand of a radical, indeed republican, nation-

alist agitator, the romantic red-shirted Gari-

baldi. Cavour deeply distrusted Garibaldi's

radicalism, which he feared might make Italy

a republic and might so alarm the powers that

they would intervene to undo Cavour's own
annexationist achievements. For these reasons,

Cavour sought first to prevent the departure of

Garibaldi's expedition, and then, after this had

proved impossible, to control its progress and

exploit its success in the interests of his own
policy. Garibaldi and his thousand_j;eiisliirts"

had relatively little trouble in overcoming the

feeble opposition of the Bourbon Francis II

in Sicily. Recruits swarmed to his flag. Popular

opinion throughout the West, even in cautious

England, was overwhelmingly on the side of

this romantic adventurer. Garibaldi, who had

announced his loyalty to the King of Piedmont,

Victor Emmanuel, now crossed the Straits of

Messina to the mainland with the approval of

the British minister, Lord Palmerston, and con-

tinued his victorious march. Cavour, alarmed

lest Garibaldi bring on a crisis with Napoleon

by taking Rome, sent Piedmontese troops into

the Papal States. They disposed of the papal

forces easily, and occupied all save the area

about Rome itself King Victor Emmanuel

soon joined forces with Garibaldi near N aples

and assured-djc^iumph of Cavtsur^s^Siicy.
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peninsula, save for Trieste and Trent in the

North, was now under one rule. These two

small bits o( Italia Irredenta (\ia.\y unredeemed)

were of no small importance, for Italian pa-

triots remained unreconciled to Austrian pos-

session of them and went to war against

Austria and her German ally in 1915 largely

to obtain them.

Assets and Liabilities

of United Italy

The new kingdom started out with the asset

of favorable public opinion throughout the

non-Catholic segments of the western world.

Italian national unity seemed a natural and

desirable thing, and it had been achieved with-

out very much bloodshed, with a mixture of

Garibaldian romance and Cavourian realism.

Within the kingdom the enthusiasm that had

brought the Risorgimento (resurrection) to fru-

ition was now in the service of united Italy.

Italians were a frugal, hard-working people,

and in the north they made promising begin-

nings in the new industry of the machine age.

Yet striking liabilities impeded the new
Italy. The Italians had, like the French, a divi-

sion between Catholics and anticlericals — bet-

ter, anti-Catholics— difficult for a modern
American to understand. Still, the division was

perhaps less sharp than in France; there were

in Italy more middle-of-the-roaders in prac-

tice. On the other hand, ardent Italian Cath-

olics were embittered by the circumstances

of the final drive for union, the annexation

of the Papal States without the Pope's consent,

the "Roman question. " Italy lacked coal

and iron; in terms of modern economic com-

petition, she was a "have-not ' country, ajhock-

ing discovery that the Italians made in the

years following unification. Much of moun-

tainous central Italy and all southern Italy were

really marginal to nineteenth-century western

civilization, with a poverty-stricken, illiterate

peasantry rooted in age-old local ways utterly

different from those of modern urban life, and

with a small feudalistic aristocracy to whom a

man like Cavour was really quite incompre-

hensible. Neapolitans and Sicilians resented

the new political preponderance of North Ital-

ians in the unified kingdom, much as American

Southerners resented Yankee "carpetbaggers"

after the Civil War. If one spoke of the

"two Italies," the division would be that

between the already somewhat industrial-

ized North, especially the thoroughly "mod-

ern" Po Valley, and the rural, impoverished

South, still "medieval."

Moreover, at least half of Italy lacked

experience in self-government. It had no

tradition of government by discussion, of law-

abidingness, of comfortable middle-class com-

promise. Italy was not indeed the land of

mixed stereotypes — sunny gaiety, dark pas-

sions, music, and banditti— -which northern

Europeans and Americans believed it to be.

It was a land of deep-seated class antagonisms,

regional variations, fervent localism, a whole

inheritance from the past which made demo-

cratic government very difficult.

The Roman question became a chronic

rather than a critical one. The Pope, who re-

fused to accept the legality of the new king-

dom, simply stayed in the Vatican Palace as a

"prisoner." The Vatican remained the center of

the world-wide organization of the Roman
Catholic Church, and in no important sense

was the Pope impeded in the exercise of his

powers over the faithful throughout the world.

Within Italy, the Church forbade Catholics to

participate in politics and urged a Catholic

boycott of the new state. Gradually, in fact,

Catholics did take an increasing part in pol-

itics, but the Roman question itself remained

unsettled until 1929, when Mussolini and

Pope Pius XI agreed to set up the Vatican City

as a sovereign state of 1 08 acres.

The new kingdom made appreciable eco-

nomic progress. Railroads, built and managed

by the state, were pushed rapidly into the back-

ward South, where some of the seaboard area

came by the twentieth century to look decep-

tively prosperous and modern; a brand-new

merchant marine brought the new Italian flag

onto the seven seas; and an army and navy gave

it standing as a power. Even the national

finances seemed for a time under conservative

leadership to be sound. In the political field,

the I 880s brought a letdown, the growth of
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parliamentary corruption, the beginning of a

long era of unashamed political opportunism.

Meantime, the industrial proletariat was small,

labor inadequately organized, and the socialists

were both too small and too rent by divisions

to constitute a dynamic instrument of opposi-

tion and reform. Moreover, as recent economic

historians insist, the very economic progress

of the North, made in part at the expense of

a South both exploited and neglected, in-

creased regional differentiation and helped

build up the social tensions that were to

affect twentieth-century Italy very seriously

indeed.

Finally, Italy was now launching itself on a

career of imperial aspiration which seems a

good example of the desire to keep up with

the Joneses. Since France— the envied "Latin"

sister— and Britain had empires, since a great

power had to have an empire, and since Italy,

or rather the guiding groups in Italy, wanted

to be a great power, some way of territorial

expansion had to be found. The Marxist or

other economic explanations of the imperi-

alist drive hardly make sense for the Italy of

the 1880's and 1890's, a nation with no im-

portant exportable capital, with no need for

colonial markets, and with plenty of domestic

difficulties. True, Italy had a rapidly expanding

population that found relatively few economic

opportunities at home, especially in the South.

But, since other countries had such a head start

in empire-building, what was left open to Ital-

ian seizure was very little indeed. And even

these leftovers were not suitable for colonial

settlement by Europeans. They were the

poorer parts of Africa, hardly worth the diffi-

culty of exploitation.

Even so, the effort to take Ethiopia (then

called Abyssinia) drained the resources of the

government and was halted by the disastrous

military defeat inflicted by the Abyssinians

on the Italian expeditionary force at Adowa
in 1896. This relatively unimportant battle

was nevertheless an important landmark in the

history of the colonial expansion of Europe

which had begun some five hundred years

earlier. Even the British had had to fight with

the natives in many parts of the world, and had

suffered temporary defeats. But they had not

withdrawn from any important part of their

colonial enterprises. Adowa was, however, a

portent and much publicized in the newspapers

of the world. The Italians had lost a pitched

battle and had been obliged to give up the

attempt to add Abyssinia to their colonial

empire. True, under Mussolini in 1935 they

temporarily succeeded in annexing Abyssinia

(Ethiopia), but by that time the magic of white

supremacy had ceased to impress the rest of

the world.

The general depression of the 1 890's, a

bank scandal, and the Adowa failure cast a

shadow on the last years of the century. Grave

bread riots broke out in Milan in May, 1898,

the "fatti di Maggio" (deeds of May), and in

1900 King Humbert was assassinated by an

anarchist. The accession of a new king, Victor

Emmanuel III, who was believed to have liber-

al leanings, gave new heart to many, and the

years just before the outbreak of World War I

were on the whole years of comparative quiet

and prosperity, of partial reconciliation with

the Church, and of the final establishment of

universal suffrage. Parliamentary democracy

seemed at last to be sending down solid roots.

And in the years 1890-1914 the vast emigra-

tion to North and South America— the number

of emigrants exceeded half a million in the

peak year of 1913 — almost canceled out the

serious economic difficulties attendant on

the high Italian birth rate and lack of new in-

dustrial employment.

Yet the men who ran Italy could never quite

content themselves with a position, say like

that of a Mediterranean Sweden, quite outside

the competition for empire and quite outside

the "great powers." Italy was not a great power,

but her leaders, and millions of their followers,

wanted very much to make her one. Pushed

out of Abyssinia, and forced by the increasing

tensions of international politics to yield to

the French in Tunisia, Italy finally got from the

other great powers a free hand in poverty-

stricken and parched Tripoli, a fragment of the

old Turkish Empire in North Africa now

known as Libya. In 1911, she went to war with

Turkey over Tripoli, thus stimulating the cycle

of Balkan wars that were to develop into

World War I.
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World War I was also to mark the

full participation in the international balance

of another relative newcomex_co the farniiy of
nations

,
the [Jnirerl Srares . The simplest and

in many ways the most important fact of her

brief national history is that in a little over a

century the United States secured in terms of

actual power a position like that of the great

states that have filled these pages for many

chapters — Austria, France, England, and the

rest. The United States came to be a "great

power," despite words and even sentiments

that placed her outside international compe-

tition, in "isolation. " Two simple sets of sta-

tistics point up this fact. In n90, the United

States comprised 892,000 square miles, and

in 1910 3,^^4,000 square miles; even more
important, the population of the United States

was 3,929,000 in 1 ~90, and 91,972.000 in

1910. The 19 1 population jwas greater than

that of either of the most powe rf"! F.iiropean

states, Germany and Great Britain, indeed sec-

ond only to that of Russia. And, still more im-

portant, American combined industri al and

agricultural capacities were already greater

than those of any other single country.

The Federal Union

The land that had become so powerful in a

brief century was in the late eighteenth century

almost empty beyond the Alleghenies_sa.ye. for

a few Indians of Stone Age culture; yet mil-

lions of acres were as suited to intensive human

use as any in Europe. Most interested observ-

ers knew this at the end of the American Revo-

lution, and they expected the central parts

of the North American continent to fill up

eventually with white men. But most of them,

including Americans like Jefferson, did not

believe that the process would be as rapid as

it in fact was. Moreover, all but the most san-

guine felt that the developed and fully peopled

continent could not possibly come under one

political rule. They felt that it must be divided

— as indeed the South American continent

came to be — into a number of independent

nations on essentially the European model.

Indeed, the most pessimistic or merely hostile

observers did not believe that the thirteen At-

lantic seaboard colonies gathered together to

fight the British could possibly maintain their

own union. Here is a sample prediction from

the eighteenth century;

As to the future grandeur of America, and

its being a rising empire under one head, whether

republican or monarchical, it is one of the idlest

and most visionary notions that ever was conceived

even by writers of romance. The mutual antipathies

and clashing interests of the Americans, their differ-

ence of governments, habitudes, and manners, indi-

cate that they will have no centre of union and no

common interest. They never can be united into

one compact empire under any species of gov-

ernment whatever'

Yet hold together the former rnlpnips Hid.

Though the union was often sorely tested, once

in the bloodiest war Americans have yet

fought, it is a central fact of history that the

United States did not go the way of the Latin

American states. Why the United States held

together cannot be explained by any single

factor. Geography was certainly kinder to her

than to the Latin Americans, for the Appala-

chians were no real barrier at all; the Rockies

were not the barrier the Andes are; and the

Mississippi Valley, unlike that of the Amazon,

was a help rather than a hindrance to settle-

ment and communications. The railroad and

the telegraph arrived just in time to enable

goods and ideas to move fast and far enough

•Josiah Tucker. Dean of Gloucester, quoted in John
Fiske, The Critical Period of American Hiilory. /78.?-/789

(Boston, 18881,57-58.



to hold Americans together. The
and jransportation network already

dê ^e loped by 1 86(Leriab4ed-4heJ>Jorth to cauni

on th£_JX^est_jnjli£_decisiye_str^

CivjiJKaL-The sheer size of the new republic

after the acquisition of the Mississippi-

Missouri Valley by purchase from Napoleon in

1803 seemed historically compatible with a

loosely held empire of many tongues and peo-

ples, like those of ancient Persia or Rome, but

not with a unified nation-state. TJTe_achieve -

ments of modern technology in effect reduced

sheer sizeto manageable proportions. After

the first t£anscontinental_raiiway was com-

pleted in 1869, Californians could get to the

federa 1 capital a_t_WashirigtG!l_iIlQre_9ui ck 1 y

than NewYorkers couldiaJ.801

.

Yet it will not do to emphasize purely ma-

terial factors in the holding together of the

United States. The jgsistance to Britain had,
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The colonists, in spite of contrasts between

seventeenth-century "Puritan" New England

and "Cavalier" tidewater South, in spite of

Dutch and German elements in the middle

colonies, brought with them one language and

one law, one basic culture. Almost all the

colonies had "frontiers"— in the new Ameri-

can sense of the word, not a guarded line with

custom houses as in Europe, but free areas on

their western edges where a lively population

was winning new lands from the wilderness.

This frontier population was a powerful force

for unity, for it had little attachment to the

older centers of colonial (now state) group-

consciousness, and it had great confidence in

its own "
manifest destiny" to keep pushing

westward with the blessing and patrona££_Qf,

and withou t more thanj;emote control by, the

new federal government .

Americans gained their independence from

Britain in a civil war and a social revolution

that were rather mild affairs compared with

the French Reign of Terror. And, after the

more committed Loyalists had left for Canada

or Britain, Americans took up national life

without any serious ly alienat£d^_ minoriiies.

They achieved at the Philadelphia convention

of 1 ^87 and in the campaign for adoption

during the next two years a federal constitu-

tion that set up a central government with the

essential attributes of all governments — the

ability to tax individuals (not just to ask for

monies as contributions from constituent

states), to control armed forces, and to main-

tain a monopoly of foreign relations. The new
constitution, in short, set up a sovereign fed-

eral state, not a mere league^ of^sovereign
states — in neat German words, a Bundesstaa[.

not a Slaatenbund. On the whole, this result

was achieved under conservative groups anx-

ious to preserve their economic and social

privileges, afraid that democracy in separate,

quasi-independent states would go too far. But

this conservative conclusion to the American

Revolution gave the infant federal state a safer

start. And the exclusively economic interpre-

tation of the Constitution is of course hope-

lessly one-sided. Patriotism, moderation, even

common sense played their part with other

human sentiments. Finally, the threat that

British control of Canada seemed to offer put

a limit on domestic divisions. The United

States grew up in its critical earliest years

aware of the need for union against a possible

foreign danger.

The new republic entered the world war of

the Napoleonic period in 1812. Neither the

French nor the Brirish really rried rn observe

the_ freedojiLDl^ commerce that—the-4Jnited

Stat^s_ciaixneii as the right of a neutra l, but the

British, who were by 1812 masters of the sea,

seemed to be infringing neutral rights more
seriously than the French. Moreover, American

expansionists, theJV.ir hawk^." saw a_possihle

prize in Canada to be wrested from England ,

and no such prize to be got from France. The
American attempt to invade Canada failed,

not only from ineptness, but from the de-

termined resistance of the Canadians. In iso-

lated combats on the seas, the United State s

won victories that made up tor her fail-

ures on land, and helped bolster national

pride . The war on the whole was a stalemate ,

in which the United Slates experienced no

important gains or losses . From the Mexican

War of 1846-1848 a war in which the

United States, however much harassed by a

Mexican government angry at the loss of

Texas to rebellious Yankee settlers, was

clearly the aggressor, we gained an enormous

block of territory from Texas to California. V

War ancj Reconstruction

The great test of the Federal Union was the

war which broke out in 1861 after long_years

of sectional strife within the union between

North and South. The Civil War was really an

abortive nation alis t revolution, the attempt of

the Confederate states to set up a separate

sovereign nation. The South was predomi-

nantly agricultural, with a society based on

plantation slavery and on cottonjmd tobacco,

much of which was exported abroad. The

North was increasingly indus trial, with a so-

ciety based on free labor and on independent

farm owners.

To the conflict of economic interest was
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added, as almost always in human affairs, a

conflict of ideals, of ways of life. That conflict

was not so deep-seated, so irreconcilable, as it

seemed to be to the generation that went to

war in 1861— or the South, like Ireland or

Poland, would presumably have tried again to

free itself, something it did not attempt— or

really discuss seriously— even in the integra-

tion crises of the 1950's and 1960's. The fires

of conflict were fanned especially by the

question of slavery, which seemed immoral to
many m"tEe~North and which seemed the or-

cTer of nature to many in the South. Thev were

fanned also by writers and preachers on both

sides, the Northerners thinking of themselves

as h^irs of the Puritan s, the Southsmers as

heirs of the jiayaliers. With the secession of

South Carolina and its sister states, antago-

nism reached the point of open war.

In retrospect, the victory of the North has

an air of inevitability, especially since by

1861 the middle and upper^Iississippi Valley

was_hound firmly to the North by economi c

and__culniraL_ries. In population— especially

since the §Qudi_£Quld not, did not dare. jjse

the Negroes as soldiers— and in industrial

resources above all, the Norlb-_was greatly

superior. Yet, aided by a very able corps of

officers, by the advantages in morale that ac-

crue to determined underdogs, and by the di-

sastrous early overconfidence of the North,

the .South won initial virrnrie-; that gave its

cause__greal_ mompnnim ^But the North

thwarted the efforts of Confederate diplomats

to secure British intervention and was able to

improvise a aaiaUiirce that gradually estab-

lished_a_hlQ£kade^ shutting off the South from

importation of necessary war materials. In the

long run. Northern strength in men and ma-

terials wore the Southern armies down.

The striking thing about the Civil War is

not that the North won it finally in the field,

but that the South accepted the verdict of

battle as final, that the Union in which Amer-

icans today have grown up should be so firm

and final. The "Road to Reunion" after 1865

was indeed no easy one, and in the first years

of the Reconstruction period after the war it

appeared to many an almost impossible one.

With the assassination of Lincoln bv riie fa-

natical Booth in 1863 , the one great modeffle
who might have lessened thf vpnppfMJnfss nf

the Northern rarliraU was lost The South was

occupied by Northern soldiers, the UJiterate

Neeroes were_ enfranchised , and Northern
"
carpetbaggers" and Southern__IscaIawag£^

— and many sincere idealists who believed

they could bring liberty and equality to a "mis-

guided" South — combined to bring what

seemed a reign of terror to old Confederates.

Yet even in these early days the Civil War
did not end, as such wars have often ended, in

wholesale reprisals, executions, and exile.

Northerners had sung during the war, "Well

hang Jeff Davis to a sour apple tree'^; but after

the war Jefferson Davis, President of the Con-

federacy, was not hanged on a sour apple tree

or anywhere else. He was imprisoned for two

years, and then lived, q'l'ptly for another

thirty, of course writing a hook to justify his

^areer. The fate of Davis measures the miracle

of reunion. There were extremely few po-

litical refugees of the kind that often attend

defeated causes. The soldiers of the South re-

turned, often to devastated homes and lost

fortunes, but they returned home under am-

jTesty^ Gradually the crusading fervor of the

North wore off, and the Southerners, rein-

forced by new men, some of them immigrant

Northerners, took over control in their states.

Slavery, abolished by Lincoln's proclamation

in 1 86 3^ was never restored, but the Negroes

were in effect disenfranchised, "white_aiiprem-

acy " was restored, and the race q uestion in the

New Smith took on forms familiar to US today .

The end of the attempt to make radical re-

forms in the South was clear when a disputed

presidential election in 1876 saw the Repub-

lican Hayeswin_j)ver_^hieDen^^

after some very unprincipled political maneu-

vering which was certainly contrary to the

spirit ot the Constitution . No doubt conserv-

ative, business-conscious Northerners were

anxious to get back to normal conditions, and

quite willing to compromise with like-minded

Southerners at the expense of race equality

and other high ideals. Still, the final abandon-

ment of idealistic reconstruction seems largely



a usual, to-be-expected letdown of the en-

ergies behind a great crusade. In a sense, the

crusade was renewed in 1954 with the deci-

sion of the Supreme Court against segregated

public schools.

The South of the later nineteenth century

was in part a
"New South ," which is one of the

basic reasons why the region has come to ac-

cept the Civil War as ended, with due senti-

mental compensations in wistful feeling for

the past. Slowly in the late nineteenth century,

more rapidly in the twentieth, it has built up

its own industries, taken steps to free itself

from cotton monoculture and to integrate its

economy and its society with the rest of the

country. The South remained throughout this

period a relatively backward area, with its own
special problems of poverty, illiteracy, and

race difficulties, but it was not an alien land,

not an oppressed nationality eager to revolt.

The end of Reconstruction left the Demo-
cratic party in control of what came to be

called the "solid South." This was a natural

development, for it was the Republican party

that had guided the North during the war, and

that had tried to carry through Reconstruction.

This fact worked to strengthen the American

two-party system, since with so solid a block

secure for the Democrats, the Republicans

have been forced either to make compromises

among themselves to preserve their own party

unity, or to lose power; and the Northern

Democrats have been forced to make compro-

mises with their Southern wing.

It is possible, perhaps probable, that the

renewed attempt to "reconstruct" the South in

our time will mean a new party alignment. But

for a century that alignment was, in spite of

Populists, Progressives, New Dealers and the

like, essentially the same, and, like the two-

party alignment in Victorian Britain, rested

on a tacit agreement not to disagree totally

all down the line. The fact that the presidency
,

the great pri?:e of poliriral action, could be

obtained only hy securing a majority ofjhe
Electoral College meant also that a careful

balancing ot regional interests had to be

_maintiained;.j_minqrity party could ^geLJiO;

where in American politics.

Economic

and Social Development

In 1865, the American economy was i n

many senses still "colonial " — that is, it pro-

duced in the main foods and other raw materi-

als to be exchanged abroad for manufactured

goods and, in financial terms, it was dependent

on foreign money markets (chiefly London).

But by 1914 the United States had been

transformed into a great industrial nation,

with its agriculture already to a high de-

gree mechanized, and with financial resources

so great that after World War I New York was

to take over in part the place of London as a

world financial center . This transformation

could not have taken place, certainly not at

the rate it did, without the existence of abun-

dant manpower, of great and still almost

untouched natural resources, and of the tradi-

tions of individual initiative and freedom of

enterprise— which in part were certainly a

product of the "frontier." Europe played a

significant role in American economic growth

by furnishing investment capital and, above all,

by sending forth a steady flow of emigrants.

This great expansion in national wealth was

achieved in a climate of opinion that support-

ed^ overwhelmingly the view that the federa l

gt)vernment should ncn interfere directly with

business enterpr ise beyond maintaining pub -

lic ordgr , enforcing contracts, exercising some

control over the actual coinage of money — and

maintaining a protective tariff. Nor, of course,

were the state and local governments sup-

posed to go beyond such appropriate limits.

This view we have already met in the clas-

sical economists who followed Adam Smith in

Britain and in some of the continental states.

It is a view that in the West has generally ac-

companied the first stages of the industrial

revolution. But this revolution came relative-

ly late to the United States, and for this if for

no other reason a belief in free enterprise, in a

minimum of government interference in eco-

nomic activities, maintained itself more firmly
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in the rwentieth century there than in the

other parts of the western world.

This belief was reinforced by the Four-

teenth Amendment to the Constitution, ^
passed in 1866 and aimed to protect the freed

Negroes in the South from state action to de-

prive them of civil rights. The Amendment
contained the famous "dll£_42£Oceis" clause:
"
nor shall any state deprive anv DersQn-oLLife. ^

liberty, or property without due process of

law." In the great era of free enterprise that

followed the Civil War, the Supreme Court of

the United States interpreted the celebrated

clause to mean that state governments should

not deprive businessmen — including corpora-

tions as "persons"— of property by regulating

wages, prices, conditions of labor, and the like.

Immigration since the 1890's had brought

in millions of aliens from eastern and south-

ern Europe, men and women ignorant of

American ways, and readily exploited by un-

scrupulous or merely conventional employers.

These immigrants were hard to organize

ions: mn fhpy anr^ fh^lr fh'labo^ _-, --_, —
dren , _ "r''""r<'H, 'JfO'-"''^, rhn\,f,h fhpy mif>hr

be. read jly ah^nrhprl rh" Amf-ri'-fin hpliffs rhsr

no man is a proletarian by nature, that there is

always ronm nn rnp Yer even at the height of

this
"
Gilded__Age" or "Age of thf Rrihhpr

Barons" there was a movement toward the

welfare s tate . A£garentlythere_neyeLJsyas_a

time when jaissez-faire was a universalix-&c-

cepted principle (except for the tariff), and

wistful businessmen who nowadays look back

to the nineteenth century in America as free

from the curse of government interference are

simply inventing a myth.

Much the same forces that had produced

the Factory Acts in Britain gradually brought

to the United States minimum-wage acts, lim-

itation of child labor and women's labor, san-

itary regulation, control of hours of labor, and

workmen's compensation. Characteristically,

and in spite of the Fourteenth Amendment,
these measures were taken at the state rather

than at the national level, and they varied

greatly in the different states. The state of

Wisconsin early established a reputation for

advanced social legislation, but many of the

older northeastern states played an important

part in the movement. By the early twentieth

century, public opinion was ready for in-

creased participation of the national govern-

ment in the regulation of economic life.

Theodore Roosevelt, a Republican, presi-

dent from 1901 to 1909, promised to give la-

bor a "square deal" and to proceed vigorously

with "trust-busting," attacks on the great trusts

or combinations that had come to monopolize

important sectors of the American economy.

Although Roosevelt did not always fulfill his

promises, his administration did assail the

trusts in railroads and tobacco and did press

the federal regulation of great corporations. A
federal prosecution of the Standard Oil Com-
pany begun in 1906 resulted in 1911 in a Su-

preme Court decision dissolving the great

holding company. Some of the separated parts

familiar today, such as Esso (Standard of New
Jersey), Socony-Vacuum (Standard of New
York), and Calso (Standard of California), are

in fact "bigger " than was the dissolved parent

company of John D. Rockefeller. Yet the

work of the radicals of 1900, particularly the
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"muckrakers" who wrote exposes of question-

able business practices for popular magazines,

was clearly not in vain. American "big busi-

ness" was in the 195()'s bigger than it was in

the days of Theodore Roosevelt. But, to put

the matter nicely and in good terms, it was

aware of its responsibilities to the public — or,

to put it not so nicely, it was afraid of what

might happen to it if it followed the advice of

one of the great nineteenth-century "robber

barons," Cornelius Vanderbilt: "The public be

damnedl" In short, big business in the United

States is ultimately, as in democratic theory it

must be, under the control of public opinion.

This is a "realistic," not an "idealistic" state-

ment: American public opinion is not at bot-

tom hostile to the existence of wealthy indi-

viduals, but it does resent excessive

exploitation by big corporations.

During the first administration of Woodrow
Wilson (1913-1917), a Democrat, the process

of regulation gained momentum. The Federal

Reserve Act of 1913, for example, gave fed-

eral officials more control over banking,

credit, and currency. Approval of such meas-

ures was not, of course, unanimous, since

Americans differ loudly and widely about al-

most everything from metaphysics to sports.

But, save for the Civil War, they have usually

been willing in the end to differ no more

than vocally, to accept varieties of belief and

action where they appeared harmless or una-

voidable, to conform to the law with no more

than occasional violence. To outsiders, and to

many native critics, American life in the dec-

ades between the Civil War and 1917 often

seemed one great brawl, a more-than-Dar-

winian struggle for wealth and power. Yet this

apparently anarchistic society achieved ex-

traordinary material things — bridges, dams,

railroads, great cities — which required the

co-operation of millions of men and women
disciplined to a common task. This paradox of

the co-existence in the United States of

"rugged individualism" and social cohesion

still disturbs and puzzles many commentators

on the American scene.

In spite of the more than usual dose of dis-

trust of "government" common in western

— perhaps in human — tradition, government

has in the United States come to play a larger

and larger part in the lives of all. Although this

is true of local and state governments too, it

holds more especially of the federal govern-

ment. The gradually increasing importance of

the federal government, and the gradually de-

creasing initiative of state governments, are as

objectively clear in the period 1789-1917 as

is the material growth of the United States in

population and wealth.

The Myth of Isolation

Quite as objectively clear, though still the

subject of infinite debate among Americans, is

the emergence of the United States as a great

international power. The United States was

never literally "isolated." From the very be-

ginning, this country had a Department of

State, our senior department, and the proper

apparatus of ministers, consuls, and, later, am-

bassadors. The United States was involved in

the world war of the Napoleonic era, and by

the Monroe Doctrine of the I820's took the

firm position that European powers were not

to extend their existing territories in the

Western Hemisphere. This was no mere ne-

gation, but an active extension of American

claims to a far wider sphere of influence than

the continental United States. Although

Americans took no direct part in.the complex

nineteenth-century balance-of-power politics

in Europe, they showed an increasing concern

with a balance of power in the Far East, where

they had long traded. After the brief war of

I 898 with Spain, a war that broke out in Cuba,

always a close concern of the United States,

Americans found themselves directly involved

with the newly annexed territories of the

Philippine Islands, Hawaii, Puerto Rico — in

short, with what looked to outsiders, and to

many Americans, like an American empire.

Theodore Roosevelt, who owed his rapid

political rise partly to his military leadership

of the "Rough Riders ' in the Spanish War,

was a vigorous imperialist. He pressed the

building of the Panama Canal, upheld the Far

Eastern interests of the United States, and

advocated a larger navy. This new "navalism,"
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which also had assertive spokesmen in Britain

and Germany, derived many of its doctrines

from the writings of an American officer, Cap-

tain Alfred T. Mahan. Mahans book, The In-

fluence ofSea Power upon History ( 1 890), and his

later works assigned navies a place of pre-

eminent importance in determining power

status and found an influential audience both

at home and abroad. Americans as individ-

uals had long been active in work for bet-

ter international organization, world peace,

a world court.

Furthermore, over these many decades of

expanding wealth and trade, the United States

had come to take full part in international

commercial relations. In these relations she

had, save when the federal government was

blockading the Confederacy, stood out firmly

for rights to trade even though there was a war

on somewhere, stood out for the "rights of

neutrals." This fact alone would probably have

brought the United States into the world war

of 1914-1918, as it had brought her eventu-

ally into the world war of I 792 - 1 81 5. But in

1917 America was, as she had not been in

1812, a great and active participant in the

world state-system, though in formal alliance

with no state.
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Central and Eastern Europe

To the Outbreak of World War I

I Introduction
Opposite RUNNING AMOK (OER AMOK-

'^Z\"\'^,T''J^TJTrlZ"^ I" this chapter, we shall deal

with Germany (1830-19141 tha Jjabsburg

M<jflarchy (li^bu- l914), and

1914). These three empires were partners

in crime in the partitions of Poland af the

late eighteenth century, artd hrm allies in

the Metternich system of European balance

aftei;J815. After 1850, they passed through

periods 01 mutual affection and i^Mj^. In

1914 all went to war, with ^.Qermany jnd
^^crrio. Hiip^jjry as allies against Russi a. Inter-

nally they had much in common, although

each followed its own peculiar development.

In contrast with the countries of western Eu-

rope, these were the lands of autocratic mon-

archy and relatively powerless parliaments

appearing on the scene relatively late; all

were still "empires," a title that only the totter-

ing '^trnt""" Tpte also rli^impf] in Europe.
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II Qprmanv . 1^5p-J9l4^

V

^

k

In 1914, the militarist and na-

tionalist German Empire was a powerful, uni-

fied industrial state^ith a highly educated,

obedient, and competent population. By sup-

porting the Balkan policies of its ally,

Austria-Hungary, it helped to plunge the en-

tire world into the first of the twentieth cen-

tury's wars of mass slaughter. Germany had

emerged as a great continental power only

after 1 850, although for more than 1 ,400 years

millions of Germans had been. living in the

heart of Europe under a variety of political

regimes. The militarism, the authoritarianism,

the whole social and cultural "tone of the Ger-

many of 1914, were determined by the fact

that it was the Kingdom of Prussi a that had

achieved Gerrrfan unification. Characteristic

Prussian attitudes had overcome other Ger-

man ways of looking at society and had im-

posed themselves on non-Prussians. The

Prussian triumph was complete by \.SJJb.

Between 1850 and J 871',' and especially

after 1862, Prussia moved with ever-acceler-

ating speed from triumph to rjiumph. Doub-

ters and protesters were silenced'Tjf dazzled

by the glitter of each new achievement; moral

objections were regarded as unpatriotic. Ottp

mgi^Bismjj^, \^h^direae^^alj^j^gokeof
r^^^rr for Ipp^ilirv and rlpr^nrv .. "hnm'?;^

tai^an twaddle" and proclaimed an era when

"bloo^^W^^on" alone would decide. The

ends seemed so desirable and were being

gained so rapidly that even stern moralists

could tell themselves that this time they need

not examine the mean*. They shook their

heads and voted the government new subsidies.

The creation of iwacerial Germao^* was

above all the work of Bismarclt (1815-1 898).

Brilliant, unscrupuTousT^thless, a genius at

maneuver and at concealing his real inten-

tions, Bismarck was often bewilderingly incon-

sistent in his policies. Sometimes he pursued

two apparently contradictory policies at the

same time, until the moment came when he

had to make a final decision on which policy

to follow. His intense loyalty to the Prussian

Crown, however, did not falter during his

long years in ofce. although after his dis-

missal by Wil|iam I[ in 1890 he felt that his

work was being undone, and ne often tried to

embarrass the Emperor and his own successors

in the government. He could not endure crit-

icism of himself. At different periods, he

loathed liberals. Catholics, and socialists. And
he despised his intellectual inferiors even

when they belonged to his own class, the

Prussian landed nobility: the Junkers, who
believed firmly in their own privileges,

monopolized commissions in the Prussian

army, and dominated the administrative serv-

ices of the Prussian state. Whatever Bis-

marck's policy of the moment, force lay at its

roots. Influential before -Ĵ ^Hf he towered

over Prussia from ^862 to 187 1 , and over the

German Empire thereafter until i^90. Yet his

efforts could not have succeeded had they not

met with general approval from the German

people, who had hungered for unity since be-

fore 1«4£.

\

Prussia and the German
Confederation, 1850-1859

The first major question facing the states-

men of Central Europe after the revolutions

of 1 848 was whether -P«-n<;-jja or AiKifri-i would

dominate the-German Cpnfpr|praf ion. A crea-

tion of the Congress of Vienna (see Chapter

19), it had been temporarily shaken and split

by the developments of 1 84&. and now needed

to be rebuilt. The "Big German" solution

called for federation with Austria; the

German" solution called for separatiWi from
^11 fii|i nr ntr p^roii^lniirh nrrmrrrif '^'^

"Small German" program meant Prussian



I I

Annexed by Prusslo, 1866

Prussia to form North Germon Federol

North Germon Federolion . 1 866

form German Empire

of the non-Austrian Germaa/
states, and therefore became Qjsmarck's goal.

^lj^tfWi«»«<!3^Sr

dom:

JThe perioc

^^ot a Prussiar

>f% Frederick W
" arrfnr rhf in

The period after 1 848 opened with a defeat

Prussian "Small Gernian" solution. Kin^

Frederick \XTVLiam IV^wha had refused_ to

accept the^imperia l crown "from thp f;;iiffpr"

when it was offered by the_Frankfurt_Assem-

bly (see Chapter 19), none the less cherished

the hope that the German princes might offer

it to him^Taking advantage of Austria's pre-

occupation with the remnants of the Revolu-

tion of 1848, and overriding his own Prussian

conservatives, who wished simply to

strengthen their own state, Frederick William

IV formed the Erfurt Union of Princes, an

agreement to pool military resources. This

union was designed to lead to Prussian politi-

cal as well as military dominance.

The Austrians managed to bring Russian

pressure to bear on &rii!nri. The Tsar opposed

the unification of the Germans no matter un-

der whose auspices. At Olmiitz, in November,

1 850, the Prussians renounced the Erfurt Un
ion and reliiaap'-ly ^f^rpp-jJ-TfTTTTP revival of th(

Confederation. This episode is known as the
"
humiliation" of Olmiitz. a term that shows

how bitterly many Prussians resented it. Yet

Bismarck himsplfjjefendpd the treaty, and as a

result was sent as Prussian representative to

the Diet of the Confederation.

At the Diet Bismarck took every occasion

to work against Austria, and to thwart
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Austrian-desi^s. As one facet of his policy,

he favored Prussian Qf irrfll''"y
'" '^'' Q;imean

War (1854-56), in which England andFrance

1th Turkey against Russia, and Aus-

tria harassed rather than helped the Russians

(see p. 281 ). Realizing that Austrian behavior

was alienating Russia, and that Russian friend-

ship would be valuable later when Prussia

came to grips with Austria, Bismarck frus-

trated those Prussians who hoped that Prussia

would enter the war against Russia and thus

line up with the West. He was counting on a

military showdown with Austria With this

purpose in mind, he also wooed the French

Emperor Napoleon III, despite the horror that

many Prussians felt over dealings with a Bo-

naparte, whom they regarded as the heir of the

French Revolution.

Both the constitutional and economic

foundations of future Prussian development
wprp liiiVI during the ISJO's. The Prussian

Constitution o{ 1850, which lasted down to

the end of World War I, provided for aJakam-

gislature: a hereditary upper house\ n-

I jlliliujj ihl III >l ill I mill fnyal appninr^pi: anri

-j'lerfpd lower house. But the method of

electing this lower house made it certain that

the popular will would be frustrated. Electors

were divided into three classes, according to

the amount of taxes they paid. The 4 per cent

of the electorate who paid high taxes selected

one-third of the representatives. The 14 per

cent of middle taxpayers selected another

third, and the remaining 82 per cent of low

taxpayers selected the last third. The prepon-

derant power of the wealthy is clear.

Even so, the lower house had very little to

do beyond approving the budget. Policy

questions were decided in the upper house, or

still more often by the king and his personal

circle of military and political advisers! The

king appointed his ministers, could veto any

bill he disapproved, and had a fixed sum of

money at his disposal for expenses. He had a

special "military cabinet" for army affairs that

reported neither to the ministers nor to the

legislature. Practically speaking, the king and

the Junkers ran Prussia

With its possessions in western Germany,

including the Ruhr, Prussia had the richest

coal deposits in Europe. The iron and steel

inoustry, w iilniiMi hiImlIi her future political

and military triumphs would have been im-

possible, now began its phenomenal growth.

Alone among the continental nations, the

Prussians turned over the planning of their

new railway system to the army general staff,

which laid out the lines with an eye to rapid

and efficient mobilization and transportation

of troops and military supplies in time of war.

Indeed these military concerns led directly

to the beginning of Bismarck's undisputed

domination voC Prussian, po licies. King Wil-

liam I, who succeeded Frederick William IV

in 1 861 , was above all a soldier. His minister

of war, ^^, a friend of Bismarck's, easily

persuaded the King that an army reorganiza-

tion was necessary. He wanted to increase the

number of conscripts drafted each year from

40P00 to 63,000, and to lengthen the term of

their service from two to three years. Roon
hoped that a big conservative army might

serve as coiinteij^^ght to any liberal or revo-

lutionary tendencies in the jfitfe. A prolonged

political crisis arose over these aims in 1861

and 1862, when the Prussian parliament re-

fused to vote the budget. At the very height of

the crisis, the King, convinced that Bismarck

could outwit the parliament, appointed him to

the key posts of prime minisrpr ->[ fnif" "r

ntuu nf fni

On the fallacious principle that there was a

gap" in the constitution that permitted the

government to cciUocftrutc s even_when the

budget had not been <>pprr.t.<.71 hy p^j-lijimpnf

Bismarck now collected and spent revenue

quite illegally. Again and again he dissolved

the parliament, called new elections, faced

another hostile house, and then repeated the

process. He suppressed opposition newspapers

in defiance of a constitutional provision that

the press should beXtee- He indicted^ aaoppo-
sition deputy, himself a judge-and a loyal Prus-

sian, in spite of the constitutional provision

that deputies could not be indicted for any-

thing they said on the floor of the house. Yet



after four years of this illegal behavior ( 1 862 -

I 866), he got away with everything in the end

because of the glittering successes he scored

by his , unorthodox daring in *^nrfilf" rn|"'V

Since Bismarck intended to overthrow the

German Confederation as it was then consti-

tuted, he opposed Austrian efforts to reform

it. Austria wished to create an assembly of

delegates chosen by the parliaments of the

member states, in addition to those named by

the princes, and a directorate of six monarchs.

Bismarck prevented William I from attending

a congress of princes called by Austria to dis-

cuss these >tQ£oy's. and thus wrecked the

congress (1 862). In 1 863, he kept A+istria out

of the Zollierein, the German Cust6ms Union

(Chapter 19). He also consolidated his good

relations with Russia during the Polish revolt

(see p. 263) by concluding the Alvensleben

convention, which allowed the Russians to

pursue fleeing Poles onto Prussian territory

and capture th^m there. Thus Bismarck wooed
the Russians a serond^ nme, as he had during

the Crimean'

ThQ^i^bififiwig-linlstein

Question, 1863-1865

When the King of Qeggiark d jpd in^larp^V.

ta^V^tKe ^lebrated ^dH^^^ii^nrHolsteiit.^

question gave Bismarck further opportunities.

The prime minister of England once remarked

that only three men had ewr understood.this

complex problem, and ttrat one was dead 'and

one insahe, while "ht himself,J,he third, had

forgotten all about_it. In brief, the duchies of

Schleswig anH^Holstein at the southern base

or rne Uatiist^eninsula had been ruled by the

King of Denmark, but not as part of Denmark.

A fifteenth-century guarantee ass'ured the duch-

ies that they could never be separated from

one another. Yet Holstein to the south was a

member of the r;oi»nor| (^^^T^(oAor.,t\^^-

Schleswig to the north was not. Hqlsflein was

mn-rJT nrrmin in popiilirir'n- Schleswig was

mixed German and D^wwfc. In 1852, Prussia

had agreed in an international conference on

an heir who would succeed both to the Danish

throne and to the duchies. At the same time,

Prussia had joined Ae other powers in recom-

mending that Denmark and the duchies

should be united by a constitut ion. But, when

the constitutional union of Denmark and the

duchies was attempted, the duchies resisted,

and the Danes triecl to incorporate '^f-li'"''""r_

German patriots objected. The Prussians and

Austrians wanted the duchies tt> have special

representation^ inside the n^n'S^* r'""liai'^fr"^

and insisted thaT'Schlesy'ig should nol be

incorporated into Denmark. None the less, the

King of Denmark in 1 SfST followed a policy

that supported ^jjweAUliuii. ' ^
Into this situation Bismarck now moved to

win the duchies for Prussia. He wanted both

the prestige that Prussia would gain and the

valuable commercial port qii Kiel in Hol-

stein. First he maneuvered Prussia and Austria

together into a victorious war against Den-

mark (1864), although Austria had no real

interest in the iliii hii i Tin ii he quarreled

with the Aj^strians over the administration of

the duchies. At the Convention of Gaste
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i65, it was decided that Pniy^^^ajj^jd-
sTpr Srypswigarid ^""^ I^IIW'" was tff

arrangementadminister Bgjj
|
£in . But th

provided only a temporary halt in Bism;

drive against Austri

War with Austria, 1866

Bismarck kept nagging Vipfipa about

Austrian behavior in Holjiein. He tried and

failed to teTrTpt rrance mto an alliance. But he

did succeed in lining up the Italians, who se-

cretly obliged themselves to go to war on the

side of Prussia if Prussia fought Austria within

three months. This was contrary to the consti-

tution of the German Confederation, which

forbade members to ally themselves with a

foreign power against other members. So dis-

tressed was William 1 at this illegality thstjie

Jjed flatly when the Austrian emperor asked

hiatii' such a treaty existed. Finally, Bismarck

suddenly proposed that the German Confed-

eration be reformed, and that an all-German

parliament be elected by universal suffrage,

which everybody knew he hated.

Bismarck probably advanced this proposal

for universal suffrage in order to make it ap-

pear that his quarrel with Austria rested on a

less sordid ground than the mere Schleswig-

Holstein question. Yet the proposal also re-

flected his calculation that enfranchisement of

all Germans would weaken the Progressive

party, heir to the liberalism of 1 848, and

would produce many conservative and royalist

votes from the peasantry. He had seen how
Napoleon III had risen to imperial power in

France on the strength of universal suffrage.

And he had been influenced by conversations

with Ferdinand Lassalle, a German socialist,

who argued that universal suffrage would

weaken the mi3dle ciiassO- Bismarck had

hoped that the Austrians might try to throw

his plan out, but the other members of the

Confederation asked Prussia to propose a full

plan of cefbrm . Austria now laid the Schleswig-

Holstein question before the Diet of the Con-

federation. Bismarck ordered Prussian troops

into Holstein and declared that Austrian

motions in the Diet were unconstitutional.

He succeeded in provoking war with Austria

It was an all-German civil )war, ^iose.,Bavaria,

Wiirttemheig, 'Sasfljiy, Hanover (the Four

other German kingdoms)7^d most of the

lesser German states >^ulcd ii i

t

^j^Ausyattr"

tually decided in Ipss [^jin rhrpp The Austri-

ans had to commit a substantial part of their

forces against Italy. Skillfully using their rail-

way network, the telegraph, and superior ar-

maments, the Prussians quickly overran

northern Germany, invaded Bohemia and de-

feated the Austrians at Koniggratz (Sadowa),

defeated the Bavarians, and entered Frankfurt,

seat of the German Confederation. The states

of Hanover, Hesse-Cassel, and Nassau were

all annexed to Prussia and "their dynasties ex-

pelled. Schleswig-Holstein and the free city of

Frankfurt were also taken over.

Bismarck successfully opposed the gener-

als, and even his king, who wished to punish

Austria severely . Exf*pt for the cession of

Venetia to ItaW, Austria suffered no territorial

losses as a result of the Pegce of Prague

(1866), but she did pay a sfnaTl ijgtefrinijy .

Most important from Bismardcs point of

view, Austria had to withdraw forever from

the German Confederation, which now ceased

to exist. Germany north of the Main River was

to join a new North German Confederation to

be organized by Prussia. HOwever,"1t was stip-

ulated that the German stkes south of the

Main were to be free to form)an independent

union of their own. But Bismarck had pre-

viously concluded secret treaties' of alliance

with the most important South German states

— Bayaria . V^jitumilperg, and ^ad«n— who
promised" to put their armies at the disposal

of the king of Prussia in case oi war. So the

proposed South German union coBld never

come into existence. Bismarck thus broke

the Peace of Prague before it had been con-

cluded, a real piece of diplomatic skill. Bis-

marck's gentle treatment of Austria was not

just a matter of generosity . He was convinced

that Prussia would need Austrian help in

the future. Now that he had expt^llPft Austria

from Germany, imposed a "Small German"

solution, and elevated Prussia to the position

of dominance, he had scored his point.
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Now Bismarck was free to turn to the

Prussian parliame nt, with which he had been

fencung for four years. He asked for an "in-

demnity"— that is. a certification that all the

revenue he had illegally collected and ille-

gally spent, ever since the parliament had re-

fused to pass the budget in 1861, had in fact

been legally collected and legally spent. The
deputies were so dazzled by the feats ot arms

against Denmark and Austria, and by the

enormous new acquisitions of power and ter-

ritory, that they voted the indenjinity and

awarded Bismarck personally a cash gift of

roughly S3 00.000.

The North German
Confederation

An assembly elected by universal manhood
suffrage now debated and adopted a constitu-

tion for the new North German Confedera-

tion, of which the Prussian king was president.

The draft that Bismarck submitted is ejoguent

testimony to his determination to "lill narl ia-

llJil!>lii ilji>iii.i,li |iii li iiiient." The future

parliament iR^hii,i^\ was to have no power

over the hmii;et,"and the ministers were not to

be responsible to it. Instead, a Federal

C
I tfPj^Jfffff^t '"f ' consisting of delegates

from'Vhe lOember states and voting according

to instructions from_theit_S2Xei»igns, would

reach all keyjjioiiey -decisions in secret and

would Ija^eveto power over any enactment of

the Reichstag. A chancellor would preside

over the Bundesrat, but would not have to ex-

plain or defend its decisions before the

Reichstag Since Prussia now had not only its

own votes in the Bundesrat but also those of

the newly annexed stateSr Bismarck's plan L»^

effect made it possible for tluLjung,of Pr^iisia

JT. ri|p r.>Tm»oy^ " /^^
This plan was only slightly modified so that

the future chancellor would have to sign every

/par

act undertaken by the lyjuj. af_Pr iiii^ as pres-

ident of the Confederation. But the executive

was in no way made "responsible" to the

Reichstag. Bismarct?s plan also specified that,

beginning five years later in 1872, the size of

the army would be fixedj^ulaw and that the

Reichstag would have a vote on the budget.

However, Bismacclr, wtt(J"bfL'4ine cliaucellor,

saw to It rh.u the debate on the military

budgef did in)t t.ike pl.Rc every ycJf. but

that Sums were .ippropnatedtor lont; periods

in advance.

As long as Bismarck needed the benevolent

neutrality nf Napnipnn III. he had hinted that

he rriight not object if Napoleon took Bel-

gium. Now the gullible Nanoleon found that

Bismarck no longer remembered the matter.

Hoping to be compensated for his assistance

in making peace between Prussia and Austria,

Napoleon 111 tried to acquire Luxemburg by

purchase from the kinsja£Holland. Again he

was frustrated by Bismarck. Suddenly con-

fronted with the new Germany, many mem-
bers of the French public and press hoped to

get "revenge for Sadowa," and became strong-

ly anti-German. The German press responded

in kind. Napoleon III tried to obtain an alli-

ance with Austria and Italy in order to thwart

further Prussian expansion. But the Austrians

shied away from a true commitment, and the

Italians were unable to reach an agreement

with the French becS^ise of the riimi in i|IIM'

jiofrffee Chapter 21). /
When the SpaniaidiJlUfiiedtheir queen in

r84§, one of the carvdidates forll'iy lllfou" Has

a Ho^pn7nll^pr. prip'-" whom Bismarck se-

cretly backed by discreetly bribing influential

Spgniar^ s. Because of family dynastic practice,

it was necessary to secure the coiisentoftJje

re

l

ucta^-- Y\\W ^^"^nl I nf Pru^jyia and fhi

s

Rismarrk finall y f.jn iiiii» I n.i>hp|||r h i ntfnr

that "nr "'ith Fr-n'-p rrifihr millr Napoleon

III, also deep in Spanish intrigue, feared that a

Hohenzollern on the Spanish thron* would

expose France to a t^-frjint attackv French

diplomatic pfESSure was exerted dl/ectly on

King William, and the Hohenzollern" candi-

date withdrew. At this moment, Bismarck
— !ii.« i iicd to bo <Jgfuated. ^ _

But the French, overstimulated by their

success, now demanded that Willfam publicly

endorse the withdrawal of,;he candidacy, and

k
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promise never to allow

William, who was apEijis, (

Bisa;iarck set^ o>ir jo bait the

3 be renewed,

eously refused,

and sent a telegram to Bismarck describing his

interchange with the French ambassador. Bis-

marck then abridged this famous Ems tele-

gram, and released his doctored version to the

press and all the European chanceries. He
made it seem that WiU iarp had thoroughly

snubbed the French amhas.sadT> r. and that the

ambassador " had been "provocative" to the

King. Public opinion in Germany was now
nflamed, and Bisgiarck set- out jo bait the

French ,m
jiem

and boasting of his prowess in editing the Ems
despatch. The French reacted as Bismarck had

hoped. They declared war on Tnly 1 Q^ ]
9.1Ci

^K Within six weeks the Germans had ad-

1 'Hfanced into Fcance . bottled up one French

army inside the fortress^ of Metz, defeated an-

other at Sedan, and captu?F8 NiipnlirTfrjtl

himself_The protracted siege of Paris fol-

fnding in surrender early in 1871. A
new French government had to sign the treaty

of Frankfurt. Bismarck forced the French to

pay a billion-dollar iajiemaky, to cede the

rjch province of Alsace and about two-fifths of

Lorraine (which the German military wanted

as a defense against possible future French

attack), and to support German occupying

fnrrpg -until '
'

' ' '
' ' '

'

The German Empire

had to make a few unimportant concessions to

the rulers of the South German states to secure

their entry into the nes/ empire, but he never

had to consult the ReicBjj^, which simply

hastened to send its own deputation begging

the King to accept the Crown. The, proclama-

tion took place in a ceremony of princes and

soldiers. When a constitution for the new em-

pire was adopted, it was simply an extension

of the constitution of the North German Con-

federation of 1 867.

As n H f ilie German Enfpire frotn

1871 to 1890, Pj^0^—-> L»^ ->-^ leadin,

statesman in all Europe. He felt that Germany
had no further need for territory or for war.

As a nineteenth-century realist with no dream
of world-empire, he felt that his limited goals

had been atujjjgd. As diplomat, he henceforth

worked for the preservation of Germany's

gains """'Ifif rb^r?^" ^rom abroad, especially

the threat that haunted him most: foreign coa-

lition against^iiiin'<n.y (see Chapter 25). As

politician, he worked for the preservation of the

Prussian Sjtgtem against all opposing ouniontO i

Bismarck's chancellorship falls naturally

into two periods: ( U a period offtjeejfaUe,

co-operatioo_aarh the Libei'ali!. illlj'upposition

to the Catholics (iS/l -lW/8); and (2) a period
--' the

^

Domestic Developments,

1871-1878

At home, a multitude of economic and le-

gal questions arose as a result of the creation

of the new empire. Working with the moder-

ate Liberal party in the Reichstag, Bismarck

put through a commoti_coina^and a central

bank, co-ordinated and unified the railroads

and postal systems, and regularized the legal

and judicial systems. In 1871, the Reichstag

voted to maintain 1 per cent of the population

under arms for three years. In 1 874, Bismarck,

simply by threatening to resign, forced the

Reichstag to fix the size of the army at 401 ,000

for a seven-year period, untiT'lUW l. lll-l!]6(],

a year before the period expired, he forced

an increase to ^4 ^"^,0(10 for another seven

vpar<:^ yp LSSS The privileged position ot

the army made a military career ever more
attractive and_ served as a constant spur to

German militarism. — >~ -~-.

But tlie gfeat drama of the 1870's in Ger-

many was furnished by Bismarck's attack on

the °i"""" '"Thaijc Church, t\
^p K^/turtafni>f

jattle for civilization"). The "Syllabus of'^*^

Errori," publisHtltl'by the Vatican in 1864 (see

^h%iner 20), had denounced the tolAation of



other religions, secular Hlir"'"" ^"^ state

participation in rhiirrh iffnirs. Then in 18~'()

the Vatican Council, the first general council

of the Church to meet since jbe-Qpuncil of

Trent in the RefoTwarion pe^-ioH adopted the

dogma of papal infallibility. This dogma as-

serted that the judgments of the pope on faith

and morals were infjililili Ti\ many non-

Catholics, this seemed to say that no state

could count on the absolute loyajlv-ef—its—
Catholic citizens.

Tn~GermaiTyr^the Catholics were a large

minority of the population. They had formecl

a political party, t^g^^aW* that quickly be^J^
came the second^ strongest pkrty in the Em-

pire. The Center defended papal ijfnllihiHfj-

and wished to restore the pope's temporal

power, which had been ended by the unifica-

tion of Italy . The Center not only had many

sympathizers in the Catholic Polish provinces

of Germany but 'also sponsored a labor move-

ment of its own, which seemed to pose a social

threat. Catholic peasant and workman, priest

and nobleman, all opposed the ^gmtLJiant

urban mJ |^^^l''
''tjI ijll'^

'^'' P"'"'"" ^'^-"'

r'2l'iimi
" rho ygfo Ricmorrl- identified

his clerical opponents with France and Austria.

the two nations he had defeated in making the

new Germany.
In coTtaboration with the Liberals, Bis-

marck put through laws expelling the J^suits-

fcpm Germany, forbidding the clergy to crit i-

rijf rh>» gpy^fnrapnt and closing -rfle schools

of r^jMriil' liiders. In Prussia, civil marriage

was now rgfluy-ed. appropriations for the

Catholic Church were stopped, and priests

were forced to ;ni4T jit ji^ular universities.

The PopF declared these laws n ull and voi d.

and summoned all^^od Catholics tc^jlisobgy
th^m . Catholic services stopped in towns and

villages, and many Catholics were deprived of

'•^Jff'r^^sarramgmjL-
—

'

Bismarck never appreciated that the

Church thrives on Bersecution. By declaring

that he would not "pn rn rann<:<:a " he sum-

moned up for Protestant Germans the picture

of the German Emperor Henry IV humbling

himself before the Pope "M, 1 "V But Bis-

marck in the end had to go to femossa and re-

pealed in the eighties most of the anti-Catholic

mnaniirn he had passed in the seventies. By

then he needed the support of theCenter

party against his former allies the Liberals,

whose demands for power he founde)tOfK^

tant, and against the Rowing menace of the

Sprial Dprnnrpu^ Moreoyfir, the Protestant

Church itself and many of the conservative

Prussian nobility had grown alarmed over the

excesses of the anti-Carholir ramnaign
^

Domestic Developments ,

1878-1890 ^
Indeed, in 1877 and 1878, Bismarck had

begun a gradual shift in policy, dictated in the

-fipr niace by the need-EoT-jnorp rpvpnnp The
Empire got its money in part from ir\direct

taxes imposed by the^Rgijiiaafi^on j^b^rrr. »<

alcohol, -'•"'•^
nr"' •^° like. The rest came

from the individual states, which controlled

all direct taxation and made contributions to

the imperial budget. As military costs mounted,

the governments income became insufficient,

and Bismarck did not want to increase the

Empire's dependence on thfi^states by re -

peatedly asking them to increase their con-

tributions. He wanted the Reichstag to vote

higher indirect taxes, but its Liberal members
suspected that if they acceded he might do to

them what he had formerly done to the

si^c^ parliament: govern without th_s

pute aro.s^ . and depend on the money he would

collect from the higher taxes they had granted

hjrjji Therefore they wanted some sort of

guarantee before they imripH Ritm^rrlr» han^c

Basically. German tariff policy had been

one of freetrade, with little protection for

German goods~But after a financial panic in

1873, the irorwand textile industries put pres-

sure on Fi-mijM- tnj;hifTj3_i rnli"/ "^
tT"

tt;rrion that wri ilr* ^aln-thpp compete with

En^lancL Moreover, an agricultural crisis led

conservatives to abandon their previous sup-

port of free trade, "and to demand protection

against cheap grain from eastern Europe. In

1879, Bismarck put through a general pro-

tective tariff on all imports, a move on which

his former allies, the Liberals, were split.

In order to avoid granting the constitution-
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al guarantees demanded Hy ihf* '-ihpr-'l': Bis-

marck gradually abandoned the i^tltui^^itif.

The Catholic Center favored his protectionist

policy; moreover, the lessening of the clerical

threat in France and the conclusion of a firm

German alliance with Austria in 1879 (see

Chapter 25) removed the foreigp causes^or

the attack r»n r|^p rV|ii[-*h Bismarck therefore

secured the support of the Center as well as

that of the caaagrvaj^ves. Thus he was able to

avoid making concessions to the Reichstag,

and thus he launched Germany on an era of

protection. The protectionist policy spurred

still further the r^id and efficient growth of

industry, especiall/'heavy industry. Politically,

the conservative Protestant agrarian forces

now grew srrnnger
^

and gaip fij tmny iirj-in

votes. But BrswlSrck never entirely trusted the

Centir, and strove successfully to remodel the

Liberals into a stanchly conservative industri-
^

alist group. ^^
Wffuehe was easing rhf^ Kultif^banihf anA

swinging to protection in 1878-1879, Bis-

marck also began to proceed against the^pgial

Btemoeracic jart^i i The Marxists^Liebknecht

and Bobt;! had founded this small party in

l.a(j9; in 1 87§.,_*her^nTarged it, much to

Marx's own disgust, by accepting the followers

of iLaf'ii'*^^ "P apostle of non-violenc,e. The

erman Social Democrats were not nearly so

revolutionary as their own Marxist phraseol-

ogy suggested, and had no doubt inherited

some of Lassalle's willingness to make a deal

with the existing regime. They had many sup-

porters among intellectuals and former liber-

als, and a substantial trade-union following,

polling half a million votes in 1877, about 10

per cent of the total electorate. They were

prepared to concentrate their efforts on im-

proving working conditions rather than on

revolution. But Bismarck always needed an

enemy against whom he could unify his ^grl
porter?; besides, he had been deeply im-

pressed by the Paris Commune (see Chapter

21), and believed that something similar

might occur in Germany.

Using as a pretext two attempts by alleged

Social Democrats to assassinate William I,

Bismarck called a general election in 1 878

and rammed through fhp Rpir^trap a bill

making the Soci al DtfriocratiT^piirfy .Mjf_g!iJ.

forbidding its meetings, and suppressing its

newspapers. Individual socialists could even

be expelled from their domiciles by the__po-

^lice.| Abandoning their alleged principlesTtHe
'

Liberals supported' thjs,Jaw, but they would

not allow Bismarck to make it a permanent

statute. He had to apply to the Reichstag for

its renewal every two or three years; it was

renewed each time, until just before Bis-

marck's own downfall in 1890. Interestingly

enough. Social Democrats were still allowed

to run for the Reichstag, and their votes in-

creased during the years when they were suf-

fering legal disabilities.

But Bismarck felt that "a remedy cannot be

sought merely in repression of Socialist ex-

cesses—there must be simultaneously a posi-

tive advancement of the welfare^fxhg.working

clJk^ejx' As a result, all during the 1880's,

the government put forward a se^g»<if hilU ij

favor of the woi^rs: in 1882 rnmpiiUnr^y in-

jiiranre a
p
jain<f jllpes s and in 1 884 against

aetidfiMS^The sickness insurance funds were

raised by contributions from both workers and

employers; the accidentjnsurance funds were

contributed altogether by the eippteyers. In

1889, old-age and invalidism insurance
^
fol-

lowed, with employers and emplgyees^ontri-

buting eqjj&lly, and with an additional subsidy

from the itate . The German system of social

security as developed initially under Bis-

marck did not reduce the Snfiil ncwcirntic

v^ye^ but it did provide much that the

worker desire^ii" —

jful William I .^J pHarr^ipagX

of niTgt£j»X888, and William' ^s son. Frederick

lOj^alr^ady mortall|_in, ruled for' only about ^
three months. The ncjTt emperor was Freder- *'
ick's son, William II, a- young man of twenty-

nine whose advent his fathetAhad



^

determined to act for himself. This determi-

nation underlay the subsequent controversy

berween him and Bismarck.

On his accession. Wifliam loudly pro-

claimed hii.synipathv with the workinj^man.

When the ann-siKLilist law came up tor re-

newal, the £mperur supported a modihed

vetsion that unulJ have taken awav the power

of the p.ihie ti) expel SuLial DemocraTsTrom

their resuleni.es. BismatLk opposed the meas-

ureTTiopiTu; that the Social Democrats would

indulge in excesses which would give him

the excuse to suppress them by armed force.

As a result, there was no anti-socialist law

after 1 890. Other differences arose berween

the 'tnancellor and the Emperor over re-

lations with Russia, and over procedure

in reaching policy decisions. Finally, in

March, IWO WiMiagfi rnmmanded Bismarck

AltRough four chancellors succeeded him

during the years befQi£.thej>inbii.'T)i iitjjiat^in

19i4. none of tliem can be compared with

Bismaitk jf^abilitys^d inj^ence. The years

1890-1914 are truly tKTyears <s(- \y/il|j„m tr

Energetic but unsteady, porrfpous and men-

acing but without the inteiitipn or the courage

to back up his threats, emotional and vacillat-

ing, William '[ iir'Trj '" govern agy

^untry, much less the militaristic, highly in-

dustrialt^e ijiperial Germany with its soc ial

fensinn.s and its lack ot political balance.

Domestic Tensions, 1890-1914

Party structure reflected the strains in Ger-

mat^ society. The Liberals, a party of big. busi-

•ness, usually had little strength in the Reichs-

tag, although many indurti'lallSfS were* on

intimate terms with the Emperor personally.

The great landowners banded together in pro-

test against a reduction in agricultural duties

which was included in a series of trade treaties

concluded between Germany and other con-

tinental European countries between 1 892

and 1894. In 1894, they organized the Agrar-

ian League, which spearheaded all conservative

measures and became enormously powerful

in German politics. In 1902, they forced a

return to protection.

The electoral strength of the Social Demo-
crats increased during William's reign from

1,500,000 to 4,250,000, and embraced one-

third of fhp vririno pnpii [jjrir^n by 1914. Freed

from interference bv the removal of the anti-

socia^st law, lliey organized trade unioaa^cir-

cu iiitea newspapers, ana sucCt!»^ l iillu- h »niiehr

jVTPgfj.ira.i.^aj'-niyWI^ l..r MirsrP cr^ri^S legis-

"Tttiofi. The party had no immediate plan for a

revolution, although its radical wing expected,

especially after the Russian Revolution of

1905 (see pp. 289-290), that a revolution

would come. The moderate or "revisionist"

wing, which expected no open conflict between

capital and labor, felt that, by allying them-
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selves with the middle class to attain a majority

in the Reichstag, the Social Democrats might

eventually overthrow the militarist regime.

This the radical wing scornfully dismissed as

mere temporizing.

As the Social Democrats became more

powerful, the government allied itself more

"closely TTJfh rhr riilinlli Ti ntrr Between

1895 and 1906, and again between 1909 and

1914, a coalition of conservatives and the

Center formed the majority group in the

Reichstag. The coalition did not wish to see

any increase in the powers of parliament. Yet

left-wingers within the Center party occasiflit.

ally called for a liberaiizationjj^-rilg^ystem,

and for tarriral niirposes ^ypnlH pven ally

themselves with the Social Democrats.
'^ Meanwhile, issues of military, colonial, and

foreign policy began to complicate the inter

nal politics of Germany. The size of the army

rose from 479,000 in 1892 to 870,000 in

191 3. And for the first time Germany sought a

big navy, after Admiral Tirpitz became minis-

ter of the navy in 1 897. The Emperor issued a

series of warlike and grandiose statements

hailing Germany's "future on the waters," and

he and Tirpitz planned a high-seas fleet to su-

persede the naval forces that had been de-

signed for coastal defense and for the defense

of commerce. The navy boom was at least

partly intended to supply a market for the

expanding steel industry. A Navy League, os-

tensibly a private organization but constantly

hand in glove with the regime, spread propa-

ganda on behalf of the new fleet. The first

rather modest naval law of 1 898 provided for

a navy that was doubled by the second law

of 1 900.

But the army and navy were only the most

obvious weapons of world power. Bismarck's

satisfied country seemed satisfied no longe r.

The Colonial Society thrived, as'^Germany

seized lands in the Far Easy and in Africa (see

Chapter 24), despite the 'drain on the budget

(for the colonies were never profitable),

and despite scandal afte£_icandal (for the

Germans were often brutal colonial admin-

istrators). "Pan-Germans" planned the great

Rprlin-RdoMjjrl r^ilwfY -" the Near East

Boer President Krjjger a telegram congratu-

lating him on WThaving repelled the Jameson

and cried shrilly for more and more adventure

and conquest.

William's naval and colonial policies em-

bittered Germany's relations wjth_^Great

BmaL". 1 " 1 896, the Emperor himself sent the

nt Knjg

1 Wsnavi
Raid (Chapter 24) ancThinting that Germany
would' have been willing to intervene on the

side of the Boers against Britain. Again in

1 908, he gave an interview to a London news-

paper, the Daily Telegraph, in which, with

monumental indiscretion, he protested his

friendship for Britain, yet at the same time de-

clared that the English had been ungrateful to

him in not acknowledging that his own mil-

itary plans, sent/to them in secrecy, had

enabled them to win the Boer War. Of course

there was nothing i njiis^derm)
"^

The Daily Telegraph affair aroused a storm

of protest against William in Germany itself,

and the Emperor had to apologize and prom-

ise to do better in the future. This episode

illustrates the dangerous instability of the man
who was all-powerful in a mighty military

state. Moreover, it also reveals the general

uneasiness that underlay__the apparently

smooth ^nd prospe?Bus~surface ot William's

Qe^a2yrTtre'protest--agai«st-rhe'an3rt^ronis-

tic system under which vermans live<^ and

labored, and against the external bombast and

internal insecurity ^rf^ the fesiiTie,_,waS^ ex-

pressed in the enormoui~vote of the Social

Democrats igjijl 2. "^

In 1 91 ^-'
"^'f

a German army officer in

the Alsatian town /of _Saverne (Zabern)

wounded a lame sh^maker with hja swnrd,

and the commanding^officer of the German

garrison illegally arrested and jailed towns-

people who p|rot£gted . The bitter resentment

of the Alastians was echoed by a tremendous

number of Germans who had become resent-

ful over the outrageous and unrestrained be-

havior of their military. By a^jpte of^^^g
54, the Reichstag passed a resolution of cen-

sure against the government. Even more in-

teresting is the sequel, foi William decorated

the guilty officer, wbojivas acquitted by a

court-martial. The SS^gjoe-'aflFair proved that
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the German public was still capable of feeling

discomfort nvpr rhp pi^''j
;<i<jg^ of their Prussian

masters, but it also proved tht even a public

of disapproval had little effect on

jnasters — the fcmperor, the Junkers, and

III The Habsburg Monarchy, 1850-1914

Character of the Empire

The extraordinary empire of the Habs-

burgs has been called ramshackle, heter-

ogeneo)4s, and anachronistic. And much
scorn^ias been poured upon it for its incom-

petence, its smugness, its stupidity, and its

failure to keep up with modern times. No
doubt these charges are largely justified. But

in recent years voices have been raised

mourning the -Empi re's disappearance, and

regretfullj__i*t6otng^—

a

nineteenth-century

Czec]i_4iatriot's celebrated remark that if the

Empire did not exist it would be necessary to

invent it. These expressions of longing come
not only from monarchists and clericals la-

menting a past hopelessly beyond recovery, but

from many who have experienced the far more
oppressive nationalist or Fascist regimes that

governed much former Habsburg territory in

the 192()'s and 1930's, or the Communist re-

gimes of the period since 1945. By contrast,

even the Habsburgs seem preferable.

For sixty-four mortal years from 1850 to

1914, the Emperor Francis loseoh sat on the

iabsburg throne . Simple in his personal life

immensely ^onsctenrigus. he worked hard

at his.desk, reading and signing state papers

^"1 hniir' ""ry^-'Y But he was without fire or

i magipariqn uninterested in books dealing

u,:X7.,[-|-pnf nrnhlems. or even in neatspapers.

rl^vr.f^rl m fh^ ri piH rr..,rf Pfipi.PrfP r,rP.crrih£iH

jg^J:JabjtlU££S> inflexibly old-fashioned ' and

conservative. He was intensely pious. He
loved to hunt. His mere longevity inspired

loyalty, but^t must be admitted that he was a

jllll ^""i— in every sense of tire term. His

decisions usually came toc^late, and conceded

too little. His responsibility for the course of
ev^pt.s is large. ^-"^

"

Political Experiments,

1850-1867

cuuvciiiciiL uaic iou^ , wiieii iiie empire oe-

caiilfe the dual monarchy of Austria-Huqgar/.

After the su'^ression of tht Reiiuluifon of

1 848, there was a decade of represjisfljisually

caljed theJ.'Ba£h:periQjl," frorii the n'ame of

tne~Minister of the Interior, ending in 1 859

with the war against Piedmont\^nd France (see

Chapter 21 ). Then came eight years of politi-

perimentaiion, from 1859 to 1867,

ualiy came too late, and conceded (

the first rime unified and directly

vpTtlHiV 'lirTTTiHurn'
'"" offidals."Tirrf55,

the state siejig^ a concordat with the Catholic

ChurcTi, giving cleri(:s__a greater influence in

education and in ot£er Ti'elds\han"They had

enjoyed since the reforms of Joseph II. The
repressiv«-4omestic palitijes of the Bach pe-

rip«Krequired expensive armies and goHce-

jjierj) Instead of investing in railroads and

industry, Austria went into debt by enforcing

the Bach_sj^em. These expenditures left it at

a disadvantage compared witn Prussia. Then,

during the Crimean _War, instead of repaying

Tsar Nicholas-) tor Russia's) aid in subduing

the Hungarian revolution, Austria "astonished

the world by her i^fgratitude." Not only did

Francis Joseph fail to assist the Russians, he

actually kept them infear of an aftttCtc by oc-

cupying the Danubian principalities (modern
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Rumania). In 1857, Austria experienced a

severe financial crisis partly as a result of this

long mobilization.

The defeat of 1859 at the hands of_the

French_afl£Ul-t»i«<n5, aniJ' the loss of I-ombardy

with its great city of Milan, brought about the

end of the Bach system. War continued to

threaten, and the nationalities inside the Em-

pire, especially the Magyars, could not be kept

in a state of smoldering discontent which

would render their troops unreliable. Several

solutions were now tried in an effort to create

a structure that would withstand the domestic

and foreign strains, but that would not jeop-

ardize the Emperor's position. Francis Joseph

made no effort to consult the people. Instead,

he listened first to the nobles, who favored a

loose federalism, and then to the bureaucrats,

who favored a tight centralism.

The "October Diploma" (1860) set up a

central legislature to deal with economic and

military problems. To it the provincial assem-

blies (diets) throughout the Empire would send

delegates. All other problems were left to the

provincial diets, elected by a system that

worked to disfranchise the peasants, and to

benefit the rich, and (in Bohemia) the German

townspeople rather than the Czech farmers

But the October Diploma did not satisfy the

most important non-German province: Hun
gary. The Magyars continued to press for au

tonomy, as they had in 1 848. Francis Joseph

who really preferred the Bach system, op

posed Magyar wishes for special treatment, and

hoped that the nobles could stave off further

liberalization.

On the other hand, the German liberals and

bureaucrats of Austria felt that the October

Diploma went too far and gave the Magyars too

much. To them it seemed that the Empire was

being dismembered on behalf of the nobility,

who dominated the provincial assemblies. The

"February Patent" of 1861 was actually a new

constitution in line with their views. It pro-

claimed a more centralized scheme. The

imperial legislature took over most of the

powers the October Diploma had reserved

for the provincial assemblies or diets.

Naturally, the Magyars objected to this

second solution even more than to the first,

and flatly refused to participate. To the ap-

plause of the Germans in Vienna, including

the liberals, Hungary was returned to author-

itarian rule. Czechs and Poles also eventually

withdrew from the central parliament and left

only a German rump. Disturbed, the Emperor

suspended the February Patent; he began to

negotiate with the Magyars, who were repre-

sented by the intelligent and moderate Francis

Deak, but the negotiations were interrupted

by the war with Prussia in 1866. The Austrian

defeat at Sadowa (see above), the expulsion of

Austria from Germany, and the loss of Vene-

tia seemed to threaten the entire Habsburg

system. Francis Joseph resumed negotiations

with the Magyars, with the help of the great

Magyar noble, Andrassy, and of Beust, who
had become Austrian foreign minister. In

1 867, a formula was found which was to gov-

ern and preserve the Habsburg domains down
to the World War of 1 91 4 - 1 91 8.

The Dual Monarchy, 1867

This formula was the famous_4^i£^ttt or

"cOnlgrflJBUSe,^ whi rh rrg^t r ll "Jiiil mr.n-

'""ShV" "f (Siiirrrjfi-Hun^ry. The Hungarian

constitution of 1 848 -s^as restored, and the

entire Empire was reorganized on a strict

partnership bays. Austria and Hungary were

united in the person of the emperor, who was

always to be a '""iV-1--' i^jf-

—

--
Hilhr'^'jrr

and who was to be crowned Kinf> of Hunga ry

in a special ceremony^ n_Byiiapest. For foreign

policy, military affSirs^ and finance, the two

states had joint ministers appointed by the

emperor. A customs union subject to renewal

every ten years also united them. Every ten

years the quota of common expenditure

to be borne by each partner was to be set-

tled. A unique body, the "delegations,"

made up of sixty members from the Austrian

parliament and sixty member^from the Hun-

garian parliament, meeting alternately in

Vienna and in Budapest, was to decide on the

common budget. After the budget had been

approved, it had to be ratified by the full
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parliaments of both countries, and signed by

the emperor-king. The delgations also had

supervisory authority over the three joint

ministers, and might summon them to give an

account of their activities. In practice, the

delegations seldom met, and were almost never

consulted on questions of policy. The system

favored Hungary, which had 40 per cent of the

population but never paid more than one-

third of the expenses. Every ten years, when the

quota of Jxpetises and the customs union

needed joint consideration, a new crisis arose.

Otherwise, Hungary and Au^jfr'- "T[t, "T-
arate^tmes. As King o{ Hungary, Francis Jo-

seph at)ix>inted cabinet ministers, profe.ssors.

bishopi»LiUll^W<8SS^nd other othci als. He
was obliged at leas t once a j^ear to summon
the H ""<r""iaf'

'"gislature, which had an upper

Tiouse of hereditary peers and a lower house

elected by an elaborate systemjKixhjnore than

fifty types of voters. However, qualifications

regarding economic status and nationality

made the Hungarian lower house entirely un-

democratic; the voters 'nt^Vyr lUlUlyd Inore

thaft b f)er fent of the population. For its part,

Austria retained the parliament and the sev-

enteen provincial assemblies provided by the

February Patent of 1861. According to the

new Austrian constitution of 1867, the au-

thority of the emperor somewhat resembled

that of other constitutional monarchs, with the

fundamental exception that he could legislate

by himself when parliament was not in ses-

sion. Since he could dissolve parliament at

will, he enjoyed a very large discretion and

was potentially a strong personal ruler.

The dual structure of Austria-Hungary was

unique in Europe, and indeed in history. Be-

cause of it, many domestic developments in

the two parts of the monarchy may [ie i^ons id-

ered quite separately- Yet one overwhelmingly

iiTipoTtant and complicated problem remained

common to both halves of the monarchy: the

problem ot the national_ r"i""rifi>-; that had

ndt received their autonomy. Some of these

minorities (Czechs, Poles, Ruthenes) were

argely in Austria; others (Slovaks, Rumanians)

were largely in Hungary; the rest (Croats,

Serbs, Slovenes, all of them south Slavs) were

in both states. These nationalities were at

different stages of development and of national

self-consciousness. Some of them were subject

to pressures from fellow-nationals living in

Hates riiircirlf rK^-rh^jil mnnarrhy"
^Ttie ^Tustrian constitution otT86^rfndHed
that all nationalities enjoy pqi!a\r\jfj^ti,<in<{

gu^raflteed that each might use its own lan-

guage in education, administration, and public

life. Even the Hungarians in 1868 abandoned

on paper the fierce Magyar chauvinism of

Kossuth and the superpatriots of 1 84T8 {Chapter

1 ^^r-grtT put on the statute books a law that

allowed the minorities to conduct local ^v-
e"r|imenr.ta-tliej£|own language , toTiold the

chief posts in their counties, and to have their

own s^oujs. But in practice, neither the

Austrian nor the Hungarian swtute was re-

_Spefred. The nationalities suffered varying

deeree.s of discrimination and everidgjjgjjfc___

^n{u>§ince the ity problem was com-
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mon trf An^r/ia jiprl rn Hungary , and since it

ruined the entire dual monarchy in the end,

after the ^^n'irrr'" '^pff'" of Wnr|i|< Warl we
must examine it in son

After 1 86^ many Czechs felt that they were

entitled to an Aus^/etfh
^
on the model which

the Magyars had obtained. They argued that

the lands of the Crown of St. Wenceslaus

(d. 929)— the provinces Qf_Bohemia. Moravia,

and - Austj;£an_^l£iia— possesse3^rights com-

parableTo those that the Magyars had success-

fully claimed for the lands of the Crown of St.

Stephen (997-1,038). feut the Czechs never

had the power or the opportunity that the

Magyars had to bring ^pressure o_Q_the Austri-

ans, although Czech deputies boycotted the

Austrian parliament in the hope that Francis

Joseph would consent to become j^iafijj£^^

|)f"li3 i" Prague as he had become King of

Hufl^iliy ill'oudapest.

In 1871. the Emperor did indeed offer to

be crowned as King of Bohemia. The Bohe-

mian diet, from which all Germans had

withdrawn in a fury, drew up proposals that

would have produced a triple instead of a dual

monarchy. The rage of Austrian and Bohemian
Germans, the opposition of Magyar politi-

cians, who predicted chaos, and a Slavic

uprising in southern Austria forced Francis

Joseph to change his mind. Deeply disap-

pointed, the Czg.ch natiooaUst _ ted^rs re-

turned to passive resistance.

By 1879, when the Czech deputies returned

to the UL£(ina .Eadianjertf, they were divided

into moderate "old Czechs" and cadic^J^atj^d

impetuous "young Czechs^." fn^THe 1880's

and 1 890's, each timetheCzechs won cultural

or political gains, the German extremists bit-

terlx_oE£osed them, strengthening tfie^Czetfi

extremists an^~%eakening the moderates. A
statute requiring all judges in Czech lands to

conslu«Trrfats~iajh.e_ language of tTie petjtToner

led-»e—th^ development of an experienced^

body of Czech civil servants, since rri3ny

Czechs knew German already, while Germans
usually had. to learn Czech. In 1890, the gov-

^rninenr and the old C^ych.s had jpntc,t;„e.]y

agre^ff^n an administrative division of Bohe-
niia herween Germans and Czechs, but "The

young Czechs rioted inthe''^o|iemian diet,

and Prague was put under martial law, whicli

lasted until 1 897. When a new law was passed

requiring that all civil servants would Ijave to

be bilingual after ^901 ^The Germans in the

Vienna par^iarnent threw inkwells, blew
whistles, and forced ouL_the "I'nJfi'''"^ while

Czech extremists began to talk ominously

about a future Russian-led^Slavic showdown
with the Germans' ^U moderation vanished in

the waves of jjoise ^Jid hatred. No Austrian

parliament could stay lB»jfs'ion, and the gov-

ernment had to be conducted by decree.

Under the stress of prolonged agitation,

and influenced by the apparent triumph of

constitutionalism in Rtjsj^aisee p. 291

)

. Frari^

cis Joseph finally decided to reform thSran-

cbis^. In-1907, all male citizens of tTie AusrfTan

lands were now enfranchised and could vote

for deputies on their own nationality. Of the

516 deputies in the new parliamentj2^3__

would be German and 1 0^ Czech,.j_fi^ure

almost-pa>pt>rtTO«aJj:o_the census hgur^'

Yet in 19L^ the Bohemian d'fFf'was dis-

solved by a cou^ and in 19J4 Czech deputies

in the Austrian parliament refus^ to allow

national business to proceed. Thus World War
I began with both parliament and the Bohe-

mian diet djjse+ved, and with the Emperor

and ministers ruling by themselves. Perhaps

chief among the many causes for this general

parliamentary breakdown was the failure to

give the Czech provinces the self-government

they had vainly sought since 1867. Most

Czechs did not wish to cut loose from the Em-
pire and establish a separate state of their

own. Amounting to about 23 per cent of the

Austrian population, the Czechs formed a

hard core of discontent.

Yet, from the economic and cultural points

of view, the Czechs were by far the most ad-

vanced of the Slavic peoples in the dual mo-

narchy. By 1 900, the famous Skoda armament

works had become the largest in the Empire,

and the rival of Krupp in Germany. Porcelain

and glassware, lace and beer, sugar and the

tourist trade, made the Czech middle class
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rich and Czech craftsmen famous. Laboring

conditions were bad, however, and the Czech

Social Democrats were weakened by their

refusal to work with their German oppo-

site numbers.

Czech nationalism was fostered by an active

Czech-language press, by patriotic societies,

by Czech schools, and by the famous sokols

("hawks"), a physical-training society with

strong nationalist leanings. At the ancient

Prague University, learned Czech scholars

taught, of whom Thomas Masaryk, married to

an American, became the most famous. Pro-

fessor of philosophy and student of Slavic

culture, but a lover of the West, Masaryk

deeply influenced generations of students, and

upheld democratic ideals in politics. Histori-

ans studied the heroic past of the Czechs, and

poets, novelists, and musicians glorified it for

the popular audience. Deprived of their na-

tional autonomy and exposed to German bias

though the Czechs were, they can hardly be

regarded as a persecuted minority. They had

their language and their freedom to develop

under Austrian domination.

Poles and Ruthenians

Poles everywhere to look to Austrian Galicia

as the center_of_national l ife andjoiiture. Pol-

ish refugees from tyrantiyelsewhere took ref-

uge in the cities of Cracow and Lemberg.

Here were splendid Polish universities, no-

ble tamilies living grandly as they alwayihad

in_ Poland, and opportunities to serve the

Crown in the provincial administration. TTie

universities trained generations of Poles who
were available later for service in independent

Ppjaad.. Polish literature and the stu^y of

Polish history flourished. Though slowly, in-

dustrialization began, and a promising petro-

leum industry wa s li^unrhpH Only theij.u-

tJiea*«flSTind the Jews sii^iMft i1l<>i4iiiiiiiiii(iii

and haffH<jhip-—
T|he Poles eliminated Ruthenians .^wn the

Galician ^ief, and until 1907 kept them from

the imperial parliament. The Ruthenians

fhrmiri^i -nrnrB rlii-jrird into an older pro-

Russian generation, and a younger generation

of Ukrainian nationalists, often fanatical, who
hated Poles and Russians alike, and who hoped

for their own autonomous^status within the

monarchy. In 1908, a Ukrainian assassinated

the Polish governor of Galicia after a horri-

ble instance of Polish police brutality.

Of all the minorities in Austria, the Po les

(1 8 per cent of the population) wef64he most

satisfied, the only r.Qnf»pfgrl Pr>lp|j in Fgrnnp

Most of them lived in Galicia, where they

formed the landlord class/and generally op-

pressed their peasants, especiall y thp hark-

ward Rnf|ipiM«in~ (1 ll<rainian<i). Like the

Czechs, the Galician Poles asked for provin-

cial self-government—on the Magyar mod el,

and like the Czeihs, they we4-e 'denied. But

they had their own schools»and Polish was the

language of administration and the courts. The

Poles enjoyed favorable financiaT" arrange-

ments, and after 1 87 1 rhp|-p wat a special mi n-

istry f"!"
'^-"^'^'x^

•" '^^°"^-^ Since tney hated

Russia, Pan-Slavism never tempted them as it

did the ^zech s: they were not even very much
interested in a future indi^npndent Poland.

The contrast^etween this generous treat-

ment and the brutality suffered by the Poles

living in Prussian and -Russian Poland led

Other Minorities in Austria

The other minorities in Austria were far

l^ss numerous. Less than 3 per cent of the

populatiofrliias Ital ian in 1910; about 4i per

cent was Slbvene; and less tnatl 3 per cent was

Serb and Croat. The Italians of the south Ty-

rol and Istria, where their center was the

seaport of Trieste, were far more important

than their numbers warranted, however, be-

cause of the existence of the Kingdom of Italy

across the monarchy's frontier. Almost all of

them wanted to belong to Italy, and Italy re-

garded their lands as Italia Irredenta (see Chap-

ter 2 1 ). Of all the Austrian minorities, the Ital-

ian steadily proved itself the most anxious to

get out of the Habsburg Monarchy altogether.

Among the south Slavs in Austria proper,

the Slovenes were the most contented. Scat-

tered in six provinces, and often living at odds

with their German or Italian neighbors, they



usually made only local demands, like that for

lecture courses in Slovene at Graz university.

The Croats in Austria (mostly in Dalmatia)

were fewer and less disaffected than those in

Hungary, and the Serbs in Austria were far

fewer and less disaffected than the Serbs in

Hungary and in the separate province of

Bosnia Yet both Serbs and Croats in Austria

were divided: some preferred autonomy with-

in the Empire and others hoped one day to join

a still hypothetical south Slav state.

Minorities in Hungary:
Slovaks, RumaniansT^outh Slavs

In HungarfVminority_£rot)lems were even

more acute . Mag^'ar behavior toward other

national groups grew increasingly outrageous

as moderate counsels vanished in the face of

short-sighted demagoguery. The Slovaks, the

Rumanians, and the Serbs and Croats liv-

ing in Hungary proper were the worst vic-

tims of a deliberate policy of Magyarization,

but even the Croatians of Croatia, whose

province had its own constitutional special

status, suffered. The Magyar aim was actually

to destroy the national identity of the minor-

ities, and to transform them into Mag>'ars. The
weapon used was language.

It is difficult to understand the passionate

attachment felt by the backward peasant peo-

ples of southeastern Europe for their own lan-

guages. Yet, deprived of economic opportunity

and sometimes of complete religious free-

dom, these peoples in the nineteenth cen-

tury found in the languages they talked a liv-

ing proof of national identity. The Magyars

too, who made up only 55 per cent of the

population of their own country exclusive of

Croatia, had a fanatical devotion to their own
language, an Asian tongue quite unrelated to

the German, Slavic, or Rumanian languages of

the minorities. They tried to force it upon the

subject peoples, particularly in education. All

state-supported schools, from kindergartens to

universities, had to give instruction in Magyar.

The state postal, telegraph, and railroad serv-

ices used only Magyar.

The Slovaks, numbering about 11 per cent

of the population of Hungary, were perhaps

the most Magyarized. Poor peasants for the

most part, the more ambitious of them often

became Magyars simply by adopting the Ma-

gyar language as their own. As time passed, a

few Slovaks came to feel a sense of unity with

the closely related but far more advanced

Czechs across the border in Austria. The pro-

Czechs among the Slovaks were usually liber-

als and Protestants. Catholic and conservative

Slovaks toward the end on the century found

their leader in a priest, Father HIinka, who
advocated Slovak autonomy. After Czechoslo-

vakia had been formed in 1918. the HIinka

movement continued to be anti-Czech, and

became pro-Hitler in the 193l)'s.

The Rumanians, who lived in Transylvania,

amounted in 1910 to 16i per cent of the pop-

ulation of Hungary, and possessed a majority

in Transylvania itself For centuries they had

been downtrodden by the Mag^'ars, and had

had to fight to achieve recognition of their Or-

thodox religion. Indeed, largely in the hope of

receiving better treatment, many of them had

become "Uniates," accepting the supremacy of

Rome but otherwise preserving their own li-

turgy. Despite laws designed to eliminate the

use of the Rumanian language, and a great

deal of petty persecution, the Rumanians

stoutly resisted assimilation. For redress of

grievances, many looked to Vienna, which

before the AusRlehh had often been a source

of assistance against the Magyars, but which

was now committed to give the Magyars a free

hand. These Rumanians hoped that Transyl-

vania might again be made autonomous, as it

had once been in the past. They pressed for

the enforcement of the liberal Hungarian na-

tionalities law of 1868. They wanted their

language and their church to have equal stand-

ing with other languages and other churches.

But when in 1 892 the Rumanians petitioned

Vienna on these points, their petition was re-

turned unopened and unread. When they cir-

culated the petition widely abroad, their

leaders were tried and jailed. It was little won-

der that many Transylvanian Rumanians ceased

to look west to Vienna for help that never

came, and began to look south and east across

the Carpathians to Rumania, where their
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fellow-nationals had a kingdom of their own

and a strong wish to annex the whole of

Transylvania.

Under Magyar rule, some Serbs and Croats

lived in Hungary proper and others in Croatia.

In 1910, those in Hungary totaled about

600,000, of whom two-thirds were Serbs. Liv-

ing in a compact mass in the southern and west-

ern frontier regions, these were the inhabi-

tants of the old Habsburg "military frontier"

against the Turks. They were transferred to

Magyar rule in 1 869, and they resented it. The

Serbs especially disliked Hungarian adminis-

tration and looked to the independent king-

dom of Serbia to the south. But a far greater

menace to Hungarian unity was provided by

Croatia proper.

Croatia

The Croats, though connected since the

eleventh century wi th th^ '^rnirn "f Hi—,—

y

had become strongly nationalistic under the

impact of the Napoleonic occupation, and had

fought on the side of the monarchy against the

Magyar revolutionarieS^l 848. Npne the less,

Francis Joseph, as part_ofthe.^Ai^/«£^settle-

ment, handed thert' backto the Magyars.

Croatian nationalists were deeply disap-

pointed. Led by the Roman Catholic Bishop

Strossmayer, a rnan of deen inrelli^er^re. high

culture, and liberal views, they had hoped for

an autonomous Croatia and Dalmatia inside

the Empire, which would serve as a nucleus to

attract all the other southern Slavs. But instead,

the Magyar moderates, led by Deak, worked

out in 1 868 an Ausgleich of their own between

Hungary and Croatia.

All military and economic affairs were to be

handled in Budapest by a special cabinet minis-

ter for Croatian affairs. Representatives from

the Croatian parliament at the Croatian capital

of Zagreb would sit in Budapest whenever

Croatian affairs were under discussion. Croa-

tian delegates would be part of the Hungarian

"delegation" of the dual monarchy. The Croa-

tian language could be spoken by Croat repre-

sentatives at the sessions of any body they at-

tended, and the language of command in the

Croatian territorial army would be Croatian.

The Croats would control their own education-

al system, their church, their courts and police,

but all taxes would be voted by Budapest and

collected by agents of Budapest. Although the

Croats were far better off than any national

minority in Hungary, this "compromise" did

not satisfy them.

The "Party of the Right," the ancestor of

Croat extremism in our own day, wanted a

completely autonomous Croatia, and scorned

as inferior the Serbs and other non-Catholic

south Slavs, whom Strossmayer had hoped to

attract. Further problems were created in Cath-

olic Croatia by the existence of a Serb Ortho-

dox minority (more than a quarter of the popu-

lation), which spoke the same language as the

Croats, and which was racially indistinguish-

able from them. But the Orthodox minority

worshipped in different churches, and was

therefore subject to religious discrimination.

For twenty years at the close of the nine-

teenth century, the Hungarian-appointed

governor cleverly fostered this Serb-Croat

antagonism by using the Serbs for local

offices. He received the support only of those

Croats who had become Magyar-speaking,

usually great landowners or government

officials.

By 1903, Serbs and Croats were beginning

to co-operate against Hungarian rule, and to

spread pro-Slav propaganda in Dalmatia. In

1905, Croats asked Vienna for Dalmatia and

for electoral reforms, but professed that they

wanted to observe faithfully the arrangement

of 1868 with Hungary. Serbians endorsed these

Croatian demands, though some Serbs hoped

for union with independent Serbia, and some

Croats still hoped for complete independence.

In spite of these hopeful signs, the hopes

of the moderates were dashed by the fearfully

unpopular Railway Servants Act (1907), which

forced all railroad workers to speak Magyar.

Croats began to boycott Hungarian-made

goods; the Croatian diet refused to collabor-

ate with the new governor, who in 1909

arrested fifty-odd Croats and Serbs and charged

them with plotting to unite Croatia and Bosnia

with Serbia. The evidence was ridiculously in-

adequate, and the defendants, though con-
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demned, obtained a reversal of the sentences

on appeal to a higher coun. But these Zagreb

trials gave the Slavic press a splendid oppor-

tunity to denounce the policy of the dual

monarchy.

In the same year, 1909, a celebrated Aus-

trian historian. Fried) ung, charged in the

Vienna press that the Croatian and Serbian

politicians in Croatia were plotting with Ser-

bians in Serbia. Fried) ung was eventually

forced to admit that his documentary sources,

which in all probability had been fed to him by

the Vienna foreign office, were forgeries. The

Zagreb trials and the Friedjung case, coming

only five years before the assassination of Fran-

cis Ferdinand by a Bosnian Serb and the out-

break of war, demonstrated the incompetence

of the dual monarchy in dealing with its own
loyal south Slav inhabitants. In 191 2, 191 3, and

1914, Bosnian students tried to assassinate the

Hungarian governor of Croatia These were

ominous rehearsals for the crime of June 28,

1914, which led not merely to internal crisis

but to world war.

Bosnia-Herzegovina

In the dual monarchy, the region of Bosnia-

Herzegovina had a special status. By the

I870's, these two provinces had been part of

the Ottoman Empire for about four cermjries.

Although ethnically south Slavic, the popula-

tion included in 1 8"'T"ilbuui ffalf a million

Moslems, half a million members of the Ortho-

dox Church, and perhaps 1 50,000 Catholics.

Under Turkish rule, those who accepted Islam

had enjoyed economic advantages. Most of the

Orthodox Christian population consisted of

peasants working on the estates of Moslem
landlords, and looking across the frontiers to

Serbia in hope of liberation. Some of the Cath-

olics were educated in Strossmayers seminary,

and leaned toward eventual absorption in his

south-Slav state, but almost nobody wanted

to join the Habsburg monarchy as it was

then constituted.

The Herzegovinian uprising ofX8"'5 agaiQ st

the Turks precipitated a gf nej-jJ Balkan ilavic

attack on the Tiir|^ Russia too wettf't^war

against theTjirks, but first the Austrian and

Russian foitign ministers reached an agree-

Jljefit on tne (uture status ot the twO UlU'

vinces. But they laterJisagreed on what the

agreement had been. At the Congress of Berlin

in 1 8"8 (see p. 286), the Austrians obtained the

right to occupy the provinces, but not to

annex them.

From 1878 to 1908, the forces of the mon-

archy occupied Bosnia and Herzegovina The
sovereignty of the Turkish sultan was recog-

nized throughout this period, but in fact the

provinces were ruled from Vienna, though not

as part of either Austria or Hungary. Instead,

they were put under the common Austro-

Hungarian minister of finance.

The discontent of the Orthodox Serbs of

Bosnia was fanned by propaganda from Serbia

itself Patriotic Serbs considered that the first

logical step toward creating a greater Serbia

would be to incorporate these provinces in-

side their own frontiers, and they resented the

decision of the Congress of Berlin that had

allowed Habsburg occupation. However, so

long as the occupation was not turned into

annexation, the Serbs preserved the hope that

the provinces might some day become theirs,

and meanwhile flooded them with agents and

plotters. The Moslems, though favored by the

Habsburg authorities, never reconciled them-

selves to the ending of Turkish rule, and the

Catholics hoped to join Croatia.

Thus these provinces perpetually threat-

ened to create an explosion. The more intelli-

gent observers in Vienna pressed for some sort

of an all-south-Slav solution, not unlike that

of Strossmayer. This would have put Dalmatia,

Croatia, and Bosnia-Herzegovina together into

a south-Slav kingdom under Francis Joseph,

with the same status as Hungary — a triple

rather than a dual monarchy. The advocates

of this solution, known as "trialists," met with

violent Magyar opposition.

However, the Young Turk Revolution of

^208^aused the adventurous Austrian foreign

minister Aehrenthal to fear that the status of

the provinces might be changed. Fortified by

a prior secret agreement with Russia, Aehren-

thal simply annexed the two provinces in Oct-

ober, I 908, and announced that they would be
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given a diet of their own. This move precipi-

tated a major European crisis (Chapter 25),

which threatened world war, but eventually

subsided, leaving the Serbs bitterly resentful.

Serbian ambition to acquire the provinces now
seemed permanently checked. The humilia-

tion of Serbia, the disappointment of Russia,

the solidarity of Germany with Austria-

Hungary as revealed by the crisis, helped set

the stage for the catastrophe of 1914. The dis-

content of the population of Bosnia, when

added to the discontent of the Czechs and Ital-

ians in Austria, and of the Slovaks, Rumanians,

Croats, and other south Slavs in Hungary, goes

far to account for the wartime weaknesses and

postwar disintegration of the dual monarchy.

Yet the minority question, critical though

it was, does not provide the entire answer. We
must now briefly consider the Austrian-

German and Hungarian majorities, both in

their separate development and in their criti-

cal relationship to each other. Only then can

we see that even the two ruling groups were

subject to divisive forces that crippled them

individually and together.

Austrian Society

and Politics, 1867- 1914

From the earliest days of the Ausg/eich, the

Austrian liberals fought the clerical conser-

vatives. They legalized civil marriages, secu-

larized all but religious instruction, canceled

the concordat of 1 855 after the proclamation of

papal infallibility in 1870, and taxed church

property (1873). These measures were the Aus-

trian counterpart of the German Ku/turkampf.

but they were much milder, since Austria was

90 per cent Catholic, and did not share the Pro-

testant Prussian suspicion of the Vatican. The
liberals were discredited by the financial crash

of 1873, during which it was revealed that

some of them had accepted bribes in return

for voting in favor of charters for shady and un-

stable new companies. From this period dates

the earliest political anti-Semitism in Austria,

since some Jewish liberals were involved in

the scandals and served as convenient scape-

goats. Economic advance during the early years

of the monarchy had brought the usual increase

in the working class, which after the crash

turned toward socialism in both its Marxist

and its milder forms.

The Austrian nobles, who often owned great

estates which they ruled almost like indepen-

dent potentates, were on the whole frivolous

in their tastes, and took little interest in the

problems of the nineteenth and twentieth cen-

turies. They squandered their incomes on high

living and gambling. Yet they supplied almost

all the political leadership that the nation got.

The large size of their estates was one funda-

mental reason for the small size of the average

peasant holding, and made it necessary even

for landowning peasants to try to obtain part-

time employment on a noble's property. The
peasants' standard of living and level of literacy

were extremely low, yet the influence of the

clergy kept them subservient to their masters,

loyal to the dynasty, and almost contented with

their lot.

The middle class of town-dwellers and men
of business, so familiar in western Europe,

came later and was smaller in number in Aus-

tria. The wealthier tried to imitate the aristo-

cracy's mode of life and to buy their way into

the charmed circle. Others joined the pro-

fessions, which they found overcrowded and

badly paid. The unemployment of intellectuals

is an extremely dangerous matter politically.

Among the bourgeoisie there were many
Jews. Numbering 5 per cent of the total popu-

lation of Austria, theJews (except for very few)

could not be nobles, peasants, members of the

clergy, bureaucrats, or army officers. So they

were forced to enter trade, the professions, and

the arts, where they often prospered and dis-

tinguished themselves. What we mean when
we refer loosely to pre-war "Viennese" life,

with its charm and gaiety, its cultivation, its

music, its cafes, its high reputation in medicine

and science, was the life of a society very

largely Jewish or part-Jewish. Conversion,

intermarriage, and assimilation were not un-

common among the upper-middle-class Jews.

Anti-Semitism, fanned by the continued

migration of poorer Jews from regions of east-

ern Europe where oppression had rendered

them squalid and uncouth, was general among
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the non-Jews of Austria. But we must distin-

guish between the social anti-Semitism of most

aristocrats, which was often simply a form of

snobbery, and the serious political anti-

Semitism of the lower middle classes, often

the unsuccessful competitors of the Jews in

the world of small shop-keeping. Partly out of

religious prejudice, partly out of distaste for

the liberal politics usually preferred by the

middle-class Jews, the clericals inveighed a-

gainst them. One response among the Jews to

the swelling chorus of anti-Semitism was Zion-

ism (sponsorship of ajewish state in Palestine),

which originated in the dual monarchy.

The stresses and strains inherent in this

social structure, aggravated by the problems

of the national minorities, produced in the late

nineteenth century two important new politi-

cal movements among the Germans of Austria:

Pan-Germanism and Christian Socialism. In

the early 1 880s, even moderate Austrian Ger-

mans wanted to hand over the Slavic lands of

Austria to the Hungarians to rule, and then,

stripped to the German core, to unite economi-

cally with Germany. The Pan-Germans were

more radical and more violent. They opposed

the Habsburg dynasty. They opposed the Cath-

olic Church and led a noisy movement called

"Away from Rome" (Los ion Rom). They de-

manded that Austria become Protestant, and

unite politically with Germany. They were

furiously anti-Slav and anti-Semitic. They

adored Bismarck and Wotan, but Bismarck did

not encourage them. Their leader, Schonerer,

himself a convert to Protestantism, was elected

to the Austrian parliament in 1873 from the

same district that later gave birth to Adolf Hit-

ler. But the Pan-Germans never managed to

become more than an extreme vocal minority.

The Christian Socialists, on the other hand,

became the most important Austrian political

party. Strongly Catholic and loyal to the Habs-

burgs, they appealed at the same time to the

peasant and the small businessman by favoring

social legislation and by opposing big business.

They too were violently anti-Semitic. At first

skeptical of the value of Christian Socialism,

the clergy later made the movement its own,

and especially in the country prevailed on the

people to vote for its candidates. The most

famous single Christian Socialist was the per-

ennial Mayor of Vienna after 1895, Karl

Lueger, the idol of the lower middle classes

of the capital. For years he sponsored public

ownership of city utilities, parks, playgrounds,

free milk for schoolchildren, and other wel-

fare services. Lueger always catered to his fol-

lowers' hatred of Jews, Marxian socialists, and

Magyars. Hitler, who saw Lueger's funeral pro-

cession in 1910, hailed him in AUhi Kampfis
the greatest statesman of his times. It is

impossible to understand the doctrines of Ger-

man Nazism in this century without under-

standing the social and racial structure of the

Habsburg monarchy in which Hitler grew up,

and especially the doctrines and the appeal of

Pan-Germanism and Christian Socialism.

To the Pan-Germans and the Christian

Socialists, the Austrian Social Democrats,

founded in 1888, responded with a Marxist

program calling for government ownership

of the means of production and for political

action organized by class rather than by nation-

ality. But the Austrian Social Democrats were

not revolutionaries, and set as their goals such

political and social gains as universal suffrage,

secular education, welfare legislation, and the

eight-hour day. They were usually led by in-

tellectuals, many of them Jewish, but they

were followed by an ever-increasing number

of workers.

On the nationality question, Social Demo-
cratic leaders strongly urged a reform in the

direction of democratic federalism. Each na-

tionality should have control of its own affairs

in its own territory; in mixed territories,

minorities should be protected; and a central

parliament should decide matters of common
interest. Cultural autonomy for the nationali-

ties of a multi-national state was by no means

an impractical or doctrinaire Marxist idea. Its

practicality was later attested by the Soviet

Russians, faced as they were with a similar

problem and much influenced by the thinking

of Austrian Social Democrats on the question.

Otto Bauer, a doctrinaire Marxist, tried to ex-

plain away national antagonisms in the Empire

as a manifestation of class warfare. But the pro-

gram of another Social Democrat, Karl Renner,

who lived to be chancellor of the Austrian Re-
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public when it was founded in 1919 and again

when it was re-created in 1945, might have

averted the necessity for the foundation of any

republic at all. A believer in the dual mon-

archy, Renner advocated treating the nation-

alities as if they were churches, and allowing

each citizen to belong to whatever one he

chose. Each of these "national associations"

would have its own schools, and disagreements

among them would be settled by a high court

of arbitration. Who is to say that if these views

had been adopted, the monarchy might not

have been preserved?

Hungarian Society

and Politics, 1867-1914

In Hungary, the social structure was some-

what different. The great landed nobility, own-

ing half of Hungary in estates of hundreds of

thousands of acres apiece, were a small class

numerically. Loyal to the dynasty, sometimes

kind to their tenants, and socially contemptu-

ous of all beneath them, they were often in-

telligent and discriminating, yet more often

just as frivolous and empty-headed as their

Austrian counterparts. But Hungary had a

much larger class of country gentlemen, the

squirearchy, whose holdings were far smaller

and whose social position was lower, but whose

political influence as a group was even greater.

After the emancipation of the serfs in 1848,

and during later periods of uncertain agricul-

tural conditions, many members of the gentry

became civil servants or entered the profes-

sions. The peasantry suffered from small hold-

ings, insufficient education, primitive methods

of farming, and a low standard of living.

The Magyars were country folk, and the

towns for centuries had been centers for Ger-

mans and Jews. But during the nineteenth cen-

tury, the towns became steadily more Magyar,

as members of the gentry and peasantry moved

into them. The Jewish population grew enor-

mously during the same period, mostly by im-

migration from the north and east. In Hungary,

many Jews were converted and assimilated and

became strongly Magyar in sentiment and be-

havior. When they grew rich enough, they

bought land and titles, and became gentry. But

here too they were greatly disliked, especially

among the poorer city population, and in the

countryside, where they were associated with

money-lending and tavern-keeping, two pro-

fessions that kept the peasant in their debt.

Yet though anti-Semitism existed in Hungary,

it never gained as many followers or became as

important a political movement as in Austria.

At the bottom of the social pyramid was a

small class (never more than 20 per cent of the

population) of industrial workers in the cities,

mostly in the textile and flourmilling indus-

tries. Wages were low, and living and working

conditions were abominable, like those in

Russia rather than those in the West. Yet more

and more welfare measures were passed toward

the end of the century. Because of its feeble-

ness and lack of self-consciousness, this class

could not be organized into an effective

socialist party.

The Catholic Church was immensely power-

ful and rich in Hungary as in Austria, but in

Hungary Catholicism was the faith only of

about 60 per cent instead of 90 per cent of the

population. Some Hungarian magnate families

and many of the gentry had never returned to

Catholicism after the Reformation. They re-

mained Calvinists. Several hundred thousand

Germans, chiefly in Transylvania, were Luth-

eran. And in Transylvania also there were

Magyar Unitarians. Clericalism could never

become in Hungary the dominant force it

was in Austria.

Thus, because of its differing social and re-

ligious structure, Hungary could not produce

strong parties like the Austrian Social Demo-
crats and Christian Socialists. Austria had a

relatively liberal franchise before 1 907 and

universal manhood suffrage thereafter. Hun-

gary, in contrast, never really changed its law

of 1 874, by which only about 6 per cent of the

population could vote. Moreover, Magyars of

all shades were pretty well united in their de-

termination to subjugate the national minor-

ities in Hungary. Internal political or social

issues, therefore, did little to determine Hun-

garian political alignments. The only real issue.
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and the chief source of Magj'ar political differ-

ences, was the question of Hungary's position

in the dual monarchy.

Hungarian opponents of the Ausgleich were

in the early days organized into two groups.

The Kossuthists favored complete independ-

ence; a slightly more moderate party called

the "Tigers" wished to improve the position

of Hungary inside the monarchy by securing

for the Hungarians control over their own
army, their own diplomatic service, and their

own finances, and by limiting the tie with

Austria to the person of the monarch. When
the great De;ik passed from public life, one of

the Tigers. Coloman Tisza, abandoned his op-

position to the Ausgleich. joined the pro-

AuigUich Deakists, and came to power in

1875, to govern as prime minister for the next

fifteen years. Thereafter, this merger of the

Tigers and Deakists dominated Hungary

except for the period from 1905 to 1910, and

stayed in power largely by electoral manipu-

lation. Called the Liberals, this group resisted

any reform of the franchise and agrarian

conditions, or of the treatment of the min-

orities.

Kossuthists maintained their opposition to

the Ausgleuh. They wanted Magyar used as the

language of command for all Hungarian troops

in the army, and agitated against Austria. In

1902, when the government refused their de-

mands, they began to filibuster, and effectively

paralyzed the Hungarian parliament. The Em-

peror refused to yield to pressure. Coloman
Tisza's son, Stephen, became premier in 1903,

and worked through the increasing storm to

preserve the Auigleich. When he tried to limit

debate in order to permit the accomplishment

of official business, the Kossuthists wrecked

the parliament chamber. In 1905, Tisza was

defeated by an opposition coalition including

the Kossuthists, who now won a majority.

When Francis Joseph refused to meet the de-

mands of the new majority and appointed a

loyal general as premier, the Kossuthists

screamed military dictatorship, and urged

patriots not to pay taxes or perform mili-

tary service.

This struggle between the partisans of dual-

ism and those of independence moved only

the ruling caste of Magyars and bore no

relation to the sentiments and needs of the

larger part of the population. To mitigate the

struggle. Francis Joseph had only to threaten to

decree universal suffrage for Hungary, as he

intended to do in Austria. This would open

the gates to the discontented minorities and

would encourage social and economic change.

Under this threat, the opposition coalition

eventually yielded (1906) and voted the nec-

essary economic and military laws. They

obtained the right to revise the franchise

themselves, a task they had every interest in

putting off.

In 1910, the younger Tisza won a victory

in the elections by the time-honored methods

of corruption and intimidation. He dropped

the separatists' demands, which had been con-

vulsing the country for more than a decade.

Hungary got no bank, no separate army, and

no substantial franchise reform. Kossuthists

had to be removed by force from parliament,

and gag-rule had to be imposed. Tisza was kept

busy fighting saber duels with the Kossuthist

leaders. It was in this deplorable atmosphere

that Hungary received the news that Franz

Ferdinand, heir to the throne, had been

assassinated.
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IV Russia, 1825 - 1914

Character of the Empire

The third and largest of the great eastern

European empires, Russia, took far longer, as

was its way, to catch up with the political and

social developments elsewhere in Europe.

Thus there was no parliament in Russia until

after the Revolution of 1905, and even then the

tsardom was abie to weaken aad eveaUiaTly "to

3o(Jiyia.te the new rejjresentative body. Serf-

dom did not disappear until 1861 ,and agrarian

problems were in some ways intensified by

the liberation of the peasants. Each time re-

form came, in the 1 86()'s and in 1 905 and 1 906,

it came as a direct result of military defeat

abroad, which rendered reform absolutely

essential. Thus the reforms of Alexander II

(1855-1821,) were inspired by Russia's de-

feat'TlTlhejCrLmean War (1854-1856), and

the revolution of 1905 was made possible by

Russia's failure in the Russo-Japanese War
(1904-1905). During most of the'^TJTne-

teenth and early twentieth centuries, eveti^ter

the rgjojaas, the Russian Tsars claimea for

themselves the same _^t^i£a,ti£_righ£s that

I'm I ilii iiii II iiilil hi^Mi^nj il[i iminTli I

sorshad,£ierd*ed. Thusnie Russian people

experienced long periods of reaction: the en-

tire reign of N'"'

—

It'i l_J_|_^2I-_!-llJ * ^"'^ ^

protracted period from 1866 through 1904,

including the last fifteen years of Alexander

II's reign (1866-1881), the whole of Alex-,

ander Ill's (1 881 - 1 894), and the first ten years-

of Nicholas II's (1894-1917), the last of'

The failure to adjust willingly to the cur-

rents of the times andatl£_aUem£Uo-p)«CTerve

autocaUik rule produced unpsitalleleddiscon-

tent in Russia^ Disillusioned and angry intel-

lectuals in the 1830's and 1840's gave way to

proponents of social change in the 1850's and

early 1 860's, and thento determined revolu-

tionaries and terrorists in the late 1 860's and

the years that followed. Although Marxist lit-

erature was known early in Russia, and Marx-

ist political groupings existed after 1896, the

Marxists were by no means either'the most

numerous or the most effective of Russian

revolutionaries. Native non-Marxist revolu-

tionary parties long performed the killings and

other acts of violence that convulsed the

regime and won the support of large groups of

Russians. It was only^enin's trarisfofmation

of the Marxist doctrines and his adaptatiop at'
Mm^ to the Russian scene that made itjjpssible

for^is Bolsheviks to emerge as an important

threat. And it was only Lenin's supreme tacti-

cal skill and boldngjiS_tha't enablejJiT" Tff hr'"f
his Bolaligyiks, still a minority, to power dur-

ing the Revolution of 1917, a movement that

was itself made possible by Russian losses in

still another war. There was nothing inevitable

about the triumph of the Bolsheviks (see

Chapter 26). \

Amid the officill attempt to preserve

sixteenth-centur^!vj»tterns, Russia experi-

enced the impact of nineteenth- and twentieth-

century industrialization. New resources were

developed, thousands of miles of railroads

were built, and factories sprang up, engaged in

both heavy and light industry. A new laboring

class thronged the cities, as elsewhere in Eu-

rope, but it lived "and worked
"
Sttder cond i-

ti ons far worse than those in any other coun-

try. The native Russian revolutioriaptgSTooked

to the peasants, in traditional Russian fajhion,

to provide them \yith their base, and ftiey con-

sidered peasant problem's "aatamomH. The
Marxists, on the other hand,-trQ^'^^eKJfh-
ir^^i^f their mfliiex. recruited their following

amoi>^-t<H^new_proletariat aiul focusc-J TTieir

iffrntion on jtj^jirnhlrm- Hut rhey deliber-

ately relied for their tightly organized leader-
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ship al^^t exclusively on a little body of

jjUg^llecn iiil'i inH rhr"**"*^

Despite censorship and an atmosphere of

repression, Russia experienced during the

nineteenth century an amazing literary flow-

enn^^^ets, novelists, and pl^ywyighTTTh-Q-

"thjce^Torks that ramt with the greatest of all

Tsat NicholasJ»,by l^ndagftf.

4me . Like a sudden hlo<-inminp of orrhiH<i nn

-an iceher^. the Russian literary renaissance

cannot easily be explained, Thgjiterary talents

of the Russiafrpeopje_had lon^lain dormant,

and now a^tojce in an expresjk)n of unpa^a l-

leled vigor and beauty. /

Nicholas
I
^825-ri85^

Coming to the throne amid the disorders of

the ^r'-rnibrijr RfvnliiTinn (see Chapter 19),

NichffTas 1 (182T-1853) himself personally

presided over the inveTJ^afi^ r) n*^ 'hf rtT""'"

tionaries anH .j^rp^r^ih^(^ rhpjf piinkhmpnr He
used their confessions as a source of informa-

tion on the state of Russian opinion. Nicholas

I has been more rpsnundiftply damnfrt by lih-

erals, both Russian iiiilfijH Iqii ilimi Ihh iii)!

other tsar, iney nave portrayed him as a kind

scarecrow of an autocrat. Reactionary and

^hnv^ he 'V^^s^i Ieral -rpin^ip'^ __jnd

devoted to mil itary pursuits, he was perhaps

notlsuch an inHexible tyrant as he has been

made out.

Nicholas 1 worked hard at the business of

the state, and firmly believed that the imperial

word was sacred. Although he despised all

constitutions, he honored the liberal constitu-

tion \yhich his plrl^r Kj-^rhgr -A-fexander had

granted to fh^ Pnle<
(

Chanrer 19) iinril the

Poles themselves revolted. He believed that

his own autocratic power had been ordained

by God : the autocrat could not, even if he

wished, limit his own authority. Naturally

such a manlwlthed the thought of revolution

anywhere, and was perfectly prepared to coop-

erate abroad with the MetternitJ]_sj!«teiTi. At

home, he was jm jiiii il iiiiTIiIim iliillltiii^ and

improvements, but not to touch the funda-

mental institution of the ^utocracv. Though he

was uneasy over the dangers inherent in serf-

dom, he war"afcaid to reform it in any serious

^*y,becauiej»e feared that concessions would

stimulate revolution among the peasant s. Ni-

cholas leaned heavily on the nobility as a

qigii, referring tn its members as his '.Ibenevo-

IrtU pnlinn rhinf
."

So personal was Nicholas' rule that his own
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chancery or secretariat became the most im-

portant organ of Russian government. He en-

larged it by creating severaLsett'ons, including

a notorious "third section" for political police

activity, which spread rapidly aodJtept Russian

poJ><fcalrife.^nder surveillance. This enor-

mous pvpan<;inn n^ the Isar'j^nwp jj^frprariaf

did not result in the abolition of any of the

older organs ot government, consequently,

bureaucratic 'confusion became very great,

paper work was multiplied, and much injustice

was done through sheer incompetence. Al-

though the Russian laws were collected, under

the direction of Speransky for the first time

since 1649 (see Chapter 17), the collection was

not a true codification or modernization.

In the field of education, Nicholas favored

the improvement of technical schools, but was

deeply worried about the possibility that sub-

versive foreign ideas might penetrate into the

universities. After the Revolutions of 1848 in

Europe, his reactionary minister of education,

Uvarov, abolished the study of philosophy in

the University of St. Petersburg, because, as

he said, the usefulness of the subject had not

been proved, and it might do harm. Uvarov

formulated Nicholas' policies under the three

heads of Autocracy, Orthodoxy, and Nation-

ality: the unlimited power of the monarch, the

sanctity of the Russian Church, and the adop-

tion of policies in accordance with the "Rus-

sian national character." The result was a

police-state, complete with censorship and

terror, yet not nearly so efficient as a twentieth-

century despotism.

We have already seen Nicholas putting

down the Polish revolution of 1830 and in-

tervening in 1849 to restore Hungary to the

Habsburgs (see Chapter 19). He believed in

dynastic friendships, and counted on the alli-

ance with Prussia and Austria without realiz-

ing that conflicting national iftteresK were

more important than_ frie ndships between

jjionarchs. Thus he failed to see that Prussia

would combat his own efforts to thwart the

unification of Germany^ani-ffat Austria^ in-

terests conflicted with his own iitggtgheasfern

Europe.^ was partly Nicholas' failure ~to

seetRe" weaknesses of his own system of

alliances that led him into the disastrous Cr i-

mean War.

The Crimean War

Like other Russian leaders before him, Ni-

cholas confidently expected the collapse of the

Ottoman Empire. Russia wished to protect the

Orthodox subjects of the -iilnn. md nj-n had

important economic interests at stake. The
great Russian wheat-producing areas in the

south were being developed in earnest, and

Odessa on the Black Sea had become a great

commercial port for the grain trade. Nicholas

hoped to establish a Russian sphere of in-

fluence in the Balkans, and even to take

possession of Istanbul itself We have already

witnessed his intervention in the Greek War of

the 1820's (see Chapter 19). When the gover-

nor of Egypt, Meherngj--Afr;- revolied-against

the Ottoman Sultan in 1832 and threatened

Istanbul, Nicholas landed a Russian army and

got credit for saving the sultan's capital.

In 1833, the Turks paid the bill for these

services by signing the Treaty of Unkiar

Skelessi with RussiaT^Nfeholas took the Otto-

man Empire under his protection,,-and the

Turks agreedn>ctaSe21le_^tt3i.ts (the Bospho-

rus and Dardanelles) to thejaarships-of any

natiorj. Alarmed at the preponderance that the

treaty gave to Russia in an area of the world

vital to British imperial and commercial in-

terests, British diplomacy turned its efforts to

undoing it. Th^ next time Mehemet Ali re-

volted, in 1839, the^itish were able tojut

him down wi2*-<tieir fleet before he came

ithin distance of a_ rorce.

1, all the other important powers joined

Russia in guaranteeing the integrity of Tur-

key, thus putting an end to the exclusive po-

sition obtained by Russia at Unkiar Skelessi.

During the next twelvVyerffs ( 1 84 1 - rW 37,'

Nicholas tried to reach an agreement with

Britain on what should befdone with Ottoman

territory if Turkey collapsed. Ine British did

not believe that such collapse was imminent.

and they hoped to prevent Russia from doing

anything to hasten it. The two parties misun-
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Cartoon by Leech, 1854, indicating effect

on Russia of the Crimean War.

derstood each othe r. By 1853, the Ts3t mis-

takenly felt that Britain was not opposed to

Russian domination of Tiir^ay, and Britain

mistakenly believed that the Tsar_

w

ould not

ansulliaa in_

Then a dispute arose over whethe r the Ro-

man Catholics, hifjifid byr ^Japo leon III , or the

Orthodox clergy, backed by the Tsar, should

have the right to perform certain functions in

the Christian "Holy Places" in Palestine,

which was still part of the Ottoman dominions.

This trivial dispute was the immediate cause

of the Crimean War. But the underlying cause

was the Tsar's wish to re-establish the exclusive

Russian position of the Treaty of Unkiar

Skelessi, and the British unwillingness to per-

mit him to do so. Nicholas coupled a demand
for this exclusive position with the demand that

the Turks settle the dispute over the Holy

Places amicably. The latter demand was possi-

ble; the former was not. When Nicholas oc-

cupied the Danubian principalities to enforce

his demands, the situation became even

tenser. And so, after many months of elaborate

diplomatic negotiations in which all the

powers strove to work out a suitable formula

to avoid war, the drift toward war proved

too strong to be checked.

Famous as the occasion of the charge of the

Light Brigade, and of Florence Nightingale's

pioneer efforts to save the lives of sick and

wounded soldiers, the Crimean War consisted

most ly of the English and- French siegp nf rhf

_
^regt Russian naval base at Sebastopol in the

Crimea- Mil ifary operations nn horh sides

weTe ineflirienrly rond nrred but eventually

the Russians were compelled to surrender. In

the Peace of Paris of 1 856, Russia was forbid-

den to fortify the Black Sea coaSf Of to main-

tain a Heet there. This made it impossible for

the Russiant m npIpnH rh own .<liijn...< I

conduct their shipping in security. It now be-

canie t!\e parailiouni object ot Kussian foreign

policy to alter the Black Sea clauses of the

treaty. Not only had Russia lo^ rhe war but

Prussia had not helped her, and Austria had

Keen nosirivelv hostile (see vv. -'^^ - -'dfv Ni

rholas~c1i d nor live to see the total l.iilurc ot his

I
— liry ""

""jprl fl"''"P ''"" war and

--"pdeH by ^'' *•"" Alc^^^r^(j>^ n (it-i55.

Alexander II and Reform

By this time a very s^if^-iranfial sp^^ent of

Russian public opinion fasui«d__£efomis^_jn

reaction t"_T*^ '"•T^rr'vd of repression at

hpiDf Ji n i4 fn i liirn ihriiaH. Moreover, the eco-

nomic developments of the early nineteenth

century had rendered the system of serfdom

less and less profitable. In the south, where

land was fertile and crops were produjed for

sale as well as for use, the serf tilled his mas-

ter's land usually" three days a week, but

sometimes mQtOr-ln the north, where the land

was less fertile and could not produce a sur-

plus, the serfrofien had a speciahafrangemenT"

wTtli^ their masrep raHrrl "^f[ULt-rent." This

meant that the serf paid the master annually in

cash instead of in work, and usually had to
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labor at home as a craftsman or go to a nearby

town and work as a factory hand or small

shopkeeper to raise the money. It is probable

that about a quarter of the serfs of all Russia

paid quit-rent by 1855. Neither in the south

nor in the north was serfdom efficient in agri-

culture. As industries grew, it became clearer

and clearer to factory owners who experi-

mented with both serf and free labor that serf

labor was not productive. Yet free labor was

scarce, and the growing population needed to

be fed. Many estates were mortgaged to state

credit jjiiHtutions, because of inefficient man-

agement and the extravagance of the land-

lords. Serfdom hadbecome unecononjic.

But this fact was not Widely fealized among
Russian landowners, who knew only that

something had gone wrong somewhere. They
wished to keep things as they were, and they

Tsar Alexander II (1818-

did not as a class feel that emancipation was

the auswer. Yet tha-^rfs sTioWed increasing

unrest^^and cases of reyolt_rose_in_jiumber.

Abolitionist sentTmenTHad now spread widely

among intellectuals. Conscious of the unrest,

Alexander II, though almost as conservative as

his father, determined to embark on reforms,

preferring, as he put it, that the abolition of

serfdom come from above rather than from

below. Through a cumbersome arrangement in

which local commissions made studies and

reported their findings to members of the

government, an emancipation law was eventu-

ally formulated and proclaimed early in 1861.

A general statute declared that the serfs

were now free, laid down the principles of the

new administrative organization of the peas-

antry, and prescribed the rules for the

purchase of land. A whole series of local sta-

tutes governed the particular procedure to be

followed in the different provinces. All pea-

sants, crown and private, were freed, and each

peasant household received its homestead and

a certain amount of land, usually the amount

the peasant family had cultivated for its own
use in the past. The land usually became the

property of the village commune, which had

the power to redistrTbut?"^ periodically

among the households. The government

bought the land from the proprietors, but the

peasants ha'!l-t« redeem it by payments ex-

tending over a period of 49 years. The pro-

prietor retained only the portion of his estate

that had been farmed for his own purposes.

This statute, liberating morcthan 40 mil-

lion human beings, has been called the great-

est single legislative act in|iistory. There can

be no doubt that it acted ayan immense moral

stimulus to peasant self-respect. Yet there

were grave difficulties. The _geasant had to

accept the allotment, and since fkis household

became collectively responsible ftir the taxes

and retiemption payments, his njobility was

not greatly increased. The commdne took the

place of the proprietor, and differing local

conditions caused great difficulty in adminis-

tering the law. Moreover, the peasants in gen-

eral got too little land, and had to pay too

much for it. They did not get important forest
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and pasture lands. The settlement, however,

was on the whole surprisingly liberal, despite

the problems it failed to solve and despite the

agrarian crises that developed in part as a re-

sult of its inadequacies.

The end of the landlords' rights of justice

and police on their estates made it necessary

to reform the entire local administration. By

statute, in 1 864, provincial and district assem-

blies, or zemstioi, were created. Chosen by an

elaborate eleooral system that divided the

voters into categories by class, the assemblies

none the less gave substantial representation

to the peasants. The assemblies dealt with lo-

cal finances, education, medical care, scientific

agriculture, maintenance of the roads, and sim-

ilar economic and social questions. Starting

from scratch in many cases, the zemstios made

great advances in the founding of primary

schools and the improvement ot public health.

They brought together peasant and proprietor

to work out local problems. They served as

schools of citizenship for all classes, and led

tens of thousands of Russians to hope that this

progressive step would be crowned by the

creation of a central parliament, or duma. De-

spite the pressure that such men tried to bring

on the government, the duma was not granted,

partly because after the first attempt on the

life of the Tsar in 1 866 the regime swung

away from reform and toward reaction.

But before this happened, other advances

had been made. The populations of the cities

were given municipal assemblies, with duties

much like those of the zermttos in the coun-

tryside. The Russian judicial system and legal

procedure, which were riddled with inequi-

ties, were reformed. For the first time, juries

were introduced, cases were argued publicly

and orally, all classes were made equal before

the law, and the system of courts was com-

pletely overhauled. Censorship was relaxed,

new schools were encouraged, the universities

were freed from the restraints that Nicholas

had imposed on them, and the antiquated and

often brutal system of military service was

modernized and rendered less severe.

Yet, despite all these remarkable advances

accomplished in a relatively few years, Alex-

ander II became the target for revolutionaries

in 1866, and terrorist activity continued

throughout the seventies until the assassins

finally killed the Tsar in 1 881 . It is.ij»possible

to understand -fhSeTiderglopments \\iri»6ut

taking a bxitt l<K>k at Russian intellectual life

under Nicholas and Alexander.

Russian Intellectual Life

Early in Nicholas' reign, Russian professors

and students, influenced by German philoso-

phers, were devoting-Thgrnteket-to Dawianate

discussions on art, philosophv. and religion.

Many intellectuals outsiae the universities

followed suit. These were the first groups

known as the "i jirrlliornTri ni
" i peculiarly

Russian class. By the 1830's, they were begin-

ning to discuss Russia's place in the world,

and especially its true histgtitai-MrlariTjnship

to the West and''tK^""DroDer rniirtf [orit to

follow i n the~ruture. Out of their deoates

there arose two important opposing schools of

thought: the "Westerners" and the "Slavo-

philes" (friends of the Slav s).

The W ySfeFfiers stated their case in a

famous document called the "Philosophicid

fcTW»C_i>ublished in 1836, f^ttu^r-"wu««rf

ea?tter. Its author, Chaadaev, mnented the

damaging effect of BySaujje-Christianity and

the Tartar invasions upon Russian develop-

ment, and declared that Russia had made no

contribution to the world. He hailed Peter the

Greats efl^orts at westernizing Russia as a step

in the right direction. He regarded the Roman
Church as the source of much that was fruitful

in the West of which Russia had been de-

prived. Nicholas 1 had Cbaadaev certified as

i nsane, and commari'ded'that he be put under

house arrest with a physician visiting him

every day. Yet, despite scorn and censorship,

the Westerners could not be silenced. They

continued to declare that Russia was a society

fundamentally like the West, but that history

had delayed its full development. Russia

should now catch up. The implication was that

the time had come for Russia to-emcfge from

a period of absolutism, and to enter upon the

^*Ulifi

j^
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paths of parliamentary government and con-

stitutional monarchy already trodden by the

West.

In response, the opponents of the Wester-

ners, the Slavophiles, vigorously argued that

Russia had its own national spirit, like the

Volksgeist that Herder (see Chapter 19) had

discovered in the Germans. Russia was, they

maintained, essentially different from the

West. The Orthodox religion of the Slavs was

not legalistic, rationalistic, and narrow like

the Roman Catholicism of the West, but sub-

stantial, emotional, and broad. The Slavo-

philes violently attacked Peter the Great for

embarking Russia on a false course. The West

ought not to be imitated but opposed. The
Russian upper classes should turn away from

their Europeanized manners, and look for in-

spiration to the simple Russian peasant who
lived in the truly Russian institution of the

village commune. Western Europe was urban

and bourgeois; Russia was_ rural and agrarian.

Western Europe w^ materialistic; Russia was

drpply tr*''''^'!''! Like the Westerners, the

Slavophiles attattied fundamental importance

to the national religion, and made it the center

of their arguments; but they praised where

the Westerners damned. The Westerners'

views had demaciaUf ^^'^ fianaritutional

political implications; the Slavophiles' views

had—•gntLconstitutional and antidemocratic

It is very important, however, to realize

that this does not mean that the Slavophiles

embraced the "nationality" doctrine of Ni-

cholas I, or that they approved of his regime.

These were not the chauvi nistnailUlialTsts

who appeared later. They opposed the tyranny

and the KnrpaijcatLti n^^i-hinp nf Nirhnla^ I aS

bigerly as did the Westerners. But they

wanted a patriarchal, benevolent monarchy of

the kind they fancied had existed before Peter

the Great, instead of a constitutional re^giffiii^n

the 'westeYn paFtern?Tnstead of a central par-

liament, they looked back with longing to the

feudal Muscovite assembly, the zemski iobor,

and to other institutions of the tsardom before

Peter. Extrerhists among them went about the

streets dressed in rW., ,^\^ h"Yr1"' ''"'^'" '^"

Peker had made ilitggl. Many intellectuals

shifted back and forth between._tlieJiQilj de-

bating camps, and tew ever adopted in full the

ideas of either side.

Alexander Herzen (1 81 2- 1 8^0), for exam-

ple, began his intellectual career as a Westerner

and a devotee of French culture. The ille-

gitimate son. of a, nobleman brought up in his

fatheti-hause,.he was charming, engaging, and

highly intelligent. Like most Russians, he was

not a reliable interpreter of western society,

however, and was deeply fascinated with the

thought that its structure might be rotten and

doomed. The failure of the Paris revolution of

1848, which he saw as an eye-witness, con-

vinced him that this was, true, and he now be-

came a revolutionary socialist. At the same

time, he became convinced that the Western-

ers' thesis mustbg^Wipj. How could Russia

in a short time pass through the stages of de-

velopment which the West had taken centu-

ries to experience but which Russia had

missed.' So Herzen became a Slavoph ile. As a

revolutionary, he. preached the destruction of

existing institutions, and as a Slavophile he

looked toRus^a, with its peculiar institution

of the peasant commune, the mir, to provide

an inspiration for all Europe. Herzen became

an influential publicist and issued a Russian-

language paper in London which was widely

read by Russian intellectuals. His memoirs

provide perhaps the best picture preserved

to us of the intellectual ferment of the age

of Nicholas.

Michael Bakunin (1814-1876) reached

roughly the same conclusions a^ Hpr7pn at

roughly rhpsjjme rmTP-'Biif he was aprSctical

anarchist tactician who loved violence, not a

peaceful man of letters (see also Chapter 20).

He enjoyed participating in revolutions, and

had a long career in and out of jail in most of

the countries of Europe. He looked forward to

a great revolution spreading perhaps from

Prague to Moscow and thence to the rest of

Europe, followed by a tight dictatorship; be-

yond this he was entirely vague about the fu-

ture. Atheism was a fundagientaljart of his

p/ogram — not a casual part, as it always was to

the Marxists. In his long career, Bakunin was

to exert from abroad a consiijerable influence

on Russian radicals.
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Nihilism, Populism. Terrorism

In the 1860s, and especially after the

emancipation in Russia, the Russian "intel-

ligentsia," like intellectuals elsewhere in Eu-

rope, reacted against the xomJTTti cism ofjlieir

predecessors. Suipfoing idealism, religion,

and metaphysics, they turned now to a narrowly

utilitarian view of i^rt and society. As one of

these young men said7a pair of shoes to him

was worth more than all the majlennas of a

great Renaissainace painter. All art must have

a social purpose, and tRe bonds holding the

individual tightly to society must be smashed.

Away with p'^^^'"' "'irhnrirj with the mar-

riagejie, with the tyrannyof custom. For these

people tlie -panie'' turn li st (a^nan who be-

lieves in nothing) quickly became fashionable.

The portrait of a nihilist was drawn by the

great novelist Turgenev in Bazarov, the hero

of his novel fathers and Sons. Rude and scorn-

ful, obstinate and arrogant, Bazarov was ac-

tually accepted as a model by intellectual

leaders of youth in revolt against established

ways of behavior. Yet nihilism as such was not

a political movement. The nihilists enjoyed

shocking their parents by calling for an end to

the old moral system, advocating, for instance,

the extermination of everybody in Russia over

the age of 25.

In the 1 860's, many of these young Russian

intellectuals went to Switzerland, where the

proper Swiss bourgeoisiej|iete.4candalized at

the men with their htfircut longLand'the^rls

with their hair cut short, at their loud voices

and insolent behavior. The standard cartoon-

ist's picture of a Russian revolutionary dates

from the first startled glimpse which the Swiss

had of the nihilists, who at the time had not

even begun to be interested in political revo-

lution. Herzen himself was shocked by their

behavior. He died in 18^0, his intellectual

leadership forfeit. But Bakunin understood

them, and influenced many of them during

their stay in Switzerland. Bakunin urged them

to go back to Russia and preach an immediate

revolution to the peasants.

Also present in Switzerland were two other

important Russian revolutionary

Lavrov and Tkachev. Lavrov (

1

taught his f""ll""|'t;n 'h"' iif iaiellecti

owed a great debt to the Ru
whose labor for many generations had enabled

their ancestors to enjoy leisure, and had made
their own education possible. More gradual in

his approach and more realistic in his esti-

mates of the Russian peasant than Bakunin,

Lavrov advised the nihilist students first to

complete their education and then to return to

Russia and go among the peasants, educating

them and spreading among them propaganda

for an eventual, not an immediate, revolution

of the masses. On the other hand, Tkachev

(1844-1886) taught that no revojurirn r-iiiH
-

n- r rhr ni i fr rrr rl frnrfi rhr peasant masses. Inili^
^jtaHfwOgW-have to come trom a tightly con-

1

frr,iu.^ cmo[| [-fyolMtinnarjt^elite, a little Jmpt
of conspirators who would Sfilie power.

Though not very influential at the time, Tka-

chev was important in Lenin's later thinking.

Under the impact of these teachers, espe-

cially Bakunin arrd Lavrov, Russian nihilism

turned to a new kind nf rnnypmpnr whirH

called JjofiTT^Il." Tl'oung men and^ women,
swept Dy idealistic fervor, decided to return to

Russia and live a\iong the peasants. When a

government decree in r8(72 actually sum-

moned them back, they found that a parallel

movement hid-ajready begun at home. About

three thousand young people now took posts

as teachers, innkeepers, or store-managers in

the villages. Some tried to spread revolu-

tionary ideas, others simply to render social

service. Their romantic views of the peasantry

were soon dispelled. The young populists did

not know how to dress like peasants or how to

talk to peasants. Suspicious of their talk, the

peasants oftea betrayed them. The populists

became conspicuous, and were easily traced by

the police, who arrested them in droves. Two
famous mass trials were held in the 1870's, at

which the general public for the first time

learned about the populist movement. After

the trials, the populists who remained at large

decided that they needed a determined revo-

lutionary organization. With the formation of

the "Land and Liberty" society in 1876, the
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childhood of the Russian revolutionary move-

ment was over.

The revolutionaries had been stimulated by

Alexander Us grant of reforms. So great had

the discontent become that it is doubtful

whether any Russian government could have

proceeded fast enough to suit the radicals,

who had come to believe in violent overturn

of the regime, and were not satisfied with

piecemeal and gradual reform. Stemming from

John Stuart Mill and from western Utopian

socialists like Fourier and Robert Owen (see

Chapter 20), Russian socialism was not yet

greatly influenced by MarxAIn some ways it

was almost Slavophile, not lurban but rural,

not evolutionary but revolutionary, not a mass

political party but a conspiracy. Its members

lived underground, and developed a conspira-

torial psychology. They proposed to over-

throw a bourgeois society before one ever got

started. The movement became more and

more radical, and in 1879 those who believed

in the use of terror as a weapon separated

from the others and founded the group called

rhp P^n^je'i
H^'//- the anti-terrorists called

themselves the Black Partition.

The members oT the Peoples Will now
went on a hu nt for T<:ar Alexande r II him self.

They shot at hinj and missed, iney mined the

track on which his train was traveling, and

blew up the wrong train. They put dynamite

under the dini/Tg room of the palace, and ex-

ploded it. But the Tsar was late for dinner that

night, and eleven servants were killed i n,sread .

They rente3 a cheese-shog_on one of the

streets along which he drove, and tuMeled

nder it. Fifl^Hy-4l.ev killed him (M^ch,

SSJJ with a* crude hanS^luUe meuaJe, which

lew up the assassin too. The supreme irony

was that ^pv^inrlprJJhaHjjij^f ,\fy tjgnpH a

document designed to summoii,2,«m^'^\\\r»tiue-

g^^omKJjl lllliil 1l'?.,oryK^^y o^,po^lo,^ (O lead

to further constitutional reform. His succes-

sor, the reactionary Alexander III (1881-

1894), refused to confirm the document, and

Russia was left to stagnate in a renewed re-

pression. The terrorists were rounded up and

punished, and their organization was smashed.

Despite their occasional high-flown claims to

enormous popular support, they had never

numbered more than a mere handful of people,

and their movement had been a failure.

Foreign Policy

under Alexander II

In foreign policy, Alexander 11 made an

uneven record. In Europe, the Russians suc-

cessfully repressed the Polish uprising of

1 863. They seized the opportunity provided

by the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, and sim-

ply tore up the Black Sea provisions of the

Treaty of Paris, declaring unilaterally that

they would no longer be bound by them. This

was an illegal act, to which the powers later

reluctantly gave their assent. It was another

illustration of the immorality in international

affairs that Bismarck had made fashionable.

In 1877, the Russians went to war against

Turkey on behalf of the rebellious Balkan

Christians of Bosnia, Hfiizegovina, and Bul-

garia. By the peace of San Stefano, dictated

early in 1 878tfl_jbe-Ti^ated Turks, Russia

obtained, contrary to her previous agreements,

a large independent Bulgarian state, which

Russian policy-makers hoped to turn into a

useful Balkan satellite. But the powers at the

Congress of Berlin later in the same year re-

versed the judgment of San Stefano. They

permitted only about one-third of the planned

Bulgaria to come into existence as an autono-

mous state, while another third obtained au-

tonomy separately, and the rest went back to

Turkey. Russian public opinion resented the

powers' depriving Russia of the gains scored

in the Russo-Turkish War. Bitterness ran par-

ticularly high among those who hoped to

unite all Slavs in a kind of federation, the

Pan-Slavs (not to be confused with the

Slavo philes).

Meanwhile, in Asia, encroachments begun

under Nicholas I against the Chinese territory

in the Amur River valley were regularized by

treaty in 1860. Russian settlements in the

"maritime province"_jin—cne PULific Ocean

continued to flourish. In Central' Asia, a series

of campaigns conquered the native Turkish

khanates and added much productive land to

the crown. Here, however, the advance toward
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the northwest frontier of India seemed to

threaten British interests, and aroused public

opinion in Britain against Russia.

The Reaction, 1881-1904

The reign of Alexander III and the hrst ten

years of the reign of his son, Nicholas II,

formed a quarter-rr^ntury of consistent on W-

<i£^88l -1904 1. Both tsars loathed liberal-

ism as expressed in the ^arljpr rpfr>rrn< and

were determined that there would never be

any more of it. Yet a peasant bank set up un-

der Alexander III made the redemption pay-

ments easier for the peasants to pay. And a

few pieces of labor legislation, enacted under

the influence of Bismarck's example, made
working conditions a bit more tolerable — for

example, hours were shortened for women
workers. Offsetting these measures were the

establishment of a special bank that extended

credit to the impoverished nobility, the re-

institution of rigorous censorship, and the in-

stitution in the countryside of so-called "rural

leaders" or "land captains'" in place of the

elected justices of the peace of Alexander II.

Election procedure for the zemsttos and for the

city assemblies was made far less democratic.

Now there began a vigorous persecution of

the minority nationalities, a policy called

Russification," and quite in line wk.h the

"nationality" of Nirhelan I't ^fnrrnuH The
Finns, PolcsT^Jkrainians, Armenians, and Jews
all suffered discrimination, varying from loss

of their own institutions, which the Finns had

enjoyed, to outright government-sponsored

massacres in the case oF the 4e»*- On his

accession, Nicholas II referred to all hopes for

a change as "senseless_dre^[is
"

These years were notable also for the

steady growth of the Russian railroad network,

largely built and owned^ the state. The Do-

nets coal basin was exploited for the first time;

the Baku oil hpldw|arr|fa infn n[-odurrin n: steel

and '•"Tr"ri^niifpMt truirH In 1892, thTreT^ajne

to the Ministry of Finance a self-made railroad

man, Wj^te, who for the next twelve years was

personallyTesponsible for the ever-mounting

economic gtasress. Witte began the Trans-

Siberian railroad, put Russia on the gold stand-

ard, attracted much foreign capital, especially

French, for investment, and balanced the

budget, in part through government monopoly
of the sale of vodka The railroad network

doubled in length between 1894 and 1904,

and the need for rails stimulated the steel in-

dustry. Correspondingly, the number of urban

workers multiplied, and strikes called in pro-

test against wretched working conditions

mounted in number. In 1 897, the working day

was fixed by the state at eleven hours for

adults, and other provisions were adopted to

improve and regularize conditions. These

laws, however, were difficult to enforce.

Under the circumstances, many of the

young generation of revolutionaries now

Tsar Alexander III.
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turned to Marxist "scientific" socialism,

preaching the class struggle and predicting the

inevitable downfall of capitalism. A small

clandestine group of "intelligentsia," formed

in 1894-1895 at St. Petersburg, proposed to

overthrow the regime, working with all oppo-

"ments of the class system. The members of the

group included Lenin, a vigorous young in-

tellectual of upper-middle-class origin, whose

brother had been executed for an attempt on

the life of Alexander III. In 1898, this group

and others formed the Social Democratic

party, which in 1900 began to publish its own
newspaper. Within party ranks, grave dissen-

sion sprang up over the question of organiza-

tion. Should the party operate under a strongly

centralized directorate, or should each local

group of Social Democrats be free to agitate

for its own ends? In the tradition of Bakunin

and Tkachev, Lenin insisted on the tightly

knit little group of directors at the center. At

the party congress of Brussels and London in

1903, the majority voted with him. Lenin's

faction thereafter was called by the name
Bolshevik, meaning majority, as against the

Menshevik (minority) group, which favored a

loose democratic organization for the party.

Both groups remained Social Democrats, or

SDs, as they were often called.

Meanwhile, the non-Marxist revolutionar-

ies, who were the direct heirs of the People's

Will tradition, also organized a political party.

They were the Social Revolutionaries, or SRs,

with their own clandestine newspaper. Where-

as the SDs as Marxists were interested almost

exclusively in the urban workers, the SRs as

populists were interested in the peasantry.

Their chief aim was to redistribute the land,

but they continued in their terrorist ways.

They assassinated several cabinet ministers,

using as their slogan the cry. We don't want re

forms, we want reform.

A third political grouping was that of the

moderates and liberals, not SD or SR in orien-

tation, but mostly veterans of the zemstios and

intellectuals indignant over the government's

policies of repression, who favored only such

measures as compulsory free private education

and agrarian reform. The regime stupidly made
no distinction between these men and the die-

hard terrorists or the rabid Marxists. Thus the

moderates also gradually organized, and had

their own clandestine paper favoring a consti-

tution and a national parliament for Russia.

In 1905, they took the name Constitutional

Democrats and were thereafter usually re-

ferred to as Kadets, from the Russian ini-

tials KD. Faced by this political activity

among its radical and moderate opponents, the

government only tightened the reins and by

1904 had adopted the view that a short victor-

ious war was all that *'ould be necessary

to unite the cotmiry.

The Russo-Japanese War

Trans-Siberian railway construction made
it desirable for the Russians to obtain a right of

way ^g^ss T hififfif t"Tirr""y '" ^'f""-^^--'

They took- the initiative in preventing Japan

from establishing herself on the Chinese main-

land after her defeat of Chi na in 1 09 5, and then

required the Chinese in exchangejo^llow the

building of the nejM railroad, fn 1897, they

seized Port Ar;£l)ur, the very port they had ear-

lier kept out of Japanese hands. Further

friction with the Japanese took place in Korea,

where both powers had interests. Then, after

the Boxer Rebellion of 1900 in China (see

Chapter 28), the Russians kept their troops in

Manchuria after the other nations had with-

drawn theirs. Although the Russians promised

to withdraw their forces by stages, they failed

to do so, largely'because Russian foreign policy

fell into the hands of shady adventurers, some
of whom had a lumber concession in Korea and

wanted war witb Japan. After it became appar-

ent that the war party had got control in Russia,

the Japanese witRout warning attacked units of

the Russian fleet anchored at Port Arthur in

February, 1904. The Russo-Japanese War
had begun. _^ -

Far from their bases and taken by stir-prise,

the Russians non&jhe less stabilized afronKjn

land. But their fle^, which had steamed all the

way around Europe- and across the Indian

Ocean into the Picific, was decisively defeated

by the Japanese in tlj»-lM<tle of Tju^bima (May

27, 1904). To the Russian people, the war was
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a mysterious, distant political adventure of

which they wanted no part. Many intellectuals

opposed it. and the SRs and SDs openly hoped

for a Russian defeat, which they expected

would shake the gos'ernment's position.

Alarmed at the growing unrest at home, the

Russian government was persuaded by Presi-

dent Theodore Roosevelt to accept his medi-

ation, which the Japanese also actively wished.

Witte, the go-getting businessman who had

opposed the war from the first, was sent to

Ponsmouth, New Hampshire, as Russian re-

presentative. Here he not only secured excel-

lent terms for Russia, but also won a favorable

verdict from American public opinion, which

had previously been strongly pro-Japanese, and

had thought of Russians as either brutal aristo-

crats or bomb-throwing revolutionaries. By the

Treaty of Portsmouth (1905), Russia recog-

nized the Japanese protectorate over Korea,

ceded Port Arthur and the southern half of

Sakhalin Island, together with fishing rights in

the North Pacific, and promised to evacuate

Manchuria Russian prestige as a Far Eastern

power was not deeply wounded or perma-

nently impaired by the defeat or by the treaty.

Yet the effect of the defeat in Asia was to

transfer Russian attention back to Europe,

where a world crisis had already begun (see

Chapter 25).

The Revolution of 1905

The most important immediate result of the

Russo-Japanese War was its impact on Russian

domestic developments. While it was still

going on, Plehve, the reactionary minister of

the interior, was assassinated b y an SR bomb in

July, 1904. His successor was_a moderate. The
zemitio liberals, the future Kadets, were en-

couraged, and held banquet^ throughout Russia

to adopt a series of resolutions for presentation

to a kind of national congress of zemstvo repre-

sentatives. Although the congress was not al-

lowed to meet publicly, its program— a consti-

tution, basic civil liberties, class and minority

equality, and extension of zemitio responsibili-

ties — became widely known and approved. The
Tsar temporized, issued so vague a statement

that all hope for change was dimmed, and took

measures to limit free discussion.

Ironically, it was a police agent of the gov-

ernment itself who struck the fatal spark. He
had been planted in the St. Petersburg factories

to combat SD efforts to organize the workers,

and to substitute his own union. He organized

a parade of workers to demonstrate peacefully

and to petition the Tsar directly for an eight-

hour day, a national assembly, civil liberties,

the right to strike, and a number of other mod-
erate demands. When the workers tried to de-

liver the petition, Nicholas left town and

ordered the troops to fire on the peaceful

demonstrators, some of whom were carrying

his portrait to demonstrate their loyalty. About

a thousand workers were killed on "Bloody

Sunday" (January 21, 1905). The massacre

made revolutionaries out of the urban workers.

Strikes multiplied, the moderate opposition

joined with the radical opposition, and univer-

sity students and professors demanded the

same reforms as wild-eyed bomb-hurlers.

Amid mounting excitement, the govern-

ment at first seemed to favor the calling of a

zemski sobor, consultative, not legislative, in the

old Russian pattern rather than the western

parliamentary one, but still a national assem-

bly of sorts. But then even this project was

whittled away, as the timid, vacillating, and un-

intelligent Nicholas II listened to his reaction-

ary advisers. Under the impact of delays and

disappointments, demonstrations and out-

breaks occurred during the summer of 1905.

In October, the printers struck. No newspapers

appeared, and the printers, with SDaid, formed

the first "soviet" or workers' council. When the

railroad workers joined the strike, communi-

cations were cut off between Moscow and St.

Petersburg. Soviets now multiplied. Of the

one formed in St. Petersburg, Lenin declared

that it was "not a workers' parliament, nor an

organization of proletarian autonomy, but a

combat organization pursuing definite ends."

This reflects the Bolsheviks' view of the

soviet as an instrument for the pursuit of their

program of armed revolt, for the establishment

of a provisional government, for the proclama-

tion of a democratic republic, and for the sum-

moning of a constituent assembly. This pro-
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Sunday (January 22, 1905): demonstrators and soldiers in Petersburg.

gram, put forth by the most "extreme" of the

revolutionaries of 1905, differed relatively

little from the program of the most moderate

liberals, who would, however, have kept the

monarchy and striven to obtain their ends by

persuasion and pressure rather than by vio-

lence. At the time, and for years to come, the

Bolsheviks, like other Marxists, accepted the

view that it was necessary for Russia to pass

through a stage of bourgeois democracy before

the time for the proletarian revolution could

come. They were therefore eager to help along

the bourgeois revolution.

Nicholas was faced, as Witte told him, with

the alternatives of imposing a military dictator-

ship and putting down the opposition by force,

or of summoning a truly legislative assembly

with veto-power over the laws. The Tsar finally

chose the latter course, and in October, 1905,

issued a manifesto that promised full civil lib-

erties at once, and a legislative assembly or

duma to be elected by universal suffrage. In

effect, this famous OctQber Manifesto put an

end to the autocracy, sin^e the duma was to be

superior to the tsar in legislation.

Yet the issuance of the October Manifesto

did not meet with universal approval or even

end the revolution at once. On the Right, a

government-sponsored party called the "Union

of the Russian people" demonstrated against

the manifesto, proclaimed its undying loyalty

to the autocrat, and organized its own storm

troops, or "Black Hundreds," which killed

more than 3,000 Jews in the first week after

the issuance of the manifesto. The armies re-

turned from the Far East, and proved to be still

290
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loyal to the jjovernment. Thus the Soviets of

1905, unlike those of 191 ~ (see Chapter 26),

included only workers, and no soldiers. On
the Left, the dissatisfied Bolsheviks and SRs

made several attempts to launch their violent

revolution, but failed, and the government was

able to arrest their leaders and eventually to

put them down after several days of street

hghtins in Moscow in December, 1903. In the

Center, one group of liberals, pleased with the

manifesto, urged that it be used as a rallying

point for a moderate program. These were the

Octobrists, so called after the month in which

the manifesto had been issued. The other

group, the Kadets, wished to continue to agi-

tate by legal means for further immediate re-

forms. But the real fires of revolution had

burned out by the opening of the year 1 906.

The Dumas, 1906-1914

Suflfrage for the Duma was universal, but

voters chose an electoral''college which then

selected the 412 deputies. Altliough SRs and

SDs boycotted the etePttons out of discontent

over the indirect election system, many of their

number were elected. The Kadets were the

strongest sirtgle party. Quite against the expec-

tation of the government, the peasants' vote

was not conservative, but highly liberal. But

even before the first Duma had met, Witte was

able to reduce its powers. He secured a large

French loan, which made the government finan-

cially independent of the Duma, and issued a

set of "fundamental laws," which the Duma was

not to be competent to alter. The Crown was

to continue to control war and foreign policy;

the minister of finance was to control loans and

currency. The tsars council of state was trans-

formed by adding members from the clergy,

nobility, the zemstios, the universities, and

chambers of commerce. It became a kind of

upper house, which had equal legislative rights

with the Duma, and could therefore submit a

rival budget, for example, which the govern-

ment could then adopt in preference to that of

the Duma Finally, the tsar could dissolve the

Duma at will, provided he set a date for new
elections. When it was not in session he could

legislate by himself, although his enactments

had later to be approved by the Duma.
The first Duma, the "Duma of Popular In-

dignation," met between May and July, 1906.

It addressed a list of grievances to the Tsar,

asking for a radical land reform that would

give the peasants all state and church land, and

part of the land still in private hands. The gov-

ernment flatly refused to accept this attack on

property, and after some parliamentary skir-

mishing the Duma was dissolved. The Kadet

membership, maintaining incorrectly that the

dissolution was unconstitutional, crossed the

frontier into Finland, and there issued a mani-

festo urging the Russian people not to pay

taxes or report for military service unless the

Duma was recalled. "its authors were soon tried

and declared ineligible for office; so future

Dumas were deprived of the services of this

capable Kadet group of moderates.

With the dissolution of the first Duma there

came to power as chief minister the highly in-

telligent and conservative Peter Stolypin, who
stayed in ofiice until 1911, when he was assas-

sinated. Together with Witte, he was the lead-

ing statesman of the last period of tsarist

Russia. Stolypin put through a series of agri-

cultural laws which enabled the peasants to

free themselves from the commune. A peasant

wishin.g to detach his property could demand

that he be given a single tract, which meant

that the scattered strips assigned to other fam-

ilies would also be consolidated so that each

would obtain a single plot. This program Stoly-

pin called the "wager on the strong and sober";

he was encouraging the initiative and enter-

prise of individual Russian peasants who had

the will to operate on their own as successful

small farmers. His program accomplished

much of what he hoped for. It is estimated that

about a quarter of the peasant households of

European Russia (almost 9,0()0,()0()) emanci-

pated themselves from the communes during

the years between 1906 and 1917. Only war

and revolution kept the process from going

still further. Lenin and others who hoped for

revolution were deeply suspicious and afraid

of Stolypin's agrarian reforms. They rightly

feared that the peasant grievances would be

removed, and understood that no revolution in
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Russia could in the end succeed without

the peasants.

Simultaneously with his agrarian program,

Stolypin carried on unremitting war against

terrorists and other revolutionaries. He showed

.no hesitation in acting in the most unconstitu-

tional fashion when it suited him. He did

everything he could to interfere with the

elections to the second Duma, but the SRs and

SDs were well represented, and the Duma it-

self (March-June, 1907) would not work with

the government. It was dissolved because it

refused to suspend the parliamentary immu-

nity of the SD deputies, whom Stolypin wanted

to arrest.

After the dissolution of the second Duma,

the government quite illegally altered the

election laws, cutting the number of delegates

from the peasants and national minorities, and

increasing the number from the gentry. By

this means the government got a majority, and

the third Duma, (1907-1912) and the fourth

(1912-1917) lived out their constitutional

lives of five years apiece. Unrepresentative

and limited in their powers though they were,

they were still national assemblies. In their

sessions the left-wingers could be heard,

and could question ministers like any other

members. The Dumas improved the condi-

tions of peasant and worker and helped

strengthen national defense as the World War
drew closer. Their commissions, working with

individual ministers, proved extremely useful

in increasing the efficiency of government

departments. The period of the third Duma,
however, was also notable for the continuation

of "Russification," and the Finns in particular

lost their remaining rights ( 1 91 0).

Under the fourth Duma, the government,

with Stolypin dead, tended more toward reac-

tion. The Leftists organized busily for another

revolution, working in unions, cooperatives,

evening classes for workmen, and a whole

network of other labor organizations. A vast

web of police spies challenged them at every

turn. Meanwhile, the imperial family drifted

into a very dangerous situation, as the fanati-

cally religious and autocratically minded em-

press fell more and more under the sway of a

half-mad, wholly evil, dirty, ignorant, and

power-hungry monk from Siberia. This man,

Rasputin, had the mysterious ability, possibly

hypnotic, to stop the bleeding of the young

heir to the throne, who suffered from hemo-

philia. Since the Empress had enormous in

fluence on her beloved husband, Nicholas II

Rasputin became in a real sense the ruler of

Russia, much to the horror of a great many
loyal supporters of the imperial house, and

greatly to the detriment of the rational

duct of affairs in an enormous twentieth

century state. At the moment when the World

War began, Russia was in the throes of a majoi

crisis precipitated by the government's reac

tionary policies, the scandal of Rasputin's in-

fluence, and the indignation of the loyal

Duma- There was a threat of revolution, then,

even before 1 91 7.

V Conclusion

Parliamentary government was,

as we have seen, a comparative stranger to the

three eastern European empires. The King of

Prussia, with BismarcJe'CielCi, used his ex-

traordinary military^ystem to conquer and

unify Germany. He imposed on all non-

Austrian Germans the Prussian sys;^m of

autocracy almost undiluted by a wejlj and sub-

servient parliament, and backed by the army

and the Junkers. The__fclabsburg emperor,

rhnii ph fayrLjrffrfT'ffl? with an Austrian par-

liimrnr alrrtnd h v universal s uffraeep*aJ.91
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still mirlt'~"irilmlly nl' Pi;'";v JeciSroos by

himjsSlf The Hungarian parliament was never

genuinely representativer-4Qd__the^^mperor

successfully used universal^suffrage as a threat
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to quell Magyar separatism. The tsars, forced

at last by defeat in wars to grant a moditied

constitution in 1905, were still able to

hamstring their own central legislative body,

and to wield a prepxinderant personal in-

fluence in politics.

In all three countries, none the less, for the

first time in their history, modern political

parties during this period coalesced around

principles. As in the West, the governments

collaborated with parties or coalitions of par-

ties, but always faced an opposition. What a

party stood for was determined largely by the

peculiar circumstances of the country that

gave it birth. Yet certain parallels reached

across national boundaries. Although no group

in Russia can be compared with the German
Catholic Center, the Austrian Christian So-

cialists do resemble it in many ways. No group

in either Germany or Austria is comparable

with the Russian populists (Social Revolu-

tionaries). Yet German Liberals, Austrian

Liberals, and Russian Kadets or Octobrists

can perhaps be roughly equated. So can the

Pan-Germans with the Pan-Slavs. The Social

Democrats were Marxist in all three countries,

but increasingly less revolutionary in Ger-

many and Austria-Hungary, and increasingly

more so in Russia.

All three countries during this period ex-

perienced an economic boom and an occa-

sional depression; the industrial revolution

struck them late, but with terrific impact. By
the turn of the twentieth century, Germany
had made such advances that its steel produc-

tion surpassed that of England, and was second

in the world only to that of the United States.

Though far behind Germany both in resources

and in technology, Austria-Hungary too was

becoming rapidly industrialized. In Russia,

transport and industry boomed.

Yet in all three countries, the landed no-

bility continued to exercise political influence

quite out of proportion to their numbers.

Everywhere the existence of a new and under-

privileged class of urban workers stimulated

intellectual leaders to form Marxist politi-

cal groups, to preach the class struggle, and,

except in Russia, to strive for immediate im-

provements in conditions rather than for the

violent overthrow of the regime. Last of all

the European countries, Russia emancipated

her serfs in 1861 and began a new era of

agrarian experiment and unrest. In Germany,

protection was the great agrarian issue after

the late 1870's. In Austria-Hungary, the peas-

ants suffered with docility.

All three countries had minority problems

of varying seriousness. Germany persecuted

the Poles and, after 1871 and less severely,

she persecuted the Alsatians and Lorrainers.

More and more, Russia persecuted the Finns,

Poles, Ukrainians, and Armenians. In Austria-

Hungary alone, however, the minority prob-

lem proved fatal. German anti-Slav sentiment

in Austria, and Magyar mistreatment of all

non-Magyars in Hungary, alienated potentially

loyal subjects, and finally helped explode the

state from inside. In all three countries,

the Jews created a special problem and

suffered different degrees of discrimination

and persecution.

In Germany, a combination of circum-

stances led first to an assault by the govern-

ment on the Catholic Church, and then to an

alliance between the government and the

Catholic political party. In the Habsburg mon-

archy, a milder anticlericalism had its day,

but the Church retained its hold on the popu-

lation, and continued to exercise enormous

political influence. In Russia, the Orthodox

Church as usual played almost no role in the

cultural development of the people. But one

group of influential intellectuals attacked it as

the source of Russia's troubles, while another

group hailed the Church as the true source of

Russia's strength and the fountainhead of all

national virtue.

So it was that the main currents of the time

flowed with uneven force over the Germans,

Austrians, and Russians. Nationalism, materi-

alism, militarism, imperialism, clericalism,

constitutionalism, landlordism, and socialism

were all experienced to a varying degree by

all the countries. What determined each coun-

try's answer to social pressure, however, was

its own peculiar past and its own peculiar

character.
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The—Intellectual—Rev«luti#n

The sources for the intellectual history

of the nineteenth century — the great books

and the ephemeral books, the articles, sto-

rj£^, advertisements . s^tBa*"* pamtinfis. sculp-

tures, all the accumulated symbols of

culture— have been preserved in bewildering

quantity. The last century seems, in our present

retrospect, to have presented samples of almost

all varieties of human thought and feeling,

of all western "styles ." A detailed catalogue of

thes^ varieties would be dull and confusing.

Here we shall center on one main theme — the

qualifications, emendations, even repudia-

tions, made by the late nineteenth century in

the western heritage of the Fnligl^rpnrr
ignr

that heritage of optimistic faith iif simple, stat-

ic, reformist jeason" and a simple jjamj^l

law", largely divorced from its Roman and

Christian meanings, which rules men and

matter. The most striking of these emendations

was made by Qajwin.
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Darwin's On the Origin of Species by Means

of Natural geUiJion (1859) is one~ ot tRe

books that mark a revolution in intellec-

tual history. Like all important revolutions,

the Darwinian was no holt from the blue . Into

Darwin's w»fk had gone long years of prepa-

ration, not merely those of Darwin's own life,

but those of his predecessors and colleagues

in the scientific study of what was then called

natural 'Jiistory and is now called biplogy or

ethology . Before hrm was the long record of

the hundreds of thousands of years of organic

life on earth. Already well established by

geologists like Sir Charles Lyell and by

paleontologists, this record told of the rise,

development, sometimes of the disappearance,

of thousands of different forms of plant and

animal o r^an^ijjn«: or ^beciej . The record con-

tradicted an important part of the commonly

accepted theory men of the West had about

the past of organic life. The Bible in the Book

of Genesis described all forms of life as begun

in the space of a single week by a Creator

'~i»^bout ^,00q years ago. And this same religious

Jgccourit furthermore stated explicitly that all

/existing men and animals were descended

^ from single pairs of each species preserved in

Noah's ark during a great universal flood that

took place some time after the Creation .

Now Darwin was by no means the first to

find a discrepancy between the historical and

scientific record Hind the accepted Bihli<;al

cplanation. The men of the Enlightenment

felt compelled by the facts of the record

to give up the Biblical explanation. Some of

them had gone so far as"to conceive fhe record

as a very long evolutionary process in which

no God, at least no personal, Christian God,

had a hand, but only the impersonal forces of

Nature or the deist's "watchmaker God" (see

a-iy/n

Chapter 27). But they had arrived at no satis-

factory explanation of how Nature or the

watchmaker God had done the job; they had

no satisfactory rheorv of how organisms fiad

evolved. This Darwin gave the worRh—

^P,f^iJ««v

s

Darwjn's Theories

^'Otie of his cluesTRe found in the work of

^JjfcC^the economist Malrhus (see Chapter 20). In his

\ Eisay on Population. Malthus had maintained

that QtgBttisms — including man — tended to

multiply to a point where there simply was

not food enough for them a ll. In the intense

competition for food, some of these organ-

isms did not get enough, and
j
Jied. This was

the germ of the conception Darwin phrased as

s.j/! >u^ ' 'ruggle for existence. He next asked himself

f "^Svhat determined ^at certain individuals

would survive and that others would die. Ob-

viously the surviving ones got more food,

better shelter, better living conditions of all

sorts. If they were all identical organisms, the

only explanation — apart from the intervention

of a supernatural being or force — would have

to be accidental variatiocis 'i their environ-

ment. But it was clear from observation that

individual organisms of a given species are

not identicaL Variations appear even at birth.

Thus in a single litter of pigs there may be

sturdy, aggressive piglets and a runt. The runt,

even if a sentimental farmer tries to protect it,

is likely to get shoved aside in suckling by his

sturdier brothers, and starve. In the wild state,

in free competition, the runt is almost certain

to ^ig. In the struggle for existence, the runt is

proved "njifir

Here is the second of Darwin's key phrases,

iJL^ the 'UTViv' '\f (hc (\""' The organism best

endowed in its variations to get food and

shelter lives to procreate young that will tend

to inherit these favorable variations. The varia-



^^4SW^'
^^'

tions are slight indeed, but over generation

after generation they are cumulative; finally

an organism so different from the long-distant

ancestor is produced that we can speak of a

new ^peoes. This new spec'ies has eiolied.

It has evolved by the working of "^'grr*^ 'Hj'^

tim- Man as a plant and animal breeder has

long made use of this process and has has-

tened and indeed guided it for his own pur-

poses by a rtificial iilyjion. by breeding only

the best strains— "best," of Course, from a hu-

man point of view. But man has been doing

this with domesticated plants and animals for

but a tiny period of geological time, and with

but few species. Over the eons, natural selec-

tion has been the working force; and for man
himself, according to the Darwinian system,

natural selection alone has been at work, since

man has yet to breed his own kind as he

breeds his domestic pi-y- ^^^ ^nirr|jj|c

Darwin hcM that the variations in individ-

uals of the same species at birth are accidental,

and that they are ^nerally transmitted

through inheritance. Those ^iolopists

developed his doctrine, notably qhe

Weismann. did not — and this is a vei

tant point—Relieve that the evijleacg^showed

th lUvi^iithtfn'i crpduced in an ind i vi dual or

gatomrSa^he course ot its life cou

^99

of raHiarion ^^n siirh piyipr

Op^i/^d^ '^4>.

ill much-

IT^

disputed geological theory holds that i

phic crustal movements in the past have so

radically altered environment as to wipe out

whole species and sp)eed up the evolution of

others. Emphasis on either mutations or on

extensive crustal movements tends also to be

emphasis on the sudden and catastrophic

rather than on the gradual. Such emphasis may
well reflect the violent character of our twen -

tieth century in contrast with the relatively

peaceful ninf f>->-nrh For, though many scien-

tists would deny this, it would seem that even

science is to a degree affected by human
"attitudes."

Darwin believed that what he called "jjpv- v,^
ual selection" — that is, rhp fihili ty of the fittest •• !*"^

i mHiYJrliia'l |T( arfrarf and mate with fittest in-

liYiH""'' nf rhe opposite sex^^nd thus produce

the fijteii offfprjji^- was a very important

factor in natural selection. Although sexual

selection is by no means wholly discarded by

geneticists today, many of them do not accept

whq^i<Jfl|#| Darwin's version ot^t. The actual mechanism

heredity we know much better than Darwin

d, thanks to the work of an Austrian fljenk,

Gregor Mendel, in the late nineteenth cen-

tury, and many, many successors up to the

prese nt-day .

SIS wno\^«n«>| i-'a

GermarM|f*(hr of

y impor-'^ did

fniltM.acits9Spting. Thus, orthodox Dar-

winism denies the inheritance of "acquired

characteristics." Obviously, a man with an am-

putated leg will not produce one-legged chil-

dren. Experimenters have docked the tails

of generations of laboratory rats, but the

rats are still born with lone_^:ajls . Efforts by

such Russian geneticists as Lysenko to show
that environmental changes can be trans-

mitted to offspring have not yet convinced

most srienpst^

Today, more than a ceQtury after the publi-

cation of the Oriyn of Species. Darwin's work

as a biologist is still accepted in most of its

larger oytlmes. Later work, however, has

found that variations of importance in the

evolutionary process are probably not so

much the numerous tiny ones Darwin empha-

sized, but rather bigger and much rarer ones

now known as "mutations." Scientists have

begun to study theJfteti of various forms

The Effect on Theology

The Origin of Species stirred up a most

heated ft^frvlnpir j^l rnnrrnvpr<v It added fuel

to a fire kindled earlier by historical and lin-

guistic scholarship with its practice of apply-

ing the same standards to the Bible that the

scholar would apply to Homer, or to the old

Norse and Germanic epics. Fundamentalists,

both Protestant and Catholic, simply stuck by

Q6*w»ii,and damned Darwin_and all his work.

But the CatTJoTtfetTWclTand many Protestant

bodies eventually took at least a neutral atti-

tude toward Darwinism, which they viewed as

a scientific biological hypothesis neither nec-

essarily correct nor necessarily incorrect. The

great majority of Christians tacitly or openly

accepted sufficient modification of Genesis to

accommodate themselves to the scientist's



^yf^
An 1871 anti-Darwinian cartoon by Thomas

' Nast. The defrauded goriJIa, pointing to

Darwin at right: "that man wants to claim

my pedigree. He says he is one of my de-

scendants." Mr. Bergh (founder of the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals): "Now, Mr. Darwin, how could you

insult him so?"

time-seal^and adjusted the classic theological

arguments from first cause, design, and the

like to a God who worked his will in accord-

ance with rir^jgnir pvnlinjnn- and they accepted

the assimilation ot the Biblical accpunt, at

least in part, with other fallible histories. In

short, they were willing to grant that the men

who wrote the Bible were not infallible.

Moreover, it was quite clear to reflective men
that nothing Darwin or any other scientist or

scholar could produce would give ultimate

answers to the kind of probltrm set by the

existence of God, It was quite clear to them

that since God's eye is now on the sparrow, it

must once have been on the j^osaur. Chris-

tians can be Darwinians: millionS^afj^em are.

But Darwinism, if taken over wholesale into a

philosophy of life, remains a denial of any

supernatural intervention in the planning

and running of the universe, remains a sup-

port for secularism.

The £fiectjjn Sf^plgl

and Econom ic ^"t'Jfit^

This theQlogical conflict had pretty well

run its course by the beginning of the twen-

tieth century. More impartant in the long run

was the use men made of some of Darwin's

basic concepts — or at least, of his more
smoothly coined phrases— in debates on mat-

^ ters moral, economic, and political. The

3|r^ blanket term, "StLcial Darwinism ," which

^ covers all these transfers of ideas from biology

to the social sciences and human relations,

takes in a very wide range of persons and

ideas. Darwin himself was- a J^ologis t, not a

"Social Darwinist." He did not write as a so-

cial scientist. It must be noted, however, that

in a free and literate society, ideas produced

by scientists invariably spread to many people

not trained in science, and that such ideas are

modified in the process of spreading. Not
all professional scientists are reconciled to

this fact.

The central idea that social and political

thinkers took over from Darwin was that of

competition among individuals and groups of

individuals. This was of course a conception

already central in their thinking, but Darwin

buttressed it with the prestige of the natural

sciences. "The majority of these late nine-

teenth-century thinkers interpreted the human
struggle as a struggle for the means of liveli-

hood. There is, they were sure, among men a

uman "straggle for life." The variations that

counted here were the variations that brought

n economic c«mp»tition— the varia-

tions that produced inventors, business organ-

izers, even perhaps political, artistic, and

professional leaders. Darwin's work in natural

history came to confirm the economist's doc-

trine of laissez-faire and the nineteenth-cen-

tury liberal's doctrine of individual freedom

for a man to do what his capacities permitted.

Formal economists did not indeed make

much use of, or have much need for, Darwin.

The classical economists had already brought

I ho



the arguments for ia^jj^iiiaire to their height

(see Chapter 20). On the whole, for the rest of

the century, the economists were to temper

somewhat the rigor of the doctrine of compe-

tition among individuals. But the average suc-

cessful middle-class person in the West took

Cfl"y'" "> hfi"" Here was scientific confir-

mation of the middle-class notions that the

universe was designed to reward hard work,

thrift, intelligence, and self-help and to punish

laziness, waste, stupidity, and reliance on

charity/ Above all, the middle-class person of

the time took Darwin to confirm the notion

that the poor were poor because they were

unfit, badly designed for living The work of

Darwin confirmed the complementary notion

that attempts by private charity or by state

action to take from the rich and moderately

well-to-do and give to the poor were useless

and quite contrary to nature, shocking efforts

to reverse the course of evolution. If a man

cannot earn enough to, feed himself, it was

argued, he had better die; lowlier organisms

too incompetent to feed themselves certainly

die off, to the greater good of the species.

Ijiiiilii n -Six?ncer (1820-1903 ). an ardent

,
summed it up neatly:

J 001
l^P British evol

Of man, as of all inferior creatures, the law by

conformity to which the species is preserved, is that

among adults the individuals best adapted to the

conditions of their existence shall prosper most,

and the individuals least adapted to the conditions

of their existence shall prosper least. . . . Pervading

all Nature we may see at work a stern discipline

which is often a little cruel that it may be very

kind. . . . The ultimate result of shielding men
from folly is to fill the world with fools.*

Spencer himself, if it came to that, could

not have stood by while the unemployed and

their families starved to death, for he was a

kindly man. But he had an almost maniacal

hatred of the state, of local government as

well as national; he held out even against laws

requiring houseowners to connect their

houses with sewers in cities. But even Spencer

"Herbert Spencer, Principles of Ethics (London,

187y-1893). section 257; Social Statics (London, 1851 ), p.

149; Autobiography (London, 1904), II. 5.

ntrt-^ the

^3r ,
with

could not transfer to the struggle for existence

among human beings the fine ruthless free-

dom of the jungle, of what Tennyson called

"Nature red in tooth and claw." He was

against all forms of government provision for

what we now call social security. But what

government may not do he believed the ethi-

cally sound individual will do as charity. The

rich and well-to-do will take care of the poor

voluntarily — not enough to spoil them, not

enough to frustrate the designs of evolution

by letting them prosper and propagate their

kind, but enough to prevent their starving or

freezing to death.

In his Principles of Ethics. Spencer discov-

ered that the softer emotions promoted by

Christianity and the other higher religions

— kindness, dislike of cruelty, love — were also

in accord with the intentions of the laws of

the universe as summed up in evolution. Mu-

tual extermination might be the law for tigers,

but not for human beings. Indeed, Spencer

and many other Social Darwinists held that

the altruistic moral sentiments that impel us

toward charity are the highest achievement of

the evolutionary process, and that a society

many altruists is thereby shown to be the

fittest for survival.

Eugenits

The Social Darwinists were, then, faced

with this primary difficulty. Darwin seemed to

have shown that the unmitigated struggle for

life within a given species, and among rival

species, was the law of the universe; but hu-

man history, and human feelings, showed that

men could not in practice look on with indif-

ference while their fellow men starved to

death. One way out of the dilemma was that

recommended by Spencer, a sort of human-

ized and mitigated struggle in which the in-

competent were shelved but not destroyed.

Many who held this view accompanied it with

a faith in what came to be called eugenics.

Eugenicists sought to encourage child-

bearing by the fit and to discourage ever pres-

ent child-bearing by the unfit. Darwin had

V
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begun his Origin ofSpecies with a consideration

of the extraordinary success men had had with

artificial selection in the breeding of plants

and animals. Why not do the same thing with

human beings? Since, according to strict Dar-

winian theory, acquired characteristics were

not transmitted by heredity, no amount of

manipulation of the social environment, no

amount of wise planning of institutions,

would alter human beings. Therefore, the only

way to secure permanent improvement of the

race was by deliberate mating of the fit with

the fit.

The eugenicists, however, ran at once

against the fact that man, though he domes-

ticates plants and animals, is still himself in

this respect a "wild" animal. The individual

human being in choosing a mate is no doubt

influenced by a great variety of motives, which

the social scientist or even the practical man
in human relations still understands only im-

perfectly. But no master human breeder, not

even an understandable master principle or

idea, decides who shall mate with whom. So

far, the eugenicists have had little success with

the positive side of their program. On the

negative side, they have urged that the ob-

viously unfit, the idiots, the feeble-minded,

the insane, be prevented, even if necessary by

compulsory sterilization, from having chil-

dren. Some few American states have passed

laws for such compulsory sterilization, but

only a tiny handful of human beings, not

enough to affect in the slightest the general

course of human physical evolution, have un-

dergone this treatment. Moreover, the eugen-

icists have aroused the opposition of many

Christians who believe that it is wrong to tam-

per with God's human creations.

Racism"

By far the commonest way out of the di-

lemma facing the Social Darwinists lay in the

obvious notion that it is not so much among
individual human beings that the struggle for

existence really goes on, as it is among human
beings organized in groups, as tribes, "races,"

or national states. The struggle that counts is

not the struggle, say, among individual Eng-

lishmen to survive, but the struggle between

the entity England — or Great Britain— and its

rivals. The struggle for existence among men
is now lifted from the biology of the individ-

ual to the politics of the group. And for the

nineteenth century the group had to be the

nation-state, perhaps kindred nation-states that

could be organized for the struggle as one

bloc of states, such as the "Nordic" or the

"Latin," or perhaps at the very widest the Cau-

casian or white peoples in competition with

the colored peoples, yellow, brown, or black.

This struggle had an ultimate form: war. The
group that defeated another group in war had

thereby shown itself, these social Darwinists

maintained, to be fitter than the beaten group.

It had a right — indeed in evolutionary terms,

which usually have moral overtones, a </«/>— to

eliminate the beaten group, seize its lands, and

people them with its own fitter human beings.

The English imperialist Cecil Rhodes held

that a world wholly and exclusively peopled

with Anglo-Saxons would be the best possi-

ble world.

The idea of a Chosen People was of course

not a new one in Darwin's time. But there is

no doubt that Darwin's work, however little

he may have meant it to be, was a most im-

portant element in the special forms that com-

petition among organized states took in the

latter half of the nineteenth century, and right

on to our own day. Darwinism came too late

to do more than prop up the philosophy of

laissez-faire in economics. But Darwinism

came at just the right time to intensify the

struggle among organized human groups in

international politics.

The particular groups or states that were to

benefit as the elect of evolution in this special

political sense varied with the aims, sympa-

thies, and actual citizenship of the individual

who was seeking to promote an ultimate evo-

lutionary victory. Britain, Germany, the

United States, the Latins, the Slavs, were all

defended as the true elect of evolution. Most

of the writers who preached this kind of po-

litical evolution proceeded from the assump-

tion that at bottom the men of a given group

had certain physical and therefore intellectual



and spiritual traits in common, traits that gave

them their superiority, and that could not

possibly be transmitted to men of another

group. Most of these writers, in short, were

"racists" who believed that in fact homo sapiens

had already evolved into what were really

separate species. A black skin, for instance, was

for them a sign of innate inferiority. The blacks

would simply have to go the way of the dino-

saurs, into extinction. Evolution had spoken.

There were indeed all sorts of half-way sta-

tions propKJSed by these writers. Few of them

quite dared to preach what has in our own day

been christened genodJe— that is. the actual

wholesale murder of those held to be of infe-

rior race. We had to wait for Hitler for this.

Most of them, though perhaps they held that

in the long run the inferior peoples would in

fact die out, were willing to see the inferiors

duly subjected to the superiors, to have the

less fit peoples serve as hewers of wood and

drawers of water tor their masters.

Indeed, some Social Darwinists applied

their theories to a new form of caste organiza-

tion, which came to be known as "elitism."

The fit were not limited to any one race, but

they were still marked out by the rigid hand

of biological inheritance. They were the mas-

ter group, the elite, the "supermen;" and they

should everywhere band together against

the dull average men, and dutifully exploit

them. The German, Friedrich Nietzsche

(1844-1900), who gave currency to the

phrase "superman," was a subtle and difficult

thinker, who disliked Darwin as a grubbing

Englishman, and who was certainly no racist,

no Social Darwinian. Still Nietzsche's influ-

ence among the half-educated who admired him

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-

turies was to further racist and elitist causes.

Theories of the evolution-guided supe-

riority of certain groups were not limited to

Europe. In the United States, the innate, un-

changeable superiority of whites to blacks was

an article of faith among many whites in the

North and almost universally in the South.

This faith was greatly bolstered by Darwinian

anthropologists and biologists. The notion that

the degree of blondness, and other readily

visible traits, such as long-headedness and

tallness, measured suitableness for citizenship

in a great democracy helped dictate the Ameri-

can immigration act of 1 924, which encouraged

immigrants from northwestern Europe, and

almost barred those from southern and east-

ern Europe. The American, Madison Grant,

in his The Passing oj the Great Race, published

in 1916, asserted that the Nordics — the tall,

long-headed, light-haired peoples of northern

Europe— were "a race of soldiers, sailors,

adventurers and explorers, but above all, of

rulers, organizers and aristocrats." Grant con-

tinued confidently and picturesquely:

Before leaving this interesting subject of the

correlation of spiritual and moral traits with physi-

cal characters we may note that these influences are

so deeply rooted in everyday consciousness that

the modern novelist or playwright does not fail

to make his hero a tall, blond, honest and some-

what stupid youth and his villain a small, dark

and exceptionally intelligent individual of warped

moral character.*

The title of Madison Grant's book, how-

ever, betrays an anxiety that is never far from

the surface even in the most confident of these

Social Darwinists. Grant feared that his "great

race," gifted summit of evolution though it

was, was paradoxically not going to survive.

The lower races were breeding faster; demo-

cratic equalitarianism was lopping off the best

and encouraging the worst. Somehow evolu-

tion was going wrong Degeneration, not

progress, was the mark of the times. Like

those other "scientific" determinists, the

Marxists, the Social Darwinists believed that

men of good will had to set to work with pen

and tongue to help along the predetermined

process and keep it on the right track.

A New
Historical Determinism

Darwinian science no more than New-

tonian science really answered the great ques-

tions about good and evil, about the ends of

human life, that men have been asking and



trying to answer ever since we have had his-

torical records. Darwinian science, and indeed

the physics, chemistry, and other sciences that

flourished in the nineteenth century, recast for

many the whole frame of reference in which

these questions were asked. Make no mistake.

Traditional Christianity, as well as many other

transcendental and supernatural faiths, sur-

vived Darwin as they had survived Newton.

Many men continued to believe that a God, or

powers, not bound by the laws men discov-

ered in laboratory experiments and in other

systematic observations, guided their steps

and gave meaning to their lives in this world

and in the other world after death. But with the

spread of popular education, especially in the

West, great numbers came to believe that no

such God or powers existed, that the material

universe of science and common sense went on

its regular ways in accordance with laws or uni-

formities which men might eventually under-

stand completely, and which they were already

beginning to understand quite well.

Darwin's work and that of many other sci-

entists, in combination with the work of his-

torians and philosophers and men of letters,

worked a major change in the way men looked

at their universe. It is an undue simplification

to say that the Newtonian universe was static,

the Darwinian dynamic, but the generalization

is a good rough working approximation. The
eighteenth-century Enlightenment was cer-

tainly feeling its way far more than its later

Romantic critics admitted toward a view of

the universe as developing, progressing,

evolving. But, as one can see from the work of

so typical a philosophe as Voltaire, the eight-

eenth century had no good explanation of the

way change came about. This explanation

Darwin provided for natural history, and the

Romantic historians and their fellow workers

in other fields provided it for human history.

Today we are still in the climate of opinion

set for us in the late nineteenth century. We
still believe, to a greater or less degree, in

what has been labeled "historicism" — that is,

in the doctrine that the course of history in

the widest sense shows a regular, if bewil-

dering, unfolding that has "determined"

everything now existing and that will deter-

mine everything in the future. The wildest

believer in this doctrine had to admit that

since he could not in fact understand the

whole process in the past, he could not wholly

understand the present or wholly predict the

future, could not "extrapolate" a curve he

couldn't yet plot accurately. Still, the clue lay

in the past, out of which the present has de-

veloped as the oak has developed from the

acorn.

The Christian and Hebraic (and Moslem)
calendar made the earth 6,000 years old, but

the Darwinian calendar envisaged millions of

years for organic life alone. It might seem,

therefore, that historicism, especially when
reinforced by the emphasis Darwin put on the

immense reaches of time, would confirm con-

servative opposition to rapid change, or at

least encourage in men a certain resignation in

the face of the slow-moving process of evolu-

tion on this earth. And so it did for some men.

Darwin's grandson. Sir Charles Galton Dar-

win, published in 1953 a book entitled The
Next Million Years. He concluded that, since it

is now held that it takes about a million years

for a new species to evolve, it will be a mil-

lion years before evolution produces a

creature any better adapted than man; and that

therefore for the next million years we shall

have a history much like that of the last few

thousand, with wars, revolutions, pestilence,

the rise and fall of thousands of Egypts,

Romes, Britains, and Americas.

But historicism in the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries has had for most others a

quite different consequence. It has served to

convince impatient and hopeful men that they

had really mastered the secrets of the uni-

verse, that they understood as their misguided

predecessors had not just where the forces of

history were leading They could, then, help

the process instead of hindering it, perhaps

even hasten it! Marxism is the classic example

of this faith in historical determinism, but

nationalism, racism, and a host of others all

drew nourishment from it. The extraordinary

speeding-up of technological improvements

lent strength to this view that moral and po-
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litical improvement could also be speeded up.

The doctrine of Evolution, then, though logi-

cally you can argue that it should have les-

sened the force of Utopian faiths, did in fact

increase them. People thought of the sureness

of evolution and forgot its slowness.

II Tjterature and the Arts

The Victorian Age

I t is risky to generalize about the litera-

ture and the art of^tHe tafef nineteenth

century. But these years do largely deserve

to be called the
"
Victorian Age." This age

has not the neatness of a single style we
can hnd in ancient Athens or Renaissance Ita-

ly or Elizabethan England. We can evoke a

Victorian drawing room, where Maud or

Melanie in ringlets and crinolines, surrounded

by whatnots, bric-a-brac, plush hangings, and

Landseer engravings, reads Tennyson, Long-

fellow, or Heine, or plays Liszt on the piano-

forte. But so much went on outside that draw-

ing room! — not only in the lives of peasants,

workers, and businessmen, but even in art and

letters. Maud or Melanie might indeed have

been reading Dickens or Balzac, but these

writers hardly fitted the drawing room. Nor
would Thoreau and Melville, Zola and Dos-

toevski. It is quite certain that the girls would

not have been reading Marx.

For the_safest thing we can say about the

formal rulturt- of the second half of the nine -

teenth century is that it had wide variety, that

it was eclectic. We may also add that a great deal

of this formal culture, especially its more "se-

rious" work, was now, more clearly than ever

before in western history, produced and culti-

vated by men and women in conscious revolt

against the tastes of the politically and eco-

nomically dominant class of their time — that

is, the middle class. Unless Maud and Melanie

were very advanced! yourig women_jn3eedj

they did not like much of what a hundred

years later we single out as important in Vic-

torian art and literature. If they were ordinary

middle-class young women, they read senti -

me ntal novels~now forgotten save by the

social historian, and they lived in a culture

to which the derogatory overtones that the

word "Victorian" still often has for us apply

well enough.

Their fathers and hrnrhers indeed, were

gfren sn rnnrprned wi rh indin;rry .;nd rradp

that they had np rimp aad-the.

arij,.^jvhii-h they^ieadedjojeave to their wom-
^nfolk. Or if they did have wider concerns,

these concerns were rather with political and

social problems, with the material betterment

ofjiie[rxlass, and — to be fair— with that of the

working class too. But these middle -class men
felt that the most that could be done for the

workers was to raise their ir.TnHard nf living

slowly under existing capitalist laissez-faire.

They held that Church and State should join

to restrain by law and by religion of an essen-

tially puritanical cast the lack of self-restraint

these middle-class men found too characteris-

tic of their inferiors. For with these Vjciori-

ans, laissez-faire "li ber''l''^rn" '>""; « 'irrirrly

c matter; in morals they believed

ily tha organized ions should in-

fhe pnpiilare from the

drunkenness, jdleness. aridloose living they

were supposedly incline3 tg Libertarians

in economics, the educated, middle-class

Victorians were most certainly authoritarians

in morals.

The Realistic Novel

In literature, the later nineteenth century

was a great period for the novel. Here the ac-

cepted label for the novel of the time is
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lism. in contrast with the Romanticism of

the earlier part of the century. Yet as one usu-

ally finds in examining these sharp contrasts

between the cultural attitudes of succeeding

generations in the modern West, the realists

are quite obviously children of the Romanti-

cists. The Rornantic of 1830, fleeing this ugly

world for an idealized Middle Ages, when
knighthood was in flower and there were no

sooty factories, or writing of the idyllic Indian

tribes of America, can indeed look very dif-

ferent from the realist of 1 860, analyzing with

fascination and disgust the men and women of

the mill towns, the slums of the great cities,

the unidyllic countryside of peasant labor. Yet

both romantic and realist are individualists,

and both are in firm revolt against middle-

class respectability. Both deny the older

"classical" ideals of aristocratic measure, of a

"natural" law of decency and decorum. Both

are obsessed with the analysis of the uniquely

individual human soul. In our contemporary

jargon, both "psychologize."

The Englishman Dickens (1812-1 870), the

Frenchman Balzac ("l 799-1 850) and the Rus-

sian Dostoevski (1821 -1881) all wrote in the

period we label "Romantic." The v reveled in

exaggerations, poured themselves out freely in

undisciplined torrents of words, achieved an

effect of unreal intensity— Romantic traits
,

surely. Yet they were thoroughly immersed in

the world of their time, and were in many

ways realists. Dostoevski wrote about the

Russia and the Russians he knew; but his was

dark Russia, and his Russians tortured.

possessed, unhappy seekers, no children of the

Age of Reason . On the other hand, the leading

French realist of the later nineteenth century,

Flauber t (1821 -1880), wrote one ofjiisjiov-

els, Salammho, about an ancient and, in spitejaf

his great efforts at historical_accuracy. not very

real Carthage. And in his masterpiece,~AIad'^

ame Boiary, which analyzes the romantic long-

ings of a small-town doctor's wife, Flaubert

betrayed a most ambivalent feeling toward his

heroine. Indeed, he once said, "/ am Madame
Bovary. ' Flaubert hated the bourgeois world

he wrote about quite as much as did the es-

capist writers of an earlier generation.

We may perhaps, along with certain mod-
ern critics, call these middle and late nine-

teenth-century writers "romantic realists."

These writers did eschew the remote, the

Gothic, the fantastic, and chose as a rule sub-

jects close to their own time and place. But

there were also more conventional — or at

least more quiet— realists. We may take as

representative of these last the Englishman

TroUope and the Russian Turgenev. Trollope

(1815-1882) wrote dozens of novels about

Victorian clergymen and politicians and

country gentlemen, carefully observing the

English decencies, never raising his voice or

his style, but imparting understanding, sym-

pathy, and a suitable, modest irony. Turgenev

(1818-1883) wrote about his fellows with

classic restraint, skirting delicately the depths

of the Slavic soul (see Chapter 22). Or we may
take William Dean Howells (1837-1920),

who in the Rise of Silas Lapham and other

novels sought to apply realism to the Ameri-

can scene. But significantly, he is nowadays

labeled as a follower of the "genteel tradition."

The Naturalistic Novel: Zola

For as the twentieth century drew near the

realists were confronted with a rebel genera-

tion that found them not "realistic" enough.

This school rose firstj n France, where it took

for itself the name "jiai uralists." The leader of

the naturalists, Emile Zola (1840-1902),

shows clearly the influence of the scientific

revolution inspired by the work of Darwin.

For Zola was not content w i th the realist's aim

to reflect the life around hixo-wkb-simnlp ar-

curacy; he sought to arrive at laws of humaji

developme nt, much as the biologist seeks for

laws ot organic development.

The novel was to Zola an instrument of

scientific generalization. He would do for so-

ciety, for men in their relations with other

men, what Darwin had done for natural his-

tory. He would show what men are like, of

course, but he would also show how they came

to be what they are, and even what they were

going to be. He called his great series of nov-
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els about a family under the Second Empire.

the Rougon^Macquart, the "natural hif^rory " ot'

a_famil>'.
~

Zola's work f>oints up one of the tendencies

not only of the late nineteenth-century novel,

in those days the spearhead of literature, but

of other forms of literature as well. The liter-

ature of the time, and to a great extent of the

twentieth century too, is overwhelmingly a

literature of discontent, of protest against

things-as-they-are, a "problem" li teraturg.

Now it is quite true" that from the ancient

Greek philosophers and the Hebrew prophets

on, many great thinkers have held that their

times were peculiarly out of joint. They had

to protest against the abuses of their age, had

to stir their fellows into bettering their ways.

But there are certainly periods when the in-

tellectuals are relatitely conformist, relatively

well disposed to the existing government and

society — the Augustan Age in Rome, the

Elizabethan Age, and the Age of Louis XIV,

for example. And there are ages when the

intellectuals, even though they are bitterly

against things-as-they-are, write with hope and

confidence of what is to come — as in the

eighteenth-century Enlightenment. We have al-

ready noted that the Romantic movement had

its pessimistic side. With the second half of

the nineteenth century there set in a strain of

pessimism — at least among many leading

writers — that has continued to this day. It is

by no means the only strain in modern west-

ern literature, and it is by no means a strain of

unrelieved pessimism. Writers on the Left,

notably the socialists, are obliged by their

creed to hold that somehow mankind will win

through to a better society.

The Literature

of Pessimism and Protest

centuries used them, ^lati

teenth century apparent I

by the late nine-

made most men

The pessir

eenth-ceniuty

reacted against the eight -

rine of the natural goodness

oTiTian. Certainly

rJTf^jlJjgiirf in fhf worW i->( a Zola^rgrry vpry

different j:onnotations from these words as the_
eighteenth, and even the early nineteenth.

greedy, seltish. combati very bright, and

extremely addicted to iety ot irregular

sexual relations which brought out to the

full their other bad traits. Sometimes, as

with the English novelist Thomas Hardy,

(1840-1928), this pessimism is built up from

a series of incidents in private lives into a

grand cosmic irony withe consoling

side. But for the most part, these writers

were concerned directly with the cruelties,

stupidities, the downright insanities of

ordinary people.

In France. De Maupassant 1 1 850-1 893). a

master of the short story , wrote sparely and

simply, after the manner of his master Flau-

bert, about the tragedies and comedies of

ordinary life; but the tragedies, or at least

the ironies, prevail. In Russia, Chekhov
(1 860-1 904), a medical man by training, used

ttie_ prose drama and the short story to show

how life harasses us all. Ibsen (1 828- 1 906) in

Norway, Brieux (1858-19.32) in France, and

George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950) in Eng-

land all helped to develop the characteris-

tically late-nineteenth-century form of the

drama, the
"
problem play." The problem was

sometimes one of wide moral and political

concern, as in Ibsen' s Enemy of the People or

Shaw's hXan and Superman, but it was very of-

ten concerned mainly with the stupid tangles

of men's private, and in parrirnlar their spy,

lives. Ibsen shocked his contemporaries in his

Doll'i House by having his heroine rebe l

against the "doll-house" atmosphere that her

hiishand had created for her. His Ghosts scan-

dalized his contemporaries by bringing to the

stage the problem of syphilis.

The problem play, the problem nove l,

the problem short story spread through

all the literatures of the West. They spread

with the usual speed to the United States,

where by the end of the nineteenth century the
"

genteel tradition" was already scorned by th e^

bright young men. The novelists Stephfia,

Crane (1871 -1900) and Theodore Dreiser

(1871-1945) were bringing out the harsh

realities of war, business, and \o\£.At took a
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while for the PYfrpmp»; nf 'nariirali«:pi" to gain

the United States, and it was not until our

own day, and then of all places in the South of

magnolia and roses, that an Erskine CaldweU
and others really plumbed the depths of hu-

man perversities behind the Anglo-Saxon

four-letter words they used. s.o freely.

Most of thisjaaljstjc or naturalistic writi ng,

even when it is by no means of Marxist inspi-

ration, is hostile to the middle classes. The
bourgeojs__Ls- no longer just the—PhiTistine

whom the Romantic disliked, the puritanical

conformist, the stutty_enemy7)rsweerness and—
IJght. He is still that, but he is also the rapa-

cious titan of industry, the jingoistic na-

tionalist, the authoritarian browbeater of his

children, the tasteless addict of "conspicuous

consumption" (a phrase of the American

economist, Thorsteia_yebfem, the hypnrriri-

cal practidoner of a "double standard^lof sex -

ual morality, and worse. Flaubert, who began

so much, may be said to have begun this with

his unfinished Bouvard et Pkuchet, in which he

makes his two bourgeois "heroes" run the

gamut of human futility, failing ludicrously in

their effort to educate themselves. In England,

Samuel Butler (1835-1902) in rhe_WaX-ol
A ll Flesh_set the pattern for the novel, since

followed freely, in which the writer-son

blames all on the tyrannical male parent. Shaw ^
found a simple phrase to sum up what was

wrong— 'jfliddle class morality." Ibsen's En-

emy of the People is ironically named; the real.

enemj;_^£he_£eople is the people themselves ,

not the misunderstood leader wHo would

bring them better things.

Even where the writers are not embittered,

even where their main concern is to balance

good and evil as, one suspects, they are bal-

anced in real life, the middle class does not

often come out well. English novelists like

H. G. Wells, Galsworthy, and Arnold Bennett,

French novelists like Anatole France, Spanish

novelists like Pio Baroja, and most writers of

tsarist Russia find something wrong with the

middle classes. An epitome, a bit more kindly

than usual in Europe, of this attack on the

middle classes is afforded by an American,

who wrote in the 1920s, chronologically

rather later than the period with which we are

here concerned, but quite in its "style." Sin-

clair Lewis' h\ain Street and Babbitt are realis-

tic rather than naturalistic novels, and George
Babbitt is almost a hero without ironic quota-

tion marks. Still, Babbitt came to sum up for

thousands of American intellectuals what was

wrong with a naive materialistic civilization.

The novels of Sinclair Lewis sold by the

hundred thousands, so that it is clear that

jw, by Max Beerbohm. Shaw's

Old Self says to the Young Self: "Strange!

You strikejpe as frivolous, icjeljglbus, and
.gert; full of ludicrous faith ]n mankind
and in the efficacy of political propaganda:
squalidly needy in circumstances, and
abominably ill dressed. . . . And I used
to think you quite perfect."



"George Babbitt" himself in real life, and

certainly his wife and his children, must have

relished, or at least read, these satires on his

way of life. Indeed, since many of the writers

we have been dealing with were able to sell

their works in a mass market, one is forced to

conclude that a good portion of the middle

classes in the West were in revolt against their

own shortcomings.

Not all that was written between 1850 and

the outbreak of war in 1914 was a literature of

scorn or protest. The daughters of the Maud
or Melanie with whom we began could about

1900 read the standard conventional fare, his-

torical novels, novels of escape, novels of true

love. They could even find in writers like

Kipling men who, if not exactly convinced that

this was the best of possible worlds, were at

least convinced that the English middle and

upper classes were the least bad of the lot.

They could, in short, read for pleasure and

edification and go on with the serious business

of life

Poetry

Few writers tried to make poetry "natural-

istic" in Zola's sense. Nor, on the other hand,

was the late nineteenth century a period in

which the epic or the grand philosophical

poem, like Wordsworth's Prelude, flourished.

Poets did attempt the drama in verse, but

these dramas remained poetry to be read in

the study, not plays for the boards. Tennyson,

who can stand very well for the more conven-

tional Victorian poets, tried the epic in his

idyls of the Kinn,, based on the legends about

King Arthur's court, and he tried the philo-

sophical poem, such as In Memoriam. and

several "closet " dramas. But he perhaps suc-

ceeded best in his shorter lyrics.

In England Tennyson, in America Longfel-

low and his New England colleagues, in

France Victor Hugo, wrote the staple poetry

the late nineteenth century liked and read a

great deal. These poets deserve the tag,

"household words."" In form, their work differs

little from the norms set by the earlier Ro-

mantic movement, and their subjects are love.

death, nature, patriotism, faith, doubt, and

longing, the eternal lyric repertory. And they

sometimes came down into the arena to deal

with politics, as in Whittier's anti-slavery

poems, and in James Russell Lowells ""Biglow

Papers," poems in Yankee dialect on the crisis

of the Civil War. The spiritual crisis brought

on by loss of Christian faith in a scientific

age is evident in many poems of Matthew
Arnold and Arthur Hugh Clough, as well

as Tennyson. Even the horrors of the indus-

trial revolution are apparent in Thomas Hood's

"Song of the Shirt"':

With fingers weary and worn.

With eyelids heavy and red,

A woman sat in unwomanly rags.

Plying her needle and thread-

Stitch! stitch! stitch!

In poverty, hunger, and dirt.

And still with the voice of dolorous pitch

She sang the "Song of the Shirt!''

The American poet Walt Whitman too wrote

poetry exalting American democracy and the

common man. He wrote in what is sometimes

called "free verse," but he was no radical in-

novator of the aiarit garde, and the common
man he celebrates has no trouble understand-

ing his poetry.

Yet in these very same years poetry went

far along the road that brought it to our times,

when the serious poet usually writes difficult,

private, metaphysical, psychological, or at the

very least, weighty experimental verse for a

handful of initiates. Poetry for the Romanti-

cist was indeed the reflection of his own inner

world, but he hoped it would not prove by any

means a private world. He wanted to be read,

perhaps even by the Philistines, as indeed he

was. In the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, the French Parnassians deliberately

sought the seclusion of perfect form, of pol-

ished verse fit for but few, of "'art for art's

sake." Still later, with Symbolists like Mal-

larme, they went on to very difficult verse in-

deed, in which the meaning had to be wrung

with effort from symbols nested one within

another, in which the harmonies, like those of
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modern music, are by no means at once ap-

parent to the untrained listener. Significantly,

when twentieth-century poets went back for

precedents to their literary "fathers" or teach-

ers, they did not go to Tennyson, Hugo, Long-

fellow, or Kipling, but to late Victorian poets

hardly known to their contemporaries, like

the English Gerard Manley Hopkins and the

American Emily Dickinson. Here is a passage

from Hopkins:

Across my foundering deck shone

A beacon, an eternal beam.
|
Flesh fade,

and mortal trash

Fall to the residuary worm;
|

world's wild-

fire, leave but ash;

In a flash, at a trumpet crash,

I am all at once what Christ is,
|

since he

was what I am, and

Cabaret scene by Georges Seurat, who
originated pointillism, an extreme develop-

ment of impressionism characterized by a

technique of applying colors in tiny dots

according to a rigidly systematic plan.

This Jack, joke, poor potsherd,
i

patch,

matchwood, immortal diamond.

Is immortal diamond.'

Yet the historian must not be so interested

in the origins of what becomes good literature

for the few as to forget what the many read.

Even as late as the early twentieth century, it

was not Hopkins, not Mallarme, not Emily

Dickinson who were recited at parties, on the

stage, or in formal ceremonials all over the

West— it was still Hugo, Heine, Longfellow,

or newer poets like A. E. Housman or even

Robert Service and Edgar Guest.

Painting

In Victorian literature, then, there was a

popular and conventional, but not vulgar,

level of writing represented by men like

Hugo and Tennyson. In painting, there was a

similar level, represented by artists whose

work now fills many galleries— the Fontaine-

bleau school in France; Watts, Burne-Jones,

and Rossetti in England; George Inness, and

later Winslow Homer and John Singer Sar-

gent in the United States; animal painters

like Rosa Bonheur ("The Horse Fair") and Sir

Edwin Landseer ("The Stag"); and many, many
others throughout the West. The avant garde,

the advanced innovators in art, the rebels,

gave the paintings of these men the deroga-

tory label "academic." Actually, the academic

painters were technically very skillful, for

they had the advantage of the long tradition of

western painting since the Renaissance. They
could mirror man and nature faithfully, in a

sense more faithfully than their great rival for

the patronage of the many, the camera. They

were perhaps realists, but they were not natu-

ralists in Zola's sense. They rather avoided the

shambles of the industrial revolution, and to

their avant garde opponents they seemed too

much concerned with the pretty in nature and

with the aristocratic or striking in portraiture.

The first great innovators in later nine-

teenth-century painting were the French im-

'Gerard Manley Hopkins. Poena. 3rd ed. (New York,



"The Starry Night," a post

impressionist painting by

Vincent van Gogh, 1889.

pressionists. This school once had to content

itself with separate salons, for the academics

would have none of it. But it is now safely

enshrined as "classic " The impressionists, too,

show one of the cross-fertilizations between

science and art, but in a rather subtler way

than does the naturalist movement in fiction.

One of the things science does is to show us

that the "real" world is not what the hasty eye

finds, that things are not what they seem. The
impressionists were not content with the cam-

era eye of the academics. Light, they learned

from the physicists, was not a simple thing,

but a complex that the eye puts together from

the prismatic reflections of nature. So they

proposed to break up light into its constituent

colors and then allow the viewer's eye to

reassemble them. They painted landscapes for

the most part, and they built up their trees and

flowers and buildings and skies from thou-

sands of little dabs of color, so that the result,

when seen from a few feet away, is hardly

more than a formless mesh of color, but seen

from an adequate distance does indeed take

the form of a landscape, a landscape flooded

in light.

The great master of the impressionist

school, Claude Monet (1840-1926) was a

prolific painter, whose work is well repre-

sented in public museums. Monet repeatedly

painted the same subjects, notably Rouen Ca-

thedral and the lily pond in his own garden, to

show how they varied in appearance at differ-

ent times of day and under changing condi-

tions of light. Light interested many other

painters, like Turner in England, who special-

ized in marine pictures and the Anglicized

American, Whistler, who did misty scenes

in London and, incidentally, was very ashamed

of the fact that he had been born in Lowell,

Massachusetts.

Even with the Frenchman Manet (1832-

1883), who began as a realist and retained

a certain harshness associated with the real-

istic temperament, we find another great artist

breaking with the "realism" of the

311
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Manet's famous "Death of Maximilian" com-

pletely destroys the Renaissance idea of per-

spective, placing the firing squad almost on

top of its victim, and abandons "fact" by mak-

ing the executioners not Mexican soldiers

(which they were) but French Zouaves. Manet

uses "real" objects for his own purposes, as

occasions for effects of color and composition

which are his. These effects are, for the pur-

poses of the artist, to be preferred as truer to

the realities of the universe and nature as men
ought to see them than is all that seems to

the layman's eye, the eye of vulgar common
sense, to be real, natural. To put it another

way: these apparently distorted effects are

truer, more real, than what the ordinary man,

whose vision is science-spoiled, camera-

spoiled, schoolmarm-spoiled, sees as "real"

or "natural." Some such feeling that the

artist sees more and more profoundly than

any mechanical device, or than any person

with just conventional, or just "scientific,"

or just "rationalistic" training is common to

modern art in almost all its forms. In our

twentieth century, this revolt from "represen-

tational" painting has gone on to pure "ab-

stract" painting, an art extremely hard on the

traditional portrait, for we still can hardly

help seeing others somewhat as we see our-

selves in a mirror.

Some of the best work of the middle of the

century was done in drawing and engraving,

where new methods of reproduction made
prints available to all. Here again the French

are at their best, severe moralists in the Vol-

tairean tradition, as in the caricatures of Dau-

mier (see illustrations on pp. 166 and 317)

and Forain.

Toward the end of the century the avant

garde turned to another technique, somewhat

more difficult than impressionism -to describe.

The great figure here is another Frenchman,

Cezanne (1839-1906). This painter, too,

wanted to go beyond the smooth techniques

of the academics, but he found impressionism

too fuzzy, too obsessed with light. The im-

pressionists had to him lost the sense of shape,

lost the three dimensions of the real world

A landscape by Cezanne,

"La Montagne Sainte Vic-

toire."



— at least, of the "real" world of human binocu-

lar vision. He proposed to put them back, not

with the classic, flowing perspective inherited

by the academics from the Italians, but with

blocks, chunks of color blended into a result

that is after all realistic. From Cezanne there

stemmed in a sense much of rwentieth-century

painting. Cubism, which is the exaggeration of

Cezanne's insistence on hard three-dimen-

sionality, is most obviously in his debt, but so

too are Abstractionism and even Surrealism.

Cezanne's work and that of rwo of his contem-

poraries, the Dutchman Van Gogh and the

Frenchman Gauguin, were once thought wild,

private, and unprofitably experimental. But

they are now popular in museums and in

countless inexpensive reproductions. Neither

the artist nor the sociologist understands the

process by which a once outrageous innova-

tion becomes an established classic well

enough to be sure whether a given contempo-

rary work will or will not survive. Indeed, the

purchase of contemporary art for private or

public collections remains one of the most

speculative of human ventures. The odds are

heavily against the investor. All art connois-

seurship, including that of rare books, is in

terms of economics about as risky a business

as there is, though as usual in speculation in

our culture, the successful connoisseur and

collector wins great prizes.

The Other Arts

The nineteenth century was not a great pe-

riod for sculpture. An age that had mastered

the industrial arts so well produced monu-

mental statues aplenty. The most famous for

Americans is the Statue of Liberty in New
York harbor, the work of the French sculptor

Bartholdi, a gift from the Third French Re-

public to the American Republic. But the

statues of statesmen and warriors that adorn

public places everywhere in the West are so

conventionally realistic that we hardly accept

them as human beings. Sculpture in the large

at least would appear to be an aristocratic art,

designed for the palace and the formal garden.

Its nineteenth-century civic use seems at its

best — or least bad — in Paris, in the dec

of the great Arc de Triomphe,. a delayed me-

morial to the Grand Army of Napoleon l.and

in the new Opera and many other buildings.

Toward the end of the century. Frenchmen

like Rodin and Maillol began a break with

the formal statuary of their time, simplifying,

strengthening and in a sense exaggerating the

contours of their men and women, treating

their subjects with less academic convention

and more power. It should be noted that in-

expensive, small-scale copies of the great

sculpture of antiquity and the Renaissance

now became common, and many a Victorian

drawing room in Europe and in Europe over-

seas boasted a plaster Venus or a bronze

Mercury. Museums in various parts of the

world could all afford large plaster casts. Some
direct acquaintance with the great artistic

achievements of the past was now available

to a very wide general public.

Indeed the nineteenth century knew almost

too much of the past of the arts and was too

eclectic and derivative in its tastes. Certainly

this eclecticism weighed heavily on the archi-

tect. Somewhere in the West in these years

someone built something in almost every style

that had ever been used. Western men built

Chinese pagodas, Egyptian pyramids, Greek

temples, and, especially in America, Gothic

universities. In the United States buildings

were typed for style. Banks, those solid insti-

tutions, went back to Greece and Rome, at least

for their fronts; churches and universities re-

lied on Gothic; public buildings went in for

the Renaissance, duly modified by the reigning

taste in the Paris Ecole des Beaux-Arts (School

of Fine Arts); private citizens went in for any-

thing that pleased them for their own houses,

modified perhaps a bit by the traditions of their

region. Individual architects worked on a his-

toric style that they adapted in their own way.

Thus the American Richardson revived the

Romanesque, the early medieval predecessor

of Gothic, with its round arches and its soli-

darity, achieving certainly a style of his own.

Two broad styles may be found in the con-

fusion of nineteenth-century architecture. One
style, for public buildings, was basically Re-

naissance, with pediments, balconies, some-
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times with domes, and with friezes and other

decorations. This style varies somewhat from

nation to nation. French public buildings, un-

der the influence of the Beaux-Arts, looked at

least vaguely like a chateau in Touraine; Ger-

man buildings kept a touch of the huddled

Middle Ages; and British buildings, much imi-

tated in Boston, New York and Philadelphia,

were simpler, more in the manner of Pailadio.

(Volume I, p. 445) The other style, for pri-

vate homes, was represented in Europe by the

"villa," and in America by the residence, often

a "mansion," that the successful businessman

built for himself on Elm Street. In the United

States this style was at its most flaunting in the

mansions of the 1 870's, the "era of General

Grant." These were big houses, for families

were large, domestic servants were plentiful

and cheap, and building costs were relatively

low. They ran to high ceilings, for the bour-

geois wanted nothing to remind him of the

low rooms of his past. Today they look too tall

for their width, and their lines seem much too

broken by little towers, porches, scrollwork,

all sorts of decorative devices. But they had the

latest comforts, if they were in a town large

enough— gas light, bathtub and water closet,

and central heating, though western Europeans

came rather slowly to this last innovation.

In architecture, as in painting and sculpture,

true innovation began toward the end of the

century. In structural steel, men now had away

Fifth Avenue, looking north from 65th Street, :



The Auditorium Hotel and
Theater in Chicago, de-

signed by the pioneering

architect, Louis Sullivan.

of emancipating themselves from the limita-

tions that had so taxed the Gothic builders:

they could now go almost as high as they

pleased. They began to do so in the United

States, where the first "skyscraper," the Home
Insurance Building in Chicago, was put up in

1885. Although some later skyscrapers ended

up in Gothic towers, abundantly decorated,

the general tendency imposed by the materials

was toward simplicity of line. This taste for

simplicity began to spread, and with the twen-

tieth century the way was open for modern

"functional" architecture. Structural steel

should remind us that some of the most satis-

fying work of the late nineteenth century was

not primarily meant for beauty, but very often

achieved it. The great bridges of the time, for

example, the Firth of Forth Bridge in Scotland,

and Brooklyn Bridge, are still handsome as

well as impressive and useful.

In the minor arts of furniture, household

decoration, and clothing, the Victorian Age
seems to us now most characteristic and most

ugly. Although it is hard to believe that men
will ever collect "antiques" of the 1870s as

they now collect the work of earlier periods,

horsehair sofas and marbletopped tables are

nowadays coming into the trade in antiques.

So, we return to the Victorian drawing room
with which we began. It was an incredibly

heavy and incredibly dark room, for the height

of the windows was canceled by the dark

carpets, upholstery, and hangings, and by the

mahogany or walnut furniture. And it was clut-

tered with what were known as objeti d'art. Our
taste in interior decoration today is different

from that of the Victorians in part because in

our society domestic labor is scarce and expen-

sive; the mere job of dusting the bric-a-brac

of a nineteenth-century house would be too

much for the modern housewife.

Yet we must as always note that qualifying

"in part." Simplification of interior decor was

probably helped along, but not initiated or

simply "caused," by scarcity and high cost of

domestic labor. Even at levels of high art as

well as at those of taste and fashion, human

beings— modern western human beings at least

— tend to rebel against the ways of a preceding

generation. Reaction against Victorian decora-
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tive arts, a movement for simplification, starts

in England with William Morris (1 834 - 1 896)

in full Victorian times, and is in full swing by

the 1890's with Voysey and Mackintosh in

England, art nouieau France, and the Secession

in Austria. Already, the "functional" chair is

in sight.

One great art remains to be discussed—
music. Now though in music there is no such

obvious common-sense basis in "Nature" as

the camera eye gives the representational arts,

it is not misleading to take the established

"classical" eighteenth-century tonality and

forms, say from Bach through Haydn and

much of Mozart, as a kind of norm or "law"

which nineteenth-century composers revolted

against, sought to go beyond.

Early in the century at least, this revolt de-

serves the old label "romantic". The composer

sought to move his hearers, to tears, to rapture,

to ecstasy, by startling novelties, by unique and

overpowering orchestra sonorities, by "pro-

gramme music" in which the sounds were

deliberately tied to other parts of human ex-

perience— i.e., suggested bird songs, water-

falls, wind in the pines, a thunderstorm. The

old forms— sonata, symphony, concerto — were

by no means abandoned; they were, rather, ex-

ceeded, burst.

By the late nineteenth century itself, the

supreme achievement in music seemed clearly

to be Richard Wagner's (1813-1883). After

the usual struggle of the innovating artist to

get a hearing, Wagner by the 1 870's had be-

come the heir of Beethoven. He set out to

make opera the supreme synthesis of the arts,

with drama, music, scenery all fused in one

great transcendence of this dull world of ordi-

nary living. He gave up the routine recitative —

the relatively undramatic passages "explain-

ing" the action— interlarded with arias in

which the singer or singers dropped what

action there had been and advanced boldly to

the front of the stage to launch into song. He
sought rather to combine music and action in

a realistic and dramatic whole. His character-

istic device was the Leitmotif, a definite and

recognizable melodic theme associated with

a given character or symbolizing an element

in the drama. These themes he wove together

for both voices and orchestra into a continuous

flow of music. He chose epic subjects: the four

operas of the Ring of the Nihelungen, in which

he drew on the Teutonic myths, by no means

without thought for Teutonic greatness; Parsi-

fal, on the theme of the Holy Grail; Tristan

and Isolde, a drama of fated love and death

taken from the Arthurian legends. Wagner's

operas call for robust voices, which in turn

call for barrelchested tenors and huge sopranos

ill-suited to concepts of romantic love or in-

deed of heroism. In our time Wagner's popu-

larity has suffered because of his 'Victorian

heaviness, his inordinate lengths, and the great

noise he makes. Nietzsche once implied aptly

that, in contrast with Bizet's "Carmen", Wag-

ner's XVMSXQ sweats. Moreover, he has suffered —

the musical purist often thinks he has suffered

unjustly— from the associations of his life

and work with German nationalism, racism,

even Nazism.

Yet Wagner deserves his fame as a com-

poser. His break with the norms of the classi-

cal past, his orchestration, his chromaticism,

his desperate efforts to transcend, to express the

inexpressible, or at least the extraordinary, are

a landmark in the road that leads from the

Well-Tempered Clavichord to our contempo-

rary atonality. Even the Frenchman Debussy

(1862-1918), who found Wagner too noisy,

too unbridled, too German, and who sought to

capture in his music a French sense of quiet

measure, followed Wagner in this revolt

against classical tonality.

Again, as in poetry, nineteenth-century mu-

sic had its popular successes, free from avant

garde difficulties. "Popular" music in most of

the West was tuneful, and inclined to nostal-

gia, not unpleasant tears, conventional senti-

ment; here the work of the American Stephen

Foster (1826-1864) is a superior sample in-

deed. Light music flourished, in the tuneful

operettas of Offenbach, like La Belle Hel'ene.

based on the legend of Helen of Troy, in the

waltzes of Johann Strauss and Waldteufel, and

for Anglo-Saxons in the gently, never bitterly



or agonizedly, satirical operas of Gilbert

and Sullivan.

The Arts in Review

We shall make three broad generalizations

about the arts (in their widest sense, to include

literature) in the nineteenth century, ever

mindful of the difficulties of the undertaking,

especially for historians, who nowadays are

rarely trained in the arts. Nor shall we forget

that the old Latin tag, De guilihus non est dis-

putandum (tastes arc not to be disputed) ought

really to go; there is no use disputing except

about tastes.

First, there is, as we have already noted, an

amazing range and variety in nineteenth-

century arts. This is a century that did not even

build its public buildings in a single style. The
patron — better yet in this century of the great

market, the customer— could pick from the

styles of centuries. Popular magazines, inex-

pensive reprints of older books, serializations

of new works, the beginnings, especially in

the United States, of circulating libraries, in-

expensive (as well as expensive) reproductions

of works of art, in short, the new technical and

economic resources of a society on its way to

democratic equalities, meant that much was

available in all the arts. The reader could

shift from Dickens or Tennyson to Homer or

Chaucer, go frankly common with "penny

dreadfuls" or "dime novels," or turn to the

difficulties of innovators like Mallarme, or

Browning, held in those days to be a difficult

poet. No doubt there were individuals with

tastes so broad, or so undiscriminating, as to

dip into all these. There were of course stan-

dards—conventional, classical, and "academic"

— of good and bad in the arts, and most of these

standards were dinned in firmly in the cur-

rent "classical" or "liberal" education. The
nineteenth-century college student, unlike the

twentieth-century one, was in his formal edu-

cation carefully shielded from the contempo-

rary, the aiant garde, in the arts.

Second, by the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury there is a very clear rift, the origins of

which go back several centuries, between the

tastes of the few and those of the many, or in

current American terms, between the tastes

of the "highbrows," or "longhairs," or intel-

lectuals, and the tastes of the rest of the people.

Now these terms must not be taken to indi-

cate the existence of two totally different

groups, two circles that never intersect. Never-

theless, it is clear that from the point of view of

the sociologist of knowledge, there had come
to be by the end of the nineteenth century what

some have called the "alienation of the intel-

lectuals"; to this theme we shall have to return,

for it must be one of the concerns of anyone

who deals with contemporary western culture.

Third, there is accentuated in the nineteenth

century a tendency in a sense constant in west-

ern art: the revolt of one cultural generation

against the ways of its parent generation.

Again, we are not here dealing with absolutes.

The rebels of the "naughty nineties," the mem-
bers of the "lost generation" of the

Daumier caricature: How the public feels

after listening to the music of the future

by Wagner.
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of our own century did not think and feel in

ways totally alien to the ways of their parents.

Moreover, the phenomenon we are here dis

cussing is almost wholly limited to the "high

brows, " to high art, and is, save at the level ol

trivial changes of fashion, hardly yet notice

able in popular art. No doubt the great inno

vators do eventually, if they are great enough

get translated, adapted, even accepted, by a

wider public. Still, the gap remains. The few

are indeed, as we have just noted, innovators.

Like Gerard Manley Hopkins, or Monet,

Manet, or Cezanne, or Wagner or Debussy,

they produce something new, strange, some-

thing that widens, changes, the possibilities of

human experience. They are, in short, atant

garde— in popular language, "moderns." For

those who come to share their widened experi-

ences, they are successful innovators, men and

women who add to the great cumulative cul-

ture of mankind quite as clearly as do the great

scientists and inventors; for those who do not

share their experiences, they are usually wild

men, beatniks, rebels against the eternal veri-

ties, the eternal beauties, morally and politi-

cally undesirables to boot, and what they are

trying to do can't and shouldn't be done. We
shall come again to this point in a final chap-

ter, for the problem of "modern" an is one of

the many we have inherited from the nine-

teenth century. It remains unsolved, and in a

democracy, a serious problem.

Ill Philosophy

Idealism and Realism

The art and literature of the later nineteenth

century furnish samples of almost the full

range of human attitudes toward the world.

The formal philosophy and the less formal

view of life taken by ordinary educated people

varied quite as widely, and we can find as many

different schools in metaphysics and ethics as

we can find in literature and art. The philo-

sophical school of idealism was born in its

modern form in the Germany of Kant and

Hegel (see Chapters 1^ and 19). In the later

nineteenth century it continued to thrive in the

land of its birth; it made converts in the Ox-

ford School of T. H. Green, Bradley, and

Bosanquet, and in the American philosopher,

Josiah Royce; and it even penetrated into the

Latin countries. The philosophical opposite of

idealism, now christened "realism, " was at least

as widespread. Modern realism, though as a

philosophy it attempted to answer questions

the scientist does not try to answer in so far

as he is a scientist, had its roots in the same soil

as modern science and the scientific rational-

ism of the eighteenth-century philosophes, and

was a product of the Enlightenment.

The American philosopher, William James

(1842-1910), found two terms to sum up this

polar antithesis of idealism and realism that

runs through western philosophical tradition.

Men are, wrote James, by disposition either

"tender-minded" or "tough-minded." They

are either tough-mindedly convinced that the

world of sense-experience is the real world or

tender-mindedly convinced that the world of

sense-experience is somehow an illusion, or

at any rate an imperfect, changing, and there-

fore unreal copy, if not a kind of caricature,

of the real -world which is in our minds— im-

perfectly— and perfectly in God's mind.

One might conclude that, since the later

nineteenth century was a period of great ma-

terial progress, deeply concerned with this

world of the senses, then on the whole the

"tough-minded" would prevail over the "tender-

minded."" Yet this was by no means true in for-

mal philosophy, where the tender-minded were

quite numerous and articulate. Perhaps the

ordinary unreflective man, at least in our west-

ern civilization, leans toward the tough-minded



side, if only because common sense urges upon

him the presence of the world of sense-

experience, the world of "matter. " But there

are no reliable statistics on this point, and to

the extent that Christianity forms an inescap-

able underpinning for the world-view of west-

ern men, not even tough common sense can

altogether dispose of the world of the tender-

minded, of concepts like "value-judgments,"

"soul," "spirit," "ideal," and "other world."

Dynamism
and the Cult of the Will

Certain common denominators, however,

underlay the formal philosophical thought of

the later nineteenth century. Here, too, Dar-

winism left its mark. The thought of the period

had a dynamic historical and evolutionary cast

that not even the tender-minded could avoid.

The idealist, following Hegel, believed that

above the whirl and change of this world of

the senses there was an unchanging, perfect

world of the Absolute. But he also believed

that this imperfect world was being slowly

drawn toward that other world, developing

by ways he could only incompletely under-

stand, but developing, growing, evolving. On
the other hand, the nineteenth-century realist

no longer held that his reason could give him a

neat, static, mathematical formula for the good

life; he too thought that everything grows, that

even what is made according to human plans

must take account of natures mysterious ways

of growth.

A second and related note in the thought

of the period is an emphasis on will, often cap-

italized into Will, on doing, on the life-force

that makes the "struggle for existence." The
word appears everywhere, even as a title-

Schopenhauer's World ai Will and Idea.

Nietzsche's Will to Power. William James' Will

to Believe. It appears but slightly disguised in

the French philosopher Henri Bergsons "cre-

ative evolution " and "elan vital" and in Ber-

nard Shaw's "life-force." It appears as an

insistence that knowing is not a passive reg-

istering, but a creative </o/«^. in the work of

the Italian Benedetto Croce. It lies behind the

use of the word "myth " by the French anarcho-

syndicalist, Georges Sorel, and the German
Hans Vaihinger's phrase, the "philosophy of

the as-if. " For both these latter thinkers, the

great ideas, the great abstractions of Right and

Wrong, are not mere attempts of the mind to

understand the world; indeed they are quite

false if taken as analytically descriptive of this

world. But they are, rather, the guides our de-

sires, our wills, set up for our action. They are

fictions, myths, "as-if," but all the more real

for being such. The Italian idealist philosopher

Croce summarized: true knowing is doing,

mak i ng, changing.

The pragmatism of William James, some-

what unfairly described by its critics as the

philosophy that nothing succeeds like suc-

cess, is clearly one of these philosophies of

the will. To James, himself "tough-minded,"

reality is no Absolute as in the idealist tradi-

tion; indeed, reality is nothing fixed and cer-

tain. Reality is what works for us human
beings; truth is what we want to believe.James

thought he had saved himself from the obvious

danger of this line of thought— that is, making

reality and truth purely subjective, purely a

matter of the individual's judgment or faith—
by granting that not everything we want is prac-

tical, that not all our desires "work." If my will

to believe tells me I can make a broad jump of

three hundred feet, experience, the "prag-

matic"' test, will prove that I cannot. But to

many of James" critics, he had by no means

saved himself from subjectivism. Pragmatism

remained to these critics a doctrine danger-

ously erosive of traditional values, leading

either to an exaltation of mere vulgar success,

or to a silly belief in believing for the sake of

believing {"fideism").

The Revolt against Reason

The cult of the will brings us to a major

current in the broad stream of later nineteenth-

century thought, to the center of the nineteenth-

century attack on the thought of the eighteenth,

an attack never universal, and more evident



among the creative writers, artists, intellec-

tuals, than among ordinary educated men and

women. This was an intensification of the re-

volt against "reason" already initiated by the

Romantics earlier in the century; it may be

called "anti-intellectualism," "irrationalism,"

or, more exactly, "anti-rationalism." Even this

last term is somewhat misleading, for it stresses

negation, whereas the attitude it describes is

also an affirmation. There seems, however, to

be no better term for the attitude than

anti-rationalism.

One further caution. This anti-rationalism

is one of the "roots" of contemporary totalitar-

ianism, and especially of fascist and Nazi to-

talitarianism (see Chapter 27). But it is by no

means a simple synonym for totalitarianism. It

is a much broader and more inclusive term. It

is quite possible to have been influenced by

anti-rational currents and remain a good, if

not altogether orthodox, democrat and indi-

vidualist. It is quite possible to be a Marxist

totalitarian and reject a great deal, especially

in its psychological core, of modern anti-

rationalism. Indeed, the conventional Marxist

is in an important sense a naive, almost an

eighteenth-century, rationalist. Get the eco-

nomy to work perfectly, he says, and men will

behave themselves perfectly.

The basic position of anti-rationalism, and

one for which it is heavily indebted to the

Romantic movement, is a rejection of the

eighteenth-century Enlightenment's belief

that the ordinary human being is naturally

reasonable. To the extent that it rejects the

Enlightenment, anti-rationalism is indeed a

negation, as the "anti" implies. But it has its

positive side — the belief that if men can accept

their true nature as human beings they can lead

richer lives than any rationalist ever planned

for them; but what they must accept is the ra-

dical limitation of their thinking mind, or

brain, to which so much of their experience

never penetrates.

The Chastened Rationalists

Broadly speaking, there are two kinds of

anti-rationalism, which shade into one another;

the moderate and the extreme. Moderatis anti-

rationalism at bottom is trying to salvage as

much as possible of the eighteenth-century

belief in human rationality. Such on the whole

is the attitude of modern psychology from

Freud (see Chapter 32) and William James on.

This psychology seeks to aid human reason by

pointing out the difficulties under which it

must work. Reason, these thinkers maintain,

is limited by men's instincts or "drives," by

their biological inheritance of animality, so

much emphasized by the evolutionists, and

by their sociological inheritance of custom and

tradition so much emphasized by historians

and by the school of Edmund Burke (see

Chapter 19).

To use a metaphor from John Locke,

which he in turn derived from the slogan of

the Cambridge Platonists, "the mind of man
is the light of God," moderate anti-rationalists

regard human reason as a flickering candle,

not as the great white universal light it ap-

peared to be to philosophes like Condorcet. Bui

they do not wish to extinguish this candle. On
the contrary, they wish to keep it alive, to

nurse it along into greater and greater bright-

ness. This process, in keeping again with the

views of the evolutionist, they regard as in-

evitably long and slow, likely to be hindered

rather than helped by ambitious plans to

hasten it. These moderate thinkers are not so

much anti-rationalists as they are disillusioned

or chastened rationalists.

The Extreme Anti-Rationalists

By contrast, the second kind of anti-

rationalism would actually put out the candle

of human reason. For the extreme anti-

rationalists reason is not just feeble; it is bad.

It is for them, so to speak, a mistake evolution

has made — a wrong turning, from which the

human race must somehow retrace its steps to

a sounder life of pure unsullied instinct, emo-

tion, and faith. Thomas Hardy, the English

novelist, put the position clearly in the remark,

"Thought is a disease of the flesh. " There was

a strong dose of this extreme anti-rationalism

in the Na2i movement. Hitler himself dis-
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trusted reason as a degenerate French inven-

tion. Good Germans, he hoped, would come to

think with their blood, with their German folk

inheritance. This is the attitude reflected in

the cry of a Spanish falangist general in 1936:

"Down with intelligence and long live deathi"

Extreme anti-rationalism may also be found

at the bottom of some of the wi Ider movements
in modern an, which want to do away with all

the rules of grammar or harmony or perspec-

tive, and write or compose music or paint from

the heart — or the guts— without regard for

"meaningless forms."

The position of these extremists is strongly

rooted in the Romantic movement, with its

emphasis on the heart as against the head, on

fresh instinct as against stale logic, on "the

desire of the moth for the star," on the impos-

sibility of the impossible, on always want-

ing more, more, more (see Chapter 19).

IV Political and Social Thought

Many of the extreme anti-

rationalists turned violently against democracy,

which seemed to them to rest on an altogether

false estimate of what human beings were

really like. The democrat believes at bottom

that the ordinary man can be freed from the

weight of erroneous traditions, habits, and

prejudices. Once he has the real facts be-

fore him, he can attain by free discussion

among his fellows a series of decisions

that will be incorporated in acts and in-

stitutions under which all men can live more
happily. But if you hold that most, or even

many, men are by nature incapable of fair, dis-

passionate thinking and discussion, if you hold

that men are by nature hopelessly irrational,

you will at least have to revise drastically your

notions of democracy, or reject them.

The extreme anti-rationalist rejected the

notions of democracy. The German philoso-

pher Nietzsche, who did most of his work in

the 1880's, will do as a sample of such politi-

cal thinkers in this period. Nietzsche wrote

mostly in short aphoristic passages, which are

hard to systematize and are often quite contra-

dictory. But the central line of his thinking

led to the concept of a new aristocracy, to the

"superman",— better, perhaps because of the

vulgarization of that word, the "overman" — (in

German, Uebermensch). Nietzsche's followers,

who were numerous throughout the West in

the two decades before 1914, insisted that he

meant a new spiritual aristocracy. The over-

men would be above the petty materialism and

national patriotism of the middle classes.

Nietzsche's opponents, who were also many,

held that he was just another preacher of Nor-

dic superiority, that his overmen were, as he

put it in one of his famous passages, "the blond

beasts " who had so often terrorized Europe.

Certainly some of his German followers held

that he meant the real live Germans to be

his overmen.

At any rate, Nietzsche was clearly an enemy
of democracy, which he held to be second only

to its child, socialism, as a society in which the

weak unjustly and unnaturally ruled the strong.

Here are some of his aphorisms, from which

the reader can judge for himself:

Democracy represents the disbelief in all great

men and in all elite societies; everybody is every-

body else's equal. 'At bottom we are all herd

and mob.'

I am opposed to Socialism because it dreams in-

genuously of goodness, truth, beauty, and equal

rights' (anarchy pursues the same ideal, but in a

more brutal fashion).

1 am opposed to parliamentary government and

the power of the press, because they are the means

whereby cattle become r

Nietzsche may have hoped that the herd, the

slaves, the masses would, in spite of their crass

materialism, somehow recognize the true mas-



ters, the new enlightened despots; or he may

have thought of himself as the prophet of a

vast moral and religious revolution which

would in his own phrase, achieve a "transvalu-

ation of all values," a new world for a new

species of man. At any rate, it is— or should

be— safe to say that he was no good conven-

tional democrat.

Nietzsche is frankly attacking, from what

he thought was a fundamental position, the

values associated with the democratic inheri-

tance of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment.

But even those thinkers we have already noted

(see Chapters 19 and 20) as defenders of that

inheritance were in the nineteenth century

influenced by romantic and anti-rationalist

doubts as to the natural goodness and reason-

ableness of ordinary men and women, as to the

beneficent workings of a free market, the "in-

visible hand" of laissez-faire economics, and

much else of conventional, established, no

longer innovating liberalism. John Stuart Mill

in the mid-century had worried over the "tyr-

anny of the majority." Walter Bagehot, a good

English liberal much influenced by Darwin,

pointed out in his Physics and Politics (1872)

how strong was the accumulated force of habit

and tradition, which he called the "cake of

custom," how hard it was to persuade men to

rational action. By the end of the century,

liberals throughout the West were facing the

problem of revising their attitudes toward life

to conform with the new emphasis on the

tough network of habit, custom, and prejudice.

Already by 1914 the broad lines of the

social attitudes of our own time were being

laid out. One line went toward some kind of

revolutionary elitism, toward the seizure of

power by a minority that believes itself to have

the formula whereby the gifted few can

put order into a society threatened with chaos

because of attempts to make decisions demo-

cratically by counting heads, no matter what

is inside them. The variety of these specific

formulas was, however, very great, for the late

nineteenth century was in its political and ethi-

cal ideas at least as eclectic as it was in archi-

tecture. Some made race the mark of the elite.

and went so far as to preach world rule for their

chosen race. Others made class the mark of the

elite, and sought to achieve the "dictatorship

of the proletariat." Indeed, as Marxian social-

ism developed in Lenin's hands, the elitist im-

plications of Marx's thought came out openly

as the doctrine often called the Leninist corol-

lary—that the enlightened minority must

seize power and rule dictatorially in the name
and in the "true" interest of the proletarian

masses. Others dreamed of a brand-new elite,

such as Nietzsche's overmen, to be created by

a kind of new religion. Others looked to eu-

genics to make possible the breeding of such

anew elite.

A second line went toward a more flexible

form of elitism, one that tried to conserve as

much as possible of democratic values. On the

whole, English Fabianism and continental re-

visionist socialism deserve this classification.

The leaders of these movements wanted no

violent overturns, no seizure of power. They

believed in gradualness, even in the basic

democratic counting of heads. But there was in

all of them a strong touch of doubt as to the

Friedrich Nietzsche, 1892.
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political capacity of the ordinary man. They

were not for the extension of New England

town-meeting democracy to the millions of the

modern state. They hoped they could persuade

the millions to elect legislators who would

listen to the wise planners who had studied

the social sciences, who could devise the wise

new institutions that would make human life

so much better. Above all. the planners them-

selves would by no means disdain what the

anti-rationalists had taught them about the

irrationality of ordinary men; they would make

full use for good ends of what they could learn

from the "practical" politician, the advertising

man. the skilled professional manipulator of

human beings; they would be Machiavellians,

but Machiavellians on the side of the angels.

A third line sought to preserve and protect

what they considered a good, or at any rate an

existing, elite from democratic drives toward

equality, especially in the form of state inter-

vention in economic and social life to promote

security for all. This was substantially the line

followed by men like the American sociolo-

gist William Graham Sumner, by the English

philosopher Herbert Spencer, and by many

others throughout the West. They are not un-

fairly labeled conservatives, for they sought to

preserve in its broad lines an established order.

But they were not simply routine, unphil-

osophical conservatives who opposed any

changes at all. They had a definite philosophy,

strongly influenced by the spirit of the times,

by the anti-rationalism we have here outlined.

Their basic position was a distrust of the instru-

ment of thought applied unsparingly to human

society, and in this they go back to Burke and

indeed to philosophical conservatives through-

out the western tradition.

But they were clearly children of their age,

above all in their concrete fears of "socialism."

Most of them believed in progress, and most

of them prized material plenty, peace, indus-

trial society. They held, however, that on the

whole the existing middle classes, the existing

leaders of a business world, the existing— or

rather, the recently existing— network of Vic-

torian habits and morals, were the best insur-

ance that progress would continue. Above all,

they feared planners and planning, at least in

political positions. They distrusted the state.

At bottom, they were good Darwinians, who
believed that the evolutionary process de-

pended on the struggle for life among com-

peting individuals fettered as little as possible

by planned human attempts to "rig" the strug-

gle. They believed that social evolution could

not be hastened, and that attempts to hasten it,

no matter how well meant, would in fact re-

tard it by limiting actual human variation and

initiative. They are by no means altogether

without sympathizers among us today, but it

must be admitted that theirs has not, so far,

been the "wave of the future." The Herbert

Spencer who thought compulsory sewage dis-

posal in cities was an interference with the

"right" of the individual to conduct his own
private struggle against typhoid fever would be

even more uncomfortable in the mid-twentieth

century than he was in the late nineteenth. In-

deed, though there are signs of a Spencer

revival, he is little read today.

V The Century of Hope

It would, however, be a great

mistake to dismiss the whole nineteenth

century as something altogether outlived. On
the contrary, we are all, and not merely those

of us brought up in western civilization, living

with problems as well as with achievements

the nineteenth century brought to us, its heirs.

The achievements are obvious and we have

noted them in earlier chapters. They add up

above all to an extraordinary command over

natural forces, a command attained by the

collaboration, usually by no means wholly

conscious and "planned," of pure scientists,

applied scientists and engineers, business-



men — yes even those abused individuals, the

bureaucrats and the politicians — right on down
to ordinary men and women, who had some-

how to want and work for all this material

progress.

The problems are also obvious and have

perhaps been dwelled on at too great length

in the preceding pages. There was above all

the widespread feeling, obvious especially

among the intellectual classes as early as

the beginning of the nineteenth century,

that "something went wrong," that the prom-

ised new and better world ushered in by the

American and French revolutions had proved

an illusion. It is easy to point out how
many nineteenth-century writers — the youthful

Marx, Flaubert, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche — were

"alienated" from the ways of their world. It

is even easier to see how many more, indeed

how most of those now studied in formal

courses in literature, from genteel Victorians

like Matthew Arnold and John Ruskin through

stormy prophets like Carlyle, worried liberals

like Mill and Tocqueville, deeply concerned

critics of their own culture like all the great

Russian novelists of the century, even to those

supposedly optimistic children of the En-

lightenment, the Americans — think of James

Fenimore Cooper the bitter critic of our Amer-

ican democracy, Mark Twain who despaired

of "the damned human race," Henry Thoreau

who believed that even in gentle Concord most

men led lives of- quite desperation— it is easy

to see how all these and many more can be

labeled, if not "alienated," at least pessimistic.

Yet an interesting and competent American

publicist of the last generation, Everett Dean
Martin, could entitle a brief survey of the cul-

tural history of the nineteenth century "The

Century of Hope."

The difficulty of reconciling Martin's title

with the record of nineteenth-century intel-

lectual history cannot be wholly — though it

can be partly— solved by insisting that al-

though many if not most of the thinkers of the

century tended to pessimism about their own
time, the great majority of Europeans and

Americans, especially the dominant middle

classes, the Babbitts if you like, the Bouvards

and Pecuchets (see p. 308) were on the con-

trary optimists, believers in Progress, capable

of singing Pippa's song:

,(V«^}

The year's at the spring.

The clay's at the morn;

Morning's at seven;

The hill-side's dew-pearled:

The lark's on the wing;

The snail's on the thorn:

God's in his heaven-

All's right with the world!*

The bulk of newspaper and magazine writing,

the testimony of informal letters, much other

evidence would indeed support the social

historian in an assertion that Victorian non-

intellectuals, in contrast with Victorian in-

tellectuals, were on the whole contented,

hopeful, if a bit self-righteous. The gap be-

tween the state of mind, the tastes, of the in-

tellectuals and those of the rest of mankind

continues in mid-twentieth century in a some-

what different form, as we shall see.

Yet we must not take leave of nineteenth-

century culture with quite so simple a dicho-

tomy. There is even among the serious writers

and artists of the time an attitude hard to pin

down, impossible to put into a fine "scientific"

formula, which goes far to justify even for

them that phrase "the century of hope." For

almost all of them, bitter and indignant

though they may have been about their times,

doubtful though they were about the goodness

and reasonableness of "ordinary human na-

ture," nevertheless rarely displayed a cosmic

despair, rarely whined or whimpered, but

shared with their grandfathers of the eight-

eenth century a kind of gusto, an energy, a

conviction that what they wrote and said

would have results, a belief in the future,

even, perhaps above all, a belief in progress.

The twentieth-century French royalist Leon

Daudet once wrote a book entitled The Stupid

Nineteenth-Century. But not even Daudet, who
hated the century for its democratic and egal-

itarian aims, would have called the nineteenth

•Browning, Pippa Passes. Part I
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century dull, despairing, disoriented, beaten.

The writers and anists we have written about

in this chapter did not think and feel with T.

S. Eliots "hollow men"

This is the way the world ends

Not with a bang but a whimper.

They did not think it would, or ought to, end.
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Nineteenth-Century Imperialism

The Movement in General

Opposite STREET IN TAHITI, b/ Paul

Gauguin. 1891. The Toledo Muscumof Art.

gift of Edward Orummond Libbey.

In the Oxford English Dictionary,

which tries to find the earliest possible exam-

ple of a definition, the editors can go no fur-

ther back than 1881 for "imperialism: the

principle of the spirit of empire; advocacy of

what are held to be imperial interests." The

word is new; what it stands for is in part very

old indeed— as old as human war and con-

quest. Yet there were some important new
elements in the imperialism of western peo-

ples in the nineteenth century. Nineteenth-

century imperialism was in almost every

country a major part of political life, with

goals, methods, and advocates known to all

who were concerned with politics. And since

by 1 900 almost all of western and central Eu-

rope, the United States, and indeed all the

outposts of European culture enjoyed high
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literacy and widespread public discussion,

imperialism took its place with liberalism,

conservatism, nationalism, socialism, and a

host of other "isms" as a subject of universal

debate. Perhaps no important "ism" seems to

us now, a mere half-century after the heyday

of this imperialism, to be quite so outdated.

Indeed, we now use as a smear word the term

"colonialism" rather than "imperialism."

The Economic Aspect

Carefully defined, another element, the eco-

nomic, may be said to distinguish nineteenth-

century imperialism from early forms of

imperialism. No doubt the material, acqui-

sitive motive runs through all forms of terri-

torial expansion from prehistoric times to the

present. It is clear in the earliest days of Span-

ish and Portuguese expansion in the quest for

gold, silver, and profits. But, as the nineteenth

century wore on, imperialist nations were re-

sponding to economic pressures in a new

form. Liberal, and especially Marxist, econo-

mists and sociologists no doubt exaggerated

this new element, but there is a basis of truth

in their arguments.

According to these economic critics of im-

perialism, capitalists and industrialists in the

older countries began to discover in the nine-

teenth century that they were unable to mar-

ket at home all they could produce. But, being

capitalists, they could not bring themselves to

solve their difficulties by paying proportion-

ately less of the total product of society in in-

terest, dividends, and other payments to their

own kind of people, the upper classes, and

paying more in wages, pensions, bonuses, and

the like to their workmen. Instead of sharing

the wealth and creating at home the mass

purchasing power and the mass market they

needed, they preferred to turn to the non-

western world, to markets abroad, to the ex-

ploitation of dependent peoples. This attempt

to bolster the capitalist system meant compe-

tition among the great western industrial pow-

ers for land and peoples to exploit. Lenin, in

his Imperialism as the Latest Stage of Capitalism

(1917), stressed the need to use the finance-

capital that was rapidly accumulating, rather

than the need for markets. The great bankers,

according to Lenin, drove the willing politi-

cians into the search for dependencies in

which this available capital could be profitably

invested, a search that marked what he termed

the inevitable "last stage of capitalism."

A non-Marxist would of course call atten-

tion to the fact that the "nineteenth-century

colonial" world produced raw materials and

little else; the exchange of these for European

and American manufactured goods was easy,

"natural," and not yet held to be wicked or

unfair to the colonial areas. Furthermore, as we
have already seen, leading industrial powers

in both America and Europe were experi-

encing an increasing demand for higher tariffs

by the late 1 800's. In the United States and

Germany, and even in free-trading Britain,

industrialists wanted protection against for-

eign competitors. This was an era of neo-mer-

cantilism, reviving and "streamlining" the

older mercantilist doctrines of Colbert and

others. Colonies as well as tariffs entered into

the strategy of the neo-mercanti lists, as they

had done in the case of the old.

The Powers Involved

The year 1 870 is a convenient dividing line

between the more active age of imperialism

that was to come and the less active age that

had preceded. The period from 1815 to 1870

saw a partial decline in imperialist fortunes, as

most of Spain's American colonies gained

their independence, and as Britain took the

first steps leading to the virtual independence

of Canada (see p. 350). In this same period,

however, the French established themselves in

Algeria, and the British extended their rule in

India. The dividing line of 1870 does not

mark a sharp break in the history of imperial-

ism, but rather the acceleration of a movement

that had never ceased.

The successful competitors in nineteenth-

century imperialism, those who brought new

lands under their flags, were Great Britain,
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which alreaJy in 1815 had a great empire,

France, Germany, Italy, and the United States.

Even little Belgium, itself a "new" nation in

1830, acquired a tremendous piece of tropical

Africa, the Congo, 900,000 square miles in

area in comparison to the homeland's 11,7~5

square miles. Russia did not expand overseas,

and indeed parted with her vast but thinly

inhabited possession in North America when
the tsarist government sold Alaska to the

United States in 1867. But she began the ef-

fective settlement of the great areas east of the

Urals and began to push into the borderlands

of the Middle and Far East, toward Persia, In-

dia, and China.

In the process of expansion, the expanding

nations inevitably rubbed up against one an-

other in all sorts of competition, from the

economic to actual shooting war. Almost

every great international conflict of the nine-

teenth century, save for the mid-century duels

between Prussia and Austria and between

Prussia and France, had a direct concern in

imperialist rivalries outside Europe. Imperial

competition is a complicated story, then, wo-

ven into the whole fabric of international re-

lations in the nineteenth century. We shall

note briefly the major areas of inter-European

rivalries and then summarize the growth of

the major empires over the century.
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The Areas Involved

The Monroe Doctrine (see Chapter 19),

. toward which European nations were increas-

ingly respectful as the strength of the United

States increased, helped to keep both Ameri-

can continents free from further actual an-

nexation by outside powers. So, too, did the

British navy, for British policy was there to

support the status quo. Toward the fateful year

1914, the competition between Britain and

Germany for markets and for fields of invest-

Chinese painting of the arrival of one of the

first English steamers and her passengers

at Canton, about 1840.

ment in South America grew intense and was

one of the many factors that brought these

powers to war. Since no state was strong

enough to take from Britain her older colo-

nies, throughout the nineteenth century Brit-

ish problems in both colonies of settlement

and colonies of exploitation were limited to

the British system itself. The Americas and

the lands of the British Empire were then, on

the whole, outside the scramble.

A major field of imperialist rivalry and

penetration was the Near or Middle East, es-

sentially the widespread lands under varying

degrees of Turkish control, and Persia. In ear-

lier chapters (19 and 22) we saw how the Bal-

kans and the Straits became major issues in

nineteenth-century diplomatic history. The

whole "Eastern Question," as it used to be

called, revolved around the problem of what

was to be done with these old lands, which

were peopled almost wholly by Moslems. They

were backward lands by nineteenth-century

western standards, mostly with poor rainfall,

farm lands exhausted by centuries of primitive

agriculture, and their ancient irrigation sys-

tems long since in disrepair. They were poor

also in natural resources, for their great wealth

in petroleum was not really known or very

important until the twentieth century. England,

France, and Russia were in active competition

over the Near East early in the nineteenth

century, and they were later joined by Italy

and Germany.

Africa was the scene of the most spectacular

imperial rivalry. In 1815, except for the

nominally Turkish lands of North Africa, the

little Dutch settlement at the Cape of Good
Hope (taken over by the British in 1815), and

a string of Portuguese, Spanish, French,

and British "factories" or trading posts along

the old Portuguese exploration route that

went back to the fifteenth century, Africa was

untenanted by Europeans and, in the interior,

almost unexplored. It was peopled by Negro

races, long subjected to the horrors of the slave

trade and often living at the level of primitive

tribesmen. The slave trade was almost abol-

ished in many areas by mid-century, and ex-

ploration was well under way. Then in the

latter half of the century the great powers
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— Britain, France, and Germany — with Portu-

gal, Italy, and Belgium tagging along, suc-

ceeded in blocking out in territorial units

under their respective flags almost the whole

of the continent. The only exceptions were the

small Republic of Liberia, which had been set

up by American anti-slavery groups as a land

for emancipated American Negro slaves

(though very few of them went there), and the

mountainous and backward inland state of

Abyssinia (now known as Ethiopia). Abyssinia,

coveted by Italy, had a very narrow escape.

In 1896, the Abyssinians, under their Emperor
Menelek and with French help, defeated an

Italian army at Adowa and secured a respite in

independence until the Italians tried again

under Mussolini in 1935.

The Far East, too, was a major scene of im-

perialist rivalries. European powers strength-

ened their hold on older colonies and acquired

new ones in Southeast Asia— the mainland

areas of Burma, Indo-China, and Malaya, and

the island groups of Melanesia and Polynesia.

But the ancient, thickly populated, highly

civilized Chinese Empire was never sub-

jected, as was Africa, to actual partition

and direct annexation. China was, however,

not well enough organized politically or

industrially to stand up against European pen-

etration and was by the end of the century

subjected to a rough, de facto partitioning

among Britain, France, Germany, and Russia.

Each power, operating from certain "treaty

ports" as centers, was able to exercise a degree

of control— basically economic— over consid-

erable areas, typical "spheres of influence" as

they were called. Rivalry among these Euro-

pean powers, and the rising power of the

United States, which was exercised in favor of

the "Open Door" policy of permitting as

much free trade in China as was possible and

of preserving Chinese sovereignty, served to

counterbalance Chinese weakness and kept

China throughout this period on the list of

independent nations.

Finally,Japan kept herself isolated from the

rest of the world for two centuries, from the

mid-seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth. This

compact island empire was closed to foreign-

ers during the period when the European

powers slowly strengthened their small holds

in China. Then in 1853 the American naval

officer. Perry, induced Japan to open her ports

to outside trade. By adopting some western

ways, particularly economic ways, Japan was

able not merely to preserve her real inde-

pendence during the late nineteenth century

but actually to begin her own imperial expan-

sion on the mainland of Asia after winning a

brief war with China in 1 894 -1 895 (see

p. 346). Japan was thus the first modern nation-

state in the Far East.

II The British Empire

We may now move on through

the imperial record, country by country.

Nineteenth-century Britain retained and, with

the help of emigrants from the mother coun-

try, developed the great areas that were suita-

ble to white colonization — Canada, Australia

and New Zealand, and South Africa. This sec-

tion focuses on Britain's imperial possessions

in Africa and Asia. The development of self-

government in Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand will come more appropriately at the

close of this chapter, in our survey of the re-

sults of nineteenth-century imperialism.

In 1815, Britain had just acquired Cape

Colony at the southern tip of Africa from the

Netherlands. Cape Colony was inhabited by a

few Dutch and French Huguenot colonists and

was suited, in spite of a relatively low rainfall.



to European living. As Britishers moved in,

the older colonists, known in their own Dutch

vernacular as Boers, grew more and more dis-

contented. The adoption of English as the sole

official language, the abolition of slavery

throughout the Empire in 1834, the attempts

of the government at London to protect the

native blacks, and other measures of Victorian

liberalism went against the grain of the pa-

triarchal Boers, who were fundamentalist

Christians for whom slavery was ordained of

God and for whom liberalism was the work of

the devil. Between 1835 and 1837,some ten

thousand Boers moved north overland into

country sparsely settled by primitive Negro
tribes in the "Great Trek," a heroic folk mi-

gration that bulks even larger in contemporary

nationalist South African feeling than do the

comparable sagas of covered-wagon days in

American tradition. After some confused

three-cornered fighting among Boers, British,

and native Zulus, the Boers established two

virtually independent South African states

— the Transvaal and the Orange Free State.

Well inland, on territory suitable for grazing

but not for intensive agriculture, these thinly

populated states lived on for a time hardly

noticed by the outside world.

The British in South Africa noticed them,

of course, and many of the British wished to

add these lands directly to the Empire. They

settled from the sea another British province

to the east, along the Indian Ocean side,

known as Natal. In the course of the century.

Cape Colony and Natal, which together had a

black [xjpulation heavily outnumbering the

British and remaining Boers combined, ac-

quired the self-governing rights that British

colonies of settlement in Canada, Australia,

and New Zealand were also acquiring British

South African leaders for the most part wanted

to bring the Boer Republics under the British

flag. But as the London home government

swung between Tory and Liberal domination,

it also swung between a policy of imperialist

expansion and the "Little Englander" policy

of leaving the Trekkers alone. In 1852,

by the Sand River Convention, the British

acknowledged the independence of Transvaal.

But in 187'^ they reversed themselves and

annexed it as a step toward the federation of

all South Africa under the British Crown. The
Boers revolted in 1880 and the Liberal Glad-

stone, then in power, lived up to his princi-

ples by making at Pretoria in 1881 a treaty

with the Boers which re-established Transvaal

as independent, though under the "suzerainty"

of Great Britain.

The British were already filtering up

through the semi-desert country to the west of

the Boer Republics when the discovery of

gold and the development of the diamond

industry in these republics undid Gladstone's

work. The Transvaal was no longer just a poor

and isolated grazing country; it offered a great

source of wealth that tempted quite different

kinds of settlers. The region about Johannes-

burg, the famous Rand, filled up with adven-

turers and entrepreneurs of a dozen nations,

all looking to Britain to protect them from

the conservative Boers, to whom they were

undesirable U il/atiders (outlanders, foreigners).

The Boer War and After

The inevitable conflict came to a head with

thejameson Raid of December 29, 1895 -mid-
summer in South Africa. The British in South

Africa were now under the leadership of

Cecil Rhodes, prime minister of Cape Col-

ony, a determined and articulate imperialist

who had made a quick fortune consolidating

the chaotic diamond industry. The raid itself,

under a follower of Rhodes, Dr. Jameson, was

an invasion of Transvaal from British territory

to the west, and was planned to coincide with

a rising of Uitlanders in Johannesburg But

the rising did not take place, and the Presi-

dent of Transvaal, Kruger, had no trouble in

defeating Jameson's handful of invaders. The

famous "Kruger telegram," in which the Ger-

man Kaiser congratulated the Boer President,

was one of the critical steps in sharpening the

Anglo-German rivalry that helped lead to

world war in 1914 (see Chapter 25). Its im-

mediate effect in South Africa was to harden

Boer resistance and bring about in 1899
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open war between Britain and the two

Boer Republics.

The war, following the pattern of British

wars in modern times, went badly at first for

the British, who did not have enough troops

immediately available to put down deter-

mined men who had been brought up in out-

door life and who were fighting on their own
ground. Western opinion, including opinion

in the United States, generally sided with the

underdog Boers, and in Britain itself many

Liberals and Laborites strongly opposed the

war as rank imperialism. But in the long run

the overwhelming strength of the British pre-

vailed. By the middle of 1900 the British had

won in the field, but they needed another

eighteen months to subdue the desperate

guerrilla bands into which Boer opposition

dissolved. In 1902, by the Treaty of Vereen-

iging, the Boers accepted British rule, with

the promise of ultimate self-government. This

promise the British fulfilled speedily. In 1910

there came into being a Union of South Af-

rica, uniting Cape Colony, Transvaal, Orange

Free State, and Natal in a state in which the

central government was stronger than the

provinces. English and Afrikaans, as the South

African Dutch dialect had come to be called,

were set up as equally official languages.

On the eve of World War I, South Africa

was among the self-governing British do-

minions. British and Boer seemed to be well

on the way to composing their long quarrel

and to be ready to collaborate in setting up a

new outpost of the West. But there were om-

inous signs even then. The Boers had by no

means been Anglicized, and they were still

fundamentally opposed to their partners in

empire. And the two European elements to-

gether were in a minority of one to four as

The Boer War: British ad-

vance toward Johannesburg,
1901.



compared with the non-Europeans— the native

blacks, the East Indians (who had come in

numbers as immigrants, especially to Natal),

and the "colored" peoples of mixed blood.

The seeds of the current troubles in South

Africa were clearly present even in the hope-

ful days immediately after the establishment

of the Union.

Egypt

At the opposite end of Africa, Britain

during the last half of the nineteenth century

took over from the French the control of

Egypt, nominally a vassal state of the crum-

bling Ottoman Empire. French influence

there, already strong in the eighteenth cen-

tury, was increased by Napoleons expedition

(see Chapter 18); indeed, a degree of French

cultural influence persists among the Egyptian

upper classes and intellectuals to this day.

Under French supervision, a private company

built between 1859 and 1869 the Suez Canal,

which united the Mediterranean with the Red

Sea and shortened the sea trip from Europe to

India and the Far East by thousands of miles.

The British had bitterly opposed the building

of this canal under French patronage; but now

that it was finished, the canal came to be con-

sidered an essential part of the "lifeline" of

the British Empire.

Accordingly, the British took over E^pt
and with it Suez. They carried out this action

skillfully and slowly, threatening at crucial

moments to use force, but not using it on any

large scale. The decisive step in the process

was the purchase by the British under Disraeli

of 176,000 shares of stock in the Suez Canal

Company. These shares had originally been

assigned to the ruler of Egypt, the Khedive, as

the price of his co-operation in the canal

project. The Khedive, a great and unwise

spender, was heavily in debt to European fin-

anciers by 1875, and he sold his shares for a

good price. The largest block of Suez stock

was now in British hands.

By the eve of World War I, Britain exer-

cised virtual sovereignty over Egypt. The

Khedive and his government remained. Le-

gally Egypt was still a separate state. But a

British Resident was always at hand to exer-

cise firm control, especially over foreign rela-

tions. Under this British regime — the word

"protectorate" is the usual term — much was

done to modernize Egypt. The standard of

living of the masses in Egypt was by no means

raised to anything like that of the European

masses. But the great dam at Aswan on the

Nile, finished in 1 902, was the first of a series

of public works that added to the total pro-

ductive power of the country, improved pub-

lic health, lowered the mortality rate, and

strengthened the numbers and prosperity of

the middle class. Modernization also meant

the beginnings of a wider literacy, of an edu-

cated middle class, and indeed of an intellec-

tual class that earned its living by the written

or spoken word. Most of these people re-

sponded by hating the British and by nursing
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a constantly growing nationalism — "Egypt for

the Egyptians." We shall encounter this pat-

tern again elsewhere.

The Rest of British Africa

In between South Africa and Egypt the

British pieced out their African possessions

throughout the century. At its end, they had

the lion's share of the continent. They had only

4,000,000 square miles out of over 1 1 ,000,000,

but they controlled 61,000,000 people out

of some 100,000,000. A mere listing of

these holdings would be a dull and unen-

lightening catalogue. They can be found, usu-

ally colored red, in any good atlas of the turn

of the century and, also with British posses-

sions colored in red, on a famous Canadian

postage stamp of 1898 (see map. Chapter 31).

A good sample of these colonies is Nigeria, in

which the great administrator Sir Frederick

{later Lord) Lugard worked out the character-

istic British method of colonial government

in tropical Africa that was known as "in-

direct rule."

The colony and protectorate of Nigeria,

centering around the great river Niger, was

formally put together from earlier West Afri-

can colonies in 1914. Northern Nigeria was

ruled by Moslem emirs of the Fulani race

whose culture was superior to that of the sub-

ject and exploited Negroes; southern Nigeria

was inhabited by numerous heathen tribes that

had long been harassed by slave raids. The

British had first to subject the Fulani by force,

a process that was completed late in the nine-

teenth century.

They then applied, as a French statesman

put it, "with method but not with system,"

what came to be called indirect rule. Emirs

and chieftains were corvfirmed in their sepa-

rate rules, subject to the banning of internal

warfare, the abolition of slavery, and similar

measures imposed from above. A British Res-

ident supervised the rule of the leading chiefs,

with district Residents (later Commissioners)

to supplement the work in the local sub-

divisions. But native law, native religion, and

native traditions, in so far as they did not

conflict violently with western standards,

were carefully maintained. The British staff was

never large; Lugard complained that in 1903

he had only one British administrator on the

average for every 400,000 natives. But some-

how the handful of imperial officials were

able to ensure the peace. Slowly, much too

slowly for impatient idealists, railroads, roads,

improved agriculture, commerce, and educa-

tion—the externals at least of western civili-

zation—began to appear in Nigeria. Early in

this century the first African Negro students

began to appear in British universities. By

mid-century, there was already a small western-

educated group of native Nigerians using

English as their chief language.

Other British Spheres

In the Americas, Britain maintained her

colonial dependencies in the Caribbean, in

Bermuda and the Bahamas, and, on the main-

land, in British Honduras and British Guiana.

Limited self-government of the seventeenth-

century kind, which some of them had lost in

the mid-nineteenth century, was only gradu-

ally granted th^m in the twentieth. These

were all tropical or semitropical lands, with a

relatively small planter class and with large

Negro or mixed lower classes. These lands

suffered gradual impoverishment as a result of

certain economic developments, notably the

great competition offered to the staple cane

sugar of the region by the growth in temper-

ate climates of the beet-sugar industry, to-

gether with an increase in population beyond

the limited resources of the region. By 1914,

the British West Indies had already become a

"problem area"

In the Pacific and in Southeast Asia, Britain

in the nineteenth century added some red dots

on the map of her empire, and especially in

Malaya she developed the great industries of

rubber and tin that were to be major factors in

her economy after World War I. She took an

important part in the process of opening

China to western trade by means of treaty-port

concessions and spheres of influence. Indeed,

Britain took one of the great steps in breaking
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down, but not before several massacres of Eu-

ropeans had occurred, and not without a seri-

ous military effort by the British. The mutiny

meant the end of the English East India Com-
pany. In 1858, the British Crown took over

the company's lands and obligations, an-

nouncing that no further annexations were

sought in India.

The rest of India— roughly a third of its area

and a fourth or a fifth of its population— came

to be known as the "feudal" or "native" states.

These were left nominally under the rule

of their own princes, who might be die fab-

ulously rich Sultan of Hyderabad or the

Gaekwar of Baroda, or merely a kind of local

chieftain. The "native" states were actually

governed by a system of British Residents

somewhat like the system we have just seen in

Nigeria. The India Office never hesitated to

interfere with the succession, or to disallow

acts of princes, who were frequently irrespon-

sible and extravagant, or even to assume direct

rule for a time when it was thought necessary.

The "native" states add many picturesque

notes to a detailed history of India, but in the

long run the distinction between direct and

indirect rule in India did not mean very much
in practice.

India: "The Meeting of East and West"

The years between 1763 and 1919 in India

are a fascinating record of what Arnold Toyn-

bee, the philosopher of history, calls "contacts

between civilizations." Indeed, anyone who
wants to understand the great contemporary

problem of relations between the West and

the rest of the world— to use clear terms, be-

tween white peoples and colored peoples

— will do well to learn all he can of this

great meeting of East and West in the sub-

continent of India.

In material terms, many phases of the Brit-

ish rule in India are readily measurable. In

1864, the British Statesman's Year Book gave

the population of India as about 136,000,000,

and in 1904 close to 300,000,000. Although

the latter figure includes additional territories,

in Burma and elsewhere, it is clear that

nineteen-century India experienced a sig-

nificant increase in total population. In 1901,

one male out of ten could read and write, a

low rate of literacy by western standards, but

already a high one by contemporary Asian

standards. It is characteristic of Indian society

that the comparable figures for women in the

same census of 1 901 show that only one out of

one hundred and fifty could read and write.

Such statistics are plentiful, and what they

show is an India on the eve of World War I

with thousands of miles of railroads, telegraph

lines, universities (teaching in English), hos-

pitals, factories, and great and busy seaports.

But, in proportion to the total population,

India did not have these advantages to any-

thing like the extent that even the poorest of

European countries had them. Statistics show

a native ruling class sometimes fantastically

rich, and an immense peasant class for the

most part living as their ancestors had lived,

on the edge of starvation. A middle class was

just beginning to form, and, like all the middle

classes formed in non-European lands under

European penetration, it had proportionately

far more aspirants to genteel white-collar

posts in the older "liberal" professions than to

posts in commerce, engineering, and industry,

to say nothing of scientific research.

The total wealth of India certainly in-

creased under British rule in this century and

a half, and in 1914 it was spread more widely

among the Indian populations, save for the

most primitive areas, than it had been in 1 763.

Proportionately less and less wealth went di-

rectly from an "exploited" India to an "ex-

ploiting" Britain. The familiar Englishman of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the

"nabob" who made a fortune in India and re-

tired with it to comfort, and perhaps to a

peerage, in England, almost ceased to exist as

the nineteenth century wore on. Anglo-Indian

economic relations took on more and more

the form of trade between a developed indus-

trial and financial society in Britain and a

society geared to the production of raw ma-

terials—we should now call it an "under-

developed" society — in India. In this trade,

native Indians took an increasing part if

only as middlemen, and toward the end of the
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century native industries, notably textile man-

ufacturing, linanced for the most part with

British capital, began to arise in India

Throughout the century, of course, a large

number of British — small in proportion to the

total population, but numbering in the thou-

sands—were basically supported by the Indian

economy; they "lived off India." Some of them

were private businessmen, but the greater

number were military and civilian workers,

the latter the celebrated Indian Civil Service

who "ran" India. Yet natives were gradually

working their way into positions of greater

responsibility, into both private and public

posts at the policy-making level.

Of this British ruling class in India one

very important fact is now plain. It did not,

like the English and Scots who went to Ire-

land in early modern times, really take root in

India. Britain — one must be careful not to say

"England." for the Scots played a conspicuous

role in India as they did throughout the Em-

pire—was always "Home," always the place

where one hoped to end one's days. Though

son not infrequently followed father in the

Indian army or civil service, or even in busi-

ness, these "Sahibs" as a whole never became
fully adjusted to life in India. The spiritual

climate was perhaps an even greater barrier

than the physical climate. Here is a letter

from an Englishwoman in Madras in 18.^^:

It is wonderful how little interested most of the

English ladies seem by all the strange habits and

ways of the natives. . . .

1 asked one lady what she had seen of the coun-

try and the natives since she had been in India 'Oh,

nothing!' said she: thank goodness, 1 know nothing

at all about them, nor 1 don't wish to; really I think

the less one sees and knows of them the better!'"

The natives, too, often found the gap between

East and West too great to be bridged. An-

other Englishwoman writes in 191.^;

Coming home we saw a native cooking his din-

ner on a little charcoal fire, and as I passed he threw

the contents of the pot away. Surprised, I asked

why. 'Because,' I was told, 'your shadow fell on it

and defiled it!'t

Yet the work of raising the economic basis

of Indian life was in large part the work of

the British. They were often overbearing, in-

sensitive, white men at their worst in their

dealings with the natives. But they were, more
often than the doctrinaire liberal will admit,

men devoted to the task of bettering the lot of

their charges, men who made a real effort to

understand them. Some of them studied with

western scholarly methods the past and

present of Indian culture and society, thus

laying the foundations on which Indian

scholars now build.

•Hilton Brown, ed.. The Sahibs (London, 1948|, 225.

Ill The Other Empires

The French: North Africa

The British victory in the "Second

Hundred Years' War," capped by their defeat

of Napoleon in 1815, had stripped France of

all but insignificant remnants of her former

empire. Yet during the nineteenth century

France succeeded in building up a new colo-

nial empire second in area only to that of the

British. France, despite her frequent revolu-

tionary changes in government, maintained an

imperialist policy that added between 1 824

and 1914 close to three and a half million

square miles to the lands under the French

flag, and some fifty million people, almost all

non-European. The figures for area are indeed

somewhat misleading, for a million and a half

square miles are included in the Sahara Desert,

which is almost uninhabited.
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Little of this second French colonial empire

was suitable for settlement by Europeans. The

great exception was French North Africa, in-

cluding Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco. As

the provinces of Africa and Mauretania, these

lands were once flourishing parts of the Roman
Empire; after France took them over, they

reached a greater degree of material prosperity

than they had enjoyed for nearly eighteen cen-

turies. These lands, which have a typically

Mediterranean climate, were inhabited chiefly

by Berber and Arab peoples of Moslem faith.

Though the total native population increased

greatly under French rule, something over a

million European colonists moved in. In

majority French, but with sizable groups of

Italians and Spaniards, these colonists took

some land from the natives, though they

added to the total arable acreage by initiating

irrigation projects and other improvements.

They remained, however, an alien group.

The French got a toe-hold in North Africa

in 1824 through an expedition against the

Algerian pirates, with whose Tripolitan

counterparts, incidentally, the United States

had fought in 1801. The French stayed on,

increasing their control over Algeria and

adding protectorates over Tunisia to the east

in the 1 880's and over Morocco to the west in

the early twentieth century. Britain gave the

French a free hand in Morocco as compensa-

tion for their exclusion from Egypt (see

Chapter 25).

Especially in Algeria and Tunisia, the

French promoted European settlement while

trying what they thought was reasonably hard

not to antagonize the natives. They called

their policy one of "assimilation," in contrast

with the British policy of hands off and indi-

rect rule. They hoped, they explained, to

assimilate Africans into French civilization,

making them ultimately into good children of

the eighteenth-century Enlightenment, good

citizens of the Republic founded on the prin-

ciples of 1 789. They hoped to create an empire

of "100,000,000 Frenchmen," more than half

of them overseas, and to draw on abundant

native manpower to fill up the ranks of the

Republic's armies.

In the military sense, the policy of assimi-

lation worked out somewhat as the French had

hoped; in the main, however, assimilation was

difficult and only partially successful. The
French, always desirous of spreading their

culture, did indeed assimilate part of the na-

tive ruling classes. Under the Third Republic

they made Algeria politically a part of France

itself, organizing it into three departments and

giving them representatives to the Chamber of

Deputies, with a franchise open to the rela-

tively small group of Europeanized natives as

well as to colonists. In Morocco, the French

took a somewhat different tack. They sought,

in part successfully, to open this backward

land to French business and to the interna-

tional tourist trade. Their urban center of

Casablanca became a great modern city. And,

without quite admitting the fact, they really

abandoned assimilation for something close to

the British policy of indirect rule. In 1912,

the very able colonial administrator. Marshal

Lyautey, began to organize turbulent Morocco,

applying the "splash of oil" policy — that is, he

pacified certain key centers by establishing

firm working relations with the natives and

then let pacification spread over the surface of

Morocco like a splash of oil on water. The

sultan and his feudal subordinates were main-

tained in Morocco, relatively free to carry on

many of their age-old ways, but stripped of

real power. Tunisia, like Morocco, was for-

mally a protectorate.

The French: Tropical Africa

In 1815, the British had left France her

small posts in West Africa at the mouth of the

Senegal River, together with the slight foot-

hold France had obtained in the seventeenth

century on the great island of Madagascar off

the East African coast. By 1914, the French

had been very successful in the partition of

Africa, perhaps at bottom because the British

preferred French to German aggrandizement,

especially after 1870. By 1914, at any rate,

France numbered in Africa alone nearly as

many inhabitants as in her home territories

(about 39,000,000).

Except in North Africa, these people were



almost all Negroes of primitive material cul-

ture who were for the most part untouched by

cither Islam or Christianity. Except in certain

coastal towns, where their administration and

business were concentrated, the French had

not by 1914 achieved very much toward assi-

milating or westernizing these vast districts.

Most of their attempts to hasten the economic
development of their African lands by organ-

ized joint-stock companies failed miserably.

It is quite possible that France spent more
on these African colonies than she gained

from them. Indeed, one of the stock argu-

ments of nineteenth-century anti-imperialists

was that colonies did not "pay" the mother

country, and the French African colonies were

one of their favorite exhibits. One economist
— an Englishman, to be sure, and presumably

unmoved by much that moves Frenchmen
— concluded that in 1892 French gains

from colonial trade were I6,0()(),()()() francs,

whereas net government expenditures for the

colonies were 174,000,000 francs. For 1915,

he made an even more discouraging estimate.*

Such figures, however, seem not to have dis-

couraged any of the great powers in their im-

perialist efforts. Obviously the simplest form

of the economic interpretation of history, the

notion that political entities are moved by

simple bookkeeping concepts of governmen-

tal economic profit and loss, does not hold

true for nineteenth-century imperialism. Fur-

thermore, note that such statistics apply solely

to government expenditures; many French pri-

vate businessmen undoubtedly made money
out of their colonial ventures.

Again, though French colonies in tropical

Consiant Southwtirth, The French Colonial Venture

Entry of the French into Algiers, July 5, 1830.
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Africa had by no means been modernized

even in material conditions by 1914, every-

where a beginning had been made. Every-

where the tricolor went, there also went the

beginnings of medicine and hygiene, modern

methods of communication, industry, and

agriculture, and formal education for at least a

few natives. In justifying the policy of assimi-

lation, the French claimed for themselves, in

contrast with the British, a lack of race

prejudice, a willingness to accept the blacks

as equals. This contrast is underlined by

the English author whose figures we have

just quoted:

Of course, it is true that the French also attempt

to understand the native and in the main to give

him freedom to produce as he pleases. The French-

man actually tends much more to be a 'good fellow'

with the natives than does the Briton, who is much

more aloof But this greater democracy does not

seem to inspire a greater degree of confidence.

Somehow, the Briton is more apt to succeed in in-

stilling in the native confidence in the results of

producing by the system that he recommends.*

Although there is some truth in the claim

for greater French toleration, the deed is not

quite up to the word. The French in Africa did

not often marry Negroes; but intermarriage is

in this real world an unreal test of racial

equality. Negroes very rarely commanded -whhe

Frenchmen in military or civilian activity.

Both at home and in Africa, on the other

hand, once the Negroes seemed firmly under

control, the French went a long way toward en-

couraging Negro art and folkways, in keeping

with a policy very close to the ideal delin-

eated by Lugard for Nigeria. The British,

however, especially in the twentieth century,

edged toward some kind of assimilation; Af-

rican Negro undergraduates in British uni-

versities took on a lot more of Britishness

than just their fine standard English accent.

The contrast between British and French Af-

rican policies was far from complete — there

were many similarities.

The French: Asia

In Asia, the French took over in the nine-

teenth century lands that came to be called

French Indo-China. These lands included two

rich rice-growing deltas (around Hanoi in the

north and Saigon in the south), inhabited by

peoples culturally and in part racially related

to the Chinese. They also included Cambodia,

culturally related to India, and the primitive

mountain peoples of Laos. French experience

here on the whole ran parallel to imperialist

experience elsewhere in Southeast Asia,

though the Anglo-Saxon fondness for nagging

the French has tended to create the impression

that the French did far worse in Indo-China

than did the Dutch in Java or the British

in Malaya. Slow but real material progress

was made, though the basic problem of pov-

erty among the masses remained unsolved.

Native nationalist movements, nourished by

educated natives with jobs of less dignity and

authority than they believed should be theirs,

rose in strength as the years went on. France

also took part, from her base in Indo-China, in

the struggle for control of China proper. The

French sphere of influence was southern

China, in particular the province of Yunnan

adjoining Indo-China, and in 1898 the French

got a lease on a port in Kwangchou Bay.

We can be brief in listing the colonial ac-

quisitions of the other powers. Germany and

Italy came late to the imperial scramble, as

they came late to national unity. Nevertheless,

Germany was clearly a great power, and Italy

aspired to be one; hence, both sought to ac-

quire the token colonies, at least, that seemed

necessary to that dignified status — the familiar

policy of "keeping up with the Joneses."

Germany in 1914 had three really large

pieces of tropical and subtropical Africa— the

Kameruns (Cameroons), German Southwest



Africa, and German East Africa— and the

smaller Togoland, close to a million square

miles in all. nearly four times the size of

Texas. These were not rich or well-developed

areas, and their total contribution to the Ger-

man economy was almost negligible. The
German achievement on the whole was not

greatly different from that of other European

powers in Africa; it was neither morally nor

economically much better or much worse. In

the Pacific, the Germans picked up some small

islands, and a large, primitive territory on the

island of New Guinea. Germany took part in

the attempted partition of China; her ninety-

nine-year lease was on Kiaochow Bay.

The German drive for colonies was quite

self-conscious; it was well organized in a

pressure group with all the fixings of modern
propaganda. Bismarck himself, who cared lit-

tle for the prestige of colonies, was obliged to

give way and consent to African ventures. His

successors went farther, and William II helped

Germany to enter one of the most confused

and dangerous fields of imperialist expansion,

the Near East. On the eve of World War I, the

German "Berlin to Baghdad" push was well

under way, and the Germans had supplanted

the British as patrons of the Turks.

The Italians and Belgians

Italy, condemned to the role of weakest of

the great powers, got very little even out of

the partition of Africa Tunis, which she cov-

eted, went instead to France. Italy's major ef-

fort centered on the African lands at the

southern end of the Red Sea, but after her

defeat by the Abyssinians under Meneiek in

1896 she had to content herself with a few

thousand square miles, most of it desert, in

Eritrea and Somaliland. Italian efforts to add

to this inadequate empire by taking Tripoli

from its nominal Turkish suzerains succeeded,

but these same efforts led to the Italo-Turkish

war of 1911, which was in a sense the real be-

ginning of World War I (see Chapter 25). The
Italians had so little to work with it is hard to

assess their success or failure.

President Theodore Roosevelt on a steam
shovel in Panama during the construction

of the canal.

Little Belgium, largely through the enter-

prise of her King Leopold II (1865-1909),

managed to acquire a large piece of equatorial

Africa. This project began as the Congo Free

State, with all sorts of noble ideals of co-

operative European civilizing missions in

Africa; but it ended up in 1908 as simply the

Belgian Congo. Nineteenth-century scandal

about forced labor and native exploitation in

the Congo called Leopold's experiment to the

attention of the world and provided liberal

anti-imperialists with fresh arguments. But the

Belgians, who had long since moderated Leo-

pold's policies, retained until 1960 a legal

hold on a restive Congo seeking independ-

ence (see Chapter 31 ).

The Americans

To the horror and indignation of many

Americans, to the delight of others, the

United States at the very end of the century

joined the great powers and acquired overseas

lands. In 1 898, we waged a brief and
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ful war with Spain, for which the immediate

cause was the still mysterious sinking of the

American battleship Maine in the harbor of

Havana, Cuba. The Spanish-American War left

the United States in control of the remnants

of the Spanish Empire in America (the Carib-

bean islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico) and the

large archipelago of the Philippines (about the

size of Montana) off the coast of Asia. Mean-

time, the United States also acquired Hawaii

(1898) and part of the Samoan Islands in the

Pacific (1899). Then in 1903 American sup-

port of a revolution in Panama, then a part of

Colombia, assured the independence of a new

republic and direct American control of the

zone of the projected Panama Canal.

The Americans withdrew from Cuba, leav-

ing her as an independent republic, though
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subject under the Piatt Amendment of 1901

to what in foreign eyes always seemed Amer-

ican "protection." The Piatt Amendment,
named from its proposer. Senator Orville

Piatt of Connecticut, limited Cuban control

of its foreign policy and its national debt and

gave the United States the formal right to in-

tervene to preserve Cuban independence. It

was resented bitterly by Cuban patriots as an

infringement of Cuban sovereignty and was

given up by the United States in 1 934. The
rest of her acquisitions the United States kept

for the time, though in the Philippines she

had to put down an armed rising by Filipinos

who wanted immediate independence. Ameri-

can anti-imperialists attempted to upset the

somewhat anomalous arrangement under

which their government kept lands without

strict authorization from the American Con-

stitution. But a Supreme Court decision in

the so-called "Insular Cases" (1901) held that

territory might be subject to American juris-

diction without being incorporated constitu-

tionally in the United States of America.

Under this decision, Americans began the pro-

cess of training the Filipinos for eventual inde-

pendence. Meanwhile, the United States, too,

had an empire, which on the maps was duly

colored as an American "possession."

The Japanese

One more empire was being formed during

the decades before World War I, the only em-

pire to be created by a people of non-European

stock — the Japanese. Even during their isola-

tion (see Volume 1, Chapter 14), the Japa-

nese had maintained an interest in western

developments through the trading station

that the Dutch were allowed at Nagasaki.

When Japan was opened to the world in 1853,

its basic political and economic structure had

long needed overhauling. An oligarchy of the

feudal type ruled, but its ineffective govern-

ment made it widely unpopular. Discontent

was growing, especially among two important

social classes. One was the urban middle class

of merchants and craftsmen. Although the in-

dustrial revolution had not yet reached Japan,

the country already had populous cities, nota-

bly Tokyo (then called Yedo or Edo). The
urban middle class, somewhat like the French

bourgeoisie on the eve of 1 789, wanted polit-

ical rights to match their increasing economic

power. The other discontented class may be

compared roughly with the poorer gentry and

lesser nobility of Europe under the Old
Regime. These were the samurai or feudal

retainers, a military caste now threatened with

impoverishment and political eclipse. The
samurai dreaded the growth of cities and the

subsequent threat to the traditional domina-

tion of agriculture and the landlords; many of

them also resented the fact that they were

largely excluded from positions of power by

the prevailing oligarchical regime. These
social pressures, more than any outside

western influence, forced the modernization

of Japan.

The American Commodore Perry, who
"opened" Japan; Japanese woodblock print,

1853.
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Economically, the transformation pro-

ceeded rapidly. By 1914, much of Japan re-

sembled an advanced western country. She,

too, had railroads, fleets of merchant vessels,

a large textile industry, big cities, and big

business firms. The industrialization of Japan

was the more remarkable in view of her meager

supplies of many essential raw materials. But

she had many important assets. As a glance at

the map will show, her geographical position

with respect to Asia is very like that of the

British Isles with respect to Europe. Japan, too,

found markets for her exports on the continent

nearby and used the income to pay for imports.

The ambitious Japanese middle class, supple-

mented by recruits from the samurai, furnished

aggressive business leadership. A great reser-

voir of cheap labor existed in the peasantry,

a large and submissive class. The peasants, who

needed to find jobs away from the overcrowded

farms, were inured to a very low standard

of living and were ready to work long and

hard in factories for what seemed by western

standards indecently low wages.

Politically, Japan appeared to undergo a

major revolution in the late nineteenth cen-

tury and to remodel her government along

western lines. Actually, however, the change

was by no means so great as it seemed. A rev-

olution did indeed occur, beginning in 1868

when the old feudal oligarchy crumbled under

the pressure of the discontented elements.

Authority and prestige were restored to the

position of emperor ("mikado"), a largely for-

gotten office whose incumbents had for years

had no real power. In 1 889, the emperor be-

stowed a constitution on his subjects, with a

bicameral diet composed of a noble House of

Peers and an elected House of Representatives.

The architects of these changes, however.

were not democrats. They were aristocrats,

ambitious young samurai, supported by allies

from the business world and determined to

make Japan over from above as they wished.

The result was to substitute a new oligarchy

for the old; a small group of aristocrats domi-

nated the emperor and the state. The constitu-

tion of 1889, rather like that of the German
Empire, provided only the outward appear-

ances of liberal parliamentary government.

The ministry was responsible not to the diet

but to the emperor, and hence to the domi-

nant ruling class. The diet itself was scarcely

representative; the right to vote for members

of its lower house was limited to a narrow

electorate, including the middle class but ex-

cluding the peasants and industrial workers.

As Sir George Sansom, a British expert on

Japan, has observed, she had no trouble in

accepting western "things" but a great deal in

handling western "ideas."

Japan began her expansion by taking from

China, after a brief war in 1894-1895, the

island of Formosa, which she annexed, and the

piece of Asiatic mainland closest to Japan, the

peninsula of Korea, whose independence

China was forced to recognize as a prelimi-

nary to eventual Japanese annexation. But

Russia, too, had designs on Korea; the results

of this rivalry were the Russojapanese War of

1904-1905 and a second great Japanese vic-

tory (see Chapter 22). Japan now secured

unchallenged preponderance in Korea, which

she annexed in 1910, special concessions in

the Chinese province of Manchuria, and the

cession by Russia of the southern half of the

island of Sakhalin, to the north of the main

Japanese islands. She had expanded in the

classic European way; that is, she now had

an empire.

IV The Debate Over Imperialism

In the nineteenth century all the

western countries, even monarchical states like

Germany, had a wide range of free public

opinion and some kind of parliamentary gov-

ernment by discussion. The kind of expansion

we call imperialism, therefore, had to be de-



Cecil Rhodes (1853- 1902).

already begun to worry a bit. White men, this

argument insisted, are simply better speci-

mens of homo sapiens than are colored men;

Anglo-Saxons (or Germans, or Slavs, or Latins,

depending on the writer's origins) are simply

better specimens than other white men.

An imperialist like Cecil Rhodes, to judge

from much that he wrote and said, very likely

dreamed of a world which in the fullness of

time and evolution would be peopled entirely

by Anglo-Saxons. Their breed would actually

be improved over their ancestors of 1900,

after the inferior peoples had died out— or

had been killed off. But these were very dis-

tant views indeed. The prospect of ruddy

Kentish farmers actually established in free-

holds along the Congo simply was unrealistic.

More fashionable imperialistic doctrine held

that throughout the tropical world, the supe-

rior white men would put order and prosper-

ity into the lives of colored men, would as

trustees of civilization give up the comforts of

Europe to rule in discomfort in the hot coun-

tries. Some imperialists thought that this be-

nevolent rule of white men in the tropics

would last indefinitely, since in their opinion

non-whites were totally unable to undertake

tasks of leadership and to assume moral re-

sponsibility.

fended articulately, since it was attacked ar-

ticulately. The defense and attack are both

important pans of the intellectual history of

our times.

Pro: The Argument

from Social Darwinism

One central argument for the defense bor-

rowed heavily from the Social Darwinists (see

Chapter 23). Europeans both in Europe and in

their "colonies of settlement, " so ran the ar-

gument, were able to beat non-Europeans in

war. By this very fact they had shown that they

were in terms of evolution and progress more
fit to survive than were the non-Europeans.

Eternal competition is the price of survival

and the best always survive— or ous^ht to sur-

vive, for these theorists of imperialism had

Pro.- The Argument of Duty

Other European imperialists, however, took

the attitude that, though the non-whites could

not run their own affairs then, they could ulti-

mately learn to do so. For the present and for

a good many years to come, whites would have

to educate them on the spot; someday— the

length of time judged necessary varied with

the temperament of the judge— these non-

whites would have matured sufficiently to take

over responsibilities now confined to whites.

These whites will not be owners, merely trustees.

Kipling put the case comfortably enough — for

white men— in his famous poem:

Take up the White Man's Burden-
Send forth the best ye breed-

Go bind your sons to exile
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To serve your captives' need;

To wait in heavy harness,

On fluttered folk and wild

-

Your new-caught, sullen peoples,

Half-devil and half-child.'

This argument of trusteeship was by all odds

the most popular defense of imperialism, par-

ticularly among Anglo-Saxon peoples.

Yet the historian, aware of the complexities

of human nature, will be wary of the notion

that the ethical arguments of the imperialists

were insincere. Many a European both in and

out of the colonies of exploitation really be-

lieved in the trusteeship theory, and really did

his best to live up to it. The Christian mission-

ary is a major factor in the nineteenth-century

expansion of the West. Indeed, Kenneth La-

tourette's long and thorough history of the

expansion of Christianity has a final volume

entitled The Great Century for the nineteenth

century. More formal converts to Christianity

were made all over the world in this century,

so often labeled the century of materialism,

than ever before.

The reality of the conversion of the colored

peoples presents a difficult problem. In areas of

primitive culture, whole tribes nominally ac-

cepted Christianity but continued many of the

immemorial ways of their heathen past. In

India, China, and Japan, old civilized coun-

tries with deep-rooted religious faiths of their

own, Christianity did not win over anything

like a majority of the people. Nevertheless,

the missions did succeed in the course of the

century in building up devoted native follow-

ers, of whom the most intelligent or most en-

terprising were often sent to Europe or the

United States to complete their education.

Pro: The Defensive Argument

Finally, the imperialist philosophy of 1900

was by no means based on an unworried sense

of white supremacy. Western civilization is

•The White Man's Burden," from "The Five Na-

tions," RuJyard Kipling's Verse. I88i-I9i2 (London,

193}), 320.

one of the most worrying of all civilizations.

Many publicists regarded imperialism as es-

sentially defensive. The whites, outnumbered

in a harsh world, had to organize themselves

and hold the non-whites off. There was talk of

the "yellow peril" and of white "race suicide."

The writings and speeches of such apparently

confident imperialists as Rhodes, Kipling, the

German Emperor Wilhelm II, and Theodore

Roosevelt sounded this curious note of feai

and uncertainty. We are the best, but really we

are a little too good for this world; we cannoi

breed fast enough.

One further aspect, or variation, of the de

fensive argument involved the importance of

naval bases and coaling stations. Here the ap-

petite tended to grow by eatmg. First, the

French could argue that security of the home
land required control of North Africa, bu

presently the far-off holdings in Indo-China

demanded a string of bases along which the

navy could operate to protect the empire.

Con: Anti-Imperialist Arguments

Against imperialism, opponents marshaled

a great many arguments. To the Social Dar-

winists the anti-imperialists replied by deny-

ing that the struggle for existence applied to

human groups in the way it applied to plants

and animals. It is precisely by sublimating the

crude conflict of kill-or-be-killed into the

higher rivalry for cultural excellence, they

argued, that human societies transcend the

struggle for life. Each group, each race, has

something to contribute to the total of civili-

zation, and the deliberate destruction or

suppression of any group lames and lessens

the others, prevents the true working out of

evolution — that is, (r«/;«ra/ evolution — among

human beings as contrasted with mere animals.

The anti-imperialists also brought forward

very prominently the economic argument

we have already noted (p. 341). They worked

hard to show that in fact, especially in Africa,

colonies did not "pay," that the imperialist

appeal to self-interest in the homeland

was a delusion, the dishonest work of propa-



gandists for the privileged minority in the

homeland and in the colonies who did profit

personally from imperialist ventures.

From this point the anti-imf)erialists went

on to maintain that support at home for colo-

nial expansion rested therefore on the ordi-

nary mans vicarious satisfactions from

national achievements. The ordinary man liked

to see his country figure in the world atlas as an

impjerial power. He liked to think of Britain's

empire on which the sun never set; or, if he

was a Frenchman, of the tangible evidence that

France was still a great power, still carrying on

her mission civilisatrice: or, if he was an Italian,

that at last Italy too was a nation, and behaving

as nations should. The anti-imperialists were

on the whole not very successful in their at-

tempts to use ridicule and irony against be-

havior that they found irrational. But their

conviction that human action ought to be ra-

tional and devoted to the greatest good of the

greatest number placed them firmly in the

liberal tradition.

So strong was the anti-imperialists" belief

that they were right — in spite of the growth of

empires all about them — that in Britain the

school of "Little Englanders," much influ-

enced by laissez-faire economics, came to

the comforting assurance that imperialism

was impossible. The colonies, they held, must

inevitably drop away from the mother coun-

try—to use their favorite stereotype— like

ripe fruit from a tree. Why not then avoid

getting into the futile process further by not

taking any more of Africa or China? Why not

hasten the inevitable by giving up the empire?

In fairness, we must add that much liberal op-

position to imperialism was motivated by

humanitarian sympathy for the colored peo-

ples under imperial rule.

Not all the anti-imperialists were liberals

or idealists. Indeed in France some of the

most vehement were the extreme nationalists

who wanted revanche (revenge) on Prussia for

the French defeat in the war of 1 870. These

revanchards were not sorry for the Negroes;

they opposed French colonialism because it

distracted French energies from what they

thought was the sole proper national busi-

ness—getting ready to beat the Germans.

What sank into the mind and feelings of

the ordinary westerner as a result of the anti-

imperialist arguments was an uneasy awareness

that somehow the practice of imperial expan-

sion did not square with the best avowed in-

tentions of democracy. Particularly in the

United States, the feeling grew that imperial-

ism and colonialism were contrary to the ideas

of liberty and equality, even if the imperialists

honestly claimed to be following the "trustee-

ship" principle. America took over an empire

in 1898, but not without vigorous protests

from numerous groups of anti-imperialists,

and not without specific promises from the

government that it would "free" dependents

the moment they were capable of self-rule.

This opposition of Americans to colonialism,

especially when practiced by themselves, is

one of the important factors in the world situ-

ation of the mid-twentieth century, and we
shall return to it in later chapters, for it

played a large part in our foreign policy.

V The Colonies of White Settlement

Thus far our account of the

nineteenth-century expansion of Europe has

been limited largely to the "colonies of ex-

ploitation," the protectorates, and the spheres

of influence held by Europeans. No such ac-

count is at all complete, for the most striking

thing about this expansion was that it involved

an actual transplantation of Europeans to

"colonies of settlement" on a scale incompar-

ably greater than in the previous three centu-

ries since Henry the Navigator and Columbus.

The colonies of settlement were originally
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very thinly inhabited lands. Australia, indeed,

was almost empty; and the whole native Red

Indian population of America north of the

Rio Grande was almost certainly in 1800 not

over a million, perhaps less. The European

settlers simply overwhelmed these primitive

peoples. In Tasmania, a large island to the

south of the Australian mainland, the natives

were totally wiped out, and in Australia itself

they were very nearly wiped out. In the

United States the Red Indians were so far

eliminated that many an American grew up

in the later nineteenth century without ever

seeing a redman except in a Wild West show.

In most of Latin America, however, the na

tive Indian stock, far from being wiped out

persisted; the upper class, politically and eco

nomically, was drawn from European "Creole'

stock; and a great many people of mixed Eu

ropean and Indian and Negro blood filled the

lower social ranks. In the far south of the

continent, in the Argentine, Uruguay, and

Chile, conditions resembled more nearly

those in the United States, and these twentieth-

century nations are now almost wholly Euro-

pean in stock, largely from the Iberian

peninsula and Italy.

The expansion of Europe into the Americas

was also an expansion of Africa. By 1850 the

leading European powers had pretty generally

got the slave trade under control; but the nu-

cleus of Negroes brought into both North and

South America by the trade in the earlier cen-

turies continued to grow. Despite handicaps

of race barriers, strongest in the United States,

the Negroes multiplied; by 1900, for example,

there were some 9,000,000 of them in the

United States.

Canada: Background of Revolt

Apart from the extraordinary growth of

the United States, the most important phase

of the nineteenth-century movement of Euro-

peans overseas is the growth of what is now

called the British Commonwealth of Nations,

or, more correctly, simply the Commonwealth.

Doubtless it is an oversimplification to claim

that the British learned their lesson from the

American Revolution, and that consequently

in Canada, Australia, and South Africa they

were wise enough to abandon the policies of

George III and Lord North. But the formula is

fundamentally sound. The first laboratory for

this experiment in a new kind of "coloni-

alism" was Canada (see map on p. 344).

The rebellious thirteen colonies of North

America had wanted to add a fourteenth, and

had tried hard to win Canada. But a complex of

causes all contributed to leaving Canada in

British hands at the peace in 1 783. The French

Canadians in Quebec distrusted the new Prot-

estant power growing up to the south; the

American rebels had grave difficulties keeping

up an army to cope with the British in the

United States itself; America's French ally

did not wish the new country to be too strong.

Later, as we have seen in Chapter 22, the

United States failed in the War of 1812 to

reverse the verdict of 1 783.

Upper Canada (Ontario), which was mainly

British in stock, and Lower Canada (Quebec),

which was mainly French, and the Maritime

Provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

and Prince Edward Island were at first quite

separate British "colonies," as the American

thirteen had once been. Each had an apparatus

quite like the old American one— a royal

governor appointed by the Crown, a council

appointed by the governor, and an elected

assembly based on a more or less popular

franchise. But just as in the thirteen colonies

during the preceding century, the arrangement

bred conflicts between the assemblies and the

royal government. In 1837, revolts broke out

in both Upper and Lower Canada, with popu-

lar leaders like Mackenzie and Papineau ar-

rayed against the governor and his followers,

and with essentially the same kind of constitu-

tional and financial grievances that the thir-

teen colonies had had sixty years before.

Canada: Durham and a New Status

The revolt of 1837 was a military fiasco,

and it is probable that public opinion in both

provinces was against the rebels; there was a

fear that too close an imitation of the Ameri-



can Revolution would lead to absorption by

the United States. But the British government
was alarmed and sent out as governor-in-chief

of all the British North American provinces

the Earl of Durham, a young lord of Whig
antecedents and Utilitarian leanings. Durham,

feeling that he was not properly supported

from London, resigned after less than a year in

Canada But the famous report he made to the

British Parliament on his return in 1839 be-

came the cornerstone of the new British im-

perial structure of dominions, a constitutional

document that Durham's admirers have some-

times ranked with Magna Carta

The Durham Report proposed the union of

Upper and Lower Canada and the establish-

ment of responsible government — that is, a

popularly elected legislature with ultimate

authority — for both the union and each of the

separate provinces. The report is still of great

interest. Durham had all the average English-

man's insensitivity to things French, and it is an

understatement to say that he never understood

the Quebecois of Lower Canada. But he was

true to his principles — even these French Ca-

nadian Catholics must have their own responsi-

ble government. As he wrote, with prescience:

The maintenance of an absolute form of govern-

ment on any pari of the North American Continent

can never continue for any long time, without ex-

citing a general feeling in the United States against

a power of which the existence is secured by means

so odious to the people: and as I rate the preserva-

tion of the present general sympathy of the United

States with the policy of our Government in Lower

Canada as a matter of the greatest importance, 1

should be sorry that the feeling should be changed

for one which, if prevalent among the people, must

extend over the surrounding Provinces. The in-

fluence of such an opinion would not only act very

strongly on the entire French population, and keep

up among them a sense of injury and a determina-

tion of resistance to the Government, but would lead

to just as great discontent among the English. . .
.'

The actual realization of Durham's recom-

mendations was achieved with due British

slowness. The first step, the Union Act of

1840 passed by the British Parliament, though

it did unite Upper and Lower Canada, was at

the very least unspecific on the critical point

of responsibility— that is, on whether an ad-

ministration defeated in the legislature had to

resign or not. Nearly a decade later, under the

governorship of Lord Elgin, the principle was

quietly established in practice, never to be

withdrawn. Nor was the next step unduly

hurried. The British North America Act of

1867 achieved in principle the union of all

the British provinces in North America, ex-

cept Newfoundland, oldest of all, whose sep-

aratist tendencies were so strong that it did

not join Canada until 1949. The act of 1867,

itself basically due to formal Canadian initia-

tive at a meeting of the "Fathers of Confeder-

ation" at Charlottetown, set up the Dominion
of Canada by the union of Ontario, Quebec,

and the Maritime Provinces, with provision

for the admission of territories in the west as

provinces on something like the pattern for

admission of the western states in the United

States. There were still many survivals of the

former "colonial" status of Canada, from the

bestowal of titles, especially knighthood with

its unrepublican and undemocratic "Sir," to

the possibility of judicial appeal from Cana-

dian courts to the Privy Council in Westmin-

ster. Above all, the relation of Canada to

Britain in terms of international affairs, armed

forces, right of secession, and much else was

not yet spelled out, and was not to be spelled

out formally until the Statute of Westminster

in 1931 (see Chapter 28).

The Extension of Dominion Status

The individual provinces of Australia had

common British origins and had relatively

short lives as separate territorial units — the

oldest. New South Wales, dates only from

1788. But, in spite of these facts, these prov-

inces developed their local differences and

separateness, symbolized by the fact that they

used differing gauges for their railroads. They

gained the essentials of self-government in

the Australian Colonies Government Act of

1 850, but federal union of New South Wales,



Victoria, Queensland, and the others was not

achieved until the Commonwealth of Austra-

lia was formed in 1901. The influence of the

American example is clear in the constitution

of the Commonwealth, which provides for a

senate with equal membership for each of the

six states, a house of representatives appor-

tioned on the basis of population, and a su-

preme court with something close to the

American power of judicial review. But in

Australia as in the other British dominions,

the parliamentary system of an executive

(prime minister and cabinet) dismissible by

vote of the legislative body was retained; the

American "presidential" system was deliber-

ately rejected.

Australia, like Canada, was essentially an

empty country in 1800, and like Canada it

filled gradually with immigrants, mostly from

Britain. Perhaps the head start of the United

States, with its great attraction for British and

European immigration, slowed down the

growth of these British dominions. But the

process, though slow, was steady, and by 1914

all the dominions, including the quiet islands

of New Zealand, traditionally most "English"

of them all, were prosperous, democratic so-

cieties just settling down from the last of the

pioneer stage. Their narrative history is most

interesting, but we cannot go into it here, nor

into the fascinating and illuminating sub-

ject—insufficiently pursued — of the likenesses

and unlikenesses of the corporate personali-

ties of these new countries and the United

States, all offsprings of the "frontier."

The Commonwealth in Review

In the nineteenth century, Americans push-

ing west and Russians pushing east added

millions of square miles to their respective

lands as colonies of settlement. Although in

both, and especially in America, this process

of the "frontier" had important effects on their

national character, it did not create great im-

mediate problems concerning the "independ-

ence" of the settlers. The British, however,

went thousands of miles overseas for their

colonies of settlement. They found very soon

that these colonies could not be treated as

the long tradition since Columbus prescribed

— that is, as mere outposts of the mother land

with no political self-rule, held in strict mer-
cantilist economic leading strings. Nor could

they be, if only because of the separating seas,

simply added as they filled up as a territorial

continuation of the mother land, as Siberia

was added to Russia and the territories of the

American West to the federal Union. By
1914, the British at home and the citizens of

their overseas colonies of settlement had
worked out something new in political con-

figurations, unprecedented in man's brief

history.

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South

Africa were indeed by 1914 wholly self-

governing. They could and did even levy cus-

toms dues on imports from Britain. They had

the beginnings of military forces of their own,

and of course complete control of that clear at-

tribute of "sovereignty"— their own internal

police. Men were even beginning to speculate

about whether they were not in possession of

that other clear attribute of sovereignty — the

right to conduct foreign relations, both diplo-

matic and military. For example, could Canada

be at peace with a country with which Great

Britain was at war?

The first test came in 1914. All the do-

minions went to war against Germany and her

allies. Even the dubiously loyal Union of

South Africa went to war against the sender of

the Kruger telegram; we are bound to record

that the always land-hungry Boers had their

eyes on the German colonies in Africa, and

especially on the big empty colony of German
Southwest Africa, right adjacent to the Union.

The government of each dominion, however,

went through the formal process of declaring

war, just as "sovereign" countries do. Yet the

relation between Canada, for instance, and

Great Britain was something different from

the relation between two such sovereign

countries as the Argentine and Spain. The
dominions had not quite set up wholly for

themselves, nor, to revert to the favorite

cliche of the nineteenth-century Little

Englander, had they dropped off like ripe

fruit. The nature of the tie between the do-



minions and Britain was not clear then, and it

must be admitted it is not fully clear even

now. But it still exists, though greatly weak-

ened, and to it also we shall return in a chap-

ter on imperialism in our own day. (See

Chapter 31.)

VI The Results of Imperialism

The broad general results of this

long phase of European expansion down to

1914 may now be summarized.

First and most obviously, in the nineteenth

century almost the whole planet was affected

by the process. The white man was almost

everywhere by 1914, and white explorers not

infrequently found that the tin can, that ubiq-

uitous symbol of the West, had got there

ahead of them.

Second, the expansion of Europe was ac-

companied by a numerical expansion of the

whole human race. Between 1 800 and 1 900,

the population of the world just about dou-

bled, from some 800,000,000 in 1 800 to some

1 ,6000,0()(),00() in 1 900. European white stock

did indeed account for the most spectacular

part of the rise, but non-whites in Asia and

elsewhere also increased. We do not suffi-

ciently understand human population growth

to say flatly that the expansion of Europe

caused the growth of population among non-

European peoples in the nineteenth century.

But it did bring to many areas of the world

some increase of law and order, some increase

in material production and improvements in

transportation and distribution, health and

sanitation — factors that probably contribute to

population growth. And, with such exceptions

as the native Australian "Blackfellows" and

some North American Indians, European ex-

pansion did not usually mean the physical

extermination of non-European peoples.

Third, we may say with no reservations

whatever that by 1914 it was quite clear that

"natives" were beginning to reject the claims

of white supremacy. Among the more civi-

lized and long-established peoples in the Near
East and Asia, the educated classes were al-

ready developing a sense of nationalism. They

took over from the West that particular form

of group consciousness that is attached to a

territorial political unit and that is shared, in

principle at least, by all who live within the

unit. This nationalism was a new thing outside

Europe, and a very important one for us today,

for it has gone on increasing and developing.

In the early twentieth century, it was most

evident in Japan and, to some extent, China,

and in advanced "colonial" nations like Egypt

and India, though there were signs of it al-

most everywhere.

This new phenomenon was not the same

thing as simple hostility to whites, or to partic-

ular nations among the whites. It was an or-

ganized political faith — in short, modern

"patriotism." Naturally, Egyptian, Indian, and

Chinese patriots were first of all concerned

with getting rid of their European imperial

masters; their attitudes were those of op-

pressed nationalistic groups everywhere, even

in Europe itself. After all, the most striking and

most successful rebellion of early twentieth-

century nationalist movements against an im-

perial "master" was that of very European and

very white Ireland against the British. These

"colonial" peoples were touchy, addicted to

nursing grievances imaginary as well as real,

eager to seize on any national trait that could

be glorified, admiring, hating, and envying

their masters. Above all, they were organized

on a new principle taken from the West, a prin-

ciple that is ultimately perhaps more destruc-

tive of their own traditional cultures than

anything else that has come to them from the

West. This is the equalitarian and leveling, if

not democratic, spirit inherent in the secular

religion of nationalism. In theory at least na-

tionality transcends the dividing lines of pro-

fession, social class, and even caste. The fellah.



the Egyptian peasant whose ancestry reaches

back through the centuries, could claim to be

as good an Egyptian as the aristocratic pasha

— indeed a better one, since he was uncor-

rupted by European culture. People began to

talk and write of "Arab" nationalism; yet the

"Arabs" were not exactly a race, nor a people,

nor any specific political-territorial entity — at

most, "Arab" referred to a language, a culture,

and to a part of those who held the Mos-

lem faith.

Fourth, and in spite of the gloomy economic

conclusions of anti-imperialists, there seems

no doubt that over the century the homelands

of Europe gained in total wealth from their

expansion overseas. Indeed, raw materials from

overseas were necessary to maintain the stan-

dard of living in thickly populated countries

like Britain, Germany, Belgium, and the Neth-

erlands. Theoretically, these raw materials

could have come into European lands in free

trade with free countries overseas; actually

they came in part from imperial expansion. In

purely empirical terms, the imperialism of the

nineteenth century does seem to confirm Pro-

fessor Webb's analysis (see Volume I, Chapter

14): The expansion of Europe was a great de-

mographic and economic bonanza, a dynamic

material growth never before attained by man.

Finally, imperialist rivalries, especially after

1 870, exacerbated the normal rivalries among
the European great powers and were thus a

major factor in the complex of causes that

brought on general war in 1914. This is parti-

cularly true of the Anglo-German rivalry,

which, unlike that of France and England or

of Austria and Russia, had no long historical

background. This Anglo-German rivalry was

everywhere by 1900 — among commercial trav-

elers of both nations, trying to sell machinery

in Peru; among missionaries trying to convert

the heathen in Africa; among army officers,

naval officers, editors, organizers, all seeking

to make German influence more important

than British somewhere or to keep British in-

fluence more important than German. The ri-

valry extended even to the academic world

and to that world in the United States. There

were those who regarded the Rhodes Schol-

arships for study at Oxford (1904) as a British

attempt to counterbalance the great prestige

that the German universities, and especially

their degree of Ph.D., had acquired in Ameri-

ca during the latter nineteenth century.
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The First World War

I Introduction

Metropolitan Museum o( An, Collection

AKred Stieglit2, 1949^ photography by

Sandak. Inc.. New York City.

On June 28, 1 91 4, the Habsburg

Archduke Francis Ferdinand, heir to the throne

of Austria-Hungary, and his wife were assassi-

nated in the streets of Sarajevo, capital of the

recently (1908) annexed provinces of Bosnia

and Herzegovina, which had been occupied by

Austria-Hungary since 1878 (see Chapter 22).

The assassin, Princip, was a Serbian nationalist.

Bosnia had long been coveted by the Serbs.

The Austro-Hungarian government, alarmed

by the ambitions of Serbian nationalists, took

the occasion of the assassination to send a se-

vere ultimatum to Serbia. The Serbian gov-

ernment's refusal to accept the ultimatum in

its entirety led to an Austrian declaration of

war on Serbia, on July 28. Within the week,

the great states of Europe were engaged in a

general war— the Central Powers (Austria-
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Hungary and Germany) against the Allies

(Serbia, Russia, France, and Britain). Princip's

revolver shot was eventually to kill some ten

million men.

This was the first general war, the first war

to involve most of the members of the world

state-system, since the wars of the French

Revolution and Napoleon a century earlier.

There had indeed been wars enough, foreign

and civil, in the century between. They were,

however, save for relatively minor wars like

the Crimean War of 1853, wars between two

parties, like the Franco-Prussian War of 1 870,

the bloody American war between North and

South in 1861-1865, and a whole series of

colonial wars against rebellious natives.

In 1914 a great many people in Europe and

America felt that this sort of general war was

all but impossible. These people, predomi-

nantly liberal intellectuals, had been alarmed

by the series of crises we shall shortly des-

cribe, crises that showed how close a general

war might be. But they had followed hopefully

the movements for international peace and co-

operation—the Red Cross, the international

labor movements, and the Hague conferences

of 1899 and 1907, which, though they failed

to achieve their avowed purpose of limiting

armaments, did set up a tribunal for the

arbitration of international disputes, the "world

court." And many intellectuals simply refused

to believe that a world war, should it break out,

could last more than a few months. The cost of

such a war, they maintained, would be so great

it would bankrupt any government. Such was

the thesis of a best seller, Norman Angell's

The Great Illusion (1910).

World War I was long, bloody, and destruc-

tive. The shock of its outbreak, vastly increased

by the strains of the war itself, and above all

by the failure of the postwar peace settlement,

brought on in the 1 920's a most extraordinary

discussion of the causes of the war. This dis-

cussion was by no means limited to profes-

sional historians. It was carried on in the press

and on the platforms by all the agencies that

touched public opinion. Most of it was de-

signed to "revise" the verdict of the Versailles

Treaty of 1919, in which the victorious Allies

declared Germany and Austria-Hungary solely

responsible for precipitating the war of 1914.

The beaten Germans, penalized in the peace,

had obvious reasons for trying to prove them-

selves innocent of war guilt. But important

currents in public opinion in Great Britain,

the United States, and even in France also

flowed into this "revisionist" movement. So

far did revisionism go in the 1920's that some

American historians parceled out varying por-

tions of the guilt among the victors and

the vanquished alike, with the confidence

of schoolmasters handing out merits and

demerits.

We cannot be so confident today. From our

further perspective, the question of war guilt

in 1914 fades out into a question of historical

causation, and into the fact of historical trag-

edy. We can say with the English writer,

George Meredith:

In tragic life, God wot,

No villain need be! Passions spin the plot.

We are betrayed by what is false within."

No one power or group of powers "caused"

the war of 1914. Its causes lie deep in the his-

tory of the state-system of western civilization,

and, more particularly, in its history since

1870. They lie deep also in that fundamental

form of group-consciousness we call "nation-

alism" and in the very structure of the modern

nation-state. The dramatic date of the assassi-

nation of Francis Ferdinand, June 28, 1914,

serves as a dividing line between the ultimate,

or long-term, factors and the proximate, or

short-term, factors.

•Modirn Love. XLIII.



II Causes of the War

The Shift

in the Balance of Power

In the long term, an obvious factor that

made war more likely was the unification of

Germany and Italy. The creation of these two

new major states in the 1 860's and 18~0's

altered the always delicate balance of power

in the European state-system. The efforts of

statesmen during the next forty years to adjust

the system and to take account of the two new
powers and their claims proved ultimately

unsuccessful. The older established powers

were by no means willing to give up their

own claims. We have seen that ever since the

modern European — or, better, the western

— state-system developed out of medieval frag-

mentation, the separate units, the states, have

tried to grow. They have tried to grow in

wealth, in prestige, and, most conspicuously

of all, in territory. In the second half of the

nineteenth century, with the principle of na-

tional sovereignty well established, with even

the smaller states like Switzerland and Swe-

den generally accepted as not to be swallowed,

there was little territory in Europe that could

be easily disposed of for the purpose of making

adjustments. Unification had closed off Ger-

many and Italy, which as recently as 1 81 5 had

been classic areas for "compensation." Only

southeastern Europe, the Balkan lands of the

obviously weakening Turkish Empire, re-

mained in the late nineteenth century as pos-

sible pickings for ambitious powers. Even

there, the growth of national feeling in states

like Rumania, Serbia, Bulgaria, and Greece

made sheer annexation difficult. Neverthe-

less, Russia and Austria-Hungary both had am-

bitions in the Balkans; behind them, aiming

rather at domination of Turkey and the Near
East, came Germany and Great Britain. Finally,

as we have noted in Chapter 24, much of

Africa, Asia, and Oceania had been partitioned

among the great powers amid intense ri-

valry. It seemed always possible to re-do

this partitioning.

Meantime, influenced by their rivalries in

Europe and abroad, the great powers were also

choosing sides in a series of alliances and

agreements. By the early years of the twentieth

century two camps existed — the Triple Alli-

ance of Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy,

and the Triple Entente of France, Britain, and

Russia. The system, as many people at the time

saw clearly, had grown so tightly organized

that there was almost no free play left, and with

the wisdom of hindsight we can now see that

after 1900 almost any crisis might have led to

war. Sarajevo was the one that did.

This state of international politics was

christened by an English liberal, Lowes Dick-

inson, "the international anarchy." It was, how-

ever, no chaos, but a highly organized rivalry,

"anarchical" only in the sense that there was no

higher authority to put a stop to the rivalry. In

concrete instances, two or more powers wanted

the same piece of land, as a territorial addition

or as a sphere of influence. France and Great

Britain both wanted Egypt; France and Ger-

many both wanted Morocco; Russia and

Austria-Hungary both wanted control over the

Balkans; Russia and Japan both wanted Man-

churia; and so on around the map. Comprom-
ises were made, lands and spheres of influence

were shared, but in the long run there simply

wasn't enough to go around.

The Role of Public Opinion

We have in this outline used the shorthand

of names like "Great Britain" or "Germany."

But these are mere symbols, as colored blobs

on a map are symbols, for millions of human



beings whose desires somehow do add up into

the actions of states, did add up to the war

of 1914. In no state were the millions all in

agreement. There were Germans who wanted

no bit of Africa or any other piece of land.

There were Englishmen who, far from being

content with Britain's place in the world,

wanted more, wanted Britain to be for the

whole round world what Rome had been for

the Mediterranean world in the first centuries

of the Christian Era, hoped eventually to elim-

inate all but Englishmen (and perhaps Scots-

men) in a fine Darwinian struggle. There were

everywhere in Europe at least a few absolute

pacifists, men who were determined under any

conditions to refuse to fight, men who once

war broke out became "conscientious ob-

jectors." We must not think of the war and the

events that led up to it as simply the work of a

few men at the top in each nation, the profes-

sional soldiers, the villainous diplomats in

frock coats and striped trousers. In all the coun-

tries, there was a spectrum that ran from mili-

tarist to pacifist, through all shades of opinion.

But the outbreak of the war saw in each

belligerent nation a broad national public

opinion in support of the government. In 1914,

a good many men marched to war convinced

that war was a beneficial thing, the bands

played, the crowds shouted, and war, perhaps for

the last time in our day, seemed romantic as

well as necessary. Here is the account of a

young German on the last train out of Swit-

zerland before the outbreak of war:

An elderly gentleman was sitting in our com-

partment. He began to talk to us at once, as if we

were intimate acquaintances. On the back of his

hotel bill he had added up the numerical strength

of the European armies and balanced them against

each other. He compared the two totals and assured

my mother that the spiritual qualities of the German

troops compensated for the numerical superiority

of the Russians. For in this war spiritual qualities

alone would decide the day, and Germany's spirit-

ual qualities were the best in Europe. As a univer-

sity professor he knew that our youth were ready

for the fray, and full of ideals. At last the hour had

come when our people could enter on its great

world mission. . .
.*

•Ernst Glaeser, Class of 1902. Willa and Edwin Muir,

trans.(London, 1929), 171 -172.

German Aspirations

The Germans were led by their Kaiser,

William II, who had come to the throne in

1888. The "revisionist" historians have been

able to show that in the hectic five weeks after

the assassination at Sarajevo the Kaiser, con-

trary to world opinion at the time, did not

work steadily for war, that toward the end he

tried to avoid a general war. But he cannot be

even partially absolved for the long-term, for

the ultimate, causes of the war. In the decisive

years between 1888 and 1914 he was the pos-

turing, aggressive leader of patriotic expansion,

the "White Knight " leading his people to glory

(see also Chapter 22). He was perhaps more of

a figurehead, less of an actual maker of policy,

than the world took him to be, but still a will-

ing and effective figurehead for expansionists

and violent nationalists.

German ambitions and German fears pro-

duced an intense hatred of Britain, a hatred

mixed with envy and a sense of inferiority, a

hatred that focused on the English upper
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classes, perfectly tailored, serene in effort-

less superiority, the favorite children of for-

tune. Many a German tourist, perhaps quite

accidentally given an Italian hotel room in-

ferior to that given a traveling Englishman,

would come home burning with indignation

at this personal evidence that Germany was

being denied its place in the sun. In the Ger-

man navy, in the years just before the war,

there was a simple toast in the officers' mess:

Der TaR (The Day). Everj'one knew that this

was the day of the declaration of war between

Germany and Britain. These feelings are all

condensed in the famous "Hymn of Hate" of

the German poet Ernst Lissauer:

We will never forego our hate.

Hate by water and hate by land,

Hate of the head and hate of the hand,

Hate of the hammer and hate of the Crown.

Hate of the seventy millions choking down.

We love as one, we hate as one.

We have one foe and one alone:

England!"

•Ernst Lissauer, "A Chant of Hate Against England,"

trans, by Barbara Henderson, in Burton E. Stevenson,

comp.. The Homt Book ofVme. 3rd ed. (New York. 19181.

11.2549-2550.

jritish Aspirations

Few Englishmen returned this hate; the

English were still on top. Yet as the years wore

on, the expensive race between Britain and

Germany in naval armaments continued; in

incident after incident German and British

diplomats took opposite sides; and — this

seemed especially important to the hard-

headed— German wares of all sorts undersold

British wares in Europe, in North and South

America, and in Asia. Englishmen began to

think that someone ought to teach these ill-

mannered Germans a lesson. Moreover, they

had begun to worry about their own position

of prosperity and leadership. In India, the

greatest possession of the English, it was clear

already that great concessions toward self-

government would have to be made to the na-

tives. Close at home the Irish crisis was in one

of its most acute phases, with Protestant Ulster

in arms against the proposed Home Rule. Brit-

ish officers were indeed guilty of planning

actual mutiny, much as did French officers in
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1961 during the Algerian crisis. Englishmen

were worried about their obsolescent indus-

trial plants, their apparent inability to produce

goods as cheaply and as efficiently as the Ger-

mans; they were self-critical about their

failures as salesmen abroad, their stodgy

self-satisfaction.

A great many Britishers thought of them-

selves as good liberals and good internation-

alists, anxious to preserve the peace and the

decencies of international life. Many were

radicals and Labor party men committed to

pacifism. The coming of war in 1914 was to

show how thoroughly almost all these men
identified Great Britain and righteousness. As

for the bulk of the conservatives, they were as

nationalist as in any other great country. In

Britain, their nationalism attached itself to

the Empire, to the "White Man's Burden, " to

a whole set of symbols that the Germans

found intolerable.

1870. But French diplomatists continued to

preserve and strengthen the system of alli-

ances against Germany, and in the excited

weeks ofJuly, 1 91 4, it was clear that the French

were ready for war.

Among the other major belligerents, too,

the ultimate decisions of governments won
much popular support. Russians were filled

with the "pooled self-esteem" of nationalism,

were convinced that God and the right were

on their side. Italians saw in war the chance

to get Italia Irredenta (Trent, Trieste, and their

surrounding lands) and still more territory

from the Habsburg Monarchy. In the dual mon-

archy, as we have seen (see Chapter 22), the

loyalty of subject nationalities could scarcely

be counted on; but the dominant Germans of

Austria and Magyars of Hungary welcomed
the opportunity to put the troublesome Slavs

in their place for good and all.

The Other Belligerents

In democratic France as in democratic Eng-

land there was a wide spread of opinion on

international politics. A numerous socialist

Left was committed to pacifism and to the con-

cept of an international general strike of work-

ers at the threat of actual war. A more moderate

group also opposed conventional patriotic ag-

gressiveness toward the foreigner. Both among
the men who conducted French foreign rela-

tions and among the general public, however,

there remained right down to the eve of the

Great War the embittered patriotism of the

beaten. Frenchmen wanted revanche, revenge

for the defeat of 1 870. They wanted Alsace-

Lorraine back. For all these years, the statue

representing Strasbourg among the cities of

France in the Place de la Concorde in Paris

was draped in black. With the warmest patriots,

the organizers of patriotic societies, the editors

of patriotic journals, this feeling for revenge

was an obsession.

By the opening decade of the 1900's many
observers thought that the new generation was

losing its desire for revenge, that Frenchmen

had at last decided to accept the verdict of

The Era of Bismarck, 1871-1890

The road to Sarajevo starts in 1871, at the

Treaty of Frankfurt, where France was obliged

to cede Alsace and Lorraine to the new Ger-

man Empire. It was no straight road, but one

of many twists and turnings, and few histor-

ians would now maintain that 1871 made 1914

inevitable. We cannot follow the road in de-

tail, but we must map its main course.

For some twenty years Bismarck was its

chief engineer. In fairness to the Iron Chan-

cellor, it must be said that during his last twen-

ty years in office he sought peace, and indeed

obtained it. Powerful elements in the new em-

pire made it impossible for him to grant to

France the same kind of generous peace he had

given Austria in 1866. Yet Bismarck did try

to salve the wound he knew France had suf-

fered; he encouraged her to expand her empire

n North Africa by the acquisition of Tunisia

n 1881, even though this offended the Ital-

ans, who also coveted Tunisia. But he feared

a French attempt at revenge and sought to iso-

late her diplomatically by building a series of

alliances from which she was excluded. Ger-

many, he insisted, was now a "saturated" power,

and wanted nothing more in Europe; and in a



famous phrase he insisted that all the Balkans

were not worth "the bones of a single Pomer-

anian grenadier." Above all, he sought to

keep on good terms with both Austria and

Russia, and, what was much more difficult,

to keep both these powers on good terms

with each other. Since both wanted pre-

dominance in the Balkans, Bismarck's task

was formidable.

He laid the cornerstone of his diplomatic

system by a defensive alliance with Austria-

Hungary in 18^9, an alliance that held right

down to 1918. And he was able to make a not-

so-secret treaty, the so-called League of the

Three Emperors, which bound Germany,

Russia, and Austria together. The three powers

agreed to act together in dealings with Turkey

and to maintain friendly neutrality should any

one of them be at war with a fourth power

other than Turkey. Next, working skillfully

on Italian annoyance over the French expan-

sion in Tunis, Bismarck secured an alliance

among Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy,

directed chiefly against France. This was the

famous Triple Alliance of 1882, often re-

newed, which still existed on paper in 1914.

On this series of tightropes Bismarck main-

tained a precarious balance through the I 880's.

Chief in his mind was the danger that the Rus-

sians, always fearful of Austrian schemes in

the Balkans, would desert him and ally them-

selves with France, still a great power and anx-

ious to escape from the isolation that Bismarck

had designed for her. In 1887, Russia did re-

fuse to renew the League of the Three Emper-

ors, but Bismarck was able to repair the breach

for the moment by a secret Russo-German

agreement known as the Reinsurance Treaty.

The two promised each other neutrality in case

either was involved in a war against a third

power; but this neutrality was not to hold if

Germany made an "aggressive" war against

France or if Russia made an "aggressive" war

against Austria. Since Russian nationalist

agitation continued against both Austria

and Germany, Bismarck in 1888 made pub-

lic as a warning to Russia the terms of the

Austro-German alliance and allowed the

main terms of the Triple Alliance to be

known informally.

Formation

of the Triple Entente, 1890-1907

Then in 1890 the young Emperor William

11 dismissed Bismarck. The Emperors advisers,

headed by Baron von Holstein, persuaded him

not to renew the Reinsurance Treaty with Rus-

sia, in spite of Russian desire for such renewal.

Shortly afterward, what Bismarck had worked

so hard to prevent came about. After lengthy

negotiations, Russia and France in 1 894 came

together in an alliance that ended French iso-

lation. It was formally a defensive alliance, in

which each was to come to the aid of the other

if Germany or Austria made "aggressive" war

against either, and it was accompanied by the

necessary military agreements between the two

general staffs. Against the Triple Alliance

there now stood, quite openly, a Dual Alliance

of France and Russia. Great Britain as yet re-

mained technically uninvolved by any formal

treaty with a European ally and indeed

never did make a full legal commitment

even with France.

The next great stage in the tightening

network of alliances was to bring Great Brit-

ain in against the Central Powers, at least by

informal "entente" or agreement. In the two

decades after the accession of William 11, Brit-

ain made a formal alliance with Japan and in-

formal "understandings" {ententes) with France

and Russia What chiefly drove Britain to these

actions was the naval race with Germany and

the rapid worsening of Anglo-German rela-

tions, a worsening even more evident perhaps

at the level of public opinion than at the level

of formal diplomacy.

A good concrete instance of this rising hos-

tility is the Kruger telegram of 1 896, in which

the Kaiser congratulated President Kruger of

the Boer Republic of Transvaal on the defeat

of the Jameson raid (see p. 333). It may be that

the Kaiser and his circle hoped at bottom that

this gesture would be taken by the English gov-

ernment as a kind of polite and permissible

diplomatic blackmail, an evidence of how great

a nuisance the German government could be
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before 1914

to the British if it were not on their side. But

the British press took the telegram as an un-

bearable insult, and the German press replied

angrily to British anger.

It was fear of Russia rather than fear of Ger-

many, however, that inspired Britain to make

the first break with formal isolationism, the

alliance with Japan in 1902. The outbreak of

war between Russia and Japan hastened nego-

tiations between Britain and France. In the

Anglo-French Entente of 1904, France gave

England a free hand in Egypt, England gave

France a free hand in Morocco, and various

outstanding difficulties between the two in

other parts of the world were ironed out. More
important, the base was laid for general collab-

oration between the two in international

affairs. Only six years previously, in 1898,

there had been a grave flareup of the traditional

colonial rivalry between France and England

when a French column was met by a British

column at Fashoda in the disputed Sudan

territory of the upper Nile Valley. Fashoda

caused quite as big an outbreak of fury in the

French and the British press as the Kruger

telegram only two years before had caused in

the German and the British press. Yet Fashoda

left wounds much less deep than the Kruger

telegram; the contemporary press is not

always a faithful guide to the climate of

public opinion, let alone to that of pro-

fessional diplomacy.

The final stage in aligning the two camps

came in 1907 when Russia, chastened by her

defeat at the hand of Japan and encouraged by

the French, came to an understanding with

Great Britain. Both countries made conces-

sions in regions where they had been imperia-

list rivals — Persia, Afghanistan, Tibet — and

the British at last made some concessions

toward the Russian desire to open up the

Straits. The agreement was scarcely based on

any genuine sympathy between the two peo-

ples, for the British, notably, had been
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Russophobic for well over a century. Never-

theless, it did round out the Triple Entente

against the Triple Alliance.

A Decade of Crises, 1905-1914

The last decade before 1914 was a series

of crises and local wars, any one of which might

have spread into a world war. First came a de-

liberate theatrical gesture from the Kaiser,

when in 1905 he made a ceremonial visit to

Tangier in Morocco as a way of telling the

world that the Germans would not accept

the Anglo-French assignment of Morocco to

France. The net effect of this blustering was

to lis^hlen the entente between France and Brit-

ain, for the British indicated clearly to the

French that they would support them. Indeed

at this time there began the informal military

and naval conferences between the British and

the French that the French, at least, believed

"committed" the British to armed support if

the Germans attacked. Although the French

Foreign Minister, Delcasse, a partisan of firm

policy toward the Germans, was forced out of

office, even this partial victory did the Ger-

mans no good. French public opinion was in-

furiated by this intervention in their domestic

politics. In the end, a general international

conference at Algeciras in Spain (1 906) backed

up the French, who went ahead with their plans

for a protectorate in Morocco. At Algeciras

American diplomatic influence was used on

the side of France; the United States, too, was

beginning to emerge from its own variety

of isolationism.

A "second Moroccan crisis" in 191 1 height-

ened tensions and brought the possibility of

a general war home to most Frenchmen. The
Kaiser sent a German gunboat, the Panther,

to the Moroccan port of Agadir as a protest

against French occupation of the old city of

Fez. In ensuing negotiations, well-publicized

in the press, the Germans finally agreed to

leave the French a free hand in Morocco,

but only at a price the French considered

blackmail: part of French Congo was ceded

to Germany.
In the Balkans, a decisive turn of the road

toward Sarajevo came in 1908. Austria for-

mally proclaimed the annexation of the old

Turkish provinces of Bosnia-Herzegovina,

which she had occupied since 1878. Austria's

decisive act infuriated the Serbs, who wanted

to add Bosnia to their state. It also infuriated

the Russians, all the more since few Russians

knew that their diplomat Izvolski had in fact

made an informal agreement with the Austrian

minister Aehrenthal in September, 1908, to

accept the annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina

in return for Austrian support of an agreement

permitting Russian warships to use the Straits.

In the event, Austria did the annexing, but

Russia did not get her use of the Straits. This

wound to Russian pride was profound.

War now broke out on the edges of Europe.

In 1911, the Italians sent troops to Tripoli,

the poorest part of North Africa, but at least

a part that had not yet been taken from the

Turks by other Europeans. Then in 1912 war

spread to the Balkans. Nationalist revolution-

aries called the "Young Turks" had risen suc-

cessfully against the Sultan in 1908. The

Young Turks wanted the modern industrial

achievements of the West, they wanted its po-

litical apparatus of representative government,

and they wanted above all to have Turks re-

spected, admired, and feared as members of a

thoroughly modern nation. Some of their in-

tellectuals followed the nineteenth-century

Romantic pattern back into the past, where

they found, not the nomad Turks of history,

but fine sturdy "Turanians" from the inspiring

steppes of Central Asia. There was even a "Pan-

Turanian" movement, strangest of the "Pan"

movements, which sought to group Magyars,

Turks, and the Turkish peoples of Central

Asia, who were all only distantly related to

each other, as children of a common destiny.

No wonder the Habsburgs were alarmed! It

began to look as if those who hoped to divide

up Turkey had better hurry while the dividing

was good. In the hurry, the world got swept

into the War of 1914, the preliminary stages

of which were the Balkan Wars.

In the first of these wars, in 1912, an alli-

ance of Bulgaria, Serbia, and Greece beat the

Turks, and started the process of dividing up

most of European Turkey. But here Austria



imposed an absolute veto on granting Serbia

territories that would give her access to the

Adriatic Sea. Meanwhile, the victors quarreled

among themselves, and in the Second Balkan

War (1913) the Greeks and Serbs, joined by

the Rumanians and the all-but-beaten Turks,

readily defeated the Bulgarians. Turkey got

back some of her territory in Europe. But the

Balkans were in a state of uncertainty and bad

blood when Francis Ferdinand was assassi-

nated; and Bulgaria was ready to ally with Aus-

tria and Germany against her former allies.

The Final Crisis, July-August, 1914

There are millions of words in print about

the proximate causes of World War I in the

six weeks between the assassination on June

28 and the general spread of war on August 4,

when Britain came in against Germany. Thanks

to the end of the rule of HohenzoUern, Habs-

burg, and Romanov houses as a result of the

"Disturbing the Peace," 1897: the Great

Powers (France and Britain on the left)

chorus "Scat!"

war, the secret archives were thrown open

much sooner than would be normal. And in

the pressure of debate in the 1920's over the

question of war guilt, even the victorious coun-

tries, Britain, France, and the United States,

opened their archives to a surprising extent.

These are weeks for which documents, often

telegrams, can be dated by the hour and min-

ute. These are weeks in which messages are

constantly crossing each other, confusing

things hopelessly. These are weeks in which

professional diplomatists and statesmen, egged

on by an excited — and it must be said often

irresponsible— press, nevertheless tried for the

most part to master the crisis without recourse

to war.

The diplomats and statesmen were drawn

into war because almost all of them believed

that they faced an alternative worse than war,

a defeat or loss of face for their nation. Austria

believed correctly, though without positive

proof, that the Serbian government had some

foreknowledge or at least suspicion of Prin-

cip's plot and should therefore have given her

warning. For this reason, and also because she

wished to check the Serb agitation that had

long been unsettling the Yugoslav peoples

living in the dual monarchy, Austria-Hungary

decided to make stiff demands on Serbia after

the assassination of Francis Ferdinand. Before

doing so, however, she consulted her German
ally, who promised to support whatever policy

Austria might adopt toward Serbia. This Ger-

man response has become famous as a diplo-

matic "blank check," duly signed by Germany

in advance with the precise amount to be filled

in later by Austria.

Thus encouraged, the Austrian government,

on July 23, sent Serbia an ultimatum to be an-

swered within forty-eight hours. The ultima-

tum made many separate demands, which

added up to an insistence that Serbia and Serb

propagandists keep their hands off Habsburg

territories and populations, now and in the

future. Most of the demands the Serbs ac-

cepted, at least in principle; but they refused

to accept two of them, which would have per-

mitted Austrian police or military men to take,

on Serbian soil, an actual part in a Serbian in-

vestigation of Princip's plot. Probably Serbia



Princip, immediately after

the assassination at Sara-

jevo, June 28. 1914.

had some assurance that Russia was willing to

give her a kind of "blank check," and would

assist her if the panial refusal of the ultima-

tum led to war. The Serbian reply, therefore,

was a little less virtuously honest than it

seemed to be to most of the world in July,

1914. Still, the Austrian ultimatum appears to

have been couched in terms deliberately un-

acceptable to the Serbs, and the Serb reply

seems to have been a base for more consider-

ation than it got from the Austrians. Because

the Serbs had not accepted the whole of the

ultimatum, Austria declared war on July 28,

after turningdown as inconsistent with national

honor a European conference proposed by the

British foreign minister. Sir Edward Grey, on

July 26.

From this declaration of war on, the German
diplomatists, backed by William II and actually

resisting the German military men, tried to

hold back their Austrian ally. It is impossible

to clear William from responsibility for the

German "blank check," which had emboldened

Austria and had perhaps been designed by

Germany to do just that. Now, however, the

Germans certainly tried to revoke the check

and made a last effort to stop the spread of the

war. Since Russia was beginning the full mobil-

ization of her armies, the Kaiser, on July 29,

told Tsar Nicholas II in a personal telegram

of the German attempt to get the Austrians

to compromise. Apparently this telegram

served to get full Russian mobilization modi-

fied into partial mobilization and to get direct

Austro-Russian talks resumed on July 30. For

a brief moment it looked as if the crisis might

be overcome.

But mobilization was not easy in Russia, a

country of long distances, poor communica-

tions, and bureaucratic red tape; and the Rus-

sian military feared that their enemies would

get the jump on them. In perhaps the most cru-

cial decision of this hectic last week, the Rus-

sian government, probably against the deeper

inclinations of the Tsar himself, decided to

renew general mobilization. Germany at once

insisted that all Russian mobilization cease,

and, when it continued, ordered her own at

4:00 P.M. on August 1, and declared war on

Russia at 7:00 P.M. the same day. France, mean-

time, had determined to stand by her Russian

ally, now evidently about to be attacked, and

also mobilized at 3:55 P.M. on August 1.

Germany declared war on France on August 3.

Britain was still wavering. Although her

entente with France did not legally bind the

two nations together, it had led, as we have

just seen, to the very close co-ordination of
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defense plans by the French and British mili-

tary and naval staffs. Perhaps, then, Britain

would have come into the war anyway. What
made her entry certain was the German vio-

lation of the neutrality of Belgium, which both

Britain and Prussia (now Germany) had joined

with other powers to guarantee in 1 839. The
German military were determined to take de-

cisive action in the West and to knock France

out of the war before the Russians could get

their vast but slow-moving armies into action.

Accordingly, German plans called for a sweep

through a corner of Belgium to avoid the

heavily fortified and hilly terrain in north-

eastern France. On August 2, the Germans had

notified Belgium that they intended to march

through her territory, though they promised

to respect her territorial integrity in the peace

to come.

Belgium rejected this demand and appealed

to the other guaranteeing powers. Sir Edward

Grey, though opposed in the British cabinet

by the Liberals, Lord Morley and John Burns,

who did not believe defense of the neutrality

of Belgium worth a war, seized firmly on this

ground of action. On August 4 Britain declared

war on Germany. The German chancellor,

Bethmann-Holiweg, informed of this action,

let slip the phrase that Britain had gone to war

just for a "scrap of paper" — the treaty of 1839

that established Belgian neutrality. This un-

happy phrase, seized upon by the press of the

world, not only solidified British opinion in

favor of the war but was responsible more than

any other single factor for the charge of war

guilt laid against Germany.

The Entry of Other Powers

By August 6, when Austria declared war on

Russia, all the members of the Triple Alliance

and the Triple Entente had come to blows,

with the exception of Italy, who, however, had

never really been a good ally of Austria be-

cause of the Irredentist issue. Italy, refusing to

consider herself bound by the Triple Alliance,

declared her neutrality. The Central Powers of

Germany and Austria-Hungary, then, stood

against the Allies — Russia, France, Britain,

and Serbia. Japan came in on the side of the

Allies late in August, and Turkey came in on

the Austro-German side in November, 1914.

After competing territorial offers from both

Allies and Central Powers, Italy finally joined

the Allies in May, 1913. Bulgaria came in on

the side of the Central Powers in 1915, Ru-

mania on the side of the Allies in 1916.

As the war turned into a stalemate, on both

Western and Eastern fronts in the winter of

1916-1917, the Germans made the desperate

decision to try to get at Great Britain by the

only way that seemed available. They would

use their submarines to cut off the food and

raw materials that came to the British Isles

from overseas, and without which their peo-

ples would have starved. This unrestricted

submarine warfare meant sinking American

ships that Americans held were quite legally

bringing such supplies, not contraband of war,

to England and France. On April 6, 1917, the

United States completed the roster of great

powers involved in the conflict by declaring

war on Germany. Lesser powers all over the

world joined in, mostly against Germany, so

that all told there were 53 declarations of war

before the end in 1918.

Dissident Americans, then and since, have

declared that the United States was enticed

into the war by the wicked few— by sentimen-

tal lovers of England or France; by bankers

who had lent money to the Allies and wanted

to protect their investments; by silly idealists

who agreed with President Wilson in wishing

to "make the world safe for democracy"; and,

of course, by scheming Allied diplomatists,

corrupt Europeans who held a strange fascina-

tion over American "babes in the wood."

Deep-seated sentiments among many good

Americans in 1916-1917 rebelled against our

jeopardizing American ideals by involving

ourselves in the conventional — and wicked

— European struggle for power. Even today,

after a second general or world war in which

American participation aroused much less

opposition at home (see Chapter 29), it is dif-

ficult for the historian to discuss objectively

the causes of our entrance into this so-called

First World War. The historian must indeed

note that ever since what Americans call King



William's War and Europeans usually call the

War of the League of Augsburg (1688-1697)

(see Volume 1, Chapter 1 5), we as colonists or

as an independent nation have sooner or later

been drawn into every major general war in

the western state-system. In purely empirical

terms, it may be argued that the normal ex-

pectation is for the United States to enter into

any great world war. And in more disputable

general terms, such as we have brought out in

Volume 1, Chapter I 3, it may be argued that in

the western (now world) state-system a gen-

eral or world war never breaks out unless there

is an aggressor nation whose activities in the

opinion of their leaders threaten the inde-

pendent existence of all other nations. The

United States, in this view, went to war in 191"

for a very deep-seated reason indeed. The pos-

sible victory of Germany threatened our very

existence as an independent, but committed

and co-operating, participant in an interna-

tional order.

More specifically, in 191 7 the United States

insisted that the existing international order

gave Americans the right to travel and to trade

freely with neutrals and, in dealings with

belligerents, to be limited only by well-known

principles of international law forbidding

actual transport of munitions, or other direct

forms of aid to belligerents. This is the doc-

trine of "freedom of the seas," which would

indeed have allowed Germans to search Amer-

ican vessels, but which quite clearly did not

permit German submarines to sink American

vessels on sight and without notice. The Ger-

man decision to undertake unrestricted sub-

marine warfare was in western historical

precedent a completely adequate and normal

justification of, and explanation for, our decla-

ration of war. But, we must repeat, behind this

reason lay a widespread though by no means

universal feeling among many Americans, a

feeling especially strong in those persons most

concerned with our foreign relations, that a

German victory would mean a world order in

which the kind of America we wanted could

not be secure.

Jefferson had indeed in 180^ abandoned

the doctrine of freedom of the seas and had in

the Embargo Act simply forbidden American

vessels to trade either with the French or the

British side. In 1917, we should have had to

put an embargo on all American shipping to

most foreign ports, or else put up with Ger-

man torpedoing of American ships, and the

drowning of American citizens. Neither course

would seem to have been acceptable to a ma-

jority of Americans in 1917.

Ill The Course of the War

Resources of the Belligerents

As the opposing nations lined up in

1914, the Allies (British, French, Russians,

and others) had an overwhelming supe-

riority in total population and resources. The
Central Powers (Germany, Austria-Hungary

and Turkey) had in their own continental

lands not over 1 50,000,000 people; Britain,

France, Russia, and Italy in their own conti-

nental lands had at least 125,000,000 more

people than their enemies. Moreover, in their

overseas possessions, which included the

315,000,000 people of India, the Allies had

many millions more. As for material re-

sources, the Central Powers had, especially in

Germany, admirably organized industries and

enough coal and iron to fight a long war But

here too the statistics were overwhelmingly in

favor of the Allies. Moreover, though German

submarines and, in the early days, surface

raiders were able to interrupt seriously Allied

lines of communication overseas, on the

whole the Allies were still able to get from

these overseas sources indispensable food and

other supplies. And when in 1917 a beaten

Russia, in the throes of a revolution, ceased
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sources of the United States.

In the long run, much as in the American

Civil War, the side with the most men and

materials wore down its enemies and won the

war. But it was by no means the uneven strug-

gle that the statistics of total population and

material resources would indicate. Again as in

our Civil War, the weaker side had initially

important advantages, won great victories,

seemed indeed at critical moments on the

point of final victory.

Geography gave Germany and Austria the

advantages of being side by side, and of having

interior lines of communication, which ena-

bled them to make rapid transfers of troops

from one threatened front to another. Though
the Germans and Austrians did not always see

eye to eye, they did speak the same language

and had for long been firmly allied. Most im-

portant of all, Germany in particular was

more ready for war than were her enemies. She

had an efficiently organized military machine

and a good stock of munitions, her industry

could be readily geared to war, her plans were

complete, her people were united in support of

the war, and they enjoyed the great psycho-

logical advantage of being on the offensive, of

carrying the war to the enemy. Indeed, no im-

portant part of the war was ever fought on

German soil; it ended, with important results

for later history, with the German army still

in being, with the soil of the German Father-

land still uninvaded.

By contrast, geography separated the west-

ern Allies from Russia. German control of the

Baltic and Turkish control of the Straits

proved throughout the war a serious obstacle

to communication between Russia and her

allies, who had to take roundabout and diffi-

cult routes through Archangel in Arctic waters

and even through Vladivostok on the Pacific

at the end of the long, slow, single-track

Trans-Siberian railway. For the Allies, transfer

of troops between eastern and western fronts

was militarily almost impossible, even had it

been politically possible. It was not, however,

politically possible, and here is one of the

greatest weaknesses of the Allies.

Russia, Britain, and France had only re-

cently come together, as "friendly" powers

and not as close allies. Each of them was a

strongly marked nationality, having many
sources of conflict with the others. They had

no long tradition of mutual co-operation, no

common language. France and England were

democracies, and though the peoples of both

rallied firmly to the national cause in 1914,

they were of recent years unused to the kind

of firm, centralized, political and military con-

trol that is necessary in war. As for unified

military planning and administration, it was

never achieved between Russia and the west-

ern Allies. Even among Britain, France, and

the United States on the Western Front, it was

not achieved until the French General Foch

was appointed commander-in-chief in 1918,

and then only imperfectly, for full merging of

staffs was not achieved.

Finally, of the three great Allied powers in

1914, only France was ready with a good big

land force, and France, with only 39 millions

of people against Germany's 65 millions, was

the weakest of the Allies in manpower.

Britain was indeed prepared on the sea, and

her navy was an invaluable asset; but it could

not be of direct use against the German army.

Russia had universal military service and an

army great in numbers. But she had vast dis-

tances to overcome, an inadequate railway

system, a relatively undeveloped heavy indus-

try, an army whose morale had been shaken by

the recent defeat at the hands of the Japanese,

a people whose morale had been shaken by

the recent abortive revolution, a military and

a political organization riddled with ineffi-

ciency and corruption.

The Western Front:

German Offensive

The Germans had a plan, the so-called

Schlieffen plan, which they immediately put

into execution. It called for a holding opera-

tion on the left, with a strong right wing that

was to advance swiftly through Belgium, take

Paris, and then fall on the rear of the French
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armies. While this great enveloping move-

ment in the west swiftly eliminated France,

relatively weaker German forces, it was

planned, would hold down the slow-moving

Russians. With France beaten, the Germans

could turn their full force against the Russians

and beat them. Then there would be only

the British left, and the future would take

care of them.

The German plan almost succeeded. It

failed for rwo reasons, to which a great num-

ber of separate tactical factors contributed. In

the first place, the German chief of staff,

Moltke, had seriously modified the Schlieffen

plan by weakening the critical right wing,

partly in order to send divisions to the east,

which, ironically, arrived there too late to

participate m the defeat of the Russians. By
the time the German right wing neared Paris,

it had too few divisions to take the capital and.

then roll up the French army to the eastward.

In the second place, the French, though at first

they rashly developed the offensive eastward,

shifted their armies northward and westward

to meet the invading Germans. With the help

of the British they exploited a gap that de-

veloped between the German First and Second

armies. The Germans lost this first great bat-

tle, known as the Battle of the Marne.

The German advance, which had been al-

most continuous since August 2, had been

stopped. In the next few weeks the opposing

forces engaged in what came to be called the

"race for the Channel," with the Germans
trying to outflank the Allies and get the Chan-

nel ports, thus shutting the short sea passage

to future British reinforcements. They failed

here, too, and throughout the war the ports of

Calais and Boulogne, and indeed a small south-

western corner of Belgium, were to remain in

Allied hands — a valuable military advantage.

By the autumn of 1914 the Western Front

was thus stabilized. For over three hundred

airline miles between the Channel and the

Swiss border of Alsace near Basel, hundreds

of thousands of soldiers faced each other in a

continuous line that was full of bends called

"salients." Both sides "dug in" and formed a

series of rough fortifications. The central fea-

ture of these fortifications was a series of par-

allel trenches deep enough to conceal a man
standing upright. As time went on, these

trenches were greatly improved; they were

supplied with parapets, machine-gun nests,

and an elaborate network of approach trenches

and strong points, until the whole front be-

came one immense fortification. Thousands of

local actions in the four years of trench war-

fare shifted the lines here and there, and a

series of partial break-throughs occurred on

both sides. But on the whole the lines held,

and the actual fighting in the west was con-

fined to an extraordinarily narrow, though very

long, field.

On this Western Front the ultimate deci-

sion was reached; but there were many other

fronts. Some of them were disparagingly

called "the side-shows" by those who advo-

cated concentrating in the west. Yet in per-

spective we can now see that they all played a

part in determining the final result. Since,

over the long pull, the Germans had fewer men
and resources, the dispersal of energies that

these "side-shows" called for, and the con-

tinuous need to bolster their Austrian, Turkish,

and Bulgarian allies, were major factors in

their defeat. For the sake of clarity, we shall

here take up these other fronts separately and

briefly, but the reader must never forget that

for the belligerents the war was a whole; its

wide-flung theaters were mutually dependent,

with each one influencing the others.

The Eastern Front

The Eastern Front, where the Russians

faced both the Germans and the Austrians,

was certainly no mere side-show. Millions of

men were involved on both sides, and had the

Russians not held out, as they did, until the

end of 1917, the Allies in the west could

hardly have withstood the reinforcements that

the Germans and Austrians would have been

able to send to France and Italy. The war in

the east was more a war of movement than the

war in the west. But even in the east there were
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long periods of stalemate, especially during

the winters, periods when the opposing armies

faced each other in long lines of improvised

fortifications in trench warfare much like that

in the west.

The Russians began well. Against the ex-

posed Austrian salient of Galicia (Austria's

share of the eighteenth-century partitions of

Poland), the Russians threw in vast masses of

men. They pushed the Austrians out of Lem-

berg (later the Polish Lwow, now the Soviet

Lvov), and by the end of September, 1914,

they had reached the northern ends of some of

the passes leading into Hungary through the

Carpathian Mountains. Against the Germans,

who also had to defend in East Prussia a

salient surrounded on the east and south by

Russian territory, the Russians won the Battle

of Gumbinnen, in August 1914, and so

alarmed the German general staff that the

Germans felt obliged to reorganize their

eastern command. General von Ludendorff,

under the nominal command of his senior.

Von Hindenburg, and aided by a brilliant

junior. Von Hoffmann, turned successfully

against the two Russian armies, which were

attempting a pincers movement. Late in Au-
gust, at Tannenberg, the Germans decisively

defeated a Russian army under Samsonov, who
committed suicide. And early in September
they won another decisive victory against the

Russians at the Masurian lakes, thus clearing

East Prussia of Russians.

The Germans' hard-pressed Austrian allies

to the south were by now clamoring for help,

and the Western Front was still demanding

Allied soldiers trying to keep warm, near Ypres in Flanders, 1914.
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men. Hindenburg and his aides had to do

their best with what they had. In a series of

hard-fought battles in Poland, they succeeded

in relieving the pressure on the Austrians.

The end of the year 1914 found the Austrians

still hanging on in Galicia and found the

Germans in a good position to push eastward

from East Prussian and Polish bases. In rwo

great joint offensives in May and July, 1915,

the Central Powers won substantial successes;

they inflicted severe losses on the Russians

from which the Russians never really recov-

ered. At the end of the year 1915 the battle

line ran roughly from near Riga, deep in the

Baltic provinces of Russia, to the eastern edge

of Galicia at Tarnopol and Czernowitz.

In 1916, the Russians, with a new com-

mander. General Brusilov, undertook a great

new offensive against the Austrians in the

south. The Russian need to bolster their fail-

ing morale would probably have made some

action necessary, but the Russians were also

being pressed by the Western Allies to do

something to help the Italians, who were

threatened by the Austrians in the region of

Trent. It seems likely that the Brusilov offen-

sive was begun too soon, without adequate

preparation. It scored a striking success at

first; in places, the Russians drove the Austrians

back some eighty miles, and they took large

numbers of prisoners. But once more the

Germans came to the rescue; with fresh troops

transferred from the west, they halted Brusi-

lov before he had won a decisive success.

It was from the backwash of this defeat that

the Russian Revolution, which began early in

March, 191 "'. was born. In the moderate phase

of that uprising, before the Bolshevik revolu-

tion of November, 1917^ Brusilov undertook

one last desperate offensive. But he was soon

checked, and the way was open for the Bol-

sheviks to carry out their promise to make
peace. By the end of 191 '!

, Russia was out of

the war. She was forced by the Central Powers

to sign the extraordinarily punitive Peace of

Brest-Litovsk (March, 1 91 8), by which she lost

her Polish territories, her Baltic provinces,

the entire Ukraine, Finland, and some lands

in the Caucasus. The Caucasian lands went to

Turkey; most of the others came under what

proved to be the temporary doi

Austria and Germany.

The Italian Front

In April, 1915, Italy concluded with Britain,

France and Russia the secret Treaty of Lon-

don, which promised the Italians their long-

sought-for Trent and Trieste, and other lands

at Austro-Hungarian and Turkish expense. In

May, the Italians formally declared war on

Austria-Hungary (they did not declare war on

Germany until August, 1916), and a new front

was added along the Austro-Italian frontier at

the head of the Adriatic. Much of this front

was too mountainous for effective action, and

it was pretty much confined to some sixty

miles along the Isonzo River. For rwo years

there was a series of bloody but indecisive

actions along this river that at least pinned

down several hundred thousand Austrian

troops. Then in the late autumn of 191 7, with

Russia already beaten, came the blow that very

nearly knocked Italy out. Once again the

Germans supplied the propulsive force. Lu-

dendorff, now in supreme command, sent six

German divisions to the Isonzo. The Germans

and Austrians broke through at Caporetto and

sent the Italians into a retreat across the

Venetian plains, a retreat that was really a

rout. French and British reinforcements were

hastily rushed across the Alps, but what did

most to stop the Austro-Germans was proba-

bly the grave difficulty, under modern condi-

tions of warfare, of supplying mass armies of

infantry in rapid advance. The Italians were

finally able to hold along the line of the Piave

River, almost at the Po.

The Dardanelles

One of the most important of the "side-

shows," the Dardanelles campaign of 1915,

not only proved in its failure to be a bad blow

to the morale of the Allies, but was to have

important repercussions in World War II.

With the entry of Turkey into the war in No-

vember, 1914, and with the Western Front
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capable for the moment of being held against

the Germans by the French alone, a group of

British military and political leaders advanced

the idea that British strength should be put

into amphibious operations somewhere in the

Aegean area. A steady drive could also be

made overland toward Vienna and Berlin

through territory where the Central Powers

were not expecting an attack in force. The

great exponent of this "Eastern Plan" was

Winston Churchill, First Lord of the Admi-

ralty. The British decided to try the plan. The

point of attack chosen was the Dardanelles,

the more westerly of the two straits that sepa-

rate the Black Sea from the Aegean. The cam-

paign is sometimes known as the "Gallipoli

campaign" from the long narrow peninsula on

the European side of the Straits which was one

of the keys to the whole action. Here Allied

victory would have had the additional advan-

tage of opening communication with Russia

via the Black Sea.

In March, 1915, the British and French

fleets tried to force the Straits, but they aban-

doned the attempt somewhat prematurely

when several ships struck mines. Later land-

ings of British, Australian, New Zealand, and

French troops at various points on both Asian

and European shores of the Dardanelles were

poorly co-ordinated and badly backed up.

They met with fierce and effective resistance

from the Turks— a junior officer named Mus-

tafa Kemal greatly distinguishing himself

— and in the end they had to be abandoned.

Russia remained sealed in by the Straits all

during the war. But Churchill continued to

believe that the Dardanelles plan had failed,

not because it was a bad plan, but because it

had not been carried out with determination.

And in the Second World War he was to re-

vive, against American military opinion,

something of his old plan, which became

known as the plan to strike at the "soft under-

belly" of the Axis.

The Balkan Fronts

Serbia's part in the crisis that produced

the war meant that from the start there would

be a Balkan front. In the end there were sev-

eral such fronts, and no Balkan state remained

uninvolved. The Austrians failed here also,

and although in December, 1914, they did

manage to take the Serbian capital, Belgrade,

they were driven out again. Bulgaria, wooed

by both sides, finally came in with the Central

Powers in the autumn of 1915. The Germans
sent troops and a general, von Mackensen,

under whom the Serbs were finally beaten.

The remnant of their armies was driven to

take refuge on the island of Corfu in neu-

tral Greece.

To counter this blow in the Balkans, the

Allies had already landed a few divisions in

the Greek city of Salonika and had established

a front in Macedonia. The Greeks themselves

were divided into two groups. One was headed

by King Constantine, who at bottom was

sympathetic with the Central Powers, but who
for the moment was seeking only to maintain

Greek neutrality. The other was a pro-Ally

group headed by the able old politician Veni-

zelos. Although the Allies rode roughshod

over formal notions of Greek neutrality, Veni-

zelos did not get firmly into the saddle until

June, 1917, when Allied pressure compelled

King Constantine to abdicate in favor of his

second son, Alexander.

Meanwhile Rumania, whom the Russians

had been trying to lure into the war, finally

yielded to promises of great territorial gains

at the expense of Austria-Hungary and came

in on the Allied side late in August, 1916, at a

time most inopportune for the Rumanians.

Stiffened by German help, the Austrians

swept through Rumania and by January, 1917,

held most of the country. When the Russians

made the separate Peace of Brest-Litovsk with

the Germans in March, 1918, the Rumanians

were obliged to make cessions of territory

to Bulgaria, and to grant a lease of oil lands

to Germany.

In spite of the formal accession of Greece

to the Allied side in June 1917, the Macedo-

nian front remained in a stalemate until the

summer of 1918, when, with American troops

pouring rapidly into France, the Allied mili-

tary leaders decided they could afford to build

up their forces in Salonika. The investment
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paid well, for under the leadership of the

French general, Franchet d'Esperey, the Allied

armies on this front were the first to break the

enemy completely. The French, British, Serbs,

and Greeks began a great advance on Septem-

ber 15, 1918, all along the line from the

Adriatic to the Bulgarian frontier. They

forced the Bulgarians to conclude an armistice

on September 30, and by early November
they had crossed the Danube in several places.

The armistice in the west on November 1

1

found the tricolor of France, with the flags of

many allies, well on its way to Vienna. This

hark-back to Napoleon helped inspire in the

French a somewhat unfounded confidence that

they were once more the dominant nation on

the continent of Europe.

The Near East and the Colonies

A whole series of fronts throughout the

world was involved in what we may call the

colonial "clean-up," the subduing of the Ger-

man overseas empire and of the outlying parts

of the Turkish Empire. The Turks, trained and

in part officered by German experts, often

resisted effectively. In Mesopotamia, in April,

1916, in a blow to British prestige as bad as

the Dardanelles defeat, they forced the surren-

der of the British general, Townshend, who

had landed at Basra from India in 1915 and

had marched up the Tigris-Euphrates Valley.

But the Turks were never able to take the

Suez Canal, nor to advance far into Russian

Armenia. Moreover, the British were able to

play on the Arabs' dislike for their Turkish

suzerains. In a series of desert campaigns the

romantic Colonel T. E. Lawrence, an English-

man who knew the Arabs intimately, played a

leading part. By the end of 1917, the British

held Baghdad and Jerusalem. In September,

1918, a great British offensive in Palestine

was so successful that on September 30 the

Turks concluded an armistice which took

them out of the war.

These campaigns, fought in the lands that

had been the cradles of western civilization,

were of grea^importance in making the world

we live in today. For from them came not only

the independent Arab nations (Syria, Lebanon,

Iraq, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt) but also the

Jewish national state of Israel, to which these

Arab states are so hostile. In November, 1 91 7,

in the Balfour Declaration, the British prom-

ised "the establishment in Palestine of a na-

tional home for the Jewish people." This

promise bore fruit in the mandate of 1 922 from

the League of Nations, by which such a state

was set up under British protection under the

name of Palestine.

In the overseas colonies the Germans,

though cut off from the homeland by the

British navy, fought well. In German East Af-

rica they actually managed to hold out to the

bitter end in a series of skillful campaigns, so

that they still had forces in the field in

East Africa on Armistice Day, November
11, 1918. But elsewhere they were fighting

from inadequate bases and with inadequate

forces, so that by the end of 1914 the British,

Australians, South Africans, French, and Japa-

nese had pretty well taken over the German
overseas possessions. The Allies had won the

"colonial war." Only years later, however, did

the most important result of that war become

clear. The subject races had learned that their

rulers were by no means invulnerable.

The War at Sea

This brings us to a most important front

— the war at sea. In the long pull, British sea

power, reinforced by the French and later by

the Italian and the American navies, once

more proved decisive. The Allied command
of the sea made it possible to draw on the re-

sources of the rest of the world, and in par-

ticular to transfer with surprisingly few

losses large numbers of British and American

troops to the crucial Western Front. Quite as

important, sea power enabled the Allies to

shut Germany and her allies off from overseas

resources. The Allied blockade slowly but

surely constricted Germany, limiting not

merely military supplies for her armies, but

food supplies for her civilian population. At

the end of 1918, many Germans were suffer-

ing from malnutrition, an important factor in
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the German willingness to surrender without

righting to the bitter end.

Yet the war at sea was not easy for the Al-

lies. The submarine proved every bit as dan-

gerous as British alarmists before the war had

feared. When the Germans launched their

unrestricted submarine warfare, they made

dangerous inroads on the merchant ships that

were essential to the very life of Britain. By
the end of 191", some 8.000,000 tons of ship-

ping had been sunk by the Germans, most of

it by submarines. And at one point in 191^,

the British had barely enough food reserves to

last a month. The submarine menace was

eventually overcome by a series of measures

co-ordinated between the Allies and the

Americans — extensive use of the convoy sys-

tem, attack on the submarines by depth

bombs, constant anti-submarine patrols, and

development of small, fast "subchasers." But

we might wonder what would have happened

in 1916-19n (and again in 1942-1943) if

the Germans had contented themselves with

holding actions on land and had put all their

productive and righting energies into the sub-

marine. This they did not do in either war.

Temptation for quick and obvious land suc-

cess was too great.

The navy of surface vessels that the Ger-

mans had built up since the 1890's— and that,

as we have seen, was so important in the

growth of Anglo-German hostility — never

played a really decisive part in the war itself

German surface-raiders caused .severe damage

in the first year, but they were finally swept off

the seas. Once, however, the main German
fleet threw a very bad scare into the British.

This was the famous Battle of Jutland, which

has been refought over and over again by na-

val historians. This running battle, fought in

the North Sea on May 31 and June 1 , 1 916, re-

sulted in the sinking of twice as much British as

German tonnage, and showed how good the

German navy was. But the German admiral,

Scheer, was forced to run into port before the

British capital ships, for which he was no

match. Although Jutland was a tactical victory

for the Germans, the strategic victory re-

mained with the British, for never again did

the German surface navy seriously threaten

British command of the sea in European wa-

ters. At the war's end the German high com-

mand attempted to get the fleet out in a heroic

last stand. It was the German sailors' refusal to

take the ships out — their mutiny, in fact— that

gave a critical push to the German revolution

which led to the Armistice of 1918.

The Western Front: Allied Victory

This war also saw the beginnings of air

warfare. German lighter-than-air machines, the

Zeppelins, raided London many times in

1916-1917, and both sides made airplane

bombing raids on nearby towns. But the total

damage was relatively light and had no deci-

sive effect on the final result. The airplane was

of more importance in scouting, and especi-

ally in spotting for artillery; in spite of its

short range in those days, it also proved useful

as a means of locating submarines. The fighter

plane was greatly improved during the war,

and the base was laid for the development of

the air forces we now know. Indeed, the air-

plane made greater technical strides in these

four years of war than it had made since the

Wrights first flew at Kitty Hawk in 1903.

Although the great new invention of the

airplane did not itself alter traditional warfare,

a new type of warfare was indeed developed,

especially on the great Western Front, the

warfare of the trenches. The machine gun, the

repeating rifle, and fast-firing artillery, with

the guidance of spotter planes, could pour in

such deadly fire that it was almost impossible

for either side to break through the opposing

trench systems on a wide front. Both sides

tried to break through in the two years after

the Marne, and both sides suffered losses of a

kind that had never been suffered before.

Two new weapons almost broke the dead-

lock. The first was poison gas, which was first

used by the Germans in shells in October,

1914, with disappointing results. Then in

April, 1915, the Germans used chlorine gas

discharged from cylinders. The overwhelmed

French broke in a line five miles wide, leaving

the line completely undefended. But the

Germans had not prepared to follow through,
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and the gap was closed once the gas had dis-

persed. Meanwhile the experts developed a

simple countermeasure, the gas mask, which

became part of the equipment of every soldier

on both sides. The age-old balance of attack

and defense was once again reestablished.

The second new weapon came much nearer

to producing decisive success. This was the

tank, a sort of armored land battleship for

which plans had been made back in the Ren-

aissance by the fertile Leonardo da Vinci.

But da Vinci's tank remained a mere sketch

for lack of propulsive power. In the second

decade of the twentieth century, however, the

internal-combustion engine was ready to do

what horses could not do. The tank was a

British invention that had been nursed along

in its infancy by the always adventurous Win-

ston Churchill. But the new weapon was used

too soon, in inadequate numbers and before

adequate mechanical tests had been made, in

the British Somme offensive of 1916. Even so,

nine tanks led or accompanied the infantry

triumphantly through the German lines to the

capture of Flers. Had the tanks been withheld

for a few more months and been backed up

with careful planning, they might have broken

the German lines on a wide front. The Ger-

mans naturally took up the tank at once, and

were soon producing their own.

The technique of attack in the west gradu-

ally developed over the years and in the end

broke the defensive stalemate. Long and care-

ful artillery preparation, known as a "barrage,"

literally flattened out a section of the enemy

defenses and the "no man's land " in front of

them and forced the enemy to retire to rear

trenches. Then, accompanied or preceded by

tanks, the infantry edged in while the artillery

barrage was lifted and focused on the next en-

emy line. It was a slow and costly process

which did not work on a wide scale until

1918. Then the Germans, with the Russians

out of the fight, made a last and almost success-

ful effort to break through, trying to separate

the British from the French where their lines

joined near Amiens. With the failure of this

last German push in the summer, Foch ordered

a general attack. French, British, and Ameri-

can armies had all broken the German lines by

early autumn and were just gaining freedom of

action in the open country when the Germans

surrendered. The Germans later maintained

that they were not beaten decisively in the

378
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field. Most experts, however, now think that

had the war gone on the Germans could not

have stopped an Allied invasion of Germany
in 1919.

Morale on the Fighting Fronts

The long narrow battle lines of the four-

year trench war were the scene of a concen-

trated destruction hardly equaled in the war of

1939-1945, except by the atomic bomb at

Hiroshima; at some points in France the top

soil was blown completely away by shellfire,

producing a desert that is still visible today.

The war, however, was not unique, unprece-

dented, or unlike all other wars, as many an

excited publicist at the time declared. It pro-

duced military heroes and military scapegoats,

great generals and generals who failed. As

with the Confederacy in the American Civil

War, the defeated Germans seem to have had

the most-praised generals, the Ludendorffs, the

Mackensens, the Hoffmanns. The old tra-

ditional chivalrous warfare, the warfare of

athletic heroes, was continued, and.even heigh-

tened in the air, where the "aces" of the highly

individualistic duels between planes were the

Rolands of a machine age. And in many of the

fronts on land, and in the war at sea, the age-old

and for many males not altogether unhappy

melodrama of war lost none of its reality.

Lawrence in Arabia was no disgrace to the

tradition of Sir Walter Scott or even, in the

eyes of good patriotic Englishmen, to the tra-

dition of Homer.

Yet especially on the Western Front, this

war seemed to many of its participants an un-

heroic nightmare of blood and filth. Sensitive

young intellectuals, who in earlier times

would never have had to fight, survived to

write bitterly about their experiences — in war

novels like Under Fire, by the Frenchman

Barbusse, or All Quiet on the Western Front by

the German Remarque, and in war poems like

those of Siegfried Sassoon and Wilfred Owen.
But this literature cannot be trusted fully as

an accurate reflection of what the millions of

common soldiers who were not intellectuals

felt about the war. We know simply that for

four years they bore up under it in stints in

the front lines separated by rest leaves. For

most of them the dullness, the discomforts,

and the brief terror of battle must have tested

their patriotism and worn out their sense

of adventure.

The Home Fronts

These soldiers and sailors were, for the

most part, not professionals; they were civil-

ians, "drafted," lifted from civilian families

unused to the ways of the military. Behind the

front, on the production lines, subject to the

unheroic but harassing strains of rationing and

all sorts of limitations in daily living, subject

also to the constant prodding of war propa-

ganda, the families too were part of this great

"total war." They too bore up under it, though

in France in 1917, after the bloody failure of a

great offensive under General Nivelle, civil-

ian and military discontent, fanned by politi-

cians, came almost to the point of breaking

French morale. And in Germany, the collapse

that resulted in the armistice of November 1 1

,

1918, though it obviously had many complex

causes, looks like a general failure of morale.



English policewomen hurry-

ing to spread the news of an

impending Zeppelin raid.

a psychological collapse under intolerable

spiritual and material pressures.

For the Germans, still influenced by nine-

teenth-century ideas about the rights of the

individual and laissez-faire economics, were

slow to organize their society for total war.

They failed notably to ensure the proper and

equitable distribution of food supplies, so that

as 1918 wore on whole sectors of the urban

population began to suffer from malnutrition.

Nor were finances and war production man-

aged with that perfection of techniques that

most of the world had already come to expect

of the Germans. Rationing, strict control of

production, price control, systematic use of

the resources of conquered countries, these

and many other measures were employed by

the Germans, but not with the care, decisive-

ness, and long preparation that were to char-

acterize them in the conflict of 1939-1945.

All countries engaged in the war, the dem-

ocratic western Allies as well as the autocratic

Central Powers, sooner or later felt obliged to

introduce drastic wartime economic planning,

which anticipated in some sense the more

coUectivistic economy of today. Everywhere

there was compulsory military service. Even

in Britain, proud of its long devotion to the

rights of the individual, the famous Defense

of the Realm Act — known with wry affection

as DORA — clamped down severely on the

Englishman's sacred right to say and do what

he liked, even if he did not seem to be giving

aid and comfort to the enemy. In the United

States, all sorts of men, including the famous

"dollar-a-year men," business executives who
were working for the government for the first

time, flocked to Washington and helped build

up an enormous new central government,

which regulated the economy as it had never

been regulated before. And of course all the

belligerents engaged in the war of propaganda,

or, as it came to be called in the next great war,

in psychological warfare.

The Allies won the battle of the production

lines, in which the United States played a ma-

jor if not a decisive part. We have already

noted that in material resources the Allies

had a marked potential superiority over the

Central Powers; this superiority they were

eventually able to realize to the full. Allied

production was slow in getting started. There

were mistakes, bottlenecks, and experiments

like that of the tanks which failed at first be-

cause of undue haste. At the beginning the

Allies were often at cross-purposes in produc-

tion as well as in actual military strategy.

Nevertheless, by the end of 1917 the Allied

military machine was adequately, indeed in

some ways wastefully, supplied.
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The Role of Propaganda

The Allies also won the most critical phase

of the war of propaganda. They sought to con-

vince the neutral world, especially the neu-

trals of western civilization, the United States,

Latin America, and the Swiss, Dutch, Scandi-

navians, and Spanish, that the Allies were

fighting for the right and the Central Powers

for the wrong. It was not a complete victory,

for important groups in all these countries

remained "pro-German" to the end, and Spain

on the whole was probably throughout the war

pro-German, or at least anti-French and anti-

English. Still, it seems that a majority of the

neutral West was early convinced that the

cause of the Allies was just. This conviction

was strengthened from the very start by the

traditional liberalism of France and Britain in

contrast with the traditional autocracy of the

World War I poster.

BUY U.S. GOVERNMENT BONDS

THIRD LIBERTY LOAN

German and the Austrian empires, though the

presence of the autocratic Russian Empire on

the Allied side somewhat handicapped Allied

propagandists. In the early days of the crisis of

1914, the intransigence of the Austrians to-

ward the Serbs, and in particular the blunder-

ing phrase of Bethmann-Hollweg, that Britain

had gone to war for a mere "scrap of paper,"

got the Central Powers off to a bad start in

world opinion.

The sense of Allied Tightness was strength-

ened by early Allied propaganda, which was

often one-sided and unfair. Notably, it ac-

cused the Germans of frightful atrocities in

Belgium. The Germans did indeed impose

rigorous military controls on conquered popu-

lations, but little in their record was worse

than is usual, and perhaps inevitable, in all war-

fare. Allied propaganda also simplified and fal-

sified the complex chain of causation that

produced the war, making it appear that the

Germans and the Austrians were wholly re-

sponsible for the outbreak of the war, that the

"predatory Potsdam gang" had planned the

whole thing from the beginning, and that

Serbs, French, Russians, and British had been

wholly innocent of deed or word that might

have brought on the war. This propaganda

backfired shortly after the war; revulsion

against its unfairness had much to do with the

widespread acceptance of the extreme — and

false- revisionist thesis that on the whole

Germany, in particular, had been quite guilt-

less of starting the war.

Political Repercussions

Except in Russia, the four years of war saw

no major changes in political structure. The

Central Empires retained until their collapse

their incompletely responsible parliamentary

governments, and the parliaments on the whole

were reasonably submissive. And in spite of

the inevitable strengthening of the executive

in wartime, France, Britain, and the United

States carried on their democratic institutions.

In the United States the critical presidential

election of 1916 came just before American



entrance into the war, and resulted by a narrow

margin in the return of the incumbent. Wood-
row Wilson. In Britain and France the demo-

cratic process brought to power in the midst

of wartime crisis two strong men — Lloyd

George and Clemenceau— who carried through

with great vigor the prosecution of the war,

and who, though their fame was dimmed in the

troubled years after the war, remain in historic

memory as great national heroes of their

respective countries.

In Britain the skillful but indecisive Liberal

leader Asquith proved unable to master events,

even though he widened his government into

a coalition in May, 1915. In December of that

year he was succeeded by another Liberal,

Lloyd George, the architect of Britain's social

insurance system (see Chapter 21), who had

also proven himself an admirable organizer of

war production. Under Lloyd George the

coalition really worked, and his position as

war leader was to remain unchallenged. We
shall meet him again at the peace negotiations,

as we shall meet his French counterpart,

Clemenceau. The "Tiger," as Clemenceau was

known to his friends and enemies alike, came

to power at the end of 1917, at a time when
defeatism threatened both the military and the

civilian strength of France. Clemenceau took

firm command of the war effort and dis-

posed summarily of the disaffected politicians

with the decisiveness— and disregard for

the peacetime "rights of man" — of an old

Jacobin.

IV The Peace Settlements

As in Westphalia in 1648, at

Utrecht in 1713, and at Vienna in 1815, the

warring powers gathered in a great meeting to

make the peace settlement. This time they met

at Paris — or, rather, in suburban Paris. They

met at Versailles to settle with the Germans,

and at other suburban chateaux to settle with

the rest. Peace congresses almost never meet

in a world that is really at peace. There are

always aftermaths, local wars and disturbances.

The aftermaths of 1918-1919 were partic-

ularly numerous and acute and conditioned

the whole work of the peace congresses. To
them we must turn briefly before we consider

the actual settlements.

The Aftermath of World War

The sorest spot was Russia, then in 1919 in

the throes of civil war and foreign invasion.

No sooner had the Germans been forced to

withdraw from the regions they had gained at

Brest-Litovsk (see p. 373) than the Allies sent

detachments to various points along the rim

of Russia— on the Black Sea, on the White

Sea in the far north, and on the Pacific (for

details see Chapter 26). The Allies still hoped

to restore in Russia, if not the monarchy, at

least a moderate democratic republic. Their

dread of final Bolshevik success (the term

"Bolshevism" was then almost universally

used, instead of communism) and of the

possible spread of Bolshevism westward,

added to the tensions at Versailles and con-

firmed the conservative position Clemenceau

and Lloyd George were taking.

Bolshevism was indeed spreading westward.

The German revolution of November, 1918,

had been carried out under socialist auspices.

But all through the winter of 1 91 8 - 1 91 9 there

were communist riots and uprisings, and in

Bavaria in April a soviet republic was pro-

claimed. The government of the new republic

of Germany put these communist uprisings

down, but only by an appeal to the remnants

of the old army and to officers thoroughly

hostile to any form of republic. In the break-up

of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy in the

autumn of 1918, the successor states -Czecho-
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Slovakia, Austria, Hungary, Yugoslavia,

Rumania— which had been formed in whole or

in part out of the former Habsburg lands, were

disturbed by all sorts of social and economic

troubles. In Hungary, Bela Kun, who had

worked with Lenin in Moscow, won power by

means of a socialist-communist coalition, and

then elbowed out his socialist colleagues and

set up a communist dictatorship. In August,

a Rumanian army that had invaded Hungary

forced Bela Kun to flee. Finally, all through the

Germanies groups of ex-soldiers, the Freikorps.

were roving about, stirring up trouble, and

threatening the overthrow of the German
Republic (for details, see Chapter 2'!).

In the Near East the Allies had even worse

troubles to face. Greece, which had been so

hard to drag into the war, was now in full

cr>' against the Turks. Her nationalists had

revived the old hope of a restored Byzantine

Empire, with the Greeks once more in com-

mand of the Straits. Her armies, not without

Allied encouragement, landed at Smyrna in

Asia Minor in the spring of 1919 and marched

off in the track of Alexander the Great. The

French and the British, to whom control over

different parts of the former Turkish Empire

had been assigned, began at once having trou-

ble with their new Arab wards. The Jews were

already pressing for the establishment of a

national home in Palestine in accordance with

the Balfour Declaration, and the Arabs were

already opposing them.

In India the aftermath of war was bad in-

deed. The universal epidemic of influenza

— actually a pandemic— in 1918 (which most

public-health experts believed killed more

people than were killed in battle) had been

especially disastrous in India. Indians had

fought well as professional soldiers during the

war on the Allied side; educated Indians

thought their country was ripe for much more

self-rule. The disorders of 1918-1919 culmi-

nated in the Amritsar massacre of April, 1 91 9,

in which a British general, reverting to old-

time methods, ordered his soldiers to fire on an

unarmed crowd, killing or wounding some

1,600 people. Amritsar shocked world opin-

ion, added to the odium the Allies were al-

ready acquiring among liberals everywhere,

and knitted India more closely together in

opposition to the British. In China, the weak-

ening of Russia had been taken by the Japanese

as a signal to renew their ambitious plans in

the north of China, and indeed the American

troops sent to Vladivostok in Siberia (see

Chapter 26) were there less to oppose the

Bolsheviks than to oppose the Japanese.

So the world was in turmoil and disorder

when the Allies, great, small, and middle-

sized, assembled in and near Paris to make the

peace. The problems that faced the peace-

makers were world-wide, complex, and often

insoluble— insoluble in the sense that no deci-

sion on a given problem, say the disposition of

the Adriatic port of Fiume which was claimed

by Italians and Yugoslavs, could possibly sat-

isfy all the major groups concerned, to say

nothing of the minorities. Yet the world

hoped, and indeed expected, from the peace-

makers more than it had in any previous crisis.

Public opinion in the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries had built up a tremendous

faith in the possibility of a peaceful, just, and

happy world. This war had been a war to "make

the world safe for democracy," a "war to end

war." It had produced in the American Pres-

ident Wilson a man who could phrase skillfully

the hopes of men, and who as he journeyed to

Paris after the Armistice appeared to be the

heroic savior and hope of mankind.

These liberal dreams and expectations were,

however, by no means the sole tenants of men's

minds. All men were not Wilsonians. There

were, inevitably, the selfish, the disillusioned,

the narrow, the jingoists, and the professionals

who had made promises to the Italians and the

Rumanians, who had planned all sorts of com-

pensations and adjustments. There were, more

important, the plain ordinary men and women
who wanted peace and security but who also

wanted national glory and the punishment of

the wicked Germans who, they believed, had

put them through those four years of hell.

There were, in short, thousands of conflicting

hopes and fears, all of them embodied in living

human flesh, not just the abstractions they must

seem to be on the printed page.
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The Fourteen Points

The more generous of these hopes were in

191 8 clearly embodied in one man and in one

text. Woodrow Wilson, on January 8, 1918, in

an address to the American Congress, had

announced the famous Fourteen Points, which

were widely accepted by people in Allied

countries and even in Germany and Austria as

a platform for the peace to come, but were also

widely misunderstood and subject to the most

divergent interpretations. Here is the whole of

this most important document:

I. Open covenants of peace, openly arrived at,

after which there shall be no private international

understandings of any kind but diplomacy shall

proceed always frankly and in the public view.

II. Absolute freedom of navigation upon the

seas, outside territorial waters, alike in peace and in

war, except as the seas may be closed in whole or in

part by international action for the enforcement of

international covenants.

III. The removal, so far as possible, of all

economic barriers and the establishment of an

equality of trade conditions among all the nations

consenting to the peace and associating themselves

for its maintenance.

IV. Adequate guarantees given and taken that

national armaments will be reduced to the lowest

point consistent with domestic safety.

V. A free, open-minded, and absolutely im-

partial adjustment of all colonial claims, based upon

a strict observance of the principle that in determin-

ing all such questions of sovereignty the interests of

the populations concerned must have equal weight

with the equitable claims of the government whose

title is to be determined.

VI. The evacuation of all Russian territory and

such a settlement of all questions affecting Russia

as will secure the best and freest co-operation of the

other nations of the world in obtaining for her an

unhampered and unembarrassed opportunity for the

independent determination of her own political

development and national policy and assure her of a

sincere welcome into the society of free nations

under institutions of her own choosing; and, more

than a welcome, assistance also of every kind that

she may need and may herself desire. The treatment

accorded Russia by her sister nations in the months

to come will be the acid test of their good will, of

their comprehension of her needs as distinguished

from their own interests, and of their intelligent

and unselfish sympathy.

VII. Belgium, the whole world will agree, must

be evacuated and restored, without any attempt to

limit the sovereignty which she enjoys in common
with all other free nations. No other single act will

serve as this will serve to restore confidence among
the nations in the laws which they have themselves

set and determined for the government of their re-

lations with one another. Without this healing act

the whole struaure and validity of international law

is forever impaired.

VIII. All French territory should be freed and

the invaded portions restored, and the wrong done

to France by Prussia in 1 871 in the matter of Alsace-

Lorraine, which has unsettled the peace of the world

for nearly fifty years, should be righted, in order

that peace may once more be made secure in the

interest of all.

IX. A readjustment of the frontiers of Italy

should be effected along clearly recognizable lines

of nationality.

X. The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place

among the nations we wish to see safeguarded and

assured, should be accorded the freest opportunity

of autonomous development.

XI. Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro should

be evacuated; occupied territories restored; Serbia

accorded free and secure access to the sea; and the

relations of the several Balkan states to one another

determined by friendly counsel along historically

established lines of allegiance and nationality; and

international guarantees of the political and econo-

mic independence and territorial integrity of the

several Balkan states should be entered into.

XII. The Turkish portions of the present Otto-

man Empire should be assured a secure sovereignty,

but the other nationalities which are now under

Turkish rule should be assured an undoubted secur-

ity of life and an absolutely unmolested opportunity

of autonomous development, and the Dardanel-

les should be permanently opened as a free passage

to the ships and commerce of all nations under in-

ternational guarantees.

XIII. An independent Polish state should be

erected which should include the territories in-

habited by indisputably Polish populations, which

should be assured a free and secure access to the

sea, and whose political and economic indepen-

dence and territorial integrity should be guaranteed

by international covenant.

XIV. A general association of nations must be
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formed under specific covenants for the purpose

of affording mutual guarantees of political inde-

pendence and territorial integrity to great and small

states alike.'

The fourteenth point, the germ of the League

of Nations, was especially dear to Wi Ison.

Opposing Hopes and Promises

The hopes and promises that opposed and

contradicted the Fourteen Points were not

neatly embodied in a single document. We may

classify them roughly in three categories: the

previous diplomatic commitments made by the

Allies; the immediate and widespread popular

hopes fanned by Allied propaganda and con-

firmed at the last moment by some Allied

statesmen; and — much more difficult to pin

down— the long-established habits and tradi-

tions that had become part of the domi-

nant policies and trends of each nation, big

and little.

In the first category, the most difficult of

the diplomatic commitments was the contra-

dictory set of promises made to both Italy and

Serbia by the original Entente, including Rus-

sia, about the disposal of Habsburg lands. And

there were other commitments, especially in

the Balkans, that were very difficult to sort

out. In the second category were the promises,

widely believed by the British and French peo-

ples, that Germany would be made to suffer to

the full for her war guilt. She would have to

pay the whole cost of the war in reparations,

her war criminals would be punished, she

would be rendered incapable ever again of

assuming the role of the aggressor. In some

vague way, everything would shortly be much

better for everybody. Britain, for example,

would be "a land fit for heroes."

Finally, in the third category were the

deeply rooted drives of the various nations

— French drives fot revenge against Germany,

for restoration of French hegemony in Europe,

and, no doubt inconsistently but very humanly,

•Woodrow Wilson, War and Peace: Presidential Mes-

sages. Addresses, and Public Papers. R. S. Baker and W. E.

Dodd.eds. (New York, 1927). I. 159-161.

for security; the Italian Irredentist drive; the

British longing for a Victorian serenity and

economic leadership well armored against

German commercial competition; and the na-

tionalist aspirations of the new states of Cen-

tral Europe, released at last from long frustra-

tion. And by no means the least important was

the old and firmly held American tradition

that Americans call "isolationism," the de-

sire to be free from European alliances and

entangle

The Process of Peacemaking

The Peace Conference first met formally on

January 18, 1919. Nearly thirty nations in-

volved in the war against the Central Powers

sent delegates. Russia was not represented.

None of the victorious great powers — Britain,

France, the United States — was in a mood to

invite the Bolsheviks, now in power in

Moscow, to the peace table; and no Russian

government-in-exile seemed to the Allies suit-

able for an invitation. The defeated nations

took no part in the deliberations; they were

simply notified of the final terms and asked to

sign. The Germans, in particular, were given

but the slightest chance to comment on or

criticize the terms offered them. Very soon

the German publicists coined a term for the

ueMy— "Diktat," the imposed, the dictated

peace. The Germans' anger over this failure

of the Allies to negotiate with their new and

vinuous republic was to play a large part in

the ultimate rise of Hitler.

Although a few western liberals were from

the first disillusioned by the exclusion of Com-
munist Russia and the Central Powers from

the Peace Conference, the conference did get

off to a good start. Wilson's reception in

Europe had been extremely enthusiastic. Peo-

ple everywhere were still rejoicing over the

end of the nightmare. The Fourteen Points

seemed already a realized peace; and for the

future, it was held, the proposed association

of nations, working together in the freedom of

parliamentary discussion, would soon elimi-

nate the costly burdens of armament. Wilson's

hopeful phrases sounded in press and pulpit,



and none more loudly than his "open cove-

nants openly arrived at." To many a liberal

these words meant that the peace would be

made in a sort of big, idealized New England

town meeting, in which the representatives of

all the powers, big and little, would have their

free say in public, in which decisions would

ultimately be taken by majority vote, in which

the caucus, the smoke-filled room, the back-

stairs intrigues would all be missing.

These liberals were almost at once dis-

illusioned, for the conference soon fell into the

familiar pattern of centuries. The small nations

were excluded from the real negotiations: the

business of the conference was carried on in

private among the political chiefs of the vic-

torious great powers — the Big Four of Wilson,

Lloyd George, Clemenceau, and Orlando (it

was really a Big Three, for Italy was not strong

enough to impose her Orlando, who was a

much less striking character than his col-

leagues). Decisions were made in the tradi-

tional way of diplomacy, with all the pressures,

chicanery, intrigues, compromises, and plain

horse-trading that go on when leaders get to-

gether in private. Public opinion was consulted

only indirectly, as each statesman sought to

make sure that he had at least a majority of the

politically important elements of his own na-

tion behind him in his demands.

The hopeful members of the general public

were by no means the only ones who grew dis-

illusioned as the Paris Conference went the

way of the Vienna Congress a hundred years

before. The professional diplomatists of the

little and middle-sized powers had probably

never really expected that they would be

treated on equal terms, but the completeness

of their exclusion from the real work of the

conference annoyed them, and angered their

people back home. More important, all the

major powers had brought with them large

staffs of experts, economists, political scien

tists, historians, career men in many fields

These bright young men were sure they knew

better than their elders how to solve the prob

lems of human relations, were confident tha

they would do the real work and make the

really important decisions. They drew up

port after report, some of which went up

through devious channels to Clemenceau oi

Lloyd George or Wilson. But they did noi

make policy. The disillusion of the young ex

perts was great and long-lived, and since many

The Big Four at Paris. 1919
-Lloyd George, Orlando,

Clemenceau, and Wilson. ^ -
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of them were quite articulate they did much

to discredit the work of the conference, espe-

cially among liberal intellectuals everywhere.

Wilson and his experts were gradually badg-

ered into accepting harsher peace terms. The

reparations bill against Germany was leng-

thened; Poland, Italy, and Japan made claims

to lands that clearly would not be theirs by

self-determination of their peoples; the victors

more and more openly showed that they pro-

posed to behave as victors in war habitually

have behaved. Wilson gave way or compro-

mised on a dozen points and then chose to

stand fast against the weakest of the Allies.

He would not let the Italians have the Adriatic

seaport of Fiume, which had once been the

sole seaport of Hungary. They might have

neighboring Trieste and their coveted Tren

tino, where they could rule over German or

Slavic-speaking minorities, indeed, in some

areas, majorities; but Fiume they might not

have. Fiume was indeed a difficult case. It was

Italian-speaking and historically was linked

with the great past of Venice; but it had never

been part of modern Italy, and it had not been

promised to Italy in the secret treaties of 191 5.

The Italian delegation left the conference in

anger, but Wilson was immovable. The fate

of Fiume was not settled at the conference;

only in 1924, by treaty with Yugoslavia, did

the city go to Italy in return for Susak, a port

right next door that served the Yugoslavs quite

adequately for the next two decades.

But Wilson did get his new international

organization, the cornerstone of his plans for a

better world. The covenant of the League of

Nations was an integral part of the Treaty of

Versailles. The League was no true suprana-

tional state, but a kind of permanent consulta-

tive system composed of the victors and a few

neutrals. The way was left open for the Ger-

mans and the Russians to join the League, as

they later did. But in 1919-1920, Wilson's

League looked to many liberals a lot like Met-

ternich's and Castlereagh's old Congress sys-

tem of 1 81 5, by no means worth the sacrifices

Wilson had made to obtain it. The League had

an assembly in which each member-state had

one vote, and a council in which the five great

powers (Britain, France, Italy, the United

States, and Japan) had permanent seats, and

to which four other member-states were chosen

by the assembly for specific terms. A perma-

nent secretariat, to be located at Geneva, was

charged with administering the affairs of the

League. In its working out, as we shall see

(Chapter 29), the League never fulfilled the

hopes of the liberals. It did not achieve disarm-

ament, nor did its machinery of peacemaking

prove capable of preventing aggression. The

great powers simply went on their usual ways,

using the League only as their policy-makers

— their heads of state rather than their diplo-

- saw fit.

The Territorial Settlement

Central to all the work in Paris was the

problem of territorial changes. Here, peace-

makers were confronted not merely, as at most

peace conferences in our western society, with

the claims of the victorious Allies but also

with the claims of the new nations that had

sprung up from the disintegrating Austrian,

Russian, and Turkish empires. They had to

try to satisfy the eternal land hunger of those

who run nations, without violating too ob-

viously the great Wilsonian principle of "self-

determination of peoples." This principle was

hard indeed to apply in much of Central Eu-

rope, where peoples of different language and

national self-consciousness were mixed to-

gether in an incredible mosaic of unassimilated

minorities (see map on p. 389). The result was

to multiply the number of "sovereign" nations

in this world. Nationalism, which some hope-

ful people had thought was on the wane,

was now fanned to intense new life in a

dozen states.

France received Alsace-Lorraine back from

Germany. Clemenceau also hoped both to

annex the small but coal-rich Saar Basin of

Germany as compensation for French coal

mines destroyed by the Germans during the

war, and to detach from Germany the territory

on the left (or west) bank of the Rhine, there-

by strengthening French security and setting

up a Rhineland republic that might become a

French satellite. Both French hopes, opposed
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by Wilson and Lloyd George, went unrealized.

The Saar was to be separated from Germany

for fifteen years as an international ward super

vised by the League of Nations. At the end o

the fifteen-year period a plebiscite would de

terminc its future status; meanwhile, its c

output was to go to France. The Rhineland

mained part of the German Republic, though

it was to be demilitarized and occupied for a

time by Allied soldiers.

Belgium was given some small towns on her

German border. Italy gained her Irredenta of

Trent and Trieste, indeed in generous mea-

sure, for thousands of German and Slavic-

speaking peoples were included within her

new boundaries. Poland, erased from the map

as an independent state in 1795, was now re-

stored and given lands that she had had before

the partitions of the eighteenth century and

that contained important minorities of Ger-

mans and other non-Polish peoples. The old

Habsburg Empire was entirely dismembered

The heart of its German -speaking area was con

stituted as the truncated Republic of Austria

which was forbidden to join itself to Germany

and the heart of its Mag>'ar-speaking area be

came a diminished Kingdom of Hungary. The

Czech-inhabited lands of Bohemia and Mo-
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ravia were joined with Slovakia and the Ruth-

enian lands of the Carpatho-Ukraine further

east in the brand-new "succession state" of

Czechoslovakia. This new state faced the prob-

lem of a large and discontented Sudeten Ger-

man minority.

Another "succession state" was Yugoslavia,

officially the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and

Slovenes, which, as its full name suggests, re-

presented a great expansion of pre-war Serbia

to include the south Slav territories of the

Habsburgs. Rumania, too, profited by the

break-up of the old dual monarchy by receiv-

ing the former Hungarian lands of Transyl-

vania. Rewarded also with Bessarabia, a Russian

province that the Bolsheviks could not defend,

Rumania emerged with doubled territory,

and some restive non-Rumanian minorities.

In the southern Balkan Peninsula, Greece

received all of Thrace, at the expense of Tur-

key and Bulgaria.

Out of the former tsarist domains held at the

end of the war by the Germans there were set

up, in addition to Poland, the "Baltic repub-

lics" of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. Once

Europe had settled down, plebiscites were pro-

vided for to determine certain other territo-

rial adjustments, notably whether certain parts

of East Prussia and Silesia should go to Poland

or remain German. The new Polish state had

been granted access to the Baltic Sea through

the so-called "Polish corridor," a narrow strip

of land which had once been Polish, and which

terminated in the almost wholly German city

and port of Danzig. The Poles wanted Danzig,

but the Allies compromised by setting up a

Free City of Danzig and by giving the Poles

free trade with the city. Even so, the Polish

corridor now separated East Prussia from the

rest of Germany, and Germans had to cross it

in sealed trains.

Outside Europe, the Near East presented

the most acute problems. By the Treaty of

Sevres the Turks were left in Europe with no

more than Constantinople and a small strip

of land around it, and in Asia with only their

homeland of Anatolia. Mesopotamia and Pales-

tine were given as mandates— a term we shall

shortly explain — to Britain, while Syria and

Lebanon were given as mandates to France. The

Greeks were to hold Smyrna and nearby

regions in Asia Minor for five years and then

submit to a plebiscite. But the Treaty of Sevres

never went into effect, though it was duly

signed by the Sultan. In Anatolia a group of

army officers led by Mustafa Kemal revolted

against the government at Constantinople and

galvanized the Turkish people into a new na-

tional life. The Turks drove the Greek army

out of their country and set up a Turkish re-

public with its capital not at Constantinople

but at Ankara in the heart of Anatolia. With

this new government the Allies were finally

obliged to conclude the Treaty of Lausanne in

1923. The new peace transferred the Smyrna

area and eastern Thrace from Greek to Turkish

control and was in general more advantageous

to the Turks than the Treaty of Sevres had been.

The treaty of Lausanne embodied in drama-

tic form a principle new in part in the West
— the formal transfer of populations. True,

peoples had been evicted by conquers before;

witness among other instances the eviction of

the French Acadians from Nova Scotia by the

British in the eighteenth century, or the set-

tling of our Indians in Indian Territory, now

part of the state of Oklahoma. But here was an

almost complete exchange: Greeks in Turkey

were moved to Greece. Turks in Greece

were moved to Turkey. No very significant dis-

contented national minorities were left. Each

government was to take care of the transferred

populations, and though much hardship oc-

curred, on the whole the plan worked. There

was no such exchange of populations in the

then British-held island of Cyprus, on which

mutually hostile Greek and Turkish towns

and villages continued to exist.

The Mandates

For the rest of the world the old straight-

forward policy of annexing overseas territories

of defeated powers, as practiced in I 71 .3, 1 763,

and 1815, seemed no longer possible in 1919.

Liberal opinion both in Europe and in America

had already been offended to the bursting

point, and Wilson himself would never have

permitted outright annexations. The conse-



quence was the mandate system, whereby

control over a given territory was' assigned to

a particular power by the League of Nations,

which undertook periodic inspections to see

that the terms of the mandate were being

fulfilled. This system was designed by its pro-

ponents as a means of educating colonial peo-

ples, leading them into the ways of democratic

self-government, and preparing them for even-

tual independence. Under it the former Ger-

man overseas territories and the non-Turkish

parts of the Ottoman Empire were now distri-

buted. Of Germany's African possessions East

Africa Irechristened Tanganyika, and in 1964

merged with Zanzibar as independent Tan-

zania) went to Britain; Southwest Africa went

to the Union of South Africa; and both the

Cameroons and Togoland were divided be-

tween Britain and France. In the Pacific, the

German portion of New Guinea was given to

Australia, western Samoa to New Zealand,

and the Caroline, Marshall, and Mariana island

groups to Japan. In the Near East, as we have

seen, France thus secured Syria and Lebanon,

while Britain took Palestine and Mesopotamia.

The mandate system may seem to have been

a way of disguising annexation, the hypiocriti-

cal tribute of reactionary vice to progressive

virtue. And so to a man like Clemenceau it

probably was. The Japanese quite openly an-

nexed and fortified their new Pacific islands in

defiance of the terms of their mandate. But to

many of the men who put through the idea of

mandates the system really was what it profes-

sed to be, a nursery for eventual nationhood.

For the most part the mandatory powers did

make some show at least of treating mandated

territories in a way that would prepare them

for eventual freedom. Most of them are now
indeed "free," or at least independent, nations.

The Punishment of Germany

After land transfers, the most important

business of the Peace Conference was repara-

tions, which were impiosed on Austria, Hun-
gary, Bulgaria, and Turkey as well as on

Germany. It was, however, the German repara-

tions that so long disturbed the peace and the

economy of the world. The Germans were

made to promise to pay for all the damage done

to civilian property during the war, and to pay

at the rate of five billion dollars a year until

1 921 , when the final bill would be presented to

them. They would then be given thirty years in

which to pay the full amount. The amount was

left indefinite at Versailles, for the Allies

could not agree on a figure. But the totals sug-

gested were astronomical. It was clear from the

first that the payments would ultimately have

to be in goods— German goods in competition

with the goods of the Allies. A Germany pros-

fjerous enough to pay reparations could not be

the weak and divided nation that men like Cle-

menceau really wanted. Thus from the very

start the "realists" at Versailles — Lloyd George
and Clemenceau — cherished quite inconsis-

tent hopes for the future.

The Versailles settlement also required

Germany to hand over many of her merchant

ships to the Allies and to make large deliveries

of coal to France, Italy, and Belgium for a ten-

year period. Furthermore, a whole miscellany

of articles in the treaty was directed toward the

disarmament of Germany on land, on sea, and

in the air. The German army was to be limited

in size to 100,000 men, and the western fron-

tier zone, extending to a line 50 kilometers

(about 30 miles) east of the Rhine, was to be

completely "demilitarized" — that is, to con-

tain neither fortifications nor soldiers. In

addition, the Allies could maintain armies of

occupation on the left bank of the Rhine for

fifteen years, and perhaps longer. The treaty

forbade Germany to have either submarines or

military planes and severely limited the num-

ber and size of surface vessels in her navy.

Last, and by no means least important. Ar-

ticle 231 of the Treaty of Versailles obliged

Germany to admit that the Central Powers

bore sole responsibility for starting the war

in 1914. Here is the article that was to cause

so much history to be written — and made:

The Allied and Associated Governments affirm,

and Germany accepts, the responsibility of Germany

and her allies for causing all the loss and damage

to which the Allied and Associated Governments

and their nationals have been subjected as a conse-
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quence of the war imposed upon them by the aggres-

sion of Germany and her aUies.

The Settlement Evaluated

To the Germans, Versailles was of course

a cruel and humiliating peace, the Diktat, the

great national grievance on which Hitler was

to play so skillfully. To liberals of the time

and later it seemed an unsound, revengeful

peace, above all disastrous in its unrealistic

reparations policy. In our present world of

cold and hot wars, Versailles almost arouses

nostalgia. It was at least a settlement, and one

that in the best moments of the 1920's seemed

a basis for slow improvement in
'

relations (see Chapter 29).

The League it set up was potentially a means

by which a new generation of international

administrators might mitigate the old rivalries

of nations. The reparations could be, and in-

deed were, scaled down to something more

reasonable. The new succession states were

based on a modern popular national conscious-

ness that had been developing for at least a

hundred years. Though the theorist might pro-

test at the "Balkanization of Europe," the cre-

ation of more weak and discontented little

states like those in the Balkans, the fact re-

mains that it would have been hard to deny

national independence, or at least autonomy,

to the Czechs, the Poles, the Baltic peoples,

and the south Slavs. Germany, though she cer-

tainly was not treated generously, was at least

not wiped off the map, as Poland had been in
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the eighteenth century. She was not even actu-

ally demoted to a second-rate position in the

world. She remained, as she was shortly to

prove, a hrst-rate power. In the long series of

settlements under our modern western state-

system, which goes back to the Italian wars of

the fifteenth century, Versailles looks nowa-

days like neither the worst nor the best, but

like a typical compromise peace.

It was, however, too much for the American

people, who were not used to the harsh needs

of international compromise. But it is an over-

simplification to argue that this was solely a

matter of American idealism turning away in

disgust from a settlement that was all too

spotted with unpleasant realities. The final

American refusal to ratify the Treaty of Ver-

sailles, like all great collective decisions, was

the result of many forces. Politics certainly

played an important part, for the Republicans

had won control of both the Senate and the

House of Representatives in the congressional

elections of November, 1918. The President

of course was still Wilson, a Democrat, and

Wilson made no concessions to the Republi-

cans either by taking a bipartisan delegation

of Democrats and Republicans to Paris with

him or by accepting modifications in the treaty

which would have satisfied some of his Repub-

lican opponents. The Senate thereupon refused

to ratify the treaty.

It is, however, extremely unlikely that even

a much more pliable and diplomatic American

president than Wilson could have secured from

the Senate ratification of another important

treaty involved in the proposed settlement.
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This was the project of a defensive alliance

among France, Britain, and the United States

into which Wilson had been pushed as part of

the price of getting France to give up her pro-

posals for a separate Rhineland republic and

for annexation of the Saar. With the United

States out, Britain refused a mere dual alli-

ance with France against a German attack.

France, still seeking to bolster her security,

patched up a series of alliances with the new

nations to the east and south of Germany— Pol-

land, and the "Little Entente" of Yugoslavia,

Czechoslovakia, and Rumania, a rather unsat-

isfactory substitute for Britain and the United

States as allies.

The peace thus left France with an uneasy

hegemony in Europe, a hegemony dependent

on the continued disarmament and economic

weakening of Germany, on the continued iso-

lation of Russia, and on the uncertain support

of her new allies. Moreover, France had been

disastrously weakened by the human and ma-

terial losses of the war, and her position of

leadership, though it alarmed the British with

their long memories of French rivalry in the

past, was an unreal thing. In reality, Germany

was the strongest nation in Europe, and the

Great War had checked, but not halted, her

attempt to dominate the Continent and indeed

the world. The next German attempt was to

draw both Britain and America back from the

isolation into which they attempted to with-

draw after the collapse of the system planned

at Paris in 191 9.

A most important matter, however, was not

directly touched by the Versailles settlement:

Russia, or the Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics (U.S.S.R.), the formal name of the new

communist state, did not figure in the great

treaties. Yet in many senses the most important

result of World War I was the emergence of

this new-old Russia, her strength and capabil-

ities in the long run increased by the stimulus

of successful revolution.
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Communist Russia, 1917 — 1941
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Onjune 22, 1941, Adolf Hitler's

German armies poured over the frontier of

his Russian ally and began a rapid advance

toward Moscow, toward the major Russian

industrial centers, and toward the most pro-

ductive Russian agricultural centers. The
Russia Hitler invaded was no longer the Rus-

sia into which Napoleon had sent the grande

armee a hundred and twenty-nine years before,

or the Russia whose millions of embattled

soldiers had perished in the First World War
against the Germany of William II and his

Habsburg allies. It was no longer the Russia of

the tsars. Since 1 91 7 it had been the Russia of

the Bolsheviks. Yet it was still Russia.

Along with the tsars, the nobility and the

bourgeoisie had gone down to ruin after the

communist revolution of I 91 7, and the clergy
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as a class had suffered almost as much. A
small, tightly knit, conspiratorial group of

fanatical Marxist revolutionaries had seized

power and for the next twenty-four years had

striven to make Russia over. Drawn mostly

from the peculiarly Russian class of the intel-

ligentsia, and declaring themselves to be the

representatives of the industrial proletariat,

the Bolsheviks had worked gigantic changes,

especially in the years after 1928. Industry,

proceeding under forced draft, had expanded

enormously, and the proportion of the popu-

lation employed in industry had risen to al-

most 50 per cent; the proportion engaged in

agriculture had fallen correspondingly.

The peasant had been a victim of serfdom

until 1861, had been subject to the initiative-

destroying domination of the commune until

1906, and had then been encouraged by

Stolypin to make himself a free farmer (see

Chapter 22). Now, under the Bolsheviks,

he found himself subjected to new and

grievous pressure. Agriculture had been

collectivized, and the age-old longing of the

peasant for private property in land had been

ruthlessly suppressed.

These staggering social and economic

changes had not been accomplished without

internal friction. Inside the government, per-

sonal rivalries, plots, counter-plots, fake plots,

and charges of plots had produced repeated

purges extending down through the ranks of

the population. The choking conspiratorial

atmosphere which the Bolshevik rulers had

breathed during their long years of under-

ground preparation for a seizure of power now
enveloped the citadels of power. Personal ri-

valries for domination of the machinery of the

state were cloaked beneath the Byzantine

theological language of doctrinal controversy

over fine points in the sacred writings of Marx

and Lenin. Yet the controversies had imme-

diate significance in the formulation and

choice of government policies. The Commu-
nist party, the secret police, and the army had

become the interlocking agencies which ran

the state at the bidding of the dictator. The
dictator himself, Stalin, had made his own
career possible chiefly through the ruthless

use of his position as Secretary of the Com-
munist party.

The foreign policy of the communist state

had passed through a brief period in which

ideological considerations had seemed occa-

sionally to outweigh national interest in the

old sense. It had then returned to the pursuit

of traditional Russian ends, coupled with the

objective of promoting eventual world-

revolution. But in furthering Russian aims

abroad, the Bolshevik leaders were now in

possession of an instrument more flexible than

any the tsars had ever commanded. This was

the Communist International, or Comintern, a

federation of the Communist parties in the

individual countries of the world. These par-

ties could often be used as promoters of purely

Russian ends rather than strictly communist
ends. With the shifting stresses and strains of

international politics during the late 1920's

and 1930's,the "line" of the Comintern shifted

often and bewilderingly, but always in accord-

ance with the aims of the Soviet foreign office.

Usually the majority of communists else-

where in the world fell meekly into position

and loudly proclaimed when necessary the

opposite of what they had proclaimed the

day before.

Yet the changes during the first twenty-four

years of the Soviet period, vast though they

were, could not conceal the continuities be-

tween the new Russian system and the old.

The dictator of 1941 , the revered leader of his

people, for whom his followers made increas-

ingly grandiose claims, was not unlike the tsar

of 1 91 7 in his assumption of autocratic power.

The individual Russian of 1941, despite his

sufferings under the new system, had re-

mained deeply patriotic, ready to sacrifice

himself for his country, even under a govern-

ment he hated. The peasant of 1941 still

yearned hopelessly for his land; the worker

struggled for economic advancement and so-

cial security. Bureaucrats, managers, intellec-

tuals, and artists, all in the service of the state,

formed in 1941 a new elite which replaced

but did not differ greatly from the old privi-

leged class. A police force superior in effi-

ciency to those of Ivan the Terrible, Peter the



Greac, and Nicholas I, but not different in

kind, in 1941 exercised thought control over

all citizens and terrorized even prominent

members of the system itself

More and more, Stalinist communism had

taken on the trappings of a religion, with its

sacred books, its heresies, its places of pil-

grimage, its doctrinal quarrels. Thus the old

Russian orthodoxy had by 1941 not been re-

placed but rather modified. Russian national-

ism, too, asserted itself ever more insistently

and crudely, until finally, in the war that

Hitler began, the government encouraged the

cult of traditional heroes of earlier times, and

even glorified Ivan the Terrible himself, a

symbol no longer of "feudal" domination but

of the Russian national spirit. The early revo-

lutionary departures from accepted standards

in Russian marriage, family life, and educa-

tion, had by 1941 all been abandoned in favor

of a return to conventional bourgeois behav-

ior. This chapter will trace in some detail the

series of vast changes here summarized and

will attempt to demonstrate the continued

survival of the old Russia beneath the veneer

of the new.

II The Russian Revolution of 1917

The Immediate Background

Ridden by domestic crisis though Russia

was in 1914 (see Chapter 22), the country

greeted the outbreak of World War I with

demonstrations of national patriotism. The
Duma supported the war and did yeoman

service in organizing Red Cross activities.

The left-wing parties — the radical agrarian

SR's (Social Revolutionaries) and the Marxist

SD's (Social Democrats) — abstained from

voting war credits, but offered to assist

the national defense. By 1 91 7, more than

13,0()(),()0() Russians had been drafted into the

armies. Losses in battle were staggering from

the first; the Russians suffered more than

3,80(),()()() casualties during the first year of

war. On the home front, criticism was aroused

by the inadequate handling of the supply of

munitions, and by mid-1915 the Center and

Left groups in the Duma were urging moderate

reforms, such as the end of discrimination

against minority nationalities and an increase

in the powers of the zemsltos. the local assem-

blies. The Empress Alexandra took the lead in

opposing all such measures, and kept urging

her weak husband. Tsar Nicholas II, to act

more autocratically. When Nicholas took

personal command of the armies in the field

and prorogued the Duma (autumn, 1915), she

became virtually supreme at home. The su-

premacy of the Empress meant also the su-

premacy of her favorite, the unscrupulous ad-

venturer Rasputin.

With the Empress and Rasputin in control,

a gang of shady adventurers, blackmailers, and

profiteers bought and sold offices, speculated

in military supplies, put in their own puppets

as ministers, and created a series of shocking

scandals. Confusion, strikes, and defeatism

mounted at home during 1916, while the ar-

mies slowly bled to death at the front. Even

the conservatives began to denounce Rasputin

publicly, and in December, 1916, he was poi-

soned, shot several times, and ultimately

drowned, all in one nightmare evening, by a

group of conspirators closely related to the

imperial family. Despite repeated warnings

from moderates in the Duma that the govern-

ment itself was preparing a revolution by its

failure to create a responsible ministry and to

clean up the mess, the Tsar remained apa-

thetic. Relatives of the imperial family and

members of the Duma began independently to

plot for his abdication. In the early months of

1 91 7, all conditions favored a revolution, but

the revolutionaries were not prepared.



The March Revolution

On March 8, strikes and bread-riots broke

out in the capital, and four days later Roma-

nov rule, which had governed Russia since

1613, was doomed. Yet this revolution of

March, 1917, has been well called leaderless,

spontaneous, and anonymous. SR's and both

Bolshevik and Menshevik factions of SD's

(Chapter 22) were genuinely surprised at what

happened. Indeed, the Bolshevik leaders were

either abroad in exile, or under arrest in Si-

beria. The determining factor in the over-

throw of the Tsar was the disloyalty of the

garrison of Petrograd (the new Russian name

given to St. Petersburg during the war). Inef-

ficiency had led to a food shortage in the cap-

ital, though actual starvation had not set in.

When the Tsar ordered troops to fire on strik-

ing workers, only a few obeyed, and on March

12, in revulsion against the order, the troops

joined the strikers, broke into the arsenals.

Rasputin (18717-1916).

and began to hunt the police, who quickly

disappeared from the scene. The Duma lagged

behind the revolting troops and workers in

estimating the situation, and the Tsar lagged

behind the Duma. By March 14, when the

Tsar had finally decided to appoint a respon-

sible ministry, it was too late; the cabinet

had vanished. Troops ordered to put down

the revolt simply melted away and joined

the rebels.

Leftists, released from prison by the mobs,

formed a Soviet of workers and soldiers, mod-

eled on the 1905 Soviet of workers (Chap-

ter 22), but now including soldiers as well. The

Soviet proceeded to organize a workers' mili-

tia, to create a food-supply commission, and to

issue newspapers. Its fifteen-man executive

committee became the policy-makers of the

revolution. The Soviet located its headquar-

ters across the hall from the Duma, which did

not obey the Tsar's order to dissolve, but re-

mained in session.

The Marxists among the Soviet leaders still

believed in the necessity of a preliminary

bourgeois revolution, and did not yet regard

the Soviet itself as an organ of power. They

favored the creation of a provisional govern-

ment, in which they would not participate, but

to which they would offer limited support.

They put themselves at the disposition of the

Duma, and asked that it temporarily run the

country. Thus the Duma, a limited assembly

elected by a restricted franchise, was literally

forced by the Soviet into the position of lead-

ing the revolution.

Negotiations between the Soviet and a

Duma committee brought a provisional gov-

ernment into existence. Despite the widely

differing social and economic aims of Soviet

and Duma, both agreed to grant political lib-

erties immediately, and to summon a constitu-

ent assembly, which was to establish the fu-

ture form of government by giving Russia a

constitution. The provisional government was

composed mainly of Kadets (Constitutional

Democrats) and other moderates, and was

headed by the liberal Prince Lvov, chairman

of the union of zemstvos and of the Red Cross.

It included also one radical membef of the

Soviet, Alexander Kerensky, Minister of Jus-



Soldier delegates to the

Petrograd Soviet meeting in

the Duma building.

tice, a clever labor lawyer and member of the

Duma also, who accepted office despite the

understanding that members of the Soviet

would not do so.

After some abortive efforts to save the dy-

nasty in the person of the Tsar's brother, Ni-

cholas finally abdicated, and his brother

refused the throne because of the popular

hatred of the family. Under pressure from the

Soviet, the provisional government arrested

Nicholas II and the Empress on March 20.

The Duma had thus accepted the mandate

given it by the revolutionaries. Had it ac-

cepted instead its dismissal at the hands of the

Tsar and gone home, it seems probable that

the monarchy would have been preserved at

the cost of some liberal concessions. But

moderate reformers were now in power, and

Russia embarked on the troubled months be-

tween March and October, 1917.

The Provisional Government

The provisional government is usually re-

garded as having been a total failure. Measured

by the final results, such a view is perhaps

justified. But the judgment of history must

take into consideration the dreadful dit-

ficulties that faced the provisional govern-

ment. These were not only immediate and

specific, but general and underlying. Russian

moderates had had no experience of authority.

They were separated by a great cultural gulf

from the lower classes. Their opportunity to

rule now came to them in the midst of a fear-

ful war, which they felt they had to pursue

while reconstructing and democratizing the

enormous and unwieldy Russian Empire.

Moreover, the Soviet possessed many of the

instruments of power, yet refused to accept

any responsibility. Workers and soldiers in

the capital supported the Soviet, while in the

provinces the new governors appointed by the

provisional government had no weapon except

persuasion to employ against the local peasant-

elected Soviets, which multiplied rapidly.

Present-day critics of the provisional govern-

ment often denounce its failure to suppress its

revolutionary opponents, but they overlook

the fact that the provisional government did

not possess the tools of suppression. The Pet-

rograd garrison, for instance, by agreement

with the Soviet, could not be removed or dis-

armed. The support given by the Soviet to

the provisional government has been com-
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pared to the kind of support that is given by a

hangman's noose.

The two great specific issues facing the pro-

visional government were agrarian discontent

and the continuation of the war. The peasants

wanted land, and they wanted it immediately.

The provisional government, however, made

up as it was of responsible liberals, believed

in acting with deliberation and according to

law. It refused to sanction peasant seizure of

land, despite increasing disorder in the coun-

tryside. Instead, it appointed a commission to

collect material on which future agrarian leg-

islation was to be based— an act totally inade-

quate to the emergency.

As to the war, the members of the govern-

ment felt in honor bound to their allies not to

make a separate peace. Moreover, most of

them still unrealistically hoped that Russia

might win, and gain the territories which the

Allies had promised. But the Soviet subverted

discipline in the armies at the front by issuing

a "declaration of the rights of soldiers," which

virtually put an end to the authority of officers

over enlisted men. Although the Soviet made

it as hard as possible for the government to

pursue the war, it did not sponsor a separate

peace. Even the Bolshevik members of the

Soviet, who now began to return from exile,

demanded only that Russia participate in gen-

eral peace negotiations, which, they urged,

should begin at once.

Lenin and Bolshevism

The most important of the returning Bol-

shevik exiles was Lenin. His real name was

Valdimir Ilyich Ulianov, but in his writings

he used the pen-name Lenin, to which he

sometimes prefixed the initial N., a Russian

abbreviation for "nobody," in order to tell his

readers that he was using a pseudonym. This

"N." has given rise to the mistaken but still

widely held idea that Lenin's first name was

Nikolai (Nicholas). Son of a provincial official

and intellectual, Lenin became a revolutionary

in the late 1880's and, as we have seen (Chap-

ter 22), took a chief role in the early years of

the SD's as the leader of the party's Bolshevik

wing. He had returned to Russia from abroad

for the Revolution of 1905, but he left Rus-

sia once more in 1908, and stayed abroad

until 1917.

When the news of the March Revolution

reached Lenin in Switzerland, he made des-

perate efforts to get back home. Finally,

through the Swiss Social Democrats, he made
contact with the German general staff, which

felt that it would be a good investment to see

that Lenin reached Russia, where he might

disrupt the Russian war effort against Ger-

many. Thus it was that the German military

transported Lenin across Germany from Swit-

zerland to the Baltic in the famous sealed

railroad car. He arrived at the Finland Station

in Petrograd on April 16, 191 7, a little more
than a month after the March Revolution.

Most Russian Social Democrats had long

regarded a bourgeois parliamentary republic

as a necessary preliminary to an eventual

socialist revolution and socialist society. For

this reason, they were prepared to help in

transforming Russia into a capitalist soci-

ety, though not without grave doubts that the

bourgeois capitalists might be as bad as the

tsar and the landlords, or that the masses

might be "deluded " into accepting the new
system. They favored the creation of a demo-

cratic republic, at the same time believing

that complete political freedom was abso-

lutely essential for their own future rise

to power. Despite the Marxist emphasis upon

the industrial laboring class as the only proper

vehicle for revolution, Lenin early realized

that in Russia, where the "proletariat" em-

braced only about 1 per cent of the popula-

tion, the SD's must seek other allies. At the

time of the Revolution of 1905, he began to

preach the need for limited alliances for tac-

tical purposes between the Bolsheviks and the

SR's, who commanded the support of the

peasantry. When the alliance had served its

purpose, the SD's were to turn on their allies

and destroy them. Then would come the so-

cialist triumph.

Instead of a preliminary bourgeois demo-

cratic republic, Lenin called in 1905 and later

for an immediate "revolutionary-democratic

dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasan-



try," a concept that seems to us self-contradic-

tor>' and is surely vaj;ue. Lenin's view, however,

was not adopted by most Bolsheviks. To-

gether with the Mensheviks, they continued

to believe and urge that a bourgeois revolution

and a parliamentary democracy were neces-

sary first steps.

Because Lenin did not trust the masses to

make a revolution (by themselves, he felt,

they were capable only of "trade-union con-

sciousness"), he favored a dictatorship of the

Bolshevik party over the working class. Be-

cause he did not trust the rank and file of

Bolshevik party workers, he favored a dicta-

torship of a small elite over the Bolshevik

party. And in the end, because he really trusted

nobody's views but his own, he favored, though

never explicitly, his own dictatorship over

this elite. Another future Russian leader,

the brilliant intellectual Leon Trotsky, early

warned that in Lenin's views one-man dicta-

torship was implicit.

Trotsky, for his pan, voiced an opinion of

his own, held by neither Mensheviks nor

Bolsheviks. The bourgeoisie in Russia, he

argued, was so weak that the working class

could telescope the bourgeois and socialist

revolutions into one continuous movement.

After the proletariat had helped the bourgeoi-

sie achieve its revolution, he felt that the

workers could move immediately to power.

They could nationalize industry and collectiv-

ize agriculture, and, although foreign inter-

vention and civil war were doubtless to be

expected, the Russian proletariat would soon

be joined by the proletariats of other coun-

tries, which would make their own revolu-

tions. Except for this last point, Trotsky's

analysis accurately forecast the course of

events. Between 1905 and 1917, Lenin him-

self accepted Trotsky's view from time to

time, but warned that it endangered political

democracy.

Lenin had been deeply depressed by the

failure of 1905, and by the threat posed by

Stolypin's agrarian reforms. He almost de-

spaired when the socialist parties of Europe
went along with their governments in 1914 and

supported the war. To him this meant the end

of the second socialist International, for the

Social Democrats had failed to recognize the

war as the "bourgeois-imperialist" venture

that it appeared to Lenin to be. He preached

defeatism as the only possible view for a Rus-

sian SD to follow.

Lenin's greatest talent was not as an original

thinker but as a skillful tactician. He often

seemed able to judge with accuracy just what

was politically possible in a given situation,

and he was not afraid to gamble. Thus, even

before he returned to Russia in April, 1917,

he had assessed some of the difficulties facing

the provisional government and decided that

the masses could take over at once. Immedi-

ately upon his arrival, he hailed the world-

wide revolution, proclaiming that the end of

imperialism, "the last stage of capitalism," was

at hand. Ignoring the positions previously

taken by Bolsheviks and Mensheviks alike, he

demanded now that all power immediately be

given to the Soviets. His speeches sounded

to the SD's themselves like the ravings of a

madman.

Almost nobody but Lenin felt that the

losely organized Soviets could govern the

country, or that the war would bring down
the capitalist world in chaos. In April 1917,

Lenin called not only for the abandonment of

the provisional government and the establish-

ment of a republic of Soviets but for the con-

fiscation of estates, the nationalization of land,

and the abolition of the army, of government

officials, and of the police. He was offering

land at once to the impatient peasants, peace

at once to the war-weary populace. This pro-

gram fitted the mood of the people far better

than the cautious and well-meant efforts of the

provisional government to bring about reform

by legal means. Dogmatic, furiously impatient

of compromise, entirely convinced that he

alone had the truth, Lenin galvanized the

Bolsheviks into a truly revolutionary group

waiting only the moment to seize power.

The Coming

of the November Revolution

The months from March to November,

1917, before the Bolsheviks came to power.



can be divided into a period between March

and July, during which revolution deepened, a

feeble reaction from July to September, and a

new quickening of the revolutionary current

from September to the final uprising in No-

vember. In the first period, the government

faced a crisis, because the Kadet ministers

wished to maintain the Russian war aim of

annexing the Straits, while the Soviet wanted

a peace "without annexations or indemnities."

Out of the crisis Kerensky, now war minister,

emerged as the dominant leader. He failed to

realize that it was no longer possible to re-

store the morale of the armies, which were

dissolving under the impact of Bolshevik

propaganda. A new offensive ordered on July 1

collapsed, as soldiers refused to obey orders,

deserted their units, and rushed home to their

native villages, eager to seize the land.

Ukrainian separatism also plagued the officials

of the government. The Soviets became gradu-

ally more and more Bolshevik, as Lenin and

Trotsky worked tirelessly at recruitment and

organization. Although the June congress of

Soviets in Petrograd was less than 1 per cent

Bolshevik in make-up, the Bolshevik slogans

of peace, bread, and freedom won overwhelm-

ing support.

Yet an armed outbreak by troops who had

accepted the Bolshevik slogans found the Pet-

rograd Soviet unwilling and unable to assume

power. While the mob roared outside, the

Soviet voted to discuss the matter two weeks

later, and meanwhile to keep the provisional

government in power. A regiment loyal to the

Soviet protected it against the working class!

The government declared that Lenin was a

German agent, and, as his supporters wavered,

raided the newspaper offices of Pravda

("Truth," the Bolshevik paper); Lenin had to

go into hiding to avoid arrest. This episode of

mid-July is what is known among Bolsheviks

as "playing at insurrection." Though shots had

been exchanged and overt action had been

embarked upon, there had been no revolu-

tionary follow-through. Power had not been

seized, probably because Lenin felt that the

Bolsheviks did not have enough support in

the provinces.

Now Kerensky became premier. The gov-

ernment hardened its attitude toward the

Ukrainians, but could not come to a popular

decision on either land or peace. General

Kornilov, chosen by Kerensky as the new
commander-in-chief of the armies, quickly

became the white hope of all conservative

groups, and in August plotted a coup, intended

to disperse the Soviet. His attitude toward the

provisional government was uncertain, but,

had he succeeded, he would probably have

demanded a purge of its more radical elements.

The plot, however, was a failure, because

railroad and telegraph workers sabotaged

Kornilov's movements, and because his troops

simply would not obey him. The Bolsheviks,

adopting the slogan "We will fight against

Kornilov, but will not support Kerensky,"

threw themselves into preparations for the

defense of Petrograd, which proved to be

unnecessary. By September 14, Kornilov had

been arrested, and the affair ended without

bloodshed. The threat from the Right helped

the Bolsheviks greatly, and sentiment in the

Petrograd and Moscow Soviets now for the

first time became predominantly Bolshevik.

The Kornilov affair turned the army mutiny

into a widespread revolt. Instances of violence

multiplied. No longer satisfied with merely

disobeying their officers, more and more sol-

diers murdered them instead. No longer sat-

isfied with merely refusing to pay their rent or

pasturing their animals on their landlords'

land, more and more peasants burned the

manor house and killed the owner. It was true

that the nobility owned only a quarter as

much land as the peasants, but the peasants no

longer listened to statistics or to arguments

that rash action retarded progress. As disor-

der mounted in the countryside, the Bolshe-

viks tightened their hold over the Soviets in

the cities.

Lenin returned to Petrograd on October 20.

Soon thereafter the Bolsheviks got control

over a Military Revolutionary Committee,

originally chosen to help defend Petrograd

against the advancing Germans, and now

transformed, under the guidance of Trotsky,

into a general staff for the revolution. Begin-



ning on November 4, huge demonstrations

and mass meetings were addressed by Trotsky,

and on November ^ the insurrection broke out.

In Petrograd, the revolution had been well

[vcpared, and proceeded with little bloodshed.

Kc-rensky escaped in a car belonging to the

.American Embassy. The Military Revolu-

tionary Committee, as an organ of the Petro-

grad Soviet, simply took over. The Bolsheviks

called a second congress of Soviets, and when

the Mensheviks and right-wing SR's walked

out, Trotsky called them the refuse that would

be swept into the garbage-can of history. Co-

operating with the left-wing SR's, and adopting

their land program, Lenin abolished all prop-

erty rights of landlords, and transferred the

land thus aflfected to local land committees

and Soviets of peasant deputies. Though Lenin

did not in the least approve of the system of

individual small-holdings which this decree

put into effect, he recognized the psychologi-

cal advantage which the adoption of the SR
program would gain him. He also urged an

immediate f)eace without annexations or in-

demnities, and appealed to the workers of

Germany, France, and England to support him

in this demand. Finally, a new cabinet, called a

"Under the snug wing of Kerensky:" a car-

toon attacking Kerensky's alleged affection

for the generals.

Council of People's Commissars, was chosen,

with Lenin as President, and Trotsky as For-

eign Commissar.

As Commissar of Nationalities the Bolshe-

viks installed a younger man, a Georgian,

named Joseph Djugashvili, who had been a

successful organizer of bank robberies in the

days when the party treasury was filled in this

way, but whose role had otherwise been rela-

tively obscure. He had taken the name Stalin,

which suggests a steel-like hardness. Under
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Lenin's coaching, Stalin had also become the

party authority on questions of minority na-

tionalities, and had published a pamphlet on

the subject in 191 3.

Outside Petrograd, the revolution moved

more slowly. In Moscow there was a week of

street-fighting between Bolshevik Reds and

Whites, as anti-Bolshevik forces were already

known. Elsewhere in factory towns, the Bolshe-

viks usually won speedily; in non-industrial

centers it took them longer. Most of Siberia

and of Central Asia came over, but Tifiis,

the capital of Georgia, went Menshevik, and

passed resolutions calling for a constituent

assembly and the continuation of the war.

The reason for the rapid and smooth success

of the Bolsheviks was that the provincial gar-

risons opposed the war, and willingly allied

themselves with the workers. Local Military

Revolutionary Committees were created in

most places, and held elections for new local

Soviets. Naturally there was much confusion at

first, but surprisingly little resistance to the

consolidation of the authority of the new re-

gime. Gradually the town of Rostov-on-Don,

near the Sea of Azov, became the main center

of resistance, as Kornilov and other generals,

together with a number of the leading politi-

cians of the Duma, made their way there.

This initial triumph of the revolution did

not mean that the population of Russia had

been converted to Bolshevism. By cleverly

sensing the mood of the people, Lenin had

opportunistically given the Bolsheviks a set of

slogans around which the people could rally,

although some of the slogans did not at all

correspond with the true Bolshevik views. As

we shall shortly see, the Russian people were

in fact strongly anti-Bolshevik. But the Bol-

sheviks had triumphed, and the democratic

hopes for freedom of the press and other free-

doms were now doomed to disappointment.

Deprived of competent civil servants, the

new regime worried along through an atmos-

phere of continued crisis. Late in November,

1917, an agreement was reached with the

Left-Wing SR's, three of whom entered the

government, and peace negotiations were be-

gun with the Germans. The revolution proper

was over. Lenin was in power.

The Constituent Assembly

It is of great interest to record that the

Bolsheviks now permitted elections for a con-

stituent assembly. Lenin had no use for this

sort of democratically chosen parliament,

which he considered "inferior" to the soviet.

Yet, probably because he had so long taunted

the provisional government with delaying the

elections, he seems to have felt compelled to

hold them. The Russian people for the first

and last time in their history had a com-

pletely free election, under universal suff-

rage. Lenin himself accepted as accurate

figures showing that the Bolsheviks polled

about one-quarter of the vote. The other

socialist parties, chiefly the SR's, polled 62

per cent. As was to be expected, the Bolshevik

vote was heaviest in the cities, especially

Moscow and Petrograd, while the SR vote

was largely rural.

Disregarding the majority cast for his op-

ponents, Lenin maintained that "the most ad-

vanced" elements had voted for him. It was of

course only his opinion that made those who
had voted Bolshevik more "advanced" than

those who had voted SR or Kadet. The con-

stituent assembly met only once, on January

18, 1918. Lenin dissolved it the next day by

decree, and sent guards with rifles to prevent

its ever meeting again. The anti-Bolshevik

majority was naturally deeply indignant at this

pure act of force against the popular will, but

there was no public outburst, and the dele-

gates disbanded. In part, this was because the

Bolsheviks had already taken action on the

things that interested the people most— peace

and land — and in part because of the lack of a

democratic parliamentary tradition among the

masses of the Russian people.

In spite of the many years of agitation by

intellectuals and liberals for just such a popu-

lar assembly, Russia did not have the large

middle class, the widespread literacy, the tra-

dition of debate, and the respect for the rights

of the individual which seem to be an essen-

tial part of constitutionalism. Yet it is surely



extreme to decide that there was no chance

for constitutional government in Russia in

1 91 " - 1 91 8. Was the constituent assembly "an

attempt to transplant an alien concept of

government to a soil where it could never

flourish"? Or was it "a noble experiment in-

corporating a sound principle but doomed by

the crisis into which it was born"? The fact that

Lenin had the rifles to prevent the constituent

assembly from fultillinp the function which

the popular will had assigned to it does not

answer the question either way.

Ill War Communism and NEP, 1917- 1928

War Communism

The first fx;riod of Soviet history, which

runs from the end of 1917 to the end of

1920, is usually called the period of "war

communism," or "military communism." The
term itself of course implies that the main

features of the period were determined by

military events. Civil war raged, and for-

eign powers intervened on Russian soil. But

the term is also somewhat misleading This

was a period of militant as well as military

communism, symbolized early in 1918 by the

change of the party's name from Bolshevik to

Communist. At the same time, the capital was

shifted from Petrograd, with its exposed loca-

tion on the western fringe of Russia, to the

greater security of Moscow, in the heart of

the country.

Flushed with victory in Russia, the Bolshe-

viks firmly believed that world revolution was

about to begin, probably first in Germany, but

surely spreading to Britain and even to the

United States. This view led the Bolsheviks to

hasten the construction of a socialist state in

Russia and to take a casual attitude toward

their international affairs, since they expected

that relations with capitalist states would be

very temporary. Although the actions of the

Russian government during this period were

later described almost apologetically as emer-

gency measures, this is only partly true. Many
of the decisions that were taken in part under

the spur of military pressure were also re-

garded as leading to a new society.

A supreme economic council directed the

gradual nationalization of industry. Sugar and

petroleum came first, and then in June, 191 8, a

large group including mines, metallurgy, and

textiles. By 1920, the state had taken over all

enterprises employing more than ten workers

(more than five, if motor power was used). The
state organized a system of barter, which re-

placed the free market. Internal trade was il-

legal; only the government food commissary

could buy and sell; money disappeared, as the

state took over distribution as well as produc-

tion. It expropriated the banks, repudiated the

tsarist foreign debt, and in effect wiped out

savings. Church and State were separated

by decree, and judges were removed from

oflice and replaced by appointees of the lo-

cal Soviets.

The government subjected the peasantry

to ever more arbitrary and severe requisi-

tioning. It mobilized the poorer peasants

against those who were better off, called ku-

laks (from the word meaning "fist" and used

to apply to usurers, as if to say "hardfisted").

By calling for a union of the hungry against

the well-fed, the regime deliberately, and not

for the last time, sowed class hatred in the

villages, and stimulated civil war in the coun-

tryside. It should be remembered that by

western European standards even a Russian

kulak was often wretchedly poor. The decree

forming the first secret police, the "Cheka"

(from the initials of the words meaning

"extraordinary commission"), was issued in

December, 1917, only a few weeks after the

revolution and long before any intervention

from abroad. Terror became a weapon in the
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Before the communist government could

function at all, peace was necessary, as the

army had virtually ceased to exist. Negotia-

tions between the Russians and the Germans

and Austro-Hungarians at Brest-Litovsk

dragged on into 1918, the Russians hoping

that revolution would break out in Germany,

and the Germans demanding enormous terri-

torial cessions, which they increased as the

Russians delayed. Finally, on March 3, 1918,

the Russians signed the Peace of Brest-Litovsk,

which deprived them of the entire Ukraine,

the Baltic provinces, Finland, and some Cau-

casian lands. It cost Russia one-third of its

population, 80 per cent of its iron, and 90 per

cent of its coal. Many communists resigned

rather than accept the peace, and the Left

SRs quit the government. The Germans over-

ran the Ukraine and the Crimea and installed

a highly authoritarian regime, against which

the communists continued to agitate. The

Whites, with German help, put down the Reds

in Finland.

ivil War

During the months following Brest-Litovsk,

disorder in the countryside as a result of re-

quisitioning and class warfare was swelled by

the outbreak of open civil strife. During the

war, a brigade had been formed inside Russia

of Czechs resident in the country and of

deserters from the Habsburg armies. When
Russia withdrew from the war, it was decided

to send the Czech brigade east across Siberia

by rail, and then by ship across the Pacific,

through the Panama Canal, and finally west

across the Atlantic to France, to fight the Ger-

mans there. On the rail trip across Siberia, the

Czechs got into a brawl with a trainload of

Hungarian prisoners, and one of the Hun-

garians was killed. This obscure quarrel on a

Siberian railway siding between members of

the unfriendly races of the Habsburg Empire

touched off civil war in Russia. When the So-

viet government tried to take reprisals against

the Czechs, who numbered fewer than 35,000

men, the Czechs seized a number of towns in

western Siberia The local Soviets were un-

prepared, and the SR's were sympathetic to the

Czechs. Local anti-Bolshevik armies came into

being. It was under threat from one of them in

July, 1918, that a local soviet decided to exe-

cute the Tsar and his entire family rather than

lose possession of them. All were murdered.

By late June, 1918, the Allies had decided

to intervene in Russia on behalf of the oppo-

nents of Bolshevism. The withdrawal of Rus-

sia from the war had been a heavy blow to

them, and they now hoped to re-create a sec-

ond front against the Germans in the east. The
idea of a capitalist "crusade" against Bolshev-

ism, later popularized by Soviet and pro-So-

viet historians as the sole motive for the in-

tervention, was in fact much less significant.

Yet the Allies had been at war a long time,

and their populations were war-weary. So they

naturally were apprehensive at the communist

efforts to stimulate revolution in all the capi-

talist nations of the world.

Out at the eastern end of the Trans-Siberian

Railroad in Vladivostok, the Czechs over-

threw the local soviet in June, 1918, and by

early August British, French, Japanese, and

American forces had landed. The assignment

of the Americans was to occupy Vladivostok

and to safeguard railroad communications in

the rear of the Czechs. Of the Allies, only the

Japanese had long-range territorial ambitions

in the area. In effect, the Bolshevik regime

had now been displaced in Siberia; the SR's

disbanded the Soviets and re-established the

zemsttos, calling for "all power to the constitu-

ent assembly." There were three anti-Red

governments of varying complexions in three

different Siberian centers. Elsewhere, in Au-
gust, 1918, a small British and American force

landed at the White Sea port of Archangel. An
SR assassin killed the chief of the Petrograd

Cheka, and Lenin himself was wounded.
The regime now sped its military prepara-

tions. As Minister of War, Trotsky imposed
conscription, and, by a mixture of cajolery and
threats of reprisals against their families, se-

cured the services of about 50,000 tsarist of-

ficers. The Red Army, which was Trotsky's

creation, grew to over 3,000,000 strong by

1920. Its recapture of Kazan and Samara on

the Volga in the autumn of 1918 temporarily
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turned the tide in the crisis that seemed about

to engulf the Soviet state.

The German collapse on the Western Front

f>ermitted the Bolsheviks to repudiate the

Treaty of Brest-Li tovsk, and to move back into

parts of the Ukraine, where they faced the

opposition of a variety of local forces. Else-

where, the opposition consisted of three main

armies. General Denikin led an army of

Whites, which moved from Rostov-on-Don

south across the Caucasus, and received French

and British aid. Admiral Kolchak's forces in

409



western Siberia overthrew the SR regime in

Omsk, and Kolchak became a virtual dictator.

General Yudenich's army, including many
former members of the German forces, oper-

ated in the Baltic region and threatened Pet-

rograd from the west. Allied unwillingness to

negotiate with the Bolsheviks was heightened

by the successful Red coup of Bela Kun in

Hungary (see Chapter 27), which seemed to

foreshadow the further spread of revolution.

In the spring of 1919, the Reds defeated

Kolchak, and by winter took Omsk. In 1920,

the Admiral was arrested and executed.

Though the Reds also reconquered the Ukra-

ine, mutinies in their own forces prevented

them from consolidating their victories and

from moving, as they had hoped to do, across

the Russian frontiers and linking up with Bela

Lenin addressing a throng

in Moscow's Red Square,

1919.
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Kun in Hungary. In the summer of 1919,

Denikin took Kiev and struck north, advanc-

ing to within two hundred and fifty miles of

Moscow itself But his position was weakened

by the repressive character of the regime he

brought with him and by his recognition of

Kolchak as his superior officer, together with

the poor discipline of his troops and his own
rivalry with one of his generals. Baron Wran-

gel. Yudenich advanced to the suburbs of Pet-

rograd, but the Reds by the end of 1919 were

able to defeat the White threat everywhere,

though Wrangel retained an army in the Cri-

mea. Trotsky now called for the militarization

of labor to reconstruct the ravaged country;

labor battalions were formed, but recovery

was long delayed.

Even after the defeat of the Whites, the

Reds in 1920 had to face a new war with the

Poles, who hoped to keep Russia weak, and to

create an independent Ukraine. After an ini-

tial retreat, the Red armies nearly took War-

saw, failing only because the French chief of

staff, General Weygand, assisted the Poles.

The Reds, eager to finish off the Whites, and

persuaded that there was after all no hope for

the establishment of a communist regime in

Poland, concluded peace in October, 1920.

The Poles obtained a large area of territory in

White Russia and the western Ukraine. This

area was not inhabited by Poles, but had been

controlled by Poland down to the eighteenth-

century partitions. It lay far to the east of

the "Curzon line," the ethnic frontier earlier

proposed by the British foreign minister.

Lord Curzon. The Reds then turned on Wran-

gel, who had marched northward from the

Crimea and had established a moderate re-

gime in the territory he occupied. He was

forced to evacuate, assisted by a French fleet,

in November, 1920. The White movement
had virtually come to an end.

Why the Counter-Revolution Failed

Many factors accounted for the Whites'

failure and the Reds' victory. The Whites

could not get together on any political pro-

gram beyond the mere overthrow of the Reds.

They adopted a policy of "non-anticipation,"

which meant that some future constituent

assembly would settle the governmental struc-

ture of Russia. Their numbers included every-

body from tsarists to SRs, and they disagreed

so violently on the proper course for Russia to

follow that they could agree only to postpone

discussion of these critical problems.

Moreover, their movement was located on
the geographical periphery of Russia— in Si-

beria, in the Crimea, in the Ukraine, in the

Caucasus, and in the Baltic. But the Whites

never reached an understanding with the

non-Russian minorities who lived in these

regions. Thus they ignored the highly devel-

oped separatist sentiments of the Ukrainians

and others, to which the Bolsheviks were tem-

porarily willing to cater.

Furthermore, the Whites could not com-

mand the support of the peasantry. Instead of

guaranteeing the results of the land division

already carried out with Bolshevik sanction,

the Whites often restored the landlords and

undid the land division. During the civil war,

the peasantry on the whole grew sick of both

sides. This attitude explains the appearance of

anarchist bands, especially in the south. Then
too, the Whites simply did not command as

much military strength as the Reds, who out-

numbered them in manpower, and who had

inherited much of the equipment manufac-

tured for the tsarist armies. Holding the central

position, the Reds had a unified and skill-

ful command, which could use the railroad

network to shift troops rapidly. The Whites,

moving in from the periphery, were divided

into at least four main groups, and were denied

effective use of the railroads.

Finally, the intervention of the Allies on

the side of the Whites was ineffectual and

amateurish. It may even have harmed the

White cause, since the Reds could pose as the

national defenders of the country, and could

portray the Whites as the hirelings of foreign-

ers. In the light of hindsight, it seems safe to

say that either the Allies should have mounted

a full-fledged military operation against the

Reds, or, if this was impossible (as it probably

was, in view of the condition of their own ar-

mies after the end of the First World War),
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they should have stayed out of Russia and al-

lowed the civil war to burn itself out. It is still

sometimes argued, however, that, although the

Reds won the civil war, the Allied interven-

tion helped keep them so heavily engaged

inside Russia that they could not sponsor suc-

cessful revolutions in other countries. This

point of view may well have some j ustification.

NEP ("The New Economic Policy")

Since 1914, Russia had been deeply in-

volved in fighting and turmoil. By early I92I

,

with the end of the civil war, famine was rag-

ing and sanitation had broken down. Family

ties were disrupted, human beings brutalized,

and class hatreds released on an unparalleled

scale. Industry was producing at a level of

about one-eighth of its pre-war output, and

agricultural output had decreased by at least

30 per cent. Distribution approached a break-

down. The communist regime appeared to be

facing its most serious trial of all: the loss of

support in Russia.

A large-scale anarchist peasant revolt broke

out in early 1921 and lasted until mid-1922.

Lenin remarked that this revolt frightened

him more than all the Whites' resistance. But

the decisive factor in bringing about a change

in policy was the mutiny at the Kronstadt na

val base near Petrograd in March, 1921. Form
erly a stronghold of Bolshevism, Kronstad

now produced a movement of rebellious an-

archists who called for 'Soviets without com-

munists " to be chosen by universal suffrage

and secret ballot, for free speech and free as

sembly, for the liberation of political prison

ers, and for the abolition of requisitioning.

Except for the last item and for the phraseol

ogy of the first, the program was ironically

similar to that of all liberals and socialists in

tsarist Russia. The Kronstadt movement seems

to have expressed the sentiments of most

Russian workers and peasants. Had the gov-

ernment been conciliatory, there might have

been no bloodshed; but Trotsky went to war

against the rebels, and defeated them after a

bloody fight.

This episode led directly to the adoption of

the "New Economic Policy," always referred

to by its initials as NEP. But the underlying

reason for the shift was the need for recon-

struction, which seemed attainable only if

militant communism were at least temporarily

abandoned. Lenin himself referred to "prema-
ture" attempts at socialization. It was also

necessary to appease the peasants and to ward

off any further major uprisings. Finally, the

expected world revolution had not come off,

and the resources of capitalist states were

badly needed to assist Russian reconstruction.

The adoption of NEP coincided with the con-

clusion of an Anglo-Russian trade treaty.

Abroad, NEP was hailed as the beginning of a

Russian "Thermidor," a return to normality

like that following the end of the Terror in

the French Revolution (see Chapter 18).

Under NEP the government stopped re-

quisitioning the whole ot the peasant's crop

above a minimum necessary for subsistence.

The peasant had still to pay a very heavy tax in

kind, but he was allowed to sell the remainder

of his crop and keep the money. The peasant

could sell his surplus to the state if he wished,

but he could also choose to sell it to a private

purchaser. Peasant agriculture became in es-

sence capitalist once more, and the profit mo-

tive had reappeared. Lenin imitated Stolypin

by guaranteeing the peasant permanency of

tenure. The whole system tended to help the

kulak grow richer and to transform the poor

peasant into a hired, landless laborer.

Elsewhere in the economy, under NEP the

state retained what Lenin called "the com-

manding heights"— heavy industry, banking,

transportation, and foreign trade. In domestic

trade and in light industry, however, private

enterprise was once more permitted. This was

the so-called "private capital sector" of the

economy, in which workers could be paid ac-

cording to their output, and factory managers

could swap some of their products in return

for raw materials.

Lenin himself described NEP as a partial

return to capitalism, and urged the communists

to become good businessmen. Yet NEP was

never intended as more than a temporary ex-

pedient. Lenin believed that it would take a

couple of decades before the Russian peasant



could be convinced that co-operative agricul-

ture would be the most efficient. He also

argued that a temporary relaxation of govern-

ment intervention would increase industrial

production and give the Russians a useful les-

son in entrepreneurship.

Economic recovery was indeed obtained.

By 1926-192^, industrial production was

back at pre-war levels, although agriculture

had not kept pace. But NEP was bitterly dis-

liked by leading communists, who were

shocked at the reversal of all the doctrines

they believed in. By 1924, private business

accounted for 40 per cent of Russian domestic

trade, but thereafter the figure fell off. Those

who took advantage of the opportunities

presented by the NEP were known as NEP-
men. They were often persecuted in a petty

way by hostile officials, who tried to limit

their profits, tax them heavily, and drag them

into court on charges of speculation. The ku-

lak had essentially the same experience. Thus

the government often seemed to be encourag-

ing private enterprise for economic reasons

and simultaneously to be discouraging it for

political reasons.

Within the Communist party, one group

favored the increase of the private sector and

the extension of NEP, as a new road toward

the socialist goal. These were the so-called

"Right deviationists." Their opponents fa-

vored the ending of concessions, the liquida-

tion of NEPmen and kulaks, and a return to

Marxist principles at home and the fostering

of world revolution abroad — in short, the

pressing of the "socialist offensive." These

were the "Left deviationists," who included

Trotsky. In the Center stood men who at-

tacked both deviations, the Right as an aban-

donment of communism, the Left as likely to

lead to a disruption of the worker-peasant al-

liance.

The Struggle for Power:

Stalin versus Trotsky

But the NEP question was not the only one

to agitate the communist leaders in the early

twenties. Lenin suffered two strokes in 1922,

and another in 1923, and finally died in Janu-

ary, 1 924. During the last two years of his life,

he played an ever-lessening role. Involved in'

the controversy over NEP and the other con-

troversies was the question of the successor

to Lenin. Thus an individual communist's an-

swer to the question of how to organize in-

dustry, what role to give organized labor, and

what relations to maintain with the capitalist

world depended not only upon his estimate of

the actual situation but also upon his guess as

to what answer was likely to be politically

advantageous. From this maneuvering the

Secretary of the Communist party, Joseph

Stalin, was to emerge victorious by 1928.

The years between 1922 and 1928, espe-

cially after Lenin's death, were years of a des-

perate struggle for power between Stalin and

Trotsky. Lenin foresaw this struggle with great

anxiety. He felt that Trotsky was abler, but

feared that he was overconfident, and inclined

to make decisions on his own. He felt that

Stalin had concentrated enormous power in

his hands, in his role as party secretary, and

feared that he did not know how to use it.

When he learned that Stalin had gone counter

to his orders in smashing the Menshevik Re-

public of Georgia instead of reaching an

accommodation with its leaders, he wrote an-

grily in his testament that Stalin was too rude,

and that his fellows should remove him from

his post as general secretary. At the moment
of his death, Lenin had published a scathing

attack on Stalin, had broken off relations with

him, and was about to try to relegate him to

the scrapheap. Trotsky's suggestion that Stalin

poisoned Lenin is not based on any evidence,

but it is clear that Lenin's death rescued

Stalin's career, and that, far from being the

chosen heir, as he later claimed, he did not

enjoy Lenin's confidence at the end.

During these years, Trotsky argued for a

more highly trained managerial force in in-

dustry, and for economic planning as an in-

strument that the state could use to control

and direct social change. He favored the

mechanization of agriculture and the weaken-

ing of peasant individualism by encouraging

rural co-operatives, with even a hint of the

collective farms where groups of peasants, in



theory, would own everything collectively,

rather than individually. As Trotsky progres-

sively lost power, he championed the right of

individual communists to criticize the regime.

He referred to the policies of Stalin and his

other increasingly powerful enemies as

"bureaucratic degeneration," and came to the

conclusion that only through the outbreak of

revolutions in other countries could the Rus-

sian socialist revolution be carried to its

proper conclusion. Only if the industrial out-

put and technical skills of the advanced west-

ern countries could be put at the disposal of

communism could Russia hope to achieve its

own socialist revolution. This is the famous

theory that socialism cannot succeed within

the boundaries of one country. Either world

revolution must break out, or Russian social-

ism is doomed to inevitable failure.

The opponents of Trotsky's "left deviation"

found their chief spokesman in Nikolai Bu-

kharin. A man who never held such responsible

administrative posts as Lenin or Trotsky or

Stalin, and who had often shifted his position

on major questions, Bukharin none the less

took a consistent line during these years; as

editor of Pratda, he was extremely influential.

A strong defender of NEP, Bukharin softened

the rigorous Marxist doctrine of the class

struggle by arguing that, since the proletarian

state controlled the commanding heights of

big capital, socialism was sure of success. This

view is not unlike the "gradualist" position

taken by western European Social Democrats.

Bukharin did not believe in an ambitious pro-

gram of rapid industrialization; he favored

co-operatives, but opposed collectives. In for-

eign affairs he was eager to co-operate abroad

with non-communist groups who might be

useful to Russia. Thus he sponsored Soviet

collaboration with Chiang Kai-shek in China

and with the German Social Democrats.

In his rise to power, Stalin used Bukharin's

arguments to discredit Trotsky and to elimi-

nate him. Then, partly because Bukharin's

policies were failing, Stalin adopted many

of Trotsky's policies, and eliminated Bu-

kharin. Original Stalinist ideas, however,

developed during this process. Stalin was not

basically an intellectual or a theoretician; he

was a party organization stalwart. He adopted

theoretical positions partly because they

seemed to him the ones most likely to work,

and partly because he was charting his own
course to supreme power. He came to favor

rapid industrialization, and to understand that

this meant an unprecedentedly heavy capital

investment. At the end of 1927, he suddenly

shifted from his previous position on the

peasantry, and openly sponsored collectiviza-

tion. This shift arose because of his concern

that agricultural production was not keeping

pace with industry. He declared that the bal-

ance could be redressed only if agriculture,

like industry, was transformed into a series of

large-scale unified enterprises.

In answer to Trotsky's argument that so-

cialism in one country was impossible, Stalin

maintained that an independent socialist state

could exist. This view did not at all imply the

abandonment of the goal of world revolution,

as has often been thought. Stalin always main-

tained that the socialist state (Russia) should

be the center of inspiration and assistance to

Lenin and Stalin in 1923.



communist movements everywhere; Russia

would help them and they would help Russia.

But, in his view, during the interim period

before the communists had won elsewhere, it

was perfectly possible for Russia to exist as

the only socialist state, and indeed to grow

more socialist all the time. In international

relations, this doctrine of Stalin made it pos-

sible for the Soviet Union to pursue either a

policy of "peaceful coexistence" with capital-

ist states, when that seemed most profitable, or

a policy of militant support of communist

revolution everywhere, when that seemed

most profitable. Stalin's "socialism in one

country" also struck a responsive chord in the

rank and file of Russian communists, who
were disappointed in the failure of revolu-

tions elsewhere. It also meant that Russia, not

the West, was to be the center of the new

society. Stalin's doctrine reflected his own
Russian nationalism rather than the more
cosmopolitan and more western views of

Trotsky.

The Struggle for Power:

Stalin's Victory

Analysis of the rival theories competing for

acceptance in Russia in the twenties helps

explain the alternatives before the communist

leadership. It does not explain how Stalin

won. To understand this, we must move from

the realm of theory and political platforms to

the realm of practice and political power. At

the end of the civil war, Stalin was Commissar

of Nationalities. In this post, he dealt with the

affairs of 65,0()0,0()() of the 140,000,000 in-

habitants of the new Russian Soviet Republic.

He managed the destiny of the Asians, whom
he, as one of them, understood. Their local

Bolshevik leaders became his men; where

they did not, as in his native Georgia, he ruth-

lessly crushed them. Though a Georgian, he

identified himself with Russian nationalism in

the interests of a centralized Bolshevik state.

It was Stalin who took charge of creating

the new Asian "republics, " which enjoyed the

appearance of local self-government, programs

of economic and educational improvement.

and a chance to use their local languages and

develop their own cultures. It was he who in

1922 proposed and guided the adoption of a

new Union of Socialist Soviet Republics as

a substitute for the existing federation of

republics. In the U.S.S.R., Moscow would

control war, foreign policy, trade, and trans-

port, and would co-ordinate finance, economy,

food, and labor. And on paper it would leave

to the republics home affairs, justice, educa-

tion, and agriculture. A Council of National-

ities, with an equal number of delegates from

each ethnic group, would join the Supreme

Soviet as a second chamber, thus forming the

Central Executive Committee, which would

appoint the Council of People's Commissars
— the Government. Stalin regarded this reform

as an achievement equal to Trotsky's military

organizational work during the civil war.

Stalin was also Commissar of the Workers'

and Peasants' Inspectorate. Here his duties

were to eliminate inefficiency and corruption

from every branch of the civil service, and to

train a new corps of civil servants. His teams

moved freely through all the offices of the

government, observing and recommending
changes, inspecting and criticizing. In creating

this post, Lenin had hoped to clean house,

but the ignorance and the lack of tradition

that rendered the tsarist and Bolshevik civil

service incompetent and corrupt operated in

Stalin's Inspectorate as well. Although the

Inspectorate could not do what it was estab-

lished to do, it did perform another role. It

gave Stalin control over the machinery of

government. Lenin attacked Stalin's work in

the Inspectorate just before he died, but by

then it was too late.

Stalin was also a member of the Polit-

bureau, the tight little group of party bosses

elected by the Central Committee, which in-

cluded only five men throughout the civil war.

Here his job was day-to-day management of

the party. He was the only permanent liaison

oflicer between the Politbureau and the

Orgbureau, which allocated party personnel to

their various duties, in factory, office, or army

unit. In addition to these posts, Stalin became

general secretary of the party's Central Com-
mittee in 1922. Here he prepared the agenda



for Politibureau meetings, supplied the docu-

mentation for points under debate, and passed

the decisions down to the lower levels. He
controlled party patronage— that is to say, all

party appointments, promotions, and demo-

tions. He saw to it that local trade unions,

co-operatives, and army units were put under

communist bosses responsible to him. He had

files on the loyalty and achievement of all

managers of industry and other party mem-
bers. In 1 921 , a Central Control Commission,

which could expel party members for unsatis-

factory conduct, was created; Stalin, as liaison

between this commission and the Central

Committee, now virtually controlled the

purges, which were designed to keep the party

pure.

In a centralized one-party state, a man of

Stalin's ambitions who held so many key po-

sitions had an enormous advantage in the

struggle for power. Yet the state was so new,

the positions were so much less conspicuous

and so much more humdrum than the Minis-

try of War, for instance, held by Trotsky, and

Stalin's manner was so generally conciliatory,

that the likelihood of Stalin's success did not

become evident until it was too late to stop

him. Inside the Politbureau he formed a

three-man team with two other prominent

Bolshevik leaders, the demagogue, Zinoviev,

and the expert on doctrine, Kamenev. Zino-

viev was chairman of the Petrograd Soviet and

boss of the Communist International; Kam-
enev was Lenin's deputy and president of the

Moscow Soviet. All three were old Bolshe-

viks, in contrast to Trotsky, who had been a

Menshevik and an independent member of

the intelligentsia.

The combination of Stalin, Zinoviev, and

Kamenev proved unbeatable. The three put

down all real and imagined plots against them

by the use of the secret police. They resisted

Trotsky's demands for "reform," which would

have democratized the party to some degree,

and would have strengthened his position

while weakening Stalin's. They initiated the

cult of Lenin immediately before his death,

and kept it burning fiercely thereafter, so that

any suggestion for change coming from Trot-

sky seemed almost an act of impiety. They dis-

persed Trotsky's followers by sending them to

posts abroad. They prevented the publication

of Lenin's "testament," so that the rank and

file of the party would not know about Lenin's

doubts concerning Stalin. They publicized all

Trotsky's earlier statements in opposition to

Lenin, and did not hesitate to "revise" history

in order to belittle Trotsky. They were confi-

dent, and rightly so, that Trotsky was too good

a communist to rally around him such anti-

Bolshevik groups as old Mensheviks, SR's,

and NEPmen.
Early in 1925, Stalin and his allies were

able to force the resignation of Trotsky as

Minister of War. Soon thereafter the three-man

team dissolved; Stalin moved into alliance

with Bukharin and other right-wing members

of the Politbureau, to which he began to ap-

point some of his own followers. Using all his

accumulated power, he beat his former allies

on all questions of policy, and in 1926 they

moved into a new but powerless alliance with

Trotsky. Stalin now (1926) deposed Zinoviev

from the Politbureau, charging him with in-

triguing in the army. Trotsky was the next one

to be expelled from the Politbureau, and Zi-

noviev was ousted as president of the Comin-

tern.
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In 192", differences of opinion over

Stalin's foreign policy in England and in

China (see p. 429) led to public protests by

the opposition. And these in turn led to the

expulsion of the opposition from the party

itself Refusing to renounce his views, Trotsky

was deported to Siberia, the first stage in a

long exile that took him to Turkey, Norway,

and Mexico, where he died in 1940 at the

hands of an assassin armed with an ice-axe.

The others recanted and obtained a new lease

on life. Stalin's victory was virtually complete.

IV Stalin's Supremacy: Russian Internal Affairs, 1928 1941

The Communist party congress

that expelled Trotsky in December, 1 92^, also

brought NEP to an end, and proclaimed that

the new "socialist offensive " would begin in

1 928. The thirteen years berween 1 928 and

1941 were to see almost incredible changes in

the domestic life of Russia— collectivized

agriculture, speedy industrialization, forced

labor, the great purges and the extermination

of all political opposition, the building of an

authoritarian state apparatus, and a "retreat " to

bourgeois standards in almost every depart-

ment of social and intellectual life.

Collectivized Agriculture

In 1928, the failure of the peasants to de-

liver to the cities as much grain as had been

required seemed to underline the dangers

inherent in the land divisions of 191 7 and in

the concessions of NEP. Farm productivity on

the small individual holdings was not high

enough to feed the city population. Food

prices for the workers were high, yet the ku-

laks wanted further concessions. Grain was

hoarded. Stalin had often inveighed against

"fanning the class struggle in the countryside,"

and had denied the intention of collectivizing

agriculture rapidly or on a mass scale. The
government economic plan issued during

1928 set a figure of 20 per cent of Russian

farms as the maximum to be collectivized by

1933. Yet during 1929, Stalin embarked on

immediate full-scale collectivization, declared

war on the kulaks, and virtually put an end to

individual farming in Russix

The government did not have the money or

the credit to import food. Furthermore, no

governmental machinery is adequate to force

peasants to disgorge crops that they are hid-

ing Therefore, the government enlisted on its

side the small peasants; in exchange for their

assistance in locating and turning over the

kulaki' crops, they promised them a place on a

collective farm, to be made up of the kulaks'

land and equipped with the kulaks' imple-

ments. Probably a good many of the subsistence

farmers (about 20 per cent of the number of

private farms, possibly 5,000,000 households)

more or less welcomed this opportunity. Initial

encouraging reports led Stalin to go full speed

ahead. The kulaks, he declared in late 1929,

were to be liquidated as a class. There were

about 2,000,000 households of them, perhaps

as many as 10,000,000 people in all. They

were now to be totally expropriated, and at

the same time barred from the new collec-

tives. Since no provision was made for

them, this move turned collectivization into

a nightmare.

Peasants now were machine-gunned into

submission; kulaks were deported to forced

labor camps or to desolate regions in Siberia

In desperate revolt against the command to

join collectives, the peasants burned crops,

broke plows, and killed their cattle rather

than turn them over to the state. More than

half the horses in all Russia, 45 per cent of the

cattle, and two-thirds of the sheep and goats

were slaughtered. Russian livestock has never

since caught up with the losses it suffered be-

cause of the excesses of collectivization. Land

lay uncultivated, and over the next few years



famine took a toll of" millions of lives. As ear-

ly as March, 1930, Stalin showed that he was

aware of the ghastly mistakes he had made. In

a famous statement on "dizziness with suc-

cess," he put the blame on local officials who
had been too eager to rush through the pro-

gram. By contradicting his own orders of a few

months before, he managed to escape some of

the hatred that would otherwise have been di-

rected at him. As usual, many Russian peasants

disliked the man they could see, the local of-

ficial, and were willing to exculpate the "little

father" in the capital.

Fifty per cent of Russian farms had been

hastily thrown together into collectives during

this frightful year. Only an additional 10 per

cent were added during the next three years,

so that by 1 93.3 60 per cent in all had been col-

lectivized. The number rose again later in the

1930's, until by 1939 more than 96 per cent

of Russian farms were collectivized. In 1941,

there were 250,000 collectives, 900,000,000

acres in extent, supporting 19,000,000 fam-

ilies. Yet the excesses of the early "dizziness

with success" were never repeated.

The 1 930's also brought a modification of

the original rules governing collectives. Ori-

ginally, collectives had been of two main types;

the sofkhoz, or soviet farm, not strictly a col-

lective at all but a state-owned enterprise,

operated by the government and worked by

hired laborers who were government employ-

ees; and the kolkhoz, or collective farm proper.

The sorkhozes were designed as centers of gov-

ernment research and development in agricul-

ture, and were often very large in size. But they

were mostly brought to an end by Stalin in

the 1930's, when he ordered some forty mil-

lion acres originally allotted to them to be dis-

tributed among the kolkhozes. As of 1941, the

sovkhozes occupied no significant area of land.

The kolkhoz itself was also originally of two

types: the commune, in which all the resources

of the members without exception were owned

together, and the arlel. or co-operative, in

which a certain amount of private property

was permitted to the members. After Stalin's

modifications of the system in the thirties, the

ar/f/ became the overwhelmingly predominant

form of collective farm. In an artel, each family

owned its homestead, some livestock, and

minor implements; these could be left by will

to the owner's descendants. But most of the

work was done on the collectively operated

land. Each collective had its own managing

board, responsible to the government, which

supervised the work of the peasants, who were ^
organized in brigades, each under a brigadier. I
Like factory laborers paid on a "piece-work" i

basis, peasants were remunerated according

to their output, which was measured by the

artificial unit of the "labor day." One day's

work in managing a farm might be, for exam-

ple, assessed at three labor days, while one

day's work weeding a vegetable patch might be

assessed at only half a labor day.

Each kolkhoz turned over to the government
a fixed amount of produce at fixed rates, and the .

total of all these amounts was designed to guar-

antee the feeding of the urban population,

especially workers in heavy industry and mem-
bers of the Red Army. In addition, the kolkhoz

paid further taxes to cover government ex-

penses for local construction and education.

Any surplus might be sold by the peasant

directly to the consumer, without the participa-

tion of any middleman. Private resale was re-

garded as speculation, and was subject to

punishment. After 1934, the government ob-

tained at least two-thirds, of its revenue by the

resale on the markets at a large profit of farm

produce bought at low fixed prices from the

kolkhoz. This government profit was known as

the "turnover tax."

The government assisted and controlled

the kolkhoz through the supply of mechanical

equipment furnished by the Machine Tractor

Stations. The collectives could not own their

own tractors, but rented them from the sta-

tions, paying in exchange a fee ranging up to

perhaps 20 per cent of the crop. The stations

became important centers for political sur-

veillance. By the decision when and to whom
to allot tractors, and how many tractors to allot,

administrators of the Machine Tractor Sta-

tions could directly aflfect the success of a col-

lective; their good will was therefore of the

utmost importance to the management.



In general, the aim of collectivization was

to reorganize farming so as to ensure food for

the industrial labor force, which was being

increased by recruitment from the farms them-

selves. Collectivization certainly increased

the total food supplies at the disposal of the

government, and released farmers for work in

industry. But it seems certain that the over-all

rise in agricultural production was small, and

that in many cases the yield per unit decreased.

Industrialization

Intimately related to the drive in agricul-

ture was the drive in industry. Here, too, Stalin

originally had viewed with scorn the grandiose

plans of the "superindustrializers," and as late

as 192" had proposed an annual increase rate

in industrial production of only I 5 per cent.

But just as he shifted to the frantic pace of col-

lectivizing agriculture, so he first gradually,

then suddenly, shitted to forced draft in in-

dustry also.

In 1928 began the era of the Five-Year

Plans, each setting ambitious goals for produc-

tion over the next five years. In 1 929 and 1 930,

Stalin appropriated ever higher sums for cap-

ital investment, and in June, 1 930, he declared

that industrial production must rise by 50 per

cent in the current year, a fantastic and impos-

sible figure. Under the First Five-Year Plan,

adopted in 1928, annual pig-iron production

was scheduled to rise from 3,500,000 tons to

10,000,000 tons by 1932, but in that year Sta-

lin demanded 17,000,000 tons instead. It was

not forthcoming, of course, but Stalin's de-

mand for it was symptomatic of the pace at

which he was striving to transform Russia from

an agricultural to an industrial country.

Part of the reason for this rapid pace lay

precisely in the collectivization drive itself.

Charcoal-burning or wood-burning tractors at a Machine Tractor Stattion, 1939.
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Large-scale farming, to which Stahn was com-

mitting Russia, must be mechanized farming

Yet there were only 7,000 tractors in all Rus-

sia at the end of 1928. Stalin secured 30,000

more during 1929, but this was nowhere near

a beginning Industry had to produce millions

of machines, and the gasoline to run them.

Since the countryside had to be electrified,

power stations were needed by the thousands.

And literally millions and millions of peasants

had to be taught how to handle machinery.

But there was nobody to teach them, and no

factories to produce the machinery. The out-

put of raw materials was inadequate, and the

plants to process them were not there.

Another part of the reason for the drive to

industrialize lay in the tenets of Marxism it-

self. Russia had defied all Marx's predictions

by staging a proletarian revolution in a coun-

try almost without a proletariat. Yet despite

the communists' initial political successes,

Stalin felt that "capitalism had a firmer basis

than communism in Russia, so long as it

remained a country of small peasants." The

communists felt that the world proletariat ex-

pected them to industrialize Russia, but even

more they were determined to create as a sup-

port for themselves the massive Russian pro-

letariat which as yet did not exist. Furthermore,

Stalin was determined to make Russia as nearly

self-sufficient as possible, in line with his

theory of socialism in one country. Under-

lying this was a motive at least as intense as

any dictated by Marxist doctrine— Russian

nationalism.

The strength of this motive is revealed in a

speech that Stalin made in 1 931

:

To slacken the pace means to lag behind, and

those who lag behind are beaten. We do not want to

be beaten. No, we don't want to. . . . Old Russia

. . . was ceaselessly beaten for her backwardness.

She was beaten by the Mongol Khans, she was

beaten by Turkish Beys, she was beaten by Swedish

feudal lords, she was beaten by Polish-Lithuanian

gentry, she was beaten by Anglo-French capitalists,

she was beaten by Japanese barons; she was beaten

by all-for her backwardness. For military back-

wardness, for cultural backwardness, for political

backwardness, for industrial backwardness, for agri-

cultural backwardness. She was beaten because to

beat her was profitable and went unpunished. . . .

We are fifty or a hundred years behind the advanced

countries. We must make good this lag in ten years.

Either we do it or they crush us."

Whatever one may think of this quotation as

history (and it omits all Russia's victorious

wars), it reveals that Russian national self-

interest as interpreted by Stalin required the

most rapid possible industrialization. And it is

of interest that ten years afterward the Ger-

mans did attack, something Stalin could of

course not have predicted so accurately, but

something that he seems to have sensed.

Stalin seems also to have felt that he had

only to keep a fierce pressure on the manage-

ment of industry, and the desired commodities

and finished goods would be forthcoming in

the desired quantities. The goals of the First

Five-Year Plan were not attained, although

fulfillment was announced in 1932. Imme-

diately, the second plan, prepared by the state

planning commission, went into effect, and ran

until 1937; the third was interrupted only by

Hitler's invasion. Each time the emphasis was

on the elements of heavy industry— steel, elec-

tric power, cement, coal, oil. Between 1928

and 1940, steel production was multiplied by

four and one-half, electric power by eight, ce-

ment by more than two, coal by four, and oil

by almost three. Similar developments took

place in chemicals and in machine produc-

tion. Railroad construction was greatly in-

creased, and the volume of freight carried

quadrupled with the production of new rolling

stock.

By 1940, Russian output was approaching

that of Germany, although Russian efficiency

and the Russian standard of living were far

lower. What the rest of Europe had done in

about seventy-five years, Russia had done in

about twelve. Enthusiasm was artificially

whipped up by wide publicizing of the high

output of individual workers called "Stakhan-

ovites," after a coal miner who had set pro-

duction records. "Stakhanovites " and "he-

roes of labor" were richly rewarded, and

•Quoted in 1 Deutscher, StMin (New York, 1950),



the others were urged to imitate them in "so-

cialist competition."

All this was achieved at the expense of

dreadful hardships, yet eyewitnesses report

that many of the workers were as enthusiastic

as if they had been soldiers in battle, as indeed

in a sense they were. Valuable machinery was

often damaged or destroyed by inexperienced

workers right off the farm. The problems of

repair, of replacement, of achieving balance

berween the output and consumption of raw

materials, of housing workers in the new cen-

ters, of moving entire industries thousands of

miles into the Ural region and Siberia, were

unending and cost untold numbers of lives. An
American eyewitness estimates that Russia's

"battle of ferrous metallurgy alone involved

more casualties than the battle of the Marne."

Administratively, the Russian economy was

directly run by the state. The Gosplan, or state

planning commission, drew up the Five-Year

Plans and supervised their fulfillment at the

management level. The Gosbank, or state bank,

regulated the investment of capital. An eco-

nomic council administered the work of

various agencies. Its major divisions were

metallurgy and chemistry (iron and steel, non-

ferrous metals, chemicals, rubber, alcohol);

defense (aviation, armaments, munitions, tanks,

ships); machinery (heavy machines, medium
machines, machine tools, electrical industry);

fuel and power (coal, oil, electric power);

agriculture and procurement; and consumer's

goods (grain, meat and dairy products, fisher-

ies, textiles, light industry). Under iron and

steel, for example, there functioned the pro-

duction trusts controlling their own mines as

well as blast furnaces and rolling mills. These

were the so-called "combinats," or great pro-

duction complexes like that at Magnitogorsk

in the Urals. In each plant, as in each collective,

the manager was responsible for producing the

quota set for him within the maximum cost

allowed him. He was consulted on production

targets, and had considerable leeway in se-

lecting his staflf and allocating labor and raw

materials. He was bound to render a rigid ac-

counting to the government, which of course

fixed the price he must pay for his raw

materials.

The Social Impact

The social effects of the economic program

were dramatic. Urban population rose from

about 1 8 per cent in 1 926 to about 3.^ per cent

in 1940. The number of cities with a popula-

tion between 50,000 and 100,000 doubled,

and the number of cities with a population ex-

ceeding 100,000 more than quadrupled. The
largest cities, Moscow and Leningrad (the new
name for Petersburg-Petrograd after the death

of Lenin), almost doubled in size, and among
smaller cities, to take just one example. Alma
Ata in Siberia grew from 45,000 to 230,000

between 1928 and 1939. The entire social pic-

ture was radically altered.

The relative freedom to choose one's job

which had characterized the NEP period dis-

appeared. Individual industrial enterprises

signed labor contracts with the kolkhozes by

which the kolkhoz was obliged to send a given

number of farm workers to the factories, often

against their will. Peasants who had resisted

collectivization were drafted into labor camps.

In the factories, the trade unions became

simply another organ of the state. The chief

role of the unions was to achieve maximum
production and efficiency, to discourage ab-

senteeism and poor work. Trade unions might

not strike, or engage in conflict with manage-

ment. All they could do was administer the

social insurance laws and seek improvements

in workers' living conditions by negotiation.

Thus in the U.S.S.R. the old privileged

classes of noble landlords, already weak at the

time of the revolution, ceased to exist. The

industrial, commercial, and financial bourgeoi-

sie, which was just coming into its own at the

time of the revolution, was destroyed after

1928, despite the temporary reprieve it had

experienced under NEP. Most of the old in-

telligentsia, who had favored a revolution,

could not in the end stomach Stalin's dictator-

ship, and many of them emigrated. Of the

million and a half emigres from Russia after

the revolution, only a very small number (con-

trary to the general view in the West) were



cousins of the Tsar. Those of the old intelli-

gentsia who remained were forced into line

with the new Soviet intelligentsia, which Stalin

felt to be a very important class. All were com-

pelled to accept the new Stalinist dogma and

to drop their interest in the outside world. The
new intelligentsia was expected to concentrate

on technical advance, and on new administra-

tive devices for speeding up the transformation

of the country.

Although the effect of these social changes

would presumably have been to level all ranks,

Stalin set himself against the old Bolshevik

principles ot equality. The Marxist slogan,

"From each according to his capacity, to each

according to his needs," was shelved in favor

of a new one, "From each according to his capa-

city, to each according to his work." Where
Lenin had allowed none of the members of the

government to earn more than a skilled

laborer, Stalin set up a new system of incen-

tives. A small minority of bureaucrats and

skilled laborers, factory managers, and suc-

cessful kolkhoz bosses earned vastly more than

the great majority of unskilled laborers and

peasants. Together with the writers, artists,

musicians, and entertainers who were willing

to lend their talents to the services of the re-

gime, these men became a new elite, separated

by a wide economic and social gulf from the

toiling masses. They had a vested interest in

furthering a regime to which they owed
everything, and without which they would
be nothing.

Soviet propagandists declared that this was

a temporary situation. They described the pre-

sent society in the Soviet Union as "socialist,"

while regarding "communism," not yet a-

chieved, as the goal toward which the U.S.S.R.

was still moving. Yet, just as the "withering

away" of the state, which the Marxists pre-

dicted, was instead replaced under Stalin by

the enormous swelling of state power and state

machinery, so the equality predicted by the

Marxists was replaced by a new caste system.

The means of production were publicly owned
in the Soviet Union, as the Marxists had urged.

But the power of the state, the birth of a new
elite, the brutalization of millions of human
beings, and the ruthless use of force after the

revolution had been achieved were all the con-

tributions of Stalin.

The Purge Trials

Stalin's program was not achieved without

opposition. The crisis of 1 931 and 1 932, when
industrial goals were not being met, and star-

vation swept the countryside, created discon-

tent inside the regime as well as outside. A
small number of officials circulated memo-
randa advocating Stalin's deposition as Gen-
eral Secretary, an act which the party had every

right to perform. Stalin jailed them for conspir-

acy, and one leading Bolshevik committed

suicide. It is widely believed that Stalin's own
wife reproached him at this time with the rav-

ages that the terror was working, and that she

too committed suicide. At one moment, but

only at one, we are told, Stalin's self-confidence

wavered and he offered to resign, but nobody
in the Politbureau dared accept the offer, and

the moment quickly passed. His attack against

those he believed to be his enemies took the

form of the famous purges, which began in

1934 and continued at intervals until 1938.

These purges remain the most mysterious

episode in Soviet history. They are often com-

pared with the Jacobin Terror of the French

Revolution, when the revolution "devoured

its children. " But, in contrast to the rapid ap-

pearance of the Terror in France, the purges

did not begin for seventeen years after the

Russian Revolution. Members of the opposi-

tion had been demoted, expelled from the

party, and even exiled, as in the case of Trotsky,

but nobody had been executed. There is an

entirely credible story that the Bolshevik

leaders had agreed among themselves early

in their career never to start guillotining each

other. Yet, when the terror began in Russia,

it was even more drastic than it had been in

France. Moreover, unlike Robespierre, Stalin

managed to survive.

From exile, Trotsky continued to attack

Stalin in a journal called The Bulletin of the

Opposition. Clever as always, he scored telling

points against Stalin, and his words were care-

fully read by Soviet officials. Yet the older



generation of communists, though they may

have hated Stalin, made no move against him.

A younger group, however, seemingly more

restless and convinced that Stalin had aban-

doned Lenin's program, found the model for

conspiracy in the heroes of the terrorist move-

ment who had assassinated Alexander II (see

Chapter 22 1. They were apparently prepared to

use terrorism against Stalin and his henchmen.

Even within the Politbureau men loyal to Sta-

lin grew restless at his ruthlessness, and urged

him to relax the pressure; Sergei Kirov, boss

of Leningrad, took the lead.

Stalin at times seemed to yield to this urg-

ing, as when he ordered more gentle treatment

for rebellious kulaks in June, 1932, and limited

the powers of the political police. But at other

times he seemed to be taking the opposite

course, as when he issued a decree making an

entire family responsible for the treason of

any of its members. On the whole, however,

tension relaxed during 1932-1934. Kirov

proclaimed a new era of lenience at a party

conference, and former leaders of the opposi-

tion, including Bukharin, were appointed to

help draft a new and liberal constitution.

Then on December 1, 1934, Kirov was as-

sassinated by a young terrorist communist in

Leningrad. Although the story that Stalin him-

self had plotted the assassination cannot be

confirmed, it is clear that Stalin now deter-

mined to strike at the opposition. The assassin

was executed. Accused of complicity, Zinov-

iev and Kamenev were jailed, and forced to

admit that they had plotted to restore capital-

ism. Yet the drafting of the new "democratic"

constitution went on. Stalin became ever more
withdrawn, ever more autocratic, ever more
resolved to destroy the old Bolsheviks, as Ivan

the Terrible had destroyed the old nobility.

After an interlude during 1 935 and early 1 936,

during which Stalin said that "life had become
more joyous," the purges proper began.

The official story was that Trotskyite agita-

tion abroad was linked with the murder of

Kirov, and with the alleged plans for the mur-

der of Stalin. A series of public political trials

took place. In the first (1936), Zinoviev, Kam-

enev, and fourteen others admitted these

charges and were executed. In the second

(1937), seventeen other leading Bolsheviks

declared that they had knowledge of a con-

spiracy between Trotsky and the German and

Japanese intelligence service, by which Rus-

sian territory was to be transferred to Germany

and Japan. All were executed. Then (June

1937) came the secret liquidation of the top

commanders in the Red Army, who were ac-

Factory workers listening to an engineer read the charge made by Vishinsky against the

"Anti-Soviet rIght-Trotskyist bloc" during the purge trials of 1937.
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cused of conspiring with "an unfriendly

foreign power" (Germany) with a view to sabo-

tage. All were executed after an announce-

ment that they had confessed. The last of the

public trials took place in March, 1938, as

twenty-one leading Bolsheviks, including

Bukharin, confessed to similar charges and

were executed.

But these public trials and the secret trial

of the generals give only a faint idea of the

extent of the purge. Every member of Lenin's

Politbureau except Stalin and Trotsky was

either killed or committed suicide to avoid

execution. Two vice-commissars of foreign

affairs and most of the ambassadors of the dip-

lomatic corps, fifty of the seventy-one members

of the Central Committee of the Communist

party, almost all the military judges who had

sat in judgment and had condemned the gen-

erals, two successive heads of the secret police,

themselves the leaders in the previous purges,

the prime ministers and chief officials of all

the non-Russian Soviet Republics — all were

killed or vanished. A list of those who dis-

appeared reads like a "who's who" of high of-

ficialdom in state and party throughout the

twenties and thirties. Literally thousands were

executed or disappeared without a trace. The

public trials probably included only those who
were willing to confess, whether guilty or not.

The rest were condemned privately and quite

without due process of law.

Although it is clear that many of those who
were executed opposed Stalin, the charges

against them were certainly not true. Had they

been true, the great conspiracy involving al-

most everybody but Stalin himself would

surely have accomplished more than the as-

sassination of Kirov. It is altogether unlikely

that any of the top communists conspired with

Hitler, little though they loved Stalin. Some
who confessed may have felt so great a loyalty

to the cause of communism, however per-

verted, that they sacrificed themselves for Sta-

lin's soviet state. Some doubtless hoped to save

their families, or even themselves, and a few

leaders were spared the death penalty to en-

courage confessions from the others. Many may
have hoped that the confessions were so ridic-

ulous that nobody could believe them.

What Stalin apparently wanted was to de-

stroy utterly all possibility of future conspir-

acies. So he trumped up charges against

anybody who conceivably could become a

member of a regime that might replace his

own. Despite the enormous upheaval of the

purges, no breakdown took place in the state.

New bureaucrats were found to take the places

of the old. The new Stalin-trained officials,

uncultivated but competent, now manned all

top-level positions.

The Authoritarian State

In the midst of the purges, in 1936, Stalin

proclaimed the new constitution, the "most

democratic in the world. " By its provisions

nobody was disfranchised, as priests and mem-
bers of the former nobility and bourgeoisie

had previously been. Civil liberties were ex-

tended, but even on paper these were never

more than a sham, since the constitution pro-

vided that they could be modified in the "in-

terest of the toilers." The fact that the U.S.S.R.

was a one-party state prevented elections from

being anything but an expression of unanimity.

The right to nominate candidates for the Su-

preme Soviet belonged to Communist party

organizations, trade unions, co-operatives,

youth groups, and cultural societies; but all

were completely dominated by the party. The
party picked the candidates, and no more than

one for each post was ever presented to the

voters. The party controlled the Soviets, and

the party hierarchy and government hierarchy

overlapped and interlocked.

Every citizen was eligible for member-

ship in the party on application to a local

branch, which voted on his application after

a year of trial. Communist children's organ-

izations fed the youth groups, which in turn

fed the party. The party was organized both

territorially and functionally in pyramidal

form, with organizations at the bottom level

in factory, farm, and government office. These

were grouped together by rural or urban local

units, and these in turn by regional and terri-

torial conferences and congresses. The party

organizations elected the AU-Union party con-



gress, which selected the Cetitral Committee

of the party, and which was in theor>' the high-

est policy-making organ, though actually no

party congress was held between 1 939 and

195-i. The Central Committee selected the

Politbureau. At each level of the party pyra-

mid there were organizations for agitation and

propaganda, for organization and instruction,

for military and political training. The party

exercised full control over the government,

which simply enacted formally what the party

had decided upon. The Five-Year Plans, for

example, were party programs that went into

effect even before they were formally adopted

by the government.

The highest organ of the government was

the Supreme Soviet, made up of two houses

— a Soviet of the Union, based on population,

and a Soviet of Nationalities, elected according

to national administrative divisions. In theory,

the Supreme Soviet was elected for a term of

four years. The Supreme Soviet itself did little;

it appointed a presidium which issued the de-

crees and carried on the work of the Supreme

Soviet between sessions. It also appointed the

Council of Ministers (long called the Council

of Peoples Commissars). This cabinet, rather

than the Supreme Soviet or its presidium, en-

acted most of the legislation, and was thus the

legislative as well as the executive organ of

the Russian state. The chairmanship of the

Council of People's Commissars, the chair-

manship of the Politbureau, and the General

Secretariat of the Communist party were all

posts held by Stalin, who in addition served

as Commissar of Defense, chief of the State

Defense Council, which ran the country during

wartime, and Generalissimo. Similar over-

lapping of party and government posts was the

regular practice.

In 1924, Stalin's constitutional reform had

created the new Union of Soviet Socialist Re-

publics, including the enormously large Rus-

sian Federative Republic, the Ukraine, White

Russia, Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaidjan,

and three central Asian Soviet Socialist repub-

lics; Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Tadjiki-

stan. In 19.36, Kazakh and Kirghiz republics

were added, making a total of eleven. As a re-

sult of the annexations of the Baltic states and

of Finnish and Rumanian territory in 1940,

five more republics were created; Lithuania,

Latvia, Estonia, Karelia, and Moldavia. These

sixteen "Union " republics differed widely in

population. Within the huge Russian repub-

lic were sixteen "autonomous" republics, and

numerous other subdivisions, all called

"autonomous." The larger SSR's had simi-

lar subdivisions.

Each of the Union republics and autono-

mous republics had a government patterned

exactly on that of the Soviet Union, except

that the supreme soviet of each republic was

unicameral and not bicameral, since it lacked

a chamber of nationalities. Many complaints

have been heard in recent years about the way

in which "Great-Russian chauvinism" has per-

meated official policy toward the individual

minority republics. Although this soviet des-

cendant of tsarist Russification policy has al-

ways been a menace, it is widely believed that

in the years before World War II, the chief

objective was not to try to Russify the nation-

alities but to communize them. With this end

in view, the party permitted and encouraged

local nationalities to revive their culture, study

their past traditions, and use their own lan-

guage. Like every other cultural manifestation

permitted in the U.S.S.R., these national cul-

tural achievements were "managed." Not only

was it impossible for anti-Soviet or anti-

communist material to appear in print or in

any of the plastic arts, but, as everywhere, all ar-

tistic effort was closely supervised and had to

serve the regime positively. The value of "cul-

tural autonomy" under these circumstances is

of course highly debatable.

Although the Stalin constitution specifi-

cally gave each republic the right to secede,

this provision was pure window-dressing.

The central government was overpoweringly

stronger than the government of any one re-

public, which in any case was often not even

made up of natives. Although each of the six-

teen republics was in 1944 given its own
foreign office by an amendment to the consti-

tution, this amendment was never intended

to give them autonomy in this critically im-

portant field. Actually, it seems simply to have

been a device for securing representation of



the Ukraine and White Russia in the United

Nations. The representatives of these two

republics to the United Nations have never

been anything but extra Soviet delegates; the

first Ukrainian delegate to the U.N. was not

even a Ukrainian, but a Russian who was once

Soviet ambassador to the independent Ukraine

of the revolutionary era.

The Russian Thermidor?

The period betwee n 1 9 3 4 and 1 94 1 , notable

for the purges and for the constitutional devel-

opment of Stalin's one-party state, is also called

by many shrewd observers of revolutions the

true Russian "Thermidor," as distinct from

NEP. The term "Thermidor" has come to mean
a period in which a revolution has burnt itself

out, and the prevailing mood shifts from mes-

sianic enthusiasm to one of desire for normal-

ity. In revolutionary France, the shift was

signalized by the fall of Robespierre and the

Jacobin regime, and the advent of the Direc-

tory, a different government with different ob-

jectives, policies, and personnel, which was in

turn succeeded by Napoleon's dictatorship

(see Chapter 18). In the U.S.S.R., the striking

fact was that Stalin stayed in office throughout.

He was in effect the Russian Robespierre,

Directory, and Napoleon all rolled into one.

If we accept the parallel, the Russian Thermi-

dor was a managed and manipulated Ther-

midor, involving no real liberalization of the

regime or relaxation of controls. Yet perhaps

the parallel is not entirely valid, since Stalin

resembled Napoleon far more than he did the

weak Directory.

In any case, the period of the late 1930's

saw a wholesale retreat from many ideas of the

revolution. Simultaneously with the purges

and the new constitution, the bread ration was

raised; the kolkhoz was reformed to permit the

individual farmer to own his homestead; new

medals and titles were awarded to leading

workers in plants, and to scientists, engineers,

and military men. In the Red Army, traditional

tsarist distinctions between officers and men
were restored, and marshals were named for

the first time. Thus, without relaxing political

control, Stalin introduced an element of re-

laxation into the daily life of the rank and

file, at the very height of his Terror. The stan-

dard of living went up, as the production of

consumer's goods was encouraged, and as work-

ers were invited to spend their earnings on

little luxuries previously unavailable.

Simultaneously, the state rediscovered

Russia's great past. The standard communist

teaching had been that proletarians have no

fatherland; the very name of Russia had almost

been abandoned. Now, in contrast, officially

controlled organs of opinion editorialized that

one should love one's own country, and hailed

the heroes of the tsarist era. Alexander Nevsky,

who had defeated the Teutonic knights; Dmitri

Donskoi, who had defeated the Tartars; Peter

the Great; Kutuzov, who had defeated Na-

poleon; even Ivan the Terrible— all were

praised to the skies. The reputations of the

great literary figures of the nineteenth century

underwent a similar rehabilitation. This re-

treat to Russian nationalism reached its climax

during World War II, when the Marxist

Internationale itself was dropped as the na-

tional anthem.

The old Bolsheviks had attacked the family

as the backbone of the old order, had made

marriage difficult and divorce easy, had drawn

no distinction between legitimate and illegiti-

mate children, and had encouraged promiscuity

and abortions. Stalin's state now rehabilitated

the sanctity of marriage, denounced the se-

ducer, made divorces very hard to get, declared

the family essential to the state, and encour-

aged children to obey their parents. Doubtless

the shift came in part as a result of the falling

birthrate and increasing juvenile delinquency,

but it was none the less part of the abandon-

ment of radicalism.

The early Bolsheviks had destroyed the old

school system, abolished homework and ex-

aminations, and allowed children to administer

the schools collectively with their teachers.

Attendance fell off, the schools became revo-

lutionary clubs of youngsters, and the train-

ing of teachers was neglected. The universities

deteriorated, since anybody aged sixteen could



enroll in them. Degrees were abolished, and

technical training was stressed to the exclusion

of other subjects. Under NEP, this chaotic

situation was modified, and the basic problem

of increasing literacy was seriously tackled.

But the subjects of ordinary school curricula

were replaced by the so-called "project" sys-

tem with heavy emphasis on labor problems

and Marxist theory. The teachers had little to

do except memorize texts, and quiz the chil-

dren to test their mastery of them. The Com-
munist party itself took over the universities,

purged the faculties, and compelled the stu-

dents to spend one week in three at work in

factories — a system that helped neither the

student nor the university, and cannot have

increased industrial production by very much.

The "thermidorean reaction," as might have

been expected, changed this system drastically.

Training of teachers improved, their salaries

were raised, and regular ranks in the civil serv-

ice were established for them. The old pre-

revolutionary system of admissions and

degrees in the universities was restored, as was

the pre-revolutionary school curriculum. Ex-

aminations and homework re-appeared; disci-

pline was enforced on school children. The
emphasis on political education was reduced,

and co-education was abandoned. Fees for

tuition were restored for secondary schools,

the Russian counterpart of the American high

school or the French lycee. These tuition fees

made higher education difficult to obtain ex-

cept for children of the new elite or unusually

talented students who were able to win state

scholarships. Literacy rose to about 90 per

cent, if we may believe Soviet figures.

The educational reforms certainly made
books, theaters, museums, and libraries avail-

able to many more Russians than ever before.

Newspapers and periodicals multiplied, and

the regimes respect for science and learning

was genuine. But the regime's attitude was

narrowly utilitarian and thoroughly intolerant.

All cultural activities were measured by their

positive contribution to the state. Education

became indoctrination. Systems of ideas that

might rival communism were not allowed to

compete, since the government could always

silence those who might be their spokesmen.

In this respect the Soviet regime was even

more authoritarian than that of a ruler like

Tsar Nicholas 1 (see Chapter 22).

Under Nicholas 1, censorship prevented the

writer from saying certain things, but it did not

positively prescribe what he must say. It was a

negative, not a positive censorship, and it left

a margin of personal freedom that permitted

some of the greatest works of all literature to

be written in Russia. The Soviet censorship,

on the other hand, was positive, and required

of all artists that they constantly praise the

new system and devote their talents to publi-

cizing its merits. The party line extended into

all cultural fields, even music, where talented

composers had to apologize abjectly for fail-

ing to produce communist symphonies, what-

ever they may be. The creative artist, the

scientist, the scholar did not know from day to

day whether his efforts would win him a Stalin

prize or a sentence to a Siberian labor camp.

The Russian Thermidor came last of all, and

doubtless very reluctantly, to modify the tra-

ditional communist position on religion. Here

militant atheism had been the policy of the

early Bolsheviks. They jailed and sometimes

executed bishops and priests; they sponsored

an atheist society and a museum of anti-

religious propaganda. Behind this attitude lay

more than the standard Marxist feeling that

religion was the opium of the masses; in Rus-

sia, the Orthodox Church had always been a

pillar of tsarism, and had held back the intel-

lectual advance of the country. Many years of

attacks on religion, however, failed to eradi-

cate Orthodoxy from among the people. When
in 1937 Hitler built a Russian church in Ber-

lin, and took every occasion to speak kindly

of the Orthodox Church, Stalin moved in the

religious field also. Declaring that Christianity

had contributed to past Russian progress, the

government called off its anti-religious propa-

ganda and enlisted its own atheist society to

rehabilitate the Church. Church-going became

respectable once more, although members of

the party were not encouraged to profess re-

ligion. As a result, when war came, the lead-

ing church dignitaries supported the regime
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enthusiastically, although Hitler won a number
of Ukrainian clerics to his side. In 1943, Sta-

lin received high churchmen; the government
lowered taxes on church property, lifted the

curfew for Easter, and appointed a new Patri-

arch, on whose subservience the regime

could count.

Viewed together, the changes of the Ther-

midor period seem to have had a double pur-

pose. They were designed in part to retain

popular loyalty during a period when the party

itself was being disrupted by the purges. But
they were also designed in part to strengthen

the country to meet an expected attack from
Germany. However far the return to old and

popular forms and ideas was carried, it was

always the regime that took the lead. And
never at any moment did Stalin relax his firm

control over all departments of national public

and private life.

V Soviet Foreign Policy, 1 9 1 8 - 1 94

1

Foreign Office

and Comintern, 1918-1928

During the period of "war communism,"

the Bolsheviks had a chance to reflect up-

on their previously firm conviction that

the world revolution was to be expected in the

immediate future. The communist states in

Bavaria and in Hungary proved to be short-

lived (see Chapter 27); everywhere the moder-

ates triumphed. As the civil war drew to a

close, Lenin and his followers realized that to

rebuild a shattered Russia it would be neces-

sary to deal with the capitalist world. In the

Foreign Office they had two competent men:

Chicherin, a learned aristocrat turned Bolshe-

vik, and Litvinov, his shrewd and able chief

assistant. These two and their staff now became

diplomats in the service of the Soviet state,

like diplomats in the service of other states.

But the idea of world revolution was of

course not abandoned. Lenin in 1919 founded

the Third International, known thereafter as

the Comintern. It issued what amounted al-

most to a new Communist Manifesto, summon-
ing communists all over the world to unite

against the "bourgeois cannibals" of capitalism.

Zinoviev was put in charge, and his chief as-

sistants were also Russians. Labor, socialist,

and anarchist parties in Bulgaria, Norway,

Italy, and Spain began to adhere to the new
organization, although many withdrew in dis-

gust when it became clear that the Bolsheviks

were establishing a dictatorship in Russia with

secret police and an army. Yet the Comintern

continued to operate side by side with the

Foreign Office, and during the next few years

often in seeming contradiction to it. This

duality gave Russian foreign policy a unique

aspect. The maintenance of the Comintern

aroused suspicion abroad and made capital-

ist states reluctant even to recognize the

new Russia

The Foreign Office concluded a trade treaty

with England in 1 921 , at the beginning of the

NEP period, which bound Russia not to stir

up the peoples of the British Empire by any

means, and re-opened trade between the two

countries. Similar treaties were concluded

between Russia and Poland, the Baltic States,

Scandinavia, Germany, and Italy. A truce had

been arranged between the communist and

capitalist worlds. In 1922, the Russians were

invited to an international economic confer-

ence at Genoa. The British and French were

convinced that NEP meant a return to capital-

ism and had worked out a scheme for invest-

ment in Russia as part of a program for the

postwar economic reconstruction of Europe.

Not only did the Russians reject this plan, but

they signed with defeated Germany the Treaty

of Rapallo (April, 1922), which provided for

the renunciation of all claims for reparations,

and implied a German willingness to recog-

nize Bolshevik nationalizations. This recogni-



tion the other powers, especially France, were

unwilling to grant because of the large amounts

of capital they had invested in Russia before

the revolution. Rapallo relieved Russian iso-

lation, and brought German technical knowl-

edge to the service of the Bolsheviks. They

permitted the Germans to build and operate

armament and aircraft factories on Russian

soil in defiance of the Treaty of Versailles.

In 1923, at Lausanne, Russia lost a dispute

with Britain over international regulation of

the Straits, and further friction with Britain

arose over Afghanistan. But Britain recognized

the Soviet regime in 1 924, despite Trotsky's

description of the mild Laborite Ramsay Mac-

Donald as a "Christian Menshevik" whose

country was full of cockroaches — a comment
that illustrates some of Russia's difficulty in

getting along with the rest of the world. Later

in the same year, 1924, the so-called "Zinoviev

letter " was published in England. It purported

to instruct the British Communist party in the

techniques of revolution, and it was almost

certainly a forgery; but the "Zinoviev let-

ter" influenced the British voters to return

a Conservative government, which denounced

the treaties with Russia. In 1 92^, a raid on the

oflSces of a Russian firm doing business in Lon-

don produced further evidence of communist
agitation in England, and the British govern-

ment now broke relations with Russia alto-

gether. The Anglo-Russian council of trade

unions set up by the communists collapsed

when the Russians criticized British modera-

tion in the general strike of 1926. Meantime,

the United States had no diplomatic relations

with the Soviet regime, and did not recognize

it until 1933.

During the years 1918-1927, the Comin-
tern compiled a record of failure. First, the

Russians failed to keep in line the leaders of

the Italian Left in a conference at Leghorn in

1921 , and thus contributed handsomely to the

success of Mussolini in the next year. They
failed in Bulgaria to collaborate with a liberal

agrarian regime, and allowed the triumph of a

right-wing group in 1923. Most important,

they failed in Germany, where a revolution

actually threatened during 1923 as a result of

French occupation of the Ruhr (for details

of these events, see Chapter 27). After Len-

in's death, the feud between Stalin and

Trotsky was reflected in the Communist par-

lies of other countries, and cost the Com-
intern heavily.

The Russians failed in Poland, where they

helped Pilsudski to dictatorial power in 1926,

after which he turned against them. They failed

in the Moslem and colonial world. But their

greatest failure came in China (see also Chap-

ter 28), where in 1923 the Chinese national-

ist revolutionary leader. Sun Yat-sen, agreed

to take communist advice and received one of

the Comintern's best men, Borodin. Borodin

helped Sun re-organize his political party, the

Kuomintang, and admitted communists to it,

although this alienated the right-wing support-

ers of the national party. In March, 1926, Sun

having died, his brother-in-law Chiang Kai-

shek led a coHp against the government, and

began to arrest communists. It is often argued

that, had Stalin at that moment broken with

Chiang and proceeded to sponsor a Chinese

communist revolution, he might well have won
China. Indeed Trotsky analyzed the situation

that way at the time. But Stalin in his own
analysis went back to a theory that the Bol-

sheviks had not espoused since Lenin's return

to Russia in April, 1917: the theory that a

bourgeois revolution must precede a socialist

revolution, and that all the communists could

and should do in China was to help Chiang

achieve this first revolution. The eventual re-

sult was a series of massacres of Chinese com-

munists by Chiang, and a loss of prestige for

Stalin and for Russia.

Indeed Stalin had apparently never really

believed in the effectiveness of the Comin-

tern as an instrument of world revolution.

When he came to sole power, he could not

abandon it, however, because of the criticism

he would have aroused, and because he sought

to dilute and eventually to eradicate the largely

Trotskyite sentiments of communists in othe

countries. He therefore applied to the Com
intern the same techniques he had used againsi

the party at home and established full con

trol over it through use of the Russian dele

gation. This delegation was responsible

to the Politbureau, and as the representative



of the only successful revolutionary country

it enjoyed great prestige. Successively, the

Comintern was influenced to denounce the

enemies of Stalin; Trotsky and the Left in

1924, Bukharin and the Right in 1928. There-

after there was no divergence between the

Comintern and the Foreign Office.

Stalin and the West, 1928-1939

Simultaneously with the adoption of the

"new socialist offensive" at home, Stalin swung

the Comintern leftward into a new period of

militant revolutionary activity. The Social

Democrats of western countries were de-

nounced now as "social fascists" and as the

most dangerous enemies of communism. The

communists were going to bring about revo-

lutions by themselves. Yet Stalin's personal

belief in the possibility of revolution else-

where seems to have been small. "One Soviet

tractor is worth more than ten good foreign

communists" is a remark quoted as typical of

the views of Stalin's entourage in the days of

the First Five-Year Plan; it reflects his real

contempt for the rest of the world and his

deep-rooted Russian nationalism.

This lack of real interest in the behavior

of communists abroad and the failure to un-

derstand the true play of forces inside other

countries led directly to the triumph of Hitler

in Germany in 1933 (see Chapter 27). The

communists in Germany, who had been in-

structed by the Comintern that the Social

Democrats and not the Nazis were their worst

enemies, fought the Nazis in the streets, but

allied themselves with them in the Reichstag.

They believed that a Nazi triumph would very

soon be followed by a communist revolution.

Thus even after Hitler came to power, the

Russians renewed their nonaggression pact

with Germany.

Yet the shock of realization that Hitler

had meant precisely what he said about liqui-

dating communists, and the fear that the

U.S.S.R. itself might be in danger, soon led

Stalin to modify Russian policy in the direc-

tion of collective security. After Hitler had

refused to guarantee the Baltic states jointly

with Stalin, Russia entered the League of Na-

tions in September, 1 934. The Soviet delegate,

Litvinov, now became the most eloquent de-

fender of universal disarmament and of punish-

ment for aggressors. Soon afterward, the Rus-

sians began to negotiate for an "eastern

Locarno" security pact to balance the agree-

ment reached by the western European nations

at Locarno in 1925 (see p. 457). Although no

such structure could be created because of

Polish and German hostility to the U.S.S.R.,

Russia did sign pacts with France and Czecho-

slovakia in 1935 providing for consultation,

under the terms of the League, in the event of

aggression, and for mutual aid, if the League

certified that aggression had occurred. Soviet

aid to Czechoslovakia, if the Czechs became

victims of aggression, was to be delivered only

if the French, who were bound to the Czechs

by a long-standing alliance, honored their

obligations first.

In view of the shift in Soviet foreign policy,

the Comintern also shifted its line. In 1935,

their recent deadly enemies, the Social Demo-
crats and bourgeois liberals of the West, were

suddenly embraced as allies against the fascist

menace. Communists were to take the lead in

forming "popular fronts" against fascism, and

might properly welcome anybody, no matter

how conservative in other ways, who would

stand together with them on this principle.

Revolutionary propaganda and anti-capitalist

agitation were to be soft-pedaled. The com-

munists in all the countries of the world led

the fight for the defense budgets that they had

previously sabotaged. Georgi Dimitrov, the

Bulgarian communist, hero of the Reichstag

fire trial (Chapter 27) and a symbol of antifas-

cist courage and wit, was made boss of the

Comintern. Inside the Soviet Union, the adop-

tion of the "popular front" strategy was prob-

ably not unrelated to the purges, since the

"Right deviationists" were anxious to reach

an accommodation with the fascist states, and

the "Left deviationists" insisted on the steady

pursuit of world revolution.

This was the period when popular front

governments came to power in France and

Spain, and when some people in the West

naively accepted the communists as their true
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brothers in arms against the menace of Hitler.

However effective the "popular front" may
have been as a tactic with western individuals,

the purges inside Russia disillusioned

governments. A state that had

its top civil and military personnel for the

crime of collaborating with the enemy did not

make an attractive ally. If one believed the

purge charges, one regarded a Soviet alliance

as of doubtful value; if one did not believe

them, how could one trust Stalin? On Stalin's

side, western appeasement of Hitler and Mus-

solini (see Chapter 29) doubtless increased

his disillusionment with the West.

Russia and the western European bloc each

assumed that the chief purpose of the other

was to turn the full force of Hitler's forthcom-

ing attack away from itself and in the opposite

direction. That Hitler intended to attack no-

body could doubt. On September 12, 1936, in

a speech at Nuremberg, he specifically de-

clared once more that

if I had the Ural mountains with their incalculable

store of treasures in raw materials, Siberia with its

vast forests, and the Ukraine with its tremendous

wheatfields, Germany under National Socialist lead-

ership would swim in plenty.'

There was, then, much reason for the West to

hope that the attack would be directed against

the USSR.; this Stalin was determined

Soviet intervention m the Spanish Civil

War (see Chapter 2"') is an interesting demon-

stration of Stalin's real position. General Fran-

cisco Franco, who led an army revolt against

the republican government of Spain in 1936,

soon obtained aid from Mussolini and Hitler.

The Russians, though reluctant to intervene

in Spain at all because of their anxiety to prove

their respectability to the western powers,

realized that a failure to help the Spanish re-

public would cost them support all over the

world. But their aid was too little and came
too late, and consisted largely of police agents

who devoted themselves to fighting Spanish

anarchists and Trotskyites. The Russians hoped
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that the western powers would intervene also,

feeling that if they did so they would be

irrevocably committed to continue the fight

against Hitler on other battlefields. But west-

ern neutrality in Spain helped convince Sta-

lin that a western alliance could not be

counted upon.

A still more important factor here was the

western appeasement of Hitler, which reached

its climax in the Munich agreement of Britain,

France, Germany, and Italy in September,

1938 (see also Chapter 29). From the Russian

point of view, the Munich cession of Czech

lands to Hitler, and the French failure to sup-

port Czechoslovakia and thus make operative

the Russo-Czech alliance, could have only one

purpose — to drive Hitler east. Stalin was ap-

parently ready to support the Czechs if the

French did too; when they did not, he seems to

have decided that he had better sound out

Hitler for an understanding. Thus a truly oper-

ative alliance between Stalin and the West

proved impossible between 1935 and 1939.

When the British and French realized that

appeasement had failed to stop Hitler, they

sought reluctantly for a firmer alliance with

the U.S.S.R. From March to August, 1939,

Stalin kept open both his negotiations with the

West and his slowly ripening negotiations with

the Germans, which at first seemed to be con-

cerned only with a trade agreement. The
British and French mission, when it finally

arrived in Moscow, was not composed of suf-

ficiently high-ranking men to inspire Russian

confidence. Moreover, the western powers

naturally refused to turn over to Stalin the

territories that he wanted as a bulwark against

Germany — Finland and the Baltic republics of

Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.

The growing eagerness of the Germans to

secure a nonaggression pact gave Stalin the

opportunity he sought to divert the war from

Russia. In May, 1939, Litvinov was dismissed

as foreign minister because he was Jewish and

could therefore not negotiate with Germans;

he was replaced by Molotov. In the pact Molo-

tov eventually reached with Hitler late in

August, 1 939, each power undertook to re-

main neutral toward the other in the event

of war. A secret additional protocol provided
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for a division between Germany and Russia of

Poland, which Hitler was about to attack. At

worst, this put Russia's frontier farther west

in the event of a subsequent German attack.

The Russians lived up to the economic clauses

of the agreement to the letter, although the

Germans did not. The publication of the

Hitler-Stalin pact necessitated an abrupt shift

in the world communist line, which had re-

mained staunchly "popular front." Now it was

once more necessary for puzzled communists

to denounce liberals and Social Democrats as

enemies. They had to call the war that Hitler

launched against Poland within a few days an

"imperialist war," in which there was no dif-

ference between the two sides and in which

communists should not get involved.

Stalin

and the Second World War

Stalin overrated the military power of the

Poles to resist Hitler, and thus miscalculated

the course of the first weeks of war. Faced with

the complete collapse of Poland, he marched

into the eastern portion. Disturbed by the lull

("the phony war") on the western fronts, he

probably feared that Hitler would turn against

him at once. This might well have happened

had Hitler been able to secure peace with

France and England, as he strove to do. During

the lull, in December, 1939, came Stalin's

attack on Finland, which, unlike the Baltic

states, had refused to grant him strategic bases.

The attack on the Finns by Stalin aroused a

storm of anti-Russian sentiment in the West.

Both Britain and France supported the recruit-

ment of armies of volunteers, and considered

air raids against Russian targets in support of

the Finns. The League of Nations expelled

Russia Despite severe setbacks to the Rus-

sian troops, the war against the Finns was won
by the spring of 1940, before the western allies

had been able to give them effective aid.

And in the spring of 1940, Stalin's second

major calculation went awry. Like many ob-

servers, he apparently expected France to hold

out a long time, and believed that, even if

Hitler eventually defeated the French, Ger-

many would be greatly weakened. Now instead

came the lightning German operations in the

west, and the war on the Continent seemed to

be over. Only the British held out (see Chapter

29). Preoccupied with the security of his west-

ern frontiers, Stalin simply seized the three

Baltic republics, and staged rigged plebiscites

in which the Latvians, Estonians, and Lithuan-

ians asked to be included in the Soviet Union.

He demanded of Rumania in June, 1940, the

RENDEZVOUS
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province of Bessarabia, whose loss after World
War I the U.S.S.R. had never recognized, and

also northern Bukovina, which had formerly

been Habsburg, not Russian, territory, but

which had a large Ukrainian population and

was strategically valuable. Parts of these terri-

tories were annexed to existing SSRs and parts

were incorporated into the new Moldavian

SSR. The Germans had expected Russian

seizure of Bessarabia, but not of northern

Bukovina; they permitted the seizure, how-

ever, telling the Rumanians that they could

expect no help from Hitler. But that was as

far as Hitler's co-operation with Stalin in

eastern Europe went. The re-annexation of

Bessarabia had given the U.S.S.R. the mouths

of the Danube, controlling an important ar-

tery. The Russians seemed to be moving into

southeast Europe, a region in which the Ger-

mans were not prepared to let them oper-

ate alone.

Only a few weeks after the Russian seizure

of Rumanian territory. Hitler asserted his

own southeastern interests by forcing the Ru-

manians to cede territory to Hungary (August,

1940) and then guaranteeing the new Ruman-
ian frontiers, a guarantee that could apply only

against the U.S.S.R. Soon afterward, German
troops appeared in Finland, "to reinforce the

German armies in Norway," Hitler explained.

And in the autumn of 1940, German troops

entered Rumania proper, "to guard the Ruma-
nian oil-fields against British sabotage." These

maneuvers on his new frontiers deeply dis-

quieted Stalin, as well they might have.

In October, 1940, Italy attacked Greece,

and of)en war had spread to the Balkans. In

November, when Molotov went to Berlin,

Hitler tried to dazzle him with grandiose of-

fers of an enormous future Soviet sphere of

influence extending through Persia to the

Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean, and including

India, after the British Empire was destroyed.

Each time this luscious bait was held out,

Molotov tried to bring the discussion back to

southeast Europe and Finland, and to establish

Russia's sole rights in this sphere. This the

Germans would not allow. After the failure of

the conversations. Hitler ordered preparations

for an attack on the U.S.S.R.

In the spring of 1941, the Germans had to

rescue the Italians from the Greek campaign,

which had bogged down in Albania. This res-

cue was preceded by the movement of Ger-

man troops into Bulgaria, which the U.S.S.R.

regarded as essential to its own defense. Then
came an unsuccessful German effort to win

Yugoslavia without war, and swift victorious

German campaigns in Yugoslavia and Greece

(March-May, 1941). Germany alone ruled su-

preme in the Balkan region, and, though the

Yugoslav and Greek resistance had delayed

the German timetable. Hitler was able to

launch the invasion of the U.S.S.R. on June
22, 1941. Stalin must have known it was

coming; indeed the western powers had

warned him. But he seems to have hoped

against hope to the end. A few weeks before it

came, Stalin, proudly calling himself an Asi-

atic, had secured a neutrality pact with Japan,

Hitler's ally. The Japanese, deeply engaged in

China, and intending to go to war with the

United States, wished as much as did the Rus-

sians for insurance against a war on two fronts.

VI Conclusion

Karl Marx, who scorned and

disliked Russia, would have been utterly

dumbfounded had he lived to see that back-

ward agricultural land, almost without a

proletariat, produce the only successful Euro-

pean communist revolution. Although much

ink has been spilled in an effort to discover

why a Marxist revolution took place in the

country where, in theory, the conditions were

least favorable, the problem is not really so

difficult. Two possible general solutions sug-

gest themselves. Either Marx was wrong, or



what happened in Russia was not a Marxist

revolution at all. Or perhaps both these an-

swers are partly right. It seems clear that Marx
did not correctly estimate the revolutionary

force latent in the Russian peasantry; since

Marx died in 1883, he could not foresee the

full inadequacy of the tsarist regime, the ex-

tent of the tensions created by World War 1, or

the feebleness of the provisional government

of 1917. But it also seems clear that to bring

the Bolsheviks to power it took Lenin's ap-

preciation of the importance of the peasantry,

his grasp of the immediate situation, his will-

ingness to risk everything, and his luck at

being in the right place at the right time with

the right weapons.

On the other hand, the revolution was not

wholly Marxist. Once the Bolsheviks were in

power, of course, it was inevitable that the

succession of real situations they faced should

modify their Marxist-Leninist theories. Thus

civil war and foreign intervention brought

chaos, from which NEP provided a necessary

respite. And in Stalin there came to power an

amalgam of Marxist, Russian nationalist, and

power-hungry politician such as nobody could

have foreseen. Moved by a combination of

motives, Stalin proceeded hastily and brutally

to make over Russia in a decade. Although he

fell short of his goal, his program had created

an industrial state not totally unprepared for

the blows that Hitler was to deal it. Slaves of

the state though they were, collectivized by

force, industrialized by force, purged, terror-

ized, and struggling by the million to exist in

forced labor camps, the Russians in World
War n succeeded, with much help from

the United States, in defeating Hitler and

his allies.

How much the loyalty of Russians to Stalin

was due to the failure of the German invaders

to treat them well, and how far Hitler with a

different policy might have won their support

are questions with which we cannot deal here.

The Russians were facing a coalition of fascist

states— Germany, Hungary, Rumania, and

others grouped together in an alliance called

"the Axis powers" (from the German-Italian

"Axis"), a coalition pledged to the utter de-

struction of communism. We turn now to the

history of these powers and of the fascist form

of totalitarian doctrine they embraced.
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The Rise of Fascism, 1918-1939

I Introduction

In this chapter we shall deal

with the rise of fascism in Europe in the pe-

riod between the two great wars. By 1939,

authoritarian governments of the Right had

taken firm control of Italy, Germany, Spain,

and all the countries of eastern and southeast-

ern Europe except Russia. The process by

which these regimes came to power differed

widely from country to country, as did some
of the external features of the regimes. At first

glance, fascism is more complex and more dif-

ficult to understand than communism, whose

development as a doctrine can be traced from

Marx through Lenin before its followers were

able to put it, or something like it, into prac-

tice in Russia. Unlike communism, fascism has

no such line of theoretical development. Its

proponents often seem to have acted first and
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worried about doctrine later, devising theories

to meet the needs of the moment.

Fascism has been called the revolution of

the classes of order. Political parties on the

Continent have often represented the inter-

ests of the various social classes; when those

interests have seemed to be about evenly bal-

anced in a parliamentary state, a long and in-

decisive political tug-of-war has often ensued.

For example, let us assume that a revolution

from the Left threatens or can be made to

seem to threaten. Then the middle classes, so

the theory runs, seize power and take refuge

in their own form of extremism — fascism, that

is, nationalism tricked out with a few radical

phrases to win mass support, and draped in

mystical garments. This formula can be ap-

plied to Mussolini's rise to power in Italy in

1922, to Hitler's rise to power in Germany

in 1933, to Franco's rise to power in Spain in

1936-1939, and to many of the eastern Euro-

pean dictators. Yet the formula takes us only

so far. Only a study of the different circum-

stances in each of the different countries can

give it body and meaning.

Economic depressions played a role in the

rise of almost every dictator— in Italy the post-

war depression, and elsewhere the world-wide

depression of 1 929 and later. We notice, more-

over, a certain similarity in the externals of

fascism everywhere— colored shirts, private

armies, mass hypnotism, special salutes, spe-

cial war cries and ceremonies, mystical glorifi-

cation of the nation, and a vast program of

conquest. The dictator justifies his program

by references to "have " and "have-not" na-

tions; his own nation is always a "have-not,"

always oppressed.

Fascism is just as violent in its hatred of

democracy, liberalism, and parliamentary in-

stitutions as in its professed dislike of com-

munism. Indeed fascism shares communism's

abhorrence of constitutional procedure, its

disregard of the individual human being, and

its insistence that the state is supreme. Fas-

cism persecutes its enemies, both real and

fancied, with the same ruthlessness we have

observed in Stalin's Russia. Censorship, po-

litical police, concentration camps, the rule of

the bludgeon, the end of legal protection— all

these practices are common to both fascism

and communism.
When Mussolini ruled in Rome, public

buildings everywhere carried the admonition

to loyal Italians, "Believe, fight, obey" (Cre-

dere, comhattere. obbedirel. Presumably this was

intended to be inspiring. Yet all it really

means is; Believe (what Mussolini tells you),

fight (for Mussolini and his backers), obey

(Mussolini). When put this way, the formula is

seen to subvert all religion and all human

decency. Yet, under the stress of the unbear-

able pressures on individuals generated by the

tension of the years between the wars many an

idealist was taken in, surrendering his right

to think and to make his own decisions.

II Italy and Fascism

The Setting

Although Italy was a member of the vic-

torious Allied coalition, she finished the

First World War with a sense of defeat. Six

hundred and fifty thousand of her men had

been killed and one million wounded. Indus-

try slumped immediately after the war, and

within a few months 10 per cent of the indus-

trial workers were unemployed. Prices rose

rapidly, and wages failed to keep up. The

promised pensions for wounded veterans and

families of the killed were long delayed.

Strikes and disorders became frequent. Many

of the young men released from the armies

with no trade but war and no job to go to

drifted restlessly and discontentedly, fit prey

for leaders with glittering promises.

Perhaps most important, the Italian govern-



menc itself, hoping to influence the peace ne-

gotiations, began to spread propaganda among
the Italian people to the effect that their war-

time allies were robbing them of the Slavic

lands in Dalmatia, across the Adriatic, prom-

ised to Italy by the secret Treaty of London

(see Chapter 23) in exchange for Italy's en-

trance into the war. This arrangement the

United States had never agreed to, and now
would not accept. Although the Allied leaders

at the Paris Peace Conference remained unaf-

fected by the storms of protest arising from

Italy, the Italian people did come to believe

that they had shed their blood in vain. Popular

sentiment in Italy, especially in the army,

swung toward extremists of one sort or another.

Some Italians hysterically supported Ga-

briele d'Annunzio, a short, bald nationalist

poet and romantic novelist who formed a band

of volunteers. They seized the city of Fiume,

the Adriatic seaport over which Croatians and

Hungarians had long disagreed (Chapter 25).

Referring to the "stench of peace," and de-

nouncing Woodrow Wilson, d'Annunzio

declared that the time for heroic individual ac-

tion was at hand. Fiume had actually not been

awarded to Italy even by the Secret Treaty of

London, but d'Annunzio felt that Italy must

have it, and that was enough. He ran his own
government in Fiume until the end of 1920.

D'Annunzio patterned his regime there

upon that of an imaginary medieval commune
in a poem by Italy's romantic poet Carducci

(1835-1907). Modeling himself consciously

upon the governor of the commune in the

poem, d'Annunzio would appear on the bal-

cony of the city hall, address an inspirational

harangue to the crowd, and ask for its unani-

mous consent for whatever he wished to do.

This his listeners would grant, raising their

right hands high, as the imaginary citizens of

Carducci's commune had done. Some of

d'Annunzio's followers wore black shirts.

When d'Annunzio asked them to whom Fiume
belonged they would shout /I noi. "to us, " and

when he asked them to whom Italy belonged,

they would give the same answer. Indeed, he

planned to lead his followers from Fiume to

Rome, and thence out into the world to con-

quer it, presumably with daggers, which he

preferred to mechanized weapons. He drafted

the Statutes of Fiume, a constitution in which

he made a conscious attempt to organize soci-

ety along the lines he imagined to have existed

in the guilds and artisans' corporations of the

Middle Ages.

In November, 1920, the Italian government

signed the Treaty of Rapallo with Yugoslavia,

by which Fiume was to become a free city.

Italian forces drove d'Annunzio out, and into

retirement in a villa on the Italian lakes. But

the techniques of force, the haranguing of the

mob from the balcony, the straight-arm salute,

the black shirts, the rhythmic cries, the plans

for conquest, and the "corporative " scheme of

the Statutes of Fiume served as precedent and

inspiration for Benito Mussolini, founder of

Italian fascism.

In the first four years after the end of the

war, Mussolini created and brought to power a

new political force in Italy. In October, 1922,

he was summoned to office by King Victor

Gabriele D'Annunzic
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Emmanuel III (1900-1947); from then on he

gradually created a totalitarian state of which

he was the sole, undisputed ruler. Suppressing

all opposition at home, and threatening the

peace abroad, the fascist state in Italy served

in some degree as model for the Nazis in

Germany, for the Falangists in Spain, and for

totalitarian regimes in virtually all the Euro-

pean successor states of the Habsburg and

Ottoman empires. Eventually, Mussolini was

forced, largely by his own propaganda, into an

alliance with Hitler. In 1940, this alliance

took Italy into World War II, and in 1945 it

brought Mussolini himself to an ignominious

death, upside down on a communist partisan

gallows, with his mistress beside him.

Mussolini: Early Career

Mussolini was born in 1883, in the Ro-

magna, a province of central Italy famous for

its political extremists, and for the violence

with which they express themselves. His fa-

ther was an ardent socialist who had begun his

career as an anarchist under the influence of

Bakunin (Chapter 22). Trained as an elemen-

tary-school teacher, Mussolini was already a

passionate socialist by the time he was eigh-

teen. He spent some time as an agitator among

Italian emigrant laborers in Switzerland

(1902-1904) and in Austria (1909) but was

expelled by the police. Back in Italy, he was

imprisoned for opposing the war against Tur-

key over Tripoli (1911), In 1912, he became

editor of the most important Italian socialist

newspaper. Forward lAvanti),

When World War I began, Mussolini at first

vigorously opposed Italy's entry. But then,

during 1 91 4, he changed his mind. First he fav-

ored "relative neutrality," meaning that social-

ists should leave themselves free to support

Italian entry if such a course seemed likely to

prove favorable to them. When the Italian

Socialist party refused to follow this idea, he

resigned as editor of Aranli. Soon afterward

(November, 1914), he founded his own news-

paper. The People of Italy (ll Popolo d'ltalia) in

Milan, and began to advocate an immediate

Italian declaration of war on the side of the Al-

lies. For this the Socialist party expelled him.

But these bare bones of a biography reveal

only the externals. As a socialist, Mussolini

before 1914 was a passionate left-winger. He
was an apostle of violent social revolution and

a bitter opponent of milder evolutionary and

reformist doctrine. He urged that a small,

well-knit armed minority should seize power

and establish a dictatorship. He loathed mili-

tarism, was himself a draft-dodger, and urged

soldiers to desert the army. He hated mon-

archy, and savagely attacked in his writings all

the crowned heads of Europe, especially the

Italian House of Savoy. He was a vigorous

atheist, urged workers to stay away from

church, and scorned the teachings of Christ.

As an international revolutionary, he opposed

nationalism, and even referred to the Italian

flag as "a rag to be planted on a dunghill."

Yet he was to repudiate almost all these

positions, and as fascist chieftain to substitute

almost the exact opposites. As a fascist, he

attacked bolshevism and all left-wing move-

ments; he made his peace with the monarchy

and the Church; he became a militant nation-

alist, a mystic patriot, and a rabid militarist.

The repudiation of the views he had held so

long and advocated so skillfully is not nearly

so astonishing as it seems. From the first,

Mussolini did not much care for programs;

what he wanted was to rule.

A complete opportunist, he could shift his

line on any question at a moment's notice if it

seemed advantageous. For example, after the

war, though he was now a fascist, he at first

supported a radical program of social change,

indistinguishable from the program he would

have advocated had he still been a socialist.

He favored the action of the Italian workers

in the fall of 1920 when they occupied the

factories in a kind of sit-down strike. Yet,

within a year, he was using the fears which

this strike had aroused in the middle classes

to argue that he was the only possible bulwark

against "bolshevism." About certain matters,

however, he was consistent. He always hated

parliaments and he always loved violence.

Mussolini's switch from isolationism to in-

terventionism in the war in 1914 was the first

of his important shifts. After his expulsion



from the Socialist party, he agitated furiously

for war. speaking to groups of similarly minded

young men called fasci or groups (the im-

age is of a bundle of rods, a symbol of office in

the Roman Republic of antiquity). Soon after

Italy did enter the war in 1 91 5. Mussolini was

conscripted and sent to the front. He was

wounded in 191^ by an Italian mortar shell

that exploded during practice. When he got

out of the hospital, he continued to edit his

newspaper, spewing forth a mixture of ex-

treme revolutionary and extreme nationalist

propaganda

Mussolini: Rise to Power

In March, 1919, Mussolini founded the first

fasci di comballimenio ("groups for combat").

There was no sign as yet to indicate that by

October, 1922, the leader of this small move-

ment would become the most powerful man
in Italy. In 1919. he called for every kind of

revolutionary violence — seizure of the land,

attacks on the factories, shooting of store-

keepers who charged high prices, expropria-

tion of mines and transports, and war by the

vanquished "proletarian" nations against the

victorious capitalists who had kept Italy from

annexing Dalmatia. He now maintained that

socialism was too conservative; his movement,

far from setting itself against a revolution, was

in the vanguard of those who were crying

for one.

Yet in Italy a revolution along Bolshevik

patterns was most unlikely, if not impossible.

The peasants were not very revolutionary, for

they already held much of the land except in

the extreme south. And the industrial work-

ers, though often discontented, knew that a

revolution could be starved out because the

country needed to import most of its raw ma-

terials. The Socialist party was overwhelming-

ly in the hands of moderates, and in 1919

Catholics founded the Popular party iPartilo

Populare llalianoi. designed to compete with

the Socialists for the votes of the lower class-

es, who now had universal suffrage.

In the postwar disorders the peasants seized

without consent of the landowners less than

one-tenth of 1 per cent of the arable land in

Italy. The leaders of the Socialist party and

the General Confederation of Labor voted

down the proposals of anarchist and commu-
nist extremists to turn the workers' occupation

of the factories into a revolution. The govern-

ment waited for the workers to grow tired.

This they did in less than a month (Septem-

ber, 1 920); then they left the occupied facto-

ries and went home.

Yet. although the danger of revolution

was small, the fear of revolution was great.

During 1920 and 1921, the industrialists

and landowners, squeezed by taxation and

inflation, became bitter. Shopkeepers and

tradesmen wanted street disorders to end, food

prices to be regulated, and the co-operative

food stores of the Socialist and Catholic par-

ties to be put out of business as competi-

tors. Professional men and others with fixed

incomes suffered as prices and wages went up

and salaries lagged behind. The police grew

tired of suppressing local disorders and of

being repaid with insults. Ex-servicemen, in-

sulted by anarchists and communists for their

war records, naturally grew more patriotic.

All these groups identified the forces they

did not like as Bolshevik, and accepted as an

article of faith the myth of an impending

Bolshevik revolution. After a series of fascist-

socialists street fights and riots, these "anti-

Bolsheviks" began to look to Mussolini's

fascist bands as the defenders of their inter-

ests. D'Annunzio's defeat left Mussolini as his

natural heir. The Left opposition to Mussolini

was weakened when the communists split off

from the Socialist party in 1921. The fasci

grew enormously, from 30,000 in May, 1920,

to 100,000 in February, 1921, to more than

300,000 at the time of the "March on Rome"
in October, 1 922. No longer were they merely

squads of discontented and idle youths with

vaguely revolutionary and nationalist ideas.

Now, says one fascist of the period, "the sons

and hangers-on of the bigwigs " poured into

the organization.

They had come into the Fascio for their own
ends. . . . If they met men in working clothes, they

fell on them and began beating them. Their men-
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tality was on a par with that of the Communists,

who had beaten and murdered anybody who was

decently dressed. One saw . . . the well-known

surly and rapacious faces of war profiteers . . . and

we were obliged to accept their money because we
needed it to stifle an evil worse than they.*

The liberal parliamentary leaders of Italy

felt that the fascist bands were teaching the

Left a useful lesson. They encouraged the com-

manding officers of the army to issue rifles and

army trucks and gasoline to the fascists, and

even assigned army officers to command their

operations. The police were encouraged to

look the other way during disorders started by

the fascists, and local judges were urged to

help by releasing arrested fascists. Mussolini's

newspaper was circulated free to the soldiers

in the army as a "patriotic" sheet.

A campaign of terror now began against the

socialists and Christian Democrats, as the fas-

cist squadrons cruised around Italy in trucks,

burning down labor-union offices, newspaper

offices, and local Socialist party headquarters,

and beating up and sometimes murdering la-

bor leaders or local anti-fascist politicians. The

fasci forced duly elected officials to resign.

The torch, the cudgel, and the famous castor-

oil treatment were all characteristic weapons.

It is estimated that 2,000 people, anti-fascist

and fascist, policemen and innocent bystanders,

died by violence between October, 1920,

and October, 1922.

The "March" on Rome

were too strong, the police too accustomed to

collaborating with them, and the politicians

themselves as yet unaware that a tightly di-

rected armed mob could really take over the

state. Inside the royal family, the King's cousin,

the Duke of Aosta, had become a fascist sym-

pathizer, as had many army generals, the entire

Nationalist party, and the leading industrialists.

In the fall of 1922, it was clear that the

army would not resist a fascist coup in Rome
itself When a decree of martial law was

presented to the King, he refused to sign it,

probably influenced by his knowledge that the

army would not fight the fascists, and that

the Duke of Aosta would gladly take his crown.

The refusal of the King to declare martial law

greatly heartened the fascists. Now, as the fas-

cists "marched " on Rome, mostly by storming

railroad trains and stealing free rides, the

King (October 29, 1922) telegraphed Musso-

lini in Milan to come to Rome and form a

cabinet. Mussolini arrived by sleeping-car the

next morning.

Fascism, which had begun as a patriotic anti-

Bolshevik movement, and had then turned into

an anti-labor movement in the service of the

industrialists and landowners, had finally come
to power as a conspiracy against parliamentary

government in the service of a military clique.

Just before taking office, Mussolini announced:

Our program is simple: we wish to govern Italy.

They ask us for programs, but there are already too

many. It is not programs that are wanting for the

salvation of Italy but men and will-power.'

In the elections of May, 1921, Mussolini

and thirty-four other fascists were elected

to Parliament, along with ten Nationalists,

their political allies. The momentum of the

fascist movement was now too great to be

slowed down. Mussolini abandoned his anti-

monarchical views, and fascism became a polit-

ical party (November, 1921) as a necessary

step in the drive for power. Too late, the gov-

ernment became alarmed, and tried to take

measures against the fascists, but the squads

•Umberto Banchelli, Memorie di un Fascistn. quoted by

G. Salvemini in The Fascist Dictatorship (New York,

1927), 67-68.

The Fascist Dictatorship

Mussolini now moved gradually to turn his

premiership into a dictatorship. A month after

coming to office, he obtained dictatorial pow-

ers that were to last only until the end of

1923. Although the constitution theoretically

remained in force, Mussolini proceeded to

take over the administration. He created a

Fascist Militia almost 200,000 strong, which

owed complete allegiance to him. He en-

•Quoted by H. Finer, Musso/ini's Italy (New York,

1935), 152.



larped the regular army, and required its mem-
bers to take an oath of [personal loyalty to him.

Before his dictatorial powers expired, he se-

cured from Parliament by pressure a new

electoral law. This law provided that the politi

cal party which received the largest number
of votes in a general election, if that num-

ber amounted to at least one-quarter of the

vote, should automatically receive two-thirds

of the seats in Parliament. The rest of the seats

would be divided proportionately. This law

made certain the fascists' domination of future

parliaments. Indeed, in the election of April,

1924, the fascists actually polled 65 per cent

of the vote cast; but this figure reflects a wide-

spread use of intimidation and terrorism at

the polls. The first all-fascist cabinet was now
appointed. Meanwhile, local administration

was made secure by the appointment of fascist

prefects and subprefects in the provinces;

these officials pursued the enemies of fascism

with the same weapons of murder and may-

hem that had been used before Mussolini's

March on Rome.
Early in 1924, the leader of the opposition

to Mussolini, the socialist Giacomo Matteotti,

published a book called The Fascists Exposed.

in which he detailed many of the outrages the

fascists had committed on their way to power.

It seemed probable that further revelations

were in store, exposing some of Mussolini's

cabinet members as corrupt. On June 1 0,

1924, Matteotti was "taken for a ride" in true

gangster style and murdered. The crime was

traced to members of Mussolini's immediate

circle. This scandal rocked Italy, and for a mo-
ment it even seemed possible that Mussolini

would fall. But he dismissed from office those

who were involved, and pledged himself to

restore law and order. Actually, he delayed

trying the guilty men until March, 1926, and

even then they all got off lightly.

What really helped Mussolini over the cri-

sis, ironically enough, was the departure of

most of the opposition deputies from Parlia-

ment. They declared that they would not re-

turn until the Matteotti murder had been

solved and the government had been shown to

be innocent. Far from making things harder

for Mussolini, as they had intended, their de-

parture actually made things easier. Mussolini

denied his own guilt, imposed a rigid press

censorship, and forbade the opposition to

meet. Most of the deputies never did return to

Parliament, and in 1926 their seats were de-

clared forfeit.
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Next, a series of laws called the "most fas-

cist laws" (legge fascistissime) tightened control

over the press, abolished secret societies like

the Freemasons, whom Mussolini had loathed

ever since his socialist youth, and replaced all

elected local officials by men appointed from

Rome. Opponents of the regime were arrested

and exiled to desolate islands off the Italian

coast. Early in 1926, Mussolini was empow-

ered to govern by decree. Three attempts on

his life led to a new law providing the death

penalty for action against the King, the

Queen, or Mussolini. All opposition political

parties were abolished in the same year, and

the Fascist party was left as the only legal po-

litical party in Italy.

More and more the Italian state and the

Fascist party were brought into co-ordination.

Mussolini was both the Duce (leader) of the

fascists and the capo di governo, the chief of

state. At one moment he also held eight cabi-

net posts simultaneously. The members of the

Fascist Grand Council, a "politbureau" num-

bering roughly twenty of the highest party

functionaries, all appointed by Mussolini, held

all the important posts in the administration

not held by Mussolini himself In 1928, the

Grand Council was given important constitu-

tional duties: preparing the lists of candidates

for election of the Chamber, advising Musso-

lini, and proposing changes in the constitution

or the succession to the throne. The Grand

Council thus became a kind of third house,

above the other two houses of Parliament, the

Senate and the Chamber.

The Corporative State

Mussolini believed that the interests of la-

bor and capital could and must be made to

harmonize with the over-riding interests of

the state. Instead of a political system as we

understand it, he accepted the idea that repre-

sentation should be based on economic inter-

ests organized in "syndicates." Such an idea

was not new: the French syndicalist, Georges

Sorel (Chapter 20), had already argued in this

vein. But Sorel believed in class warfare, and

in government by syndicates of workers only.

Mussolini, following the Italian nationalist

syndicalist, Rossoni, believed in capitalism,

class-collaboration, and producers' syndicates

as well as workers' syndicates.

In 1925, fascist labor unions were recog-

nized by employers as having the sole right to

negotiate labor contracts. Then, in April,

1926, the state officially recognized producers'

and workers' syndicates in each of six areas

— industry, agriculture, commerce, sea and air

transport, land and inland waterway transport,

and banking— plus a syndicate of intellectuals,

making thirteen syndicates in all. Each syndi-

cate could bargain and reach contracts and

could assess dues upon everyone engaged in

its own economic field, irrespective of mem-
bership in the syndicate. Strikes and lockouts

were both forbidden. When labor conditions

did not improve, a "charter of labor," promis-

ing insurance and other benefits, was issued in

1927. In 1926, the syndicates were put under

the control of a special Ministry of Corpora-

tions; Mussolini was the minister.

In 1928, the system of parliamentary repre-

sentation was changed in accordance with fas-

cist syndicalism. A new electoral law provided

for a new Chamber of Deputies (400 instead

of 560 members). The national councils of the

thirteen syndicates could nominate a total of

800 candidates. Each syndicate had a quota,

half to be selected by the employers and half

by the employees. Cultural and charitable

foundations could nominate 200 more candi-

dates. When the total list of 1 ,000 was com-

pleted, the Fascist Grand Council could either

select 400 of them, or strike out names and

add names of its own, or even substitute an

entire new list. The voters would then vote in

answer to the question: "Do you approve of

the list of deputies selected by the Fascist

Grand Council?" They could vote "Yes" or

"No" on the entire list, but they could not

choose from among the candidates. If a ma-

jority voted "Yes," the list was elected; if not,

the procedure was to be repeated. Despite the

highly touted role of the syndicate, all the

power obviously lay with the Fascist Grand

Council. Universal suffrage was abolished

even for this very limited form of election.

Payment of a minimum tax or dues to a syn-



dicate was required of each voter; women
could not vote. In 1929, the elections under

this system produced a "yes" vote of 8,519,559

and a "no" vote of 1 37,761.

Between 1930 and 1938, several constitu-

tional steps were taken which seemed to move
the syndicates into the center of the stage.

Representatives from the syndicates and the

government were now formed into a Council

of Corporations, which was to act as a co-

ordinating committee, settle disputes between

syndicates, assist production, and establish the

fascist corporations themselves, which had not

yet been created. The Council was divided

into seven sections corresponding to the seven

syndicate areas, and in 1931 each of these sec-

tions of the Council was simply declared to be

a corporation. In 1933, it was announced that

the whole corporate system would be revised;

and in 1934 the new elections (which of

course returned the Fascist Grand Council's

list of candidates) produced a "suicide" Cham-
ber of Deputies, which was expected eventually

to put an end to its own existence. Its re-

placement was to be a new "revolutionary

assembly," which Mussolini called into exist-

ence in the fall of 1934. The assembly, also

called the Central Committee of Corpora-

tions, contained 824 members, representing

rwenty-two newly created corporations. The
Fascist party, as well as employers and em-

ployees, was represented on each corporation.

Finally, in 1938 the "suicide chamber" re-

placed itself with the Central Committee of

Corporations, now called the Chamber of

Fasces and Corporations. Nothing remained

of the old parliamentary constitution that had

been set up by Cavour except the Senate, nom-
inally appointed by the King but actually sub-

servient to Mussolini, who on one occasion

had the King appoint forty fascist senators all

at once. This new structure, the corporative

state, was inHuenced by d'Annunzio's strange

medieval ideas, and by Mussolini's own wish

to produce new political and economic forms.

But in spite of much oratory by fascist sym-

pathizers about the corporative state and its

virtues, it does not appear that the new bodies

ever had very much to do with running the

economic or political life of Italy, which re-

ined hrmly under the direction of the fas-

t bureaucracy.

Other Fascist Domestic Policies

During the thirties, the fascist version of

the planned economy made its appearance in

Italy. The government issued or withheld

permits for factory construction. In agricul-

ture, a concerted effort was launched to make
Italy more nearly self-sufficient. This effort

was dramatized with the "Battle of Wheat," in

which the Italians were treated to contests,

prizes, and personal appearances by Mussolini.

In 1932, official figures reported that wheat

production had risen to a point where it could

supply 92 per cent of the nations normal

needs, and the drive was enlarged to include

other cereal products. The government subsi-

dized steamship and air lines, encouraged the

tourist trade, and protected Italian industries

by means of high tariffs on foreign products.

Marshes were drained and land was reclaimed;

the incidence of malaria was reduced. Enor-

mous sums were spent on public works,

and great strides were made in the develop-

ment of hydroelectric power. The trains, at

least so thousands of tourists reported, ran

on time; many argued that "there must be

something in this man Mussolini." Yet Italy's

weakness in essential raw materials proved

to be insuperable.

The state reached into the life of the indi-

vidual at almost every point. Though Italy was

overpopulated, and had for decades relieved

the situation only by mass emigration, Musso-

lini made emigration a crime. He encouraged

people to marry and have the largest possible

families. He reduced their taxes, extended

special loans, taxed bachelors, and extended

legal equality to illegitimate children. He
hoped in this way to swell the ranks of his

armies, and to strengthen his claim that Italy

must expand abroad. Children, the future

party members, were enrolled in a series of

youth movements, beginning at the age of six.

The textbooks in the schools, the books in the

libraries, the professors in the universities,

the plays on the stage and the movies on the
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screen were all made vehicles of fascist prop-

aganda. The secret police, OVRA (from the

initials of the Italian words for "Vigilance

Organization against Anti-Fascist Crimes"),

endeavored to discover and suppress all oppo-

sition movements.

In l') 2_9 Mussolini jerrled the -Roman
qiipgfirifWgpp C h a prpr T] ) hy pntprini^ infr. rhp

Treaty ith the_papacy. This treaty

recognized the independent state of Vatican

City, and thus restored the temporal power of

the pope, though on a greatly reduced scale.

Mussolini also recognized Catholicism as the

state religion, and promised to halt anti-papal

propaganda. He gave up the right to tax con-

tributions to the Church or the salaries of the

clergy, and paid $1 05,000,000 to compensate

the papacy for the Italian occupation of papal

territories since 1870. A further concordat

legalized religious marriages and extended

religious instruction in the schools. The

Church agreed not to engage in politics in its

newspapers and periodicals.

Yet, despite the fact that many church offi-

cials viewed the fascist movement sympathet-

ically, difficulties arose after these agreements

had been concluded. In an encyclical. Pope

Pius X l_ (1922-1939) indicated his disap-

proval of Mussolini's "relentless" economic

policies and of the corporations as "serving

special political aims rather than contributing

to the initiation of a better social order."

Mussolini now charged that the Church's

"Catholic Action" clubs were engaged in pol-

itics, and dissolved them. The Pope denied

the charges and denounced the Fascist party's

practice of monopolizing the time and educa-

tion of the young. In 1 931 , however, a further

agreement was reached, and the clubs were

re-opened.

Fascist Foreign Policy

and Its Consequences

Since Mussolini's foreign policies form an

integral part of the international relations

leading up to World War II, we shall discuss

them more fully in Chapter 29. Here we may

simply point out that his extreme nationalism.

his love of panoply and parades, and his mili-

tarism were the logical extensions of his do-

mestic ideas and accomplishments. Mussolini's

wish to re-create the glories of ancient Rome
impelled him to undertake a policy of ad-

venture in the Mediterranean, which he called

Mare Nostrum (Latin for "our sea") as a sign

that he was the heir to the Caesars. This policy

began in 1923, when five Italians working for

the League of Nations were assassinated as

they marked out the new frontier between

Albania and Greece. Mussolini bombarded

and occupied the Greek island of Corfu and

refused to recognize the League's right to

intervene. Only British pressure led to a set-

tlement of the matter.

Later, Mussolini's policy of adventure led

him to military aggression in Ethiopia, in

Spain, and in Albania (which he dominated

during the 1920's and occupied in April,

1939). It drove him into an alliance with his

fellow-fascist, Hitler, and led him to voice

loud claims against the French for Corsica,

Tunisia, Nice, and Savoy. And it alienated

Italy from her natural allies, France and Brit-

ain. Thus, Mussolini's grandiose fascist ideol-

ogy first spurred Italy to win self-sufficiency,

to rebuild her seaports, and to create a mer-

chant fleet and navy. But the same ideology

ultimately separated her from the only powers

who might have saved her from the disaster

toward which Mussolini was driving.

The German alliance was also responsible

for a striking new departure in fascist domes-

tic policy. This was the official adoption of

anti-Semitism, which took place in 1938. With

only 70,000 Jews, most of whom had long

been resident, Italy had no "Jewish problem."

Italian Jews were entirely Italian in their lan-

guage and sentiments, and could be distin-

guished from other Italians only by their

religion. Many of them were prominent in the

fascist movement, and many were anti-fascist.

There was no widespread sympathy in Italy

for the government's adoption of Hitler's ra-

cial policies. Yet Hitler's dominating influ-

ence led Mussolini to expel Jews from the

Fascist party, and to forbit them to teach or at-

tend school, to intermarry with non-Jews, and

to obtain new licenses to conduct businesses.



In summing up Mussolini's career, we may
turn to a quotation from an article that he

himself wrote in 1920 to denounce Lenin. In

reading it, substitute Italy for Russia and

Mussolini for Lenin, and you will have a clear

idea of fascism:

Russia is a state . . . composed of men who
exercise power, imposing an iron discipline upon

individuals and groups and practicing reaction'

whenever necessary. ... In the Russia of Lenin

there is only one authority; his authority. There is

only one liberty: his liberty. There is only one

opinion: his opinion. There is only one law; his

law. One might cither submit or perish. . . . Rus-

sia .. . swallows up and crushes the individual and

governs his entire life. . . . Whoever says state

necessarily says the army, the police, the judiciary,

and the bureaucracy. The Russian state is the state

par excellence. . . . It has j/a/;2f(/ economic life . . .

and formed a huge army of bureaucrats. At the base

of the pyramid, . . . there is the proletariat which,

as in the old bourgeois regimes, obeys, works, and

eats little or allows itself to be massacred. . .
.*

Ill Germany and the Weimar Republic, 1918-1933

Whereas Mussolini took over in

Italy less than four years after World War 1

ended, the Germans experimented with de-

mocracy for fifteen years before succumbing

to Adolf Hitler. Two days before the armi-

stice of November II, 1918, the German So-

cial Democrats proclaimed a republic. On July

31, 1919, this republic adopted a constitution

drawn up by a national assembly at Weimar; it

is therefore known as the "Weimar Republic."

The Weimar Constitution was never formally

abandoned, but after Hitler became chancellor

on January 30, 1933, Germany was in fact a

dictatorship.

The history of the Weimar Republic di-

vides itself naturally into three periods: a pe-

riod of political threats from Left and Right

and of mounting economic chaos, from 1918

to the end of 1923; a period of political sta-

bility, fulfillment of the Versailles Treaty re-

quirements, and seeming economic prosperity,

from 1924 to late 1929; and a period of eco-

nomic depression and mounting right-wing

power, from late 1929 to January, 1933.

The Impact of Defeat

For the overwhelming majority of the Ger-

man people, defeat in 1918 came as a great

shock. The military authorities who ran the

German Empire during the last years of the

war had failed to report to the public German
reverses on the battlefield. No fighting had

ever taken place on German soil, and the

Germans had got used to thinking of their

armies as in firm possession of the foreign

territories they had overrun. Now these ar-

mies came home. It is often argued that the

Allies committed a grave blunder by their

failure to march to Berlin and demonstrate to

the German people that they had actually

been defeated. Schooled in reverence for their

military forces, the Germans could not grasp

the fact that their armies had lost the war.

Moreover, the Allies, under the leadership of

Wilson, simply refused to deal with the Su-

preme Command of the German armies. Field

Marshal von Hindenburg, as supreme com-

mander, was never required to hand over his

sword to Marshal Foch, or to sign the armi-

stice. Rather, it was the civilian politicians who
had to bear the odium. In this way, the Allies

unintentionally did the German military caste

a great favor.

Before the ink was dry on the armistice

agreement, the generals, led by Hindenburg

himself, were explaining that the German ar-

mies had never really been defeated. This was

exactly what the public wanted to believe, and



the harsh facts— that LudendorfF and Hinden-

burg had insisted on surrender because the

armies could no longer fight — were never ef-

fectively publicized. So the legend that Ger-

many had somehow been "stabbed in the

back" by civilians, by liberals, socialists, com-

munists, and Jews, took deep root, and became

almost an article of faith among many Ger-

mans. This legend was widely disseminated by

politicians, especially by those who had a

stake in the old Prussian system — the monar-

chists, agrarians, industrialists, and militarists.

All through the period of the Weimar Repub-

lic, these groups remained hostile toward it;

their hostility ranged from political opposition

to conspiracies to overthow the government.

The Allies added another error by in-

cluding the celebrated "war-guilt" clause in

the Treaty of Versailles. The German signato-

ries were obliged to acknowledge what none

of them believed, and what subsequent his-

torians would disprove: that Germany alone

had been responsible for the outbreak of the

war. The war-guilt clause made it harder for

the German public to acknowledge defeat and

the evils of the past system, to sweep away the

militarists, and to bend to the task of creating

a virile republic. Instead, it led many Germans

to dissipate their energies in denying war-

guilt, in hating the enemies who had saddled

them with the charge, in bewailing the sell-out

of their generals, and in waiting for a chance

to show by force that they had been right all

the time.

Postwar Political Alignments

and Activities

Threats to stability from the Left further

strengthened the anti-republican forces of the

Right. Responsibility for launching the re-

public and for preventing disorder fell upon

the "majority socialists," made up of Social

Democrats and right-wing Independent So-

cialists, and led by the Social Democrat, Ebert.

The Social Democrats were a moderate group.

They made no attack on agrarian property, and

they allowed the Junkers to maintain intact

their estates and the social and political posi-

tion that went with them. True to their reform-

ist tradition, the Social Democrats concluded

with the industrialists collective bargaining

agreements that guaranteed the eight-hour

day, rather than trying to launch a serious

movement for nationalizing German industry.

But to the left of the Social Democrats the

left wing of the Independent Socialists and

the communist "Spartacists" (named for Spar-

tacus, the leader of a slave revolt in ancient

Rome) agitated for a proletarian revolution on

the Russian pattern. Unable to operate effec-

tively through Soviets, the Left tried to stage a

revolution in the winter of 1918-1919, but

Ebert called in the army to stop it. The gener-

als used not only regular units but also newly

formed volunteer units, or "Free Corps," made

up mostly of professional soldiers, who were

embittered by Germany's recent military de-

feat and were violently opposed to democracy.

Now the right wing of the Independent So-

cialists withdrew from the government, and

sole responsibility thenceforth rested with the

Social Democrats, who put their man, Noske
into the war ministry. As the civil strife con

tinued, the communitsts attempted a coup

which Ebert, Noske, and the troops put down.

Cavalry officers murdered the two chief lead

ers of the communists after peace had been

restored, at the cost of more than a thousand

casualties. Meanwhile, in Catholic Bavaria,

disorders led to the brief emergence of a So-

viet republic, which was liquidated in May,

leaving Bavaria the home of a sort of perma-

nent red-scare. The Bavarian local authorities,

throughout the entire life of the Weimar Re-

public, encouraged the intrigues of monar-

chists, militarists, and nationalists. It was in

Bavaria that Free Corps assassinations were

planned, and it was there that Hitler got his

start.

In this way the forces of the German Right,

ostensibly crushed by the war, were given a

powerful new lease on life by the Allies.

Meantime, Germany still had an army, the

Reichswehr. limited in size to 100,000 men,

consisting chiefly of officer cadres, magnifi-

cently trained and able to take over the com-

mand of far larger numbers if and when troops

became available.



The political constellation of the new Ger-

many did not consist solely of Social Demo-
crats and extremists of Right and Left. The old

parties of imperial Germany (see Chapter 22>

reappeared, often with new labels. The right

wing of the old Liberals now emerged as the

Peoples party, including the more moderate

industrialists, with a platform of private prop-

erty and opposition to socialism. Its leader

was Gustav Stresemann. Former Progressives

and left-wing Liberals now formed the new
Democratic party, a genuine middle-class re-

publican and democratic group, including

many of Germany's most distinguished intel-

lectuals. The Catholic Center party reemerged

with its name and program unchanged. It ac-

cepted the Republic, rejected socialism, and

favored social legislation under pressure from

its left wing of trade-union members, but it

opposed far-reaching reform under pressure

from its right wing of aristocrats and indus-

trialists. The Social Democrats, the Democrats,

the Center, and the People's party represented

those groups which, though not all enthusi-

astic, were willing to try to make the new state

work. On the Right, the former Conservatives

reemerged as the National People's party or

Nationalists, dominated by the Junkers as be-

fore. The Nationalists had the support of some
great industrialists, of most of the bureaucrats,

and of a substantial section of the lower middle

class, which hoped to return to the good old

days of the monarchy. The Nationalists did not

accept the Republic.

The Weimar Constitution. 1919

When the Germans voted for a national con

stituent assembly in January, 1919, the parties

supporting the Republic won more than 75 per

cent of the seats {see table below), with the

Social Democrats alone obtaining nearly 40

per cent. The assembly met in Weimar, elected

Ebert President of Germany, and formed a

government that reluctantly signed the

Treaty of 'Versailles after a delay of some
months. The assembly then adopted the new
constitution. The new Germany was still a fed-

erative state, but the central government had

great authority to legislate for the entire coun-

try. The president might use armed force to

coerce any of the states that failed to obey

the constitution or national laws. The cabinet

was responsible to the lower house, or Reicbs-

lag. which was to be chosen by universal

suffrage of all citizens (including women)
over twenty.

The president, who was to be elected every

seven years by the entire people, was given

considerable authority. He was empowered to

make treaties, appoint and remove the cabinet,

command the armed forces and appoint or re-

move all officers, dissolve the Reichstag, and

German Elections to the Weimar Assembly and Reichstag, 1919-1933

(Number ol seals obtained by the major parties, arranged with the Lett at the !0(
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call new elections. Furthermore, he could take

any measure he deemed necessary to restore

order when it was threatened, and mi^ht tem-

porarily suspend the civil liberties that the

constitution granted. Yet the Reichstag could

order such measures repealed. Inside the cabi-

net, the chancellor was a real prime minister,

with responsibility for planning policy. The

constitution also provided for popular ini-

tiative. One-tenth of the electorate could bring

in a bill or propose an amendment to the con-

stitution. On the economic side, the constitu-

tion provided that the government might

socialize suitable enterprises, but guaranteed

private property and the right of inheritance.

Several other contradictions reflected the

conflict of interest between the Social Demo-
crats and the middle-class parties. But the

powers of the president and the introduction

of proportional representation were perhaps

the two chief weaknesses. The powers of the

president made dictatorship a real possibility.

Proportional representation required that

votes be cast for entire party lists of candidates,

and thus prevented independent voters from

"splitting the ticket," and independent politi-

cians from obtaining office. This system en-

couraged small splinter parties to multiply.

Right and Left Extremism,

1920-1922

In 1920, pressure from the Right loomed as

the most serious threat to the Republic. In

March, 1 920, a coup (in German, putsch) drove

the government from Berlin for several days.

The commander of the Berlin military dis-

trict, supported by LudendorfF and the Free

Corps leaders, hoped to bring to power an East

Prussian reactionary official named Kapp.

Ebert managed to defeat this "Kapp putsch" by

calling a general strike that paralyzed Ger-

many. Because the old monarchical judicial

system still existed, the men arrested and tried

for the Kapp putsch all got off with extremely

light sentences, whereas left-wingers brought

before the courts were very harshly punished.

As an immediate outgrowth of the strike

called by the government, a communist revolt

took place in the Ruhr. In pursuit of the com-

munists, German troops entered the area,

which had been demilitarized by the Versailles

Treaty; this action in turn led to French mili-

tary intervention and a brief occupation of

the Ruhr and Frankfurt (April-May, 1920). In

the elections of June, 1920, the electorate be-

gan to support the extremists of Right and

Left. The Democrats and Social Democrats

lost strength.

In April, 1921, when the Allies presented

the bill for reparations, which totaled 132 bil-

lion gold marks, the politicians of the Right

favored simple rejection of the terms, while

the Weimar parties realistically decided that

the threat of invasion made this course impos-

sible. Again, the moderates had to take respon-

sibility for a necessary decision that was sure

to prove unpopular, and that they themselves

did not approve. The minister for reconstruc-

tion, Walter Rathenau, a Democrat and a suc-

cessful industrialist, hoped that a policy of

"fulfillment" might convince the Allies that

Germany was acting in good faith, and might

in the long run lead to concessions. An in-

tensely patriotic German, Rathenau was also

a Jew, and drew the particular venom of the

anti-Semitic nationalist orators.

The secret terrorist groups of the Right be-

gan a campaign of assassination. They began

(August, 1921) by murdering Matthias Erz-

berger, the Catholic Center politician who had

signed the armistice, and a leading moderate.

His assassins escaped through Bavaria. When
one of them was caught, the courts acquitted

him. When the League of Nations awarded to

Poland a substantial area of the rich province

of Upper Silesia, containing many German in-

habitants, the Right grew still angrier. Rathe-

nau was killed in June, 1922, by men who be-

lieved in the "stab-in-the-back" theory, and

thought that by murdering a Jew they could

avenge the "betrayal" of the German army.

Hitler: Early Career

During the months between the assassina-

tions of Erzberger and Rathenau, a new and

ominous element had emerged among the wel-



Officer addressing a Berlin

crowd during the Kapp
Putsch o1 1920.

ter of right-wing organizations in Bavaria. This

was the "National Socialist Party of the Ger-

man Workers" (called "Nazi" as an abbrevia-

tion of the word National) led by Adolf Hitler,

the son of an obscure, illegitimate Austrian

customs official, whose real name had been

Schick Igruber. Born in 1889, Hitler early

quarreled with his father, and seems always to

have felt bitter and frustrated. In X'-X)'' , he was

rejected by the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts,

where he wished to study painting. He became
an odd-job man, selling an occasional water-

color, but always hovering on the edge of star-

vation. It was during these years that his hatred

of the Jews began. As we know (see Chapter

22), lower-middle-class Vienna at the time was

deeply devoted to its anti-Semitic Mayor Lue-

ger, whom Hitler admired. Because Karl Marx
himself had been ofJewish origin and because

many Viennese Jews were socialists. Hitler

associated socialism with the Jews and lumped
both together as somehow responsible for his

own personal troubles and for the ills of

the world.

Hitler drew support for his anti-Semitism

from several nineteenth-century theorists. The
French Count Joseph Arthur de Gobineau
(1816-1882) had laid the pseudo-scientific

foundation for modern theories of "Nordic"

and "Aryan" supremacy. One of Gobineau's

most influential readers was the great German
composer, Richard Wagner (see Chapter 23).

Wagner's son-in-law, the Englishman Houston

Stewart Chamberlain (1855-1927), wrote a

long and turgid book called The Foundalions

of the Nineteenth Century, which glorified the

Germans and assailed the Jews; one section

was devoted to a "demonstration" that Christ

had not been of Jewish origin. Chamberlain

furiously opposed democratic government

and, interestingly enough, capitalism. Thus he

provided Hitler with a congenial mixture of

racism, nationalism, anti-democratic thought,

and radicalism.

Hitler came to hate Vienna as a cosmopoli-

tan and Jewish community, and moved to Mun-

ich in 1913. In 1914, he enlisted in the Ger-

man army, and fought through the war as a

corporal. He won the iron cross for bravery,

but was regarded by his commanding officer

as too "hysterical" to deserve a commission.

After the war, he went back to Munich, where,

as might have been expected, he loathed

the new republic and the "Bolsheviks," ad-

mired the Free Corps, and decided to become

a politician.

LudendorfF had moved to Munich, and had

become the center of the reaction. Hitler was

employed as a political education officer for

the troops. While engaged in this work, he dis-

covered a small political group that called

itself the "German Workers' Party." This group

combined nationalism and militarism with a

generous amount of radicalism. Hitler joined
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the party in 1919 and soon proved himself to

be a far abler politician than any of his col-

leagues. He urged intensive propaganda for

the union of all Germans in a greater Ger-

many, for the elimination of all Jews from

political life, a state guarantee of full employ-

ment, the confiscation of war profits, the na-

tionalization of trusts, the encouragement of

small business, and a land-grant to the peas-

antry. The seemingly radical character of his

program caused many Germans otherwise

sympathetic to hesitate before giving Hitler

money. As early as 1920, he began to re-

assure them by saying he opposed not "in-

dustrial capital" but only "Jewish international

loan capital."

Hitler was an extremely successful orator,

with almost hypnotic gifts of capturing a

crowd. By 1921, he had made himself the

absolute leader, the Piihrer (compare with

duce), of the Nazi party, and in the same year

he strengthened himself by founding the

SA {Sturmabteilung. or storm-troops), brown-

shirted units largely recruited from the

Free Corps. The storm-troopers wore arm-

bands with the swastika emblem, patrolled

mass meetings, and performed other services

for the leader. Their commander was a

notorious pervert. Captain Roehm, who was

also political adviser to the commander of

the infantry stationed in Bavaria. So the Nazis,

like the Italian fascists, could use their sym-

pathizers in the army to obtain illegal access

to government supplies of arms.

Besides Roehm, Hitler's closest collabo-

rators included Hermann Goering, a war-

time aviator who had shot down twenty Allied

planes, but who found himself restless in

peacetime, and took on the job of giving

the SA a military polish; Rudolf Hess, his

Egyptian-born lieutenant and private sec-

retary; and Alfred Rosenberg, a Baltic German
distinguished for fanatical hatred of Jews

and Bolsheviks, and first editor of the party

newspaper.

Hitler and his Nazis were still a very minor

political force in 1922 when the middle-of-the-

road parties attempted to strengthen the Re-

public. After the assassination of Rathenau,

Stresemann's People's party moved away from

the Nationalists, who were now tainted by mur-

der, and entered into a collaboration with

Center and Democrats. So tense was the politi-

cal situation that the scheduled presidential

elections were postponed to 1925.

The Inflation, 1922-1923

Political maneuvers to meet the increasing

threat from the Right, however, were largely

nullified by the increasing economic problem

posed by steadily growing inflation, which in

1922 and 1923 reached unheard-of extremes.

Inflation is a complicated economic phenom-

enon, and no mere list or description of its

causes can really tell the full story. But the

single chief cause for the runaway inflation in

Germany after 1921 was probably the failure

of the German government to levy taxes with

which to pay the expenses of the war. The im-



perial regime had expected to win, and to

make the losers pay Germany's expenses by

imposing huge indemnities. So it paid for

only about 4 per cent of the war costs by

means of taxation. As defeat neared, the gov-

ernment borrowed more and more money
from the banks. When the loans came due, the

government repaid them with paper money
that was not backed by gold. Each time this

happened, more paper money was put into

circulation, and prices rose; each rise in prices

naturally led to a demand for a rise in wages,

which had to be paid with more paper money.

The inflationary spiral was under way. Instead

of cutting purchasing power by imposing

heavy taxes, the government permitted buyers

to compete with each other for goods in

short supply, thus speeding up the whole

process of inflation.

Many other forces helped inflation along.

For several reasons, Germany lacked gold to

back its currency. Germany had to pay in gold

for goods bought abroad during the war; the

rich sent great sums out of Germany for fear

that the government would attach them to pay

reparations. Raw materials were in short sup-

ply; industry was disorganized; and credit was

curtailed. The armies of occupation had to be

maintained at German expense, and reparation

payments had to be made. Nationalist Ger-

mans maintained that these expenses, espe-

cially reparations, were the cause of inflation;

but, though reparations certainly helped the

process, they were by no means solely respon-

sible for it. The total sums involved in repa-

rations were never great enough to affect the

German currency until long after the inflation

was under way. Indeed, the inflation was partly

due to the industrialists' wish to avoid paying

reparations, and to clear their own indebted-

ness by letting the currency become worthless.

The following timetable shows how bad the

situation had become by the end of 1922.

When the war was over, the mark, normally

valued at 4.2 to a dollar, had fallen to 8.4. In

January. 1921, it was 45; by December, 160.

By September, 1922, it was 1,303, and at the

end of the year it was 7,000. In these months,

the government begged for a moratorium on
reparations payments and for a foreign loan.

But the French were unwilling. They had al-

ready paid billions for the rebuilding of areas

that the Germans had devastated during the

war, and they wanted the Germans to pay

the bill. As a guarantee, the French de-

manded the vitally important German indus-

trial region of the Ruhr. Despite British

opposition, the French occupied the Ruhr in

January, 1 923, after the Germans had defaulted

on their reparations payments. The French in-

tended to run the mines and factories for their

own benefit, and thus make up for the German
failure to pay reparations.

The Germans could not resist with force,

but they declared the occupation of the Ruhr
illegal, and ordered the inhabitants to embark
on passive resistance— to refuse to work the

mines and factories or to deliver goods to the

French. This order the people of the Ruhr
obeyed. Local tension in the occupied area

became serious when the French took meas-

ures against German police and workers, and

when German Free Corps members undertook

guerrilla operations against the French.

But the most striking result of the French

occupation of the Ruhr was its effect upon the

already desperate German economy. Not only

German inflation: a baker uses a cigar

box to take home his week's wages, Decem-
ber, 1922.
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was the rest of Germany cut off from badly

needed goods from the occupied area, but the

Ruhr inhabitants were idle at the order of the

German government, and had to be supported

at government expense. The printing press

struck off ever-increasing amounts of ever-

more-worthless marks. Now the exchange rate

went from thousands of marks to the dollar to

millions, to billions, and, by December, 1923,

well up into the trillions.

The Consequences of Inflation

Such astronomical figures are meaningless

except in terms of the personal and social

consequences. A student set off one afternoon

for the university with his father's check in his

pocket to cover a year's tuition, room, board,

and entertainment. When he arrived the next

morning after an overnight journey, he dis-

covered that the money he got for the check

would pay for one short streetcar ride! Life-

time savings were rendered valueless; people

trundled wheelbarrows full of marks through

the street in an effort to buy a loaf of bread.

Those who lived on fixed incomes were utterly

ruined, and the savings of the investing

middle classes were wiped out. Real property

took on fantastic value. The story is told of

two brothers, one frugal and the other

spendthrift, who had shared equally in a for-

tune inherited from their father. The frugal

one had invested his money; the spendthrift

had bought a fine wine-cellar, which he had

proceeded to drink up. When inflation came,

all the frugal brother's investments would not

buy him a haircut, but the spendthrift found

that the empty bottles in his cellar were worth

billions on billions of marks apiece, and that

he was rich again. Under such circumstances,

speculation in real estate flourished and

skillful speculators made immense for-

tunes.

For the German worker, inflation did not

mean the liquidation of his savings, because

he usually had none. It did mean a great drop

in the purchasing power of his wages, so great

that he could no longer afford the necessities

of life. His family suffered from hunger and

cold. Since the financial position of the labor

unions was destroyed, they were no longer

able to help the workers, who gave up their

membership in droves. The great industrial-

ists, however, gained from the inflation, in

part just because it did cripple the labor un-

ions, but still more because it wiped out their

own indebtedness, and enabled them to absorb

small competitors and build giant business

combines.

Politically, inflation greatly strengthened

the extremists of both Right and Left. The

middle classes, although pushed down to the

economic level of the proletariat, still pos-

sessed the middle-class psychology. In status-

conscious Germany, they would not adhere

to the working-class parties of Social Dem-
ocrats or Communists. Disillusioned, they

would not adhere to the moderate parties

that supported the Republic — the People's

party, the Center, and the Democrats. So the

Nationalists, and Hitler's Nazis above all,

reaped a rich harvest. The hardships of the

working class led many workers to turn away

from the Social Democrats to the Commu-
nists. But Soviet Russian restraint on the

leaders of the German party prevented any

concerted revolutionary drive until the fall of

1923, by which time poor organization and

strong governmental repressive measures had

doomed their efforts.

With the country seething in crisis, Strese-

mann as chancellor in the fall of 1923 pro-

claimed that because of the economic

dislocation Germany could not keep up pas-

sive resistance in Ruhr. He ordered work to

be resumed and reparations to be delivered

once again. Political troubles multiplied when
the Right refused to accept the new policy.

At the height of the agitation in Bavaria,

Hitler in early November, 1923, broke into a

right-wing political meeting in a Munich beer-

hall and announced that the "national revolu-

tion" had begun. At gun-point he tried to get

other local leaders to support him in a march

on Berlin. They agreed, but let him down when

they learned that the national government was

prepared to put down the Nazis. Although

Ludendorff himself joined the Nazi demon-

stration in Munich, as he had joined the Kapp



putsch of 1 920, troops broke up the demonstra-

tioti with only a few casualties.

The trials of Ludendorff and Hitler have

become famous as the most striking example

of the Weimar judicial system's partiality for

men of the Right. Ludendorff was respectfully

acquitted. Hitler was allowed to use the dock

as a propaganda platform for his ideas and was

sentenced to the minimum term for high

treason: hve years. He actually spent eight

months in comfortable confinement, during

which time he wrote large portions of Mem
Kampf {My Battle), the famous bible of

the Nazis.

The End of Inflation, 1923-1924

Communist disorders and the Nazi beer-

hall putsch marked the last phase of the infla-

tion period. A couple of weeks before Hitlers

effort, the government had given extraordi-

nary financial powers to Hans Luther, minister

of finance, and Hjalmar Schacht, banker and

fiscal expert. All printing of the old currency

was stopped. A new bank was opened to issue

new marks, which were simply assigned the

value of the pre-war mark (4.2 to the dollar).

The new currency was backed not by gold but

by an imaginary "mortgage " on all Germany's

agricultural and industrial wealth, a psycho-

logical gesture that won public confidence. It

took one trillion of the old marks to equal

one of the new. Simultaneously, rigorous

economy was put into effect in every branch

of the government, and taxes were increased.

The public protested loudly, but the measures

remained in force until they had accomplished

the intended effect. The cure for inflation pro-

duced serious hardships too. Prices fell, and

- Ludendorff (center) and Hitler at their trial for involvement in the beer-hall putsch of 1923;

second from the right is Captain Roehm, head of the S.A. and casualty of the blood purge of

1934 (see p. 461).
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over-expanded businesses collapsed. Unem-
ployment rose sharply, wages stayed low, and

workers labored long hours.

During 1924, the Allies contributed to the

ending of the crisis in Germany by formulat-

ing the Dawes Plan, named for Charles G.

Dawes, the American financier and later

vice-president under Calvin Coolidge. The
plan recommended the evacuation of the Ruhr

by the French, the establishment of a special

bank to receive reparations payments, gradu-

ally rising annual payments for the first five

years, and an international loan to finance the

German deliveries in the first year. The Na-

tionalists violently attacked the proposals as a

sinister scheme to enslave Germany to foreign

masters. In the Reichstag elections of May,

1924, the Nationalists scored impressive

gains, as did the Nazis and the Communists,

while the moderate parties all suflfered (see

table on p. 449). But a coalition managed to

win acceptance of the Dawes Plan in August,

1924, by the device of promising the Nation-

alists representation in the cabinet. When new
elections were held in December, the Nazis

and Communists suffered losses, and the So-

cial Democrats and moderates gained. A Cen-

ter-People's party-Nationalist coalition took

office early in 1925 and governed Germany.

One wing of the Nationalists, however, led by

the enormously rich industrial press and film

magnate, Alfred Hugenberg, who had made a

fortune during the inflation, opposed all co-

operation with the Republic. Though Ger-

many had moved appreciably to the Right,

foreign policy remained in the conciliatory

hands of Stresemann, who remained foreign

minister through all governments between

November, 1923, and his death in October,

1929.

Recovery at Home, 1924-1929

During these less-troubled middle years of

the Weimar Republic, economic recovery

proceeded steadily, until, in 1929, German
industrial output exceeded that of 1913.

First-rate German equipment, coupled with

superb technical skill and a systematic adop-

tion of American methods of mass production,

created a highly efficient industrial machine.

This "rationalization" of industry increased

production, but brought with it over-borrowing

and some unemployment. "Vertical trusts,"

which brought together in one great corpora-

tion all the parts of an industrial process from

coal- and iron-mining to the output of the

finished product; and cartels, associations of

independent enterprises that controlled sales

and prices for their own benefit, were charac-

teristic of the German system. The emphasis

was always on heavy industry, which meant

that continued prosperity would depend upon

a big armaments program.

All through this period, reparations were

paid faithfully, with no damage to the Ger-

man economy. Indeed, more money flowed

into Germany from foreign, especially Ameri-

can, investment than flowed out from repara-

tions. Dependence on foreign capital, how-

ever, which would cease to flow in time of

depression, made German prosperity arti-

ficial.

In 1925, after President Ebert died, a pres-

idential election was held in which three can-

didates competed. The Catholic Center, the

Democrats, and the Social Democrats sup-

ported the Center leader, Wilhelm Marx. The
Nationalists, People's party, and other right-

wingers joined in support of Field Marshal

Hindenburg, then seventy-seven years old.

The Communists ran their own candidate, and

thus contributed to the election of Hinden-

burg, who won by a small plurality. Abroad,

the choice of a man so intimately connected

with imperial militarist Germany created dis-

may; but until 1 930 Hindenburg acted entirely

in accordance with the constitution, to the

distress of most of the nationalist groups. The
domestic issues of this period all aroused

great heat, but were settled by democratic

process. In the elections of 1928, the Social

Democrats were returned to power, and the

Nationalists and Nazis were hard hit (see ta-

ble on p. 449). All in all, prosperity encour-

aged moderation and a return to support of

the republic.



'Fulfillment" Abroad, 1925-1930

In foreign affairs, this middle period of the

Weimar Republic was one of gradually in-

creasing German participation in the system

of collective security. Thus in 1925 Germany
signed the Locarno treaties, which took the

French armies out of the Rhineland, substi-

tuted a neutral zone and a frontier guaranteed

by Britain and Italy, and set up machinery for

the arbitration of disputes between Germany
and her neighbors. These treaties did not,

however, guarantee to Poland and Czechoslo-

vakia the eastern frontiers of Germany. In

1 926, Germany was admitted to the League of

Nations, with a (jermanent seat on the

League's Council. In 1929, Germany accepted

the Kellogg-Briand Pact, which outlawed ag-

gressive war (see Chapter 29).

In 1929, a new reparations plan named after

the American, Owen D. Young, chairman of

the committee that drew it up, substantially

reduced the total originally demanded by the

Allies The Young Plan also established lower

rates of payments that those under the Dawes
Plan, and allowed the Germans a greater part

in their collection. Before June, 1930, the

Rhineland was evacuated by the Allies, four

years ahead of the date set by the Treaty of

Versailles. Many of these gains for Germany
were accomplished only with so much prelim-

inary difficulty that they were robbed of their

sweetness, and the German Nationalists, Na-

zis, and Communists thoroughly opposed

them all. Yet German foreign policy was gen-

erally calculated to reassure the rest of the

world.

The Impact

of the Depression, 1929-1931

But even before the last achievements of

this "period of fulfillment," the depression

had begun to knock the foundations out from
under prosperity and moderation. Unemploy-

ment rose during 1929. After the American

stock-market crash in October, foreign credits,

on which prosperity had so largely depended,

were no longer available to Germany. Short-

term loans were not renewed, or else were

recalled. Tariff barriers were hurting foreign

trade. Hunger and want reappeared.

Although unemployment insurance cush-

ioned the first shock for the workers, the

lower middle classes, painfully recovering

from the inflation, had no such barrier be-

tween them and destitution. Their desperation

helped Hitler, whose fortunes during the years

of fulfillment had fallen very low, although

he had attracted a number of new followers

who were later to be important in his move-

ment.

Paul Joseph Goebbels, publicist and

journalist, proved to be a master of mob psy-

cholog>' and an effective orator. Heinrich Him-
mler, a mild-mannered but ruthless chicken-

farmer, took charge of the elite black-shirted

SS iSchutzstaffel defense corps), which was

formed as a special guard of honor. The
SS, with a higher standing than the SA, and

with special membership requirements of "ra-

cial purity," was later to become the nucleus

for the Gestapo, or secret police. Hitler also

recruited Joachim von Ribbentrop, champagne
salesman and party ambassador to the German
upper classes.

The government fell in 1930 over a dis-

agreement on a question of unemployment
insurance benefits. Hindenburg appointed to

the chancellorship Heinrich Bruening, a mem-
ber of the Catholic Center party. Bruening

would have liked to support parliamentary

institutions and to continue Stresemann's

policies of fulfillment, but he was to find it

impossible to do either. President Hinden-

burg, now eighty-two, had fallen more and

more under the influence of General Kurt von

Schleicher, an ambitious political soldier who
had intrigued himself into the President's

favor.

Hindenburg was now itching to rule by

decree, as the constitution authorized him to

do in an emergency. By failing to pass Bruen-

ing's economic program, the Reichstag gave
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Hindenburg the opportunity he wanted.

Bruening agreed, partlv because he felt that a

genuine emergency existed, but partly because

he was determined to keep his bitter political

rivals, the Social Democrats, from replacing

him in office.

A presidential decree proclaimed the new

budget. When the Reichstag protested, Hin-

denburg dissolved it and called new elections

(September, 1930). Nazis and Communists

fought in the streets, but both gained greatly

at the expense of the moderates (see table on

p. 449). The Nazis' Reichstag representation

rose from 12 to 107, and the Communists'

from 54 to 77. Bruening had to carry on

against the wishes of the electorate; supported

only by Hindenburg, he too now turned au-

thoritarian.

In order to avoid a new government in

which Nazis would participate, the Social

Democrats decided to support Bruening.

When the Reichstag met, Nazis and Commu-
nists created disorder on the floor, but voted

together in opposition to government meas-

ures. These measures passed only because the

Social Democrats voted for them. In 1931,

Bruening made an effort to arrange an Austro-

German customs union which would co-

ordinate the tariff policies of the two countries,

and help them both fight the depression

without affecting their political sovereignty.

Whether such an arrangement between two

countries that were both suffering from unem-

ployment would actually have succeeded can-

not be decided; nor can we be sure whether

the impulse for Germany and Austria to unite

politically might not have proved overpower-

ingly strong. At any rate, the whole project

raised in the minds of the Allies, especially

the French, the specter of a "greater Ger-

many," and the scheme was vetoed by the

World Court.

The collapse of the great Austrian bank,

the Kredit-Anstalt, further deepened the

depression, despite a British loan to Aus-

tria in 1931, and despite the one-year mora-

torium on reparations payments procured for

Germany by the American President, Her-

bert Hoover.

The Republic in Danger, 1931-1932

Now Nazis, Nationalists, the veterans or-

ganization of the Steel Helmets (Stahlhelm),

the Junkers' Agrarian League, industrialists,

and representatives of the former princely

houses formed a coalition against Bruening.

This coalition had great financial resources

and a mass backing, chiefly Nazi. It had its

private armies in the SA, in the Stahlhelm, and

in other semi-military organizations. Because

the Left was split, and the Communists in

effect acted as political allies of the Right,

nothing stood between this new right-wing

coalition and a political victory except the

person of Hindenburg, who controlled the

army, and by virtue of the Weimar Constitu-

tion was able to keep Bruening in office. Early

in 1932, the great industrialist, Fritz Thyssen,

invited Hitler to address a meeting of coal

and steel magnates. Hitler won their financial

support by convincing them that if he came to

power he would be their man. Though some

of Hitler's followers were now impatient for a

new putsch, he curbed them, believing that the

Nazis could come to power legally.

In the presidential elections of March,

1932, Hitler ran as the candidate of the Nazis,

and Hindenburg as the candidate of the Cen-

ter, Social Democrats, and other moderate

parties. The Nationalists nominated a Stahl-

helm man, and the Communists of course ran

their own candidate. Hitler polled 1 1,338,571

votes, and Hindenburg polled 18,661,736,

only four-tenths of 1 per cent short of the re-

quired majority. In the run-off election, the

Nationalists backed Hitler, whose total rose

to 13,400,000 as against Hindenburg's 19,-

360,000. The eighty-four-year-old Marshal,

re-elected as the candidate of the moderates,

was, however, no longer a moderate himself,

but the tool of the Junkers and the military.

Although the government now ordered the

Nazi SA and SS disbanded, the decree was not

enforced. In April, 1932, the Nazis scored

impressive victories in local elections, espe-



cially in all-important Prussia Brueninp was

unable to procure in time either an Allied

promise to extend the moratorium on repara-

tions payments or permission for Germany to

have equality in armaments with France.

Schleicher, who was now deeply involved in

intrigue against Bruening, worked on Hin-

denburg to demand Bruening's resignation.

This Hindenburg did on May 29, 1932, the

first time a president had dismissed a chan-

cellor simply because he had lost personal

confidence in him. Bruening's successor was

Franz von Papen, a rich Catholic nobleman

and a member of the extreme right wing of

the Center, who installed a cabinet composed

of nobles. Papen was Schleicher's man— or so

Schleicher thought.

The Center disavowed Papen, who had the

real support of no political party or group, but

whom the Nazis temporarily tolerated be-

cause he agreed to remove the ban on the SA
and SS. In foreign policy, Papen succeeded

where Bruening had failed, for the Allies

scrapped the Young Plan and required Ger-

many to pay only three billion gold marks

into a fund earmarked for general European

reconstruction. Instead of being bound for

many decades to pay reparations, Germany
was now freed from all such obligations.

On July 31, 1932, new elections for the

Reichstag took place, called by Papen on the

theory that the Nazis had passed their peak,

that their vote would decrease, and that they

would then be chastened and would co-

operate in the government. But the Nazis won
230 seats and became the biggest single party

in the Reichstag; the Communists gained also,

chiefly at the expense of the Social Democrats.

The Democrats and the People's party almost

disappeared, while the Nationalists suffered,

and the Center scored a slight gain (see table

on p. 449). Papen had failed. He now wanted

to take some Nazis into the government, but

the Nazis demanded the chancellorship, which

Hindenburg was determined not to hand over

to Hitler. Papen now planned to dissolve the

Reichstag and to call new elections. By re-

peating this process, he hoped to wear down
Hitler's strength each time, until he brought

Hitler to support him and accept a subord

nate place. As Papen put pressure on the ir

dustrialists who had been supporting Hitler,

the Nazi funds began to dry up, leaving Hitler

seriously embarrassed. The elections of No
vember 6, 1932, bore out Papen's expections.

The Nazis fell off from 230 seats to 196; and

although the Communists gained substantially

and ominously, Papen too won some support

(see table on p. 4491. Now the Nazis were

really desperate. Goebbels wrote in his diary;

Received a report on the financial situation of

the Berlin organization. It is hopeless. Nothing but

debts and obligations, together with the complete

impossibility of obtaining any reasonable sum of

money after this defeat.*
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Hitler:

Rise to Power, 1932-1933

Had Papen been permitted to continue his

tactics, it is possible that Hitler might have

been kept from power. But Papen resigned as

a matter of form because he could not count

on majority support in the Reichstag. Angry

with Schleicher and sorry to lose Papen, Hin-

denburg forced Schleicher himself to take the

office on December 3, 1932. Now the back-

stairs^ general was chancellor, but he had no

political support whatever, and had alienated

even Hindenburg. He lasted in office only

about eight weeks before Hitler was ap-

pointed chancellor.

Schleicher did score a great diplomatic

success by winning a five-power declaration

that recognized in principle Germany's right

to parity in armaments. At home, he made
every effort to appeal to all shades of opinion,

except the extreme Left. But this attempt in

itself alienated the implacably anti-labor in-

dustrialists and the Junkers. The tortuous Pa-

pen, eager for revenge, intrigued with these

enemies of Schleicher. Early in January, 1933,

Papen met Hitler at the house of the Cologne

banker. Baron Kurt von Schroeder. The in-

dustrialists, who had temporarily abandoned

Hitler, now agreed to pay the Nazis' debts.

Hitler, in turn, no longer insisted on the

chancellorship for himself, thus leading Papen

to hope that he would come back into office

with Hitler's backing. Hindenburg, too, was

enlisted. When the President refused to give

Schleicher the authority to dissolve the

Reichstag at its first new session, which would

surely have voted him down, Schleicher had

no choice; he was forced to resign (Jan-

uary, 28, 1933).

But Hitler had now raised the ante, and de-

manded the chancellorship for himself. Papen

consented, provided Hitler undertook to gov-

ern in strict accordance with parliamentary

procedure. Papen was to be vice-chancellor,

and still thought he could dominate the gov-

ernment, since only three of its eleven minis-

ters would be Nazis. He therefore persuaded

Hindefiburg to accept Hitler as chancellor.

But Papen underestimated Hitler. Though
Hitler swore to Hindenburg that he would

maintain the constitution, he had no intention

of keeping his oath. The Weimer Republic

was doomed from the moment Hitler came

to the chancellor's office on January 30, 1933.

IV Germany under Hitler, 1933-1939

The Nazi Dictatorship

Hitler's first weeks in power were de-

voted to transforming his chancellorship

into a dictatorship. He dissolved the Reich-

stag and called for new elections. During

the campaign, opponents of the Nazis were

intimidated by violence and threats, and were

denied radio time and free use of the press. Yet

a Nazi victory in the election still did not

seem sure. On February 27, 1933, fire oppor-

tunely broke out in the Reichstag building.

Hitler pointed to it as a sample of the disor-

ders that the Communists were likely to in-

stigate. Hindenburg issued emergency decrees

suspending free speech and the free press, and

thus made it even easier for the storm-troops

to use terror against their political opponents.

It is now generally supposed that the Nazis

themselves set the Reichstag fire, but they

convicted and condemned to death a Dutch

communist named Vanderlubbe, who appar-

ently was mentally deficient.

Despite their campaign, the Nazis won only

44 per cent of the votes, which gave them 288

seats in the Reichstag (see table on p. 449).

Using the SA as a constant threat, Hitler bul-



lied the Reichstag. Except for 94 Social Dem-
ocrats (the Communists were denied their

seats), all members voted for the famous En-

abling Act (March 23,1933). This act conferred

dictatorial powers upon the government, and

suspended the constitution. The act was re-

newed in 1 93" by a subservient Reichstag, and

again in 1 943.

Now Hitler could act as he chose, un-

impeded by the laws. He instituted a Ministry

of Propaganda under Goebbels. He stripped

the state governments of the powers they

had had under Weimar, and made Germany a

strongly centralized state (April, 1933) by ap-

pointing governors from Berlin who had the

power to override the state legislatures. When
President Hindenburg died in August, 1934,

at the age of eighty-seven. Hitler assumed the

office of president as well as that of chancel-

lor, but he preferred to use the title Der

Fiihrer (the leader) to describe himself. This

new move was approved by a plebiscite,

in which Hitler obtained 88 per cent of the

votes cast.

Political parties which opposed Hitler were

forced to dissolve. The government banned

Communists and Socialists (May, 1933); the

Nationalists dissolved themselves (June,

1933); the government put an end to the

Catholic parties (July. l'-'33), and all monar-

chist groups (February, 1934). The Stahlhelm

was incorporated into the Nazi party (June,

1933) and was deprived of its identity (No-

vember, 1935). As early as July, 1933, the

Nazis were declared to be the only legal po-

litical party in Germany.

The appeal of the Nazis to the German
people lay in part in their denunciation and

repudiation of the "disorderly" parliamentary

system. A strong man who got things done

struck a responsive chord in the public. In the

last elections, November, 1 933, there were no

opposition candidates, 92 per cent of the

electorate voted Nazi, and there were only

two non-Nazi deputies in the chamber of 661.

As in fascist Italy and communist Russia,

youth groups fed the party, which soon had a

powerful regional organization all over Ger-

many and among Germans abroad.

Within the Nazi party itself, however, a

difficult situation was created by those who
had believed Hitlers more radical pro-

nouncements on social and economic ques-

tions. Many of these Nazis were concentrated

in the SA, whose members, most of them from

the lower classes, were also distressed by the

way in which Hitler had treated their organi-

zation. The SA had made possible his rise to

power, but now it was rather an embarrass-

ment to him, no longer quite respectable, and

certainly not in favor, as were the SS and

especially the army.

On June 30, 1934, Hitler ordered and per-

sonally participated in the celebrated "blood

purge," or, as he himself called it, "the night

of the long knives." Roehm himself, founder

and leader of the SA, was shot, and so were, by

Hitler's own admission, seventy-three others,

including Schleicher and his wife. Other esti-

mates of the casualties run as high as 1 ,()()(). In

any case, after June, 1 934, there was no further

opposition to Hitler.

Racism an(j Political Theory

Within a few days after the passage of the

enabling law. Hitler struck the first of his

many blows against the Jews, whom he had so

long denounced. In a country of approximately

60,000,000 people, the Jews counted less

than 1 per cent of the population (something

under 600,000), not including part-Jewish

Germans. The Jews had become leading mem-
bers of the professions and the arts, and had

made outstanding contributions to German
culture. Since most Jews were assimilated and

patriotic Germans, many of them would prob-

ably have become Nazis if they had been per-

mitted. They would have supported Hitler

in everything but semi-Semitism. Instead,

anti-Semitic doctrines required their ruthless

elimination.

The businesses and professions of the Jews

were boycotted; they were forbidden to hold

office (April, 1933), although a temporary ex-

ception was made for veterans of World War
1. In the "Nuremberg laws" of September 15,

1935, a Jew was defined as any person with

one Jewish grandparent. All such persons
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were deprived of German citizenship. Inter-

marriage between Jews and non-Jews was for-

bidden as "racial pollution." Jews might not

fly the national flag, write or publish, act on

stage or screen, teach in any educational in-

stitution, work in a bank, exhibit paintings or

give concerts, work in a hospital, enter any of

the government's labor or professional bodies,

or sell books or antiques. They were not elig-

ible for unemployment insurance or charity;

and the names of Jews who had died for Ger-

many in World War I were erased from war

memorials. Many towns and villages, under

the spur of government-sponsored propa-

ganda, refused to permit Jews to live inside

their precincts.

In November, 1938, a Jewish boy of seven-

teen, driven to desperation by the persecution

of his parents, shot and killed a secretary of

the German embassy in Paris. Two days later,

organized German mobs looted and pillaged

Jewish shops all over Germany, burned and

dynamited synagogues, and invaded Jewish

homes to beat up the occupants and steal their

possessions. The state then compelled the

Jews to restore the damaged properties and to

pay an enormous fine. Jews were forced to

take special names, to wear yellow stars of

David, and to belong to a Reich "Union of

Jews." Although some Jews managed to leave

Germany, it was usually at the cost of aban-

doning all their possessions; yet they were the

lucky ones. All these measures and many
others (for example, "cows purchased from

Jews may not be serviced by the communal

bull") designed to drive the Jews into ghettos

and starvation were but the prelude to the

physical extermination in gas-ovens to which

they were to be subjected by the Nazis during

World War II. What distressed many horrified

western observers almost more than the actions

themselves was the failure of any substan-

tial number of highly educated and "civil-

ized" nonjewish Germans to register any

form of protest.

Enthusiasm for "racial purity" had its posi-

tive as well as its negative side. The blond,

blue-eyed ideal "Nordic types" were urged to

mate with each other early and to have many
children. German motherhood was made the

object of paeans of praise. And, to keep the

race pure, sterilization was introduced, sup-

posedly for the prevention of the inheritance

of disease. The functioning of such a law de-

pended upon the condition of the medical and

legal professions, which soon fell into the

hands of charlatans. Medical experimentation

of horrifying cruelty and of no conceivable

scientific value was practiced during the war

on human beings of "inferior" races—Jews,

Poles and other Slavs, and gypsies. These

practices were the direct outcome of Nazi

pseudo-scientific "eugenic" legislation.

The Bases of Foreign Policy

In the field of foreign aiFairs, German rac-

ism justified the incorporation of all territory

inhabited by Germans, including Austria, the

western borderlands (Sudetenland) of Czech-

oslovakia, Danzig, the Polish corridor, and

other less important places. And the doctrine

of "living-space" (Lehensraum) justified the



incorporation of non-German areas — the rest

of Czechoslovakia, Poland, and all southeast-

ern Europe, as well as large areas of Russia.

Hitler felt that what the Germans needed,

they were entitled to take, since they were a

superior people.

Some German intellectuals looked back

with longing upon the Holy Roman Empire of

the Middle Ages, the first Reich. Now that the

war had ended the second Reich of William II,

they hoped to behold a third one, incorporat-

ing the old territories, no matter who now
lived in them. This is the meaning of Hitler's

use of the term "Third Reich, " to describe the

Nazi state, which he proclaimed would last a

thousand years. A "scientific" basis for the

Lebensraum theory was supplied by the teach-

ers of "geopolitics," chief among whom was

Karl Haushofer, professor of geography, re-

tired major-general, and teacher of Hitlers

close friend, Rudolf Hess. Haushofer declared

that Britain and France were decadent, that

small powers must disappear (except for Swit-

zerland and the Vatican City), that Germany,

preserving its master-race pure, must possess

the will to power, and expand ruthlessly,

occupying the "heart land " of Eurasia, from

which the world could be dominated.

Another school of thought in Germany
argued that Germany's future lay in an alliance

with Russia in which Russia's inextiaustible

manpower would be joined with Germany's

industrial output and military techniques

for purposes of conquest. This notion had been

strong in German army circles in tsarist days

and continued to exist after the Bolshevik

Revolution, especially after the Treaty of

Rapallo (Chapter 26) concluded between Ger-

many and the Soviet Union in 1922. Outside

the army, other German nationalists, who were

just as anti-liberal and anti-parliamentarian

as Stalin, retained the Bismarckian attitudes of

hostility to the West and to Poland and of

friendship toward Russia, whatever the color

of her regime. Moreover, many German
Marxists were highly nationalistic. Indeed,

Hitler's "national socialism" succeeded in

part because he knew how to use old Marxist

cliches in presenting an essentuiUy national-

ist program.

Legal an(j Economic Policies

Hitler entirely revamped the judicial sys-

tem of Germany, abandoning traditional legal

principles and substituting "folk" justice,

which. Hitler said, subordinated the individ-

ual totally to the people (voile). So mystic a

doctrine meant in practice that whatever

Hitler wanted was German law. People's

Courts (May, 1934) were established to try all

cases of treason, a crime that was now extended

to include a wide variety of lesser offenses,

such as circulating banned newspapers. Hitler

appointed all the judges of the People's

Courts. Concentration camps were established

for enemies of the regime, who could be im-

mured or executed by the headsman's axe,

without appeal. In fact, they could not even

have defense counsel of their choice, but had

to accept counsel approved by the courts. The
Gestapo (Geheime Staatspolizei, Secret State

Police) was established in April, 1933, in

Prussia, and a year later was extended to all of

Germany. It had a free hand in opening pri-

vate correspondence, tapping wires, and spying

on individual citizens.

All. economic life was brought under the

regime. In agriculture, the Nazis aimed at the

largest possible measure of self-sufficiency,

and, of course, at political control over the

peasantry. The Junkers were protected, and no

effort was made to divide their vast estates. In

1933, a special law protected farms of less

than 312 acres against forced sale and attach-

ment for debt, an act that won the small farmer

to Hitler. But the government determined

the production required of farms, and fixed

farm prices and wages, and fees for dis-

tributing farm products. Unused land was put

under cultivation, and private citizens were

required to grow vegetables in greenhouses.

This was part of Hitler's preparation for

war. By 1937, Germany was 83 per cent self-

sufficient in agriculture, a rise of 8 per cent

since the Nazis had come to power. Fats and

coffee were perhaps the two most important

deficiencies remaining
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In industry, taking a leaf out of Stalin's

book. Hitler proclaimed a Four-Year Plan in

1933 and a second one in 1936. The first was

aimed chiefly at economic recovery and at

ending unemployment. Labor camps for men
and women helped decrease unemployment,

as did rearmament and a program of public

works. By 1936, unemployment had dropped

from about 7,000,000 to less than 1,500,000.

The second plan was designed to prepare

for war, and especially to make Germany
blockade-proof Output of raw materials was

increased and the materials were distributed

first and foremost to armament and other war

industries; labor was allocated with similar

ends in view; and prices and foreign exchange

were controlled. Goering was made boss of

the plan.

Under his direction fell the new Goering

Iron Works, designed to make up for the loss

of the rich iron resources of Alsace-Lorraine,

which had yielded three quarters of Ger-

many's supply. To this end, low-content ores

were worked, and the government absorbed

the higher costs. Output went up in two years

more than 50 per cent. Germany's gifted sci-

entists were enlisted to make up for other

deficiencies by devising successful but expen-

sive synthetic products. Important in this field

were the distillation of motor fuel from coal,

and the production of synthetic rubber. The
state also built strategic highways, the Auto-

bahnen, excellent modern expressways.

The Nazis abolished all labor unions in

1933, and employers' associations in 1934. To
replace them, a "Labor Front " was established

under Dr. Robert Ley, including all wage-

earners, salaried persons, professionals, and

employers. Strikes and lockouts had been for-

bidden. Workers were assured of jobs so long

as they quietly accepted the entire system. The
Labor Front in one of its aspects was a huge

spy organization constantly on the alert for

anti-Nazis in the factories; it could reduce

their pay, fire them, or put them in jail. An
adjunct to the Labor Front was the "Strength

through Joy " organization, which provided

paid vacation trips for German workers to re-

sorts or tourist centers, and which sponsored

concerts and other entertainments.

As the second Four-Year Plan went into

effect, the worker found himself increasingly

immobile. He had a work-book, detailing his

past training and positions held, and he could

not get a new job unless the state decided it

would be more suitable for him. All graduates

of secondary schools had to register with the

employment authorities. Men and women of

working age were liable to conscription for

labor. Just before the war, all agricultural and

mining and certain industrial workers were

frozen in their jobs. On the side of capital, the

big cartel became the all-pervasive feature of

German industrial organization — a system of

profitable monopoly under state control. The
interlocking directorate made the system even

tighter than it looked. Six industrialists, for

example, held among them one hundred and

twenty-seven directorates in the largest corpo-

rations, were presidents of thirty-two, and all

held government posts besides. The Minis-

ter of Economics sat at the top of the eco-

nomic pyramid, authorizing plant expansion,

controlling imports and exports, fixing

prices, establishing costs, and allocating raw

materials.

Religion and Culture

The Christian churches, both Protestant and

Catholic, posed a problem for the Nazis. Ex-

tremists among Hitler's followers had always

been in favor of a return to paganism and the

old German gods celebrated by Wagner's op-

eras. Hitler himself, born a Catholic, had once

declared that Germany was his only God. Yet

office brought sobering second thoughts, since

Germany was after all nominally a Christian

country. In the hope of avoiding state domi-

nation, the Lutheran ministry in 1933 organ-

ized a national synod, which the Nazis almost

immediately took over by appointing their

own bishop. The efforts of extreme Nazis to

purge the Bible and to abandon the crucifix

led to discontent. The dissidents, led by Pas-

tor Martin Niemoeller, objected to Nazi the-

ology and efforts at control. But Niemoeller

also pledged his loyalty to Hitler, made no

objections to Nazi racism, and went to a con-



centracion camp solely out of determi

to resist dictation over the Lutheran Church.

The "confessional" movement he led probably

did not extend beyond about 15 per cent of

the Protestant clergy.

In July, 1 9^^, Hitler and the German Cath-

olics reached a concordat guaranteeing free-

dom of worship and permitting religious

instruction in the schools. Catholics were to be

allowed to form youth groups and to appoint

professors of theology. But the Nazis did not

live up to these terms. They interfered with

the circulation of Catholic magazines, perse-

cuted the youth groups, and insulted Catholic

priests in their press as members of the "black

international." On the other hand, the Catho-

lic Church found much to oppose in the

teachings to which Catholic children were

exposed in the Hitler youth groups. Cardinal

Faulhaber of Munich denounced the Nazi

violation of the concordat in 19.^^, but his

action only intensified the struggle. Not that

millions of Catholics, both clerical and lay,

did not support the regime wholeheartedly,

persecutions of the Jews and all. They did; and

no voice was raised from among the clergy of

either major Christian sect to protest against

Nazi racism or militarism.

The Nazi process of Gleichschaltung (co-

ordination) was applied in every area of the

national life, including education and the arts.

One of the leading Nazi officials once re-

marked, "When 1 hear the word culture, I

reach for my revolver," a revealing and not

untypical reflection of the extreme Nazi atti-

tude. Hitler's own artistic views were simple

in the extreme. He preferred nudes, the more

luscious and Germanic the better, and this

taste he strove to impose on the nation, de-

nouncing most modern and experimental

trends in art as non-Aryan. The school curri-

culum, especially history, could no longer be

taught with that "objectivity" which was a

"fallacy of liberalism," but had to be

presented to the student in accordance with

the Nazi doctrine of "blood and soil." Nazi

racial doctrines, the great past achievements of

Germany, the development of the military

spirit, and physical culture — these were the

cornerstones of the new education.

V The Failure of Parliamentarism in Spain

and Eastern Europe, 1918-1939

In the troubled years between

the wars, non-democratic authoritarian govern-

ments emerged not only in Germany and Italy

but also in Spain, in the succession-states to

the Habsburg Empire (with the exception

of Czechoslovakia), and in the other states of

eastern and southeastern Europe.

Spain: The Background

Spain differs widely from the other Euro-

pean countries, and one can understand

Franco's triumph only in terms of the special

Spanish social, economic, cultural, and politi-

cal conditions. In Spain, local affection — for

the language and traditions of a single prov-

ince—has usually moved most men more than

love of the country as a whole. Catalonians

and Basques often have striven to create sepa-

rate states of their own. Although Spain ap-

proaches economic self-sufficiency in both

agriculture and industrial raw materials, the

soil is poor, the system of farming backward,

and the rural areas heavily overpopulated.

Poverty is endemic; discontent is everywhere.

Religion united Spaniards against the Mos-

lems in the Middle Ages, and against the

Protestants in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. But early in the nineteenth century,
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the Catholic Church in Spain decided to lead

against liberalism the same kind of struggle it

had led against its earlier enemies. So in most

parts of Spain the Church became identified

with the landowners. Loss of faith became

very widespread. Catholic sources report that

by the 1 930's only minute fractions of the

population attended Mass. With the same de-

votion and passion they had once shown for

the Church, the lower classes in Spain adopted

one or another of the modern revolutionary

doctrines.

When the Spaniards turned to revolu-

tionary' doctrine, it was chiefly in Bakunin's

anarchist beliefs and later in Sorel's syndical-

ism that they found ideas they could cling to.

Anarchism (and anarcho-syndicalism) really

took hold in Spain, and in Spain alone. The
industrial workers of Catalonia and the mis-

erable peasants of Andalusia were anarchist;

they wanted to destroy the state utterly rather

than conquer and use it. Despite a long his-

tory in Spain, anarchism, which at its peak

numbered a million to a million and a half

adherents, could only harass governments but

could not overthrow them, and its positive

achievements were limited to securing by

means of strikes an occasional increase in

wages. It was deeply puritanical in tone, and

fanatically anti-Catholic. Shrewd observers

have likened it to a Christian heresy that took

all too literally the social teachings of the New
Testament. Its adherents turned against the

Church with all the fanaticism with which they

had once supported it, because they felt that

the Church had let them down. The burning of

churches and the killing of priests, by which

Spanish revolutions have always been marked,

have been the work chiefly of anarchists.

But in the 193()'s Spain also had an in-

creasingly substantial Marxist Socialist party,

with its own federation of trade unions paral-

lel to that of the anarchists. The socialists

drew their first strength from the urban work-

ers of Castile and from the mining and steel-

producing centers of the north. When Spain

became a republic in 1931 (see below), the

socialists added many rural supporters, and the

party numbered a million and a quarter in

1934. The socialists were moderates, who had

refused to adhere to the Comintern in 1920,

but who had joined the revived Second Inter-

national a few years later. Dissidents founded

a small Communist party, from which there

were soon Trotskyite deviations. Catalonians

had their own socialist formation, and the

Church itself supported labor unions of its

own in the north, where it had not become
identified with the landlords. The socialist

doctrine that each should be rewarded accord-

ing to his needs sustained the traditional Span-

ish contempt for success and property. In fact,

Spain had never accepted the capitalist system

or the industrial revolution any more than it

had accepted the Protestant Reformation.

Carlism, the doctrine of the extreme Right,

is another vivid illustration of Spanish malad-

justment to the outside contemporary world.

Founded in the nineteenth century as a move-

ment supporting Don Carlos, a pretender to

the throne, Carlism called for the restoration

of the Inquisition, regarded the railroad and

the telegraph literally as inventions of the

devil, and rejected the Copernican theory of

the universe. Carlism had its lower-class de-

votees, too, especially among the rebellious

farmers of Navarre in the north.

irth of the Spanish Republic

King Alfonso XIII, a constitutional mon-

arch strongly ambitious for absolute power,

ruled over Spain until 1923. In his govern-

ments—based on electoral corruption and

intimidation— "liberals" and "conservatives"

took orderly turns at ofiice, and the real power

rested with the local political bosses. Not

having participated in World War I, Spain was

spared much of the ensuing anguish. Yet war-

time trade with the combatants had built up

Spanish industry and by making war-profiteers

had increased the tension between rich and

poor.

In 1923, General Primo de Rivera, acting

with the approval of Alfonso, proclaimed

martial law, imposed censorship, and perse-

cuted political opponents. His dictatorship

lasted until 1930, but lost its popularity after

1926. He spent too much on public works,
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and was caughc in the depression. Moreover, he

did not tultill the promises for a constituent

assembly and political reform. Rivera got the

socialists to participate in his regime, and put

through appropriate labor legislation in the

hope of weakening the anarchists. But, since

he depended on the army and the landowners,

he could not institute agrarian reform. He also

alienated the Catalonians, and his repressive

measures deprived him of middle-class support.

After Primo de Rivera's resignation and

death in 1930, King Alfonso soon restored

the constitution. Municipal elections (April,

1 931 ) resulted in a victory for the republicans,

representing the lower middle classes of the

towns, small tradesmen, intellectuals, teachers,

and journalists. The King left the country

without abdicating. Elections to a constituent

assembly in June, 1931, brought in a republi-

can-socialist majority, and in November the

assembly forbade the King's return, and con-

fiscated his property. Spain was a republic.

The monarchy, having stood only for clergy,

army, and aristocracy, had failed.

The assembly went ahead to adopt a new
constitution in December. This provided for a

responsible ministry, a single-chamber parlia-

ment, and a president to be chosen by an

electoral college consisting of parliament and

an equal number of electors chosen by popu-

lar vote. It was clear that the army would rise

against the Republic whenever the opportu-

nity was presented, and that the army would

have the support of the Church and the large

landowners. Moreover, although the Republic

temporarily had socialist support, it did not

have the support of the anarchists. Danger

threatened from both the Right and the Left.

Crisis of the Spanish Republic,

1933-1936

The first crisis arose over a new constitu-

tional statute defining the position of the

Church. The assembly rejected a moderate

proposal which would have preserved the

Church as a special corporation with its own
schools, and which might have proved accept-

able to most Catholics, even though the

Cardinal-Primate of Spain had already de-

nounced the Republic. Instead the assembly's

law closed church schools and ended state

grants to the Church after two years. This hurt

education badly, and lost the republicans many
supporters, especially among the lower clergy

itself Although the Republic secured much
Catalan support by a grant of autonomy, it

failed to act decisively on agrarian reform.

The anarchists expressed their dissatisfac-

tion by major risings (1933), which the gov-

ernment put down by force. The jails were

full, and unemployment was as high as ever.

Repression of the anarchists lost the Republic

much Left support, but failed to gain it that of

the Right, which came back strongly in the

elections of November, 1933, as the largest

party in parliament. Now the government

helplessly swung to the Right, and much of its

previous legislation, especially legislation

affecting the Church and the working classes,

remained a dead letter. The Church and mon-

archists put forward a young man named Gil

Robles, a staunch fascist and admirer of the

Austrian chancellor Dolfuss (see p. 470).

On the Left, the socialists no longer collab-

orated with the government. Grown more re-

volutionary, they now engaged in strenuous

competition with the anarchists for the loyalty

of the Spanish workers. Strikes and disorders

multiplied. In October, 1934, the socialists

called a general strike in protest against the

inclusion of three of Robles' followers in the

government. Catalonia declared itself an in-

dependent republic and was deprived of its

autonomy. The coal-miners of the Asturias in

the north staged a revolt, joined in by both

anarchists and socialists, which was put down
with the loss of more than 3,000 lives. The

government's use of Moors (Moslems from

North Africa) against Spaniards was deeply

resented; the Moors had been dispatched by

the new minister of war, Francisco Franco.

Thus the Right in turn lost its public sup-

port; and now the Left, under the impact of

the Asturias uprising, and influenced by the

line of the Comintern (Chapter 26), united in a

"Popular Front" for the elections of February,

1 936. For the first time, anarcho-syndicalists

went to the polls and voted for a common



list with republicans, socialists, and commu-
nists. The Left won a considerable victory,

perhaps largely because it promised an am-

nesty for men involved in past outbreaks.

Catalan autonomy, land reform, and anti-

clerical measures were of course the first

order of business. The moderate Republican,

Azana, was elected president.

But moderation had gone out of fashion on

the Left. The Popular Front was a coalition

for election purposes only. Instead of entering

Azana's cabinet. Largo Caballero, leader of the

left wing of the socialists, now "played at rev-

olution." He acted as if he intended to seize

power. Praida hailed him as a new Lenin. Yet

he had no forces of his own. The route to

power for left-wing revolutionaries could

open up only if the Right attempted a military

coup, if the government then armed the workers

to fight it, and if the workers then won.

On the Left also, and for the first time, the

Spanish Communist party in 1936 emerged as

a considerable element. Under Primo de Ri-

vera's dictatorship, the communists had been so

insignificant that he had not even taken the

trouble to suppress their newspaper. But their

participation in the Asturian uprising and the

Popular Front gained them political strength

despite their numerical weakness (3,000 mem-
bers). Oddly enough, they were more moder-

ate in their immediate aims than the socialists,

because they felt the need for a long prelimi-

nary period of Popular Front co-operation to

increase their own power, and because this

was Stalin's "respectable" period.

Simultaneously in 1936, on the Right, there

emerged, also for the first time, the Falange

(phalanx), a party founded in 1932 by the son

of Primo de Rivera, a fascist on the Italian

pattern ("harmony of all classes and profes-

sions in one destiny") who did not oppose

agrarian reform or other socialist programs.

The Falange had its symbol, a bunch of arrows

and a yoke, and its slogan, Arriba Esparia

("Upward, Spain"); its program called for na-

tional expansion in Africa, the annexation of

Portugal, the building of an empire in South

America; it established youth groups and a

private army. Although the Falange polled

relatively few votes in the election of 1936,

most of Gil Robles' right-wing support went

over to it after the Popular Front victory.

Through the spring of 1936, the Falange

worked with army, monarchist, clerical, and

Carlist groups for a counter-revolution.

Everybody knew a military coup against the

government was in the offing. In July it came,

under the military leadership of General

Franco.

The Spanish Civil War, 1936- 1939

The Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) was

the first act in the conflict that was to ripen

into World War II. Decisively aided by Ger-

many and Italy, Franco's forces pushed on to

eventual victory, with the capture of the re-

publican strongholds of Madrid and Barcelona

in 1939. During the war, the functions of the

weak republican government were usurped by

a series of workers' committees, and then a

Popular Front regime under Largo Caballero

came to office in September, 1936. In govern-

ment territory terror reigned, at first the work

of anarchists, and, after their suppression, of

the communists, who, with Russia behind

them, ruthlessly worked against their rival

leftist parties in the regime. The rebels made
Franco chief of staff in November, 1936. In

their territory terror also took its toll, as men
of all sorts connected with the Republic were

killed. After the Franco triumph, the prisons

were filled and the executioner was kept busy.

With all its fascist trappings, the Franco

regime, the only fascist regime to survive

World War II, still depended after the war

upon the same classes that had supported the

Spanish monarchy— the landowners, the army,

and the Church. It was presumably opposed by

the poor in city and country alike. But the fear

of a new civil war, which lay heavily on all

classes, prevented open opposition.

Eastern Europe

The triumph of the Right in one form or

another in eastern Europe is explained partly

by the lack of a firm parliamentary tradition;
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partly by the failure to solve grievous eco-

nomic problems, especially after the great

worldwide depression of 1929; and partly by

a popular fear of Bolshevism, sometimes quite

out of proportion to any serious threat, but

skillfully played upon by unscrupulous lead-

ers. Perhaps as important as all the other fac-

tors put together was the initial impression

created by the successes of Mussolini and

Hitler. The way to get ahead in the world, at

least after 19.^3, seemed to be to put on a

uniform, proclaim a doctrine of extreme na-

tionalism, and launch a war of nerves against

your neighbors by loudly voicing your claims,

and by threatening to make them good by vi-

olence.

After the depression, the economic pres-

sures exerted by Germany, whose industrial

economy complemented the agrarian economy

of these states, enabled her to dominate their

foreign trade, especially in the Balkan area.

To show how these factors operated, we shall

now examine three case-histories— Austria,

Hungary, and Yugoslavia.

Austria

The Austria that was left at the end of World
War I had an almost purely German popula-

tion of about 8,000,000, about 2,000,000 of

whom lived in the former imperial capital

of Vienna. Long the great market for an

enormous hinterland and the supplier of

industrial finished goods to the agricultural

provinces, Vienna was now cut off from its

former territories by political boundaries and

tariff walls. Between 1922 and 1925, Austrian

finances were under direct League of Nations

supervision; a League loan and reconstruction

policies brought a measure of recovery. But

what might have represented one road to eco-

nomic salvation — union of Austria with Ger-

many—though voted by the assembly of the

new Austrian republic in March, 1919, was

forbidden on political grounds by the Allies

in the Treaty of St. Germain (September,

1 91 9). These two problems, economic survival

and union with Germany, were complicated

by the continuation in even more violent form

of the basic political struggle of imperial

Austria; Social Democrats against Christian

Socialists (see Chapter 22). The Social Demo-
crats were a gradualist reformist, but Marxist,

party with strong urban support, especially in

Vienna itself. The Christian Socialists were a

conservative clerical party with a mass fol-

lowing in the countryside and among the

urban lower middle classes, and counted many
priests among their leaders.

In the mid-twenties, the rwo hostile parties,

usually almost evenly balanced in the parlia-

469
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ment, organized private armies: the Christian

Socialists, the Heimwehr (home guard), and

the Social Democrats, the Schutzhund (de-

fense league). The Social Democrats governed

Vienna, introducing measures for relief and

for workers' housing, paid for by taxes on the

rich: a program the Christian Socialists op-

posed. After 1 930, when a treaty was signed

with Italy, Mussolini more or less overtly

supported the Christian Socialists, who grew

more and more fascistic in their outlook. The

failure of Bruening's plan for a customs union

with Germany and the related collapse of the

Vienna Kredit-Arisla/t bank (see p. 458) in-

creased tension in 1931, and in September,

1931, the Heimwehr tried its first fascist coup.

which failed. Efforts in 1932 to organize a

Danubian economic co-operation scheme — an

alternative to Austrian union with Germany,

and favored by France — were rendered futile

by Italian and German opposition. After

Hitler came to power in early 1933, many

Christian Socialists became openly Nazi.

The Christian Socialist chancellor, Engel-

bert DoUfuss, however, strove to curb the

Nazis. To this end he suspended parlia-

mentary government in March, 1933, and in

effect ended parliamentary democracy. He
forbade the wearing of uniforms by political

groups, and tried to expel Nazi agitators. In

retaliation. Hitler made it prohibitively ex-

pensive for German tourists to visit Austria,

and thus destroyed one of the most lucrative

sources of Austrian income. In the face of

Nazi-inspired disorder, DoUfuss banned the

Nazi party (June, 1933). But, instead of bury-

ing the hatchet and uniting with the Social

Democrats against Hitler, DoUfuss pursued

them too. He banned all parties except his

own "Fatherland Front," a union of all right-

wing groups except the Nazis, and raided So-

cial Democratic headquarters, precipitating a

workers' riot. The government then bom-

barded with artillery the workers' new apart-

ment houses, in which the Social Democratic

leaders had taken refuge (February, 1934),

breaking the Social Democratic Party, but

alienating the workmen of Vienna, and unit-

ing them in opposition to the regime. DoU-

fuss had to depend more and more upon Italy

to support him against the threat from Hitler.

He established himself as a fascist dic-

tator (April 30, 1934), but the Nazis assassi-

nated him in July. Only Italian troop concen-

trations on the frontier prevented Hitler from

taking Austria.

DoUfuss' successor, Schuschnigg, was com-

mitted to the same policies. But Mussolini

now needed Hitler's support for Italian ag-

gression in the Mediterranean. Schuschnigg

made plans looking toward a Habsburg resto-

ration, tried to concentrate armed power in

his own hands rather than those of the Heim-

wehr. and strove to come to an understanding

with France and her allies to replace the one

with Italy. But he failed in the face of German

aggression. In February and March, 1938,

Hitler increased the pressure on Schuschnigg,

who was subjected to the first of the famous

Poster of Chancellor DoUfuss and represent-

ative Austrians defaced by Nazis, 1933.

\M
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series of grim interviews between Hitler and

statesmen of smaller countries. The Fuehrer

demanded and obtained privileges for the

Nazis in Austria. When the predictable Nazi

disorders broke out, Schuschnigg desperately

tried to win working-class support, but it was

too late.

When Schuschnigg announced that he in-

tended to hold a plebiscite on the question of

Austrian independence. Hitler marched in,

installed a Nazi chancellor, put Schuschnigg

in jail, and began the extension of the Nazi

system to Austria. In April, 1938, he held a

plebiscite on the question of Austrian union

with Germany and obtained a 99.75 per cent

vote of Ja. Mussolini had to bow in 1938 to

what he had prevented in 1934, and Austria,

increasingly fascist since 1930, became a mere

province of Nazi Germany.

Hungary

On October 31, 1918, eleven days before

the Armistice, Count Michael Karolyi became

prime minister of Hungary, after the country

had already severed its ties with Austria.

One of the richest of the great magnates,

Karolyi was also a democrat, and imbued

with Wilsonian ideas. He proved his own sin-

cerity as a social reformer by handing over the

50,000 acres of his own estate to be divided

among the peasants, and by preparing a land-

reform law. He made every effort to reach a

compromise with the national minorities, but

understandably enough they would no longer

trust any Magyar. The French commander of

the Allied armies did not assist Karolyi, and

demanded that the Hungarians withdraw from

Slovakia. In March, 1919, Karolyi resigned, in

protest over the loss of Transylvania-

Thwarted nationalism now combined with a

growing radicalism, stimulated by the news of

Bolshevik activities in Russia brought by re-

turning Hungarian prisoners of war. A left-

wing government took over, more and more

dominated by Bela Kun, Lenin's agent, a

Hungarian-born Jew. He put through revolu-

tionary nationalization decrees, and installed a

soviet political system by bloody-handed ter-

rorist methods, especially in the countryside,

where the peasants resented the delay in giv-

ing them the land. The Allies could not toler-

ate a Bolshevik regime in Hungary. The
Rumanians invaded and drove Kun out; dur-

ing 1919 and part of 1920 they occupied the

country, and stripped it of everything they

could move. Meanwhile, under French pro-

tection, a counter-revolutionary government

was formed, and returned to Budapest, where

Admiral Horthy, a member of the gentry, be-

came regent and chief of state (March 1,

1920). Hungary was now a kingdom without a

king, Horthy an admiral without a fleet. Twice

the Habsburg King Charles tried to regain the

throne, but was frustrated largely because

Hungary's neighbors objected. The new
counter-revolution gave free rein to a "White

Terror" directed largely against the Jews but

also against Magyar workers and peasants.

The Treaty of Trianon (June, 1920) con-

firmed Hungary's losses: a small strip of land

to Austria, Transylvania to Rumania, Slovakia

to Czechoslovakia, and Croatia and other Serb

and Croat territories to Yugoslavia. Thereafter

in Hungary the most important political issue

for the ruling groups was "revisionism,"

the effort to revise the treaty and get these

lands back. No tourist who visited Budapest

could escape the huge statue of Hungary

mourning the lost provinces, north, east,

south, and west, or the great map laid out in

flowerbeds in the public park showing in

different-colored blossoms the far-flung

territories relinquished but still claimed by

the Magyars. The national motto was now

"Nem. nem. soha" (No, no, never).

The rank and file of Hungarians, however,

who had never cared much about the nation-

alist questions that had agitated the upper

classes, cared relatively little about revi-

sionism. Hungary had no land reform; the

great estates remained intact; and magnates

and gentry retained their dominant position.

Behind a thin screen of parliamentary govern-

ment, an authoritarian dictatorship governed

the country on behalf of the old ruling groups.

It was helped by a swollen bureaucracy, and it

became more and more fascist in character as

the years went by.
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For ten years (1921 -1931 ), Count Bethlen

as prime minister ran the country as if nothing

had changed since 1914. The peasants were

effectively disfranchised as they had always

been; the Social Democrats were tolerated as

a trade-union party; and the upper house of

magnates was re-established. The League of

Nations helped economic recovery by a loan

and a reconstruction plan (1923-1926), and

in 1927 a treaty with Italy began an intimate

relationship between Hungary and Mussolini.

The depression and the financial crisis of 1 931

drove Bethlen from office. His successor,

the strongly nationalist and fascist-minded

Gombos, was pro-German as well as pro-

Italian, and permitted the first Nazi-like organ-

izations to form. Of these the Arrow Cross was

the strongest, but it remained on the fringes of

power until almost the end of World War II,

largely because Hitler got what he wanted in

Hungary without it.

After Gombos died in 1936, his successors

were all men of the same stripe. The Italians

supplied arms to the Hungarians; Hitler fa-

vored their revisionism along with his own.

After Austria had fallen to Hitler, he had

Hungary in his pocket, and when he broke up

Czechoslovakia in March, 1939, the Hungari-

ans seized the extreme eastern portion, Ru-

thenia, and a small part of Slovakia. To pursue

revisionism, the Hungarians had to follow

Hitler, since he alone offered the opportunity

to re-draw the map as they felt it should be

drawn. So, before war broke out, they had

withdrawn from the League, and had enacted

anti-Semitic laws in the Nazi pattern. But be-

cause Hitler needed Rumania too, he would

not give the Magyars all of Transylvania. Iron-

ically enough, the price they paid for espousal

of revisionism between the wars was the

Soviet-dominated regime installed in Hungary

after World War II.

Yugoslavia

In the new "Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats,

and Slovenes," proclaimed in December, 1 91 8,

there came together for the first time in

one state the former south-Slav subjects of

Austria and Hungary and those of the former

independent Kingdom of Serbia. This was in

most respects a satisfied state from the terri-

torial point of view; revisionism therefore was

not an issue. But, as the name of the new state

shows, it faced the serious problem of creating

a governmental system that would satisfy the

aspirations of each of its nationality groups.

Over this problem democracy broke down and

a dictatorship was established. The dictator-

ship was not of the fascist type, although, as

German power waxed, important politicians

in the country became convinced that the fu-

ture lay in Hitler's hands, and responded ac-

cordingly. The rank and file of the population,

by and large, were peasants deeply devoted to

freedom, although unskilled in western forms

of parliamentarism. They opposed fascism,

and, when they got the chance, ousted the

politicians who sought to align them with it.

Serbian political ambitions had helped to

start the war. The Serbs were more numerous

than Croats and Slovenes together (approxi-

mately six million to three and a quarter

million Croats and a few over one million Slo-

venes in 1931). Many Serbs felt that the new
kingdom, which their Serbian king ruled from

his Serbian capital of Belgrade, should be that

"greater Serbia" of which they had so long

dreamed. Orthodox in religion, using the Cy-

rillic alphabet, and having experienced and

overthrown Ottoman domination, many Serbs

tended to look upon the Croats as effete sub-

jects of the Habsburgs who were lucky to get

the chance to live in the same state with them.

Roman Catholic in religion, using the Latin

alphabet, and having opposed Germans and

Magyars for centuries, many Croats felt that

the Serbs were crude easterners who ought to

give them a full measure of autonomy within

the new state. Thus the issue was posed: Serb-

sponsored centralism against Croat-sponsored

federalism. The Slovenes, more conciliatory

and less numerous, sometimes acted as a

balance wheel to keep the political machin-

ery moving. But the Serbs forced the accept-

ance of their answer to the constitutional

question. This brought about dictatorship,



alienated large numbers of Croats, bred ex-

tremism among them, and contributed greatly

to the benefit of the country's enemies and to

its own sufferings during the second war.

The Croats, under their peasant leader

Radich, boycotted the constituent assembly of

I 920, and the Serbs put through a constitution

providing for a strongly centralized state. In

the |y2()s. both sides generally refused to

compromise, although occasionally temporary

understandings were reached. When a Serb

deputy shot Radich dead on the floor of par-

liament in June, 1928, a crisis arose that

terminated only when King Alexander pro-

claimed a dictatorship in January, 1929.

Alexander made every effort to settle the

problem by wiping out all vestiges of old pro-

vincial loyalties. There was to be no more
Serbia or Croatia, but new artificially created

administrative units named after the chief riv-

ers that ran through them. The whole country

was renamed Yugoslavia, as a sign that there

were to be no more Serbs and Croats. But it

was still a Serbian government, and the Croats

could not be made to forget it. Elections were

rigged by the government, and all political

parties were dissolved. Croat leaders spent

much time in jails, which, like most Balkan

jails, were highly uncomfortable. This dicta-

torship of King Alexander passed no racial

laws, elevated no one political party to exclu-

sive power, and had no colored shirts, special

songs, or other fascist paraphernalia. But it

was unmistakably authoritarian and anti-

democratic.

One result was the strengthening of Croat

extremists, who had wanted an independent

Croatia in the days of the Habsburgs, and who
now combined this program with terrorism,

supported from abroad by the enemies of Yu-

goslavia—Italy and Hungary. The Croat ex-

tremists were called Ustashi (rebels), and their

leader. Ante Pavelich, was subsidized by

Mussolini. He was deeply involved in the as-

sassination of Alexander at Marseilles in Oc-

tober, 1 934. Under the regency of Prince Paul

(Alexander's cousin) the dictatorship contin-

ued. As German economic power in the Bal-

kans grew, leading politicians grew enamored

of Germany, and some efforts were made to

bring Yugoslav policies into line with those

of the Axis. But these policies met with such

unconcealed popular opposition that they

were never pursued very far. In the summer of

1939, on the very eve of war in Europe, an

agreement was finally reached with the Croats

that established an autonomous Croatia. But

by then it was too late, since the Croats were

not satisfied with the boundaries of their new
province.

Though the Yugoslavs in 1941 bravely re-

sisted German invasion, they did not have the

military power to hold Hitler's armies back.

When the conquering Germans and Italians

King Alexander of Yugosla-

via talking with Croats loyal

to him.
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split the country up, they turned Croatia over

to the extremist Croat Pavelich, head of the

Ustashi, who carried out horrifying massacres

of Serbs and Jews. The innocent men, women,
and children suffering death and torture at the

hands of Pavelich's forces owed some of their

anguish to the short-sightedness of Serbian

politicians who had failed to solve the prob-

lem of Croat autonomy within a peaceful

Yugoslavia, and who had thus stimulated

the extremists.

Other Authoritarian Regimes

The case-histories we have been consid-

ering are unique in detail, yet they furnish

interesting parallels to developments else-

where in eastern Europe. Thus in Poland, Pil-

sudski led a military coup against the demo-
cratic government in 1926, and exercised a

military dictatorship that became ever more
authoritarian, especially after the depression.

This coup was made possible largely because

of the government's failure to grant conces

sions to Lithuanians and other national mi

norities, and to deal with the economic prob-

lems left by the years of war and occupation.

Tension was heightened when Germany de-

nounced a trade treaty and precipitated a crisis

in the Polish coal industry. The violent

hatreds that divided the political parties made
it even easier. Once he had won power, Pil-

sudski turned to the great landowners and



big industrialists and built his government

on their support and on that of his mili-

tary clique.

In Rumania, it was the deep entrenchment

of corruption in political life that initially

jeopardized the parliamentary system, as

the pany in power usually rigged elections

without shame. In addition, there was wide-

spread anti-Semitism, which was adopted as

the chief program of the "Iron Guard," a Ru-

manian Nazi party. Green-shirted and wearing

bags of Rumanian soil around their necks, the

Guard began a program of assassinating mod-

erate politicians early in the I930's. Economic

dislocation and peasant misery brought about

by the worldwide agricultural depression

strengthened the Guard and other fascist

groups. To head off a Guardist coup. King

Carol of Rumania installed his own fascist

dictatorship in 1938. Although the Guardist

leaders were "shot while trying to escape,"

Rumania could not avoid German pressure.

After Hitler had acceded to Russian seizure of

Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina, and had

given Hungary northern Transylvania (August,

1940), Carol had to leave the country, and

Hitler's man. Marshal Antonescu, took over,

with Iron Guard support.

In Bulgaria, always a strongly pro-Russian

country, the genuine threat of communism
was a serious problem. Moreover, Bulgaria,

like Hungary, was revisionist because of her

failure to gain the Macedonian territory given

by the peace treaties to Yugoslavia and

Greece. The issue was exacerbated by the

presence in the country of thousands of Mac-

edonian refugees, who tended to join revolu-

tionary terrorist societies. Bulgaria, an egali-

tarian country with no minorities problem, no

rich landowners, no aristocracy, and no great

industries, none the less produced political

hostilities even more violent than those in

countries where economic inequality pre-

vailed. Unparalleled ferocity has marked its

political life. In the early twenties, a peasant

politician, Stamboliisky, gave the country a

period (1920-1923) of reasonably popular

government. But even he curbed the press as

he fought both Macedonian terrorists and

ists. His imposition of high income

taxes alienated the bourgeoisie, and his con-

ciliatory policies toward Yugoslavia infuriated

the army. In 1923, right-wingers murdered
him, and installed a strongly authoritarian

regime. From then on, communist plots and

bomb outrages and Macedonian terrorist strife

racked the country. After 1930, the Italian

marriage of King Boris led to a rapproche-

ment with Mussolini. In 1934, a military coup

brought a group of army officers to power;

they dissolved the political panics and tried

their hands at a dictatorship of their own. But

this development was successfully countered

in 1936 by King Boris himself, who, like Al-

exander of Yugoslavia and Carol of Rumania,

imposed a royal dictatorship, which lasted

from then until his mysterious death during

World War II.

In Greece between the wars, the main is-

sues were whether the country should be a

monarchy or a republic, and how to overcome

the economic difficulties consequent on the

transfer of 1 ,250,000 Greeks from Turkey.

On the constitutional question, the population

wavered, voting for a monarchy in 1920, for a
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republic in 1924, and for a monarchy again in

1935, always by enormous majorities. Eco-

nomic dislocation brought strength to com-

munism among the refugees and in labor

groups. The political exuberance for which

Greece is celebrated made the regular conduct

of parliamentary government impossible. The

inter-war period was punctuated by a whole

series of coups by generals, some republican,

some monarchist, all more or less authori-

tarian, but most of them ineffective and none

especially bloodthirsty. The last of these was

the most fascist. General John Metaxas, who
became dictator in August, 1936. Metaxas

abolished political parties, instituted censor-

ship and political persecution of his oppo-

nents, launched a program of public works,

and imitated the Nazis in other ways. But

when the Italian invasion came from Albania

in October, 1940, Metaxas ordered resistance,

which was the beginning of Greece's heroic

showing in World War II.

Fascism in Review

None of these regimes in eastern Europe

was fascist in the full sense of the term. In

Italy and Germany the regimes rested, at least

initially, upon the popular support of a sub-

stantial proportion of the people, even though

that support was kept alive by the technique

of artificial stimulation. In eastern Europe, on

the other hand, the dictatorships rested on the

police, the bureaucracy, and the army, and not

on the support of the peasant masses. To an

eastern European politician of almost any

complexion, an election was an occasion for

bribery, intimidation, and promises that he

had no intention of trying to fulfill. The hope

placed by some western liberals in peasant

parties proved in the end illusory.

Thus the growth of anti-democratic govern

ments of the Right in Europe during the pe

riod between the wars strikingly reveals the

difficulties in the way of moderate parlia:

mentary regimes in countries without pari

mentary traditions. This does not mean that

the western liberal tradition cannot be ex

ported. But a liberal constitution on paper and

a liberal franchise are in themselves no guaran

tee that a regime on western models can be

come stabilized. The postwar economic agony

had scarcely disappeared before the depression

of the late twenties and early thirties struck.

Under these circumstances, men turned to ex-

tremists of the Left and Right. But the fear of

communism, combined with the seductive

nationalist propaganda of the Right, brought

about fascist victories in Italy and Germany.

Mussolini's and Hitler's successes helped to

tip the scale: the triumph of the Right else-

where was assured, and a new world war was

inevitable.
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The Democracies

and the Colonial World

Domestic and Imperial Problems, 1919-1939

I Introduction

SENECIO. by Paul Klee, 1922.

on Cosmopress 1967 by French

ction Rights. Inc.; colorphoto by

The central fact — or irony — of

politics between the two world wars is that

the war "to make the world safe for democ-
racy" seemed to have made it in effect a dif-

ficult and dangerous place for democracy.

Idealists like President Wilson had expected

that the collapse of the old Romanov, Habs-

burg, and Hohenzollern empires would auto-

matically ensure an increase in the number of

democratic states. But instead, as we have just

seen, much of Europe came under regimes

that were hostile to liberal democracy. Even

Italy, which had appeared to be evolving

toward a democratic constitutional monarchy,

turned fascist. In the 1920s and 1930's,

then, the core of democracy remained in the

great North Atlantic powers- Britain, France,

and the United States— and in the smaller
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States of the Low Countries, Switzerland,

and Scandinavia.

The upsurge of communism and fascism

created grave problems in international rela-

tions for the three great democracies. At times

in the 1920's it looked as if they might suc-

cessfully overcome these problems and bring

the world back to peaceful habits. But in the

1930's the great world-wide depression, the

advent of Hitler, and the aggressions of fascist

states in the West and of an expansionist Japan

in the Far East rapidly darkened the interna-

tional scene. With the outbreak of another

general war in 1939, it was clear that the two

decades since 1919 had been at best a twenty

year's truce, a truce broken with increas-

ing frequency by international trouble-

makers.

Certainly the totalitarian aggressors bore

the major responsibility for the unleashing of

a second world war. Yet a far from minor fac-

tor in the deterioriation of the twenty years'

truce was the failure of the peaceful democra-

cies to present a unified front against those

who threatened world peace. In the 1920's

Britain, France, and the United States became

preoccupied with their own domestic prob-

lems. In the early 1930's their preoccupation

increased as a result of the urgent crisis of the

depression. But this was the very time when in-

ternational problems demanded equally urgent

attention. International trade was steadily

shrinking in the face of the depression and of

mounting tariff barriers; the prospects for

peace were steadily fading before the saber-

rattling and actual saber-wielding of the en-

emies of democracy. Faced with two equally

urgent sets of problems, the democracies

turned first to the domestic ones and then

discovered that the international situation was

rapidly moving toward war.

Nor was this all. During the twenty years'

truce, the democracies faced a third set of

problems, not as yet so urgent as the other

two, but of very great potential importance.

This third set involved imperial issues— the

relationship between the great democracies

and the non-western peoples, many of whom
were still under colonial rule or some other

form of control by democratic mother coun-

tries. Particularly in Asia and the Middle East,

the non-western peoples were beginning to

assert their nationalism and to demand the

loosening of old imperial ties. This formid-

able political movement did not reach full in-

tensity until the years following World War II

when a long procession of former colonies,

protectorates, and mandates began to join the

ranks of independent states (see Chapter 31).

But the nationalist movements that have

brought these newcomers into the family of

nations since 1945 grew steadily in the 1920's

and 1930's.

The three sets of problems — domestic, for-

eign, and imperial— faced by the democracies

during the twenty years' truce were intercon-

nected and interrelated in countless ways. We
shall underline some of these interrelations,

as we have shown the links between the in-

ternal and external policies of the communist

and fascist states. But, in order to point up the

main issues, we shall also separate national,

international, and colonial problems in a fash-

ion that must oversimplify the complexities of

real life. Our survey emphasizes first the chief

domestic problems of the democracies in the

inter-war years and then considers the growing

conflict between their colonialism and the

nationalism of the non-western world; in

Chapter 29 we shall analyze their foreign

policies, as distinguished from their imperial

policies. We begin here with an examination

of the crisis confronting Britain on the home

front after November, 1918.
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I Great Britain

The Postwar Depression

Save for triHing losses from German Zeppe-

lin raids and coastal bombardments, the

British Isles suffered no direct material

damaj;e in World War 1. But the British

armed forces lost about seven hundred and

fifty thousand men killed^ in actio n, and about

a million and a half wounded. The casualties

of the Empire and the Commonwealth as a

whole came to nearly a million killed and

over two million wounded. The economic

losses of the mother country had been grave

indeed — the almost incalculable difference

between the actual cost of destructive war

and what might otherwise have been produc-

tive effort.

The national debt after the war was ten

times that of 1914. Many British investments

abroad, returns on which had been a major

factor in Victorian prosperity, had had to be

liquidated to get purchasing power abroad for

food and war materials. Forty per cent of the

great British merchant fleet, the income from

which had helped to balance Britain's inter-

national accounts and pay for her imports, had

been destroyed by enemy action. The whole

fabric of international trade on which Britain

depended was torn in a thousand places in

1918 and could not be rapidly restored in the

unsettled conditions that prevailed in the post-

war world. And, finally, to supplement the

war production of Britain and France, the in-

dustrial plants of the United States, of Canada,

and even of India had been called on, and had

received a stimulus that made them in peace-

time more effective competitors of the Brit-

ish. In the 1 92()'s, the industrial plant of the

Germans, nourished in part by loans from

America, once more took up the rivalry that

had so alarmed the British before the war.

In short, victorious Britain faced in an ag-

'^^(AlJ^U^^^
gravated form the basic economic difficulty

that we analyzed in Chapter 21. The country

that had been in Victorian days the "workshop_

of the woddr had now lost its head start and

could no longer give full employment to its

millions of workers. And yet those workers

were in no mood to accept a lower standard of

living. They had made great gains in social

security before the war, and they had fought

the war in the hope of still better things to

come. They had been promised that the de-

feated enemy would through reparations pay

the costs of the war and give Britain a new start.

This hope was very early disappointed. No
substantial reparations came through, eco-

nomic difficulties soon began to accumulate,

and by 1921 there were already almost a mil-

lion unemployed. In that same year the Brit-

ish government, faced with the rising cost of

living, increased the very meager unemploy-

me nt payments. These payments, soon given

tTie derogatory name of the "dole," were

strictl y speaking not old-fashioned poor relief, i&.

but payments on unemployment insurance

policies that had been part of Lloyd George's

social legislation of prewar days. However,

large-scale unemployment continued, and some

young workers never acquired employment

status. Unemployment insurance could not be

maintained on a sound actuarial basis, and the

payments became in fact a form of poor relief.

The Great Britain of the 1920's experi-

enced no equivalent of the "Coolidge pros-

perity" that the United States was to enjoy.

We must not exaggerate: The British eco-

nomic decline was not catastrophic. London,

Manchester, and Liverpool did not become

ghost cities, though some of the gravely

depressed areas, like the coal-mining regions

of South Wales, did begin to show real signs

of decay. What happened was rather a relative

decline, the comparative slowing up of an

economy geared to dynamic growth, with a
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working population conditioned psychologi-

cally to a slowly rising standard of living and a

middle class similarly conditioned to tradi-

tional comforts. Moreover, this was the twen-

tieth century, the century of the newspaper,

the movie, the radio. The British were well

aware, for instance, that Americans had auto-

mobiles, radios, and a lot else; they, too,

wanted those things.

Britain was, then, suffering from ills char-

acteristic of economic old age. The coal in-

dustry is a good concrete illustration of these

ills. There was still a lot of coal in Britain; but

much of it was costly to mine, since the most

easily and cheaply worked seams were being

exhausted. The industry was badly organized,

with many small and inefficient mines running

at a loss, and with machinery and methods that

were antiquated in comparison with American

and the best continental standards. Productiv-

ity per man-hour over the whole industry was

low. Worst of all, perhaps, the iy20's saw the

rapid rise all over the industrialized world of

major competitors of coal — oil, and electricity

based on water power— and the consequent

decline of British coal exports. Since the

British Isles had no petroleum, and no very

great potential in hydroelectric power, coal,

the historic basis of British industrial power,

simply had to be mined. The workers were

unionized and were in no mood to accept cuts

in wages; the owners did not want to run their

business at a loss. A strike in March, 1921,

after the government had rejected Labor party

proposals for making permanent the wartime

nationalization of the industry, focused na-

tional attention on this critical problem. The
strike was settled in July, but only by the gov-

ernment's consenting to pay subsidies to cover

increased wages.

The Conservative

and Labor Programs

Against the background of economic

depression, British domestic politics during

the twenty years' truce displayed a fairly clear

class basis. The Conservatives, still often

called Tories, tended to get the support of

aristocrats and of middle-class people who
wanted to attack new problems with tradi-

tional methods and with a minimum of govern-

ment intervention. The Labor party tended to

get the support of trade unionists and of in-

tellectuals from all classes who demanded that

the gbvernment intervene more vigorously in

the economic field. We must not oversimplify,

however; not every reformer necessarily voted

Labor nor every s^an d-patter Tory . Yet eco-

nomic issues did sharpen the differences be-

tween the rwo major British parties.

The first casualty in the struggle between
Labor and the Conservatives was the old Lib-

eral party, which was ground to a mere husk

between the two contending groups. The
Conservatives, who had won the lion's share

of seats in the election of 1918, held immedi-

ately after the armistice, and known as the
"
khaki election," decided in 1922 to withdraw

their support from the coalition government

headed by the Liberal Lloyd George. In the

ensuing elections the Conservatives won, and

the Liberals, split between the followers of

Lloyd George and those of the more orthodox

Asquith, lost heavily. Labor won 142 seats-

more thaii_jh£_Ji^erals did — and became for

the first time His Majesty's Opposition.

Both Conservatives and Labor realized the

underlying difficulties of Britain's position.

Both were fully aware that twentieth-century

Britain had to sell enough goods and services

abroad — enough manufactured goods and

shipping, insurance, banking, and tourist serv-

ices—so that the income from them would

buy food for her people and much of the raw

materials for her factories. But the parties

were not agreed on how to achieve this nec-

essary task. Broadly speaking, the Conserva-

tives wanted to retain private industry, with

government and other technical experts help-

ing to make it efficient. But they were thwarted

by high tariffs in the United States and else-

where, by the drive to economic self-sufficiency

all over the world, and by the difficulties of

trade with communist Russia.

The state of world trade drove the Con-

servatives more and more to the solution Jo-
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seph Chamberlain (see Chapter 21 ) had advo-

cated earlier: protective tariffs against

competing foreign goods, and the knitting of

the Empire and Commonwealth, with their

vast variety of resources, into a largely self-

sufficient trade area by "imperial preference"

agreements. Such agreements would give raw

materials from the colonies and dominions

preferred treatment in the British market in

return for preferred treatment of British man-

ufactures in the colonial and dominion mar-

kets. In theory, at least, the scheme could have

worked, for the Commonwealth and Empi re

of the ni neteen-twenties — one-quarter of the

world's Jand and people — had the requisite

natural resources and offered a potential mar-

ket capable of supporting the British Isle s in

the style to which they were accustomed. In

practice, however, the great snag was the un-

willingness of the constituent parts of the

Empire and Commonwealth to accept for

themselves the role of producers of raw mate-

rials in exchange for British manufactured

goods and British services. The self-governing

dominions, loyal though they had been during

the war, were in no mood to assume a role

essentially like that of colonies in the old

mercantilistic days. They were looking toward

independent nationhood, and they wanted

what seems to go with nationhood in our

world — their own industries. This was also

true of what was potentially the richest unit in

the Empire, India.

The Labor solution was nationalization

— that is, government purchase and operation

of key industries with just compensation to

their private owners, rather than seizure with-

out compensation as in Soviet Russia. The key

industries were transportation, power, coal,

steel, perhaps even textiles, cutlery, pottery,

machine tools — all the industries that seem to

thrive best on large-scale organization. A good

many Laborites wanted nationalization simply

because, as socialists, they believed that profits,

rent, and interest paid to "capitalist" private

owners were forms of worker-exploitation,

and that under nationalization these forms

of exploitation would cease. But many of

their leaders knew that even nationalized

industries would still face the fundamental

problem of selling enough goods abroad to

keep the economy going. They argued, there-

fore, that nationalization would enable British

industries to produce more cheaply and effi-

ciently. It would do away with wasteful com-

petition and with the inefficient firms so

conspicuous in the coal industry, for instance.

It would, they fondly believed, force into pro-

ductive work both unnecessary managerial and

selling staffs, and stockholders and other in-

vestors who lived without working.

Moreover, Labor supporters believed that,

once nationalization had been achieved, the

B ritish workmen would take a new attitude

toward their work. Knowing that they were

now the real owners of their own industries,

they would put their hearts into their work,

abstain from feather-bedding, absenteeism,

and similar practices, and raise production to a

point where the goods of Britain could un-

dersell those of her capitalist rivals in world

markets. This belief was reinforced by the

somewhat paradoxical faith in free trade that

the Labor party had inherited from the Liber-

als, and by its high hopes for improved inter-

national relations. Consequently, Labor was

hostile to the Conservative policies of protec-

tive tariffs and imperial preference.

Postwar Politics

In the twenty years between the wars, nei-

ther the Tories nor the Laborites were able to

carry out their full platforms. Labor itself,

though it came to power briefly in 1924 and

in 1929, with its leader Ramsay MacDonald as

prime minister, never had a parliamentary

position firm enough to nationalize any indus-

try. The Conservatives, by no means unanimous

on the degree of economic self-sufficiency they

wanted for the Empire, were decisively held

up by the refusal of the Commonwealth coun-

tries to go much further than to accept certain

limited imperial preferences.

Despite the wider cleavage between the

two parties, British politics still retained

many of the amenities of Victorian parlia-
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mentary life. The House of Commons, even

though it now included workingmen and oth-

ers who by no means spoke with an upper-

class "Oxford accent," was still one of the best

clubs in the world. For a few weeks in 1926

some 2,500,000 trade-union members at-

tempted a general strike in support of the

coal-miners, who were already on strike in

protest against a cut in their wages. The gen-

eral strike failed, but during its brief course

fundamental British attitudes were revealed.

Thousands of men from the middle and upper

classes volunteered to keep essential services

operating, and in Plymouth a soccer team of

strikers played a team of police. Britain, de-

spite mounting tensions, remained a land of

general law-abidingness, where the class

struggle that the Marxists talked so much
about seemed to have come thoroughly under

the control of the parliamentary decencies.

In 1 928, almost unnoticed, the last step was

taken in the political democratization of

Britain that had begun in 1832. In 1918, in

preparation for the "khaki election," the gov-

ernrnentJia4_EiiL£il£2H£!L3JS£orm_^i^^
eliminated all the old exceptions to universal

male suffrage and gave the vote to alLmen
oyer rwpnry-nnp Culminating a long and

spectacular campaign in which "suffragettes"

had demonstrated, marched, orated, and even

chained themselves to lamp posts, destroyed

property, and gone to jail in behalf of

women's rights, the bill also gave the vote to

women. But, with almost a caricature of

British caution, it set the voting age for

women at thirty years, thus insuring that there

would always be more male than female vot-

ers. The distinction was too irrational to stand

up, especially after experience had demon-
strated—as it also did in the United States

— that women divide politically about the way
men do. In 1928, a measure known irrev-

erently as the
"
bill for flapper suffrage" gave

women the vote at twenty-one.

Although the dole, depressed industries,

and other signs of economic ill-health per-

sisted, Britain did experience a measure of

recovery in the late 1920s. But then the great

depression, the signal for which was given by

the New York stockmarket crash in October,

1929, began its spread around the world.

Britain, already weakened, was one of the first

to be engulfed. Faced by a serious deficit, and

unwilling to try to meet it by cutting the dole

and other social services, the second Labor

government of Ramsay MacDonald resigned

in August, 1931.

It gave way to a coalition of Conservatives,

Liberals, and right-wing Laborites headed by

the same MacDonald. This coalition cabinet

put through reductions in the dole and the

social services. Late in 1931, it took the deci-

sive step, a hard one in view of Britain's tra-

ditional financial leadership and devotion to

the gold standard, of going off the gold stand-

ard and letting the pound fall in value. In

1932, it made the first move away from free

trade by enacting protective tariffs, and in the

same year Britain ceased payment on her war
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De Valera taking the salute

of the Irish Republic Army.

Western Division, in County

Clare, autumn, 1921.

debts to the United States, except for a few

"token" payments. These measures did little

to help the unemployed or to strike at the

roots of British economic troubles. But they

did stem the depression sufficiently to enable

the coalition to win two general elections in

1931 and 1935.

Yet the coalition government was in fact

dominated by Conservatives, and after the

1935 election the Conservative leader, Stan-

ley Baldwin, took over the post of prime min-

ister. Gradualji^the British.. econojn^p^lllEd

out of the worst of the— depression,- al-

though— some economic theorists might say

because— Ba ldwin did noth
i ni; Hpynnrl l;ffp inf>

the hiidef in habnj^f By 1 936, however,

Mussolini's and Hitler's aggressions were be-

ginning to demand British attention. The eco-

nomic question and the social question, by no

means solved, faded before the threat of an-

other war.

Settlement

of the Irish Question

The years between the wars were of great

importance for Ireland. The outbreak of war

in 1914 put off the threatened revolt against

Home Rule in Ulster (see Chapter 21), but

the Irish were hardly reliable partners in the

war. In 1916, the faction furthest removed

from the Ulster rebelsjlthe Irish nationalistj^

got some German help in guns and ammuni-
tion and staged an armed rising in Dublin.

The British put down this
"

Easter rebellion,"

but not before they had created a fresh and

effective set of Irish political martyrs. The
British government did not dare extend con-

scription to Ireland until April, 1918, and the

attempt made then led the Irish nationalists to

boycott the British Parliament and to cease

attending its sessions.

By 1919, Home Rule as decreed in 1914

was not enough for the nationalists of Ireland.

The Home Rulers of prewar days had yielded -

to more extreme rebels, the Sinn Fein (mean- Siy>t^^ a^o
ing in Gaelic,

"
ourselves alone"), who wanted ^

complete independence. The years 1 91 9-

1921 were filled with violence, ambushes,

arson, and guerrilla warfare, as the Irish,

who now had their own illegal parliament,

the Dial Ereann, moved into full revolution.

The British, tired from their long war, were

not in a state of mind to use force effectively;

the Irish, on the other hand, were admirably

organized and full of fight.

Yet the immediate upshot of the violent

phase of the revolution was a compromise,

for the Sinn Fein split in two. A moderate

wing, led by Arthur Griffith and Michael

Collins, was willing to accept a compromise in

which Protestant Ulster would remain under

direct British rule and the Catholic counties
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would be given dominion status. A radical

wing, led by Eamon De Valera— exceedingly

Irish in spite of his Spanish surname — insisted

that the whole island achieve complete inde-

pendence as a unified republic. The moderates

negotiated with the British, and in 1921 ob-

tained for the twenty-six counties of southern

Ireland dominion status under the name of the

Irish Free State.. The Free State had its own
parliament, the Dai], and was completely

self-governing with its own army and its own
diplomatic services; it merely accepted the

British Crown as symbolic head. The six

Protestant counties of Ulster maintained their

.old reli

ipC
„ iZt^ame officially tb

hiE_with Britain, which now be-

5^
U

United Kingdom of Great

and Northern Ire land. Ulster had,

however, its own parliament at Belfast, and

considerable local autonomy.

This settlement was unacceptable to De
Valera and the more extreme revolutionaries,

and the Irish revolution now became a civil

war between partisans of the Free State and

partisans of a republic, with the old round of

burning, ambush, and murder. But the Irish,

too, were beginning to tire of violence. When
the moderate leader, Michael Collin.s. a man

much closer to earth than De Valera , was as-

sassinated by a republican, public opinion

turned away from the extremists. Meantime

he Free State was gradually settling down. De
Valera, after refusing to sit in the Dail be-

cause he would have had to take an oath of

loyalty to the king, changed his mind and de-

cided to bring his fellow republicans into the

national parliament in 1927.

From then on, almost in the manner of il-

logical and compromise-loving England, the

Irish Free State gradually and peacefully got

what the extremists had been killing and

burning for. De Valera's party won a plurality

in the Dail in 1932, and a majority in 1933;

thereupon it proceeded to abolish the oath of

loyalty to the Crown and to cut most of the

slender threads that still tied the Free State to

England. In 1939, Catholic Ireland was so free

j)
'

from British domination that she could de-

(^ - clare and maintain her neutrality throughout

^^ World War II. . In 1949, the final step was

taken when Britain recognized her as the fully

4Bb . ^. ^, ,

independent Republic of Eire (Gaelic for

"Ireland"). \

The Commonweaitn ot Nations

No such secession took place elsewhere

among the British possessions in the years

between the two world wars. On the contrary,

definite constitutional recognition of the es-

sential independence of the dominions

seemed to make them more loyal, though at

the cost of any central British authority over

their economic policies, and, at least in law,

over their foreign policies. The capstone of a

long process that had begun with the Durham
Report nearly a century before (see Chapter

24) was the Statute of Westminster of 1931.

This spelled out the new relations between

the dominions and the mother country that

had been negotiated in an imperial conference

five years earlier. The preparatory report of

1926 anticipated the gist of the Statute of

Westminster by declaring that Britain and the

dominions

communities within the

British Empire, equal in status, in no way subordi-

nate one to another in any aspect of their domestic

or external affairs, though united by a common
allegiance to the crown and freely associated as

members of the British Commonwealth of Nations.

That phrase "freely associated" means also

"able freely to choose to be dis-associated." In

other words, the right of a state^to secede,

which Americans fought a great civil war to

decide is not a part of the United States Con-

stitution, ii a part of the constitution of the

British Commonwealth of Nations. And the

twenty-six counties of Southern Ireland in

effect took advantage of this right to set up

their republic quite outside the Common-
wealth. South Africa dis-associated itself in

1 961 and became an independent republic,

and in 1965 the Rhodesian government made
a unilateral declaration of independence (for

details see Chapter 31).

The new status acquired by the dominions

in 1931 was symbolized by a change in termi-



nolog>-. Henceforward they were no longer to

be considered parts of the British Empire but

free members of the British Commonwealth
of Nations. In this new relationship, Britain

would have to negotiate with Canada or Aus-

tralia about tariffs, trade conditions, immigra-

tion, and the like, just as if they were foreign

countries. Although Britain was unable to

build a self-sufficient economic unity out of

her dominions, still in 1939, as in 1914, the

dominions all came into the war on Britain's

side. They made this decision even though

they had the legal right to follow the example

of Ireland and remain neutral.

Ill France

The Impact of the War

In France, both World War I and the post-

war difficulties caused more serious disloca-

tion than they did in Britain. In the war itself,

France lost proportionately more in human
lives and in material damage than did any

other major belligerent. TwoJoiLlion French;

men in the prime of life^ffiereLekher killed or

so seriously_mutilated as to be incapable of

normal living. In a land of only 39,000,000,

and with an already low birth rate, it is likely

that this human loss impaired the French

potentiality for achievement in all phases of

civilization. Many of the men who would have

been statesmen, industrialists, scientists, and

artists in the I930's were killed off in 1914-

1918. Three hundred thousand houses and

twenty thousand factories or shops were de-

stroyed. In a land of conservative economic

organization, where work was done slowly and

for the most part without large-scale automatic

machinery, this material setback would be

long felt. Psychologically, the feeling of vic-

tory by no means compensated for the trau-

matic losses of the four years of struggle.

France set as her goal the laming of her re-
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cent enemy, Germany, in every possible way.

She tried to extract reparations to the last pos-

sible sum, undeterred by the arguments of

economic theorists that Germany could not

pay. But she insisted even more on keeping

Germany down, isolated in international rela-

tions, and without the physical means of

fighting. In a pinch, most Frenchmen would

probably have been willing to forego repara-

tions in order to deprive Germany of the eco-

nomic plant necessary for modern war. They
would have preferred this to collecting repa-

rations from a rich and productive Germany.

In the postwar years, however, French

statesmen attempted to follow both policies

simultaneously and of course failed. The cul-

mination came in January, 192.^, under the

premiership of the conservative Raymond
Poincare. when French and Belgian troops

occupied the great German industrial region

of the Ruhr in an effort to make Germany pay

full reparations. The Germans replied by pas-

sive resistance (see Chapter 27). By 1925, it

was clear that the Ruhr occupation had

brought no gains to France, and the new
French government, chosen after the failure of

Poincares policy, withdrew the troops.

Meanwhile, the French were undergoing

inflation. The inflation resulted in part tinm

the cost of rebuilding the devastated areas—

a

cost that drained government finances and that

was only partly covered by German payments.

It resulted also from the high cost of main-

taining armed forces— for the French dared

not disarm, from the general disorder of in-

ternational trade, and from the staggering

debts piled up during the war by the French

government, which, like the imperial German
government, had preferred loans to taxes. By
the mid-1 920's. the franc had slipped from its

prewar value of 20 cents to a dangerous low of

about 2 cents. In the crisis, Poincare was re-

called to power to "save the franc." In 1926,

he initiated new taxes and stern measures of

economy which, together with the gradual

restoration of normal international trade after

the French withdrawal from the Ruhr,

stemmed the decline of the franc. In 1928, it

was officially revalued at .^.92 cents.

The French inflation, though mild com-

pared with the German, nevertheless caused

economic and social dislocation. Frenchmen
who had lent their government francs worth

20 cents now found themselves deprived of

four-fifths of their loans. This very considera-

ble repudiation fell with particular severity on
the middle class, especially the lower middle

class, the petite bourgeoisie. The greatest suffer-

ers were those living on their savings or on
relatively fixed incomes — on pensions, for

example, or on the return from bonds, or even

on the contents of the wool sock in which

the suspicious French peasant traditionally

hoarded his cash. Bourgeois people naturally

fear pauperization, fear being pushed down
into the ranks of the proletariat, and the

French were no exceptions. Inflation thus

weakened a social class that had long been a

mainstay of republicanism in France and

added to the social tensions that form the cen-

tral theme of French domestic history in the

period between the two world wars.

Social and Political Tensions

Durmg World War I, the French had tem-

porarily put aside the great political and social

conflict they had inherited from 1 789. After

the war, the "sacred union" of political parties

that had carried France through the struggle

soon dissolved, and the traditional conflict was

resumed. This is sometimes termed the conflict

between the "two Frances " — the republican

France of the Left , and the royalist, or au-

thoritarian France of the Right . The conflict

was not quite a simple Marxian class struggle

between rich and poor, capitalist and prole-

tarian, though it was certainly in part such a

struggle. On the Right were the wealthier

classes, many of them openly hostile to the

very existence of the parliamentary state. They

were reinforced by conservative peasants and

by small businessmen and investors, who were

not hostile to the Third Rej^ublic as such but

who were determined to resist any attempt to

extend the social services of the
"
welfare

state." As a result of this right-wing resistance.

I



France lafyjed behind Britain, Germany, Swe-

den, and other European states in providing

measures of social security.

On the Left were the champions of the

welfare state, the Socialists and the Commu-
nists, backed by the more radical workers, by

many white-collar people, especially in the

government service, and by some intellectuals.

The effectiveness of the Left was hampered by

the postwar split between the Communists,

who followed the Moscow line, and the So-

cialists, who did not, and by a comparable

schism within the major trade-union organi-

zation, the C.G.T. {Confederation Generate du

Traiai/— General Confederation of Labor).

Still nominally part of the Left, but actually in

the political middle and not anxious to go far

toward the welfare state, was the misleadingly

named Radical-Socialist Party, long the po-

litical bulwark of the Third Republic. The
Radicals were strong among the peasants of

southern France, and among white-collar

workers and smaller professional men.

Religious difficulties further embittered

French politics. French Leftists, including the

Radicals, were anticlerical by tradition. After

the war they rashly attempted to introduce

anticlerical measures into strongly Catholic

Alsace. Alsace had not been affected by the

separation of Church and State carried

through in France after the Dreyfus crisis (see

Chapter 21), since it had then belonged to

Germany. In the long run, the government was

obliged to make compromises on the Alsatian

question and on other clerical issues. After

bitter public debate, it finally decided in the

mid-1 y20's to resume diplomatic relations

with the Vatican, which had been broken off

at the time of the separation.

In the late 1920's, the years of increased

prosperity that followed the revaluation of the

franc, the Third Republic seemed to be get-

ting the better of its internal difficulties. In-

deed, the world economic crisis that began in

1929 was late in striking France, and for a

while in 19.M) it looked as though the French

economy, less devoted to large-scale industry

than that of the United States, Britain, or

Germany, might weather the crisis much more

easily. But France, too, depended on interna-

tional trade, particularly on the export of per-

fumes, wines and brandies, Paris gowns, and

other luxuries. By 1932, the depression had

struck, and the government was in serious

economic and political difficulties.

The Stavisky Case

and the Popular Front y^'iMU-^
The political crisis came to a head in Feb-

ruary, 1934, as a result of the Stavisky case ,

a financial scandal reminiscent of the Panama

scandal of the 189()'s (see p. 234). Sjtavisky, a

shad y promoter and swindler who had all sorts

oTTonnections with important public figures

of the Third Republic, was caught at last in a

fraudulent bond issue of the municipal pawn-

shop of Bayonne. The full details have never

emerged, but Stavisky's suicide — or mur-

der—in December, 1933, rocked France. On
the extreme Right, royalists, enjoying the

freedom of a democratic society, had long

been organized, notably in a pressure group

known as the Action Fran(aise, and were gain-

ing recruits among upper-class youth. The
Camelots du Roi ("The King's Henchmen"),

strong-armed squads of the Action Franfaise,

went about beating up Communists, who in

turn responded with violence. Less fascist in

character, yet also supporting the Right, was a

veterans' organization, the Croix de Feu ("cross

of fire " — the reference is to war), organized by

Colonel de la Rocque. During the agitation

following the Stavisky case, the Camelots du

Roi and the Croix de Feu took part in riots

against the government that broke out in Paris

in February, 1934. The Left countered with a

brief general strike; France seemed to be on

the eve of revolution.

Once more, however, as in the time of

Dreyfus, the republican forces rallied to meet

the threat, and once more after the crisis had

been surmounted France moved to the Left.

The February crisis itself was overcome by a

coalition of all parties save royalists. Social-

ists, and Communists. But the franc was again

falling in value. The conservative premier.
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visky riots, Paris, February,

1934.

Flandin, attempted to cut back government

expenditures by measures similar to those that

had worked a decade earlier under Poincare;

this time they did not work. The forces of the

Left responded by forming the so-called Pop-

ular Front, made up of the Radical-Socialist,

Socialist, and Communist parties, and backed

by the C.G.T., which had temporarily healed

the schism between Communists and non-

Communists. Their victory in a general elec-

tion in May, 1936, led to the formation of

a Popular Front ministry under the leadership

of the Socialist Leon Blum.

The Popular Front came to power in part as

a kind of French equivalent of the American

New Deal. The workers, the white-collar men,

the government employees, even many of the

peasants and shopkeepers, were now con-

vinced that the classical formulas of economic

retrenchment were not the remedy for the ills

of France. They wanted a direct attack on the

stronghold of retrenchment, the Bank of

France, still a private institution dominated by

the "two hundred families" alleged to contro

the French economy. They wanted more equa

distribution of wealth by government spend

ing; in short, they wanted the "welfare state.'

Other factors entered into the victory ol

the Popular Front. Mussolini had begun his

Ethiopian adventure, and Hitler his rearma-

ment; many a Frenchman in 1 936 voted Left

as a protest against the compromises that

French politicians had been making with the

dictators. Finally, these were the years when

Russia, just admitted to the League of Na-

tions, seemed to be pursuing a course of col-

laboration with the West against the threat of

Nazi Germany. Moscow therefore urged the

French Communists to give up their old pol-

icy of constant opposition and to co-operate

with their hated enemies, the Socialists.

It was a bad time for a French New Deal.

The nation was bitterly divided between par-

tisans and enemies of the Popular Front;

business and farming classes were traditionally

reluctant to pay income taxes, which would

have to be raised to meet the costs of social

services; the economy was not geared to labor-

saving devices. The Blum cabinet had an am-

bitious program— a maximum work week

of 40 hours; paid vacations and the like; par-

tial nationalization of the Bank of France, the

railroads, and the munitions industry; com-

pulsory arbitration of labor disputes; and

other measures of social welfare. Although

Blum achieved most of this program on paper,
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everything; conspired to block its successful

execution. The Communists did not really

co-operate, for they refused to participate in

the Blum cabinet and sniped at it from the

sidelines in the Chamber and in the press.

Businessmen took fright at the mushrooming
membership of the C.G.T. and at the "sit-

down" or "stay-in" strikes of French industrial

workers in June, 1936.

Moreover, as the anti-democratic regimes

in Germany, Italy, and Spain went on to new
victories, France was driven to expensive

rearmament. Capital, however, was rapidly

leaving the country to be invested or

deposited abroad, and the monied class would

not subscribe to the huge defense loans that

were essential if the French armed forces were

to be put in shape to face the war that be-

gan to seem inevitable. Blum was obliged

to call a halt in March, 19.3". The Popular

Front now disintegrated, and the C.G.T. lost

millions of its newly recruited members and

suffered a new schism between Communists
and anti-Communists.

Divided France

The morale of the French sagged badly

after the collapse of the Popular Front. Under

the mounting tensions of 1938 and 1939, the

Radical-Socialist premier, Daladier, kept

France on the side of Britain in opposition to

the Rome-Berlin axis, and various measures of

retrenchment— including virtual abandonment

of the 4()-hour week — kept the French econ-

omy from collapse. But the workers took very

badly the failure of the Popular Front, and as

late as November, 1 938, a general strike al-

most came off, and was combated by putting

the railway workers under military orders.

The "have" classes, on the other hand, were

outraged by the fact that Blum's experiment

had been made at all; many of them were con-

vinced that their salvation lay in a French

totalitarian state
— "better Hitler than Blum,"

as their despairing slogan went. The France

that was confronted with war in 1939 was not

only inadequately prepared in terms of ma-

terials; it was psychologically and spirit-

ually divided, uncertain of what it was fight-

ing for.

Many Frenchmen before 1940 relied on

their great empire to restore the flagging mo-

rale and material capabilities of the mother

country. Colonial troops, particularly from

Senegal and North Africa, had helped to re-

plenish the diminished ranks of the army

during World War 1. Enthusiasts spoke of

France as a nation not of just the 40,000,000

at home but of 100,000,000 Frenchmen, in-

cluding the population of the colonial territo-

ries. But this was stretching the facts too far.

Economically, the Empire as a whole did ad-

vance in the 1920's and 1930's, yet only small

native elite groups — only a relative handful of

Indo-Chinese or Senegalese or Algerian Ar-

abs, for instance— were assimilated as French-

men or desired such assimilation. What the

colonial populations were beginning to desire

was some sort of home rule or independence.

Although some leaders of the French Left

urged concessions to native aspirations, little

was in fact conceded, and French imperial

policy in the 1920's, and I930's continued

along traditional lines. Perhaps no policy

pursued then could have prevented the dis-

integration of the French Empire that oc-

curred after World War II, but the old-

fashioned policy that prevailed did nothing

to reconcile native nationalists to the French

overlords.

Yet we must not here give way to the

American fondness for lecturing the French

on their weaknesses, and especially on their

social and political divisions. The fact remains

that in the years between the two World Wars

France did not take the totalitarian path, did

not go the way of Italy, Germany or Russia.

She remained a democracy, with a parlia-

mentary government, and the essential free-

doms of speech, press and association.
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IV The United States

Neither the human nor the ma-

terial losses of the United States in World

War I were at all comparable with those of

Britain and France. American casualties were

n S nnn rlp^H a nd ^PfSOOn wnyndpd; the com-

parable French figures were 1,385,000 dead

and 3,044j000_ wounded in a populalioji_one-

third as large. Moreover, in purely material

terms, the United States probably gained from

the war. Heavy industries were greatly stimu-

lated by Allied war orders; the war put the

growing financial ce nter of New York at least

on equal terms with that o£London; the dollar

had begun to dethrone the monarch of the

nineteenth century, the_EQiind_sterl_ing. The

Allies had borrowed from the American gov-

ernment, but until 1933 some interest came in

on these loans. Moreover, the stimulation of

American industry resulting from these loans

exceeded the loss from the final repudiation

of war debts in the early 1930's. The United

States, then, came out of the war al most nn-

scathed, victorious, and prosperous.

Isolationism

Yet in some ways the American revulsion

against the war in 1919 and the years follow-

ing was as marked as that of Britain, France,

and defeated Germany. On the level of party

politics, that revulsion helped to unseat the

Democrats, who, under President Wilson, had

controlled the federal government since 1913-

The Republicans won the presidential elec-

tiJirrorT920, 1924, andJ 928. Three succesi

sive Republicans occupied the White H011&&

- Harding (1921-1923), Coolidge (1923-

1929), and Jierhert Hoover (1929-1933).

The elections were uneventful and not very

close; the election of 1928 was, however,

notable for the bitterness aroused in many

quarters by the unsuccessful candidacy of

the Democrat Alfred E. Smith, a Rornan

Catholic. Many sound observers felt that

Smith's religion had been largely instrumental

in his defeat and that the American people

simply would not elect a Roman Catholic to

the highest office of state.

On the level of policy and public attitudes,

American revulsion against war took the form

of isolationism , the desire to withdraw from

international politics. This isolationism was

by no means universal among Americans.

Some historians feel that the drives and atti-

tudes of millions of men had already made
isolationism certain in 1919. Others feel that

a slight shift in the words and deeds of men in

high places could have changed the final deci-

sion and could at least have brought America

into the League of Nations. If, as we have al-

ready seen, the Democratic President Wilson

had been willing to meet Republican opposi-

tion in the Senate by a few concessions, then

perhaps the Treaty of Versailles, League of

Nations and all, might have achieved the

two-thirds majority in the Senate the Consti-

tution requires for treaties. Or if someone on

the Republican side, with skill and prestige,

had been able to put through the notion of a

bipartisan foreign policy, then with patience

and good will the United States might have

been brought into the League. Public opinion,

say those who take this view, was not against

our carrying on the task we had begun in

1917; only a noisy minority in the country as

a whole, and the little group of obstinate sen-

ators at the top, wanted us to withdraw.

Yet those who remember the years right

after 1 91 8 find it hard to deny that the country

was swept by a wave of desire to get back to

"normalcy," as President Harding later termed

it. A great many Americans felt that they had

done all they needed to do in beating the

Germans and that further direct participation

in the complexities of European politics
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would simply involve American innocence

and virtue that much more disastrously in Eu-

ropean sophistication and vice. The not un-

common American reaction against its

"strong" presidents took the form of repudi-

ating all of Wilson's work at Paris as un-

American. Furthermore, as the months of

negotiation went on with no final decisions

reached, Americans, always an impatient

people, began to feel that sheer withdrawal

was about the only effective action they

could take.

The Treaty of Versailles, containing at

Wilson's insistence the League of Nations, was

finally rejected in the Senate on March 19,

1920. The United States remained technically

at war with Germany until July, 1921, when a

resolution making a separate peace was passed

by Congress and signed under the presidency

of Harding. American isolationism was ex-

pressed in these years in other concrete meas-

ures. The Fordney-McCumber Tariff of 1922

and the Smoot-Hawley Tariff of 1930 set suc-

cessively higher duties on foreign goods and

emphasized America's belief that her high

wage scales needed to be protected from

cheap foreign labor.

Yet the United States continued all

through the 192()'s to insist that the debts

owed to her by the Allied powers be repaid. It

is true that these were refunded in a series of

agreements, and that in the closely related

problem of German reparations Americans on

the whole cast their weight on the side of a

general scaling-down of German obligations.

But Congress paid little heed to the argument,

so convincing to most economists, that Euro-

pean nations could not repay save through

dollars gained by sales of their goods in the

American market, and that American tariffs

continued to make such repayment impossi-

ble. Congressmen tended to reduce the com-

plexities of international debts to President

Coolidge's simple dictum: "They hired the

money, didn't they?

"

The spirit of isolationism also lay behind

the immigration restrictions of the I920's,

which reversed the former American policy of

almost free immigration. The act of 1924 set

an annual quota limit for each country of 2

per cent of the number of nationals from that

country resident in the United States in 1890.

Since the heavy immigration from eastern and

southern Europe had come after 1 890, the

choice of that date reduced the How from

these areas to a mere trickle. Northern coun-

tries like Britain, Germany, and Scandinavia,

on the other hand did not use up their quotas.

The Road to Internationalism

Yet during this era of partial isolationism

the United States by no means withdrew en-

tirely from international politics. Rather, as an

independent without formal alliances, she

continued to pursue policies that seemed to

most Americans traditional, but that in their

totality gradually lined her up against the

chief perturbing nations of the years between

the two world wars. Even before the drift of

her commitments against Germany, Italy, and

Japan became clear in the 1930's, Americans

had in fact engaged themselves. In 1928, the

Republican Secretary of State Kellogg sub-

mitted to the great European powers a pro-

posal for a renunciation of war. Incorporated

with similar proposals from the French For-

eign Minister Briand, it was formally adopted

in August of that year as the Pact of Paris,

commonly known as the Kellogg-Briand Pact.

It was eventually signed by twenty-three na-

tions, including the United States. It is now
the fashion to decry the Pact as futile, and it is

certainly true that it did not prevent World

War II. Yet by this action the United States

expressed a concrete concern over the peace

of the world.

In a hundred ways the United States was at

work laying the foundations for the position

of world leadership it reached after World

War II. American businessmen were every-

where; American loans were making possible

the revival of German industrial greatness;

American motors, refrigerators, typewriters,

telephones, and other products of the assem-

bly line were being sold the world over. In

the Far East, the United States as early as 1922

took the lead in the Nine-Power Treaty that

tted her and the other great powers.
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including Japan, to respect the sovereignty

and integrity of China. If President Roosevelt

in 1941 resisted the Japanese attempt to

swallow China and other Far Eastern territory,

he was simply following a line laid down un-

der President Harding.

Boom-and Bust

In domestic affairs, the Coolidge era

(1923-1929) has now become legendary.

These were years of frantic prosperity; nearly

everybody played the stock market and the

market value of stocks rose to fantastic

heights. They were the years of "prohibition,"

the ban on the manufacture and sale of alco-

holic beverages, enforced, in theory, by the

Volstead Act of 1919 under the Eighteenth

Amendment to the Constitution. And so they

were also the years of the speakeasy and the

bootlegger. They were the years of the short

skirt (it was not nearly as short as the skirt

of 1966), of sex appeal (abbreviated as "SA"),

the Charleston, and other forms of "sin."

They were years which, like the "naughty

nineties" of the nineteenth century, we look

back on with a sort of reproving envy, years

that now look colorful and romantic.

But the Coolidge era was by no means com-

pletely summed up in novels of the jazz age,

like The Great Gatsby of F. Scott Fitzgerald, or

even in Sinclair Lewis' half-satirical Babbitt

and Main Street. It was an era of marked in-

dustrial progress, of solid advancement of the

national plant and productive capabilities. It

was an era of the steady spreading in the

United States of standards of living heretofore

limited to the relatively few, standards of liv-

ing that seemed to intellectuals vulgar and

inadequate, but that were nevertheless a new

thing in the world. These were the years

when, if you had a servant, you could no

longer take her for granted, but had to take

some pains to keep her satisfied. They were

years for which, at their best, the right symbol

is no Hollywood character, no intellectual, no

great pioneer of industry, nor even a gangster,

but rather President Coolidge himself, sober.

plodding, insensitive, who said that "the busi-

ness of America is business."

At its most glamorous, the era ended with

the onset of the great depression in the au-

tumn of 1929. During the preceding year.

Wall Street had enjoyed an unprecedented

boom. Speculators by the millions were play-

ing the market in the hope of quick resale of

stocks at huge profits; they bought shares "on

margin," paying only a fraction of their cost in

cash, and often borrowing the money to pay

that small fraction. Not only stocks but many

other purchases were financed on borrowed

money. Credit had swollen to the point where

it was no longer on a sound basis in a largely

unregulated economy. Eventually, shrewd in-

vestors began to sell their holdings in the be-

lief that the bubble soon would burst. The

result was a disastrous drop in stock values,

beginning in October, 1929, and continuing

almost without let-up to 1933. Both the spec-

ulators and the lenders from whom they had

borrowed money were ruined.

The immediate cause of the depression,

then, was the stock-market crash. About the

more deep-seated causes the economic physi-

cians are not even today wholly agreed. Some
of them believe that a capitalist society inevi-

tably produces business cycles oscillating

from the highs of prosperity to the lows of

depression; that these cycles are of various

lengths, short, medium, and long; and that an

unusual number of cyclical lows coincided in

the late 1920's to make the depression partic-

ularly serious. Others, not uninfluenced by

Marx, hold that under American capitalism

the troughs of a depression are bound to be

deeper each time, if only because of the great

scale of the American economy.

This much seems certain: Coolidge pros-

perity was very unevenly distributed among

the various parts of the American economy

and American society. Agriculture, notably,

suffered a kind of permanent depression

throughout the 1920's. At the close of World

War I, farmers commanded very high prices

for their produce and enjoyed an apparently

insatiable market at home and abroad. They

expanded their production — and borrowed to



finance the expansion — often at a reckless rate.

Then, as "normalcy" returned in the early

1 92()'s, the foreign market dried up, the home
market shrank, farm prices fell rapidly, and

the inevitable foreclosure of farm mortgages

began. Wage-earning workers, though not hard

hit like the farmers, gained comparatively lit-

tle increase in their purchasing power during

the 192()'s. The worker did often raise his

standard of living, by purchasing a house or a

car, but he did it on credit, by assuming the

burden of a heavy mortgage or by financing a

purchase on installments to be paid over a

long period. The "big money" of the Coolidge

era went chiefly to business, above all to big

business.

The great depression was very severe in

many countries throughout the world, but no-

where was it worse than in the United States.

Its effects may be measured by the round fig-

ure of I 6,(M)0,00() Americans unemployed at

the low point in the early 193()'s— something

like one-third of the national labor force. In

terms of what economists call the "gross na-

tional product" (GNP), the United States

Department of Commerce sets for 1929 the

figure of SI 03,828,000,000; for 1933, however,

the same department sets a figure of only

S55,"60,0()(),()0().

The most remarkable thing about this grave

crisis in the American economy is that it pro-

duced almost no organized movements of re-

volt, no threat of revolution. The intellectuals

of the 1930s did indeed turn to "social con-

sciousness," and Marxism made some converts

among writers and artists. But the bulk of the

population showed no serious signs of aban-

doning their fundamental belief that the way

out lay through the legal means provided by

existing American institutions. Even before

the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932,

local authorities and private charities, helped

out by the establishment early in 1932 of the

federal R.F.C. (Reconstruction Finance Cor-

poration) to release frozen assets, did a good
deal to soften the worst sufferings of the un-

employed. The Republican administration of

President Hoover, however, was generally

committed to the philosophy of laissez-faire;

aside from the R.F.C, it did little to cushion

the effects of the depression. People who
wanted a more vigorous attack on economic

problems voted for the Democrats in 1932;

most significantly, they did not vote in very

important numbers for the socialist or com-

munist presidential candidates. In the crisis of

a great depression, the American two-party

system evidently continued to meet basic po-

litical needs.

The victory of the Democrats in 1932

seemed to give them a clear mandate to mar-

shal all the resources of the federal govern-

ment against the depression. The Democratic

president, Franklin Roosevelt (1933-1945),

took office on March 4, 1933, in the midst of a

financial crisis that had closed the banks all

over the country. He at once summoned Con-

gress to an emergency session and declared a

bank holiday. Gradually the sound banks reo-

pened, and the New Deal began. Subsequently,

under improving economic conditions, the

American business community mostly turned

with great bitterness against Roosevelt and all

his works. But in those early months of 1933

the mere fact that a national administration

was trying to do something about the situation

was a powerful restorative to national morale.

The nation emerged from the bank holiday

with a new confidence, echoing the phrase

from Roosevelt's inaugural address that there

was nothing to fear "but fear itself"

The New Deal was in part a series of

measures aimed at immediate difficulties and

in part a series of measures aimed at perma-

nent changes in the structure of American

society. The distinction between its short-term

and its long-term measures is in a sense arbi-

trary, for the men who carried both through

were never quite clear in their own minds

exactly what they were trying to do. What
must chiefly interest us is the implications of

their work. In the perspective of western his-

tory, the New Deal was the coming to the

United States, under the special pressures of



Cartoon on a magazine cover, 1934: the blue

eagle was the symbol of the NRA, an ambi-

tious effort by the New Deal to bolster the

industrial recovery and the welfare of labor;

the Supreme Court declared it unconstitu-

tional in 1935.

the great depression, of those measures — "so-

cialist" to some of their opponents — that we
have already seen in European countries like

Great Britain and imperial Germany. They are

best summed up in that value-charged term,

the "welfare state."

The short-term measures of the New Deal

aimed by releasing the dollar from its tie with

gold to lower the price of American goods in

a world that was abandoning the gold stand-

ard. They aimed to thaw out credit by extend-

ing the activities of the R.F.C. and by creating

such new governmental lending agencies as

the Home Owners' Loan Corporation. They

aimed to relieve unemployment by public

works on a large scale, to safeguard bank

deposits by the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation, and to regulate speculation and

other stockmarket activities by the Securities

and Exchange Commission. The historical

significance of many of these innovations

rested in the fact that they were undertaken

not by private business or by state or local au-

thorities but by the federal government. There

was one exception to the rule of widening fed-

eral activity. The Twenty-first Amendment to

the Constitution repealed the Eighteenth and

abandoned the increasingly unsuccessful fed-

eral efforts to enforce prohibition.

The long-term measures of the New Deal

were, of course, more important. The Social

Security Act of 1935 introduced to the United

States on a national scale the unemployment

insurance, old-age pensions, and other benefits

of the kind that Lloyd George had brought

into Britain. Somewhat more equal distribu-

tion of the national wealth resulted from in-

creased federal taxation, especially taxes on

individual and corporate incomes. Congress

passed a whole series of acts on labor rela-

tions, the net effect of which has been to

strengthen and extend the role of organized

labor in American economic life. A series of

acts on agriculture, though leaving the busi-

ness of farming still in the hands of several

million individual farmers producing for sale

in a cash market, nevertheless regulated crops

and prices to a degree that would have been

incomprehensible to a nineteenth-century far-

mer. And finally— the showpiece of the New
Deal — a great regional planning board, the

Tennessee Valley Authority, used govern-

ment power to make over the economic and

social life of a relatively backward area by

checking the erosion of farmlands, by institut-

ing flood control, and by providing cheap elec-

tric power generated at government-built dams.

Nearly thirty-five years after the bank holi-

day of 1933, Americans were still debating

the New Deal. It unquestionably left the

United States a society very different from

that pictured by the classical economists. No
real society has ever quite corresponded to

the theoretical extreme of free enterprise, in

which every man sells and buys what he

wants — or can — and in which the man who
cannot "earn" a living quite simply dies. But

in the sense in which the United States of, say,

1870 was close to such a society, the United



States of the New Deal and after has been

quite far from such a society. The rush of free

competition has been tempered by govern-

ment regulation, because it has become clear

that in such competition much that men prize

would in fact be competed out of existence.

Most Americans have come to see the need

for government regulation in the conservation

of natural resources. Even here, however,

when it comes to the overgrazing of pasture

lands or the farming methods that lead to

soil erosion, some Americans are still re-

luctant to have the government interfere with

their "rights."

When the question at stake is the distribu-

tion of wealth, rather than its actual exhaus-

tion, Americans are often unwilling to accept

limitations on free enterprise. On this issue,

even after the New Deal, the champions of

government regulation and private initiative

still do battle. The Marxist indictment of a

competitive society, that under it the rich tend

to become richer and the poor to become
poorer, is not wholly true. But the last two

hundred years of western history suggest that

without some government regulation the

modern scramble for wealth tends to produce

a society pyramidal in structure. With a few

men of great wealth at the top, the pyramid

spreads out through the well-to-do to a broad

base of human beings just able to scrape

along In our western society, however, the

political power democracy gives to that nu-

merous broad base has over the years been

used to alter the very shape of the social pyra-

mid. "Soak-the-rich" taxation and government

aid to the poor have flattened it out, cutting it

down at the top and pushing it up from the

bottom. Indeed, the figure is almost certainly

no longer a pyramid, but somewhere ap-

proaching a diamond shape, widest in the

middle. It is not yet in any human society a

straight line, representing absolute social and

economic equality.

There is, then, in modern America a lev-

eling, both up and down. The great baronial

mansions of the Hudson Valley, of Newport,

even of California, are too expensive to main-

tain, and are being turned into museums or

put to institutional use. There are still a num-

ber of very rich men, but they no longer build

themselves palaces, and in general they try to

lead inconspicuous lives. The worst of the

urban slums are being slowly demolished to

make way for modern housing projects. The
number of the very poor is diminishing.

Meanwhile, the total national product has in-

creased. It is not merely that a fixed national

income is being more evenly distributed; de-

spite the complaints of conservatives that the

leveling process is destroying incentives to

hard work and invention, the gross national

product has increased greatly since the depth

of the depression in 1932-1933- There is

more to be shared.

It must be noted that the American society

that emerged from the New Deal can by no

means be accurately described as "socialistic."

The United States of the mid-twentieth cen-

tury is rather a "mixed economy," in which

individual economic activity — that of the

worker as well as that of the entrepreneur or

manager— is indeed regulated and restricted,

but not entirely controlled, by government.

The United States still displays an extra-

ordinary range of economic activity, from the

"socialistic" Post Office to enormous private

industries that are themselves societies, almost

governments, with administrative problems

and bureaucracies of their own, and on down
to small independent businessmen, who are

often the best examples of almost pure free

enterprise.

Confident America

Although Americans still argue about the

New Deal, it seems evident that the measures

taken by the Roosevelt administration, com-

bined with the strength of American institu-

tions and culture, pulled the United States at

least part way out of the depression. These

measures also restored a high degree of con-

fidence to Americans. The intellectuals, whose

role in modern America has generally been in

opposition to the men of business, in the

1 92()'s had found the United States a hope-

lessly crass and vulgar society. But in the

193()'s, though some intellectuals flirted with
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Marxism, many of them turned to support

the new American way mariced out by the

New Deal.

The onset of war in Europe found Amer-

icans, as we shall see in the next chapter,

anxious not to jeopardize in war their still pre-

carious prosperity, anxious to remain neutral

if Europe should persist in going to war. Roo-

sevelt and his Republican opponents had been

for some time exchanging insults: the "eco-

nomic royalists" fought back at "that man in

the White House." Yet in the pinch of the

international crisis of 1939-1941 it became

clear that, although the nation was not com-

pletely united, at any rate it was not patholo-

gically divided. As so often in American

history, the violence of verbal politics masked

a very basic unity. When the war came to the

United States in 1941, Americans were large-

ly ready for it psychologically and— what

is really remarkable in a western democracy

— not too unready for it militarily.

When the war came, moreover, the United

States had already made many efforts to enlist

the support of the Latin-American states. In

1930, before the so-called "Roosevelt Revolu-

tion" in American diplomacy. President

Hoover's State Department issued the Clark

Memorandum, specifically stating that the

Monroe Doctrine does not concern itself with

inter-American relations but is directed

against outside intervention in the affairs of

the Western Hemisphere. The United States

was no longer to land the Marines in some
Central American republic at the drop of a hat

but was trying to strengthen hemispheric sol-

idarity. And so, on the foundations of the

Clark Memorandum, President Roosevelt

built his celebrated "Good Neighbor" policy

toward the other American nations (for details

on Latin America, see Chapter 31 ).

Meantime, what may be called American

imperial policy was likewise undergoing some
liberalization, notably with respect to the

Philippines. When the United States had an-

nexed the islands at the close of the Spanish-

American War (see Chapter 24), a stubborn

Filipino insurrection broke out in protest,

and it took American forces three years

(1899-1902) to subdue the rebels. Filipino

nationalists, though partially disarmed by

the conciliatory measures taken by the United

States after the suppression of the rebellion,

none the less continued to advocate eventual

freedom. In the 1930's, American officials ne-

gotiated with Filipino leaders with the aim at

first of bestowing a rather dilute kind of do-

minion status on the islands. But by the out-

break of World War II the negotiations had

advanced to the point where it was evident

that the Philippines would soon gain at least

nominal independence.

V The Loosening of Imperial Ties

The Filipino insurrection of

1899 was a portent. Even before 1914, there

were signs that many of the more advanced

"colonial" peoples were already chafing under

imperialism. Native nationalist movements

were creating trouble for the British in Egypt

and India, for the French in Morocco and Al-

geria, and for all the imperial powers in

China. The First World War itself speeded up

the process of rousing national consciousness

among the "natives" of the various empires.

and at its end there was no doubt that the hold

of the West had been loosened. Psychologi-

cally, the experience of the war gave a lift to

non-western peoples; they had often rendered

important services to their white masters, and

their leaders had widened their knowledge of

the West. The Arab peoples of the old Otto-

man Empire had raised armies of their own and

had fought with European aid for their own
freedom from Turkish rule. French colonial

troops and British India troops had taken part
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in the conflict, sometimes in Europe itself.

The very spectacle of the masters quarrel-

ing among themselves did something to lower

the prestige of the West among subject peo-

ples. Moreover, the Allies had fought the war

in the name of democratic ideals of self-

determination for all peoples, and in their

propaganda against the Central Powers they

had stressed their opposition to imperialism.

The fifth of Wilson's Fourteen Points asserted

that in disputed claims to colonial territories

"the interests of the populations concerned

must have equal weight " with the interests of

the colonial powers. It is true that the Allies

did not give up any of their territories in 1 91 9,

and did indeed add to them under the man-

date system (see Chapter 25). To many of the

subject races, as to liberals in the West itself,

the mandate was simply a disguise for the old

imperialism; but it is surely significant that a

disguise seemed necessary to the imperialist

powers. The West now appeared to be com-

mitted to a process of at least gradual emanci-

pation of the colonial dependencies.

It was in the Far East that old imperial ties

were most clearly loosened during the inter-

war years. China, as we shall soon see in more
detail, was engaged in a great struggle to free

herself from the tutelage of the western colo-

nial powers. The conflict in China, however,

was much more than a simple conflict between

oriental nationalists and occidental imperial-

ists. Almost from the start it was complicated

by two additional elements— increasing com-

munist intervention in Chinese politics, and

the increasing threat to Chinese independence

from an expansionist Japan. It is scarcely an

exaggeration to say that China faced the pros-

pect of simply exchanging one set of imperial

overlords for another.

Japan

Alone among non-western peoples, thejap-

anese experienced the industrial revolution

and were able to maintain themselves as a

fully independent major political entity dur-

ing the great age of imperialism (see Chapter

24). More than that, as the twentieth century

opened, Japan was clearly a great power, a full

but somewhat unwelcome participant in the

struggle for imperial position. As we have

seen, the Japanese made these impressive ac-

complishments without radically altering their

traditional oligarchical and absolutist political

structure.

In the decade after World War 1, it looked

as though Japan might achieve a gradual li-

beralization of her political institutions. The
cabinets of the I920's included many men
from the business class who favored vigorous

expansion abroad but who also granted some
measures of cautious liberalism at home. The
sufl^rage was gradually extended, and in 1925

all men received the right to vote. For the first

time, political parties, western-style, began to

put down roots, especially in the urban popu-

lation, and seemed likely to give new vitality

to the Diet, the not very powerful central rep-

resentative assembly of Japan. Trade unions

also took shape and began to win a following.

Japan, however, did not evolve into a par-

liamentary democracy on the western model
during the twenty years' truce. By the early

1930's, political power was falling more and

more into the hands of army and navy ofl&cers,

many of whom were descended from the feudal

samurai class (see p. .345). This officer clique

hated the prospect of liberal civilian gov-

ernment and envied and mistrusted the

business class. They found a potent political

weapon in the institution of the emperor, who
was supposed to possess the kind of political

infallibility that westerners associate with a

divine-right monarch. Putting their own words

into the emperor's mouth, the admirals and

generals used his pronouncements to further

their own ends. And, to make doubly sure,

they assassinated or terrorized the chief

spokesmen of nascent Japanese liberalism.

The consequence was the progressive

clamping of a military dictatorship on Japan

during the 1930s. Although popular elections

continued to be held, their results were disre-

garded, and the Diet lost its recently acquired

vitality. Businessmen supported the new
regime out of fear or out of anticipation of the
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huge profits to be secured from its adv

abroad. A cult of emperor-worship, known as

state Shinto, was concocted out of a rather

innocuous traditional Japanese religion to

focus popular loyalties on the divine mission

of the emperor and to insure popular submis-

sion to the will of the men who ruled in his

name. A corps of ruthless agents, picturesque-

ly named "thought police," hounded anyone

suspected of harboring "dangerous thoughts."

In short, Japan now had a government that

exploited many uniquely Japanese traditions

but in its operations also bore a striking

resemblance to the totalitarian governments

of Europe.

Nowhere was the parallel with European

totalitarianism more marked than in the for-

eign policy of Japan between the two world

wars. Like Hitler's Germans or Mussolini's

Italians, the Japanese claimed to be a "have-

not" nation. They, too, pointed to their stead-

ily growing population — and did all they

could to encourage its further growth. They,

too, harped on the over-crowding of the

homeland, its inadequate resources, and its

restricted markets. Behind these arguments

lay real economic problems of sustaining the

Japanese economy in the face of the depres-

sion and the world-wide disruption of interna-

tional trade, problems of providing food and

work for the 6(),()()(),()0() Japanese in 1930. In

seeking to solve these problems by imperial

expansion, the militarists of the 1930's were

following a pattern that had already been set

by the West. And they were also following the

path marked out by the Japanese officers and

politicians who had secured Formosa in 1895

and annexed Korea in 1910. During World
War I, Japan had tried in vain to subjugate

China; by World War II, she had appar-

ently almost succeeded in doing so. To fol-

low the course of this Japanese imperialism

we must turn to the history of its chief victim,

China-

"Rule, Japannia. Very nice, yes!-so
Cartoonist Low comments on Japan';

ordinated Far Eastern policy during

long as honourable foreign ladies continue to sit apart.

> profiting by British and American failure to pursue a co-

the 1930's.



Chinese prisoners tal<en by

foreign troops suppressing

the Boxer rebellion.

China: The Revolution of 191 1-1912

By 1900, the Chinese Empire was far ^one

in political decay. Nominally independent

under the rule of its Manchu dynasty, it had

lost much of its effective sovereignty through

concessions of naval bases and economic and

political privileges to the European powers

and Japan. Following China's defeat by Japan

in 1895, European imperialists engaged in a

hectic scramble for further concessions. The
Germans leased Kiaochow, the French Kwang-

chou Bay, the Russians Port Arthur, and the

British Wei-hai-wei (see also Chapter 24).

In 1899, the American Secretary of State,

John Hay, sought to end the scramble by get-

ting the powers to accept the principle of the

"Open Door," whereby all foreign goods

could be marketed in China on equal terms,

with no special favors to any one power. Al-

though the interested states subscribed to

Hay's policy in principle, the Open Door
meant little in practice.

Meantime, a formidable reaction to the

outburst of imperialist activity was gathering

within China itself. The hard-pressed Manchu
government encouraged the formation of an

anti-foreign nationalist secret society called

the Boxers. The result was the Boxer Rebel-

lion of 1900, in which more than 200 for

eigners, mainly missionaries, were slain. The

foreign powers, including the United States,

used troops to protect their nationals and prop-

erty against the Boxers. In 1901, they obliged

the Manchu government to pay an enormous

indemnity and to grant them further rights

that, of course, further impaired Chinese

sovereignty.

The next Chinese rebellion, the revolution

of 1911, was directed against the Manchu

regime that had proved so incapable of resist-

ing the encroachments of imperialism. In this

revolution, a factor operated that may often be

found in the whole process of national self-

assertion by non-western peoples. The move-

ment is directed against the West— against

westerners themselves or against native gov-

ernors who seem to be the agents of the West.

But it is a movement inspired at least in part

by Western ideas and examples, led by often

thoroughly "westernized" natives, a movement

that could scarcely have come into being with-

out the influence of the West.

501
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The Chinese revolution of 1911 was com-

paratively bloodless in its early stages. It was

sealed by the abdication on February 12,

1912, of the six-year-old Manchu Emperor,

Pu-yi. From the start, the two chief revolu-

tionary groups displayed conflicting ideas

about the nature of the new society that would

replace the discarded Manchu regime. One
group soon formed the Nationalist party, the

Kuomintang, led by Sun Yat-sen and many

young intellectuals who had studied and trav-

eled in the West. Its leaders wanted a dem-

ocratic parliamentary republic of China

modeled on the western political system,

though preserving as far as possible the basic

Chinese family and village structure, on which

western industrial society was to be grafted.

The other group, whose leader was Yuan Shih-

k'ai, wanted a strong central government basi-

cally authoritarian in structure, with authority

not in the hands of an emperor and the tradi-

tional and highly conservative Chinese manda-

rin bureaucracy, but in the hands of strongmen

capable of achieving the modernization of

China from above.

A struggle for power broke out between

the assembly elected after 1911 and Yuan

Shih-k'-ai. The party of Sun Yat-sen was de-

feated, and by 1914, after a "purge" of the

Kuomintang members of the assembly, Yuan

Shih-k'ai issued a constitutional compact that

put him in the presidential office for ten years.

Sun Yat-sen and his followers had failed to

turn China into a western parliamentary de-

mocracy. Sun was, however, a gifted leader,

and the ideas for which he stood, though they

never were firmly rooted in China, have never

quite disappeared. Sun remains somewhat

paradoxically the great hero of the Chinese

revolution of 1911.

Yuan's subsequent career bears some

resemblance to that of another military re-

former, Oliver Cromwell. Faced with continu-

ing opposition, not only from the republicans

of the Kuomintang but also from the monar-

chists. Yuan decided to follow the age-old

Chinese pattern and set himself up as the first

of a new dynasty of emperors to follow the

Manchus. A revolt caused him to revoke his

plans, and early in 1916 he reorganized the

republic with a military cabinet. He died on

June 6, 1916, leaving the new republic en-

meshed in another age-old Chinese political

pattern — the dissolution of all but the shadow

of central control and the assumption of real

power by regional strong men. A new era of

provincial "war-lords" had begun.

In the years of crisis following 1911, China

also faced the aggressive attempts of Japan to

take over the Far Eastern imperial interests of

European powers now at war among them-

selves. Early in 1915, the Japanese presented

in secrecy to the Chinese government the

"Twenty-One Demands," which amounted to a

demand for something close to a protectorate

over China and for all sorts of concrete

concessions. The Chinese republic, now at the

nadir of its strength, countered by declaring

war against the Central Powers, thus securing

at least the nominal protection of two of the

Allies, Britain and France. The Japanese did

not feel able to defy western objections, and

so contented themselves with taking over

Kiaochow and other German concessions in

the Shantung peninsula. At the end of the war,

the victorious Allies, with the United States

in the lead, acted to check the ambitions of

their recent military partner, Japan. At the

Washington Conference of 1922 (see also

Chapter 29), Japan was forced to sign the

Nine-Power Treaty guaranteeing the indep-

endence of China. This rebuff to Japan was

one of the first events in the long chain that

aggravated the hostility of Japan toward the

United States, and ended, two decades later, in

the attack on Pearl Harbor.

China between the World Wars

The details of Chinese history between the

two world wars are extraordinarily complex.

The main elements during this twenty-year

period were the Kuomintang, the Commu-
nists, and the Japanese invaders. The Kuomin-

tang, after the death of Sun Yat-sen in 1925,

came under the leadership of Chiang Kai-

shek, an army officer trained in Japan and the

brother-in-law of Sun Yat-sen. The National-

ists of the Kuomintang were engaged in a



constant and often very unsuccessful struggle

to set up an effective central government

against the power of provincial "war-lords.
"

They were also often locked in battle with the

Communists and the Japanese.

All three of the main forces fought in word

and deed for the allegiance— or at any rate for

the passive acceptance — of nearly five hundred

million Chinese, for the most part peasants,

and for the most part illiterate. For the most

pan. too, the masses of China were so far from

sharing western attitudes toward the state that

it is hardly an exaggeration to say that they

felt toward politics as we westerners feel to-

ward the weather— that it is something be-

yond human control. In transforming the

Chinese into a nation in the western sense, the

indispensable step was something more than

building railroads and factories or promoting

the study of modern science instead of the

Chinese classics. It was getting the Chinese

peasant to regard himself as an individual

Chinese citizen.

This indispensable process was beginning

in the iy2()'s and 1930's. It goes far to explain

why the Japanese, when they renewed their

aggression in 1 931 , were virtually beaten from

the start in the attempt to become the true

masters of China. In an earlier age one can

readily imagine the Japanese as military con-

querors in China setting up a new dynasty,

foreign in origin, but very soon thoroughly

absorbed by the Chinese. That this age-old

pattern was not followed in the 1930's shows

that China herself was changing, that here too

the modern expansion of the West, the spread

of western ways and ideas, was altering her

traditional way of life.

The Japanese attack came in September,

1931, on Manchuria, an outlying northern

province of China that was a particularly

tempting target for Japanese aggression. Man-

churia had good resources of coal and iron; it

adjoined Korea, already a Japanese possession;

and it had never been fully integrated into the

structure of Chinese government and looked,

therefore, as though it could easily be pried

loose. Moreover, the Japanese regarded them-

selves as the natural successors of the Rus-

sians, whom they had driven from Manchuria

in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905. By
1932, the Japanese were strong enough in

Manchuria to proclaim it an "independent"

state, which they called Manchukuo, under a

puppet ruler, Pu-yi, who as a boy had been the

last emperor of old China.

The Chinese responded to Japan's aggres-

sion in Manchuria by a very effective boycott

of Japanese goods; the Japanese countered by

carrying the war to the great Chinese port of

Shanghai. Given the weakness of the Kuomin-
tang government, effective Chinese resistance

would have required full support from

stronger outside powers. Neither the western

powers nor the League of Nations gave China

more than verbal support (for details, see

Chapter 29); the Chinese had to give up their

boycott of Japanese goods, and the Japanese

remained in Manchuria. Tension between

China and Japan persisted, however, and the

Japanese soon decided to attempt the absorp-

tion of all the rest of China. Their invasion

came in July, 193^, without a formal declara-

tion of war.

In a purely military way the Japanese did

very well. By October, when the key southern

Chinese city of Canton fell, they had taken the

strategic points of the coastal area and the

thickly peopled lower river valleys. Chiang

Kai-shek took refuge with his army and his

fellow politicians of the Kuomintang in the

interior province of Szechwan. There he set

up his capital at Chungking; and there, pro-

tected by distance and a ring of mountains,

receiving western aid through India by the

Burma Road and, when that was closed, by air,

the Nationalist government held out until the

end of World War II and the collapse ofJapa-

nese imperialism.

Yet the Japanese, even at the height of their

success, had achieved no more than the

stretching across China of a string of garrisons,

and the control of great cities like Shanghai

and Peiping. They held the railroads, subject

to guerilla attack, but away from the relatively

sparse lines of modern communication they

were helpless. Many a Chinese village in the

area nominally Japanese never changed its

ways during the occupation. Nowhere did the

Japanese win over the acquiescence, to say
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nothing of the loyalty, of the Chinese people.

The Nationalists of the Kuomintang led the

resistance to the Japanese from the beginning,

yet they, too, ultimately failed to win the full

loyalty of the Chinese people. This was partly

a military matter. Chiang's armies were never

able to stand on equal terms with the Japa-

nese. They lacked a good modern industrial

base, and, as the Japanese early seized the few

industrial cities of China, Chiang was always

relatively badly off in terms of logistics. In the

long exile in Szechwan, moreover, the morale

of the Nationalists decayed. The ordeal, far

from purifying and strengthening them, em-

phasized their alienation from the masses of

the Chinese, their corruption and intrigue,

their inability to live up to the early promise

of Sun Yat-sen and the Kuomintang. For it was

not the Nationalists, but the Communists,

who succeeded in capturing and harnessing

the human emotions and aspirations, the

binding power that will hold men together in

society with the tightness modern material

culture demands. It was the Communists, not

the Nationalists, who apparently came to

stand to most Chinese for what made them

Chinese; the Communists came to embody
Chinese "nationalism."

The Chinese Communists

The Chinese Communist movement began

in the early 1920's. It was inspired by direct

contacts with the Comintern in Moscow,

guided by Soviet agents, and encouraged at

first by leaders of the Kuomintang. Sun Yat-

sen hoped that the example and advice of the

successful Russian party might help to

strengthen his own faltering party organiza-

tion. For a time, the Chinese Communists

were no more than the left wing of the Kuom-
intang. Soon, however, the inevitable breach

occurred between them and the more con-

servative elements among the Nationalists,

led by Chiang Kai-shek.

The Communists lost out badly in this early

struggle for power. In 1926, Chiang's forces

began a campaign of persecution and assassi-

nation against them; in 1927, they were ex-

pelled from the Kuomintang. An important

reason for this setback was the failure of the

Chinese Communists to get effective support

or help from Moscow. The years 1926 and

1 927 were the years of the Trotsky-Stalin feud

in Russia, and the conflict between these two

titans was intensified by their differences over

the "correct" Chinese policy for the Soviet

Union to follow. Stalin, who was rapidly

gaining the ascendancy, believed that China

was not ripe for a proletarian revolution;

therefore, he did nothing to succor his Chi-

nese comrades.

During the next two decades, down to the

end of World War II, the relative strength of

Communists and Nationalists underwent a

gradual and decisive shift. Both parties, it

should be noted, were in a sense totalitarian.

Both were organized on the one-party pattern,

which left no place for an opposition; neither

of them was geared to the give-and-take of

western party politics. The Communists,

driven about over much of China during the

1930's, ended up with a base in the region of

Yenan in the north; their strategic position

somewhat resembled that of Chiang in his

southern base of Szechwan. But there was an

important difference. In the long years of

Japanese occupation, Chiang remained in

Chungking with his army and his bureauc-

racy. The Communists, on the other hand,

managed to string their network of organized

armies and local councils in and around the

Japanese in the north; they extended their

apparatus right down to the sea and up

through Manchuria. By 1945, the Communists

were ready for a successful conflict with the

Kuomintang (see Chapter 31 ).

Southeast Asia

The great turning point in the recent his-

tory of the Far East has been World War II,

with its aftermath of Communist victory in

China, of French withdrawal from Indo-China,

British from Burma, Dutch from the East In-

dies, and American from the Philippines. Be-

fore World War II there were few clear signs

of the spectacular changes to come in South-
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east Asia, that part of the Far East stretching

east from India and south from China through

the islands of Indonesia. But informed ob-

servers during the twenty years' truce noted

the slow growth of nationalist opposition to

imperial rule, particularly in Indo-China and

the Netherlands East Indies. They saw that the

British-controlled Malay peninsula, with its

characteristic colonial economy of rubber and

tin production, was peculiarly dependent on

the economic health of the West and peculiarly

vulnerable in a major depression.

In India, by contrast. World War I marked a

crucial turning point. India made important

contributions to the British armies, particu-

larly to their victory over the Turks. Indians,

educated in the western tradition, growing in

numbers and long exposed to the kind of

ideas we call liberal, received the full impact

of Allied propaganda in favor of the war to

save the world for democracy. Monetary in-

flation and other war dislocations favored the

growing agitation for self-government. Al-

ready in the war period the British Viceroy,

Lord Chelmsford, and his experts, both British

and Indian, were working toward a plan of

reform. Public opinion not only in India but

throughout the world was sharpened in favor

of the Indians by what seemed to be a throw-

back to the crude days of imperial force when,

in April, 1919, British troops fired on demon-

strators at Amritsar (see p. 383).

The Amritsar massacre, however, was an

exception. One basic fact about India after

World War 1 was the still relatively serene

British rule with its slow but steady acclima-

tization of Indians to western material things

like railroads and hospitals and to western

ideas like equality and freedom. A second

basic fact, growing out of the first, was the

growing Indian demand for the termination of

British colonial rule. A third basic fact, con-

ditioning the second, was the existence of ten-

sion between Hindus and Moslems, which we

must now examine in some detail.

A large Moslem minority, about a quarter

of the total population, had grown up in the

seven hundred years since the first invasion of

India by Moslem peoples. In the Indus Basin

and part of the Punjab in the northwest, and in

part of Bengal in the east, the Moslems were

actually a majority; elsewhere they lived scat-

tered among the Hindus and other non-

Moslems. Though some of the Moslems

belonged to the aristocratic classes, the bulk

were peasants, and on the whole the Moslem
community was outstripped financially, in-

dustrially, and culturally by the Hindu com-

munity. Although some Moslems, especially in

the upper classes, were proud descendants of

conquering tribes, for the most part the Mos-

lems and the Hindus were roughly of the same

racial mixtures, both really native Indians.

Yet Moslems and Hindus felt— and feel

— toward each other (we are talking in terms of

average members of the two communities) in

a way exceedingly diflScult for most wester-

ners to understand. A friendly British ob-

server has summed it up in this manner:

What are the things which keep Muslims and

Hindus apart, which make them feel that they are

diflferent races and nations, which keep them per-

manently potentially on edge with each other? The

first perhaps is the doctrinal issue of idolatry. The

Muslim has borrowed from the Semitic races both

his passionate rejection of polytheism and his

passionate hatred of idolatry. . . . The worship of

many gods, the portrayal of the divine in human

form, is something to him which is less than hu-

man, the mark of the beast. It has, I think, no coun-

terpart in the West; for it is far stronger than our

ideas of good form or fair play or the behaviour of

a gentleman. . . . The ramifications of these emo-

tions are widespread through the whole realm of

Hindu-Muslim relations because of the ubiquitous

working of the Hindu doctrine of incarnation. So

much in Hinduism is divine. The Muslim does not

mind a Hindu not eating beef, for example, but he

does object to his worshipping the cow. In times of

irritation there is consequently a strong urge to kill

a cow out of sheer bravado. . . .

But the mental anguish of mutual relations is

not all on the Muslim side. Hindus suffer acutely in

the ceremonial sphere. Hindu feelings about the

cow are as untranslatable into Western terms as are

Muslim feelings about idolatry, and they are no less

strong. A Hindu may literally turn sick at the sight
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or smell of beef. Muslim practice in the matter ot

food seems to the typical Hindu to be impure,

dirty, and degraded, something beneath the level of

man. He cannot understand, on the other hand,

what he calls Muslim fanaticism on the subject of

idolatry. Orthodox Hindu and Muslim individuals

can be, and often are, very good friends, but they

usually take good care that their intercourse avoids

these danger areas.'

It is not surprising, therefore, that after se-

rious attempts to bring Hindu and Moslem

into a unified resistance movement against the

British, two separate bodies grew up in the

twentieth century— the Indian National Con-

gress and the All-India Moslem League. Im-

mediately after World War I, the two bodies

did often succeed in presenting a common
front against the British, but as time went

on their mutual opposition, indeed their

irreconcilability, tended to increase rather

than diminish.

In spite of these difficulties, the Indian

drive for self-government and independence

went on steadily from the end of World War I.

For the Hindus, the Congress party was held

together effectively and given extrarodinary

influence over the masses by one of the great

leaders of the twentieth century, Mahatma

Gandhi (1869-1948). Gandhi was not a

Brahmin (a member of the highest Hindu

caste) but a member of the hania or shopkeep-

ing caste. Educated as a lawyer at Oxford and

therefore familiar with the West, trained dur-

ing his youth in politics in South Africa with

its Indian minority, Gandhi was admirably

equipped to deal with both British and Hin-

dus. Among his own people he appealed by

his simple and austere personal life, his fasts,

and his exiguous native costume. He worked

out the technique of insurrection called

"non-violent non-co-operation," which ap-

pealed to the fundamental Hindu belief that

force is illusory and therefore ineffective.

Characteristic measures sponsored by Gandhi

were the organized Indian boycott of British

goods and the Mahatma's own resistance

through hunger-strikes.

'/Afir«; (London,

Other Congress leaders, especially at the

local level, were willing to use more clearly

western methods of agitation, propaganda,

and, it must be admitted, rather violent non-

violence. Concession after concession was

wrung from the British, and as the Indians

gained political experience in provincial

self-government and in the civil service, do-

minion status appeared to be just around the

corner. This was the situation at the outbreak

of World War II. By the time the war was

over, however, it was evident that the mutual

antagonism of Hindus and Moslems might

well require the formation not of a single

unified India but of two separate states (see

Chapter 30).

Gandhi at 10 Downing Street, London, 1931.



The Middle East

The European powers had a long history of

attempts to secure an imperial stake in the

Near East — or Middle East, to use the roughly

equivalent term that gained currency in World

War II. The Middle East refers essentially to

Persia and to the Asian and African lands that

were still nominally part of the decaying Ot-

toman Empire at the opening of the twentieth

century. At that time, the Middle East was still

a poverty-stricken region. But by 1914 the

first discoveries of petroleum had been made,

discoveries that have gone on and on until

today the Middle East contains the largest

proved reserves of oil in the world. The whole

of the area was not to share in this new wealth.

The major fields were found in southwestern

Persia, in the river valleys of Iraq (ancient

Mesopotamia), and along the Persian Gulf

The new-found riches of the Middle East

did not lessen the interest of the European

powers in the region during the rwenty years'

truce. And in the 1 9.^0's, as American experts

began to worry about the depletion of oil

reserves in the Western Hemisphere, the

United States entered the Middle East in

something more than its older roles of Prot-

estant missionary and benevolent educator at

the American colleges in Beirut (Lebanon)

and Istanbul. American oil companies joined

with British, Dutch, and French companies in

developing and marketing Middle Eastern

petroleum.

In the inter-war years, then, the Middle East

was an area of increased economic imperial-

ism. It was not, however, an area of the cruder

sort of political imperialism, although the

western powers maintained sufficient control

to insure the orderly exploitation of oil re-

sources. As we have seen in Chapter 25, at the

close of World War I the Arab territories of

the old Ottoman Empire were administered as

western mandates, not annexed as western

colonies. The French got the mandates for

Syria and for Syria's half-Christian neighbor.

Lebanon. The British, who already held a

protectorate over Egypt, got the mandates for

Palestine and Iraq. The only Arab state of sig-

nificance enjoying anything like full indepen-

dence was Saudi Arabia, which occupied the

bulk of the desert Arabian peninsula. It was an

essentially medieval state, the personal crea-

tion of a remarkable tribal chieftain, a latter-

day feudal warrior, Ibn Saud (1880-195.^).

The postwar arrangements, which brought

so much of the Arab world under a dilute

form of imperial control, did not satisfy the

aspirations of Arab nationalists. In these na-

tionalist movements the usual ingredients

— western education, hatred of westerners, de-

sire to emulate them— were mixed with a

common adherence to Islam, and a vague but

real feeling of belonging to some kind of com-

mon Arab "nation. " Arab nationalism was al-

ready being focused on the special problem of

Palestine, for by the Balfour Declaration of

1917 the British had promised to open this

largely Arab-populated territory as a "national

home for the Jewish people." The immigra-

tion of Jews into Palestine during the years

between the wars caused repeated clashes be-

tween Arab nationalists and Jewish national-

ists or Zionists. The seeds were being sown

for the Palestine problem of our own day (see

Chapter 30).

The French made few concessions to Arab

nationalism; in fact, they infuriated the Syri-

ans by bombarding their capital of Damascus

in the course of quelling an insurrection in

1 925 and 1 926. The British attempted a more

conciliatory policy by granting some of their

wards nominal independence and substituting

the ties of alliance for the older imperial ties.

In 1922, Egypt was proclaimed an independ-

ent state under King Fuad, though the British

retained the right to station troops in the

country and insisted that westerners resident

there continue to enjoy special privileges. In

1 936, an Anglo-Egyptian agreement provided

for the eventual termination of foreigners

privileges and for the eventual withdrawal of

British troops; Egypt, however, continued to

be closely allied with Great Britain. Mean-

time, the British were following rather similar
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policies in Iraq and in Transjordan, the half-

desert area east of Palestine. Until World War
II, it looked as though Britain might have

found a way of leading the Arabs gradually to

independence and retaining their friendship.

But the exacerbation of the Palestine problem

after the war and the rapid intensification of

Arab nationalism were to blast any hope that

the Arabs would remain grateful and loyal

"old boys" of the British imperial school.

In the meantime, Turkey was undergoing a

political renaissance. The losses suffered by

Turkey as a result of World War I reduced her

territory for the first time to a cohesive na-

tional unit, the largely Turkish-populated

lands of Anatolia (or Asia Minor). To defend

this Anatolian core against threatened addi-

tional losses to the Greeks and to the victo-

rious Allies, the Turks at once launched an

ardent nationalist revival extending consid-

erably the reforms begun by the Young Turks

before 1914 (see p. 365). The leader of this

new political revolution was a highly gifted

army officer, Mustafa Kemal (1881-1938),

who forced the expulsion of the Greek forces

from Anatolia and negotiated more favorable

terms with the Allies at Lausanne in 1923 (see

p. 390). Under his guidance, the old Ottoman

Empire was abolished in 1922, and in its stead

the Republic of Turkey was proclaimed, with

a constitution modeled on western parliamen-

tary lines. To point up the new orientation of

the republic, Kemal moved its capital from

cosmopolitan Istanbul, on the western edge of

Turkish territory, to Ankara in the heart

of Anatolia.

Kemal also imposed rapid, wholesale, and

sometimes ruthless measures of westerniza-

tion. Women received the vote and, at least in

theory, were emancipated from traditional

Moslem restraints, including the wearing of a

veil in public. The whole fabric of social and

political life was removed from the highly

conservative influence of Islam, again in

theory at least. An advanced European law

code was introduced; Sunday, not the Moslem
Friday, was made the weekly day of rest; even

the Turkish language was drastically reformed

by the requirement that it employ a western

alphabet— a move of major importance, for

only a fraction of the Turkish people had ever

been able to master the old Ottoman Turkish,

with its heavy content of Persian and Arabic

words, and with its difficult Arabic script. All

Turks were now required to take surnames in

the western manner, and Kemal himself ap-

propriately took that of Atatiirk, "Father of

the Turks." By the time of his death in 1938,

Atatiirk had indeed revolutionized his coun-

try, even though westernization was only just

beginning to trickle down to the grass roots

of Turkish society. And he had insured its

independence of the West as Turkish neu-

trality during World War II was soon to

demonstrate.

The example of Turkey was followed,

though less sweepingly and less effectively, by

the other traditionally independent major

state of the Middle East— Persia, or, as it has

been officially styled since 1935, Iran ("Land

of the Aryans"). The Iranian revolution began

in 1906 in response to the imperialist en-

croachments by Britain and Russia that were

making Persia a kind of Middle Eastern

China. The political structure inherited from

the Middle Ages was gradually altered in the

direction of limited monarchy, with an elected

parliament and with the Shah as a constitu-

tional ruler. Since the political transition was

far from smooth, the Iranian revolution

proved to be an arrested or abortive one. The
country, with its highly powerful class of

wealthy landlords and its millions of poor

peasants and restless tribesmen, did not adapt

itself readily to modern western political in-

stitutions. The nearest Iranian equivalent of

Atatiirk was Reza Shah, an able army officer

and a feverish but erratic modernizer who
lacked Kemal's sense of the possible. Reza

Shah seized the Iranian throne after World

War I and lost it in 1941 when his pro-Nazi

sympathies led Britain and Russia to send in

troops and force his abdication. The fate of

Reza Shah served as a reminder that the Brit-

ish and the Russians still kept some of their

old interests in Iran, where they had often

competed for concessions and for spheres of

influence in the past. It also showed that some

of the seemingly sovereign states of the non-

rid were not yet strong enough to
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maintain their independence against the might they were by no means severed or dissolved;

of the great powers. By the time of World the revolution against imperialism was yet to

War II, imperial ties had been loosened, but come (see Chapters 30 and M i.
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The Second World War

Opposite CONQUEST OF THE AIR, by General or world wars in our state-system

^^M^tum of'^m'w N^l^Jor
^""^ Usually born of a previous war, or, perhaps

Fund. better, of a previous peace settlement that

fails to solve certain important problems. We
have already been obliged in seeking the ori-

gins of the First World War to go back to

1 870, to Bismarck, to the "rape of Alsace-

Lorraine" and the consequent rise of the spirit

of revenge among Frenchmen. We shall now
have to go back to 1919 and the grave diffi-

culties that arose in the attempt to carry out

the settlement of Versailles. So troubled were

international relations for the twenty years

after 1919, so closely in time did the Second

World War follow on the First, that the inter-

val between the two has been christened the

"twenty years' truce." And it is not impossible

that historians in the future will actually con-
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sider the two wars really one war, as they now
consider the wars of the French Revolution

and Napoleon essentially one war. Though to

the purist historian the first world wars were

perhaps those of Louis XIV, if not those of

Charles V and Philip II, for the present we

must use the accepted terms. World War 1

(1914-1918) and World War II (1939-

1 945). Such usage has at least the advantage of

pointing up by the use of roman numerals the

close relationship of these two wars. In both

wars Germany appears as the perturber.

International Politics, 1919-1932

During the first part of the

twenty years' truce, international leadership of

the democratic world rested with Britain and

France. Though supported in principle and

often in practice by the United States, they

were increasingly unable to stem the rise of

powers hostile to liberal democracy — Italy,

Germany, Spain, Russia, Japan. In the end, the

beaten perturber of 1918, Germany, waged

aggressive warfare against the major Allies of

1918. This time Germany allied with two of

its former enemies, Italy and Japan, each dis-

appointed with its share of the spoils of vic-

tory in 1918.

Why was the peace settlement of 1919 fol-

lowed in twenty years by a second great war?

Why was it so unlike the last great settlement,

that of 1815 following the Napoleonic wars,

which had inaugurated a long period of gen-

eral peace, interrupted only by localized wars?

Nazi Germany maintained that the second war

was the direct and inevitable result of the

Diktat, the dictated peace of Versailles that

ended the first war. Supported by most Ger-

mans and many German sympathizers, the

Nazis claimed that Germany was humiliated

by the war-guilt clause, stripped of territories

and colonies that were rightfully hers, saddled

with an astronomical and unpayable repara-

tions bill, denied the normal rights of a sov-

ereign state in armaments— in short, so badly

treated that simple human dignity made revolt

against the Dikat and its makers a necessity.

Now this is partly true. The settlement of

Versailles did saddle the new German Repub-

lic with a heavy burden in part dictated by

revenge and fear. A wiser Allied policy would

perhaps have tried to start the new govern-

ment off without too great a burden, as the

Allies in 1813 did with the France of Louis

XVIII (see Chapter 19).

The "Era of Fulfillment"

But the Diktat thesis is very far from con-

taining the whole truth. What breaks down the

argument that the iniquities of Versailles alone

explain the second war is the "era of ful-

fillment." In spite of the Treaty of Ver-

sailles, the Germans and their former enemies

did manage to come together in the I920's.

The great landmark of the "era of fulfill-

ment" was a general treaty negotiated in

October, 1 925, at Locarno in Switzerland. Ger-

many there agreed with France and Belgium

on a mutual guarantee of their common fron-

tiers; Britain and Italy agreed to act as guaran-

tors—that is, to provide military aid against

the violator if a violation of the frontiers oc-

curred. Germany affirmed her acceptance of

the western frontier drawn for her at Ver-

sailles, and France, for her part, affirmed the

new moderate direction that her German pol-

icy had taken since the failure of her occupa-

tion of the Ruhr.

The "Locarno spirit" of reconciliation en-

dured for the next several years. It was nour-

ished by the general prosperity of both the

French and the Germans and by the construc-

tive policies of their respective foreign min-

isters, Briand and Stresemann. In 1926, Ger-

many was admitted to the League of Nations,

an event that seemed to signify not only
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in 1929. In Germany itself the depression was

a last straw, a decisive factor in putting Hitler

in power. In the democracies, too, it had heavy

consequences for the peace of the world, for

the depression sapped their morale and made

them less confident. But the great world-wide

depression is no more in itself a sole explana-

tion of World War II than is the Diktat of

Versailles.

Another factor that was unsettling to inter-

national politics was Soviet Russia. In the eyes

of the western nations, Russia was a revolu-

tionary power that could not really be trusted,

that could not be fully integrated into the in-

ternational state-system. The Soviet Union

was the center of a revolutionary faith hated

and distrusted by the politicians of the West,

who feared, by no means without justification,

communist agitation among their own peo-

ples. Westerners simply could not trust a

Marxist government which was based on the

belief that all western "capitalist" democracies

were destined to collapse and become com-

munist after a violent class war.

Still another basic factor that led to the

second war was the continuing failure of the

three great western democracies, Britain,

France, and the United States, to present

anything like a united front. Americans of in-

ternationalist sympathies have probably exag-

gerated the results of the sudden American

withdrawal into isolationism in 1919. It is

hard to believe, especially in light of the ri-

valry and cross-purposes that Britain and

France displayed within the League of Na-

tions, that formal American membership in

the League would have helped the situation

greatly. Still, the isolation of the United

States undoubtedly exacerbated French fears

and the French sense of weakness, and pushed

France toward the sort of intransigence that

was illustrated by her disastrous intervention

in the Ruhr in the mid-1 920's (see p. 488).

More serious was the failure of France and

Britain to work together effectively. France,

exhausted and in this decade with a declining

population, endeavoring to play the part of a

first-rate power but supported only by second-

rate resources, lived in perpetual fear of a

revived Germany. She sought not only to

carry out to the full the economic and politi-

cal measures of the Versailles Treaty that

aimed at weakening Germany and keeping

Germany weak, but also to make up for Rus-

sia's defection as her eastern ally against Ger-

many. This she did by making alliances,

beginning in 1921, with the smaller states to

the east of Germany— Poland, Czechoslovakia,

Rumania, and Yugoslavia. All of them wanted

French protection against the possible resto-

ration of the Habsburg Empire, from which

they had gained so much territory, and all of

them except Poland were informally linked

together as the "Little Entente."

To a Britain whose statesmen knew well

the long story of Anglo-French conflicts from

the Hundred Years' War to Napoleon, the

France of the 1920's seemed once more aim-

ing at European supremacy, seemed once

more an active threat to the traditional British

policy of preventing any such supremacy. Al-

though it is now plain that the French were

animated rather by fear than by ambition, and

that they could never again be major aggres-

sors, it is true enough that many of their

statesmen seemed to be falling into old

ways, or at least old words, of aggression.

The mistaken British diagnosis was at least

understandable.

Finally, something of the old British isola-

tionism had survived the war, and made the

British— and especially their dominions— un-

willing to commit themselves firmly to guar-

antees to intervene with force in continental

Europe. Britain did indeed accept Locarno, but

in the previous year the dominions had played

a large part in her rejection of the more

sweeping "Geneva protocol " urged upon her

by France, which would have committed its

signatories to compulsory arbitration of in-

ternational disputes.

The diflSculties of the Anglo-French part-

nership also go far to explain the weakness of

the League of Nations. The effectiveness of

any piece of machinery is bound to hinge on

the skill and co-ordination of the mechanics

who operate it. The League lacked a means of

enforcing its decisions. And it was somewhat

top-heavy, since the fully representative As-

sembly counted for less than did the smaller



Council, where Britain and France took a pre-

ponderant role. When these rwo mechanics

disagreed, therefore, the machinery scarcely

operated at all. One example of the way in

which the grand purposes of the League suf-

fered from Anglo-French friction is the rejec-

tion of the Geneva protocol. Another is the

Corfu incident of 1923, when Mussolini for a

time defied the League and set a sinister prec-

edent for the later use of gangster tactics by

the dictators (see Chapter 2"). In the midst of

the Corfu crisis, the League was crippled by

Anglo-French discord over the Ruhr policy

of France.

The Aggressors

The Corfu incident underlines the presence

of one more element, the most important of

all, in the rapid deterioration of the twenty

years' truce. This, ot course, was the fact of

aggressions by Italy, Germany, and japan. In

Chapter 2^, we saw how the ruthlessly ambi-

tious programs of fascism and Nazism steadily

led Mussolini and Hitler to a foreign policy

of adventure and aggression. In Chapter 28,

we saw how the somewhat similar totalitarian

policies of the Japanese militarists led them to

begin the seizure of China by their occupation

of Manchuria in 1931. With this background

of underlying tensions— the punitive features

of the Versailles settlement, the disastrous

effects of the depression on the Locarno spirit,

the continuance of the revolutionary focus in

Russia, the defensive attitude of the western

democracies and their mutual mistrust, the

new aggressive faiths of fascism and Nazism,

and the rise of imperialist Japan — we may now
proceed to turn our attention to the actual

steps taken by the nations along the road to a

second world war.

II The Road to War, 1931-1939

The First Step: Manchuria, 1931

The Second Step:

German Rearmament, 1935-1936

It is now clear that the first step along the

road to war was the Japanese seizure of Man-
churia in 1931. Stimson, President Hoover's

Secretary of State, responded to the seizure

by announcing that the United States would

recognize no gains made by armed force.

Stimson hoped that Britain and the other

democracies might follow this American lead,

but his hopes were largely disappointed. The
League of Nations did send out a commis-

sion headed by the British Earl of Lytton,

and the subsequent Lytton Report condemned
the Japanese act as aggression. Neither the

United States nor the League, however, forti-

fied verbal protests by effective action; force

was not met by force. Japan, refusinj. to accept

the Lytton Report, withdrew from the League

of Nations in March, 1 933, making the first

formal breach in the League's structure.

The next breach in the League's structure,

and the next step toward war, was made by

Germany. In October, 1933, Hitler withdrew

from the League, thereby virtually serving

notice on the world of his aggressive inten-

tions. On March 16, 1935, he denounced the

clauses of the Treaty of Versailles that limited

German armanents and set about the open

rebuilding of the German armed forces.

The response to this unilateral and hence

illegal act set the pattern for the next few

years. On April I "', 1935, the League of Na-

tions formally condemned Germany's repudi-

ation of treaty obligations — and Germany con-

tinued to rearm. In May, 1935, France hastily

concluded with the Soviet Union a treaty

of alliance against German aggression — and

Germany continued to rearm. In June, 1935,

the British, realistically and short-sightedly



Emperor Haile Selassie protesting to the

League of Nations [1935) after the Italian

invasion of Ethiopia.

— for their action seemed like desertion to

the French— signed with rearming Germany

a naval agreement limiting the German navy

to one-third the size of the British, and

German submarines to 60 per cent of those

of Britain.

It is hardly surprising that Hitler's next act

drew no more than the customary protests

from the signatories of Locarno. This was the

"reoccupation" of the Rhineland in March,

1936— that is, the sending ot German troops

into the western German zone that had been

demilitarized by the Treaty of Versailles.

Britain and France once more did nothing,

although many military critics thought

then — and still think — that united British-

French military action in 1936 could have

nipped Hitler's career of aggression in the

bud. Such action would have been fully legal

in terms of existing treaties and might well

have succeeded, for German re-armament was

far from complete.

The Third Step: Ethiopia, 1935

Meanwhile the Italians struck in Ethiopia.

In that pocket of old Africa an independent

state had precariously maintained itself, largely
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because its imperial neighbors, Britain, France,

and Italy, would neither agree to divide it

nor let any one of the three swallow it

whole. The Italians, who wanted it most, had

lost the disastrous battle of Adowa to the na-

tive Ethiopians in 1896. This humiliation ran-

kled with the fascists, who felt they had to

show the world that there was more than

rhetoric in their talk about a revived Roman
Empire.

In 1934, a frontier incident at Ualual, a

desert post in Italian Somaliland — or in Ethi-

opia, for both sides claimed the place — put

the matter before the international politi-

cians. France and Britain were characteris-

tically quite ready for appeasement of Italy,

partly because they hoped to align Mussolini

with them against Hitler. They offered him

almost everything in Ethiopia, including those

concrete economic concessions naive people

think are the essence of imperialism — and

wars, and indeed everything in human events.

But since Ethiopia was a member of the

League, the French and the British insisted

that its formal independence be observed.

This Mussolini would not accept, and in Oc-

tober, 1935, his troops began the invasion of

Ethiopia. Airplanes, artillery, and tanks made

the difference between 1896 and 1935. This

time the underdog was not the winner. Poison

gas finished the task early in 1936, and the

King of Italy acquired the coveted title of Em-

peror of Ethiopia. Once more there was an

emperor— of sorts— in Rome!
The League of Nations had already for-

mally condemned the Japanese aggression in

Manchuria and the German denunciation

of the disarmament clauses of the Treaty of

Versailles. In 1935, it at once declared that

Italy, by invading Ethiopia, a League member,

had violated her obligations under the Cove-

nant of the League. Now the League made the

momentous decision to test its power to move
from words to deeds. This action had the ac-

cord of most of its members, and was urged on

by the British, less vocally by the French, and

strongly by Haile Selassie, the rightful Em-
peror of Ethiopia On October 11, 1935,

fifty-one member nations of the League voted

to invoke against Italy the famous Article 16



of the League Covenant, which provided for

economic sanctions against a member resort-

ing to war in disregard of its covenants.

The sanctions thus invoked failed. There

were loopholes; oil, for instance, was not in-

cluded in the list of articles barred from com-

merce with Italy, which had only meager

stockpiles of this vital war material. There was

much mutual recrimination among members
of the League over what articles should be

placed on the prohibited list and over the fact

that Britain and France did nothing to check

Italian movements of troops and munitions

through the Suez Canal, which Britain then in

fact controlled. Germany was no longer in the

League, and was wholly unbound by its deci-

sion. No major power applied these sanctions

rigorously. To that extent, it is true that the

method of economic sanctions was not really

tried.

The Ethiopian fiasco was a disastrous blow

to the League, which from now on was help-

less in high international politics. Its special

services as a group of trained international

civil servants, its "functional groups," dealing

with labor problems, international police

matters like the drug traffic and prostitution,

and much else, persisted, however, to be ab-

sorbed after World War II by the United Na-

tions. But for the rest of the 19305, the

League was hardly even a formal factor in the

increasing tensions. No one was surprised or

greatly concerned when Italy, copying Japan

and Germany, withdrew from the League in

December, 193".

The Fourth Step:

The Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939

The next step after Ethiopia on the road to

war is of great psychological and moral inter-

est. No doubt the later direct aggressions of

Hitler in Czechoslovakia and Poland were the

politically decisive steps. But the Spanish

Civil War (for details, see Chapter 27), which

broke out in July, 1936, was the emotional

catalyst that divided millions of men and

women all over the western world. It is still,

in spite of the passing of years, a kind of great

collective Dreyfus case, a test of conscience

and loyalty for our time.

The Spanish Civil War was fought between

a Right and a Left. On the Right were fascists,

monarchists, and just plain conservatives; on

the Left were socialists, communists, anarch-

ists, and a few liberals or just plain democrats.

As in most great civil wars, there was really no

Center. It was a quasi-religious war, waged

with the great violence and with the conse-

crated devotion that mark wars of principle.

No one can say for sure how the struggle

would have ended if it had remained a purely

Spanish one, as the American Civil War had

remained a purely American one. Certainly

the Loyalists of the Left would have been in a

much stronger position if the democratic pow-

ers had followed the usual practice in interna-

tional law of sending arms to the de jure

government of Spain. Such speculation, how-

ever, is useless. Almost from the very start the

Spanish Civil War engaged, not merely the

vicarious emotional participation of the West,

not merely individual foreign enlistments, but

the active though never wholly open inter-

vention of other nations. This intervention

was decisive and effective on the part of the

fascist powers, Italy and Germany; it was less

determined and effective on the part of com-

munist Russia; and feeblest of all on the part

of Britain and France. Early in 1939, with the

fall of Barcelona, the Civil War was in effect

over. Once more a fascist group had won.

Meantime, dizzy with success, Mussolini

was going on to other adventures. In October,

1 936, he signed a pact with Hitler, thereby

formally establishing the Rome-Berlin "Axis"

and committing fascist Italy to alliance with

Nazi Germany. Mussolini gave strong support

to Francos rebellion in Spain. And, late in

1938, he orchestrated a public outcry in Italy

for the French to hand over certain territories.

He wanted not only Nice and Savoy, which

had been ceded to Napoleon III during Italian

unification negotiations almost a century ear-

lier (see Chapter 21 , p. 2 39), but also the Medi-

terranean island of Corsica, which had been

French since the days of Louis XV in the

eighteenth century, and Tunisia, which had

never been under Italian rule and had been
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a French protectorate since 1881. These de-

mands came to nothing, but they did not

exactly improve relations between France and

Italy. Finally, on Good Friday (April 7), 1939,

Mussolini attacked Albania, long coveted by

the Italians, and quickly subjugated this back-

ward little Balkan state. For a few years, Vic-

tor Emmanuel was to be King of Albania as

well as Emperor of Ethiopia.

The Fifth Step: "Anschluss," 1938

The immediate origins of World War II lie,

however, neither in Italian nor in Spanish fas-

cist aggression, but in the mounting series of

German aggressions. Hitler had begun the

open rebuilding of German armed forces in

1935. Three years later, he felt strong enough

to undertake the first enterprise of expansion,

an enterprise which, like all he undertook, he

insisted was no more than a restoration to

Germany of what the Diktat of Versailles had

deprived her. Austria, German in language

and tradition, had been left a mere fragment

by the disruption of the Habsburg Empire;

Ever since 1918 there had been a strong

movement among Austrians for annexation

{"Anschluss") to Germany proper. This move-

ment had been strenuously opposed by the

victors of the first war, and especially by

France, but agitation for Anschluss kept on,

nourished by Nazi propaganda and, in 1934,

an attempted Putsch.

Hitler carefully laid the ground for the

success of the next Nazi attempt. The pact

with Italy that formally established the

Rome-Berlin "Axis" (October, 1936) dis-

armed Mussolini's opposition to Anschluss.

Early in 1938 Hitler began what turned out to

be his standard technique of softening his vic-

tims for the final blow. He unleashed a violent

propaganda campaign by press, radio, and

platform against the alleged misdeeds of the

government of independent Austria. In Feb-

ruary, 1938, he summoned the Austrian Chan-

cellor Schuschnigg to his Bavarian retreat at

Berchtesgaden. There he let loose a bullying

xplanation to Chamber-
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March, he moved his troops into Austria and

made Anschluss a fact.

Hitler now had six million more German-

speaking nationals in the fold; and in the un-

ion of Austria and Germany he had achieved

something that no Habsburg and no Hohen-

zollern had been able to do in modern times.

But he showed no signs at all of being content

with what he had gained. Almost at once he

went to work on the acquisition of the Sude-

ten Germans of Czechoslovakia.

The Sixth Step: Czechoslovakia

Dismembered, 1938-1939

The Czechoslovak republic was the only

state in central or eastern Europe where par-

liamentary democracy had achieved a real

success after World War I. The republic faced

a difficult problem of national minorities, but

it had the good fortune to inherit some of the

most highly developed industrial regions of

the old Habsburg Empire. Its economy, con-

sequently, was far better balanced between

industry and agriculture than was that of the

other states of eastern Europe. This healthy

economy was mirrored in the social structure,

where a working balance was maintained

among peasants, middle classes, and industrial

workers. The period immediately after the

war, as well as the great depression of the

1 930's, times of great suffering elsewhere,

affected Czechoslovakia very lightly. Yet these

advantages could hardly have preserved de-

mocracy in the republic had it not been for

the enlightened policies of Thomas Masaryk,

liberator and president of his country until

his resignation at the age of 85 in 1935.

Even the enlightened Czech regime, how-

ever, could not keep the country from ulti-

mately being smashed by outside pressures

working on its sensitive minorities. The Su-

deten German minority of 3'/4 millions, feel-

ing, as Germans, superior to Slavs, resisted the

new republic at every turn, even when the

Prague government made concessions to sat-

isfy their just grievances. Sudeten extremists

early turned to Hitler, but even moderates

and socialists among the Sudetens were more
or less pan-German in their views. From 1933

on, Nazi agitation, supported by Hitler with

men and money, became increasingly serious

in Czechoslovakia. Early in 1938, having se-

cured Austria, Hitler decided to push the

Czech affair next. Henlein, his Sudeten agent,

made demands on the Prague government for

what amounted to complete Sudeten auton-

omy. The summer of 1938 was spent in nego-

tiations and in mutual propaganda blasts. The
Czechs relied heavily on their French allies

and on the friendly, though not formally al-

lied, British. But by the spring of 1938, it

seems clear now, Britain and France had

agreed not to defend the territorial integrity

of Czechoslovakia.

By the autumn of 1938, Hitler was ready

for action. On September 1 2 he made a vi-

olent speech at Nuremberg, insisting on

self-determination for the Sudeten Germans.

This was the signal for widespread disorders

in Czechoslovakia and for the proclamation of

martial law by its government. The situation

was now a full-fledged European crisis that

called for the personal intervention of heads

of state. The British Prime Minister, Neville

Chamberlain, made two preliminary visits to

Hitler in Germany in an effort to moderate

German demands, and finally— with the help

of Mussolini — persuaded Hitler to call a full

conference of the four great western powers.

This conference — Hitler, Mussolini, Cham-
berlain, with Daladier for France— met in

Munich on September 29, 1938. Russia was

not invited; her exclusion was to complete her

abandonment of the "Popular Front" policy

(see Chapter 26).

Munich was a sweeping victory for Hitler.

Czechoslovakia was partially dismembered;

her Sudeten rim-lands were turned over to

Germany; the Czechs were obliged to hand

over Teschen and certain other areas to the

Poles; the whole economy and transportation

system were lamed; the defense of her fron-

tiers was made impossible by the loss of the

border mountains and their fortifications; and

Slovakia was given autonomy within a federal

state, emphasized by the official change in

spelling from Czechoslovakia to Czecho-Slo-
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vakia. The Czech leaders had felt it impossi-

ble to resist the Germans without the aid of

the French and British; their people ac-

quiesced bitterly in the settlement of Munich.

The Germans had played fully on the differ-

ences between the more industrialized Czechs

and the still largely agricultural Slovaks. But

even had the country been strongly united, the

laming blow of Munich would have ruined its

morale. Hitler acted quickly. In the very next

spring, before the final lines of demarcation

set at Munich had actually been drawn, he

summoned the Czech President, Hacha, to

Germany for another of those ghastly inter-

views, in which he announced that the fate

of the Czech people "must be placed trust-

ingly in the hands of the Puhrer." In March,

1939, Hitler sent his army into the remaining

fragments of Czechoslovakia, meeting no

real resistance.

The most respectable defense that can be

made of Munich and "appeasement" rests on

the argument that the West was buying time

to prepare for a war which it knew to be inev-

itable but for which it was not yet ready.

Chamberlain and Hitler during the negotia-

tions preceding the Munich agreement of

1938.

Chamberlain may have thought so; but Win-
ston Churchill and others have pointed out

most cogently that the democracies were in a

stronger military position relative to that of

Germany in September, 1938, than in Septem-

ber, 1939. It also seems likely that Chamber-

lain and Daladier, as well as millions all over

the world, believed or hoped that the acquisi-

tion of Sudeten Germans would satisfy

Hitler, that after Munich he would behave as

Bismarck had behaved after Sedan, and that he

would settle down and try to preserve the

balance of power. Some westerners even

hoped that Hitler would perhaps ally with

them against communist Russia or obligingly

get himself so entangled in eastern Europe

that he would bring on a Russo-German war.

Hitler's words and deeds, however, had given

no real foundation for the belief that he

would now "play ball" with the West. And we
now know that he had as early as November 5,

1937, announced to his close advisers his

unalterable intention of destroying Czecho-

slovakia and moving on into Poland and

the Ukraine.

The actual destruction of old Czechoslova-

kia in March, 1939, seems not to have sur-

prised anyone. Indeed the curious mixture

of resignation, condemnation, and resolution

with which this action was greeted in the West
marks a turning point. The days of appease-

ment were over. Munich had proved to be

an epoch-making event, a catalyst for both

professional western diplomatists and states-

men and for western opinion generally. Hit-

ler's next aggression would not lead to a

Munich. We can never be quite sure whether

Hitler and his aides thought they could take

their next step without bringing on a general

war. In public and semi-public. Hitler, Goer-

ing, and the other leaders made no secret of

their feeling that the British and French were

decadent, spineless, inefficient societies, quite

unable to summon the courage needed to resist

an inspired and rejuvenated Germany. Yet

there is good evidence that Hitler expected at

least a local war with Poland this time, and

that he was quite prepared to face involve-

ment with the French and the British. "Whom
the gods would destroy, they first make mad."
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The Final Step: Poland, 1939

Poland was inexorably Hitler's next victim.

The Polish corridor dividing East Prussia

from the rest of Germany was an affront to

great-power psychology. So, too, was the sepa-

ration from Germany of the Free City of Dan-

zig, on the edge of the Polish corridor. Danzig

was thoroughly German in language and tra-

dition. Germans, even quite enlightened Ger-

mans, thought of the Poles, as indeed of all

Slavs, as inferior people who would benefit

from capable German supervision. Hitler be-

gan his Baltic adventure in March, 193'^, when
he took the port town of Memel from Po-

land's northern neighbor, Lithuania.

The critical issue in the tense half-year that

led up to the outbreak of war on September 1

,

1939, was not at all the possibility that Po-

land, unsupported by Britain and France,

would undergo the same fate as Czechoslo-

vakia. The British government publicly sup-

poned Poland by signing a pact of mutual

assistance with her in April. Indeed, in the

midst of the final week of crisis. Chamber-

lain's foreign minister. Lord Halifax, sent a

telegram to Hitler himself in which he made a

pathetic appeal to the lessons of history:

It has been alleged that if His Majesty's Gov-

ernment had made their position more clear in 1914

the great catastrophe would have been avoided.

Whether or not there is any force in that allega-

tion. His Majesty's Government are resolved that

on this occasion there shall be no such tragic

misunderstanding, if the need should arise, they are

resolved and prepared to employ without delay all

the forces at their command. ... I trust that 'Vour

Excellency will weigh with the utmost deliberation

the considerations which 1 have put before you."

The real critical point at issue was the atti-

tude of Russia. Hitler had a for once sensible

fear of a war on two fronts, a war against major

powers to the east and to the west of the kind

•Dofumcnii on Briiiih Fortign Policy. 1919-1939. E. L
Woodward and R. Butltr, eds. (London, 1954), 3rd scries.

Vol. II, No. 145.

on which Germany had embarked in 191-i. He
was in fact to be drawn within two years into

just such a war. Even if he had been faced in

1939 by the united front of Britain, France,

and Russia in support of Poland, it is perfectly

possible that he could not have restrained

himself and his followers. One is tempted to

see the Nazi top command as driven on by

some abnormal and obsessive motivation and

quite oblivious to ordinary considerations of

self-interest. Hitler perhaps could no more
keep his hands off Poland than an alcoholic

can keep his hands off liquor. But, as events

developed. Hitler was able to seize Poland

without fear of Russian intervention. Indeed,

he was able to arrange with Stalin a partition

of Poland quite recognizably on the model of

the eighteenth-century partitions.

Why did the Russians make their about-

face? They had been deeply hurt by their ex-

clusion from the negotiations over the Czecho-

slovakian crisis of the year before, an exclu-

sion that they blamed primarily on the British

and the French. From the failure of the western

powers to stand up to German violations

of the Versailles Treaty ever since 1934, the

Russians had drawn conclusions at least as

disparaging to the western will to fight as

those drawn by Hitler. In particular, they

deeply distrusted the British Tories under

Neville Chamberlain, for they believed that

in many ways Tory Britain was more funda-

mentally hostile to communist Russia than

even Nazi Germany was.

The Russians' mistrust of the West was not

dispelled by the diplomatic mission that

Britain and France sent, belatedly and grudg-

ingly, to negotiate with Russia in this critical

summer of 1939. The western powers pro-

posed a mutual assistance pact, but the efforts

of their negotiators were inept and halfhearted.

Moreover, Chamberlains government made a

tactless choice of negotiators. One of them,

Ironside, had been involved in the British

intervention against the Reds at Archangel

in the early beleaguered days of the Bolshevik

state — he had, indeed, been made a peer un-

der the title "Baron of Archangel and of

Ironside": another was a mere functionary

of the Foreign Office. The Russians like to
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troops in case of war with Germany. The Rus-

sians were tempted by the opportunity to re-

cover lands in eastern Poland that they had lost

in World War I and its aftermath. To the hor-

ror of the West, they signed at Moscow on

August 23, 1959, a nonaggression pact with

Germany, the "Hitler-Stalin" or "Ribbentrop-

Molotov pact," a cynical about-face of two

supposedly irreconcilable ideological enemies

(see the Low cartoon, p. 432). A week later,

the German army marched into Poland. On
September 3, Britain and France honored their

obligations and declared war on Germany. The
twenty years' truce was at an end.

Democratic Policy in Review

It is not really difficult to understand why
the democracies behaved as they did in these

years. Britain, France, and the United States

were the victors of 1918, and by the very fact

of their victory they were on the defensive.

Wisdom and luck might have made their de-

fense more effective than it was, but nothing

could have altered the fact that they were on

the defensive. In the long past of our state

system, the defensive has always proved a dif-

ficult position, has always been — perhaps from

the very nature of western culture with its

drives toward change— at a disadvantage

against aggression. This disadvantage seems by

no means associated with democracies as such.

Absolute monarchies have suffered quite as

much from the difficulties of the defensive,

as the failure of Metternich shows (see Chap-

ter 19).

In the years between the two world wars,

the normal tendency of the victors to relax

was no doubt increased by some of the facts of

democratic life. The western democracies

were committed to an effort to secure for

every citizen some minimum of material com-

forts; they were committed to the pursuit of

happiness. Their normal tendency was to pro-

duce butter rather than guns. Their totalitarian

opponents may well have been quite as "ma-

terialistic" as they, but for them the butter was

to be attained in the future, and by means of

the guns. In short, the German, Japanese, and

Italian governments were able to get their

societies to tighten their belts in order to

make military preparation possible. On the

other hand, it was exceedingly difficult for

democratic governments to get such sacrifices

from their citizens until war actually broke out.

Ill The Nature of the War

The first world war of our cen-

tury had, in its main theater, the Western

Front, been one long siege. Since the military

experts tended to fight it over and over again

in their planning, both France and Germany in

the I930's built rwo confronting lines of

fortifications on their common frontier. The
Maginot Line, on the French side, and the

Siegfried Line, on the German, were far more
formidable than the improvised trenches of

the war of 1914-1918. So it is not surprising

that on the outbreak of hostilities in Septem-

ber, 1 939, most people expected first, that the

war would be decided primarily in the area

berween France and Germany, and second.

that it would be a closely confined war of

siege in the West, with at most diversional

activity in other parts of the world.

But the war itself showed once more the

perils of prediction in great human affairs. As

Germany was joined by her Axis partners,

Italy and Japan, and as the United States en-

tered it, this second world war became much

more truly a world war than the first had been.

It was decided in Russia, in the Pacific, even

in the Mediterranean, quite as much as in the

West. And it turned out to be one of the most

extraordinarily open wars of movement in

history. Indeed, the armies of the British

Montgomery and the German Rommel in
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North Africa moved through the desert with

the freedom of nomad hordes of old; but

the gasoline engine had replaced the horse

and camel.

It was also a war in which for the first time

the airplane played a major role, a role fore-

shadowed in the fighting waged in Ethiopia

and Spain during the 1930's. Over the water,

the airplane, both land-based and carrier-

based, soon established itself as a central fac-

tor in naval warfare; in the opinion of many

experts, it had made the great warship obso-

lete. Over the land, the airplane soon estab-

lished itself as an essential arm of the fire

power of land armies, an arm that needed and

in the end got careful integration with the

ground forces. But even in this war the air-

plane did not live up to the advanced billing

given it by its more imaginative proponents; it

did not become the sole means of warfare, su-

perseding ail others. Air power by itself alone

proved inadequate in the great test of 1940,

when the Germans tried to reduce Britain

from the air.

Aerial bombardment— toward the end of

the war carried on by German pilotless air-

craft and rocket missiles— did indeed bring

the horrors of warfare back to the civilians of

the cities. Military experts had been inclined

to believe that civilians could not possibly

stand aerial bombardment, and that any coun-

try whose cities were subject to a few such

bombardments would be obliged to sue for

peace. Yet European and Asian civilian popu-

lations proved able to stand up to months of

bombardment. German civilian deaths from

air bombardment have been estimated at

about 500,000. Organized systems of shelter,

partial dispersal of populations, the obvious

but not previously noted fact that much of the

space of modern cities is made up of streets,

parks, gardens, churches, and other public

buildings not used at night (when much of the

bombing was done)— all combined to make it

possible for the people of heavily bombed
cities like Berlin and Tokyo to endure what

were in effect front-line conditions.

Yet at the very end of the war a technical

innovation was introduced that may have

altered radically the character of war, may in-

deed make any future war so unendurably de-

structive that it will at least be brief. This

was the atomic bomb, developed in secrecy by

American, Canadian, and British experts, and

first used on the Japanese city of Hiroshima

on August 6, 1945. A single bomb destroyed

something over half the city. Somewhat less

material damage was done by a second and

somewhat different bomb dropped on Nag-

saki, a hilly city, three days later. But over a

hundred thousand people were killed in the

two cities by the two bombs, an incidence of

death that seems to justify fully the fears that

the atomic bomb and its still more frightful

hydrogen bomb successors have aroused in

our own generation.

IV Early Successes of the Axis

Polish and Finnish Campaigns

The first campaign of World War II reached

a by no means unexpected conclusion. No
one had seriously supposed that isolated Po-

land could possibly stand up for long against

the German armed forces, or that Britain

and France could possibly get into action

rapidly enough to help their Polish ally de-

cisively. Yet the speed of the German con-

quest surprised almost everyone. The German
air force, the Luftwaffe, soon gained absolute

command of the air, and used it to disrupt

Polish communications and to spread terror

with its dive bombers. Special German task

forces, fully motorized, swept through and

around the more primitively armed Poles.

This was what the Germans called i Blitzkrieg,

or lightning war. The German word was later

I
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simplified by the English into "blitz, " and was

used by them to apply to the German air bom-

bardment of Britain in the years 1940-1941.

Anxious to get his share of Poland, Hitler's

new collaborator, Stalin, hastened to push the

Russian armies in from the east on the hapless

Poles. He also established Russian military

bases in the Baltic republics of Estonia, Latvia,

and Lithuania, which had been created out of

Russian provinces at the close of World War 1.

"Mutual assistance" pacts between giant Rus-

sia and the tiny Baltic states were to be the

entering wedge for their full occupation by

Russia in 1940 and their amalgamation, as

constituent republics, into the Union of So-

viet Socialist Republics — a title officially

without the word "Russia."

Fear of Germany, or an imperialistic desire

to expand, or both, also drove the Russian

leaders into a war with neighboring Finland

for bases in the Baltic (November, 1939). The

Russians, who had perhaps miscalculated the

strength of their little opponent, did rather

badly at first. By March, 1 940, however, they

had worn down the Finns; they secured their

bases and annexed Finnish lands very close to

the great Russian city of Leningrad. It seems

quite possible that this "winter war" with Fin-

land had a major effect in encouraging Hitler

to his fateful decision of 1 941 to make war on

Russia. The German military experts drew

from Russian difficulties in this war con-

clusions extremely disparaging to Russian

capabilities.

"Phony War" and Blitzkrieg

in the West

Meanwhile in the West what the British

called the "phony war" was pursuing its une-

ventful course. The French and the British

duly mobilized as in 1 914, and as in 1 914 the

British sent a few divisions to the Continent.

But the Germans refused to repeat the pattern

of I 91 4. Occupied in Poland, they did nothing

in the West. Occasionally a French patrol

from the Maginot Line would exchange shots

with a German patrol, but for the most part

the troops exercised, ate, slept, and went on

leave as though they were merely in training.

The Germans, however, had no intention of

sitting out a defensive war in the West. But

not even modern warfare is wholly emanci-

pated from the weather. The German general

staff was not prepared to begin a decisive cam-

paign in the West with the winter ahead. They
waited until spring, and in April they made
sure of their northern flank, as they had not in

1914, by making without declaration of war a

sea and air invasion of neutral Denmark and

Norway. Denmark, totally unprepared, was

occupied almost without resistance. Norway,

also unprepared, made a brave showing. But

neither the British nor the French were able

to help her with more than token forces, and

by the end of April important Norwegian re-

sistance was broken. The Germans now had

admirable bases for air and submarine action

against the British.

The great blow was struck, without warn-

ing, on May 10, 1940, when the German ar-

mies, brilliantly supported in the air, invaded

the Low Countries. Holland, spared in 1914,

was this time invaded so that the Germans
might make doubly sure of their northern

flank. A carefully planned attack on the key

Belgian fort of Eben Emael, an attack that had

been rehearsed on a dummy of the fort set up

inside Germany, was at once successful, and

opened the way into the Low Countries.

In the era of weakness among western de-

mocracies in the 1 9.30's, both the Belgians and

the Dutch had been extremely anxious to

avoid compromising themselves by planning

for joint resistance with Britain and France

against a possible German attack. They were

now to suffer the full consequences of their

own policy of attempting to appease Hitler.

For the crucial failure to hold the Germans in

actual battle was in the Low Countries. We
cannot be sure that a carefully co-ordinated

plan among French, British, Belgians, and

Dutch would have stopped Hitler. But clearly

the lack of such co-ordination was a major

factor in the German success. Indeed, though

much has since been written against the "Ma-

ginot mentality," it is a fact that the Germans

did not take the French Maginot Line by fron-

tal assault, but outflanked it at the critical





point where it tapered off along the Franco-

Belgian border in the hilly region of the Ar-

dennes.

Through the Ardennes the Germans poured

their best motorized troops into France. In a

blitzkrieg that once more capitalized on the

"lessons of 1914," the Germans resisted the

temptation to turn at once on the prize of

Paris, but instead drove straight through

northern France to the Channel, where the

port of Boulogne fell on May 26, a little over

rwo weeks after the start of the campaign. By

this stroke the Germans separated the British,

Belgian, and part of the French troops from

the bulk of the French armies to the south.

Shortly alterward the French replaced Gen-

eral Gamelin with General Weygand as

commander-in-chief Meanwhile in Britain

Neville Chamberlain had resigned after an ad-

verse vote in the Commons on May 8 as a

result of failure in Norway. He was succeeded

as prime minister by Winston Churchill. The
British act was of major importance, com-

parable to the replacing of Asquith by Lloyd

George in World War 1. Chamberlain was

neither a man of action nor an appealing or

heroic figure; Churchill was to prove himself

all this and more. Under him the British made
a united front in the crisis.

The new leaders, in a desperate last mo-

ment, attempted to work out a plan for pinch-

ing off the adventurous German motorized

thrust by a concerted attack from north and

south. But the Belgians, badly disorganized,

decided to capitulate, and neither the French

nor the British could rally themselves to carry

out the movement. In the last days of May and

the first days of June the British did indeed

achieve the miracle of the successful with-

drawal of some 215,000 British and 120.000

French soldiers by sea from the beaches

around Dunkirk at the northern tip of France.

With useful protection from the Royal Air

Force, an extraordinary flotilla of all sorts of

vessels, including private yachts and motor-

boats, got the men off, though almost all their

equipment had to be abandoned. Dunkirk was

a courageous action, and one that did much to

help British morale. But from German docu-

ments that fell to the Allies after the final de-

feat of Germany it is pretty clear (though the

point is still controversial) that the miracle of

Dunkirk was possible largely because Hitler

himself decided not to press home the de-

struction of the British forces penned on the

coast, on the ground that Britain was no

longer a real threat. At the last moment.

Hitler too gave in to the lure of Paris, and de-

cided to push the attack on the French home-

land at once. Here he was wholly and rapidly

successful. The French under Weygand could

not rally, and the Germans marched south-

ward almost unopposed. The clear signal to

the world that the rally of 1914 at the Marne
would not be repeated was given on June 13,

when the French declared Paris an "open city"

and evacuated it without fighting.

The Fall of France"

The battle of France was thus decided by

mid-June. But the French might yet try to de-

fend the south, or, failing that, use their navy

and merchant marine to get as many men as

possible across the Mediterranean into French

North Africa. There, based on their great em-

pire overseas, they might have continued with

British aid the fight against the Germans.

Some of the French leaders wished to do this,

and in the crisis Winston Churchill made to

the French the extraordinary offer of a com-

plete governmental union of the rwo countries

to continue the struggle. His offer was not

accepted.

On June 1 6, Reynaud was supplanted by

Marshal Retain as prime minister, in what

amounted to a kind of coup d'etat. Petain and

his colleagues were determined on peace at

any price, and this they got. On June 22, 1940,

an armistice was signed at Compiegne at the

spot where the armistice of November 1 1

,

1918 had been signed. By this armistice, the

French withdrew from the war, handed over

three-fifths of France, including the whole

Atlantic and Channel coasts, to German oc-

cupation, and retained under strict German
supervision no more than the central and

Mediterranean regions. This "unoccupied

France" was ruled from the little resort city of
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Vichy, where Petain set up a French form of

authoritarian, anti-democratic state of which

he was "chief." History has labeled his govern-

ment simply "Vichy France." To most French-

men it was a German-imposed rule.

Some few of Petain's collaborators were

pro-German, convinced that totalitarianism

was inevitable. But it is now clear that for

most of them, even for men like the "collabo-

rator" Laval, a dominant figure at Vichy, and

indeed for Petain himself, the important mo-

tive in those bewildering June days of 1940

was simply a desire to make terms with the in-

evitable. They were absolutely sure that Hitler

had won the war. They did not believe that

Britain had any chance of successfully resist-

ing the German war machine that had crushed

France. In this belief they were followed at

first by the great majority of Frenchmen.

The new Vichy government attempted to re-

make France along conservative, indeed mon-

archist, lines that had not been practical

politics since the Seize Mai of 1877 (see

Chapter 21). Symbolic of why the Vichy

regime failed is its attempt to substitute for

the great slogan "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity"

a new trinity of "Labor, Family, Fatherland."

Even an outsider can see that the new slogan

lacked fire. More concretely, the Vichy regime

from the start was compromised by its asso-

ciation with the hated Germans; born of de-

feat, it could do little in the few years it had

to live before it died in the Allied victory.

Even in the dark days of June, 1940, a few

Frenchmen, led by General Charles de Gaulle,

who was flown out to London at the last mo-

ment, refused to give up the fight. De Gaulle,

with British aid, set up a French National

Committee with headquarters in London. A
nucleus of French soldiers taken off the beach

at Dunkirk, and a stream of refugees who
came out of France by all sorts of means in the

next few years, made up the "Free French" or

"Fighting French." At home" in France the

"Resistance movement" gradually formed un-

derground to prepare for eventual liberation.

North Africa, strongest of the French colo-

nies, remained under the control of Vichy.

But some parts of the colonies rallied to the

Free French from the start. Notably in Equa-

torial Africa, under the leadership of the

great Negro governor, Felix Eboue, a most

useful base for Allied operations was secured

from the first. Weak as these fighting French

groups were in the early days, they were at

least a rallying point. They were able to set up

an effective radio center in England from

which they conducted a skillful propaganda

campaign against Vichy and the Germans,

beamed across the Channel to the homeland,

where, we now know, it achieved a large

audience.

On June 10, Hitler's ally Mussolini had

brought the Italians into the war against

France and Britain, too late to affect the out-

come of the battle of France. But this "stab in

the back" as Franklin Roosevelt called it,

further outraged American opinion, already

alarmed by the Nazi successes. And Italy was

now irrevocably engaged in the struggle, anx-

ious to secure some kind of success that would

offset the great gains of her German ally.

The war, up to this time confined to north-

ern and western Europe, now spread to the

Mediterranean.
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The Battle of Britain

The Germans, for all their miracles of

planning and execution, had not really worked

out a way to deal with Britain. Hitler seems to

have believed that with France out of the war

Britain would see the light and make a sepa-

rate peace, a peace of compromise in which

Germany would dominate the continent of

Europe and Britain would continue satisfied

with her overseas empire. This division of the

spoils. Hitler reiterated in public and private,

should be eminently satisfactory; he did not

threaten the British Empire. Yet for over four

centuries Britain had gone to war rather than

accept the kind of one-power domination over

western and central Europe that Hitler exer-

cised after the fall of France. The British,

therefore, paid no attention at all to his peace

feelers.

Hitler was counting heavily on the possi-

bility that German submarines could eventu-

ally cut off British supplies of food and raw

materials from overseas, and thus starve her

into submission. But at best this must take a

long time. Hitler and his colleagues were im-

patient. The obvious thing to do was to at-

tempt a landing in England. But the Germans

had made no real preparation for amphibious

warfare; they had no specially designed land-

ing craft. Moreover, the German air force and

the German navy were at odds over the best

way of combining for an invasion across the

Channel. A hastily assembled flotilla of mis-

cellaneous vessels was badly damaged by

British aircraft, and early in August, 1940,

Hitler and Goering, his air marshal, made the

fateful decision to try to do the job solely

with air power.

The Battle of Britain that followed had two

main phases. First, in August and September

the Luftwaffe attempted in daylight bombing

attacks to wipe out British airports and fighter

planes. The Royal Air Force, admirably organ-

ized and directed, and using the new detection

apparatus called radar to spot the attackers

early, proved just barely strong enough to

check the Germans. In the critical actions of

September 15-21, German official records

now available show 1 20 planes lost (the British

at the time claimed 268). This was, however,

a rate of loss Goering, head of the Luftwaffe,

felt the Germans could not stand. This phase

of the blitz was called off. In one of his im-

perishable phrases, Churchill said of the small

group of British fighter pilots who had saved

Britain, "Never . . . was so much owed by so

many to so few."

The second phase began in the autumn of

1940. The Germans sought by night bombing

of major British industrial centers to destroy

British production and to terrify the civilian

population so that the government would be

obliged to sue for peace. Neither aim was

successful. Even at Coventry, an important

center of the automotive industry, though
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grave damage was done, the industry was by

no means knocked out. Indeed, more damage

was done to the cathedral and other buildings

in the center of the city than to the great fac-

tories on the outskirts. As for civilian morale,

it is clear that these bombings strengthened the

British will to resist. Civilian defense meas-

ures proved adequate to protect both persons

and property from that extreme of destruction

which might indeed have broken the will to

resist. By winter, when the weather gave the

British some respite, the Battle of Britain had

been won.

Mediterranean

and Balkan Campaigns

Hitler now faced the possibility of a long

stalemate, something that conquerors like

Napoleon in the past have rarely been able to

face. Like Napoleon turning to Egypt in 1 798,

Hitler turned at first to the obvious strategy of

getting at Britain through her Mediterranean

lifeline to India and the East. His ally Musso-

lini, already itching to expand in the Medi-

terranean, invaded Greece from Albania in

October, 1940, with no success. The Greeks

held on valiantly and even pushed the Italians

back. But, just as the Germans came in the first

world war to the rescue of their Austrian ally,

so they now came successfully to the rescue

of Mussolini.

Just how far Hitler himself wanted to in-

vest in action in this theater is not clear. Cer-

tainly he toyed with the idea of a campaign

against the British fortress of Gibraltar

through Spain, to be co-ordinated with Axis

attacks in the eastern Mediterranean to clear

that sea of the British. But the Spanish dicta-

tor Franco wanted too high a price from the

French for his consent to a German march

through Spain, and Hitler was unwilling to

risk driving Vichy France, which still con-

trolled French North Africa, too far. In the

upshot, the Germans had to be content with

backing up Mussolini in Greece and with an

attack on Egypt from the Italian colony of

Libya. Efforts to rouse native action against the

British and French in the Near East were sup-

pressed without grave difficulty by British and

Free French action, and Turkey stood obsti-

nately neutral.

Nevertheless, the German commitment to

help the Italians in Greece took valuable

German divisions away from another task in

the spring of 1941, and as the Germans at-

tempted to move overland through Yugoslavia

they were involved in a costly guerrilla war.

The British did their best to back up their

Greek allies, but once more they were not

strong enough. German air power crippled

British naval power in the waters around

Crete, and by June the Axis had conquered

the Greek mainland and the islands.

The Invasion of Russia

The other task for which the German forces

were to be used in the spring of 1941 was the

conquest of Russia. Hitler had firmly resolved

not to repeat what he thought was the fateful

mistake of Germany in 1914; he would not

engage in a war on two fronts. Yet by his in-

vasion of Russia in June, 1941 —an invasion

delayed for a perhaps decisive two months by

the Balkan adventure— he committed himself

to just such a war. Russia was indeed a tempt-

ing goal. The Nazi plan had always looked to

the fertile areas of Poland and South Russia as

the natural goal of German expansion, the

Lebensraum (see p. 462) of German destiny.

With the precedents of successful blitzkrieg in

Poland, western Europe, and now Greece, Hit-

ler and his military experts believed that they

could beat the Russians in a single campaign

before winter set in. It was quite clear that

neither Britain nor the United States— even

though the latter should enter the war— could

land armies in Europe in 1941. An attack on

Russia, then. Hitler seems to have told himself,

would not really create two fronts. Indeed,

once Russia was conquered, as in Hitler's

mind it was sure to be, the Germans would

have no trouble disposing of Britain, and, if

necessary, the United States.

Russia was not conquered in 1941. But

was very close, closer perhaps than the BattleJ

of Britain. Hitler's plan almost worked. Then
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months the Germans were at the gates of Len-

ingrad, and in the south they had conquered

the Ukraine by the end of October. Hundreds

of thousands of Russian troops had been

killed or taken prisoner. In sheer distance, the

German armies had pushed more than twice as

far as they had in France.

Yet, as the Russian winter closed in, the

Germans had taken neither Moscow nor Len-

ingrad. Russian heavy industry had been in

part transferred to the remote Urals, and ex-

isting plants there and in Siberia had been

strengthened. The United States was begin-

ning to send in supplies. The vast resources of

Russian manpower were still adequate for

Russian needs. The government had not col-

lapsed, and national spirit was high. Moreover,

the Germans had shown once more, as they

had in the Battle of Britain, that their boasted

planning was far from perfect. Their troops

were not sufficiently equipped to stand the

rigors of a Russian winter. Confident that one

summer and autumn would be enough to fin-

ish the business, the German planners had left

the winter to take care of itself Indeed, in

winter fighting between December, 1941, and

May, 1 942, the Russians regained much useful

ground.

American Policy

Meanwhile, the Germans had fallen into a

second fatal involvement. Impressed with

what he thought were the disastrous failures

of German policy in World War I, Hitler had

sought to keep out of war with the United

States. Although the United States had a

strong isolationist element and even a handful

of Axis sympathizers, American opinion had

from the very beginning of the attack on Po-

land in 19.^9 been far more nearly unanimous

against the Germans and Italians than it had

been against the Central Powers in 1914.

With the fall of France in 1940, anti-Axis sen-

timent grew stronger, reinforced by a feeling

that if Hitler had his way in Europe the

United States would be marked out as his

next victim.

Between June, 19-tO and December, 1941,

the Roosevelt administration, with the con-

sent of the Congress and with the general

— though not unanimous — backing of Ameri-

can public opinion, took a series of steps "short

ot war" in aid ol Britain and later Russia. By
conventional nineteenth-century standards of

international relations, these steps were far

from being in accord with Americas technical

status as a neutral; they would have given

Hitler ample legal justification for declaring

war against the United States. The American

government transferred to the British fifty

"over-age" destroyers in exchange for Atlantic

naval bases in British colonies, supplied the

British with all sorts of arms, and used the

American navy to help get these supplies

across the Atlantic. Above all, in March, 1941,

by the so-called "Lend-Lease Act," the United

States agreed to supply materials needed for

defense, including foodstuffs, to "any country

whose defense the President deems vital to

the defense of the United States." Supplies at

once began rolling into England, and later to

other allies in the struggle against the Axis,

without the unfortunate complications pro-

duced by the war-debt methods employed

during World War 1.

This help went, as we have just noted, even

to communist Russia, The "cold war" of the

1930's between Russia and the United States

produced currents of opinion in this country

which held that we should never have helped

Russia in 1 942 - 1 945. But the historian knows

that in great wars of coalition the wise rule

is: help your allies even if you don't like

them, even, indeed, if you don't trust them.

Strict adherence to this doctrine by Roosevelt

and Churchill clearly helped prevent among
Britain, the United States, Russia, and the

Free French the kind of actual back-stabbing

and desertion that characterized the failure of

Europe to defeat, or even contain, the revolu-

tionary French and Napoleon between 1 792

and 1812 {see Chapter 18).

Vet Hitler still did not let himself get in-

volved in war against the United States. He
had, however, firm commitments to aid Japan.

And Japan, controlled by a militarist group,

had taken advantage of the fall of France and
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the Netherlands and the weakness of Britain

to speed up vastly the policy of expansion in

Asia that she had begun in Manchuria as far

back as 1931. She early took advantage of the

fall of France to penetrate into French Indo-

China She continued to press her campaign

on the mainland of China. The American gov-

ernment, which had never in the days of techni-

cal peace in the 1930's been willing to accept

Japanese conquests in China, did not now
abandon its policy of opposition to what it

considered Japanese aggression. It is indeed

highly likely that had the American govern-

ment been willing to allow Japan a free hand

to do what she liked in the Far East there

would have been no Pearl Harbor. But short

of such complete abandonment of the pre-

vious American policy in the Far East, it is

unlikely that the United States could have

kept out of war with Japan.

Pearl Harbor and After

In the summer and autumn of 1941, the

American government took steps to freeze

Japanese credits in the United States, to close

Japanese access to raw materials, and to get

the Japanese to withdraw from China and

Indo-China. Negotiations toward these ends

were going on between the Japanese and the

Americans when on December 7, 1941, the

Japanese without warning struck with carrier-

based airplanes at the American naval base

at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii. Grave damage

was done to ships and installations, but

American power in the Pacific was by no

means destroyed. Moreover, the psychological

effect of the "day of infamy" on American

public opinion was to produce in a nation of

many millions an almost unanimous support

for war against Japan. And the consequence

was the immediate declaration of war against

Japan by the United States. Germany and Italy

honored their obligations to their Axis part-

ner by declaring war against the United States

on December 1 1. As the year 1942 began, the

war was literally and fully a world war.

Although the United States was incompar-

ably better prepared than she had been in

1917, she was still at a disadvantage. Against

Germany she could for the moment do no

more than continue, indeed increase, aid to

Britain and Russia by Lend-Lease and take full

part in the struggle against the German sub-

marines. Against Japan she was almost as pow-

erless. Her Pacific outposts of Guam, Wake
Island, and the Philippines fell in rapid

succession to Japanese arms. Nor could the

British and the exiled Dutch governments

532



protect their colonies in Southeast Asia. By
the spring of 1942, the Japanese had taken

Malaya from the British and Indonesia from

the Dutch, and had virtual control of Siam

(Thailand) and Burma. They seemed poised

for an attack on Australia.

The Victory of the United Nations

The Turning Points

There were several turning points in the

struggle. The earliest was a series of naval

actions in which Japanese expansion was

stopped. In these actions, carrier-based air-

planes played a decisive role. On May 7_

1942, in the battle of the Coral Sea in the

southwest Pacific, Allied sea and air power

halted a possible Japanese invasion of Austra-

lia and its protecting islands. In June, Ameri-

can sea and air power dispersed a Japanese

fleet that was aiming at the conquest of Mid-

way Island. Although the Japanese landed

on American territory in the Aleutians, they

never seriously threatened Hawaii or main-

land Alaska.

In the West, the Americans and the British

were as yet unwilling to respond to Russian

pressure for a "second front" on the European

mainland. But they were able in November,
1942, to effect a series of landings in French

North Africa Secret negotiations with anti-

Axis elements among the French in North

Africa were not completely successful, and the

landings in Morocco were sharply though

briefly resisted by the Vichy French. None the

less, the Allies were rapidly established in

force in Morocco and Algeria.

The Libyan segment of the long North Af-

rican coast had been held by the Germans and

their Italian allies since the beginning of the

war in the Mediterranean, and there had been

seesaw campaigns in these desert areas, cam-

paigns that recaptured some of the adventure,

even romance, of wars of old. At the time of

the North African landings, the British under

General Montgomery were holding a defen-

sive line inside the Egyptian frontier; but on

October 23, 1942, the British started on an

offensive which was planned to co-ordinate

with that of General Eisenhower, commander
of the Allied forces in French North Africa, in

the classic maneuver of catching the enemy in a

vise. The Germans responded quickly to the

threat, and succeeded in reinforcing their Af-

rican armies through Tunis, which was deliv-

ered to them by the Vichy authorities. The
planned expulsion of the Germans and Italians

from North Africa was thus delayed, but the

vise closed slowly. In May, 1943, Free French,

British, and American troops took the last

Axis strongholds of Tunis and Bizerte, and

accepted the surrender of some three hundred

thousand Axis troops.

The North African campaign had clearly

been a turning point. The Allies had success-

fully made large-scale amphibious landings,

and they had annihilated one of the most re-

nowned of Axis forces, commanded by one of

the few German generals in this war to strike

the imagination of the world, Rommel, the

"desert fox." North Africa was by no means a

great central operation, but it was nevertheless

a major campaign in which the Allies gained

confidence and prestige.

The great turning point on land was, how-

ever, the successful Russian defense of Stalin-

grad, (now Volgograd), a defense that turned

into an attack in the same month (November,

1942) that saw the Allied landing in North

Africa. After their check in the winter of

1941-1942, the Germans had turned their

Russian summer offensive of 1942 away from

Leningrad and Moscow and toward the oil-rich

regions of southeastern European Russia. The
Germans were already beginning to suffer oil
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shortages, partly because of Allied bombing,

but even more because, though they held the

oil fields of Rumania, they simply did not

have oil enough for the ravenous demands of

mechanical warfare. This push toward the

Russian oil fields carried the Germans a pro-

digious distance inside Russia, over a thou-

sand miles from their original starting point.

But again it failed, falling just short of the

really rich oil fields of Grozny and Baku.

Russian distance and Russian manpower, and

the Russian ability to take punishment, were

too much for these overextended Germans.

Their armies were pinched off at Stalingrad,

and early in 1943 the Russians started the

long march that was to take them to Berlin

two years later.

The Battle of Supply

A much less spectacular turning point than

the engagements in the Coral Sea, in North

Africa, and at Stalingrad was the Allied vic-

tory in the battle of supply. Yet this victory

was of even greater importance, since naval

and military successes ultimately depend on

supplies. Even for Russia, an important source

of supplies was the United States. But the

United States was separated from its allies

— and its enemies — by water, and all but the

most precious and least bulky supplies, which

could go by air, had to move across the seas. If

the Germans could stop this movement, or

even reduce it greatly, they might still be

able to win in spite of the overwhelming re-

sources of the Allies. They made important im-

provements in their submarines, notably the

schnorkel, a device that enabled submarines to

travel submerged for great distances. Subma-

rine crews and commanders were well trained

and resourceful. But there were not enough

submarines, and the countermeasures of the

Allies— radar, co-ordination of naval vessels

and aircraft, the convoy system, and others

— slowly reduced the proportion of sinkings.

Early in 1942, after Pearl Harbor, the rate

of sinkings had been really dangerous, and

German submarines had operated close to the

Atlantic coast of the United States. But by the

end of 1 942, the statistics showed a turn of the

tide, and in the summer of 1943 the Allies

were confident enough to announce publicly

that the number of sinkings from U-boat ac-

tion in the first half of 1 943 was only a quarter

of what it had been in the first half of 1942.

The Axis on the Defensive

In the last two years of the war, the Axis

powers were on the defensive. Both in Europe

and in Asia the Allies attacked with land

forces along definite lines of march; these

were "campaigns" of the traditional kind. But
the way for these armies was made easier by

two new factors in warfare, air power and

modern propaganda, or "psychological war-

fare." These new methods did not "win" the

war by themselves, but they were useful ad-

juncts, and they undoubtedly hastened the

process. Air bombardment, at least until the

atomic bomb at Hiroshima, was never quite

the perfect annihilation that the prophets of air

power had preached. The Germans put some
of their key production underground. Allied

"precision" bombing rarely reached perfection.

But as the superior Allied air power grew, as

it was used systematically to destroy enemy
capabilities in critical materials like ball

bearings, machine tools, and oil, and as Amer-

ican airplanes dropped incendiary bombs on

the relatively flimsy Japanese cities, it did

much to destroy the Axis will and power

to resist.

On Germany and Italy, the attack by land

was pressed in three directions — by the Rus-

sians from the east, and by the British, French,

Americans, and the other Allies from the

south and from the west. In the south, the Al-

lies moved over to Sicily in a successful am-

phibious operation (Ju'v. 1943) within two

months of their final victory in North Africa,

and from Sicily they moved in another six

weeks across the Straits of Messina to the

mainland of Italy. Yet the Italian campaign

was never quite the great success the Allies

hoped it would be in these earlier days. The

Allied victories of the summer of 1943 were,

however, sufficient to put Italy itself for the
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most pan out of the war. High officers of the

Italian army and others close to the king,

helpied by dissident fascist leaders, engineered

a coup in July which brought about the fall and

imprisonment of Mussolini and the begin-

nings of negotiations between the Allies

and the new government headed by Marshal

Badoglio.

But the Germans were quite unwilling to

abandon the peninsula, perhaps as much for

reasons of prestige as for military reasons. A
detachment of German troops rescued Musso-

lini from his Apennine prison (September,

1943), and set him up as the head of a "Fascist

Republic." The former Duce continued in this

post until he was executed by partisans in

April, 1945. Meantime, Italy had a civil as

well as a foreign war on her hands. The ma-

jority of the Italian people, never really taken

in by Mussolini's posturing as an imperial

Roman, had never liked the war and were now
heartily sick of it. Still, many were politically

active in Italy in 1 943 - 1 945, and of these the

fascist-Axis group was far less strong than the

pro-Allied group. Italy came naturally enough

into the United Nations. The war in Italy

went on. In June, 1944, the Allies succeeded.

after particularly severe fighting around Cas-

sino, in breaking through to Rome, and by

August they were in Florence. They did not

really penetrate any farther until the final

collapse of the Germans in the early months
of 1945.

The Defeat of Germany

The great Allied push in the west, it was
finally decided at the Teheran conference of

Churchill, Roosevelt, and Stalin (December,

1943), would be in France. After meticulous

preparation, the long-awaited landings in

France began on June 6, 1944. The Allies had

chosen the Norman coast at the base of the

Cotentin (Cherbourg) peninsula, and seem

thereby to have gained some initial advantage

of surprise, for the German high command
believed the landings would come farther

north and east along the Channel coast. The
Germans had in their four years of occupancy

fortified the French coastline with great thor-

oughness. But the Allies had also had those

four years for study, invention, and planning

In the test, Allied landing craft, amphibious
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trucks, called "ducks," naval and air support

— by now the Luftwaffe had almost been driven

from the skies — artificial harbors, and a well-

organized supply system proved sufficient to

gain a beachhead for the land forces. From
this beachhead, a little over a month after

"D-Day," they were able to break out at

Avranches and sweep the Germans back across

the Seine in a great flanking movement led

by the American General Patron's Third Army.

A long-planned auxiliary landing on the

French Mediterranean coast and a march

north up the Rhone-Saone valleys was launched

on August 15, 1944, and met very little re-

sistance. Everywhere the French, by now well

organized for resistance, welcomed the liber-

ating forces, some of whom were French and

French colonials fighting as heirs of the Free

French of 1 940. Paris, a symbol rather than a

mere place, was liberated toward the end of

August after its inhabitants had staged an

uprising, barricades and all, in the style of

1848, against the German garrison.

The Germans were beaten, but not dis-

organized. In July, 1944, an attempt to assassin-

ate Hitler and to pave the way for negotiations

was made by conservative elements, both mili-

tary and civilian. But Hitler survived the bomb
intended for him, and the Nazis retained their

firm grip on the German state. The Allies were

encouraged by their rapid successes in July

and August to try to destroy the German
armies before winter, or to cut them off from

their homeland. Patton's mechanized troops,

however, ran out of fuel; the new German
pilotless planes and rocked-propelled missiles

delayed the full use of Antwerp as a port of

supply; and by late autumn it was clear that

the Germans had retired in good order to their

own Siegfried Line.

From the east, the Russians had been push-

ing on relentlessly ever since the turning of

the tide at Stalingrad. In the campaign of

1943, while the western Allies were busy in

Italy, the Russians won back most of their own
territories that had been lost in 1941 and

1942. They kept up the pressure during the

winter and started an early spring campaign in

the south. By the autumn of 1944, the Rus-

sians had been able to sweep through half-

hearted resistance from Hitler's Balkan satel-

lite governments to a juncture with the

Yugoslav communist guerrillas under Tito,

and were ready for the attack on Hungary. In

the center and north, they had recovered all

their own territory and were ready to attack

Germany itself from the east.

This year 1945 saw the rapid conclusion of

the Battle of Germany. The Russians had not

stopped for winter, but had pressed on
through Poland to menace Berlin early in

March. The western Allies broke through the

Siegfried Line in February, crossed the Rhine,

and entered the heart of Germany. Early in

February, 1945, the leaders of the three great

Allied powers, Stalin, Churchill, and Roose-

velt, met at Yalta in the Crimea and confirmed

final plans for the conquest of Germany. It was

plain that the Germans, whose key industries

had been so riddled from the air that they no

longer could support their armies adequately,

and whose manpower had been reduced to the

very bottom, could not hold out for long. But

the Allied planners were anxious to prevent,

or at least to check, the race to be the first to

arrive in Berlin, and they wanted to arrange

peacefully for demarcations between the parts

of Germany that each ally was to occupy. The
decision to give the Russians the honor of

taking Berlin is one that, with many other

decisions reached in the conference at Yalta,

has since been severely criticized in the West.

At the time, however, it seemed a natural de-

cision, a legitimate recognition of the fact that

during the two years of successful offensive

against the Germans the Russians had worn
down many more German divisions than had

the western Allies.

The Russians fought their way into a Berlin

already pulverized by the air power of the

western Allies. Hitler went down to his death,

as he had long promised, in a Germanic fu-

neral pyre at his Berlin headquarters.

The Allied advance into Germany revealed

for the first time the full ghastliness of Nazi

treatment of slave laborers from conquered

lands, of political opponents and of Jews,

Poles, and other German-styled "inferior"

peoples. One after another, the concentration

camps were liberated— Auschwitz, Belsen,
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Buchenwald, Dachau, Nordhausen, and others.

And the world was appalled at the gas ovens

that had claimed so many victims, at the piles

of emaciated corpses not yet cremated, and at

the pitiful state of the prisoners who had sur-

vived. This was one of the horrors of war

whose reality exceeded the grimmest expecta-

tions of Allied opinion.

By May 8, 1945, Churchill and Truman
(who had become the American president on

Roosevelt's death in April) were able to an-

nounce the end of German resistance, the day

of victory in Europe, V-E Day. It was symbolic

of difficulties to come that Stalin was offended

because the western Allies had accepted from

some of the German army leaders a formal

surrender at Rheims in France. He chose to

announce separately, on Russia's part, the final

victory over Germany, and not until the

next day.

The Defeat of Japan

V-J Day, the day of victory in Japan, was

now the great goal of Allied effort. Russia had

carefully refrained from adding Japan to its

formal enemies as long as Germany was still a

threat. Britain and the United States, on the

other hand, were anxious to win Russia as a

formal fighting ally against the Japanese. This

natural desire— natural in the sense of histor-

ical precedent, for coalitions in the past have

usually sought to rally as many allies as possi-

Corpses of Gestapo victims, Nordhausen concentration camp, 1945.
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ble — was responsible for many of the conces-

sions made to Russia in the last months of the

German war.

The two years of Allied successes against

Germany had also been two years of Allied

successes against Japan. The attack on Japan

had been pressed home in three main direc-

tions. First, in a process that the American

press soon christened "island-hopping," the

American navy drove straight toward Japan

from the central Pacific. One after another, the

small island bases that stood in the way were

reduced by American naval forces, which

used both air support and the amphibious

methods that were being worked out simulta-

neously in Europe and North Africa. The

names of these islands are now a part of the

litany of American arms— Tarawa, Eniwetok,

Kwajalein, Iwo Jima, Okinawa.

Second, in a series of operations calling for

the close co-operation of air, sea, and land

forces, the Americans and Australians, with

help from other Commonwealth elements,

worked their way up the southwest Pacific

through the much larger islands of the Solo-

mons, New Guinea, and the Philippines. The

base for this campaign, which was under the

command of the American General MacAr-

thur, was Australia and such outlying islands

as New Caledonia and the New Hebrides.

The start of the campaign goes back to the first

major offensive step in the Far East, the dra-

matic and difficult seizure of Guadalcanal in

the Solomons by the United States Marines

on August 7, 1942. These campaigns involved

jungle fighting of the hardest sort, slow and

painful work. But by October, 1944, the sea

forces had won the great battle of the Philip-

pine Sea and had made possible the successful

landing of MacArthur's troops on Leyte and

the reconquest of the Philippine Islands them-

selves from the Japanese.

The third attack on the "Greater East Asia

Co-Prosperity Sphere" as the Japanese, imi-

tating the West, as propagandists, called their

conquered land, came from the south, in the

"CBP-the China-Burma-India Theater. No
brief narrative can do justice to the complex

interweaving of events in this theater, where

the main effort of the Allies was to get ma-

terial support to Chiang Kai-shek and the

Chinese Nationalists at Chungking (see Chap-

ter 30) and, if possible, to damage thejapanese

position in Burma, Thailand, and Indo-China.

After Pearl Harbor, when the Japanese seized

and shut the famous "Burma Road," the

only way for the Allies to communicate with

Chiang's Nationalists was by air. It is perhaps

true that the western Allies did not invest an

overwhelming proportion of their resources

in this CBI Theater, but they did help keep

the Chinese formally in the fight. And, as the

final campaign of 1945 drew on, the British,

with Chinese and American aid, were hold-

ing down three Japanese field armies in this

CBI Theater.

The end came in Japan with a suddenness

that the Allied peoples, perhaps even the Al-

lied governments, hardly expected. From
Pacific island bases, American airplanes in-

flicted crippling damage on Japanese indus-

try in the spring and summer of 1945; the

Japanese fleet had been almost destroyed; sub-

marine warfare had brought thejapanese econ-

omy near to strangulation; and there was

impressive evidence of the declining morale

of Japanese soldiers. None the less, American

decision-makers were convinced that only the

use of their recently invented atomic bomb
could bring a quick decision and avert the

very heavy casualties likely in the proposed

amphibious invasion of the Japanese home
islands. The result was the dropping of the

first atomic bomb, on Hiroshima, August 6,

1945. On August 8, the Russians, who had

agreed to come into the war against Japan

once Germany was beaten, began an invasion

of Manchuria in full force. Faced with what

they felt was certain defeat, thejapanese gov-

ernment, unlike the German, decided not to

make a last-ditch stand in their own country.

On September 2, after brief negotiations, the

Japanese made formal surrender at Tokyo.

Japan gave up its conquests abroad and sub-

mitted to American military occupation. Con-

trary to the desires of part of Allied opinion,

however, the Emperor of Japan was not de-

throned. Purged of most of its militarists, the

Japanese government continued to rule under

Allied — actually American— supervision.
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The Allied Coalition

The "Grand Alliance," as the historian

Churchill liked to call it, but mostly known in

its last years as the "United Nations," had

mustered overpowering strength against Ger-

many, Japan, Italy, and such collaborators as

the Axis powers could secure in the Balkans,

Southeast Asia, and western Europe. Britain,

Russia, and the United States were the heart

of the Allied coalition. But Nationalist China,

for all its inefficiencies, had occupied the at-

tention of hundreds of thousands of Japanese

soldiers, and the resources of the French Em-

pire and the French resistance movements at

home and abroad had been most useful. The

United Nations had been able to count on the

resources of Latin America, and Brazil had

been an active member of the alliance. In this

truly global war, Brazilian troops had fought

in Italy, which at the end had been the most

cosmopolitan of theaters. There American (in-

cluding Japanese-American, or Nisei), French

imperial, British imperial, pro-Allied Italian,

Polish, and other troops had fought, in addi-

tion to the Brazilians. At the very end of

the war, even Argentina was brought into the

United Nations coalition, when she declared

war on Germany and Japan on March 27,1945.

The instruments of continuing Allied union

were the conferences of the "Big Three"—
Churchill, Roosevelt, and Stalin — with their

political and military advisers and experts,

and the more frequent Anglo-American con-

ferences. Even before the United States

entered the shooting war, Roosevelt and

Churchill met off Newfoundland and is-

sued the Atlantic Charter, on August 14,

1941, in which they declared for the freedom

of the seas, equality of access to economic

opportunity, abandonment of aggression, and

the restoration of rights to conquered peoples.

The Atlantic Charter had been attacked as no

more than another empty assertion of impos-

sible ideals, but the true realist sees in it

an important step in rallying world opinion

against the Axis. Later, formal conferences

— between Roosevelt and Churchill at Casa-

blanca (January, 1943) and Quebec (August,

1943), and among the "Big Three" at Tehe-

ran (December, 1943) and Yalta (February,

Scene in Hiroshima a few

hours after the bomb hit,

August 6, 1945.



1945)— brought to a head consultations that

had been steadily carried on at lower political

and military levels. From July 1 "' to August
1", 1943, a final great conference at Potsdam

near conquered Berlin brought Britain, Rus-

sia, and the United States, with two new

figures. President Truman and Prime Minister

Attlee, together to confirm in general the

Yalta decisions.

There were always grave military and po-

litical matters to be ironed out. it was not

easy to maintain even the Anglo-American

collaboration, which was perhaps the closest

military collaboration between two major sov-

ereign powers ever achieved. For the actual

direction of operations in the field, the British

and Americans decided to set up, not just the

sort of supreme command the Allies painfully

achieved late in World War I under Foch

(Chapter 25), but a complete intermeshing of

staffs. All down the line, an American in com-

mand always had a Britisher as his second, and

a Britisher in command always had an Ameri-

can as his second. In the pinch, and in spite of

normal national jealousies, the arrangement

worked. An anecdote about General Eisen-

hower from North African days relates that he

sent an American oflicer home, not because he

called his immediate superior a so-and-so,

but because he called him an English so-and-so.

At the highest level, the Combined Chiefs of

Staff, in close touch with top American and

British government oflficials, did the over-all

planning The Russians were never brought

into such close military co-operation, and in

the field the Russians always fought on

their own.

Political Issues

A political issue that bulked large at the

time with liberals seems not to have seriously

divided the Allies during the war itself This

was the issue of "unconditional surrender."

Here recent history had an overpowering in-

fluence on the policy adopted. Hitler had sim-

ply followed widespread German opinion in

insisting that in World War I Germany had

not really been defeated in the field but had

Giraud, Roosevelt, de Gaulle, and Churchil

at Casablanca, January, 1943.

been betrayed by the false promises of Wil-

son's Fourteen Points into surrendering while

still undefeated. This time the Allied leaders

were determined to give the Germans no ex-

cuse for a future rallying point of this sort.

The Germans must be beaten unmistakably,

and Allied troops must enter Berlin as con-

querors. There must be no political negotia-

tion at all, simply unconditional military

surrender. There was some opposition to this

policy during the war, at least in lands of

free political expression like Britain and the

United States. This opposition rested partly

on humanitarian grounds, but also on the be-

lief that the prospect of unconditional surren-

der would inevitably stiffen the German will

to resist, and would unite the nation behind

Hitler instead of allowing Allied psychologi-

cal warfare its full effect by promising anti-

Nazi elements some reward for deserting the

Nazi cause. In retrospect, it does not seem

that Hitler would ever have negotiated with

the Allies; and after the failure of the attempt

to kill him with a bomb in July, 1944, there

was little chance that the Germans themselves

would overthrow the Nazi government.

Another political problem made a much
clearer rift between the British and the

Americans. The underlying issue was just how
far anti-German elements in France, Italy, and
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Other occupied lands must go in proving that

they were good honest democrats in order to

secure the backing of the democratic western

powers. Here the difference in the underlying

tone of American and British policies was

evident in the views of Roosevelt and

Churchill. Roosevelt was convinced that if the

Allies did not interfere to support scheming

conservatives and reactionaries in the occu-

pied lands, but instead allowed their peoples

to choose their form of government freely,

then they would choose democracy. Churchill

was much less idealistic. He was eager to use

any elements that were hostile to the Ger-

mans, even if their hostility was quite recent,

and he had little faith in the capacity or desire

of peoples like the Italians for Anglo-Saxon

democracy. Therefore he was quite willing to

back Badoglio and the monarchists in Italy;

Roosevelt kept insisting that the Italians

wanted and needed a republic. Yet the oppo-

sition between American support of demo-

cratic or Leftist elements and British support

of conservative, monarchist. Rightist elements

was not a clear one. We were hard on Bado-

glio and soft on Vichy; the British were hard

on Vichy, soft on Badoglio.

In French politics the issue was further

complicated by Roosevelt's suspicions of de

Gaulle, whose firm resistance in June, 1940,

had made him the inevitable leader of the

French movement for liberation. To Roose-

velt, de Gaulle seemed a potential man on

horseback, no better than Boulanger or Napo-

leon III. To Churchill, de Gaulle seemed in-

deed difficult, a man obsessed with the need to

restore the greatness of France, but an indis-

pensable ally. As it turned out, the GauUists,

in collaboration with the organized French

resistance in the homeland, did take over the

civilian administration of French territory as

it was liberated, and France by free popular

vote restored in the Fourth Republic a form of

government essentially like that of the Third.

In Italy, the liberated people voted the estab-

lishment of a republic. What had threatened at

one time to be a serious difficulty between

American policy and British policy was re-

solved by the action of the liberated people

themselves.

The anger aroused in de Gaulle himself,

and in many other French leaders, by Roo-

sevelt's policy of refusing solid support to

de Gaulle and the Fighting French has em-
bittered Franco-American relations to this

day. In particular, Roosevelt's intention to "oc-

cupy" France under AMGOT (Allied Military

Government in Occupied Territory) wounded
the French, who thought of themselves as al-

lies, not enemies, of the democracies.

But the political issue that has bulked larg-

est since World War II was by no means so

clear an issue during the war itself This is the

problem of Russian domination in eastern and

southeastern Europe. It is easy to say that at

Yalta the western powers took much too soft a

line with the Russians, allowed them to push

their armies much too far westward, and relied

foolishly on Russian promises to permit free

elections in Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,

and the Balkans. This criticism may be sup-

plemented by the old British motif of the

"soft under-belly," by maintaining that the

western powers should have struck as soon as

possible, perhaps in 1943, from the Mediter-

ranean into the Danube Valley in order to get

there ahead of the Russians. Proponents of

these criticisms present us with an Iron Cur-

tain that would then have been drawn far to

the east of where it now is, with an eastern

and a southeastern Europe that would now be

democratic and on the side of the West rather

than on the side of the Russians.

The chief trouble with this argument is that

it fails to take into account two basic facts.

First, most of the small eastern European

countries had no real tradition of western-

style democracy; most of them had moved
toward fascist totalitarianism before World

War II (see Chapter 27). Their transition to

communist totalitarianism was easy. Second,

during the war itself it was by no means clear

to western leaders, or to western public

opinion, that the Germans and the Japanese

would be beaten so readily. Even leaders like

Churchill, who seems never really to have

trusted the Russians and who was to coin the

phrase "the Iron Curtain " soon after the war,

did not dare risk losing the aid of Russian

manpower and material resources during the
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war itself. Even in 1945, at Yalta, with Japan

still very much in the light, appeaseinent of

the Russians seemed absolutely essential, not

only to Roosevelt, who hoped the Russians

would collaborate with us in the post-war

world, but also to Churchill, who seems to

have had little if any hope of such collabora-

tion from the Russians.

In the Far East, political problems seemed
less serious — at least in wartime. There was

general agreement that the Chinese National-

ists, however corrupt and inefficient their

government was, had to be supported against

the Japanese. Nor did the final decision to

accept the continuance on the throne of the

Japanese emperor arouse serious opposition

in the West. The critical decisions on the Far

East were rather the work of the troubled pe-

riod after V-E and V-J days, when to the bitter

disappointment of most western peoples it

became clear that the peace was likely for

some time to be no more than a continuation

of war. Indeed, there was no peace, and these

years deserve a term that was soon coined, the

years of "cold war." The once "colonial" peo-

ples throughout the world were now roused

against "imperialism."

In sum, as we all know now, and as we shall

see in more detail in the next three chapters,

the great war of 193V- 1945 ended indeed,

but there was no peace. From our own western

point of view, and in plain language, the de-

feat of the perturbers, the aggressors, the vil-

lains, Germany and Japan, was almost immedi-

ately followed by the rise of a new perturber, a

new villain, Russia, which had already given

clear indications of its perturbing power. And
indeed, it is easy to go on to the conclusion

that just because the Germans and Japanese

were beaten in the way they actually were, the

present menace of Russia— pretty clearly a

greater menace than the old German men-

ace—was helped, was in fact made possible, by

that defeat; from there it is a fatally easy step

to the dangerous conclusion that Russia, not

Germany, was our enemy all along.

Yet the wise student of history will not

readily jump to the conclusion that any other

Allied policy, and in particular a different

American policy at Yalta and Potsdam, could

have either prevented the rise of Russia, or

produced a virtuous, co-operative, democratic

Russia We are still far too close to World
War II to understand its many ramifications.

The historian who sticks to his last can do no

more than conclude that in the perspective of

modern western history the sorely tried west-

ern statesmen at Yalta and Potsdam, in the

midst of a hot war, were using time-honored

methods to win that war as quickly and as de-

cisively as possible: and in particular, with the

long record of failures of coalitions in the past

before them, they were determined to hold

together their extraordinary and by no means

"natural" coalition, known hopefully as the

United Nations, until both the mainstay pow-

ers of the Axis coalition were beaten. This

they did.
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The Post-War World, 1945-1953

The Cold War

During World War II, most

people expected that when the shooting

stopped there would be a general peace con-

ference, as there had been after all the major

general wars of modern times. As we have

abundantly seen, even a general peace confer-

ence (Westphalia, Utrecht, Vienna, Versailles)

leaves many problems unsolved or solves

them in a way that proves unsatisfactory. As it

turned out, however, the tensions that arose

between the Soviet Union and its western

Allies during the war itself made it impossi-

ble to plan for, much less convoke, a Peace

Conference. So World War II bequeathed to

mankind a legacy of problems to be solved

one by one if at all.

The damage done by World War II greatly

exceeded even that done by World War I. The
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total number of human deaths resulting from

the war has been estimated at 22 million,

more than half of them civilians, who died by

mass executions in concentration camps, or in

air attacks, or by starvation or disease. Ma-

terial damages have been estimated at more
than $2,000 billion. Despite a sharply rising

birth rate and vast programs of economic re-

construction, such losses could never be fully

repaired, and it took the first decade after the

war to launch effectively the necessary pro-

grams of modernization.

Atomic Weapons

After the defeat of the Axis powers, new and

terrifying problems faced the statesmen of the

world. Atomic weapons — before very long,

hydrogen bombs, the possibility— and soon

the development — of guided missiles, made

concrete and plausible the threat that a new
general war might wipe out the human race or

so terribly shatter the physical and moral

bases of modern civilization as to reduce what

was left of mankind to something like another

Stone Age. At the same time, the war had so

limited the war-making potential of all other

states that the United States and the Soviet

Union emerged as super-powers, the only

powers capable of initiating or pursuing the

new warfare. Given the ideology of the

U.S.S.R. and the suspicious and vengeful

character of its supreme dictator, Stalin, it was

inevitable that the Russians would regard the

Americans as their rivals for control of the

world, and that the Americans should quickly

have been forced to accept the same estimate

of the situation. The post-war history of inter

national politics became in large part a history

of Soviet-American rivalry.

In 1945 enemy attack and occupation had

caused incalculable devastation inside the

Russian borders, and left millions of survivors

destitute, while Russia's capitalist ally, the

United States, had invented and used a

weapon so decisive as to make war against its

possessor impossible for any power that did

not possess it. Stalin, who liked nothing so

much as the destruction of an enemy, and who
regarded the whole capitalist world as his en-

emy, knew that if he had been the sole pos-

sessor of the atomic bomb, he would have

used it. He attributed to his rival the strategy

that he himself would have pursued. It seemed

to him that all the technological advance of

the Soviet period, undertaken precisely to

bring the U.S.S.R. up to the industrialized

West, had now been wiped out by the Ameri-

can development of the atomic bomb. It took

Stalin four years (1945-1949) to catch up

once again, by making his own atomic bomb.

No doubt scientific information given the

Russians by agents and spies made some con-

tribution to this achievement, but only the

high level of Russian science and technology

and the Soviet capacity to concentrate their

lade it possible at all.

A Divided World:

Germany and China

Even before the U.S.S.R. could join the

United States as an atomic power in 1 949, the

two had engaged in a series of tests of will, in

Europe and in Asia, that determined where

the increasingly clear boundary between a

Russian sphere of influence and an American

sphere of influence would run. And the con-

frontation continued after 1949. In Iran, in

Greece, in Berlin, in Korea the lines were

drawn, tested, and re-drawn, sometimes after

bloodshed. Though the Soviet Union and its

former western allies were able to reach

agreement on peace treaties with Italy and

with three of the Axis powers' former Euro-

pean satellites — Hungary, Rumania, and Bul-

garia—no such treaty could ever be concluded

with Germany itself or with Japan.

But whereas the American occupation of

Japan rendered a Russian presence there im-

possible, defeated Germany was divided into

four zones— American, British, French, and

Russian. The U.S.S.R. obtained the eastern

regions of Germany, bordering on Poland, but

extending considerably west of Berlin, which

as the former capital, was also divided into



four occupation zones. This arrangement, de-

signed tor temporary military occupation,

continued in effect because no treaty could be

reached. It proved dangerous in the extreme,

since it left Berlin as an island surrounded by

Soviet-dominated territory, yet an island in-

cluding zones to which the western allies were

entitled to access. The failure to reach any

settlement over Germany left the most serious

problem in Europe without a solution.

As time passed, the three western powers

allowed their zones to unite in the "Federal

Republic of Germany" (1949), called West

Germany, with its capital at Bonn, and the

Russians responded by creating the "German
Democratic Republic" — East Germany — with

its capital at Pankow outside Berlin. Many if

not most West Germans were naturally eager

for reunion with their fellow-Germans in the

Soviet zone. Yet a reunion of Germany under

western capitalist auspices was precisely what

the Russians feared the most, believing that it

would portend a revival of aggression, while

an all-communist Germany was equally in-

tolerable to the western powers. Indeed, few

Frenchmen or Englishmen looked with any

enthusiasm upon the idea of a reunified Ger-

many, and if there were more Americans who
sympathized with reunion as an ultimate goal,

there were no responsible men in high places

who failed to understand the dangers of trying

to bring it about unilaterally. The German
question would no doubt have baffled any hy-

pothetical peace conference that had been con-

voked to find a solution; in the absence of any

such international conference, it continued to

baffle everybody.

in Asia— with Japan under American occu-

pation—the most grievous problem remained

that of China. The communists, who had chal-

lenged Chiang Kai-shek's ruling Kuomintang
(nationalist) party for power in a struggle

which had developed into a virtual civil war

by the late 193()'s, kept their forces in being

during the years of Japanese occupation. The
United States, having backed Chiang during

the war, tried in 1946 to bring about an

agreement between Chinese nationalists and

Chinese communists that would end the civil

war and leave China a democratic state, in

which the communists, though a legal party, as

in Italy or France, would not dominate the

country. The American negotiator. General

George C. Marshall, failed to bring the two

parties into a working agreement, and after he

returned to the United States early in 1947,

the civil war in China continued.

Supported by Soviet aid, including former

Japanese war material in Manchuria that had

been surrendered to the U.S.S.R. by Japan, the

communists were able by 1949 to expel the

forces of Chiang Kai-shek, who took refuge on
the off-shore island of Formosa (Taiwan),

where the communists could not follow be-

cause they lacked the naval strength. In the

last years of the struggle, Chiang had lost his

hold over the Chinese people; the morale of

his own forces was low, and an ever-mounting

inflation ravaged the economy, already ruined

by the long Japanese occupation. By 1 950,

mainland China had gone communist, and

formed part of the Soviet bloc. Only Chiang's

government in Taiwan, where it ruled ruth-

lessly and absolutely, remained a part of the

American bloc. American foreign policy had

suffered a major defeat. Though some Ameri-

cans were quick to blame the failure on a con-

spiracy by a few evil men, the magnitude of

the change, the huge numbers of Chinese in-

volved, rendered this answer unsatisfactory.

As the case of China shows, the Soviet Un-

ion pursued its goal of turning the whole

world communist through the agencies of in-

dividual Communist parties. In virtually every

country a Communist party existed, some-

times strong— as in France or Italy — some-

times weak— as in Britain or the United

States— often varying in its precise degree of

subservience to the Communist party of the

Soviet Union (CPSU) and the Soviet govern-

ment, but virtually always prepared to act as

the domestic agent for Soviet interests and

policies. The United States in most of the

world had no such disciplined and reliable

supporters; it could not give orders and expect

French or Italian politicians to follow them; it

had to conduct its rivalry with the U.S.S.R. on

other terms. Often the existence of a local
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Communist party gave the Soviet Union an

advantage in the Cold War.

The Two Coalitions

The situation, then, after World War II,

though familiar enough in one way (after a

war the victorious allies had found themselves

unable to agree on a settlement and had be-

come rivals) contained many brand new ele-

ments. There were only two sCiper-powers.

Neither of them had ever in history taken one

of the leading roles in international affairs,

although of course Russia since Peter the

Great had played an important part in both

Europe and Asia, and the United States had in

the twentieth century made the decisive con-

tribution to the Allied victory in World War
I, but had then withdrawn into relative isola-

tion. Yet at no time did the United States and

the Soviet Union, taken together, possess as

much productive capacity as the rest of the

world combined, or more than an eighth of

the population of the globe. The Cold War
consisted in part of a great competition be-

tween the two for the allegiance and support

of the rest of the world. And each became the

leader of a great coalition, whose members

were attached more or less tightly by bonds of

self-interest to the senior partner.

The members of the loose American coali-

tion, often in these years called the "free

world," included in 1945 Japan, the Philip-

pines, Australia and New Zealand, the West-

ern Hemisphere, Great Britain, and western

Europe. The Soviet coalition included the

countries of eastern Europe, and by 1 949

China. The border between the two coalitions

in Europe — called the "Iron Curtain" for the

first time by Winston Churchill in 1946 — ran

along a north-south line extending from Stet-

tin on the Baltic (formerly German and now

Polish) to Trieste on the Adriatic. Yugoslavia

lay in the Soviet sphere, and the frontier re-

sumed again with the border between north-

ern Greece and the three Soviet satellites of

Albania, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria. Turkey

belonged to the western coalition, and por-

tions of the Middle East and of Southeast Asia

were linked to it by a network of pacts, often

impressive chiefly on paper. India remained

neutral. The dividing line between North and

South Korea, with the U.S.S.R. occupying the

north, and the United States the south, repre-

sented a kind of Asian extension of the long

frontier between the two coalitions. Along the

frontier came the aggressive Soviet probing

operations that led to crises and in several

cases to wars.

Repeatedly the United States sought in

vain to ease the relationships between the two

coalitions. In 1946, Stalin refused to join in a

United Nations atomic energy commission, or

to have anything to do with international con-

trol of atomic weapons. In 1947, the United

States proposed an international plan of mas-

sive American economic aid to accelerate re-

covery from the ruin of the war, the Marshall

Plan, so-called for George C. Marshall, then

Secretary of State. The Soviet Union refused

to accept the aid for itself, and would not let

its satellites participate. The Marshall Plan

nations subsequently formed the nucleus of

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO; 1949). The Soviet coalition founded

the Cominform ("Communist Information

Bureau") in 1947, as a successor to the former

Comintern, "abolished" during the war (see

Chapter 26), and created the Warsaw Pact

(1953), binding eastern Europe together, as

an answer to NATO.
Within every country attached to either

coalition there were many individuals who
preferred the leader of the other coalition:

thus there were pro-Soviet Frenchmen, not

necessarily communists, and pro-American

Bulgarians. But in addition, a good many in-

dividual human beings in the West disliked

both powers, regarding them as aggressive, as

vulgarly materialistic. We shall meet these

alienated intellectuals again (see Chapter 32).

Needless to say, many individuals neither

knew nor cared about power politics at all.

Others, remembering the time when their own

countries (France, Britain, Germany) had

shared more largely in the leadership of the

world, scorned the United States and the

U.S.S.R. as newcomers. But these individual

neutrals did not, between 1945 and 195.3, any-

I



where command a share of public opinion sut-

ticiently sironi; to weaken their countries'

memberships in one of the great coalitions.

Outside the coalitions remained the neutral

nations. Some, like Switzerland or Sweden,

were simply maintaining their traditional le-

gal policies of not aligning themselves with

any grouping of powers. But most belonged to

the new nations that were now emerging as

independent, having discarded their former

colonial status. During the years between 1945

and 195.?, India under Nehru (Chapter .^1 ) was

the most influential. Nehru certainly hoped by

taking a lofty position above the battle to re-

tain the confidence of both sides and to act as

mediator if necessary; he also took from both

the assistance that India so badly needed. As

economic aid became an instrument in the

Cold War, neutral nations tried, often with

success, to play the Americans off" against the

Russians, raising the not too subtle threat that

if Washington saw fit to deprive them of

something they wanted, they might regretfully

have to go communist. It was not until the

I96()'s that the United States learned to re-

gard neutrality as often positively helpful to

its interests.

The United Nations

Through the years of Cold War, and the

occasional outbreaks of something hotter, the

United Nations — formed during World War
II from among the opponents of the Axis and

chartered in 1945 at San Francisco— served as

an international organization where members
of both coalitions and neutrals alike could

meet in peaceful discussion. As direct succes-

sor to the League of Nations, it inherited the

League's duty of keeping the peace, but like

the League it lacked independent sovereignty

or authority over its members. Its charter

created a Security Council, to deal with threats

to the peace, with eleven member-states, five

of which — the United States, the Soviet Union,

Great Britain, France, and Nationalist China
— held permanent memberships. The other six

were elected to rotating two-year terms by the

General Assembly. In the General Assembly,

to which all member states belonged, each had

an equal voice. The Secretary General, elected

by the Security Council, could exert great

personal influence in international affairs. But

each of the five permanent members of the

Security Council had a veto over any sub-

stantive question. All five had to be unanimous

before action could go forward. Both the

U.S.S.R. and the United States insisted on this

provision in the Charter. As a result, the Se-

curity Council often found itself unable to act

because of a veto: of the eighty vetoes cast

between 1945 and 1955 the U.S.S.R. cast

seventy-seven.

Looking beyond the strict chronological

limits of this chapter, we should note that in

the mid-fifties new nations joined the U.N.:

some pro-western, like Austria and Italy (both

former Axis states and so originally excluded),

some pro-Soviet like Albania, Bulgaria, and

the other former Axis satellites in eastern Eu-

rope, and some neutral and mostly former

colonies, like Ceylon or Libya. Japan joined in

1956. As former colonies obtained their

independence during the late fifties and early

sixties, each joined the United Nations, where

the "Afro-Asian bloc" commanded a majority

in the General Assembly (Chapter 31). Ger-

many remained outside theU.N., but both East

and West Germany had their observers there.

The United States resisted all efforts of the

Chinese communists to join, which left the

permanent Chinese seat on the Security Coun-

cil in the possession of Chiang Kai-shek's

representative, although as we have seen,

Chiang now governed only Taiwan (Formosa).

Chinese aggression in Korea and elsewhere

had hardened American policy against any

attempt of the Chinese communists to "shoot

their way into the U.N.," while by the mid-

sixties, the Chinese communists often de-

nounced the body, and seemed no longer

much interested in membership.

The three successive Secretaries-General,

Trygve Lie of Norway, Dag Hammarskjiold of

Sweden, and U Thant of Burma, commanded
universal international respect as men who
served the cause of world peace. Though the

U.N. could not "settle" the Cold War, or

bring about the international control of atomic
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weapons, it did repeatedly manage to prevent

small wars from becoming big ones: in Pales-

tine, in Korea (where, because of the absence

of the Soviet representative from the Security

Council, the Russians failed to veto the Coun-

cil's decision to intervene, and the American

army fought under the sponsorship of the

U.N.), and in other parts of the world (see

Chapter 31 ).

Through its functional councils and special

agencies — for example, the Economic and So-

cial Council, the Educational, Scientific, and

Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the World

Health Organization, the Food and Agricul-

tural Organization, and the World Bank — the

UN advanced loans to governments to initiate

new development plans, controlled epidemics,

and provided experts on modern farming

techniques. The U.N.'s international civil

servants deserved well of mankind by pro-

moting "social progress and better standards

of living" as its Charter undertook to do. Oc-

casional critics leveled their shafts at its strik-

ing new buildings in New York and wished

that it had never left Switzerland because it

might now be mistakenly taken for an instru-

ment of American imperialism. Occasional

isolationist Americans demanded that "the

U.S. get out of the U.N. and the U.N. out of

the U.S.," while their opposites could be

heard asking that the U.N. be given more

"teeth" and that the nations abandon more of

their sovereignty to it. Yet with its successes

and its faults it reflected both the diversity

and the elements of unity in the world of

which it was the spokesman, and perhaps it

would have been unreasonable to demand

more of it than that.

II The Major Free-World States: 1945 - 1953

The United States

The most obvious fact about the

post-war United States was its prosperity. But

perhaps the most important, and to some ob-

servers the most surprising, development was

the way in which the American people proved

willing to assume the responsibilities that

came their way in international politics. At

the end of World War I we had cut ourselves

as free of "foreign entanglements" as we

could, and some of our European allies feared

at the end of World War II that we might do

so once more. But on the contrary we contin-

ued, after a rather abrupt cutting off of

Lend-Lease in 1945, to render substantial eco-

nomic aid to our allies. And when we joined

NATO, we became a party to what was basi-

cally an old-fashioned alliance. In 1919 we

had refused to join the League of Nations; in

1945 we were the heart and soul, the organiz-

ers, of its successor, the United Nations. Iso-

lationists still existed and commanded great

newspapers and a solid representation in Con-

gress. But they were now a minority that was

unable to block a single measure of foreign

policy.

A major step in realizing this new Ameri-

can foreign policy was announced by General

George Marshall, then Secretary of State, in a

Harvard commencement address in 1947. The

"Marshall Plan," of course the work of many

hands in our government, promised American

economic and technological help to war-

stricken nations. The promise was carried out

over the last two decades in many ways, com-

monly lumped together as "foreign aid," and

was most strikingly successful in its original

purpose of starting the remarkable economic

recovery and indeed "boom" in western

Europe during these years. Help was later ex-

tended to many neutral nations, and in par-

ticular to the "emerging" nations of the old

colonial world. Some of it was direct military

aid, but most of it was aid for economic de-

velopment. Stalin's Russia and its allied states

refused from the very start to accept the aid



the Marshall Plan offered them. The Marshall

Plan was in part an instrument of traditional

international power politics; that is, like the

subventions dominant powers in a coalition

— France under Richelieu, Britain under Pitt

— have extended to needy allies. But it had

many new elements, notably that it was meant

to be used, and to a large degree was used, to

promote the material prosperity of the peoples

of those states to which it was given, and not

merely to add to our own military capabilities.

A well-organized movement against any of

our numerous treaty commitments from the

Marshall Plan of 194" on to the present,;///

had had the majority of the American people he-

hind It, could have succeeded in spite of the

fact that since the end of World War II official

Republican and Democratic party policies

were on the whole in "bipartisan" agreement

on the role we were playing in international

politics.

Indeed, the political history of the United

The first Marshall Plan shipment for Greece
being loaded, May, 1948.

States since 1445 provided another illustra-

tion of what we have already said about the

basic agreement that must be shared by both

parties in the two-party system that prevails

in the English-speaking countries (see Chap-

ter 21 I. Harry Truman, Democrat, who as

Vice-President had succeeded to the office on

the death of Franklin Roosevelt in 1945, was

elected over the Republican Thomas Dewey in

1948 in an election that caught the experts by

surprise, for the advance polls indicated the

opposite result. In 1952, however, General

Eisenhower, Republican, with his immense

personal popularity, was elected president

over the Democratic candidate, Adlai Steven-

son, and carried his party to a majority

in Congress. Now by tradition the Republi-

cans were (comparatively) conservative, the

party of business and the solid prosperous

farmers; and the Democrats were (compara-

tively) liberal or radical, the party of the

working man, the "little fellow." Those paren-

theses were important. In fact, the victorious

Republicans after 1952 left intact the essen-

tials of Democratic legislation since Franklin

Roosevelt's victory in 1932: the system of

social security, which the Republicans actually

extended; the Tennessee Valley Authority;

and a whole complex set of federal agencies,

the main task of which was to "intervene" in

the economic life of the nation, as for in-

stance, the federal purchase of farm surpluses

to keep up the income of farmers. The Re-

publicans did this, even though their official

philosophy stressed free enterprise and con-

demned government regulation. And they also

retained the great armed forces that we had

had to build up since 1940, and the foreign

policy we have already outlined.

The economy of the United States, which

had proved more than equal to the task of

carrying on the Second World War, continued

its upward course in the years after 1945.

There were mild "recessions' in 1948 and

195.3, but nothing the most pessimistic com-

mentator could call a real depression. Indeed,

by the mid-fifties even a few Marxists were

beginning to express their doubts about the

inevitable "bust" their theories told them

must always follow a capitalist "boom." And
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on the other side, orthodox western econo-

mists were beginning to assert that the United

States had in fact licked the problem of the

business cycle, that we had so many "built-in

safe-guards" in our social insurance, our bank-

ing and corporation laws, our ability — and

willingness — to undertake public works at the

first sign of depression, that though we should

have recessions, we should never have a

depression like that of the thirties.

Socially, the American drive toward some

very concrete forms of equality continued

after the Second World War. It was not quite

true that in the traditional sense of the word

there were no "classes" in the United States in

the mid-twentieth century, but it was almost

true. In the polls, the overwhelming majority

of Americans refused to call themselves "up-

per class" or "lower" or "working class";

forced to use a label, something like 90 per

cent chose "middle class." In terms of sheer

income, we had some very rich men in spite of

graduated income taxes and inheritance taxes.

And we still had, in part but not wholly be-

cause of the low economic status of many Ne-

groes, some very poor, who were not well fed

or well housed. Indeed, in terms of actual av-

erage real income, some nations of western

Europe were closer to rough equality than we.

And yet both in terms of the career open to

talents — the absence of barriers to social mo-

bility—and in terms of what we may loosely

call the social atmosphere, the United States

remained the land where the social ideals of

democracy were most nearly realized. The

Negroes were indeed an exception, though

not wholly so; in the arts, in the fields of en-

tertainment and sports, and within their own

community in all fields, the gifted Negro

could and did rise.

The most common complaint against the

atmosphere, the "style" set by mid-twentieth-

century democracy in the United States,

was foreshadowed in the fears of men like

Alexis de Tocqueville and J. S. Mill (see

Chapter 20) concerning the "tyranny of the

majority." Americans, so it is claimed, tended

to be conformists instead of equa's; they tended

to eat the same frozen and packaged foods.

to look at the same television programs, ride

in the same cars, and live in the same ranch

houses. French or English travelers could

write that if you had seen one American city

you had seen them all. Americans, the argu-

ment continued, tried to keep down individu-

als and groups who did not conform to the

general standards of mediocrity, and American

society might become a kind of democratic

totalitarianism of equal, average, conforming

individuals. In response, the historian, trying

to be objective, could point to the rich and

varied group life in contemporary America.

The very intellectuals who so disliked the

"average" American were wholly free to attack

him, wholly free to avoid him — with a little

effort, perhaps — wholly free to eat their own
unfrozen foods, and read their own "little

magazines,' attend their own "little theaters,"

and never look at television.

The historian must also record in the

1950's one of the occasional periods when
America temporarily gave way to fear in crisis,

and partly repressed civil rights. The Cold War
had inevitably made difficult the existence of

believers in communism in the United States.

Under the leadership of the late Senator Jo-

seph McCarthy of Wisconsin, what opponents

of the process called "witch-hunts," and pro-

ponents called "security measures," were un-

dertaken often on the flimsiest evidence, or

none at all, against individuals in responsible

positions, especially in education, defense in

dustries, and government, who might be pro-

communist— that is, pro-Russian. The fact that

some genuine American pro-communists ac-

tually had obtained posts in positions where

they could and did pass valuable information

to Russian agents clouded the issue and helped

make McCarthys performances possible.

When the gifted and irresponsible English

publicist Bertrand Russell wrote of a "reign of

terror" in the United States in the early

1950's he was grossly exaggerating, despite

the grave injustices done to many individuals.

McCarthy himself was an unscrupulous dema-

gogue. But if one compares the French reign

of terror in 1 792 - 1 794 or the Russian "purge"

trials of the 1930's, one is struck with the
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really enormous differences. No blood was

shed, the prisons were not filled, and the or-

dinary citizen went on his way just as he

always had. The beginning of the end of Mc-

Carthy's influence was his formal condem-

nation in the Senate in 1954, 67 to 22, for

misuse of his investigative powers. Public

opinion was much influenced, in one of the

earliest proofs of the power of television, by

the televised spectacle of McCarthy's bullying

of witnesses. Even many who had thought him

right were disgusted by seeing him in action.

Americans did not like a bully even in a "pa-

triotic cause."

Canada

As in the First World War, Canadian troops

fought in the Second World War from the

Stan, and proved a most important factor in

the great coalition against the Axis. After

1945, Canada enjoyed an economic growth

and prosperity proportionately even greater

than that of the United States. A great deal of

capital from the United States poured in, and

much was raised at home and in Britain. Can-

ada, though still producing vast amounts of

raw materials from farm, mine, and forest,

came now to be a great industrial nation,

exploiting her remarkable hydroelectric re-

sources and her oil and mineral wealth. In the

mid-fifties Canada took the lead in carrying

out a long-discussed plan for a canal from the

Great Lakes to the lower St. Lawrence, a canal

deep enough to accommodate ocean-going

ships, and producing in addition important

hydroelectric power. In the United States,

vested interests along the Atlantic seaboard,

foreseeing competition from the new seaway

in the lucrative Midwest trade, had long suc-

ceeded by typical pressure-group lobbying

methods in preventing American participation

in the scheme. It is indicative of Canada's in-

dependent nationhood that she was able to

announce her intention of going ahead with

the scheme — which could be done, though

imperfectly, entirely on Canadian territory

— without the United States if necessary.

Faced with this prospect, the United States

joined Canada in a collaborative development;

work began in 1 954, and the canal was opened
in 1959.

Politically, post-war Canada was one of the

stablest of western nations. Although in the

provinces other parties at times held power, in

the federal government the Liberals, first un-

der Mackenzie King, who died in 1948, and

then under Louis St. Laurent, remained in

power from 1935 to 1957. The Liberals de-

pended for their support on an effective col-

laboration between the English-speaking prov-

vinces and the French-speaking province of

Quebec. Already in the mid-fifties there were

signs that Quebec might desert the Liberals,

as strong French-Canadian nationalist senti-

ments, accompanied by no doubt exaggerated

threats of secession, had begun to manifest

themselves.

The Dominion conformed to the general

western pattern; it preserved freedom of the

press, the "career open to talents," and a

"mixed economy," in which private enterprise

was perhaps somewhat stronger than govern-

ment participation and regulation. Many Ca-

nadians in the immediate post-war world had

begun to worry over what they felt was undue

cultural and economic dependence on the

United States. But relations of all sorts con-

tinued to tie the two countries closely to-

gether, and the three-thousand-mile frontier

without a fort remained wholly peaceful.

Western Europe

The Cold War turned the old geographical

term "western Europe" into a political, indeed

a cultural, term for those nations of Europe

outside Russian domination. Some of these,

like Greece and Turkey, were certainly not

geographically part of western Europe.

The nations of "western Europe " preserved

the form of the "sovereign " state, and many of

the sentiments we call "nationalism " or "pa-

triotism," but after 1 945 made real attempts to

transcend the limitations of narrow national-

ism to organize a "free Europe " on a level
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above and beyond that of the national state.

The first step was the successful establishment

of the European Coal and Steel Community
(1952), named for the man who did much to

organize it as the "Schuman Plan." (Schuman,

appropriately enough, was a Frenchman with a

German name). Under this plan France, West
Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands,

and Luxembourg ("Benelux") created for their

coal and iron industries a free market area of

all six nations in which a joint administrative

body could make certain final and binding

decisions without the participation of any

government officials of any one of the six na-

tions—and of course, without their veto

power. This Coal and Iron Union meant that

each nation give up some part of its "sover-

eignty." In spite of some pessimistic predic-

tions, the plan was a success, and paved the

way for the creation of the "Common Market"

(see Chapter 31 ).

In military affairs, the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization included the United

States and indeed was led by the United States.

But it was also an attempt to organize western

European military capabilities more tightly

than in the old-fashioned alliance system. In

economic affairs the Organization for Euro-

pean Economic Cooperation (OEEC), also

under American patronage, but none the less

manned by Europeans, put into effect the

American Marshal Plan for recovery. In gen-

eral European politics, the Council for Europe

(1949), had indeed no "teeth," no binding

powers over the separate nations making

it up, but acted as a kind of semi-official

federal consultative parliament for western

Europe, to which governments sent official

representatives. It met in Strasbourg, a

city delicately poised between France and

Germany.

Started as they were in the immediate

post-war years in a Europe keenly aware of the

danger from the Soviets, and also of the need

for economic cooperation in the work of re-

storing war damages, these attempts to organ-

ize Europe on a scale beyond its nation-states

were bound to run into difficulties once the

crisis that gave impetus to them was past (see

Chapter 31 ).

In the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Northern Ireland (no longer "Ireland," for

the South had gained its independence of the

Crown) a general election held in July, 1945,

after war had ended in Europe gave results

opposite to those of the famous "khaki elec-

tion" of 1918 (see Chapter 28). Though
Churchill was even more of a national hero

than Lloyd George had been in 1 91 8, a nation

clearly determined to make radical changes,

not just to congratulate itself on winning the

war, threw out Churchill and his Conservative

party, and returned a Labour party pleged to a

measure of social reform. For the first time in

its half-century of existence the Labour party

now secured an absolute majority of the

House of Commons, 393 out of 640 seats. The
Liberal party was practically extinguished;

former Liberal voters had for the most part

voted Labour. The new Prime Minister was

Clement Attlee, himself no laboring man,

(and certainly no revolutionist or communist),

but a middle-class British gentleman and

high-minded social worker. Under the Labour

cabinet, the government proceeded to take

over, with due compensation to the owners,

the coal industry, the railroads, and some parts

of commercial road transportation, and began

to nationalize the steel industry. Britain al-

ready had a well-developed system of various

social insurances; this was now capped by a

system of socialized medical care for all who
wished it, a system strongly opposed at first by

the medical profession. The educational sys-

tem was partly reformed in an effort to make
education more democratic, and to lengthen

the required period of compulsory education.

In accordance with Labour party philosophy,

various parts of the old empire were given

independence, like Burma, and others were

granted dominion status — that is, national

independence within the extraordinary British

multi-national system.

Yet the nature and extent of this British
.

"revolution by consent" were greatly misun-
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derstood. espiecially by American conserva-

tives. We can now see clearly that the new
Britain was more like than unlike the old one

and the rest of the free West. What came out

of the changes after the Labour party victory of

1945 was an economy pushed a little more
toward collectivism than before, but still very

much indeed a "mixed" economy. Coal and

railroads, nationalized, did not become great

state trusts run by bureaucrats on the Russian

model, but rather public corporations with a

structure not unlike that of great private in

dustries in the West, run by a board not by

any means wholly under either bureaucratic or

political thumbs. Great sectors of the econ-

omy remained in private hands, under no

more than the kind of government regulation

common even in the United States, which it-

self had a "mixed economy."

Proof of the essential moderation of this

British revolution is afforded by the conduct

of the Conservatives, who with Churchill still

at their head were returned to power once

more in 1951. The nationalization of steel,

which had begun, was indeed stopped; but

otherwise the victorious Conservatives kept

intact the "socialism" of their opponents, in-

cluding the national health scheme of soci-

alized medicine, to which most of the medical

profession had become reconciled.

In American — and, it must be added, in

German— eyes, the British were not in the

post-war years resilient enough to keep up

with the extraordinary pace of economic im-

provements through technological innovation.

A symptom: the British motor-car industry,

which immediately after the war was in a good

position to gain a big share of the world mar-

ket, in the 1950's saw its lead reduced, until

the Germans, especially with their inexpen-

sive, standardized light car, the Volkstia^eti.

took over the lead. In all the various indices

of production, the British were definitely be-

hind the Germans and the Americans. But

they were still a great industrial people, suf-

fering from the fact that just because they

were the first to industrialize in the modern
manner their plant tended toward obsoles-

cence (see p. 22'\) and, more important, their

ways tended to be set. hard to change rapidly

The British, for instance, were usually, in the

opinion of Americans who are used to high-

pressure methods, ineffective salesmen. But it

must be admitted that by the mid-fifties the

British economy had begun to improve, had in

fact statistically outstripped its pre-war totals.

The British were the last of the major

western nations to feel themselves able to

give up rationing and other belt-tightening

measures the war had made necessary. Britain,

more than any other great nation, had com-

pletely outgrown its ability to raise enough

food to supply its inhabitants. The British had

to export manufactured goods to get money to

import the food they needed; but they also

had to limit those imports, to raise all they

possibly could on home lands. The British

people therefore put up with many restric-

tions in what they rather mildly called an

"austerity program." By the mid-fifties most of

these restrictions had been lifted, and the

British consumer could buy whatever he

could afford.

To all these troubles was added a wide-

spread awareness of the fact that Britain,

which only a long lifetime ago was the leading

nation of the world, now saw herself stripped

of most of her empire, with the rest uncertain,

playing what American editorial writers liked

to call "second fiddle" to her former colonial

possession, the United States. No wonder the

British felt they were suffering undeservedly,

and had what a witty commentator called a

"Job complex." British leaders could hardly

forget their former supremacy, and still, quite

naturally, could not readily adjust to their new
position of comparative inferiority. Yet in

spite of all these real difficulties, both ma-

terial and psychological, the British remained

true, often under much strain, to the American

alliance. No doubt they were a "practical"

people, less worried than others over prestige

and "grandeur."

On the French the war years infiicted what

the psychologists call a trauma Complete de-

feat by the Germans; occupation by the hated
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foe; economic exploitation by the Germans to

the point where the French government was

almost bankrupt; liberation which, in spite of

the admirable part played in it by the Fighting

French and the French Resistance movement,

was still clearly the work of American and

British and indirectly, of Russian arms; the

grave post-war difficulties of trying to hold

together an empire whose peoples were in

revolt— all these were elements in a picture of

drastic decline. To complete the picture must

be added the fact that France had not since the

early nineteenth century kept pace with the

leading industrial nations in production, in

finance, above all in population.

The French government in exile, led by

General de Gaulle, very easily re-established

in 1944 in liberated France the old republican

forms of government. Frenchmen called this

state the Fourth Republic; but after de Gaulle,

disappointed by his failure to attain real

power in a state stHl ruled by unstable parlia-

mentary coalitions of "splinter parties," retired

from politics in 1946, the Fourth Republic

began to look exactly like the Third. Cabinets

lasted on an average only a few months; to

the old splinter parties was added a Commu-
nist party of renewed strength, openly dedi-

cated to revolutionary change; the problems

of the old empire, now known as the French

Union, seemed insoluble. Indo-China was lost

in 1954 in a great defeat at Dienbienphu at

the hands of the Vietnamese rebels under

the Communist Ho Chi Minh. In the same

year an active rebellion against the French

began in Algeria.

Thus to many, post-war France seemed sunk

in a slough of despond at least as deep as that

in which Britain was mired. But one fact, little

noted at the time, hardly jibed with this anal-

ysis. The French birth rate began to rise. Al-

ready lower than that of France's competitors

in the nineteenth century, it had by the 1930's

sunk to the point where, without the immig-

ration from neighboring countries which

actually did take place, the total French popu-

lation would have declined. In France in 1942

the "net reproduction rate" for 100 women
had sunk to 85 — that is, fifteen less than the

figure needed to maintain without immigration

the existing population; by 1 949 it had risen to

1 33 — that is, 33 above mere stability. The rate

continued at 124 or higher through 1955. In a

land where birth-control methods were in spite

of legal restrictions fully understood and fully

available to all classes of the population, this

could mean only that hundreds of thousands of

French men and women deliberately decided

to have children, a clear sign of the recovery,

the optimism, that lay just ahead.

West Germany

West Germany was in many ways the suc-

cess story of the post-war world. Strengthened

by refugees from the East, its population of

some 50 million was nearly three times that of

East Germany. The great material destruction

of much of Germany s industrial plant para-

doxically soon proved beneficial: the new
plant was built with the latest technological

equipment. The Allied High Commission,

never very severe, gradually abolished con-

trols over German industry, save for atomic

energy and a few other military restrictions.

They advanced economic aid, and scaled down
pre-war German debts. By the early 1 950's

West Germany had a favorable balance of

trade and was achieving industrial growth as

high as 10 per cent a year. To a degree, this

prosperity was shared even by the working

classes, though in the first crucial years there

was much plowing back into capital goods

used for further production.

Politically, the independent West German
state proved a workable democracy. It was

endowed with a constitution providing for a

bicameral legislature, with a lower house rep-

resenting the people directly and an upper

house representing the states (Liinder), and a

president elected by a special assembly for a

five-year term, in practice largely a ceremonial

figure. Real executive leadership was vested in

a chancellor, a prime minister dependent on a

parliamentary majority. One obvious fact of

German political stability was soon estab-

lished: the old splinter-party system, though it

was not replaced by a neat two-party one, did

not return to plague the new republic. Under l



the leadership of Konrad Adenauer, the Chris-

tian Democrats, distant heirs of the old Cen-

trist party (see Chapter 2^), maintained in

the post-war decade a sufficient majority to

insure steady rule. The chief opposition came

from the Social Democrats. These "gradualist"

socialists, firmly anti-communist, were strong

in the industrial cities, and in free Berlin, but

were unable to attain federal power.

"De-nazification" was of course on the Al-

lied program, and at the Nuremberg trials in

1946 seventy-four top Nazi leaders indicted

in the autumn of 1945 were convicted of war

crimes. Ten were hanged, after two had com-

mitted suicide; one was sentenced to life im-

prisonment, others to shorter terms; and three

were acquitted. Such trials were an innovation

in international law and practice: as such they

were condemned by many conscientious con-

servatives in the West as mere revenge, as

punishment for "crimes" not established as

such and therefore wholly ex post facto. But

most of the free world, and perhaps most West
Germans, approved the innovation.

To have dismissed all civil servants who
had held posts under the Nazi regime would

have dismantled German administration alto-

gether. A moderate weeding-out of the most

compromised Nazis was achieved, though not

sufficiently to satisfy many western anti-Nazis.

The new republic had its nationalist groups,

but in the first decade after the war they were

not very vocal. Skeptics remained doubtful

about the extent of German conversion to

the habits of democracy as practiced in the

West, and there were sporadic outbreaks of

antisemitism in West Germany, where, how-

ever, there were only a few thousand Jews
left alive.

The Other Western Countries

In Italy a plebiscite in 1946 showed 54.3

per cent of the voters in favor of a republic. In

spite of the comparative narrowness of the

margin by which it was established, the new
Italian republic proved a viable state. There

were monarchists who regretted the forced

departure of the House of Savoy, and there

were even those who regretted the end of the

fascist regime. But neither group was able

to influence greatly parliamentary politics. A
strong Christian Democratic party under an

able leader, Alcide de Gasperi, with support

from other centrist and right centrist groups,

was able to hold power for seven years. The
Christian Democratic party was a Catholic

party with a relatively liberal reform program.

It took positive measures to break up the large

landed estates in the South with a view to

redistributing the land. But Italian politics

still were splinter-party politics; the neces-

sary coalitions were assembled without much
difficulty. Indeed in the post-war decade there

was an approximation to two-party politics,

with de Gasperi in power challenged chiefly

by a very strong Communist party, the most

numerous in the West, with whom the larger

faction of the Socialists— that led by Pietro

Nenni — was allied. The firmly anti-communist

socialist faction led by Guisppe Saragat, partic-

ipated in the government.

Italy shared in the post-war economic re-

surgence. Economic growth was strongest in

the northern and central areas, but, as men-

tioned, the efforts to improve the conditions in

the backward South were seriously undertaken

and some progress was made. Italy enjoyed a

cultural upswing, especially marked in the

novel and in motion pictures, and Italian

names like Silone, Moravia, de Sica.Rossellini

were familiar throughout the West. Notably

for those Americans who felt the need for

a European love, Italy often supplanted France

as an object of aflfection. Certainly among
American and British intellectuals there was

a sharp turn away from Paris toward Rome and

Florence and Venice. Most Italians seem re-

lieved that they no longer had to aspire to

imperial greatness.
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III The Communist Bloc, 1945 to 1953

Soviet Government and the Economy

Alone among the leaders of the "Big

Three" throughout the war years, Stalin re-

mained in power after the war, the British elec-

tions having ousted Churchill, and Roosevelt

having died in April, 1 945. Facing the devasta-

tion caused by the war, and what he regarded

as the immediate threat of American atomic

weapons, Stalin felt obliged to decree a contin-

ation of austerity into the post-war years, at just

the moment when the Russian people most

yearned for new housing and a few creature

comforts. The party, still his docile instru-

ment, and experiencing regular purges to pre-

vent any relaxation, dominated political life

with the constant assistance of the secret po-

lice; while the army, still mobilized at high

strength and performing a variety of occupa-

tion duties abroad, remained the third Soviet

institution with power of its own. Elections,

held in 1946 and 1950, returned the usual

government-and-party-sponsored lists of can-

didates to office.

Few important administrative changes took

place: the "people's commissariats" became

ministries (1946), and not long before he died

Stalin in 1952 abolished both Politburo and

Orgburo, and combined them into a new Pre-

sidium. This he planned as a larger body than

the Politburo, to include the ten Politburo

members and fifteen additional high-ranking

Soviet officials. But he did not live to an-

nounce the membership of the new body or to

summon a meeting of it. After his death, the

new "Presidium" remained at ten members,

and simply replaced the old Politburo. Krush-

chev later declared that, in enlarging the

membership and changing the name of the

Politburo, Stalin had been taking the first

step toward the complete purge and liquida-

tion of its ten existing members; so it is per-

haps no wonder that, having survived this

first step, they declined to take a second.

The fourth Five-Year Plan (1946-50) and

its successor the fifth (1951 -55) continued to

emphasize investment in heavy industry at the

expense of consumer goods. Though Stalin

promised that the U.S.S.R. would now soon

overtake America, sheer economic statistics

made this a vain dream: the United States

would have had to stand still industrially for

twenty years to enable the Russians to come

near to realizing such an ambition. Financial

measures: the raising of prices, the wiping out

of savings by the establishment of a new cur-

rency, kept the severest sort of economic

pressure on the population. Reparations ex-

acted from Germany and industrial loot from

the eastern European countries gave massive

stimulus to Soviet reconstruction. The fourth

Five-Year Plan saw the first Soviet atomic

bomb completed; the fifth saw further ad-

vances in armaments and the building of the

Volga-Don canal. In agriculture, the regime

embarked on a policy of reducing the number

and increasing the size of collective farms. In

1951, Nikita Khrushchev, now appearing as a

leading party agricultural expert, proposed a

plan to create great agricultural cities (agrogo-

roda), in order to concentrate farm labor, and

abolish rural backwardness.

Soviet Intellectual Life

The cultural policy of the regime was in

keeping with the bleak austerity and terror of

these years. In the first years after the war the

authoritarian Andrei Zhdanov, boss of the

Leningrad party organization and a leading

member of the Politburo, made the arts his

special concern. Maintaining that Soviet liter-



ature had to take an active role in the "engi-

neering" of human souls, and that the official

school of "socialist realism" was the only per-

missible line for a writer to follow, Zhdanov

denounced in particular Mikhail Zoshchenko,

writer of witty and satirical short stories,

whose Adienlurei of a Monkey accidentally set

free by a bomb suggested strongly that life in

a cage in a zoo was more agreeable than lite at

large among the Soviet people; and Anna
Akhmatova, a sensitive lyric poet, who had

had the unpatriotic ill-judgment to lament in

verse her feeling of loneliness, which no

proper Soviet citizen would do. Both were

expelled from the Union of Soviet Writers

and thus silenced. Though Zhdanov died sud-

denly in 1948, his principles continued to

reign. Violent anti-western propaganda filled

Soviet books and resounded from the Soviet

stage, as in the play called The Unfortunate

Haberdasher, in which President Truman was

cast as Hitler.

With the attack on the western nations

went a constant drumbeat of new (and some-

times comic) claims for Soviet, or at least

Russian "firsts" in every field of intellectual

and artistic endeavor. No scholar could safely

investigate a topic in the social sciences or

humanities without denigrating the achieve-

ments of any non-Russian predecessors in the

field or without paying respects to the su-

preme authorities on everything: Marx, Lenin,

and, chiefly, Stalin. Archaeologists, historians,

students of literature began their work with a

compulsory quotation from Stalin, and a

genuflection before him as the great teacher,

the "Choryphaeus of the sciences."

Stalin emerged as an authority on biology,

when the regime supported the geneticist

Trofim Lyscnko, who maintained— contrary

to all accepted biological doctrine— that ac-

quired characteristics were hereditary, strongly

implying that "new Soviet man" would em-

erge as a biological phenomenon, and giv-

ing support to the political argument that

communism would change the human species.

Lysenko also denounced traditional western

genetics, and the leading rival Soviet biolo-

gists, whose careers were now destroyed. In

linguistics too, Stalin personally intervened in

1950 to denounce the prevailing theories

originated by Nikolai Marr, then sixteen years

dead, who had implied that the world's lan-

guages corresponded to the degree of social

development reached by their speakers, and so

had at first attracted Soviet scholars. In the

case of Lysenko, Stalin supported quackery

(not finally denounced as mad until early

1966); in the case of Marr, Stalin supported

common sense. Neither biologist nor linguist,

Stalin fearlessly laid down the law for both. In

the U.S.S.R. in these years, it was prudent to

withhold one's views on any subject until

Stalin had pronounced on it first.

As Stalin grew older, the secrecy, censor-

ship, and conspiratorial miasma at the top of

the Soviet state and society all intensified.

-Catering to ancient prejudices and violating

Leninist precepts, Stalin now, in his fear of the

West, moved against that group of Soviet citi-

zens who had the closest contacts with the

western world, the Jews. The press began to

denounce long lists of "rootless, homeless

cosmopolitans," who always proved to have

Jewish names, thus fanning the strong tra-

ditional anti-Semitism of the Russians and

Ukrainians. The government closed Jewish

cultural organizations, and stopped publica-

tions in Yiddish, imposed religious restric-

tions, and eventually began a series of arrests

and purges and deportations of prominent

Jews, often those who had been active in the

regime itself. Government service, the army,

the professions, the universities, all experi-

enced purges. Propaganda reached its peak

with the publicity given an alleged "Doctors'

Plot," in which Jewish doctors were accused of

plotting to poison Stalin. When Stalin died,

the stage seemed set for a full-scale anti-

Semitic drive reminiscent of Hitler. Fear of

the West, and detestation of Zionism— many
Soviet Jews wanted to live in Israel — did not

alone explain Soviet anti-Semitism. Despite

their long years of preaching cultural auton-

omy for nationalities, many Soviet leaders

were anti-Semitic, and recognized that the

population at large could be expected to wel-

come anti-Semitism at a moment when there
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was little else in the government's policies

that they could endorse.

Soviet Foreign Policy: Europe

When the war ended, the Soviet Union did

not immediately terminate all forms of co-op-

eration with its allies. The joint plan for di-

viding and ruling Germany went through. The
four occupying powers together tried the chief

surviving Nazi leaders at Nuremberg in 1 946.

In February, 1947, came the peace treaties

with Italy, Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, and

(for the U.S.S.R. ) Finland. These confirmed

Soviet territorial gains: from Rumania,

Bessarabia and northern Bukovina; from

Finland, portions of Karelia and a long lease

on the naval base at Porlckala. In addition,

the U.S.S.R. annexed part of former East

Prussia, including the capital, Konigsberg,

home of the great philosopher, Kant, which the

Russians renamed Kaliningrad after a high

Soviet official. They also annexed the extreme

easternmost portion of Czechoslovakia, in-

habited largely by the Ukrainian-speaking

Ruthenian people (see Chapter 22), who had

not, however, for almost a thousand years been

subject to any Russian state.

Elsewhere in eastern Europe— in Poland,

Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Hungary, and Bul-

garia—the U.S.S.R. sponsored the creation

of new "people's republics" under com-

munist governments, while Yugoslavia organ-

ized its own communist state, and had Albania

as its own satellite. Soviet troops formally

occupied about one-third of Germany, roughly

between the Elbe and the Oder rivers, where

they organized a satellite communist-ruled

East Germany. The parts of Germany lying east

of the line formed by the Oder and Neisse

rivers, save for the sections of East Prussia

directly annexed to the U.S.S.R., the Russians

handed over to their Polish satellite. Here
a wholesale transfer of population removed

the Germans, and replaced them with Poles.

Finland became part of the Russian security

system, but enjoyed distinctly more autonomy
than the satellites, and retained its pre-war

political institutions. The four Allied powers

detached Austria from Germany, thus undoing

Hitler's Anschluss of 1938; and divided it,

like Germany, into four occupation zones. The
presence of Soviet troops in Hungary and

Rumania was specifically guaranteed, in order

to "protect" the communication lines between

the Soviet Union and its occupying forces

in Austria.

The presence of the Red Army alone made

it possible for the U.S.S.R. to install satellite

regimes in Poland, Hungary, Rumania, and

Bulgaria Following slightly different time

tables in each country, the Russians none the

less used the same methods: the elimination

of all political groups that could be claimed to

have collaborated with the Germans; the for-

mation of "progressive" coalitions of parties;

the destruction of all non-communist ele-

ments in these coalitions by splitting off from

each of the component political parties a

small fragment that would collaborate un

questioningly with the communists; and the

denunciation and persecution of the remain-

der. Elections, despite the promises at Yalta,

were accompanied by intimidation and atro-

city. Western protest uniformly failed. Most

disturbing of all was the communist take-over

in Czechoslovakia, delayed until 1948, and

directed against the government of Edward

Benes, brave enemy of Hitler in 1938 (see

Chapter 29), betrayed now for a second time.

Within each satellite the communists aped

Soviet policies, moving with all speed to col-

lectivize agriculture, impose forced-draft in-

dustrialization, control religious and cultural

life, and govern by police terror.

As early as 1946 the U.S.S.R. refused to

withdraw its forces from northwest Iran, and

yielded only to pressure from the United Na-

tions. But a more alarming probe of the Soviet

perimeter came in Greece. Here, during

World War II, a communist-dominated guer-

rilla movement had already once (December
1944 -February 1945) attempted to seize con-

trol, and had been thwarted only by British

troops and Winston Churchill's determination

not to allow Greece to go communist. In

1946, the Greek communists tried again,

backed this time by the Soviet-dominated

governments of their northern Balkan neigh-



Blockaded Berliners watch
the arrival of airlift supplies,

July, 1948.

bors. Simultaneously, Stalin exerted pressure

on the Turks for concessions in the Straits

area. Now President Truman proclaimed that

countries facing the threat of communist

aggression could count on help from the

United States. Under this "Truman Doctrine,"

he sent American military aid to Greece and

Turkey. The threat to the Turks evaporated,

and by 1949, after severe fighting, the Greeks

had put down the communist rebellion with

the help of American advisers.

In Germany, on April 1, 1948, the Russians

began one of the most bitter phases of the

Cold War. By shutting off the land routes

from the West into Berlin, they attempted to

force the western Allies to turn Berlin wholly

over to them. The Allies stood firm, however,

and achieved the almost incredible feat of

supplying a great metropolitan area wholly by

air. In the six months of the blockade. Allied

aircraft flew over 2,300,000 tons of coal, food,

and other necessities into west Berlin. They

also set up their own counter-blockade of

Russian-occupied east Berlin. On September I

,

the Russians gave up, and Berlin returned to

its sufficiently abnormal status of joint oc-

cupation. But Soviet determination to oust the

western powers from Berlin remained un-

altered, and would be reiterated in 1958-

1961 (see Chapter 31).

The Yugoslav Rebellion

In addition to their defeats in Greece and

Berlin, the Russians found themselves, in

1948, faced with rebellion from a country that

had seemed the most loyal of all their newly

acquired European satellites; and this re-

bellion, Stalin felt, threatened their whole

European position. Yugoslavia, which had

overthrown a pro-German government in

1 941 , had remained throughout World War II

a theater of intense guerrilla action against the

Germans and Italians. There were two main

groups of guerrillas, the Chetniks, led by

General Mikhailovich, representing the Serb

royalist domination over the south Slav king-

dom, and the Partisans, led by the communist

Joseph Broz, better known by his under-

ground nickname, Tito. As the war continued,

the communist-dominated Partisans gained

ground against the Chetniks, who preferred to

compromise with the German and Italian oc-

cupying forces rather than continue a war in

alliance with communists. By 1943, Britain

and the United States, with their eyes fixed on

the paramount need to beat Hitler, decided to

support Tito with supplies. When the Rus-

sians entered Belgrade in October 1944, they

helped put their fellow-communist Tito in

J



Once in power, Tito installed his own com-

munist government, abolished the Yugoslav

monarchy, and in governing Yugoslavia and

remaking its economy followed standard

Soviet policies even more slavishly than any of

the Russians' subordinates in satellite Europe.

Yet in June, 1948, the world learned with sur-

prise that the U.S.S.R. had quarreled with

Yugoslavia, and expelled Tito's regime from

the Cominform (see p. 565). The Soviet satel-

lites swung into line, including Yugoslavia's

own special puppet, Albania. All these east-

European communist states broke their eco-

nomic agreement with Yugoslavia, unloosed

great barrages of anti-Tito propaganda, and

stirred up border incidents. The Yugoslavs

published the secret correspondence with

Moscow that had led to the break, from which

we learn that Soviet arrogance and insistence

on penetrating the Yugoslav army and security

organizations had aroused Yugoslav national

feeling, never very far below the surface.

Stalin, for his part, suffered from the misappre-

hension that he could bully the Yugoslovs into

submission. "I will shake my little finger,"

he said, "and there will be no more Tito."

But Tito remained in power, accepting the

aid that was quickly offered him by the

United States. Washington saw that a commu-
nist regime hostile to Stalin was a new phe-

nomenon that could not help embarrassing

the Russians. Gradually Yugoslav communism
evolved a modified ideology of its own, de-

claring that Stalin was a heretic and Tito and

his followers the only true Leninists. Tito de-

centralized the economy, beginning in the

factories, where workers' committees now
began to participate actively in the planning.

From the economy, decentralization spread to

the local government apparatus, then to the

central government, and finally to the Yugo-

slav Communist party, now rechristened

"League of Yugoslav Communists. " Though
the regime admitted its past outrageous ex-

cesses, the police continued to be a powerful

force. Tito gradually abandoned agricultural

collectivization, which, as always, was most

unpopular with the peasants.

The Yugoslav regime, however, remained a

communist regime, suspicious of the western

capitalists who were helping it, and including

many men who hoped for an eventual recon-

ciliation with the U.S.S.R. So long as Stalin

lived, that proved impossible. In their fear of

the spread of the new "national" communism
to the other satellites, the Soviets directed

the other east-European regimes in a series of

ferocious purges, executing leading commu-
nists for "Titoism," and thus terrorizing any-

one who might hope to establish any sort of

autonomy within the communist bloc. When
Stalin died in 1953, his heirs gave high prior-

ity to healing the breach with Yugoslavia, and

eliminating the weakness it had created in

their European position (see Chapter 31).

Soviet Foreign Policy: Asia

When balked in Europe, Tsarist Russian

governments had often turned to Asia in pur-

suit of expansionist policies. Similarly, the

Soviet Union, after the failures in Greece and

Berlin, kept the pressure on its former allies

by new adventures in Asia. Here, communists

had tried and failed to win power in Indone-

Tito (right) and fellow partisans in a moun-
tain retreat during World War II.



American infantrymen entering an evacuated Korean town, February, 1951.

sia, Burma, Malaya, and the Philippines, and

had succeeded in China. The Korean War,

which broke out in June, 1950, was in some
measure a Soviet-sponsored operation, al-

though the Russians themselves limited their

contribution to support and sympathy, and

allowed their Chinese ally to take the military

lead. Korea, a peninsula at the eastern ex-

tremity of Asia, bordering on Manchuria and

Siberia and close to Japan had been a target of

Russian interest in the late-nineteenth and

early-twentieth centuries, but the Japanese

defeat of the Russians in 1905 (see Chapter 22)

had led instead toJapanese annexation in 1 91 0.

In 1 945, at the close of World War II, Russian

troops occupied the northern part of Korea,

and American troops occupied the southern

part. The country was divided in the middle

by a line along the 38th parallel of latitude; a

communist-inspired North Korean People's

Republic was set up on one side, and an

American-inspired South Korean Republic on

the other. When all American forces except

for a few specialists were withdrawn from

South Korea, the North Koreans marched

South to unite the nation under communist

control.

It is probable that the communists thought

the operation was safe, since American pro-

nouncements had stated that Korea was out-

side the American "defense perimeter." But

when the invasion began, the United States

— with U.N. approval, as the vote was taken in

the absence of the Russians — at once moved
troops into Korea They got there barely soon

enough to halt the North Korean drive, and

then to push the enemy back well north of the

38th parallel, almost to the Yalu River, the

frontier of China. At this point, Communist
China entered the war, and Chinese troops

joined the North Koreans in pushing the

Americans southward again. By 1951, the line

of battle had been stabilized roughly along the

old boundary between North and South Ko-

rea. After prolonged negotiations, an armistice

was finally concluded in July, 1953.

The United States carried on its defense of

South Korea in the name of the United Na-
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tions and received small but valuable detach-

ments of troops from some of its allies. Al-

thouj;h President Truman and his advisers in

Washington wanted to limit the war to the

defense ot South Korea, the United Nations

commander on the spot, the American Gen-

eral, MacArthur, wanted to press the war into

Communist China. American officials, and in

particular America's allies, feared that such

a step would bring Russia actively in on the

Chinese side and might precipitate World
War 111. President Truman therefore recalled

General MacArthur in April, 1951.

The Korean settlement by no means ended

the tension between Communist China and

the United States. The American government

continued its refusal to recognize Red China,

and serious friction developed over Formosa

and the smaller off-shore islands, Quemoy and

Matsu, now in the hands of Chiang Kai-shek,

which the communists seemed determined to

capture and the United States seemed equally

determined to keep out of communist hands.

The Korean settlement of course brought

understanding between the U.S.S.R. and the

United States no closer. It was at best a com-

promise: after all the bloody fighting, the

United States had managed to hang on to the

devastated southern portion of the country,

and the communists had been driven back to

the north, which they governed undisturbed.

Neither side could call it a victory. By the

time it was reached, Stalin had been dead for

more than three months. He had remained to

the end the suspicious, ruthless dictator that

he had been since the late 1 920's, but his par-

anoia had grown so mightily over the years

that his closest aides lived in constant fear of

their lives. Now a transfer of power had to be

made; any change seemed likely to be an im-

provement for the Russians and for the world

at large.

IV The Revolt against Imperialism

The First World War had

brought a gradual loosening of the imperial

ties binding non-western peoples to the great

colonial powers of the West. The Second

World War greatly accelerated and intensified

this process. Not only were the empires of

vanquished Italy and Japan dismantled after

1945; the imperial possessions of the victors

and the nominal victors— the British, Ameri-

cans, French, Belgians, and Dutch — experi-

enced major amputations. Moreover, states

like China, Iran, and Egypt, that had long been

sovereign in name but that in practice were

often subject to political or economic tutelage

by the imperial powers, vigorously asserted

their independence. The nationalism of the

non-western world was coming of age. It

scored its first victories, in the immediate

post-war years, chiefly in areas of Asia and the

Middle East where anti-colonial sentiments

and movements had been developing before

1939. Later, after 1953, as the next chapter

will show, it spread to Africa and within a few

years revolutionized the political status of the

continent that had long been dominated by

European empire-builders.

Causes of the Revolt

The immediate reasons for the anti-im-

perialist revolution may be found in the Sec-

ond World War itself In this war, as in World
War 1, the western democracies often relied

on colonial troops, with a consequent boost to

the self-esteem of the peoples providing the

troops. In both wars the propaganda of the

democracies to show the justness of their cause

fostered ambitions for the basic democratic

rights of self-government and self-determina-

tion. In both wars inflation and other economic

dislocations such as shortages, conscription

of labor, and the enjoyment of war profits

by the few rather than the many, heightened
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these ambitions and swelled the sense of

grievance.

The second war, unlike the first, destroyed

the magic invulnerability of the West, for the

western possessions in the Far East fell before

the attacks of non-western conquerors, the

Japanese. The final defeat of Japan apparently

did little to offset the immense damage done

to western prestige. Moreover, two of the great

imperial powers, the French and the Dutch,

were only by courtesy numbered among the

victors of World War II, with almost fatal

consequences for their prestige. Nationalist

leaders in the non-western world also knew

that British power had been seriously weak-

ened by the tremendous drain of the war,

and that the defeat of the resolutely im-

perialist Conservatives by the rather anti-

imperial Labour Party in the election of 1945

promised liberalization of British policy. Na-

tionalist leaders further knew that the real

victors in the war were the United States and

the Soviet Union, each in its very different

way outspokenly anti-colonial.

While the Second World War touched off

the colonial revolt, the deeper causes of the

revolt must be sought in the five-hundred-year

record of western expansion, and in the west-

ern tradition itself The mainsprings of west-

ern culture— Christianity and the secular faiths

of progress, democracy, and nationalism— pro-

vided little nourishment for imperialist

policies. The West could not conceal from

the educated natives its own great ethical

and political writings. Indeed, it often laid

before them with pride the Christian Bible,

the American Declaration of Independence,

the French Declaration of the Rights of Man,

even the Communist Manifesto. It was hardly

possible to keep on insisting that "all men are

created equal" really meant that "white men

are created the superiors of colored men." In

terms of ideals and ideology, western imperi-

alism carried within itself the seeds of its own

failure — or, more positively, its own transfig-

uration into self-determination for all peoples.

The great instrument for the spread of

western ideas was the education, both formal

and informal, provided to non-western peo-

ples by the West itself In the nineteenth cen-

tury, this education owed a great deal to the

efforts of Christian missions, though toward

the end of the century it became more secular

as a result of increasing participation by the

governing powers themselves. Almost every-

where formal education was limited to a com-

paratively small number of natives. From
India, the sons of rajahs went to Oxford, and

so too did bright boys from the slowly ris-

ing middle classes; by the twentieth century

western education in India itself was begin-

ning to assume the western form of "careers

open to talents." Some non-Europeans turned

against this western education and took refuge

in a reaffirmation of the values of their tradi-

tional culture, of Hinduism or Islam, for ex-

ample. But for the most part, the educated

natives came to feel that independence could

be won only by imitating the West, by learn-

ing its industrial, technological, and military

skills.

The educated classes throughout the world

of western imperialism emphatically wanted

independence. Many were by the twentieth

century revolutionaries; some became great

admirers of the Bolshevik revolution in Rus-

sia, and a few received training in the tech-

niques of revolution in Moscow itself A great

many westerners made the mistake of assum-

ing that these nationalist revolutionaries were

an unrepresentative minority of the native pop-

ulations, and that the great colonial masses,

illiterate and poor, did not really follow

their own native educated class but asked

nothing better than to be ruled by the kindly

whites. Of course the subject races have al-

ways had their share of "Uncle Toms" (a term

used in scorn by American Negroes for their

fellows who appear too submissive toward the

whites). But the "Uncle Toms" have not given

their stamp to non-western populations. The

urban masses, and then, more gradually, the

peasant masses, began to share the feelings of

nationalism and to demand that the foreigner

must go.

The imperialist powers themselves fol

lowed policies that greatly aided the ripening

of nationalism. Almost everywhere they pen-

etrated they brought enough sanitary engi-

neering, enough medicine, enough law and

i
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order to lower the death rate and to enable

the native population to grow as it had never

grown before. But that very growth inade

more mouths to feed, and the fact of popula-

tion pressure became increasingly obvious to

the educated and uneducated alike. Further-

more, education gave the natives some of the

white man's special magic, his control over

material things and over the elaborate ma-

chines of the modern world; the natives began

to acquire scientific knowledge and engineer

ing skills. Thereby, they came to feel more
and more the white man's equal, less and less

willing to accept a subordinate social and

political position now that, in material things,

they seemed to be drawing even.

The Second World War produced a major

shift in the balance of power in the Far East.

While China turned communist and grew in-

creasingly antagonistic to the West, as we have

already seen, Japan went down to defeat. The

Japanese, who were the first non-western peo-

ple to be recognized as equals by the West,

had conquered an empire rivaling those of the

West. Their "Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity

Sphere" showed at its peak many obvious

analogies with Napoleons system of satellite

states, and even more with that of Hitler. The

Japanese employed methods of rule that were

directly patterned on western precedent; they

relied chiefly on the time-honored device of

setting up puppet native governments, and

exploiting for their own benefit the economic

resources of the conquered lands. Their em-

pire disintegrated in the atomic blast over

Hiroshima, for it had never been cemented by

the loyalty of its component parts.

Yet the Japanese started with at least one

very great asset: they were an Asian people, a

colored people, not westerners with the bur-

den of white supremacy to carry. They could

come as the emancipators of Asians and Pa-

cific islanders, and their propaganda sounded

this note most vigorously. Yet, Asians though

they were, they did not endear themselves to

their fellow Asians. Their armies looted and

committed atrocities; the Japanese abroad be-

haved like any other master race, and did not

conceal their feelings of superiority over the

natives. Time might have taught the Japanese

a lesson in social psychology, and they might

have been able with time to consolidate their

grandiloquently named "co-prosperity sphere";

but time they did not have.

The end of World War II saw Japan re-

duced to her own islands, stripped of her

overseas possessions. The overwhelming part

played by the United States in the defeat of

Japan insured that the military occupation and

the subsequent peace of 1952, whereby Japan

regained formal independence, would be al-

most wholly an American concern. Though

there was a strong current in American opin-

ion that demanded the deposition of the Em-

peror, he was left on his throne, deprived of

his divine status, and subjected to the close

control of General MacArthur and the forces

of occupation. Americans found to their as-

tonishment that on the surface at least the

Japanese people, far from taking the occupa-

tion with hostility, seemed almost to admire

their occupiers. They seemed not to under-

stand what democracy meant — apart from

baseball and some other American folk-

ways—but they appeared very anxious to

learn. Their behavior roused a good deal of

speculation about national psychology; some

scholars called attention to the rigorous early

toilet-training of Japanese children in order to

explain the national willingness to obey a

master.

In the past, the Japanese had not had a dem-

ocratic society or a democratic political or-

ganization. It was by no means certain at the

time of the peace treaty in 1952 that they

would firmly establish a democracy of the

western type, although they had made a prom-

ising start since 1945. If a well-developed in-

dustrial economy is an indispensable base for

the development of democracy, the Japanese

already had a great advantage over all other

non-western peoples. It remained to be seen

whether Japan, because she took over in-

dustrialism from the West, would automati-

cally become thoroughly westernized. It also

remained to be seen whether the Japanese
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would be able to secure the markets abroad

that their export-centered industry required.

Southeast Asia

In Southeast Asia, too, the Second World
War upset the traditional balance of power,

and set off a really major political explosion.

The Japanese conquest and occupation de-

stroyed belief in the invincibility of the white

nations, and in 1945 the western powers were

by no means able to pick up where they had

left off. Moreover, the United States was in

the process of granting independence to its

own imperial wards, the Filipinos. In 1949,

consequently, the Dutch abandoned the

attempt to retain a stake in their former colony,

the Netherlands East Indies, and recognized

its independence as the Republic of Indone-

sia. Britain gave Burma independence outside

the Commonwealth (1948) and the Federation

of Malaya independence within the Common-
wealth (1957); the great port of Singapore at

the tip of Malaya, with its largely Chinese

population, secured a special autonomous sta-

tus (1958). When Malaya joined with the

former British protectorates on the great is-

land of Borneo in the Federation of Malaysia

(1963), Singapore at first participated, then

withdrew (1965).

France, meanwhile, made rather more lim-

ited concessions to the component states of

Indo-China— Vietnam, which included the

populous and fairly prosperous coastal areas,

and Cambodia and Laos in the more primitive

hinterland. But the French did not go far

enough or fast enough to prevent their in-

volvement in a lengthy war (1945-1954),

during which Indo-Chinese communist rebels

called the Viet Minh received support from

Communist China. Increasingly hard-pressed,

the French agreed in 1954 to partition Viet-

nam into a communist north and a south under

a rather weak anti-communist government.

The sequel was the outbreak of communist
guerrilla activity in South Vietnam and more
prolonged warfare.

In the Philippine Republic and Malaya the

communists had already launched stubborn

guerrilla campaigns, which were finally

checked in the late 1950's. To counter the

threat of communist penetration, the West
sponsored the Southeast Asia Treaty .Organi-

zation (SEATO) in 1954, but only two states

in the area— the Philippines and Thailand

(Siam)— joined with Pakistan and the western

powers in participating. By the 1960's, as we
shall find in the next chapter, the communist
threat was focused on South Vietnam and on
Indonesia, the most populous state in South-

east Asia, and perhaps the most unstable. The
whole area, moreover, faced formidable eco-

nomic problems. Southeast Asia, so long cast

in the colonial role of producing rice, spices,

rubber, tin, and other raw materials, found it

hard to achieve economic independence with-

out western assistance. Many of its peoples

regarded with suspicion the aid offered by

their former masters; yet, if they did not take

it, they might drift into economic chaos and

possibly into the communist orbit.

India and Pakistan

At the end of World War II, the victory of

the British Labour party, pledged to grant India

self-government, made Indian emancipation a

certainty. But the deep-seated tension be-

tween Moslems and Hindus now assumed

critical importance. When the Hindus' Con-

gress party and the All-India Moslem League

faced the need to make a working constitution

for India, they found themselves in complete

disagreement. The Moslems had long been

working for a partition into separate Hindu
and Moslem states, and this was in the end

reluctantly accepted by the Hindus. In 1947,

Hindu India and Moslem Pakistan were set up

as self-governing dominions within the British

Commonwealth.

Pakistan ("land of the pure, " a name coined

by Moslem students in Britain in the 1930's)

is a state divided into two parts, widely sepa-

rated by intervening Indian territory— the

larger. West Pakistan, in the northwest, and

the smaller and more densely populated. East

Pakistan, in East Bengal. The rest of the former

British Indian Empire and four-fifths of its
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inhabitants became the Republic of India by

virtue of its constitution of 1950. Pakistan,

with its smaller population and its relatively

poorly developed industry, was weaker than

India and at first kept closer political ties with

the British Commonwealth.
The partition was not achieved without vi-

olence. In view of the way races and religions

are geographically mingled in the subconti-

nent, it could not result in a complete separa-

tion of Hindus in one state and Moslems in

another. The line of partition between India

and West Pakistan evoked bitter fighting be-

tween members of the two communities, and

many thousands of lives were lost. It resulted

in a wholesale transfer of populations as Hin-

dus moved from Pakistani territory into India

and Moslems moved from Indian territory

into Pakistan. A particular source of trouble

was the mountainous region of Kashmir, an

important tourist center. Though mainly

Moslem in population, it was at the time of

partition ruled by a Hindu princely house

which turned it over to India. India has con-

tinued to occupy most of Kashmir, to the great

economic disadvantage of Pakistan. The
United Nations sought to determine the fate

of Kashmir by arranging a plebiscite, but

failed to secure the needed approval of both

parties. Generally, however, despite the

passions aroused by Kashmir and despite pe-

riodic rioting between Hindus and Moslems,

both India and Pakistan came to accept parti-

tion as a normal state of affairs.

In domestic politics the two states went

through sharply contrasting experiences. The
chief architect of Pakistani independence,

Mohammed AH Jinnah, (head of the Moslem
League), died in 1948. Deprived of its leader,

the young state floundered in its attempts to

make parliamentary government work and to

attack pressing economic diflnculties. Newly
emancipated India also suflFered a grievous

loss when Gandhi was assassinated by an

anti-Moslem Hindu fanatic in 1948. But

Nehru, Gandhi's "younger brother, " as he was

termed, at once assumed full leadership. Un-

der the guidance of Nehru, who was already a

seasoned politician, and aided also by the long

experience of British administration, India

accomplished a feat almost without precedent

in the non-western world. It successfully inau-

gurated a genuine parliamentary democracy of

the western type and conducted free and hotly

fought elections, based on universal suffrage,

among voters who were in the main illiterate

and rural. Understandably, Indians have been

very proud of their accomplishment.

Both countries had to cope with formid-

able economic problems — Pakistan with

poverty and lack of industry, and India with

poverty and lack of sufficient agricultural out-

put to sustain her enormous population. India

has faced in an acute form the population pres-

sure that bears so heavily on many other non-

western countries. By the I950's there were

over 400,000,000 people in the Republic of

India, with approximately 8,000,000 added

annually, and the threat of famine and actual

death through starvation was always present. In

1 950, the government launched the first in a

series of Five-Year Plans for economic devel-

opment. While permitting the expansion of

private industry, the Five-Year Plans stressed

government projects. Irrigation and flood con-

trol works were started, transport and com-

munications improved, and a beginning made

Nehru, as Prime Minister, receiving symbolic
golden mace on the eve of Indian inde-

pendence.
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on the enormously difficult and significant task

of educating hundreds of millions of peasants

in new and more efficient ways of working the

land. The West helped by furnishing technical

experts, money, and the surplus grain needed

to avert the threat of famine. Experts estimated,

however, that even with a modernized econ-

omy India would find it hard to support a

population growing so rapidly. Although birth

control is abhorrent to the traditional ways of

Hinduism, the government sponsored a cam-

paign for its practice.

The traditions of Hinduism have exerted

manifold influences on the Republic of India,

throwing much light on the whole problem

of the essential differences between East and

West. Hinduism is an immensely complex

and ancient way of life for which the word

"religion," in its western connotation, is not

adequate. It has no church organization in the

Christian sense, no clear-cut theology, no es-

tablished Bible. Of the three major developed

cultures that the West has encountered in ex-

panding over the world, Hinduism is farthest

from ours. In comparison, Islam is actually a

relative of Christianity, and Chinese society,

in spite of its traditional un-western family

structure, has affinities with the utilitarian or

worldly strain in the West.

For Hinduism, this world of sense-

experience is an illusion, but an illusion that

has somehow to be overcome. Death is essen-

tial to the overcoming, but death is not enough.

Each living man, indeed each living thing, is a

soul alienated by the very fact of living from

the ultimate, universal soul which is peace,

absence of struggle and desire, ineffable

non-being. The holiest of men by turning away

entirely from the world, by living without

desire— but not by any such simple solution

as suicide— can perhaps attain this nonbeingin

the end. But most human beings are now living

out in this world the consequences of a sinful

life as another personality in the past. Indeed,

the most sinful of men who have lived in the

past have been punished by reincarnation as

animals or even as insects (which is why the

most orthodox of Hindus will harm no living

thing, even wearing gauze masks so that no

minute insect can be breathed in or swal-

lowed inadvertently).

Among men, their sins in past incarnations

are reflected by their status, their casle. The
poor, the humblest, are such because their sins

have been greater; they cannot improve their

lot in the western sense, for they can only

slowly in subsequent incarnations redeem

their wickedness by living as holy a life as

possible. The lowest Hindu group, actually

below and outside the caste system, were

called "untouchables," because even their

shadow would corrupt a caste-Hindu. Yet no

one can keep untouchable in a railroad car,

and the Indian Constitution of 1950 abolished

the outcast status of the untouchables as un-

democratic. The legal change, however, pene-

trated Indian custom only very slowly.

Hindu society, then, with its caste system,

its innumerable tabus, and its lack of any basis

for belief in material progress, found grave

difficulties in the way of adopting western

culture. That the Hindus adopted as much as

they did was testimony to the penetrating

power of the West. Many Hindu intellectuals

were so far westernized that they had no real

basis for calling themselves Hindus. But even

for them, and much more for the uneducated,

the long accumulation of habits, feelings, and

ingrained attitudes could not be quickly

altered.

The Middle East: Three Crises

In the Middle East, the mandates obtained

by France and Britain after World War I col-

lapsed after World War II. Syria and Lebanon

won their full independence from the French,

and the British withdrew from Palestine. The

new state of Israel took over western Pales-

tine, and the eastern part was annexed by

Transjordan, which now styled itself, after its

ruling dynasty, the Hashimite Kingdom of

Jordan. Still other imperial ties were severed

after World War II, notably those linking

Egypt and Iran to Britain.

The first major crisis in the Middle East

after World War II arose over the question of
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Palestine. For half a century, Zionism, with its

goal of creating a new Jewish state on the site

of the ancient Jewish homeland, had been at-

tracting support among Jews, especially in the

often-persecuted Jewish communities of Rus-

sia and eastern Europe. Zionist hopes of

creating a new state on the site of the ancient

Jewish homeland received a great lift from the

Balfour Declaration of 1917 and the subse-

quent British policy of admitting Jewish im-

migrants into Palestine. Hitler's persecutions

and World War II made the problem of in-

creased immigration to Palestine critical. At

the same time, Britain, the mandatory power,

wished to protect its great interest in the

Middle East by cultivating the friendship of

the Arabs. But in Palestine itself the Hooding

Jewish tide was submerging the Arabs, who
had long been settled there and felt that this

was their homeland.

Worn out after a decade of fruitless efforts

to secure a compromise between Arabs and

Jews, the British turned the problem over to

the General Assembly of the United Nations,

which proposed to partition the country into

an Arab state and a Jewish state. When the

British withdrew their forces from Palestine

in 1948, the Jews at once proclaimed their

state of Israel and secured its recognition by

the U.N.; the Arabs declared the proclamation

illegal and at once invaded the new state. In

the ensuing war, the total resources in man-

power of the Arab states were far greater than

those of Israel, but the dissensions among the

various Arab states, their military inefficiency,

and the better technical equipment and

morale of the Israelis resulted in a victory for

the Jews. A truce, but not a formal peace, was

patched up under the auspices of the United

Nations (19'19). Israel secured more of Pales-

tine than had been allotted to her under the

U.N. partition plan, and took over the western

part of Jerusalem, the spiritual capital of

Judaism, a city which the U.N. had proposed

to neutralize. The "old city" of Jerusalem,

however, including the Wailing Wall and the

site of Solomon's temple, remained in the

hands of Jordan and thus under the control of

the Arab enemy.

In the course of the Arab-Israeli struggle,

most of the Palestinian Arabs, numbering

nearly a million, fled from Israel to the sur-

rounding Arab states. The United Nations

organized a special agency to extend relief to

the refugees and to arrange for their perma-

nent resettlement. The Arab states, however,

were either unable or unwilling to absorb

them, and many refugees insisted on re-

maining in depressing camps, for they viewed

resettlement as an abandonment of their

cherished conviction that the Israelis would

soon "be pushed into the sea" and that they

themselves would return to their old homes.

This acute problem of the Palestinian refugees

sharpened the hostility between Arab and Is-

raeli and made the truce of 1 948 a most uneasy

affair, frequently broken in frontier incidents

by both sides.

The new state of Israel faced not only a

grave problem in external relations but also

grave internal problems. It could not trust its

Arab minority, numbering about 200,000,

approximately one-tenth of the population. It

continued to admit as many Jewish immi-

grants as possible, some of them of advanced

western culture, but others, from North Africa

and Yemen, still largely living in the Middle

Ages. The welding of these disparate human
elements into a single nationality was a for-

midable task. Immigration also swelled the

total population of Israel, which soon con-

tained about a million more people than

Palestine had before World War II, and in an

area not much bigger than Connecticut. Much
of that area is mountainous, with a thin rocky

soil and inadequate rainfall, and some of it is

sheer desert. The Israelis applied talents and

training derived from the West to make the

best use of their limited resources, but they

depended on outside aid, especially from their

many sympathizers in the United States.

The dependence of Israel on western sup-

port, indeed the very existence of Israel, pro-

foundly affected relations between the Arabs

and the West. To most Arabs Israel appeared

to be a new outpost of western imperialism,

set up in their midst to spite them. They
claimed that American policy had been unduly
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influenced byjewish financiers,Jewish journal-

ists, and Jewish voters. In such an atmosphere

it was difficult for the United States and other

western nations to retain cordial relations with

the Arabs, who were in any case very sensi-

tive nationalists.

A second major post-war crisis in the Mid-

dle East concerned Iranian oil. The oil was

extracted, refined, and marketed by the An-

glo-Iranian Oil Company, in which the British

government had a large stake. Since the 1 930's

the Iranian government had been pressing the

company to make larger royalty payments, and

the issue became acute after World War II

when Aramco (the Arabian-American Oil

Company) set a new and more generous pat-

tern for royalty agreements by making a 50:30

split with the monarchy of Saudi Arabia. More

than economics was involved here, for Iranian

nationalists resented Anglo-Iranian's policy of

reserving managerial and technical posts for

westerners, who lived almost entirely segre-

gated lives in the company's towns in Iran,

with their own clubs, schools, and cinemas.

Memories of Britain's military occupation of

parts of Iran during both world wars further

embittered the nationalists.

In 1951, therefore, after a campaign led by

the ardent nationalist politician, Mossadeq,

the Iranian legislature nationalized the prop-

erties of Anglo-Iranian. Mossadeq, who now
became Prime Minister, at first won wide sup-

port among his countrymen for his bold de-

fiance of the West in highly emotional

speeches at home and at the United Nations.

But a world-wide boycott of nationalized

Iranian oil caused a disastrous drop in the re-

venues of the Iranian government and a severe

economic crisis. The issue was finally resolved

after a coup in Tehran, the Iranian capital, in

which United States intelligence agents were

said to be involved, had driven Mossadeq

from office and into jail (1953). Although

Iranian oil remained nationalized, the govern-

ment now paid western companies, including

the successor to Anglo-Iranian, to assist in

exploiting and marketing the oil.

The third major Middle Eastern crisis was

the revolution that broke out in Egypt in

1952, directed both against the British and

against the traditional ruling groups among

the Egyptians themselves. Although Britain

had taken real steps toward freeing Egypt

from her tutelage before World War II (see

Chapter 28), she did not move fast enough to

satisfy Egyptian nationalists. During the war,

furthermore, she offended them deeply by

mobilizing tanks to force King Farouk to dis-

miss a pro-Axis cabinet. After the war, Farouk,

once a very popular monarch, lost prestige

both because of his well-publicized appetite

for high living and because of his involvement

in a scandal concerning the provision of de-

fective supplies to the Egyptian army in the

Palestinian War. From Farouk and his palace

clique the odor of corruption and scandal

spread through the upper levels of the gov-

ernment.

The virtually bloodless revolution of July

23, 1952, was the work of a group of young

army officers, who were greatly chagrined by

Israel's defeat of Egypt. In some policies the

new government of Egypt's strong man, Gamal

Abdul Nasser, followed a path paralleling that

marked out by Turkey's strong man, Atatiirk, a

generation earlier, (see Chapter 28). It abol-

ished the monarchy and drew up a republican

constitution. It encouraged the emancipation

of women and pared down the traditionally

large role of the conservative courts of reli-

gious law without, however, making the kind

of frontal assault on Islam that Atatiirk had

attempted. In practice, the regime was rather

markedly dictatorial: only one party was tol-

erated, elections were closely supervised, and

press campaigns were orchestrated by the

Ministry of National Guidance. Nasser justi-

fied this absolutism in this way:

Before July 23rd, I had imagined that the whok-

nation was ready and prepared, waiting for nothini;

but a vanguard to lead the charge against the bat-

tlements, whereupon it would fall in behind in

serried ranks, ready for the sacred advance towards

the great objective. And 1 had imagined that our

role was to be this commando vanguard.

Then suddenly came reality after July 23rd. The

vanguard performed its task and charged the battle-

ments of tyranny. Ic threw out Farouk and then



paused, waiting: tor the serried ranks to come
up. . . .

For a long lime it waited. Crowds did eventually

come, and they came in endless droves— but how
different is reality from the dream! The masses that

came were disunited, divided groups of strag-

glers. ... At this moment 1 felt, with sorrow and

bitterness, that the task of the vanguard, far from

being complete, had only begun.

We needed order, but we found nothing but

chaos. We needed unity, but we found nothing be-

hind us but dissension. We needed work but we
found behind us only indolence and sloth. . . .

In addition to all this, there was a confirmed

individual egotism. The word "I" was on every

tongue. It was the solution to every difficulty, the

cure for every ill. I had many times met eminent

men — or so they were called by the press — of every

political tendency and color, but when I would ask

any of them about a problem in the hope he

could supply a solution, I would never hear any-

thing but "I."

Economic problems.' He alone could understand

them; as for the others, their knowledge on the

subject was that of a crawling infant. Political is

sues.' He alone was expert. No one else had gotten

beyond the a-b-cs of politics. After meeting one of

these people, 1 would go back in sorrow to my com-

rades and say, "It is no use. . .

."*

This passage nevertheless reveals much about

the difficulty of establishing stable and

responsible regimes in the new world of

non-western nationalism. Nasser's pressing

domestic problems and his need for economic

and military assistance led him into further

adventures after 1953 (see Chapter i\ ).

Latin America

At first glance it may seem odd to include

parts of the Western Hemisphere in a survey

of the revolution against imperialism. While

remnants of old colonial empires lingered in

the Caribbean after World War 11, most of the

Latin American republics had already enjoyed

independence for a century or more and re-

tained close bonds of language, religion, and

culture with the great nations of western Eu-

rope. Populated by a mixture of Indian, Ne-

gro, and white Creole stock, many of them had

advanced substantially toward the establish-

ment of multi-racial societies. Yet a second

look shows that the peoples of Latin America

and the Caribbean have long been struggling

with the kinds of problems we have found in

Asia and the Middle East. Especially since

1945, they have been trying to go beyond

their traditional and essentially colonial role

as suppliers of such foodstuffs as bananas,

sugar, coffee, and beef, and such raw materials

as oil, nitrates, and minerals. They have sought

to end their almost total dependence on com-

modities that fluctuate widely in price on the

world market, and to lay a more stable eco-

nomic base on which to raise the standard of

living of their still impoverished masses. Po-

litically, the parallels with the non-western

world are often striking. There have been the

same denunciations of western colonialism (in

this case usually "Yankee imperialism"), the

same emergence of military dictators, the

same round of coups and revolutions, the same

promises of Utopia so easy to make and so

hard to fulfill.

Many Latin American revolutions have ac-

tually been no more than shifts of power from

one ruling strong man or clique to another; in

a book of this kind we cannot survey them all,

and must be content with a sample. Immedi-

ately after World War II, for example, democ-

racy seemed to be making notable progress in

several Latin American states, only to lose

ground after 1948, so that by 1955, eleven of

the twenty republics were ruled by dictators,

most of them military men. We shall consider

two case histories — those of Mexico and of

Argentina.

In Mexico the overthrow of Napoleon Ills

puppet emperor, Maximilian, in 1867 (see

Chapter 21) marked an apparent victory not

only for the Monroe Doctrine but also for

Mexican nationalism and liberalism. In 1876,

however, power was seized by Porfirio Diaz, a

leading specimen of the caudillo or military

hero, who dominated the country for the next
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thirty-five years. Diaz enforced law and order,

punctually met payments on foreign debts

(non-payment of which had occasioned the

venture of Napoleon III), won high respect

abroad, and attracted the investment of much
foreign capital in his country. But he also ca-

tered almost exclusively to the interests of

foreign investors and the large Mexican land-

owners; agitation by laborers for redress of

legitimate grievances was suppressed; many
peasants lost their stake in the land and were

reduced to being peons, hardly better than

serfs, on large agricultural estates.

Popular discontent with the Diaz regime

finally boiled over in 1910, and the dictator

fled abroad in the next year. The acute phase

of the revolution thus begun continued for

thirty years, marked by intermittent violence

and insurrection, by revolutionary reformers

who turned into wealthy dictators, and by rad-

ical social and economic experimentation. The

Catholic Church, long regarded by many
Mexicans as opposed to economic and politi-

cal reform and indifferent to the welfare of

the masses, was the target of extreme anticler-

ical measures. The foreign oil companies,

American and British, suffered expropriation

of valuable concessions. All this did not make

for harmonious relations with the United

States, and at one point early in the revolution

(1916) President Wilson sent troops into

Mexico to retaliate for a Mexican incursion

into the American state of New Mexico. The

revolutionary governments gave labor unions

extensive privileges and power, expropriated

great estates to emancipate the peons, and be-

gan a vigorous program of educating the large

and neglected population of native Indians. A
remarkable cultural awakening took place,

based on native traditions and crafts, and

Mexican painters like Rivera and Orozco won
international fame.

The Mexican revolution, however, stopped

short of installing a fully socialistic regime,

and by World War II seemed to be entering the

Thermidorean stage. The course of Mexican

history after 1945 confirmed this impression.

Like many revolutions, the Mexican appeared

to have lost much of its extremism, its radical

dogmatism, its determination to realize for all

the promises of Liberty, Equality, and Frater-

nity. Post-revolutionary Mexico was in part at

least reconciled to the need for foreign capital,

for the good opinion of North Americans, and

above all for patience in the long task of raising

the standards of her masses.

At the other extremity of Latin America,

the Argentine Republic has not faced Mex-
ico's problem of a large and backward Indian

population, since it is peopled almost entirely

by European immigrants and their descend-

ants. Although independent for over 1 50 years

(since 1810), Argentina had until the middle

of the twentieth century a typical colonial

economy, exporting beef and grain and other

raw materials to Europe and importing manu-

factured goods. The economy was based on a

social system that gave power to a small land-

lord class. The beginnings of industrialization,

and especially the growth of the Argentine

capital, Buenos Aires, into a great metropolis

of nearly 5 million increased the numbers of

working-class and middle-class people and

increased also popular dissatisfaction with the

aristocratic regime. Mussolini and Hitler won
admirers in many circles in Argentina; demo-

cratic elements generally looked to France

and to the radical French republican tradition.

The United States, to phrase it mildly, was

rather envied than admired. Argentina sat out

World War II, coming in on the Allied side

only at the very end.

After the war, in the national election of

1946, a newcomer to Argentine politics rose

to prominence. Colonel Juan Peron. Peron

became a dictator on the fascist European

model — that is, he contrived to hold power by

the kind of appeal and by the methods that we
have analyzed for Mussolini, Hitler, and

Franco. Peron, however, never established

himself quite as firmly as did his European

counterparts, and in 1955 he went down be-

fore a characteristic Latin-American military

coup d'etat. Many factors accounted for his fall.

In searching for support, Peron was driven

more and more to appeal to the poorer masses,

the descamisados ("shirtless ones"), and thus

lost much of his following in the conservative

upper classes. Moreover, after the death of his

actress wife Eva, who seems to have been



much brighter than her husband, he quarreled

with the Roman Catholic Church and put

through anticlerical measures that cost him
further support. Finally, Peron never solved

the grave economic and financial problems

arising out of his country's essentially colonial

position; indeed, his extravagant spending on

public works and welfare projects virtually

bankrupted Argentina. Although it is haz-

ardous to generalize on the basis of Latin-

American experience, his fall suggests two

tentative conclusions. First, a great weakness of

the Nazi-fascist formula was its attempt to solve

social problems by a modern form of the old

Roman "bread and circuses," which simply

would not work in the twentieth century. Sec-

ond, the overthrow of Peron without outside

interference showed that dictators could be

unseated from within, even in modern times

of mass propaganda, if they lost the support of

the military. We shall encounter other ex-

amples in the next chapter.
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since 1953

Opposite VIEW YOU SEE IN THE MIDDLE
Of A TREE, by Thomas Mukatobpra. 1962.

Collection The Museum o( Modern Art.

New York, gift ol Mr. and Mrs. Walter

Hochs child.

In this chapter we are dealing largely with

what most historians would consider "current

events," questions on which we cannot pass

even temporary judgments because time has

not permitted us to view them in proper per-

spective. Yet we must and do try to reach ten-

tative conclusions about them in the pages of

this book, as we do in our daily lives. Two
important points deserve consideration here.

In recent years, the world has seemed in-

creasingly to divide itself into a bloc generally

pro-communist, a bloc generally pro-western,

and a bloc generally uncommitted. Yet at the

same time it has become harder and harder to

deal with any event in any one of the three

blocs without discussing its impact on the

other two. The Soviet Union's policies in In-

dia have implications for the United States;
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a domestic Algerian or Indonesian upheaval

affects both Peking and Washington; the death

of Mao Tse-tung, when it occurs, will have

repercussions in Tanzania and in London. Al-

though this chapter includes sections on each

of the three blocs, each section intimately in-

volves members of all three.

Second, the murder of President Kennedy

has led to the publication for the Kennedy

years, 1960-1963, of a mass of detailed in-

formation of the kind ordinarily kept confi-

dential for many years. To fail to take advan-

tage of this information would be absurd.

But to use it no doubt creates inevitable dis-

tortions: we simply do not know anything like

as mii^h about the way American decisions

were reached or what other powers said before

1 960 or after 1 963.

The Communist World since the Death of Stalin:

The U.S.S.R. at Home

The Soviet Succession

As Josef Stalin grew older, it had become

a favorite occupation in the West to speculate

on his succession, and on the forces that

would be released at the moment of his death.

Would it be the Communist party, or the se-

cret police, or the army— the three agencies in

the U.S.S.R. that had power of their own— that

would emerge supreme.-' Would it be some

combination of two of these against the third.^

Was this or that member of the Politburo

identified with one or another of these three

chief agencies? Would the world see ensue a

bitter personal rivalry comparable to the

struggle between Stalin and Trotsky for the

succession to Lenin? If so, would the resulting

instability go so far as to disrupt the machin-

ery of Soviet government?

When the moment actually came, in March,

1953, there was at first no evidence of disun-

ity or personal rivalry within the Presidium.

Georgi Malenkov, personally close to Stalin,

succeeded him as Premier, but surrendered

his Communist party secretaryship to Nikita

Khrushchev. It was thus clear from the begin-

ning that nobody would immediately inherit

all of Stalin's power, and the fact that it would

be shared was underlined almost at once by

the pronouncements that came from the

regime, denouncing the "cult of personality"

(i.e., Stalin's former one-man rule), and pro-

claiming a "coUegial" system (i.e., government

by committee). But before the end of 1953

there came the official announcement that the

dreaded chief of the secret police, and Pre-

sidium-member, Beria, always regarded as a

potential heir of Stalin, had been executed for

treason. The observer might interpret this

move, so reminiscent of the purges of Stalin's

own era, as an indication that the members of

the Presidium were circling around each other

with their knives out, or that the Communist
party and the army had indeed united to

thwart a bid for power on the part of the se-

cret police. The emergence of the war hero.

Marshal Zhukov, into positions of some po-

litical importance gave color to this view as,

perhaps, did the rise to even higher eminence

of the "political" general, Bulganin.

But all expectation that a "free-for-all"

among the remaining members of the inner

circle would ensue, or that the regime might

be shaken by personal rivalries, was in error.

True, Malenkov vanished from the top post of

Premier, to be succeeded by Bulganin; but

Malenkov, though he admitted grievous er-

rors, was at first simply demoted to a lower

cabinet post, and remained in the Presidium.

Some indication of the real locus of power

might perhaps be found in the fact that the

errors confessed by Malenkov (especially the

effort to concentrate collective farms into
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enormous a^ro^oroJs or a^icultural towns, see

p. 562, which had indeed failed) were actually

Khrushchev's errors, for which^lalenkov now
had to take responsibility. Yet, though

Khrushchev was certainly very powerful, his

fellow-members on the Politburo had great

influence, and showed no outward signs of

fearing him as all had feared Stalin. On the

whoie, it appeared that the transfer of power

had actually gone quite smoothly in the

U.S.S.R. and that among the rulers, in the

happy phrase from George Orwell's Animal

Farm "all were equal, but some were more

equal than others."

The Denunciation of Stalin

and its Consequences

At a Party Congress, held early in 1956,

Khrushchev-inade a speech in .which-he_noi

only carried the attack on the "cult of person -

ality" to new heights, but openly denounced

Stalin by name, emotionally detailing the

ghastly acts of personal cruelty to which the

psychopathically suspicious nature of the late

dictator had given rise. Khrushchev thus

echoed what western observers of the U.S.S.R.

had been saying for years. As the details of the

speech were leaked out to the Soviet public,

there was of course some distress at the

smashing of the idol they had worshiped so

long; but a good many of them no doubt had

all along suspected that Stalin was something

less than god-like. So the widespread disor-

ders that some observers were predicting

failed to materialize.

But outside the U.S.S.R., the sudden defla-

tion of Stalin and the admission of so many
past injustices proved far too strong a brew for

the citizens of some of the European satellites

to swallow. Anti-communist riots by work-

ers— supposedly the pillars of any communist
state — in Poznan, Poland, in June, 1956, were

followed by severe strikes, demonstrations,

and upheavals in the rest of Poland a few

months later. Polish national sentiment was

declaring itself, but the uprising remained

within the grip of one wing of the Communist
party, that led by Wladislaw Gomulka, who

had been purged for alleged Titoism in 1951.

Not even the presence in Warsaw of Khrush-

chev himself and other members of the Soviet

Presidium prevented the rise of Gomulka to

power, although at one moment the Russians

seem to have contemplated using their army
to impose their will by force. Yet because the

new government in Poland was, after all, a

communist government, they allowed it to

remain in power.

In Hungary, however, the movement went

farther. Starting, like the Polish uprising, as a

movement within the Communist party, and

spurred by the outspoken writings of many
communists who loathed the restraints of

Stalinism, the Hungarian movement brought

Imre Nagy, a communist like Gomulka, into

office as Premier. But then the popular hatred

for communism and for the Russians got out

of hand, and heroic young men and women
flew to arms in Budapest in the hope of oust-

ing the communists and of taking Hungary

altogether out of the Soviet sphere. They even

denounced the Warsaw Pact, the Russian alli-

ance of eastern European satellites set up by

Moscow to oppose NATO. It was then that

Khrushchev ordered full-fledged military ac-

tion. In November, 1956, Soviet tanks and

troops, violating an armistice, swept back into

Budapest and put down the revolution in

blood and fire. A puppet government led by

The Hungarian Revolt: head of the statue

of Stalin toppled in downtown Budapest.
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Janos Kadar was installed. More than 150,000

Hungarian refugees fled to Austria, to be re-

settled in various western countries. Despite

the Soviet charges that the uprising had been

trumped up by the western "imperialists" and

"fascists," the West in fact had played no part

at all, not daring to help the Hungarians for

fear of starting the world war that everybody

knew must be avoided.

These momentous events of 1956 in east-

ern Europe gave Khrushchev's opponents at

home an opportunity to unite against his pol-

icies. Within the Presidium they had a major-

ity. But Khrushchev was able to rally to his

support the larger body of which the Pre-

sidium was the inner core, the Central Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of the U.S.S.R.

A veteran party worker, he had installed his

own loyal supporters in all key party posts,

repeating Stalin's performance after the death

of Lenin (see above. Chapter 26), and

emerged from this greatest test not only un-

scathed, but with his powers immeasurably

enhanced (June, 1957). Now the Soviet press

denounced the "anti-party group" of Malen-

kov, Molotov, and Kaganovich, three of the

members of Stalin's own entourage. In Stalin's

own day, this would have led them to the

execution-block, or would have been reported

only after they were safely dead. Khrushchev,

however, acted differently. All three were ex-

pelled from the Presidium and removed from

their high posts, but all three were given mi-

nor positions at a safe distance from Moscow.

Molotov, for example, became ambassador to

Outer Mongolia.

Late in 1957, Marshal Zhukov, who had

helped Khrushchev win his struggle, and had

in return received what looked like valuable

concessions limiting the role of party repre-

sentatives in army affairs, found himself ousted

from all his political posts as a "politically de-

ficient figure." During 1958, Bulganin fol-

lowed him into the discard: he had sided

against Khrushchev, and took the conse-

quences. Men of Khrushchev's own choosing

replaced them at the top level of the hierarchy.

Khrushchev's succession to Stalin's position

of undisputed power seemed complete.

The Khrushchev Era:

The Bureaucratic Problems

Y»t there were certain differences. Already

in his sixties, Khrushchev could hardly hope
for a quarter century of dictatorship such as

Stalin had had. Moreover, in the very course

of making himself supreme, he had deprived

himself of some of the instruments available

to Stalin. After 1953 he had released millions

of captives from prisons and slave-labor

camps. Almost everybody in Russia had a rel-

ative or friend now freed. These men and

women now took jobs, some of them even

government jobs. Within a year or two Soviet

society at every level except at the very top of

the bureaucracy had absorbed these sufferers

from tyranny, who would be the first to op-

pose its reimposition. Khrushchev's own gov-

ernment had severely curbed the secret police.

Beria, its chief, was the only major figure to

have been executed after Stalin's death. It no

longer enjoyed a power almost independent

in the state, such as might challenge the party

or the army. It no longer was the largest single

"employer of labor." Khrushchev himself had

emotionally denounced its terror. Though it

was still possible to prosecute and even per-

secute individuals by terrorist means, Stalin"s

mass terror as a system of government had

disappeared. Khrushchev"s denunciation of the

"cult of personality"" required him to protest

against the adulatory references to him that

came from the Party Congress in 1959, if only

because they sounded too much like the old

lavish hymns of praise for Stalin.

Instead of terror, Khrushchev embarked on

a series of bureaucratic changes within govern-

ment and party, especially in the organs that

controlled the economy. By creating for the

Russian Republic, by far the largest and most

populous of the republics, a special branch of

the Central Committee Secretariat and a set of

bureaucratic departments parallel to those that

existed for the U.S.S.R. as a whole, he gave this

large territory virtually a separate administra-



tion, and took complete control of its person-

nel. In IV63 he took parallel measures tor

Central Asia and the Transcaucasus. He began

a whole series of moves to decentralize party

activity; but in 1462, when these were con-

sidered to have failed, he re-centralized once

more, and then reorganized the party on a

production basis: all regional parties at every

level below the republic were to be divided

into industrial and agricultural wings, receiv-

ing coordination only at the level of the

republic and the All-Union Central Com-
mittees. These efforts within the party were

more easily understood in the light of develop-

ments within the Soviet economy during these

years.

With his eye always upon production.

Khrushchev wrestled with the problems of

efficiency, output, and morale. Under Stalin,

centralization had reached an intolerable

tightness. But how far could one decentralize

so huge an operation as the Soviet economy
and still retain control over local operations.^

How far could one centralize and still obtain

local co-operation, loyalty, and, especially

production.' Between 1953 and 195^, re-

sponsibility for many heavy industries was

transferred from the ministries of the central

government to those of the individual repub-

lics. In May, 195"^, a decree abolished many
central ministries, and transferred their duties

to 1 05 newly created regional economic coun-

cils isotnarkhozl, in the hope of giving full

play to informed on-the-spot decisions, of

improving the use of local resources, of con-

solidating overlapping services, and of re-

assigning experts from the central government

to the grass-roots. Though many regarded the

change as an improvement, some factory

managers still complained of being bound in a

strait-jacket imposed by bureaucrats closer to

home than before but still bureaucrats; and

many experts lamented or evaded the need to

move from the capital to the provinces. "Re-

gionalism"— devotion to regional interests as

against national ones — replaced what might be

called devotion to one industry ahead of

others. But patriots for Armenian industry (to

the detriment of other regions) were no more

helpful to the national economy than patriots

for the cement industry (to the detriment of

other industries).

By I960 a process of re-centralizing had

begun, as republic-level councils appeared in

the Russian Republic and two of the other

major republics; and in 1961 nineteen new
large "natural" regions, cutting across republic

lines, were set up to ensure integrated eco-

nomic development for each region. By the

end of 1962, the soinarkhozes were reduced

from 1 05 to about 40, and new state commit-

tees appeared to oversee their work. These
committees greatly resembled the old minis-

tries, and were before long reorganized as

ministries. The pendulum had swung back

almost the entire distance. It was then that all

lower levels of the party were reorganized

along agricultural-industrial lines, in the ap-

parent effort to make the political functionar-

ies serve the economy more efficiently.

The Khrushchev Era an6 Beyon(d:

ln(justry and Agriculture

Khrushchev faced the same problem that

had faced all Soviet leaders: how much em-

phasis could be put on consumer goods, and

how much still must be devoted to heavy

industry.' Though temperamentally more in-

terested in providing consumer goods than

Stalin or Malenkov, Khrushchev, who acceded

to power during the Fifth Five-Year Plan

(1951-1955), made the same choice as they:

continued emphasis on the means of produc-

tion. The sixth plan (1956-1960), setting

more ambitious goals than ever before, aimed

specifically at catching up with the United

States. But the huge expenses involved in the

Polish and Hungarian outbreaks (SI billion

worth of credits to eastern Europe alone)

forced the Soviet government to shelve the

plan. By the end of 1 958 they announced a

new Seven Year Plan, to run until 1965.

Starting from base figures of 500 million tons

of coal, 55 million tons of steel, and 1 1 3 mil-

lion tons of oil, output by 1964 had reached

554 million tons of coal, 85 million tons of
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steel, and 224 million tons of oil. A return to

the system of Five-Year Plans was announced

for 1 966.

Most spectacular were the successes

achieved in the field of rocketry and space. It

was the U.S.S.R. that successfully launched the

first earth-satellite (Sputnik— 1957) and that

first reached the moon with a rocket (1959).

Heavy payloads soared aloft before American

engineers could get their lighter ones off the

ground. Though intercontinental missiles

were apparently more readily available to

Moscow earlier than to Washington, American

bases in Europe and Africa made our own
shorter-range weapons equally dangerous to

the U.S.S.R. Each power had enough nuclear

weapons and means of delivering them to de-

stroy the other and itself at the same time.

Spurred to some degree by the Soviet techni-

cal advance, the United States itself embarked

in the late fifties on an intensive program of

research and development in space. Though
the U.S.S.R. got the first man into space, and

for some time held the lead in technical

achievements, by the mid-sixties the United

States had logged more hours of flight by

spaceships with one-man and two-man crews,

and had virtually solved the problem of

rendezvous in space, while the successful

Mars-probe operation of 1965 overshadowed

comparable Soviet exploration of the solar

system.

Agriculture continued to present the Soviet

planners with some of its seemingly most in-

soluble problems. In 1953 Khrushchev em-

barked on the "virgin lands" scheme, a crash

program to plow under more than 100,000,

acres of prairie in the Urals region, Kazakh-

stan, and Siberia. Although weather favored

the operation during its first few years,

drought and poor planning and performance

led to a clear failure by 1 963. Khrushchev then

called for an all-out crash program for the

production of chemical fertilizers. After the

death of Stalin, the regime had continued to

amalgamate collective farms. By 1964, their

number was down to about 40,000 from an

original quarter of a million; and the average

586
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size of the new units was far larger, perhaps

about 5,000 acres. By 1965, the government

recognized that many collectives were now
too big

To increase incentives, the regime in 1958

abolished compulsory deliveries of farm

products, the most onerous of the peasant's

burdens, and raised agricultural prices. Si-

multaneously, the government decreed the

gradual abolition of the MTS (Machine Trac-

tor Stations, see p. 418) and the sale of the

tractors to the individual collective, which the

government undertook to subsidize in part. In

1964, for the first time, the government ex-

tended its system of old-age and disability

pensions to agricultural laborers: men might

claim them at age sixty-five after twenty-five

years of labor, and women at age sixty after

twenty years of labor, in amounts calculated ac-

cording to earnings. In 1964, the regime re-

moved the ceilings on the size of the private

allotment of land allowed to the individual

peasant in a collective and on the number of

cattle that he might own privately. Yet yields

continued low; each year the U.S.S.R. had to

buy many millions of tons of grain abroad: ani-

mal husbandry in particular caused grave con-

cern, and the regime's agencies thundered

against inefficiency and "fascination with ad-

ministration by fiat."

In the two years after Khrushchev's fall from

power in 1964, the Soviet authorities engaged

in an open debate about the best way to revise

the statutes governing the collective farm (<?r

lel) in view of the immense changes since they

were used in 1936. Late in 1966 the new stat-

ute had not yet been promulgated. But the

party and the government ordered the collec-

tive farms to guarantee the individual farmers

a monthly sum in cash for their work, and to

pay in addition for the produce actually re-

ceived. The state bank would advance the

farms the credit where necessary. Some econ

omists were arguing for the introduction of a

free market economy; others vigorously de-

fended centralized planning (with improve-

ments!. It seemed improbable that the Soviet

authorities would abandon their centralized

control over the farms to any great degree, but

it was clear that they also were recognizing

the importance of incentives and of the indi-

vidual in the field of agriculture as in many
others. Fighting a wordy rear-guard defense of

traditional communist economic practices,

they were quietly retreating toward certain

tested principles associated with capitalism.

The Minister of Agriculture in 1966 pro-

claimed his hope that by constantly raising

rural standards of life and education, the new
Five-Year Plan would greatly diminish the

"intrinsic differences between town and coun-

tryside."

E(Jucation an6 the Arts

In 1958 Khrushchev introduced an impor-

tant change in the Soviet educational system:

"polytechnization, " which emphasized voca-

tional training and on-the-job experience.

This represented in some respects a rever-

sion to the immediate post-revolutionary

educational experiments of 1919 and later

(see Chapter 26), and a retreat from the 1931

program setting a goal of a ten-year general

educational program for all. The regime

wanted to avoid producing a "white-handed

elite" — young men and young women who
had had no practical labor experience, and

whose schooling made them feel entitled to

continue their education in universities in the

hope of pursuing professional careers. Since

the universities could accept roughly only

one-fifth of school graduates, the remainder

found themselves unable to continue, and yet

without experience in labor or training in tech-

nology, were unwilling to become workers.

Khrushchev ordered the universities now to

favor applicants who had had practical expe-

rience, and also intended to make available

evening and extension classes for those whose

formal education had stopped.

By the mid-sixties, almost all children in

the U.S.S.R. finished the first four years of

school (ages seven to eleven), and illiteracy

had virtually disappeared. Almost as many

finished the second four years (ages eleven to

fifteen), which was now combined with "poly-

technization." In August, 1961, the con-

ventional next course of three-years (ages
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fifteen to ei.i;hteen) usually taken by only

about 40 per cent of Soviet youth, was re-

duced to two years, and the heavy proportion

of time now given to outside industrial

work — from one third to one half— was some-

what reduced. Students received pay for their

work, which was assigned them in accordance

with the requirements of their native region.

Soviet universities regularly reserved 20 per

cent of their places for the ablest graduates

of secondary schools; and the four "physi-

comathematical" high schools conducted a

nation-wide "Olympiad" or talent contest to

discover the most promising candidates in

these fields.

Khrushchev extended to the field of arts

and letters the same partial relaxation that

accompanied de-Stalinization in other fields.

It took Soviet writers some time to accustom

themselves to the idea that it might now be

possible to voice dissent; too many had van-

ished forever at Stalin's whim to make the risk

an attractive one. Moreover, convinced Stalin-

ists or party hacks who had grown up under

Stalinism lay in wait to attack the innovator.

They regarded as heresy all literary experiment

or deviation from the old rules of "socialist

realism." Khrushchev himself, though eager

to destroy the cult of Stalin's personality,

was himself opinionated and autocratic, de-

claring on one occasion that an exhibition

of abstract art— entirely forbidden under

Stalin — must have been painted by donkey's

tails, and keeping artists and writers m
constant uncertainty lest new purges break

forth. The dangers of self-expression contin-

ued great indeed.

In a few individual books and authors we

may find indices of the new policies. Ilya

Ehrenburg, veteran propagandist for the re-

gime, in The Thair (1955) hailed the relax-

ation of coercive measures over artists. Vladi-

mir Dudintsev's novel. Not By Bread Alone

( 1 956), had as its hero a competent and

enthusiastic engineer, whose invention of

a new pipe-casting machine was thwarted at

every turn by the entrenched bureaucrats.

Government-controlled writers' agencies

denounced Dudintsev, who retracted his

views, and for six or seven years was forced to

earn his living by translation only. Boris

Pasternak's Dr. Zhitago (1958) became a

iame celehre throughout the world. Pasternak,

a brilliant poet, who had for years confined

himself to translating Shakespeare, took

advantage of the "thaw" to offer for pub-

licat'on his novel about a doctor who, through

all the agonies of the first World War and the

Russian Revolution, affirms the freedom ot

the human soul. Accepted for publication

in the U.S.S.R., the novel was sent to Italy

to be published. Then the Soviet censors

changed their minds, and forced Pasternak

to ask that the manuscript in Italy be re-

turned to him. The Italian publisher refused,

and versions in Russian, Italian, English, and

other languages appeared abroad, and aroused

great admiration. In 1958 the Nobel Prize

Committee selected Pasternak as the winner

of the prize for literature. He accepted. But

then the Khrushchev regime reverted to Stalin-

ism; Pasternak's fellow-writers reviled him as

a pig and a traitor, and the government

threatened him with exile if he accepted the

prize. As a patriotic Russian he then de-

clined it.

In the same week that a Soviet physicist

accepted the Nobel prize for physics, the

regime called the Nobel prize for literature a

capitalist invention. And a few years later,

Michael Sholokhov, author of the famous

Cossack trilogy. The Quiet Don. and a personal

friend of Khrushchev, accepted the Nobel
prize in literature. Pasternak's persecution re-

vealed the limits of the thaw as of 1958. His

Jewish origins, his intellectualism, his procla-

mation of individualism touched hostik-

chords in Khrushchev himself and in other

Soviet officials and writers that made it im-

possible to publish Dr. Zhiiago in the U.S.S.R.

But the spirit of individualism, slow to ex-

press itself even when liberated in the older

generation, found in the 1960's new and more

vigorous expression among the younger poets

and novelists who had grown up since the

Second World War, and for whom the heroic

age of the revolution and the early Bolshevik

struggles were ancient history. The young

Ukrainian poet, 'Vevtushenko, bitterly de-

nounced Soviet anti-Semitism in his Buhi Yiir



(the name of the ravine near Kiev in which

the Nazis had massacred thousands of jewsl,

and declared his identity with the murdered

human beings. In another poem he begged the

government to double and triple the guard

over Stalin's tomb

"So chat Stalin may not rise

And, with Stalin

the past.

. . . the ignoring of the people's welfare

The calumnies

The arrests of the innocent.

"

Former supporters of Stalin, he went on,

"Do not like these times

When the camps are empty

And the halls where people listen to poetry

Are crowded.
"•

When Yevtushenko recited his verse, the halls

were indeed always crowded with eager ex-

cited contentious young people, claiming the

right to think for themselves. "We've found

out," said another young poet, "what it leads

to when somebody else does our thinking for

us." Often in trouble with the regime, leading

a stormy life recorded in an autobiography

published first in France without permission,

Yevtushenko hailed Fidel Castro and all true

Leninists, but constantly needled the Soviet

•frait/a. Oct. 21. I';fi2.

authorities. Severely disciplined in 1963, he

was publicly on the attack again in 1965.

Yevtushenko's mention of "the camps"

suggests another new phenomenon in the So-

viet writing of the early sixties, the deep in-

terest in the terrible days of Stalin"s labor

camps and in the suffering of their inmates,

reflected in the novel by Solzhenitsyn, A Day
in the Life of Ivan Denisot: in the sensational

memoirs of a Soviet General, Gorbatov, who
described the horrible tortures to which he,

like many others, had been subjected on mere
suspicion; and in the songs of the camps that

the students at the universities had begun now
to sing to their guitars — bitter, mocking, cyn-

ical, and often deeply moving Khrushchev

viewed with some apprehension the flood of

fiction about the camps that came pouring into

the publishing houses, and only a few novels

and stories were published, but even these

marked an astonishing new trend. Often the

anxious Khrushchev would try to remind the

younger generation of the glorious revolu-

tionary past through which their elders had

triumphantly lived. He declared— as if in an-

swer to their demands for full freedom — that

even under full communism it would not be

possible to give complete liberty to the indi-

vidual, who would continue "like a bee in a

hive " to make his contribution to society.

After Khrushchev's ouster in October, I 964

(see p. 602), his successors denounced him for
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interfering in intellectual life, but here, as

elsewhere, they did not depart very far from

his policies. Writers of the Stalinist type kept

on the offensive; for example, a novel called

The Plant Louse violently denounced modern

painters and painting. It received a harsh re-

view from a critic named Andrei Sinyavsky.

And in September, 1965, Sinyavsky was ar-

rested along with another writer named Yuli

Daniel. Sinyavsky, said the government, had

written under the pseudonym of Abram Tertz

and smuggled abroad for publication anti-

Soviet fiction and an essay that had been creat-

ing a sensation for over a year; and Daniel,

under the pseudonym of Nikolai Arzhak, had

committed the same crime.

Indeed, Tertz's The Trial Begins, dealing

with the purges, gave a candid and revolting

picture of the life of the Soviet leaders under

Stalin; his novel Lyuhimoi (translated into

English as The Makepeace Experiment) dealt

with a one-man revolt against communism in a

small Russian town; and his essay On Socialist

Realism damned what was still the official lit-

erary doctrine of the regime. Arzhak's Moscoiv

Calling was a fantasy in which the Soviet gov-

ernment set aside one day on which murder was

allowed. Foreign readers, who had been hail-

ing Tertz for his irony, subtlety, and love of

freedom had been wondering who he could

be. It came as a surprise that Sinyavsky, not a

lew, but descendant of a family of Old Be-

lievers (Volume I, p. 3^9), had chosen ajewish

pseudonym. But this too was explained in

January, 1966, when an American periodical.

The New Leader, published an English transla-

tion of a popular Russian song about a thief

named Abram Tertz and his girl Sonka, a pros-

titute. From this ballad, apparently, Sinyavsky

had chosen the name. In 1966 Sinyavsky and

Daniel went on trial. Soviet officialdom railed

at them for publishing abroad, for suggesting

the prevalence of anti-Semitism in the U.S.S.R.,

and for their frankness in treating sexual

matters, which ran counter to the prevail-

ing Soviet literary prudery. Their sentences

served as a warning to other Soviet writers,

and aroused much protest inside the U.S.S.R.

and out.

When students demonstrated on behalf of

the arrested writers, the regime reverted to a

practice sometimes followed by Tsar Nicholas

I (Chapter 22), who had confined rebellious

intellectuals to insane asylums on the pretext

that they must be crazy. It was clear that the

"intelligentsia," now about 20 per cent of the

Soviet working population, posed for its mas-

ters a continuing problem whose dimensions,

during the continued thaw and occasional

light freeze, grew clearer than ever. To an

American observer, Soviet youth in I 967 — the

"new right' in the U.S.S.R.— showed signs of

resembling its American opposite numbers,

the "new left" in the United States.

II Soviet Confrontation with the West

Stalin's heirs inherited formid-

able powers, but they also inherited formidable

problems. Any attack that threatened the vital

interests of the United States, with its thermo-

nuclear arsenal and its superior industrial

resources, might well touch off the ultimate

disaster. A policy of probing to see just which

interests the United States considered vital

had already led to the Korean War. Continued

tension between the two super-powers re-

quired the U.S.S.R. to continue to devote its

resources to guns rather than to butter. To

relax the tension would theoretically have

meant more butter, but would in turn raise the

danger that the U.S.S.R. would lose its position

as leader of the world communist movement.

China, with its determination to seize Taiwan

and to expand in Asia, might seize the leader-

ship of revolutionary forces at least in Asia,

and would represent the Russians as old

and tired, no longer true Leninists. In the end

it proved to be impossible for Krushchev to



hold all these threats in balance, and the

choices he eventually was forced to make led

to a major split in the communist world.

In the years immediately following Stalin's

death, Soviet foreign policy continued along

Stalinist lines. The Russians moved into the

Middle East with new vigor. Here they had

the advantage of being able to deal with

Gamal Abdel Nasser, the new ruler of Egypt

and an inveterate enemy of the West, which

he associated not only with past colonialism

but with suppon for Israel. Czechoslovak and

Russian arms flowed to Egypt, and Russian

technicians followed. Perhaps the high point

of Soviet influence was reached during the

Suez affair in 1956 (Section IV). When the

United States joined the U.S.S.R. in denounc

ing the British and French attack, however, it

became impossible for Nasser to lump all the

western powers together. Soon Nasser began

to learn that Russian influence usually fol-

lowed Russian favors. He experienced some
disillusion during the summer of 1958, when
revolution broke out in Iraq, where Soviet-

sponsored communists were opposing Nasser's

own pan-Arab aims. Prompt American inter-

vention in Lebanon and British interven-

tion in Jordan in 1958 may have temporarily

countered the threat of the spread of Soviet

influence beyond Iraq. It was the Russians

who provided the aid that made possible

the high dam at Aswan and much armament
for the Egyptian armies, but Nasser remained

unaligned with either major bloc. In the Mid-

dle East and in other "undeveloped" areas,

notably Africa, the U.S.S.R. had begun to

challenge the West as the supplier of eco-

nomic and technological aid. A new chapter in

the Cold War had opened.

In eastern Europe, Soviet influence con-

tinued stable until Khrushchev's policies of

de-Stalinization at home touched off the Pol-

ish and Hungarian uprisings (see p. 583). But

even before this, Khrushchev had departed

from Stalinism by making a great effort to

heal the breach with Tito. In May, 1955, he

went in person to Belgrade, and not only pub-

licly apologized for the quarrel, taking the

blame upon the U.S.S.R., but openly agreed

that "differences in the concrete forms of de-

veloping socialism are exclusively matters for

the people of the country concerned," which

seemed to echo Tito's own views. Relations

between Tito and Moscow were temporarily

improved, although the Yugoslavs never

abandoned their ties to the West. Khrushchev

even went so far as to declare that many
prominent victims of the "Titoist" purges had

been executed wrongly, and absolished the

Cominform, the body that ostensibly had

started the qurrel with Tito. But in making
these admissions and healing the quarrel

Stalin had started, Khrushchev had opened the

door to the Polish and Hungarian troubles

that soon began; Soviet military intervention

in Hungary showed Tito and the rest of the

world how limited was Khrushchevs willing-

ness and ability to permit free choices to

other communist states. Tito denounced the

Soviet intervention against Nagy, though he

was frightened by the wholly anti-communist

character that the Hungarian revolt subse-

quently took on, and failed to oppose the de-

cisive Soviet operations that put an end to the

uprising.

For a second time, relations between Mos-

cow and Tito were strained. They were

patched up again in the summer of 1957; the

Soviets once more hoped that Tito would

again accept Moscows leadership of the world

communist movement. But when in Novem-
ber the Russians invited representatives of all

the worlds Communist parties to Moscow to

celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the Rus-

sian Revolution, and produced a declaration

of twelve Communist parties denouncing "re-

visionism"— as Tito's views had come to be

known — Tito flatly refused to sign. Indeed he

published his own counter-program declaring

that each communist nation should make its

own decisions freely. The old quarrel was re-

newed for the third time. Tito would not re-

enter a world communist union led by Russia.

Khrushchevs efforts had failed. Moreover, the

Poles signed the declaration with obvious re-

luctance, and Gomulka continued to insist on

autonomy for his government in internal and

party affairs.

The harshness of the onslaught against re-

visionism and Khrushchev's acceptance of de-
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feat in his efforts to win the Yugoslavs by

softness reflected Chinese influence. After the

Polish and Hungarian revolts, the Chinese

coinmunist leaders had been invited to visit

those countries, and lay down the line; they

now appeared very eager to play a role in

formulating world communist ideology, and

displayed a strong preference (probably for

internal reasons) for Stalinist orthodoxy and

repression. By the spring of 1 958, the Chinese

and Khrushchev himself had declared that

Stalin's original denunciation of the Yugo-

slavs back in 1948 has been correct after all.

In June, 1958, the Soviet government under-

lined this decision in grim fashion when it

announced the executions of Imre Nagy and

other leaders of the Hungarian uprising, in

violation of solemn promises of safe-conduct.

The executions probably were intended also

to serve as a warning to Gomulka not to try to

push Polish independence too far. Soon after-

ward, Gomulka did denounce revisionism, and

criticized both Nagy and the Yugoslavs, but in

a tone far milder than that employed by the

Russians and Chinese.

All the eastern European satellites were

bound together in the "Council for Mutual

Economic Aid" (Comecon) established in

1949, which took measures to standardize

machinery and coordinate economic policies,

and issued blasts against western European

efforts at cooperation like the Common Mar-

ket and Euratom. The Asian communist re-

gimes also collaborated. Yugoslavia never was

a member, and after 1958 was no longer in-

vited to send observers. Khrushchev had not

solved a problem that indeed seemed essen-

tially insoluble; how to maintain totalitarian

authority over the European satellites while si-

multaneously trying to relax Stalinist methods.

rlin

But the central concern of Soviet foreign

policy in Europe remained Germany. In East

Germany (DDR, Deutsche Demokratische Repiih-

lik) it had created its most industrially pro-

ductive European satellite, now fully geared

into the Comecon, and expected to make a

long-term contribution to the development of

the communist world. Except for a brief but

violent workers' riot in East Berlin in 1953,

the German communist puppets had suc-

ceeded in repressing the population's aversion

to Soviet and communist rule. Moreover, stra-

tegically the DDR was of great importance to

the U.S.S.R.; control over East Germany ena-

bled the Russians to keep Poland surrounded,

and helpless to achieve more than a token

autonomy. Yet full domination over this im-

portant satellite was impeded by the fact that

the United States, Britain, and France each

retained a zone of occupation in Berlin, deep

in the heart of the DDR, and accessible by

subway from East Berlin. Every year, thou

sands of East Germans showed how they felt

about communism by escaping into West
Berlin. The East German population actually

declined by 2,000,000 between 1949 and

1961. For those who stayed behind in the

DDR, West Berlin provided an example of

prosperity and free democratic government

that acted more effectively on their minds

than any mere propaganda.

This situation accounted for Khrushchev's

determination to get the western powers out

of Berlin. The method he proposed in 1958

and later years was thoroughly Stalinist; he

threatened to sign a f)eace treaty with the

puppet government of East Germany, never

recognized by the West; to turn over to it the

communications to Berlin; and to support it

in any effort it might then make to cut these

communications and force the western powers

out. Western refusal to accept this high-

handed and unilateral abrogation of agree-

ments concluded during World War II led to a

prolonged diplomatic crisis during 1959, in

which the U.S.S.R. several times postponed a

final date of decision, but made no real

concession to the western view.

All the powers had come to realize that no

problem was more critical. The West could

hardly permit the U.S.S.R. to recreate the

conditions it had fought during the airlift of

1 948 (see Chapter 30). Nor could it accept the

suggestion that, once western troops were re-

moved, Berlin would be a "free city." De-

fenseless and surrounded by communist terri-



tory, Berlin and its 2,000,000 "free" citizens,

it feared, would soon be swallowed up. More-

over.the negotiations proposed by the USSR.,
whereby the DDR would thereafter "confed-

erate" with the West German Federal Republic,

aroused the gravest doubts. How could a state

that was a full member of the western system

of NATO federate with one that belonged to

the Soviet systems Warsaw Pact? How could a

state that stood for free capitalist development

federate with one completely communized.'

How could a parliamentary state responsibly

governed by a multi-party system with checks

and balances federate with a communist total-

itarian state? It seemed probable that Khrush-

chev did not believe in the possibility of the

confederation he was proposing, and hoped

instead that any possible union of the Germa-

nics would be discredited, and that the DDR,
with full control over Berlin, would emerge as

a permanent Soviet satellite. But even a So-

viet success in Berlin short of this complete

victory would have meant that the West had

in some measure at least recognized East

Germany, which in turn would have severely

disturbed West German stability, and dis-

rupted NATO.

U-2, The Wall, Testing, Cuba

While the Berlin threat persisted, ex-

changes continued between Moscow and

Washington. Khrushchev's two deputies, Mi-

koyan and Kozlov, visited the United States,

and Vice-President Nixon visited the U.S.S.R.,

where he and Khrushchev had a famous con-

frontation in a model kitchen that was part

of an American exhibit. President Eisenhower

and Khrushchev agreed to exchange visits, and

Khrushchev actually made a dramatic, unprec-

edented, and highly publicized tour of the

United States. When the leaders of the great

powers met at the "Summit" in Paris (May

1960), tensions, however, were once again in-

flamed by the U-2 incident: a Soviet missile

brought down a light-weight extremely fast

American plane which had been taking high

altitude photographs of Soviet territory, and

the Russians had captured the pilot unharmed.

After an initial denial. President Eisenhower

found himself obliged to acknowledge the

truth of the charge and to accept responsibil-

ity for the episode; and this ended both the

summit meeting and the plans for his own
visit to the U.S.S.R.

Khrushchev's next move against Berlin

came early in the administration of Eisen-

hower's successor, John F. Kennedy. In June,

1 961 , when the two leaders met in Vienna,

Kennedy found Khrushchev adamant in insist-

ing that the U.S.S.R. would unilaterally abro-

gate the agreements on Berlin and sign the

treaty with East Germany before the end of the

year. As the tension mounted during the sum-

mer, with Kennedy and Khrushchev both un-

yielding on the basic position, the number of

refugees Heeing East Berlin rose to a thousand

a day. On August 13, East German forces cut

the communications between East and West

Berlin and began to build a barrier — the Berlin

Wall — to prevent further departures. Taken by

surprise, the United States yet realized that it

could not legitimately resort to arms to pre-

vent the closing of the East Germans' own
border, and confined its response to protests,

to a military build-up, and to the mission of

Vice-President Lyndon Johnson to Berlin,

where he reassured the West Berliners of

America's unshaken resolve to preserve their

status unchanged. The wall itself became the

symbol of repression, of a government that

had to imprison its own people to keep them

at home. Occasional hair-raising escapes and

poignant recaptures or shootings continued to

take place along the wall's length. But the

crisis proved to be over. Khrushchev had

backed away from unilateral abrogation of the

Berlin treaty.

As if to warn the world not to underesti-

mate Soviet belligerence, however, Khrush-

chev announced on August 30, 1961, that the

U.S.S.R. would resume atomic testing in the

atmosphere, which had been stopped by both

powers in 1958. In the two months that

followed, the Russians exploded 30 huge

bombs, whose total force considerably ex-

ceeded all previous American, British, and

French explosions. After months of agonizing

scientific and political review of the problem.
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President Kennedy decided that the United

States too had to conduct a new round of tests,

unless Khrushchev would agree to a treaty

banning all tests. When Khrushchev refused,

the new American tests began late in April,

1962. All during the months that followed,

conversations on disarmament, including of

course arrangements for the banning of future

tests, continued with the Russians at Geneva.

During the summer of 1962, Khrushchev

also decided to place Soviet missiles with nu-

clear warheads in Cuba, where American for-

eign policy had failed dismally in the Bay of

Pigs fiasco of the year before. The increasingly

pro-communist Castro Cuban government may

not have asked for them, but in any case ac-

cepted them. Soviet officers were to retain

control over their use. Their installation would

effectively have doubled the Soviet capacity to

strike directly at the United States, but the

chief threat was political: when known, the

mere presence of these weapons ninety miles

from Florida would shake the confidence of

all other nations in the American capacity to

protect even the United States. It would ena-

ble Khrushchev to blackmail America on the

question of Berlin. American military intelli-

gence discovered the sites and photographed

them from the air. Khrushchev tried to de-

ceive Kennedy into thinking the Soviet pur-

pose was simply to help the Cubans resist a

new invasion from the United States, which

he professed to believe threatened.

Once he knew certainly that the missiles

were in Cuba, Kennedy could not allow their

installation to continue. The only course of

action at first seemed an air strike, which

might well have touched off the world war

that both sides wished to avert but that

Khrushchev seemed to be courting. Kennedy

instead found a measure that would prevent

the further delivery of missiles; a sea blockade

("quarantine") of the island, and combined it

with the demand that the missiles already in

Cuba be removed. He thus gave Khrushchev a

way to avoid world war, and a chance to save

face. Adlai Stevenson at the United Nations

put the American case impressively. The

President ordered that troops be massed in

Florida ready to invade Cuba if necessary,

but continued to correspond with Khrushchev,

emphasizing the American eagerness for a

peaceful solution. After several days of almost

unbearable tension, Khrushchev backed down,

agreed to halt work on the missile sites in

Cuba and to remove the offensive weapons

there, while reaffirming the Soviet wish to

continue discussions about disarmament. So-

viet ships at sea with new missiles turned back

to home ports.

Berlin: the historic Branden-

burg gate behind the new



The Test-Ban Treaty

President Kennedy did not crow or allow

American officials to crow. Khrushchev had

moved aggressively in an area close to the

United States, where Soviet national security

was not threatened. By lying about the mis-

siles, he had destroyed whatever case he might

otherwise have had in world opinion. Ken-

nedy did not misread the event by concluding

that the U.S.S.R. would back down if Soviet

vital interests were affected or if the U.S.S.R.

had what it regarded as a good case. He made
the American victory as little painful as pos-

sible by exploiting it only to push for a fur-

ther relaxation in tensions. In November,
1962, only a month after the Cuban crisis,

Khrushchev in Moscow called for a return to

concentration on Soviet domestic economic

problems.

Months of preparatory and often dis-

couraging interchanges led in July, 1963, to

the signing by the United States, the U.S.S.R.,

and Great Britain of a treaty banning nuclear

weapons tests in the atmosphere, in outer

space, or under water. Ratified by the Senate

in September, the treaty subsequently re-

ceived the adherence of more than seventy

nations, though France and China— a fledge-

ling and a prospective nuclear power— would

not sign it. Hailed as a "first step" toward re-

ducing the likelihood of a new world war, the

treaty none the less aroused the unhappiness of

the West Germans: the East Germans would

surely adhere to it, and the very presence of

their official signature on the same document

seemed to Bonn to be elevating the prestige

of East Germany.

As a next step toward peace Khrushchev

proposed a non-aggression pact to be signed

between NATO and the Warsaw Pact nations.

This would have effectively put an end to

the American plan for a Multilateral Force

(MLF), a naval force armed with nuclear

weapons and manned by mixed crews from the

NATO countries, which in turn meant that,

however international the force, some Ger-

man officers and men would have obtained

access to nuclear weapons. The plan appealed

to the Germans, and frightened the Russians.

A non-aggression pact would also have tended

to weaken NATO and enabled the U.S.S.R. to

hope that the French and Italian Communist
parties might emerge once more to neutralize

western Europe. West German apprehension

at the possibility of a non-aggression pact no

doubt contributed to the failure of that Soviet

plan, while Soviet apprehension at the possi-

bility of MLf no doubt contributed to the

eventual failure (1965) of that American plan.

The installation of the "hot line" commu-
nications system between the White House
and the Kremlin so that the leaders of the two

countries might talk to each other in case of

need, the sale of surplus American wheat to

the Russians, and President Kennedy's pro-

posal that the United States and the U.S.S.R.

might combine their efforts for a moon-shot,

which was not accepted, marked the final few

months of the Kennedy administration. De-

spite these limited gains, Khrushchev in this

period was proclaiming that "peaceful coex-

istence" would be impossible in the field of

ideology: i.e., that the communists expected to

continue their campaign against the capitalist

world by words at least, and by aiding "pro-

gressive" revolutionary forces everywhere. The
assassination of President Kennedy in Novem-
ber, 196.3, by a psychopathic young American

who had lived in the U.S.S.R., married a

Russian, and flirted with Castroism, certainly

alarmed the Soviet authorities, who took great

pains to assist the American agencies investi-

gating the murder; the act proved to be that

of an individual madman and not a plot.

Rumania Disengages

In the years between 1959 and 1964, while

Khrushchev was failing to win the struggle

over Berlin or to redeem his failure there by

blackmail in Cuba, his policies had also led to

new trouble within his own eastern European

bloc. In 1958-1959, Comecon called for a

"specialization" plan, in accordance with

which the more developed countries would
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concentrate on heavy industry, and Rumania
in particular on the production of raw materi-

als (chiefly food and oil). The Rumanian gov-

ernment, communist though it was, protested,

pointing to its already considerable achieve-

ments in heavy industry, and in December,

1961, openly refused to accept the "princi-

ples" of the "international socialist division of

labor," issued at the twenty-second Congress

of the CPSU. All through 1962 the disagree-

ment persisted, with Khrushchev trying and

failing to force the Rumanians into line. Em-
phasizing the need for equal treatment and for

the observance of national sovereignty, the

Rumanians assumed an independent position

within the communist bloc. They increased

their trade with the non-communist world,

and they remained neutral in the Soviet-

Chinese quarrel (see p. 597). Injuly, 1963, the

Russians gave in on the economic question,

and sanctioned Rumania's continued efforts to

build a steel industry, while postponing the

economic integration of the bloc until 1966,

by which time Rumania would be entitled to

the same status as Czechoslovakia and Poland.

Though the disagreement arose in the field

of economic planning, it eventually extended

much farther. Soviet propaganda called for in-

tegrating the lower Danube region— which

would have meant taking territory from Ru-

mania—and denied that the Rumanians had

contributed to the Allied cause in World War
II. The Rumanians claimed full credit for

their own "liberation from fascism," and

— most important — even dared to demand the

return to Rumania of the provinces of Bessar-

abia and northern Bukovina, annexed by the

U.S.S.R. in 194(^ (Chapter 26). Yugoslav-

Rumanian co-operation became an important

part of Rumanian policy. The signs that old-

fashioned territorial nationalism still throve in

Rumania raised the possibility that Hungary

might one day revive against the Rumanians

its old demands for Transylvania.

Rumanian "disengagement" provided cer-

tainly the most dramatic episodes in

Europe in the early 1960's, but it was accom-

panied almost everywhere else by a liberaliz-

ing trend. In Hungary a milder criminal code

(1961) and a general amnesty for political

prisoners (1963) preceeded acts (1963 and

1964), enabling those who had fled from the

country between 1945 and 1963 to return to

Hungary to visit, and to realize money on

property they had had to leave behind. In-

creased tourism, wider trade with the West,

better living conditions, even a notable suc-

cess with agricultural collectivization, a new
agreement with the Vatican concerning the

Hungarian Church, and improved education

all spoke of a combination of relaxed terror

and general improvement under Premier Ka-

dar, in 1956 a Soviet puppet but by 1966 ap-

parently a genuinely popular figure.

In Czechoslovakia, most Stalinist of the

satellites except for East Germany, the winds

of change began to blow in 1963-1964,
largely because of economic failure and dis-

content. Economic decentralization and lib-

eralization were the first steps, despite

considerable entrenched opposition. In Po-

land, however, which had after Gomulka's

success in 1957 enjoyed more freedom of

discussion and contact with the West than

any other communist country, the trend was

reversed. In economic planning, in agriculture,

in education, in religious policies, the govern-

ment tightened the strings somewhat, probably

to appease hardliners within the party.

Yugoslavia, on the other hand, freed from

Stalinist control five years before Stalin died,

continued (in the Constitution of 1963) to

give more powers of decision to local organi-

zations of workers and producers, strengthen-

ing the judiciary, limiting the terms of office

of each of the new specialized five chambers

(!) of the federal assembly, and providing that

the successor of Tito, (President for life but

73 years old in 1966) should serve no more

than two consecutive four year terms. The

Communist party (League of Yugoslav Com-

munists) retained its hold on all branches of

the national life, but life in Yugoslavia was

freeer than anywhere else in the communist

world. A sensational purge of the secret police

i n 1 966, in which Aleksandar Rankovic, widely



regarded as Tito's most probable heir, fell

from power, opened what would probably be a

new period of serious further reform and of

increased efforts to arrange a succession agree-

able to Tito before Tito himself should

actually die.

Ill The U.S.S.R., China, and America in Asia

During the years between

Stalin's death in 1953 and Khrushchev's

denunciation of Stalin in 1956, Chinese-

Soviet relations were basically amicable,

and Chinese influence rose in the communist
world. The Russians returned Port Arthur

and Dairen to China in 1955. But when
Khrushchev denounced Stalin without con-

sulting Mao, the Chinese disapproved of

the new emphasis on peaceful co-existence.

They also wanted far more economic aid than

the U.S.S.R. had been able or willing to pro-

vide, and especially aid in developing nuclear

weapons. In 195^ Mao experimented briefly

with a liberated public opinion ("let one hun-

dred flowers bloom"), but soon returned

to, and remained on, a thoroughly "leftist " and

militant course at home and abroad.

Chinese intervention in eastern Europe in

1956 and 195"^, though indecisive, gave them

their first role in European communist affairs.

They continued to denounce Tito and the 'Vu-

goslavs as "revisionists," and to try to block

Khrushchev's reconciliation with them. At

home, doubtful of increased Soviet aid, they

embarked on forced-draft industrialization, the

"great leap forward," with its backyard blast-

furnaces, and its mass collectivization of the

"people's communes," with disastrous results

to both industry and agriculture. The Russians

disapproved of their policies, and the latent

disagreement between the two communist

giants now began to emerge.

While the Chinese communists strove to

win influence within the Communist parties

of the world and to use it against the U.S.S.R.,

Khrushchev in 1959 told Peking that the

U.S.S.R would not furnish China with atomic

weapons, and launched what proved to be an

unsuccessful intrigue against Mao with some

dissident members of the Chinese commu-
nist leadership. The Chinese bombardment of

Quemoy and Matsu (1958), the savage con-

quest of Tibet, and — as a result— the first inva-

sion of Indian territory in Ladakh (September,

1959) were apparently undertaken without

consultation between China and the U.S.S.R.;

and the Russians publicly declared themselves

to be neutral as between the Chinese and the

Indians. Though the Chinese-Russian quarrel

was not yet completely out in the open, and

though the Chinese tactic was to avoid a com-

plete and public rupture, western observers

had already begun to take note of it, but many
wondered whether it might not be a deceptive

tactic of some sort.

It was not. In a series of articles ("Long

Live Leninism'") in April, 1960, the Chinese

attacked the Russian ideological position.

Khrushchev replied at a secret session of the

Rumanian Party Congress Gune), and with-

drew all Soviet technicians from China In

November, 1 960, the quarrel grew worse

(privately) at the Congress of eighty-one Com-
munist parties held in Moscow. The Chinese

refused to call a halt to their efforts to take

over other parties, and the Russians refused to

allow the Chinese to share in the leadership

of the world communist movement.

Along the way, the Chinese picked up a

European satellite: Albania, smallest and poor-

est of the Balkan countries, with a popula-

tion well under two million people, and a long

historic tradition of heroism, but suffering

from all forms of backwardness in a modern

industrialized world. The Albanian Commu-
nist party, trained and marshaled by emissaries

of Tito during World War II into a guerrilla

movement, had taken power in the country

after the war, and had thrown off Yugoslav
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domination after Tito's rebellion from Stalin

in 1948. More than anything else the Alba-

nian communists feared a renewed subjec-

tion to the Yugoslavs. When Khrushchev made

his repeated efforts to conciliate Tito, the

Albanians looked for a counterweight to the

U.S.S.R., and found it in the Chinese. Though

Khrushchev apparently tried to instigate a

coup against the Albanian government, he

failed, and from 1960 on, Albania belonged

to the Chinese camp, and took the lead in

praising Stalin's memory and denouncing

Khrushchev at every turn. By the end of 1 961

Khrushchev broke relations with the Albanian

regime. The Chinese Foreign Minister, in

Moscow, countered by defending Albania and

placing a wreath on Stalin s tomb. Though to

have Albania as a satellite was an economic

liability, the Chinese could rejoice in having

subtracted a European communist state from

the Russian orbit. As Tito continued to play

the role, for the Chinese, of chief traitor to

the communist cause, Khrushchev's own rela-

tions with Tito grew correspondingly warmer.

In the very midst of the 1962 crisis over

Soviet missiles in Cuba, the Chinese chose to

attack India. At the time, it was difficult to

interpret this move as anything but brutal op-

portunism designed to show the world that

the Chinese were supreme in Asia. In retro-

spect it seems to have been intended as a lim-

ited operation undertaken chiefly to enable

the Chinese to seize the border regions in

Ladakh, including important road communi-

cations. The Chinese had long maintained that

the Indian frontier in this area actually in-

cluded territory that belonged to them. After

smashing through the Indian defenses, the

Chinese withdrew when they had what they

wanted; but the U.S.S.R., though ostensibly

neutral, was clearly, like the United States,

pro-Indian.

By 1963, pro-Soviet delegates at commu-

nist congresses were publicly shouting down
Chinese speeches. The Chinese intensified

their disruptive activities within world com-

munist bodies; built up their own organiza-

tions in Africa and Asia; and began to make

threatening remarks about their boundary

with the U.S.S.R. When the test-ban treaty was

signed (see p. 595), the Chinese called the

Russians traitors to the international commu-
nist movement. Though Khrushchev tried to

arrange for a general public excommunication

of the Chinese by other communist parties, he

was unable to bring it off, because the Ru-

manian, Polish, and Italian Communist parties

refused to go along, not so much because they

were pro-Chinese — they were not— as because

they feared the precedent: if the Soviet Union

could rally the communist parties of the world

to discipline the Chinese in 1963, might they

not in some later year try in the same way to

discipline Rumanians, Poles, or Italians? Dur-

ing 1964, Mao not only called for Khrush-

chev's removal, but accused the Russians of

illegally occupying eastern European and Jap-

anese territory. By the time of Khrushchev's

fall in October, 1964, the breach between

China and the U.S.S.R. seemed irreparable.

The Soviet-Chinese Quarrel:

Ideology

Behind the series of incidents that revealed

the mounting quarrel to the world there lay

profound theoretical disagreements between

the Russian and the Chinese communist lead-

ers about the best way to impose communist

control over the peoples of Africa, Asia, and

Latin America. The Chinese favored direct

sponsorship of local communist revolutionary

movements, the Russians "peaceful " economic

competition with the capitalist world for the

loyalty and admiration of the emerging peo-

ples. Khrushchev believed that undeveloped

countries would be attracted by the magnitude

of Soviet economic achievement, and that the

Russians could then support indigenous revo-

lutionary movements, in which the commu-

nists might at first, play a subordinate role, but

could then be helped to take over. He argued

that the existence of nuclear weapons and the

fear of general war would inhibit the "im-

perialists" from resisting these efforts. The

communists would win the competition with-

out world war, while helping along local wars

of national liberation— i.e., revolutions at

least partly under communist control. The
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Chinese refused to grant chat nuclear weapons

had changed war or imperialism, and regarded

war as inevitable. The bourgeoisie." they

maintained, "will never step down from the

stage of history of its own accord."

The disagreement, then, centered not on

ends but on means. Khrushchev maintained

that the U.S.S.R. would continue to suppon
any Communist party that had decided the

time was ripe for war; but he emphasized the

need for correct analysis of all situations and

the dangers of premature wars. He also argued

that the neutralist countries were actually an

asset for communism: they deprived the im-

perialists of support they would otherwise

have had. Soviet help to their economies

struck new blows at imperialism: though

Nasser was no communist, Soviet aid to him

in building the Aswan dam would outlast

Nasser and redound to the advantage of com-

munism by showing the Egyptian masses what

it could do. Khrushchev compared the eco-

nomic competition between the U.S.S.R. and

the United States to an "international class

struggle." The December, 1 960, conference

of 81 Communist parties issued a Soviet-

sponsored statement recognizing the existence

of "national democracies." an intermediate

form of society between capitalism and social-

ism, a society which has already had its "anti-

feudal bourgeois democratic revolution," but

not yet its proletarian revolution. No state had

by 1 966 yet earned the classification of a na-

tional democracy, although Indonesia. Guinea.

Ghana, and Mali were considered prime pros-

pects. Castro's Cuba declined the title.

The Chinese insisted that communists

alone must take charge of all revolutionary

movements from the beginning, and claimed

that aid to non communist countries was a

delusion. They particularly objected to Soviet

aid to India, their own enemy. They opposed

disarmament. They had expected Khrushchev

to freeze Soviet living standards at a low level

and to invest the savings in helping the Chi-

nese catch up, but of course Khrushchev pre-

ferred to let his own people enjoy some of the

fruits of their own labors. Remembering their

own success as a guerrilla operation that first

came to control the countryside and then

moved in on the cities, Chinese theoreticians

extended this lesson to the whole globe, re-

garding Asia. Africa, and Latin America— the

underdeveloped areas — as the countryside,

and Europe and North America as the cities.

From the massed peoples of the backward

continents the communists would mount an

offensive against the peoples of the developied

industrial world and conquer them. How se-

riously even the authors of this startling

theory believed what they said we cannot

know.

One additional factor, seldom mentioned,

but extremely important in the Chinese-

Russian quarrel, was simply that of race. The

Russians— though they would deny the charge

— disliked and feared the Chinese, the yellow

peril on their borders. The huge masses of

Chinese— soon inexorably to number one

billion people— crowded into territory adja-

cent to the vast sparsely populated regions

of the U.S.S.R., to some of which they were

already laying claim — would frighten any rea-

sonable government even if the threat came

from fellow whites; but since it came from

yellow men, the fear increased. Despite their

protestations to the contrary, the Russians

were extremely race-conscious, as the experi-

ences of many African students in Moscow
testified, and they reserved for the Chinese

the deepest dislike of all. The Chinese used

race openly as a weapon in their efforts to win

support among other Asians, Africans, and

Latin Americans, lumping the Soviet Union

with the United States as symbols of the evil

white intention to continue dominating the

world. Convinced of their own superiority to

the rest of mankind, the Chinese were racists

too.

Southeast Asia; Vietnam and Laos

A special problem for the Chinese, Rus-

sians, and Americans arose in Southeast Asia

as the result of the revolt of the Viet Minh

communist forces against France that broke

out in French Indo-China with the end of

World War II in 1 945 (Chapter 30). During the

Korean War, the United States, fearing that
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the Chinese communists would strike across

the border into northern Indo-China, gave

substantial assistance to the French, but the

French did not permit any American share in

political and military policy-making. In 1954,

with the French defeated after the fall of their

stronghold of Dienbienphu, a conference of

powers at Geneva gave independence to the

Indochinese provinces of Cambodia and Laos.

Vietnam, the third and largest portion of the

former French colony, was divided along the

seventeenth parallel into a northern section

with its capital at Hanoi under the govern-

ment of the Communist Viet Minh party,

whose leader was the veteran communist Ho
Chi Minh, and a southern portion with its

capital at Saigon under a nationalist leader,

Ngo Dinh Diem, who was a Catholic. The

Geneva agreements guaranteed free elections.

The United States did not sign the agree-

ments, but endorsed their purport, and re-

tained the hope that the area, in which it had

already invested more than four billion dol-

lars, might not fall to the communists.

Between 1954 and 1959 Ngo Dinh Diem

struggled with problems of fantastic difficulty;

creating the bureaucratic machinery for a new

regime, restoring order in territory that had

long been held by communist guerrillas and

was now held by dissident sects, providing for

almost a million refugees from the communist

north, resettling in the countryside millions of

peasants who had fled to the cities. After the

departure of the French in 1956, the Ameri-

cans assumed the responsibility for assisting

in the solution of these problems with finan-

cial aid and technical advice. Diem put down

the dissident sects. New agencies accom-

plished much in dealing with the refugees,

and in building new railroads, increasing rice,

rubber, and electric-power production, and

distributing land to 300,000 peasant families.

American aid helped triple the number of

trained teachers and quadruple the number of

children enrolled in the schools, while drasti-

cally reducing malaria.

But Diem failed politically. He and his im-

mediate family governed despotically and

could not command widespread political sup-

port. He cancelled the scheduled elections.

In 1958 and 1959, communist-led guerrilla

activity broke out again. Now known as the

Viet Cong, the guerrillas set up a National

Liberation Front. In September, 1960, Ho Chi

Minh, no doubt convinced that Diem's eco-

nomic successes had rendered South Vietnam

secure except from war, endorsed the Viet

Cong movement, which he was already sup-

plying with arms and training. Using terror

in the villages as a weapon, the guerrillas by

1961 were moving almost at will in South

Vietnam, overrunning much of the country-

side, murdering, looting, and burning.

Meanwhile, in neighboring Laos, strategi-

cally important but nationally a mere col-

lection of unwarlike Buddhist tribes, where

traditionally a small clique of families alone

indulged in politics, one faction, communist-

oriented, supported by Ho Chi Minh, and

calling itself Pathet Lao, seized the northeast-

ern portion of the country in 1953. The

United States tried with massive financial and

military aid to build a national Laotian army

and establish a firm regime, but succeeded

largely in creating corruption and factional-

ism. The head of the government, Souvanna

Phouma (who was the brother-in-law of the

head of the Pathet Lao), reached agreement

with him in 1957 to set up a coalition govern-

ment and neutralize the country, absorbing

the Pathet Lao into the army. This the United

States resisted, ousting Souvanna, and intro-

ducing the right-wing Phoumi Nousavan. By

1 960, Souvanna was working with the Rus-

sians, and a portion of the army under the

neutralist Kong Le (not a communist) was

working with the Pathet Lao. Soviet airlifts of

supplies to their side enhanced the possibility

that the little country would be lost to the

communists, and that Thailand and Burma— to

say nothing of South Vietnam — would be

endangered also.

President Kennedy sought for ways to neu-

tralize Laos, and to convince the U.S.S.R. that

if his efforts failed, American military inter-

vention would follow. In April, 1961, the

U.S.S.R. agreed to neutralization, but fighting

in Laos itself between Soviet-backed and

American-backed forces continued until mid-

May, when Khrushchev apparently realized



the full implications of American intentions

to send marines from Okinawa to Laos. A
conference at Geneva followed the cease-

fire, but before an agreement was reached in

July, 1962, Kennedy had to send marines to

Thailand in order to stop the Pathet Lao from

continuing to violate the truce. And when the

decision to neutralize the country was

reached — many years too late— the Pathet Lao,

now a strong force armed with Russian weap-

ons and still supported by Ho Chi Minh, with-

drew from the coalition and maintained control

over its own portion of the country, which

bordered on South Vietnam, and included the

"Ho Chi Minh trail," a road down which came

supplies from Hanoi for the Viet Cong guer-

rillas. But a form of stability had been created

in Laos itself. Souvanna and Kong Le, who had

all along been neutralist, were now no longer

pro-communist but anti-communist, since it

now was the Pathet Lao, (and not Phoumi
— who had fled the country— or the United

States — which now helped Souvanna) that was

keeping Laos divided and in turmoil.

Incomplete and unsatisfactory as the Laos

solution was, it tar surpassed any arrangement

that could be reached for South Vietnam.

There guerrilla warfare continued. Effective

opposition required political reform as well

as counter-guerrilla activity. But American

efforts— including those of Vice-President

Johnson — to get Ngo Dinh Diem moving po-

litically—all failed. All that emerged was the

"strategic hamlet" plan, a program to create

fortified villages and "relocate" peasants in

them in the hope that this would provide pro-

tection against the guerrillas and make the

enemy campaigns first expensive and then im-

possible. More American forces arrived, and

in late 1 962 and early 1 96.^ optimism rose in

Washington, but was not shared by American

reporters in Saigon. In May, 1963, when
Diem's troops fired on a crowd of Buddhists

in the city of Hue, protesting against Diem's

edict that they might not display flags in

honor of Buddha's birthday, riots followed,

and several Buddhists soaked themselves in

gasoline and set themselves afire. Though the

United States tried to persuade Diem to aban-

don his course, in August he staged a mass

arrest of Buddhists, and in November he and

his brother were ousted and murdered in a

coup led by dissident generals.

Between the end of 1 963 and the beginning

of 1 966, the South Vietnamese government

changed hands several times, each time by

military coup. The latest and longest-lived

regime, that of General Cao Ky, had more
stability than its predecessors, and successfully

conducted elections in September 1966. But

between 1963 and 1965, the hamlet program

was a failure; insurgency increased: North

Vietnamese regular troops appeared in South

Vietnam in support of the guerrillas; more
than half a million peasant families were made
refugees once more by floods and by terror-

ism. During 1965 and 1 966, the United States

stepped up the number of its troops from

fewer than a single division to almost 400,000,

and initiated a policy of bombing certain se-

lected North Vietnamese installations, sparing

Hanoi and other cities, but hitting transport

and some industrial targets, as well as missile

sites supplied by the Russians. Fleets of heavy

bombers based as far away as Guam bombed
the jungle refuges of the Viet Cong in South

Vietnam.

Massive American intervention made it im-

possible for the Viet Cong to conquer the

entire country, and assured the United States

of certain bases along the coast; but by Octo-

ber, 1966, it had not induced Hanoi to nego-

tiate the issues involved, which was what

America wanted. It led to ever fiercer denun-

ciations of the United States by Communist
China, which were designed as a warning that

the Chinese might intervene, as they had

in Korea, something the North Vietnamese

wished as little as anybody. It elicited repeated

denunciations also, though in a somewhat

milder key, from the U.S.S.R., pledged to sup-

port Ho Chi Minh. On this issue the commu-
nist rivals agreed, though the Russians ac-

cused the Chinese of delaying in China muni-

tions sent from Russia to North Vietnam, in

order to arouse North Vietnamese suspicions

of the good faith or eflRciency of their So-

viet allies.

Having increased the American commit-

ment to such a level that none could doubt his
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earnestness, President Johnson then began a

thoroughgoing world-wide exploration of ways

to bring Ho Chi Minh to the conference

table. In early 1966, before such talks had be-

gun, he was ready to assure the enemy that the

United States had no long-range intention of

remaining in the country, and sought no mili-

tary bases there. To lend point to his overture

he suspended the bombing. When this failed,

he undertook many other approaches, culmi-

nating in a Conference at Manila in October,

1966, in which Asian nations participated. But

while this conference sat, the enemy was still

insisting that there could be no negotiations

until all American troops had left the country.

And the very act of offering to negotiate with

the North aroused uneasiness in the South.

Much articulate public opinion in the

United States itself disliked the war or pro-

fessed not to understand it. Opposing public

opinion urged that it be intensified and "won."

Its prospective costs perhaps endangered the

President's widely-hailed domestic programs.

On the one hand, continued intensification

("escalation," as it was lamentably called)

threatened a land-war in Asia of unprecedented

diflflculty and unpredictable length and sever-

ity. On the other hand, withdrawal threatened

loss of the aims for which the United States

had fought the Asian portion of World War II:

the Chinese communists of the I960's, like

the Japanese militarists of the 1940's, would

dominate the entire Asian continent in a

spirit of intense hostility to the United States.

In 1967, the Vietnam War presented the

United States with its most grievous immedi-

ate problems.

Khrushchev's Fall:

Kosygin and Brezhnev

In mid-October, 1964, the world learned to

its astonishment that Khrushchev had been

removed from power, and succeeded by two

members of the Presidium. L I. Brezhnev re-

placed him as First Secretary of the Central

Committee of the Communist party, and A. N.

Kosygin as Premier (Chairman of the U.S.S.R.

Council of Ministers). Both were "Khrushchev

men": Brezhnev, aged 58, a metallurgist by

training, had held posts in the Ukrainian,

Moldavian, and Kazakhstan Communist par-

ties, entering the Presidium in 1957; Kosygin,

aged 50, an engineer. Commissar of the Tex-

tile Industry in 1938, Premier of the Russian

Repiblic throughout World War II, member
of the Politburo from 1 949 to 1 952 and Minis-

ter for Light Industry, went into eclipse

shortly before Stalin died and re-emerged as a

member of the Presidium only in 1957. The
published communiques spoke of Khrush-

chev's ill health and advanced age, but it was

clear that he had not acquiesced in his own
removal. How had Brezhnev and Kosygin

managed it? And why? And what did they

stand for?

Khrushchev had been disgraced but not pun-

ished. He continued to live in retirement in

did not practice the kind of constant vigilance

over his associates that alone could have en-

sured him security in office. The plotters acted

in his absence, and took careful steps to line

up the members of the Central Committee in

support of their action so that Khrushchev

could not appeal to the Central Committee

over the head of the Presidium as he had done

in 1957 (see p. 562). It was soon clear that

Khrushchev had been disgraced but not pun-

ished. He continued to live in retirement in

Moscow and in his country house. No large-

scale purge followed his removal, though

some officials close to him personally, in-

cluding his son-in-law, who was editor of one

of the two official newspapers, lost their jobs.

Khrushchev was responsible for major fail-

ures, at home and abroad. Corn had refused to

grow above the Arctic Circle at his bidding,

the western powers remained in Berlin, and

the missiles he had sneaked into Cuba he had

to withdraw in the full glare of world public-

ity, while the Chinese were compiling an as-

tonishing record of success in the face of his

opposition. Yet he had relaxed the terror, and

his rockets had greater thrust than anybody

else's. Probably he might have continued in

office had it not been for his personality and

style of rule. He was rough, tough, and nasty,

pounding the table with his shoe, not only

before the world in the United Nations but



no doubt with even more earthy emphasis

when laying down the law to his colleagues

and subordinates. The very communique that

announced his replacement referred to his

prozheklerslto ("hare-brained scheming"), no

doubt in reference to the virgin lands fiasco,

and to "half-baked conclusions and hasty de-

cisions and actions, divorced from reality; brag-

ging and bluster; attraction to rule by fiat

(literally commandism')." Caustic and crude,

Khrushchev had apparently tried his former

supporters too far.

Unprepared, the Communist panics of many
other countries protested against the man-

ner of the ouster. Startled, the West won-

dered whether perhaps a "pro-Chinese" fac-

tion had taken over the U.S.S.R. and what

might happen next. But, during the first two

years of the new administration, it seemed

that only the boss had changed, and that bos-

sism— now divided between two men— per-

haps had been diluted. No major changes took

place on the domestic scene. Foreign policy

also followed the same course: there was no

reconciliation with the Chinese, who contin-

ued to pose for the U.S.S.R. a problem that

had come to equal in importance their con-

frontation with the United States.

Implacably hostile to America, the Chinese

did not seem to mind having the U.S.S.R. as

an enemy at the same time. By the time of

Khrushchev's ouster in October, 1964, they

had won the support of the North Korean

and North Vietnamese Communist parties, and

enjoyed a special position of strength in In-

donesia and Algeria. In Europe, Albania con-

tinued as a Chinese satellite. In Africa the

Chinese had established a predominant in-

fluence in the former French colony of the

Congo (Brazzaville), and in the former French

colony of Burundi, and took the lead in spon-

soring a major rebellion in the tormented

former Belgian Congo (Leopoldville) that

bordered on both. In South America they had

supported Castroites within the pro-Soviet

Latin-American parties in the hope of start-

ing active revolutionary movements. In the

United States, Chinese propagandists won the

support of some American Negroes. They had

defeated India They had exploded an atomic

bomb. They were actively supporting, as were

the Russians, the communist efforts in South

Vietnam.

Brezhnev and Kosygin took the problem in

hand. Kosygin visited North Korea and North
Vietnam. The U.S.S.R. successfully countered

Chinese efforts to subvert the pro-Soviet

regime in Outer Mongolia. Events elsewhere

also contributed notably to Chinese setbacks

during 1965. A congress scheduled for Al-

giers, in which they had expected to condemn
the Russians, had been canceled, in part be-

cause of the Algerian coup against Premier

Ben Bella; the Congo revolt had been put

down, and the Chinese actually expelled from

Burundi. An attempted communist coup in

Indonesia had failed after the assassination of

numerous leading army officers, and the army

had virtually taken power and revenged itself

heavily, with the help of the Moslem popula-

tion, upon the Chinese minority and upon the

native communists, of whom 250,()()() or more
were reported killed.

The Chinese threat to renew the attack on

India during the Indian-Pakistan conflict of

1965 evaporated as the United States and the

U.S.S.R. tacitly co-operated in the United Na-

tions to force a temporary cease-fire. Early in

1966, Premier Kosygin at Tashkent acted as

mediator between India and Pakistan, achiev-

ing an agreement to seek a peaceful solution,

and thus depriving the Chinese of a pretext

for intervention, while reasserting Soviet in-

fluence in Asia. It was no accident that simul-

taneously Brezhnev went to Outer Mongolia

and strengthened the bonds between that state

and Moscow, while Alexander Shelepin, for-

mer chief of the secret police (KGB) and

present member of the Presidium, visited

Hanoi and reiterated past declarations of

Soviet support for the North Vietnamese.

Perhaps in part as the result of successive

setbacks abroad, the Chinese in I 966 began to

behave at home in ways suggesting that the

regime was undergoing almost unbearable

tensions. Denunciations and removals of im-

portant figures at the top of the government

and party were accompanied by a new wave of

adulation for Chairman Mao, who — as if to

disprove rumors about his ill-health — plunged



A young Red Guardsman shouts his support

of "Maoism" during a demonstration in a

Peking Street.

into the Yangtze River for refreshment, and

— to believe the Chinese press — set a new

world's record for a nine-mile swim. One of

his military entourage, who dived in to emu-

late the leader, later reported that the water

had acquired a heavenly new taste. Youngsters

in their teens, the "Red Guards," erupted into

the streets of the cities of China, beating and

sometimes killing older people whose loyalty

they professed to suspect, destroying works of

art and other memorials of China's pre-

communist past, and rioting against foreigners

and foreign influences. It seemed possible that

the Chinese leadership was trying to solve its

succession-crisis while Mao was still alive, and

to cow the population and the party so com-

pletely that when Mao, in his seventies,

should actually die, the transfer of power to

the leaders of his choice might proceed

smoothly. When his government in October,

1966, successfully fired a guided missile with

a nuclear warhead — the third Chinese nuclear

explosion in two years— it served further

notice that the political turmoil was not inter-

fering with unbelievably rapid progress in

military hardware.

The U.S.S.R. could not publicly let down
the cause of the Vietnamese communist revo-

lution and the North Vietnamese communist

government. But the mood of the Chinese,

and the Soviet quarrel with China, indicated

that the continuation of the Vietnamese war

held dangers for the Soviet Union as well as

for the West. As 1966 wore on, and Foreign

Minister Gromyko conferred with President

Johnson, some observers thought that the

Russians would be as relieved as anyone if the

American efforts to negotiate the issues at

stake in Vietnam should meet with success.

IV The Emerging Nations

The Asian and African states

which thus became the arena for the competi-

tion of the western powers and the rival com-

munist giants form part of the former colonial

preserve of the West. It had taken the great

imperialist nations four centuries to assemble

the world-wide possessions over which they

presided on the eve of World War I. It took

only the two decades following World War II

to liquidate the empires of Britain, France,

Belgium, and the Netherlands, none of which

retained more than small outposts by the

mid-1960's. By then only Portugal still held

on to its major possessions overseas— Angola,

on the west coast of Africa, and Mozambique,

on the east coast. Though the smallest and

weakest of the empire-building nations, Portu-

gal was able to hang on largely because it was a

conservative dictatorship which would not

yield to the kinds of political pressures by

native peoples that had often influenced the

other imperial powers. The Portuguese bowed



only to force, when India, for example, used

its army to dislodge them from Goa in 1962.

Britain, to be sure, continued to head her

Commonwealth of Nations, whose member-

ship now included some of the new non-white

nations as well as the older white-controlled

dominions. Economically, the Commonwealth
continued to have great significance as an as-

sociation of trading partners, the nucleus of the

"sterling bloc." Politically, however, the im-

portance of the Commonwealth began to fade,

in part because of the conflicting interests of

its western and non-western members and in

part because of the further loosening of the

ties between the white dominions and the

mother country. Indeed, South Africa severed

its bonds with the Commonwealth in 1 961 and

declared itself a wholly independent republic.

Australia and New Zealand, while still calling

Britain "home," looked more and more to the

United States as the potential defender of

their security.

Altogether, then, by the 1960's it seemed
old-fashioned to speak of the revolt or rev-

olution against imperialism, as had seemed
natural enough in the 1950's (see Chapter 30).

With the revolt an accomplished fact, states

that achieved effective independence only

after 1 944 now constitute about half the mem-
bership of the United Nations. It seems ap-

propriate therefore to look to the future, not

the past, and speak of the "emerging nations."

We use the rubric in this chapter to cover not

only the new states of the Middle East, Asia,

and Africa but also the older independent

states in those areas together with those in

Latin America. Many of the South and Central

American republics, though their independ-

ence dates back a hundred years or more, face

problems not unlike those confronting the

newer states on other continents. They, too,

have their political life chronically punctuated

by military coups and are still in search of

stable governmental institutions. They, too,

feel the pressureof a rapidly increasing popula-

tion, with the consequent movement of many
peasants to the squalid shantytowns of over-

crowded cities. They, too, want to end their

semi-colonial status of suppliers of food and

raw materials to the advanced industrial

powers and hope to reach the "take-off stage

of economic growth (see Chapter 20). Other

common denominators will become evident in

the course of this rapid survey of the emerging

nations, beginning with East and Southeast

Asia.

East Asia

In the Far East— East Asia and Southeast

Asia, according to the more exact contem-

porary terminology — the headline events

after 1 953 were, as we have seen earlier in the

chapter, the increasingly bitter war in Vietnam

and the increasingly bitter rivalry between

Communist China and Communist Russia.

Almost equally significant was the continued

recovery ofJapan. The Japanese economy grew

so rapidly in the late I950's and the 1960's

that experts began to predict that it would soon

overtake France and West Germany and rank

third among the world's industrial powers,

after the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. Despite the

strained relations between Japan and Com-
munist China, fears that the Japanese would be

unable to find adequate markets for their

products proved unfounded, as sales of Jap-

anese goods in other quarters of the world

continued to mount, and as the domestic mar-

ket underwent a phenomenal expansion. Signs

of change and of affluence multiplied. The
birth rate dropped, to become one of the

lowest in the world; peasants emigrated to

the cities, especially to Tokyo, which sur-

passed London and New York to rank as the

most populous city in the world; Tokyo and

Osaka, Japan's second city, were linked by a

new high-speed rail line, the fastest in the

world, while weekend traffic jams resulted

from the rush of Tokyo residents to the beaches

in the summer and the ski slopes in winter. As

of the late 1 96()'s, inflation appeared to be the

main threat to Japan's continued prosperity

and to her social and economic westernization.

Politically, Japanese developments were

perhaps less promising. The democratic parlia-

mentary institutions so carefully fostered by





the American occupation forces flourished

under the perennial cabinets of the essentially

conservative Liberal Democratic Party. The
left-wing opposition, including both socialists

and communists, objected to the mutual secu-

rity pact bindmg Japan and the United States

following the official restoration of full Jap-

anese sovereignty in 1952. The opposition

staged demonstrations, which caused the last-

minute cancellation of President Eisenhowers

planned visit to Japan in I960. Anti-American-

ism, though not the dominant force in Japanese

politics, was nurtured by resentment over the

continued United States occupation of Oki-

nawa, to the south of the mainjapanese islands,

by the residue of bitterness left by the defeat

of 1945 and the atomic blasts over Hiroshima

and Nagasaki, and by mistrust of American

policy and aims in Vietnam. In addition, de-

spite the claim of the Japanese to have the

highest rate of literacy in the world, the ex-

treme insularity of many Japanese and their

ignorance of the world outside their islands

combined to make Japan seem at times more

nationalist and neutralist than pro-western.

The cautious historian is bound to suggest that

it may take more than two decades to cure the

Japanese of the aggressive expansionism of the

recent past or to give up their deference to

traditional authority which makes it hard for

them to accept the give-and-take of democracy.

The Republic of Korea, in the southern

half of the former Japanese imperial posses-

sion on the Asian mainland, also attempted

constitutional government in the western man-

ner but ran into serious difficulties. Following

the long and disruptive Korean War of the

early 1 950s, the government of Syngman Rhee,

the perennial South Korean president, came

under mounting criticism for its corruption

and its arbitrary actions. In I960, massive pro-

tests by students forced the 85-year-old Rhee
out of office and inaugurated a hectic period of

several years, marked by the political inter-

vention of the army and then by another at-

tempt at constitutional rule. Meantime, the

political future of the Republic of Korea con-

tinued to be clouded by its ailing economy,

which depended heavily on American assist-

Southeast Asia

In Southeast Asia, too, mixed results flowed

from the efforts to transplant western political

institutions. The Republic of the Philippines

achieved some success with a congressional-

presidential regime of the American type, and

the component states of the Federation of

Malaysia did likewise with a constitutional

monarchy fashioned on the British model. The
largest state of the area, however, the Republic

of Indonesia, with a population of about

100,000,000, furnished a spectacular case

history of transplantation that failed.

The former Netherlands East Indies were

scarcely prepared at all for eventual self-

government by their former Dutch rulers

— another common denominator of the dif-

ficulties facing emerging nations — for Holland

was not the only imperial power to neglect the

political education of its subjects. Neverthe-

less, the Indonesians attempted to run their

government along the lines of a parliamentary

democracy. Almost everything went wrong.

The economy was crippled by inflation and

shortages, by administrative corruption and

the black market, and by the expulsion of ex-

perienced Dutch businessmen. The Moslems,

who comprised the bulk of the population,

were unable to form coherent, responsible

political parties. The outlying islands of the

archipelago, resentful of domination by the

island of Java, which contained the capital

(Djakarta, the former Batavia) and two-thirds

of the population, rebelled against the central

government. As the high expectations raised

by the achievement of independence were dis-

appointed. President Soekarno, the hero of the

Indonesian struggle for independence, began

to speak of the need for "guided democracy"

and for the operation of indigenous rather

than borrowed political institutions.

In 1959 and 1960, Soekarno suspended the

ineffectual parliamentary regime and vested

authority in himself and in the army and an

appointive council. In practice, "guided

democracy" created still more turmoil. In-
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flation ran wild, necessities vanished from the

market, pretentious new government buildings

were left unfinished for lack of funds, and all

foreign enterprises were confiscated. In ex-

ternal policy, Indonesia pursued an increas-

ingly hysterical course. Soekarno denounced

the new Federation of Malaysia as a lackey of

the western imperialists and initiated an alter-

nating hot and cold war with Malaysia for con-

trol of the large island of Borneo, where both

states had territory. When the United Na-

tions recognized Malaysia, Soekarno withdrew

Indonesia from membership early in 1965; he

also told the United States "to go to hell with

their aid" and provoked a series of violent

anti-American demonstrations in Djakarta and

other centers. Meantime, Indonesia was being

propelled rapidly into the communist orbit,

as it received aid from the Soviet Union and

also drew closer and closer to Red China.

As we have already seen (above, p. 603),

however, a coup planned by Indonesian com-

munists misfired at the last moment in the

autumn of 1 965, and the result was a wholesale

slaughter of local communists. The anti-

communist forces who came to power included

Moslem leaders, members of the army, and

students. They appeared to resent the mount-

ing influence of the Chinese Communists,

particularly as Chinese, a people identified by

the Indonesians with an often grasping minor-

ity of traders and storekeepers. Since President

Soekarno still commanded a wide loyalty,

especially among the people of Java, the new
regime allowed him to remain in office but

reduced his authority, brought some of his

pro-communist associates to trial, and reversed

his policies by reaching a settlement with

Malaysia and rejoining the United Nations. As

of early 1967, it was still problematical

whether the new regime would be able to

establish viable institutions in a country ex-

ceptionally hard to govern because of its geo-

graphical and political fragmentation and be-

cause of the desperate overcrowding of the

island of Java, where 65,000,000 people live in

an area about the same as that of New York

State, with its 17,000,000.

In South Asia— the Indian sub-continent

— the building of the new nations of India and

Pakistan has continued to battle against the

handicaps of economic underdevelopment,

population pressure, and the residues of re-

ligious hostility. In the Republic of India the

democratic regime negotiated with ease two

crises in leadership— when its "founding

President Soekarno (center)

and his Cabinet, October,
1965.



father." Prime Minister Nehru, died suddenly

in UJ64, and again, early in 1966, when his

successor, Shastri, tell victim to a heart attack.

In both instances the new prime minister was

chosen by due constitutional process; the

choice in 1966 devolved upon Nehru's

daughter, Mrs. Indira Gandhi. The Congress

Party, long the spearhead of Hindu national-

ism, continued to dominate the parliament and

to provide a fairly effective rule, although its

policies provoked a good deal ot grumbling

and occasional violent protests.

One center of f>olitical controversy was the

question of language, for India contains ten

major linguistic regions, each with its own
distinctive tongue. Believing that a common
language would be essential to a common
sense of national identity, the government

promoted a new national language, Hindi, to

which it gave official status in 1965. It also

recognized English as an associate language,

though ardent nationalists deplore this

"ignoble concession" to colonialism. In fact,

English is indispensable both because of its

modern scientific and technical vocabulary,

which Hindi cannot provide, and also because

it is the only common language of educated

Indians, who cannot understand one another's

native tongues. The elevation of Hindi to of-

ficial status aroused strong opposition in some

regions as an instrument of Hindu persecu-

tion of religious minorities and likewise as

an instrument of the central government's

hostility to regional or provincial pride in

language and political home rule. The govern-

ment met the problem by making some con-

cessions to regional sensibilities, but without

abandoning its aim of promoting national

loyalties in every possible way. No doubt it

will take a long time to forge the disparate

peoples of India into a nation, as the West

understands the term, but the Republic of

India, in its first two decades of existence,

made a notable beginning on this formidable

undertaking.

Some observers believe that India's pre-

occupation with national political goals has

created a disposition to make concessions

which has weakened the government's attack

on urgent economic problems by fostering

compromise where bold new initiatives are

required. Expert opinion also holds that India,

in her planning, has put too much stress on in-

dustrial growth and invested too little in the

agricultural sector. India's capacity to "take

off" economically may well hinge on her

ability to provide more and more of the food

needed by her enormous population, which

increases by about 15,000,000 annually and,

at the end of 1966, was estimated to total

about 500,000,000. "Whenever, as frequently

happens, the monsoon rains fail, India must

import huge amounts of wheat from abroad,

especially from the United States, to avert a

famine that would cause many thousands of

deaths from starvation. Paying for this wheat

reduces investment in more constructive

projects.

What can India do in the face of this dis-

couraging situation.'' Hindu tradition does not

look favorably on birth control or on measures

to reduce the number of sacred cattle compet-

ing with humans for food. The government has

made a modest start on the staggering task of

educating the population in the benefits of

contraception; as of 1 966, any proposals for

curbing cattle touched off storms of protest by

the devout. On the other hand, western agri-

cultural technicians believe that the low yields

on much of India's crop land could be im-

proved if the government invests more in

fertilizers, promotes small local irrigation

projects to supplement the showy large ones,

encourages the use of modern tools and equip-

ment, and in general convinces the Indian

peasant of the desirability of changing inef-

ficient ways of doing things.

One other major problem facing India is the

question of relations with the Moslems, es-

pecially with the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.

Ever since the partition of the sub-continent

after World War II, sporadic outbreaks of re-

ligious persecution have taken place, espe-

cially near the line dividing overcrowded

Bengal between India and East Pakistan.

Deeply troubling the frontier between India

and West Pakistan is the still unresolved ques-

tion of Kashmir (see Chapter 30). Pakistanis

have found it hard to accept permanent Indian

control of Kashmir because the majority of the



Moslem refugees, driven out of India-held

Kashmir during the fighting between India

and Pakistan, seek shelter in refugee camps.

population is Moslem, while Indian nation-

alists believe that giving up Kashmir would be

a deadly blow to national pride and to a lucra-

tive income from tourists. In 1965 war seemed

likely to break out over the issue until the

Soviet Union invited leaders of both countries

to a conference, where they agreed on a mutual

withdrawal of troops from their common
frontier but not to a permanent settlement.

Unsolved and seemingly insoluble problems

like Kashmir, where intensely felt religious

or nationalist convictions are at stake, furnish

yet another common denominator in the non-

western world.

Pakistan itself had a full roster of domestic

problems, resulting in part from the untimely

death of its "founding father," Jinnah, in 1948,

and in part from the division of the country

into two widely separated regions, the large

but arid West and the small, fertile, but over-

populated East. Even more than India, Pakistan

has depended on American wheat and aid to

overcome the inadequacies of its own economy.

The inability of the government to cope with

economic problems was a major reason for the

liquidation of the parliamentary regime by a
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coup d'etat in 1958. The Army commander,

Ayub Khan, took full powers, attacked ad-

ministrative corruption and the black market,

and instituted a program of "basic democracies"

to train the population in self-government at

the local level and thence gradually upward

through a pyramid of advisory councils. Ayub's

"basic democracies" proved more workable

than Soekarno's "guided democracy" and led

to the proclamation of a new constitution in

1962, which provided for a national assembly

and also for a strengthened president, an office

that Ayub continued to fill.

The Middle East

Despite the vagueness about the geograph-

ical limits of the Middle East, the alternative

label of Southwest Asia, to match up with East,

Southeast, and South Asia, has never caught on.

This area also exemplifies the oscillation be-

tween democratic and authoritarian regimes

and between western and indigenous political

institutions. Other guideposts to follow

through the jungle of Middle Eastern de-

velopments after 1953 are the continued hostil-

ity between Israel and the Arab states, the

continued frustration of Arab yearnings for

political togetherness, and continued world

concern over Middle Eastern oil, which

reached a peak during the Suez crisis of 1956.

After World War 11, the Republic of Turkey,

fortified against Russian designs on her eastern

provinces or the Straits, settled down to work

out the full consequences of the revolution

launched by Atatiirk in the 1920's (see Chap-

ter 28). The Republican People's Party, the

only political formation allowed in Atatiirk's

day, permitted the activities of an opposition,

and in the election of 1950 went down to de-

feat at the hands of the young Democrat

party. Western opinion saluted this peaceful

shift of power as the coming of age of Turkish

parliamentary democracy. The Democrat

government of Prime Minister Menderes

proceeded to promote both state and private

industry, to build roads and schools, and in

other ways to bring the spirit of modernization

to the villages, which had been neglected in



Atatiirk's day but contained three-quarters of

the population. To propitiate Moslem opinion,

some of Atatiirk's secularist policies were

moderated, religious instruction was restored

in the schools, and the call to prayer sounded

once more in Arabic from the minarets (some-

times on amplified tajje-recordings made in

Mecca).

As the 1950's wore on, Menderes' regime

became increasingly arbitrary, muzzling the

press, persecuting the Republican opposition

both in and out of the Grand National As-

sembly, and restricting more and more the free

conduct of elections. In May, 1960, student

riots following the precedent set in South

Korea a few weeks earlier, touched off a row/)

by the Turkish army, which overthrew the

government, outlawed the Democrat party,

and brought Menderes to trial and execution.

A new constitution, in 1961, sought to avert

a repetition of the experience with Menderes

by strengthening the legislature and judiciary

against the executive. The victory for parlia-

mentary democracy was at best a precarious

one, since the army continued to exert ultimate

control, and since the new Justice party, to

which followers of Menderes gravitated, soon

established itself as the most popular political

formation, winning a majority of the seats in

the parliamentary election of 1965. Thus

tensions persisted between the urban cham-

pions of secularization and westernization,

represented by army leaders and by Atatiirk's

old Republican People's party, and the de-

fenders of the conservative Moslem way of

life in Turkish towns and villages, who tended

to support thejustice party.

Meantime, low wages and the lack of em-

ployment opportunities at home were impel-

ling tens of thousands of Turks to take jobs

abroad, especially in West Germany, and the

marginal quality of much Anatolian farmland,

with its thin soil and scanty rainfall, promoted

an even greater exodus from the villages to the

towns and cities. Turkey appeared to be suf-

fering a sharp attack of social and economic

growing pains. Its hopes for achieving a quick

"take off" were thwarted by the country's

meager resources, by its chronic difficulty in

paying for needed imports, especially oil, and

by the government's slowness in fashioning an

effective organization for economic planning.

The most developed and the most wes-

ternized country in the Middle East is the

young State of Israel. Though without a formal

constitution, it functions in practice as a multi-

party parliamentary democracy on the Euro-

pean model. By employing compromise and

tact, the Israeli government has eased, though

it has not solved, the problems of absorbing

large numbers of immigrants, of accommodat-

ing western ways to tradition-bound "oriental"

Jews from other parts of the non-western

world, and of conciliating the clashing views of

orthodox Jews and secular Israelis on such

issues as strict observance of the sabbath and of

dietary laws. The two difficulties that Israel

had scarcely begun to resolve by 1967 were its

continued dependence on outside aid to sub-

sidize its economic growth and its chronic

cold war with the Arabs. Tension along

Israeli frontiers reached a peak in the months

before and during the Suez crisis of 1 956 and

mounted again in the mid-196()'s, as Israel

began to siphon off more water from the River

Jordon for irrigation, and the Arabs retaliated

by threatening to divert the Jordan tributaries

rising in Syria and Lebanon; also, a militant

organization of Palestinian Arab refugees

stepped up its terrorist campaign in Israel, and

Israel retaliated by an armed raid into the

Kingdom of Jordan, vvhich brought a censure

from the United Nations late in 1 966.

Israeli nervousness over Eg>'ptian command

of a possible Arab attack, the intensification of

Egyptian nationalism under Nasser's leader-

ship after the revolution of 1952 (see Chapter

30), and the determination of Britain and

France to teach Nasser a forceful lesson in the

old imperialist manner combined to produce

the crisis over Suez in 1956. In June of that

year, by prior agreement, the last British sol-

diers withdrew from the Suez Canal zone. In

July, Nasser was told by Eisenhower's Secre-

tary of State,John Foster Dulles, that American

aid and contingent help from Britain and the

United Nations would not be available to

assist the building of the showpiece of Egyp-

tian revolutionary planning— the High Dam
at Aswan to impound more of the Nile's water
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for irrigation. Nasser countered almost at

once by announcing that the dam would be

financed by the revenues received as a result

of nationalizing the Suez Canal, until that

moment operated by a Franco-British company.

The new Egyptian management kept canal

traffic moving smoothly, thus refuting western

predictions that the "wogs" could never

manage to operate a facility which required

constant dredging and expert piloting.

In the autumn, a major international crisis

resulted, made to seem still more critical be-

cause it took place at the time of the revolt in

communist Hungary (pp. 583-584). Israel in-

vaded Egyptian territory in the Sinai Penin-

sula, to the east of the canal, and Britain and

612



France began to land troops in the zone ot the

canal itself. As Egypt seemed to face certain

defeat, the war was nipped in the bud when the

Soviet Union threatened to send "volunteers"

to defend Eg>'pt, and when both the United

States and a majority of United Nations mem-

bers vigorously disapproved the invasion. In

due course, a United Nations Emergency

Force was established and moved into the

troubled areas, the canal was reopened after

it was cleared of sunken vessels and wrecked

bridges, and the canal company accepted

Egypt's offer of a financial settlement.

In 1958 Nasser pulled another surprise by

proclaiming the merger of Egypt and Syria into

the United Arab Republic. The two com-

ponents of the U.A.R. were separated by ter-

ritories of Israel, Lebanon, and Jordan; their

rather unlikely union seems to have been

dictated by the fear, both on Nasser's part

and on that of moderate Syrian leaders, that

the chronic instability of Syrian politics

might precipitate a coup by Communists or

fellow travelers. Nasser soon regretted his

experiment in trying to govern the almost un-

governable Syrians, and when they revolted in

1 961 announced that he could never fire on

"brother Arabs " and permitted them to regain

their independence as the Syrian Arab Re-

public. Yet after the secession, Egypt con-

tinued to style itself the U.A.R. — an ironic

commentary on the difliculties of translating

into action the Arabs' devotion to the ideal

of Pan-Arab unity. The Arab League, a loose

association of the Arabic-speaking states of

the Middle East and North Africa, has often

proved to be little more than a forum for

expressing the conflicts of views and per-

sonalities that keep the Arab world disunited.

After the Suez crisis, Nasser continued

to act the role of the leader of a "vanguard
"

waiting for the nation to 'fall in behind in

serried ranks" (see above, p. 577). Only very

slowly did the Egyptians fall in, and Nasser

tried one experiment after another to create

a party and other institutions that would gain

support for his regime at the grass roots. His

economic policy has been governed by the

grim struggle to support a fast-growing popula-

tion (the birth-rate in Egypt is double that in

the United States) in a country that is 95 per

cent desert. In addition to building the High

Dam, the revolutionary government under-

took programs to reclaim land from the desert

by exploiting underground water, and to limit

the size of an individual's landholdings, so

that the surplus might be redistributed to land-

short peasants. To provide more jobs — and to

bolster national pride— it also accelerated the

pace of industrialization, often at very high

cost. Following the example of the Suez Canal

Company, most foreign enterprises were na-

tionalized. As of 1 966, most Egyptians seemed

to accept their revolutionary government as a

permanent regime, although with a good deal

of grumbling over its high-handed methods

and the sacrifices and shortages that its policies

entailed.

Two other Arab states presently acquired

revolutionary regimes— Iraq and Yemen. After

World War II, the tough Iraqi politician,

Nuri Sa'id, brought his country into close

alignment with the West, particularly Britain,

and initiated a development program of dams,

oil refineries, and other public works, financed

Nasser receiving the plaudits of fellow Egyp-

tians after announcing the nationalization

of the Suez Canal. 1956.
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by royalties from the western-controlled Iraq

Petroleum Company. Iraqi nationalists agita-

ted against Nuri's pro-Western policies and

his harsh repression of political opponents.

On July 1 4, 1 958, a conspiracy of nationalistic

officiers overthrew the regime, and executed

both Nuri and the inoffensive young king.

The revolutionary government of Iraq has

had a much more hectic time than its Egyptian

counterpart. Beset by the factionalism of pro-

Nasser and anti-Nasser nationalists and of

fellow-travelers and anti-communists, shaken

by repeated coups and abortive coups, and dis-

tracted by a stubborn rebellion of the fierce

non-Arab Kurdish tribes in the mountainous

north, the administration did little more than

tread water in the eight years following the

revolution.

In remote Yemen, in the highlands of south-

western Arabia, republican rebels overthrew

the very old-fashioned monarchy of the Imam
in 1962. A civil war with international rami-

fications ensued, as Nasser sent Egyptian

troops to help the republicans, and Saudi

Arabia, Yemen's northern neighbor, aided

forces loyal to the deposed Imam. The situa-

tion in Yemen's southern neighbor — the

British colony and protectorate of Aden, from

which Britain was scheduled to withdraw in

1968— apparently involved conflicting Egypt-

tian and Saudi aspirations for an eventual

sphere of influence and contributed to the

failure of the cease fire arranged for Yemen
in 1965.

Involved in almost all the strategic issues

affecting the Middle East is the question of

oil. The Middle East is the second largest oil-

producing area in the world (North America is

first), its reserves of petroleum are the largest,

and costs of production are very low because of

the immense size of individual pools and the

presence of natural gas to pump the oil. The

main fields are in the southeastern quadrant of

the Middle East— in Iraq, in the adjacent re-

gion of southwestern Iran, and along the Per-

sian Gulf in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. They

have been prospected and developed by Euro-

pean and American companies, which have

not simply taken the oil, as the Spaniards took

the precious metals of the New World, but

have paid for it with mounting royalty pay-

ments to the Middle Eastern states. Dissatisfac-

tion over the amount of royalties and related

issues was one of the problems accompanying

the mushrooming expansion of Middle Eastern

oil alter World War II; it caused an acute

crisis in Iran (see Chapter 30), and under the

threat of possible nationalization the oil com-

panies have granted the other Middle Eastern

producing states more generous terms. A
second problem was the dependence of non-

communist Europe on the Middle East to

supply its fast-growing demand for cheap crude.

Whence the alarm of Britain and France, dur-

ing the Suez crisis, over Syrian sabotage of the

pipeline from Iraq to the Mediterranean and

the temporary blocking of the canal to the pas-

sage of tankers. Whence also the interest of the

West in alternative cheap sources of supply,

especially in Libya and the Algerian Sahara,

which emerged as significant competitors of

the Middle East in the 1960's.

A third problem has centered on the utiliza-

tion of oil revenues by the producing coun-

tries and the pressures exerted on them by

their less fortunate neighbors to share their

wealth. At one extreme is Saudi Arabia, where

much of the income went to support conspic-

uous consumption on the part of the very

large royal family until more moderate re-

forming members of the family gained the

upper hand in the 1960's. At the other is

Kuwait, where the ruler has used his immense

wealth to make his little country a welfare

state, with elaborate facilities for free educa-

tion and medical care, and has also made large

sums available for development projects in

other Arab states. In Iran, after the fall of

Mossadeq and the resumption of oil payments,

the Shah and his advisers used some of the

revenue to assist much-needed land reform

and promote an overall economic renewal of

the oil-producing province of Khuzistan on

the model of the American Tennessee Valley

Authority. As the Iraqi revolution of 1958

demonstrated, however, oil-financed develop-

ment schemes did not necessarily insure the

popularity of a government.



When the revolution against imperialism

reached Africa, in the 1950's, it moved with

astonishing speed. In the space of a dozen years

some three dozen European colonies, protec-

torates, and mandates became sovereign states,

a process made the more bewildering because

countries with names that were barely familiar

in the West took new names that were totally

unfamiliar. The Gold Coast became Ghana; the

French Sudan became the Republic of Mali;

Tanganyika merged with Zanzibar to become

Tanzania; Nyassaland became Malawi; North-

ern Rhodesia, Zambia; Urundi, Burundi; Bas-

utoland, Lesotho— and so on and on. It seemed

almost as if there were not enough names

to go around, for the world outside had to

distmguish between the Federation of Nigeria,

formerly part of the British Empire, and its

northern neighbor, the Republic of Niger, for-

merly part of the French, and also between

the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the

former Belgian Congo, and its neighbor, the

Republic of the Congo, the former French

Congo. By the close of 1966, the tradition of

white domination over Negro majorities per-

sisted only in the southern quarter of the

continent — in the Portuguese territories of

Angola and Mozambique, in the Republic of

South Africa, and in adjacent Southern

Rhodesia

In a book like this it is impossible to list all

the separate steps leading to the liberation of

the African states and all the many crises that

have beset their struggles to make themselves

viable nations. We can, however, suggest both

the causes and some of the results of a revolu-

tion that has swept over more than three-

quarters of a continent. The explanation of

Africa's sudden leap forward may be found in

the operation of forces that we have en-

countered elsewhere in the non-western world.

The white rulers brought with them at least

a little sanitation, engineering, law and

order, and economic development. Above

all, they brought the schooling which kindled

in the minority of educated natives the in-

evitable aspirations for self-rule. Some of

the future leaders of African states received

their training in the West itself— Habib

Bourguiba of Tunisia at the Sorbonne, Julius

Nyerere of Tanzania at the University of

Edinburgh, Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana at

Lincoln University in Pennsylvania The

explanation may also be found in the rig-

ors of tropical life, for only a relative handful

of Europeans settled in the vast steaming areas

which include most of the western half of the

continent and some of the eastern. It has been

easier for the colonial powers to drop their

imperial reins in tropical Africa than in areas

of more temperate climate, where the white

man came in larger numbers, put down deeper

roots, and acquired more vested interests.

A case in point is South Africa, where, be-

ginning with the Boers' great trek of the 1830's

(see Chapter 24), the Europeans began to push

north from the Cape of Good Hope, establish-

ing themselves as farmers, grazers, business-

men, and professional men, much as their

contemporaries were doing in North America

and in Australia. But there was one great

difference. The South African whites did not

615
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push aside a relatively small group of Red

Indians or Australian Blackfellows; on the

contrary, they have remained a minority, de-

pendent on the Negro Bantus for laborers on

their farms and mines and for domestic ser-

vants. The consequence is that today, for every

European South African, there are more than

three non-Europeans— mainly Bantus but also

including Asians (chiefly Indian shopkeepers)

and Coloreds, the designation for those of

mixed European and Negro blood. The whites,

too, are divided, between the English-speaking

"British" and the larger group of "Afrikaners"

(the new name for the Boers), who speak a

dialect of Dutch.

During World War II the Afrikaners, who
often sympathized with Hitler and the Nazis,

came close to preventing their country's

fighting at Britain's side. In 1948, they won a

national election, and ever since they have

shaped South Africa's policies along lines that

have produced increasing tension with Great

Britain, the United Nations, and the other

African states. In 1949, under Afrikaner influ-

ence. South Africa annexed the former German

colony of Southwest Africa in defiance of the

United Nations, which wanted South Africa

to change its mandate under the League of

Nations for a U.N. trusteeship. Above all,

South Africa enacted increasingly stringent

measures to ensure white supremacy, cutting

down the rights of the Colored, and all but

liquidating those of the Bantu. This was the

policy called Apartheid, which involved a

separation of the races more rigorous than that

applied in the United States during the heyday

of segregation. The Bantu must use separate

post offices, must live where they are ordered

to — in slummy "townships" outside the cities,

on the poorest farmland, or in barracks near

the mines, where the laborers are usually at

a great distance from their families. They must

not expect to advance much beyond an elemen-

tary education, and must carry passbooks to

permit the police to enforce these and all

other requirements o{ Apartheid.

How has it been possible for the bonds of

Apartheid to tighten in South Africa, just as

those of segregation have been loosened in the

United States, and most of the rest of Africa

has cast off white control.' In the first place,

the Afrikaners, who are mainly Calvinists,

have very strong convictions that the total

separation of the races is the will of God. The

"British " South Africans at first often opposed

very -.trongly the extremes of Apartheid, but

many of them rallied to support the Afrikaners

as a result of the fears aroused by the chaos in

the Congo and by the uncertain future of

Rhodesia. The Afrikaners met criticism from

the British Commonwealth by seceding in

1961 and proclaiming the Union of South

Africa an independent republic, though one

that remained part of Britain's sterling bloc.

At home they have silenced critics and poten-

tial opponents by censorship, internment,

violent repression of demonstrations, and

other acts suggesting a police state. Ultimately,

the Afrikaners must rely on force, but, since

they continue to rely on Bantu manpower to

maintain their booming economy, the op-

pressed Negroes have the potential weapon

of the strike at their command, if they can

find a way to use it. The "if" is a very big one,

for as of 1967 the Bantus were kept largely

without leadership, since potential leaders

were all interned.

In neighboring Rhodesia (the "Southern"

was dropped when Northern Rhodesia became

independent Zambia) the whites, many of them

immigrants from South Africa, also seemed

determined to fight on in the cause of white

supremacy until some more-than-Wagnerian

twilight of the gods. Though outnumbered by

the Negroes by more than 10:1 , they rejected

the condition for independence laid down by

Britain— that some step must be taken to

insure the natives' participation in politics

— and declared their independence unilater-

ally in 1965. Supplied through South Africa

and Mozambique, the rebel Rhodesian regime

appeared to be weathering a boycott imposed

by Britain, though facing another imposed by

the United Nations early in 1967. In the face of

these developments at the southern end of the

continent, one can understand the intensely

hostile reaction of other Africans, and their

determination to liquidate the last outposts of
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colonialism and white supremacy. This is one

of the major pieces of unfinished business left

by the African revolution.

For a time, in the 1 950's, it looked as though

the Europeans might try to hold on at all costs

in two other areas. One was Algeria, where

colons (as the settlers were called) were attrac-

ted to the pleasant regions near the Medi-

terranean and came to number more than a

million, over ten per cent of the population.

Algerian nationalists, who were not Negroes

but Berbers and Arabs, had to stage a war of

rebellion for eight bloody years before France

gave in and granted Algeria independence in

1 962. The other area was Kenya, in East Africa,

lying across the Equator but with high, rolling

plateaus suitable for Europeans. White sett-

lers came and developed large farms, which

used native labor, on the five million acres of

Kenya reserved for white settlement. But the

native tribe, the Kikuyu, living in the highland

areas adjacent to the white preserve and grow-

ing in numbers, felt the pinch of land hunger

and unemployment. Within the tribe a secret

society was formed, the Mau Mau, which aimed

at the extermi nation or expulsion of the whites

and spread terror by murdering isolated white

farmers and also the more peaceful Kikuyu.



Police disperse African

women after a demonstra-
tion in Durban, South Africa,

June, 1959.

The Mau Mau gained particular notoriety for

the method they used to safeguard the secrecy

of their operations — a solemn oath forced on

reluctant tribesmen, and backed by the tribal

fear of gods who would take vengeance on any

backsliders and their families. After eight years

of civil war (1952-1960) the British author-

ities finally broke the power of the Mau Mau,

yet they also gave up the struggle to keep the

highlands for the whites and granted Kenya

independence in 1 963. The whole Mau Mau
experience, which had terrified westerners all

over Africa, was a dramatic example of the

power of pagan customs and tribal folkways.

It is a power which may be found elsewhere in

the emerging nations — in the voodoo of Haiti,

for example — and it is another item in the un-

finished business of the African revolution.

Primitive customs can assume a particularly

savage aspect when they survive in a large

country, populated by mutually hostile tribes,

ruled after a fashion by rival political leaders,

and virtually devoid of experience in self-

government. The country is the former Belgian

Congo, which Belgium emancipated in 1960,

with no prior effort to train native adminis-

trators to take over from Europeans. The at-

tempt to transplant into the heart of tropical

Nationalist terrorist sus-

pects In Algerian prison

compound, December, 1956.



Africa a western political structure, with

parliament, president, and prime minister, at

once produced a situation to which the over-

worked words "anarchy" and "chaos" really

do apply. The army mutinied; prominent

politicians were assassmated; major provinces

rebelled and for a time seceded, notably

copper-rich Katanga; thousands of whites

were held as hostages by rebels, and many

were slain; many thousands of Congolese also

died. Outside powers — Belgium, India, Ghana,

Communist China, South Africa, among others

— took sides in the Congolese free-for-all

and actively assisted their favorites. By the

mid-1 960's, after prolonged assistance by the

United Nations, a central government emerged

which began to restore a minimum of law and

order and bring mutineers and rebels under

control.

Perhaps more ominous than the difficulties

of the Congo were those of Nigeria, in West

Africa, the most populous state on the conti-

nent (one out of every five or six Africans is a

Nigerian). Endowed with diverse economic

, carefully groomed for independence

by its British overlords, and made into a fed-

eration of semi-autonomous regions to ease the

tensions among its various peoples, Nigeria

was widely expected to serve as a model for

the smaller and less favored states of Africa.

Yet it soon became doubtful whether the

Nigerian Federation could survive at all be-

cause of the mounting tensions between the

conservative Moslems of the inland northern

region and the more aggressive peoples of the

coastal regions. In 1966, attempts to end Mos-

lem domination of the federation government

precipitated the assassination of the federal

prime minister, a takeover by the army,

and a massacre of non-Moslems living in the

Moslem northern region.

The years 1 965 and 1 966 were marked by

political upheavals in many other young Af-

rican states, with coups by the military occur-

ring at an average of nearly one per month.

One celebrated victim was the President of

Algeria, Ahmed Ben Bella, ousted in 1965 in

part because of his growing flirtation with the

A student from the Cameroon speaks at a protest meeting in Moscow against foreign inter-

ference in tfie Congo, November, 1964.
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Chinese communists. Another was Kwame
Nkrumah, the pioneer of post-war African

emancipation, who had headed the government

of Ghana since 1957. He had become increas-

ingly high-handed (to put it mildly) at home,

increasingly erratic in economic policy, and

increasingly obsessed by schemes for a Pan

African union dominated by himself He was

in China courting communist support when he

learned of his ouster in 1966.

Here, then, are more matters of unfinished

business for Africans. They need to find ways

of engaging the loyalty of the masses, for in

many states only a tiny educated elite have an

allegiance to an entity transcending the tribe.

They need to work out their own forms of gov-

ernment, not carbon copies of western models,

and if the military strong man becomes the

characteristic African leader, it is well to

remember that historically such men have

sometimes proved to be enlightened despots.

The Africans also need to replace, or recall,

the European experts, political, technical, and

economic, who often vanished at the time of

emancipation, and not only from the Congo.

In the West African Republic of Guinea, for

instance, the utilities ceased to function when

the French withdrew abruptly in 1958 out of

pique at Guinea's opting for immediate inde-

pendence, and in Algeria, the precipitate

departure of three-fourths of the colons in

1962 crippled the economy. The dismantling

of empire has often proved a harsh experience.

Perhaps the most inhibiting legacy of colon-

ialism has been the Balkanization of Africa,

its division into dozens of political units,

large, small, and minute. Whereas the several

Balkan states of Europe before 1914 had an

ethnic or religious justification for their separ-

ateness, no such rationale exists for many Afri-

can entities, which are the accidental end-

product of the piecemeal partitioning of the

continent over the centuries by the European

powers. Most experts feel that the African

states must form larger entities if they are to

achieve the political and economic advances

they seek. A few beginnings have been made.

Most of the former French colonies in Equa-

torial and West Africa have agreed to operate

a joint airline and to co-ordinate their postal

and telecommunications services; the United

Nations has a single Economic Commission

for Africa, based in Ethiopia; also based in

Ethiopia is the Organization of African Unity,

formed in 1963 and including nearly all the

African states, which had little to show, how-

ever, for its first years beyond the fact of its

existence.

In 1966 one of the most moderate and suc-

cessful leaders of the new Africa, President

Bourguiba of Tunisia, concluded that:

African unity will be a long, hard pull. It took

more than twenty years to cement the ranks of the

Tunisian people. What can one expect, then, from

a whole continent, as diverse, balkanized and so

long subservient as Africa?"

It is very difficult, Bourguiba continued, to

bring together even the three former French

North African possessions of the Maghreb

(Arabic for "West")— Tunisia, Algeria, and

Morocco:

. . . .This region constitutes a distinct
,

bloc; we speak the same language, have the same

beliefs, the same culture, and the same past. Eth-

nically we are homogeneous; the frontiers separa-

ting us are artificial. In spite of all this, we step

gingerly. Why? Simply because we must take into

account that newly independent countries are still

very jealous of their sovereignty. . . .Even in purely

lie matters the pace is still very slow.f

As for the rest of Africa, Bourguiba rec-

ommended:

... .It will be necessary for the poor countries to

rid themselves of demagogues, of verbalism and

the sterile conflicts engendered by power complexes

or the will to dominate. Let them recognize their

true problems, which are essentially domestic and,

more precisely, <

The achievement of a greater degree of politi-

cal realism and stability may well be the essen-

tial precondition for economic growth, and

thus the topmost item on Africa's agenda of

unfinished bu

•Habib Bourguiba, The Tunisian Way," Fonign

Affairs. Vol 44 (1966), 487.

fliU
"ItU, 488.



Latin America and the West Indies

In the Western Hemisphere, too, colonial-

ism has left its residue of Balkanization. After

World War II, Great Britain hoped to foster a

federation of her separate island colonies in

the West Indies as a stepping stone to their

independence. But, after a brief trial demon-

strated the incompatibility of the members,

Britain decided to emancipate the most impor-

tant islands one by one. In Latin America, the

legacy of Spanish rule coupled with the geo-

graphical barriers of high mountains and

tropical jungle goes far to explain its fragmen-

tation into twenty separate republics. In the

1960s the little states of Central America,

following European precedent, sought to

counter the economic effects of Balkanization

by joining together in a common market. A
more ambitious project sponsored by the

United States to help the Latin Americans to

help themselves toward social and economic

advance— the Alliance for Progress — has run

into difficulties, because of the widely differ-

ing views on reform taken by the various Latin

American regimes and also because of the

wide-spread mistrust of "Yankee imperialism."

This mistrust increased because of the Do-

minican crisis of 1965. For thirty one years,

1 930-1 961 , the Dominican Republic was ruled

by General Trujillo, a particularly unsavory

representative of the caudillo, the Latin mili-

tary hero or dictator. After his assassination,

the first freely elected government in a genera-

tion took office in Santo Domingo, but increas-

ing tension between conservative and reform-

ing elements led to military coups and finally

to a civil war in 1965. Fearing that communist

elements supporting the reformers might

soon take over, the United States sent in

troops, then tried to internationalize the

intervention by appealing to the Organization

of American States, the inter-American group-

ing for collective security formed after World

War II. By a narrow margin, the OAS re-

sponded, and five of its member states, all with

conservative military regimes, sent troops to

join the Americans. The Dominican Republic

was pacified sufficiently for constitutional

\ y,^.'.. 4'--. \ Caribbean America/ 1967

Atlantic Ocean
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elections to be held in 1 966; a moderate, who
had once been a lieutenant of TrujiUo, became
President. The oscillation between the caudillo

and the constitutional president is a very

characteristic Latin American political rhythm.

By 1 966 the threat of communist penetra-

tion appeared to be subsiding not only in

Santo Domingo but in many other parts of

Latin America. Even in Cuba itself the dictator-

ship of Fidel Castro seemed to be developmg

more according to the usual Latin pattern of

the caudillo and his personal following rather

than along the lines of a carefully structured

Marxist party and state, although Castro him-

self in a New Year's day speech in 1967,

condemned such a trend. Castro had seized

power in Havana on New Year's Day, 1959,

overthrowing a particularly corrupt dictator-

ship after a long guerrilla struggle. Castro

promised that the sweeping reforms he

initiated would release the Cuban economy
from its traditional — and in the eyes of pa-

triots, humiliating— dependence on the United

States and would also raise the standard of

living, especially for the poor. In fact, the

Cuban economy soon depended on sales of

sugar to the communist world, and its produc-

tivity declined because of inept administration

and because Cuban machines could not func-

tion without spare parts from the United

States. After the missile crisis of 1962 (see

p. 594), moreover, even the communist world

seemed to weary of Castro's interminable

speeches and his endless requests for

assistance.

On the Latin American mainland the chief

target of Castro's hopes for successful commu-
nist penetration was 'Venezuela, endowed with

rich oil deposits but also with a very high

cost of living and a social structure that

permitted little of the revenues from the oil

to trickle down to the average 'Venezuelan.

In 1959, however, the last in a line of Venezue-

lan caudillos was supplanted by a constitutional

President, Betancourt, who headed a moderate

reforming government of civilians. Betan-

courts firmness defeated a long campaign of

intimidation and violence by Castro's sympa-

thizers, who hoped to disrupt the presidential

elections of 1963. In Chile, the presidential

election of 1964 brought defeat to the popular

Marxist candidate and victory to Eduardo

Frei, a Christian Democrat committed to a

program of vigorous but constitutional reform.

Also in 1 964, the Brazilian army turned out an

erratic president, Goulart, who was unable or

unwilling to check either the country's run-

away inflation or the alleged penetration of

its administration by pro-communists. In

British Guiana, meantime, a very tense situa-

tion had developed between the two main

elements in the population — the East Indians,

led by the communist Cheddi Jagan, and the

Negroes. The British postponed the scheduled

emancipation of the colony until an effective

anti-communist coalition government was in

office, and in 1 966 the state of Guyana joined

the ranks of free nations.

Containing communism is only one element

in shaping the future of Latin America; the

really crucial factor is the success of other

states in advancing the kind of social and

political revolution begun by Mexico in the

1910's (see Chapter 30). Will Mexico's sister

republics be able to equal her record in achiev-

ing a reasonably stable and democratic govern-

ment, promoting a healthy economic growth,

and curbing the privileges of the few, notably

the landowners and the Catholic Church, for

the benefit of the many? Asof 1966, the answer

was far from clear, and we may take as a repre-

sentative sample of Latin American problems

and prospects the situation in the "ABC
powers"— Argentina, Brazil, and Chile.

During the eleven years after Peron's over-

throw in 1955 (see Chapter 30), Argentina was

still struggling to recover from the experience

of his dictatorship. The economy floundered,

Peronist sentiment continued strong among
workers and some other groups, and on two

occasions (1962 and 1966) a weak, elected

government was overthrown by a military coup.

The army regime installed in 1 966 promised to

purge Argentina of corruption but aroused

much opposition by its pro-Catholic policies

and by its repression of academic freedom.

In Brazil the military regime that ousted

President Goulart in 1964 seemed to dig in

for a long tenure of power . It endeavored with

some success to curb inflation, but it also
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Strengthened the executive arm of the govern-

ment at the expense of elective institutions.

Brazil was one of two South American states

(the other was Paraguay, a dictatorship) to

send a contingent to Santo Domingo under

the OAS mandate in 1965. In Chile, on the

other hand, the duly elected Christian Demo-
cratic government of Eduardo Frei made good

on its campaign promises by enacting a bold

program of land reform, expanding oppor-

tunities for the unemployed, and in general

trying to modernize and democratize a so-

ciety described as composed 20 per cent of

"haves" and 80 per cent of "have nots." The
Latin American states, then, like their counter-

parts all over the world, exemplify the political

uncertainties accompanying the quest of the

emerging nations for the kinds of economic

and social progress achieved by the western

powers half a century and more ago.

V The Free World System

It was a peculiarity of the years

between 1953 and 1966 that the efforts of the

nations of the free world were designed es-

sentially to prevent a take-over by the commu-

nists of further territory and human beings.

Accompanying and supporting this generally

negative major aim, of course, were many

policies and many more actions wholly posi-

tive in character: to assist in the development

of the emerging nations, to strengthen and

spread prosperity and contentment within the

borders of the free world itself, to control the

weapons of mass destruction. Yet the free

world was not aggressively striving to take

over territories and people already in the

hands of the other side. It is hard to judge the

successes of an essentially preventive policy,

since these successes depend on one's worst

fears not being realized, on Armageddon not

happening; and who can say at any given mo-

ment that Armageddon is now beyond the

bounds of possibility? Yet in 1967 one could

say at least that it had not yet happened, and

to this degree— a very high degree indeed

— the policies of the free world had so far

been successful.

NATO and the other American

Alliance-Systems

To accomplish these ends, the United

States had already helped to form a series of

international coalitions.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO) formed in 1949 (see Chapter 30) was

the keystone. Somewhat similar treaty ar-

rangements were formed in the Middle East,

the Far East, and Latin America Most of these

arrangements survived in the mid-sixties,

though all of them underwent stresses and

strains. NATO in particular encountered hard

sledding, since it alone was designed as a tight

military force with inter-leaved staffs from

various nationalities: to some degree at least

a supra-national organization. Past coalitions

have usually fallen apart when their members

have ceased to feel immediately threatened.

And the fear of Russia felt to be acute while

Stalin was alive, gradually but surely dimin-

ished among Europeans after 1953. Perhaps

the real marvel was not that NATO continued

to have its troubles, but that nearly two dec-

ades after its foundation it continued to exist.

As the German Federal Republic formally

achieved independence, the question of its

future armies posed a problem for NATO.
The French first proposed and then in 1954

refused to accept a plan that would have

tightly integrated the new German forces in a

European Defense Community (EDC). But in

1955 the West Germans became full-fledged

members of NATO. Within the alliance, the

Suez crisis of 1956 — in which the British and

French acted without informing the United

States in advance— created less strain than

might have been expected. But the quarrel



between the Greek majority (80 per cent) and

the Turkish minority (20 per cent) on the is-

land of Cyprus severely strained the relations

between Greece and Turkey, both members of

NATO, especially after the island became

independent of Great Britain in I960. Its

constitution made provison for representation

of the Turkish minority, but the struggle over

its application led to open warfare between

the two peoples. The United Nations sent a

force which was still present on the island in

1 96^.

The continuing liquidation of the British

and French colonial empires, a process which

American opinion and to a degree Ameri-

can governmental policy applauded, certainly

angered many in both France and England,

but in itself proved no serious challenge to

NATO. Perhaps this American attitude, and

the memories of American quarrels with de

Gaulle during the war, sharpened official

French intransigence toward the tight supra-

national organization of NATO. At any rate,

from about 1960 on, de Gaulle, now firmly in

power, began to insist that NATO be turned

more and more into an old-fashioned alliance

system, in which each partner had, subject to

actual war needs, complete independence,

with no more interleaving of staffs, no more

"foreigners" commanding French soldiers and

sailors. France achieved, though on a small

scale, her own atomic bomb in an explosion in

the Sahara desert in 1 960, thus whetting the de-

sires of other powers to join the "atomic club."

The United States and Britain, charter

members of the club, sought by a variety of

means to prevent the spread of atomic weap-

ons: the chief device was the plan for the joint

Multilateral (nuclear) Force in which the Ger-

mans would participate. The French rejected

MLF, and in 1966 the whole problem — a grave

one indeed — remained unsolved, in February,

1 966, de Gaulle gave notice that at the expi-

ration in 1969 of the treaty establishing NATO
he would not renew it in its present form. By
the end of 1966, NATO was planning to

move its headquarters to Belgium. Despite

the manifold difficulties the alliance had en-

countered, it was very much in being, and

even de Gaulle, whatever he might say, in

fact depended for French security upon its

continuance.

In the Near East, the Baghdad Pact and its

successor, the Central Treaty Organization

(CENTO), proved no more than a series of

agreements among the United States, Britain,

Turkey, Iran, and Pakistan. With the with-

drawal of Iraq from the Baghdad Pact in 1959,

no direct alliances linked the Arab world with

the West. In the Far East, SEATO still existed

(see p. 5^2) and the United States could count

solidly on Australia and New Zealand. De-

spite the presence in South Korea and the

Philippines of elements who disapproved of

the ties with the United States, both govern-

ments helped us actively in the Vietnam war,

while Thailand supplied the base for many
American troops. President Johnson's trip

to the area in October, 1966, helped to

strengthen these ties.

The Unite<j Nations

The United Nations Organization, twenty-

two years old in 1967, had already outlived

the League of Nations (1919-1939). More

important, the United Nations had shown

possibilities of adapting to changed condi-

tions in ways the old League never did. Yet

it made little progress toward the supra-

national state that world-government enthusi-

asts aimed at. It was still no more than a league

of "sovereign" states not subject to any "laws"

enforceable by the agents of the United Na-

tions. Moreover, it encountered serious oppo-

sition; it experienced financial difficulties

which it could not have survived without

American aid; and it probably grew too fast.

Numbering 76 in 1956, its membership rose

rapidly to 122 in 1966. The problem of the

Chinese Nationalists' permanent seat and the

exclusion of the Chinese Communists (see

Chapter .30) continued to arise at every session

of the Assembly.

In the old League of Nations, and almost

certainly in the intention of both the U.S. and

the U.S.S.R. in the Charter of the United Na-

tions, a council of great powers was supposed

to have sole power in important matters, such
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as admission of members: and in this Security

Council each of the permanent members

(U.S., U.S.S.R., Britain, France, Nationalist

China) had a veto on all save merely proce-

dural problems. There was a still untested

provision that a permanent member of the

Security Council that was party to an actual

dispute being adjudicated must simply abstain

from voting on that dispute. The Assembly of

the U.N. in which each of the member states,

big or little has one vote, played a far more im-

portant role in elections for membership than

the Assembly of the old League had ever

played. Moreover, the United Nations put its

own military forces in the field in Israel, in

Korea, in the Congo, and in Cyprus, something

the old League never came close to attempting.

Even though Russia and France refused to pay

their assessments for the cost of the Congo

operation, the organization managed to keep

its head above water financially. Finally, the

various social, economic, and cultural services

performed by agencies of the U.N., noted

earlier in Chapter 30 (see p. 552), continued to

grow in scope and effectiveness. It the U.N
remained essentially a great international de-

bating center, a place for open propagand

also made some real progress toward true gov

ernmental power, especially in the develop

ment of an international civil service devoted

to the practical affairs of administration.

Between 1953 and 1967 the very great ma-

terial progress of the free world continued

apace. If we take the number 100 to represent

industrial production in the year 1958, the

figure for such production five years later, in

1963, is as follows:*

France

Italy

West Germany
United Kingdom

(Great Britain)

United States 133

•Figures from the Statistical Yearbook of the United

Nations for 1964 (New York, 1965). The high figure for

Italy is to be explained partly by the comparatively low

base from which her industrial production started. Simi-

larly, the low figure for Britain is in part a reflection of

her long head start in industry.

Though experience with the so-called "busi-

ness cycle" made many Europeans and Amer-

icans feel that perhaps this prosperity could

not last forever, nevertheless, as of 1 967 we
must record that in the midst of all kinds of

real difficulties, from general welfare to juve-

nile delinquency that justifiably worried al-

most everyone everywhere, the "advanced"

areas of the world were still enjoying material

prosperity.

The United States

The year 1954, which saw Senator McCar-

thy condemned by his colleagues in the Sen-

ate, also saw one of those critical decisions of

the Supreme Court which mark a turning

point in our history. The existence of com-

pulsory separate public schools for whites and

Negroes was declared unconstitutional by a

unanimous decision of the nine judges, led

by Chief Justice Earl Warren of California.

Notably in the District of Columbia, in Mary-

land, Kentucky, Missouri, and in a few dis-

tricts elsewhere, steps were taken at once to

implement this decision. In the rest of the

South, the decision evoked serious opposi-

tion. Not even the bitterest southern oppo-

nent of desegregation talked about secession;

but there was much talk about what amounted

to nullification (the right claimed by South

Carolina in 1832, when it declared unconsti-

tutional the tariff acts of Congress). The ma-

jority of southerners were clearly determined

to "get around" the decision somehow or other.

Thirteen years after the original decision

of the Supreme Court, there was at least

"token" desegregation in the public schools of

all fifty states. In the border states and in some
of the states of the old Confederacy, and some
of the big cities of the Deep South, such as

Atlanta, fairly large numbers of Negro chil-

dren were being taught in classes with white

children. But in most of the south only a few

Negro children were so taught. In both North

and South, in fact more particularly in the big

cities of the North, the existence of Negro

"ghettos" and the deliberate policy of school



committees and administrators in drawing

district lines, meant that thousands of Negro
schoolchildren were still segregated.

The decision of the Supreme Court on

school desegregation was merely the starting

point for a whole series of efforts to elevate

the American Negro to the status of full citi-

zenship, a movement known commonly as the

"civil rights" movement. In this movement
predominantly Negro organizations such as

the National Association for the Advance-

ment of Colored People (N.A.A.C.P.) as well

as many with mixed white and Negro member-
ship made use of the whole gamut of methods

permissible in a modern western democracy,

from propaganda in the various mass media

to boycott, street demonstrations, "freedom

marches," and pressure-group work at local,

state, and federal levels.

There was indeed violence. But as such

movements go, this was certainly a compara-

tively peaceful one, exemplified by such Ne-

gro leaders as Martin Luther King, who in-

sisted on the "non-violent" character of their

movement. By the mid-sixties some more in-

transigent Negro groups were angrily calling

for "Black Power," and urging that the Ne-

groes alone take control of the movement.

Pressure began with efforts to do away with

"Jim Crow," the relegation of Negroes to sep-

arate and usually inferior treatment by law

and custom in public accommodations of all

sorts, in transportation, railroad and bus sta-

tions, airports, restaurants, hotels, golf courses,

swimming pools, and churches. It is symbolic

of the relative ease of changing new and mod-
ern habits and of urban as contrasted with ru-

ral ways that in general airports were the ear-

liest and easiest to desegregate. Custom
proved firmer than most Americans imagined;

though the symbolism is subtler, it is a fact

that churches were among the most difficult to

desegregate. Even the legal changes at the

heart of the movement— registration of Negro
voters in particular— ran up against firm op-

position. Equal employment opportunity, and

its essential condition, equal educational op-

portunity, found hard going, and by no means

solely in the South. With the passage of a fed-

eral Civil Rights Bill in 1965, the capstone of

legal enactments had been placed. There re-

mained for the future a long process of realiz-

ing in actual political and social life for Ne-
groes the equality Jefferson held in his

Declaration of Independence to be self-

evident for all men.

Relatively unnoticed, another innovation

took place in the structure of the American

political society. The United States, regretting

its experiment in "imperialism" after the

Spanish-American War of 1 898, had taken up

a firm position in foreign policy in favor of

the emancipation of dependent peoples. We
ourselves freed the Philippines, which on July

4, 1946, became a sovereign state, though still

clearly in the American orbit. Our relatively

small Pacific island possessions we could jus-

tify on the grounds of military necessity.

Alaska in 1958 and Hawaii in 1959 became

full-fledged states, raising the number of states

to fifty.

There remained the large and populous is-

land of Puerto Rico, which was in fact a colo-

nial dependency, in a singularly anomalous

relation to the United States. Only a minority

Dr. Martin Luther King leads parade of civil

rights marchers in Washington, D.C., August,
1965.
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of its inhabitants really wanted independence

on the Philippine model, because the eco-

nomic advantages of free trade with and free

immigration to the United States were so

great for the island, which had a very high

birth rate. We arrived at a compromise that

probably owed something to British prece-

dents in their Commonwealth. Puerto Rico in

1952 became an Eitado Libre Asociado. or Com-

monwealth, with its own constitution, its own
self-government, but still a part of, or "asso-

ciated with," the United States. Puerto Rican

emigration to the mainland raised its own
problems of assimilation, notably in New
York City, which had over 600,000 Puerto

Ricans in 1966.

As a by-product of the presidential election

of 1 960, another customary barrier fell. The
successful Democratic candidate, John Fitzge-

rald Kennedy, was the first Roman Catholic to

be elected to the presidency, ending the prej-

udice, evident as recently as 1928 (see Chap-

ter 28, p. 492), against a Roman Catholic in

the president's office. Kennedy's presidency

marked a renewed push toward the welfare

state. Under his "New Frontier," plans were

made, and in some cases bills were introduced

in Congress, to provide hospital and medical

aid for older people ("Medicare"), tax reform,

civil rights, and measures against unemploy-

ment and poverty. For all his great personal

charm, Kennedy had a good deal of trouble

with Congress, and the actual achievement in

formal legislation of most of the program of

the New Frontier was the work of his Vice-

President and successor, Lyndon Johnson,

former Democratic leader in the Senate, and a

man with rare skills in handling his fellow

congressmen.

Kennedy's assassination at the hands of Lee

Harvey Oswald in Dallas on November 22,

1963, shook the United States and indeed the

world. The assassin was himself shot by a

night-club proprietor two days later in the

confusion of a public arraignment. A later in-

quiry headed by Chief Justice Warren con-

cluded that Oswald was an unbalanced person,

who had been involved in communist causes,

but perhaps at bottom was chiefly motivated

by an insane desire to attract public

and go down in history. Though the Warren
Commission Report was later attacked by

certain students both sober and sensational, it

seemed unlikely that the murders involved a

conspiracy of any sort.

Lytidon Johnson, who was at once sworn

into office as president, made no break with

Kennedy's basic policies. In 1964 he was

elected president by a sweeping majority over

the conservative Republican candidate Barry

Goldwater, Senator from Arizona. With a

comfortable Democratic majority in both

houses, Johnson set about carrying out many
of Kennedy's projects and others of his own,

such as a national campaign to eliminate pov-

erty and a renewed national effort to conserve

our natural resources. Johnson's "Great Soci-

ety" thus took its place as a democratic slogan

in the long line begun with Woodrow Wil-

sons "New Freedom." The worsening of the

international situation in 1966, however, and

in particular the "Vietnam war, seemed to

threaten the financial underpinning of John-

son's domestic program.

The fundamental basis of American foreign

policy,— containment of communist expan-

sion—did not alter substantially under three

presidents of very different personality, the

Republican Dwight Eisenhower, and the Dem-
ocrats John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson.

Substantially successful and substantially sup-

ported by American public opinion, many
specific phases of this policy met with oppo-

sition at home and among our many allies and

sympathizers in the free world. Perhaps the

strongest single current in such opposition,

strong among "intellectuals" here and abroad,

insisted that in our opposition to communism
we had in many parts of the world allowed

ourselves to be maneuvered into a position of

supporting the ruling classes, often a small

minority of wealthy people, against all at-

tempts to achieve a better distribution of

wealth. It may well be that history will ulti-

mately decide that this accusation was unfair.

Certainly the United States sought to take

firmly a position against "colonialism" and in

support of the new nations of Africa and Asia



in their drive to attain freedom and prosper-

ity; and it continued to give economic aid to

many of them.

Canada

A prosperous Canada, subject to occasional

mild recessions and specific difficulties in

world market prices for her agricultural and

mineral production, changed between 1953

and 196^ for chiefly political and psychologi-

cal reasons. In 1958 John Diefenbaker, a Con-

servative, won a close victory, ending a

twenty-rwo year Liberal tenure of power. In

1 959 a new election gave the Conservatives a

landslide majority. In 1963, the Liberals re-

turned to power, but with only 1 30 seats,

which meant that they had to govern as the

principal party in a coalition. Still another

election in 1965 failed to give the Liberals a

solid majority. In addition to Conservatives

and Liberals there were minority parties— New
Democrats, definitely to the left; Social Credit,

based on some unorthodox economic ideas,

not however, socialist; and a French-Canadian

this last. It seemed possible that

Canada was beginning to develop a splinter-

party system like those of many European

democracies.

One reason for this, though by no means

the only one, was the rise of French-Canadian

nationalist feeling in the province of Quebec

and the French-speaking regions of adjoining

provinces. The few thousands of French left in

Canada in 1^63 had multiplied by the 1 960's

to some seven million. Since World War II

they had for the first time enjoyed a vigorous

economic growth and increasingly high stand-

ards of living, after lagging for decades, in this

respect, behind the rest of Canada. Their un-

rest was not therefore due to absolute eco-

nomic deprivation, though in part it was a de-

mand for a greater share in the Canadian

managerial and financial worlds. It was also a

demand for greater cultural participation in

Dominion life, and especially for true bi-

lingualism after the Swiss pattern. Many peo-

ple in the rest of Canada, who long felt cul-

turally superior to the French, resisted their

demands. By 1967, the French extremists who
actually proposed to secede and set up an in-

President John F. Kennedy
addresses officers and civil-

ians at NATO headquarters

outside Paris, June 2. 1961.
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dependent nation, were probably no more

than a noisy few young people addicted to

violent rejection of any kind of "establish-

ment." A federal commission on biculturalism

was set up, and Canadians were at least well

alerted to the problem. Any tolerable solution

they might reach would be useful for the rest

of a world troubled in many regions by prob-

lems of minorities.

Western Europe

In 1957, after careful preparation, France,

West Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Nether-

lands, Luxembourg— the six countries of the

Coal and Steel Community— set up, by the

Treaty of Rome, the European Economic

Community (EEC), better known as the Com-
mon Market, or sometimes as just "the Six."

This was the beginning of true economic un-

ion under a central administration composed

of delegates from each partner nation; its ad-

ministration had certain rights independent of

any member government. The treaty also pro-

vided for increasing powers over trade, pro-

duction, immigration, and other matters for

the Common Market, according to a carefully

worked-out schedule. By the 1970's, it was

planned that there would be in effect one com-

mon trading and producing society, a single

market free from internal tariffs, and a popu-

lation of some 180 million or more, substan-

tially equal to that of the United States and

equipped with equal economic skills and ex-

perience, and with similar "mixed" economies

— free enterprise under government regulation.

The decade 1936-1966 saw substantial

progress toward this goal. The tourist by car

or rail, who remembered pre-war travel in the

six countries and the delays at frontiers, was

atonished to be able to pass from one country

to another almost as easily as he crossed state

lines in the United States, and quite as easily

as he crossed the Canadian-American frontier.

Yet difficulties arose in the orderly carrying

out of the schedule. In 1963, for example,

France vetoed Britain's proposed entry, and

insisted on specific provisions favoring French

farmers in the Common Market. But the dif-

ficulty about a British part in any European

supra-national arrangement was real. Many of

the British regard themselves as primarily part

of the Commonwealth and not as Europeans.

The British set up in 1959 the European Free

Trade Association, often called the "Outer

Seven," with Britain, Sweden, Norway, Den-

mark, Austria, Switzerland, and Portugal as

members. This was a much looser arrangement

than the Common Market, an arrangement

which allowed each member to set its own
external tariffs as it wished, thus protecting

British "imperial preference" in favor of Com-
monwealth countries.

The Council for Europe (Chapter 30,

p. 556) on the whole marked time between

1953 and 1966. Yet the Council, the Common
Market, the Outer Seven, and the U.N. all

helped preserve the idea of supra-national

grouping in Europe. There were even those

who dreamed of a United States of Europe

that would ultimately include Russia and her

present satellites. A united Europe would not

necessarily be favorable to American leader-

ship in world politics and might indeed set

itself up as definitely a rival of ours. It is per-

haps a tribute to American unwillingness to

look at international politics with Machia-

vellian eyes that, on the whole, American

opinion since World War II — including the

opinion of men very high in our government

— generally favored movements for greater

European unity.

During the period 1953-1967 Great

Britain enjoyed virtually full employment.

Her growth rate was considerably greater than

in the decades between 1919 and 1939, but

not equal to those of her continental neigh-

bors. She continued as leader of the "sterling-

bloc" to be a financial power in the world.

An American traveler in Britain who remem-

bered the "austerity" of the immediate post-

war years was bound to be struck on his return

in the 1960's by the evidence of renewed

prosperity — traffic jams, new housing, modern

factories, especially in the area of Greater



London, attractive window displays in the

stores, even the return of "the roast beef of

old England."

Yet even in purely economic terms, there

was always a threat to this prosperity. The

pound, a currency still used as standard along

with the dollar in the "free world," was always

in danger. Its exchange value, already reduced

from its nineteenth-century stable equiva-

lence to $5.00, had after 1949 been pegged at

S2.80. But continued pressure on the pound

in the 1960's repeatedly required help from

Britain's allies in the form of rather complex

financial measures to maintain this value. This

weakness of the pound signaled an unfavor-

able "balance of trade": the British people

were buying more from the rest of the world

than they could sell to it.

Behind this imbalance lay a condition evi-

dent even before World War I: Britain, the

first nation to industrialize, was, in part as a

result of the very size of her early industrial

plant, suffering from its inefficiency and its

obsolescence, in comparison with that of the

United States, Germany, and Japan. Observers

felt that Britain's managers lacked enterprise,

were unwilling to adapt new ways, or to invest

sufficiently in research; and found her workers

suspicious of any change in methods, regard-

ing management as the perpetual enemy, more

interested in the tea-break than in the quality

of the product. Many of Britain's distin-

guished scientists and engineers left home to

migrate to the United States, Canada, or Aus-

tralia This was what the British called the

"brain drain." Finally, the loss of much of the

nineteenth-century empire meant that Britain

had to pay more relatively for the raw materi-

als she had to import for her food and her in-

dustrial use than she did in the nineteenth

century; and also, that she certainly had to face

even in her old '"colonies' the competition of

new and more efficient industries as well as

new tariff barriers. These old "colonies " now
were making some of the things they had had

to buy in England in the old days.

This fundamental economic difficulty, thor-

oughly aired in press, radio, and television,

was not reflected in any threat of political

instability. Certainly the Britain of the mid-

1960's showed no signs of intense class or

ideological warfare. The basic two-party state

prevailed. The Conservatives in the general

election of 1 964 gave way to the Labor party,

which had only a tiny majority of three in a

House of Commons of 630 members. The
new Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, skillfully

held on until a new election in 1 966, when he

emerged with a greatly increased majority.

Thus strengthened, he proposed in the late

summer of 1 966 measures to cope with the

by-then menacing danger to the pound. These

measures were essentially old-fashioned eco-

nomic orthodoxy: a freeze of wages and prices

in an effort to restore the balance between

what British workmen— and managers — spent

and what they produced. Put in moral rather

than in economic terms, Wilson was propos-

ing to the British that they tighten their belts,

give up some of their recently acquired good

things of life, and work harder for less cash

return.

Wilson insisted that this renewed "auster-

ity" would apply to everybody — managers,

businessmen, upper and middle classes gener-

ally, as well as to the working classes. But his

proposals threatened to split his own party

down the middle, with the more radical half

insisting that what he was doing was playing

the capitalists' game, exploiting the poor to

support the rich. At the critical Trades Union

Congress of September, 1966, he won a pre-

carious victory. The future, however, remained

most uncertain. A new general election might

bring in a Conservative government. But the

Conservatives were no more willing than

Labor to take drastic measures. The two great

British parties continued not very different

in fundamentals: Tories have not proposed

real laissez-faire or "capitalism," and Liberals

or Laborites have not proposed real "social-

ism,"" let alone totalitarian communism.

Britain, again under both Conservative and

Labor party governments, remained a firm if

at times somewhat critical, ally of the United

States. In the diflftculties encountered by

NATO (see p. 624) she consistently supported

American policy, though much English public

opinion opposed the war in Vietnam. Anti-

Americanism was a reality in many quarters in
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Britain: on the left, which regarded us as too

rich; on the right, which regarded us as too

pushing; and among "intellectuals," who found

us too immature for our power. Much of this

was sheer jealousy. Prime Minister Wilson

largely disregarded it, and consistently sought

to play the honest broker, and to bring about

a settlement at the conference table.

Thus Britain in 1967 was in real trouble.

Part of that trouble was the marginal costs of

preserving something of her great past as a

world power; costs of relatively large armed

forces; costs of her "presence east of Suez,"

which we very much wished her to continue;

costs of an elaborate diplomatic and intelli-

gence network; costs of a whole way of life.

Perhaps the British could solve their basic

problem if they accepted a small-power status

somewhat like that of Sweden today; perhaps

they could solve it by membership in a more
united European community, or even in the

existing Common Market.

West Germany

The central fact about Germany in 1967

was that there was still no Germany, but two

separate Germanies. The Federal Republic of

Germany (West Germany) and the German
Democratic Republic had no formal diplo-

matic relations, neither recognizing the other

as legitimate. After long years, during which

East Germans attracted by better West Ger-

man living conditions both material and

spiritual simply crossed the border, the East

German government in August, 1961, began

building the "wall of infamy" berween the two

parts of the city (see p. 593). This wall still

stood in 1967, though on special holidays,

families in West Berlin were allowed to

cross into East Berlin briefly to visit relatives

and friends. As European tensions relaxed

somewhat. West and East German teams were

both entering general sports competitions,

such as the World Cup in soccer, though they

did not directly compete against each other.

The press in West Germany and, less freely in

East Germany, now at least occasionally hinted

at possible improvements in relations be-

tween the two.

In West Germany, gross national product

(GNP) rose from $23 billion in 1950 to $103
billion in 1964, with no serious monetary in

flation. As elsewhere in the western world, this

prosperity was to a large degree well spread

through all classes of society. The working
man in West Germany had begun to enjoy the

kind of things — even a car of his own— that

his opposite number in the United States had

had for some time. New buildings, not by any

means just replacements for those damaged by

Allied air attacks, rose everywhere. Notably

in the Ruhr and the Rhineland, the divided

superhighways Hitler built for largely military

purposes were now fearfully overcrowded, and

were gradually being widened and extended.

To this economic prosperity was added an

apparent political stability surprising in a

society that had undergone three revolu-

tionary changes of regime between 1 91 8 and

1945. West Germany from 1949 to 1961 was

governed federally by the moderate Christian

Democrats under Konrad Adenauer (see

Chapter 30) and, after he retired late in his

80's, by his successor, Ludwig Ehrhard. This

long continuance in office was one supported

by the voters, not the result of one-party to-

talitarian politics. West Germany seemed to

be approaching two-party democratic poli-

tics, with the Christian Democrats challenged

chiefly by the Social Democrats, roughly sim-

ilar to the British Labor party. The Social

Democrats held power in some of the states

and cities of the federal union, and notably in

West Berlin, whose popular mayor, Willy

Brandt, ran unsuccessfully for the federal

chancellorship against Ehrhard in 1964. A
neo-Nazi minority existed in West Germany,

but by 1966 it had achieved no very alarming

successes at the polls, and was conspicuous

largely in newspaper accounts of occasional

antisemitic activities. Militant organizations of

war veterans and of refugees from the "lost"

eastern territories now included in Poland, the

U.S.S.R., or Czechoslovakia, perhaps posed

more of a possible threat to stability.

West Germany of course owed its present



position in part to the Cold War. It was al-

lowed to re-arm early in the I950's and to join

NATO. Militar>' consciption was introduced

in l')5~, and in 1%~ West Germany had a

relatively large and very modern army, navy,

and air force. Government and people sup-

ported the armed forces as a necessity, but the

old Wilhelmine and Nazi militarism did not

revive among the people at large. In the au-

tumn of 1966 a crisis arose between the mili-

tary top brass and the civilian administration,

in which the civilians apparently won. Access

to the atom bomb was not included in this

re-armament, but German public opinion ap-

parently was not greatly exercised over this

exclusion, though there were occasional omi-

nous rumbles of discontent.

Between 195.^ and 196" the German Fed-

eral Republic maintained good relations with

its hereditary foe, France, in part a product of

the friendship between Adenauer and de

Gaulle, both moderate conservatives, both

good Catholics. Without such Franco-German

cooperation, the successes of the Common
Market could hardly have been achieved. In the

mid-sixties a number of difficulties arose be-

tween the two. Adenauer's successor, Ehrhard

— a Protestant and much disliked by Adenauer

himself—got on much less well with de Gaulle

than Adenauer had. Within the Common Mar-

ket, difficulties arose over agricultural tariffs.

Within NATO, de GauUes break with the

closely knit military alliance confronted the

West Germans with what seemed to many of

them a choice between the United States and

France, a choice they did not wish to make but

which mere prudence dictated should be in

favor of the United States. Nevertheless,

Franco-German relations, diplomatic, com-

mercial and above all, cultural, continued

better than they had been for centuries.

In the late autumn of 1966 there arose in

West Germany a political crisis which could

perhaps indicate that her long political stabil-

ity was threatened. Neither the Christian

Democrats nor the Social Democrats had a

secure majority in the Reichstag. Chancellor

Erhard was governing in coalition with a small

right-wing party, the Free Democrats, basically

non-Nazi conservatives opposed to "socialism ".

Mounting difficulties with some of the high

command in the armed forces, diplomatic

difficulties of trying to support American

policies in Europe and yet not breaking

entirely with France, and no doubt some under-

lying fears that the clear slowing down of

West German economic growth in 1966 might

presage a real recession, all contributed to

Erhard's political difficulties. In November
1966, the Free Democrats brought his govern-

ment down by refusing to support his proposals

for higher taxes. But the Christian Democrats

came forward with Christian Georg Kiesinger,

a Catholic, who succeeded in forming a "grand

coalition" with the Social Democrats. Willy

Brandt became Vice-Chancellor and Foreign

Minister Though some members of both

parties disapproved, and though Kiesinger"s

past membership in the Nazi Party aroused

some alarm abroad, the new coalition, if

stable, would command overwhelming popular

support. It was designed to last until the next

scheduled elections in 1969.

A prosperous West Germany seemed, as

1 967 began, to have lived down its past as an

aggressor, as a perturbing factor in the world,

as a totalitarian society capable of the geno-

cide of the 1940"s (see Chapter 29). Yet the

rwenty-year postwar prosperity, particularly

great in West Germany, might not, in spite of

the optimism of many economists, prove to be

depression-proof. Anything like the world-

wide depression of the 1930"s might well

destroy the social stability on which West Ger-

man democracy rests. Moreover, the sep-

paration of West from East Germany was

unprecedented, yet after two decades there

were no signs that a United Germany was pos-

sible. Then too, the loss of much of pre-war

Germany to the Slavic powers of Poland and

Russia (see Chapter 30, p. 565) was traumatic

for German nationalists. If German national-

ism should in the future prove anything like as

strong a collective emotion as it clearly has

been in the past, the unfortunate division of

Germany might confront the next generation

with a grave potential source of that next world

war that mankind knows must not take place.
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In France, the year 1958 saw the Fifth Re-

public replace the Fourth, as General de

Gaulle took power in the midst of a crisis

provoked largely by the revolt in Algeria.

Governmental financial instability, inflation

resulting from war costs in Indo-China, and a

rising popular disgust with the "politicians"

combined to bring about the fall of the Fourth

Republic in 1958. A military and rightist coup

d'etat in Algeria, headed by General Massu, a

tough veteran, took place on May 13,1 958. On
May 15, de Gaulle, who must have known

what was brewing, but who was in no sense

part of a conspiracy, announced that he was

willing to come out of retirement and take

power. The army officers in revolt and their

supporters wrongly assumed that he would

carry out their policies for keeping Algeria

French.

The change was in France itself accompa-

nied by comparatively little violence, was

confirmed by a plebiscite, and all in all looked

more like a coup d'etat than a revolution. The

Constitution of 1958 substituted for par-

liamentary government of the British type,

presidential government of something approxi-

mating the American type. The president was,

after an amendment of 1962, elected for a

seven-year term by direct popular vote rather

than by an electoral college. An absolute ma-

jority was required, and if not achieved in a

first election, was to be obtained in a run-off

between the two candidates with the greatest

number of votes. In the general election of

1965, de Gaulle, running for re-election, in

the first round got only a plurality among four

major candidates, but won in the final election

against the leftist Mitterand. The president

appointed the premier, who could dissolve the

legislature and order new elections any time

after the first year of the life of the legislature.

Thus the new Constitution gave the executive

more power, the legislature much less. Those

who disliked the new constitution complained

that it made the legislature a mere rubber

stamp.

But France had still a basically democratic

and not a totalitarian constitution. De Gaulle's

enemies called him a dictator, and likened

him to Napoleon III. Cartoonists everywhere

enjoyed drawing him as Louis XIV, the roi

soleil. with wig and silk stockings, the per-

sonification of French haughtiness and su-

periority. He was certainly an obstinate,

opinionated man, by no means a Jeffersonian

democrat; but though a general and personally

authoritarian, he was no Boulanger or Petain.

He used convincingly and with conviction the

vocabulary of conventional middle-class de-

mocracy. During a decade in power he never

once gave even a hint of dropping that sacred

word repuUique; a century earlier the elected

"Prince-president" Louis Napoleon had be-

come within two years the Emperor Napoleon

III.

Between 1953 and 1967 France did un-

dergo a revolution in the daily life of the or-

dinary Frenchman. Once addicted to hoarding

money in a sock under the mattress, he now
bought cars, televisions sets, and hi-fi sets on

the installment plan. Once reluctant to travel

abroad, explaining that France itself had

everything, he now flocked in droves to Spain,

Italy, Germany, to Britain, that land of bar-

barous cuisine, and even, at bargain ofi^-season

airplane rates, to the United States. Once in-

sistent on freshly-baked bread twice a day

from the bakery around the corner, he now

tentatively experimented with bread produced

on a large scale, wrapped in waxed-paper, and

kept— incredibly — for several days, and in a

refrigerator at that. Most French intellectuals

objected vainly to this "Americanization."

All this was based upon, and in turn sus-

tained, economic growth in a thoroughly

modern, large-scale industrial society. In

France, the economic growth of the period

was particularly striking because, unlike

Britain, Germany, and the United States, it

had hitherto preserved much of the older,

small-scale, conservative individualistic econ-

omy. A few statistics of September 1966:

growth rate, about 6 per cent annually, slightly



greater than that of West Germany at the time,

and well ahead of that of Britain; index of

industrial production, 123, with a 1962 base

of 100; consumer price level, 1 1 4 on a 1962

base of 100.* This last meant an "inflation" of

a little over 3 per cent annually, which is

about that of the American economy at

present, a rate which many economists think is

probably inevitable in a free society enjoying

economic growth. The ordinary Frenchman,

like the ordinary American, was having a

"love affair with the automobile." It is true

that relatively many more Frenchmen than

Americans could not yet really express that

love, but at least they could roll along on

some vehicle, if only a molotelo (very light

motorcycle) run by an internal combustion

engine. One result, even in provincial cities,

was a parking problem worse, if possible, than

our own; another was the steadily increasing

rate of fatal accidents on the roads; still an-

other, the virtual disappearance of the peas-

ants horse or ox in favor of the tractor.

All these socio-economic changes in their

beginnings antedated the accession of de

Gaulle to power in 1958. They had their be-

ginnings in American Marshall Plan aid in

194"', and their critical initial growth, the

"take-off," came during the last years of the

much maligned Fourth Republic. Yet the con-

tinuance and increase of economic growth no

doubt owed much to the political stability

achieved so far under the Fifth Republic.

France in 1967 still enjoyed freedom of

speech, of the press, of public assembly.

French journalists could and did say as nasty

things about their president as American

journalists could and did say about ours. A
best-selling phonograph record was a hilarious

and most irreverent parody of de Gaulle's

pontificial style of oratory. The cartoonists

had great fun with his height (6' 3") and his

prominent nose. The regime did control radio

and television (though not the newspaper and

magazine press) and monopolized these im-

portant organs of opinion between 1958 and

1965. But in the general election of 1965 it

•See tlie French news weekly, LExpreu. No. 794.

5 - 1 1 Sepiember. 1 966, pp. I - 1 1

.

yielded to the pressure of public opinion, and

consented to give de Gaulle's opposition can-

didates some time if not quite "equal time" on

the air. One of the candidates, the centrist

Lecanuet, proved to have the sort of TV ap-

peal associated with J. F. Kennedy, and de

Gaulle's failure to obtain an absolute majority

in the first election was usually attributed to

this fact.

In foreign policy de Gaulle was certainly a

deeply committed French nationalist. His in-

sistence on developing a French atomic bomb
and the /one de frappe (striking force) needed

to deliver it reflected his determination to

make France capable of making its own inter-

national decisions. In order to do this, he re-

fused to sign the Test-Ban Treaty, and France

continued in 1966 to test atomic weapons

in the atmosphere, much to the distress of

the United States, which indeed found de

Gaulle's policies in general illogical, dan-

gerous, irritating, and hard to understand. Yet

it was not at all clear that he was an aggressive,

romantic nationalist, intent on achieving an

impossible French world leadership. He did

oppose any attempt to achieve a United States

of Europe, or even a closely integrated su-

pra-national NATO; instead, he wanted what

he called a Europe des patries. the Europe of

the Fatherlands. He held that for Europe fed-

eral union was impossible, and preferred an

old-fashioned "balance of power." Striking

predominance of either American or Russian

power in Europe, he argued, upset the balance

of power; Russia was the danger in 1947, the

United States in 1967.

De Gaulle succeeded, against his upbring-

ing and traditions, in the task of liquidating

the French colonial empire. The French, or at

least the French ruling classes, believed that

their colonial subjects wanted, or at least

could be persuaded to want, to become real

Frenchmen, the empire to become a true fed-

eral union. This feeling was strongest as re-

gards Algeria, which was politically a part of

France, organized in departements and repre-

sented in the legislature at Paris. But most of

the Moslem nine-tenths of the Algerian popu-

lation disagreed. De Gaulle had come to
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power in 1958 with conservative support dur-

ing a series of disorders between extremists

who wanted the Algerians suppressed and ex-

tremists who wanted the French to get out of

Algeria at any cost. He it was who in 1962

worked out the compromises of Algerian

independence, leaving France some "in-

fluence," and some rights over Saharan oil. Foi

this "treason" the rightists never forgave him

Most of the leftists on the other hand nevei

gave him even grudging credit for it. He re

mained a leader supported mostly by the

moderates.

Indeed the "new France" appeared to be

politically moderate. The communists on the

far left were far stronger than what was left

of the old rightists, who hardly any longer

even claimed to be royalists. This, and not

de Gaulle's claims for French "grandeur," was

the striking thing about recent French history.

But could this new political stability and ap-

parent lessening of class conflict withstand a

serious depression? What would happen when

the aging de Gaulle died or retired? Would
France revert to splinter parties, frequent cab-

inet changes, and coups d'etat? These were the

large unanswerable questions.

Italy

Italy's economic growth, between 1953 and

1966, was so remarkable that the Italians

themselves refer to it as their "miracolo econom-

ico." As in France, this was achieved with some

government ownership, and with much gov-

ernment regulation and planning. Italy was a

"mixed" economy, but a free society. Milan,

long a busy and active city, began to look like

another Chicago. Rome had perhaps the most

desperate traffic problem of any great city in

the world. Membership in the Common
Market, and freedom from the troubles of

imperial liquidation, gave Italian enterprise

opportunities it had never had before.

Politically, Italy was surprisingly stable,

and that without any "strong man" like de

Gaulle. Since World War II, three Christian

Democrats, Alcide de Gasperi, Amintore Fan-

fani, and Aldo Moro, have somehow managed
most of the time to command adequate

parliamentary majorities in a multi-party state.

The Italian Communist party was the strong-

est in the free world, and communists gov-

erned a number of important cities. But they

have lever attained national power. In a series

of complicated negotiations in the 1960's the

major political group, the Christian Demo-
crats, in themselves a complex and by no

means united group, with its own right and

left, began a process the Italians called the

"apertura a sinistra," the opening to the left.

In this process they won over some Socialist

support without altogether losing rightist sup-

port. Thus, although in the elections of 1 963

the Christian Democrats had only 41 per cent

of the Chamber of Deputies and 38 per cent

of the popular vote (communists, 26 per cent

of the Chamber, 25 per cent of the popular

vote) they were able to govern by coalition

with other groups without marked difficulties.

A further weakening of the extreme left was

achieved in 1966, when the Socialists — long

split between an anti-communist wing and a

wing that often collaborated with the commu-
nists—reunited as one party.

The grave problems of the "mezzogiorno,"

the southern part of the peninsula, and the

islands of Sardinia and Sicily, were attacked

by programs of investments, by providing jobs

in the north or in Germany or Switzerland for

the surplus workers of the south, and by old-

age pensions. Italy had in the last decade made
extremely eff^ective use of one of her major

assets, her natural beauty and her historic and

artistic heritage. In her balance of payments,

an income of about SI billion annually

from tourists brought in a useful item on the

"export" side.

Among the smaller states of "free" Europe,

all of which shared in the general economic

prosperity, Spain — still in Franco's control

almost thirty years after the Civil War— had

taken major steps toward modernization and a

few mild measures to relax political tyranny.

In Belgium, which enjoyed great material

well-being, the chronic difficulties between

the French-speaking Walloons and the



Dutch-speaking Flemish continued to worsen

and to threaten the stabihty of the country.

In 196"', a pessimist could argue that we
were no nearer to a peaceful world than we

were in 1946. Yet even a pessimist would

have to admit that the United States, most of

Europe, the former British self-governing

colonies, Japan, and the Soviet Union have

had plenty if not peace; that Asia, Africa, and

Latin America have gained — if unevenly— in

material wealth; and even that the civil wars,

guerrilla wars, revolutions, and other disturb-

ances of our day were in no way comparable

to the holocausts of World War 1 and World

War 11. As the simple confrontation of the late

1940s between the American coalition and

the Soviet coalition grew more complicated

and more dispersed, and as Communist China

rose in power and menace, the Russians lost

some of their earlier fervor to make the form-

erly colonial world communist immediately

and by force, and the sharpest edges of the

tensions between the two super-powers, the

United States and the Soviet Union, seemed

to grow duller. Though the mid-sixties could

rightly be regarded as a "Time of Troubles,"

the worst was not happening; the world con-

tinued to exist, to progress rapidly in material

terms, and to grow in population. Here in-

deed, perhaps, lay the best excuse for pessi-

mism: in the likelihood that mankind was

breeding faster than its food supplies could be

increased, despite the miracles in agricultural

science, and the possibilities of exploiting the

food supplies till hidden in the ocean depths.

Compared with this threat, the continued lack

of concord in international politics seemed

almost bearable.
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Reading Suggestions for the Contemporary World since 1953

(Asterisk indicates paperbound edition.)

Note: For the most recent materials in this chapter, the only sources are (

papers and periodicals, both domestic and foreign.

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr.,y4 Thousand Days.John F. Kennedy in the White Ho«« (Hough-

ton, Mifflin, 1965), and Theodore C. Sorensen, Kennedy (Harper & Row, 1965). Extraor-

dinarily full accounts of American foreign relations during the Kennedy era by close

confidants of the President.

Dwight D. Eisenhower, The White House Years. 2 vols. (Doubleday, 1 963 - 1 965). Former

President Eisenhower's account of his years in office, 1952-1960.

D. TlonneWy, Struggle for theWorld: The Cold War. 1917-1965 (St. Martin's Press, 1965.

Good general account.

C. Quigley, Tragedy and Hope: A History of the World in Our Time (Macmillan, 1966).

A long, thoughtful attempt to understand what we can learn from recent history.

Leonard Schapiro, The Government and Politics of the Soviet Union (Hutchinson, 1965).

Excellent short treatment by a leading authority.

Alfred G. Meyer, The Soviet Political System. An Interpretation. (Random House, 1965).

Sound recent study by a political scientist.

Randolph L Braham, ed., Soviet Politics and Government: A Reader. ("Knopf). Useful col-

lection of source materials and scholarly short studies.

Donald S. Zagoria, The Sino-Soviet Conflict. 1956-196! (Atheneum, 1964), and William

E. Griffith, Albania and the Sino-Soviet Rift (M.I.T. Press, 1 963), and his The Sino-Soviet Rift.

Analysed and Documented (M.l.T. Press, 1964). Three useful studies on the quarrel between

the U.S.S.R. and China.

Zbigniew K. Brzezinski, The Soviet Bloc: Unity andConflict (Harvard Univ. Press, 1960).

A solid study by a leading political scientist.

Emerging Nations Note: the following are all supplemental to those cited for the Revolution against

Imperialism (p. 580).

V. M. Dean and H. Harootunian, West and Non-West: New Perspectives CHolt). An an-

thology covering many aspects of the relations between the 'developed and the emerging

E. Demig, ModernJapan (Praeger, 1 961 ). Helpful general view; in the series, "Nations of

the Modern world.

"

P. Lang/ei,Japan Yesterday & Today CHolt). Popular introduction; in the series, "Con-

temporary Civilizations."

K. S. Latourette, China: O. D. Corpuz, The Philippines: J. D. Legge, Indonesia: S. Wol-

pen, India. Informative volumes in the series, "Modern Nations in Historical Perspective"

("Spectrum).



D. N. Wilber. Pakistan Yesterday 6 ToJay ( 'Holt). Excellent popular introduction, in the

"Contemporary Civilizations" series.

H. Tinker. India & Pakistan CPraeger). Useful political analysis.

G. he-Kii, Turkey. 3rd ed. (Praeger, 1963). Competent general introduction; in the series,

"Nations of the Modern World."

P. Stirling, Turkish K»7/agf ('Wiley). Valuable insights into an essential aspect of emerg-

ing societies.

N. Safran, The United Slater & /cw/ (Harvard Univ. Press, 1963); W. R. Vo\k.The United

Slates & the Arab V''orld (Harvard Univ. Press, 1965). Detailed volumes, stressing the

background of the Middle Eastern nations; in the series, "American Foreign Policy Library."

H. B. Sharabi, Nationalism and Retolution in the Arab World CVan Nostrand). Valuable

reflections by an expert on the subject.

J. Hatch, A History ofPostuar Africa Praeger, 1 965). Clear and helpful guide to a complex

subject.

B. Ward, Africa in the Making (Norton, 1966). General discussion by a well-informed

publicist.

G. M. Carter, National Unity and Regionalism in Eight African States (Cornell Univ.

Press, 1 966), and G. M. Carter, ed.. Politics in Africa: Seven Cases ('HarcoMii, Brace & World).

Two recent works by a ranking expert on Africa.

J. Cope, South Africa (Praeger, 1965). General survey; in the series, "Nations of the

Modern World."

J. F. Gallagher, The United States and North Africa Harvard Univ., 1963). Valuable

introduction to Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia

J. E. Flint, N/gfr/a andGhana ('Spectrum). Study of two states that have made more than

their share of recent history; in the series, "Modern Nations in Historical Perspective."

R. J. Alexander, Today's Latin America ("Anchor), and T. Szulc. Latin America CAthen-

eum). Suggestive general introductions.

M. V..oAngiiez, Central America: ]. E. f2igg.Cuba. Haiti & the Dominican Republic.

H. Bernstein, Venezuela & Colombia. Handy volumes in the series. "Modern Nations in

Historical Perspective' ('Spectrum).

K. Silven. Chile Yesterday & Today CHolt). In the informative popular series, "Con-

temporary Civilizations."

S. R. Graubard, eA..A Neu' Europe.^ (Houghton Mifflin, 1964). Essays, mostly analytical,

by various hands. Stimulating

S. Kuznets, Postwar Economic Growth (Harvard Univ. Prss, 1 964). An important synthesis

of a major topic, by a distinguished economist.

T. H. White, The Making of the President. 1960 ('Pocket Books), and The Making of the

President. 1964 (Atheneum. 1965). Two most readable books illuminating many phases of

our recent history.

D. E. Butler and A. King,The British General Election of 1964 (St. Martins Press, 1965).

Fine example of current political scientific studies.

J. Lacouture, De Gaulle ('New American Library, 1966). The best short life, somewhat

too allusive for American consumption.

S. Hoffmann and others. In Search of France (Harvard Univ. Press, 1963). Fine analytical

studies of various phases of contemporary France.

L Wylie, Village in the Vaucluse ('Harper Colophon), and L Wylie, ed., Chanzeaux

(Harvard Univ. Press, 1 966). Two complementary studies of French villages today, based on

field work.
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M. Salvador!, //ij/jy ('Spectrum). A valuable final chapter on contemporary Italy.

A. Grosser, The Federal Republic of Germany. (Praeger, 1964; 'Praeger). Best short

account.

Germany Reports. 4th ed., (Press and Information Office, West Germany, 1 966). A mine of

information, to be used with knowledge; it is an official government publication.

Bernard B. Fall, The Two Viel-Nams: a Political and Military Analysis, rev. ed. (Praeger,

1965), and Robert Shaplen, The Lost Revolution; the U.S. in Vietnam. 1946-1966. rev. ed.

(Harper & Row, 1966). Two interesting stuflies of the Vietnam war.

Note: The following books are all discussed in the text.

Ilya Ehrenburg, The Thaw, trans. Manya Harari (Harvil, 1955).

V. Dudintsev,N<); by Bread Alone, trans. E. Bone (Dutton, 1957).

B. Pasternak, Dr. Zhivago. trans. Max Hayward and Manya Harari (Pantheon, 1958;

•Signet).

Michael Sholokhov, And Quiet Flows the Don. trans., S. Garry (L Putnam, 1 953; 'Vintage,

1966), The Don Flows Home to the Sea, trans. S. Garry ('Vintage, 1966), and Hart est on the

Don ('Signet).

A. 1. Solzhenitsyn,/^ Day in the Life ofIvan Denisovitch. trans.. Max Hayward and R. Hing-

ley (Praeger, 1963; 'Bantam, 1963).

Abram Tertz, pseud.. The Makepeace Experiment, trans., Manya Harari (Pantheon, 1965);

and, in one volume, his Socialist Realism, trans., G. Dennis, and The Trial Begins, trans. Max
Hayward ('Vintage, 1965).

Yevgeny Yevtushenko, A Precocious Autobiography, trans., A. R. MacAndrew ('Dutton,

1963), and his Selected Poetry, trans. Robin Milner-Gulland and Peter Levi ("Penguin, 1962).







Man's Fate

in the Twentieth Century

I The Intellectual ,

Revolution Continues

Opposite: LES DEMOISELLES O'AVIGNON.

by Pabk) Picasso, Spring. 1907. Coltection

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, ac-

quired through the Ullie P. Bliss tjequesiL

The Aid jtruism about the diffi-

culty of seeing the wholeTorest when attention

is fixed on the separate trees holds especially

for contemporary intellectual history. Among
the countless "ideas" that come to our at-

tention through the printed or the spoken

word, through symb<ols, diagrams, pictures,

even through musical sounds, it is almost im-

possible to distinguish those ideas which are

characteristic of our age, which give it its fla-

vor or style, s^ich establish its "climate of

apiiiituLlL Indeed, it is tempting to c5ncTu3e

that this very variety of ideas, spread abroad

among countless millions through all the chan-

nels ot mass communications, is the distin-

guishing mark of our time. There is, moreover,

a further difficulty confronting jhe historian

of contemporary thought and feeling As we
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shall note later in this chapter, the gap be-

tween the culture of the few, the "iiigbhrows,"

and the culture of the many, who are not nec-

essarily "lowbrows," just not highbrows — this

gap seems nowadays especially wide and deep.

The historian who relied wholly on evidence

from the work of "^rious" modern poets or

artists would come to quite different conclu-

sions from one who rested on evidence from

"comic" strips, popular music, conventional

artists and illustrators, and wKat goes out over

the air on television and radio.

Yet a historian writing in the twenty-first

century and using only the evidence from

"papular" culture would see and sense great

differences from the popular culture of Vic-

torian days. Our hot jazz would not sound to

him much like a Viennese waltz, the violent

and sexy "whodunits" would not be to him

much like the Sherlock Holmes stories, the

picture magazines would not remind him of

Currier and Ives prints, and even in the so-

called comic strips the frustrations, the infe-

riority complexes, and pathetic illusions, even

the horrors that fill many strips would seem

worlds apart from the naive buffoonery of the

first such strips of about 1900, "Happy Hool-

igan," for instance, or "Buster Brown," or the

"Yellow Kid."

Nor were such a rwenty-first-century his-

torian to concentrate on the high culture

would he be any less struck with the great

changes since 1890, perhaps m fact he would

be more struck with the changes. It is true that

he woulcf ceadily see in th^avant garde writers

and artists and in the "anti-intellectual" phi-

losophers of the late nineteenth century (see

Chapter 23) precursors of twentieth-century

philosophical and,artistic movements. Yet he

would surely be struck by the way the twen-

tieth century has gone beyond its precursors.

He would not confuse contemporary abstrac-

tionists with Monet or Cezanne, nor atonal

music, let alone "concrete" music, with the

music of Brahms, nor James Joyces U/ysses. let

alone some modern French "anti-novels," with

the novels of Henry James or even Sin-

clair Lewis.

We shall slowly return to some of these

specific representatives of contemporary high

culture. Here let us note that our hypotheti-

cal twenty-first century historian, though he

would have to note the differences between

the highbrow and the popular culture of our

time, would not conclude that they were

wholly separate and wholly different c.jiltures.

He would see that they have much in com-

mon, that both have strong elements of contrast

with the culture of the nineteenth century.

We cannot of course begin to guess how he

would feel toward us and our culture, nor

with what terms he would try and tell his

readers aboutjjs. But he would surely have to

call attention to the notes of violence and

despair, the unprecedented frankness with

which the Anglo-Saxon four-letter words are

printed as well as uttered, the repudiation of

conventional representational art, the preoc-

cupation with such psychological difficulties

as are indicated by "alienation," "identity-

crisis," "committment," the great premium set

upon originality, novelty, youth against age,

the rise of a popular slick urban cynicism, the

doubts about even so ingrained a belief, in the

United States at least, as the belief in inevita-

ble progress with a capital P. We shall in con-

clusion consider how far sfl this is in fact a

repudiation of, a resistance to, our democratic

inheritance from the eighteenth-century En-

lightenment. Meanwhile, we must .e§say some

more specific analysis of the attitudes, the

tastes, the "ideas" of our confused and confus-

ing age. We shall not attempt a detailed "cov-

erage," but rather attempt by concentrating on

representative figujes to illustrate the charac-

teristics of our "high" culture and how it dif-

fers from that of the nineteenth century.

Psychology: Freud

Following leads from the biological sci-

ences, the nineteenth century came to put

particular emphasis on ^focess, on tlte^vnamics

•f change in time. The twentteth cei^tury, tak~

ng its-cuefrom psych»l»gy, has come to put

particular emphasis 40 the r^le of the uncon;

n hufnan thought and action, on She

rrationality — or at least tion-rationality — of

much human behavior. Foremost among the

. ing

..^/ parti



Freud, as interpreted bvCocteau, lhe£rench
sjitfealist.

thinkers responsible for this emalysis^was

^ismmsL^ISllil ( l 836- l 93V ). Freud was a

physician, trained in Vienna in the rationalist

medical tradition of the late nineteenth cen-

tury. His interest was early drawn to mental

^llflgss. where he soon found cases 7n which

patients exhibited symptoms ofvery real or-

eanic disturbances—but for which no obvious

organic causes could be found. Under analysis

as Freud's therapeutic treatment came to bi

called, the patient, relaxed on a couch
7-

urged to pour out what he can remember of

his earliest childhood, or indeed infancy.

After many such treatments the analyst can

hope to find what is disturbing the patient, and

by making him aware of what that is, hope to

help him-

Had Freud merely contented himself with

this kind of therapy, few of us would have

heard of him. But from all this clinical ext)e-

rience he worked out a system of Rjjjlujlog^

that has had a very great influence, not only on

psychiatry and psychology, but on some of our

basic conceptions of human relations. Freud

starts with the concept qf a set of "drivefj

with which each person is born. These drives,

which arise in the unconscious, are expres-

sions of the'j^' Freud never tried to locate

the id physiologically; he used the term,

which in Latin means '^iJijg [f[iinpT " to avoid

the moralistic overtones in words like "de-

sires." The^p rlrivp<
[^y '" Cf jjaf'sfaction aild

pleasure, to express themselves in action. The
infant, hotably, is "jininhibite^" — that is, his

drives well up into action from the id without

restraint from his conscious mind. But by no

means without restraint from his parents or

nurse — and there's the difficulty. The infant

finds himself trustrated. As he grows, as his

mind is formed, he comes to be conscious of

the fact that some of the things he wants to do

are objectionable to those closest to him, and

on whom he is so dependent. He himself

therefore begins to repress these drives from

his j^
With hrs dawning consciousness of the

world outside himself, the child has in fact

developed another part jit-his psyche , which

Freud at first called the "censor." and lat^J/
divided into two phases which he called th^

~~

"
ego" and the '-.siinerego. " jThe ei:o _is the in-

duttd»ittLi_nri^te censor , his awareness th.it in

iTnrHnnri •

ji'ith what Freud i.ins c.ill the

"rgaJitj^ prinoBlg" certain drives trom his ul

"jPTly cannot succeed. The supercuo in .i u.iv

is what common language calls \

it is the individual's response as p

cial system in which certain actions are proper

and certain actionj imprope r. Now these

drives of the id,-and indeed in most of its

phases the dictates' of the superego, are for

Freud a sort of great reservoir of which the

individual is not normally aware— that is, they

are part of his "uiieolltLloU!.. '' In a mentally

healthy individual, enough of the drives of the

id succeed so that he feels contentg^i. But

even the healthiest of individuals has had to

repress a great deal of his drives from the id.

This successful repression the Freudians ac-

count for in part at least by a process they call

<^
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"
ptiblimation ." They think that the healthy

individual somehow finds for a -drive sup-

pressed by ego or- superegp, or by both wortc-

ing together, a new and socially approved

outlet "or*HBt£ssion. Thus a drive toward sex-

ual relations not approved in ones circle

-might be sublimated into the writin^^f po -

XffY ft
r-ai<tffr7»>i«.ven ml^ t̂hletics.

With the neurotic person, however, Freud

held that drives, having been suppressed,

driven back down into the unconscious, Hn'd

no suitable other^jjutlet or^_suliliQiadon, and

continue, so to cnpoC rpTTrinp in ff.P |H

trying to find some outlet. They find all sorts

of outlets of an abnormal sort, symptoms of

illness in ^reat variety. They display them-

selves in all sorts or neuroses and phobi as,

ich have in common a failure to conform to

the "reality principle." The neurotic individ-
" And1"Tp-^ua l is "maladiuste'3 ." And if the failure to

\ meet the reality prmciple is really complete,

the individual is insane, "psychotic," and lives

in an utterly unreal private world of his own.

Freud's therapy rested on the belief that if

the individual neurotic could come to under-

stand why he behaved as he did he could fre-

quently make a proper adjustment and lead

a normal life. But here Freud parted company

with the rationalist tradition of the eighteenth

century. He held that there was no usfe preach-

ing at the individual, reasoning simply with

him, telling him the error of his ways, point-

ing out what was-tmreasonable in his behavicr.

Reason could not get directly at the un-

conscious, where the source of his trouble

— lay. Only by the lon^ slow firocess of psy-

choanalysis, in which the individual day after

day sought in memories of his earliest child-

hood for concrete details, could the listening

analyst pick from this stream of consciousness

the significant details that pointeiLlo the hid-

den repression, the "hlp^'"'nj" that came out

\/ in neurotic behavior. Freud gave special im-

•^^^ortance to the Hrpi^ms nf the patien t, which

he must patiently describe to the analyst; for

in dreams, Freud thought, the unconscious

well.s up 9ut o^ control, or but partly con-

trolled, by the ego. Once the patient, however,

got beneath the surface of his consdous life,

and became aware of what had gone wrong

with his hitherto unconscious life, he might

then adjust himself to society.

The Implications of Freudianism

Wftpt I's Important for uj in the~Vider im-

plications of Freud's work, his part in the

broad current of contempoj^ modifications

of eighteenth-century rationalism, is first tHls

concept m( the very great rele of the uncon-

scious drives — that is, the unthinking , the

tjpn-rational, in our lives. Ordinary reflective

thinking is for the Freudian a very small part

of our existence. We are back at the metaphor

of reason as a flickering rgnd|^ or tause an-

other ^v^ ll-wprn mejap^bat, ^f reason a^imoly
the small partjit^ie iceh^fg that shows above

the viatsi, while submerged dowjjjaelow is the

great mass of the unconscious. Much even of

our conscious thinking is, according to the

Freudian, what psychologists call "rationaliza-

tion," thinking dictated, not by an awareness

of the reality principle, but by the desires of

,^ur id. One can get a good measure of the

difference between eighteenth-century ration-

alism and Freudian psychology by contrasting

the older belief in the innocence and natural

goodnes s of t_he child, Wordsworth's "mighty

prophet, seer blest, with the Freudian view of

the child as a bundle of unsocial or antisocial

drives, as in fact a titrte-tmrapiedsavage.

But second, and most important, note that

the Freudians do not wish to blow out the

candle of human reason. They are moderate,

not extreme, anti-rationalists; they are chas-

tened j:atipnalis^. Their whole therapy is

based on tRe concept, whichshas Christian as

well as eighteenth-century roora, that "ye shall

know the truth, and the truth shall make you

^s,.free." Only, for the Freudian, truth is not

eaSH^found, cannot be distilled into a few

simple rules~of conduct which all men, being

reasonable and good, can use as guides to

individual and collective happiness. It is on

the contrary very hard to establish, and can be

reached only by a long and precarious strug-

gle. Many will not reach it, and will hajjeto

put up with all sorts of maladjustments and

"t-N^^trations . The Freudian is at bottom a ^e%-



^simist. in that he does not believe in the £gr
*-—^'Ty nf rr^" Indeed, there are those

see in the Freudian cgptept of human nature

something like a return to the Christian

concept of ac^ninal—qiA. They continue the

parallel, which numy ijiliers^iiid absurd or

offensive, by maintaining that forTHe Freudian

too there is, though difficult to find, a way out,

a form of salvation, in the full sgJWinowledee

that comes from successful BiychoanalYs is.

Freud, to whom religion was an
'

^illusion,'
"'

was himself a cult-leader. His faithful disci-

ples still form an orthodox nucleus of strict

Freudian psychoanalysts. Other distiples

parted with the master, notably the^wiss Juni;

( 1
8''5 -

) who did believe in reti^lljn, STrI

whose great popular phrase was the "collec-

;jve unconscious," and the Austrian Adler

(l3''()- lUj 'i who rejected the master's em-

phasis on the .sepiual. and coined the familiar

phrase,
"
infcr^nrirv i iinii i liir."

Full psychoanalysis remains an extremely

expensive process limited to those who can

afford it or can recei ve it through charity.

There are, however, modified torms ot analyt-

ical therapy, such as "grojip therapy " and the

like, which are much less expensive. The
Freudian influence on imaginative writing,

indeed on philosophy and the arts generally,

was and remains very great indeed, though

usually dispersed, vague, indirect, and very

hard to summarize. Negatively, the life work

of this nineteenth-century-trained scientist

went in these "hftpianistic " fields to reinforce

the reaction against nineteenth-century

scientific and rationalistic materialism; posi-

tively, Freud's work helped all sorts of mod-

ernisms, strengthened the revival of intuition,

"hunch," sensibility, and, perhaps paradoxi-

cally, a Stoic or existentialist rejection of

bourgeois optimism.

ho I

Psychology: Behaviorism

It need hardly be said that in this multani-

mous century of ours the Freudians hold no

monopoly of the field of psychology. Indeed,

the eighteenth-century fen35hcy to regard

human nature, if not as wholly
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But — and this is a fitter blow to eighteenth-

century optimism — they suggested that once

such training has taken hold^ the organism has,

so to speak, incorporated the results almost as

if they had been the product of hereditji, not

environment, and further change becomes

very difficult, in some instances impossible.

Pavlov, after having trained some of his dogs,

tried mixing his signals, frustrating and con-

fusing the dogs by withholding food at

the signal that had always produced food

for them. He succeeded in producing symp-

toms of a kind close to what in human beings

would be neurosis.

Still another lead, this time from biologists

interested not in the most fashionable^jiiicrQ-

biology" but rather in the behavior of individ-

uals (the old-fashioned name for it was natural

history), came from such scientists as the

Austrian Konrad ^legz (1 903 - ) and the

Dutchman Nikolaas Tjnbergen ( 1 90? -
),

founders of what is called "ethology." Their

key phrase is "species-specific behavior. ' This

behavior does indeed depend on hereditary

constitutional features of the organism, but

especially at key moments when development

of the organism must be triggered by specific

normal features of the environment. Thus, for

instance, newly hatched goslings normally see

first and attach_jhemselves to the mother

goose; but if ^he is removed before they hatch,

they will attach themselves to a foster mother,

even to a Human being. Modern ethology thus

reinforces the notion that neither heredity nor

environment alone "determine" behavior, in-

cluding human behavior, but rather a complex

and subtle interaction of the_rwo. There is

room for accident, and even for
"
wilL" if

not quite free will.

SociO;poimcal Thought

We have in the foregoing already edged

over naturally enough from psychology to the

wider field of man's behavior as a political

animal. In what are sometimes optimistically

called the social or behavioral sciences, the

twentieth century has continued to develop

the critique of our eighteenth-century inheri-

tance of belief in the basic reasonableness and

goodness of 'Jium an napi^e ." In fact, the very

term "human nature" seems to some social

scientists to be so all-embracing as to make no

sense. Once more, let us re-emphasize, first,

that this "revolt against reason" is better and

more fully to be described as a revolt against

reason as exemplified in popular concepts of

what science is and does. Second, that many
thinkers in this revolt did not attack scientific

reason as such in its own fields of established

sciences, but simply urged that there are other

valuable ways of using the human mind. And
third, that though many of these thinkers

were anti-rationalists, and almost always

"elitists," fascists, racists, reactionaries hostile

to the democratic tradition, others were what

we have called "chastened rationalists," think-

ers who wished to salvage what they could of

the eighteenth-century basis of the democratic

tradition (see Chapter 23).

The specific programs, the emotional alle-

giances, the 'Values" of twentieth-century

thinkers in this broad field we may hesitantly

call "sociologkal" were varied indeed. And
yet most of them, certainly the great ones, do

have in common a sense of the subtlety,

the complexities, the delicacy— and the

toughness and durability — of the ties that

bind human beings together— and hold them

apart— in society. Indeed, that last sentence of

ours, with its coupling of opposites in tension,

is typical of this rwentieth-century approach to

problems of man in society; compare an inci,-

dental and therefore significant remark tossed

\ pff by Arthur .Koestler . "for we are movihg
. here through strata that are held together by

the cement of contradiction. "' Or, as the Swiss

writer Denis de Rougemont puts the same

kind of challenge to our conventional no-

tions of what makes sense, tensions between

two terms that are "true, contradictory, and
essential.'''^ The distinguished American

sociologist, Talcott Parsons, in his The

Structure of Social Action (1937) finds in

the work of many different thinkers, such"

•A. Koestler, The Imisthle Wnling. (Boston, 1954),

3-49.

to. de Rougemont, M<in's Western Quell (New Yorlt,
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as the German Max Weber, the Frenchman

Durkhcim, the Englishman Alfred Marshal,

the Italian Pareto, and others, a common
aim to put the study of man in society on a

basis that takes full account of the diffi-

culties of "objectivity" in such study, and

gives full place to our contemporary awareness

of the place of the subjective and non-rational

in human life.

Pareto ^^f^V^,^/'^*^^-
We may here Speak for a moment about

Pareto (1848-1923), not because he was the

greatest or the most influential thinker, for he

was not, but becaUse the work of this scien-

tifically trained engineer is such a cleai^exam-

ple of the difficulties of thinking about men as

we think about things. Pareto tried hard to

establish a genuine science of sociology; but it

was a sociology very different from that of his

only slightly olcler contemporary Herbert

Spepcer (see Chapter -^^+rTareto in his The'

^inJ 'and Society (original Italian edition,

1916) is concerned chiefly with the problem

of separating in human actions the rational

from the non-rational. What interests Pareto is

the kind of action that is expressed in words,

ritual, symbolism of some kind. Buying wool

socks for cold weather is one such action. If

they are bought deliberately to get the best

socks at a price the buyer can afford, this is

rational action in accord with the doer's in-

terests; it is the kind of action the economist

can study statistically. If, however, they are

bought because the buyer thinks wool is "nat-

ural" (as compared with synthetic fibers) or

because he finds snob value in improved Eng-

lish socks, or because he wants to help bring

sheep-raising back to Vermont, we are in a

field less "rational" than price. The practical

economist will still study marketing and con-

sumer demand, but he will have to cope with

many complex psychological variables.

It is these that Pareto studies under the

name of "derivations," which are close to what

most of us know as rationalizations. These are

the explanations and accompanying ritualistic

acts associated with our religion, our patriot-

ism, our feelings for groups of all kinds.

Prayer, for instance, is for Pareto a derivation;

he was, like so many of this period, a materi-

alist, at bottom hostile to Christianity, though

he approved of it as means of social concord,

and was fascinated by its hold overmen. It is

irrational, or non-rational, to pray for rain,

because we know as meteorologists that rain

has purely material causes quite beyond the

reach of prayer. These derivations are indeed

a factor in human social life, but they do not

really move men to social action.

What does move men in society, and keeps

them together in society, says Pareto, are theV

re^^iiiei. These are expressions of relatively

penfianent, abiding sentiments in men,'ljL'dUl(?

expressions that usually have to be separated j

from the part that is actually a derivation, J^^^ ^^^
which may change greatly and even quickly, ^^t^ / /
Pagan Greek sailors sacrificed to Poseidon, / ^^."ft^

god of the sea, before setting out on a voyage;; ^.V/J '^j^
a few centuries later. Christian Greek sailors ,

'

prayed, lighted candles, and made vows to the ^,

Virgin Mary just before sailing. The deriva-

tions are the explanations of what Poseidon

and the Virgin respectively do. They vary. The

believer in the Virgin thinks his pagan prede-

cessor was dead wrong. The residues are the

needs to secure divine aid and comfort in a

difficult undertaking, and to perform certain

ritual acts that give the performer assurance of

such aid and comfort. The residues are nearly

the same for our two sets of sailors. Both the

pagans and the Christians have the same social

and psychological needs and satisfy them in

much the same ways, though with very differ-

ent "explanations ' of what they are doing.

Two of the major classes of "residues" Pa-

reto distinguishes stand out, and help form his

philosophy of history. These are first the "res-

idues' of persistent aggregates, the senti-

ments that mark men who like regular ways,

solid discipline, tradition and habit, men like

the Spartans, the Prussians, or any rigorously

disciplined military class. Second, there are

the residues of the instinct for combinations,

the sentiments that mark men who like nov-

elty and adventure, who invent new ways of

doing things, who like to cut loose from the

old and the tried, men not easily shocked,



men who hate discipline, men liice most in-

tellectuals and inventors— and many entrepre-

neurs and busingssmea. In societies of many
individual members, men influenced largely

by one or the other of these major residues

tend to predominate and to characterize that

society. Like most phijpsophers of history,

Pareto is far from clear on just how a conserv-

ative society where the residues of persistent

aggregates predominate changes into another

kind of society. But he does have this concep-

tion of a pendulum swing, even a struggle of

thesis and antithesis.

The nineteenth century in the West was in

Pareto's mind a society in which the residues

of instinct for combinations played perhaps

the greatest role of which they are capable in a

human society. The nineteenth century was a

century of competition among individuals full

of new ideas, inventions, enterprises, con-

vinced that the old ways were bad, that nov-

elty was the great thing to strive for at the

expense of everything else. It was a society

notably out of equilibrium. It had to run to-

ward the other kind of residues, toward the

persistent aggregates, toward a society with

more security and less competition, more dis-

cipline and less freedom, more equality and

less inequality, more uniformity and less va-

riety. It had to go the way some writers hold

that we are going in the twentieth century,

toward the welfare ^tate, even toward the

totalitarian state.

The Planners and Persuaders

Yet the abiding influence of the newer psy-

chological and sociological approach to the

study of man in society has by no means been

in the Paretan and conservative direction.

Those who want to influence human behavior,

all the way from the microcosmic field of per-

sonal consumer-choices to the macrocosmic

field of international relations, have been

willing to make use of the new psychological

insights. From the latest piece of "motivational

research" to show the cigarette manufacturer

how to overcome the effects on his i

9/r^
of recent medical research on the causes of

lung cancer to the high-minded efforts of

proponents of world-government to devise

some symbol, visual, musical, concrete, that

will supplant nationalist symbols, such as patri-

otic hymns, flags, and the like, hard-working

planners are busily engaged in trying, of-

ten successfully, to change our habits, even

our prejudices. To use Pareto's now little-

used terminology, they are seeking, not to

change our behavior by appealing to our "rea-

son" in the plain sense of that word; they are

trying to "activate" certain of our sentiments,

our residues, or "de-activate" others, or both.

In the field of serious political and social

thought, this characteristic twentieth-century

emphasis on the psychology of motivation has

been appealed to not only by conservatives or
"
rearrionaries " like Pareto and others, in-

cluding both Mussolini and ^Jitlej;, who had

pretensions to philosophy, but also by many
who were democrats, or at least "progres-

sives," at heart. An early example of this latter

type of political thinker is Graham Wallas , a

British leftist, whose Human Nature in Politics

(1908) was a most influential book. Wallas,

campaigning as a Progressive for a seat in the

London County Council, discovered by expe-

rience that the voters he canvassed were more
pleased and influenced by little tricks of

baby-kissing, chit-chat, and personal flattery

than by appeals to reason or even to self-

interest. Something of the same emphasis on

the need to go beyond abstractions to practical

psychology in politics appears in the earlier

writings of the American Walter Lippmann,

whose Preface to Politia appeared in 1913.

It has, of course, always been known to

politicians.

There remains, especially among American

intellectuals, a strong current of thought-

feeling that refuses to descend infoMachiavel-

lian strategy, even— indeed most c?~alt=Tn-a

righteous calise. It still seems to these good

children of the eighteenth-century Enlighten-

ment that reason and high ethical principles

must and will prevail together, and that to

appeal to the "lower" elements in nature so

emphasized by modern psychology is no way
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to rise above the evils of existing society.

Such opinions are by no means coinmonly

held, or, at any rate, not commonly put into

practice, by active politicians, and one of the

many gaps that seem in our society to widen

rather than to narrow in these days is the old

gap between the idealistic "theorist" and the

"practical man" who wants to get things done.

Yet the intellectual leaders of mid-twentieth

century progressive fxilitical thought are in-

creasingly forced to the conclusion that more

has to be done in the way of planning. Not-

ably, they urge, we must plan in the whole

sector of our economy which deals with such

essentials as education, social service, housing,

hospital care, scientific research, public trans-

portation, and the means of preservation of

fast-vanishing natural resources, especially our

scenic wildernesses, as well as means for the

prevention of air- and water-pollution. All

these are expensive. The planners know that in

a democracy plans cannot simply be imposed

on those planned for, as to a great degree they

can in a totalitarian state like Russia. They

are paying great attentionjQ_tlTe_problems, on

which^ modern thinking in the field of the

social sciences does throw^somejjght^jjfh'ow'

to getjiicjTianV~rcrw'anrand ask for — and pay

for— what the pTan ners~~tninj; the people

really neeilafudtli^ro wanrj\ representative

writer wHo is concerned with such matters is

the ggtsuasive American ecoaemist J. K.

Galbraith (1908-

Society.

Philosophy

), author of The Affluent

In the field of formal — which nowadays

tends to mean also university-supported — phi-

losophy the mid-twentieth century displays

once more its variety. It is safe to say that in

the West at least there are today representa-

tives of almost every philosophical system,

from extreme idealism to extreme materialism

and complete skepticism, that has ever ex-

isted; and even in the communist countries,

one suspects that there are lurking idealists

ready to come out in theopien if official Marxist

materialist metaphysics are ever relaxed. The

currents of voluntarism, pragmatism, and psy-

chologism we noted earlier (see Chapter 23)

still flow, no doubt a bit diminished.

From such nineteenth-century sources as

«»,^^tzsche and the gravely disturbed and

disturbing Danish theologian, Ki<Tl«*ga4fd

1813-1885), there has developed a philoso-

phy known as "existentialism." The existential-

1

ists arc somewhat harried Stoics (see Volume I,

p. 90) who find this existing reality of mid-

twentieth century all there is, and pretty de-

pressing, but are determined to face this

reality as heroically as possible. They are

sometimes divided into Christian existen-

tialists, who retain a concept of God, and free-

thinking or atheistic existentialists. The central

theme of existentialism has been stated by the

French writer,§arlre jl 905 -
) as "exist-

ence precedes essence." This cryptic pro-

nouncement seems to mean that human aware-

ness of living, of being, precedes in time, and

is therefore somehow more important than

our thinking, or than our mental ticketing of

"reality" by means of words. Clearly existen-

tialism does at bottom belong in the current

of anti-intellectualism of our time.

We have certainly not done the existential-

ists justice in this brief desccigtiyn. They are

sensitive artists and intellectuals, by no means

simple anti-intellectuals who want us to

'think_w;khour_bl9od"— or our hormones.

They respect the instrument of thought, and

use it themselves. But they do not quite trust

it, and they do not trust its chief representa-

tives in our time, the conventional scientists.

Their noblest representative, though not for-

mally one of the existentialist group, the

French novelist and philosopher, Albert Ca_-

mns (1 91 3- 1 960) is perhaps destined to be

remembered as a classic of our age. Finally,

formal philosophical idealism, which a gener-

ation ago seemed, ^ave for Croce, to be lan-

guishing everywhere, has proved of recent

years to have considerable vitality, perhaps

basically in forms we may call Neo-Kantian, as

with the late German phil n-inpher, Fffm-'";is-

sirer (1874-1945).

The most original, and in a sense most typ-

PmJ^

f^^^iitL
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ical and vital, philosophic movement of our

century bears clearly arid paradoxically the

stamp of the "revolt against reason." It looks

to an outsider as if the movement called var-

iously logical analysis, logical positivism, tjje

linguistic philosophy, and, in one of its.

-phases, symbolic logic, atcept#tl _moit^ ofjiie-

strictures, the new psychology made on old-

"TasmonAl rationalism and then went ahead to

insist that, although only a tiny bit of human

experience could be brought under rubrics of

rational thought, that tiny bit was indeed to be

protected and explored cai^efuU^. This some-

what varied school can be considered as be-

ginning early in the twentieth century in

Vienna, the ciry_iif_^reud. But such distin-

guished pioneers of the school as Ludwig

SOittgenstein (1889-1951) and Rudolf "Car-

jiap_<-l891 -
) emigrated, the first to Eng-

land, the second to the United States. Logical

analysis could hardly flourish in Hitler's Ger-

many or in Stalin's Russia. It is skeptical of

too much to flourish in iny but a very free and

many-minded society.

The American physicist, P. W. Bridgman

put one of the school's basic'^poTitionttJcSfly

in various writings. Where, on the pattern of

scientific practice, a pr(iiblem can be yiswered

by the performance of an "operation" and the

answer validated by logical and empirical tests

or observations, knowledge can be achieved;

where, however, as in such problems as

whether democracy is the best form of gov-

ernment, whether a lie is ever justifiable, or

whether a given poem is a good one or a bad

one— in short, almost all the great questions

of philosophy, art, literature, history — no such

"operation" is possible, the problem is for the

logician "meaningless."

Most of thesejflgical positivists would ad-

mit that non-logical or pseudo-logical meth-

ods for getting at such problems, though they

could not result in the kind of finally accepted

answers the scientists expect to get, are none-

theless for normal human living, useful and

indeed necessary. Some of the 4wpularizers of

this philosophy, however, pretty explicitly

held that all mental activity save logical anal-

ysis and empirical verification is at best infe-

rior mental activity, or more likely, nonsense.

m^
ite of time, or worse. A distinguished

American popularizer, yStuart Chase, in his

'yranny of Words (1930") proposed to clarify

our thinking by substituting "blah-blah" for

terms that have no such good logical or "op-

erational" clearance. Thus the famous French

revolutionary slogan, "Liberty, equality, fra-

ternity" would come out simply as "Blah-blah,

blah-blah, blah-blah." Approaching their

problems very differently from the way Freud

and Pareto did, these logical analysts nev-

ertheless came to a similar conclusion about

the reasoning capacity of most human beings.

Most human beings, they conclude, are at

present incapable of thorough, persistent, suc-

cessful logical thinking, and they cannot be

taught to do this kind of thinking in any fore-

seeable future. Of course, just as there are rad-

ical Freudians who hold that if everybody

could be psychoanalyzed all would be well,

there are radical positivists, usually labeled

"semanticists" who hold that semantics, the

study of meaning, if available to everyone

would cure all our troubles. The leading ex-

pert of this rather naive semantic therapy

was the Polish-American scientist Alfred

.XojzybsJti (1879-1950), author oi Science and
Sanity a9i}>).

Once more we encounter the sharp tensions

of modern intellectual life. Since these logical

analysts seemed to set up the practices of

science, as they understood them, as the sole

right way of thinking, many of those devoted

to the arts and the humanistic studies gener-

ally turned in revenge to the denunciation of

science as a narrowing, dangerous, use of the

mind. Anti-scientism is as characteristic of our

age as scientism.

Probably the most widespread philosophical

movement of our century developed out-

side of, or on the margin of, formal profes-

sional philosophy. This movement may be

called ,,lU)4Woriri.sm," the attempt to find in

history an answer to those ultimate questions

of the structure of the universe and of man's

fate the philosopher has always asked. At bot-

tom, the transfer of Darwinian concepts of

organic evolution from biology to this great,

sweeping field of philosophical questions

contains the essence of twentieth-century his-



toricism. Once the jraditional ludaeo-Chris-

tian concepts of a single creation in fyjie, a

Gqd abpve nature, and the rest of the tradi-

tional world-^ew were abandoned, men in

search of answers to their questions about

these ultimates had to fall back on the histor -

ical record. Man is not made by God, but by

nature, which amounts to saying that man
maiej himse/f in the course of history. We get

our only clues as to mans capacities here on

earth, clues as to how he ought to behave,

clues as to that future that so concerns him,

from the record of the gasr

But "clues" IS a modest and misleading

word here. Many of the thinkers who appealed

to history found much more than indications

of what might be, much more than the always

tentative, never dogmatic or absolute "theo-

ries" the scientist produces in answer to the

less-than-ultimate questions he asks. Many of

these philosophers of history, to simplify a

bit, found in what they held to be the course

of history a substitute for the concepts of God
or Providence. They found in the record of

the past substantially the equivalent of what

Christians found in revelation — the explana-

tion of mans nature and destiny, his enj in the

sense of a teleology or an eschatotogy. Para-

doxically, they found in history something

quite outside and beyond history, a substitute

for a theology.

Of these historicisms, the most important

and the most obviously a substitute for Chri

tianity is of course ,MjiQU&ip, which we have

dealt with elsewhere (see Chapter 22). The'

theological parallels are plain, and have been

frequently noted by non-Marxists: for God,
absolute and omnipotent, the Marxist substi-

tutes the absolutely determined course of

Dialectical Materialism; for the Bible, he sub-

stitutes the canonical writings of MarxiEnge ls,

with the addition, for the orthodox of the So-

viet Union and its satellites, of those of Lenin;

for the Church, the Party; for the Christian

eschatology of divine judgment and heaven or

hell, the revolution and the "classless society."

But Marxism, if the most rigorous, is only

one of the historicisms of our time. The Ger-

man, Oswald Sjjeflgkr (1880-1936), pro-

duced in his Ptf/twd It/ ihe Weir, published just

,e^

at the end of World War I, a characteristic

specimen. Spengler found from the historical

record that societies or civilizations havejjke

human beings, an average "tifF^panTathousand

years or so for a civilization being the equiva-

lent of seventy"yeais oTso for the individual

human being. He traced several non-western

civiiiiaHons, but in the West he found three

main ones, a Hpjlpnir from 1 UULLb.C. to about

the birth_of

_

Christ, a Levantine or Middle

Eastern from the birth of Christ to about_U)00

A.D., and our own modera western_jvhirh-he-

v,gaH^ (accordmg to him I about 1 000_A.D. and jic^
was, therefore, due to end abou t 2000 A.D. We
cannot here analyze his work at length. Speng-

ler had real insights, but his work as a^hole,

most historians would say, is simply not his-

tory—it is-metaphysifi, or if you like a coined

word, njetaihiiiory. There are critics who ex-

plain Spengler simp ly; he saw Germany was

about to be defeated, and he therefore con-

soled himself by believing western civilization

was about to end.

Better known nowadays than Spengler's is

the work of the English historian, Arnold

Toynbee (1889- ), whose many-volumed

Studx-of-MiiUry (1934-1954) has been neatly

condensed by D. C. Somervell into two man-

^
.a^eable volnmps. Toynbee is worth studying

as a symptom of the intellectual difficulties of

historicism and of our age. He has a Christian

background, a careful training in historical

scholarship, and a strong family tradition of

kindly hurnanitarian social service. World
War I marked him with a great hatred for war,

and a conviction that nationalism, which he

once declared to be the reat if unavowed reli-

gion of our western society, is the villain of

the pi#ce. His great system is an attempt to

trace the causes of the rise and fall of societies

in the past, and owes a good deal to Spengler.

But Toynbee is a gentle English Christian

humanist, not a German romantic racist

brought up on what is no doubt a perversion

of^^ietzsche. He does, like the majority of con-

temporary philosophers of history, conclude

that our western society is facing a very seri-

ous challenge, that in terms of the cyclical rise

and fall of societies he has traced it looks as if

we were about to give ourselves the "knock-
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out blow." But he refuses to abandon hope.

The facts of historical development may, he

holds, indicate destruction for us; but we may

transcend history, and under the influence of a

revived, or new, or Buddhist-influenced

Christianity of gentleness and love, pull our-

selves out of the hole.

Historicism has, again quite characteris-

tically in our culture, given rise to bitter

protests and to its opposite. Almost all profes-

sional historians, in the West nowadays mostly

conventionally democratic in their values,

simply give these philosophers of history the

cold shoulder. Independent existentialists like

Camus (who did not consider himself an ex-

istentialist) are firm in their contention that,

though we may not neglect history as a record

of human experience, we must find in our-

selves something— salvation, perhaps — quite

beyond history. And as for the logical analysts,

history is far too lacking in precise data to

make it a subject worth their while.

No general history can readily deal sub-

stantively with the rl^meci:. of ^ience and

technology in the tssientieth^_j;entury. Each

science, each branch of each science, has con-

tinued in this century its cumulative course.

The co-operation (not without rivalry) among
"pure," scientists , ap^glied scientists, engineers,

bankers, hiKiinp'itrneri and giwernment officials

has^prbduced in all phases of human con-

trol over material things the kind of exponen-

tial increases that send the lines of our graphs

quite off the paper. Man's attained rate of

travel is no doubt an extreme example, one

not achieved in the same degree for instance

in such fields as those of medicine and genet-

ics. But in 1820 the fastest rate was still 12 to

1 5 miles an hour; railroads made it 100 miles

or so by 1880; piston-engined airplanes made

it 300 miles or so by 1940; jet planes broke

the sound barrier only yesterday in 1947,

making speeds of close to 1,000 miles per

hour possible; and now in the 1960's rockets

have propelled living men in space free of our

atmosphere at speeds of thousands of miles

an hour.

Each science is of course highly specialized,

and the active scientist usually is supreme

master of only part of a given science. Indeed,

one of the great worries of our numerous con-

temporary worriers is well expressed in the old

tag that has modern specialists knowing more

and more about less and less. But the tag

really is an old one— and, like most such tags,

partly true and worth our attention, yet not

quite borne out by any catastrophic break in

our culture. For the fact is that at a broad,

non-specialist's level of understanding many
educated men in the West have a very good

idea of what modern science is trying to-do,

and how it does it.

The wider implications of modern science

as its ways of work and its general concepts

affect our world-views is a subject no general

history can neglect. In the broadest sense,

there can be no doubt that, though many p/ac-

ticing scientists are good Christians, scientific

attitudes toward nature and natural laws, and

scientific skepticism toward the supejujatural,

have added powerfully to the modern drive

toward rationalism, positivism, materialism.

Science continues to promote the world-view

we have seen arising in early modern times,

and culminating m'the Enlightenment of the

eighteenth century (see Chapter 17). Indeed,

many scientists have managed to make of the

pursuit of scientific knowledge itself a kind

of religion.

More particularly, the great event of the

twentieth century has been the revolution in

physics symbolized for the public in the figure

if Albert EiiisieixL(1879-1955). The con-

cepts of relativity, a space-time continuum, and

quantum mechanics freed physics from the

"Newtonian world-machine" and helped the

very great modern innovations in the field,

innovations that worked together with the late

nineteenth-century discoveries of the phenom-

ena of radiation (X-rays, the researches of the

Curies, Roentgen, and others) to make possi-

ble our contemporary developments in fields

like electronics. Einstein's theories on the

equivalence of mass and mechanical energy.
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c
his concept of time as the fourth dimension

and the representation of gravitation as a field

(compare 'm^agnfiiic fielJ) rather than a force

secured wide public attention, if not always

comprehension. From all this a few laymen

came to the conclusion that since the appar-

ently rigid world of mechanical causation of

classic physics had broken dowri, since there

was associated with the name of the distin-

guished German physicist Wernei_Heisenberg
an "indeterminacy principle" familiar to prac-

ticing scientists, the common-sense law of

cause-and-effect had in fact been repealed, and

the universe was once more a fine free sp^ace

in which anything could happea. This of

course is not true, and the work of Newton
has not been so much contradicted by modern

physics as supplemented. Heisenberg's prin-

ciple resulted from close work on the particle

called an elgcuon. An individual electron ob-

servably can jump from one orbit to another

without evident and predictable sequence. Yet

sjaliilkaUy the behavior of many, many elec-

trons together is pcediciahje, as predictable as

it was in Newton's day- It is quite likely that

misunderstood doctrines of "relativity" in

physics, misapplied to ethics and aesthetics,

did have a part in the fashionable doctrines

o£ moral and. aesthetic relativism of only

yejsierday. _t

The development of as^fonomy has been I

largely influenced by that of physics. To the

layman, such modern astronomical concepts as

that of a finite but expanding universe, of

curved space, and perhaps above all the almost

inconceivable distances and quantities, light

years, galaxies, and the like, have made as-

tronomy the most romantic of sciences. And
these distances and quantities are almost

inconceivable. A light year is the distance

traversed by light in one year, or roughly

1.88(},1)00.000 ,000 miles; our own Milky Way
Galaxy has some thirty thousand million stars

and nebulae, in the form of a disk with a diam-

eter of about 1 OO.OOO light years. Recent de-

velopments in rocketry have made our moon
seem attainable by actual human flight instead

of merely by flight of the science-fiction im-

agination. Chemistry, on the other hand, in

spite of the marvels of synth£iis-iL.ErQduceSj

has less attraction for theJmagLnation. Yet in

our daily living it is surely the science of

chemistry that touches us most closely, in our

foods, our medicines', our clothing, almost all

the material objects we use.

Chemistry has also aided the very great

gains that have been made in the twentieth

century in the biological sciences and in their

applications to medicine and public health as

well. Not only in the United States and the

rest of the West, but all over the world, infant

mortality, many contagious diseases, even un-

dernourishment, have been so far conquered

that the average expectancy of life at birth has

gone up as much as twenty years in advanced

nations since 1900. In the economically back-

ward areas of the globe, more children are

born and more live, so that the population

problem has become acute, and is still un-

solved. Yet even in this matter of food supply,

astonishing achievements by plant-breeders, as

with hybrid corn (maize), the development of

fertilizers, the use of irrigation, the possibili-

ties of food from the sea opfejjed up by marine

biology and other scientific advances promise

some considerable alleviation in a foreseeable

future. It is significant, however, that the actual

extreme limits of the human life span have

not yet been significantly affected. It does not

seem that a limit of something like 1 1 to 1 20

years for human life, historically known to

have prevailed for centuries, has yet been

exceeded.

There remains one more major problem

which the progress of twentieth-century sci-

ence has sharpened, a problem closely re-

lated to that of specialization in science and

learning There is in some senses a widening

gap today between those who pursue what we

call "humanistic" studies and those who pur-

sue scientific studies. It is by no means difli-

cult philosophically to reconcile these two

pursuits; the poet and the physicist have, as

creative human beings, more in common than

we others usually can see. But the fact remains

that from the point of view of the sociologist

the two groups in our cultural life do clash,

the scientists finding the humanists fuzzy-



minded, sloppy intellectually, and clearly

ferior, the humanists finding the

limited, pedestrian, cold, inhuman, and quite

unable to manage the Frankenstein monster of

modern technology they have created. Fortu-

nately, there are good men who are at work

mediating between these two sides, men who
incline to the belief that the opposition is by

no means one rooted in the facts of life and

human nature, but merely in present-cultural

fashion.

In sum, the very great achievements of

modern science and technology have raised

many problems for our western democracy:

the overriding problem presented by the fact

that hydrogen bombs, missiles, and_biolggical

warface_Ji'ave made the destruction of the hu

man race no mere bit of rhetoric, nor a theo

logical doctrine like that of Judgment Day

but a possible situation confronting even com

mon sense; the problem of h ujnani,zing

science^ the problem of overpopulation; the

problems of educating scientists and endow-

ing scientific research; and many other prob-

lems. Yet the fact remains that science and

technology seem to be the deciding factors

that have raised the masses far enough beyond

misery and near-starvation to make possible

what we Americans call democracy. And per-

haps even more important, the continuing

very great vitality of western civilization—

a

vitality as real in the arts as in the sciences— is

at its clearest in the magnificent achievements

of modern science. Modern science rightly

worries the worriers, but it should also con-

sole them, for it shows man still in a light re-

flected long ago by the Greek So£hocles:

What a thing is man! Among all wonders

The wonder of the world is man himself

Man the Contriver! Man the Master-mind.'

Literature and the Arts

In the field of imaginative literature, music,

painting, the fine arts, and the ans generally.

we invent new styles and attitudes yet by no

means wholly destroy what the past has left us.

Here, as for all our culture, the contemporary

historian has to note the great variety of tastes

and standards that have piled up. But he must

also note that there appears in mid-twentieth

century with speciaf sharpness another ^ar-
acterisific of our tim_e-^_on- which we have al-

ready briefly touched, the wide and deep gap

between the art— in the broad sense of "art" to

include letters, music, architecture— of the

few, or "highbrow" art, and the art of the

many, or popular art. Bridges between the two

there are, usually built on highbrow initiative

from the highbrow side toward the lowbrow

side. A good example is the fashion among the

cultivated few for some phases, at least, of

American popular mujic, or jazz. For many
French intellectuals, as diflicult, as refined, as

remote from the masses as any intellectuals

have ever been, "j£Ja2t_hot" is the only cul-

tural achievement of the United States. Every

now and then, if only briefly, some contribu-

tor to that most popular form of popular art,

the American comic strij5^_gams_a^ollowing

among the highbrows or at_ least, among
unde^raduates.

High Art: Literature

Once more, imaginative writing in the

twentieth century makes no striking t^eak

with that of the late nineteenth, poetry and

literary criticism remain, as they had begun to

be in the iS90's or even earlier (see Chapter

23), difficult, cerebral, and addressed to a very

small, if fit, audience. An occasional poet, like

the American, Robert Frost, breaks from the

privacy of the little magazines and the liigited

editions to wide popularity and a place en-

shrined in old-fashioned anthologie s. But

Frost is no more esoteric in form or substance

than Wordsworth. More remarkable and more

symptomatic, there are signs that J\S^Eljot,

born in St. Louis, but as an adult whoUy'An-

glicized, an abstruse and allusive poet, an in-

tellectual of intellectuals, is also attaining a

wider audience. The figure of speech with

which he began "The Love Song of J. Alfred
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Prufrock" in 191", which once seemed

strange, "advanced," is now tame enough tor

any anthology:

Let us go then, you and I

When-xh£_eveninK js.^prciil.oul against thw sky

Like a patienc ethenscjj upon a table.'

The novel remains the most important jbrm

of contemporary imaginative writing. Critics

have long bemoaned jts exhaustion as an art-

form, and the French have even inyemed what

they call the
"
anti-nnv^' l

" but the novel does

not die. It is quite impossible here for us to

give even a thumb-nail sketch of the contem-

porary novel. It is not even wise of us to at-

tempt to indicate writers likely to be read in

the rwenty-first century. It may be that a social

novelist like the American, J. P. Marquand

(1893-1960). disliked by the pure highbrow

because he wrote best sellers, will survive

better than such a favorite of the pure as Wil-

liam Faulkner (1897-1962), who wrote ex-

istentialist novels about darkest Mississippi.

The late Thomas Mann (1875-1945) seems

already enshrined as a classic; but Mann, who
began with a traditionally realistic novel ot

life in his birthplace, the old Hanseatic town

of Liibeck, never really belonged to the aiaiil

garde. He is typical of the sensitive, worrying,

class-conscious (his class was that of the artist-

intellectual, no mere Marxist class) artist of the

age of psychology.

More useful for us here, since it illustrates

one of the problems of all contemporary art, is

the career of the Irishman, Lames lovce

(188-?- I 941 ). Joyce began with a subtle, out-

spoken, but formally conventional series ot

sketches of life in the Dublin of his youth,

Duhliners (1914), and the novelist's inevitable,

and with Joyce undisguised, autobiography.

Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916).

Then, mostly in exile on the Continent, he

wrote what may well prove a classic, the ex-

perimental novel Ulysses (1922). This novel is

an account, rather than a narrative, of twenty-

four hours in the life of Leopold Bloom, a

Dublin Jew. It is full of difficult allusions,

T. S Elioc. Compitu Pormi & P/ayi (New York,

l'n2l, J.

parallels with Homer, pu ns, rapidly shifting

scenes and episodes, and is written without

regard for the conventional notions of plot

and orderly development. Above all, it makes

full use of the then recently developed psv-

r\j,-,l<-,l>if-L of the unconscious as displayed i n an

individual's "stream of consciousness. " The^ast

chapter, printed entirely without punctuation

marks, is the record of what went on in the

mind of Bloom's Irish wife as she lay in bed

waiting for him to come home. What went on

in her mind was in large part too shocking for

the early century, and Ulysses, published in

Paris, long had to be smuggled into English-

speaking countries. It is now freely available

Ulysses, though it took attentive reading,

and even for those most fully abreast of the

avant garde culture was often puzzling, is still

a novel in English. Joyce's final big work, long

known as simply "Work in Progress," but fi

nally published as Finnegans Wake (1939), is
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one of those works of radical experimentation

about which, like many modern paintings, the

ordinary educated layman simply has to say

that it means nothing, or very little, to him.

The continuities and conventions of narration

and "plain English," not wholly flouted in

Ulysses, are here quite abandoned. There are

words, and even sentences; but meaning has to

be quarried out by the reader and may wjien

quarried turn out to be quite different irom

what Joyce iotended. But there are keys to

Finnegans Wake— we cite one in our reading

list for this chapter— and the reader who
wants to try to get at this interesting experi-

ment in modern art can get his start there.

Here is the beginning and ending of Finne-

gans Wake:

;t Eve and Adam's, from swerve of

shore to bend of bay, brings us by a commodius

vicus of recirculation back to Howth Castle and

Environs.

... A gull. Gulls. Far calls. Coming, far! End here.

Us then. Finn, again! Take. Bussoftlhee, meme-

mormee! Till thousendsthee. Lps. The keys to.

Given! A way a lone a last a loved a long the"

Note once more: such writing may well be a

blind alley, but the traditions of western in-

vention—we use that word in a very broad

sense— insist that it may not be declared a

blind alley until it has been well explored.

High Art: The Fine Arts

It is, however, the fine arts, painting per-

haps in first rank, but with sculpture, architec-

ture, and the minor decorative arts all in-

cluded, that confront the ordinary cultivated

westerner with the problem of "modernism"

in its most clear form. The process of getting

beyond the camera eye and Renaissance ideas

of perspective— in general, "realism" — which

we began to trace in Chapter 23 has gone on

right to this day. Indeed, painting done today

can be almost — not quite — sharply divided

into two groups; that done traditionally.

J. Joyce. Fin Wake (New York, l'J59), .5. 628.

academically, representational painting of the

kind that surprises and puzzles no one though

it still pleases many; and the many kinds of

experimental or non-representational, or sim-

ply "modern," painting. The variety of these

experiments is great indeed. Most of them
have been made by the great figure of contem-

porary painting, Pablo Pieasso (1880- ).

A native Spaniard, and an adopted French-

man, Picasso has in his long life painted in

many "styles" or "periods." The paintings of

his "5Jjie_£eriod," for instance, executed in

the first years of our century, exemplify Ex-

pressionism, the attempt to express in art such

highly subjective emotional states as grief and

despair. These pictures are said to have been

influenced by the work of El^C^jjeco, the six-

teenth-century master (see Volume 1, p. 608);

certainly, both artists convey a sense of con-

centrated emotion by exaggerating human
proportions. Around 1905, Picasso, stimulated

in part by primitive art, turned to more daring

innovations, striving, as Cezanne had striven

(see p. .312), to transfer to the two djnoensions

of a picture the three dimeiiiions_oLthe real

wotkLbut, so to speaET^their dimensions in

motion. Sometimes he used the techniques of

Abstractionism, the reduction of figures to a

kind of plane geometry, all angles and lines.

Sometimes he used those of Cubism, the re-

duction of figures to a kind of solid geometry,

all cubes, spheres, and cones. Sometimes he

even glued onto a picture bits of real ob-

jects—paper or the caning from a chair— in

the process called collage ("p^ste^p"). In the

range and inventiveness of his work Picasso

alls to mind the masters of the Renaissance.

On the one hand, he has done many portraits

that are almost classical in style, as in the

work of his "White Period" following World

War I. On the other hand, he has continued

radical experimentation not only on canvas

but also in sculpture, in ceramics, and in "con-

structions" of wood and other materials that

might be called the sculptor's counterpart of

collage. Most disturbing to the ordinary

viewer, perhaps, are Picasso's recurrent efforts,

stemming from Cubism, to show the human

figure from two or more angles simultaneous-

ly—whence the apparently misplaced eyes and



the anacotnical distortions and rearrangements

in many of Picasso's pj,£tiues.

Most remote from this world of sense ex-

perience as organized by common sense is the

work of various kinds of abstract painters,

paintings which are sometimes elaborate pat-

terns of lines and colors, sometimes geo-

metrical, sometimes apparently mere random

daubs. It all means something, if only to the

paioier; but that meaning cannot be seized by

the uninitiated .

The conservative worried by modern art

can perhaps take some comfort in the fact that

the most extreme manifestation of thh art^is

now nearly fifty years past, and has never been

quite equaled in its extraordinary defiance of

all conventions, all rules, all forms. This ex-

treme manifestation, perhaps more innportant

sociologically than artistically, was the protest

made by a very al ienated group ^f inrfllfr

tuals, the i;iailaiitSi_the "angry young men'

of-World War I and its aftermath. They re

acted against a world so much sillier than

their Dada that it could slaughter millions

in warfare. Here are some characteristic pas-

sages from an account of Dada written by a

sympathetic observer:

^
been asked to take part in tl

cabled from New York: "Nu

ition, had iust

k

Again we must repeat what we have said

before: it is perfectly possible that in the long

run of history the directions taken in the con-

temporary fijie_arts_by those we now think of

as leaders, pioneers, will prove stale and un-

profitable. But no one who has not made an

effort to understand these arts is justified in

condemning them out of hand. And one hos-

tile position the disgruntled conservatives in

these fields often take seems quite untenable:

this is the labeling of such modern art as "pe-

dantic," "decadent," as a sign of exhaustion,

death, lack of creative power. Quite the con-

trary, this art is alive, inventive, dynamic, an

attempt to exiend the confines of human ex-

perience, an attempt quite as remarkable,

though in its results not so readily assessed, as

that of modern science and technology. The

historian must note that the extreme tradi-

tionalists, doing exactly what their forefathers

have done, are much more vulnerable to the

accusation that their.work is a sign of exhaus-

tion and decay.

Dada. Surrealism.

In Berlin as elsewhere we notice the persistent

desire to destroy art, the deliberate intent to wipe

out existing notions of beauty, the insistence upon

the greatest possible obliteration of individuality.

Heartlield works under the direction of Grosz

while Max Ernst and Arp sign each other's paint-

ings at random.

In the first New "York Independents' exhibition,

191 ', he [Marcel Duchamp] entered a procelain

urinal with the title Vonlaine and signed it R. Mutt

to test the impartiality of the executive committee

of which he himself was a member. By this symbol

Duchamp wished to signify his disgust for art and

his admiration for ready-made objects.

At an exhibition in Paris among the most re-

markable entries sent by the poets was a mirror of

Soupault's entitled Portrait of an unknown. .

Certain paintings by Duchamp supposed to be in

this exhibition were replaced by sheets of paper

marked with numbers which corresponded to the

Duchamp entries in the catalog Duchamp, who had

"Op" Art "Current," by Bridget Riley



The arch in design: the IBM Building in Seattle and the Gateway Arch in St. Louis.

This remark holds even more strikingly

true in architecture. The twentieth century has

seen the growth of the first truly original style

in architecture since the end of the eighteenth

century. "ModerrLi_o^-^lunctional" architec-

ture is no revival of a past style, no pastiche of

elements of such past styles, no living museum
of eclectic choice, like most of nineteenth-

century architecture. It prides itself on its

honest use of modern materials, its adapta-

tion to modern living, its dislike of waste

space and over-display. There is in modern

architecture a certain touch of austerity, even

Puritanism, that should confound those who
think that our age is sunk in lush sensuality.

In the long run, mid-century modern architec-

ture will probably seem to have carried its

dislike for ornamentation, especially external

ornamentation, rather too far. There are al-

ready signs that architects are beginning to

tire of vast expanses of plain glass and steel.

"Modern" music, unlike "modern" painting

or architecture, has never quite crystallized

into a distinctive style. The twentieth century

has produced a great many attempts to get

beyond classical music and its rules of har-

mony—by using scales other than the conven-

tional one, by stressing dissonance and discord,

by borrowing the insistent rhythms of pop-

ular jazz, and in extreme forms, by abolish-

ing any formal notation and allowing the

performer to bang away at will, even on pipes

or tin pans. A generation ago, the general

public came to identify musical innovatityi,

most closely with the Russian, Igor,StrayinsV)^

( 1 882 -
), who on the eve of World War I

composed two ballet scores, Petrouch^ and

The-B^H-afSprmg. that were far removed from

the polite and formalized ballet of tradition.

Stravinsky may prove to be the musical coun-

658



An unsentimental approach

to design: the Central

terpart of the successful artistic pioneer

>^i£g$so; significantly, however, although Stra-

vinsky has continued experimental composi-

tions, none of his later works has equaled his

great ballets in impact or popularity, and in

fact, one of his phases was a return to the

eighteenth century.

In sum: all the "creative" modern arts are

complex and difficult, and as of this

far from being "understanded of the people."

The very evident gulf between the tastes of

the many and the tastes of the few may be an

indication of a dangerous side of our demo-

cratic society. Certainly this is a iubject on

which no one is jusiified in taking an atduide

of "hd''"'" '^^" ''ho" " But here the complete

prevalence of the popular side, the elimina-

tion of the art of the few, seems most unlikely.

Left: Alexander Calder: an untitled stabile-mobile of painted alumir

"Family Group," a bronze sculpture.



Fate in the Twentieth Cent

It would seem that contrasting sets of stand-

ards and tastes, and the consequent great vari-

ety of works of art of all kinds, are one of the

marks of our democratic society.

For it is fact that the two great attempts to

put across a really totalitarian society in this

century, that of Stalin in Russia and that of

Hitler in Germany, were marked by very suc-

cessful efforts to suppress highbrow culture,

especially in art and in philosophy. Science, as

we now know, flourished in Nazi Germany,

and continues to flourish in a Russia which

bans Boris Pasigrnak^snovel, Dr. Zhirago, and

in 1 966 sends to prison for literary "treason"

two writers, Andrei Sinyavsky and Yuli Dan-

iel, who had smuggled out of Russia mildly

"modern" works__uaderthe pseudonvrns of

"Abram Tectjl^and "NlkoTaTAizhak". Russia

was in most ways the most extreme example.

This great socio-economic experiment, it may
seem somewhat paradoxically, banned experi-

ment in the arts and in the whole range of

humanistic culture, at least after the accession

of Stalin to power. Soviet architecture was

even more atrociously monumental than the

worst of nineteenth-century commercial ar-

chitecture. Until Pasternak's novel, sent out of

Russia in manuscript for translation into Ital-

ian un4er communisi^tronage, came in 1958
to widesjjread attention, no piece of Soviet

writing really struck the imagination of the

XlJ^est. This failure cannot justly be laid to

western censorship or banning; it is simply

that the crude propaganda literature of Com-
munist Russia did not greatly interest even

fellow-traveling western highbrows. Things

got worse under Stalin, when such promising

beginnings as Soviet movies — those of Eisen-

stein, for instance— and the more daring music

of Russian composers like Shostakovich, came

under what one has to call censorship by

bourgeois taste. For it is quite clear from the

Russian experience that when the proletariat

gets power, it wants, and in the arts at least

gets, about what the conventional bourgeois of

an earlier generation thought desirable and

lovely. The Nazis, too, were all against any of

the kinds of art and literature we have dis-

cussed in this chapter, all in favor of popular

art in the taste of a century -agqi.

II The Temper of Our Times

Modern western man is acutely

conscious of what may be called, a trifle im-

precisely, the spirit of the age, the temper of

the time, the climate of opinion. In the

United States we incline to believe that each

recent decade has had a character of its gwn,

from the naughty 'nineties to the fearful 'fif-

ties. For the present, and the immediate past,

we have a number of popular pji^aics-The
Age of Anxiety, The Aspirin Age, The Age of

Longing, The Age of Conformity, The Age of

SuspiciQji, even The Age of TranquHizers.

These phrases all have in common a tone of

pessimism, mildly seasoned with the shrug-

it-ofif, laugh-that-we-may-not-weep, not very

profound cynicism which is a mark of our ur-

ban democratic culture. And it surely is also

a mark of our age that its serious, its highbrow.

culture is to an extraordinary degree pessi-

mistic about the present state of man, gloomy
and fearsome about the ftiuits, though by no

means in agreement either on diagnosis of

what is wrong with our culture or in prognosis

of its development. Here is a dignified and

eloquent sample from the late Albert Camus'

speech of acceptance of his Nobel Prize in

1958;

... As the heir of a corrupt history that blends

blighted revolutions, misguided techniques, dead

gods, and worn out ideologies, in which second-rate

powers can destroy everything today, but are un-

able to win anyone over; in which intelligence has

stooped to becoming the servant of hatred and

oppression, that generation [Camus' own], starting

from nothing but its own negations, has had to re-

establish both within and without itself a little of
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what consiituies rhe dignity of life and death. Faced

with a world threatened with disintegration, in

which our grand inquisitors may set up once and

for all the kingdoms of death, that generation

knows that, in a sort of mad race against time, it

ought to re-establish among nations a peace not

based on slavery, to reconcile labor and culture

again, and to reconstruct with all men an Ark of the

Covenant. Perhaps it can never accomplish that vast

undertaking, but most certainly throughout the

world it has already accepted the double challenge

of truth and liberty, and, on occasion, has shown

that it can lay down its life without hatred. That

generation deserves to be acclaimed wherever it

happens to be. and especially wherever it is sacri-

ficing itself

This is not. of course, sheerjjessimism, but it

IS a kind of unhappy faj^th, a Stoic tlttermina^

_Uon to tight againsr die way thin^

j

^e.

Let us note that, although from Plato, even

from Ikhnaton on, our sgripus literary and

artistic culture has always shown a strain of

pessinmm, our own intellectual leaders are,

first, more than usually apprehensive and cen-

sorious and second, more than usually aware

of the gujf between their way of living, their

standards of value, and those of their fellow

citizens. Just one sample — here in a recent

work is a well-known American writer com-

plaining that most Americans confuse "nor-

mal" with "average," and suggesting that_w£

need a genuine synonym for "average":

Fortunately, such a genuine and familiar syno-

nym does exist. That which is "average" is also

properly described as "mediocre." And if we were

accustomed to call the average man, not "the

common man" or still less "the normal man." but

"the mediocre man" we should not be so easily

hypnotized into believing that mediocrity is an

ideal to be aimed at.f

This passage is hardly fair to American demo-

cratic beliefs; we Americans do not aim at

mediocrity as an ideal, but on the contrary

•Reprinted with the ptrmission of Alfred A. Knopf,

Inc. from Albert Camus' Speech of Acceptance upon the

award of the Nobel Prize for Literature. December 1 Dih.

IVV. translated by Justin O'Brien. Copyright © l';58 by

Alfred A Knopf Inc.

tj. W. Kruuh.Human Nature and the Human Ctindttion

(Random House, (New York, \')y». ')i.

admire greatly the record-breaker, the out-

standing personality. But, unlike Mr. Krutch,

we are not indignant over the failure of

everybody to measure up to highbrow stand-

ards and we do not think "common " a syno-

nym of "mediocre."

Now the historian, in attempting by com-

parative study of similar phenomena in dif-

ferent times and places to arrive at workable

generalizations, has great difficulty with this

problem of what is the "normal " or "usual"

relation between intellectual classes — the

writers, artists, scholars, teachers, preachers,

and their followers — and other classes, even

within our western culture. Such study simply

isn't well enough developed to permit meas-

urement, graphs, quantitative generalization.

Qualitatively, we may risk the assertion that

the gravity and extent of the gap between the

way American intellectuals, and to a degree

western intellectuals generally, think and feel

and the way the rest of western society

thinks and feels — the phenomenon we may

call in shorthand "the alienation of the intel-

lectuals"— this phenomenon may well be a

grave symptom of weakness in our society.

Yet the degree of alienation of the intel-

lectuals is hard to measure, and we may have

exaggerated it in the passage above. American

intellectuals complain bitterly about the im-

possibility of the good life in the machine age,

but they for the most part use the machines

with apparent satisfaction. They find fault with

our business civilization, but a great many of

them do a very good business in it, and the

rank-and-file are not in terms of income as

badly off as they think they are. They often re-

gard themselves as a scorned and victimized

minority in a hostile society of Babbitts,

but a distinguished American sociologist

has recently argued that they are in fact

well regarded:

While he [the American intellectual] may feel

himself neglected and scorned, his work poorly

valued by the community, the community places

him fairly high when polled on the relative status

of occupations. In one such study of the ranks of

ninety-six occupations, conducted in 1 947 by the

National Opinion Research Center of the Univer-



sity of Chicago, college professors ranked above
every non-political position except that of physi-

cian; artists, musicians in a symphony orchestra, and
authors ranked almost as high. ... [In another poll

in 1950] professors came out fourth among twenty-

four categories, and thirty-eight per cent of those

polled placed them definitely in the "upper class."'

At any rate, it is clear that the great major-

ity of Americans, and even the great majority

of Europeans, are not as cosmically worried,

not as pessimistic about man's fate, as are the

intellectuals. Indeed, it seems likely that the

many in western society still adhere basically

to the eighteenth-century belief in progress,

moral as well as material. A recent candidate

for the American presidency could say in a

campaign speech, which by its very nature

must be what hearers want to hear, "It is an

article of the democratic faith that progress is

a basic law of life."t In fact, one of the re-

proaches the intellectuals make to the many
in the West is that the many appear on the

whole quite contented with their material

prosperity, their gadgets, their amusements,
their American-style "classless society," a so-

ciety where one man can be said to be as good
as another, where all have a high level of con-

sumption, but where there are inequalities,

"status seekers", failures, tragedies, not the

Utopian, theoretical Marxist heaven of an un-

realized "classless society."

Yet the pessimism of the intellectuals is

understandable. The almost-Utopia which
many of the thinkers of the Enlightenment
believed was just around the corner in the

eighteenth century is not here yet. Let us, in

conclusion, briefly review that eighteenth-

century basis of our western democratic faith,

and see what our intellectual guides are mak-
ing of that faith now, two hundred years later.

The Optimism

of the Enlightenment

As we have pointed out (Chapters 17, 20
and 23), there grew up among western men

•S. M. Li pset. Political Man ( New York , 1 960 ).

tAdlai Stevenson, quoted in C. A. Chambers, "Belief
in Progress in Twentieth Century America," \ournal of the
History ofUtas (April, 1 958), 221

.

in the early modern centuries, and there came
to full bloom in the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries, a view of man's fate here on
earth which was essentially new. This is the

view that all men may rightly expect to be
happy here on earth. As St. Just, the youth-
ful colleague of Robespierre in the French
Revolution, put it, "Happiness is a new idea

in Europe"; or as Jeflferson, with his gift for

phrasing, put it, one of the unalienable rights

of man is the "pursuit of happiness." Of course

men have presumably always sought happiness

here on earth. In historic Christianity, how-
ever, they did not really expect it here on
earth, but only in an afterlife in heaven; in-

deed, Christianity had an overtone of belief

that happiness in heaven was in part at least a

reward for suffering here on earth.

The philosophei. the eighteenth-century

thinkers who set the_bt:oad-te«iis_i2flljis mod-
ern optnTTryftr-CTyorid^eaL, naeapt by happiness

a condition or state in which each man had at

any given moment what he wanted, a state in

which each man— each woman, and, incredi-

bly, even each baby — was not aware of being
thwarted, frustrated. To the inner state of this

happiness there would conform an outer state

of material plenty in which everyone would
have what he wanted to eat, would be well

housed, would have a satisfactory s^x life , and
would of course enjoy^goodJieakhtlBet^men-
tal and physical. The matter may indeed be
put in terms of modern psychology. Man can

rightfully expect in this world, certainly be-

fore very long, a society in which everyone
would have a life of perfect adjustment, a life

without conflict, aggression, in^curity.

Broadly speaking, the phi/osopEes held that

such perfect happiness had not yet been at-

tained on £arth — an obvious fact— because

there had grown up a whole ser_of institu-

tions, habits, and beliefs that had brought evil

i^uojiuijiaajife. Men in 1 750, the philosophes

believed, were not following the natural laws

that would make them happy, but the unnatu-

ral laws that made them unhappy. The formu-
lators of the new idea of happiness believed
that the unhappy state of the world could be
traced to a combination of the privileges un-

naturally acquired over the centuries by the
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tew rich an4 powertul (the leaders in church

and statel, togecher with the unnatural j^no-

rance and prejudices these few had imposed

on the many. They therefore concluded that

the soluti*n lay first in depriving the tew of

their unnatural privileges and, second, in dis-

closing to the many by a natural system of

education and government the key to their

own happiness. In short, they believed lij^t

men are Ay nature good not evil/ reasonable

not foolish, intelligent not stupid, certainly

improv^le. Though it is perhaps unfair to say

tj^at jhcs believed in the "natural goodness

of man," at a very minimum most ot the phi-

losophers held_that men as the)' are now. but

under the rule of "cultural engineers," "engi-

neers of the souj." instead of under their

present rulers, could all be happy, certainly

again at a minimum, much, much happier.

Something close to Utopia was to them just

around the cggneT.

This, then, though put oversimply, is the

essence of what may be called the democratic

dream of the eighteenth-century p̂ ilosophes.

the dream of a heavenly city here on earth.

But two hundred years later the dream has not

come true. Some men still persist in it, hold-

ing that we have not yet conquered the privi-

leged classes, not yet opened men's minds, not

yet really tried full democracy or not yet al-

lowed free play to the kindly cultural engi-

neers. We must insist: many are now alive

who think and feel about mans destiny in es-

sentially eighteenth-century ways. Marxism,

for example, in its simplest outline, is the

eighteenth-century formula all over again: the

bad institutional environment under which

men cannot help being miserable is capital-

ism; the good institutional environment under

which men cannot help being happy is social-

ism. In fact, it seems that Stalin invented that

phrase "engineer of the soul." It is, however,

quite unfair to limit these believers in what is

essentially eighteenth-century rationalist em-

piricism to the Marxists. There are many re-

spected and influential Americans — and a few

such Europeans — who preserve intact a belief

in the "principles of 1 776 and 1789." They

may concede that some men are irrational, but

they hold that man is rational. Needless to

say, the Soviet Russian experiment has not yet

brought this kind of socialism to earth.

But the failure of the dream has caused

many more men, at least in the free world, to

question its very basis, the doctrine of the

basic rationality of man, or at least to ques-

tion man's complete pliability to the best-

intentioned cultural engineering. Such men
hold that something profoundly rooted in hu-

man nature, and not merely in man's institu-

tions, or in his environment, makes a measure

of unhappiness the natural lot of mankind. The

modern western world, in consequence, has

witnessed a process of reaction and adjust-

ment to the contrast between the high hopes

of the Enlightenment and the continuing evils

of the world. We may distinguish three broad

classifications of these reactions and adjust-

ments, which we may compare with the reac-

tions and adjustments that faced early Chris-

tianity once the promise of an immediate

Second Coming of Christ had to be aban-

doned.

Repudiation or Revision

of the Enlightenment

First, there is the reaction of complete

repudiation of all the Enlightenment stood

for. This reaction takes many forms. One of

them, limited largely to some emotional in-

tellectuals, is the sense of doom we have just

discussed, the feeling that in trying to make

this earth a heaven man has in fact made it a

hell. More commonly, this reaction takes the

form of denying all the premises of democ-

racy. It is maintained that most men are

wicked or stupid or foolish, or at any rate not

up to the burden a democratic society sets on

them, that they need to be ruled by their bet-

ters, who are always few in number, and that

therefore we must return to divine-right mon-

archy or to the feudal-clerical aristocracy of

the Middle Ages, or follow the "new conser-

vatism," or devise some new authoritarianism

of the Right or Left. Such views are not com-

monly held, or at any rate not commonly ex-

pressed in the United States. Not even our

extreme Rightists quite repudiate the lanf^uage
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of Jefferson, however much at bottom they

disagree with his democratic ideals.

Second, there is the Christian view that

men must return to the basic Christian con-

cept of an unavoidable mixture of good and

evil in humanity. In this view, life on earth

must always demonstrate the conflict between

the divine and the animal in man, a conflict

tragic and profound, not mean, vile, and hope-

less as the mere pessimist sees it, and, above

all, not for the individual a ceaseless "existen-

tialist" conflict, but a conflict that has an end

in heaven or hell, and that takes place in a

universe dominated by purpose, not by accident

or the merely natural. For some of these

Christians, the desirable earthly society is in-

deed rather an aristocracy than a democracy.

But many of them, like the American theolo-

gian and moralist, Reinhold Niebuhr, may be

described as moderate democrats. Though

they believe that the democratic dream in its

radical eighteenth-century form is impious

nonsense, they none the less hold that a bal-

anced democratic society is the best way of

attaining justice on earth, that such a society is

the best, or least bad, earthly reflection of

man's dual nature.

Third, there are those who accept the

aims of the philosophes and even in part the

eighteenth-century estimate of human nature.

But they find that the Enlightenment of the

eighteenth century went wrong in its time-

sense, wrong in its hope that its claims could be

attained in a generation or two. These thinkers

are essentially chastened children of the En-

lightenment. They share the view that men are

made to be happy, but are convinced by the

events of the last two generations that

wickedness and unreason are not, as the phi-

losophes believed, rooted shallowly in a few

bad institutions. On the contrary, they believe

that evil, prejudice, and stupidity are deeply

rooted in very complex institutions, in tradi-

tion, and perhaps even in man as a biological

organism.

These thinkers have been greatly influ-

enced by the emphasis that modern psychology

has put on the irrational character of the

human personality, on the subconscious and

the unconscious, and on the consequent dif-

ficulty of the actual task of "enlightenment."

They now think the task of making the world

better will be long and difficult. But it is a

task they believe can and must be continued.

And they differ basically from the Christians

in that they refuse to accept the Christian ten-

sion between this world and the next one, or

any other one. They do not subscribe neces-

sarily to naive scientific "reductionism"

which holds that all productive thinking will

end up by accepting simple scientific materi-

alism—or in the popular language of the

cliche, that "it's all physics or chemistry." But

they do hold that man is a product of nature,

that the supernatural does not exist, and that

individual immortality is impossible.

The important thing for us to note at the

end of this long historic record is that be-

tween the second and the third groups we
have been discussing, between the Christians

and the chastened children of the Enlighten-

ment, a practical accord is possible, and nec-

essary. It is indeed being worked out in the

West. In this accord lies the possibility that

the men of the first group, the enemies of de-

mocracy, may be defeated, and that democracy

may live on to give the lie to the prophets of

doom. In such an accord we may preserve the

willingness to put up with restraints, with im-

perfections, with frustration, and with suffer-

ing without losing the hope, the dream, that is

still alive for us in "liberty, equality, frater-

nity," in "life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-

piness," in the "principles of 1776 and 1789."

Perhaps, above all, those of us called to intel-

lectual pursuits can re-learn the great Chris-

tian lesson of humility, can cease in our pride

to berate our fellow men as mediocre men.

We may thus avoid the illusions and retain the

ideals of our historic heritage.
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